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Paper from Michael     Jackson

December 31, 2016 

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 30/12/2016 20:23:41 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Dealt with Wikipedia

Hello Dr Evans,

I just looked at the Wikipedia entry for ECE Theory, and they must have already deleted 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/31/paper-from-michael-jackson/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/


your edits: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Einstein%E2%80%93Cartan
%E2%80%93Evans_theory

We certainly need to organize, and edit wikipedia on a continual basis. We especially need 
to have pdf papers, which explain the trivial semantic

objections of Rodrigues, T’hooft, and Bruhn. By

linking to our own arxiv.org papers, the rules of wikipedia will stop the trolls from deleting 
our rebuttals.

An exciting, new proof of ECE theory is contained on page five of the attached pdf. By 
forcing two gyroscopes to precess against each other, a non-newtonian
thrust is created, which is used by Boeing aboard the International Space Station!
Quote: “Recently the existence of this technology has been confirmed by a Boeing
engineer, Mike Gamble, who has been working at Boeing since 1985. He stated at the
2015 COFE conference that Boeing uses a similar device to maintain orientation and
stability aboard the International Space Station (Gamble, 2015; Manning, 2015; Valone,
2015). Gamble is quoted as saying that Boeing uses a “scissoring gyroscope” mechanism
to harness forced precession of the gyroscopes, which are then used to adjust the
orientation and motion of the space station. He said there are four gyros on board to do
this. He even remarked that the device has been in use for long enough that one of the
four gyros had worn out and had to be replaced recently.”

The Eric Laithwaite gyroscope videos are really amazing, and prove a loss of mass, and 
loss of inertia: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LRYFIeU4Pcg

There is an archive service, where you can archive any web page you wish. This way, you 
don’t have to wait for quarterly archives: http://archive.is/

But, keep in mind, an archive is just a snapshot of a webpage, so creating pdf archives is 
still the best way to preserve the information.

It is very important to archive your blog, so I plan to send you the pdf after January 1st, so 
the entire year is covered by one pdf.

I had another concern about your UFT papers – you should put a publication date on each 
one. Soon, it will be irresistable for scientists to plagiarize your work, and if you don’t have

a date on the papers, there will be an argument, as to who made the discovery first. Also, a 
revision table should be used for subsequent corrections, just like a government document.

Without publication dates, the only way to prove the release date is to search the blog pdf 
archives. But, it is doubtful that will serve as proof to the plagiarist.

Another thing I have found about the UFT papers – it takes DAYS to download them all, so

http://archive.is/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LRYFIeU4Pcg
http://arxiv.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Einstein%E2%80%93Cartan%E2%80%93Evans_theory
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it is very doubtful that busy academics will take the time to download more than a few. 
Why not create

zipped archives of the UFT papers, so they could download a few big files, and have them 
automatically unzip on their own hard drive? I’ve found that the aias.us server will limit the
number of

UFT papers that can be downloaded in one day (maybe 30 papers is the limit), so the 
student has to wait a day, and try again tomorrow. NOT a good way to disseminate these 
important papers!

Just like the corrupted rebuttal pdf papers, the download limit shows scientific interest may 
be much larger than presently known!

Let’s make 2017 a new beginning for many things, especially ECE Theory!

Michael Jackson

On Fri, Dec 30, 2016 at 3:47 AM, <EMyrone> wrote:

I have edited the ECE article on wikipedia to point out that it is an obsolete 
distortion. This is easy to do, log in to wikipedia and edit the article. I suggest 
that all AIAS and UPITEC Fellows add their comments on the wikipedia article
to demonstrate their own contributions. If wikipedia does not allow fair 
dialogue, and allows defamation, it will have no credibility. There are 
essentially no referrals now from this crude defamation by Wikipedia. On past 
experience wikipedia deletes comments that its so called “moderators” to not 
like. Its attempted character destruction has failed. ECE has made a huge 
worldwide impact.

IUFOOUTLINEv23.pdf

 on Paper from Michael Jackson

Wikipedia Censorship

December 31, 2016 

Many thanks again, and Happy New Year! The AIAS staff should look in to this paper. Feel free to go 
ahead and post any UFT paper on Wikipedia, and also published books such as “Principles of ECE”, 
and all the essays and poetry broadcasts, book of poetry and so on. In fact all our published books on 
ECE, because I own the copyright on them. I am sure that Lar Felker will give permission to post his 
book. These are all the equivalent of best sellers. The combined sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org 
are archived on the wayback machine www.archive.org, so the date of publication can be found from 
the wayback machine. It also archives the blog in real time, but your back ups are still of key 
importance. Combined sites will soon be archived and featured as sites of importance by all the British 
and Irish copyright libraries using wayback machine software. It is very important to realize that 
Wikipedia has no authority of any kind, it is just a private company, and its blank, hideously offensive 

http://www.archive.org/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/31/wikipedia-censorship/
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censorship has no place in science or a democratic society. It brands innocent and distinguished people 
at will, and tries to stop them defending themselves. It therefore violates the U. S. Constitution’s 
protection of free speech, and violates human rights. It has just censored a reference to UFT89, which 
has been read thousands of times without objection for a decade. This is the rebuttal of the long 
forgotten early pseudocritics. So Wikipedia is washed up and finished when it comes to ECE, it is just a
tired propaganda outlet of an old physics riddled with errors. You have been nominated for five gold 
and five silver medals of the British Institute of Physics along with the rest of the team, the team 
certainly deserves recognition. From referrals feedback analysis I see that Wikipedia is finished when it
comes to ECE, it faded away entirely about two years ago after a long decline. You could try to post 
key works on arXiv, but I think you will run in to the same kind of blank censorship. Wikipedia’s rules 
means that it cannot censor published books. The censorship is automated and mindless because we are
using standard geometry, used without a problem by everyone else. The so called “criticism” was 
analyzed very carefully by AIAS / UPITEC and found to be outright fraud in several instances. Bruhn 
was guilty of fraudulent misrepresentation of Cartan geometry. You might recall that Lakhtakia was 
caught sending hate email using pseudonyms. He should have been sacked but Penn State was too 
weak to deal with him except for a mild reprimand, apparently by the Campus Police at University 
Park. Lakhtakia slammed down the telephone on me on two occasions when I objected. Bruhn 
collapsed and disappeared in about 2008 and was medically advised to withdraw. Rodrigues is well 
known to have delivered savage diatribes to several people, but little or no science. Wikipedia ignores 
all progress made by AIAS / UPITEC, and still quotes those people in the teeth of overwhelming 
international acceptance of ECE theory. It is completely corrupt and biased when it comes to ECE 
because it has chosen moderators who “reek with egregious malice” in the words of Alwyn van der 
Merwe. All the papers “censored” by ‘t Hooft are now classics, notably UFT 1 to 15. I would classify 
wikipedia as a troll site when it comes to ECE, and therefore in violation of the common law. It could 
be prosecuted. Finally, if you have trouble downloading any UFT paper I can send you a copy by e 
mail. In fact I have already sent you copies of all of them over the years, and also all the books. This is 
easier than downloading off the sites.

In a message dated 30/12/2016 20:23:41 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Hello Dr Evans,

I just looked at the Wikipedia entry for ECE Theory, and they must have already deleted 
your edits: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Einstein%E2%80%93Cartan
%E2%80%93Evans_theory

We certainly need to organize, and edit wikipedia on a continual basis. We especially need 
to have pdf papers, which explain the trivial semantic objections of Rodrigues, T’hooft, and
Bruhn. By

linking to our own arxiv.org papers, the rules of wikipedia will stop the trolls from deleting 
our rebuttals.

An exciting, new proof of ECE theory is contained on page five of the attached pdf. By 
forcing two gyroscopes to precess against each other, a non-newtonian
thrust is created, which is used by Boeing aboard the International Space Station!
Quote: “Recently the existence of this technology has been confirmed by a Boeing
engineer, Mike Gamble, who has been working at Boeing since 1985. He stated at the
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Einstein%E2%80%93Cartan%E2%80%93Evans_theory
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2015 COFE conference that Boeing uses a similar device to maintain orientation and
stability aboard the International Space Station (Gamble, 2015; Manning, 2015; Valone,
2015). Gamble is quoted as saying that Boeing uses a “scissoring gyroscope” mechanism
to harness forced precession of the gyroscopes, which are then used to adjust the
orientation and motion of the space station. He said there are four gyros on board to do
this. He even remarked that the device has been in use for long enough that one of the
four gyros had worn out and had to be replaced recently.”

The Eric Laithwaite gyroscope videos are really amazing, and prove a loss of mass, and 
loss of inertia: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LRYFIeU4Pcg

There is an archive service, where you can archive any web page you wish. This way, you 
don’t have to wait for quarterly archives: http://archive.is/

But, keep in mind, an archive is just a snapshot of a webpage, so creating pdf archives is 
still the best way to preserve the information.

It is very important to archive your blog, so I plan to send you the pdf after January 1st, so 
the entire year is covered by one pdf.

I had another concern about your UFT papers – you should put a publication date on each 
one. Soon, it will be irresistable for scientists to plagiarize your work, and if you don’t have

a date on the papers, there will be an argument, as to who made the discovery first. Also, a 
revision table should be used for subsequent corrections, just like a government document.

Without publication dates, the only way to prove the release date is to search the blog pdf 
archives. But, it is doubtful that will serve as proof to the plagiarist.

Another thing I have found about the UFT papers – it takes DAYS to download them all, so
it is very doubtful that busy academics will take the time to download more than a few. 
Why not create

zipped archives of the UFT papers, so they could download a few big files, and have them 
automatically unzip on their own hard drive? I’ve found that the aias.us server will limit the
number of

UFT papers that can be downloaded in one day (maybe 30 papers is the limit), so the 
student has to wait a day, and try again tomorrow. NOT a good way to disseminate these 
important papers!

Just like the corrupted rebuttal pdf papers, the download limit shows scientific interest may 
be much larger than presently known!

Let’s make 2017 a new beginning for many things, especially ECE Theory!

http://aias.us/
http://archive.is/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LRYFIeU4Pcg


Michael Jackson

On Fri, Dec 30, 2016 at 3:47 AM, <EMyrone> wrote:

I have edited the ECE article on wikipedia to point out that it is an obsolete 
distortion. This is easy to do, log in to wikipedia and edit the article. I suggest 
that all AIAS and UPITEC Fellows add their comments on the wikipedia article
to demonstrate their own contributions. If wikipedia does not allow fair 
dialogue, and allows defamation, it will have no credibility. There are 
essentially no referrals now from this crude defamation by Wikipedia. On past 
experience wikipedia deletes comments that its so called “moderators” to not 
like. Its attempted character destruction has failed. ECE has made a huge 
worldwide impact.

 on Wikipedia Censorship

Cytuno a Ddewi     Lewis

December 31, 2016 

Rwyn cytuno’n llwyr, mae’r sefyllfa’n gwaethygu. I agree entirely, the situation is worsening.

Blwyddyn Newydd Dda!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 04/07/2015 17:12:06 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Keeping a Police Log of Cars Parked Illegally on Rhyddwen Road

Pob lwc i chi gyda’ch ymdrechion Myron.Rwyf wedi bod yn cysylltu gyda’r cyngor ynglyn
a pharcio yng Nglydach ers chwe mlynedd.Yn fy marn i ‘chydig iawn(os o gwbl) o sylw 
mae nhw yn ei roi at ddiogelwch ar ein ffyrdd. Ar y cyfan anwybyddu’r ffaith bod pobl yn 
parcio ar linellau melyn dwbwl mae’r awdurdodau felly gwastraff arian yw paentio mwy o 
linellau os nad yw’r awdurdodau yn gweithredu’r gyfraith. Byddai’r cyngor yn gwneud 
ffortiwn mewn wythnos yn casglu arian am droseddau yn ymwneud a cheir a pharcio yma 
yng Nghlydach yn unig.Fe gytunodd Prif Weithredwr y Cyngor i anfon Swyddogion Parcio 
Sifil i Glydach ond mae’n debyg mai dim ond un ymweliad a wnaethont.Yr ateb a gefais 
oedd, mai’r Ddinas yw eu blaenoriaeth. Mae hyn yn syndod gan ein bod ninnau hefyd yn 
talu Treth Cyngor a chael dim yn ol mewn gwasanaeth. Mater o amser yw hi cyn y bydd 
digwyddiad difrifol o ganlyniad i barcio esgeulus ac anghyfreithiol. Mae cyfraith a threfn 
wedi mynd i’r diawl !

Cofion gorau-hwyl am y tro,

Dewi

—-Original message—-
From : EMyrone@aol.com
Date : 04/07/2015 – 17:24 (UTC)
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To : bo.lehnert@alfvenlab.kth.se, avanderm@du.edu, 
dblake@no10.x.gsi.gov.uk, pennbonvivant@yahoo.com, 
raydela@sbcglobal.net, corbis@bigpond.net.au, normanpage@comcast.net, 
fritzius@bellsouth.net, garethjohnevans@hotmail.co.uk, 
rpmc_6@hotmail.com, burleigh.personal@gmail.com, 
mpurcell@pacific.net.au, alexhillgtz@yahoo.com, ccefalas@eie.gr, 
simon.cliffy@googlemail.com, fdamador@comcast.net, 
steve.bannister@econ.utah.edu, graham.hall@gllm.ac.uk, 
alwyn.vandermerwe@du.edu, henryk.ratajczak@gmail.com, croca@fc.ul.pt, 
dwlindstrom@gmail.com, cr1460solarinc@gmail.com, sean@somewhere.ws, 
norpag@att.net, kp.phys@btinternet.com, mail@horst-eckardt.de, 
simon@mrclifford.net, rob@rfmicrosystems.co.uk, russdavis1234@yahoo.com,
thenarmis@yahoo.com, Alwyn.VanDerMerwe@du.edu, dendavis@aol.com, 
k.pendergast@btinternet.com, dewi.lewis1@btinternet.com, 
wsd@axenus.plus.com, arthur.turnerthomas@live.com, sianifan@sky.com, 
rpotter1@irf.com, samymor271236@gmail.com, meirion66@yahoo.com, 
save.the.eagles2@gmail.com, vivswaby@gmail.com, 
lizevanscampaign@hotmail.com, byrion.davies.mp@parliament.gov, 
mayda@plandp.co.uk, leslie.richards@peterlynnandpartners.co.uk, 
anthony.davies2@south-wales.pnn.police.uk
Subject : Keeping a Police Log of Cars Parked Illegally on Rhyddwen Road

At the request of the South Wales police I have started a log of cars parked 
illegally directly on the junction of Rhyddwen Road and Mountain Road. For 
today, 4th July 2015, there are two incidents: X304 TSS parked directly in the 
junction, directly outside my house. This is an offence and it has been reported 
to 101 Police Centre and given the incident number 1500240540. The other car 
is N55 PNC which is regularly parked illegally directly opposite the junction. It
is owned by Nick Carter of 65 Rhyddwen Road, who has been warned by the 
police for disorderly conduct and asked by the police not to trespass on my 
land. Apparently he is a heavyweight kick boxer. His car is a very large one and
blocks half the road directly opposite the junction, on a curve. The police 101 
Unit agreed wholeheartedly with me about the need for double yellow lines on 
Rhyddwen Road, and this log will be used by the police to help build a case for 
double yellow lines and traffic wardens in Mawr with Swansea County Council.
The police 101 Unit agreed that parking with ten metres of a junction is an 
offence, and that parking opposite a junction is an offence. Hundreds of such 
offences occur on Rhyddwen Road each year. There have been thousands of 
such offences stretching back for many years. There has already been a serious 
accident on this road involving the multiple murderer Dai Morris and three 
others. I witnessed them running away from the scene of the accident. So this is
a serious trouble spot, and I have also worked with the police to stop cars 
obstructing the pavement by parking right across it, forcing children and the 
elderly on to the narrow road in a completely irresponsible way. Incidents of 
pavement obstruction and parking on junctions still occur regularly on 
Rhyddwen Road, so the need for traffic wardens and double yellow lines is very
urgent. People seem to think that they own the road. So I will log these offences



every day as they occur. Carter has been trespassing on my land for two years, 
along with C. Waters of 48 Rhyddwen Road.

Myron Evans
Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent., Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc. (Wales)
www.aias.us
Arglwydd Glyn TAwe a Gw^yr.
Lord of Glyn Tawe and Gower.

cc M. P. for Gower

 on Cytuno a Ddewi Lewis

Wind 14.78%, 1 – 31 mph, Wales 2 – 14 mph, 0720 local     time

December 31, 2016 

The wind speed in the Betws turbine area today is 2 mph, not enough to start the giant scythes (7 – 9 
mph needed just to start them). They are constructed in completely the wrong geographical location, 
thrown up for corrupt pieces of silver by pitiful people. The windiest place today is 31 mph, off the 
Ross of Mull. As in Autobiography volume two I cycled against that kind of wind to Iona. Predictably, 
that most beautiful landscape is about to be destroyed by wind turbines, along with much of the 
Hebrides. A wind speed of 31 mph on Mull is very rare.

 on Wind 14.78%, 1 – 31 mph, Wales 2 – 14 mph, 0720 local time

Daily Report 29/12/16

December 31, 2016 

The equivalent of 97,926 printed pages was downloaded (357.049 megabytes) from 2571 downloaded 
memory files and 376 distinct visits, each averaging 4.6 memory pages and 8 minutes, printed pages to 
hits ratio of 38.09, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 1639, Top ten 966, Evans / 
Morris 957(est), Barddoniaeth 604, Collected Scientometrics 543(est), Principles of ECE 291, Eckardt /
Lindstrom 204, F3(Sp) 196, Autobiography volumes one and two 183, Collected proofs 164, UFT88 
112, Evans Equations 112, UFT364 99, PECE 97, UFT311 68, Engineering Model 65, CEFE 59, Llais 
54, UFT321 39, Self charging inverter 35, PLENR 25, Prolific authors 18, Three world records 17, 
ECE2 14, Idaho 11, UFT313 38, UFT314 34, UFT315 32, UFT316 31, UFT317 30, UFT318 26, 
UFT319 39, UFT320 26, UFT322 29, UFT323 30, UFT324 38, UFT325 30, UFT326 36, UFT327 29, 
UFT328 42, UFT329 31, UFT330 31, UFT331 41, UFT332 29, UFT333 33, UFT334 26, UFT335 31, 
UFT336 28, UFT337 23, UFT338 25, UFT339 23, UFT340 29, UFT341 28, UFT342 23, UFT343 33, 
UFT344 26, UFT345 28, UFT346 37, UFT347 41, UFT348 30, UFT349 34, UFT351 31, UFT352 30, 
UFT353 23, UFT354 47, UFT355 34, UFT356 34, UFT357 33, UFT358 40, UFT359 32, UFT360 26, 
UFT361 23, UFT362 41, UFT363 15, UFT364 99 to date in December 2016. Government of 
Washington State UFT321; Republic of Mari El general. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file 
attached for December 2016.
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Unauthorized
This server could not verify that you are authorized to access the document requested. Either you 
supplied the wrong credentials (e.g., bad password), or your browser doesn’t understand how to supply 
the credentials required.

Additionally, a 401 Unauthorized error was encountered while trying to use an ErrorDocument to 
handle the request.

 on Daily Report 29/12/16

Working to Release     Prisoners

December 31, 2016 

Glad to be of help, Happy New Year to those illegally held in an Indian prison.

Reply-to: no-reply@change.org
To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 30/12/2016 21:14:04 GMT Standard Time
Subj: 6 Very Thankful Men – Update on “British Foreign Secretary: Free the 6 British 
Veterans from Indian jail”

Petition update

Yvonne Machugh just posted an update on the petition you signed,
British Foreign Secretary: Free the 6 British Veterans from Indian 
jail.

6 Very Thankful Men 

https://www.change.org/p/british-foreign-secretary-free-the-6-british-veterans-from-indian-jail?tk=GWsD792jt7azWdD5LS3fACGYhSNVxOSKzBoC6Q5XLao&utm_source=petition_update&utm_medium=email
https://www.change.org/p/british-foreign-secretary-free-the-6-british-veterans-from-indian-jail?tk=GWsD792jt7azWdD5LS3fACGYhSNVxOSKzBoC6Q5XLao&utm_source=petition_update&utm_medium=email
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/31/working-to-release-prisoners/
https://www.change.org/


Dec 30, 2016 —

Today I received letters in the post from the men that they all wanted 
me to share with all the petition signers.

They simply wanted to thank you. I want to thank you, we all do. 
Reading billys most recent personal letter to me is one of the most 
positive yet, and it’s all down to you all taking the time to write and 
post a card. I wish you all a Happy new year, and hope that my first 
update of…

Read more 

Share this update with friends 

Share Tweet 

Want to change something?
Start a petition.

The person (or organisation) who started this petition is not affiliated 
with Change.org. Change.org did not create this petition and is not 
responsible for the petition content. 

This email was sent by Change.org to emyrone@aol.com. To stop news 

https://www.change.org/start-a-petition?utm_content=cta_footer&utm_source=petition_update&utm_medium=email
https://www.change.org/twitter_share_redirect?petition_id=1357410&recruiter_id=65950562&share_context=petition_update_email_twitter_dialog&update_id=18918782&utm_source=petition_update&utm_medium=email
https://www.change.org/facebook_share_redirect?petition_id=1357410&recruiter_id=65950562&share_context=petition_update_email_facebook_dialog&update_id=18918782&utm_source=petition_update&utm_medium=email
https://www.change.org/p/british-foreign-secretary-free-the-6-british-veterans-from-indian-jail/u/18918782?tk=GWsD792jt7azWdD5LS3fACGYhSNVxOSKzBoC6Q5XLao&utm_source=petition_update&utm_medium=email
https://www.change.org/p/british-foreign-secretary-free-the-6-british-veterans-from-indian-jail/u/18918782?tk=GWsD792jt7azWdD5LS3fACGYhSNVxOSKzBoC6Q5XLao&utm_source=petition_update&utm_medium=email
https://www.change.org/facebook_share_redirect?petition_id=1357410&recruiter_id=65950562&share_context=petition_update_email_facebook_dialog&update_id=18918782&utm_source=petition_update&utm_medium=email
https://www.change.org/twitter_share_redirect?petition_id=1357410&recruiter_id=65950562&share_context=petition_update_email_twitter_dialog&update_id=18918782&utm_source=petition_update&utm_medium=email


updates from this petition, you may unsubscribe here.

Contact us  ·      Privacy policy

© 2015 Change.org · 548 Market St #29993 · San Francisco, CA 94104-
5401 · USA

 on Working to Release Prisoners

Plot 1863 –     507

December 30, 2016 

My case is proven clearly by 1863 – 507 in the attached 1917 map, and my complete rebuttal is 
attached. The map shows beyond all doubt that the land leased to William Newlands in 1897 was large 
enough to construct two houses, and that its south east boundary is the same as it is today. In 1917 one 
house had been built, as the map shows. It can be zoomed up to any size. The boundary with the Philips
Estate is the same as it is today. In 1926, Newlands acquired a further 13.5 perches (approximately) to 
the south east of 1863 – 507. These 13.5 perches are the property of the Newlands Estate and comprise 
Mountain Road from hedge to hedge. The case will go to appeal so the land is still in dispute. The 
garage was constructed on the Newlands Estate in about 1962, and it was owned by the Estate. The 
tribunal accepted my argument that it was not constructed on the Philips Estate. If it had been built on a
highway in 1962, the Council would not have allowed it. The tribunal neglected to consult key 
evidence available to it in the public domain, this 1917 map. Its ruling that the garage was constructed 
on a highway is a mistake in law. Nothing can be constructed on a highway, unadopted highway, 
footpath, or bridle path, without it being an obstruction. Unreliable hearsay was offered at the tribunal 
by Cynlais Evans, who repeated the false statement of truth by Ellis Williams and by the Waters. The 
1929 Beaufort Philips conveyance, accepted by the tribunal, proves that the statements of truth were 
false, and contradictory. If a judgment is so obviously incorrect and unjust, it cannot be accepted. 
Trespass on the Newlands Estate is a tort. This case shows clearly that the law of adverse possession 
needs reform. It is often described by lawyers themselves as legalized theft. The history of the Estate is 
exactly as in my autobiography. Again this evidence was ignored.

amap1917.ZIP

 on Plot 1863 – 507

Ethnic Bias

December 30, 2016 

This is an offence in common law, which is why one such incident was recently investigated by the 
Neath Hate Crime Unit, which expressed deep concern, and rightly so. In my opinion, a remark about 
being the son of a coal miner is ethnic bias. In the year 2016 it is an offence in common law, a violation
of human rights. Much of my poetry is about coal mining, they were highly intelligent people in this 
village. Their level of culture was much higher than that in a university department for example. My 
Bro Iaith policy is designed to revive the language and culture. refusal to recognize a coat of arms is an 
offence under the law of arms, and could be construed as ethnic bias. In fact, being raised to the Gentry 
is minor compared with being descended from the Princes. In the law of Hywel Dda that means that 
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one is a nobleman or Uchelwr. This was the rank held by Owain Glyndw^r. Aneurin Bevan was also the
son of a coal miner, and a coal miner himself. So were tens of thousands of distinguished people. 
People who make such remarks should try a shift underground one day.

 on Ethnic Bias

Rhodd i’r Lyfrgell     Genedlaethol

December 30, 2016 

I’r Lyfrgell Gendlaethol,

Mae diddordeb gennym mewn Rhodd i’r Lyfrgell o’m holl st^ad: llyfrau, papurau gwreiddiol, arian a 
hefyd y ty hwn a’r gerddi. Ydyw hi’n bossib ffonio’r Llyfrgell i siarad am y Rhodd? I am interested in 
a Bequest of my Estate to the National Library of Wales at an appropriate time in the future, after my 
wife and myself. The Estate comprises this house and grounds, to be used for research into the Welsh 
and Celtic languages, and theoretical physics, my books, original papers, original photographs, medals 
and capital, which should be invested wisely and used for the Welsh and Celtic languages and other 
good causes in Wales. My medals are valued at about a million pounds, and my original manuscripts 
are also valuable. I would like to discuss this with the National Library and Institute for Advanced 
Welsh and Celtic Studies. Thank you for very much for archiving my work electronically, the Library 
already has a unique collection of all my books.

cc Trustees, Newlands Family Trust

 on Rhodd i’r Lyfrgell Genedlaethol

Meaning of the Award of     Arms

December 30, 2016 

Windsor Herald,
College of Arms,
Dear Major Hunt,
As a member of the Gentry I have been included in “Burke’s Peerage and Gentry” following your 
award of arms in 2008. Many thanks for featuring this in your Newsletter. The arms, excellently 
designed by yourself using the rules of heraldry, are on the home page of www.aias.us, which contains 
definitive genealogy of all kinds in which the College of Arms may be interested. In any case you are 
free to use the data if interested. Your choice of the golden lion rampant as the main element is 
accurate, because I am descended from the Royal House of Dynevor as attached. This is also the lion of
Scotland. My descent from King Tewdwr Mawr ap Cadell (the ancestor of Henry VII Tudor) has been 
meticulously researched by several excellent genealogists and myself, and using the ancient British 
genealogies, it goes back to 1,100 B. C. That is the oldest line of my distant Tudor cousin, the Queen. 
She is very interested in genealogy as you know, and has forty or fifty lines of descent from the Tudors 
and Stuarts. Can you advise whether the law of arms means that my rank of Gentleman is binding in 
law? I know that the law of arms is rarely used, but it is still as valid as the common law. My arms were
primarily in recognition of the award from Queen Elizabeth in 2005 of a Civil List Pension. There are 
currently about 53 Pensioners, I guess about five or ten in science. I think that it is important that merit 
be recognized, and thank you once again.
Happy New Year,
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Myron Evans

afamilylinesancestryto1,100 BC.pdf

afamilylinesdescentfromKingLear.pdf

Continuing with UFT365

December 30, 2016 

I am preparing to add the effect of fluid spacetime by doing the groundwork in classical dynamics in a 
new and rigorous way. The attached simulation by Bernhard Foltz shows how the stars move outwards.
This is a pure centrifugal force for a simple hyperbolic spiral. From the Binet equation m r double dot 
is zero for a hyperbolic spiral. I wish to modify the calculation in notes to date to account for spin 
connections coming from the replacement of classical dynamics by fluid dynamics. This will be the 
subject of the next note.

 on Continuing with UFT365

FOR POSTING: The Battle with     Wikipedia

December 30, 2016 

I suggest that all AIAS / UPITEC staff look up my changes on the ECE article on wikipedia and note 
how long they stay before they are removed by the so called “moderators”. They have done this many 
times before. Wikipedia notes the IP address of the computer of a scientist trying to engage in long 
accepted scientific dialogue, and often brands that scientist, however distinguished, as a “vandal”, 
preventing him from further editing. This is disgusting censorship that flies in the face of all societal 
norms. The moderators are completely biased individuals and are not “moderators” at all. All staff are 
strongly advised to keep on adding their own calm and reasoned rebuttals, directly on the ECE article, 
ranging from mathematical (Horst Eckardt, Doug Lindstrom, Steve Crothers and myself) to rebuttals 
based on experience (physicists and chemists of the group), to rebuttals based on pure disgust (general 
public), disgust at crude defamation being used in lieu of science. The main rebuttal on www.aias.us 
and www.upitec.org is UFT89, read and accepted many thousands of times over a decade, and all my 
early rebuttals are again visible on www.aias.us. I also advise pointing out directly on the ECE 
wikipedia article UFT311, UFT321 and UFT364 on sources of new energy. These are important, 
mainstream papers presented at Royal Society of Chemistry and other conferences and a House of 
Lords committee. If wikipedia censors them then it is finished, it will be seen as a rag when it comes to 
ECE theory. Over the past decade there has been a fierce battle between wikipedia and AIAS / 
UPITEC. Our scientometrics show that wikipedia has been intellectually routed. If it does not allow 
edits, our own websites deliver the closely reasoned rebuttals. The need to do so evaporated years ago 
when it became clear to the international community that the EEC article by wikipedia is a crude 
defamation. I can see this through my scientometrics, referrals from wikipedia became fewer and fewer
and have now dried up almost completely. People are not stupid, as wiki seems to think. All that has to 
be remembered by the general public with no technical ability is that ECE and ECE2 are based directly 
on well accepted geometry, geometry that has not been affected by the crude distortions on wkipedia. 
Troll sites are illegal and no scientist will ever read that kind of criminality. Trolling is a criminal 
offence. This was pointed out to me personally by the Commissioner of Police in Wales, Rt. Hon. Alun 
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Michael.

 on FOR POSTING: The Battle with Wikipedia

Dealt with Wikipedia

December 30, 2016 

I have edited the ECE article on wikipedia to point out that it is an obsolete distortion. This is easy to 
do, log in to wikipedia and edit the article. I suggest that all AIAS and UPITEC Fellows add their 
comments on the wikipedia article to demonstrate their own contributions. If wikipedia does not allow 
fair dialogue, and allows defamation, it will have no credibility. There are essentially no referrals now 
from this crude defamation by Wikipedia. On past experience wikipedia deletes comments that its so 
called “moderators” to not like. Its attempted character destruction has failed. ECE has made a huge 
worldwide impact.

 on Dealt with Wikipedia

Wind 9.83%, 2 – 27 mph, Wales 2 – 13     mph

December 30, 2016 

The wind speed in the Betws turbine area today is 2 mph, not enough to start the turbines (7 – 9 mph), 
so the turbines are essentially useless the entire year round. So the political will must be built up to 
have them demolished and hydro power built. ES and LENR are power stations of the future. Giant 
turbines will quickly deteriorate to junk in about a decade. This is well known from a recent University 
of Edinburgh study. So for millions of pounds in subsidy, we will have rotating junk and a destroyed 
ecology. The statement by the Welsh Assembly Minister which allowed through Mynydd y Gwair is 
mindless nonsense. These turbines cannot be started 85 – 90 % of the time, so they do not produce 
power to thousands of homes. The daily data on my blog show this conclusively. Even a politician can 
see that if nothing is being produced by the turbines, no power is being sent to houses. A lot of people 
can see that these turbines rotate when there is no wind, that is because they take power FROM the 
grid. This is needed to maintain them. My guess is that their bearings would seize if they were static for
a long time.

 on Wind 9.83%, 2 – 27 mph, Wales 2 – 13 mph

Daily Report 28/12/16

December 30, 2016 

The equivalent of 78,179 printed pages was downloaded (285.041 megabytes) from 2,145 downloaded 
memory files (hits) and 444 distinct visits each averaging 5.0 memory pages and 7.0 minutes, printed 
pages to hits ratio of 36.52, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 1583, Top ten 962, 
Evans / Morris 924(est), Barddoniaeth 600, Collected scientometrics 543, Principles of ECE 285, 
Eckardt / Lindstrom 196, F3(Sp) 191, Autobiography volumes one and two 178, Collected proofs 163, 
Evans Equations 111, UFT88 108, UFT364 99, PECE 95, UFT311 66, Engineering Model 65, Llais 51,
UFT321 38, Self charging inverter 33, PLENR 25, List of prolific authors 18, Three world records 17, 
ECE2 14, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 11, UFT313 38, UFT314 33, UFT315 31, UFT316 31, UFT317 30, 
UFT318 26, UFT319 39, UFT320 25, UFT322 28, UFT323 29, UFT324 37, UFT325 28, UFT326 35, 
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UFT327 28, UFT328 41, UFT329 30, UFT330 30, UFT331 38, UFT332 28, UFT333 31, UFT334 25, 
UFT335 29, UFT336 27, UFT337 21, UFT338 23, UFT339 23, UFT340 26, UFT341 26, UFT342 22, 
UFT343 32, UFT344 26, UFT345 28, UFT346 35, UFT347 39, UFT348 29, UFT349 32, UFT351 30, 
UFT352 29, UFT353 22, UFT354 45, UFT355 33, UFT356 33, UFT357 32, UFT358 39, UFT359 32, 
UFT360 24, UFT361 22, UFT362 39, UFT363 15, UFT364 99 to date in December 2016. Spanish 
Ministry of Defence F3(Sp); Eduardo Mondlane University Mozambique general. Intense interest all 
sectors, updated usage file attached for December 2016.

 on Daily Report 28/12/16

Discussions with the Police on Crime     Control

December 29, 2016 

Recently there have been discussions entirely in the Welsh language about security and so on. The 
police advised that more CCTV cameras would be useful. They described the criminal damage to my 
car as disgraceful and mentioned that an incident of criminal damage needs to be caught on CCTV. I 
was told that I MUST report incidents of criminal damage and verbal common assault in the middle of 
the road. I have always argued that the circumstantial evidence is so strong in the mixture throwing 
incident that no other evidence is needed. They advised caution and no contact with a very small 
number of neighbours. I will certainly comply with this, I do not want to know them. I pointed out that 
a whole bucket of cement and glue was thrown with great force at the windscreen, right over the roof, 
and into the vents. This is the first time that this type of incident has ever occurred in Mawr, and it has 
not recurred. It is vanishingly improbable that a passing stranger could have stolen a bucket, quickly 
mixed glue and cement in the early dawn in the middle of the road, then to have thrown it at my car for 
no reason at all. Yet this is what a defence lawyer might argue. No one believes that scenario in a 
village that is thoroughly revolted at the incident. So the law needs to be reformed. Dai Morris was 
convicted on circumstantial and forensic evidence, and many other murderers have been convicted on 
forensic evidence. The Great Train Robbers were convicted on forensic evidence and fingerprints. I 
pointed out that Land Registry Wales ASKED me to object in the adverse possession claim. It was 
found by the Tribunal that the statements of truth were false. How can land be awarded on such a basis?
It is hearsay at best, perjury at worst. The law on adverse possession needs to be repealed. I proved this 
falsehood by finding a 1929 Deed which the Tribunal ACCEPTED. So the Judge ruled that the garage 
had been built on an unadopted highway. This is a mistake in law because if this were true, the garage 
would have been an obstruction. My complete point by point rebuttal is on the blog. So I would like to 
ask the Chief Constable to investigate the mixture sample that I have here and continue the 
investigation. Otherwise people are going to be very uneasy, fearing that one day their car will be 
decorated too. I made the police fully aware of all the problems I have been addressing voluntarily at 
the request of the police 101 Unit at Bridgend, problems that go back for more than twenty years. This 
proves systematic harassment beyond all doubt. Until double yellow lines are put down, the traffic 
problems will continue and public opinion will get angrier and angrier. Due to my voluntary efforts, 
cars have been shifted sideways to allow pedestrians to pass on the inside on pavements, but that 
narrows the road even more. Before that the pavements would be blocked. Double yellow lines would 
cure the problem, and cars would be taken completely off the narrow roads. I also mentioned that a 
refusal to recognize my rank of Gentleman is in contempt of the law of arms, as valid as the common 
law. It is also insolent and arrogant. I am in “Burke’s Peerage and Gentry”. This is a minor point, but 
important. Merit must be recognized.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/29/discussions-with-the-police-on-crime-control/


cc Trustees Newlands Family Trust

 on Discussions with the Police on Crime Control

365(4): Orbital Considerations

December 29, 2016 

This note considers a planar orbit in the absence of a spin connection in order to consider rigorously in 
the next note the effect of generalizing dynamics to fluid dynamics. It is shown that for a central force 
of any kind, there are no Coriolis accelerations in a planar orbit. This is a generalization of a method 
developed in earlier UFT papers. As an illustration, it is shown that a hyperbolic spiral orbit (17) 
produces Eqs. (19) and (20), showing that there is no force of attraction in such an orbit, and a purely 
centrifugal force throws the stars in a spiral galaxy outwards from the centre. All these results are 
changed by generalizing classical dynamics to fluid dynamics, and this will be the subject of the next 
note.

a365thpapernotes4.pdf

 on 365(4): Orbital Considerations

Cumbric Language

December 29, 2016 

Dear Eitan Adut,

I would refer you to the Institute for Advanced Welsh and Celtic Studies in Aberystwyth (National 
Library of Wales) or to some good sites on line, particularly the poem “Pais Dinogad” on my blog, it 
has versions in Cumbric, Old Welsh and modern Welsh, the best translation into English is by Anthony 
Conran. To answer your questions to the best of my (non expert) knowledge I offer the following.

1) The language of Rheged would have been Cumbric, which was very similar to old Welsh. Rheged is 
described online, just use google. The language of Strathclyde (Ystrad Clud) and other areas of lowland
Scotland would have been Cumbric, merging in the west into old Welsh. The language of the Picts 
would have been Caledonian, which was Brythonic Celtic. Rhydderch ap Dyfnwal ruled Ystrad Clud in
971, but by the 1070’s it was ruled by Macbeth, King of Scots (Goidelic Celtic language). Cumbric 
survived probably into the middle ages, Sir William Wallace may have spoken it. His name means 
William the Stranger, i.e. William the Welsh to the Angles.

2) In Gododdin they spoke Cumbric. In old Welsh the poem of Aneurin, “Y Gododdin” is about the 
Kingdom. The poem “Gwaith Argoed Lwyfain” in old Welsh is about a battle between the Cumbric 
speaking Kingdom of Rheged, led by my ancestor King Urien Rheged and Owain ab Urien, and 
Theodric or Ida of Bernicia (“Fflamddwyn” in old Welsh – the flame bearer). In the poem there is the 
phrase “Fflamddywn fawr drebystawd” in old Welsh. It is thought that the battle may have been fought 
north of Loch Lommond, and the Angles were routed and thrown back to Lindisfarne.

3) The word “pebil” is probably “pebyll” in modern Welsh, meaning “tents”. There are numerous place 
names and river names in Scotland and northern England that originate in Cumbric. Some scholars 
think that it was a dialect of old Welsh, which crystallized out of British Celtic, and not a separate 
language. Others think that it was a separate language such as Cornish or Breton. For example “Perth” 
is the same word in modern Welsh, in which it means “hedge” and pronounced in exactly the same way
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as the Scots pronounce it now. In ancient times it probably meant a wood or forest.

Cordially

Myron Evans

Dr M. W. Evans,

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 29/12/2016 03:08:21 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Cumbric

Dear Mr. Evans,

In trying to find out more information about some particulars about the
language of Cumbric, I found your website online.

I’m hoping you’ll be able to help me with these questions:

1. Would Cumbric have been the primary language in Scottish Borders area
between the 6th and 7th centuries? If not, do you know what was the
language spoken there during that time?

2. Did the Gadeni, Gadenoi, or Gododdin spoke Cumbric, or some other
language?

3. Do you know if the word “pebil” was a word in Cumbric?

Thank you in advance for your assistance,

Eitan Adut 

 on Cumbric Language

Wind 8.91%, 2 – 25 mph, Wales 3 – 14 mph, 0756 local     time

December 29, 2016 

The wind speed in the Betws area today is 3 mph, nearly the lowest in the whole of Britain, so the 
Betws wind turbines are producing nothing and the Mynydd y Gwair turbines would also be producing 
nothing. They would need a minimum wind speed of 7 – 9 mph just to start, and a steady 20 – 40 mph 
to work at their maximum efficiency. There is never that kind of wind speed in Britain, not even in the 
Shetlands. Prime Minister’s question time produces more airflow, but there is no turbine in the 
Commons. Maybe the Speaker should be replaced by one. So the wind industry has collapsed yet again
to 8.91% contribution to demand, in Wales it is much lower because all the strong wind is concentrated 
over the western and northern isles of Scotland. So the wind industry must be discontinued as new 
energy sources come on line, for example those proposed by the AIAS / UPITEC group, recently 
nominated for six gold and six silver medals of the intellectually conservative Institute of Physics.

 on Wind 8.91%, 2 – 25 mph, Wales 3 – 14 mph, 0756 local time
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Daily Report 27/12/16

December 29, 2016 

The equivalent of 91,555 printed pages was downloaded during the day (333.808 megabytes) from 
2,062 downloaded memory files or hits and 363 distinct visits each averaging 4.2 memory pages and 
7.0 minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 44.40, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2
1522, Top ten 937, Evans / Morris 891, Barddoniaeth / Poetry 592, Collected scientometrics 543(est), 
Principles of ECE 272, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 195, F3(Sp) 189, Autobiography volumes one and 
two 171, Collected Proofs 152, Evans Equations 110, UFT88 103, PECE 92, UFT311 64, Engineering 
Model 64, CEFE 53, Llais 51, UFT321 37, Self charging inverter 32, List of prolific authors 18, Three 
world records 15, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 10, UFT313 36, UFT314 33, UFT315 28, UFT316 30, 
UFT317 29, UFT318 24, UFT319 39, UFT320 23, UFT322 28, UFT323 27, UFT324 35, UFT325 26, 
UFT326 35, UFT327 28, UFT328 39, UFT329 28, UFT330 29, UFT331 37, UFT332 28, UFT333 30, 
UFT334 25, UFT335 28, UFT336 36, UFT337 20, UFT338 23, UFT339 20, UFT340 25, UFT341 25, 
UFT342 21, UFT343 29, UFT344 24, UFT345 27, UFT346 34, UFT347 37, UFT348 28, UFT349 30, 
UFT351 30, UFT352 29, UFT353 20, UFT354 43, UFT355 32, UFT356 31, UFT357 30, UFT358 37, 
UFT359 31, UFT360 22, UFT361 21, UFT362 38, UFT363 15, UFT364 99 to date in December 2016. 
Catholic University of Leuven UFT81; African Institute for Mathematical Sciences Cape Town South 
Africa UFT228. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for December 2016.

FOR POSTING: Criticisms of the Lands     Tribunal

December 28, 2016 

I would like to ask Dave Burleigh to post these criticisms on my page. Thanks in anticipation.

adeedsaccountofcourtproceedings.PDF

amap1917.pdf

 on FOR POSTING: Criticisms of the Lands Tribunal

Report to M. P. and Community     Council

December 28, 2016 

Mr Byron Davies, M. P. Gower,

Dear Mr Davies,

I write to you in English because you have no personal knowledge of the Welsh language, which is in a 
critical condition in Mawr. I would prefer to write in Welsh. The problem with parking in Mawr 
continues unabated, double yellow lines and traffic wardens are needed immediately. Cars continue to 
block narrow roads. I would like to request a forensic investigation of the incident a few months ago 
when a mixture of cement and glue, of the type used to build walls was thrown over my car. I still have 
a sample here and a forensic analysis could be carried out which would easily identify the assailant. I 
have been working with the police for a decade to clear vandals from Gelliwastad and to try to enforce 
the traffic laws. All my reports are on record. The police made a house to house investigation of the 
incident, which quite badly damaged my car, and which appalled the village, which is very concerned 
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at the extreme violence exhibited. So were my international colleagues. So it is essential to find and 
charge the assailant. I am a Member of the Gentry (“Burke’s Peerage and Gentry” 2012) on merit, and 
was appointed a Civil List Pensioner direct by the Head of State. So I have a duty to maintain law and 
order and to advocate measures to try to salvage what is left of the Welsh language. I was born in this 
house and I can see the Welsh language being destroyed by misgovernment and neglect, by people 
selling out their heritage. There is some abysmal ignorance around here of the meaning of the term 
“Gentry”, so I will explain it. It means a person with the rank of Gentleman, awarded coat of arms. I 
am also an Uchelwr or Nobleman in the ancient system of Wales and have a clear duty to maintain law 
and order and to protect the Welsh language. People are still allowed to come in to Mawr who have no 
knowledge of the language, several being hostile to it, a criminal offence. I was born the son of a coal 
miner but after many years of distinguished service was raised to the Gentry in 2008 by the College of 
Arms, given the rank of Gentleman, and included in Burke’s “Peerage and Gentry” in 2012. This is a 
traditional recognition. By political persuasion I am a U. S. dual citizen and therefore a republican, and 
also a Bevanite socialist. I mention this because some people around here refuse to recognize that a 
coal miner’s son can be anything but a coal miner’s son. I guess that this is supposed to be some kind 
of social stigma, emanating from a bile filled, stone age dawn. In fact I am very happy to be a coal 
miner’s son, many of my friends are coal miners, to make things worse for the newcomers, several are 
Welsh speaking coal miners. I don’t think that anyone should be allowed to come into Mawr and ignore
the existence of its culture and language, ignore achievement and insult and defile the Gentry of Wales. 
It causes deep resentment throughout the village, particularly among Welsh speakers who have known 
me all my life, and not only among Welsh speakers. The price of a house is inflated beyond the reach of
young people. We do not want bigots in Wales, we do not like to see the Welsh language being 
destroyed, and we built this village with our own hands. We do not want the legalized theft known as 
adverse possession, not allowed in our own law – that of my direct ancestor, King Hywel Dda, So my 
Bro Iaith policy is designed to reverse this decline. The semi autonomous government of a Bro Iaith 
would buy up all houses for sale, and offer them at well below market value to young Welsh speakers. 
Every school would teach in the Welsh language, and a population pool established so that there is no 
need to speak English. The arbitrary destruction of rare interiors, and of chapels, would be prohibited. 
Otherwise the unique culture of Wales will be completely destroyed. UNESCO has heavily criticised 
the London Government for this deliberate policy of linguistic destruction, similar to the Irish Famine 
or the Highland Clearances. The young people of Wales are being denied their language and even the 
right to buy a house because incomers force up prices out of their reach. I have talked about this with 
Elizabeth Evans, Labour Candidate for Gower in the last election, who obtained about the same 
number of votes as you, and she agrees with every word of my opinion. The incomers also make false 
accusations against the Welsh speakers. For example I was falsely accused today of not being a 
member of the Gentry. I would like to ask you to ask the police to make sure that the no contact orders 
imposed on numbers 48 and 65 Rhyddwen Road are obeyed.

Myron Evans, Gentleman and Armiger.
Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent. Civil List Pensioner, 50 Rhyddwen Road, Craig Cefn Parc, Swansea, SA6 
5RA.

cc Community Council
Trustees of the Newlands Family Trust

 on Report to M. P. and Community Council



Joint Venture between ET3M and NanoLabs     Corporation

December 28, 2016 

This is a joint venture betweem ET3M, led by AIAS / UPITEC team member Alex Hill, and NanoLabs 
Corporation of Michigan. The energy from spacetime devices of Alex Hill have been extensively tested
and have received industrial certification. As in UFT311 the AIAS theory can explain them precisely, 
but the standard model of physics cannot. As in UFT364 the circuit of UFT311 has been replicated 
precisely. I have nominated the team for five gold and silver medals of the Institute of Physics, partly 
for major discoveries such as these and their industrial implementation. I expect that such devices will 
rapidly proliferate at the start of the second industrial revolution, and will eventuially make fossil 
burning power stations and wind turbines obsolete.

 on Joint Venture between ET3M and NanoLabs Corporation

Announcement of et3m joint     venture

December 28, 2016 

I assume that this is a joint venture between et3m and Nano-Lab Technologies of California to develop 
devices based on energy from spacetime. Such devices are expected to proliferate rapidly around the 
world.
:

For info and congratulations to Alex. I was not aware of this:

https://www.google.co.uk/amp/s/www.yahoo.com/amphtml/finance/news/nano-labs-
announces-joint-venture-143658319.html?client=ms-android-orange-gb

Best, Gareth

Sent from my Samsung device

 on Announcement of et3m joint venture

Wind 7.17% , 2 – 24 mph, Wales 2 – 11 mph, 0718 local     time

December 28, 2016 

The wind speed in the Betws area today is about 6 mph, not enough to start the Betws turbines (they 
need 7 – 9 mph to start), so they are a total failure, thrown up for subsidies. The political will is 
urgently needed to demolish them, arrange for the subsidies to be paid back, and to prosecute for heavy
environmental and cultural damage. This is a battle for democracy itself.

 on Wind 7.17% , 2 – 24 mph, Wales 2 – 11 mph, 0718 local time

Daily Report 26/12/16

December 28, 2016 

The equivalent of 73,318 printed pages was downloaded (267.319 megabytes) from 1,746 downloaded 
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memory files (hits) and 423 distinct visits, each averaging 3.9 memory pages and 7 minutes, printed 
pages to hits ratio of 41.99, main spiders Google, MSN and Yahoo. Collected ECE2 1461, Top ten 827, 
Evans / Morris 858, Barddoniaeth / Poetry 584, Collected Scientometrics 534, Principles of ECE 268, 
Eckardt / Lindstrom 195, F3(Sp) 176, Autobiography volumes one and two 167, Collected Proofs 152, 
Evans Equations 109, UFT88 101, UFT364 98, PECE 90, Engineering Model 62, Llais 61, UFT311 58,
CEFE 53, UFT321 36, Self charging inverter 32, List of Prolific authors 18, Three world records by 
MWE 15, ECE2 14, Idaho 10, UFT313 36, UFT314 31, UFT315 27, UFT316 29, UFT317 27, UFT318
23, UFT319 38, UFT320 23, UFT322 26, UFT323 27, UFT324 34, UFT325 26, UFT326 33, UFT327 
28, UFT328 37, UFT329 27, UFT330 28, UFT331 36, UFT332 27, UFT333 29, UFT334 25, UFT335 
27, UFT336 33, UFT337 20, UFT338 22, UFT339 18, UFT340 24, UFT341 25, UFT342 21, UFT343 
26, UFT344 23, UFT345 24, UFT346 33, UFT347 37, UFT348 27, UFT349 26, UFT351 29, UFT352 
27, UFT353 18, UFT354 39, UFT355 32, UFT356 30, UFT357 30, UFT358 31, UFT359 29, UFT360 
21, UFT361 21, UFT362 38, UFT363 15, UFT364 98 to date in December 2016. Polytechnic 
University of Catalonia Proof Three with Notes (Sp); Academ Organization Russian Federation 
general. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for December 2016.

 on Daily Report 26/12/16

Auctioning the Medals

December 27, 2016 

I will make a steady and continuous effort to sell my medals, the next in line is Stacks Bowers which 
recently sold a Nobel Prize medal for $1.1 million. If I do manage to sell them I can support science 
and Welsh language culture in Wales, and help AIAS / UPITEC in various ways. My Newlands Family 
Trust and Bro Iaith policy are set up with this purpose in mind, to try to stop the catastrophic decline of 
the Welsh language in Mawrt. The asking price for the $1.1 million medal was about $100,000. For an 
agreed upon commission, Mullock’s might like to work to auction the medals to a knowledgeable 
clientele with Stacks Bowers or Christie’s which recently sold the Watson Nobel Medal for $4.76 
million. Watson has been ostracized for many years by his colleagues because of his views. Sadly this 
happens all too often in science. This is why he had to sell his Medal. The buyer, a billionaire, gave the 
medal back to Watson. He was awarded the Nobel Prize with Crick for the discovery of DNA (Watson 
and Crick). So I think that the valuation of my medals at about a million pounds is fair, in fact on the 
low side. many thanks to Mullock’s for storing them safely in their strong room. The Crick Estate sold 
Crick’s medal for $ 2.0 million (attached). The AIAS / UPITEC team and myself have been kindly 
nominated for a total of ten gold and silver medals of the Institute of Physics, and for the Newton 
Medal, its highest award. The medals being stored by Mullock’s are bronze originals. The AIAS / 
UPITEC team and myself have been nominated a total of thirty four times, including nominations for 
the Nobel Prize. We represent the avant garde physics of the twenty first century and intellectually 
challenge the older type of physics known as the standard model.

MEDAL_VALUE.PDF

 on Auctioning the Medals

Nomination for Honorary Fellowship of the Institute of     Physics

December 27, 2016 

This will go in tomorrow. Then I will look at the American Institute of Physics awards, to see if other 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/27/nomination-for-honorary-fellowship-of-the-institute-of-physics/
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team nominations can be made.

 on Nomination for Honorary Fellowship of the Institute of Physics

Individual Nomination for the Newton     Medal

December 27, 2016 

Dr Myron Evans, team leader of AIAS / UPITEC, has been nominated for the Newton Medal of the 
Institute of Physics, its highest award. As team leader and acknowledged intellectual leader of high 
impact new physics, he has nominated the international AIAS / UPITEC team for the Newton Medal 
under the rules of the Institute of Physics, and for five gold and five silver medals. Dr Evans is the most
prolific physicist in the world, having produced about two thousand papers and books, and over twenty 
five thousand other items (www.aias.us, www.upitec.org).

 on Individual Nomination for the Newton Medal

” ECE2: The Second Paradigm     Shift”

December 27, 2016 

Many thanks, this book is certain to be yet another open source “best seller” and the final version will 
be produced typeset and in colour, with many graphics and animations archived on www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org. It will be produced in high quality hardback in colour in book format for those who 
prefer books to websites, and will be translated into Spanish by Alex Hill. Chapter ten will be on 
energy from spacetime and LENR, and will summarize the key papers UFT311, UFT321 and UFT364 
on the exact explanation of the Ide circuit by ECE and its exact replication, reported in UFT364. The 
latter is causing great interest as I can see from scientometrics. Chapter eleven is planned for Stephen 
Crothers to give some more definitive refutations of the standard methods of solving the obsolete 
Einstein equation. Many thanks to all concerned!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 27/12/2016 10:24:28 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING : ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter Eight

Progress this year has been unexpected and very originall.Triple unification is extremely 
important.

Sent from my Samsung device

FOR POSTING: My Part of Chapter     Nine

December 27, 2016 

This is my part of chapter nine and completes my contribution to the book: “ECE: The Second 
Paradigm Shift”. This book is already a great success in individual UFT paper format.

ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter Nine.pdf

https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/ece2-the-second-paradigm-shift-chapter-nine.pdf
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 on FOR POSTING: My Part of Chapter Nine

Wind 9.21%, 2 – 24 mph, Wales 2- 8 mph 0741 local     time

December 27, 2016 

As predicted yesterday the wind has dropped and the wind industry has collapsed again. There was a 
brief interval of two or three days of wind. The wind speed in the Betws turbine area now is 2 mph, the 
lowest in Britain. So these turbines are completely misplaced. It has become clear due to my voluntary 
daily work as Civil List Pensioner that wind turbines in Wales are thrown up anywhere that a ruthless, 
often absentee, landowner desires to make money out of the tax payer. Democracy and culture are 
essentially ignored. This is an aspect of electoral dictatorship and sweeping reforms are necessary. The 
Republic of 1649 was much more democratic, and I hope that it will be restored and land in Mawr 
taken away from the Somerset Trust and redistributed to Welsh speakers under my Bro Iaith Policy. 
The Republic did this in 1650. My ancestral cousin Oliver Cromwell became Lord Protector in 1653. 
Those responsible for the destruction of Betws and Mynydd y Gwair should be condemned 
internationally by UNESCO and an Enquiry set up into this corruption and the wholesale destruction of
the Welsh language. UNESCO has already condemned the authorities for allowing the Welsh language 
to deteriorate. My Bro Iaith policy would reverse the decline with a few straightforward measures. So 
why can’t the authorities do this?

 on Wind 9.21%, 2 – 24 mph, Wales 2- 8 mph 0741 local time

Daily Report Sunday     25/12/16

December 27, 2016 

The equivalent of 124,934 printed pages was downloaded (455.511 megabytes) from 1,819 
downloaded memory files (hits) and 391 distinct visits, each averaging 3.3 memory pages and 7 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 68.68, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 
1413, Top ten 881, Evans / Morris 825 (est), Barddoniaeth / Poetry 581, Collected scientometrics 
486(est), Principles of ECE 263, Eckardt / Lindstrom 189; F3(Sp) 171, Autobiography volumes one 
and two 164, Collected Proofs 149, Evans Equations 106, UFT88 98, UFT364 96, PECE 89, UFT311 
62, Engineering Model 61, CEFE 52, Llais 50, Self charging inverter 31, PLENR 20, Prolific Authors 
18, Three world records 15, ECE2 14, Idaho 10, UFT313 35, UFT314 29, UFT315 27, UFT316 26, 
UFT317 27, UFT318 23, UFT319 38, UFT320 23, UFT322 26, UFT323 26, UFT324 32, UFT325 26, 
UFT326 32, UFT327 27, UFT328 36, UFT329 27, UFT330 27, UFT331 36, UFT332 27, UFT333 25, 
UFT334 24, UFT335 27, UFT336 32, UFT337 20, UFT338 22, UFT339 18, UFT340 23, UFT341 23, 
UFT342 20, UFT343 25, UFT344 22, UFT345 23, UFT346 30, UFT347 35, UFT348 26, UFT349 25, 
UFT351 29, UFT352 25, UFT353 18, UFT354 38, UFT355 30, UFT356 28, UFT357 29, UFT358 31, 
UFT359 28, UFT360 20, UFT361 20, UFT362 37, UFT363 14, UFT364 96 to date in December 2016. 
Steinbuch Computer Centre Karlsruhe Institute of Technology Collected Proofs; Chemistry University 
of Tokyo UFT165. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for December 2016.

 on Daily Report Sunday 25/12/16

Account of Tribunal     Proceedings

December 26, 2016 
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Most of my points as Respondent were accepted. The tribunal ruled that the garage was illegally 
constructed on an unadopted highway (Mountain Road). The statements of truth by Ellis Williams and 
the Waters were found to be false. No witness statement by the Applicants was used. Witness 
statements on parking were found to be irrelevant. The garage was not constructed on the Philips 
Estate, this was proven by a Deed of 1929. It could not have been constructed legally on a highway, 
(the Council would have objected), so it was constructed on the Newlands Estate. Incidents of 
harassment and verbal common assault were reported to the Judge in the tribunal. The Judgment left 
everything up in the air and in a state of confusion. On the final day of the tribunal I found the attached 
1917 map which clearly shows that the land leased to William Newlands in 1897 had enough room for 
two houses. In 1926 he was conveyed additional land to the south, (Mountain Road) exactly proving 
my submission as respondent. The garage is still an obstruction.

adeedsaccountofcourtproceedings.PDF

 on Account of Tribunal Proceedings

Claiming Criminal Injuries     Compensation

December 26, 2016 

Can the police confirm that several incidents have taken place for which I am entitled to claim criminal 
injuries compensation as per attached list of incidents and others. Incident numbers and confirmation 
are needed by the Criminal Injuries Compensation Authority, tel 0300 003 3601, their reference 
X/16/702183 – M1B. The incidents include several verbal common assaults and threats of bodily harm,
for which the Carters of 65 Rhyddwen Road were warned by PC Birch and PC Anthony Davies (now 
retired), both of Clydach police station. The latter took notes here and presumably his notebook can be 
found. Incident numbers were logged at Bridgend Call Centre when I phoned 101 for all the incidents. 
There was another incident of a hate mail letter which was investigated by Neath Hate Crime Unit, 
another incident of a mixture of cement and glue being thrown over my car, causing considerable 
damage. PC Jamie Grey saw the mixture and D and W Thomas repaired the car. All these incidents 
caused severe stress, (I am a 66 year old pensioner) and after one of them, I was admitted to the 
emergency unit of Morriston Hospital with acute anterior uveitis and treated at Singleton. Both 
hospitals will have records. Luckily, it cleared up after treatment with 0.1% dexamethasone. The CICA 
need confirmation from the police that that these incidents took place. Sgt. Prosser saw the CCTV 
system which we constructed. The cement / glue mixture incident was reported in court and heard by a 
Judge, who asked whether the incident was recent. Cllr Ioan Richard and Cynlais Evans heard my 
description to the Judge in Court, and remained silent. A County Councillor should be concerned about 
crime. These are serious incidents, and establish a clear pattern of harassment. I have a sample of the 
cement / glue mixture, it is the same mixture as used to build a breeze block wall across the road from 
here. Forensic analysis will easily find the person responsible so I request such an analysis. There have 
been no further incidents since the CCTV system was constructed, but I am entitled to compensation 
for acute stress and injury. I have reported all these details to CICA.

Myron Evans, 50 Rhyddwen Road, Craig Cefn Parc, Swansea SA6 5RA.

cc MP Gower, Community Council
Chief Constable South Wales Police.

LIST OF VERBAL COMMON ASSAULTS.docx

 on Claiming Criminal Injuries Compensation
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docx File for Chapter     Nine

December 26, 2016 

This is the docx file for my part of chapter nine. The pdf file with equations will be distributed 
tomorrow, and this completes my part of the book: “ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift”. This chapter is
entitled “Triple Unification: Fluid Gravitation”. The final version of the book will be richly illustrated 
in colour with graphics that will include gnuplot graphics and animations archived on www.aias.us and 
www.archive.org.

ECE2 The Second ParadigmShift Chapter Nine.docx

 on docx File for Chapter Nine

Proceeding Today to Write up my part of Chapter     Nine

December 26, 2016 

This will deal with fluid gravitation and will be made up of UFT358 to UFT363. There is already a 
huge amount of interest in the UFT papers making up the book: “ECE2: The Second Paradigm Shift”.

 on Proceeding Today to Write up my part of Chapter Nine

Notes 365(1-3)

December 26, 2016 

Many thanks and very interesting. An elegant derivation of Eq. (3) of Note 365(2). The only comment I
have is that the derivation is based on the assumption in Eq. (33) of UFT363 that partial R (t, r, theta) / 
partial theta = 0. This was made to reduce complexity and to give Eq. (3) of Note 365(3), in which:

partial R(t, r, theta) / partial r = f(r, t)

within the approximation in Eq. (33) UFT363.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 24/12/2016 11:33:12 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Notes 365(1-3)

I tried a direct solution of eq.(44) of note 365(1). Using the substitution

u = 1/r

I obtained directly eq.(3) of note 365(3) when inserting suitable
integration constants, see section 2 of the protocol.
A direct solution with variable r gives a similar result but with phase
factors, see eq. o8 (section 1). Trying a theta-dependent function
Omega(theta) gives no analytical solution (section 3).

I am not sure if Omega can be assumed not to depend on theta. According
to eq.(33) of the first note, bold R depends on theta, therefore

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/26/notes-3651-3/
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partial R / partial r

maintains this dependence. If Omega is not constant, then

f(theta) = 1 / sqrt(1+Omega)

reflects this dependence even by the indirect dependence
Omega(r(theta)), see eqs. 12-14 in note 2.

I will try an example for f(theta) based on the numerical results of
paper 328.

Horst

365(1).pdf

 on Notes 365(1-3)

Wind 24.20%, 8 – 49, 12 – 29 mph, 0725 local     time

December 26, 2016 

The wind speed over the Betws turbine area now is 12 mph, so they are not generating much power 
because the wind speed needed to start them is 7 – 9 mph. The wind speed of 49 mph is over the 
Shetlands, so if there are any turbines there they have been shut down to prevent damage. Over the past
three days there has been a storm. As soon as this dissipates the wind turbine contribution to the grid 
will be back to its abysmally low level again. Their optimal range is 20 – 40 mph. I can see that that is 
reached for only a few days a year. All of this must surely have been known before they were built, so 
they are the product of corruption.

 on Wind 24.20%, 8 – 49, 12 – 29 mph, 0725 local time

Daily Report Saturday     24/12/16

December 26, 2016 

The equivalent of 185,277 printed pages was downloaded during the day (675.520 megabytes) from 
3,404 downloaded memory files (hits) and 433 distinct visits, each averaging 6.3 memory pages and 8 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 54.43, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 
1387, Top ten 869, Evans / Morris 792(est) Barddoniaeth / Poetry 555, Collected scientometrics 486, 
Principles of ECE 260, Eckardt / Lindstrom 187, F3(Sp) 169, Autobiography volumes one and two 
161, Collected Proofs 144, Evans Equations 101, UFT88 96, UFT364 92, PECE 88, UFT311 62, 
Engineering Model 61(est), CEFE 52, Llais 49, UFT321 34, Self charging inverter 31, PLENR 20, 
Prolific authors 17(est), Three world records by MWE 15, ECE2 14, Idaho 10, UFT313 35, UFT314 
29, UFT315 27, UFT316 26, UFT317 27, UFT318 23, UFT319 36, UFT320 23, UFT322 26 UFT323 
25, UFT324 30, UFT325 26, UFT326 32, UFT327 26, UFT328 35, UFT329 27, UFT330 27, UFT331 
36, UFT332 27, UFT333 25, UFT334 24, UFT335 27, UFT336 32, UFT337 20, UFT338 22, UFT339 
18, UFT340 23, UFT341 23, UFT342 20, UFT343 25, UFT344 22, UFT345 23, UFT346 30, UFT347 
35, UFT348 26, UFT349 25, UFT351 29, UFT352 24, UFT353 17, UFT354 34, UFT355 30, UFT356 
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28, UFT357 29, UFT358 30, UFT359 26, UFT360 19, UFT361 18, UFT362 36, UFT363 11, UFT364 
92 to date in December 2016. Deusu search engine home. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file
attached for Decemeber 2016.

Nomination for a National     Honour

December 25, 2016 

In response to a question from one of the AIAS Fellows it is possible to apply to become a Member of 
the House of Lords, the process is similar to the Civil List Pension, very rigorous we are told. In my 
case it is the wrong type of appointment because I am a U. S. dual citizen and already a Civil List 
Pensioner, equivalent to a Life Peer or Baron and I don’t much believe in the House of Lords. However
I will support the team to the utmost of my ability in written testimony and in person. The last time I 
was in London, my wife and I were at Buckingham Palace. If there were an Upper, Welsh speaking, 
House in the Welsh Assembly that could be different, but for me it would drag me away from my work.
The only relevant State honour commensurate with Civil List Pensioner is C. H. or O. M. I already 
have the equivalent of knighthood, being a Civil List Pensioner recognized by a coat of arms. Lloyd 
George, when he was a radical pushing for reform, described the House of Lords as a collection of the 
unemployed chosen at random, but when he became a grand old man, he became the hereditary Earl 
Lloyd George of Dwyfor, despite being a Welsh speaking Baptist like myself. A Baptist is supposed to 
be a Republican and Leveller, a four hundred year old tradition. There are forty eight Companions of 
Honour at present, the two physicists who are C. H are Hawking and Higgs, two standard modellers 
again. The radical new science is represented by myself as Civil List Pensioner. I got it by three side 
steps and a swerve. There are two athletes I recognize on the C. H. list: Sebastian Coe (800, 1,500 
metres) and Mary Peters (pentathlon and shot put). However George Osborne is also a C. H., so that 
lowers standards dramatically. I would say that if Higgs can get a C. H. with a very low h index and 
very few publications, anyone could get a C. H. The Order of Merit is chosen by Queen Elizabeth 
herself and there are only 25 members of the Order. The Civil List Pensioners are also chosen by 
Queen Elizabeth herself, but on ministerial advice. Penrose is an O. M., he is not as aimlessly dogmatic
as Hawking. I have produced eight five times more publications than Higgs (attached), who was a 
figurehead or god father figure. I would think that the C. H. is controlled by standard modellers, but if 
Gareth would like to have a go at nominating for C. H., the form is attached. The Queen is ill a lot of 
the time, and has been on the throne since 1952. Although I am a staunch republican and republican 
nationalist, it will be a shock to find one day that the old Queen is gone. I wonder whether the 
monarchy will survive. I hope that the 1649 Republic will be reinstated. This is also the view of the 
present Leader of the Opposition, a true or Bevanite socialist.

LIST_OF_THE_MOST_PROLIFIC_CHEMISTS_AND_PHYSICISTS.pdf

Nomination_for_a_UK_National_Honour.docx

 on Nomination for a National Honour

Outstanding Year for AIAS /     UPITEC

December 25, 2016 

The last year and a half have seen the publication of fifty papers on ECE2, and 2016 has seen the 
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publication in hardback and softback of “Principles of ECE”, currently being read 6,426 times a year 
off combined sites, an outstandingly successful monograph by any standards. The radically new and 
powerful theories of fluid electrodynamics and fluid gravitation were published. The fifty ECE2 papers
are being read about 33,000 times a year. Early in 2016 www.aias.us was made visible on the Wayback 
Machine, (www.archive.org), by Dave Burleigh, so a great amount of work is safely archived there, and
also visible along with http://www.upitec.org and http://www.et3m.net. It was announced on 12th 
September by Aled Betts of the National Library of Wales that combined sites www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org have been archived at the NLW using OSWM (Open Source Wayback Machine) 
software, and will be featured in the UK Web Archive as outstanding sites, accessible from the reading 
rooms of all the Copyright Libraries: The British Library in London, Bodleian Library Oxford, Library 
of Cambridge University, and the National Libraries of Scotland and Wales. They will also be featured 
in Ireland from the Library of Trinity College Dublin. The well known circuit of AIAS Fellow Osamu 
Ide (explained exactly by ECE theory in UFT311) has been replicated exactly in UFT364, causing 
immediate international interest. I can see this as usual from the scientometrics. The Co President 
Gareth Evans has received many invitations to attend high level strategic meetings and conferences as a
result of this major breakthrough in new energy technology by AIAS / UPITEC. Douglas Lindstrom 
has published a review of low energy nuclear reactors. Horst Eckardt, UPITEC President, and Bernhard
Foltz, flew to Tokyo and replicated the Osamu Ide device exactly with completely independent 
apparatus. This means that such circuits can be mass produced in future after patenting. Osamu Ide has 
sent written testimony to a House of Lords Committee on this development, and I hope that the 
London, Cardiff and Edinburgh Governments will fund and rapidly develop the breakthrough, 
otherwise they will lose out again as so often happens. The AIAS / UPITEC team has been nominated 
for six gold medals and six silver medals of the Institute of Physics, and from now on will be regularly 
nominated for relevant medals and awards. All my indicators show that ECE has arrived centre stage.

 on Outstanding Year for AIAS / UPITEC

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to Robert     Cheshire

December 25, 2016 

Very good to hear from Robert Cheshire, who has been nominated along with the rest of the team for 
six gold and six silver medals of the Institute of Physics. I trust that he is in good health and we should 
organize another AIAS meeting soon, where we could see the Ide circuit, LENR devices, and some 
Evans / Morris effects. He voluntarily recorded all the essays and a great deal of poetry, and again any 
sceintific or cultural society worldwide is welcome to listen to them.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 25/12/2016 09:05:19 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Nadolig Llawen a Blwyddyn Newydd Dda

Wishing you Myron, Larisa and family; and all at AIAS and Upitech, a Merry Christmas – 
with especial congratulations on another year of leading achievements and output!

All the very best,

Robert

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/25/merry-christmas-and-happy-new-year-to-robert-cheshire/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.et3m.net/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.archive.org/
http://www.aias.us/


 on Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to Robert Cheshire

Nadolig Llawen a Blwyddyn Newydd     Dda

December 25, 2016 

Diolch yn fawr i Gareth Evans a’r teulu! Many thanks to Gareth Evans and family! GJE knows my 
work in detail from 1974, so is the best placed in the world to understand it.

In a message dated 25/12/2016 08:52:34 GMT Standard Time

Nadolig Llawen Myron. I hope 2017 is another great year for you.

Gareth and family.

Sent from my Samsung device

: Nadolig Llawen a Blwyddyn Newydd Dda

Nadolig Llawen a Blwyddyn Newydd Dda i fy ngefnder Dewi Lewis a’r teulu!

:

Nadolig Llawen a Blwyddyn Newydd Dda i chi.

 on Nadolig Llawen a Blwyddyn Newydd Dda

Poetry Read or Heard 8,400 Times a Year off     www.aias.us

December 25, 2016 

Any poetry circle in any country, using either language, (Welsh and English), is welcome to use my 
recordings. I am one of the very last who speaks the genuine, six thousand year, old Silurian dialect. At 
present they are being read or heard 8,400 times a year off www.aias.us. The average book of poetry 
sells about thirty copies, so our method of publication is much more powerful.

 on Poetry Read or Heard 8,400 Times a Year off www.aias.us

Sharp Increase in Interest in my Essay and Poetry Readings of     2015

December 25, 2016 

This is probably due to Michael Jackson’s great work in posting them on youtube. There is great 
interest in the poetry readings in both languages and in the poetry books. I do my best to keep the 
Welsh language alive in Mawr with a few dedicated people, including a chaired bard and school 
teachers – against the mindless, philistine hostility of the tory government in London, and the hostility 
of monoglot newcomers, be they Welsh or English. This is what my Bro Iaith policy is designed to 
combat. Hostility towards the Welsh language is completely illegal, but it still goes on. Recently I 
encountered hostility when I tried to speak Welsh in a land dispute hearing. I have complained strongly 
about this. My work is safely archived on the wayback machine in San Francisco (www.archive.org) 

http://www.archive.org/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/25/sharp-increase-in-interest-in-my-essay-and-poetry-readings-of-2015/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/25/poetry-read-or-heard-8400-times-a-year-off-www-aias-us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/25/nadolig-llawen-a-blwyddyn-newydd-dda-3/


and that locality is no longer ruled by London. It will soon be archived by the British Libraries using 
wayback machine software. I am a U. S. dual citizen. If Michael did not post the poetry on youtube 
then the sharp increase is due to the www.aias.us site itself. He has certainly posted the essays on 
youtube, and many thanks for that. Posting the poetry readings on youtube would be a good idea for 
international culture. There is no hostility towards the Welsh language in any other country except in 
Britain, where there are ancient animosities, and my poetry is read in up to 182 countries, in both 
languages. The London Government is being sharply criticised by UNESCO for damaging the Welsh 
language to the point of extinction. This damage could easily be reversed given a civilized government.
I am one of the generation that won many rights for the Welsh language.

 on Sharp Increase in Interest in my Essay and Poetry Readings of 2015

FOR POSTING : ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter     Eight

December 25, 2016 

This chapter is called “Triple Unification, Fluid Electrodynamics” and the plan as usual is to complete 
it with computations, graphics and animations by Horst Eckardt with contributions by Doug Lindstrom 
and Russell Davis. So the final book will be an impressive volume of avant garde physics. There is 
already a huge amount of interest in the individual papers of which it is a synopsis. Chapter Nine will 
be called “Triple Unification, Fluid Gravitation”, then there will be an important chapter ten by Horst 
and Doug on ES and LENR, currently under consideration by a Lords Committee, Chapter eleven is 
planned to be further definitive rebuttals of the standard model by Steve Crothers.

ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter Eight.pdf

 on FOR POSTING : ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter Eight

Merry Christmas

December 25, 2016 

Merry Christmas to Russ Davis and many thanks for his interest over the years!

In a message dated 25/12/2016 00:04:34 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Hi Dr. Evans,

I extend warm sunny Miami Christmas greetings to you and family, and to all the AIAS 
staff and friends. Have a wonderful holiday!

Cheers,
Russ Davis

 on Merry Christmas

Prisoners kept Illegally     inIndia

December 25, 2016 

As the leading British Civil List scientist, and a sometime member of the Nobel Prize winning Amnesty

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/25/prisoners-kept-illegally-inindia/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/25/merry-christmas-5/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/ece2-the-second-paradigm-shift-chapter-eight.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/25/for-posting-ece2-the-second-paradigm-shift-chapter-eight/
http://www.aias.us/


International, I demand that these prisoners be released or tried. If not I demand that the U. N. impose 
sanctions on India.

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 24/12/2016 23:27:54 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Christmas wishes from the families – Update on “British Foreign Secretary: Free the 
6 British Veterans from Indian jail”

Petition update

Yvonne Machugh just posted an update on the petition you signed,
British Foreign Secretary: Free the 6 British Veterans from Indian 
jail.

Christmas wishes from the families 

Dec 24, 2016 —

Last year the Men sent you all a video message thanking you for your
support and wishing you a merry Christmas.

This year unfortunately they will be spending their second Christmas 
in Prison, and will be unable to thank you themselves or wish you all 

https://www.change.org/p/british-foreign-secretary-free-the-6-british-veterans-from-indian-jail?tk=8LVgHF8Z8UlLpjsspfGJZBFpu6bpFyozarpjn03BQyA&utm_source=petition_update&utm_medium=email
https://www.change.org/p/british-foreign-secretary-free-the-6-british-veterans-from-indian-jail?tk=8LVgHF8Z8UlLpjsspfGJZBFpu6bpFyozarpjn03BQyA&utm_source=petition_update&utm_medium=email
https://www.change.org/
https://www.change.org/p/british-foreign-secretary-free-the-6-british-veterans-from-indian-jail/u/18874811?tk=8LVgHF8Z8UlLpjsspfGJZBFpu6bpFyozarpjn03BQyA&utm_source=petition_update&utm_medium=email


a beautifully Merry Christmas, and prosperous New Year.

We have had word back via a letter that all your cards and parcels are 
arriving in puzhal…

Read more 

Share this update with friends 

Share Tweet 

Want to change something?
Start a petition.

The person (or organisation) who started this petition is not affiliated 
with Change.org. Change.org did not create this petition and is not 
responsible for the petition content. 

This email was sent by Change.org to emyrone@aol.com. To stop news 
updates from this petition, you may unsubscribe here.

Contact us  ·      Privacy policy

© 2015 Change.org · 548 Market St #29993 · San Francisco, CA 94104-
5401 · USA

 on Prisoners kept Illegally inIndia

Wind 22.92%, 9 – 35 mph, Wales 15 – 25 mph, 0757 local     time

December 25, 2016 

The wind speed in the Betws turbine area now is a maximum of 15 mph, according to the met office 
wind map. So the giant guillotines of democracy are turning out enough to make a very small 
Christmas cake for Marie Antoinette, but nothing for the Welsh speaking peasants, assuming that there 
are any left. In the meantime the immensely wealth Duke of Beaufort is preparing to totally destroy 
Mynydd y Gwair for rent, as if he had not got enough already. What is needed is a true, Bevanite, 
socialist Government to nationalize the Entire Somerset Trust without compensation, listen to scientific
reason on this blog, and make Beaufort clean up his own mess at his own expense.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/25/wind-22-92-9-35-mph-wales-15-25-mph-0757-local-time/
https://www.change.org/en-GB/about/privacy?utm_source=petition_update&utm_medium=email
https://help.change.org/
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https://www.change.org/facebook_share_redirect?petition_id=1357410&recruiter_id=65950562&share_context=petition_update_email_facebook_dialog&update_id=18874811&utm_source=petition_update&utm_medium=email
https://www.change.org/twitter_share_redirect?petition_id=1357410&recruiter_id=65950562&share_context=petition_update_email_twitter_dialog&update_id=18874811&utm_source=petition_update&utm_medium=email


Daily Report 23/12/16

December 25, 2016 

The equivalent of 73,834 printed pages was downloaded from 1,911 downloaded memory files (hits) 
and 406 distinct visits each averaging 3.9 memory pages and 9 minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 
38.64, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 1299, Top ten 850, Evans Morris 
759(est), Collected scientometrics 480, Barddoniaeth 266(est), Principles of ECE 246, F3(Sp) 166, 
Eckardt / Lindstrom 165(est), Autobiography volumes one and two 157, Collected Proofs 138, UFT88 
96, UFT364 91, Evans Equations 91(est), PECE 88, Engineering Model 61(est), UFT311 60, CEFE 50,
Llais 44, UFT321 31, Self Charging Inverter 30, PLENR 19, List of prolific authors 17, Three world 
records 15, ECE2 13, Idaho 10, UFT313 31, UFT314 27, UFT315 24, UFT316 24, UFT317 24, 
UFT318 23, UFT319 31, UFT320 22, UFT322 22, UFT323 23, UFT324 29, UFT325 25, UFT326 29, 
UFT327 24, UFT328 34, UFT329 26, UFT330 26, UFT331 34, UFT332 23, UFT333 23, UFT334 23, 
UFT335 24, UFT336 29, UFT337 19, UFT338 20, UFT339 16, UFT340 22, UFT341 22, UFT342 19, 
UFT343 23, UFT344 20, UFT345 22, UFT346 28, UFT347 34, UFT348 25, UFT349 24, UFT351 26, 
UFT352 23, UFT353 16, UFT354 35, UFT355 28, UFT356 26, UFT357 27, UFT358 28, UFT359 25, 
UFT360 19, UFT361 17, UFT362 34, UFT363 10, UFT364 91 to date in December 2016. City of 
Winnipeg UFT section; Kogaguin University Japan UFT177. Intense interest all sectors updated usage 
file attached for December 2016.

 on Daily Report 23/12/16

docx file for chapter     eight

December 24, 2016 

This is the docx file for my part of chapter eight of “ECE2: The Second Paradigm Shift” on triple 
unification and fluid electrodynamics. I plan to send out the completed pdf file tomorrow morning. The
final chapter nine for my part is on triple unification and fluid gravitation. I plan to complete that 
before the new year. There are chapters ten and eleven planned for ES and LENR, and further 
refutations of the standard model by Stephen Crothers.

ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter Eight.docx

 on docx file for chapter eight

FOR POSTING: Article of Ulrich     Bruchholz

December 24, 2016 

I certainly remember him and I am pleased to send the paper for publication. We should develop a 
method for predicting these masses with ECE2 and compare with Ulrich’s theory. Similarly for all 
elementary particles. Merry Christmas from the group!

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 23/12/2016 19:28:26 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Article of Ulrich Bruchholz

You certainly remember Ulrich Bruchholz who was allowed to present some
articles on the AIAS web site. I helped him writing a new article where

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/24/for-posting-article-of-ulrich-bruchholz/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/ece2-the-second-paradigm-shift-chapter-eight.docx
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/24/docx-file-for-chapter-eight/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/25/daily-report-231216/


he was able to predict masses of neutrinos (with his own version of
unifed e/m – Einstein theory). I think that nobody else is able to
predict these masses presently by theory. He asks if we could publish
this article too (as attached).

Horst 

bruchholz15.pdf

 on FOR POSTING: Article of Ulrich Bruchholz

Nadolig Llawen a Blwyddyn Newydd     Dda

December 24, 2016 

Nadolig Llawen a Blwyddyn Newydd Dda i fy ngefnder Dewi Lewis a’r teulu!

:

Nadolig Llawen a Blwyddyn Newydd Dda i chi.

 on Nadolig Llawen a Blwyddyn Newydd Dda

Wind 22.01%, 9 – 41 mph, Wales 11 – 25 mph, 0759 local     time

December 24, 2016 

The wind speed in the Betws area now is about 11 mph, so the turbines are moving very slowly, taking 
an hour to boil an egg at the cost of millions. Easier to use a stone age cave and fire. The pattern is 
clear, wind turbines produce electricity in the Betws area for only a very few days of the year. 
Otherwise they are useless and the wind and rain are already resulting in rapid deterioration of the 
machinery. A massive amount of damage has been done to the environment, and there have been no 
savings on carbon dioxide. People still fly around the world for a “break”, consuming hundreds of tons 
of fuel each time.

 on Wind 22.01%, 9 – 41 mph, Wales 11 – 25 mph, 0759 local time

Daily Report 22/12/16

December 24, 2016 

The equivalent of 73,713 printed pages was downloaded during the day (268.757 megabytes) from 
2,347 downloaded memory files and 464 distinct visits each averaging 4.4 memory pages and 6 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 31.51, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 
1254, Top ten 830, Evans Morris 726, Collected scientometrics 406, Barddoniaeth 266, Principles of 
ECE 240, Eckardt / Lindstrom 165, F3(Sp) 164, Autobiography volumes one and two 154, Collected 
Proofs 138, UFT88 94, Evans Equations 91, UFT364 90, PECE 86, UFT311 59, CEFE 50, Llais 44, 
Self charging inverter 30, UFT321 30, PLENR 18, Prolific authors 16, Three world records 15, ECE2 
13, Idaho 9, UFT313 27, UFT314 26, UFT315 23, UFT316 24, UFT317 24, UFT318 21, UFT319 30, 
UFT320 20, UFT322 22, UFT323 22, UFT324 29, UFT325 22, UFT326 27, UFT327 23, UFT328 32, 
UFT329 25, UFT330 26, UFT331 34, UFT332 23, UFT333 22, UFT334 23, UFT335 24, UFT336 28, 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/24/daily-report-221216/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/24/wind-22-01-9-41-mph-wales-11-25-mph-0759-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/24/nadolig-llawen-a-blwyddyn-newydd-dda-2/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/bruchholz15.pdf


UFT337 19, UFT338 20, UFT339 16, UFT340 20, UFT341 22, UFT342 19, UFT343 22, UFT344 20, 
UFT345 22, UFT346 28, UFT347 32, UFT348 24, UFT349 23, UFT351 24, UFT352 22, UFT353 15, 
UFT354 34, UFT355 27, UFT356 24, UFT357 24, UFT358 27, UFT359 25, UFT360 18, UFT361 17, 
UFT362 33, UFT363 10, UFT364 90 to date in December 2016. Deusu search engine Historical 
Comments; Wayback Machine (www.archive.org) spidering; Calyx Institute general; Unite the Union 
Family History. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for December 2016.

 on Daily Report 22/12/16

365(3): The General Precessing     Ellipse

December 23, 2016 

This note checks the concepts of Note 365(2) and shows that the inverse square law in the presence of a
fluid vacuum produces the general precessing ellipse (3). It would be very interesting to graph this as a 
function of partial R / partial r, which is by definition not a function of theta. It can also be compared 
with the results of UFT328, in which it was shown that the general precessing ellipse emerges from the 
simultaneous solution of the ECE2 lagrangian and hamiltonian. The Einstien theory does not produce 
the correct precessing ellipse, in fact it gives a wild result in general (previous UFT papers).

a365thpapernotes3.pdf

 on 365(3): The General Precessing Ellipse

Wind 18.94%, 16 – 40 mph, Wales 18 – 23 mph, 1341 local     time

December 23, 2016 

There is a storm over Britain at present, with wind of up to 40 mph in the Shetland Islands, but the 
wind speed in the Betws area is still only 19 mph, below the optimal speed of 20 – 40 mph, and the first
time that the wind turbines have started in about two weeks. So even in the middle of a storm they are 
of no use in practical terms.

 on Wind 18.94%, 16 – 40 mph, Wales 18 – 23 mph, 1341 local time

Nadolig Llawen a Blwyddyn Newydd     Dda

December 23, 2016 

Ar adeg y Nadolig rwyn arfer anfon i bawb f’englyn i Rhagfyr. Around Christmas time I send to 
everyone my englyn to December:

Rhagfyr

A nawr yr haul gwawr a gur – a’i rinwedd
A’i raen, hael ei gysur.
Gwledd rhag Faban Rhagfyr,
Naws y dydd y nos a dyr.

December

Now the sun strikes the dawn – with virtue
And lustre, generous comfort,

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/23/nadolig-llawen-a-blwyddyn-newydd-dda/
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https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/23/3653-the-general-precessing-ellipse/
http://www.archive.org/


A feast for December’s Child,
Taste of day shatters black night.

collectedpoetrybarddoniaeth_2406.pdf

 on Nadolig Llawen a Blwyddyn Newydd Dda

Nadolig Llawen i chi     gyd

December 23, 2016 

Nadolig Llawen i fy nghyfnither Vivienne, oddiwrth Larisa a fi, a’r holl gyfeillion yn AIAS a UPITEC!
Happy Christmas to my cousin Vivienne from Larisa and myself, and all the colleagues at AIAS / 
UPITEC!

In a message dated 23/12/2016 10:40:24 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Happy Xmas to you Myron, Larisa and all at aias.

Vivienne

Parliamentary Committee

December 23, 2016 

If they invite me to give evidence I will certainly give written evidence on your behalf, and if asked, 
evidence in person. Although I am a member of the Gentry I am not a Life Peer, but if invited to be a 
Life Peer I can think about taking up a seat in Westminster. These days however, the Assembly may 
develop an upper house. I would be more interested in that, becoming a Senator like Yeats. Usually a 
Peerage is given to people on the political side of things, but sometimes it is given to intellectuals. 
There is a precedent in a U. S. citizen taking up a Peerage, that was Lady Astor, who as an American 
born English socialite whose second marriage was to Waldorf Astor. I am British born, naturalized a U. 
S. citizen at Cornell in 2000. AI am the first U. S. dual citizen in history to be appointed to the Civil 
List, directly by my distant cousin the Queen.

In a message dated 22/12/2016 16:42:15 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Dear Dr. Evans,

It is wonderful news!

Very good chance to appeal our energy research to parliament. I hope you attend it.

Congratulations!

Sincerely,

Osamu

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/23/parliamentary-committee/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/23/nadolig-llawen-i-chi-gyd-2/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/collectedpoetrybarddoniaeth_2406.pdf


From: EMyrone@aol.com [mailto:EMyrone@aol.com]
Sent: Thursday, December 22, 2016 9:10 PM
To: bo.lehnert@alfvenlab.kth.se; avanderm@du.edu; dblake@no10.x.gsi.gov.uk; 
pennbonvivant@yahoo.com; raydela@sbcglobal.net; corbis@bigpond.net.au; 
normanpage@comcast.net; fritzius@bellsouth.net; garethjohnevans@hotmail.co.uk; 
rpmc_6@hotmail.com; burleigh.personal@gmail.com; alexhillgtz@yahoo.com; 
ccefalas@eie.gr; simon.cliffy@googlemail.com; fdamador@comcast.net; 
steve.bannister@econ.utah.edu; alwyn.vandermerwe@du.edu; 
henryk.ratajczak@gmail.com; croca@fc.ul.pt; dwlindstrom@gmail.com; 
cr1460solarinc@gmail.com; sean@somewhere.ws; norpag@att.net; 
kp.phys@btinternet.com; mail@horst-eckardt.de; rob@rfmicrosystems.co.uk; 
thenarmis@yahoo.com; Alwyn.VanDerMerwe@du.edu; dendavis@aol.com; 
daphne@myad.jp; k.pendergast@btinternet.com; mcp358@gmail.com; 
russdavis1234@yahoo.com; dewi.lewis1@btinternet.com; wsd@axenus.plus.com; 
arthur.turnerthomas@live.com; sianifan@sky.com; meirion66@yahoo.com; 
save.the.eagles2@gmail.com; vivswaby@gmail.com; socme.org@googlemail.com; 
cynthiamullan@tiscali.co.uk; ddangd@sc.rr.com; valamhic@gmail.com; 
lindaframe@btinternet.com; RobertGlynJones@btinternet.com; 
byron.davies.mp@parliament.uk; brigitterowlands@googlemail.com; 
blaenmyddfai@googlemail.com; gillianejones@yahoo.co.uk; mwjew@btinternet.com; 
geraint.thomas@swwmedia.co.uk; jason.phelps@bbc.co.uk; craighughes21@hotmail.com; 
rajpalkl@physicsphotons.org
Subject: Invitations for the Co President of AIAS, Dr Gareth John Evans.

This is great news for the AIAS / UPITEC team!

To: EMyrone
Sent: 22/12/2016 09:38:17 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Invitations for the Co President of AIAS, Dr Gareth John Evans.

I am getting these invitations because of AIAS and not because of work with 
the Council Myron. Not sure if others in AIAS are receiving similar invitations?
Obviously Osamu is.

Best, Gareth

Sent from my Samsung device

 on Parliamentary Committee

Daily Report 21/12/16

December 23, 2016 

The equivalent of 284,696 printed pages was downloaded (1.038 gigabytes) from 2,299 downloaded 
memory files (hits) and 587 distinct visits each averaging 3.0 memory pages and 7 minutes, printed 
pages to hits ratio of 123.83, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 1226, Top ten 815,

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/23/daily-report-211216/


Collected Evans / Morris 693, Collected scientometrics 366, Barddoniaeth 265, Principles of ECE 235, 
Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 165, F3(Sp) 161, Autobiography volumes one and two 148, UFT88 92, 
UFT364 90, Evans Equations 89, PECE 84, Engineering Model 61, UFT311 58, CEFE 48, Llais 42, 
UFT321 30, PLENR 18, Prolific Authors 16, Three world records 15, ECE2 12, Idaho 9, UFT313 27, 
UFT314 25, UFT315 22, UFT316 24, UFT317 22 UFT318 21, UFT319 28, UFT320 20, UFT322 21, 
UFT323 21, UFT324 28, UFT325 22, UFT326 25, UFT327 23, UFT328 30, UFT329 25, UFT330 26, 
UFT331 33, UFT332 23, UFT333 22, UFT334 22, UFT335 22, UFT336 28, UFT337 17, UFT338 20, 
UFT339 15, UFT340 20, UFT341 20, UFT342 19, UFT343 22, UFT344 20, UFT345 22, UFT346 28, 
UFT347 31, UFT348 24, UFT349 22, UFT351 22, UFT352 22, UFT353 15, UFT354 34, UFT355 26, 
UFT356 24, UFT357 24, UFT358 27, UFT359 25, UFT360 17, UFT361 17, UFT362 33, UFT363 10, 
UFT364 90 to date in December 2016. City of Winnipeg UFT Section, Refutations Slide; National 
Electrification Administration Philippines publications; St Mary’s University Twickenham AIAS 
Fellows. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for December 2016.

 on Daily Report 21/12/16

Marquis Entries

December 22, 2016 

The team can enter all twelve medal nominations into their entries for “Marquis Who’s Who” if 
relevant. If anyone wishes me to nominate him or her for Marquis just let me know. I was nominated 
by Bo Lehnert in 1998. This includes scientists, artists, poets novelists, historians and genealogists on 
this listing. Marquis does not charge any fee, and entry is purely on merit. Multi millionaires cannot 
buy an entry.

 on Marquis Entries

Invitations for the Co President of AIAS, Dr Gareth John     Evans.

December 22, 2016 

This is great news for the AIAS / UPITEC team!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 22/12/2016 09:38:17 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Invitations for the Co President of AIAS, Dr Gareth John Evans.

I am getting these invitations because of AIAS and not because of work with the Council 
Myron. Not sure if others in AIAS are receiving similar invitations? Obviously Osamu is.

Best, Gareth

Sent from my Samsung device

 on Invitations for the Co President of AIAS, Dr Gareth John Evans.

Individual Nominations

December 22, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/22/individual-nominations/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/22/invitations-for-the-co-president-of-aias-dr-gareth-john-evans-2/
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Prof. Myron Wyn Evans has been nominated for individual gold medals of the Institute of Physics as 
follows: Dirac, Faraday, Glazebrook, Bragg and Blodgett Gold Medals, and for five silver medals if the
gold medal nominations are not successful. These ten nominations bring the total number of 
nominations to thirty two. They will be recorded in Marquis Who’s Who next year.

 on Individual Nominations

Invitations for the Co President of AIAS, Dr Gareth John     Evans.

December 22, 2016 

This is an excellent development, Ceredigion County Council should pay all expenses if the invitations 
do not. These are all committees at an international level, and should be told all about AIAS / UPITEC, 
UFT311, UFT321 and UFT364 if they do not already know the work. UFT364 already looks like a 
classic, similar to UFT88. Its progress can be seen in the early morning reports on this blog of 
www.aias.us.

 on Invitations for the Co President of AIAS, Dr Gareth John Evans.

Conference on energy security in the UK – inc. priorities for     renewab…

December 22, 2016 

In a message dated 21/12/2016 15:23:01 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Below is an example of a recent invitation.

Best, Gareth

Sent from my Samsung device

Sent: 21 December 2016 10:05
To: Gareth J. Evans
Subject: Conference on energy security in the UK – inc. priorities for renewables – 
keynotes: BEIS; Ofgem and National Grid – Westminster Energy, Environment & 
Transport Forum – Morning, Thursday, 9th March 2017

Westminster Energy, Environment & Transport Forum Keynote Seminar

Priorities for energy security in the UK

with

Dan Monzani, Head of Energy Security, Department for Business, Energy and Industrial 
Strategy

Andrew Wright, Senior Partner, Energy Systems, Ofgem

Cathy McClay, Head of Commercial Operations, National Grid

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/22/conference-on-energy-security-in-the-uk-inc-priorities-for-renewab/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/22/invitations-for-the-co-president-of-aias-dr-gareth-john-evans/


Dr Martin Grant, Chief Executive Officer – Energy, Atkins

and

Gary Haywood, Chief Executive Officer, INEOS Shale

with contributions from:

George Baker, VCharge Energy;Tom Burke, E3G and Rio Tinto; Silke Goldberg, 
Herbert Smith Freehills; Oliver McMillen, SSE; Frank Mitchell, SP Energy Networks; 
Barbara Vest, Energy UK andYoav Zingher, KiWi Power

Chaired by:

Ian Liddell-Grainger MP, Chair, All-Party Parliamentary Group on EnergyStudies

Follow us @WEETFEvents | This seminar is CPD certified

Timing: Morning, Thursday, 9th March 2017 

Venue: Central London

Book Online | Live Agenda | Our Website | Unsubscribe

Dear Dr Evans

I am writing to remind you of your invitation to the above seminar. Please note there is a 
charge for most delegates, although concessionary and complimentary places are available 
(subject to terms and conditions – see below).

The focus:

This seminar will be a timely opportunity to assess initiatives and policy priorities for UK 
energy security.

To note:

• With discussion expected on priorities for increasing the level of renewable energy 
generation into the UK system. 

Overall, areas for discussion include:

• Examining the key policy issues for UK energy security and supply: self-
sufficiency, the international context and opportunities for policy development; 

• Regulatory priorities for a competitive market that meets the needs of UK 

http://www.westminsterforumprojects.co.uk/subscription.php
http://www.westminsterforumprojects.co.uk/forums/index.php?fid=westminster_energy_environment_and_transport_forum
http://www.westminsterforumprojects.co.uk/forums/agenda/energy-security-2017-agenda.pdf
http://www.westminsterforumprojects.co.uk/forums/book_event.php?eid=1384
http://www.westminsterforumprojects.co.uk/CPD.php
http://twitter.com/WEETFEvents


customers; 
• The role of energy storage and other technologies in balancing supply, improving 

management and network flexibility, and reducing demand pressures; 

• Overcoming barriers to development and system innovation; 
• New industrial applications for shale extraction; and 
• Ensuring the UK meets supply criteria: mix diversity, infrastructure investment and 

decarbonising the system. 

Context:

• Following the results of the reformed Capacity Market auction, with 52GW of 
capacity secured for winter 2020/21 and plans for two new gas power stations; 

• With Government considering responses to its consultation on phasing out unabated 
coal generation by 2025; 

• The Communities Secretary approval of plans for horizontal shale extraction at sites
in Lancashire and the granting of permission by Nottinghamshire County Council 
for exploratory shale gas wells; 

• Focus on the UK’s future relationship with international partners and energy 
interconnection with the EU in the context of Brexit; and 

• Discussion on the wider mix of electricity generation sources for the UK, including 
fossil fuels, nuclear and renewable energy. 

Speakers:

Dan Monzani, Head of Energy Security, Department for Business, Energy and Industrial 
Strategy; Dr Martin Grant, Chief Executive Officer – Energy, Atkins; Gary Haywood, 
Chief Executive Officer, INEOS Shale; Cathy McClay, Head of Commercial Operations, 
National Grid and Andrew Wright, Senior Partner, Energy Systems, Ofgem.

Further confirmed speakers include: George Baker, Founder and Chief Executive Officer, 
VCharge Energy; Tom Burke, Co-Founding Director and Chairman, E3G and 
Environmental Policy Adviser, Rio Tinto; Silke Goldberg, Partner, Herbert Smith 
Freehills; Oliver McMillen, Head of Corporate Affairs (Wholesale), SSE; Frank Mitchell,
Chief Executive Officer, SP Energy Networks; Barbara Vest, Director of Generation, 
Energy UK and Yoav Zingher, Co-Founder and Chief Executive Officer, KiWi Power.

Chair: Ian Liddell-Grainger MP, Chair, All-Party Parliamentary Group on EnergyStudies 
has kindly agreed to chair part of this seminar.

Networking:

Places have been reserved by a parliamentary pass-holder from the House of Commons 
and officials from the Cabinet Office; BEIS; DCLG; Department for International 
Trade; Government Office for Science; HSE; HM Treasury; IPA; NAO and the 

http://www.nottinghamshire.gov.uk/planning-and-environment/shale-gas-development/shale-gas-development/latest-news/councillors-approve-planning-application-for-county-s-first-exploratory-shale-gas-wells
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-lancashire-37567866
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/coal-generation-in-great-britain-the-pathway-to-a-low-carbon-future
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/new-gas-power-and-battery-storage-will-ensure-britains-electricity-demands-are-met-for-the-winter-of-202021
https://www.emrdeliverybody.com/cm/home.aspx


Northern Ireland Office. Also due to attend are representatives from Amco; Ashurst; 
Black & Veatch; Carbon2018; CGCA; Clyde & Co; ESB; Fieldfisher; GP Private 
Equity; Interconnector (UK); Lancaster University; Level Energy; NextEnergy 
Capital; Orbital; P3P Partners; PX Group; Salii; Shell; Siemens; Slaughter and May; 
SNC Lavalin UK; Statoil UK and UK Petroleum Industry Association.

Press passes have been reserved by representatives from Construction News; 
DrillOrDrop.com; Recharge; The Brighton & Hove Argus and The Sunday Times.

Agenda:

See below my signature, or click here any time to download the latest version.

Organised impartially by the Westminster Energy, Environment & Transport Forum (find 
out more).

CPD certified (more details).

Booking arrangements

Online booking form.

Once submitted, this will be taken as a confirmed booking and will be subject to our terms 
and conditions below.

Please pay in advance by credit card on 01344 864796. If advance credit card payment is 
not possible, please let me know and we may be able to make other arrangements.

Options and charges:

• Places at Priorities for energy security in the UK(including refreshments and PDF 
copy of the transcripts) are £210 plus VAT; 

• Concessionary rate places (see conditions): £80 plus VAT. Please be sure to apply 
for this at the time of booking. 

Can’t attend?

• Full transcript available approximately 10 days after the event for £95 plus VAT; 
• Concessionary rate: £50 plus VAT. 

If you find the charge for places a barrier to attending, please let me know as concessionary
and complimentary places are made available in certain circumstances (but do be advised 
that this typically applies to individual service users or carers or the like who are not 
supported by or part of an organisation, full-time students, people between jobs or who are 
fully retired with no paid work, and representatives of small charities – not businesses, 
individuals funded by an organisation, or larger charities/not-for-profit companies). Please 

http://www.westminsterforumprojects.co.uk/forums/order_publication.php?pid=1354
http://www.westminsterforumprojects.co.uk/forums/book_event.php?eid=1384
http://www.westminsterforumprojects.co.uk/CPD.php
http://www.westminsterforumprojects.co.uk/about.php
http://www.westminsterforumprojects.co.uk/forums/agenda/energy-security-2017-agenda.pdf


note terms and conditions below (including cancellation charges).

I hope that you will be able to take part in what promises to be a most useful morning.

Yours sincerely

Michael

Michael Ryan

Deputy Editor, Westminster Energy, Environment & Transport Forum

T: 01344 864796

F: 01344 420121

Follow us on Twitter@WEETFEvents

www.weetf.co.uk

UK Headquarters: 4 Bracknell Beeches, Old Bracknell Lane West, Bracknell, 
Berkshire RG12 7BW

The parliamentary patrons of the Westminster Energy, Environment & Transport Forum 
are: Peter Aldous MP, David Anderson MP, Richard Benyon MP, Luciana Berger MP, Lord 
Berkeley, Lord Bradshaw, Richard Burden MP, Christopher Chope MP, Rt Hon Stephen 
Crabb MP, Geraint Davies MP, Nadine Dorries MP, Lord Dubs, Clive Efford MP, Graham 
Evans MP, Paul Farrelly MP, Barry Gardiner MP, Andrew Gwynne MP, Stephen Hammond 
MP, Viscount Hanworth, Sue Hayman MP, Drew Hendry MP, Kelvin Hopkins MP, 
Baroness Howe of Idlicote, Rt Hon the Lord Howell of Guildford, Rt Hon the Baroness 
Kramer, Eleanor Laing MP, Rt Hon Norman Lamb MP, Jeremy Lefroy MP, Ian Liddell-
Grainger MP, Baroness McIntosh of Pickering, Rt Hon the Lord McNally, David Mowat 
MP, Caroline Nokes MP, Rt Hon Baroness O’Cathain, Lord O’Neill of Clackmannan, Lord 
Oxburgh, Mark Pawsey MP, Christopher Pincher MP, Lord Redesdale, Gavin Shuker MP, 
Angela Smith MP, Rt Hon the Lord Steel of Aikwood, Rt Hon the Lord Taylor of Holbeach,
Lord Teverson, Derek Thomas MP, Dr Alan Whitehead MP and Rt Hon the Lord Whitty. 
Note: parliamentary patrons take no financial interest in the Forum.

Westminster Energy, Environment & Transport Forum is a division of Westminster 
Forum Projects Limited. Registered in England & Wales No. 3856121.

This email and any attached files are intended solely for the use of the entity or 
individual to whom they are addressed. Opinions or views are those of the individual 
sender and, unless specifically stated, do not necessarily represent those of the 
Westminster Energy, Environment & Transport Forum. If you have received this 
email in error please notify info.

http://www.weetf.co.uk/
http://twitter.com/WEETFEvents


FINANCIAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS: The delegate fee includes presentations 
via PDF and refreshments. Cancellation policy is as follows: (1) cancellations 14 or 
more days before the event: £70+VAT cancellation fee per delegate; (2) cancellations 
less than 14 days before the event: no refunds. Cancellations must be notified in 
writing to the Westminster Energy, Environment & Transport Forum. No charge will 
be made for replacement delegates. Transfer of any confirmed booking between events
is not possible. The organisers reserve the right to alter the programme and change 
the speakers without prior notice. The Westminster Energy, Environment & 
Transport Forum is unable to grant extended credit and therefore must request that 
full payment be made within 30 days from the date of invoice. Should payment not be 
received within 30 days from the date of invoice, the Westminster Energy, 
Environment & Transport Forum will apply an administration charge of £40+VAT, 
likewise for payments made to our account in error.

More About Us

A key output of the seminar will be a transcript of the proceedings, sent out around 10
working days after the event to all attendees and a wider group of Ministers and 
officials at BEIS and other government departments and agencies affected by the 
issues; and Parliamentarians with a special interest in these areas. It will also be made
available more widely. This document will include transcripts of all speeches and 
questions and answers sessions from the day, along with access to PowerPoint 
presentations, speakers’ biographies, an attendee list, an agenda, sponsor information,
as well as any subsequent press coverage of the day and any articles or comment 
pieces submitted by delegates. It is made available subject to strict restrictions on 
public use, similar to those for Select Committee Uncorrected Evidence, and is 
intended to provide timely information for interested parties who are unable to attend
on the day.

All delegates will receive complimentary PDF copies and are invited to contribute to 
the content.

The Westminster Energy, Environment & Transport Forum is strictly impartial and 
cross-party, and draws on the considerable support it receives from within Parliament
and Government, and amongst the wider stakeholder community. The Forum has no 
policy agenda of its own. Forum events are frequently the platform for major policy 
statements from senior Ministers, regulators and other officials, opposition speakers 
and senior opinion-formers in industry and interest groups. Events regularly receive 
prominent coverage in the national and trade press.

Westminster Energy, Environment & Transport Forum Keynote Seminar: 

Priorities for energy security in the UK

Timing: Morning, Thursday, 9th March 2017

http://www.westminsterforumprojects.co.uk/forums/index.php?fid=westminster_energy_environment_and_transport_forum


Venue: Central London

Draft agenda subject to change

8.30 – 9.00 Registration and coffee
9.00 – 9.05 Chair’s opening remarks

Ian Liddell-Grainger MP, Chair, All-Party Parliamentary Group on EnergyStudies

9.05 – 9.15 Examining the key issues for UK energy security: self-sufficiency, international 
context and policy opportunities

Dr Martin Grant, Chief Executive Officer – Energy, Atkins

9.15 – 9.25 Priorities for the capacity market and matching future system demand

Cathy McClay, Head of Commercial Operations, National Grid

9.25 – 9.40 Questions and comments from the floor
9.40 – 9.50 New industrial applications for shale extraction

Gary Haywood, Chief Executive Officer, INEOS Shale

9.50 – 10.35 Ensuring the UK meets supply criteria: mix diversity, infrastructure investment and 
decarbonising the system

Barbara Vest, Director of Generation, Energy UK

Tom Burke, Co-Founding Director and Chairman, E3G and Environmental Policy 
Adviser, Rio Tinto

Senior representative, investment

Senior representative, offshore oil and gas

Questions and comments from the floor with Gary Haywood, Chief Executive Officer, 
INEOS Shale

10.35 – 
10.40

Chair’s closing remarks

Ian Liddell-Grainger MP, Chair, All-Party Parliamentary Group on Energy Studies

10.40 – 
11.05

Coffee

11.05 – Chair’s opening remarks



11.10

Senior Parliamentarian

11.10 – 
11.35

Competition and meeting the needs of UK consumers

Andrew Wright, Senior Partner, Energy Systems, Ofgem

Questions and comments from the floor

11.35 – 
12.25

Establishing a flexible energy system: energy storage, system innovation and 
overcoming barriers to development

Oliver McMillen, Head of Corporate Affairs (Wholesale), SSE

George Baker, Founder and Chief Executive Officer, VCharge Energy

Frank Mitchell, Chief Executive Officer, SP Energy Networks

Yoav Zingher, Co-Founder and Chief Executive Officer, KiWi Power

Silke Goldberg, Partner, Herbert Smith Freehills

Questions and comments from the floor

12.25 – 
12.55

Policy priorities for securing UK energy supply

Dan Monzani, Head of Energy Security, Department for Business, Energy and Industrial 
Strategy

Questions and comments from the floor

12.55 – 
13.00

Chair’s and Westminster Energy, Environment & Transport Forum closing remarks

Senior Parliamentarian

Michael Ryan, Deputy Editor, Westminster Energy, Environment & Transport

 on Conference on energy security in the UK – inc. priorities for renewab…

Wind 13.36%, 3 – 26 mph, Wales 7 – 19 mph, 0745 local     time.

December 22, 2016 

The wind speed in the Betws turbine area now is about 7 mph, not enough to start the completely 
useless generators. It is clear after a few months of daily monitoring that they should be 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/22/wind-13-36-3-26-mph-wales-7-19-mph-0745-local-time/


demolished, because they generate nothing 90 – 95 % of the time. They were put up because a 
small group of pseudofarmers fomed a cabal with Caerfyrddin County Council, notorious for 
brown envelopes stuffed with green matter, left in dark, smoked filled corners of remote pubs. 
The Assembly is fixated on the wind and is responsible for much destruction in Wales. To some 
extent it has been taken over by foreign UKIP fascists, who should be banned in Wales and 
Scotland.

 on Wind 13.36%, 3 – 26 mph, Wales 7 – 19 mph, 0745 local time.

Daily Report 20/12/16

December 22, 2016 

The equivalent of 448,162 printed pages was downloaded (1.634 gigabytes) from 550 distinct 
visits each averaging 3.7 memory pages and 8 minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 148.40, main 
spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 1196, Top ten 784, Evans Morris 660(est); 
Collected scientometrics 387, Barddoniaeth 259, Princuples of ECE 226, F3(Sp) 150, Eckardt / 
Lindstrom 148, Autobiography volumes one and two 140, UFT88 89, Evans Equations 85, PECE 
82, Engineering Model 49, UFT311 47, CEFE 46, Llais 42, UFT321 30, Self charging inverter 29, 
Lindstrom Idaho lecture 18, Three world records 15, Peolific authors 15, ECE2 12, UFT313 26, 
UFT314 25, UFT315 21, UFT316 24, UFT317 22, UFT318 21, UFT319 27, UFT320 18, UFT322 
20, UFT323 21, UFT324 27, UFT325 21, UFT326 25, UFT327 23, UFT328 29, UFT329 25, 
UFT330 26, UFT331 31, UFT332 23, UFT333 22, UFT334 22, UFT335 22, UFT336 28, UFT337 
16, UFT338 19, UFT339 15, UFT340 19, UFT341 20, UFT342 19, UFT343 21, UFT344 20, 
UFT345 22, UFT346 28, UFT347 30, UFT348 24, UFT349 20, UFT351 21, UFT352 22, UFT353 
15, UFT354 33, UFT355 26, UFT356 24, UFT357 24, UFT358 26, UFT359 25, UFT360 16, 
UFT361 16, UFT362 33, UFT363 10, UFT364 83 to date in Decembe 2016. University of Liege 
UFT120; City of Winnipeg UFT Section; Ontario Library Service UFT2; Deusu search engine 
Llais article; Steinbuch Centre for Computing Karlsruhe Institute of Technology Proof One, 
Definitive Proofs Section; University of California Davis UFT81; Government of Andalucia 
F3(Sp). Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for December 2016.

 on Daily Report 20/12/16

Invitations to GJE

December 21, 2016 

I should point out that many of these invitations were to Gareth as a senior Environment Officer. 
So it looks as if the terrible injustice at EDCL is being put right at last. It shows what talent they 
threw away. The team and individual nominations should be regarded in the same way as Oscar 
nominations, as good as the Oscar itself. Richard Burton for example was nominated for an 
Oscar many times, but never got one. In physics Arnold Sommerfeld was nominated for a Nobel 
Prize eight five times or so, but never got one, despite the fact that his students and post docs 
included several famous Nobel Laureates. In literature R. S. Thomas was nominated for a Nobel 
Prize several times, and yours truly has been told that he has been nominated for a Nobel Prize 
several times. All this helps cement the great paradigm shift in physics known as ECE theory, or 
the post Einsteinian paradigm shift. ECE2 is the second paradigm shift, and a book is being 
written now about ECE2. I would like to see Nobel Prize nominations for poets writing in Welsh 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/21/invitations-to-gje/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/22/daily-report-201216/


and other small languages.

FOR POSTING: Nomination by the Co President of     AIAS

December 21, 2016 

I would be most grateful if this could be posted alongside the individual nomination on my page, 
“about m” section, of www.aias.us . It can then be referred to in the nominations. I am most grateful for
this detailed and eloquent nomination.

Dear Sir / Madam,

I would like to nominate Professor Myron Wyn Evans for the…………………….Medal. 
Professor Evans is the Founder of the Alpha Institute of Advanced Studies (AIAS) and has 
developed the first fully unified theory of physics (ECE theory now developed into ECE2 
theory) . ECE theory completes the general relativity of Einstein by incorporating space-
time torsion into the equations of dynamics and electrodynamics. It unifies general 
relativity and quantum mechanics using geometry, and rejects the Copenhagen 
indeterminacy in favour of objectivity and causality following several well-known 
experiments that show the incorrectness of indeterminacy.

Natural philosophy, and our attempts to understand and mimic nature, has developed from 
ancient times driven forward by the great philosophers since Aristotle. Progress in 
understanding nature has sometimes been slow, sometimes has stalled but very occasionally
a great leap forward has been made.The work of Isaac Newton was such a landmark. He 
made three great discoveries. In the field of optics, he developed and proved his theory that 
white light is composed of a mixture of colours that form a band called a spectrum. This 
was a revolutionary advance. Equally revolutionary was his work in mathematics, where he
paved the way for the field of maths known as calculus. Another great innovation was his 
concept of gravity, the attraction between bodies in space that holds them in orbit, and 
draws falling objects towards a planet.

Isaac Newton’s book “Philosophiæ Naturalis Principia Mathematica” in 1687 marked an 
epoch of a great revolution in science with rigorous mathematics introduced into science in 
a methodical and structured way. This approach was to take science out of “the darkness of 
conjecture and hypothesis” (as Alexis Clairaut described in 1747). Rigorous mathematics 
would henceforth be used to develop theories that would be tested with observations. This 
was the approach advocated by Sir Francis Bacon in his book “Novum Organum” 
published in 1620. Bacon is still regarded as the father of scientific method (empiricism) by
advocating that theories MUST be tested with experiments. The power of his approach was 
put to good use in the scientific revolution that followed his time in Europe – when science 
was successfully used to predict and develop new technologies. A paradigm shift in science 
had occurred that stood the test of time and alone as the exemplar of best practice. The 
Newtonian world-view dominated physics until the 20th century when “modern physics” 
was born.

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/21/for-posting-nomination-by-the-co-president-of-aias/


The next great step in physics came in 1905 when Albert Einstein developed Special 
Relativity. It demonstrated, amongst other things, that the speed of light is the limiting 
speed of all matter with mass and that mass and energy are equivalent. In 1911, Einstein 
asserted the equivalence of gravitation and inertia and in 1916 he developed a general 
theory of relativity that included gravitation as a determiner of the curvature of a space-time
continuum. Einstein is also remembered for his contributions to the development of 
quantum theory and for postulating light quanta (photons) in 1905 – upon which he based 
his explanation of the photoelectric effect. His overriding aim, however, was to develop a 
Unified Field Theory that would explain gravitation, electromagnetism and sub-atomic 
phenomena – the macroscopic and microscopic worlds unified with one set of laws. 
Einstein wanted his Unified Field Theory to be as simple as possible – with a beauty and 
structure to suitably reflect nature. He did not believe that such a theory could exist in 
quantum theory. In fact, Einstein regarded quantum theory as “a temporary useful 
structure”. His great efforts were in vain and a successful development of a Unified Field 
theory eluded him.

The science that followed Einstein contained theories that spanned all of known physics – 
collectively known as the Standard Model. Out of this understanding our modern world 
evolved with great advances in the biological and medical sciences (improving the 
understanding of biological systems and increasing life expectancy) and with televisions, 
smart phones and the internet opening up the world and dramatically improving 
communications. We now explore our universe in ever increasing detail with more new 
planets discovered recently than in the entire previous history of the human observation of 
space.

Surprisingly, however, many of the technologies and industries still in use have their roots 
in the hay days of the industrial revolution. Progress has stalled in many branches of 
physics with thoughts lost in mathematical abstraction – in a world of conjecture and 
hypothesis where theories cannot be proved, with theories suggesting that we live in a 
world of singularities (that has no place in nature), dark matter (that cannot be found), 
missing mass and god particles (that cannot be detected), black holes (that cannot be seen) 
and wormholes (with their associated risks of sudden collapse, high radiation and exotic 
matter) etc. In our real world, we still burn fossil fuels that pollute and poison the planet 
and use up vital natural resources often in wasteful ways. The Standard Model of physics 
has not been successful in developing new sources of clean and renewable energy in the 
quantities required to sustain a modern, advanced society – except for nuclear with all its 
disadvantages. Most of our technologies are still based on solid state physics and we remain
far away from mimicking nature where life processes operate in a fluid environment.

Professor Myron Wyn Evans’s ECE theory is a physics that goes back to basics, thoroughly
checks concepts and assumptions and is based on “simpler”, more accurate and sounder 
foundations than the Standard Model. The new physics is the first unified field theory of 
physics and completes the task Einstein had set himself. It builds on his work but corrects 
omissions, misconceptions and flaws. It is named in part after Einstein (in recognition of 
his contributions), in part after Elie Cartan (a mathematician whose geometry is used in the 
theory) and in part after Myron Wyn Evans, who has made the remarkable advance. The 
theory unifies all of physics (classical and quantum) for the first time – from microscopic to



macroscopic levels. All the well-known laws of physics are reproduced with the theory (and
more that was unknown predicted). The motion of planets and galaxies are explained with 
the same sets of equations as the motion of sub-atomic particles – orbits and orbitals 
become one and the same. There are no singularities in this theory (so no big bang and 
black holes), paradoxes that have plagued physics disappear (such as indeterminacy and 
wave particle duality), photons have mass (leading to a new description of some of the 
properties of light itself), space-time itself has mass and vacuum particles and much more 
emerge (so that there is no missing mass in the universe and no need for dark matter).This 
theory is a great leap, the next paradigm shift in physics. It is simple and devoid of 
mathematical abstraction. It demonstrates that there is no uncertainty in physics. Physics is 
deterministic. Physics is geometry.

ECE theory has been meticulously developed, covering all the branches of physics, with 
key equations, important steps and new and unexpected conclusions carefully checked with
computer algebra. This is an approach to theoretical physics that has no precedent in history
– reducing the risk of human error and painstakingly checking details. This is an approach 
that, like Newton’s, is set to become an historical exemplar of best practice.

Following Baconian principles, all aspects of the new theory have been compared and 
tested with experiment. There are no unknowns and adjustable parameters in this theory 
that successfully reproduces all the great observations of physics. It makes new predictions 
and opens up the possibility of new branches of physics. It suggests that energy is available 
from space-time itself. Low energy nuclear reactions (LENR) is clearly and successfully 
explained for the first time to become another source of clean energy. Light (electro-
magnetic radiation) is shown to have new and unexpected properties (that may improve its 
use in communications and have wider applications). Light ALWAYS shifts to the red when
it interacts with matter. This is a phenomenon that is used in nature itself, in photosynthesis 
to improve the efficient use of sunlight making more available at the frequency where 
photosynthesis takes place. This red-shift phenomenon (blue shifts are also possible) 
explains the cosmological redshift in a new way implying that there is no expanding 
universe (and no need for big bang). Light is red-shifted by absorption in the voids of space
itself.

The internet has opened up the world of scientific research and there is unprecedented 
interest in ECE theory. The website AIAS (where the theory is explained and developed) 
has been visited many millions of times since the inception of ECE theory making it one of 
the most visited web-sites in science. This is remarkable for a theory of physics. AIAS is a 
physics institute registered at Idaho in the US and in Hungary – where it is affiliated with 
the University of Budapest. The work of this group is also focused on developing and using
Professor Evans’s Unified Theory of Physics in technologically useful ways. One outcome 
of this work is the prediction that unlimited clean and renewable energy is available from, 
what Einstein first coined, “space-time”. Technologists, dating back to TESLA in the 
1800s, have been making devices that seemed to tap an unknown source of energy. We now
understand the source of this clean and renewable energy. A Japanese colleague (Osamu 
Ide) has built a device that taps this new energy source. The performance of his devices, 
that have been independently verified by other research groups, is in exact agreement with 
the prediction of Professor Evans’s ECE theory 

http://aias.us/


(http://www.aias.us/documents/uft/UFT311_IdeExp.pdf).

Not surprisingly, this work is causing a lot of excitement with Osamu Ide being invited to 
report to UK Government Select Committees on Energy etc by the UK Royal Society 
(amongst others). The UK Committee has considered the developments and ordered that 
written evidence relating to this“Energy revolution be reported to the House for publication
on the internet: REV0060 Osamu Ide page”. This is available to inspect in the link below:

Energy from space-time – a new energy revolution and Osamu Ide – written evidence | PDF
version ( 637 KB) REV0060 11 May 2016

As Professor Ide points out in his submissions to the various committees, this is a totally 
new and clean energy source and is a completely new advance on the traditional method of 
generating electricity using Faraday’s law of induction. As is well known to science, 
Michael Faraday discovered and developed his electromagnetic generator in the early 
1800s and there has been no fundamental and significant advances since. Faraday’s 
electromagnetic induction converts energy from one type to another (mechanical energy to 
electrical). Ide’s new type of generator taps space-time energy itself (a completely new 
energy source). He calls it “the 3rd positive EMF”. Faraday discovered the 1st and 2nd 
EMFs (the 1st one is homo-polar induction and the 2nd is the well-known electromagnetic 
induction referred to above). Faradays electromagnetic induction generates power in the 
opposite direction to the input power (a “back emf”). Ide’s 3rd positive EMF induces EMF 
in a forward direction – a positive EMF. This is a very important development because 
Faraday’s back EMF acts as a reaction opposing the input and can never exceed the input 
power. The new 3rd positive EMF induces EMF in the same direction as the input power 
allowing the input electrical energy to be amplified. The efficiency of devices based on 
Faraday ‘s electromagnetic induction must always be less than 100%. Ide’s has built 
devices that have efficiencies easily exceeding 100 %. In experiments to date he has 
achieved efficiencies reaching 300%. The extra new energy is extracted from space-time 
itself – there is no violation of the law of conservation of energy. Space-time energy is a 
new, clean and unlimited source of energy. It is not surprising, therefore, that this discovery 
is causing so much interest with Governments all around the world. The world desperately 
needs new and cleaner sources of energy and this discovery is the most important advance 
since Faraday in the early 1800s.

Mexican colleagues (and Fellows of AIAS) are already manufacturing devices that extract 
and use this new source of energy in a commercial way – (http://et3m.net/). One of their 
devices, currently on sale in Mexico and the US, is used to save large amounts of energy on
street lighting with up to a 70% saving made by using a combination of energy from the 
national grid (30%) with space-time energy (70%) abstracted by their devices. Osamu Ide 
has been invited to be a Panellist Speaker on the US defence innovation group 
http://defenseinnovation.us/ under the Energy and Resilience Challenge banner. There will 
obviously be civilian and military uses for these new devices and new source of energy. 
Since the announcement by Professor Ide, AIAS colleagues have received invitations to 
many strategic policy group meetings (some examples below):

1. Conference on science and innovation policy & funding – keynotes from Innovate 

http://defenseinnovation.us/
http://et3m.net/
http://data.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/committeeevidence.svc/evidencedocument/energy-and-climate-change-committee/energy-revolution/written/32663.pdf
http://data.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/committeeevidence.svc/evidencedocument/energy-and-climate-change-committee/energy-revolution/written/32663.pdf
http://data.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/committeeevidence.svc/evidencedocument/energy-and-climate-change-committee/energy-revolution/written/32663.html
http://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/energy-and-climate-change-committee/inquiries/parliament-2015/energy-revolution-15-16/publications/
http://www.aias.us/documents/uft/UFT311_IdeExp.pdf


UK & University Alliance – Westminster Higher Education Forum – Morning, 
Thursday, 2nd February 2017 

2. Conference on the Research Excellence Framework – keynotes: HEFCE and Julia 
King, Member, Stern Review – Westminster Higher Education Forum, Morning, 
Monday, 31st October 2016 

3. Conference on energy security in the UK – inc. priorities for renewables sector – 
with keynotes from BEIS and National Grid – Westminster Energy, Environment & 
Transport Forum, Morning, Thursday, 9th March 2017 

4. Conference on evidence-based policymaking – with keynote contribution from Dr 
Chandrika Nath, POST – Westminster Higher Education Forum, Morning, 
Thursday, 9th March 2017 

5. Conference on the future of Carbon Capture and Storage in the UK – inc. impact on 
low-carbon energy – includes keynote from BEIS – Westminster Energy, 
Environment & Transport Forum, Morning, Tuesday 7th February 2017 

6. Conference on the future of the environment in Wales – keynotes: Committee on 
Climate Change and Natural Resources Wales – Policy Forum for Wales – Morning,
Thursday, 24th November 2016 

7. Conference on UK regional funding in light of Brexit – partnerships, devolution, 
transition – keynote contribution from DCLG – Westminster Social Policy Forum – 
Morning, Thursday, 9th February 2017 

8. Conference on the future of the environment in Wales – keynotes: Committee on 
Climate Change and Natural Resources Wales – Policy Forum for Wales – Morning,
Thursday, 24th November 2016 

9. Invitation to the Carbon Trust Public Sector Conference 2017, London 
10.Policy conference: the outlook for UK energy storage – inc. discussion on 

renewable generation – keynotes: RES, BEIS and National Grid, Innovate UK and 
Ofgem – Westminster Energy, Environment & Transport Forum – Morning, 
Tuesday, 25th April 2017 

11.Policy conference: next steps for UK agricultural technologies – inc. research and 
innovation – keynotes: Defra, DIT, Welsh Government, Innovate UK, U.S. Embassy
& BBSRC – Westminster Food & Nutrition Forum – Morning, Tuesday, 7th 
February 2017 

12.Conference on the future of natural environment policy – keynotes: Defra, 
Environment Agency, Natural England and Natural Capital Committee – 
Westminster Energy, Environment & Transport Forum – Morning, Thursday, 27th 
April 2017 etc 

I strongly recommend Professor Myron Wyn Evans for your……….Medal. He is 
unquestionably the leading physicist of our times. His contributions to physics, chemistry, 
engineering and mathematics stand alone in terms of scientific significance introducing a 
paradigm shift in physics and opening up the possibility of a new technological and 
industrial era dispensing with the need to use fossil fuels and / or traditional nuclear energy 
(with all their pollution / long lasting waste issues). The new physics Professor Myron Wyn
Evans has introduced has consequences across all of the sciences introducing a new 
consistency and leading to a much deeper insight in the fields of planetary motions, sub-
atomic behaviour, the properties of light (electro-magnetic radiation) etc. ECE theory is a 
new and accurate physics meticulously checked with computer algebra in an innovative 



way that improves and builds on the principles of Baconian science by increasing the 
checks and reducing the likelihood of error and / or misconceptions.

Yours Sincerely,

Gareth John Evans

 on FOR POSTING: Nomination by the Co President of AIAS

365(2): Spin Connection for the General Precessing     Ellipse

December 21, 2016 

The equation of the general precessing ellipse is calculated from the inverse square law used in the 
Binet equation of affected by the vacuum, Eq. (1), and is Eq. (15). It is seen that the x factor of x theory
develops into

x = (1 + omega sup 1 sub 01) power minus half

where
omega sup 1 sub 01 = partial R / partial r

where R is the position of an element of fluid spacetime – the vacuum or aether. This equation could be
fitted to the results of UFT328, where it was shown that the general precessing ellipse is produced by 
the simultaneous solution of the hamiltonian and lagrangian of ECE2 relativity.

a365thpapernotes2.pdf

 on 365(2): Spin Connection for the General Precessing Ellipse

FOR POSTING: Nominations to     date

December 21, 2016 

To Co President Gareth Evans:

Good to hear from you, The AIAS / UPITEC team has been nominated by myself as team leader for 
twelve medals of the Institute of Physics: Newton, Dirac, Faraday, Glazebrook, Bragg and Blodgett 
Gold Medals, and six silver medals. My individual nominations to date are: Nobel Prize, Wolf Prize, 
Milner Prize, Civil List Pension, the Copley, Royal and Davy Medals of the Royal Society, Dirac 
Medal, and the Priestley, Langmuir and Hildebrand awards of the American Chemical Society. 
Nominations cover all aspects of the team’s work from 1974 to present: theoretical, experimental, new 
distance teaching methods, new methods of research impact measurement, applied physics, industrial 
application.

Team Nominations for the Faraday, Dirac and Kelvin Gold Medals

Excellent idea Myron. Just returned from South Wales visiting family and taking Sion to 
see Cardiff University. Will catch up next few days.

Best, Gareth

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/21/for-posting-nominations-to-date/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/a365thpapernotes2.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/21/3652-spin-connection-for-the-general-precessing-ellipse/


Sent from my Samsung device

 on FOR POSTING: Nominations to date

AIAS / UPITEC Nominated for the Blodgett Gold     Medal

December 21, 2016 

AIAS / UPITEC has been nominated for the Blodgett Gold Medal of the Institute of Physics for the 
industrial development of new, clean and ubiquitous sources of energy. If this nomination is not 
successful the first time around, renominations can take place, and the nomination will be automatically
rolled forward for a silver medal. The team members can enter all these nominations into their CV’s 
and Marquis entries if applicable.

 on AIAS / UPITEC Nominated for the Blodgett Gold Medal

AIAS / UPITEC Nominated for the Bragg Gold     Medal

December 21, 2016 

The team has been nominated for the Bragg Gold Medal of the Institute of Physics, for the 
development of distance teaching methods at the best universities, institutes and similar in the world. If 
not successful first time around teh nomination will be rolled forward for a silver medal, and 
renominations can take place at regular intervals.

 on AIAS / UPITEC Nominated for the Bragg Gold Medal

AIAS / UPITEC Team Nominated for the Glazebrook Gold     Medal

December 21, 2016 

The team has been nominated for a Glazebrook Gold Medal of the Institute of Physics for applications 
of its work to engineering and industry, notably the development of Energy from Spacetime and Low 
Energy Nuclear Reactors, and also many other developments back to 1974. It has also been nominated 
for a silver medal if the gold medal application is not successful first time around. The Institute 
encourages nominations across the range.

 on AIAS / UPITEC Team Nominated for the Glazebrook Gold Medal

AIAS / UPITEC Nominated for the Faraday Gold Medal of the Institute of     Physics

December 21, 2016 

The team has been nominated for the Faraday Gold Medal of the Institute of Physics for outstanding 
contributions to experimental physics. There are many of these from 1974 to present, lately the Evans / 
Morris effects, and the development of a circuit capable of taking energy from spacetime. If the gold 
medal nomination is not successful first time, renominations can take place and also nominations for a 
silver medal.

 on AIAS / UPITEC Nominated for the Faraday Gold Medal of the Institute of Physics

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/21/aias-upitec-nominated-for-the-faraday-gold-medal-of-the-institute-of-physics/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/21/aias-upitec-team-nominated-for-the-glazebrook-gold-medal/
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https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/21/aias-upitec-nominated-for-the-blodgett-gold-medal/


AIAS / UPITEC Nominated for a Silver Medal of the Instritute of     Physics

December 21, 2016 

Under the rules of the Institute of Physics, the team has been nominated for a silver medal if the 
nomination for a Dirac Gold Medal is not successful. The rules ask myself as team leader to nominate 
the team, which has produced about two thousand six hundred publications in total, and which is 
making an unprecedented impact as measured by perfectly objective scientometrics. To give an idea, 
the total output of my Ph. D. supervisor, Professor Emeritus Mansel Davies, was about eighty papers 
and books. He was and is regarded as a distinguished chemist. .

 on AIAS / UPITEC Nominated for a Silver Medal of the Instritute of Physics

AIAS / UPITEC Nominated for the Dirac Gold     Medal

December 21, 2016 

AIAS / UPTEC has been nominated for the Dirac Gold Medal of the Institute of Physics for 
outstanding contributions to theoretical physics. The team has produced a total of about 2,600 
publications, its team leader, Dr. Myron Evans, has produced about two thousand publications and is 
the most prolific physicist in history.

 on AIAS / UPITEC Nominated for the Dirac Gold Medal

Wind 15.93%, 6 – 31 mph, Wales 7 – 22 mph, 0832 local     time

December 21, 2016 

The wind speed in the Betws area today is 7 mph, not enough to start the giant wind turbines. So they 
are becalmed almost the year round and a complete disaster. The same could be said of all the wind 
turbines in Wales. Contrary to the cynical propaganda the wind speed in Wales is not enough to start 
giant turbines about 90% of the time. The rest of the time they turn out a pathetic amount of electricity 
and fluctuate wildly. “……..for now I see / Peace to corrupt no less than war to waste” (John Milton, 
“Paradise Lost”, Book Eleven, Foreign Minister to the 1649 Republic). In 1650 the Republic surveyed 
Mawr and distributed the land among the farmers. Beaufort got a hold of it later, and took the whole 
lot. It should be taken back and redistributed to Welsh speakers. In 1650 everyone was a Welsh speaker.
This is what I mean by land theft.

Daily Report 19/12/16

December 21, 2016 

The equivalent of 441,854 printed pages was downloaded during the day (1.611 Gbytes) from 4,168 
downloaded memory files (hits) and 752 distinct visits each averaging 4.3 memory pages and 8 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 106.01, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 
1109, Top ten 745, Collected Evans Morris 627, Collected scientometrics 363, Barddoniaeth 251, 
Principles of ECE 219, Eckardt / Lindstom 148, F3(Sp) 147, Autobiography volumes one and two 137, 
UFT88 85, PECE 80, Evans Equations 79, CEFE 45, UFT311 42, Llais 38, UFT321 29, Self charging 
inverter 28, Prolific authors 15, Three world records 14, ECE2 11, Idaho lecture 7, Nominaton 3, 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/21/daily-report-191216/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/21/wind-15-93-6-31-mph-wales-7-22-mph-0832-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/21/aias-upitec-nominated-for-the-dirac-gold-medal/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/21/aias-upitec-nominated-for-a-silver-medal-of-the-instritute-of-physics/


UFT313 24, UFT314 24, UFT315 19, UFT316 23, UFT317 21, UFT318 20, UFT319 26, UFT320 16, 
UFT322 19, UFT323 20, UFT324 26, UFT325 19, UFT326 23, UFT327 22, UFT328 26, UFT329 24, 
UFT330 24, UFT331 29, UFT332 21, UFT333 20, UFT334 21, UFT335 21, UFT336 27, UFT337 14, 
UFT338 17, UFT339 14, UFT340 19, UFT341 20, UFT342 19, UFT343 21, UFT344 20, UFT345 22, 
UFT346 27, UFT347 30, UFT348 24, UFT349 20, UFT351 21, UFT352 22, UFT353 15, UFT354 34, 
UFT355 23, UFT356 20, UT357 19, UFT358 19, UFT359 19, UFT360 15, UFT361 16, UFT362 27, 
UFT363 5, UFT364 73 to date in December 2016. Rosario CONICET Scientific Research Centre 
Argentina F3(Sp); City of Winnipeg UFT Section; Lincoln Public Library Ontario Canada UFT2; 
Swiss Federal Institute Zuerich UFT177; Deusu search engine home page Horwitz on B(3); University 
of Maryland CEFE; Government of Andalucia Spain F3(Sp); Tun Hussein Onn University Malaysia 
UFT158, two extensive downloads private domain. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file 
attached for December 2016.

 on Daily Report 19/12/16

365(1): Effect of the Vacuum on the Orbit Obtained from the Inverse Square     Law

December 20, 2016 

In this note, relevant relativistic and non relativistic hamiltonians and lagrangians are defined in three 
dimensions. It is known from UFT328 that the simultaneous solution of the relativistic hamiltonian 
(20) and relaticistic lagrangian (21) produces orbital precession. So this theory is more general than 
Newtonian dynamics because it is based on Lagrangian dynamics. The Binet equation (30) is also more
general than the Newton theory because it produces the force law for any orbit. The effect of the fluid 
vacuum is to change the Binet equation to (38), as shown in UFT363. It is possible to work out the spin
connection needed to give a precessing orbit from the inverse square law modified by the vacuum. In 
general, any orbit can be deduced by integrating Eq. (44) numerically. The vacuum can have a large 
effect and can modify the inverse square law to give any observable orbit, notably that of the whirlpool 
galaxy. This means that the inverse square law (39) can give any orbit if sufficiently modified by the 
spin connection induced by the vacuum. In the first approximation, the spin connection needed to give 
the model precessing orbit (46) from the inverse square law (39) is given by Eq. (53). In general a 
precessing planar orbit is given by Eq. (54) in terms of a general function f(theta), which can be worked
out in terms of the spin connection induced by the vacuum using computer algebra.

a365thpapernotes1.pdf

 on 365(1): Effect of the Vacuum on the Orbit Obtained from the Inverse Square Law

AIAS / UPITEC Team Nominated for the Newton     Medal

December 20, 2016 

This is the highest award of the Institute of Physics. Nomination will follow for the Dirac, Faraday and 
Kelvin gold medals. Judging on the phenomenal impact of the team’s work, it deserves one of these 
awards.

 on AIAS / UPITEC Team Nominated for the Newton Medal
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UFT88 Read at     Purdue

December 20, 2016 

Purdue University Indiana is ranked 33 in the world by webometrics, 63 by Shanghai, 89 by Times and 
92 by QS. It was founded in 1869 and has 40,451 students, It has produced three Nobel Laureates: 
Purcell, Mottelson and Suzuki, and also the scientist C. N. R. Rao, who has won India’s top civilian 
award. UFT88 is the classic papers by Horst Eckardt and myself, published in 2007, that conclusively 
refutes the Einstein theory of general relativity by correcting the 1902 second Bianchi identity for 
torsion. It developed into UFT313 and UFT354. UFT88 has been read tens of thousands of times in 
several hundred of the world’s top universities for nearly a decade, including nearly all the top twenty 
universities in the world. Purdue is high up in the world rankings. This shows the effect of our 
internationally acclaimed distance teaching methods. The standard model of physics is to a large extent 
obsolete, but is still taught as history of science.

 on UFT88 Read at Purdue

Nominations on www.aias.us

December 20, 2016 

Many thanks indeed! Gareth can now go ahead with the nominations by simply referring to this entry 
and adding a few words of his own, and the referees can also use the entry and refer to it, so work is 
minimized all round. I will go ahead with the team nominations, naming Horst, Gareth and Steve 
Bannister as referees. So everyone in AIAS / UPITEC can enter the nominations into their CV’s. For 
the individual nomination I suggest Gareth as nominator and Horst, Doug and Steve Bannister as 
referees.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 19/12/2016 16:25:05 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: Individual Nomination, Final version

Added to MWE page in About Me and linked to blue box

Dave

On 12/19/2016 5:23 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This is the version that should be posted in the blue box along with the CV and 
volumes one and two of the very popular Autobiography. Volume two is also a 
long review of all the early papers (1974 to 1986 era). 

 on Nominations on www.aias.us

Wind 9.08%, 2 – 39 mph, Wales 7 – 10 mph, 0748 local     time.

December 20, 2016 

In the Betws area now the wind speed is 7 mph, not enough to start the useless wind turbines that have 
destroyed this unique ecology for pieces of silver. Those responsible should come under various kinds 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/20/wind-9-08-2-39-mph-wales-7-10-mph-0748-local-time/
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of investigation. It is a fraud, and these data posted very morning show this conclusively. Mynydd y 
Gwair turbines, if ever built, will destroy another unique ecology, its great beauty will be gone forever, 
and we will be left with a disgusting societal ugliness. So this fraud should be stopped and the terrible 
damage repaired insofar as is possible.

 on Wind 9.08%, 2 – 39 mph, Wales 7 – 10 mph, 0748 local time.

Daily Report 18/12/16

December 20, 2016 

The equivalent of 66,606 printed pages was downloaded (242.845 megabytes) from 1,790 downloaded 
memory files (hits) and 398 distinct visits each averaging 4.9 memory pages and 7 minutes, printed 
pages to hits ratio of 37.21, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 1025, Top ten 696, 
Evans Morris 594(est), Collected scientometrics 359, Barddoniaeth 233, Principles of ECE 200, F3(Sp)
139, Autobiography volumes one and two 131, Eckardt / Lindstrom 120(est), Collected Proofs 108, 
UFT88 82, Evans Equations 78, PECE 76, Engineering Model 45, CEFE 41, UFT311 40, UFT321 26, 
Self charging inverter 24, PLENR 15, ECE2 11, Prolific authors 11(est), Three world records 10, 
Lindstrom Idaho lecture 7, UFT313 23, UFT314 23, UFT315 17, UFT316 21, UFT317 20, UFT318 18,
UFT319 23, UFT320 15, UFT322 18, UFT323 18, UFT324 24, UFT325 18, UFT326 21, UFT327 21, 
UFT328 23, UFT329 21, UFT330 23, UFT331 28, UFT332 20, UFT333 19, UFT334 19, UFT335 20, 
UFT336 25, UFT337 13, UFT338 15, UFT339 12, UFT340 18, UFT341 18, UFT342 18, UFT343 19, 
UFT344 18, UFT345 20, UFT346 26, UFT347 28, UFT348 22, UFT349 19, UFT351 20, UFT352 21, 
UFT353 13, UFT354 31, UFT355 21, UFT356 17, UFT357 18, UFT358 17, UFT359 17, UFT360 14, 
UFT361 14, UFT362 24, UFT363 4, UFT364 70 to date in December 2016. Deusu search engine 
general; Purdue University UFT88. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for 
December 2016.

 on Daily Report 18/12/16

Value of My Medal     Collection

December 19, 2016 

The value of the collection has increased to about £1.25 million pounds, and I attach a conservative 
valuation of them. They are kept in the strong room of Mullock’s. The valuation is based on an estimate
by Mattey Medal and Fine Art Specialists of a third of a Nobel Prize medal, and five Nobel Prize 
Medals have been sold recently at an average of $1.857 million. The pound to dollar rate today is 1.24. 
I would like to make a substantial Bequest to the National Library of Wales in a similar way to Sir John
Kyffin Williams. I feel that my medals, papers and books could be donated as a collection to the 
National Library, the medals to be kept on permanent loan. I wish to discuss the terms of the Bequest 
with the National Library. The medals could only be auctioned effectively by a big name house such as 
Christie’s or Stacks Bowers, who recently sold a Nobel Peace Prize Medal. perhaps they could work 
with Mullock’s. The latter is an excellent house which charges low commissions.The clientele would 
have to be wealthy and know their background in science. The much admired artist Kyffin Williams 
bequested a large collection of paintings, medals, and other items, and about £400,000 to the National 
Library. I particularly admire the work of the Institute for Advanced Celtic Studies in the NLW. The 
latter already has a unique collection of all my books and has archived my entire work electronically 
using Wayback Machine Software. If the medals are auctioned I would like to bequest a large fraction 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/19/value-of-my-medal-collection/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/20/daily-report-181216/


of the proceeds to the National Library of Wales (Llyfrgell Genedlaethol Cymru), which is greatly 
admired in Wales. This house is to be conserved and rented to a Welsh speaking caretaker under a Trust
Deed that has already been drawn up.

.

MEDAL VALUE.docx

 on Value of My Medal Collection

FOR POSTING: Individual Nomination, Final     version

December 19, 2016 

This is the version that should be posted in the blue box along with the CV and volumes one and two of
the very popular Autobiography. Volume two is also a long review of all the early papers (1974 to 1986
era).

INDIVIDUAL_NOMINATION.PDF

 on FOR POSTING: Individual Nomination, Final version

UFT88 Read at Hradec Kralove     University

December 19, 2016 

Hradec Kralove was founded in 1964 and has 8,500 students, UFT88 is the classic refutation of 
Einsteinian general relativity and has been developed into UFT313 which is reviewed in chapter one of 
“ECE: The Second Paradigm Shift”

Daily Report Saturday     17/12/16

December 19, 2016 

Daily Report Saturday 17/12/16

The equivalent of 106,391 printed pages was downloaded during the day (387.908 
megabytes) from 1,993 downloaded memory files (hits) and 491 distinct visits each 
averaging 3.4 memory pages and 7 minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 53.38, main 
spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 957, Top ten 669, Evans Morris 561 (est),
Collected scientometrics 336, Barddoniaeth 220, Principles of ECE 191, F3(Sp) 137, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 124, Eckardt Lindstrom 120(est), Collected Proofs 
100, UFT88 76, PECE 75, Evans Equations 73, Engineering Model 42, UFT311 39, CEFE 
38, Llais 35, UFT321 26, Self charging inverter 24, PLENR 14, Prolific authors 11, ECE2 
11, Three world records by MWE 10, Second book of poetry 10, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 7,
UFT313 21, UFT314 21, UFT315 16, UFT316 20, UFT317 18, UFT318 16, UFT319 22, 
UFT320 13, UFT322 17, UFT323 18, UFT324 23, UFT325 17, UFT326 19, UFT327 19, 
UFT328 22, UFT329 19, UFT330 18, UFT331 26, UFT332 20, UFT333 16, UFT334 17, 
UFT335 18, UFT336 24, UFT337 12, UFT338 14, UFT339 12, UFT340 17, UFT341 18, 
UFT342 17, UFT343 17, UFT344 17, UFT345 18, UFT346 24, UFT347 27, UFT348 22, 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/19/daily-report-saturday-171216/
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UFT349 16, UFT351 18, UFT352 19, UFT353 13, UFT354 27, UFT355 20, UFT356 17, 
UFT357 18, UFT358 17, UFT359 15, UFT360 14, UFT361 14, UFT362 24, UFT363 3, 
UFT364 67 to date in December 2016. The Indianapolis Public Library Home page 
extensive study; Library of Imperial College London UFT175. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for December 2016.

 on Daily Report Saturday 17/12/16

Wind 2.44%, 2 – 16 mph, Wales 2 – 7 mph, 0746 local     time

December 19, 2016 

The wind speed in the Betws turbine area today is 2 mph, not enough to start the turbines (7 – 9 mph is 
needed just to start them). My study as a Civil List Pensioner shows that they are completely useless, 
and almost never generate power. I have also found that there is almost never enough wind speed in 
Wales to generate very much by wind turbines, Today they are generating essentially nothing, 2.44% of
power generated in the countries of Britain. They were pushed through by ignoring the legal and 
democratic rights of the overwhelming majority. So indefinite all out efforts are needed to have all 
wind turbines in Wales demolished at teh expense fo Directors and landlords such as the Duke of 
BEaufort. They should be made to pay back all the subsidies, which should be used for hydroelectric 
power stations and ES and LENR. As a left wing socialist and republican I call for nationalization and 
redistribution of land, and a reform of the Norman law of adverse possession, which is legalized land 
theft. I call for an end to forced development and rigorous protection of Welsh speaking communities 
and villages. This is in line with UNESCO, which has warned repeatedly about the threat of extinction 
of the Welsh language. This is severe international criticism of the London Government. The latter has 
even threatened the National LIbrary of Wales, one of the world’s great libraries, and is responsible for 
the closure of small libraries and museums. It is a philistine threat to civilization.

 on Wind 2.44%, 2 – 16 mph, Wales 2 – 7 mph, 0746 local time

Some Heraldry

December 18, 2016 

The golden lion rampant is the central feature on my coat of arms on the home page of www.aias.us. It 
is the golden lion rampant of the Tudor House, the Royal House of Dunefwr (Dynevor) and is also the 
golden lion rampant of Scotland because the Tudor ancestors (also my ancestors) were descended from 
the Kings of Gododdin, whose capital was Edinburgh (accurate genealogy attached). My coat of arms 
was designed by a Herald of the College of Arms. The ancient genealogy of Wales and Scotland merge 
into each other and in to that of ancient Britain. In the film about the Battle of Bannockburn, Robert the
Bruce, King of Scots, wears the same golden lion rampant on his armour. It is the unofficial flag of 
Scotland seen at rugby matches and so on. The saltire flag of Scotland is the diagonal white cross on a 
blue background. It is time for the younger generation in Scotland to take its freedom again, and also 
Wales, before their cultures and languages are destroyed completely. At Bannockburn, Robert the 
Bruce took revenge for the murder of Llewelyn ap Gruffudd by Edward 1st, and defeated the army of 
Edward 2nd. Land theft in Wales should be resisted, and land stolen in the past nationalized and 
returned to the Peoples of Wales and Scotland. There is nothing worse than land theft and forced 
development, because the young people are locked out of the chance of buying a house by rich 
outsiders. This is what my Bro Iaith policy is designed to stop dead.

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/18/some-heraldry/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/19/wind-2-44-2-16-mph-wales-2-7-mph-0746-local-time/


afamilylinesancestryto1,100 BC.pdf

afamilylinesdescentfromKingLear.pdf

 on Some Heraldry

FOR POSTING : ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter     Seven

December 18, 2016 

Many thanks again!

ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter Seven

Added today

Dave

On 12/18/2016 7:21 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This is the chapter on precessional theory, showing that ECE2 produces several 
new explanations for precessions, and in general can describe any precession in 
the universe. 

 on FOR POSTING : ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter Seven

Fifty ECE2 papers now     available

December 18, 2016 

From the wayback machine www.archive.org (type in www.aias.us) it can be seen that these have been 
produced in about a year and a half, and will be collected and reviewed in “ECE2: The Second 
Paradigm Shift”. They are read about forty thousand times a year present, off combined sites 
www.aias.us and www.upitec.org in up to 182 countries.

 on Fifty ECE2 papers now available

Merry Christmas to Doug Lindstrom and     Family

December 18, 2016 

Merry Christmas and I am glad that you liked our new book, “Principles of ECE” (New Generation, 
London 2016 and open source combined sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org). Many thanks again 
for the generous help with funding and thanks to New Generation for sending copies to the National 
Library of Wales and yourself. It is a runaway “best reader” open source on combined sites. I think that 
2017 will be the year in which great progress will be made in new energy from ES and LENR. Wind 
turbines here are completely useless, for the spectacularly obvious reason that there is not enough wind.
The hardback version available on www.epubli.de is also excellently produced in colour. Horst Eckardt
generously funded the typesetting and his colour graphics are already famous in the scientific world. I 
plan to finish my part of the sequel “ECE: The Second Paradigm Shift” by the new year. For my part 
there remain only chapters 8 and 9 on triple unification of gravitation, electrodynamics and fluid 

http://www.epubli.de/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/18/merry-christmas-to-doug-lindstrom-and-family-2/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.archive.org/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/18/fifty-ece2-papers-now-available/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/18/for-posting-ece2-the-second-paradigm-shift-chapter-seven-2/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/afamilylinesdescentfromkinglear1.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/afamilylinesancestryto1100-bc2.pdf


dynamics.

In a message dated 18/12/2016 05:24:39 GMT Standard Time writes:

The lab is getting ready to shut down for Christmas, so Gloria and I are going to Arizona 
for a couple of weeks to visit extended family. I hope when we restart in early January, that 
I will be able to write a more detailed report that will describe experimental results that I 
am not at liberty to discuss right now.

Because the internet connection out west leaves a lot to be desired, I will wish you and your
loved ones a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year now. I think 2017 is looking to 
be an exciting year.

The book makes a great Christmas gift ncidentally. I ordered eight from Amazon, and will 
order some more when I get back to Florida. The price certainly is reasonable.

Take care

Doug=

 on Merry Christmas to Doug Lindstrom and Family

FOR POSTING : ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter     Seven

December 18, 2016 

This is the chapter on precessional theory, showing that ECE2 produces several new explanations for 
precessions, and in general can describe any precession in the universe.

ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter Seven.pdf

 on FOR POSTING : ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter Seven

Wind 5.92%, 2 – 20 mph, Wales 2 – 10 mph, 0757 local     time

December 18, 2016 

The wind speed in the Betws area today is about 2 mph, not enough to start the useless wind turbines (7
– 9 mph), which have been becalmed for months with the exception of a very few days of storm. They 
are becalmed all year round. Mynydd y Gwair will be the same disaster, ecology, fauna, flora, ancient 
monuments will all be damaged for no purpose, birds will be slaughtered, one of the rarest ecologies in 
Europe destroyed. So whoever is responsible for this should become the subject of an investigation, 
and referenda organized in Gw^yr and Mawr in view of my definitive and daily scientific analysis. The 
entire wind industry is a fiasco and there is no hydroelectric industry worth recording. This is criminal 
neglect in view of the thirty foot tide four miles away from here. The evil face of capitalism.

 on Wind 5.92%, 2 – 20 mph, Wales 2 – 10 mph, 0757 local time

Daily Report 16/12/16

December 18, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/18/daily-report-161216/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/18/wind-5-92-2-20-mph-wales-2-10-mph-0757-local-time/
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The equivalent of 131,126 printed pages was downloaded (478.081 megabytes) from 3,259 
downloaded memory files and 636 distinct visits each averaging 4.1 memory pages and 6.0 minutes, 
printed pages to hits ratio of 40.24, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 906, Top 
ten 642, Evans Morris 528(est), Collected scientometrics 284(est), Barddoniaeth 214, Principles of 
ECE 179, F3(Sp) 135, Eckardt Lindstrom 120(est); Autobiography volumes one and two 114, 
Collected Proofs 91, PECE 73, UFT88 72, Evans Equations 69, Engineering Model 41, UFT311 38, 
CEFE 36, Llais 35, UFT321 25, self charging inverter 23, PLENR 14, Prolific authors 11, ECE2 10, 
Three world records 10, Idaho 7, UFT313 20, UFT314 18, UFT315 15, UFT316 19, UFT317 18, 
UFT318 16, UFT319 21, UFT320 13, UFT322 17, UFT323 18, UFT324 21, UFT325 16, UFT326 18, 
UFT327 18, UFT328 21, UFT329 19, UFT330 17, UFT331 25, UFT332 18, UFT333 15, UFT334 16, 
UFT335 18, UFT336 23, UFT337 11, UFT338 13, UFT339 11, UFT340 15, UFT341 17, UFT342 16, 
UFT343 15, UFT344 16, UFT345 17, UFT346 22, UFT347 24, UFT348 20, UFT349 14, UFT351 17, 
UFT352 15, UFT353 11, UFT354 26, UFT355 19, UFT356 15, UFT357 18, UFT358 17, UFT359 14, 
UFT360 14, UFT361 14, UFT362 24, UFT363 3, UFT364 67 to date in December 2016. City of 
Winnipeg UFT Theory; Deusu home page; Faculty of Sciences University of Ovieda Spain UFT138; 
Bezec International Data Centre Israel extensive download; Hart Foundation Netherlands CEFE, 
National Electrification Administration Philippines general. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage 
file attached for December 2016.

 on Daily Report 16/12/16

Orbital Precession as Vorticity of Spacetime     (UFT346)

December 17, 2016 

I have just reviewed this paper in writing up chapter seven. It gives an explanation of all precessions in 
terms of vorticity of spacetime. In future work this could be tied up with UFT363.

Discussion of notes 363(4),     363(5)

December 17, 2016 

These are very interesting continuative or inductive remarks. I agree that the x theory is a first 
approximation, mathematically it is quite interesting because it gives the fractal conic sections, but in 
physics Eq. (22) of Note 363(5) must be integrated to give the orbit in terms of the spin connection and 
force. The work in 324 / 328 is the simplest and best explanation of orbital precession ever achieved, 
and could be improved by simultaneously solving Eqs. (3) and (4) of Note 363(5), incorporating the 
spin connections. Use of different spin connections will give different precessing orbits and if large 
spin connections are used the orbit could be changed completely, for example into an inverse cubed 
law, giving the characteristics of a whirlpool galaxy. For example, what spin connections change the 
inverse square law into the inverse cube law? I think that the force law in Eqs. (10), (11) and (18) is OK
because Eq. (11) for example is the Leibnitz equation of 1689:

F = – partial U / partial r = -mMG / r squared

= right hand side of Eq. (11).

This assumes that the force between m and M is still only a function of r. More generally it would be a 
function of r(t) and theta(t) in this new theory.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/17/discussion-of-notes-3634-3635/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/17/orbital-precession-as-vorticity-of-spacetime-uft346/


To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 16/12/2016 18:55:41 GMT Standard Time
Subj: notes 363(4), 363(5)

The notes are correct. Only in eqs.(11) ff. of note 5 the term dU/dr has
been omitted.
A continuative consideration:
So far we have two explanations for precessing conical section orbits:
the x factor resp. the spin connection (this work) and the invariant
metric of general/special relativity (papers 324/328). I wonder if both
can be reduced to a common cause. This would mean that the invariance
known from special relativity must have something to do with the fluid
dynamics structure of spacetime. Eq.(43) of note 363(5) means that the
length function R(r) is changed by a constant rate depending on
distance. Similar is known from the length contraction of special
relativity in a linear approximation (we know that the x factor is a
very crude approximation). Perhaps these considerations could lead us to
a completely new foundation of the invariance property of special
realtivity.

Horst 

363(5).pdf

 on Discussion of notes 363(4), 363(5)

Early View of Chapter     Seven

December 17, 2016 

I plan to finish chapter seven tomorrow or early on Monday. A lot of elegant work was done by Horst 
for this chapter, whose final version will include incisive graphics as usual. I anticipate that my part of 
the book will be completed about the end of the year. This chapter concludes that all astronomical 
precessions are due to spacetime vorticity, a conclusion which leads naturally into chapters eight and 
nine on triple unification. All the ECE2 papers are studied intensively worldwide. This is delightful to 
see.

ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter Seven.docx

 on Early View of Chapter Seven

Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to     15/12/16

December 17, 2016 

For the first fifteen days of December 2016 there was the usual intense international interest in the 
work of AIAS / UPITEC from a very high quality readership including eight of the top twenty 
universities in the world (* denotes repeat or multiple visits): Caltech (world’s number one by some 
measures), Columbia, MIT (world’s number one by some measures), Stanford, Texas Austin, 
Cambridge, Edinburgh and University College London.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/17/book-of-scientometrics-volume-two-updated-to-151216/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/ece2-the-second-paradigm-shift-chapter-seven.docx
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https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/3635.pdf


BookofScientometricsSecondVolume.PDF

 on Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to 15/12/16

Wind 5.77%, 1 – 33 mph, Wales 1 – 4 mph, 0749 local     time

December 17, 2016 

The wind speed in the Betws area today is 3 mph maximum according to the met office wind map so 
the giant turbines are again producing nothing, because the wind speed needed to start them is 7 – 9 
mph. They are also beginning to deteriorate rapidly, as a recent University of Edinburgh study shows. 
So the unique and very beautiful ecology of Betws has been obliterated to no purpose by a cynical and 
corrupt cabal. The same dismal failure will be recorded on Mynydd y Gwair. So an emergency effort is 
needed to demolish wind turbines at developer expense and to build hydro lagoons as soon as possible. 
This is common sense. The subsidies stolen by wind developers should be paid back in such a way that 
they will be used to build tidal lagoons. This assumes that the Directors have not spent the loot already. 
The County Councils and Ministers responsible for Betws and Mynydd y Gwair (if built) will sink like 
a stone historically, and be seen as self seeking idiots.

 on Wind 5.77%, 1 – 33 mph, Wales 1 – 4 mph, 0749 local time

Daily Report 15/12/16

December 17, 2016 

The equivalent of 150,580 printed pages was downloaded during the day (549.015 megabytes) from 
2,942 downloaded memory files and 532 distinct visits each averaging 3.8 memory pages and 6.0 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 51.18, mains spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 873, Top ten items 624, Evans Morris 495(est), Collected scientometrics 284, 
Barddoniaeth 187, Principles of ECE 172, F3(SP) 131, Eckardt / Lindstrom 120, Autobiography 
volumes one and two 110, Collected Proofs 91, PECE 73, UFT88 67, Evans Equations 63, Engineering
Model 38, UFT311 37, Llais 32, CEFE 31, UFT321 25, Self charging inverter 22, Prolific authors 11, 
Three world records 10, ECE2 9, Idaho 7, UFT313 18, UFT314 18, UFT315 15, UFT316 19, UFT317 
17, UFT318 15, UFT319 19, UFT320 13, UFT322 16, UFT323 15, UFT324 21, UFT325 16, UFT326 
18, UFT327 18, UFT328 19, UFT329 19, UFT330 17, UFT331 25, UFT332 18, UFT333 15, UFT334 
16, UFT335 17, UFT336 23, UFT337 11, UFT338 13, UFT339 11, UFT340 14, UFT341 17, UFT342 
14, UFT343 14, UFT344 15, UFT345 16, UFT346 21, UFT347 24, UFT348 19, UFT349 14, UFT351 
17, UFT352 13, UFT353 11, UFT354 26, UFT355 19, UFT356 15, UFT357 17, UFT358 21, UFT359 
13, UFT360 14, UFT361 14, UFT362 24, UFT364 64 to date in December 2016. Government of Minas
Gerais State, Brazil UFT313; University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT364; Faculty of Physics and 
Mathematics computing group (RBG) Technical University of Muenich My page; Polytechnic 
University of Valencia UFT179(Sp), United States National Institutes of Health LCR resonant; 
University of Bari Italy general. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for December 
2016.

 on Daily Report 15/12/16

This cleans up a few     typo’s

December 16, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/16/this-cleans-up-a-few-typos/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/17/daily-report-151216/
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The community council and M. P. may be interested to know that this team was formed and led from 
Craig Cefn Parc, and is purely voluntary. My poetry is also making a big impact as anyone with google 
can see. I have also worked for many years on behalf of the Welsh language.

Team Nomination.docx

 on This cleans up a few typo’s

Team Nomination

December 16, 2016 

This is the first draft of my team nomination for AIAS / UPITEC. The other group leaders, Gareth 
Evans and Horst Eckardt, are welcome to add more detail of their achievements using the docx file and 
send back the edited docx file to me. Similarly each Fellow is invited to add details of their 
achievements to the docx file if they so wish. The final nomination will be assembled and submitted to 
various places. It is completely clear that AIAS / UPITEC is one of the best teams of its kind in the 
world, if not the best. The scientometrics put it way out in front. This is why I think that the team 
should be nominated, and I will be pleased to nominate.

Team Nomination.ZIP

 on Team Nomination

History of Early Attempts at Misrepresentation

December 16, 2016 

The scientometrics show that these early personal attacks have been ignored completely by the 
colleagues worldwide, who have accepted ECE and ECE2 and also our new methods of impact 
assessment (the scientometrics) and distance teaching. Our work is taught and studied at the best 
universities in the world. There is a huge mass of feedback data to prove it (UFT307 and filtered 
statistics on www.aias.us). The way that I met these early attacks is also well known and recorded , 
notably in UFT89 and UFT90. All the rebuttals of the methods used are recorded on the blog. So I do 
not think that any further rebuttal is needed. They were an example of the use of a captive media to try 
to destroy careers. If anyone is still concerned about these attacks I advise posting UFT89 and UFT90 
on wikipedia, the perpetrator, together with my lists of achievements. In my opininon wikipedia is 
merely a private company, intolerant to the point where it will not allow reasoned replies. For example 
they would just remove UFT89 and UFT90 and my lists of achievements, ignoring the entire 
profession. The scientometrics show that wikipedia has a very small effect on referrals, and early 
attackers are not cited. One could try to post on wikipedia just to see what happens. It is obviously in 
financial trouble and might have to raise money by adverts. In other areas it may be useful, but in my 
experience its scholarship is lamentable.

 on History of Early Attempts at Misrepresentation

Wind 3.55% , 2 – 24 mph, Wales 8 – 12 mph, 0714 local     time

December 16, 2016 

The wind speed in the Betws area now is a maximum of 8 mph according to the met office wind map, 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/16/wind-3-55-2-24-mph-wales-8-12-mph-0714-local-time/
http://www.aias.us/
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not enough to start the Betws turbines (7 – 9 mph), which have been becalmed for over a week, 
producing nothing but corruption that can be smelled downwind. The total contribution of wind is the 
countries of Britain is an abysmal 3.55% and there is still no hydroelectric power worth recording. So 
production of electricity still depends on gas, nuclear and coal, with a little bit from biomass and so on. 
I would describe this as a treasonable energy policy if I were Henry VIII, my ancestral cousin, or 
Oliver Comwell, also my ancestral cousin. We are all three descended from the eleventh century 
Tewdwr Mawr ap Cadell, King of the southern parts of Wales (Brenin Deau Cymru), direct ancestor of 
Henry VII, father of Henry VIII. This is definitive genealogy and the work of many fine scholars.

 on Wind 3.55% , 2 – 24 mph, Wales 8 – 12 mph, 0714 local time

Daily Report 14/12/16

December 16, 2016 

The equivalent of 88,946 printed pages was downloaded during the day (324.230 megabytes) from 
2,112 downloaded memory files and 433 distinct visits each averaging 4.0 printed pages and 7.0 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 42.11, main spiders cnsat(China),google, MSN and yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 830, Top ten 595, Evans / Morris 462, Collected scientometrics 281, Principles of ECE
167, Barddoniaeth 164, F3(Sp) 126, Eckardt / Lindstrom 109, Autobiography volumes one and two 93, 
Collected Proofs 88, PECE 73, UFT88 65, Evans Equations 59, UFT311 35, Engineering Model 34, 
CEFE 30, UFT321 23, Self charging inverter 22, PLENR 13, List of prolific authors 11, Three world 
records by MWE 10, ECE2 9, UFT313 16, UFT314 17, UFT315 14, UFT316 18, UFT317 15, UFT318
13, UFT319 18, UFT320 12, UFT322 15, UFT323 14, UFT324 21, UFT325 14, UFT326 17, UFT327 
17, UFT328 18, UFT329 17, UFT330 14, UFT331 25, UFT332 17, UFT333 13, UFT334 15, UFT335 
17, UFT336 22, UFT337 11, UFT338 13, UFT339 11, UFT340 14, UFT341 17, UFT342 14, UFT343 
13, UFT344 15, UFT345 15, UFT346 18, UFT347 23, UFT348 18, UFT349 14, UFT351 17, UFT352 
12, UFT353 11, UFT354 26, UFT355 19, UFT356 15, UFT357 17, UFT358 21, UFT359 13, UFT360 
14, UFT361 14, UFT362 24, UFT364 61 to date in December 2016. City of Winnipeg ECE devices; 
LeHigh University UFT239, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) extensive, notably UFT1, 2, 
67, 364, PECE; United States National Institutes of Health LCR Resonant; Institute for High Energy 
Physics Protvino, Moscow “Evans Equations” by Lar Felker. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage 
file attached for December 2016.

Selected Feedback Interest:

1 - 15 December: 

U. S. Universities, Institutes and Similar:

Caltech, Lehigh, Colorado Mountain College, Columbia, California Polytechnic University San Luis 
Obispo, Duke*, Embry Riddle Aeronautical, Iowa State, MIY, New York University, Oklahoma State, 
Portland State, Stanford, UC Davis, UC Santa Cruz, Texas Austin, Texas Pan American, Vermont, 
National Institutes of Health*, Wayback Machine archiving, US Army AMRDEC, Ford Corporation 
Honeywell Corporation.

Europe and Asia Minor:  Universities, Institutes and Similar. 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/16/daily-report-141216/


CERN, Bern, Hradec Kralove, ICT Prague, Deusu search engine,

 Albert Einstein Institute, Max Planck Heidelberg, Karlsruhe Tech, Muenster, Tuebingen,

INTA Spain, Almeira Spain, Complutense Madrid*, Valencia Tech, Turku Finland,

CNRS Grenoble*, French High Energy and Particle Physics Lab (In2p3), Rijeka

Croatia, INFN Rome One, Bari, Poznan Tech., extensive Russia and Ukraine,

Institute of High Energy Physics Moscow, DFRI Internet Freedom Sweden,

Ankara, Bristol, Cambridge, Cardiff, Durham, Edinburgh, Swansea, UCL,

Warwick, Royal Society of Chemistry, British Library, BBC.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar

Gov. Brazil, IMPA Brazil, City of Winnipeg*, British Columbia, York

University Canada, Railtel India, Tokyo*, IPN Mexico*, IFE Mexico, UTHM

Malaysia, edu system Pakistan, National Taiwan, Taipei City Educational Portal.

Updated List of     Achievements

December 15, 2016 

I will certainly to that, and will nominate others if they wish. I attach a docx file with the addition of 
UFT321, which I cite every morning. I will begin by asking for previous nominations to be rolled 
forward. Many thanks for all the help and input over the years, about a decade by now. All of this 
nominating activity is based on scientometrics, so it is a logical activity that tests the sincerity of the 
establishment and safeguards the freedom to think. If they advertize prizes they must judge them fairly. 
In general if anyone at AIAS / UPITEC thinks there should be more input of some kind, just let me 
now. Attached is an editable docx file and that can be used for additional material from potential 
nominators or simply from colleagues. This process seeks to accumulate nominations on behalf of high 
impact new science. If successful it will be all to the good, but nominations from really sincere and 
hard working scholars are as good as an award.

In a message dated 15/12/2016 13:56:05 GMT Standard Time, writes:

In connection with electrical engineering and Osamu Ide you could also mention UFT 321 
where the Ide effect explained by ECE theory is used for a more advanced circuit design.

Horst

Am 15.12.2016 um 14:23 schrieb EMyrone:

This is an updated list of achievements for nominators. I will go through the list
of medals and awards to find which are the most suitable. I will also ask for 
previous nominations to be rolled forward. I will be glad to act as nominator for
others if they wish. 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/15/updated-list-of-achievements-3/


LIST OF MAIN ACHIEVEMENTS FOR BIG PRIZE NOMINATORS.docx

 on Updated List of Achievements

Updated List of     Achievements

December 15, 2016 

This is an updated list of achievements for nominators. I will go through the list of medals and awards 
to find which are the most suitable. I will also ask for previous nominations to be rolled forward. I will 
be glad to act as nominator for others if they wish.

LIST_OF_MAIN_ACHIEVEMENTS_FOR_BIG_PRIZE_NOMINATORS.pdf

 on Updated List of Achievements

FOR POSTING: UFT363 Sections 1 and 2 and Background     Notes

December 15, 2016 

This paper shows that orbital precession can be explained by the convective derivative of fluid 
dynamics. In plane polar coordinates the lagrangian is Eq. (28), producing the orbital force equation 
(31) which changes the conic section orbit. In the apporximation (33), the Binet equation is modified 
by the spin conenction as shown in (42). This can be thought of as the Binet orbital equation modified 
by the vacuum. Using the conic section orbit (44) in the generalized Binet equation produces the force 
law (54), a combination of inverse square and inverse cube terms. This force law is the same exactly as 
that obtained from the precessing conic section (55) in the unmodified Binet equation (57). The spin 
connection is identified as in Eq. (61), and this is exactly the experimental result to contemporary 
precision. This gives great confidence in this new fluid dynamic theory of orbits, a result of ECE2 
generally covariant unified field theory. As is well known and accpeted, the EInstei theory is now 
known in consequence of the UFT papers not to give the correct orbital precession. It uses a sum of 
inverse square and inverse fourth terms. A precessing ellipse is the result of the rate of displacement in 
Eq. (61) of an element of spacetime, aether or vacuum.

a363rdpaper.pdf

a363rdpapernotes1.pdf

a363rdpapernotes2.pdf

a363rdpapernotes3.pdf

a363rdpapernotes4.pdf

a363rdpapernotes5.pdf

 on FOR POSTING: UFT363 Sections 1 and 2 and Background Notes

Wind 8.16%, 5 – 22 mph, Wales 9 – 16 mph, 0741 local     time

December 15, 2016 

The wind in the Betws area today is 9 mph, the turbines start with a wind speed of 7 – 9 mph so are 
probably producing enough to run one calculator, fluctuating wildly so two plus two is five, the logic of
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the wind lobby. I have found that the Betws turbines generate electricity only on a very few days a year.
As one drives down from Mynydd Du towards Bryn Amman, they loom up on the horizon, dwarfing 
civilization.

 on Wind 8.16%, 5 – 22 mph, Wales 9 – 16 mph, 0741 local time

Daily Report 13/12/16

December 15, 2016 

The equivalent of 120,251 printed pages was downloaded (438.436 megabytes) from 1,973 
downloaded memory files and 438 distinct visits each averaging 3.4 memory pages and 6 minutes, 
printed pages to hits ratio of 60.95, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected 
ECE2 772, Top ten 569, Evans / Morris 429(est), Collected scientometrics 255, Principles of ECE 162, 
Barddoniaeth 157, F3(Sp) 117, Eckardt / Lindstrom 109, Autobiography volumes one and two 86, 
Collected Proofs 81, PECE 70, UFT88 60, Evans Equations 54, UFT311 35, Engineering Model 31, 
Llais 31, CEFE 29, UFT321 22, delf charging inverter 20, PLENR 11, Three world records by MWE 
10, List of prolific authors 9, ECE2 8, Idaho lecture 6, UFT313 14, UFT314 14, UFT315 13, UFT316 
18, UFT317 12, UFT318 12, UFT319 17, UFT320 11, UFT322 14, UFT323 13, UFT324 21, UFT325 
14, UFT326 16, UFT327 15, UFT328 18, UFT329 15, UFT330 13, UFT331 24, UFT332 17, UFT333 
13, UFT334 13, UFT335 16, UFT336 21, UFT337 9, UFT338 12, UFT339 10, UFT340 13, UFT341 
16, UFT342 13, UFT343 13, UFT344 14, UFT345 14, UFT346 18, UFT347 23, UFT348 16, UFT349 
13, UFT351 16, UFT352 11, UFT353 11, UFT354 23, UFT355 18, UFT356 14, UFT357 15, UTF358 
14, UFT359 9, UFT360 12, UFT361 12, UFT362 22, UFT364 56 to date in December 2016. Deusu 
search engine Omnia Opera; Duke University UFT228; Research Centre for Applied Science and 
Technology National Polytechnic Institute of Mexico UFT142; National Electrification Administration 
Philippines general; Poznan University of Technology Poland UFT33; Angarsk Russian Federation 
Autobiography Sonnets; Physics University of Edinburgh extensive. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for December 2016.

 on Daily Report 13/12/16

Photographs of Llan Ilid     Site

December 14, 2016 

Kentchurch003.zip

Kentchurch009.zip

 on Photographs of Llan Ilid Site

Photographs of the Site from Janis     Fry

December 14, 2016 

Many thanks indeed! I will try to see how much it costs to start an archaeological investigation from an
archaeology company of high standard, and will certainly try to get some interest. The tree dating is 
very encouraging. There may be an artifact found of an early building that could be dated accurately 
with a combination of techniques, or even of an altar, or maybe some early artifact that indicates the 
transition from Druidical to the new theology. The results could be cross correlated with the known 
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facts in genealogy and manuscripts, and New Testament, St Peter’s writings, and St Paul’s writings. 
The geologists can advise where the sea was two thousand years ago, or this can be googled up. I 
cannot imagine how a museum could lose an important artifact or artifacts. In my work I archive 
electronically (www.aias.us, www.upitec.org) so that no philstine govrenment can lose or close down a 
library or museum.

In a message dated 09/12/2016 21:52:59 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Sorry Myron,

I clicked ‘send ‘ without meaning to on the last half of this email!

I am sending here and on the previous email, pictures of the., base of the North wall of the 
church where there are remains of an earlier church, the Cor and the Yew tree. Take no 
notice of the label Kentchurch. It was simply the same batch of photos as we went to 
Kentchurch the following day where there are 4 golden bough yew trees on the Kentchurch 
Court estate.

We very much hope you can use your influence to get people interested in an 
archaeological dig.

All the best,
Janis

 on Photographs of the Site from Janis Fry

Archaeology at LLanilid

December 14, 2016 

Pleasure! I have found an archaeology group and will open discussions with them, the dating methods 
available include DNA, radiocarbon, potassium argon, thermoluminescence, paleomagnetism, 
biochronology and molecular clock, plus tree dating and radio carbon. These could be combined with 
expert knowledge of any artifacts found. Gwladys is the spelling in modern Welsh, and is the 
equivalent of Gwledig from Gwlad (country) so she was of Royal blood. She became Claudia 
Britannica after being adopted by Claudius, and she is mentioned in 2 Timotheus and Romans. I think 
that your interpretation is as good as any and there is no doubt that this is an important site.

In a message dated 09/12/2016 21:46:11 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Thanks Myron,

Very interesting dates you have given here.
Would suggest Cor Eurgain was a Druidic meeting place at the time of Eurgain’s 
grandfather and father and that when she returned from Rome apparently with some 
Christian women that the site naturally changed into a Christian place and it likely that the 
whole family converted.

I wonder what Gladlys is on the map? Not exactly Gwladys but unless there is an indication

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/14/archaeology-at-llanilid-2/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/


of it being something else , it is possible it was her house as there were remains of a 
building there. Likely to have been moated or at least on a marsh or surrounded by water.

We are interested in whether this area was flooded at the time. Did the sea come in there? 
Why was it a port otherwise? Like the gulf of Morbihan in Brittany, it only needs a small 
breach for the sea to flood an area.

I have been onto the museum in Porthcawl today trying to trace the lead coffins discovered 
at Llanilid during an excavation. They are fascinated but say Bridgend Museum is closed 
and Newport closing. They have no Roman finds there and don’t know what has happened 
to those at Bridgend Museum. I have 2 phone numbers to chase people up – the 
Archaeological Trust and a historic Society. it is scandalous that it is not know what has 
happened to them but I’ll keep going to find out. With the closure of museums we are likely
to lose track of a great deal of history. I tried to trace the coffins last year at the National 
Museum but they had no record.

Sorry continue on another email. I’ve clicked sent

On Thu, Dec 8, 2016 at 1:25 PM, <EMyrone> wrote:

Yes, many thanks and full of interest. I studied them carefully and agree that 
archaeology would be the only definitive answer, plus DNA analysis of any 
organic material found. I went through many contradictory sites, and concluded
(tentatively) that Eurgain was born in 25, Cyllin in 35, Gwladys in 36 and Lleyn
in 45. Caradog ws born in 5 BC (attached genealogy). Although there is a great 
deal of contradiction, there is some kind of consensus that Cor Eurgain was 
established on a very ancient druidical site. Your latest yew tree analysis 
confirms circa 2,000 years old plus or minus say 300 years. One thing I note 
from the genealogy is that the great grandfather of Caradog was Garar Garanhir
(born 95 BC, www.ancientwalesstudies,org id 183 and id 185). I noticed that 
Morian in 1903 named him as Ceri, which is of course still used in Wales. 
Further back in the line there is Cerint (born 225 B. C.) There seems to be a 
consensus on the fact that Caradog was captured in 51, where he met St. Paul in
58 – 59 when they were both prisoners in Rome. Tacitus mentions that Caradog 
was not allowed to return to Britain, others contradict Tacitus. Another site 
mentions that Bran was held hostage for Caradog until 67, when he returned to 
Siluria. (Wales did not exist in those days, only Britain). Claudia was married to
Rufus Pudens Pudentius in 53, when she was 19. Another source mentions that 
Caradog gave them a dowry which was used to build Pallatium Brittanicum, 
whch was used for Christian teaching. That would have been very dangerous. 
The most reliable thing for me (apart from your tree dating and the genealogy) 
is that the earliest Christian church would have been a simple wooden shelter 
over an altar. There may be traces of such an altar. One or two sites mention the
need for an excavation of the mound, and at the foot of the north wall of the 
nave of the church. Another mentions that St. Linus is buried with St. Peter at 
the foot of the Vatican Hill. That grave could be located and analyzed, with 
permission from the Vatican. I will certainly try to interest people in 



archaeology because this is a very important site.

In a message dated 08/12/2016 09:26:18 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Dear Myron,

I hope you got the photocopies alright. I must apologise for the fact 
that I found the card I had written to accompany them , on my desk!
Sorry about that!

All the best,
Janis

 on Archaeology at LLanilid

Suitable Medals and Awards in     Physics

December 14, 2016 

In response to requests by the colleagues, (and at the risk of coming over like a raving, white haired 
egomaniac), the most suitable awards and medals for AIAS / UPITEC Fellows and myself, on behalf of
high impact avant garde physics, are as follows, asterisk denotes that I have already been nominated 
once or more than once. So anyone interested in nominating should look up details and deadllines. I am
the individual world record holder for number of publications, and AIAS / UPITEC is making by far 
the greatest impact in physics for a small group. Nominations are recorded in “Marquis Who’s Who”. I 
will shortly update my list of achievements, progress in the past two or thre years has been very rapid, 
many major discoveries having been made – I stress by the group, not just me. AIAS / UPITEC has 
established itself as the leading distance teaching institute in the world. All this can be seen using the 
rigorously accurate scientometrics. There is a huge amount of fedback data all indicating phenomenal 
impact. Our output is far higher than the norm, and our work is all checked by computer and in other 
ways. This is why my two main medals to date are valued at more than a million pounds. They are kept
in a strong room outside of Wales at present. I would like to donate my papers to a major library on 
permanent loan. My entire output has been archived electronically by the National Library of Wales, 
and is also archived on the wayback machine (www.archive.org).

1) Max Born Prize.
2) Copley Medal of the Royal Society*.
3) Albert Einstein Award.
4) Dirac Medal*.
5) Faraday Medal.
6) Glazebrook Medal.
7) Oersted Medal.
8) Poincare Medal.
9) Newton Medal.
10) Langmuir Award*.
11) Lorentz Medal.
12) Planck Medal.
13) Rayleigh Medal.

http://www.archive.org/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/14/suitable-medals-and-awards-in-physics/


14) Rutherford Medal.
15) Wolf Prize* (nominated several times)
16) Breakthrough Prize* (nominated two times or more).
17) Nobel Prize* (told that I have been nominated several times, and no reason to doubt it).

I have also been nominated for the Royal Medal and Davy Medal of the Royal Society. In chemistry I 
have been nominated for the Priestley Medal and Liversidge Prize. I have been awarded the Harrison 
Memorial Prize and Meldola Medal. My two State honours are Civil List Pension 2005, nominated by 
the Royal Society of Chemistry, (equivalent to Order of Merit), and award of arms in 2008, raised to 
the Gentry, Burke’s Peerage and Gentry 2012. My poetry is also making a big impact so I may be 
eligible for a Cymrodorion Medal for my entire Omnia Opera.

In a message dated 11/12/2016 05:48:59 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Category:Physics awards – Wikipedia

Category:Physics awards – Wikipedia
 on Suitable Medals and Awards in Physics

363(5): Exact Derivation of Orbital Precesion in Fluid     Dynamics

December 14, 2016 

This note demonstrates that fluid dynamics gives the precessing ellipse (38) in terms of the spin 
connection defined by Eq. (43). So orbital precession is due to the Eulerian fluid dynamics function 
(43), the displacement function partial R sub r / partial r of the aether, spacetime or vacuum. This is a 
fundamentally new vacuum effect to add to the radiative corrections of the vacuum. Subject to 
checking by computer and comment by co author Horst Eckardt and others I think that this is another 
major discovery of ECE2. It means that orbital theory can be thought of in terms of fluid dynamics. 
Orbital precession is due to the convective derivative, which introduces terms which give the exactly 
correct result (43). I will proceed to write up this result tomorrow and work on chapter seven of ECE 
on the weekend and early next week. The Binet equation of fluid dynamics is given in Eq. (22).

a363rdpapernotes5.pdf

Wind 10.88%, 1 – 33 mph, Wales 2 – 22 mph, 0853 local     time

December 14, 2016 

The wind speed in the Betws area today is about 2 mph according to the Met Office Wind map, which 
updates in real time and gives maximum wind speed. Obviously the Betws wind turbines are not 
generating any power again today, because they need 7 – 9 mph to start. They were thrown up in a 
frenzy of greed and damn everyone and everything else. The directly adjacent Mynydd y Gwair 
turbines will never be of any use to anyone except my cousin The Duke of Beaufort, who will make a 
fat profit out of the destruction of a way of life. The end result is the same as that of the Irish famine or 
the Highland Clearances, or as in the film “The Gallows Herd”, the Glencoe Massacre, when 38 people
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were murdered on orders of the London government. Now a whole way of life is being murdered, 
along with the Welsh language. In the law of Scotland there was at the time a special category of 
murder: “murder under trust”, based on the Highland and ancient Celtic rule of hospitality. The soldiers
were guests of those whom they murdered. We the People entrusted our destiny to a contemporary 
government that has betrayed everything for rotten pieces of silver. In Gaelic the atrocities at Glencoe 
are known as Mort Ghlinne Comhann. “Ghlinne” is “Glyn” in Welsh showing the sometimes close 
kinship between the languages. In English it is “Glen”. At Culloden, in the Forty Five Rising, the 
atrocities were two orders of magnitude worse at Culloden, and resulted in the destruction of a whole 
way of life. My ancestors, Clan Mac an Taoiseach (Macintosh) were the first to charge into grape shot 
at Culloden, and broke the line. I cannot imagine a modern politician doing that. The soldiers now are 
wind turbines – the giant, flailing sabres.

 on Wind 10.88%, 1 – 33 mph, Wales 2 – 22 mph, 0853 local time

Daily Report 12/12/16

December 14, 2016 

The equivalent of 81,934 printed pages was downloaded from 1,701 downloaded memory files (hits) 
and 439 distinct visits each averaging 3.0 memory pages and 6 minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 
48.17, main spiders google MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 743, Top ten 545, Evans / Morris 
396(est), Collected scientometrics 217, Principles of ECE 158, Barddoniaeth 146, Eckardt / Lindstrom 
105, Autobiography volumes one and two 81, PECE 68, UFT88 58, Evans Equations 53, CEFE 28, 
Llais 27, Self charging inverter 20, PLENR 11, Three world records 9, Prolific authors 8, Idaho 6, 
ECE2 6, UFT313 14, UFT314 13, UFT315 13, UFT316 18, UFT317 12, UFT318 12, UFT319 17, 
UFT320 10, UFT322 13, UFT323 13, UFT324 20, UFT325 13, UFT326 16, UFT327 14, UFT328 18, 
UFT329 15, UFT330 13, UFT331 22, UFT332 17, UFT333 13, UFT334 13, UFT335 15, UFT336 20, 
UFT337 7, UFT338 11, UFT339 10, UFT340 12, UFT341 16, UFT342 12, UFT343 13, UFT344 14, 
UFT345 14, UFT346 18, UFT347 22, UFT348 16, UFT349 13, UFT351 15, UFT352 10, UFT353 11, 
UFT354 20, UFT355 18, UFT356 13, UFT357 15, UFT358 14, UFT359 9, UFT360 12, UFT361 11, 
UFT362 21, UFT364 52 to date in December 2016. York University Toronto general; University of 
Bern general; Ford Corporation F3(Sp); Deusu search engine Statements; Embry Riddle Aeronautical 
University Daytona Beach Florida UFT140; Library, Mexican National Polytechnic Institute extensive 
study; Mullard Space Science Laboratory University College London UFT2; British Library 
Scientometrics and Filtered Statistics. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for 
December 2016.

 on Daily Report 12/12/16

363(4): Definition of the Hamiltonian and     Lagrangian

December 13, 2016 

By careful considerations of the fundamentals of Eulerian fluid dynamics, these are defined in Eqs. 
(22) and (23), and the velocity components by Eqs. (21) and (22). The Euler Lagrange equations are 
(29) and (30). The velocity in classical dynamics in plane polar coordinates is defined in terms of the 
convective derivative by Eq. (25). In solar system orbital theory the spin connections are very tiny 
corrections to conic section orbits that can be chosen to produce precession. In galaxies the spin 
conenctions can become very large, and change the orbit entirely from conic sections to hyperbolic 
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spiral. This new subject develops classical dynamics into fluid dynamics in an entirely new way.

a363rdpapernotes4.pdf

 on 363(4): Definition of the Hamiltonian and Lagrangian

FOR POSTING: “ECE2: The Second Paradigm Shift” Chapter     Six

December 13, 2016 

Many thanks! This voluntary posting is work of key importance and much appreciated by all. I plan to 
finish my part of the book in about early January and will be pleased to contribute to the cost 
typesetting. This will turn out to be another well produced book, published hardback in colour, very 
accurately typeset. The electronic versions in English and Spanish will be available open source on 
www.aias.us and www.upitec.org and will be archived both sides of the Atlantic. The British copyright 
libraries will soon have wayback machine software so will be able to archive in real time. The wayback
machine (www.archive.org) has petabytes of data and is situated in San Francisco.

In a message dated 13/12/2016 01:51:24 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Added today

On 12/11/2016 5:53 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This is my part of chapter six on the ECE2 vacuum. This chapter summarizes 
several fundamental discoveries, notably the vacuum particle.

 on FOR POSTING: “ECE2: The Second Paradigm Shift” Chapter Six

Wind 3.61%, 2 – 16 mph, Wales 3 – 11 mph, 0722 local     time

December 13, 2016 

The wind in the Betws area is about 3 – 8 mph, not enough to start the giant turbines, which are as 
ossified as Dan yr Ogof, known by all to be totally useless, a supplication to silence because no birds 
sing as Keats would have put it. They have all been slaughtered. It must be known to any government 
that may exist that wind turbines are a disaster. This cannot be covered up any more. Perhaps there is 
no government and we are all run by the machine which we created. Maybe E. M. Forster’s “The 
Machine Stops” will become actuality. I read this in this house when I was about ten or twelve years 
old. George Orwell’s, “1984” is already actuality, so is the machine like exigency of R. S. Thomas.

 on Wind 3.61%, 2 – 16 mph, Wales 3 – 11 mph, 0722 local time

Daily Report 11/12/16

December 13, 2016 

The equivalent of 136,475 printed pages was downloaded during the day (497.589 megabytes) from 
3,264 downloaded memory files and 457 distinct visits each averaging 4.6 memory pages and 7 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 41.81, main spiders google, MSN and Yahoo. Collected ECE2 
714, Top ten 514, Evans / Morris 363(est), Collected scientometrics 211, Principles of ECE 147, 
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Barddoniaeth 138, F3(Sp) 102, Eckardt / Lindstrom 101, Autobiography volumes one and two 74, 
Collected Proofs 72, Evans Equations 52, UFT88 51, UFT311 34, Llais 27, Engineering Model 27, 
CEFE 26, UFT321 20, PLENR 11, Three world records 9, Prolific authors 8, Idaho 6, ECE2 6, 
UFT313 13, UFT314 13, UFT315 12, UFT316 17, UFT317 12, UFT318 12, UFT319 17, UFT320 9, 
UFT322 13, UFT323 13, UFT324 19, UFT325 12, UFT326 16, UFT327 14, UFT328 18, UFT329 15, 
UFT330 12, UFT331 21, UFT332 17, UFT333 12, UFT334 13, UFT335 15, UFT336 18, UFT337 7, 
UFT338 11, UFT339 10, UFT340 12, UFT341 16, UFT342 12, UFT343 13, UFT344 14, UFT345 14, 
UFT346 17, UFT347 22, UFT348 16, UFT349 13, UFT351 14, UFT352 10, UFT353 11, UFT354 20, 
UFT355 17, UFT356 13, UFT357 13, UFT358 12, UFT359 7, UFT360 8, UFT361 9, UFT362 19, 
UFT364 51 to date in December 2016. Government of the State of Goias Brazil general; University of 
Hradec Kralove Czech Republic UFT88; Swedish Digital Freedom and Rights Association general. 
Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for December 2016.

 on Daily Report 11/12/16

Pardon for Dic Pen Deryn Turned     Down

December 12, 2016 

A request for Dic Penderyn to be “pardoned” was refused by the English Ministry of Justice, causing 
deep resentment in Wales. As a direct descendant of King Hywel Dda, and as a dangerous and 
revolutionary U. S. dual citizen, I absolve Dic Pen Deryn, te absolvo, maddeuant arno, you are 
absolved. He did not commit any crime, and along with many Welsh speakers, was judicially murdered.
Many of them could not even understand the accusations, and the accusers did not understand a word 
of Welsh speaking Wales. In cosnequence there is deep rooted festering resentment at things like forced
development. Young people in this area (Mawr) can not even afford the deposit on a mortgage because 
of wildly out of control inflation of land and house prices. My Bro Iaith policy is designed to combat 
this raw capitalist assault on defenceless young people by the old, rich and fat. The English judiciary is 
no friend of Welsh speakers as a recent case shows. After a land dispute in the late fourteenth century, 
the Owain Glyndw^r Rising flamed up throughout Wales and is still afire now. King Owain IV 
Glyndw^r was also descended from the Princes and was my ancestral cousin (attached). Until Wales 
takes her complete freedom and reestablishes the rightful law of Hywel Dda, there will be no justice. 
Bendith ar Dic Pen Deryn, arwr Cymraeg. Blessed be the memory of Dic Penderyn, a hero of the 
working classes in Merthyr Tydfil.

afamilylinerelationtoowainglyndwr.pdf

 on Pardon for Dic Pen Deryn Turned Down

Plans for UFT363

December 12, 2016 

These are to find the hamiltonian, lagrangian and Binet equation corresponding to the new force law 
with spin connection terms. All those excruciating undergraduate and A level problems about the 
Coriolis and centrifugal accelerations are affected by this new discovery, because it is fundamental.

 on Plans for UFT363
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Wind 3.43%, 2 – 18 mph, Wales 4 – 12 mph, 0734 local     time

December 12, 2016 

The wind speed in the area of the Betws turbines now is a maximum of 4 mph according to the met 
office wind map. As usual this is not enough to start the giant turbines, which have destroyed an ancient
way of life as well as a pristine landscape. A wind speed of about 7 – 9 mph is needed to start them, and
anyone reading this blog can see they very rarely start in the Betws area. Observers can see them 
turning over sometimes, but that is due to power from the grid, If they do not turn for a long time there 
is a danger of the bearings seizing. So not only do they not produce anything, they take power from the 
grid. The overall contribution in Britain today is an abysmal 3.43%. To operate at their rated efficiency 
they need a steady 20 – 40 mph. Such steady wind speeds are almost never reached in the countries of 
Britain. This must have been known before they were built, so they were forced through by corruption.

 on Wind 3.43%, 2 – 18 mph, Wales 4 – 12 mph, 0734 local time

Daily Report Saturday     10/12/16

December 12, 2016 

The equivalent of 141,358 printed pages was downloaded during the day (515.393 megabytes) from 
2,233 downloaded memory files and 444 distinct visits each averaging 5.5 memory pages and 7 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 63.30, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 
692, Top ten 478, Evans / Morris 330(est), Collected scientometrics 202, Principles of ECE 141, 
Barddoniaeth 136, Collected Evans / Morris 98, F3(Sp) 93, Collected Proofs 67, Autobiography 
volumes one and two 64, PECE 63, Evans Equations 50, UFT88 44, UFT311 27, Engineering Model 
27, CEFE 26, Llais 24, UFT321 20, PLENR 11, Prolific authors 8, Three world records 8, Lindstrom 
Idaho lecture 6, ECE2 6, UFT313 13, UFT314 13, UFT315 12, UFT316 17, UFT317 11, UFT318 12, 
UFT319 17, UFT320 9, UFT322 12, UFT323 13, UFT324 19, UFT325 12 UFT326 16, UFT327 14, 
UFT328 18, UFT329 14, UFT330 12, UFT331 20, UFT332 17, UFT333 12, UFT334 13, UFT335 15, 
UFT336 18, UFT337 7, UFT338 11, UFT339 10, UFT340 10, UFT341 16, UFT342 12, UFT343 13, 
UFT344 14, UFT345 14, UFT346 16, UFT347 21, UFT348 15, UFT349 13, UFT351 13, UFT352 10, 
UFT353 11, UFT354 18, UFT355 16, UFT356 12, UFT357 13, UFT358 11, UFT359 6, UFT360 7, 
UFT361 8, UFT362 18, UFT364 48 to date in December 2016. Steinbuch Centre for Computing 
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology homepage extensive. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file 
attached for December 2016.

List of prizes, medals and awards – Wikipedia –     Physics

December 11, 2016 

Many thanks indeed to Mr Rajpal in New Delhi. I will go through these prizes and awards to see which
ones are most suitable, and will update my list of achievements (attached). In writing my part of 
“ECE2: The Second Paradigm Shift” I can see that we have made far more fundamental and applied 
discoveries than any comparable small research group in the world. I am the individual world record 
holder for publications (attached list of prolific authors) We have also forged a new method of distance 
teaching at essentially all the best universities, institutes and similar. The well known scientometrics 
show this conclusively and of course, objectively. Several AIAS / UPITEC staff could be nominated, 
not only myself. The task of nominating and supporting can be made easy with the attached list of 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/11/list-of-prizes-medals-and-awards-wikipedia-physics/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/12/daily-report-saturday-101216/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/12/wind-3-43-2-18-mph-wales-4-12-mph-0734-local-time/


achievements. If I can apply directly for any of these awards I will. To date I have been nominated for 
the Nobel Prize (I accept what I have been told by responsible people), and certainly for the Wolf Prize,
Milner Prize, various medals of the ACS, various medals of the RS and Dirac Medal. The RSC / RS 
nomination for a Civil List Pension succeeded in 2005 as is well known, and I was awarded arms on 
merit in 2008. The attached Marquis entry for 2017 records all of these awards and nominations, made 
on behalf of new science as well as myself. Many thanks again to nominators and all supporters! Our 
work in education is as important as in research. I have survived the grave miscarriages of justice with 
key international help.

In a message dated 11/12/2016 06:06:00 GMT Standard Time, writes:

List of prizes, medals and awards – Wikipedia

List of prizes, medals and awards – Wikipedia
amarquiswhoswhoscieng20162017finalversion.pdf

LIST_OF_MAIN_ACHIEVEMENTS_FOR_BIG_PRIZE_NOMINATORS.pdf

LIST_OF_THE_MOST_PROLIFIC_CHEMISTS_AND_PHYSICISTS.pdf

 on List of prizes, medals and awards – Wikipedia – Physics

FOR POSTING: “ECE2: The Second Paradigm Shift” Chapter     Six

December 11, 2016 

This is my part of chapter six on the ECE2 vacuum. This chapter summarizes several fundamental 
discoveries, notably the vacuum particle.

ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter 6.pdf

 on FOR POSTING: “ECE2: The Second Paradigm Shift” Chapter Six

Wind 17.78%, 3 – 18 mph, Wales 4 – 12 mph, 0728 local     time

December 11, 2016 

The wind speed in the Betws area today is 4 mph according to the met office wind map, not enough to 
start the giant monuments to a total year round failure. So it is clear that Mynydd y Gwair is being 
forced through against democracy by an absentee landlord, and that the electorate is forced to pay 
subsidies to help the very rich landlord to make a profit. This is not a script from Monte Python, 
unfortunately it is reality.

 on Wind 17.78%, 3 – 18 mph, Wales 4 – 12 mph, 0728 local time

Daily Report 9/12/16

December 11, 2016 

The equivalent of 479,700 printed pages was downloaded during the day (1.749 Gbytes) from 2,786 
downloaded memory files (hits) and 462 distinct visits each averaging 4.3 memory pages and 9 minutes

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/11/daily-report-91216/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/11/wind-17-78-3-18-mph-wales-4-12-mph-0728-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/ece2-the-second-paradigm-shift-chapter-6.pdf
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printed pages to hits ratio of 172.18, main spiders google, MSN, yahoo. Collected ECE2 633, Top ten 
452, Evans / Morris 297(est), Collected scientometrics 176(est), Principles of ECE 130, Barddoniaeth 
117, Eckardt / Lindstrom 83, PECE 61, Collected Proofs 54, Autobiography volumes one and two 53, 
Evans Equations 44, UFT88 37, Engineering Model 26, CEFE 25, Llais 22, UFT321 19, UFT311 19, 
Self charging inverter 13, PLENR 9, Prolific authors 8, ECE2 6, Three world records 5, Idaho 4, 
UFT313 13, UFT314 12, UFT315 10, UFT316 13, UFT317 11, UFT318 9, UFT319 16, UFT320 8, 
UFT322 11, UFT323 10, UFT324 16, UFT325 10, UFT326 15, UFT327 14, UFT328 14, UFT329 12, 
UFT330 12, UFT331 18, UFT332 16, UFT333 12, UFT334 12, UFT335 14, UFT336 16, UFT337 7, 
UFT338 10, UFT339 6, UFT340 9, UFT341 15, UFT342 11, UFT343 11, UFT344 12, UFT345 14, 
UFT346 16, UFT347 19, UFT348 14, UFT349 13, UFT351 13, UFT352 10, UFT353 10, UFT354 16, 
UFT355 15, UFT356 11, UFT357 13, UFT358 10, UFT359 5, UFT360 7, UFT361 8, UFT362 17, 
UFT364 47 to date in December 2016. Deusu search engine home page; Iowa State University UFT43; 
Download of poetry from a private site; University of Wales Swansea “The Universe of Myron Evans”.
Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for December 2016.

 on Daily Report 9/12/16

docx file for Chapter Six – The ECE2     Vacuum

December 10, 2016 

I will add the equations to this chapter tomorrow, and next weekend work on chapter seven on 
precessional effects in planets and satellites. Finally chapters eight and nine will deal with triple 
unification.

ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter 6.docx

 on docx file for Chapter Six – The ECE2 Vacuum

Wind 11.79%, 2 – 21 mph, Wales 3 – 7 mph, 0802 local     time

December 10, 2016 

The wind speed in the Betws area today is a maximum of 3 mph according to the met office wind speed
map, and so the turbines are generating no power at all at huge cost. They are probably being fed power
from the grid to turn them slowly and to stop the bearings from seizing up. It is clear that they will 
never generate power of any significance. Neither will Mynydd y Gwair, so indefinite effort must be 
made to demolish all wind turbines in Wales, because the wind speed is not fast enough. The cynical 
cabal knew this before building them. This is the result of incompetence and corruption on a hideous 
scale. Meanwhile, the thirty foot tide in the sea four miles away awaits a competent and sane 
government.

 on Wind 11.79%, 2 – 21 mph, Wales 3 – 7 mph, 0802 local time

Daily Report 8/12/16

December 10, 2016 

The equivalent of 1,041,141 printed pages was downloaded (3.796 gigabytes) from 3,580 downloaded 
memory files (hits) and 470 distinct visits, each averaging 7.4 memory pages and 11 minutes, printed 
pages to hits ratio 290.82, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Archiving at the wayback machine 
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and National Library of Wales, one complete site download. Collected ECE2 573, Top ten 338, Evans / 
Morris 264 (est), Collected scientometrics 176, Principles of ECE 89, F3(Sp) 78, Barddoniaeth 77, 
Eckardt / Lindstrom 72, Autobiography volumes one and two 50, Evans Equations 42, UFT88 31, 
PECE 24, CEFE 24, Engineering Model 22, Llais 20, UFT311 19, UFT321 17, PLENR 9, List of 
prolific authors 8, Three world records by MWE 5, ECE2 4, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 3, UFT313 11, 
UFT314 9, UFT315 10, UFT316 10, UFT317 11, UFT318 9, UFT319 16, UFT320 8, UFT322 11, 
UFT323 10, UFT324 15, UFT325 9, UFT326 14, UFT327 13, UFT328 10, UFT329 12, UFT330 11, 
UFT331 17, UFT332 14, UFT333 11, UFT334 11, UFT335 13, UFT336 12, UFT337 6, UFT338 9, 
UFT339 6, UFT340 7, UFT341 13, UFT342 8, UFT343 9, UFT344 11, UFT345 11, UFT346 13, 
UFT347 16, UFT348 13, UFT349 12, UFT351 13, UFT352 8, UFT353 9, UFT354 15, UFT355 14, 
UFT356 9, UFT357 13, UFT358 10, UFT359 5, UFT360 7, UFT361 8, UFT362 17, UFT364 44 to 
date in December 2016. City of Winnipeg devices, University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT360 – 
UFT364; Honeywell Corporation levitron; Albert Einstein Institute UFT104; Duke University 
UFT332; University of California Santa Cruz UFT18; University of Turku Finland UFT33; 
Government of India RailTel UFT116; University of Tokyo educational computer system UFT33; 
extensive archiving by wayback machine (www.archive.org); University of Durham UFT142; 
University College Swansea general; National Library of Wales / British Library quarterly archive 
(www.webarchive.org.uk).

 on Daily Report 8/12/16

Discussion of 363(3), Part     Two

December 9, 2016 

Agreed in principle, the new velocities and accelerations can also be used in a molecular dynamics 
computer simulations, or Monte Carlo simulations by replacing the Newtonian force. The new 
expressions for velocity can be used to compute the velocity curve of a spiral galaxy in terms of the 
spin connections. There should also be tiny effects on the centrifugal and centripetal accelerations of 
classical dynamics in all situations, and on the Coriolis velocity. Pick up any good textbook such as 
Marion and Thornton, and the whole book can be modified for vacuum effects. It is important first of 
all to work out the hamiltonian and lagrangian corresponding to the new force law and velocity law.

EMyrone
Sent: 08/12/2016 20:52:43 GMT Standard Time
Subj: PS Re: 363(3) : The Effect of Fluid Spacetime on the Inverse Square Law

PS: the spacetime flow model may be a good basis for computing the galaxy model of the 
electric universe, you know: the two plasma jets that move out from the galactic centre and 
go back by building stars in the outer galactic spiral arms.

Horst

Am 08.12.2016 um 15:59 schrieb Norman Page:

Myron/Horst Shouldn’t it be possible to use this equation to match the 
empirical data from the galactic rotation curves and eliminate the need for dark 
matter?This would be a spectacular achievement. Norman

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/09/discussion-of-3633-part-two/
http://www.webarchive.org.uk/
http://www.archive.org/


On 12/8/2016 5:49 AM, EMyrone wrote:

The rigorous result is that the fluid spacetime, vacuum or aether 
produces new fundamental accelerations in classical dynamics, 
defined by Eq. (15). These augment the centrifugal and Coriolis 
accelerations in every situation in classical dynamics, so can be 
looked for experimentally. In orbital theory the Hooke Newton 
inverse square law is changed. In an excellent approximation it 
becomes Eq. (22) which can be graphed by computer algebra in 
terms of r. The usual radial component of the Newtonian result is 
changed and there appears a component in e sub theta which is not 
present at all in Newtonian theory. This is the approximate force 
law responsible for a precessing orbit. The rigorous force law for 
any planar orbit is given by Eq (15). My ancestral cousin John 
Aubrey F.R.S. (attached genealogy) was an antiquarian and wrote 
“Brief Lives” (online) which describes how his friend Robert 
Hooke was the discoverer of the inverse square law for an elliptical 
orbit, and not Isaac Newton. However, neither Robert Hooke nor 
John Aubrey could prove that the inverse square law gives an 
elliptical orbit. The proof was apparently carried out by Newton 
from 1665 to 1687, but this seems dubious to me because Newton 
obviously did not know of the 1835 centrifugal and Coriolis 
accelerations. In 1689 Leibnitz accidentally stumbled on the 
centrifugal acceleration, but did not prove it. So as usual, physics 
history is a bit of a pig’s breakfast – semi mythological. On the 
other hand the genealogy is very accurate, based on source 
documents for every generation, cross checked between many 
genealogists.

 on Discussion of 363(3), Part Two

Discussion of 363(3)

December 9, 2016 

This is an interesting discussion. The new acceleration components (15) occur in all situations in 
classical dynamics and orbital theory. I agree with Norman that the inverse cubed law of the hyperbolic
spiral orbit of a whirlpool galaxy can be obtained from Eq. (15). by choice of spin connections. One 
way of dong this would be a four variable least mean squares fit to the inverse cube law. I am sure that 
there are several other ways. I agree with Horst that we are dealing with the effect of the vacuum on 
classical dynamics and orbital theory. It is well worth developing this subject in several directions. The 
hamiltonian and Lagrangian corresponding to the new force law can also be evaluated, and there are 
many possibilities. The vacuum could change the inverse square law into an inverse cubed law.

In a message dated 08/12/2016 20:39:55 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Norman,
we have already eliminated dark matter before by explaining galactic rotation curves by 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/09/discussion-of-3633/


angular momentum. The new aspect is – in some interpretation – that the angular 
momentum is mediated by spacetime flow, and this produces additional terms in the 
equations of motion, leading away from Newtonian dynamics. For further discussions see 
my comment to this note.

Horst

Am 08.12.2016 um 15:59 schrieb Norman Page:

Myron/Horst Shouldn’t it be possible to use this equation to match the 
empirical data from the galactic rotation curves and eliminate the need for dark 
matter?This would be a spectacular achievement. Norman

On 12/8/2016 5:49 AM, EMyrone wrote:

The rigorous result is that the fluid spacetime, vacuum or aether 
produces new fundamental accelerations in classical dynamics, 
defined by Eq. (15). These augment the centrifugal and Coriolis 
accelerations in every situation in classical dynamics, so can be 
looked for experimentally. In orbital theory the Hooke Newton 
inverse square law is changed. In an excellent approximation it 
becomes Eq. (22) which can be graphed by computer algebra in 
terms of r. The usual radial component of the Newtonian result is 
changed and there appears a component in e sub theta which is not 
present at all in Newtonian theory. This is the approximate force 
law responsible for a precessing orbit. The rigorous force law for 
any planar orbit is given by Eq (15). My ancestral cousin John 
Aubrey F.R.S. (attached genealogy) was an antiquarian and wrote 
“Brief Lives” (online) which describes how his friend Robert 
Hooke was the discoverer of the inverse square law for an elliptical 
orbit, and not Isaac Newton. However, neither Robert Hooke nor 
John Aubrey could prove that the inverse square law gives an 
elliptical orbit. The proof was apparently carried out by Newton 
from 1665 to 1687, but this seems dubious to me because Newton 
obviously did not know of the 1835 centrifugal and Coriolis 
accelerations. In 1689 Leibnitz accidentally stumbled on the 
centrifugal acceleration, but did not prove it. So as usual, physics 
history is a bit of a pig’s breakfast – semi mythological. On the 
other hand the genealogy is very accurate, based on source 
documents for every generation, cross checked between many 
genealogists.

 on Discussion of 363(3)

Discussion of Note     363(2)

December 9, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/09/discussion-of-note-3632/


OK many thanks, the spin connection components are very small in magnitude so it may be easier to 
proceed in a rough approximation by assuming that omega sup 1 sub 02 and omega sup 2 sub 01 are 
zero and proceeding as in previous approximations. I think that would be adequate to show precession. 
Your own approximation method could be used in the final paper.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 08/12/2016 18:54:00 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 363(2): General Planar Orbit from a Fluid Spacetime, Vacuum or Aether

Eq.(17) can be solved analytically with constant spin connectin terms but gives a huge 
expression. The resulting r_P has been plotted but seems not to be meaningful because of 
negative radius. The jump at theta=pi seems to be from inverse trigonometric functions that
would have to be handled individually. I guess that constant spin connection terms are no 
good approximation despite eq.(23).
The factor B(theta) appearing in eq.(20) ist mostly unity for small spin connection terms 
but has poles for theta=0, pi, 2pi. These poles come from zeros in the denominator of B, see
last graph. It is not clear to me why these poles appear, giving no smooth transition to 
Newtonian theory at these angles. Perhaps the reason is that the spin connection should not 
be constant.

Horst

Am 06.12.2016 um 13:38 schrieb EMyrone:

This is given without approximation by Eq. (17), or in its differential format, 
Eq. (20), in terms of the Newtonian orbit. By choice of spin connections, any 
planar orbit can be generated by the effect of a fluid aether on the Newtonian 
orbit. Another method is given in Eq. (31), using Eqs. (25) and (26) suggested 
by protocol sent over by co author Horst Eckardt. 

363(2).pdf

UFT88 read at Columbia University Medical Ceter, New York     City

December 9, 2016 

This is the third or fourth known reading of the classic UFT88 at Columbia in the past two weeks or so.
Columbia is in the world top twenty by all rankings and is an Ivy League University. UFT88 has been 
read of the order of magnitude ten thousand of times in many hundreds of the world’s best universities 
for nearly a decade, without objection. It refutes the obsolete Einstein theory by refuting the 
mathematically famous second Bianchi identity of 1902. The Einstein theory has been replaced by ECE
and ECE2, and the second Bianchi identity by the Jacobi Cartan Evans (JCE) identity of UFT313. 
These are acknowledged major advances as our well known scientometrics show objectively. Our new 
distance teaching methods at the world’s best universities introduce a new paradigm shift in physics. 
The old physics (riddled with errors) is taught alongside ECE and ECE2 in the traditional way, lectures 
and seminars, followed by exams in which the errors are regurgitated. Otherwise the students would 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/09/uft88-read-at-columbia-university-medical-ceter-new-york-city/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/3632.pdf


fail the exams. After throwing up errors, they must face a lifetime paying back huge fees with interest. 
In the sixties there was freedom of thought and no huge fees. The AIAS / UPITEC does not charge any 
fees.

 on UFT88 read at Columbia University Medical Ceter, New York City

Wind 13.66%, 2 – 22 mph, Wales 7 – 22 mph, 0730 local     time

December 9, 2016 

The wind in the Betws area today is a maximum of 7 mph according to the online met office wind map.
This is not enough even to start the turbines (7 – 9 mph) so it is becoming clear that they are totally 
useless the year round. The same will be true for the proposed Mynydd y Gwair turbines, which should 
be resisted indefinitely until demolished. The high wind speed of 22 mph is to the north west off the 
coast of Mo^n, where there are no wind turbines. This is out of control, primitive capitalism destroying 
the economy.

 on Wind 13.66%, 2 – 22 mph, Wales 7 – 22 mph, 0730 local time

Daily Report 7/12/16

December 9, 2016 

The equivalent of 82.580 printed pages was downloaded during the day (302.073 megabytes) from 430 
distinct visits each averaging 4.1 memory pages and 8 minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 35.23, 
main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 374, top ten 325, Evans / Morris 231, Collected
scientometrics 120(est), Principles of ECE 62, Eckardt / Lindstrom 52, Barddoniaeth 40, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 40, Collected Proofs 35, Evans Equations 33, UFT88 28, PECE 
19, Llais 17, CEFE 17, Engineering Model 14, UFT321 13, UFT311 13, Self charging inverter 9, 
PLENR 8, ECE2 4, Three world records by MWE 3, UFT313 7, UFT314 6, UFT315 7, UFT316 7, 
UFT317 6, UFT318 5, UFT319 12, UFT320 5, UFT322 7, UFT323 5, UFT324 11, UFT325 6, UFT326
10, UFT327 10, UFT328 4, UFT329 8, UFT330 7, UFT331 14, UFT332 10, UFT333 8, UFT334 7, 
UFT335 9, UFT336 8, UFT337 2, UFT338 5, UFT339 3, UFT340 4, UFT341 9, UFT342 4, UFT343 6,
UFT344 6, UFT345 7, UFT346 9, UFT347 10, UFT348 8, UFT349 6, UFT351 9, UFT352 4, UFT353 
6, UFT354 9, UFT355 9, UFT356 6, UFT357 8, UFT358 6, UFT359 2, UFT360 3, UFT361 5, UFT362
12, UFT364 36 to date in December 2016. City of Winnipeg ECE Devices; Deusu search engine 
licence; Tunn Hussein Onn University Malaysia UFT140; Institute of High Energy Physics Moscow 
My page; Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics University of Cambridge 
UFT213; University College Swansea Workshop introduction; University of Warwick UFT364. Intense
interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for December 2016.

 on Daily Report 7/12/16

Miscarriage of Justice at UCW     Aberystwyth

December 8, 2016 

It was and is internationally recognized that the events at Aberystwyth recorded in autobiography 
volume two amount to a grave miscarriage of justice. This should be righted in some way, for example 
an honorary D. Sc. to Dr Gareth Evans and an honoray fellowship for myself. That would cost nothing 
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in monetary terms but would satisfy the international community of scientists. Honour would be 
satisfied. I have offered to donate my papers to the Library of UCW Aberystwyth. They are very 
valuable, because I am a Civil List Pensioner, one of only five to ten scientific CPL’s in all Britain, and 
could be kept on permanent loan there. They should remain in Wales in one of its institutions. The 
latest estimate of the value of my medals is over a million pounds, based on some recent auctions of 
Nobel prize medals. The medals are kept in a strong room outside of Wales at present. The events at 
UNCC are also widely recognized as being a grave miscarriage of justice. These injustices were 
righted, in a way, by the Award of a Civil List Pension by Queen Elizabeth in 2005, and award of arms 
in 2008, so I became a Member of the Gentry of Wales and England on merit. I am an Uchelwr 
(Nobleman) by proven descent from the Princes and ancient Kings of Britain. The injustices have also 
been righted by the National Library of Wales in its electronic archiving of all my papers, and in its 
featuring of www.aias.us and www.upitec.org as sites of National importance to science and culture in 
both official languages on Wales. Measures should be taken to prevent such injustices from ever 
happening again to a young post doc. Fortunately I was strong enough to survive them, but they could 
shatter the life of an innocent young person.

 on Miscarriage of Justice at UCW Aberystwyth

Archaeology at LLanilid

December 8, 2016 

Yes, many thanks and full of interest. I studied them carefully and agree that archaeology would be the 
only definitive answer, plus DNA analysis of any organic material found. I went through many 
contradictory sites, and concluded (tentatively) that Eurgain was born in 25, Cyllin in 35, Gwladys in 
36 and Lleyn in 45. Caradog was born in 5 BC (attached genealogy). Although there is a great deal of 
contradiction, there is some kind of consensus that Cor Eurgain was established on a very ancient 
druidical site. Your latest yew tree analysis confirms circa 2,000 years old plus or minus say 300 years. 
One thing I note from the genealogy is that the great grandfather of Caradog was Garar Garanhir (born 
95 BC, www.ancientwalesstudies,org id 183 and id 185). I noticed that Morian in 1903 named him as 
Ceri, which is of course still used in Wales. Further back in the line there is Cerint (born 225 B. C.) 
There seems to be a consensus on the fact that Caradog was captured in 51, and taken to Rome, where 
he met St. Paul in 58 – 59 when they were both prisoners in Rome. Tacitus mentions that Caradog was 
not allowed to return to Britain, others contradict Tacitus. Another site mentions that Bran was held 
hostage for Caradog until 67, when he returned to Siluria. (Wales did not exist in those days, only 
Britain). Claudia was married to Rufus Pudens Pudentius in 53, when she was 19. Another source 
mentions that Caradog gave them a dowry which was used to build Pallatium Brittanicum, whch was 
used for Christian teaching. That would have been very dangerous. The most reliable thing for me 
(apart from your tree dating and the genealogy) is that the earliest Christian church would have been a 
simple wooden shelter over an altar. There may be traces of such an altar. One or two sites mention the 
need for an excavation of the mound, and at the foot of the north wall of the nave of the church. 
Another mentions that St. Linus is buried with St. Peter at the foot of the Vatican Hill. That grave could
be located and analyzed, with permission from the Vatican. I will certainly try to interest people in 
archaeology because this is a very important site.

In a message dated 08/12/2016 09:26:18 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Dear Myron,

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/08/archaeology-at-llanilid/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/


I hope you got the photocopies alright. I must apologise for the fact that I found the card I 
had written to accompany them , on my desk! Sorry about that!

All the best,
Janis

afamilylinesancestryto1,100 BC.pdf

 on Archaeology at LLanilid

363(3) : The Effect of Fluid Spacetime on the Inverse Square     Law

December 8, 2016 

The rigorous result is that the fluid spacetime, vacuum or aether produces new fundamental 
accelerations in classical dynamics, defined by Eq. (15). These augment the centrifugal and Coriolis 
accelerations in every situation in classical dynamics, so can be looked for experimentally. In orbital 
theory the Hooke Newton inverse square law is changed. In an excellent approximation it becomes Eq. 
(22) which can be graphed by computer algebra in terms of r. The usual radial component of the 
Newtonian result is changed and there appears a component in e sub theta which is not present at all in 
Newtonian theory. This is the approximate force law responsible for a precessing orbit. The rigorous 
force law for any planar orbit is given by Eq (15). My ancestral cousin John Aubrey F.R.S. (attached 
genealogy) was an antiquarian and wrote “Brief Lives” (online) which describes how his friend Robert 
Hooke was the discoverer of the inverse square law for an elliptical orbit, and not Isaac Newton. 
However, neither Robert Hooke nor John Aubrey could prove that the inverse square law gives an 
elliptical orbit. The proof was apparently carried out by Newton from 1665 to 1687, but this seems 
dubious to me because Newton obviously did not know of the 1835 centrifugal and Coriolis 
accelerations. In 1689 Leibnitz accidentally stumbled on the centrifugal acceleration, but did not prove 
it. So as usual, physics history is a bit of a pig’s breakfast – semi mythological. On the other hand the 
genealogy is very accurate, based on source documents for every generation, cross checked between 
many genealogists.

a363rdpapernotes3.pdf

afamilylinesrelationtowilliamandjohnaubrey.pdf

 on 363(3) : The Effect of Fluid Spacetime on the Inverse Square Law

Spanish version of UFT     364

December 8, 2016 

Many thanks, I am forwarding to the blog. UFT364 has already been archived on the wayback machine
(www.archive.org).

CC: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 07/12/2016 16:14:55 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Spanish version of UFT 364

Hello Dave,

http://www.archive.org/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/08/spanish-version-of-uft-364-2/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/afamilylinesrelationtowilliamandjohnaubrey.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/a363rdpapernotes3.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/08/3633-the-effect-of-fluid-spacetime-on-the-inverse-square-law/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/afamilylinesancestryto1100-bc1.pdf


Please find enclosed the Spanish version of UFT 364, for posting.

Thanks.

Regards,

Documento364.pdf

 on Spanish version of UFT 364

Spanish version of UFT     364

December 8, 2016 

Many thanks to both colleagues: Alex Hill and Dave Burleigh. UFT364 is an important and precise 
replication of the Osamu Ide circuit, which demonstrates that it is possible to take energy from the 
ubiquitous spacetime in which we all live. The replication is part of Baconian science, which means 
that experiments must be reproducible in one laboratory and repeatable in another laboratory or 
laboratories. So what is needed now is patenting and mass production of these circuits, which can be 
applied in all kinds of ways. That will take a lot of hard work by dedicated people, and it needs support 
from governments and industry worldwide. The Osamu Ide circuit is explained precisely by Einstein 
Cartan Evans unified field theory in UFT311, which has been heavily studied for almost two years. The
circuit has also been replicated in another laboratory in Japan. There is enough detail given in UFT364 
for any good engineer to build the circuit. Energy from spacetime (or the “vacuum”) has been 
advocated for almost a century, but this is the first time that a precise theoretical understanding has 
been achieved, and the first time that a circuit has been replicated precisely. That is the result of years 
of hard work by AIAS / UPITEC and others around the world. The avant garde must be supported now 
by governments and major industry around the world. The profits of the oil companies are not 
threatened, because oil must be conserved for petrochemicals to make many products taken for granted 
by humankind. Those products are again the result of years of hard work by scientists. In view of the 
urgent need for new sources of energy, prizes and so on are no big deal, but I should think that there is 
already unanimous agreement that this work should be recognized by one or more Nobel Prizes and so 
on. The prizes cannot be tied perennially up in obsolete and useless string theory.

In a message dated 07/12/2016 19:41:00 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Done today

Dave

On 12/7/2016 9:14 AM, Alex Hill (ET3M) wrote:

Hello Dave,

Please find enclosed the Spanish version of UFT 364, for posting.

Thanks.

Regards,

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/08/spanish-version-of-uft-364/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/documento364.pdf


 on Spanish version of UFT 364

ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter     Five

December 8, 2016 

Many thanks to Dave Burleigh, who has together my part of the first five chapters in the first item of 
“Other papers” in the publications section of www.aias.us. Next weekend I plan to work on chapter six 
on the ECE2 vacuum. In the meantime I am continuing with notes for UFT363, on orbital effects of a 
fluid spacetime, vacuum, or aether. “ECE2: The Second Paradigm Shift” is the monograph that sums 
up ECE2 theory to date, and the sequel to the high impact monograph “The Principles of ECE”

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 07/12/2016 17:56:12 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter Five

Added today

Dave

On 12/6/2016 1:41 AM, EMyrone wrote:

OK many thanks, the file with formulae is attached, accompanied by the docx 
file.

In a message dated 05/12/2016 14:26:25 GMT Standard Time, writes:

This is without formulas. Have you already put them in? Could you 
also send the docx file?

Thanks in advance, Horst

Am 05.12.2016 um 11:29 schrieb EMyrone:

This is my part of chapter five, indications are written in
to Horst Eckardt’s important computations, tabular 
matter, graphics and energy level diagrams. This chapter
replaces the A potential of the standard model by the 
ECE2 W vector potential, proportional to the spin 
curvature vector as in chapter three, and challenges the 
Dirac approximation in many ways. These spectra if 
observed would be of great practical utility. If not, the 
standard model relativistic quantum mechanics would 
have been refuted. All of this chapter has been checked 
by hand and by computer algebra, and this is true for all 
chapters.

 on ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter Five

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/08/ece2-the-second-paradigm-shift-chapter-five/


Wind 8.20%, 2 – 23 mph, Wales 11 – 15 mph, 0820 local     time

December 8, 2016 

In the Betws area today the wind is recorded as 11 mph to the north east by the met office wind map, 
which records the MAXIMUM expected wind speed. So my careful daily analysis on this blog shows 
clearly that the average wind speed in the Betws area is almost never enough to generate any electricity.
This finding should enrage the population and result in demands for a referendum and for all subsidies 
to be paid back by the developers, so they are bankrupted and directors banned.. The Betws wind 
turbines make an ugly mess out of a rare ecology and loom contemptuously over a Welsh speaking 
society. They should be demolished. The ecology has been badly damaged will never be the same 
again, but efforts should be made to repair it as much as possible, paid for by bankrupt directors in grim
humour. Whatever the climate is doing, wind turbines have no effect on it. On the other hand ES and 
LENR power stations will make all other power generating technologies obsolete. In the meantime, 
emergency efforts are needed to build tidal hydroelectric power stations in the Bristol channel, with its 
thirty foot tide. That would quickly result in enough power for all three countries of Britain, and for 
export.

Daily Report 6/12/16

December 8, 2016 

The equivalent of 125,156 printed pages was downloaded during the day (456.320 megabytes) from 
2,570 memory files downloaded (hits) and 457 distinct visits each averaging 4.2 memory pages and 9 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 48.70, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 
338, Top ten 295, Evans / Morris 264, Collected scientometrics 120, Principles of ECE 58, F3(Sp) 55, 
Collected Eckardt / Lindstrom 50, Barddoniaeth 36, Collected Proofs 32, Autobiography volumes one 
and two 31, Evans Equations 30, UFT88 27, PECE 18, Llais 14, UFT311 13, UFT321 13, Engineering 
Model 13, CEFE 12, PLENR 12, Self charging inverter 9, ECE2 4, Prolific Authors 3, Three world 
records by MWE 3, UFT313 6, UFT314 6, UFT315 6, UFT316 7, UFT317 6, UFT318 5, UFT319 12, 
UFT320 4, UFT322 7, UFT323 4, UFT324 9, UFT325 5, UFT326 10, UFT327 8, UFT328 4, UFT329 
6, UFT330 6, UFT331 14, UFT332 10, UFT333 8, UFT334 6, UFT335 9, UFT336 8, UFT337 2, 
UFT338 4, UFT339 3, UFT340 4, UFT341 9, UFT342 4, UFT343 6, UFT344 6, UFT345 7, UFT348 6,
UFT349 6, UFT351 9, UFT352 3, UFT353 5, UFT354 8, UFT355 9, UFT356 6, UFT357 8, UFT358 6,
UFT359 3, UFT360 3, UFT361 4, UFT362 10, UFT364 25 to date in December 2016. City of 
Winnipeg UFT Section, Deusu search engine general; Institute for Cancer Genetics Columbia 
University UFT88; Stanford University UFT239; French National Centre for Nuclear and Particle 
Physics (CNRS) UFT33; INFN Rome 1 UFT116 (Italian National Institute for Nuclear Research); 
University of Wales Cardiff general; Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for 
December 2016.

 on Daily Report 6/12/16

Important Things in     Science

December 7, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/07/important-things-in-science/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/08/daily-report-61216/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/08/wind-8-20-2-23-mph-wales-11-15-mph-0820-local-time/


These are the same as in the new theology in the time of my direct ancestor Caradog, King of the 
Silurians, two thousand years ago, purity of purpose and scholarship, in our case accurate comparison 
with data, and in our time, archiving and our own methods of distance teaching at the best universities 
and similar in the world. The result has been the complete rejection of ancient dogma. The naive 
standard modellers underestimate the intelligence of ordinary people. As we say in middle distance 
athletics, the opposition to the new science has been burned off, and physics will never be the same 
again. If things were left to the physics establishment one could win a five thousand metre race by fifty 
metres, and they would give the gold medal to the runner up, or the first string theorist to finish. We 
just do not take heed of things like that, and the latest UFT364 on the replication of the Ide circuit is 
already a great success. So congratulations once more to all staffs.

 on Important Things in Science

List of Prolific     Authors

December 7, 2016 

This confirms that I have produced approximately ten times more work than Hawking. I have not even 
heard of the latest Milner Prize winners. The physics system is set up in such a way that high impact 
work they don’t like is minimized, but in the age of the knowledge revolution this fools no one. The 
result is a tremendous intellectual rejection of the eighty year old politburo by the younger generations. 
The scientometrics show this conclusively. Once we drift away from the rigour and hard work of 
scholarship, we put our feet in the domen dail, or cess pit, of human nature. Nevertheless we must fight
for fairness.

LIST_OF_THE_MOST_PROLIFIC_CHEMISTS_AND_PHYSICISTS.pdf

 on List of Prolific Authors

Accumulating Nominations

December 7, 2016 

Many thanks for this and fully agreed. We think in the same way as students of Mansel Davies, 
scholarship is the only thing worth doing. However he was also keen on fairness. Nominations for the 
2017 Prize are now closed, similarly for the Wolf Prize. So I will look up deadlines and make a note of 
them. If any one looks promising I will let you know. There is a lot to add to the list of achievements. I 
think that I have produced about ten times more work than Hawking, who was given the Prize without 
application by a small group of friends that included Weinberg, they are all standard modellers of 
course. They are so arrogant now that they assert that anything that is not string theory is not physics. If
that were true, there would be no Baconian physics at all. Weinberg’s electroweak theory has been 
shredded without objection in UFT225, so it is obsolete. Stephen Crothers and the rest of AIAS have 
shredded Hawking’s work many times over, so have many other groups. Hawking is just an Idol of the 
Cave. So it seems that Mr Rajpal was just sending me information on the Milner Prize. The AIAS 
Fellows could look for deadlines of some prizes. String theory is shredded in CEFE, again without 
objection.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 07/12/2016 00:16:33 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Accumulating Nominations

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/07/accumulating-nominations-2/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/list_of_the_most_prolific_chemists_and_physicists1.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/07/list-of-prolific-authors/


The real prize is making the massive contributions that you have made and on merit you 
deserve everyone of the awards on offer.

We can try Milner again but I do not understand how these awards are made – there is no 
feed back and I doubt that some individuals like Hawking even actually applied. His was 
probably a name that they considered would help their own cause. I do not know who most 
of the current winners are – some are obscure string theorists as you point out.

Do we know when the closing date is? I have no problem in nominating again but am 
resigned to disappointed for you as far as Milner is concerned. One day AIAS must set up 
its own prizes that would be awarded fairly and on merit and open to scrutiny.

Sent from my Samsung device

 on Accumulating Nominations

Wind 15.92%, 3 – 34 mph. Wales 7 – 34 mph, 0711 local     time

December 7, 2016 

The wind speed over the Betws area now is 7 mph to the north west, according to the met office wind 
map. The wind speed of 34 mph is the highest I have recorded in Wales in about six months and is off 
the coast of Gwynedd. So there is a storm and for the first time in almost a week, the wind turbine 
percentage is greater than 10% for Britain as a whole. This is wholly inadequate to meet demand. In 
contrast UFT364 on the replication of the Ide circuit, shows signs of being a classic paper, indicating 
that energy from spacetime is feasible and economical, clean and free from pollution. This is an exact 
replication and rigorously scientific. Wind turbines are an unscientific scam.

 on Wind 15.92%, 3 – 34 mph. Wales 7 – 34 mph, 0711 local time

Daily Report 5/12/16

December 7, 2016 

The equivalent of 91,492 printed pages was downloaded during the day (333.580 megabytes) from 
2,404 downloaded memory files and 444 distinct visits, each averaging 4.4 memory pages and 9 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 38.06, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 263, Top ten items 260, Evans / Morris 165, Collected scientometrics 108, Principles 
of ECE 53, F3(Sp) 48, Collected Eckart / Lindstrom 45, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 31, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 27, UFT88 23, Evans Equations 23, PECE 16, UFT311 13, Llais 
11, UFT321 11, CEFE 9, Self charging inverter 7, PLENR 6, Three world records by MWE 1, UFT313
5, UFT314 4, UFT315 5, UFT316 5, UFT317 4, UFT318 4, UFT 319 2, UFT320 4, UFT322 5, 
UFT323 3, UFT324 9, UFT325 5, UFT326 8, UFT327 5, UFT328 4, UFT329 6, UFT330 6, UFT331 8,
UFT332 9, UFT333 7, UFT334 5, UFT335 9, UFT336 8, UFT337 2, UFT338 1, UFT339 3, UFT340 4,
UFT341 7, UFT342 4, UFT343 5, UFT344 5, UFT345 4, UFT346 6, UFT347 7, UFT348 3, UFT349 4,
UFT351 1, UFT352 3, UFT353 2, UFT354 7, UFT355 6, UFT356 5, UFT357 6, UFT358 3, UFT359 3,
UFT360 2, UFT361 4, UFT362 10, UFT364 24 to date in December 2016. City of Winnipeg UFT364, 
ECE Devices, European Centre for Nuclear Research (CERN) UFT57; Privacy Foundation Switzerland

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/07/daily-report-51216/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/07/wind-15-92-3-34-mph-wales-7-34-mph-0711-local-time/


general; University of Muenster UFT239, UFT242; New York University UFT213; Mexican National 
Library of Science and Technology, National Polytechnic Institute Circuit resonance parameters; 
Mexican National Electoral Institute F3(Sp); Royal Society of Chemistry Self charging inverter and Ide
papers; Moscow Technological University Physical and Technology Institute general; University of 
Ankara UFT347. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for December 2016.

 on Daily Report 5/12/16

Accumulating Nominations

December 6, 2016 

I should explain that my aim, oft stated, is to build up nominations on behalf of avant garde science, 
and not myself, and I am most grateful to all nominators and supporters. There are already many 
nominations, and these are being recorded by Marquis. I will update the attached list of achievements 
and a future nominator may use this with minimum effort on his part. Similarly I am always prepared 
to nominate other Fellows if they wish to be nominated. I am not prepared to recognize the existence of
a closed shop, or a club, even though everyone knows that such a club exists. My Ph. D. supervisor, 
Professor Emeritus Mansel Davies, described the Nobel Prize process as a club like any other, but in 
fact, I am not sceptical (or cynical) to that extent. I have already been appointed directly by Elizabeth II
as a Civil List Pensioner, a high State honour, taking precedence over academic honours. Once again, 
many thanks to all concerned. I assume that if people point out the existence of prizes to me, as they 
often do, they wish me to be nominated. If this is not the case, please clarify their intentions. 
Nominators should stand back from the process, so they do not become angry or disappointed as they 
are quite justified in feeling. There are many kinds of gross injustice in a decadent contemporay 
society, but corruption and injustice must never be accepted, otherwise there is only barbarism.

LIST_OF_MAIN_ACHIEVEMENTS_FOR_BIG_PRIZE_NOMINATORS.pdf

 on Accumulating Nominations

Preliminary Dating at Llan     Ilid

December 6, 2016 

This looks like definitive evidence. Can DNA analysis be applied, and if so with what accuracy? As a 
historical scholar I am always wary of mythology, true genealogy is backed up by data for every 
generation. Near those yew trees there may be artifacts that show traces of Christianity. I have a habit 
of looking up many sites and cross checking them, both in science and other fields. Eurgain may have 
been named Eurgain Wladys, meaning that she was a Princess, daughter of Caradog . Similarly Magnus
Maximus was Macsen Wledig (Wledig is the masculine form of Wladys, coming from “gwlad” 
meaning “country”). I have come across one or two archaeological sites, an accurate and scientific 
analysis is needed, using layers as usual. I will see what I can do, but can’t promise anything. The 
evidence for the existence of Eurgain resides in Iolo Morganwg’s “lost manuscript”, the equally lost 
manuscripts of Prince Iestyn ap Gwrgan, and legend. Gwladys is mentioned as Claudia Britannica in 
one source, she married Rufus Pudens and stayed in Rome, where she died about 97 A. D. St Peter is 
the definitive source for Linus. Claudia is mentioned in St. Paul’s letter to Timotheus, and in Romans.

Preliminary Dating at Llan Ilid

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/06/preliminary-dating-at-llan-ilid-2/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/list_of_main_achievements_for_big_prize_nominators1.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/06/accumulating-nominations/


Dear Myron,

Well I’ve just put Allen on the train back to Oxford. We spent this morning counting rings 
on some 20 samples we collected from the big male yew at Llanilid, which I believe was 
planted by Joseph of Arimathea.

It seems there was a misunderstanding of some sort as I was surprised to hear Allen say at 
yours that he could date the yew to within 5 years as we know that is not possible but I 
asked him to clarify what he was saying when we were there and I’m sure he said yes!! (Do
you remember this part of the conversation?) Anyway it is not true and Allen was annoyed 
that I said he had said that. So sorry about that, a yew cannot be dated within 5 years unless 
we have a known planting date. However the news is good anyway.

Allen dated the yew, based on ring counts and a number of other factors such as the size of 
the tree, the site it’s on and the hollowness and decay, to between 1800 and 2,300 years old 
and says the likelihood is it is somewhere in the middle which of course covers the period 
when Joseph of Arimathea would have arrived at Llanilid, so that is good enough for our 
purposes and means that our next book will happen! It could have turned out to have been 
around 1500 years which many of the yews are, having been planted by saints at a 
particular period when that was going on and in that case it would have been a non starter 
in terms of interest to us as the tree of Life is the most important thing as far as we are 
concerned and the possibility of tracing it. In terms of rarity there are just 23 yews in Wales 
in this category.

It is a shame we can’t trace what happened to those 2 lead coffins that were discovered at 
Llanilid during excavations. We could really do with some help on that. Also whatever you 
can do in terms of finding someone who could get interested in doing a dig to find and date 
artefacts at Cor Eurgain would be extremely helpful.

I know of a few sites where there are a circle of yews all planted at the same date. The ones 
that spring to mind are Penpont, near Brecon and a disused church whose name I can’t 
remember near Llandegai. There ar other circles such as Llanelly )near Abergavenny) 
where there was a complete circle but where some of the tree have gone and other yews 
planted to take their place, so they are different ages. Also at Garthbrengy near Brecon 
there were originally 33 Yews and now there are only 23 but many of these at least on the 
south side are a similar age.

As a general rule, the Celts planted yews on the path of the sun (east and west sides of the 
burial mound), Neolithic people planted the yews on the north, Saxons on the south and 
south west, IN Roman times, on the south east and the Normans planted on the 4 corners. I 
wouldn’t say many yews are over 4 thousand years old. This is quite a rarity. In Wales and 
the borders there are perhaps 5 yews of this age and over – Defynnog, Discoed, 
Llangernyw, Bettws Newydd and Linton. I wouldn’t take this new age website – white 
dragon, as gospel! Its not factual, serious or scientific but fanciful and mythical and while 
these things are all interesting they are not in the same category.



I am collecting together some or the papers we have on Llanilid which will interest you and
will send these onto you next.

All good wishes,
Janis

On Mon, Dec 5, 2016 at 11:38 AM, <EMyrone> wrote:

Many thanks, it was an honour to meet both of you. The tree may well date to 
37 A. D. plus or minus something, when Ilid or Joseph of Arimathea is said to 
have arrived with disciples. Then DNA can be applied, and techniques to find 
metal or stone artifacts in Cor Eurgain and surroundings. I will certainly try to 
interest archaelogists in this. Before 37 A. D. Ilid was a trader and would have 
learned British Celtic to be able to converse. If it was planted by Romans as you
mentioned, the preliminary dating of 1,800 years might be consistent with a 
Roman occupation that started when they arrived in the Silurian territory, that 
would be from 43 A.D. (Claudian invasion) to 51 A. D. (when Caradog was 
betrayed and captured) My direct ancestor Caradog (Caratacus) was captured in
51 A. D. They Romans may have planted the tree after 150 years or so of 
occupation. In my opinion what is needed is a definitively Christian artifact 
dating to the foundation of Cor Eurgain as a Christian rather than a Druidical 
place for assembly. This would fix the exact date at which the Druids accepted 
Christianity in that locality. This may be a metal artifact of some kind or 
similar. It would have been a dangerous time for both Christians and Druids, the
Romans made an attempt to get rid of the Druids in Mo^n or Anglesey as you 
know. I googled up “yew trees in an oval or circle” and found a site 
www.whitedragon.org.uk which mentioned that the trees were planted in a 
circle or ellipse around a central building. I also saw mention of yew tree 
carvings and that many yew trees in Britain are over four thousand years old, 
your discovery at Defynnog being the oldest yet known. I can write with 
confidence that the genealogy back to Caradog is historical. So his father Bran 
was historical and an exact contemporary of Ilid. So I can support your 
excellent work with genealogy.

In a message dated 04/12/2016 22:00:40 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Dear Myron, Thanks for your email and attachments. Both Allen 
and I were absolutely delighted to meet and talk with you. I have 
long wondered if we would ever trace you, the person who shared a 
recognition of the yew at Defynnog with us.

I very much hope and feel that we will be involved again with a 
project, this time of course with Llanilid. I feel that between us we 
will be able to bring Llanilid the recognition it deserves.

We went to Llanilid yesterday actually and Allen brought back 

http://www.whitedragon.org.uk/


wood from the yew tree which we will analyse for age tomorrow 
and I will let you know the outcome. Fingers crossed. At the 
moment Allen is guessing the tree is 1800 years old. I’m hoping it 
might be a little older!
We had a long chat with the farmer who lives opposite the entrance 
to the site, who was really lovely, was interested in what we were 
doing and said he hoped Llanilid would come to life again! He told 
us there was a film co. setting up where the open cast had been and 
which has now finished. It is called Red Dragon Films.
It would be marvellous if we could collaborate over Llanilid and I 
am hoping you’ll be able to engage the interest of archaeologists to 
investigate the Cor

I was honoured to know Tony Conran who was a great and brilliant 
man, a lover of ferns, who had a wonderful garden of ferns, 
rhododendrons and azaleas. I often stayed with him and his wife 
who was my friend at university. He had a great sense of humour 
and he inspired me in many ways. I have known your cousin Carole
for a long time and we both taught for Swansea university. It is 
always good when you find there are several connections with 
someone.

Thankyou for your hospitality and all the nice things you said about
us! We are very glad to have met you at last.
I’ll shall be in touch again shortly,

All good wishes,
Janis

On Fri, Dec 2, 2016 at 6:10 PM, <EMyrone> wrote:

It was most pleasant to make your acquaintance, and I 
will support your excellent work with genealogy. It is 
all on www.aias.us . Carole Hopkin is my cousin in two 
ways, on the Morgan side and Hopkin side, and Mary 
Hopkin and I were in Pontardawe Grammar School for 
six years (1961 – 1967). Mary is a few days older than 
me, which means that she is over eighteen. I will read 
your books with great interest. I think that a yew tree 
dating at Cor Eurgain might determine its year of 
planting as mid first century, and I will certainly try to 
have an excavation started of the mound called Cor 
Eurgain. Her sister was Claudia Britannica and she was 
adopted by Claudius. Llanilltud Fawr was in the time of 
Theodosius (Tewdos to the ancient Britons), about 350 
years later. My blog on www.aias.us contains all the 
research I have done on Lleyn ap Caradog, Pope St 

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/


Linus. The source for Lleyn ap Caradog being Linus is 
St. Peter, as on my blog. Congratulations on hitting the 
headlines with the Defynnog dating, very well deserved.
You may well get into the headlines again at Llan Ilid, 
the acknowledged source of Christianity in Britain, and 
then Ireland. In modern Welsh “Israelite” is “Iddew”, 
but it may well have been Ilid two thousand years ago, 
and of course he was St Joseph of Arimathea, uncle of 
St. Mary. I agree that Cor Eurgain is Druidical, and I 
was impressed by the depth and sincerityof scholarship 
of Allen Meredith and yourself. I am grateful for those 
who put my name in the church at Defynnog, this is a 
great honour. On my late father’s side I come from a 
long line of churchgoers, on my late mother’s side from 
Bedyddwyr. It was also very interesting to hear that you 
were taught by Anthony Conran, a poet I much admire. 
He translated “Pais Dinogad” as described on my blog. 
Attached is my descent from King Cyllin ap Caradog, 
brother of Lleyn, Eurgain and Gladys (Claudia). Linus 
is mentioned in Timothy and Romans.

Copied to Carole Hopkin

 on Preliminary Dating at Llan Ilid

Typo : “I cannot accept the idea of a closed     shop”

December 6, 2016 

I have fixed this typo on the blog. I came across a closed shop when I was working in the press shop of 
Aladdin factory in Pontardawe. I was told in a menacing way to produce less work, because I was 
showing up the regulars. We must not let this cynical and worthless anthropomorphism infringe on the 
great success of our science.

 on Typo : “I cannot accept the idea of a closed shop”

Breakthrough Prize – Physics World – Institute of     Physics

December 6, 2016 

It is well known that the obsolete string theorists control the big prizes. I am fully aware of that as the 
intellectual leader of the avant garde physics. Our scientometrics show that the string theorists are 
being rejected by the younger generation. Business as usual in physics. So we just keep plugging away 
until justice is done. I first came across corruption as a post doc. when I was told to publish less. That 
was just before I won one of my three world records, and two prestigious medals. This is the creative 
mind versus the system. I am interested only in science, and in trying to forge justice in a very corrupt 
society.

In a message dated 06/12/2016 13:58:57 GMT Standard Time, writes:

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/06/breakthrough-prize-physics-world-institute-of-physics/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/06/typo-i-cannot-accept-the-idea-of-a-closed-shop/


Flash Physics: Vibrots tumble and turn, string theorists bag Breakthrough Prize, microwave
chip is a first – physicsworld.com

Flash Physics: Vibrots tumble and turn, string theorists 
bag Breakthrough P…
Today’s selection of need-to-know updates from the world of physics

Milner Prize

December 6, 2016 

The nominations are made to test the fairness of the system. I am not allowed to apply, otherwise I 
would apply myself. If you wish Prof. Emeritus Alwyn van der Merwe will nominate and you can be a 
supporter if you wish. I cannot accept the idea of a “closed shop” in any walk of life, because this 
would be accepting corruption.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 06/12/2016 09:52:25 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: $3 million prize in fundamental physics will be split between three physi…

This is the Milner Prize Myron that we have tried for a few times. I think it is a closed shop 
again. We have not even received acknowledgements in the past.

Sent from my Samsung device

 on Milner Prize

363(2): General Planar Orbit from a Fluid Spacetime, Vacuum or     Aether

December 6, 2016 

This is given without approximation by Eq. (17), or in its differential format, Eq. (20), in terms of the 
Newtonian orbit. By choice of spin connections, any planar orbit can be generated by the effect of a 
fluid aether on the Newtonian orbit. Another method is given in Eq. (31), using Eqs. (25) and (26) 
suggested by protocol sent over by co author Horst Eckardt.

a363rdpapernotes2.pdf

 on 363(2): General Planar Orbit from a Fluid Spacetime, Vacuum or Aether

UFT364 Beginning its     Run

December 6, 2016 

Many thanks to AIAS Fellow Franklin Amador in California, who voluntarily typeset much of the 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/06/uft364-beginning-its-run/
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GCUFT book. UFT364 is certainly a breakthrough completely worthy of a breakthrough prize. 
Congratulations to all concerned! UFT311 and UFT364, and about six hundred other UFT papers and 
books, have shown that it is possible to extract energy from spacetime, bringing in the second industrial
revolution. When a paper is first posted I monitor it as it begins its run, (akin to the downhill in the 
winter Olympics). With some papers such as UFT364, it is immediately obvious that they are making 
an initial impact. The classic UFT papers sustain this impact permanently. So all criteria for a Nobel 
Prize are satisfied, major new science of use to humankind.

Sent: 06/12/2016 05:35:17 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: UFT364

Ide San,

This is great news and happy to see great progress among all the groups involved.

Like Myron, Horst and his Munich team has once again elevated humanity with true 
progress in the scientific world.

Sincerely,
Franklin

 on UFT364 Beginning its Run

FOR POSTING: ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter     Five

December 6, 2016 

OK many thanks, the file with formulae is attached, accompanied by the docx file.

In a message dated 05/12/2016 14:26:25 GMT Standard Time, writes:

This is without formulas. Have you already put them in? Could you also send the docx file?

Thanks in advance, Horst

Am 05.12.2016 um 11:29 schrieb EMyrone:

This is my part of chapter five, indications are written in to Horst Eckardt’s 
important computations, tabular matter, graphics and energy level diagrams. 
This chapter replaces the A potential of the standard model by the ECE2 W 
vector potential, proportional to the spin curvature vector as in chapter three, 
and challenges the Dirac approximation in many ways. These spectra if 
observed would be of great practical utility. If not, the standard model 
relativistic quantum mechanics would have been refuted. All of this chapter has 
been checked by hand and by computer algebra, and this is true for all chapters.

ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter Five.docx

ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter Five.pdf

https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/ece2-the-second-paradigm-shift-chapter-five.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/ece2-the-second-paradigm-shift-chapter-five1.docx
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/06/for-posting-ece2-the-second-paradigm-shift-chapter-five/


 on FOR POSTING: ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter Five

$3 million prize in fundamental physics will be split between three     physi…

December 6, 2016 

As the world record holder in number of publications, and also as a scientist making a phenomenal 
wolrdwide impact, (scientometrics), I should have a good chance of winning one of these. So should 
other AIAS Fellows, who are now universally regarded as eminent scientist and engineers in their own 
right. So I can ask Co President Gareth Evans to look up these prizes and organize nominations and 
support letters if he wishes. With the major breakthrough in papers such as UFT311 and UFT364, there 
should be a good chance given any degree of fair judgment. I have been nominated many times for the 
major prizes as in the attached Marquis entry of 2017. The prize money would be ploughed back into 
science and culture in Wales and elsewhere in the world.

In a message dated 05/12/2016 17:36:20 GMT Standard Time,

Breakthrough Prize hands out $25 million for “Oscars” of science

$3 million prize in fundamental physics will be split between three physicists.

Breakthrough Prize hands out $25 million for “Oscars” 
of science
By Lisa Grossman
The prize, founded and funded by Silicon Valley billionaires, aims to ape the film industry 
and make scientists …

Breakthrough Prize hands out $25 million for “Oscars” of science

amarquiswhoswhoscieng20162017finalversion.pdf

LIST_OF_MAIN_ACHIEVEMENTS_FOR_BIG_PRIZE_NOMINATORS.pdf

LIST_OF_THE_MOST_PROLIFIC_CHEMISTS_AND_PHYSICISTS.pdf

 on $3 million prize in fundamental physics will be split between three physi…

Wind 2.26%, 1 – 26 mph, Wales 2 – 10 mph 0811 local     time

December 6, 2016 

According to the met office wind map, which updates in real time, the wind speed in the Betws area 
now is only 2 mph, not enough to start the Betws wind turbines (7 – 9 mph). So anyone who follows 
these reports on the blog can see that these giant wind turbines are total failures. The Mynydd y Gwair 
turbines will also be total failures. I can see that clearly from my data, and have known it for a quarter 
century. I do not think that any scientist would disagree. My simple analysis shows conclusively that 
giant wind turbines are a total failure in Wales. In great contrast, energy from spacetime, (ES) has been 
proven in UFT364 and UFT311 to be a great success. The exact replication in UFT364 and the precise 
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theoretical agreement with Einstein Cartan Evans (ECE) unified field theory in UFT311 should be 
worthy of a Nobel Prize or Wolf Prize shared among the experimenters and theoreticians. My 
scientometrics this morning show already that UFT364 is going to be a very popular paper.

 on Wind 2.26%, 1 – 26 mph, Wales 2 – 10 mph 0811 local time

Daily Report Sunday     4/12/16

December 6, 2016 

The equivalent of 154,285 printed pages was downloaded during the day (562.522 megabytes) from 
493 distinct visits, each averaging 5.8 memory pages and 8 minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 49.66,
main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Top ten 220, Collected ECE2 197, Evans / Morris 132 (est), 
Collected scientometrics 87, F3(Sp) 38, Principles of ECE 37, Eckardt / Lindstrom 31, Barddoniaeth / 
Collected Poetry 27, Autobiography volumes one and two 23, UFT88 22, Evans Equations 21, 
Collected Proofs 19, UFT311 12, UFT321 9, PECE 7, CEFE 6, PLENR 5, Engineering Model 5, ECE2
3, Three world records by MWE 1, UFT313 5, UFT314 4, UFT315 4, UFT316 4, UFT317 3, UFT318 
3, UFT319 8, UFT320 2, UFT322 3, UFT323 2, UFT324 6, UFT325 3, UFT326 6, UFT327 4, UFT328
3, UFT329 4, UFT330 10, UFT331 5, UFT332 7, UFT333 1, UFT334 4, UFT335 6, UFT336 7, 
UFT338 1, UFT339 2, UFT340 1, UFT341 5, UFT342 3, UFT343 3, UFT344 1,UFT345 3, UFT346 5, 
UFT347 5, UFT348 2, UFT349 3, UFT351 4, UFT352 1, UFT353 3, UFT354 6, UFT355 3, UFT356 4,
UFT357 5, UFT358 2, UFT359 2, UFT360 2, UFT361 1, UFT362 5, UFT364 17 to date in December 
2016. University of British Columbia UFT165; Steinbuch Computing Centre Karlsruhe Institute of 
Technology UTF364, UFT281; California Institute of Technology UFT102; University of Texas Rio 
Grande Valley UFT177; Applied Chemistry University of Tokyo UFT165; Cheng Kung Senior High 
School Taiwan experimental advantages of ECE theory. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file 
attached for December 2016.

 on Daily Report Sunday 4/12/16

Preliminary Dating at Llan     Ilid

December 5, 2016 

Many thanks, it was an honour to meet both of you. The tree may well date to 37 A. D. plus or minus 
something, when Ilid or Joseph of Arimathea is said to have arrived with disciples. Then DNA can be 
applied, and techniques to find metal or stone artifacts in Cor Eurgain and surroundings. I will certainly
try to interest archaelogists in this. Before 37 A. D. Ilid was a trader and would have learned British 
Celtic to be able to converse. If it was planted by Romans as you mentioned, the preliminary dating of 
1,800 years might be consistent with a Roman occupation that started when they arrived in the Silurian 
territory, that would be from 43 A.D. (Claudian invasion) to 51 A. D. (when Caradog was betrayed and 
captured) My direct ancestor Caradog (Caratacus) was captured in 51 A. D. They Romans may have 
planted the tree after 150 years or so of occupation. In my opinion what is needed is a definitively 
Christian artifact dating to the foundation of Cor Eurgain as a Christian rather than a Druidical place 
for assembly. This would fix the exact date at which the Druids accepted Christianity in that locality. 
This may be a metal artifact of some kind or similar. It would have been a dangerous time for both 
Christians and Druids, the Romans made an attempt to get rid of the Druids in Mo^n or Anglesey as 
you know. I googled up “yew trees in an oval or circle” and found a site www.whitedragon.org.uk 
which mentioned that the trees were planted in a circle or ellipse around a central building. I also saw 

http://www.whitedragon.org.uk/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/05/preliminary-dating-at-llan-ilid/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/06/daily-report-41216/


mention of yew tree carvings and that many yew trees in Britain are over four thousand years old, your 
discovery at Defynnog being the oldest yet known. I can write with confidence that the genealogy back 
to Caradog is historical. So his father Bran was historical and an exact contemporary of Ilid. So I can 
support your excellent work with genealogy.

In a message dated 04/12/2016 22:00:40 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Dear Myron, Thanks for your email and attachments. Both Allen and I were absolutely 
delighted to meet and talk with you. I have long wondered if we would ever trace you, the 
person who shared a recognition of the yew at Defynnog with us.

I very much hope and feel that we will be involved again with a project, this time of course 
with Llanilid. I feel that between us we will be able to bring Llanilid the recognition it 
deserves.

We went to Llanilid yesterday actually and Allen brought back wood from the yew tree 
which we will analyse for age tomorrow and I will let you know the outcome. Fingers 
crossed. At the moment Allen is guessing the tree is 1800 years old. I’m hoping it might be 
a little older!
We had a long chat with the farmer who lives opposite the entrance to the site, who was 
really lovely, was interested in what we were doing and said he hoped Llanilid would come 
to life again! He told us there was a film co. setting up where the open cast had been and 
which has now finished. It is called Red Dragon Films.
It would be marvellous if we could collaborate over Llanilid and I am hoping you’ll be able
to engage the interest of archaeologists to investigate the Cor

I was honoured to know Tony Conran who was a great and brilliant man, a lover of ferns, 
who had a wonderful garden of ferns, rhododendrons and azaleas. I often stayed with him 
and his wife who was my friend at university. He had a great sense of humour and he 
inspired me in many ways. I have known your cousin Carole for a long time and we both 
taught for Swansea university. It is always good when you find there are several 
connections with someone.

Thankyou for your hospitality and all the nice things you said about us! We are very glad to
have met you at last.
I’ll shall be in touch again shortly,

All good wishes,
Janis

On Fri, Dec 2, 2016 at 6:10 PM, <EMyrone> wrote:

It was most pleasant to make your acquaintance, and I will support your 
excellent work with genealogy. It is all on www.aias.us . Carole Hopkin is my 
cousin in two ways, on the Morgan side and Hopkin side, and Mary Hopkin and
I were in Pontardawe Grammar School for six years (1961 – 1967). Mary is a 
few days older than me, which means that she is over eighteen. I will read your 
books with great interest. I think that a yew tree dating at Cor Eurgain might 

http://www.aias.us/


determine its year of planting as mid first century, and I will certainly try to 
have an excavation started of the mound called Cor Eurgain. Her sister was 
Claudia Britannica and she was adopted by Claudius. Llanilltud Fawr was in 
the time of Theodosius (Tewdos to the ancient Britons), about 350 years later. 
My blog on www.aias.us contains all the research I have done on Lleyn ap 
Caradog, Pope St Linus. The source for Lleyn ap Caradog being Linus is St. 
Peter, as on my blog. Congratulations on hitting the headlines with the 
Defynnog dating, very well deserved. You may well get into the headlines again
at Llan Ilid, the acknowledged source of Christianity in Britain, and then 
Ireland. In modern Welsh “Israelite” is “Iddew”, but it may well have been Ilid 
two thousand years ago, and of course he was St Joseph of Arimathea, uncle of 
St. Mary. I agree that Cor Eurgain is Druidical, and I was impressed by the 
depth and sincerityof scholarship of Allen Meredith and yourself. I am grateful 
for those who put my name in the church at Defynnog, this is a great honour. 
On my late father’s side I come from a long line of churchgoers, on my late 
mother’s side from Bedyddwyr. It was also very interesting to hear that you 
were taught by Anthony Conran, a poet I much admire. He translated “Pais 
Dinogad” as described on my blog. Attached is my descent from King Cyllin ap
Caradog, brother of Lleyn, Eurgain and Gladys (Claudia). Linus is mentioned in
Timothy and Romans.

Copied to Carole Hopkin

 on Preliminary Dating at Llan Ilid

Plans for Chapter     Six

December 5, 2016 

UFT336 to UFT341 will be used as the basis for chapter six, on the development of the ECE2 vacuum 
and the ECE2 vacuum particle. Recently great progress has been made by developing the ECE2 
vacuum as a generally covariant fluid, and that theory has reached note two for UFT363, which I will 
work on shortly, giving another new explanation for precession in terms of novel spin connection 
components. Chapter four may be said to wreck the Einstein theory and chapter five to wreck the Dirac
theory. However I am not a wrecker, I am always an inductive scientist looking for new discoveries. I 
would rather describe myself as a surgeon, sometime drastic surgery is needed in physics.

 on Plans for Chapter Six

FOR Posting: ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter Five “New 
Spectroscopies”

December 5, 2016 

This is my part of chapter five, indications are written in to Horst Eckardt’s important computations, 
tabular matter, graphics and energy level diagrams. This chapter replaces the A potential of the standard
model by the ECE2 W vector potential, proportional to the spin curvature vector as in chapter three, 
and challenges the Dirac approximation in many ways. These spectra if observed would be of great 
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practical utility. If not, the standard model relativistic quantum mechanics would have been refuted. All
of this chapter has been checked by hand and by computer algebra, and this is true for all chapters.

ECE2_The_Second_Paradigm_Shift_Chapter_Five.PDF

Wind 3.54%, 1 – 20 mph, Wales 2 – 12 mph, 0726 local     time

December 5, 2016 

The wind speed now in the area of the Betws turbines is 3 mph according to the met office wind map, 
directed to the south west. This is nowhere near enough to start the giant turbines, (7 – 9 mph to start 
them). So in winter they are as useless as in summer. Winds are no stronger in winter than in summer. 
Energy from spacetime (ES) power stations are feasible with the remarkably precise replication this 
week of the pioneering circuit by the AIAS / UPITEC group. International interest is building up in this
already (UFT364 on www.aias.us , its precise theoretical explanation from the internationally 
renowned Einstein Cartan Evans theory is archived in UFT311). Wind turbines are a primitive 
throwback – my early morning work on this blog shows clearly that they are completely useless in 
Wales. They do not save on emissions. Welsh Assembly Ministers have no knowledge of science and 
just read out a script. Their advisors are part of the wind industry’s capitalist cabal and lobbying 
machine. Many turbines were thrown up for money (subsidies), decimating planning rules and ignoring
objections, all for no purpose at all. ES power stations can be miniaturized, would be very economical, 
and would eventually make all pother forms of electric generation obsolete. They could be used 
anywhere and on any scale, from powering a calculator to a full scale array of power stations. That is a 
bright future given an imaginative government. “A people gets the government it deserves”.

 on Wind 3.54%, 1 – 20 mph, Wales 2 – 12 mph, 0726 local time

Daily Report Saturday     3/12/16

December 5, 2016 

The equivalent of 98,325 printed pages was downloaded during the day (358.493 megabytes) from 456 
distinct visits each averaging 3.3 memory pages and 7 minutes, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. 
Top ten 176, Collected ECE2 116, Evans Equations 99(est), Collected scientometrics 67, F3(Sp) 26, 
UFT88 18, Principles of ECE 17, Eckardt / Lindstrom 16, Evans Equations 16, Barddoniaeth / 
Collected Poetry 14, Collected Proofs 14, Autobiography volumes one and two 13, UFT311 7, Ide 
Replication 6, Llais 6, PECE 6, UFT321 5, CEFE 5, PLENR 4, Self charging inverter 3, Engineering 
Model 3, UFT313 2, UFT314 3, UFT315 2, UFT316 2, UFT318 3, UFT319 4, UFT320 1, UFT323 1, 
UFT324 3, UFT325 1, UFT326 2, UFT327 3, UFT328 3, UFT329 3, UFT330 5, UFT331 3, UFT332 3,
UFT334 3, UFT335 4, UFT336 5, UFT338 1, UFT339 2, UFT340 1, UFT341 3, UFT343 3, UFT345 2,
UFT346 5, UFT347 4, UFT348 2, UFT349 3, UFT351 3, UFT352 2, UFT353 2, UFT354 2, UFT355 3,
UFT356 3, UFT357 4, UFT358 1, UFT359 2, UFT360 2, UFT361 1, UFT362 5 to date in December 
2016. University of Chemistry and Technology Prague 2D paper; University of Tuebingen levitron; 
National Electrification Administration of the Philippines levitron; Mathematics University of Bristol, 
home page, UNCC Saga Parts One to Four, historical source documents. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for December 2016.

 on Daily Report Saturday 3/12/16
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Early View and docx File of Chapter     Five

December 4, 2016 

This is the docx file of my part of chapter five on new types of spectra predicted by ECE2. I will 
probably complete the chapter with its equations by tomorrow morning, then proceed with UFT363. 
Next weekend is planned for my part of chapter six on new vacuum effects of ECE2. Chapter seven is 
planned to be on my part of the ECE2 theory of precessional effects observable in satellites and so 
forth, then probably two more chapters on the ECE2 triple unification of dynamics, electrodynamics 
and fluid dynamics. Then follow chapters by the co authors: Horst Eckardt and Doug Lindstrom on 
Energy from Spacetime and LENR, and Stephen Crothers on criticisms of the standard model dogma in
gravitational physics. The entire volume will be illustrated with the now famous graphics and 
computations by Horst Eckardt adn will be produced in Spanish translation by Alex Hill.

ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter Five.docx

ECE2_The_Second_Paradigm_Shift_Chapter_Five.PDF

 on Early View and docx File of Chapter Five

Co President’s Congratulations

December 4, 2016 

Fully agreed with Co President Gartth John Evans, who serves on Welsh environment committees.

Sent: 03/12/2016 23:26:04 GMT Standard Time
Subj: RE: FOR POSTING: UFT364

It is a very important replication of your work Osamu and demonstration that energy can be
abstracted from space-time. Congratulations to you all.

Sent from my Samsung device

 on Co President’s Congratulations

Typesetting of ECE2: The Second Paradigm     Shift”

December 4, 2016 

This is most generous of the UPITEC President, as usual, and I will certainly contribute as much as I 
can, at least 500 euro’s. Maybe Doug and other AIAS Fellows can contribute the other 500 euros. I 
agree that it will save a lot of time, and the typesetter is very accurate, the best typesetter I have seen.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/12/2016 16:26:55 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Typesetting of ECE2: The Second Paradigm Shift”

I can contribute at least the half of the typesetting cost. I extrapolated the cost from the 
PECE book chapters but maybe, with some own contributions, it will only be 2000 €, it is 
difficult to assess at the moment. I prefer having it typeset because it saves us a lot of time.
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Horst

Am 03.12.2016 um 15:41 schrieb EMyrone:

Yes that’s my feeling too. Doug’s typesetting of chapter two is fine, and I think 
we can slowly get it all done ourselves. We will certainly do an accurate job and
there is never any hurry. All the sections 3 are already typeset, it is a matter of 
editing them together. If the others contribute we can cover the cost.

In a message dated 03/12/2016 14:36:30 GMT Standard Time, dwlindstrom 
writes:

This, to me, is getting a bit pricey. Perhaps the rest of the aias 
fellows could be asked to contribute? Doug

On Sat, Dec 3, 2016 at 9:34 AM Doug Lindstrom <dwlindstrom> 
wrote:

This, to me, is starting to gat a bit pricey. Perhaps

On Sat, Dec 3, 2016 at 9:11 AM <EMyrone> wrote:

A copy of the New Generation version can 
be bought from their site but if you give me 
your address in confidence I will ask them 
to sent you one of my complimentary 
copies. It is nowhere near as good as the 
epubli hardback. You are the major co 
author and did a very large amount of work 
for the book. I did not realize that the 
typesetting was so expensive. I could cover 
the cost of my part in instalments, otherwise
a version with handwritten equations and 
symbols is fine with me – in the same way 
as Alex produces his translations.

In a message dated 03/12/2016 13:30:56 
GMT Standard Time, mail writes:

I asked one of the typesetters 
(the one who was the better one 
of both). He will typeset the 
book in spring next year. I guess
that it will cost us about 3000 
Euros. If we divide this among 
the authors it should be 



manageable.

Could you please send me a 
PECE exemplar of New 
Genration Publishing? I would 
like to have one for my personal 
archive. I will pay the price for 
it.

Horst

Am 01.12.2016 um 12:15 
schrieb EMyrone:

I would like the final
version to be typeset
by the same 
typesetters we used 
for PECE. They 
produced by far the 
most accurate work 
in my experience of 
typesetters (1973 to 
present). They 
would also have the 
experience of PECE 
behind them. I am 
prepared to help 
cover the cost of the 
typesetting by them. 
So if we are agreed 
Doug could transfer 
his excellent 
preliminary file to 
these typesetters for 
the final version of 
chapter two. The 
scientometrics show 
a lot of things, and 
they are very 
popular worldwide. 
One thing they show
is that readers in up 
to 182 countries are 
fully at home with 
my handwritten 
versions, and the 



handwritten 
translation versions 
by Alex Hill. The 
handwriting was 
always intended by 
me to keep things 
accurate. I began to 
produce intricate 
equations as a 
graduate student, 
and the typesetters at
JCS Faraday II, 
being chemists, 
often made a pig’s 
breakfast out of my 
manuscripts, 
needing hours of 
corrections for each 
paper. Doug’s 
typesetting in 
comparison to that is
accurate, but the 
typesetters used for 
PECE were hyper 
accurate. The 
hardback produced 
in Berlin was also a 
high standard 
production, printed 
in colour. We can 
now maintain those 
standards for all 
future books and 
similar.

 on Typesetting of ECE2: The Second Paradigm Shift”

Power Stations using Electric Power from Spacetime     (ES)

December 4, 2016 

Congratulations to all concerned as Civil List Pensioner and AIAS Co President! This is a major 
breakthrough that opens the way to power stations based on energy from spacetime. The international 
AIAS / UPITEC has pioneered and built circuits that are precisely reproducble and repeatable, and has 
also pioneered ECE and ECE2 unified field theories. ECE precisely described the circuit in UFT311, 
and the experimental replication is reported in UFT364. The Westminster Parliament has been notified 
of these advances in a Committee report by Osamu Ide. So maximum effort should be put in to the 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/04/power-stations-using-electric-power-from-spacetime-es/


mass production of these devices. Every home and factory will have its own power station. My study of
the past few months reported daily in this blog shows very clearly that wind turbines are a terrible 
failure, a complete fiasco. Energy policy should be based on ES power stations, hydroelectric power 
and LENR power stations (see report by Douglas Lindstrom on www.aias.us). This would bring in 
Stephen Bannister’s second industrial revolution.

FOR POSTING: UFT364

Dear Dr. Evans,

I have just seen UFT364. As you understand well, it was so important paper for me.

Because Dr. Eckardt and Bernhard succeeded in perfect replication of my paper.

It behaves over-unity efficiency. They independently made my inverter system and 
measured by different instrument.

Then they got the result of closely related to my experiment.

Munich group of Dr. Eckardt succeeded in replication of my two papers. The first one is 
UFT311 in the last year, the basic experiment of the 3rd positive EMF.

The second step is UFT364. It clearly shows the existing of space time fluctuated energy 
induced by the 3rd positive EMF.

As could as I remember, there has been no example of experiment that the over-unity 
device had replicated perfectly in the world.

Sincerely,

Osamu

FOR POSTING: UFT364

This is a very important replication and can be posted as UFT364. I hope that circuits like 
this can be mass produced very soon, they are needed for new forms of power.

To: Emyrone
CC: daphne, mail
Sent: 02/12/2016 17:27:00 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Osamu Ide Circuit replication

The paper on the circuit replication of Osamu Ide has been finished now,
the Munich group was able to fully verify Osamu’s measurements. Can this
go as an UFT paper to the AIAS web site? I will additionally link it to
the publications section.

http://www.aias.us/


Horst

 on Power Stations using Electric Power from Spacetime (ES)

Wind 7.9%, 1 – 29 mph, Wales 4 – 13 mph 0715 local     time.

December 4, 2016 

There is barely enough wind to start the Betws wind turbines at present, so they are producing nothing 
to very little as usual .This has been going on since summer, when I first started this study on the blog 
of www.aias.us. The proposed Mynydd y Gwair wind turbines will be the same, very destructive, 
failure. So the Welsh Assembly minister was talking total nonsense, reading a prepared script.

 on Wind 7.9%, 1 – 29 mph, Wales 4 – 13 mph 0715 local time.

Daily Report 2/12/16

December 4, 2016 

The equivalent of 95,055 printed pages was downloaded during the day (346.570 megabytes) from 
2,388 downloaded memory files and 438 distinct visits each averaging 4.0 memory pages and 9 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 39.81, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Top ten 147, 
Collected ECE2 93, Evans / Morris 66(est), Collected scientometrics 54, Collected Proofs 11, 
Principles of ECE 10, Evans Equations 10, Autobiography volumes one and two 9, Barddoniaeth / 
Collected Poetry 7, UFT88 6, LLais 5, PECE 4, PLENR 4, CEFE 3, UFT321 3, UFT311 2, 
Engineering Model 2, Self charging inverter 1, UFT313 2, UFT314 2, UFT315 1, UFT316 2, UFT318 
3, UFT319 3, UFT323 1, UFT324 2, UFT325 1, UFT326 2, UFT327 1, UFT328 3, UFT330 4, UFT331
2, UFT332 2, UFT333 1, UFT334 2, UFT335 3, UFT336 4, UFT338 1, UFT339 2, UFT340 1, UFT341
3, UFT342 3, UFT343 3, UFT344 3, UFT345 2, UFT346 4, UFT347 3, UFT348 2, UFT349 2, UFT351
2, UFT352 2, UFT353 2, UFT354 5, UFT355 1, UFT356 3, UFT357 1,UFT358 1, UFT359 1, UFT360 
1, UFT361 1, UFT362 4 to date in December 2016. City of Winnipeg UFT Section; Duke University 
UFT43; United States Army Aviation and Missile Research, Development and Engineering Center 
(AMRDEC) UFT142; National Electrification Administration Philippines general. Intense interest all 
sectors, updated usage file attached for December 2016.

 on Daily Report 2/12/16

NEW CROSS LINK AND POSTINGS : Essays on Youtube     Channel

December 3, 2016 

Many thanks, I have looked at them and they look really excellent. I am very glad that you are feeling 
better, and you have done a great deal of important work for AIAS. If necessary we can certainly post 
the videos on www.aias.us. I am looking around to find a value for the medals, in order to plough 
(plow) back into scientific research work. I am thinking of asking the National Library of Wales to hold
them on permanent loan. The videos could be posted gradually, in the same way as the Omnia Opera 
section was built up. Then they will all be archived as of being important to science and culture by the 
National Library of Wales and the other copyright libraries: British Library, Bodleian Oxford, 
Cambridge, National Libraries of Scotland and Wales, and in Ireland, Trinity College Dublin. I was 
hoping to use the derelict garage as a laboratory, but in the meantime we have built up several other 

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/03/new-cross-link-and-postings-essays-on-youtube-channel/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/04/daily-report-21216/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/04/wind-7-9-1-29-mph-wales-4-13-mph-0715-local-time/


laboratories. It was a quirky judgment that ignored key facts. I was invited to object by the Land 
Registry itself. I would never have used a court otherwise and that was the first time I had ever been in 
any court. A very illogical, unscientific, experience. There is no natural justice – only a set of rules. So 
the real loser is experimental science. Everything else is a towering success and congratulations to all 
staff!

 on NEW CROSS LINK AND POSTINGS : Essays on Youtube Channel

FOR POSTING: UFT364

December 3, 2016 

This is a very important replication and can be posted as UFT364. I hope that circuits like this can be 
mass produced very soon, they are needed for new forms of power.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
CC: daphne@myad.jp, mail@bernhard-foltz.de
Sent: 02/12/2016 17:27:00 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Osamu Ide Circuit replication

The paper on the circuit replication of Osamu Ide has been finished now,
the Munich group was able to fully verify Osamu’s measurements. Can this
go as an UFT paper to the AIAS web site? I will additionally link it to
the publications section.

Horst 

IdeCircuitRepl.pdf

Spanish version of UFT     362

December 3, 2016 

Many thanks again!

CC: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 02/12/2016 20:41:31 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Spanish version of UFT 362

Hello Dave,

Please find enclosed the Spanish version of UFT 362, for posting.

Thanks.

Regards,

Documento362.pdf

https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/documento362.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/03/spanish-version-of-uft-362/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/idecircuitrepl.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/03/for-posting-uft364/


 on Spanish version of UFT 362

Early Look at Chapter 5, pdf and docx files: “New Spectroscopies”

December 3, 2016 

This is chapter five to date. I hope to finish it tomorrow or next weekend.

ECE2_The_Second_Paradigm_Shift_Chapter_Five.ZIP

 on Early Look at Chapter 5, pdf and docx files: “New Spectroscopies”

Wind 2.67%, 0 – 12 mph, Wales 3 – 9     mph

December 3, 2016 

Temperatures are forecast to drop to – 5 centigrade today, but wind turbines are producing essentially 
no power. In Wales they are producing nothing as usual. Many people have reverted to coal and wood 
burners to keep warm. Houses are thrown up by developers and are badly built and badly insulated. 
What genius thought out this energy policy?

 on Wind 2.67%, 0 – 12 mph, Wales 3 – 9 mph

Daily Report 1/12/16

December 3, 2016 

The equivalent of 87,398 printed pages was downloaded during the day (318.653 megabytes) from 
2,113 downloaded memory files and 409 distinct visits each averaging 3.4 printed pages and 8 minutes,
printed pages to hits ratio of 41.36, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Top ten 76, Collected ECE2 
60, Evans / Morris 33 (estimated per day), Collected scientometrics 36, Collected Proofs 9, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 7, Evans Equations 7, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 6, 
Principles of ECE 6, UFT88 4, PECE 3, Llais 3, Eckardt / Lindstrom 2, UFT311 2, UFT321 1, CEFE 1,
UFT313 2, UFT314 2, UFT316 2, UFT319 1, UFT323 1, UFT324 1, UFT326 1, UFT327 1, UFT328 1,
UFT330 3, UFT331 1, UFT333 1, UFT334 1, UFT335 1, UFT338 1, UFT340 1, UFT341 2, UFT342 2,
UFT343 2, UFT344 2, UFT345 2, UFT346 1, UFT347 2, UFT348 1, UFT349 2, UFT351 2, UFT352 2,
UFT353 1, UFT354 3, UFT355 1, UFT356 2, UFT357 1, UFT360 1, UFT362 2 to date in December 
2016. City of Winnipeg UFT section; Max Planck Institute for Nuclear Physics Heidelberg general; 
The University of Texas at Austin My page, my CV, Autobiography, injustices in academia; Faculty of 
Economics Rijeka University Croatia UFT140(Sp); Edu System Pakistan LCR Resonant National 
Taiwan University UFT142. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for December 2016

 on Daily Report 1/12/16

Greetings to Janis Fry and Allen     Meredith

December 2, 2016 

It was most pleasant to make your acquaintance, and I will support your excellent work with genealogy.
It is all on www.aias.us . Carole Hopkin is my cousin in two ways, on the Morgan side and Hopkin 
side, and Mary Hopkin and I were in Pontardawe Grammar School for six years (1961 – 1967). Mary is
a few days older than me, which means that she is over eighteen. I will read your books with great 

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/02/greetings-to-janis-fry-and-allen-meredith/
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https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/03/wind-2-67-0-12-mph-wales-3-9-mph/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/ece2_the_second_paradigm_shift_chapter_five.zip
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/03/early-look-at-chapter-5-pdf-and-docx-files-new-spectroscopies/


interest. I think that a yew tree dating at Cor Eurgain might determine its year of planting as mid first 
century, and I will certainly try to have an excavation started of the mound called Cor Eurgain. Her 
sister was Claudia Britannica and she was adopted by Claudius. Llanilltud Fawr was in the time of 
Theodosius (Tewdos to the ancient Britons), about 350 years later. My blog on www.aias.us contains all
the research I have done on Lleyn ap Caradog, Pope St Linus. The source for Lleyn ap Caradog being 
Linus is St. Peter, as on my blog. Congratulations on hitting the headlines with the Defynnog dating, 
very well deserved. You may well get into the headlines again at Llan Ilid, the acknowledged source of 
Christianity in Britain, and then Ireland. In modern Welsh “Israelite” is “Iddew”, but it may well have 
been Ilid two thousand years ago, and of course he was St Joseph of Arimathea, uncle of St. Mary. I 
agree that Cor Eurgain is Druidical, and I was impressed by the depth and sincerityof scholarship of 
Allen Meredith and yourself. I am grateful for those who put my name in the church at Defynnog, this 
is a great honour. On my late father’s side I come from a long line of churchgoers, on my late mother’s 
side from Bedyddwyr. It was also very interesting to hear that you were taught by Anthony Conran, a 
poet I much admire. He translated “Pais Dinogad” as described on my blog. Attached is my descent 
from King Cyllin ap Caradog, brother of Lleyn, Eurgain and Gladys (Claudia). Linus is mentioned in 
Timothy and Romans.

Copied to Carole Hopkin

afamilylinesancestryto1,100 BC.pdf

afamilylinesdescentfromKingLear.pdf

 on Greetings to Janis Fry and Allen Meredith

Valuation of Medals

December 2, 2016 

Mnay thanks – I agree that valuations are subjective. recently Nobel Prize Medals have increased 
sharply in value. For example, Watson ($4.76 million), Crick Estate (about $2.00 million), Lederman 
$765,000 and two Peace Prize medals respectively at $661,000 and $1.16 million. The work of Civil 
List Pensioners such as myself is also becoming very valuable, both in literature and science. For 
example James Joyce (tens of millions for a manuscript), William Butler Yeats, Michael Faraday and 
Sir William Rowan Hamilton. I have been nominated for a Nobel Prize and was appointed a Civil List 
Pensioner in 2005, raised to the Gentry in 2008 as a consequence of being appointed a CLP 
(www.aias.us). My work has been studied tens of millions of times in the past fourteen years, and has 
brought about a major paradigm shift in physics. The other near contemporary Nobel Prize Nominee 
from Wales was R. S. Thomas, the great poet (1913 – about 2000). Watson and Crick were awarded a 
Nobel Prize for DNA. Being nominated for a Nobel Prize is as meritorious as getting a Nobel Prize, R. 
S. Thomas for example is the most highly regarded poet from Wales of the late twentieth century, 
Dylan Thomas for the first part of the twentieth century. Recently a small notebook by Dylan Thomas 
wsa sold for over £100,000. I have many hundreds of pages of original manuscript. I entirely agree that
one cannot put a definitive price tag on intellectial impact or merit but the average sale price of the 
above five Nobel Prizes is $1.87 million. A third of this is $623,000 per medal, or about £479,000 for 
each medal (I have a total of about six medals for sale). Taking an average of tis and your estimate (say 
about £20,000) gives about £250,000 for each medal. In any case I am interested in a private sale or 
auction aft era consensus on value has been forged. It has to be a knowledgeable clientele.

In a message dated 01/12/2016 15:02:32 GMT Standard Time, paul.murray@warwickandwarwick.com

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/02/valuation-of-medals/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/afamilylinesdescentfromkinglear.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/afamilylinesancestryto1100-bc.pdf
http://www.aias.us/


writes:

Dear Mr Evans

Thank you for your e-mail. The value of medals is very subjective and 2 similar medals 
may not be worth the same value, the story behind the medal can have a significant bearing 
on their value.

The figures you have quoted seem to be at the high end of the scale. For example, an 
average VC will sell for between 100,000 and 200,000 pounds. The 1.5 million figure you 
mention was for 1 of only 3 VCs with a second award bar.

I have also just googled to find a Nobel Medal for sale and have one coming up that is 
thought may fetch $100,000. See link below:

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2579199/1936-Nobel-Peace-Prize-auctioned-
Maryland.html

Using Mattey’s percentages quoted and assuming they hold out, you are more likely in my 
opinion to be looking at 15,000 to 25,000 than the 249,000 you mention.

Kind regards.

Paul

Paul Murray (Valuer – Collectables Department)
Warwick & Warwick Ltd
Chalon House,
Scar Bank, Millers Road,
Warwick, CV34 5DB
Tel: 01926 499 031
Fax: 01926 491 906
Email: paul.murray
Web Site: www.warwickandwarwick.com
Accounts Office: 15 White Friars, Chester, CH1 1NZ
Tel: 01244 408 980 Fax: 01244 408 989

From: EMyrone@aol.com [mailto:EMyrone@aol.com]
Sent: 01 December 2016 14:25
To: Paul Murray <paul.murray@warwickandwarwick.com>; 
benjones@mullocksauctions.co.uk
Subject: Valuation of Medals

Paul Murray,

Warwick and Warwick

http://www.warwickandwarwick.com/
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2579199/1936-Nobel-Peace-Prize-auctioned-Maryland.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2579199/1936-Nobel-Peace-Prize-auctioned-Maryland.html


I wonder whether it is possible for Warwick and Warwick to confirm the value of these 
medals. There are two main ones, both valued at a third of the Nobel Prize, so at today’s 
exchange rate their combined value is £570,112. There are four or five others in the 
collection. They are being kept in a strong room by Mullock’s. I am trying to find the best 
way of auctioning them, to the right clients. I think that this would require expert agreement
on their value, or approximate value. I also have a collection of folders whose value is 
approximately the same as papers of other Civil List scientists. The clients have to be 
wealthy and knowledgeable. Perhaps the best way of going about things is to appoint an 
agent to sell them. Perhaps Mullock’s and yourself could join forces to try to sell them.

Myron Evans

www.aias.us

Valuation of Medals

Dear Ben Jones,

This was the valuation I received from David Mattey Buyers last October, who 
recommended Nicholson’s in Farnham, Surey. The Nobel Prize is currently ten 
million Swedish Krona, which at today’s exchange rate is £830,000 pounds. So 
30% of this is £249,000. In about 2009 a Victoria Cross was sold for £1.5 
million, so 15 – 20 % of this is £225,000 to £300,000 pounds. Last year Dr 
Watson of DNA fame, an older contemporary of mine, sold his Nobel Prize 
medal for about £2 million. It is also known that my work is already historical, 
in the same way as Dr. Watson’s work. We know this from accurate and detailed
feedback analysis, carried out over fourteen years. This shows a huge and 
increasing interest, both in my science and poetry. The Civil List Pension is 
akin to Order of Merit, ans is a rarely awarded State honour, an appointment 
made directly by Queen Elizabeth. The protocol is that a State honour ranks 
higer than an academic honour such as the Nobel Prize, but the latter is of 
course very famous. The “most valuable” Civil List Pensioner is Joyce, a short 
manuscript of his would go for many millions of pounds. Hundreds of 
thousands of Joyce books have been sold of course, perhaps millions, but the 
value resides in his original manuscripts. The MSS I have here are all originals, 
several thousand pages of them. I am told that I have been nominated for a 
Nobel Prize a few times. As per our telephone conversation today you are 
welcome here any time to see the original manuscripts ad medals, and collect 
the items for auction. I am still waiting for a definite reply from Nicholson’s, 
who are apparently having trouble finding a courier because of the astronomical
insurance premium on items that I have here. My address is 50 Rhyddwen 
Road, Craig Cefn Parc, Swansea, SA6 5RA, just off the M4 Llangyfelach 
Junction.

Best wishes,

http://www.aias.us/


Myron Evans

rom: davidmatteybuyer
To: EMyrone
Sent: 07/10/2015 13:03:19 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Possible Sale of Medals

About 15%-20% of the value of a Victoria Cross in our opinion

$35% of the value of the Nobel prize.

On Wed, Oct 7, 2015 at 10:54 AM, <EMyrone> wrote:

Dear David Mattey,

I am interested in selling a collection of medals that I 
have here. Recently a Nobel Prize gold medal was sold 
for £3 million at auction by Christie’s. I am a Civil List 
Pensioner and the value of my various medals would be 
commensurate with Watson’s. There are gold, silver and
bronze medals of various types. I attach a description of 
my work. I think that their value would be roughly in 
the range of a Victoria Cross or Nobel Prize Medal, 
bearing in mind that a Civil List Pension is an award 
direct from the Head of State. They are:

1) Harrison Memorial Prize (1978, bronze).

2) Meldola Medal (1979, bronze).

3) Other silver and gold medals.

Myron Evans

Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent., Civil List Pensioner (2005), D. 
Sc., Ph. D., B. Sc. (Wales),

www.aias.us

Registered in England Number: 1555455 This e-mail message (including any attachment) 
is intended only for the personal use of the recipient(s) named above.This message is 
confidential and may be privileged. If you are not an intended recipient, you may not 
review, copy or distribute this message. If you have received this communication in error, 
please notify us immediately by e-mail and delete the original message. Any views or 
opinions expressed in this message are those of the author only. Furthermore, this message 
(including any attachment) does not create any binding rights or obligations whatsoever, 

http://www.aias.us/


which may only be created by hard copy documents signed by a duly authorised 
representative of Warwick and Warwick Ltd. 

 on Valuation of Medals

UFT88 Read again at UC     Irvine

December 2, 2016 

The classic UFT88 has been read again at University of California Irvine, ranked 45 in the world by 
webometrics, 58 by Shanghai, 98 by Times and 156 by QS world university rankings. UC Irvine is a 
Public Ivy and was founded in 1965. It has three Nobel Laureates on its faculty and has 30,757 
students. UFT88 is famous as refuting the Einsteinian general relativity and appears on the first page of
google with appropriate choice of keywords. It has been read tens of thousands of times at the world’s 
bets universities, meani gthat the Einstein era is obsolete. It should be read primarily with UFT99, 
UFT109, UFT313 and UFT354. Einsteinian GR has been replaced by ECE and ECE2 in the most 
important paradigm shift of the twenty first century in theoretical physics. The rigorously objective 
scientometrics show this conclusively.

 on UFT88 Read again at UC Irvine

FOR POSTING: Statistics back to     2002

December 2, 2016 

Monthly_Feedback_Statistics_for_AIAS.pdf

 on FOR POSTING: Statistics back to 2002

FOR POSTING: Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to     30/11/16

December 2, 2016 

This was another outstanding month for quality of interest, with readings from eighteen out of the top 
twenty universities in the world as measured by webometrics, Times, QS and Shanghai university 
world rankings: Stanford, Texas A and M, Michigan, EPF Lausanne, ETH Zurich, Cornell, Caltech*, 
Columbia*, MIT, Princeton*, Penn State*, Chicago, UCLA, UC San Diego, Texas Austin, Cambridge*,
Oxford*, and UCL*. The star denotes repeat or multiple visits. There were many more visits from staff 
and students at these universities using private computers, so AIAS / UPITEC has defined its role as a 
distance teaching institute at essentially all the best universities in the world. Congratulations to all 
staff!.

BookofScientometricsSecondVolume.PDF

 on FOR POSTING: Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to 30/11/16

Many thanks to Dave     Burleigh

December 2, 2016 

To Dave Burleigh, CEO ,Annexa Inc. Arizona, USA:

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/02/many-thanks-to-dave-burleigh-9/
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Many thanks! This is very useful and I am forwarding to Osamu Ide. Considering the disastrous state of
energy policy there is no time to lose in the development of ES power stations.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 02/12/2016 06:07:14 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Osamu Ide

Myron,

I recently became aware of a knowledgeable, well connected Dr, Steven
Greer, Osamu may want to get in touch with. In the last 19 minutes or so
of this talk he relates how to open source an overunity technology. He
explains it so I won’t do so here. In any case I don’t want to be seen
as misusing your conversation with Horst, Simon & Russ. The video is
here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0e8pGWBb-E

Dave

Wind 0.90%, 2 – 7 mph, Wales 2 – 5 mph 0810 local     time.

December 2, 2016 

Conditions today are cold, with frost and no wind, so at the time when they are most needed, wind 
turbines are producing nothing all across the countries of Britain they are all at a standstill because the 
wind speed needed to start them is 7 – 9 mph. This is a very clear illustration of the corrupt nature of 
primitive capitalism and the wind turbine lobby. It knew all along that the wind speed in the countries 
of Britain is not enough for any kind of power. Demand now is about 42 gigawatts, very high because 
there is cold weather, and nuclear, gas and coal are all flat out. Wind saves nothing at all on fossil fuel 
emissions if that is what they are trying to tell us. Wind power is, in fact, almost completely useless. 
Hydro is a dismal 0.44%. energy policy is a disaster, and emergency efforts are needed to build hydro, 
LENR and ES power stations. The French charge a huge amount for their electricity exported to 
Britain. How is it possible for government to be such a catastrophic failure? By daily monitoring over 
the past few months I have realized how much of a disaster this really is.

 on Wind 0.90%, 2 – 7 mph, Wales 2 – 5 mph 0810 local time.

Daily Report 30/11/16

December 2, 2016 

The equivalent of 79,813 printed pages was downloaded during the day (290.998 megabytes) from 
1,857 downloaded memory files (hits) and 476 distinct visits each averaging 2.4 memory pages and 7 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 42.98, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Top ten 1558, 
Collected ECE2 1519, Evans / Morris 990 (est), Collected scientometrics 579(est); Barddoniaeth / 
Collected Poetry 313, F3(Sp) 310, Principles of ECE 274, Autobiography volumes one and two 260; 
Evans Equations 211, Eckardt / Lindstrom 193, UFT88 165, CEFE 116, Engineering Model 72, PECE 
54, Llais 41, UFT311 38, UFT321 38, Self charging inverter 37, PLENR 35, ECE2 22, Prolific authors 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/02/daily-report-301116/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/02/wind-0-90-2-7-mph-wales-2-5-mph-0810-local-time/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0e8pGWBb-E


19, Idaho 17, Three world records by MWE 16, UFT313 34, UFT314 35, UFT315 35, UFT316 26, 
UFT317 35, UFT318 26, UFT319 36, UFT320 39, UFT322 39, UFT323 36, UFT324 44, UFT325 39, 
UFT326 38, UFT327 39, UFT328 35, UFT329 30, UFT330 34, UFT331 27, UFT332 23, UFT333 27, 
UFT334 27, UFT335 22, UFT336 25, UFT337 32, UFT338 22, UFT339 24, UFT340 29, UFT341 29, 
UFT342 29, UFT343 24, UFT344 23, UFT345 31, UFT346 35, UFT347 28, UFT348 26, UFT349 28, 
UFT351 24, UFT352 32, UFT353 20, UFT354 42, UFT355 37, UFT356 39, UFT357 28, UFT358 29, 
UFT359 48, UFT360 45, UFT361 42, UFT362 16 for November 2016. University of Almeria Spain 
Space Energy Devices; Complutense University Madrid F3(Sp); CNRS Grenoble (French National 
Centre for Scientific Research) Relation to Oliver Cromwell and William Shakespeare; British 
Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) Englynion; Columbia University UFT2; University of California 
Irvine UFT88; Spanish National Institute for Aerospace Technology F3(Sp); Public Debt Department 
of the United States Treasury Award of Civil List Pension; Edu system Pakistan LCR resonant. Intense 
interest all sectors, completed usage file attached for November 2016.

 on Daily Report 30/11/16

Archiving

December 1, 2016 

The archiving of the two sites, www.aias.us and www.upitec.org, is of key importance. They are on the 
wayback machine, www.archive.org , and www.aias.us is on www.webarchive.org.uk up to Sept. 2015. 
The latter site is currently being upgraded to use wayback machine software, as explained some time 
ago by Aled Betts at the National Library of Wales. The wayback machine archives in real time, and the
British copyright library archives will also archive in real time in due course, using wayback machine 
software. Both sites, www.aias.us and www.upitec.org, will be featured as sites of international 
importance in culture and science. The www.aias.us site was made visible on the wayback machine by 
Dave Burleigh earlier this year (2016). Its development is fully recorded on the wayback machine back 
to 2002. Diolch yn fawr i’r Lyfrgell Genedlaethol! The National Library of Wales is the only library in 
the world which has a complete collection of all my books, and my two doctoral Theses, Ph. D. (1974),
D. Sc. (1977), earned at UCW Aberystwyth. By now I am the most prolific chemical physicist in the 
world.

 on Archiving

Typesetting of ECE2: The Second Paradigm     Shift”

December 1, 2016 

Agreed and many thanks. I like your elegant synopsis in chapter two, based on UFT354, that the 
antisymmetric connection needs a totally antisymmetric Riemannian torsion tensor. UFT354 is also a 
very popular paper. So we have gone far beyond the achievements of the Einstein era and of the 
standard model, and there is copious recognition of our work, pure and applied.

In a message dated 01/12/2016 13:08:47 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Sounds like a good idea.
Doug

On Thu, Dec 1, 2016 at 6:46 AM <EMyrone> wrote:

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/01/typesetting-of-ece2-the-second-paradigm-shift-3/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.webarchive.org.uk/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.archive.org/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
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Many thanks, this would be optimal to keep up our high standards. The 
monographs are intricate productions, both in the typeset and handwritten 
versions. The scientometrics show that “Principles of ECE” was read 267 times,
1 – 29 November 2016, in eleven files as follows: PECE 53, UFT285 33, 
UFT281 31, UFT283 27, UFT284 24, UFT282 22, UFT287 20, UFT286 16, 
Spanish version 11, Principles of ECE, early zipped file 14. This means a rate 
of reading for combined sites of 5,377 times a year. The rate of reading for 
www.upitec.org is estimated at 60% that of www.aias.us. For September 2016 
this annual rate of reading was about the same, and peaked in October at 6,876 
a year. I know from experience that this is far better than any bookseller could 
ever achieve for the average book, although readers are strongly recommended 
to buy the book on the hono(u)rs system. This rate of reading is true for all 
three thousand plus items on combined sites, so many of them are already 
classics and appear on the leading pages of google even with broad ranging 
keywords. If the keywords make up the title itself , the item will almost always 
be in pole position, number one site, page one of google. Many companies and 
individuals pay to have their stuff on page one of google. So this is a 
phenomenal achevement and congratulations once more to all the staffs of 
AIAS / UPITEC. The overall historical result is now clear, we are regarded as a 
high quality source of distance teaching of exciting new physics by the best 
universities in the world.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 01/12/2016 11:19:35 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Typesetting of ECE2: The Second Paradigm Shift”

ok, I will ask the typesetters if they have time at beginning of next 
year.

Horst

Am 01.12.2016 um 12:15 schrieb EMyrone:

I would like the final version to be typeset by the same 
typesetters we used for PECE. They produced by far the
most accurate work in my experience of typesetters 
(1973 to present). They would also have the experience 
of PECE behind them. I am prepared to help cover the 
cost of the typesetting by them. So if we are agreed 
Doug could transfer his excellent preliminary file to 
these typesetters for the final version of chapter two. 
The scientometrics show a lot of things, and they are 
very popular worldwide. One thing they show is that 
readers in up to 182 countries are fully at home with my
handwritten versions, and the handwritten translation 
versions by Alex Hill. The handwriting was always 
intended by me to keep things accurate. I began to 

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/


produce intricate equations as a graduate student, and 
the typesetters at JCS Faraday II, being chemists, often 
made a pig’s breakfast out of my manuscripts, needing 
hours of corrections for each paper. Doug’s typesetting 
in comparison to that is accurate, but the typesetters 
used for PECE were hyper accurate. The hardback 
produced in Berlin was also a high standard production, 
printed in colour. We can now maintain those standards 
for all future books and similar.

 on Typesetting of ECE2: The Second Paradigm Shift”

Distance Teachers at the World’s Best     Universities.

December 1, 2016 

This is how I would like to describe AIAS / UPITEC. We essentially teach at the best universities in the
world. This is known from years of now famous scientometrics The effect of this teaching can be seen 
by use of a few intermediate ranging Google keywords as follows:

1) Principles new paradigm shift physics (without inverted commas), our new monograph “The 
Principles of ECE” (2016) is the first site on the first page of google out of 2,150,000 sites.
2) “New Paradigm of Physics” (with inverted commas) brings up “The Principles of ECE” as the third 
site on the first page of Google of out 49,200 sites.
3) Enigmatic Photon, without inverted commas brings up the five volumes in many sites on the first 
pages of google out of 112,000 sites. There are all types of descriptions of this famous book, 
commissioned by Prof. Emeritus Alwyn van der Merwe of Denver University in his series of high 
quality monographs. He coined the description “post Einsteinian paradigm shift” for B(3) theory and 
ECE.
4) Molecular Dynamics Evans, first site first page of google. This was my first book, commissioned by 
Prof. Emeritus Stuart Rice of the University of Chicago, written with Gareth Evans, William Coffey 
and Paolo Grigolini, published in 1982 in New York City by Wiley Interscience
5) Gauss Faraday (without inverted commas) brings up the famous UFT25 as site seven of page one of 
google. UFT25 is currently the most popular paper of the UFT series, being read about four thousand 
times a year at present. It was the first paper to derive the Gauss Law of magnetism and Faraday Law 
of induction from geometry, in about 2004. All my books are in the National Library of Wales, the only 
Library in the world to have a complete collection of my books.

 on Distance Teachers at the World’s Best Universities.

Typesetting of ECE2: The Second Paradigm     Shift”

December 1, 2016 

Many thanks, this would be optimal to keep up our high standards. The monographs are intricate 
productions, both in the typeset and handwritten versions. The scientometrics show that “Principles of 
ECE” was read 267 times, 1 – 29 November 2016, in eleven files as follows: PECE 53, UFT285 33, 
UFT281 31, UFT283 27, UFT284 24, UFT282 22, UFT287 20, UFT286 16, Spanish version 11, 
Principles of ECE, early zipped file 14. This means a rate of reading for combined sites of 5,377 times 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/01/typesetting-of-ece2-the-second-paradigm-shift-2/
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a year. The rate of reading for www.upitec.org is estimated at 60% that of www.aias.us. For September 
2016 this annual rate of reading was about the same, and peaked in October at 6,876 a year. I know 
from experience that this is far better than any bookseller could ever achieve for the average book, 
although readers are strongly recommended to buy the book on the hono(u)rs system. This rate of 
reading is true for all three thousand plus items on combined sites, so many of them are already classics
and appear on the leading pages of google even with broad ranging keywords. If the keywords make up
the title itself , the item will almost always be in pole position, number one site, page one of google. 
Many companies and individuals pay to have their stuff on page one of google. So this is a phenomenal
achevement and congratulations once more to all the staffs of AIAS / UPITEC. The overall historical 
result is now clear, we are regarded as a high quality source of distance teaching of exciting new 
physics by the best universities in the world.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 01/12/2016 11:19:35 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Typesetting of ECE2: The Second Paradigm Shift”

ok, I will ask the typesetters if they have time at beginning of next year.

Horst

Am 01.12.2016 um 12:15 schrieb EMyrone:

I would like the final version to be typeset by the same typesetters we used for 
PECE. They produced by far the most accurate work in my experience of 
typesetters (1973 to present). They would also have the experience of PECE 
behind them. I am prepared to help cover the cost of the typesetting by them. So
if we are agreed Doug could transfer his excellent preliminary file to these 
typesetters for the final version of chapter two. The scientometrics show a lot of
things, and they are very popular worldwide. One thing they show is that 
readers in up to 182 countries are fully at home with my handwritten versions, 
and the handwritten translation versions by Alex Hill. The handwriting was 
always intended by me to keep things accurate. I began to produce intricate 
equations as a graduate student, and the typesetters at JCS Faraday II, being 
chemists, often made a pig’s breakfast out of my manuscripts, needing hours of 
corrections for each paper. Doug’s typesetting in comparison to that is accurate, 
but the typesetters used for PECE were hyper accurate. The hardback produced 
in Berlin was also a high standard production, printed in colour. We can now 
maintain those standards for all future books and similar.

 on Typesetting of ECE2: The Second Paradigm Shift”

Typesetting of ECE2: The Second Paradigm     Shift”

December 1, 2016 

I would like the final version to be typeset by the same typesetters we used for PECE. They produced 
by far the most accurate work in my experience of typesetters (1973 to present). They would also have 
the experience of PECE behind them. I am prepared to help cover the cost of the typesetting by them. 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/01/typesetting-of-ece2-the-second-paradigm-shift/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/


So if we are agreed Doug could transfer his excellent preliminary file to these typesetters for the final 
version of chapter two. The scientometrics show a lot of things, and they are very popular worldwide. 
One thing they show is that readers in up to 182 countries are fully at home with my handwritten 
versions, and the handwritten translation versions by Alex Hill. The handwriting was always intended 
by me to keep things accurate. I began to produce intricate equations as a graduate student, and the 
typesetters at JCS Faraday II, being chemists, often made a pig’s breakfast out of my manuscripts, 
needing hours of corrections for each paper. Doug’s typesetting in comparison to that is accurate, but 
the typesetters used for PECE were hyper accurate. The hardback produced in Berlin was also a high 
standard production, printed in colour. We can now maintain those standards for all future books and 
similar.

 on Typesetting of ECE2: The Second Paradigm Shift”

Discussion of 363(1)

December 1, 2016 

I have gone through the protocol, and will write it out as Note 363(2). This is a good method of 
approximation and gives sensible results, in that the spin connections are very small as is expected, 
because the precession is very small in the solar system. By now there are many ECE and ECE2 
theories of precession, all simpler than the obsolete Einstein theory, and as accurate.

Orbital Precession due to a Fluid Vacuum or Aether

I checked the note and tried a different way of approximations for Omega. The eqs. (16,17) 
can be considered as two equations with two unknowns v[r,N], v[theta,N]. Then these 
Newtonian velocity components can be re-expressed by the fluid velocities v[r,P] and 
v[theta,P]. This is eq. o4 in the protocol.
Then several approximations can be made. Assuming Omega_101 = Omega _202 = 0 gives
eqs. o6. These can be resolved for the spin connections: o7. Obviously the spin connections
depend on the ratio of velocity components. Inserting the definitions shows that these 
depend on the radial components and their derivatives: o12. Inserting precessing orbits then
gives the results o15. With the approximaiton

cos(x*theta)=cos(theta),
sin(x*theta)=sin(theta)

your result (34) follows with Omega_202=0.
Modifying this to

cos(x*theta)=cos(theta),
sin(x*theta)=x*theta
sin(theta)=theta

gives an x^2 in the approximation o17, perhaps a better approximation

Horst

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/01/discussion-of-3631/


Am 29.11.2016 um 14:42 schrieb EMyrone:

This note shows that orbital precession is due to the spin connections (34), 
which come from the assumption of a fluid vacuum or aether. So orbital 
precession in this theory is an effect of the aether, vacuum or spacetime within 
the framework of ECE2 unified field theory. 

363(1).pdf

 on Discussion of 363(1)

Typeset ECE2 Chapter     2

December 1, 2016 

Many thanks, it looks very good. The typo’s are as follows.

1) All vectors should be set in boldface and not underlined in order to achieve consistency with 
“Principles of ECE” and the rest of our books and typeset papers.
2) Middle term of Eq. (2.6), replace superscript k by superscript kappa.
3) Above Eq. (2.9) replace “and” by “an”.
4) Eq. (2.10), it should be D sub alpha V sup kappa outside the second brackets.
5) The following line should be “Now use the Evans …….
6) Eq. (2.26): fourth term, second row, first matrix, minus sign;
first column, second matrix, three minus signs missing;
second row, fourth term, second matrix, remove minus sign;
second term, first row, second matrix, minus sign
(see Eq. (26), page 8 of the manuscript).
7) Eq. (27), minus sign before the vector entry in covariant notation.
8) Eq. (29) underlined capital B should be set boldface as in “Principles of ECE”, and same for all 
vectors.
9) Before Eq. (32), the word “solution” is repeated.
10) In the Hodge duals of Eq. (38) the tilde signs merge into the capital T’s so cannot be read.
11) In Eq. (39) the tilde sign has merged into the capital T in the first T.
12) Eq. (40): second matrix, second row, last term, minus sign,
second matrix, second term, last row, remove minus sign
13) Eq. (40), the tilde sign has merged into the capital E.

Sent: 30/11/2016 15:57:38 GMT Standard Time
Subj: PECE 2 Chapter 2

Here is a first go at Chapter 2, on my part.

Doug

ECE2-CH2-2.pdf

 on Typeset ECE2 Chapter 2
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UFT88 Read at Charles University Prague, NUST Pakistan and National     Taiwan

December 1, 2016 

This is the third or fourth known reading of UFT88 in recent months at Charles University Prague, 
probably it has been read many times more since 2007 by staff and students using private computers, so
it is taught there by AIAS / UPITEC, in common with almost all the world’s best universities. CUP is 
ranked 181 in the world by webometrics, 201 – 300 by Shanghai, 302 by QS and 401 – 500 by Times. 
This is a type of distance teaching by internet. CUP was founded in 1348 and has 51,438 students. 
Einstein was there for a while from 1911 and produced about eleven papers there. He lectured on 
mechanics and specific heat theory. He frequented the cafe run by Bertha Fanta in the Old Town 
Square, with Max Brod, Franz Kafka and others of an intellectual and musical circle. So the wheel has 
come full circle in that UFT88, which refutes the famous Einstein theory of general relativity, is being 
regularly taught and studied at the places where he worked: ETH Zurich, University of Zurich, CUP, 
Max Planck Institute and Princeton. The National University of Sciences and Technology in Pakistan 
has 15,000 students, was founded in 1991 and is ranked 150 in the world by webometrics and 215 by 
QS. This is the second study of UFT88 at National Taiwan University in a few days. It is high up in the 
world rankings. This is a familiar pattern by now, the teachings of AIAS / UPITEC, and our research 
work are studied by the best in the world, as recorded on the headline of www.aias.us. UFT88 was 
published in 2007 and is a famous classic by now, it refutes the geometry used by Einstein and his 
contemporaries using spacetime torsion. ECE and ECE2 are being taught in the world’s best 
universities using our distance teaching methods. The obsolete Einstein theory is taught in the older 
type of courses, using lectures and textbooks that are not even aware of torsion.

Wind 8.52%, 2 – 28 mph, Wales 2 – 6 mph, 0826 local     time

December 1, 2016 

In the area of the Betws turbines today the wind is only 2 mph now according to the met office wind 
map. Again this is not enough to start the giant turbines which mock democracy, justice and 
civilization. To start them a wind speed of 7 – 9 mph is needed, and the wind is that strong only on a 
very few days a year. My lifelong friend Peter Harris of Craig Cefn Parc has been monitoring the 
Hirwaun turbines which can be seen from here. Yesterday he mentioned that on a flat calm day he had 
observed half the Hirwaun turbines rotating, and later in the day the other half rotating. This can only 
mean that they are being driven by the grid, and are taking power FROM the grid. So the general public
is being deceived into thinking that they are being driven by the wind, even though there is no wind.

 on Wind 8.52%, 2 – 28 mph, Wales 2 – 6 mph, 0826 local time

Daily Report 29/11/16

December 1, 2016 

The equivalent of 182,169 printed pages was downloaded during the day (664.188 megabytes) from 
2,492 downloaded memory files (hits) and 589 distinct visits each averaging 3.0 memory pages and 7 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 73.10, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 
1498. Top ten 1476, Evans / Morris 957(est), Collected scientometrics 579, Barddoniaeth / Collected 
Poetry 308, F3(Sp) 304, Principles of ECE 267, Autobiography volumes one and two 257, Evans 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/12/01/daily-report-291116/
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Equations 202, Collected Proofs 189, Eckardt / Lindstrom 182(est),UFT88 161, CEFE 115, 
Engineering Model 92, PECE 53, UFT311 38, UFT321 37, Llais 36, Self charging inverter 36, PLENR
35, ECE2 22, Prolific authors 19, Idaho lecture 17, Three world records by MWE 16, UFT313 34, 
UFT314 35, UFT315 35, UFT316 25, UFT317 33, UFT318 26, UFT319 36, UFT320 39, UFT322 38, 
UFT323 36, UFT324 41, UFT325 39, UFT326 38, UFT327 39, UFT328 34, UFT329 30, UFT330 34, 
UFT331 27, UFT332 23, UFT333 27, UFT334 27, UFT335 22, UFT336 25, UFT337 32, UFT338 22, 
UFT339 24, UFT340 29, UFT341 28, UFT342 29, UFT343 24, UFT344 23, UFT345 31, UFT346 35, 
UFT347 28, UFT348 26, UFT349 28, UFT351 24, UFT352 32, UFT353 20, UFT354 44, UFT355 37, 
UFT356 39, UFT357 27, UFT358 28, UFT359 47, UFT360 44, UFT361 41, UFT362 13 to date in 
November 2016. Mechanical Engineering Technical University Darmstadt overview’ Cornell 
University UFT18; Social Security Spanish Government Essay 43(Sp); CNRS Grenoble Polygon 
(French National Centre for Scientific Research) List of prolific authors, D. Sc. degree, My CV, D. Sc. 
ceremony and newspaper cuttings; Government of Washington State UFT94; Indian National Institute 
of Technology Silchar UFT169; Italian INFN Gran Sasso National Laboratory (National Institute for 
Nuclear Research) UFT102; Molecular and Condensed Matter Physics Autonomous University of 
Avenida Mexico UFT2; Edu system Pakistan UFT25; National Taiwan University UFT88. Intense 
interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for November 2016.

Selected Feedback Interest:

Summary of November 2016

For www.aias.us there were 70,299 hits, 18.59 gigabytes downloaded,

13,432 distinct visits, and 3,184 files downloaded form 101 countries, led by: USA,Germany, Czechia, 
Mexico, Japan, Ukraine, Canada, France, Russian Federation,

Brazil, Luxembourg, Netherlands, China, Spain, Poland, India, Britain, .....

For combined sites there were 112,478 hits, 29.74 gigabytes, and 21,491

distinct visits.

All UFT papers read, led by 25, 88, 169, 110, 22, 43, 177, 23, 42, 166(Sp),

18, 17, 175, 12, 142, 19, 21, 85, 14, 13, 4, 152, 2, 158, 55, 33, 47, 44, 48, 56,

157(Sp), 16, 9, 102, 166, 116, 50, 94, 15, 360, 170(Sp), 177(Sp), 10, 20, 214, 239,

24, 359, 361, 169(Sp), 146, 11, 220, 29, 155, 171, 140(Sp), 140, ......

All books and articles read, led by F3(Sp), Evans Equations, Autobiography

volume one, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry, Autobiograph yVolume Two, PECE,

All Essays read or heard, led by my recent broadcasts of 101, 105, 112, 119, 47

16 - 30 November

U. S. Universities, Institutes and Similar



Auburn, Bard, Columbia*, Cornell, Gemini, Illinois, Princeton, Penn State,

Purdue*, Rice, Kennesaw State, Stanford, Texas A and M, UC Los Angeles, UC

Santa Barbara, UV Irvine, Michigan, Purdue, Iparadigms, Gov. Washington State,

Wayback Machine, Gov. Washington State, U. S. Treasury.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar

TU Vienna, Innsbruck, Liege, EPF Lausanne, ETH Zurich, Lausanne,

Zurich, Charles University Prague, Palacky, Deusu Search Engine, IKTS

Fraunhofer, RWTH Aachen, TU Darmstadt, Heidelberg, TU Karlsruhe, Southern

Denmark, Tartu, CNRS Grenoble*, INFN Gran Sasso, Complutense Madrid*,

Murcia, Spanish Social Security, Almeira, Polytechnic Barcelona, Salamanca,

Spanish Aerospace (Inta), Brief Creatif France, CROUS Dijon, Tel Aviv, HART

Foundation Netherlands, Unite the Union Britain, TU Warsaw*, Lodz, MoscowState, extensive Russia 
and Ukraine, Siberian Academy of Sciences Novosibirsk,

Lyceum Korolev, Cambridge, Leicester, Leeds, Swansea, UCL, Warwick, BBC,

Tree of Life Rehabilitation Institute Hungary, Trieste Electron Synchrotron.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Catholic Schools New South Wales, Winnipeg*, Alberta, Quebec Trois

Rivieres*, Waterloo, ESPE Ecuador, Open University Hong Kong, Bose Institute

Calcutta, Marwadi Education, NITS India, Pohang South Korea, Inaoep Mexico,

IPN Mexico, Itesm Mexico, UAEM Mexico, Edu system Pakistan*, NUST

Pakistan, PERN Pakistan, NTU Taiwan*, UT Cape Peninsula South Africa.

Consequences of the     Judgment

November 30, 2016 

This quirky judgment has one immediate consequence, the occupier of a garage built on a highway 
(adopted or unadopted) could be prosecuted by the local authority for obstruction. The precedent is 
clear: R(on the application of Smith) versus the Land Registry Peterborough Office (2009). In this case 
the claimant was a squatter who claimed title to part of a highway by parking his caravan on it for more
than twelve years. The Land Registry rejected the claim for first registration of title over the land of the
highway. The Registry noted that it is impossible to acquire title over a highway (adopted or 
unadopted) and given that the highway by definition is a public right of way, it is impossible to occupy 
it to the exclusion of all others. On judicial review the High Court rejected the application (Pelling Q. 
C. could see no way in which the possession needed to acquire adverse possession could be acquired 
other than by obstruction, a breach of what is now Section 137 of the Highway Act 1980 – a criminal 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/30/consequences-of-the-judgment/


offence). The Judge (Pelling) advised the local authority to prosecute for obstruction. The Judge in the 
Waters Evans cse therefore went against a High Court ruling, a mistake in law and grounds for an 
appeal. I will bring this matter to the attention of Swansea County Council and the local community 
council. According to the judgment Cen and Ellis were squatters on a public highway and could have 
been prosecuted. They never were prosecuted but neither was ever granted title.

 on Consequences of the Judgment

Discussion of Note     363(1)

November 30, 2016 

Thanks again! I will go through the protocol and make it into Note 363(2). It looks like a better 
approximation. The fundamental idea is that in the vacuum or aether:

r(t, r, theta) = r(t, r(t), theta(t))

In the classical dynamics of orbits (e.g. Marion and Thornton), r is a function only of time, r = r(t).

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 30/11/2016 11:24:00 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 363(1): Orbital Precession due to a Fluid Vacuum or Aether

I checked the note and tried a different way of approximations for Omega. The eqs. (16,17) 
can be considered as two equations with two unknowns v[r,N], v[theta,N]. Then these 
Newtonian velocity components can be re-expressed by the fluid velocities v[r,P] and 
v[theta,P]. This is eq. o4 in the protocol.
Then several approximations can be made. Assuming Omega_101 = Omega _202 = 0 gives
eqs. o6. These can be resolved for the spin connections: o7. Obviously the spin connections
depend on the ratio of velocity components. Inserting the definitions shows that these 
depend on the radial components and their derivatives: o12. Inserting precessing orbits then
gives the results o15. With the approximaiton

cos(x*theta)=cos(theta),
sin(x*theta)=sin(theta)

your result (34) follows with Omega_202=0.
Modifying this to

cos(x*theta)=cos(theta),
sin(x*theta)=x*theta
sin(theta)=theta

gives an x^2 in the approximation o17, perhaps a better approximation

Horst

Am 29.11.2016 um 14:42 schrieb EMyrone:

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/30/discussion-of-note-3631/


This note shows that orbital precession is due to the spin connections (34), 
which come from the assumption of a fluid vacuum or aether. So orbital 
precession in this theory is an effect of the aether, vacuum or spacetime within 
the framework of ECE2 unified field theory. 

363(1).pdf

 on Discussion of Note 363(1)

Final Version of Note     363(1)

November 30, 2016 

a363rdpapernotes1.pdf

 on Final Version of Note 363(1)

Judgment in the case Waters versus     Evans

November 30, 2016 

This judgment (or adjudication) was that the garage was built on an unadopted highway.and ignored the
definitive evidence in 1863-507b in the attached map of 1917, evidence which shows that the 30 
perches leased to William Newlands in 1898 were of a large enough area for two houses. The map 
shows that number 48 had been built about 1897 – 1898, and number 50 was built in 1926. The 
additional 13.5 perches conveyed to William Newlands in 1926 were obviously additional land, exactly
as pointed out in my response. The garage was built on this additional land Therefore the judge or 
adjudicator ignored key evidence (this map), which was made available to him. The judge agreed that 
this land was not owned by the Philips Estate, exactly as in my response. The Appeals Court has ruled 
that an adopted highway cannot be subject to adverse possession. So why should an unadopted 
highway (Mountain Road) be subject to adverse possession? Indeed, all the sites I have read indicate 
that no highway of any kind can be subject to adverse possession. Adverse possession was not granted 
to Ellis Williams (despite all his paper witnesses) but was granted to the Waters, contrary to the Appeals
Court ruling that no highway can be taken by adverse possession, and according to the judge himself, 
the garage was built on a highway. This makes no sense. There were many other problems with this 
case, and grounds for appeal. For example I was just told that I did not remember what I clearly 
remember – that Cen Williams was given permission to build the garage by the Newlands Estate. That 
is not a judgment, it is assertion without proof, and would never be accepted in Baconian science. 
Another problem is that I was not allowed to use the Welsh language in the hearing. That contravenes 
human rights legislation, which is now law. Another problem is that my witnesses were all ignored, and
I had to prepare the case file for the applicants. They failed to prepare it. In my opinion, adverse 
possession is legalized theft of land, in this case theft of a highway, and this is the opinion of many 
lawyers. So I will draft many objections and ask for an appeal or judicial review. In my opinion cases 
such as this should be dealt with a local, Welsh speaking judge familiar with the laws and customs of 
Wales. This judgment means that anyone can build a garage in the road, and can take the road by 
simply locking up the garage. This is not natural justice and not even common sense

cc Trustees Newlands Family Trust.

amap1917.pdf

https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/amap19171.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/30/judgment-in-the-case-waters-versus-evans/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/a363rdpapernotes11.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/30/final-version-of-note-3631/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/3631.pdf


 on Judgment in the case Waters versus Evans

UFT362 OK

November 30, 2016 

I checked that UFT362 is written in such a way that the erratum does not appear in it. So it does not 
need to be reposted. However, I agree that there should be two different spin connections, and will 
develop this further in notes for UFT363. One spin connection is made up of r(t, r(t), theta(t)) and the 
other from v(t, r(t), theta(t)) in fluid dynamics.

 on UFT362 OK

Discussion of 362(5), Erratum in Eq.     (26)

November 30, 2016 

OK thanks again. Agreed, In Eq. (26) substitute r for v. This is the spin connection for Eq. (26). The 
spin connection for Eq. (27) contains v. I will correct this in UFT362 and repost, and correct the error 
in Note 363(1) and repost.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 30/11/2016 10:01:39 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 363(1): Orbital Precession due to a Fluid Vacuum or Aether

Coming back to note 362(5), in eqs. (22) and (23) the same term with Omega appears at the
rhs, but (22) is for the position vector and (23) for the velocity. There must be a difference, 
the spin connections cannot be the same because both are multiplied with the same vector

[r dot, r theta
dot].

Horst

Am 29.11.2016 um 14:42 schrieb EMyrone:

This note shows that orbital precession is due to the spin connections (34), 
which come from the assumption of a fluid vacuum or aether. So orbital 
precession in this theory is an effect of the aether, vacuum or spacetime within 
the framework of ECE2 unified field theory. 

 on Discussion of 362(5), Erratum in Eq. (26)

Discussion of UFT362

November 30, 2016 

Pleasure.

Discussion of UFT362

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/30/discussion-of-uft362-2/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/30/discussion-of-3625-erratum-in-eq-26/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/30/uft362-ok/


Ok, thanks, I overlooked the re-formulation in eq.(7) of note 362(5).

Horst

Am 27.11.2016 um 12:55 schrieb EMyrone:

I think that all is OK. It comes from Eq. (3) of Note 362(5), which I cross 
checked as in Notes for UFT361 and UFT362. It is precisely this term that is 
responsible for the transition from particle or classical dynamics to fluid 
dynamics. You could check it through using Eq. (3) of Note 362(5), which leads
to Eq. (5) of that note. Eq. (7) is Eq. (5) in matrix format. The basic idea of 
UFT362 as you know is to assume that spacetime or the vacuum or the aether is
a fluid governed by the ECE2 / Kambe equations of fluid dynamics. The basic 
idea of fluid dynamics is that the general vector field V is:

V = V(t, r(t), theta(t))

needing the chain rule of differentiation (e.g. “Vector Analysis Problem 
Solver”). The chain rule leads to the convective, material or Lagrange 
derivative, a special case of the Cartan derivative as we have just shown. In 
classical dynamics, V of a particle is V(t).

EMyrone
Sent: 25/11/2016 19:58:32 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: UFT362 Sections 1 and 2, Orbital 
Theory in a Fluid Aether

Shouldn’t in eq. (8) in the middle term, rhs, capital and lowercase v 
be interchanged? To my understanding the operator is

(v*del) V.

In (22) the Cartan derivative is applied to [r 0]. Shouldn’t this 
vector also appear in the last term of the rhs?

Horst

Am 25.11.2016 um 14:28 schrieb EMyrone:

This paper begins the consideration of orbital theory in 
a fluid spacetime, aether or vacuum, and shows that the 
aether or vacuum changes the orbit through the Cartan 
spin connection. For example an elliptical orbit may be 
changed into a precessing elliptical orbit by choice of 
spin connection. This can be considered in future work.



 on Discussion of UFT362

Book of Scientometrics Second Volume Updated to     27/11/16

November 30, 2016 

November 2016 has been an outstanding month with study visits to date (27/11/16) from eighteen of 
the top twenty universities in the world by Webometrics, Times, QS and Shanghai rankings (* denotes 
repeat or multiple visits): Caltech*, Columbia*, MIT, Princeton*, Penn State*, Chicago, UCLA, UC 
San Diego, Texas Austin, Cambridge*, Oxford*, UCL*, Stanford, Texas A and M, Michigan, EPF 
Lausanne, ETH Zuerich. Final returns will be available in two days’ time as usual.

BookofScientometricsSecondVolume.PDF

 on Book of Scientometrics Second Volume Updated to 27/11/16

Wind 7.14%, 1 – 25 mph, Wales 3 – 5 mph, 0815 local     time

November 30, 2016 

The wind speed over Wales today is again only 3 – 5 mph, not enough to start any of the big turbines 
which have caused so much damage to the environment. The strong wind is again over the Shetlands, 
closer to Norway than to mainland Britain. Plaid Cymru and Labour need to switch policy so that a 
political consensus is built up quickly in order to have these useless scams demolished. If an effort is 
not put in to hydro soon, Britain will be at the mercy of foreign providers such as France, which charge 
a huge amount for exported electricity. Hydro will produce so much that it can be exported. This is 
common sense.

 on Wind 7.14%, 1 – 25 mph, Wales 3 – 5 mph, 0815 local time

Daily Report 28/11/16

November 30, 2016 

The equivalent of 90,362 printed pages was downloaded during the day (329.460 megabytes) from 
1,829 downloaded memory files (hits) and 444 distinct visits each averaging 3.4 memory pages and 7 
minutes, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo, printed pages to hits ratio of 49.41. Top ten 1439, 
Collected ECE2 1435, Evans / Morris 924(est), Collected scientometrics 501(est), F3(SP) 299, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 286, Principles of ECE 253, Eckardt / Lindstrom 253, Autobiography 
volumes one and two 250, Evans Equations 196, Collected proofs 174, UFT88 156, CEFE 113, 
Engineering Model 92, PECE 52, Llais 39, Self charging inverter 36, UFT321 36, UFT311 36, PLENR
35, ECE2 22, List of prolific authors 18, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 17, Three world records by MWE 16,
UFT313 32, UFT314 34, UFT315 34, UFT316 24, UFT317 32, UFT318 25, UFT319 35, UFT320 38, 
UFT322 37, UFT323 32, UFT324 40, UFT325 37, UFT326 37, UFT327 38, UFT328 33, UFT329 27, 
UFT330 33, UFT331 26, UFT332 22, UFT333 26, UFT334 26, UFT335 21, UFT336 24, UFT337 30, 
UFT338 21, UFT339 23, UFT340 28, UFT341 26, UFT342 28, UFT343 22, UFT344 22, UFT345 30, 
UFT346 34, UFT347 27, UFT348 24, UFT349 26, UFT351 23, UFT352 30, UFT353 19, UFT354 42, 
UFT355 36, UFT356 38, UFT357 26, UFT358 27, UFT359 45, UFT360 43, UFT361 40, UFT362 12 
to date in November 2016. City of Winnipeg UFT362, ECE Devices; University of Quebec Trois 
Rivieres UFT360 – UFT362; Swiss Federal Institute Lausanne UFT102; Swiss Federal Institute Zurich 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/30/daily-report-281116/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/30/wind-7-14-1-25-mph-wales-3-5-mph-0815-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/bookofscientometricssecondvolume2.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/30/book-of-scientometrics-second-volume-updated-to-271116/


genera; Deusu search engine Taughannock Sequence of Photographs; Rhine Westphalia Technical 
University Aachen UFT175; Polytechnic University of Ejercito Ecuador Essay 19 Spanish; Stanford 
University ECE article; University of Salamanca UFT137(Sp); Brief Creatif Web film and motion 
design France general; Pohang University of Science and Technology South Korea UFT42; National 
University of Sciences and Technology Pakistan UFT88, UFT104; Students Technical University of 
Warsaw My page, PLENR. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for November 2016.

Proof of Ownership

November 29, 2016 

To whom it may concern:
The attached map of 1917 proves conclusively that the land leased to William Newlands in 1897 was 
1863b 507 on the attached map. It is 30 perches and it is absolutely clear that there was room to build 
two houses – numbers 48 and 50 Rhyddwen Road. In 1926 William Newlands purchased an additional 
13.5 perches to the south. It has also been proven that this land was never part of the Philips Estate. The
additional 13.5 perches belong to the Newlands Estate.

amap1917.pdf

 on Proof of Ownership

363(1): Orbital Precession due to a Fluid Vacuum or     Aether

November 29, 2016 

This note shows that orbital precession is due to the spin connections (34), which come from the 
assumption of a fluid vacuum or aether. So orbital precession in this theory is an effect of the aether, 
vacuum or spacetime within the framework of ECE2 unified field theory.

a363rdpapernotes1.pdf

 on 363(1): Orbital Precession due to a Fluid Vacuum or Aether

Discussion of Orbital Precession due to a Fluid Spacetime (vacuum or     aether)

November 29, 2016 

Many thanks to the Co Ppresident of AIAS, Dr. Gareth Evans, who has known my work continuously 
since 1974, when he became my first Ph. D. student (more accurately Mansel Davies’s student, who 
left the supervision to me). GJE is a distinguished scientist in his own right, a member of national 
committees, and works for Ceredigion County Council. He is the author of about one hundred an thirty 
scientific papers and books.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 28/11/2016 17:49:37 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Orbital Precession due to a Fluid Spacetime (vacuum or aether)

The self consistency is wonderful. Science at its very best – a fine art.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/29/discussion-of-orbital-precession-due-to-a-fluid-spacetime-vacuum-or-aether/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/a363rdpapernotes1.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/29/3631-orbital-precession-due-to-a-fluid-vacuum-or-aether/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/amap1917.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/29/proof-of-ownership-2/


Sent from my Samsung device

 on Discussion of Orbital Precession due to a Fluid Spacetime (vacuum or aether)

Temperatures Getting down to Freezing, No wind     power

November 29, 2016 

In calm conditions in winter there is often frost. This morning there was frost on the ground and the 
temperature is about zero centigrade (32 F). So wind turbines produce very little power all year round. 
The sea never freezes around here so a tidal lagoon would be producing the entire demand of 30 – 40 
gigawatts of all three countries of Britain,all year round, with enough for export. This is unfashionable 
common sense. I have experienced temperatures of around 10 – 15 F in New York State in winter 
(Ithaca and Kingston), so States like New York must be able to generated by hydro as well as other 
means. I saw a few large dams there in the mountains of New York State. The most famous station is 
Niagara Falls. I saw that from the Canadian side in November, when the spray froze solid on the trees. 
Buffalo on the American side can get about eleven feet of snow in one storm, but they are prepared for 
it.

.

 on Temperatures Getting down to Freezing, No wind power

Wind 3.9%, 1 – 36 mph, Wales 2 – 8 mph, 0722 local     time

November 29, 2016 

The wind speed in Swansea now is as usual much too low for any power to be produced from any of 
the large turbines in the area, this includes the Betws and Hirwaun turbines, which can be seen as an 
ugly blight on the horizon from here, all painted a blazing white. So my work on this blog has shown 
with objective simplicity that wind turbines are the greatest industrial fiasco of the twenty first century 
in the three countries of Britain. The political will must be built up to demolish them at developer 
expense, make the scammers pay back all the subsidies, and to bankrupt as many wind turbine 
companies as possible so the Directors are banned. Nuclear is being run flat out already, and it far too 
dangerous, so the common sense answer is hydroelectric. In its pristine, profound, ineluctable and 
elevated wisdom, above all democracy, the Welsh Assembly has so far refused to build hydro, leaving 
Wales almost totally dependent on imported gas. It is well known that Wylfa and Trawsfynydd have 
leaked radiation, resulting in many cancer cases. Near Trawsfynydd people have been allowed to fish in
a polluted lake.

 on Wind 3.9%, 1 – 36 mph, Wales 2 – 8 mph, 0722 local time

Daily Report Sunday     27/11/16

November 29, 2016 

The equivalent of 75,827 printed pages was downloaded during the day (276.464 megabytes) from 
2,037 downloaded memory files (hits) and 402 distinct visits each averaging 3.5 memory pages and 8 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 37.22, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 
1398, Top ten 1386, Evans / Morris 891(est), Collected scientometrics 501(est), F3(Sp) 295, 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/29/daily-report-sunday-271116/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/29/wind-3-9-1-36-mph-wales-2-8-mph-0722-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/29/temperatures-getting-down-to-freezing-no-wind-power/


Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 293, Principles of ECE 248, Autobiography volumes one and two 243,
Evans Equations 193, Eckardt / Lindstrom 174(est) Collected Proofs 168, UFT88 141, CEFE 113, 
Engineering Model 69, PECE 50, Llais 36, Self charging inverter 35, PLENR 34, ECE2 22, List of 
prolific authors 17, Idaho lecture 17, Three world records by MWE 15, UFT313 32, UFT314 33, 
UFT315 33, UFT316 23, UFT317 31, UFT318 24, UFT319 33, UFT320 38, UFT322 35, UFT323 31, 
UFT324 38, UFT325 37, UFT326 36, UFT327 37, UFT328 33, UFT329 27, UFT330 33, UFT331 25, 
UFT332 26, UFT333 25, UFT334 25, UFT335 21, UFT336 24, UFT337 30, UFT338 21, UFT339 23, 
UFT340 28, UFT341 25, UFT342 28, UFT343 21, UFT344 22, UFT345 30, UFT346 34, UFT347 27, 
UFT348 24, UFT349 24, UFT351 20, UFT352 29, UFT353 19, UFT354 41, UFT355 35, UFT356 38, 
UFT357 26, UFT358 27, UFT359 45, UFT360 41, UFT361 38, UFT362 6 to date in November 2016. 
University of Innsbruck UFT213; Mathematics and Physics Charles University Prague UFT88; 
Princeton University UFT214; University of Tel Aviv UFT158; HART Foundation Netherlands 
extensive; Edu system Pakistan LCR Resonant; Faculty of Electronics and Information Technology 
Warsaw University of Technology UFT Section; International Students Office Warsaw University of 
Technology My CV, UFT section; University of Cambridge UFT114; Student Halls University of 
Leeds UFT25. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for November 2016.

 on Daily Report Sunday 27/11/16

Orbital Precession due to a Fluid Spacetime (vacuum or     aether)

November 28, 2016 

I have proven that a fluid spacetime or vacuum or aether produces orbital precession assuming the 
model r = alpha / (1 + epsilon cos (x theta)) valid for small precessions. The precession is produced by 
well defined values of the spin connection components due to the fluid spacetime, vacuum or aether. I 
have also rechecked that the theory of note 362(5) is correct. Note 363(1) will report this new 
precessional proof, and will be built directly on Note 362(5). So this is another fundamental vacuum 
effect (similar to the g factor of the electron, Lamb shift, Casimir effect and energy from spacetime), 
the vacuum is responsible for orbital precession to any degree of precision, because in the model, 
precise experimental data from many experiments are used for x. Having found the spin connection 
components from the experimentally observed planetary precession, they can be used to predict tiny 
but real effects on the radial centrifugal acceleration of the orbit. They may also produce new 
accelerations in e sub theta. In the usual orbital theory these vanish for all planar orbits as shown in 
previous UFT papers. The use of elliptical polar coordinates may also produce precession. I also plan to
investigate that in UFT363. One of the most elegant results of ECE2 to date is the proof just summed 
up in chapter 4 of the new book (just posted by Dave Burleigh in the publications section) that the most
general theory of orbital precession is simultaneous solution of the ECE2 hamiltonian and lagrangian. 
So precession is intrinsic to the hamiltonian and lagrangian on the most fundamental level, and is due 
to ECE2 covariance (Lorentz covariance in a space with finite torsion and curvature). The same theory 
can be used for the Sommerfeld atom.

 on Orbital Precession due to a Fluid Spacetime (vacuum or aether)

Discussion of Evans / Morris     book

November 28, 2016 

I am satisfied that the experimental results are reproducible in one laboratory (that of AIAS Co 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/28/discussion-of-evans-morris-book/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/28/orbital-precession-due-to-a-fluid-spacetime-vacuum-or-aether/


President Gareth Evans) and in some cases repeatable (in the two different laboratories of Trevor 
Morris and Gareth Evans and also one or two other laboratories). Any results that are not repeatable 
and reproducible will not be used. Yet other laboratories worldwide might like to take up the rigorously
objective challenge posed by the ECE theory of the Evans Morris effects, which has been intensely 
studied worldwide for two years or more. For example the interferometer experiment. The theory has 
been checked by computer algebra and in may other ways. The same is true of all the ECE papers, 
which amount to an example of Darwin’s evolutionary theory, thought has rapidly evolved completely 
away from the old physics. Similarly, ECE2 has produced severe new tests of the Dirac approximation 
and relativistic quantum mechanics.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 27/11/2016 22:03:23 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of Evans / Morris book

Agreed, a number of experiments have been proposed that a good lab could test. Also, the 
theory is rock solid.

 on Discussion of Evans / Morris book

Chapters One to Four of ECE2: The Second Paradigm     Shift

November 28, 2016 

Many thanks to Dave Burleigh for putting together my parts of chapters one to four in one file in the 
publications section. I will begin work on chapter five next weekend, on new spectroscopies discovered
using ECE2, and new foundational tests of the Dirac approximation.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 28/11/2016 06:07:42 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING : ECE2: The Second Paradigm Shift, Chapter Four

Added today

Dave

On 11/27/2016 4:13 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This is my part of chapter four, with Horst’s part scheduled to follow with 
important graphics and computation. The papers of this chapter are already 
being intensely studied internationally. 

 on Chapters One to Four of ECE2: The Second Paradigm Shift

Wind 5.40%, 2 – 16 mph, Wales 5 – 10 mph, 0732 local     time

November 28, 2016 

This morning there is just enough wind speed (10 mph) to start the Betws and Hirwaun tutbines, which 
need a minimum of 7 – 9 mph to start. The percentage contribution of wind turbines to the British grid 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/28/wind-5-40-2-16-mph-wales-5-10-mph-0732-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/28/chapters-one-to-four-of-ece2-the-second-paradigm-shift/


is a dismal 5.40%. So these failures dumped on the once serene and beautiful Betws (from the Latin 
“beatus”, meaning “holy place”) are producing nothing as usual. The people who forced turbines on the
unwilling People must have known that there is very rarely enough wind speed. So this is a scam in my
point of view, running to billions that are draining and weakening the economy every day. With 
government like this who needs organized crime?

Daily Report Saturday     26/11/16

November 28, 2016 

The equivalent of 100,826 printed pages was downloaded during the day (367.616 megabytes) from 
2,363 downloaded memory files and 429 distinct visits each averaging 4.5 memory pages and 9 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 42.67. main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Top ten 1366, 
Collected ECE2 1329, Evans / Morris 858(est), Collected scientometrics 501, F3(Sp) 290, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 289, Principles of ECE 243, Autobiography volumes one and two 239,
Evans Equations 185, Eckardt / Lindstrom 174(est), Collected Proofs 155, UFT88 134, CEFE 112, 
Engineering Model 67, PECE 50, Llais 36, Self charging inverter 35, UFT31 35, PLENR 32, UFT321 
31, ECE2 21, Idaho Lecture 17, Prolific authors 16, Three world records by MWE 13, UFT313 32, 
UFT314 32, UFT315 32, UFT316 23, UFT317 31, UFT318 24, UFT319 31, UFT320 35, UFT322 33, 
UFT323 29, UFT324 36, UFT325 34, UFT326 34, UFT327 35, UFT328 31, UFT329 26, UFT330 31, 
UFT331 24, UFT332 21, UFT333 23, UFT334 23, UFT335 19, UFT336 21, UFT337 27, UFT338 20, 
UFT339 20, UFT340 26, UFT341 24, UFT342 27, UFT343 19, UFT344 21, UFT345 29, UFT346 32, 
UFT347 26, UFT348 21, UFT349 22, UFT351 20, UFT352 28, UFT353 19, UFT354 41, UFT355 36, 
UFT356 37, UFT357 26, UFT358 27, UFT359 45, UFT360 41, UFT361 36 to date in November 2016. 
University of Lausanne Switzerland UFT144(Sp); Academic and Schools Network of Dijon France 
UFT175; Trieste Electron Synchrotron Italy UFT81. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file 
attached for November 2016.

 on Daily Report Saturday 26/11/16

UFT88 Read at Illinois Urbana Champiagn, National Taiwan and Bose     Institute

November 27, 2016 

These are three world ranking institutions. Illinois Urbana Champaign is ranked 22 in the world by 
webometrics, 28 by QS, 30 by Shanghai and 48 by Times. It was founded in 1867 and has 44,087 
students, the LED or light emitting diode, was invented there. National Taiwan is ranked 64 by 
webometrics, 68 by WS and 151-200 by Shanghai, it has 31,758 students and was founded in 1928. 
The Nobel Laureate Lee was a student there. The Bose Institute in Calcutta is one of India’s oldest and 
most prestigious institutes, founded by the Bose of Bose Einstein statistics. UFT88 is the scientifically 
famous paper that refuted the Einstein theory of relativity, and has been developed into UFT99, 
UFT109 and UFT313.

 on UFT88 Read at Illinois Urbana Champiagn, National Taiwan and Bose Institute

Docx Files so     far

November 27, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/27/docx-files-so-far/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/27/uft88-read-at-illinois-urbana-champiagn-national-taiwan-abd-bose-institute/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/28/daily-report-saturday-261116/


Sure, here they are.

In a message dated 27/11/2016 11:50:45 GMT Standard Time,

Could you also send the doc files of all chapters (without formulas) for typesetting?

Horst

Am 27.11.2016 um 12:13 schrieb EMyrone:

This is my part of chapter four, with Horst’s part scheduled to follow with 
important graphics and computation. The papers of this chapter are already 
being intensely studied internationally. 

ECE The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter 3.docx

ECE The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter Two.docx

ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter Four.docx

PrinciplesofECE2backup29thOctober.docx

 on Docx Files so far

Discussion of UFT362

November 27, 2016 

I think that all is OK. It comes from Eq. (3) of Note 362(5), which I cross checked as in Notes for 
UFT361 and UFT362. It is precisely this term that is responsible for the transition from particle or 
classical dynamics to fluid dynamics. You could check it through using Eq. (3) of Note 362(5), which 
leads to Eq. (5) of that note. Eq. (7) is Eq. (5) in matrix format. The basic idea of UFT362 as you know 
is to assume that spacetime or the vacuum or the aether is a fluid governed by the ECE2 / Kambe 
equations of fluid dynamics. The basic idea of fluid dynamics is that the general vector field V is:

V = V(t, r(t), theta(t))

needing the chain rule of differentiation (e.g. “Vector Analysis Problem Solver”). The chain rule leads 
to the convective, material or Lagrange derivative, a special case of the Cartan derivative as we have 
just shown. In classical dynamics, V of a particle is V(t).

EMyrone
Sent: 25/11/2016 19:58:32 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: UFT362 Sections 1 and 2, Orbital Theory in a Fluid Aether

Shouldn’t in eq. (8) in the middle term, rhs, capital and lowercase v be interchanged? To 
my understanding the operator is

(v*del) V.

In (22) the Cartan derivative is applied to [r 0]. Shouldn’t this vector also appear in the last 
term of the rhs?

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/27/discussion-of-uft362/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/principlesofece2backup29thoctober.docx
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/ece2-the-second-paradigm-shift-chapter-four1.docx
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/ece-the-second-paradigm-shift-chapter-two.docx
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/ece-the-second-paradigm-shift-chapter-3.docx


Horst

Am 25.11.2016 um 14:28 schrieb EMyrone:

This paper begins the consideration of orbital theory in a fluid spacetime, aether
or vacuum, and shows that the aether or vacuum changes the orbit through the 
Cartan spin connection. For example an elliptical orbit may be changed into a 
precessing elliptical orbit by choice of spin connection. This can be considered 
in future work.

 on Discussion of UFT362

Corpuscular matter and fluid     dynamics

November 27, 2016 

OK thanks.

CC: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 25/11/2016 20:01:35 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Corpuscular matter and fluid dynamics

Horst,

The cited source article may offer some insight, but I don’t have access (at this link)
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00107514.2016.1256123?
journalCode=tcph20

-Russ

 on Corpuscular matter and fluid dynamics

Evolution of Dynamics of Particles to Fluid     Dynamics

November 27, 2016 

Many thanks, this problem has been addressed in great detail using supercomputer simulation (e.g. the 
late eighties papers by David Heyes and myself in the Omnia Opera). By now the supercomputer 
simulation methods must be very highly developed. UFT362 is an entirely new discovery, that a fluid 
dynamic background affects an orbit and may explain precessions.

Emyrone
Sent: 25/11/2016 19:45:18 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Fwd: Corpuscular matter and fluid dynamics

Russ., I am forwarding to Myron. This article covers the problem how mass point 
mechanics (motion of single particles) turns into continuum fluid mechanics. Have we an 
idea for this? It seems to be an old problem.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/27/evolution-of-dynamics-of-particles-to-fluid-dynamics/
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00107514.2016.1256123?journalCode=tcph20
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00107514.2016.1256123?journalCode=tcph20
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/27/corpuscular-matter-and-fluid-dynamics/


Horst

Horst,

I thought to mention this recent article as it relates to the general topic of fluid flow and the 
special case of a gas, which might be of interest.

-Russ

New capillarity effects in ideal gases solve an old mathematical mystery

New capillarity effects in ideal gases solve an old 
mathematical mystery
Nanowerk, the leading nanotechnology portal, is committed to educate, inform and inspire 
about nanotechnologies,…

 on Evolution of Dynamics of Particles to Fluid Dynamics

ISBN Number of     PECE

November 27, 2016 

It is ISBN 978-1-78719-180-8 (published in 2016).

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 25/11/2016 18:35:16 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Future Books

Could you send me the ISBN number of the PECE book? I will add it to the typeset version
then.
An ISBN no. can of course be obtained from Epubli for future publications.

Horst

Am 25.11.2016 um 14:56 schrieb EMyrone:

I think that we should publish with www.epubli.de because the quality is very 
high and it can print on demand in colour. I will certainly help financially with 
any future book. Tomorrow I will resume work on chapter four of the new 
book, chapter four is scheduled to be finished on Sunday. I am delighted with 
the impact of PECE and congratulations to all concerned.

 on ISBN Number of PECE

http://www.epubli.de/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/27/isbn-number-of-pece/
http://www.nanowerk.com/nanotechnology-news/newsid=45182.php


FOR POSTING : ECE2: The Second Paradigm Shift, Chapter     Four

November 27, 2016 

This is my part of chapter four, with Horst’s part scheduled to follow with important graphics and 
computation. The papers of this chapter are already being intensely studied internationally.

ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter Four.pdf

 on FOR POSTING : ECE2: The Second Paradigm Shift, Chapter Four

Wind 8.84%, 2 – 15 mph, Wales 5 – 10 mph, 0737 local     time

November 27, 2016 

The wind speed in Swansea now is 6 mph, below the 7 – 9 mph needed to start the Betws and Hirwaun 
wind turbines, a smallpox on a once pristine and pure land. So these turbines are again producing 
nothing at all and should obviously be demolished. Their existence is an indicator of malfeasance and 
complete misgovernment. A people gets the government it deserves, and as my direct ancestor King 
Caradog ap Bran ap Llyr (Caratacus) was fond of saying, prolonged tyranny leads to extinction. This is 
why he fought the Romans, the superpower of his time. Capital despotism has ruined the environment 
and has therefore ruined the people, which has caught a dose of what it deserves, and has not shaken 
itself free – yet.

 on Wind 8.84%, 2 – 15 mph, Wales 5 – 10 mph, 0737 local time

Daily Report 25/11/16

November 27, 2016 

The equivalent of 86,314 printed pages was downloaded during the day (314.701 megabytes) from 
1,696 memory files downloaded (hits) and 422 distinct visits each averaging 3.2 memory pages and 9 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 50.92, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Top ten 1332, 
Collected ECE2 1302, Evans / Morris 825(est), Collected scientometrics 492, F3(Sp) 282, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 272, Principles of ECE 239, Autobiography volumes one and two 236,
Evans Equations 176, Eckardt / Lindstrom 174, Collected Proofs 133, UFT88 133, CEFE 109, 
Engineering Model 59, PECE 50, UFT311 35, Self charging inverter 34, Llais 34, PLENR 32, UFT321
31(est), ECE2 19, List of Prolific Authors 16, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 16, Three world records by 
MWE 13, UFT313 31, UFT314 32, UFT315 32, UFT316 23, UFT317 30, UFT318 24, UFT319 31, 
UFT320 34, UFT322 32, UFT323 28, UFT324 35, UFT325 32, UFT326 33, UFT327 35, UFT328 30, 
UFT329 26, UFT330 31, UFT331 21, UFT332 21, UFT333 23, UFT334 23, UFT335 19, UFT336 21, 
UFT337 26, UFT338 19, UFT339 20, UFT340 25, UFT341 24, UFT342 27, UFT343 19, UFT344 21, 
UFT345 26, UFT346 32, UFT347 26, UFT348 18, UFT349 22, UFT351 20, UFT352 28, UFT353 19, 
UFT354 41, UFT355 34, UFT356 37, UFT358 26, UFT359 45, UFT360 40, UFT361 35 to date in 
November 2016. City of Winnipeg UFT Theory; Edu Pakistan Essay 65; Physics Moscow State 
University Omnia Opera; University of Warwick UFT309. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage 
file attached for November 2016.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/27/daily-report-251116/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/27/wind-8-84-2-15-mph-wales-5-10-mph-0737-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/ece2-the-second-paradigm-shift-chapter-four.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/27/for-posting-ece2-the-second-paradigm-shift-chapter-four/


FOR POSTING: Section 3 of paper     361

November 26, 2016 

Many thanks, this Section is full of interest as usual, especially the development of three dimensional 
orbital theory resulting as usual in elegant results and graphics.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 25/11/2016 20:46:37 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Section 3 of paper 361

In this section the expression for the acceleration in plane polar
coordinates was further simplified. I investigated the torkado example
as already mentioned. Besides the simplified discussion with plane polar
coordinates, I computed the full 3D dynamics in cylindrical coordinates.
Surprisingly the angular component of acceleration vanishes as it does
for the plane polar coordinate system for simple Lagrangian dynamics
(masspoint).

Horst 

paper361-3.pdf

 on FOR POSTING: Section 3 of paper 361

Early View of Chapter Four and docx     File

November 26, 2016 

I expect to complete my section of chapter four tomorrow, this is an early view and the docx file for 
typesetting and translation. This chapter consists of popular, well read, papers and makes major 
advances in orbital theory using ECE2 relativity. For the first time it gives the true precession, found by
solving the ECE2 lagrangian and hamiltonian simultaneously using numerical methods. For large 
precessions this method gives the large observable precessions of ellipses in a sensible way. These 
could be graphed along the disastrous results of the Einstein theory for large precessions, where the 
Einstein theory gives wild,unphysical results, and the fractal conic sections of the modelled precessing 
ellipse, r = alpha / ( 1 + epsilon cos (x theta)). The latter half of the chapter is pencilled in for the 
important Sections 3 by Horst of the relevant papers. The incisive graphics be published in colour.

ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter Four.docx

 on Early View of Chapter Four and docx File

Wind 2.44%, 1 – 18 mph, Wales 2 – 14 mph, 0857 local     time

November 26, 2016 

The wind speed recorded in Swansea now is 4 mph. So the Betws turbines are producing nothing as 
usual, because they need 7 – 9 mph to start. I have proven conclusively in a very simple way that the 
Betws (and also the Hirwaun) turbines are completely useless and should be demolished at developer 
expense, and all subsidies paid back to the People. So the Mynydd y Gwair turbines will also be 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/26/wind-2-44-1-18-mph-wales-2-14-mph-0857-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/ece2-the-second-paradigm-shift-chapter-four.docx
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/26/early-view-of-chapter-four-and-docx-file/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/paper361-32.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/26/for-posting-section-3-of-paper-361/


completely useless. The developers should be prosecuted for extreme environmental damage, damage 
like this has never been perpetrated before. The latter has been cheated and cynically deceived. This is 
well known, so the political will must be gathered quickly to demolish all wind turbines in Wales, and 
also Britain. The reason is that they are useless. They also make a mockery of democracy, which has 
never really existed in Wales. It is very easy to introduce true democracy using electronic referenda and
proportional representation. A dangerous populist movement such as UKIP, or a dangerous and 
inexperienced populist figure such as Trump would be prevented by veto from taking power. A group 
of responsible and highly experienced people would be in charge of this veto.

 on Wind 2.44%, 1 – 18 mph, Wales 2 – 14 mph, 0857 local time

Daily Report 24/11/16

November 26, 2016 

The equivalent of 131,731 printed pages was downloaded during the day (480.290 megabytes) from 
3,355 downloaded memory files (hits) and 552 distinct visits, each averaging 5.2 memory pages and 10
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 39.26, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Top ten 1283, 
Collected ECE2 1218, Collected Evans / Morris 792(est); Collected scientometrics 442, F3(Sp) 274, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 262, Autobiography volumes one and two 233, Principles of ECE 230,
Collected Eckardt / Lindstrom 166, Evans Equations 144, Collected Proofs 143, UFT88 126, CEFE 
107, PECE 46, UFT311 35 Self charging inverter 33, Llais 34, PLENR 32, UFT321 31, ECE2 19, 
Lindstrom Idaho lecture 16, List of prolific authors 15, Three world records by MWE 10, UFT313 31, 
UFT314 32, UFT315 31, UFT316 23, UFT317 29, UFT318 24, UFT319 29, UFT320 36, UFT322 32, 
UFT323 28, UFT324 35, UFT325 32, UFT326 33, UFT327 34, UFT328 28, UFT329 24, UFT330 30, 
UFT331 21, UFT332 20, UFT333 21, UFT334 23, UFT335 18, UFT336 21, UFT337 24, UFT338 17, 
UFT339 20, UFT340 25, UFT341 23, UFT342 26, UFT343 19, UFT344 20, UFT345 25, UFT346 32, 
UFT347 24, UFT348 18, UFT349 22, UFT351 17, UFT352 26, UFT353 17, UFT354 37, UFT355 32, 
UFT356 37, UFT357 25, UFT358 25, UFT359 45, UFT360 30, UFT361 35 to date in November 2016. 
City of Winnipeg UFT355; University of Alberta UFT33; Deusu search engine UFT2141b; University 
of Heidelberg UFT18; University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign UFT88; University of Tartu Estonia 
UFT57; Open University of Hong Kong PECE, Theory of H Bonding, Overview; Mathematics 
National Taiwan University UFT88. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for 
November 2016.

 on Daily Report 24/11/16

Source for Linus being Lleyn ap     Caradog

November 25, 2016 

This is found by googling “Linus Lleyn”, third site. It is St. Peter himself in “Apostolic Constitutions”, 
Book 1, Chapter 46. “Concerning those Bishops who have been ordained in our lifetime, we make 
known to you that they are these: of Antioch Eudius, and ordained by me, Peter; of the Church of 
Rome, Linus (Lleyn ap Caradog), brother of Claudia (Gladys ferch Caradog), was first ordained by 
Paul.” In another statement Peter confirms that Linus was a Briton, son of a Royal King (Caradog ap 
Bran ap Llyr my direct ancestor, the British hero Caratacus). Lleyn was already a Christian in Rome, 
and Paul and Peter wanted to see him. So they did not convert him. This suggests that Lleyn was very 
close to the source of Christianity itself, Yehoshua ben Joseph, or Jesus or Joshua ben Joseph of 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/25/source-for-linus-being-lleyn-ap-caradog/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/26/daily-report-241116/


Nazareth (4 B. C. to 30 A. D) and that he was a Christian before being captured by the pagan Romans. 
Some sources say that his father Caradog was also a Christian. Caradog was born in the year 5 A. D., so
it is possible. I looked up 2 Timotheus 4:21: “Bydd ddyfal i ddyfod cyn y gaeaf. Y mae Eubulus yn dy 
annerch, a Phudens, a Linus a Chlaudia, a’r brodyr oll.”. So Dr William Morgan used Linus for Lleyn, 
direct from Greek and Hebrew, without using Latin. The word “Bishop” in the earliest Christian 
Church meant no more than a kind of elder. Caradog or Caratacus was born in Trefran, Llanilid. He had
three sons and two daughters: my direct ancestor King Cyllin, Lleyn, Cynon, Eurgain and Gladys 
(Claudia). Claudia was so named because she was adopted by the Emperor Claudius and became 
Claudia Britannica. She was married to Rufus Pudens when she was seventeen and had four children, 
two sons and two daughters instructed as Christians by St. Paul himself. This was tolerated by 
Claudius. She died in 97 A. D. and all her children were murdered by Nero about 100 A. D. Finally one
source asserts that Caradog’s father Bran ap Llyr was married to Anna Enygeus Arimathea, the 
daughter of St. Ilid, or St Joseph of Arimathea, the uncle of Mary, mother of Joshua ben Joseph or Jesus
of Nazareth. So St.Ilid brought Christianity to Caradog, who was born in 5. A. D. However, 
Christianity did not exist before about 20 A. D., say, when Joshua ben Joseph started to teach. He was 
murdered in about 30 A. D. as is well known. So it is safe to assume that as soon as Christianity started 
to become well known, it was taken up by Caradog and his family. So I am descended from St. Joseph 
of Arimathea. This is historical, and accurate, and so are all the Morgan Aubrey Family. Therefore 
excavations of Cor Eurgain will be full of interest. “Cor Eurgain” means the choir of Eurgain, so one 
can infer that the earliest Church used chant or possibly music. “Bangor” means “the place of the 
choir”.

 on Source for Linus being Lleyn ap Caradog

Visit from Allen Meredith and Janis     Fry

November 25, 2016 

This is scheduled to take place next Friday morning. They hit the headlines with their work on DNA 
testing of the yew trees at Defynnog which I featured on this blog some time ago.The trees are about 
five thousand plus years old and Druidical. They would originally have been arranged in an ellipse 
around a building. Several thousand years later this became the Llan (or cellan, from the Latin cella 
meaning “cell”). They are both authors, and Janis Fry is an artist. They both have a pretty good grasp of
Welsh. They are also interested in Cor Eurgain, which is probably the earliest Christian site in Britain, 
founded in Llan Ilid by my ancestral cousin St. Eurgain ferch Caradog (25 to 100 AD). I am descended 
directly from her brother Cyllin ap Caradog (40 – 150 AD) as shown in the attached, very accurate and 
historical, genealogy which I constructed with the help of many scholars. Her brother Lleyn ap 
Caradog (born 45 AD) is said to have been Pope St Linus the Martyr, who was made Bishop by St. 
Paul in Rome. I have been googling around using keywords such as “Cor Eurgain” and found that 
Linus is mentioned as the sister of Claudia (Gwladys), sister of Eurgain and her two brothers. Eurgain 
has the word “eur”, which comes from “aur” meaning “gold”. This signifies her purity and piety as a 
Celtic Saint. Cor Eurgain is a mound of earth near Llan Ilid, which is not far from Llan Illtud Fawr. 
“Ilid” is British Celtic for “Israelite”, and he is sometimes identified as Joseph of Arimithea. The task 
for a historical scholar and scientist is to filter the facts from mythology. I found that Cyllin married 
Julia Victoria ferch Prasutagus, an ancient Celtic king.The husband of Gwladys was Rufus Prudens, 
who aided St Paul in the Christian church in Rome. They are mentioned in Timothy 4:21 and Romans 
16:13. Their father Caradog (Caratacus) ap Bran lived from about 5 to about 100 AD. He was defeated 
and captured by the Romans in 51 AD, and taken to Rome as a prisoner together with his entire family. 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/25/visit-from-allen-meredith-and-janis-fry/


Timothy 4:21 has the sentence: “Eubulus greeteth thee (i.e. St Paul) and Prudens, and Linus and 
Claudia and all the brethren.” I will see if I can find Timotheus 4:21 in Welsh to see how “Linus” is 
spelled. Linus was certainly a disciple of Paul at a time when it was very dangerous to be so. Paul died 
in 65 AD. There are competing claims on the web as to the identity of Linus, but it seems cerrtain that 
his sister Gwladys (Claudia) married Rufus Prudens. Gwladys is described in one site as a Princess 
from the West (i.e. Britain). The most accurate site for Caradog ap Bran seems to be 
ancientwalesstudies.org/id145.html. Bran ap Llyr is Bendigeidfran mab Llyr in the Mabinogi, the 
Blessed Bran, the Raven King, a mixture of Pagan and Christian – hedging your bets – as Kenneth 
Clark described the Vikings in “Civilization”. Illtud is Sir Galahad in the Arthurian legends and lived 
about four centuries after Eurgain. Illtud must not be confused with Ilid. I discussed all this with Allen 
Meredith and Janis Fry by telephone and suggested DNA testing and scientific excavation of Cor 
Eurgain, (a doughnut shaped mound). There might be organic material there dating to the first century, 
almost two thousand years ago. Lleyn ap Caradog (if he was indeed Linus) was certainly very 
courageous, and so was his father Caradog, who resisted the Romans longer than any other British 
King until betrayed and captured. He was not executed because he impressed the Romans, and was 
allowed to return to Britain. At that point his daughter St. Eurgain must have founded Cor Eurgain. So 
it would be around 51 – 60 AD at a rough guess.

afamilylinesancestryto1,100 BC.pdf

afamilylinesdescentfromKingLear.pdf

 on Visit from Allen Meredith and Janis Fry

FOR POSTING: Softback version of “Principles of     ECE”

November 25, 2016 

This has just been published in a joint venture with New Generation London, I received my advance 
copy today. It is very well produced by “New Generation”, which will send copies to the National 
Library of Wales and Dr. Douglas Lindstrom. Many thanks to them. Its details are as follows:

Myron W. Evans, Horst Eckardt, Douglas W. Lindstrom and Stephen J. Crothers, “Principles of ECE: a 
new paradigm of physics”, Edited and Collated by Horst Eckardt, Copyright Myron Evans, 288 pages, 
ISBN 978-1-78719-180-8 (2016).

Many thanks to all who helped publish this book, notably Horst Eckardt who financed the typesetting, 
and Douglas Lindstrom who helped finance the production. Dr Stephen Bannister of the University of 
Utah also helped in the typesetting. Alex Hill is gratefully acknowledged for the Spanish translation, 
open source on www.aias.us. The book is already a runaway “best reader”, currently being read 5,561 
times a year off combined sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org. The hardback version in colour is 
available from www.epubli.de, and this was also financed by Dr. Horst Eckardt. Both books are 
suitable for libraries and the staff and students and others around the world who have been reading it 
open source. Despite the power of our own computerized AIAS publishing, there is still nothing to beat
a good book.

cc National Library of Wales.

 on FOR POSTING: Softback version of “Principles of ECE”
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FOR POSTING: UFT362 Sections 1 and 2, Orbital Theory in a Fluid     Aether

November 25, 2016 

This paper begins the consideration of orbital theory in a fluid spacetime, aether or vacuum, and shows 
that the aether or vacuum changes the orbit through the Cartan spin connection. For example an 
elliptical orbit may be changed into a precessing elliptical orbit by choice of spin connection. This can 
be considered in future work.

a362ndpaper.pdf

a362ndpapernotes2.pdf

a362ndpapernotes2a.pdf

a362ndpapernotes3.pdf

a362ndpapernotes4.pdf

a362ndpapernotes5.pdf

 on FOR POSTING: UFT362 Sections 1 and 2, Orbital Theory in a Fluid Aether

Discussion of 362(5)

November 25, 2016 

OK many thanks. In Eq. (18) the lower case v should have been a capital V.

362(5): Convective Derivative of the General Vector, Application to Orbits

I have a problem with eqs.(17-21) which should hold for arbitrary vectors V. The middle 
term at the RHS in (21) only depends on the velocity v. This seems not be meaningvul if V 
is not a velocity. I think this should be:

DV/dt = partial V / partila t + (v*nabla) V .

There is everywhere a vector V to be used at the RHS of the operators. In the operator 
v*nabla itself the velocity appears. This gives different results for (22).

Horst

Am 24.11.2016 um 13:15 schrieb EMyrone:

The convective derivative of any vector field V(t, r(t), theta(t)) is given by Eq. 
(7) and involves two Cartan derivatives as shown. The result is applied to the 
Coriolis velocity in Eq. (22) and the Coriolis accelerations in Eq. (23). The 
components of the orbital Coriolis velocity are changed to Eqs. (35) and (36) 
when the orbiting object of mass m is considered to move through a fluid 
spacetime or aether instead of as a point particle as in the usual orbital theory. 
The observable square of the orbital velocity is changed to Eq. (38), and the 
Newtonian result (39) is changed by the presence of the spin connection (26) of
fluid dynamics and Cartan geometry. By suitable choice of spin connection 
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components it should be possible to produce a precessing orbit, and also the 
hyperbolic spiral orbit of a whirlpool galaxy. The kinetic energy, hamiltonian 
and lagrangian are changed by the assumption of a fluid spacetime, aether or 
vacuum. Computer algebra could be used to model a precessing orbit and 
hyperbolic spiral orbit with choice of spin connection components. At this point
I will write up Sections 1 and 2 of UFT362 and pencil in Section 3 for co author
Horst Eckardt as usaul.

 on Discussion of 362(5)

Wind 6.56%, 1 – 31 mph, Wales 6 – 16 mph, 0834 local     time

November 25, 2016 

The wind speed in the Betws area today is about 12 mph or less, just above the 7 – 9 mph needed to 
start the giant turbines. The overall wind contribution in the countries of Britain is a pathetic 6.56%. 
The high wind of 31 mph is over the Shetlands close to Norway, far north of here. My conclusion is 
that the Betws turbines produce next to nothing, and only on those rare days when there are storms. If 
they were demolished at developer expense there would be les danger to the grid from wild fluctuations
of wind. Unfortunately this is not a script from Monte Python’s Flying Circus or Pink Panther, it is the 
ghastly reality of failed govrenment. Wind turbines have no effect at all on climate. I could have told 
you that twenty five years ago.

Daily Report 23/11/16

November 25, 2016 

The equivalent of 108, 962 printed pages was downloaded during the day (397.277 megabytes) from 
2,265 memory files downloaded (hits) and 491 distinct visits each averaging 3.7 memory pages and 8 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio 48.11, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Top ten 1245, 
Collected ECE2 1218, Evans / Morris 759(est), Collected scientometrics 403(est), F3(Sp) 272, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 244, Principles of ECE 219, Autobiography volumes one and two 209,
Evans Equations 162, Eckardt / Lindstrom 153(est), Colelcted Proofs 131, UFT88 119, CEFE 107, 
Engineering Model 49, PECE 42, UFT311 35, Self charging inverter 33, Llais 32, PLENR 31, UFT321
29, ECE2 19, Idaho 16, Prolific authors 15, Three world records by MWE 10, UFT313 31, UFT314 32,
UFT315 29, UFT316 21, UFT317 28, UFT318 22, UFT319 23, UFT320 34, UFT322 31, UFT323 28, 
UFT324 34, UFT325 31, UFT326 30, UFT327 34, UFT328 27, UFT329 23, UFT330 30, UFT331 21, 
UFT332 19, UFT333 20, UFT334 22, UFT335 18, UFT336 20, UFT337 23, UFT338 16, UFT339 18, 
UFT340 25, UFT341 23, UFT342 26, UFT343 17, UFT344 17, UFT345 25, UFT346 30, UFT347 22, 
UFT348 17, UFT349 21, UFT351 17, UFT352 25, UFT353 16, UFT354 35, UFT355 30, UFT356 36, 
UFT357 25, UFT358 24, UFT359 43, UFT360 39, UFT361 35 to date in November 2016. City of 
Winnipeg UFT Section; University of Concepcion Chile Faculty of Physical Sciences and Mathematics
Essay 109(Sp); Deusu search engine Germany Home page; Rhine Westphalia Technical University 
Aachen UFT175; Steinbuch Computer Center Karlsruhe Institute of Technology Proofs; College of 
Information Sciences and Technology Pennsylvania State University UFT73; Spanish Centre for 
Energetics, Ambient Media and Technologies (Ciemat) Essay 85(Sp); Physics Complutense University 
Madrid UFT110; Distance Learning University of Murcia UFT165(Sp), AIAS staff, B(3); University of

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/25/daily-report-231116/
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Rijeki Croatia Publications; Interdisciplinary Professional Unit in Engineering and Advanced 
Technologies National Polytechnic Institute of Mexico UFT170(Sp); Pakistan Education and Research 
Network UFT26. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for November 2016.

 on Daily Report 23/11/16

362(5): Convective Derivative of the General Vector, Application to     Orbits

November 24, 2016 

The convective derivative of any vector field V(t, r(t), theta(t)) is given by Eq. (7) and involves two 
Cartan derivatives as shown. The result is applied to the Coriolis velocity in Eq. (22) and the Coriolis 
accelerations in Eq. (23). The components of the orbital Coriolis velocity are changed to Eqs. (35) and 
(36) when the orbiting object of mass m is considered to move through a fluid spacetime or aether 
instead of as a point particle as in the usual orbital theory. The observable square of the orbital velocity 
is changed to Eq. (38), and the Newtonian result (39) is changed by the presence of the spin connection
(26) of fluid dynamics and Cartan geometry. By suitable choice of spin connection components it 
should be possible to produce a precessing orbit, and also the hyperbolic spiral orbit of a whirlpool 
galaxy. The kinetic energy, hamiltonian and lagrangian are changed by the assumption of a fluid 
spacetime, aether or vacuum. Computer algebra could be used to model a precessing orbit and 
hyperbolic spiral orbit with choice of spin connection components. At this point I will write up Sections
1 and 2 of UFT362 and pencil in Section 3 for co author Horst Eckardt as usaul.

a362ndpapernotes5.pdf

 on 362(5): Convective Derivative of the General Vector, Application to Orbits

Book 2 Chapter     2

November 24, 2016 

Many thanks indeed to Dr. Douglas Lindstrom!

Sent: 23/11/2016 15:03:06 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Book 2 Chapter 2

I am typesetting (LaTex) and writing chapter 2 at this time, so that there is no duplication of
efforts.

Doug

 on Book 2 Chapter 2

Wind 6.98%, 1 – 24 mph, Wales 9 – 18 mph, 0812 local     time

November 24, 2016 

Yesterday was the calm eye of a cyclic storm in the Betws turbine area, today the wind is about 18 
mph, between the 7 to 9 mph needed to start the white painted satanic turbines and the lower end of the 
optimal range of 20 – 40 mph. So it is clear that the work only when there are storms, a few days of the 
year in which they turn out a little bit of power at huge cost. They are an attack on civilization and 
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democracy

 on Wind 6.98%, 1 – 24 mph, Wales 9 – 18 mph, 0812 local time

Happy Thanksgiving to Fellow U. S. Citizens and Dual     Citizens

November 24, 2016 

No turkey is safe between today and Christmas.

 on Happy Thanksgiving to Fellow U. S. Citizens and Dual Citizens

Daily Report 22/11/16

November 24, 2016 

The equivalent of 121,792 printed pages was downloaded during the day (444.055 megabytes) from 
2,070 memory files downloaded (hits) and 426 distinct visits each averaging 3.4 memory pages and 11 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 58.84, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Top ten 
1159, Collected ECE2 1129, Evans Morris 726, Book of scientometrics 403(est), F3(Sp) 261, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 231, Principles of ECE 213, Autobiography volumes one and two 202,
Evans Equations 158, Eckardt / Lindstrom 153, Collected Proofs 123, UFT88 105, CEFE 100, PECE 
39, UFT311 35, Self charging inverter 31, PLENR 31, UFT321 27, ECE2 17, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 
16, List of prolific authors 13, Three world records by MWE 13, UFT313 28, UFT314 28, UFT315 29, 
UFT316 19, UFT317 25, UFT318 21, UFT319 25, UFT320 30, UFT322 30, UFT323 28, UFT324 33, 
UFT325 30, UFT326 29, UFT327 29, UFT328 25, UFT329 21, UFT330 25, UFT331 19, UFT332 17, 
UFT333 17, UFT334 18, UFT335 17, UFT336 17, UFT337 23, UFT338 15, UFT339 17, UFT340 24, 
UFT341 22, UFT342 24, UFT343 14, UFT344 16, UFT345 23, UFT346 27, UFT347 20, UFT348 17, 
UFT349 20, UFT351 17, UFT352 22, UFT353 15, UFT354 32, UFT355 29, UFT356 33, UFT357 24, 
UFT358 23, UFT359 41, UFT360 38, UFT361 34 to date in November 2016. City of Winnipeg UFT 
Section; Iparadigms New Theories; The Fraunhofer Institute for Ceramic Technologies and Systems 
Dresden 2D paper; Purdue University UFT80; University of California Los Angeles UFT257; 
University of California Santa Barbara UFT213; Electrical Engineering and Computer Science 
University of Michigan UFT110; Washington State Department of Corrections UFT94; Marwadi 
Education Foundation India UFT85; Bose Institute Calcutta UFT88; Wayback Machine (San Francisco 
Internet Archives) spidering, Photon B3, Life of Myron Evans (cover); The Calyx Institute UFT110; 
National Taiwan University UFT10; University of Wales Swansea Catastrophe for Cosmology. Intense 
interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for November 2016.

 on Daily Report 22/11/16

Weak and Strong Nuclear     Fields

November 23, 2016 

Many thanks to Gareth Evans. There are many combinations and permutations possible now, so it is a 
matter of selecting the most incisive. The third book is pencilled in as “The Evans / Morris Effects” and
planned to be four authored, Trevor and yourself and Horst and myself. Improvements in printing 
technology will enable the inclusion of many of your colour photographs. You may like to discuss the 
choice of photographs with Trevor Morris and in the meantime review the Evans Morris papers on 
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www.aias.us and www.upitec.org.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 23/11/2016 14:47:17 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 362(4): The Coriolis velocity as a Cartan derivative

Your reference to the weak and strong nuclear fields are also very important of course and 
will clear up loads of uncertainty as well as probably suggesting new areas of work and 
useful applications.

Sent from my Samsung device

 on Weak and Strong Nuclear Fields

362(4): The Coriolis velocity as a Cartan     derivative

November 23, 2016 

This note derives the well known Coriolis velocity (10) of the plane polar coordinate system as the 
generally covariant Cartan derivative (1) of ECE2 unified field theory. The Coriolis velocity includes 
the well known orbital velocity v = omega r of a circular orbit. Note carefully that this result is no 
longer true in an elliptical orbit. As shown in Note 362(2a), and computer algebra by co author Horst 
Eckardt, the elliptical polar system is needed for self consistency. The elliptical polar coordinates 
system is expected to produce new fundamental velocities and accelerations of classical dynamics, this 
is pencilled in for UFT363. A remarkable result of computer algebra is that Eq. (12) is also true in the 
elliptical polar system. The general vector field V(t, r, theta) in plane polar coordinates is given by Eq. 
(17), and its time derivative is the Lagrange derivative, Eq. (18). The spin connection from Eq. (18) 
will be given in the next note. In classical dynamics, V = V(t). Therefore if an orbit is observed to 
deviate from the result given by V = V(t), then it is logical to assume that the orbit must be analyzed by
V = V(t, r, theta) within the overall structure of ECE2 generally covariant unified field theory, in which 
fluid dynamics, dynamics, gravitation and electrodynamics are unified by Cartan geometry. It is 
probable that this unification already encompasses the weak and strong nuclear forces, but this needs to
be proven rigorously. UFT225 showed that conventional electroweak theory is a fiasco from which no 
conclusions can be drawn.

a362ndpapernotes4.pdf

 on 362(4): The Coriolis velocity as a Cartan derivative

WordPress bug

November 23, 2016 

Many thanks, there is no apology needed because it turned out to be a major WordPress crash that 
lasted for about five days. It affected both AOL and gmail. A crash lasting five days might put a lot of 
people out of business. It is very well known that all carriers, including AOL, have big problems with 
their technical support. As a Bevanite soclialist it is my opinion that this is due to capitalism iself, the 
exigency of the machine, the use of cheap labour situated in poor countries thousands of miles away. A 
Reform Act is needed to ensure that support staff are situated in the countries of Britain, and are able to 
understand the relevant official languages: English, Welsh and Gaelic. This would have to be a 
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Commons Act, but eventually it would be read in the Lords. Baroness Harding may like to discuss it in 
the House of Lords and initiate a debate. I have experienced these problems since 2002, so has 
everyone else in Britain. The problems are well known, the customer gets bounced around, is kept on 
the phone for up to an hour or more, has to repeat the same explanations several times to different 
people, and the support does not understand English very well. It is very difficult to understand them 
sometimes. I was told for example that AOL has nothing to do with Talk Talk, whereas they are the 
same company, and that the fiasco at WordPress was due to “spam”. I did not come down with 
yesterday’s shower of rain, so know that this is total nonsense. Eventually WordPress admitted that it 
was a bug in its system and slowly got around to repairing it. Support staff would have no hope with 
Welsh or Gaelic. English is just as much my second language as it is to them. This is not a criticism of 
the Baroness or yourself, she is the only chief executive I know who actually talks to customers.

cc Prime Minister (also the First Lord of the Treasury), in my capacity as Civil List Pensioner, 
appointed by Head of State directly.
M. P. for Gower.

In a message dated 21/11/2016 07:53:08 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Dear Dr Evans,

I am very sorry that you have had to contact Dido directly.

Dido is currently in a series of meetings with limited access to her e-mail, so I am replying 
on her behalf to avoid further delay.

Please be assured that Dido reads all her e-mails and as such, will read your e-mail on her 
return and be aware of your issue.

I have asked one of our team to get in touch as soon as possible.

In the meantime, please accept my sincere apologies.

Best wishes

Kirsty

Kirsty Stygal

CEO office | TalkTalk

Compatibility Problem between WordPress and AOL

This mail originated from OUTSIDE the TalkTalk Group PLC Corporate Network. Treat 
hyperlinks and attachments in this email with caution.



Baroness Dido Harding,

Chief Executive Officer

Talk Talk Plc

Dear Baroness Harding,

A compatibility problem has developed suddenly between WordPress and my computer 
when I use my AOL carrier. I have notified WordPress. The problem is that when I write to 
my blog, emyrone the title appears but the message does not appear. The problem started 
suddenly this morning without warning. When I write from my gmail account the blog 
works as usual. In my understanding Talk Talk has taken over AOL and is responsible for 
talking to WordPress to work out this problem. Can you please look in to this matter. Your 
staff on 0203 441 5550 were unable to help. They put me through to 0808 2349 279 who 
put me through to 08 444 995555 who put me back to 0808 2349 279. So I had to explain 
the problem three times fro the beginning. I can operate the blog from gmail for the time 
being but my main carrier is AOL. I tried to explain to your staff that my systems are 
working fine, but there is a compatibility problem between wordpress and Talk Talk / AOL.
I would be grateful if you could ask your staff to work with WordPress to resolve this 
problem at earliest convenience. There is an incompatibility between a WordPress computer
and one of your computers. Thank you for your help in the past, when my broadband was 
down for about six days. Your intervention produced the desired result. The idea of having 
technical support staff thouands of miles away produces well known problems such as 
language difficulty, so in my opinion they should be based locally and be trained in 
technical matters. Your systems should be as efficient as gmail, which is my secondary or 
backup system. I have been an AOL customer since 2002 but continue to experience 
problems.

Cordially Yours,

Myron Evans

(Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent., Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc., Ph. D., B. Sc. (Wales)

cc M. P. Gower, Prime Minister’s Office

#########################################################################
#####
This communication together with any attachments transmitted with it
(“this E-Mail”) is intended only for the use of the addressee and may contain
information which is privileged and confidential. If the reader of this E-Mail
is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for
delivering it to the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any use,
dissemination, forwarding, printing or copying of this E-Mail is strictly
prohibited. Addressees should check this E-mail for viruses. The Company makes



no representations as regards the absence of viruses in this E-Mail. If you
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 on WordPress bug

CDF Hochgebirge

November 23, 2016 

Frederik Leen,
Director,
Fine Arts Museum Berlin,

Dear Frederik,

Many thanks indeed for such an interesting description. I did not receive a reply from 
www.caspardavidfriedrich.org but I suggest phoning or e mailing the BBC archivist in charge of 
“Civilization”, in thirteen episodes. It is on youtube in high definition. You are probably correct, the 
original has been lost but has been reconstructed in some way, perhaps from drawings. It is not on the 
CDF site. It looks as if CDF aimed at drama, as was the habit in those days. I think you would call it 
“sturm und dreng” (storm and stress) of Goethe and Schiller – a reaction to rationalism and the 
enlightenment. Adelina Patti chose Craig y Nos as her country home because the landscape reminded 
her of the Alps. I got most of my blog postings from Kenneth Clark’s “Civilization”. Clark did not like 
the modernist era very much, as far as I know as a layman in this area. As you know, he wrote a book 
on Leonardo, who dramatized in his drawings and background landscapes in much the same way as 
CDF.

Cordially,

Myron

In a message dated 20/11/2016 11:23:48 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Dear Dr. Evans,

http://www.caspardavidfriedrich.org/
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Thank you for your prompt reply. My question is futile and not motivated by scholarly 
challenges; just pure personal curiosity J.

Although I am not a 19th C. painting specialist, and have never done research on 
Hochgebirge, I have always been interested in the work of Caspar David Friedrich.

Hochgebirge is – at least for me, and for several reasons – a most intriguing painting.

I assumed the painting was lost, though the fairly detailed colour picture now seems to 
contradict this assumption.

Although Carus made a similar painting, that seems to be based on CDF’s work, it is very 
different in style.

Interestingly, Friedrich has never been to Chamonix.

The painting should have been based on a document (drawing) of a fellow artist.

However, although everything steep in real is a touch too precipitous in the painting, the 
view is astonishingly correct !!

The view was probably taken from the Montenvers viewpoint. Today, it can be comfortably
accessed by rack railway.

Over a time span of several decades I have climbed many of the ‘Aiguilles’ in the 
Chamonix region.

Unfortunately, my modest mountaineering skills never allowed me to get to the summit of 
one of the ‘pointes’ of the Grandes Jorasses, which is the impressive, over 1200 m high M 
shaped wall in Friedrich’s Hochgebirge.

Anyway, in the painting, to the left are the first slopes of the Aiguilles d’Argentière and to 
the right of the Aiguilles de Chamonix. They function as ‘repoussoir’ to enhance the 
impression of scale and distance. In the middle, the rather insignificant peak by the name of
Aiguille du Tacul and the Périades, while in the background, the east and west slopes of the 
Grandes Jorasses are slightly steeper than in reality, but the pointe Walker, Pointe 
Whymper, Pointe Croz, the Aiguille de Rochefort, the Rochefort Ridge and the Dent du 
Géant are all there, all located with extraordinary geographical accuracy ! Fascinating. 
Most spectacular being the corresponding detail of the Aiguille du Tacul, even considering 
the changes to the glacier and the formerly snowcapped summit, due to global warming. 
Though often mentioned, the Mont Blanc is definitely not in the painting. It is to the right, 
outside of the represented mountains in CDF’s painting.

Best wishes,

Frederik



CDF Hochgebirge

Dear Frederick Leen,

I asked the people at www.caspardavidfriedrich.org whether they know the location of this 
painting, and I am awaiting their reply. I first came across it in “Civilization” by Kenneth 
Lord Clark, Episode 11. This is online in high resolution and the credits of episode eleven 
may give a clue as to where it is. As you know, Friedrich was the most important painter of 
the German Romantic movement, his paintings remind me a little bit of Jan van Eyck. 
Turner’s style as you know was much freer, and at school we were taught that Turner was 
the first impressionist. “Civilization” has had a lifelong influence on me. It must be located 
in one of the galleries credited in episode eleven.

Cordially,

Myron Evans

In a message dated 18/11/2016 16:06:34 GMT Standard Time, frederik.leen writes:

Dear Dr. Evans,

I came across a reproduction of Hochgebirge by Caspar David Friedrich on 
your website.

Would you be kind enough to let me know where this painting is located ?

Thank you,

Kind regards,

Frederik Leen

Dr. Frederik Leen
Conservator
Departementshoofd Moderne Kunst

Koninklijke Musea voor Schone Kunsten van België
Museumstraat 9
B – 1000 Brussel

http://www.caspardavidfriedrich.org/
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Suspended droplets

November 23, 2016 

Good to hear from Gareth. At some point we can prepare a new book on the now internationally well 
known Evans / Morris effects. That might be some time next summer. I expect to finish my part of the 
second book some time next January.

Sent: 22/11/2016 13:05:30 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Suspended droplets

https://youtu.be/zSG9ElCkPV0
A nice application of a standing wave.

Sent from my Samsung device

 on Suspended droplets

Distinction between Dynamics and Fluid     Dynamics

November 23, 2016 

Now that the blog is fixed, these internationally known blog dialogues can be resumed and archived in 
real time on the wayback machine for the readership (www.archive.org). This looks to be very 
interesting work and can be the basis of UFT362 along with Notes 362(1) and 362(3) and one or two 
more notes that I intend to prepare. The UFT363 can be dedicated to the plane elliptical coordinates, 
when a new discovery in vector analysis appeared out of the blue. All of the work described below is 
full of interest. Eq. (23), Notes 361(3) gives the complete convective derivative in cylindrical 
coordinates. It is also given in Cartesian, spherical polar and general curvilinear coordinates on 
www.pleasemakeanote.blospot.co.uk. Marion and Thornton give the usual acceleration a(t) in spherical
polar coordinates as well as cylindrical and Cartesian coordinates. It looks as if the change from plane 
polar to elliptical polar coordinates produces new accelerations (a(t)) and velocities (v(t)) in classical 
dynamics. There is a snowstorm of complexity in elliptical polar coordinates, which simplifies 
tremendously to r bold = r e sub r bold as shown by Horst’s protocol using Maxima. I can take it from 
there to look for new velocities and accelerations due to the self consistent and rotating elliptical polar 
frame. These intricate calculations have been be done by hand, and they result in a new discovery in 
vector analysis. In 1835, Coriolis used a plane polar system, although his mathematical language was 
probably much different.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 22/11/2016 09:44:07 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of Attachment

Many thaks, you anticipated the answer to my question I would have asked next: Do we 
have to strictly discern between dynamics of mass points and fluid/continuous field 
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dynamics? So the calculations in my note seem to be right and the additional acceleration 
terms a_1 can further be simplified in general. I already did some plots and one can see the 
differences between point and fluid dynamics in the case of the Torkado. This seems to be 
an appropriate example because it is mostly displayed as a flow field. Then the orbit I 
selected is a streamline of it. I eliminated all time dependencies by assuming angular 
momentum conservation in Z direction. Then the angular velocity can be expressed as

theta dot = L0^2 / (m r^2)

with r(theta). This is certainly an approach taken from mass point dynamics but hopefully 
not too wrong here. I will send over the next version of my note shortly.

PS: do we have a special expression for the fluid dynamics acceleration in cylindrical 
coordinates, with Z terms?

Horst

Am 22.11.2016 um 10:25 schrieb EMyrone:

Many thanks again. The answer is that the conventional acceleration of classical
dynamics is based on the assumption v = v(t). So the convective derivative 
reduces to the ordinary time derivative because v is a function only of t. So Eq. 
(2) of Note 361(3) reduces to:

Dv / dt = dv / dt = d(r dot e sub r + r theta dot e sub theta) / dt = a

However, if v = v(t, r(t), theta(t)) then the chain rule of differentiation must be 
used as in Eq. (2) of Note 361(3), and the spin connection is changed to Eq. (1) 
of note 362(3). In conventional dynamics and orbital theory, v is not a function 
of r(t), and v is not a function of theta(t). In other words, in classical dynamics, 
v is not the velocity field of a fluid, it is the velocity of a particle. Observation 
in classical dynamics seems to confirm this assumption to some currently 
unknown degree of approximation. In fluid dynamics however the extra 
accelerations are present and have been observed through the Navier Stokes 
equation, vorticity equation and so on. So there are eddies, turbulence, 
baroclinic forces and so on. In classical dynamics v is the velocity of a particle, 
in fluid dynamics it is the velocity field of a fluid. If for some reason v = v(t, 
r(t), theta(t)) in classical dynamics the usual acceleration will be changed. If 
spacetime, the vacuum or ether is a fluid, these extra accelerations should 
become observable in dynamics and astronomy. That is the prediction of ECE2.

To: Emyrone
Sent: 21/11/2016 20:20:04 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Fwd: Problem with acceleration a1 ?

I recalculated the terms as described in the attachment. Is there an



error? The acceleration a is massively altered by a_1.

Horst

 on Distinction between Dynamics and Fluid Dynamics

UFT88 read at the University of Vienna and again at the University of     Waterloo

November 23, 2016 

Vienna is ranked 126 in the world by webometrics, 161 by Times, 151 – 200 by Shanghai and 153 by 
QS. It was founded in 1365 and is associated with fifteen Nobel Laureates, notably Schroedinger, who 
was later Director of the Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies.It has 94,000 students. UFT88 is a 
renowned classic, produced in 2007 by Evans and Eckardt, and refutes the Einstein general relativity. 
The latter has been replaced by ECE and ECE2 to international acclaim as the scientometrics show 
with pristine objectivity. There are no better scientometrics in science. Einsteinian general relativity 
was an influential, albeit incorrect, theory in its time, but as the Nobel Laureate, the now respectable, 
Bob Dylan wrote:

“And if your breath to you is worth saving,
Then you better start swimming or you’ll sink like a stone.
For the times they are a changing.”

The long haired and dubious Dylan Moore used to sing this to a twelve string guitar while boiling 
benzene in the basement of the EDCL.

 on UFT88 read at the University of Vienna and again at the University of Waterloo

Discussion of Attachment

November 23, 2016 

Discussion of Attachment

Many thanks again. The answer is that the conventional acceleration of classical dynamics 
is based on the assumption v = v(t). So the convective derivative reduces to the ordinary 
time derivative because v is a function only of t. So Eq. (2) of Note 361(3) reduces to:

Dv / dt = dv / dt = d(r dot e sub r + r theta dot e sub theta) / dt = a

However, if v = v(t, r(t), theta(t)) then the chain rule of differentiation must be used as in 
Eq. (2) of Note 361(3), and the spin connection is changed to Eq. (1) of note 362(3). In 
conventional dynamics and orbital theory, v is not a function of r(t), and v is not a function 
of theta(t). In other words, in classical dynamics, v is not the velocity field of a fluid, it is 
the velocity of a particle. Observation in classical dynamics seems to confirm this 
assumption to some currently unknown degree of approximation. In fluid dynamics 
however the extra accelerations are present and have been observed through the Navier 
Stokes equation, vorticity equation and so on. So there are eddies, turbulence, baroclinic 
forces and so on. In classical dynamics v is the velocity of a particle, in fluid dynamics it is 
the velocity field of a fluid. If for some reason v = v(t, r(t), theta(t)) in classical dynamics 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/23/discussion-of-attachment-2/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/23/uft88-read-at-the-university-of-vienna-and-again-at-the-university-of-waterloo/


the usual acceleration will be changed. If spacetime, the vacuum or ether is a fluid, these 
extra accelerations should become observable in dynamics and astronomy. That is the 
prediction of ECE2.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 21/11/2016 20:20:04 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Fwd: Problem with acceleration a1 ?

I recalculated the terms as described in the attachment. Is there an
error? The acceleration a is massively altered by a_1.

Horst

paper361-3.pdf

 on Discussion of Attachment

Computation of 362(2a)

November 23, 2016 

Updating Computation of 362(2a) after a five day WordPress crash.

Many thanks again! These comments will not appear on the blog because of the big 
WordPress crash. I have been waiting for WordPress to get its act together, but I cannot wait
any longer and I am sending out these comments to the group. These are again very 
remarkable results, especially the fact that r bold = r e sub r for the elliptical polar system. 
The tremendous complexity of the algebra shows why this result is new to mathematics, 
simple as the problem seems to be at first glance. We have achieved self consistency in that 
the coordinate system and the orbit are both described by r = alpha /(1 + epsilon cos 
(theta)). For the plane polar coordinates the orbital velocity is v squared = MG ( 2 / r – 1 / 
a) where a is the semi major axis. The computer can be used to find whether this result is 
still true in elliptical polar coordinates. The unit vector e sub r is the same in the plane and 
elliptical coordinates, but e sub theta is diffferent. So this propoerty will affect the velocity 
and the acceleration. It means that the plane polar relations e sub r dot = theta dot e sub 
theta and e sub theta dot = – theta dot e sub r are not true in the elliptical system. The latter 
therefore produces a new Coriolis velocity, a new centrifugal acceleration, and new Coriolis
accelerations. I will work on this today.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 19/11/2016 21:42:15 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 362(2a): Orbital Dynamics in the Elliptical Polar Coordinate System

I calculated the equations by Maxima. The result of velocity (eq.17) is o5, 
where the radius function r(theta) has been re-inserted for clarity. The 
acceleration (eq.18) is o11. Eqs.(29,30) are o15 and o16.
Then the unit vectors i and j are expressed by e_r and e_theta. I calculated the 
functions A and B but not C,D,E,F. Then bold r(theta) can be re-expressed by 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/23/computation-of-3622a-2/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/paper361-31.pdf


e_r and e_theta as in eq.(47). Surprisingly the well known equation comes out 
after a lot of simplifications:

bold r = r bold e_r.

This means, we have transformed bold r form the cartesian basis to polar 
coordinates by (24). then the basis vectors i and j were transformed to the polar 
basis. Although we used

partial r / partial theta .ne. 0

the standar results above comes out (see o37). Are the velocity and acceleration 
different from the usual values? Then at least this would be an effect of the 
elliptic coordinate system.

Horst

Am 16.11.2016 um 15:11 schrieb EMyrone:

This note defines the elliptical polar coordinate system in which the 
contradiction between Eqs. (13) and (14) of orbital theory in the 
plane polar system is removed. The r, v and a vectors of the 
elliptical polar system are defined by Eqs. (15), (17) and (18). It is 
checked that Eq. (17) gives the Newtonian result for a circular orbit,
but for the conic section orbits several new velocities and 
accelerations appear, defined by Eqs. (52) and (53), and not inferred
by Coriolis or anyone else up to now. So the velocities and 
accelerations of dynamics are different for the plane and elliptical 
polar systems. The latter is the one that should be used for a conic 
section orbit. Computer algebra can be used to work out Eqs. (17) 
and (18) in which theta is a function of t. Theta can be transformed 
to r using Eqs. (19) and (20). Computer algebra is needed at all 
stages, because the calculations get complicated, even though te 
basic definitions (1) to (5) are well known and simple. The unit 
vectors of the elliptical polar system are given by Eqs. (35) and 
(36). These should be checked by computer algebra. As usual my 
hand calculations are always checked by co author Dr Horst 
Eckardt using the computer in order to eliminate human error. It 
follows after some algebra that in the elliptical polar system, the 
familiar Eq. (51) of the plane polar system no longer holds.The 
algebra is straightfoward but a little complicated, so should be 
checked by computer. The fact that Eq. (51) no longer holds leads to
several new velocities given by Eq. (52) and accelerations, given by
Eq. (53). The computer should be used to find whether these reduce 
to the familiar eqs. (11) and (12). If not, entirely new dynamics 
would have been dsicovered. This work looks complicated, and the 



concepts are not easy for the non specialist, but the basic idea is 
simple, to use a coordinate system in which the self contradiction 
between Eqs. (13) and (14) vanishes, and then to evaluate the 
velocities and accelerations in this new coordinate system. 
Effectively, use is made of a coordinate system that is self 
consistent with the observed orbit, the conic section (5) exemplified
by the ellipse. On a more refined level a precessing elliptical 
coordinate system can be used. The next stage is to find the spin 
conenction matrix for the elliptical polar coordianate system and 
genrealize the calculation using the convective derivative, which 
must be evaluated in the elliptical polar system. This elliptical polar 
system is completely new. For background reading I recommend 
“Vector Analysis Problem Solver”.

362(2).pdf

 on Computation of 362(2a)

362(3): Link Between Plane Polar Acceleration and the Convective     Derivat…

November 23, 2016 

362(3): Link Between Plane Polar Acceleration and the Convective Derivative

This note is a clarification and extension of note 362(1) after comments by Dr. Horst 
Eckardt. The elegant result is obtained that the usual acceleration in plane polar coordinates
is the generally covariant Cartan derivative (19) with spin connection (20), the rotation 
generator matrix for the rotation of the axes of the plane polar system. This is the 
fundamental origin of the centrifugal and Coriolis accelerations in classical dynamics. They
are given by Cartan geometry in ECE2 unified field theory. The convective derivative gives
the additional spin connection (27) which appears when v(t) is developed into the velocity 
field v(t, r(t), theta(t)). So the usual acceleration in the plane polar coordinates is related to 
the convective derivative in the plane polar coordinates by Eq. (16). The convective 
derivative contains new accelerations.

a362ndpapernotes3.pdf

 on 362(3): Link Between Plane Polar Acceleration and the Convective Derivat…

Example by Horst Eckardt for paper 361 – Torkado     Orbit

November 23, 2016 

Example by Horst Eckardt for paper 361 – Torkado Orbit

Many thanks indeed! This looks like a very interesting three dimensional orbit and an ideal 
example. This text will not appear on the blog but the title will.

To: Emyrone@aol.com

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/23/example-by-horst-eckardt-for-paper-361-torkado-orbit-2/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/a362ndpapernotes31.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/23/3623-link-between-plane-polar-acceleration-and-the-convective-derivat/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/36221.pdf


Sent: 20/11/2016 23:34:32 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Example for paper 361

I am trying a so-called Torkado orbit, this is has been defined here:
http://www.alle24.de/archiv/2667.htm

I made an analytical model for one orbit, see attachment. I hope I can
compute the accelerations a and a1 from this.

Horst 

 on Example by Horst Eckardt for paper 361 – Torkado Orbit

Discussion of note     362(1)

November 23, 2016 

note 362(1)

OK thanks, I will look into this and the other comment tomorrow.

In a message dated 19/11/2016 18:47:08 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Eq. (6) seems not to be right. Inserting this into (4) does not give eq.
(3) in the theta component.
The solution is a bit complicated, see variable “a” in the attached
calculation, eq. %o12.

Horst

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/23/discussion-of-note-3621-2/
http://www.alle24.de/archiv/2667.htm
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/torkado1.png


 on Discussion of note 362(1)

Discussion of note     361(5)

November 23, 2016 

note 361(5)

Agreed with this, it should be partial e sub theta / partial theta. This was corrected and the 
matrices of Eqs. (5) and (6) are correct as used in the final paper.

In a message dated 19/11/2016 18:28:02 GMT Standard Time, writes:

In eq.(5), 2nd line, there is a factor

partial bold e_theta / partial r.

I guess that this is a type because this derivative should vanish.
Otherwise it would have to be added to eq. (4) as non-vanishing.

Horst 

 on Discussion of note 361(5)

Early Look at Chapter     Four

November 23, 2016 

Early Look at Chapter Four

This is an early look at chapter four, summarizing UFT320, UFT322 – UFT326. I will 
continue work on this chapter next weekend. There are two papers that remain to be 
summarized for it, UFT327 and UFT328. Horst’s sections are of key importance and are 
pencilled in for the end of chapter four. 

ECE2_The_Second_Paradigm_Shift_Chapter_Four.PDF

Wind 1.57%, 1 – 9 mph, Wales 7 – 9 mph, 0859 local     time

November 23, 2016 

Wind percentage has collapsed again following a storm that lasted for only about two days. There is no 
large turbine producing any electricity today across the three countries of Britain from the Scilly Isles 
to the Shetland islands. In the Betws area the wind is about 7 mph. So the wind industry is a cynical 
deception, a blind fiasco fuelled by the “exigency of the machine” in the words of the great poet, the 
late Rev. R. S. Thomas. He meant that the system rules OK, and never mind the people or language 
(Queen’s Gold Medal for Poetry, Cymrodorion Medal and nominated for the Nobel Prize in Literature).

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/23/wind-1-57-1-9-mph-wales-7-9-mph-0859-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/ece2_the_second_paradigm_shift_chapter_four3.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/23/early-look-at-chapter-four-2/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/23/discussion-of-note-3615/


 on Wind 1.57%, 1 – 9 mph, Wales 7 – 9 mph, 0859 local time

Daily Report 21/11/16

November 23, 2016 

The equivalent of 83,259 printed pages was downloaded (303.563 megabytes) from 1,826 memory files
downloaded (hits) and 352 distinct visits, each averaging 3.3 memory pages and 10 minutes, printed 
pages to hits ratio of 45.60 for the day, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Top ten 1123, Collected 
ECE2 1078, Collected Evans / Morris 693, Collected scientometrics 403, F3(Sp) 248, Barddoniaeth / 
Collected Poetry 231, Principles of ECE 208, Autobiography volumes one and two 199, Evans 
Equations 146, Collected Eckardt / Lindstrom 144(est), Collected proofs 120, UFT88 98, CEFE 98, 
Engineering Model 52, PECE 38, PLENR 30, Self charging inverter 28, Llais 28, UFT311 34, UFT321
26, ECE2 17, Idaho 15, List of prolific authors 12, Three world records by MWE 10, UFT313 27, 
UFT314 27, UFT315 29, UFT316 19, UFT317 24, UFT318 21, UFT319 23, UFT320 30, UFT322 29, 
UFT323 27, UFT324 33, UFT325 30, UFT326 29, UFT327 28, UFT328 24, UFT329 20, UFT330 24, 
UFT331 18, UFT332 17, UFT333 17, UFT334 18, UFT335 16, UFT336 16, UFT337 23, UFT338 15, 
UFT339 17, UFT340 22, UFT341 22, UFT342 23, UFT343 14, UFT344 15, UFT345 20, UFT346 27, 
UFT347 20, UFT348 15, UFT349 20, UFT351 16, UFT352 20, UFT353 14, UFT354 29, UFT355 28, 
UFT356 32, UFT357 23, UFT358 23, UFT359 40, UFT360 37, UFT361 34 to date in November 2016. 
City of Winnipeg UFT Section, ECE Devices; University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT356 – UFT361;
Fraunhofer Institute for Ceramic Technologies and Systems Dresden 2D paper; University of 
Salamanca UFT33(Sp); Monterrey Institute of Technology and Higher Education Mexico levitron; 
Unite the Union (Britain’s largest Trade Union) UFT86; National University of Singapore UFT18, 
Chemistry University of Leicester Historical Source Documents 27; University College London 
UFT175; University of Warwick My page, Wales and Welsh Affairs, letter from R. S. Thomas, FPL 
leaflet. Intense interest all sectors, usage files attached to update after blog crash.

 on Daily Report 21/11/16

#2925676: Blog OK

November 23, 2016 

Thank you very much, I have tested it and it is OK. It was down for approximately five days.

In a message dated 23/11/2016 05:06:22 GMT Standard Time, help@wordpress.com writes:

Hi,

> The blog is still down today, as you can see from the blog on _www.aias.us_
> (http://www.aias.us) and _www.upitec.org_ (http://www.upitec.org) it
> displays titles and attachments but not text. For example if I type “This is a
> test”, the message is not displayed. The problem started last Saturday and
> so it must be affecting thousands of people. I am proceeding as best I can
> by improvising using attachments instead of text. If this goes on much
> longer people are going to be seriously affected.

The issue is fixed now. Please try posting by email. It should work fine now.

http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/23/2925676-blog-ok/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/23/daily-report-211116/


Let us know if you face any issues.

Best,

Yogesh L – WordPress.com
WordPress.com | http://support.wordpress.com

 on #2925676: Blog OK

Discussion of Attachment

November 22, 2016 
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 on Discussion of Attachment

Computation of 362(2a)

November 22, 2016 

362(2).pdf

 on Computation of 362(2a)

Wind 17.49%, 1 – 34 mph, Wales 1 – 23 mph, 0726 local     time

November 22, 2016 

 on Wind 17.49%, 1 – 34 mph, Wales 1 – 23 mph, 0726 local time

Daily Report 20/11/16

November 22, 2016 

Dailyreports.PDF

 on Daily Report 20/11/16

362(3): Link Between Plane Polar Acceleration and the Convective     Derivative

November 21, 2016 

a362ndpapernotes3.pdf

 on 362(3): Link Between Plane Polar Acceleration and the Convective Derivative

Example by Horst Eckardt for paper 361 – Torkado     Orbit

November 21, 2016 
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 on Example by Horst Eckardt for paper 361 – Torkado Orbit

Wind 9.21%, 3 – 20 mph, Wales 10 – 20 mph, Nuclear Stretched to     Limit

November 21, 2016 

Daily Report Saturday     19/11/16

November 21, 2016 

Dailyreports.PDF

 on Daily Report Saturday 19/11/16

Early Look at Chapter     Four

November 20, 2016 

ECE2_The_Second_Paradigm_Shift_Chapter_Four.PDF

 on Early Look at Chapter Four

UFT88 read at Vienna and     Waterloo

November 20, 2016 

 on UFT88 read at Vienna and Waterloo

Daily Report 18/11/16

November 20, 2016 
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 on Daily Report 18/11/16

Proceeding with Chapter     Four

November 19, 2016 

I am proceeding with chapter four, and have posted the first half of my part, consisting of a synopsis of 
UFT320, UFT322 and UFT322. The second half will be a synopsis of UFT324 to UFT238.

 on Proceeding with Chapter Four

Early View of Chapter     Four

November 19, 2016 
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 on Early View of Chapter Four

Daily Report 17thNov16

November 19, 2016 
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Daily Report 17/11/16

November 19, 2016 

 on Daily Report 17/11/16

test

November 19, 2016 

This is a test

 on test

CDF Hochgebirge

November 18, 2016 
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Plans for Work over the Next Few     Days

November 18, 2016 

I intend to develop UFT362 and over the weekend begin work on chapter 4 of “ECE: The Second 
Paradigm Shift”, which is planned to be a synopsis of UFT320 to UFT328, mainly on ECE2 
covariance, Lorentz force equation, quantization and orbital theory. Chapter five will be a synopsis of 
UFT342 to UFT348, which are on precessions in ECE2 orbital theory. Chapter six will be on UFT329 
– UFT335, on new types of spectroscopy and new fundamental tests of quantum theory. This plan is a 
departure from the original introduction, which will be adjusted slightly in due course to make the book
consistent. Chapter 7 will be on UFT336 – 341 on vacuum theory and the GASER (gravitational 
amplification by stimulated emission of radiation). Chapter 8 will be on applications to ECE2 fluid 
dynamics and triple unification (UFT349 to present). Chapter 9 is pencilled in for advances in energy 
from spacetime and LENR (Horst Eckardt and Douglas Lindstrom), and Chapter ten is pencilled in for 
criticism of the standard model of gravitation by Stephen Crothers. The internationally well known 
scientometrics show that the most popular groupings of ECE2 papers are UFT320 to UFT328 and 
UFT349 to UFT361, the latest ECE2 papers being the most popular. However I do not go on 
popularity, pleasing as it is, but on my own judgement. It is pleasing to see that all forty seven ECE2 
papers to date are being read avidly around the world. We can all see that this is true of all items on 
www.aias.us and www.upitec.org , a great achievement by AIAS / UIPTEC by any historical measure.

 on Plans for Work over the Next Few Days

Wind 8.13% , 1 – 22 mph, Wales 4 – 22 mph, 1308 local     time

November 18, 2016 

The wind speed in the Betws area now is 4 mph, not enough to start the turbines (7 – 9 mph), This is 
despite the fact that there is a fair amount of wind over the Irish sea, off Gwynedd and Penfro. So it has
become obvious through my voluntary work of the past few months, recorded daily on the blog of 
www.aias.us, that the Betws turbines are misplaced. There is not enough wind to start them, with the 
exception of a very few days a year. So they are the result of corruption as we all now. It was all said by
John Milton, Foreign Minister of the 1649 Republic, whom I quote in my “Sonnet against Wind 
Turbines”, the last sonnet of the attached Barddoniaieth / Collected Poetry”, which is being read avidly 
around the world.

“……….Those whom last thou saw’st
In triumph and luxurious wealth are they
First seen in acts of powers eminent
And of great exploits, but of true virtue void.”

In Welsh, “cawlach yr uffern” – “hell’s own fiasco”.

collectedpoetrybarddoniaeth_2406.pdf

 on Wind 8.13% , 1 – 22 mph, Wales 4 – 22 mph, 1308 local time
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UFT88 Studied at Columbia and     Durham

November 18, 2016 

The scientifically famous UFT88 (Evans and Eckardt, 2007) has been read at Columbia and Durham in
the past two days. Columbia is ranked the world’s number eight by webometrics, 9 by Shanghai, 16 by 
Times and 20 by QS. It was founded in 1754 as King’s College and is a private Ivy league university 
with an acceptance rate of 6%. It has over thirty thousand students and is one of the original nine 
colonial colleges established before U. S. independence. It is associated with 39 Nobel Laureates. 
Durham is a public research university founded in 1832. It is ranked 61 in the world by QS, 96 by 
Times, 226 by webometrics and 201 – 300 by Shanghai and has over 17,000 students. Durham has 
always had a high reputation in Britain. UFT88 refutes Einsteinian general relativity by incorporating 
torsion in the second Bianchi identity and has been read repeatedly at several hundred of the world’s 
best universities for almost a decade. It should be read with UFT99, the simple proofs that are spun off 
from UFT99, UFT109 (Evans torsion identity) and UFT313 on the JCE and BCE identities. So the best
in the world have quietly accepted the ECE2 gravitational field equations that replace the earlier and 
now obsolete Einstein field equation, a very influential theory in its time.

 on UFT88 Studied at Columbia and Durham

Checking Note 362(2a)

November 18, 2016 

Much appreciated as ever. It is this meticulous checking work that has given international confidence in
the work of AIAS / UPITEC among the best in the world.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 18/11/2016 10:17:38 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 362(2a): Orbital Dynamics in the Elliptical Polar Coordinate System

I will check the equations at the weekend.
Horst

Am 16.11.2016 um 15:11 schrieb EMyrone:

This note defines the elliptical polar coordinate system in which the 
contradiction between Eqs. (13) and (14) of orbital theory in the plane polar 
system is removed. The r, v and a vectors of the elliptical polar system are 
defined by Eqs. (15), (17) and (18). It is checked that Eq. (17) gives the 
Newtonian result for a circular orbit, but for the conic section orbits several new
velocities and accelerations appear, defined by Eqs. (52) and (53), and not 
inferred by Coriolis or anyone else up to now. So the velocities and 
accelerations of dynamics are different for the plane and elliptical polar 
systems. The latter is the one that should be used for a conic section orbit. 
Computer algebra can be used to work out Eqs. (17) and (18) in which theta is a
function of t. Theta can be transformed to r using Eqs. (19) and (20). Computer 
algebra is needed at all stages, because the calculations get complicated, even 
though te basic definitions (1) to (5) are well known and simple. The unit 
vectors of the elliptical polar system are given by Eqs. (35) and (36). These 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/18/checking-note-3622a/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/18/uft88-studied-ar-columbia-and-durham/


should be checked by computer algebra. As usual my hand calculations are 
always checked by co author Dr Horst Eckardt using the computer in order to 
eliminate human error. It follows after some algebra that in the elliptical polar 
system, the familiar Eq. (51) of the plane polar system no longer holds.The 
algebra is straightfoward but a little complicated, so should be checked by 
computer. The fact that Eq. (51) no longer holds leads to several new velocities 
given by Eq. (52) and accelerations, given by Eq. (53). The computer should be 
used to find whether these reduce to the familiar eqs. (11) and (12). If not, 
entirely new dynamics would have been dsicovered. This work looks 
complicated, and the concepts are not easy for the non specialist, but the basic 
idea is simple, to use a coordinate system in which the self contradiction 
between Eqs. (13) and (14) vanishes, and then to evaluate the velocities and 
accelerations in this new coordinate system. Effectively, use is made of a 
coordinate system that is self consistent with the observed orbit, the conic 
section (5) exemplified by the ellipse. On a more refined level a precessing 
elliptical coordinate system can be used. The next stage is to find the spin 
conenction matrix for the elliptical polar coordianate system and genrealize the 
calculation using the convective derivative, which must be evaluated in the 
elliptical polar system. This elliptical polar system is completely new. For 
background reading I recommend “Vector Analysis Problem Solver”.

 on Checking Note 362(2a)

Discussion of note     361(4)

November 18, 2016 

I think that this is OK because I used “Vector Analysis problem Solver”, Problem 21.9, Eq. (4) to work 
out the e sub theta unit vector, which is (partial r bold / partial theta) / modulus (partial r bold / partial 
theta) = (partial r bold / partial theta) / r. Then use r bold = r e sub r. I agree with the second point, and 
this is the basis for notes for UFT362.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 17/11/2016 11:50:51 GMT Standard Time
Subj: note 361(4)

It seems that eq. (12) should correctly read

e_theta = partial e_r / partial theta = partial ( 1/r *
bold r) / partial theta

i.e. the factor 1/r has to be included in the theta derivative.
The result (13) describes a circle so this cannot be a suitable equation
for orbits. It seems solely to describe that the r and theta coordinate
are independent from each other. Similarly, in a cartesian coordinate
system we have

partial X / partial Y = 0

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/18/discussion-of-note-3614/


etc.

Eq.(23) sems to be valid in general, eq.(24) is not.

Horst

 on Discussion of note 361(4)

Discussion of Note     361(3)

November 18, 2016 

Many thanks. These are interesting suggestions for future numerical work, and I can see from the 
scientometrics that UFT361 is already being well studied.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 17/11/2016 11:27:56 GMT Standard Time
Subj: note 361(3)

This is an important development and clarification. The new fundamental
accelerations seem only to appear in 3D orbits. We could try to find an
example to show the differences, but then would have to use spherical or
cylindrical coordinates. The orbit and its time derivatives have to be
given as input. It could be done with a numerical solution but this
requires some effort I cannot spend at the moment.

Horst 

 on Discussion of Note 361(3)

Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to     16/11/16

November 18, 2016 

There was the usual intense interest, whose quality was outstanding. Of those universities that are 
ranked in the world’s top twenty by webometrics, Times, QS and Shanghai there were identifiable 
visits from staff and students at: Caltech* (world’s number one by some measures), Columbia, MIT 
(world’s number one by some measures), Princeton, Penn State, Chicago, UCLA, UC San Diego, Texas
Austin, Cambridge*, Oxford and University College London (UCL). The star denotes repeat or 
multiple readings. It is estimated that this represents only a small percentage of actual study visits from 
the top univeristies in the world – those that are identifiable by URL’s. Staff and students using private 
computers are not identifiable. So congratulations to all AIAS / UPITEC members. This is probably the
most distinguished institute of its kind in the world. I know this because I have spent an estimated 
fifteen thousand plus hours filtering the statistics over nearly thirteen years. These are the highest 
quality scientometrics of their kind in the history of science. The interest in our work is permanent, 
indicating a profound paradigm shift in science and engineering.

BookofScientometricsSecondVolume.PDF

 on Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to 16/11/16
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Daily Report 16/11/16

November 18, 2016 

The equivalent of 382,337 printed pages was downloaded during the day (1.394 Gbytes) from 2,502 
downloaded memory files (hits) and 429 distinct visits each averaging 4.2 memory pages and 6 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 152.81 for the day, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Top ten
997, Collected ECE2 975, Evans / Morris 528(est), Collected scientometrics 324, F3(Sp) 205, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 204, Principles of ECE 187, Autobiography volumes one and two 183,
Evans Equations 133, Eckardt / Lindstrom 121(est), Collected Proofs 100, UFT88 79, CEFE 59, 
Engineering Model 41, PLENR 29, UFT311 28, Self charging inverter 27, UFT321 23, Llais 21, ECE2 
14, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 14,List of prolific authors 9, Three world records by MWE 9, UFT313 24,
UFT314 24, UFT315 26, UFT316 19, UFT317 20, UFT318 19, UFT319 21, UFT320 26, UFT322 26, 
UFT323 24, UFT324 30, UFT325 23, UFT326 26, UFT327 26, UFT328 22, UFT329 19, UFT330 24, 
UFT331 16, UFT332 16, UFT333 15, UFT334 14, UFT335 14, UFT336 15, UFT337 20, UFT338 13, 
UFT339 16, UFT340 20, UFT341 20, UFT342 22, UFT343 14, UFT344 13, UFT345 19, UFT346 26, 
UFT347 17, UFT348 12, UFT349 18, UFT351 15, UFT352 19, UFT353 13, UFT354 27, UFT355 27, 
UFT356 30, UFT357 20, UFT358 19, UFT359 34, UFT360 31, UFT361 21 to date in November 2016. 
City of Winnipeg Spacetime devices; Deusu search engine general; Steinbuch Computing Centre 
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology Proofs, O level Section; Columbia University New York City 
UFT88; Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) my page; College of Information Sciences and 
Technology Pennsylvania State University UFT73; The University of Texas at Austin List of Prolific 
Authors, my three world records; University of Valencia Spain UFT166(Sp). Intense interest all sectors,
updated usage file attached for November 2016.

 on Daily Report 16/11/16

Wind 13.8%, 4 – 23 mph, Wales 13 – 23 mph 0737 local     time

November 17, 2016 

The wind in the Betws area is 13 mph now, barely enough to produce any power, because the giant 
turbines need 7 – 9 mph to start. Thw wind industry propaganda is completely deceptive. It claimed 
that Wales is an area of high wind, whereas my study shows that there is very rarely enough wind even 
to start the Betws turbines. My study is based on the gridwatch site and met office figures. Hopefully in
the future there will be a real government, one strong enough to right all these offences against the 
People. It is known clearly now that reduction of CO2 does not affect the climate in any way, and wind 
turbines are essentially useless. The standard of education is low, otherwise no one would believe the 
rubbishy propaganda. It does not take much education to follow a wind map.

 on Wind 13.8%, 4 – 23 mph, Wales 13 – 23 mph 0737 local time

Daily Report 15/11/16

November 17, 2016 

The equivalent of 98,773 printed pages was downloaded during the day from 3,459 downloaded 
memory files (hits) and 404 distinct visits each averaging 5.9 memory pages and 9 minutes, printed 
pages to hits ratio of 28.56 for the day, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 929, Top
ten 907, Collected Evans / Morris 495(est), Collected scientometrics 315, F3(Sp) 196, Principles of 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/17/daily-report-151116/
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ECE 182, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 175, Autobiography volumes one and two 162, Collected 
Eckardt / Lindstrom 121, Evans Equations 108, Collected proofs 97, UFT88 72, CEFE 59, Engineering
Model 39, PECE 29, PLENR 29, UFT311 28, Self charging inverter 26, UFT321 20, Llais 19, 
Lindstrom Idaho lecture 14, ECE2 13, List of prolific authors 8, Three world records by MWE 8, 
UFT313 24, UFT314 24, UFT315 26, UFT316 19, UFTT317 20, UFT318 18, UFT319 21, UFT320 25,
UFT322 26, UFT323 24, UFT324 30, UFT325 23, UFT326 26, UFT327 26, UFT328 21, UFT329 17, 
UFT330 23, UFT331 16, UFT332 15, UFT333 15, UFT334 14, UFT335 14, UFT336 15, UFT337 20, 
UFT338 12, UFT339 15, UFT340 20, UFT341 19, UFT342 22, UFT343 14, UFT344 12, UFT345 19, 
UFT346 25, UFT347 16, UFT348 12, UFT349 18, UFT351 14, UFT352 19, UFT353 12, UFT354 23, 
UFT355 26, UFT356 29. UFT357 16, UFT358 16, UFT359 32, UFT360 28, UFT361 14 to date in 
November 2016. Institute for Biophysical Chemistry University of Vienna Evans Equations; City of 
Winnipeg UFT361; Max Planck Institute for Iron Research Duesseldorf UFT311; Regional Computing 
Centre University of Erlangen GUFT, CEFE; Steinbuch Centre for Computing Karlsruhe Institute for 
Technology (on edu) UFT11; University of Utah UFT114; University of Valencia UFT166(Sp); 
University of Durham UFT88. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for November 
2016.

Forces due to a Rotating     Frame

November 16, 2016 

These are all incorporated automatically in the ECE2 field equations of gravitation and dynamics, 
because the field equations are based on Cartan’s general spin connection. The 1835 Coriolis velocity 
and accelerations are due to the rotation of a plane polar system. They have caused many students and 
teachers to clean around the bend, trying to understand them. They are vaguely described in many 
textbooks as “pseudo-forces”. Anyone who has gone around a bend (for example a string theorist or 
those who have fallen in to a black hole and emerged miraculously as white haired raving maniacs) 
knows that they are real. This was first realized in the sixteen thirties, when correcting cannon fire 
trajectories. As just seen in Note 362(2a) the use of an elliptical polar coordinate system is self 
consistent with orbital theory, and produces new velocities and accelerations. For a long time I have 
realized that there is a self contradiction in the use of a plane polar system for an elliptical or conic 
section orbit. The latest note resolves this contradiction. Hooke obviously did not understand the 
Coriolis forces, neither did Newton or Leibnitz or Euler or Lagrange. The latter edged towards an 
understanding, finally achieved by Coriolis in 1835, long after the time of Hooke, Newton and 
Leibnitz. My ancestral cousin John Aubrey (online “Brief Lives” or short biographies) had no grasp of 
mathematics but did write the truth and was a highly intelligent man. Hooke guessed that the inverse 
square law gives an elliptical orbit, but neither Hooke not Newton could have proven it because they 
had no grasp of a rotating or moving coordinate frame.

 on Forces due to a Rotating Frame

362(2a): Orbital Dynamics in the Elliptical Polar Coordinate     System

November 16, 2016 

This note defines the elliptical polar coordinate system in which the contradiction between Eqs. (13) 
and (14) of orbital theory in the plane polar system is removed. The r, v and a vectors of the elliptical 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/16/3622a-orbital-dynamics-in-the-elliptical-polar-coordinate-system/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/16/forces-due-to-a-rotating-frame/


polar system are defined by Eqs. (15), (17) and (18). It is checked that Eq. (17) gives the Newtonian 
result for a circular orbit, but for the conic section orbits several new velocities and accelerations 
appear, defined by Eqs. (52) and (53), and not inferred by Coriolis or anyone else up to now. So the 
velocities and accelerations of dynamics are different for the plane and elliptical polar systems. The 
latter is the one that should be used for a conic section orbit. Computer algebra can be used to work out 
Eqs. (17) and (18) in which theta is a function of t. Theta can be transformed to r using Eqs. (19) and 
(20). Computer algebra is needed at all stages, because the calculations get complicated, even though 
the basic definitions (1) to (5) are well known and simple. The unit vectors of the elliptical polar 
system are given by Eqs. (35) and (36). These should be checked by computer algebra. As usual my 
hand calculations are always checked by co author Dr Horst Eckardt using the computer in order to 
eliminate human error. It follows after some algebra that in the elliptical polar system, the familiar Eq. 
(51) of the plane polar system no longer holds.The algebra is straightfoward but a little complicated, so 
should be checked by computer. The fact that Eq. (51) no longer holds leads to several new velocities 
given by Eq. (52) and accelerations, given by Eq. (53). The computer should be used to find whether 
these reduce to the familiar eqs. (11) and (12). If not, entirely new dynamics would have been 
discovered. This work looks complicated, and the concepts are not easy for the non specialist, but the 
basic idea is simple, to use a coordinate system in which the self contradiction between Eqs. (13) and 
(14) vanishes, and then to evaluate the velocities and accelerations in this new coordinate system. 
Effectively, use is made of a coordinate system that is self consistent with the observed orbit, the conic 
section (5) exemplified by the ellipse. On a more refined level a precessing elliptical coordinate system 
can be used. The next stage is to find the spin connection matrix for the elliptical polar coordianate 
system and generalize the calculation using the convective derivative, which must be evaluated in the 
elliptical polar system. This elliptical polar system is completely new. For background reading I 
recommend “Vector Analysis Problem Solver”.

a362ndpapernotes2a.pdf

 on 362(2a): Orbital Dynamics in the Elliptical Polar Coordinate System

Discussion of Note     362(1)

November 16, 2016 

Many thanks. Cartan’s differential geometry is very powerful and more general than the Lagrange 
derivative (1778 – 1783). This is a very interesting problem because the Lagrange or convectirve or 
material derivative reduces to the Coriolis accelerations in Eq. (3) if and only if the plane polar system 
is used, and if and only if v = v(t). Otherwise new accelerations appear as in UFT361. These are 
represented in the spin connection matrix (5). The plane polar coordinate system reduces this to Eq. (6),
which is the spin connection for Eq. (3), the usual textbook result for the Coriolis accelerations of 1835.
The latter appear in a rotating frame of reference as you know. The rotation of the frame is presented in 
the spin connection matrix by the second matrix, an antisymmetric two by two rotation generator 
matrix containing the angular velocity of the frame on the off diagonals. There is a very interesting 
contradiction in the usual textbook approach because the plane polar coordinates imply partial r / 
partial theta = 0. This is true if and only if the orbit is a circle. If the orbit is an ellipse or conic section 
or a precessing ellipse then partial r / partial theta is not zero as you know. So the next note will 
develop this problem in the elliptical polar coordinate system. I intend to derive the Lagrange 
derivative and the Coriolis accelerations in the elliptical polar coordinate system. This procedure may 
well result in new orbital forces which can in principle be observable in astronomy. It is already known 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/16/discussion-of-note-3621/
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that the Cartan covariant derivative in general leads to the ECE2 field equations, which are true for all 
coordinate systems. So to calculate the most general orbit the ECE2 field equations must be solved. 
Essentially, UFT361 and 362 are simplifications of that procedure.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 15/11/2016 10:25:22 GMT Standard Time
Subj: note 361(2)

It seems that eq.(2) is identical to eq.(1) if we develop the total
derivative in the usual way:

d bold v / dt = partial bold v / partial t + partial bold v
/ partial X * partial X/ partial t + …

This gives exactly eqs. (3) and (4). Obviously the Cartan spin
connection (5) here is not the most general one because the first lower
index is always zero. That means, Cartan geometry is more general than
ordinary differential calculus represented by (2).

Horst 

 on Discussion of Note 362(1)

Wind 14.43%, 10 – 27 mph, Wales, 15 – 24     mph

November 16, 2016 

The wind speed in the Betws area is 15 mph today, above the minimum of 7 – 9 mph needed to start the
turbines, but well below the 20 – 40 mph optimal range. It is clear from my daily work of the past few 
months that wind turbines in Britain never work at optimal design efficiency or “rated” efficiency 
because the wind is never strong enough – nowhere near strong enough. The cynical and very 
destructive people who forced these Betws contraptions on the people must have known this from the 
beginning. Wind turbines have no effect on changing climate, because that is driven by forces outside 
of human control. The Betws turbines are already beginning to deteriorate and their efficiency will drop
off sharply. So Mynydd y Gwair will be a certain fiasco and should be opposed permanently until all 
wind turbines are demolished. Sharply deteriorating efficiency of giant wind turbines is known from a 
University of Edinburgh study on the net. Obviously they should be scrapped. They produce a tiny 
amount of power on the very few days of the year in Wales when the wind is strong enough to start 
them. They are a disgusting eyesore, a grotesque insult to democracy, and were built in order to give a 
few greed ridden people money – taxpayers’ money in the form of subsidies. All democratic objection 
was ignored in an act of hostile dictatorship.

 on Wind 14.43%, 10 – 27 mph, Wales, 15 – 24 mph

Daily Report 14/1/16

November 16, 2016 

The equivalent of 81,764 printed pages was downloaded during the day (298.110 megabytes) from 
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3,381 downloaded memory files (hits) and 884 distinct visits, each averaging 4.9 memory pages and 6 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 24.18, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Top ten 
884, Collected ECE2 835, Collected Evans / Morris 462(est), Collected scientometrics 293, F3(Sp) 
187, Principles of ECE 171, Autobiography volumes one and two 156, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry
155, Collected Eckardt Lindstrom 111, Evans Equations 102, Collected Proofs 75, UFT88 66, CEFE 
55, Engineering Model 36, PECE 25, Self charging inverter 25, UFT311 21, UT321 19(est), Llais 18, 
ECE2 13, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 10. List of prolific authors 8, Three world records by MWE 6, 
UFT313 22, UFT314 22, UFT315 22, UFT316 14, UFT317 19, UFT318 14, UFT319 19, UFT320 22, 
UFT322 23, UFT323 21, UFT324 28, UFT325 20, UFT326 23, UFT327 25, UFT328 17, UFT329 16, 
UFT330 22, UFT331 14, UFT332 14, UFT333 14, UFT334 13, UFT335 13, UFT336 12, UFT337 19, 
UFT338 10, UFT339 13, UFT340 16, UFT341 17, UFT342 19, UFT343 10, UFT344 9, UFT345 17, 
UFT346 23, UFT347 15, UFT348 11, UFT349 17, UFT351 14, UFT352 15, UFT353 10, UFT354 21, 
UFT355 24, UFT356 27, UFT357 16, UFT358 15, UFT359 30, UFT360 28, UFT361 10 to date in 
November 2016. University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT361; University of Wuerzburg Data Centre 
UFT104; United States Naval Marine Command Overview. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage 
file attached for November 2016.

 on Daily Report 14/1/16

Selected Feedback Interest:

1 - 16 November

U. S. Universities, Institutes and Similar

U. S. Airforce Institute of Technology, California Polytechnic State

University, California Institute of Technology*, Columbia, California State

University Northridge, Cleveland State University, Georgia Institute of

Technology, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (on edu), MIT, Princeton, Penn

State, Rochester, UC Davis, Central Florida, Chicago, UCLA, UC San Diego,

Minnesota, UNCC*, Southern California, Utah, Texas Austin, U. S. Airforce

AFNOC (Network Operations Command), U. S. Naval Marine Command,

Wayback Machine (San Francisco Internet Archives), Iparadigms California.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Vienna*, Free University of Brussels, CERN, City of Orlova Czech

Republic, Deusu German search engine, Humboldt Berlin, Max Planck Institute for

Iron Research Duesseldorf, Bremen, Erlangen, Freiburg, Karlsruhe, Paderborn,

Stuttgart, Wuerzburg, Madrid Autonomous, Granada, Salamanca, Santiago de



Compostela, Valencia, Ecole Normale Superieure Paris, Paris Psud, UC CorkIreland, Amsterdam, 
Institute of Chartered Public Accountants Israel, Intense

interest in Poland, Russian Federation and the Ukraine, including Moscow State

University, Ukrainian Government, Cambridge University*, Churchill College

Cambridge, Durham, Oxford, University College London (UCL), Warwick,

Awareness in Schools Project (MISP).

Rest of World, Universities, Institutes and Similar

UNGS Argentina, UNLP, Gov. Argentina, Adelaide*, Bibliotheca

Alexandrina Egypt, UFCG Brazil, City of Winnipeg*, McMaster, Quebec Trois

Rivieres, Waterloo*, Engineering University Colombia, Norte Colombia, ITB

Indonesia, Tezpur India, Aichi IT Japan, Chubu, Tokyo University of Foreign

Studies, Waseda, Seoul National University South Korea, National Chiao Tung

Japan, National Taiwan

UFT43 Read at     Cambridge

November 15, 2016 

This paper, on the Faraday Disk Generator, is almost always in the top ten of most popular items on 
www.aias.us and has been read over thirty thousand times since it was published in 2005, the year I 
was appointed by the Head of Staet as Civil List Pensioner, on the advice of Tony Blair. These hugely 
successful papers show up on the first page of google with the relevant choice of keywords. For 
example “second Bianchi identity differential geometry” brings up UFT88 as the third site first page of 
google, and the broad ranging choice “second Bianchi identity” brings it up on the second page of 
google. This is consistent with our own scientometrics, which show a huge readership of UFT88 at the 
best universities in the world: the top twenty for example, as ranked by webometrics, Times, QS and 
Shanghai world university rankings.

 on UFT43 Read at Cambridge

UFT88 Read at the University of Waterloo     Canada

November 15, 2016 

Waterloo is ranked 113 in the world by Webometrics, 173 by Times, 201 – 300 by Shanghai and 152 by
QS. It has 35,900 students and was founded in 1957. So it is a world ranking university. UFT88 has 
been developed in several UFT papers and books and is an internationally acknowledged and definitive
refutation of the Einstein field equation. Its final form is UFT313, the JCE and BCE Identities of 
geometry. They are described in “ECE2: The Second Paradigm Shift” (in prep.) in the publication 
section of www.aias.us, the sequel to “The Principles of ECE”. So the world of physics is split into 
ECE and the standard model. UFT88 has made a phenomenal impact (as has all our work on 
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www.aias.us and www.upitec.org) and is being intensely studied at several hundred of the world’s best 
universities. I can only record the peak of this Everest of interest through URL’s I can identify (about 
2%). The other 98% comes from private computers which I cannot identify. So there is a profound 
paradigm shift in physics. The standard model protagonists are being rejected out of hand by the 
younger generation, as always happens in any vigorous subject. They continue to charge huge 
university fees and to lock out real talent. They are countered with the knowledge revolution. No one 
should be charged huge fees for knowledge. It is in the urgent interests of society to make education of 
the highest standard available to all who wish to learn and can learn. This is what we do at AIAS / 
UPITEC.

 on UFT88 Read at the University of Waterloo Canada

Wind 10.01%, 4 – 26 mph, Wales 8 – 12     mph

November 15, 2016 

The wind speed over the area of the useless Betws turbines is 11 mph at present, which is enough to 
boil an egg for breakfast. They would be rotating very slowly because 7 – 9 mph is needed to start 
them. Maybe one day their bearings will rust and they will be stuck there forever. They are doing 
nothing already. I used to look after the chickens and bring in the eggs at Pant y Bedw (Auto One) and 
could think of easier ways of boiling an egg. They could have done better in the stone age. It is well 
known that wind turbines have had no effect at all on the climate, whatever is happening to it. They 
could have told you that in the stone age, when they had to protect the environment or starve. They 
were probably much more intelligent than we are now.

 on Wind 10.01%, 4 – 26 mph, Wales 8 – 12 mph

Daily Report Sunday     14/11/16

November 15, 2016 

The equivalent of 46,601 printed pages was downloaded during the day (169.907 megabytes) from 
2,481 downloaded memory files (hits) and 652 distinct visits each averaging 3 minutes and 3.3 memory
pages, main spiders google, MSN and Yahoo. Top ten 852, Collected ECE2 803, Collected Evans / 
Morris 462, Collected scientometrics 266(est), F3(Sp) 167, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 160, 
Principles of ECE 158, Autobiography volumes one and two 154, Collected Eckardt / Lindstrom 111, 
Evans Equations 101, Collected Proofs 73, UFT88 62, CEFE 54, Engineering Model 36, PECE 25, Self
charging inverter 25, UFT311 20, UFT321 19, Llais 18, ECE2 12, LIndstrom Idaho lecture 10, List of 
prolific authors 8, Three world records by MWE 6, UFT313 21, UFT314 20, UFT315 22, UFT316 14, 
UFT317 19, UFT318 14, UFT319 18, UFT320 22, UFT322 22, UFT323 20, UFT324 27, UFT325 19, 
UFT326 23, UFT327 25, UFT328 14, UFT329 16, UFT330 22, UFT331 12, UFT332 14, UFT333 14, 
UFT334 12, UFT335 12, UFT336 12, UFT337 19, UFT338 9, UFT339 12, UFT340 16, UFT341 16, 
UFT342 18, UFT343 10, UFT344 9, UFT345 15, UFT346 22, UFT347 14, UFT348 10, UFT349 17, 
UFT351 14, UFT352 14, UFT353 10, UFT354 21, UFT355 24, UFT356 26, UFT357 15, UFT358 14, 
UFT359 29, UFT360 28, UFT361 6 to date in November 2016. Physics University of Freiburg 
UFT175; The University of Arizona Tucson LCR Resonant; University of Granada Spain UFT33; 
Aichi Institute of Technology Japan AIAS staff, publications; University of Cambridge UFT43. Intense 
interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for November 2016.

 on Daily Report Sunday 14/11/16
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362(1): Spin Connection of the Plane Polar     System

November 14, 2016 

This note shows that the Cartan spin connection of the plane polar system is Eq. (6), and that this is a 
special case of the more general spin connection (5) given by the convective derivative calculated in 
the plane polar system in which v is a velocity field v(t, r(t), theta(t)). In the usual dynamics v is a 
function only of t. Most generally, the orbit is described by the general spin connection, and use of the 
Cartan derivative gives the ECE2 gravitational field equations which therefore give the most general 
orbit, and which have just summarized in chapter three of “ECE2: The Second Paradigm Shift”. These 
are also the field equations of electrodynamics and fluid dynamics. In the classical approach an orbit is 
a function superimposed on a coordinate system. The Cartan equations are relations between 
components, and this leads to general relativity, in which the orbit is defined by the general spin 
connection. In a sense the plane polar coordinate system is an example of general relativity, because the
spin connection is not zero and the axes move. When the static Cartesian axes are used there is no spin 
connection present, but that means that the Coriolis forces are not defined.

a362ndpapernotes2.pdf

Plans for UFT362

November 14, 2016 

Thanks, I realize that you are busy at present, and there is never any hurry. I am just pressing ahead 
with my part of the new book and new notes and papers. Everything is going very well for AIAS and 
UPITEC.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 13/11/2016 19:27:05 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Plans for UFT362

I am behind with reading notes and paper 361, will do this next week. Currently we have 
urgent things to do with our projects in Munich.

Horst

Am 13.11.2016 um 15:29 schrieb EMyrone:

I will resume work on the UFT series tomorrow, with developments of the 
concepts of UFT361 

 on Plans for UFT362

My Part of Chapters One to Three of “ECE2 – The Second Paradigm     Shift”

November 14, 2016 

I am most grateful to Annexa CEO Dave Burleigh in Arizona for putting together the three chapters 
completed to date in the “other papers” section of “publications on www.aias.us. I have checked that 

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/14/my-part-of-chapters-one-to-three-of-ece2-the-second-paradigm-shift/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/14/plans-for-uft362-2/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/a362ndpapernotes2.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/14/3621-spin-connection-of-the-plane-polar-system/


the material has been spidered by google and can be googled up by anyone. It is already archived on 
the wayback machine in San Francisco (www.archive.org). Soon the British legal deposit libraries will 
feature combined sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org in their reading rooms as sites of importance 
to science and culture worldwide. They will start using wayback machine software. Many thanks to the 
National Library of Wales for arranging this. The legal deposit libraries are: British Library in London, 
Bodleian Library Oxford, Cambridge University Library, National Libraries of Scotland and Wales. In 
Ireland, Trinity College Dublin is also a legal deposit library.

 on My Part of Chapters One to Three of “ECE2 – The Second Paradigm Shift”

FOR POSTING : My Part of Chapter Three of “ECE: The Second 
Paradigm     Shift”

November 14, 2016 

Many thanks!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 13/11/2016 16:20:00 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING : My Part of Chapter Three of “ECE: The Second Paradigm 
Shift”

Added today

On 11/13/2016 7:23 AM, EMyrone wrote:

I would be grateful if this could be posted in the publications section. It is a 
synopsis of the ECE2 field equations of electrodynamics and gravitation, a 
synopsis of UFT315 to UFT319. This is my part, Horst’s part is pencilled to 
follow it as a synopsis of his contributions to UFT315 to UFT319, containing 
important numerical analysis and graphics.

 on FOR POSTING : My Part of Chapter Three of “ECE: The Second Paradigm Shift”

Wind 9.84%, 1 – 26 mph , Wales 5 – 21     mph

November 14, 2016 

The wind speed in the Betws turbine area is 5 mph now, according to the online Met Office wind map, 
so these useless follies are producing nothing again. The 21 mph recorded for Wales is in the Eryri 
National Park in Gwynedd, where no turbines are allowed – hopefully. It is clear from my daily 
monitoring on this blog of www.aias.us and www.upitec.org that they will never produce anything 
useful. They were built in an area of great beauty, for rotten pieces of silver, against the will of 
democracy trodden into mud. In the past two weeks or so they have produced a small amount of power 
for only a day or so. Anyone can see this by looking up the met office wind map online every day. They
need 7 – 9 mph to start. The people who perpetrated this fraud should be heavily punished when a sane 
government comes into power. As in my sonnet sequence on nuclear missiles (attached): “If they had 
not known it be van Gogh / They would have thought it an insanity.” The Mynydd y Gwair turbines 
will complete the asylum. One way of getting rid of them is for Trump to start a nuclear war. Then only

http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/14/wind-9-84-1-26-mph-wales-5-21-mph/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/14/for-posting-my-part-of-chapter-three-of-ece-the-second-paradigm-shift-2/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/14/for-posting-my-part-of-chapter-three-of-ece-the-second-paradigm-shift-2/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/


the amoeba would be left.

collectedpoetrybarddoniaeth_2406.pdf

 on Wind 9.84%, 1 – 26 mph , Wales 5 – 21 mph

Daily Report Saturday     12/11/16

November 14, 2016 

The equivalent of 70,566 printed pages was downloaded during the day (257.285 megabytes) from 
1,725 downloaded memory files (hits) and 305 distinct visits each averaging 4.0 memory pages and 8 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 40.91 for the day, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 639, Top ten 627, Evans / Morris 639(est), Collected scientometrics 266, Barddoniaeth
/ Collected Poetry 154, F3(Sp) 153, Autobiography volumes one and two 147, Principles of ECE 95, 
Eckardt / Lindstrom 95, Evans Equations 88, Collected Proofs 71, UFT88 51, CEFE 41, Engineering 
Model 37, PLENR 27, Self charging inverter 22 (est), PECE 21, UFT311 19, UFT321 18, Llais 17, 
Lindstrom Idaho lecture 10, ECE2 9, List of prolific authors 8, Three world records by MWE 6, 
UFT313 17, UFT314 16, UFT315 18, UFT316 10, UFT317 16, UFT318 13, UFT319 18, UFT320 14, 
UFT322 15, UFT323 12, UFT324 18, UFT325 19, UFT326 14, UFT327 16, UFT328 14, UFT329 16, 
UFT330 14, UFT331 13, UFT332 14, UFT333 14, UFT334 12, UFT335 11, UFT336 12, UFT337 15, 
UFT338 9, UFT339 8, UFT340 12, UFT341 16, UFT342 9, UFT343 10, UFT344 9, UFT345 7, 
UFT346 14, UFT347 10, UFT348 10, UFT349 8, UFT351 13, UFT352 13, UFT353 10, UFT354 18, 
UFT355 18, UFT356 17, UFT357 15, UFT358 14, UFT359 18, UFT360 28, UFT361 2 to date in 
November 2016. Deusu search engine spidering; Georgia Institute of Technology UFT266; University 
of California Los Angeles (UCLA) UFT257; Waseda University Japan spidering; HK Free Community 
Network Czech Republic UFT43; Unite the Union (Biggest Trade Union in Britain) UFT86. Intense 
interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for November 2016.

 on Daily Report Saturday 12/11/16

Plans for UFT362

November 13, 2016 

I will resume work on the UFT series tomorrow, with developments of the concepts of UFT361

 on Plans for UFT362

FOR POSTING : My Part of Chapter Three of “ECE: The Second 
Paradigm     Shift”

November 13, 2016 

I would be grateful if this could be posted in the publications section. It is a synopsis of the ECE2 field 
equations of electrodynamics and gravitation, a synopsis of UFT315 to UFT319. This is my part, 
Horst’s part is pencilled to follow it as a synopsis of his contributions to UFT315 to UFT319, 
containing important numerical analysis and graphics.

ECE2 The Second Paradiigm Shift Chapter Three.pdf

 on FOR POSTING : My Part of Chapter Three of “ECE: The Second Paradigm Shift”
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Wind 7.01%, 0 – 14 mph, Wales 4 – 6     mph

November 13, 2016 

It is becoming clear from my daily analysis that the immense wind turbines plastered all over Wales are
producing essentially no power. This morning again the wind is only 4 – 6 mph over Wales, and it 
needs 7 – 9 mph to start a giant wind turbine. So they are idling and kept turning over by power FROM
the grid. Eventually they will disintegrate and stop completely. After that it is a matter of demolition 
and cleaning up the massive damage to the the ecology and wildlife, ancient monumemts, way of life, 
culture and the Welsh language. The turbines may as well be ossified Norman knights once again 
invading Wales with flailing swords, rotating blades. They were eventually defeated at Bosworth in 
1485 by my ancestral cousins, the Tudors, Stanleys and so on. The Normans did a lot of damage to 
Wales and introduced their crazy law system. Hywel Dda would never have allowed wind turbines or 
lawful theft of land.

 on Wind 7.01%, 0 – 14 mph, Wales 4 – 6 mph

Daily Report 11/11/16

November 13, 2016 

The equivalent of 42,746 printed pages was downloaded during the day (155.853 megabytes) from 
1,355 downloaded memory files (hits) and 305 distinct visit each averaging 3.2 memory pages and 5 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 31.55 for the day, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 618, Top ten 595, Evans / Morris 363, Collected scientometrics 245, Barddoniaeth / 
collected Poetry 146, F3(Sp) 142, Autobiography volumes one and two 134, Collected Eckardt / 
Lindstrom 90, Principles of ECE 87, Evans equations 82, Collected proofs 71, UFT88 49, CEFE 39, 
Engineering Model 33, PLENR 27, Self charging inverter 22, PECE 19, UFT311 19, UFT321 17, Llais
16, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 10, List of prolific authors 8, EEC2 7, Three world records by MWE 6, 
UFT313 16, UFT314 16, UFT315 18, UFT316 8, UFT317 14, UFT318 12, UFT319 17, UFT320 13, 
UFT322 14, UFT323 12, UFT324 16, UFT325 18, UFT326 14, UFT327 16, UFT328 14, UFT329 15, 
UFT330 14, UFT331 13, UFT332 14, UFT333 14, UFT334 12, UFT335 11, UFT336 12, UFT337 14, 
UFT338 9, UFT339 8, UFT340 11, UFT341 16, UFT342 9, UFT343 10, UFT344 9, UFT345 7, 
UFT346 14, UFT347 10, UFT348 9, UFT349 8, UFT351 13, UFT352 13, UFT353 10, UFT354 16, 
UFT355 18, UFT356 17, UFT357 15, UFT358 14, UFT359 17, UFT360 28 to date in November 2016. 
General Sarmiento National University Argentina UFT175(Sp); University of Quebec Trois Rivieres 
UFT354 – UFT360; Mathematics University of Waterloo Canada UFT88. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for November 2016.

 on Daily Report 11/11/16

FOR POSTING: UFT361 Sections 1 and 2 and Background     Notes

November 12, 2016 

Many thanks,much appreciated as ever. Over the next months or years, the group should follow Dave 
Burleigh’s suggestion as to how to make the scanned papers more accessible to spiders and search 
engines. I realize that the combined sites are already search engine friendly but there is no harm in 
following Dave’s suggestion. It could be that a student or students could be found to do the job using a 
combination of the scanned pdf files and editable docx files. These have all been distributed to the 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/12/for-posting-uft361-sections-1-and-2-and-background-notes-2/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/13/daily-report-111116/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/13/wind-7-01-0-14-mph-wales-4-6-mph/


group.

Sent: 12/11/2016 17:30:28 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: UFT361 Sections 1 and 2 and Background Notes

Posted today

Dave

On 11/11/2016 4:51 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This is UFT361 on the discovery of new fundamental accelerations of ECE2 
dynamics. 

UFT88 Read at Churchill College     Cambridge

November 12, 2016 

Churchill founded the College in 1960 after a visit to MIT. Its architecture is modernist, not quite as 
impressive as my own Wolfson College Oxford, but quite interesting. It was founded as a science and 
engineering College. Its website records association with 31 Nobel Laureates, I assume in one form or 
another. A more meaningful statistic is that 87% of its 900 or so students graduate with a first or upper 
second. Churchill was the opposite end of the political spectrum to Aneurin Bevan of course, but 
compared with the people in power now, he was a moderate. He could be very wild in judgment but 
was kept under control by the coalition government. Bevan eventually resigned from the Attlee 
Government over rearmament, together with Harold Wilson. Churchill was a protege of Lloyd George 
when the former was a Liberal. UFT88 has been accepted worldwide among the scientific avant garde 
as refuting the Einstein theory. The emergence of ECE is similar to Aneurin Bevan’s struggle to start 
the National Health Service in the face of intense and sometimes abusive opposition from the medical 
profession, and also from Churchill, then Leader of the Opposition. Conditions for the working class 
poor were utterly appalling and demeaning during the great depression, and in 1945 the Labour 
Government was voted in by a landslide. One consequence is that penicillin and streptomycin were 
distributed, Craig y Nos Hospital being one recipient. I am glad that several of the AIAS collegues have
seen Craig y Nos Castle.

 on UFT88 Read at Churchill College Cambridge

Wind farms might be killing many more bats than we     realize

November 12, 2016 

Thanks to Mr Rajpal in New Delhi, from my daily analysis on the blog of www.aias.us they are also 
totally useless – an assault on values and democracy itself.

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 11/11/2016 14:24:08 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Wind farms might be killing many more bats than we realize

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/12/wind-farms-might-be-killing-many-more-bats-than-we-realize/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/12/read-at-churchill-college-cambridge/


Wind farms might be killing many more bats than we realize

Wind farms might be 
killing many more bats 
than we realize
By Brady Dennis
Past measures to steer bats clear of 
turbines haven’t really succeeded.

 on Wind farms might be killing many more bats than we realize

Wind 9.5%, 1 – 20 mph, Wales 5 – 13 mph, 1240 local     time

November 12, 2016 

The wind over the Betws area is about 5 mph, according to the met office, so not enough to start the 
giant turbines, which need 7 – 9 mph to start. So all giant turbines dumped on the People of Wales are a
disaster, showing clearly that government is controlled by ruthless capitalism and pseudo theory.

 on Wind 9.5%, 1 – 20 mph, Wales 5 – 13 mph, 1240 local time

Early look at Chapter Three of ECE: The Second Paradigm     Shift

November 12, 2016 

This is an early look at the opening of chapter three, which is planned to encompass the ECE2 field and
potential equations of electrodynamics and gravitation. The chapter is built on papers and notes, so is a 
succinct description of major results.

ECE_The_Second_Paradigm_Shift_Chapter_3.PDF

 on Early look at Chapter Three of ECE: The Second Paradigm Shift

Daily Report 10/11/16

November 12, 2016 

The equivalent of 1,040,592 printed pages was downloaded during the day (3.794 gigabytes) from 
4,545 downloaded memory files (hits) and 780 distinct visits each averaging 3 minutes and 4.9 memory
pages, printed pages to hirs ratio for the day of 228.95, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 581, Top ten 556, Collected Evans / Morris 330, Collected scientometrics 214, F3(Sp) 
137, Autobiography volumes one and two 119, Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 116, Eckardt / 
Lindstrom 90. Principles of ECE 87, Evans Equations 79, Collected Proofs 69, UFT88 45, CEFE 38. 
PLENR 24, Self charging inverter 22, PECE 19, UFT311 17, Llais 16, UFT321 15, Lindstrom Idaho 
Lecture 10, List of prolific authors 8, ECE2 7 (est), Three world records by MWE 6, UFT313 16, 
UFT314 15, UFT315 15, UFT316 8, UFT317 13, UFT318 11, UFT319 16, UFT320 13, UFT322 14, 
UFT323 10, UFT324 16, UFT325 18, UFT326 13, UFT327 15, UFT328 13, UFT329 15, UFT330 14, 
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UFT331 13, UFT332 14, UFT333 14, UFT334 12, UFT335 11, UFT336 12, UFT337 14, UFT338 9, 
UFT339 8, UFT340 11, UFT341 14, UFT342 9, UFT343 10, UFT344 9, UFT345 7, UFT346 14, 
UFT347 10, UFT348 9, UFT349 8, UFT351 11, UFT352 13, UFT353 10, UFT354 14, UFT355 15, 
UFT356 15, UFT357 11, UFT358 11, UFT359 15, UFT360 23 to date in November 2016. City of 
Winnipeg UFT Section; The National Metrology Institute of Germany UFT325; University of 
Paderborn download of entire site; Karlsruhe Institute of Technology Steinbuch Centre for Computing 
(on edu) UFT166; University of Chicago UFT128; University College Cork Ireland UFT33; Seoul 
National University South Korea UFT213; Ukrainian Railways Autobiography; Physics University of 
Oxford UFT110; University of Warwick UFT89 and rebuttal of Hehl, UFT360; Churchill College 
Cambridge UFT88. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for November 2016.

 on Daily Report 10/11/16

UFT88 Read at the University of Liege,     Belgium

November 11, 2016 

Liege is currently ranked 283 in the world by webometrics, 301 – 350 by Times, 301 – 400 by 
Shanghai and 315 by QS. It was founded in 1817 by William 1st of the United Kingdom of the 
Netherlands, and its roots go back to the tenth century at least, to the Prince Bishops of Liege. It is 
situated on the Meuse in the Latin Quarter of Liege and has 20,000 students. UFT88 is the famous 2007
paper that was the first to refute Einsteinian general relativity by inorporating torsion in the second 
Bianchi identity of 1902. It is known to hav been read in several hundred of the world’s best 
universities institutes and smilar without objection. It has been read tens of thousands of times around 
the world, including Scuola Normale Superiore in Pisa where it was inferred by Ricci and Bianchi. The
final form of UFT88 is UFT313, the Jacobi Cartan Evans (JCE) and the Bianchi Cartan Evans (BCE) 
identities that are the geometrical basis for ECE2.

 on UFT88 Read at the University of Liege, Belgium

Agreed with Franklin     Amador

November 11, 2016 

Agreed with AIAS Fellow Franklin Amador in California!

Sent: 11/11/2016 00:24:21 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Fwd: Confidential to Group: Energy from Spacetime Circuits: Replication

Dear Osamu Ide San,

Yes, it looks like replication was achieved by Horst and the Munich team. Replication is 
key importance for validation of theory and device. This is great news.

Regards,
Franklin Amador
Electrical Engineer, PE
AIAS Fellow

 on Agreed with Franklin Amador

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/11/agreed-with-franklin-amador/
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Cover of “Principles of     ECE”

November 11, 2016 

This looks excellent, many thanks!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 10/11/2016 16:47:46 GMT Standard Time
Subj: RE: High Resolution Version of Cover

Hi Myron,

I have attached the chosen cover design, now placed onto a template, for your approval.

All the best,

Sam Rennie

New Generation Publishing

http://www.newgeneration-publishing.com

From: EMyrone@aol.com [mailto:EMyrone@aol.com]
Sent: 27 October 2016 14:47
Subject: High Resolution Version of Cover

Many thanks! I am forwarding to Sam at New Generation.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 27/10/2016 09:20:28 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: High Resolution Version of Cover

The artist, Manfred Feiger, has produced several high-resolution versions with 
different line width of graphics. The specialists at New Generation Publishing 
should select one of them according to best reproductional results.
The pdf (original design and variants) can be downloaded from
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B_udwnQCjJaJS25xM1hwQkJOWGc?
usp=sharing

Horst

Am 19.10.2016 um 08:35 schrieb EMyrone:

Hello Sam,

I will ask Horst Eckardt, whose artist acquaintance produced the 
original.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B_udwnQCjJaJS25xM1hwQkJOWGc?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B_udwnQCjJaJS25xM1hwQkJOWGc?usp=sharing
http://www.newgeneration-publishing.com/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/11/cover-of-principles-of-ece/


Myron

In a message dated 18/10/2016 14:07:27 GMT Daylight Time, 
writes:

Hi Myron,

Do you have a version of the front cover that’s high 
quality (300dpi)? The file we have at the moment is 
100dpi and may not print well on a cover template.

All the best,

Sam Rennie

New Generation Publishing

http://www.newgeneration-publishing.com

From: EMyrone [mailto:EMyrone@aol.com]
Sent: 04 October 2016 07:20
Subject: Book Camera ready

The book is camera ready so the only thing that has to 
be done is to print it and bind it in “New Generation” 
format.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 03/10/2016 17:26:45 GMT Daylight 
Time
Subj: Re: Welcome

The typescript is camera ready, there is no 
new typesetting necessary. The source is in 
Latex, not MS Word.

Horst

Am 03.10.2016 um 15:21 schrieb EMyrone:

Good to hear from you, Horst 
Eckardt prepred the camera 
ready copy in the 9 x 6 inch 
format of a textbook such as 
Marion and Thornton, “Classical
Dynamics”. So that format 

mailto:EMyrone@aol.com
http://www.newgeneration-publishing.com/


would be optimal. I will ask 
Horst if he has a word 
document, if not I think that the 
copy is easily translatable into 
word. I don’t think that a 
reminder is necessary, your 
production process is fast and 
efficient.

In a message dated 03/10/2016 
10:05:42 GMT Daylight Time, 
sam writes:

Hi Myron,

David has sent me 
details of your new 
publishing package. 
Please let me know 
if you want us to 
typeset the book in 
the same book size 
and font size as your
other books with us.

Do you have a Word
document of the 
text?

Please also let me 
know if you would 
like a reminder of 
any part of the 
production process.

All the best,

Sam Rennie

New Generation 
Publishing

http://www.newgene
ration-
publishing.com

http://www.newgeneration-publishing.com/
http://www.newgeneration-publishing.com/
http://www.newgeneration-publishing.com/


9781787191808-Perfect.pdf

 on Cover of “Principles of ECE”

FOR POSTING: UFT361 Sections 1 and 2 and Background     Notes

November 11, 2016 

This is UFT361 on the discovery of new fundamental accelerations of ECE2 dynamics.

a361stpaper.pdf

a361stpapernotes1.pdf

a361stpapernotes2.pdf

a361stpapernotes3.pdf

a361stpapernotes4.pdf

a361stpapernotes5.pdf

a361stpapernotes6.pdf

 on FOR POSTING: UFT361 Sections 1 and 2 and Background Notes

Wind 2.29%, 1 – 21 mph, Wales 2 – 7     mph

November 11, 2016 

The contribution of wind turbines to the grid is again abysmal. I advise readers to go back through my 
blog and plot the contribution to the grid every day. It is easily seen that wind turbines are a disaster 
and that government does not know what it is doing. It is in turn governed and driven by ruthless 
capitalist exigency, and not by national need. In Wales this morning the wind speed is 2 – 7 mph, so no 
wind turbine is contributing anything at all, because they need 7 – 9 mph to start. Whoever planned this
was a white haired raving maniac.

Daily Report 9/11/16

November 11, 2016 

The equivalent of 64,227 printed pages was downloaded during the day (234.173 megabytes) from 
2,607 downloaded memory files (hits) and 408 distinct visits each averaging 5.2 memory pages and 6 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 24.64 for the day, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 507, Top ten 469, Collected Evans / Morris 297(est), Collected scientometrics 203, 
F3(Sp) 126, Evans Equations 74, Autobiography volumes One and Two 72, Collected Eckardt / 
Lindstrom 72, Principles of ECE 66, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 61, Collected Proofs 59, UFT88 
42, CEFE 29, Engineering Model 24, PLENR 17, Self charging inverter 16, UFT311 16, UFT321 12, 
PECE 10, List of prolific authors 7(est), ECE2 6, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 6, Three world records by 
MWE 5, UFT313 15, UFT314 14, UFT315 14, UFT316 7, UFT317 11, UFT318 10, UFT319 14, 
UFT320 11, UFT322 11, UFT323 9, UFT324 13, UFT325 15, UFT326 10, UFT327 14, UFT328 11, 
UFT329 14, UFT330 13, UFT331 10, UFT332 12, UFT333 12, UFT334 10, UFT335 10, UFT336 11, 
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UFT337 11, UFT338 8, UFT339 7, UFT340 9, UFT341 11, UFT342 7, UFT343 9, UFT344 8, UFT345
6, UFT346 13, UFT347 8, UFT348 8, UFT349 6, UFT351 10, UFT352 11, UFT353 9, UFT354 12, 
UFT355 14, UFT356 14, UFT357 10, UFT358 10, UFT359 14, UFT360 21 to date in November 2016. 
National University of Argentina at La Plata UFT42; Library University of Vienna UFT81; Physics 
University of Adelaide UFT33; Electrical and Computer Engineering McMaster University UFT321; 
United States Airforce Institute of Technology UFT41; Physics University of Salamanca UFT122(Sp); 
Baker Tilly Hungaria My page and overview; Institute of Chartered Public Accountants Israel My page;
Tezpur University India AIAS Fellows; Aichi Institute of Technology Japan My page. Intense interest 
all sectors, updated usage file attached for November 2016.

 on Daily Report 9/11/16

Proceeding to Write up     UFT361

November 10, 2016 

I will proceed to write this up tomorrow, it is essentially on the development of time dependent linear 
velocity v(t) of orbital theory and classical dynamics into a velocity field v(t, r(t), theta(t)). The effect is
to generalize the plane polar system of coordinates through the use of the convective or material 
derivative usually used in fluid dynamics. A thorough and detailed set of notes will accompany the 
paper as usual.

 on Proceeding to Write up UFT361

Wind 6.55%, 3 – 32 mph, Wales 9 – 18     mph

November 10, 2016 

The wind is 9 mph today over the area where the Betws wind turbines are situated, so once again they 
are producing no power, because is takes 7 – 9 mph to start them. It is already clear from my systematic
work on this blog that this is always going to be the case, all year round, so they are a complete fiasco. 
Mynydd y Gwair will also be a complete fiasco if allowed through. Despite it being a fairly windy 
morning the wind turbines in the countries of Britain are producing only 6.55% of demand. So they are 
a total disaster pushed through by greed for money and not by any interest in the People, an indication 
of complete governmental failure based on electoral dictatorship.

 on Wind 6.55%, 3 – 32 mph, Wales 9 – 18 mph

Daily Report 8/11/16

November 10, 2016 

The equivalent of 67,004 printed pages was downloaded during the day (244.296 megabytes) from 
1,679 downloaded memory files (hits) and 364 distinct visits each averaging 3.3 memory pages and 8 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 39.91, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 448, Top ten 419, Collected Evans / Morris 264(est), Collected scientometrics 186, 
F3(Sp) 114, Autobiography volumes one and two 56, Collected Proofs 53, Collected Eckardt / 
Lindstrom 52, UFT88 50, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 49, Principles of ECE 49, Evans Equations 
47, CEFE 26, Engineering Model 22, PLENR 17, Self charging inverter 16, UFT311 13, Llais 11, 
UFT321 8, List of prolific authors 7, ECE2 6, Three world records by MWE 5, Lindstrom Idaho lecture

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/10/daily-report-81116/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/10/wind-6-55-3-32-mph-wales-9-18-mph/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/10/proceeding-to-write-up-uft361/


5, UFT313 13, UFT314 12, UFT315 11, UFT316 7, UFT317 9, UFT318 10, UFT319 12, UFT320 10, 
UFT322 8, UFT323 8, UFT324 11, UFT325 12, UFT326 8, UFT327 11, UFT328 9, UFT329 12, 
UFT330 12, UFT331 9, UFT332 7, UFT333 10, UFT334 9, UFT335 7, UFT336 9, UFT337 9, UFT338
7, UFT339 7, UFT340 8, UFT341 11, UFT342 7, UFT343 9, UFT344 8, UFT345 6, UFT346 13, 
UFT347 7, UFT348 8, UFT349 6, UFT351 10, UFT352 10, UFT353 8, UFT354 10, UFT355 13, 
UFT356 13, UFT357 9, UFT358 9, UFT359 13, UFT360 20 to date in November 2016. University of 
Liege Belgium UFT88; City of Winnipeg UFT Section, Lindstrom Idaho lecture; School of 
Engineering and Sciences Faculty of Physical Sciences and Mathematics University of Chile Essay 
87(Sp); Princeton University UFT239; University of Minnesota Morris UFT175; Autonomous 
University of Madrid UFT214; Chubu University Japan UFT116; Tokyo University of Foreign Studies 
Award of Civil List Pension to MWE; Hart Organization Netherlands general. Intense interest all 
sectors, updated usage file attached for November 2016.

 on Daily Report 8/11/16

Themistocles (524 to 459     BC)

November 9, 2016 

“I want a man without money rather than money without a man”. Nothing has changed in two thousand
five hundred years. Obviously, the Greeks were well in advance of our times, in more meanings than 
one. Jimmy Carter often came to Wales for fishing holidays, after he ended his term as President, and 
he said that he could do nothing while he was President, he was all tied up in bureaucratic strings. The 
same is going to happen to any new President. The over-riding concern is to do everything to prevent a 
nuclear war, and empty rhetoric is a great danger. David Ormsby Gore, Fifth Baron Harlech, worked 
with John F. Kennedy on the first nuclear test ban treaty after the ghastly Cuban Missile Crisis 
described in Autobiography Volume One. I am distantly related to both of them as attached. David, 
Baron Harlech, was descended from my ancestral cousin Prince Llewelyn ap Gruffudd. I fervently 
hope that all the hard work of the past sixty years will not be unravelled by empty rhetoric on either 
sides. Philosophers should not be governed by the politics of hatred, of any kind, and should always 
work towards peace.

afamilylinerelationtollewelynapgruffudd.pdf

afamilylinesrelationtoJohnFKennedy.pdf

 on Themistocles (524 to 459 BC)

Energy from Spacetime Circuits:     Replication

November 9, 2016 

Many thanks to Co President Gareth Evans!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 09/11/2016 10:28:27 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Energy from Spacetime Circuits: Replication

Excellent news and congratulations to all.

Sent from my Samsung device

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/09/energy-from-spacetime-circuits-replication-2/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/afamilylinesrelationtojohnfkennedy.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/afamilylinerelationtollewelynapgruffudd.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/09/themistocles-524-to-459-bc/


 on Energy from Spacetime Circuits: Replication

361(6): The Acceleration in Dynamics as a Cartan / Lagrange     Derivative

November 9, 2016 

This note is a direct consequence of the unification of dynamics and fluid dynamics by ECE2 unified 
field theory. This unification regards spacetime as a fluid. The acceleration of classical dynamics 
becomes the acceleration of fluid dynamics, defined as in Eq. (5). This inference leads to the Cartan 
covariant derivatives (6) and (7), combined in the matrix equation (8) which defines the spin 
connection matrix. The Cartan Lagrange definition of acceleration leads to the new fundamental 
accelerations (12) which can be thought of as originating in velocity being considered as the velocity 
field v(t, r(t), theta(t)), rather than the usual v(t) of classical dynamics and orbital theory. These new 
accelerations generalize the 1835 inference by Coriolis. The conditions under which the new dynamics 
reduce to the old dynamics are defined. I will now proceed to writing up sections 1 and 2 of UFT361. 
Therefore in this new theory an orbit becomes a property of fluid dynamics, spacetime, or the vacuum 
or the aether becomes a fluid, and not “nothingness” as Newton would have thought.

a361stpapernotes6.pdf

 on 361(6): The Acceleration in Dynamics as a Cartan / Lagrange Derivative

Energy from Spacetime Circuits:     Replication

November 9, 2016 

This is a very important development and will eventually form the basis for the second industrial 
revolution, during which power stations will emerge based on this type of circuitry. In my opinion 
governments worldwide should fund this type of work and develop these power stations with the 
utmost speed and with all despatch. They will make all current formats of power generation obsolete, 
including of course, wind turbines. The beauty of nature can be given back to the People and the 
wildlife safeguarded from extinction.

Sent: 08/11/2016 18:45:39 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Visit to Osamu Ide in Tokyo

Two members of the Munich group, Bernhard Foltz and myself, went to
Tokyo to see Osamu Ide’s transformer device that was reported to give
overunity effects. We constructed our own device as an independent
replication and brought this and our own measuring equipment with us. We
were able to prove Osamu Ide’s results. Details will be published in a
paper.

Horst

 on Energy from Spacetime Circuits: Replication

Translating Chapter One of “ECE2: The Second Paradigm     Shift”

November 9, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/09/translating-chapter-one-of-ece2-the-second-paradigm-shift/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/09/energy-from-spacetime-circuits-replication/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/a361stpapernotes6.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/09/3616-the-acceleration-in-dynamics-as-a-cartan-lagrange-derivative/


Many thanks for this translation! The underlying mathematical space is the space of Cartan geometry, 
which is generally covariant, meaning that quantities transform covariantly under the general 
transformation of differential forms and tensors. Lorentz covariance is a special case of general 
covariance in which tensors transform under the Lorentz transform. ECE2 relativity has the unique 
property of being generally covariant, but at the same time producing field equations that have the 
same format as the Maxwell Heaviside equations, and which are Lorentz covariant. They are therefore 
Lorentz covariant and also based on torsion and curvature. The usual special relativity is based on 
Minkowski spacetime, which is usually thought of as having zero torsion and curvature. This point will
be developed in the third chapter which I plan to work on next weekend, summarizing the main 
properties of the ECE2 field equations.

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 08/11/2016 17:18:25 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Question

I have been translating Chapter 1 of ECE2, and have found a sentence in Page 3 which I 
feel somewhat confusing, at least for me. It says:

The general covariance of ECE2 reduces to Lorentz covariance, but the underlying 
mathematical space is one in which the torsion and curvature are both zero.
Shouldn´t it say “… Lorentz covariance, but the Lorentz underlying space is one in 
which…” in order to make it clear to which mathematical space you are referring to which 
has zero torsion and curvature? Please explain.

Thanks.

Regards,

 on Translating Chapter One of “ECE2: The Second Paradigm Shift”

Suggested Monograph by Steve Bannister: “The Second Industrial Revolution”

November 9, 2016 

I am very pleased to hear this, judging by your excellent Ph. D. Thesis (posted on www.aias.us) it will 
be a very interesting book worthy of publication by the best publishing houses in economics. I will 
certainly be pleased to post a preprint on www.aias.us and I am sure that Sean MacLachlan will be 
pleased to post on www.upitec.org. we would ensure a much larger readership than any book publisher,
however distinguished, and your work deserves to be read around the world.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 08/11/2016 11:28:07 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Suggested Monograph by Steve Bannister: “The Second Industrial Revolution”

Hello Myron. I will seriously consider doing this. I have a couple of projects that are 
immediate, but will start thinking about this. I appreciate the interest.

Related, here is a recent interesting LENR-related article in a respected journal: 

http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/09/suggested-monograph-by-steve-bannister-the-second-industrial-revolution-2/


http://cen.acs.org/articles/94/i44/Cold-fusion-died-25-years.html . I am not yet sure what to 
think about Mills’ theory, but he seems to have a working device.

Very best,

Steve

Steve Bannister Stephen C. Bannister, Ph.D. Assistant Professor 
Department of Economics University of Utah

On 10/26/2016 6:41 AM, EMyrone wrote:

AIAS Fellow Dr. Stephen Bannister is a development economist in the 
University of Utah and wrote his Ph. D. Thesis on the second industrial 
revolution expected to take place with the implementation of ES (Energy from 
Spacetime) and LENR (Low Energy Nuclear Rections). ES is a source of 
electric power with no moving parts and free of pollution. It is steady (not a 
wild fluctuation like wind or a dangerous nuclear power station), and as many 
power stations can be built as needed, quickly and cheaply. So a monograph by 
Steve Bannister could be based on his Thesis. I would be happy to publish this 
on www.aias.us. The first industrial revolution sprang up from the proximity of 
coal and minerals, for example Coalbrookdale, the Carron iron works, 
Cyfarthfa, Dowlais and Penderyn. Kenneth Clark in “Civilization” recites 
Burns’ lines on the Carron iron works:

“We cam na here to view your warks,
In hopes to be mair wise,
But only, lest we gang to hell,
It may be nae surprise.”

ES would eliminate all that damage to people and environment, and would 
eliminate dependence on fossil fuel, and of course would eliminate wind 
turbines. That would leave petroleum to be conserved for manufacture of many 
materials. Similarly for coal, which can also be used to manufacture myriads of 
materials.

Wind 4.50%, 1 – 33 mph, Wales 8 – 21     mph

November 9, 2016 

For the first day in a long time, the wind speed this morning is sufficient to start the Betws turbines, but
the overall contribution of wind turbines to the grid in all three countries of Britain is only 4.5%, 
despite favourable wind. The Betws turbines are still below their optimal efficiency, even with 
favourable wind. So it is clear that the gigantic and hideously ugly Betws turbines work only for a few 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/09/wind-4-50-1-33-mph-wales-8-21-mph/
http://www.aias.us/
http://cen.acs.org/articles/94/i44/Cold-fusion-died-25-years.html


days of the year, and even when they start, contribute a negligible amount to the grid. Mynydd y Gwair 
would add to a terrible fiasco – an insult to democracy, so as a member of the Gentry of Wales on merit
I continue to demand a sweeping modernization of the electoral system and a referendum in my area of 
Glyn Tawe a Gw^yr on wind turbines, seeking to demolish them and to bankrupt the developers so that 
the Directors are suspended. I also demand a nationalization of the Somerset Trust. In my opinion the 
new Gentry have a right to govern if democracy degenerates into harmful dictatorship. They certainly 
have the right to advise.

 on Wind 4.50%, 1 – 33 mph, Wales 8 – 21 mph

Daily Report 7/11/16

November 9, 2016 

The equivalent of 70,970 printed pages was downloaded during the day (258.757 megabytes) each 
averaging 3.1 printed pages and 6 minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 42.62 for the day, main spiders 
google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 424, Top ten 376, Collected Evans / Morris 231 (est), 
Collected scientometrics 147, F3(Sp) 99, Autobiography volumes one and two 60, Collected Proofs 53,
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 47, Collected Eckardt / Lindstrom 47(est), Evans Equations 46, 
Principles of ECE 45, UFT88 38, CEFE 26, Engineering Model 20, PLENR 17, Self charging inverter 
16, UFT311 13, Llais 10, UFT321 8, Prol 6(est), Three world records 5(est), ECE2 5, UFT313 11, 
UFT314 11, UFT315 9, UFT316 7, UFT317 9, UFT318 10, UFT319 11, UFT320 10, UFT322 8, 
UFT323 8, UFT324 11, UFT325 12, UFT326 8, UFT327 11, UFT328 9, UFT329 11, UFT330 12, 
UFT331 9, UFT332 7, UFT333 9, UFT334 9, UFT335 6, UFT336 9, UFT337 7, UFT338 7, UFT339 7,
UFT340 8, UFT341 8, UFT342 7, UFT343 8, UFT344 7, UFT345 6, UFT346 12, UFT347 6, UFT348 
8, UFT349 6, UFT351 10, UFT352 10, UFT353 7, UFT354 10, UFT355 13, UFT356 13, UFT357 9, 
UFT358 8, UFT359 12, UFT360 18 to date in November 2016. University of Adelaide UFT33; City of 
Winnipeg UFT Section; European Centre for Nuclear Research (CERN) UFT341; Cleveland State 
University Ohio Equation Flowcharts; University of California San Diego Proof Two; Laboratory of 
Solid State Physics Paris-Psud University UFT61; Institute of Certified Public Accountants Israel My 
Page. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for November 2016.

 on Daily Report 7/11/16

361(5): Matrix and Spin Connection Format of the Lagrange     Derivative

November 8, 2016 

In plane polar coordinates the convective or Lagrange or material derivative is the Cartan derivative 
with spin connection matrix (7). The latter is the sum of two matrices, the second of which is the 
antisymmertic matrix generated by the angular velocity of the rotating frame of the plane polar or 
cylindrical systems of coordinates. This angular velocity matrix does not exist when the static Cartesian
system is used. In general both matrices of Eq. (7) exist, and their properties will be developed in the 
next note. The origin of the both fluid dynamics and gravitation is Cartan geometry.

a361stpapernotes5.pdf

 on 361(5): Matrix and Spin Connection Format of the Lagrange Derivative
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UFT88 Read Again at the University of     Cambridge

November 8, 2016 

Cambridge is currently ranked number four in the world by Times, Shanghai and QS, and number 14 
by webometrics, with its emphasis on web presence. It is associated with ninety five Nobel Laureates in
one way or another, and was founded from Oxford in 1209 by a small group of university people who 
were in dispute with the Oxford town authorities. Peterhouse, the oldest College, was founded in 1284, 
so the university is much older than any College. Cambridge charges nearly £20,000 a year for foreign 
students (double the domestic fees) and I wonder whether this is at all ethical. I think it greatly harms 
education, denying education to the poor and talented. As a Bevanite socialist I feel that standards 
should be the highest but education should be free, as in the nineteen sixties. Cambridge does have a 
radical Puritan tradition which greatly influenced the Massachusetts Bay Colony in the Great Migration
of the sixteen thirties. So Harvard was founded at Cambridge, Massachusetts, later joined by M.I.T. My
ancestral cousin Oliver Cromwell (attached genealogy) attended Sidney Sussex College. My Ph. D. 
supervisor Mansel Davies attended Peterhouse, but being a “lapsed Baptist” as he called himself, was 
most definitely not a Puritan. My former boss at the EDCL, Sir John Thomas, became Master of 
Peterhouse. UFT88 is a famous paper which has been read tens of thousands of times in several 
hundred of the world’s best universities since it appeared in 2007, authored by Dr. Horst Eckardt and 
myself. Cambridge definitely fancies itself as one of the best. At my former university, Oxford, it is just
known as the other place. I always preferred Aberystwyth, with all its manifest human failings, and still
do. UFT88 proves that the mathematically famous second Bianchi identity of 1902 requires torsion in 
order to be meaningful. UFT99 proves that neglect of torsion means that curvature and gravitation 
vanish. This means that the Einstein theory collapses completely due to internationally famous proofs 
such as UFT88, UFT99, UFT109, UFT255, UFT313 and UFT354, and numerous other UFT papers. 
Cambridge is puritan in physics too, and is the centre of ultra conservative thought, most of it obsolete 
and rejected by the younger generation of ECE radicals. Sometimes Cambridge could be enlightened, 
as in the case of Paul Dirac, also a left wing socialist and awarded the Order of Merit equivalent to 
Civil List Pension. As Mozart is said to have said, “you can’t stand there forever deleted expletive 
marble” (the film, “Amadeus”) .

afamilylinesrelationtoOliverCromwell.pdf

 on UFT88 Read Again at the University of Cambridge

Wind 2.05%, 0 – 14 mph, Wales 3 – 5     mph

November 8, 2016 

It is becoming clear that the Betws turbines are situated in an area where there is almost never enough 
wind even to start them. Today the wind speed over Wales is 3 – 5 mph and the wind contribution to the
grid of the countries of Britain has again collapsed to essentially nothing, after only two days of 
moderate wind. So with engineering like this, who needs the stone age? In this area there are stone age 
artifacts which could probably produce more heat than the Betws turbines, by lighting a fire inside 
them. So Mynydd y Gwair will be a complete fiasco if let through, it will ruin a unique landscape at 
huge cost to the taxpayer, and make cousin Beaufort even richer. It will produce essentially no 
electricity at all. My windspeed analysis makes a pig’s breakfast out of the pronouncements of the 
Welsh assembly pseudominister who proclaimed that Mynydd y Gwair would provide electricity for 
thousands of houses. It will do no such thing. Anyone reading my daily blog on www.aias.us can see 

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/08/wind-2-05-0-14-mph-wales-3-5-mph/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/afamilylinesrelationtoolivercromwell.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/08/uft88-read-again-at-the-university-of-cambridge/


that clearly. I advise the readership to use the met office wind map every day and focus in on the area in
which the Betws turbines are built. The wind speed almost never reaches the 7 – 9 mph needed just to 
start the turbines. They will never reach their optimal performance, needing 20 – 40 mph. Long before 
40 mph they are switched off, because they would burn out the grid. So as everyone can see they are 
becalmed almost all the time. Sometimes they idle over very slowly because electric power is being 
taken FROM the grid to keep them from stopping. If they stopped the pressure on the bearings would 
make it very difficult to start them again. Betws was forced through by a corrupt cabal looking for 
money and never mind anything else. It has totally destroyed the landscape for no purpose. I would 
describe this as deliberately harming the economy of Wales.

 on Wind 2.05%, 0 – 14 mph, Wales 3 – 5 mph

Daily Report Sunday     6/11/16

November 8, 2016 

The equivalent of 57,576 printed pages was downloaded during the day (209.923 megabytes) from 358 
distinct visits each averaging 3.3 memory pages and 5 minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 30.27 for 
the day, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 378, Top ten 315, Collected Evans / 
Morris 198 (est), Collected scientometrics 137, F3(Sp) 89, Autobiography volumes one and two 63, 
Collected Proofs 58 Collected Eckardt / Lindstrom 47(est), Barddoniaeth 44, Principles of ECE 43, 
Evans Equations 43, UFT88 30, CEFE 21, Engineering Model 19, Self charging inverter 15, PLENR 
12, UFT311 13, Llais 9, UFT321 8, List of prolific authors 6, ECE2 5, Three world records by MWE 5,
Lindstrom Idaho lecture 4, UFT313 10, UFT314 11, UFT315 8, UFT316 6, UFT317 9, UFT318 9, 
UFT319 10, UFT320 9, UFT322 8, UFT323 8, UFT324 11, UFT325 11, UFT326 7, UFT327 11, 
UFT328 8, UFT329 8, UFT330 12, UFT331 8, UFT332 6, UFT333 8, UFT334 9, UFT335 6, UFT336 
7, UFT337 7, UFT338 7, UFT339 5, UFT340 7, UFT341 6, UFT342 7, UFT343 7, UFT344 6, UFT345
6, UFT346 11, UFT347 6, UFT348 7, UFT349 5, UFT351 6, UFT352 10, UFT353 5, UFT354 8, 
UFT355 11, UFT356 11, UFT357 8, UFT358 6, UFT359 10, UFT360 16 to date in November 2016. 
University of Central Florida general; Student Centre Rijeka Croatia UFT320; Capital Markets 
Authority Kenya UFT109; University of Cambridge UFT88. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage 
file attached for November 2016.

 on Daily Report Sunday 6/11/16

John Bedini

November 7, 2016 

Condolences to his wife and family, I think that the work of these pioneers has come to fruition in the 
last decade.

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 07/11/2016 14:11:54 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Fwd: link correction – John Bedini – You Will be Missed!

Just found out that one of the pioneers in “free energy” community passed on last night. 
Both he and his work will be greatly missed.

Doug

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/john-bedini/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/08/daily-report-sunday-61116/


 on John Bedini

Making the Papers Search Engine     Compatible

November 7, 2016 

OK many thanks, I suggest that Horst Eckardt, Sean MacLachlan and Alex Hill translate in this way all 
the UFT papers that have not been typeset. I typed in the title of the latest paper to Google and it is 
already on Google, so from my perspective things are fine.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 07/11/2016 16:06:21 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Making the Papers Search Engine Compatible

If you setup the page breaks so that the title page and abstract are single pages with the 
calculations starting on page 3 making the UFT readable is accomplished by printing the 
first 2 pages to adobe, printing the last pages of acknowledgements / references to adobe as 
a seperate file then assembling the final paper by adding the scanned pages of calculations 
then adding the previously saved last pages. When it comes time to add section 3 I can drop
it into the document before the acknowledgements as I do now.

On 11/7/2016 12:57 AM, EMyrone wrote:

These are important suggestions by Annexa CEO Dave Burleigh. I am 
forwarding them to relevant colleagues for gradual implementation, notably 
Sean MacLachlan, Horst Eckardt and Alex Hill. I can provide descriptions and 
so on in docx, which is search engine friendly. The obvious solution is to 
typeset all the UFT papers that have not yet been typeset. That would make 
them all search engine compatible. This could be done over a year or so, or as 
much time as needed. The readership worldwide is very familiar with the 
websites (www.aias.us and www.upitec.org) so they find new titles off google, 
MSN and yahoo. Many are always looking for new titles. I know from the 
PECE feedback that the readership is at home both with the typeset version and 
versions with handwritten equations. So the readership opens a file because it is
directed there by google, MSN or yahoo, or detects a new paper almost 
immediately. The Chinese cnsat spider distorted the feedback for about two 
years, but has suddenly disappeared. I spend about three hours each early 
morning filtering the raw feedback, so over about twelve years the pattern is 
clear, a huge and sustained impact on the best universities, institutes, 
organizations, corporations, government departments, military facilities and so 
on in up to 182 countries. This means a new school of thought in science and 
engineering. Congratulations once more to all staffs.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 06/11/2016 17:02:54 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Note to Dave on Posting the chapters of “ECE2: The 
Second Paradigm Shift”

http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/making-the-papers-search-engine-compatible-2/


Zipped files may get fewer hits because there is no indication of 
change. It is probably also true that search engines don’t look inside
zips so new information is not indexed. We can probably make as 
much difference by adding chapters and changing the title to 
include the chapter numbers added. That would tell a search engine 
that something changed if it is looking for changes.

It is worth noting that we really don’t know why someone opens a 
file. Is it because of the title, the surrounding text or something 
inside the file? We know that google does index some of the content
it can read, for example the digital library of OCR scanned books 
that sometimes come up in searches for relevant words. But they 
have to be readable text not scanned images. Most uft’s are scanned 
and only readable after section 3 is added, suggesting that search 
matches occur in titles and surrounding text.

I suggest you include a summary or introduction for each new 
chapter in open text. The pages with equations can be scanned 
because the actual text content is minimal. So if you make each 
chapter a combination of introduction – math – conclusions – 
references / citations, we can add them to the growing PDF with 
some confidence they will be indexed. Suggesting a combination of 
title change and readable content is probably better than individual 
chapter file clutter.

The above requires the full version of Adobe Acrobat. If you are 
using the limited free version you can get an older, but full featured 
version on eBay for not much money. The current full version is 
pricey,and not necessarily more useful for what you need to do. If 
you don’t know how to do what I am suggesting, I can provide the 
basic concepts in Adobe operations.

AIAS is clearly an important repository of scientific study with 
gigabytes of content. You might say it is a target rich environment 
for search engines. Anyone looking for information related to any of
the scientific concepts you all study and write about would naturally
be directed to the website. Making the content accessible is the key 
to more visitor interaction.

Dave

On 11/6/2016 3:33 AM, EMyrone wrote:

I discovered through years of close study of the 
scientometrics that the way in which the chapters of 
“Principles of ECE” were posted is very important. The 



interest began to take off when they were posted as 
UFT281 to UFT288, so I request that the chapters of 
“ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift be posted in the 
publication section as separate files. For some reason 
there was comparatively little interest in the earlier 
zipped file of PECE. This may have been because the 
readers found it difficult to open a zipped file, but I 
think that it is due to the huge popularity of the UFT 
series. Almost all computers can open a zipped file. The 
readers get used to where things are posted, and 
obviously study things all the time. There is a huge 
amount of highest quality interest, the great majority 
from staff and students using private computers. I can 
identity only avbout 2% from the institutional. URL’s, 
Great favourites develop such as UFT25, UFT43, 
UFT88, UFT109, UFT175, UFT177 and so on. 
Following your advice I have named the file “ECE2 The
Second Paradigm Shift Chapter n”. Many thanks again 
for all the key work, without which ECE and ECE2 
would never have made such a massive impact. We also 
shifted the Eckardt / Lindstrom papers to UFT292 to 
UFT299, and that greatly increased the interest. The 
Spanish translations by Alex Hill have made the work 
famous throughout the Spanish and Portuguese 
speaking world, old and new. This means that 
translation is also important, but most translators charge
a huge amount of money. I wonder whether there would
be volunteers. I am keen to translate into Welsh. There 
is enough work for several hundred students for many 
years. Personally, I concentrate on translations of the 
poetry, which is also very popular around the world. 
Everyone should help the Welsh language in this way.

 on Making the Papers Search Engine Compatible

UFT88 Read at University of California     Davis

November 7, 2016 

Staff and students from UC Davis have been frequent readers of www.aias.us for nearly thirteen years. 
UC Davis is ranked 37 in the world by webometrics, 51 by Times, 75 by Shanghai and 95 by QS. It 
was founded in 1905 by the California University Farm Bill, and opened in 1909 at a tiny place called 
Davisville. It is currently a public research university with tuition fees in excess of $40,000. It has 
produced one Nobel Laureate and many others who have received high honours. UFT88 is the classic 
paper that refutes the second Bianchi identity on which the Einstein field equation is based directly. Its 
development into UFT313 and UFT314 is described in chapters one and two of “ECE2: The Second 
Paradigm Shift”. The very accurate scientometriucs show that it has been read tens of thousands of 

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/uft88-read-at-university-of-california-davis/


times in several hundred of the world’s best universities since it was published in 2007. So it is 
pointless submitting it to “Nature”, it has made a far greater impact than it would ever make in 
“Nature”. This is the knowledge revolution at work, the light of reason dissipating the darkness of 
dogma, van der Merwe’s post Einsteinian paradigm shift.
.

 on UFT88 Read at University of California Davis

Criticism of the Journal     System

November 7, 2016 

As the individual world record holder (attached) for the production of books and papers I tend to agree 
with Steve Crothers about the way that obsolete journals describe themselves as the holy grail of 
thought. The scientometrics show that blank censorship and the vanity of editors and anonymous 
referees generates great interest in the subject matter being censored – interest in the best places in the 
world. The obsolete system often indulges in censorship when it is faced with proofs and facts that it 
does not like. It often dismisses innocent people and often indulges in crude and abusive libel. This is 
human nature as usual. There is a lot of money depending on garbage physics. If the thought police 
ever admitted to being wrong they would lose a lot of money – taxpayers’ money. Universities would 
lose a lot of student fees.

LIST_OF_THE_MOST_PROLIFIC_CHEMISTS_AND_PHYSICISTS.pdf

Note for Dave Burleigh: Accessibility from     Google

November 7, 2016 

If you google up the title of any of the UFT papers or any of the three thousand plus items on 
www.aias.us, they will appear on Google, often on the first page, even with the broadest choice of 
keywords. If the exact title is used the item will very often be in pole position, number one site, first 
page. This means a huge international impact. So this is one way in which the vast readership is 
directed to the combined sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org. They are already search machin 
friendly but your good advice will make them much more so. The problem is the cost of typesetting 
and of finding good typesetters. Horst Eckardt kindly paid for the cost of typesetting Principles of ECE.
The result is an excellently produced hardback. I expect that the softback will be published soon, 
probably before Christmas. However, the combined sites make books almost completely obsolete.

 on Note for Dave Burleigh: Accessibility from Google

Convective Derivative in Terms of Spin     Connections

November 7, 2016 

This is the next stage of UFT361, expressing the convective or material or Lagrange derivative in terms
of spin connection matrices in the plane polar system. The spin connections are related to rotation 
matrices. So everything is derivable from Cartan geometry, as is required in ECE2 unified field theory. 
This gives a great deal of insight to the origin of the Coriolis forces, often known as the non Newtonian
forces. Any observed orbit is a constraint on the coordinate system. In the coordinate system itself, 
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partial r /partial theta is zero because r and theta are, by construction, the independent variables of the 
plane polar system. The orbit introduces a functional relation between r and theta, For the conic 
sections this is r = alpha / (1 + epsilon cos theta)). For the first time, hydrodynamics has been unified 
with gravitation theory and orbital theory.

 on Convective Derivative in Terms of Spin Connections

NATURE editors perpetrate     fraud

November 7, 2016 

This is the result of dogma combined with the necessity to make sure of public funding for black hole 
theory – the “exigency of the machine” in the words of the poet R. S. Thomas. It has nothing to do with
Baconian science. We know from scientometrics that a large percentage of the younger generation of 
physicists no longer accepts the old dogma. As just shown in chapter two of “ECE2: The Second 
Paradigm Shift”, the second Bianchi identity on which the old Einstein dogma rests directly, is 
incorrect due to torsion. This was first pointed out in UFT88. It follows that none of the predictions of 
the Einstein field equation can be meaningful. I don’t think that the “Nature” editors have the 
intellectual honesty or competence to argue with the eminent Australian scholar and AIAS Fellow 
Stephen Crothers. If UFT88 were submitted to “Nature” it would be used as blotting paper. It would be 
like sending Clause Four of the Labour Manifesto to the tory prime minister. We have outflanked all of 
that censorship.

Sent: 06/11/2016 09:03:22 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Fw: NATURE editors perpetrate fraud

On Sunday, 6 November 2016, 19:48, Stephen Crothers <thenarmis@yahoo.com> wrote:

Dear Scientists, Mathematicians and Engineers,

Below is yet another example of how the editors of the journal Nature perpetrate scientific 
fraud. According to them a one page proof that the mathematical theory of black holes is 
false is not a “firm advance in general understanding” of the subject and therefore does not 
warrant publication in Nature.

Here again is the proof:

Crothers, S.J., Black hole X-ray sources, 

Here are the addresses of some of Nature‘s fraudsters:

naturephysics@nature.com,
decisions@nature.com,
nature,
Rosalind.Metcalfe,

Here are the addresses of the Authors whose drivel Nature‘s editors published:

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/nature-editors-perpetrate-fraud/


jairwin, walter.maksym, sivakoff, aaron.romanowsky, dacheng.lin, dtmildebrath,

strader, jfliu, jonmmumich  .edu,

Stephen J. Crothers

Show original message
On Saturday, 5 November 2016, 2:48, “decisions@nature.com” <decisions@nature.com> 
wrote:

4th November 2016

Dear Mr Crothers,

Thank you for submitting your manuscript, which we are regretfully unable to offer to 
publish.

It is Nature’s policy to return a substantial proportion of manuscripts without sending them 
to referees, so that they may be sent elsewhere without delay. Decisions of this kind are 
made by the editorial staff when it appears that papers are unlikely to succeed in the 
competition for limited space.

In the present case, while your findings may well prove stimulating to others’ thinking 
about such questions, I regret that we are unable to conclude that the work provides the sort
of firm advance in general understanding that would warrant publication in Nature. We 
therefore feel that the paper would find a more suitable outlet in a specialist journal.

I am sorry that we cannot respond more positively on this occasion, but I hope that you will
rapidly receive a more favourable response elsewhere.

Yours sincerely,

Manuscript Administration, Nature

This email has been sent through the Springer Nature Manuscript Tracking System NY-
610A-SN&MTS

Confidentiality Statement:

This e-mail is confidential and subject to copyright. Any unauthorised use or disclosure of 
its contents is prohibited. If you have received this email in error please notify our 
Manuscript Tracking System Helpdesk team at http://platformsupport.nature.com . Details 
of the confidentiality and pre-publicity policy may be found here 
http://www.nature.com/authors/policies/confidentiality.html 
Privacy Policy | Update Profile

http://mts-nature.nature.com/
http://www.nature.com/info/privacy.html
http://www.nature.com/authors/policies/confidentiality.html
http://platformsupport.nature.com/
mailto:jonmm@umich.edu
mailto:jonmm@umich.edu


 on NATURE editors perpetrate fraud

Making the Papers Search Engine     Compatible

November 7, 2016 

These are important suggestions by Annexa CEO Dave Burleigh. I am forwarding them to relevant 
colleagues for gradual implementation, notably Sean MacLachlan, Horst Eckardt and Alex Hill. I can 
provide descriptions and so on in docx, which is search engine friendly. The obvious solution is to 
typeset all the UFT papers that have not yet been typeset. That would make them all search engine 
compatible. This could be done over a year or so, or as much time as needed. The readership worldwide
is very familiar with the websites (www.aias.us and www.upitec.org) so they find new titles off google, 
MSN and yahoo. Many are always looking for new titles. I know from the PECE feedback that the 
readership is at home both with the typeset version and versions with handwritten equations. So the 
readership opens a file because it is directed there by google, MSN or yahoo, or detects a new paper 
almost immediately. The Chinese cnsat spider distorted the feedback for about two years, but has 
suddenly disappeared. I spend about three hours each early morning filtering the raw feedback, so over 
about twelve years the pattern is clear, a huge and sustained impact on the best universities, institutes, 
organizations, corporations, government departments, military facilities and so on in up to 182 
countries. This means a new school of thought in science and engineering. Congratulations once more 
to all staffs.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 06/11/2016 17:02:54 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Note to Dave on Posting the chapters of “ECE2: The Second Paradigm Shift”

Zipped files may get fewer hits because there is no indication of change. It is probably also 
true that search engines don’t look inside zips so new information is not indexed. We can 
probably make as much difference by adding chapters and changing the title to include the 
chapter numbers added. That would tell a search engine that something changed if it is 
looking for changes.

It is worth noting that we really don’t know why someone opens a file. Is it because of the 
title, the surrounding text or something inside the file? We know that google does index 
some of the content it can read, for example the digital library of OCR scanned books that 
sometimes come up in searches for relevant words. But they have to be readable text not 
scanned images. Most uft’s are scanned and only readable after section 3 is added, 
suggesting that search matches occur in titles and surrounding text.

I suggest you include a summary or introduction for each new chapter in open text. The 
pages with equations can be scanned because the actual text content is minimal. So if you 
make each chapter a combination of introduction – math – conclusions – references / 
citations, we can add them to the growing PDF with some confidence they will be indexed. 
Suggesting a combination of title change and readable content is probably better than 
individual chapter file clutter.

The above requires the full version of Adobe Acrobat. If you are using the limited free 
version you can get an older, but full featured version on eBay for not much money. The 
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current full version is pricey,and not necessarily more useful for what you need to do. If 
you don’t know how to do what I am suggesting, I can provide the basic concepts in Adobe 
operations.

AIAS is clearly an important repository of scientific study with gigabytes of content. You 
might say it is a target rich environment for search engines. Anyone looking for information
related to any of the scientific concepts you all study and write about would naturally be 
directed to the website. Making the content accessible is the key to more visitor interaction.

Dave

On 11/6/2016 3:33 AM, EMyrone wrote:

I discovered through years of close study of the scientometrics that the way in 
which the chapters of “Principles of ECE” were posted is very important. The 
interest began to take off when they were posted as UFT281 to UFT288, so I 
request that the chapters of “ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift be posted in the 
publication section as separate files. For some reason there was comparatively 
little interest in the earlier zipped file of PECE. This may have been because the
readers found it difficult to open a zipped file, but I think that it is due to the 
huge popularity of the UFT series. Almost all computers can open a zipped file. 
The readers get used to where things are posted, and obviously study things all 
the time. There is a huge amount of highest quality interest, the great majority 
from staff and students using private computers. I can identity only avbout 2% 
from the institutional. URL’s, Great favourites develop such as UFT25, UFT43, 
UFT88, UFT109, UFT175, UFT177 and so on. Following your advice I have 
named the file “ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter n”. Many thanks 
again for all the key work, without which ECE and ECE2 would never have 
made such a massive impact. We also shifted the Eckardt / Lindstrom papers to 
UFT292 to UFT299, and that greatly increased the interest. The Spanish 
translations by Alex Hill have made the work famous throughout the Spanish 
and Portuguese speaking world, old and new. This means that translation is also
important, but most translators charge a huge amount of money. I wonder 
whether there would be volunteers. I am keen to translate into Welsh. There is 
enough work for several hundred students for many years. Personally, I 
concentrate on translations of the poetry, which is also very popular around the 
world. Everyone should help the Welsh language in this way.

 on Making the Papers Search Engine Compatible

Wind 10.37%, 2 – 21 mph, Wales 5 – 15     mph.

November 7, 2016 

The wind turbines plastered all over the once pristine landscape are ossified like dinasours, there is 
again not enough wind to start them. The 15 mph is an isolated gust of wind to the south west off 
Gwynedd out to sea. There are no wind turbines there. The Betws turbines have been producing 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/wind-10-37-2-21-mph-wales-5-15-mph/


nothing for about eight days in a row. So the Mynydd y Gwair turbines will be a certain fiasco at 
terminal cost to way of life. This is the result of electoral dictatorship and a corrupt industrial / 
ministerial cabal. There are no ministers in the Welsh Assembly with personal competence in science. 
Probably, none have been elected by a majority of the electoral register. Only one or two County 
Councillors of the turncoat Swansea Councils have a majority of the electoral register. Community 
Councillors just sign on unopposed, very rarely are they elected and are essentially irrelevant. I 
calculated that the lame duck County Councillor for Mawr, who has resigned from the Community 
Council, was elected by less than 20% of the register. He has resigned from the Planning Committee 
and has been completely ineffective in stopping Mynydd y Gwair, and forced housing development and
housing inequality in Mawr, so have all the relevant M. P.’s. The M. E. P.s are no longer relevant. As 
Armiger in Mawr and surrounding areas (a member of the Gentry and descended from the Princes), I 
have the real Wales at heart and I influence scientific opinion in up to 182 countries, and also influence 
several governments. My view on wind turbines is that they are useless and should be demolished. The 
equally useless electoral system should be replaced by state of the art electronic referenda. A Gower 
referendum on wind turbines would have them demolished by a huge majority.

 on Wind 10.37%, 2 – 21 mph, Wales 5 – 15 mph.

Daily Report Saturday     5/11/16

November 7, 2016 

The equivalent of 86,680 printed pages was downloaded during the day (316.035 megabytes) from 
1,697 memory files downloaded (hits) and 300 distinct visits, each averaging 4.4 memory pages and 10
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of `51.08, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 367, Top ten 278, Collected Evans / Morris 165 (est), Collected scientometrics 133, 
F3(Sp) 78, Collected Proofs 58, Evans Equations 43, Collected Eckardt / Lindstrom 47, Barddoniaeth / 
Collected Poetry 44, Autobiography volumes one and two 44, Principles of ECE 43, UFT88 22, CEFE 
15, Self charging inverter 15, Engineering Model 15, UFT311 12, PLENR 11, PECE 8, Llais 8, 
UFT321 7(est), ECE2 5, List of prolific authors 5, Three world records by MWE 4, LIndstrom Idaho 
lecture 3, UFT313 10, UFT314 11, UFT315 8, UFT316 6, UFT317 9, UFT318 8, UFT319 9, UFT320 
8, UFT322 8, UFT323 8, UFT324 11, UFT325 10, UFT326 6, UFT327 10, UFT328 8, UFT329 6, 
UFT330 12, UFT331 8, UFT332 6, UFT333 8, UFT334 9, UFT335 6, UFT336 7, UFT337 7, UFT338 
7, UFT339 4, UFT340 7, UFT341 6, UFT342 7, UFT343 7, UFT344 6, UFT345 6, UFT346 11, 
UFT347 6, UFT348 7, UFT349 5, UFT351 5, UFT352 10, UFT353 5, UFT354 6, UFT355 12, UFT356
9, UFT357 8, UFT358 6, UFT359 9, UFT360 16 to date in November 2016. University of Vienna 
UFT42; California Institute of Technology (Caltech) UFT2; University College London Notes on 
relabelling of summation indices in Riemannian geometry. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage 
file attached for November 2016.

 on Daily Report Saturday 5/11/16

Note to Dave on Posting the chapters of “ECE2: The Second Paradigm     Shift”

November 6, 2016 

I discovered through years of close study of the scientometrics that the way in which the chapters of 
“Principles of ECE” were posted is very important. The interest began to take off when they were 
posted as UFT281 to UFT288, so I request that the chapters of “ECE2: The Second Paradigm Shift” be 
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posted in the publication section as separate files. For some reason there was comparatively little 
interest in the earlier zipped file of PECE. This may have been because the readers found it difficult to 
open a zipped file, but I think that it is due to the huge popularity of the UFT series. Almost all 
computers can open a zipped file. The readers get used to where things are posted, and obviously study 
things all the time. There is a huge amount of highest quality interest, the great majority from staff and 
students using private computers. I can identify only about 2% from the institutional. URL’s, Great 
favourites develop such as UFT25, UFT43, UFT88, UFT109, UFT175, UFT177 and so on. Following 
your advice I have named the file “ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter n”. Many thanks again 
for all the key work, without which ECE and ECE2 would never have made such a massive impact. We
also shifted the Eckardt / Lindstrom papers to UFT292 to UFT299, and that greatly increased the 
interest. The Spanish translations by Alex Hill have made the work famous throughout the Spanish and 
Portuguese speaking world, old and new. This means that translation is also important, but most 
translators charge a huge amount of money. I wonder whether there would be volunteers. I am keen to 
translate into Welsh. There is enough work for several hundred students for many years. Personally, I 
concentrate on translations of the poetry, which is also very popular around the world. Everyone should
help the Welsh language in this way.

 on Note to Dave on Posting the chapters of “ECE2: The Second Paradigm Shift”

FOR POSTING: ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift, Chapter     Two

November 6, 2016 

This is my contribution to chapter two, consisting of a review of UFT313 and UFT314. The rest of 
chapter two is pencilled in for a review of UFT354 by book co authors Doug Lindstrom and Horst 
Eckardt. These are three important papers on the effect of torsion on Riemannian geometry and on the 
second Bianchi identity, a subject initiated in the classic UFT88, read tens of thousands of time in 
several hundred of the world’s best universities since it was published in 2007. The entire subject of 
Einsteinian general relativity is based on the famous second Bianchi identity of 1902. This chapter 
corrects it for torsion and introduces the use of four new fundamental identities of all geometry:
1) The Jacobi Cartan Evans identity.
2) The Bianchi Cartan Evans identity.
3) The first Evans torsion identity.
4) The second Evans torsion identity.
These were of course unknown to Bianchi and Einstein, and also to Cartan. They were discovered 
during the development of the UFT series. UFT354 shows that torsion completely changes the relation 
between metric and connection used in early Riemannian geometry and used uncritically during the 
entire twentieth century. UFT354 is mainly the work of Doug Lindstrom and Horst Eckardt with some 
suggestions from myself. Obviously these leading scholars have developed a complete grasp of the 
ECE and ECE2 physics and are able to develop it themselves. The Eckardt / Lindstrom series of papers
also shows that they are fully fledged experts.

ECE The Second Paradigm Shift Chapter Two.pdf

 on FOR POSTING: ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift, Chapter Two

Wind 21.43%, 5 – 28 mph, Wales 5 – 22     mph

November 6, 2016 
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The Betws wind turbines are again producing nothing today because the wind speed in the relevant area
is only 5 mph according to the met office wind map, uipdated every hour or so. There are areas of 17 
and 22 mph over the sea in the western parts of Wales, but in these areas there are few wind turbines. 
The contribution of 21.43% for the countries of Britain is a very rare spike. This much is obvious by 
my work of the past few months, recorded on this blog. Over the past week there was negligible 
contribution for about six or seven days, followed by this spike. This alone is enough to show that wind
turbines are useless. Even during a rare spike in power they have to be switched off because they might
damage the grid. So the political will is urgently needed to demolish them and replace them by 
hydroelectric. This is obvious to a school child, but not to capitalist cabals.

 on Wind 21.43%, 5 – 28 mph, Wales 5 – 22 mph

Daily Report 4/11/16

November 6, 2016 

The equivalent of 78,569 printed pages was downloaded during the day (286.461 megabytes) from 
2,382 downloaded memory files (hits) and 356 distinct visits each averaging 4.5 memory pages and 8 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 32.98, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 333, Top ten 254, Collected Evans / Morris 132(est), Collected scientometrics 125, 
F3(Sp) 71, Collected Proofs 47, Collected Eckardt Lindstrom 47(est), Evans Equations 40, Principles 
of ECE 38, Autobiography volumes one and two 38, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 36, UFT88 19, 
CEFE 17, Self charging inverter 14, UFT311 12, PLENR 11, UFT321 7, Llais 7, UFT321 7, PECE 6, 
List of Prolific authors 5, ECE2 4, Three world records by MWE 4, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 3, 
UFT313 9, UFT314 8, UFT315 8, UFT316 5, UFT317 9, UFT318 7, UFT319 8, UFT320 8, UFT322 8,
UFT323 8, UFT324 9, UFT325 8, UFT326 6, UFT327 9, UFT328 7, UFT329 6, UFT330 10, UFT331 
7, UFT332 5, UFT333 7, UFT334 8, UFT335 5, UFT336 6, UFT337 6, UFT338 6, UFT339 4, UFT340
6, UFT341 5, UFT342 6, UFT343 5, UFT344 4, UFT345 6, UFT346 9, UFT347 5, UFT348 6, UFT349
5, UFT351 5, UFT352 8, UFT353 5, UFT354 5, UFT355 12, UFT356 8, UFT357 7, UFT358 6, 
UFT359 9, UFT360 16 to date in November 2016. College of Information Sciences and Technology 
Pennsylvania State University UFT72, UFT83, SR; Faculty of Humanities University of Amsterdam 
general; Abilene Independent School District Texas general. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage 
file attached for November 2016.

Combined Sites Accessible from the UKWA     Site

November 5, 2016 

This is the message from Aled Betts at the National Library of Wales explaining that www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org will be placed in the UKWA site as sites that are important for science and culture. The
sites are already accessible in real time from the Wayback Machine (www.archive.org). Of course I 
have given “open access” permission for both sites to Aled Betts. This archiving is the single most 
important thing in my opinion. It began in 2010 from the National Library of Wales at the British 
Library, and earlier this year Dave Burleigh took the vitally important step of making www.aias.us 
visible on the Wayback Machine in San Francisco. The Library of Congress realized in about 2001 that 
there is a vast amount of important material available on the internet, so took steps to organize an 
international effort to archive the internet. The National Library of Wales also has a unique collection 
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of all my books, my Ph. D. Thesis and D. Sc. Thesis. No other library in the world has a collection of 
all my books. Everyone worldwide should take steps to safeguard the NLW, which along with other 
libraries in Wales is suffering from philistine tory cuts in London.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 12/09/2016 09:37:19 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: URGENT: September 2016 Archive of http://www.aias.us inoperational

Dear Myron,

Many thanks for your email.

We are in the process of moving between systems. The 2013 Legal Deposit
Act allows us to archive all of the UK web domain. Access to these sites
will be viewable from the reading rooms of the Legal Deposit Libraries.
We will ask for permission to provide ‘open access’ to the more
important sites and if we recieve ‘open access’ permission they will be
pushed into the UKWA site. For this we are using Open Source Wayback
Machine (OSWM) and not Web Curator Tool (WCT) that we have been using
for the UK Web Archive.

I have archived your two sites using the Open Source Wayback Machine
(OSWM). Both will be pushed into the UKWA site and harvested using the
Open Source Wayback Machine. Regrettably, this is work in prgress at the
moment. Please bear with us while we undertake this rather complicated
task. We hope to have this up and running in the very near future. As a
result of the changes, your site will not appear in the UK Web Archive
for the time being even though the site has been archived.

Kindest regards,

Aled

On 12/09/2016 08:11, EMyrone@aol.com wrote:
> To National Library of Wales Archivists:
> Can you please look in to this problem? The last thumbnail of
> http://www.aias.us <http://www.aias.us> appearing on http://www.webarchive.co.uk
> <http://www.webarchive.co.uk> is dated a year ago, September 2015. I can
> see from my computer feedback that the September 2016 quarterly archive
> did not take place. This looks like a computer problem. As you can see,
> http://www.aias.us <http://www.aias.us> is completely up to date on the Wayback
> Machine, http://www.archive.org <http://www.archive.org> and is kept updated in
> real time. In my understanding the aim of your archive system is also to
> archive the entire web further to an international agreement initiated
> by the Library of Congress. I suggest that the British Libraries develop
> a system identical to the Wayback Machine, the present system is a year
> out of date when it comes to http://www.aias.us <http://www.aias.us>. As you
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> know, archiving is all important.
> Diolch yn fawr,
> Myron Evans
> http://www.aias.us <http://www.aias.us>

 on Combined Sites Accessible from the UKWA Site

Poetry, Autobiography and Genealogy Read at     MIT

November 5, 2016 

I am pleased that Autobiography volumes one and two, and my 2016 poetry broadcasts were read or 
heard at MIT, which is number one in the world by QS rankings, nunber two by webometrics and 
number three by Times and Shanghai. There are frequent study visits from staff and students at MIT to 
the science of www.aias.us and www.upitec.org. The poetry was heard in both languages. There was 
also interest in my relation to Lord Tudor Watkins (attached), Labour M. P, for Brecon and Radnor 
(1945 to 1970), Lord Lieutenant of Powys (1975 – 1978), Parliamentary Private Secretary in the Welsh 
Office to the Secretary of State for Wales (1964 – 1968). My cousin Stuart Davies kindly drew my 
attention to this relation some years ago. As can be seen we are both descended from William Morgan, 
younger brother of the powerful industrialist Morgan Morgan who owned Craig y Nos Castle from 
1876 to 1878. Morgan Morgan is the direct ancestor of Stuart Davies. With the help of several excellent
genealogists such as Stuart Davies, I have traced the genealogy of the Morgan Aubrey family back to 
Tewdwr Mawr ap Cadell, King of the Southern parts of Wales, the ancestor of Henry VII Tudor 
(attached). My genealogical work is now regarded as definitive. Tudor Watkins earned his living as a 
coal miner, and along with two other miners, Aneurin Bevan and Jim Griffiths, was instrumental in the 
sweeping socialist reforms of the Attlee Government of 1945 to 1951. He became a life Peer and took 
the title of Lord Tudor Watkins. With the Welsh language in such critical condition and in danger of 
extinction as warned by UNESCO, I am glad that the work of AIAS / UPITEC serves as an ambassador
for the language in up to 182 countries, increasing awareness and grave international concern for the 
rapid decline of the language due to remote government and far right tory policies imposed on Wales 
by London. My Bro Iaith policy is aimed at halting and reversing this decline. I am most grateful to the 
National Library of Wales for archiving www.aias.us and www.upitec.org using wayback machine 
software and for featuring them in the reading rooms of the legal deposit libraries. These sites are 
libraries in their own right.

afamilylinesancestryto1,100 BC.pdf

afamilylinesdescentfromKingLear.pdf

afamilylinesrelationtotudorwatkins.pdf

 on Poetry, Autobiography and Genealogy Read at MIT

Chapter Two of “ECE2: The Second Paradigm     Shift”

November 5, 2016 

This is an early look at my part of chapter two, based on UFT313 and UFT314, intoducing several new 
fundamental identities of geometry. I intend to write in the equations tomorrow and send it for posting. 
The second half of this chapter is pencilled in for UFT354, a description by Doug Lindstrom and Horst 
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Eckardt of the profound changes introduced by torsion into the metric compatibility condition. Torsion 
completely changes the methods used by Einstein, well known and accepted to be incorrect and 
obsolete. There is also a third major paradigm shift – in the history of science – because this is the first 
time that physics has been changed completely using the world wide web and the knowledge 
revolution. Knowledge is no longer confined to the dogmatic elite. The scientometrics show that ECE 
and ECE2 have made a tremendous impact, and physics has been split into two major schools of 
thought which acknowledge each other’s views.

ECE_The_Second_Paradigm_Shift_Chapter_Two.PDF

 on Chapter Two of “ECE2: The Second Paradigm Shift”

Wind 16.56%, 4 – 31 mph, Wales 4 – 30     mph

November 5, 2016 

The wind over nearly the whole of Wales today is 4 – 5 mph, with an isolated 30 mph out to sea to the 
south west off Gwynedd, where there are no wind turbines because it is a national park. So the Betws 
turbines are producing nothing as usual, and are a complete and disintegrating failure. So are wind 
turbines in general.

 on Wind 16.56%, 4 – 31 mph, Wales 4 – 30 mph

Daily Report 3/11/16

November 5, 2016 

The equivalent of 76,914 printed pages was downloaded during the day (280.428 megabytes) from 
2,036 downloaded memory files (hits) and 370 distinct visits each averaging 5.0 printed pages and 9 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 37.78 for the day, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 296, Top ten 214, Collected Evans / Morris 99(est), Collected scientometrics 110, 
F3(Sp) 56, Collected Proofs 40, Collected Eckardt / Lindstrom 38, Principles of ECE 36, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 34, Autobiography volumes one and two 34, UFT88 17, CEFE 16, 
Evans Equations 16, Engineering Model 16, Pulsed LENR 11, UFT311 10, PECE 7, UFT321 6(est), 
List of prolific authors 5, Three world records by MWE 3, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 2, UFT313 8, 
UFT314 8, UFT315 7, UFT316 5, UFT317 8, UFT318 7, UFT319 2, UFT320 8, UFT322 7, UFT323 7,
UFT324 8, UFT325 8, UFT326 6, UFT327 9, UFT328 5, UFT329 6, UFT330 9, UFT331 6, UFT332 5,
UFT333 5, UFT334 8, UFT335 5, UFT336 6, UFT337 6, UFT338 5, UFT339 4, UFT340 6, UFT341 5,
UFT342 4, UFT343 5, UFT344 4, UFT345 5, UFT346 7, UFT347 4, UFT348 6, UFT349 5, UFT351 5,
UFT352 8, UFT353 5, UFT354 5, UFT355 11, UFT356 8, UFT357 6, UFT358 6, UFT359 8, UFT360 
15 to date in November 2016. City of Winnipeg UFT page; Norte University Chile Space Devices 
(Spanish); Solomon Schechter Schools Organization AIAS staff; Institute of Theoretical Physics 
University of Stuttgart UFT177; California Institute of Technology (Caltech) UFT214; Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (MIT) general. my page, Autobiography Volumes One and Two; Relation to 
Lord Tudor Watkins, Barddoniaeth 1 reading, Poetry reading one, New Poetry; College of Information 
Sciences and Technology Pennsylvania State University UFT1, UFT5; University of Rochester New 
York State UFT228; Santander Madrid Seville Barcelona Technology Epicentre Spain F3(Sp); 
University of Santiago de Compostela Galicia Spain overview of ECE theory, my CV, Equation 
flowcharts; Ecole Normale Superieure Paris Statistical Physics Laboratory AIAS staff; United States 
Airforce Network Operations Command (AFNOC) UFT239; British Awareness in Schools Project 
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(MISP) general. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for November 2016.

 on Daily Report 3/11/16

ECE2 book Chapter One in “Other Papers” of the Publications     Section

November 4, 2016 

Many thanks again. For the readership this is chapter one of “ECE: The Second Paradigm Shift”. I will 
create zipped files as the subsequent chapters are written, starting with chapter two (UFT313, UFT314 
and UFT354 to be written by Douglas Lindstrom and Horst Eckardt.)

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 04/11/2016 16:12:51 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Plans for writing the ECE2 book

Posted today to Pubs as ECE2 The Second Paradigm Shift.pdf. Appreciate it if you name 
the new versions as this.

Dave

On 11/3/2016 8:03 AM, EMyrone wrote:

I plan to write it on weekends as for the autobiography volumes one and two, 
and on weekdays write new notes and papers. I also want to work on my third 
book of poetry and prose poetry in both languages. I may experiment with 
writing in my own Silurian dialect, distinctly different from classical Welsh. I 
think that a good title would be “ECE2: The Second Paradigm Shift”, subtitled 
“The Unified Field Equations of Gravitation, Electrodynamics and Fluid 
Dynamics”. I estimate that it will take a few months to complete my part of the 
book.

 on ECE2 book Chapter One in “Other Papers” of the Publications Section

361(4): Analysis of the New Acceleration Terms in Plane Polar     Coordinates

November 4, 2016 

By unit vector analysis it is shown that the new acceleration terms vanish in the plane polar coordinate 
system, (r, theta), for which partial r / partial theta = 0, giving the result (26) of dynamics unified with 
fluid dynamics. Eq. (26) shows that the accelerations systematically deduced by Coriolis are due to the 
Lagrange derivative (v dot del) v if and only if the plane polar coordinate system is used. More 
generally the Lagrange derivative defines v to be a velocity field, in which v = v(r(t), theta(t), t). In the 
plane polar system v = v(t), and is a velocity of dynamics, not a velocity field of fluid dynamics. ECE2 
unification asserts that the velocity of dynamics can be generalized to a velocity field because the 
background spacetime or aether or vacuum is a fluid. This generalization implies the existence of many
new orbital terms that do not exist in the analysis by Coriolis. One way of developing these terms was 
given in UFT360. Note carefully that when considering orbits in the plane polar system, a constraint is 
introduced, so that r becomes a function of theta. So when the orbit is considered partial r / partial theta 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/04/3614-analysis-of-the-new-acceleration-terms-in-plane-polar-coordinates/
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is no longer zero. An example is the conic sections r = alpha / (1 + epsilon cos theta)). In ECE2 the 
orbit is the frame of reference itself, as in UFT360. In classical orbital theory the orbit is a function 
defined by a frame of reference, the plane polar system, a rotating frame. The Corialis forces are due to 
the frame rotation. In the Cartesian system the frame is fixed, and there are no Coriolis forces. In ECE2
general relativity they are understood in terms of a spin connection.

a361stpapernotes4.pdf

 on 361(4): Analysis of the New Acceleration Terms in Plane Polar Coordinates

Spanish Version of     UFT360

November 4, 2016 

Many thanks again! this paper shows signs of being a classic, it is already the most read paper of the 
ECE2 series, on the generally covariant inverse square law of any orbit in two or three dimensions. The
original inverse square law was inferred by Robert Hooke of Trinity College Oxford, but this was done 
intuitively. The inverse square law was developed from 1665 to 1687 by Isaac Newton of Trinity 
College Cambridge, but Newton had no firm idea of the forces usually attributed to Coriolis in 1835. 
These were actually inferred intuitively in 1651 by Riccioli and Grimaldi, then by Laplace in 1778. The
modern form was inferred by Coriolis in 1835. Many UFT papers have been dedicated to this subject. 
The original inference by Hooke is described by my ancestral cousin John Aubrey in the online “Brief 
Lives”, so anyone can read the account by Aubrey, who also worked at Oxford, and was elected F. R. S.
John Aubrey’s collected papers are in the Bodleian Library Oxford. There is no excuse to attribute the 
discovery of the inverse square law to Isaac Newton. The latter developed the algebra needed to 
describe the inverse square law. In UFT361 I am working on the generalization of the plane polar 
coordinate system by use of the new subject of fluid gravitation. This has resulted in the discovery of 
new orbital forces. This is work in progress.

CC: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/11/2016 16:06:25 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Spanish version of UFT 360

Hello Dave

Please find enclosed the Spanish version of UFT 360, for posting.

Thanks.

Regards,

Documento360.pdf

 on Spanish Version of UFT360

Wind 7.47%, 0 – 32 mph, Wales 0 – 9 mph, 0709 local     time

November 4, 2016 

In mid and south Wales today the wind speed is a hurricane force zero miles an hour. Naturally the 
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wind turbines are producing nothing as usual. This has been going on now for a week of light winds. 
This is the area in which the Betws turbine swindle is situated, just adjacent to the planned Mynydd y 
Gwair fiasco. This is the first time in the long history of industry in South Wales that a fiasco has been 
planned in order to make an absentee aristocrat wealthier than he is already. This is an area in which the
industrial revolution started, but at an intolerable cost in lives. Hopefully the revolutionary technology 
brought into existence by AIAS / UPITEC and its associates around the world will eliminate human 
suffering, wind turbines and greed corrupted aristocrats.

 on Wind 7.47%, 0 – 32 mph, Wales 0 – 9 mph, 0709 local time

Daily Report 2/11/16

November 4, 2016 

The equivalent of 1,463,522 printed pages was downloaded during the day (5.336 gigabytes) from 
7,751 downloaded memory files (hits) and 1,167 distinct visits each averaging 5.8 memory pages and 
two minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 188.82, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 226, Top ten 170, Collected Evans Morris 66 (est), Collected scientometrics 60, 
F3(Sp) 37, Principles of ECE 30, Collected Proofs 29, Collected Eckardt / Lindstrom 26, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 24, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 19, Evans Equations 15, 
CEFE 12, Pulsed LENR 11, UFT88 11, Self charging inverter 11, UFT311 9, Engineering Model 9, 
PECE 6, Llais 5, UFT321 4, List of prolific models 3, Three world records by MW 3, Lindstrom Idaho 
lecture 2, UFT313 5, UFT314 5, UFT315 2, UFT316 4, UFT317 6, UFT318 5, UFT319 2, UFT320 5, 
UFT322 6, UFT323 4, UFT324 6, UFT325 5, UFT326 5, UFT327 6, UFT328 4, UFT329 5, UFT330 5,
UFT331 6, UFT332 5, UFT333 5, UFT334 6, UFT335 4, UFT336 5, UFT337 5, UFT338 3, UFT339 2,
UFT340 6, UFT341 3, UFT342 2, UFT346 3, UFT347 2, UFT348 5, UFT349 5, UFT351 5, UFT352 8,
UFT353 5, UFT354 5, UFT355 10, UFT356 5, UFT357 6, UFT358 6, UFT359 8, UFT360 13 to date 
in November 2016. University of Waterloo Canada UFT25; IParadigms EEC Article; Deusu search 
engine “Llais” article; University of Bremen UFT116; Institute for Theoretical Physics University of 
Stuttgart UFT177; California Institute of Technology (Caltech) Division of Planetary and Geological 
Sciences UFT239; California State University Northridge UFT109(Sp); College of Information 
Sciences and Technology Pennsylvania State University UFT78; United States Airforce Network 
Operations Center (AFNOC) Cosmo-7; Electrophysics National Chiao Tung University Taiwan 
UFT175. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for November 2016 .

Plans for writing the ECE2     book

November 3, 2016 

I plan to write it on weekends as for the autobiography volumes one and two, and on weekdays write 
new notes and papers. I also want to work on my third book of poetry and prose poetry in both 
languages. I may experiment with writing in my own Silurian dialect, distinctly different from classical 
Welsh. I think that a good title would be “ECE2: The Second Paradigm Shift”, subtitled “The Unified 
Field Equations of Gravitation, Electrodynamics and Fluid Dynamics”. I estimate that it will take a few
months to complete my part of the book.

 on Plans for writing the ECE2 book
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361(3): New Orbital Theory from the Lagrange     Derivative

November 3, 2016 

ECE2 unification of gravitation and fluid dynamics into fluid gravitation allows the inference of new 
fundamental accelerations in dynamics and orbital theory. These are defined in Eq. (35) in plane polar 
coordinates. They reduce to the usual orbital theory, Eq. (60), using the new constraint equations (74) 
and 75). Complete detail is given of the derivation of the convective derivative in plane polar 
coordinates. This is non trivial because the chain rule has to be used correctly in a moving frame. The 
Cartesian derivation uses a static frame. Extensive calculations are given in seventy five equations.

a361stpapernotes3.pdf

 on 361(3): New Orbital Theory from the Lagrange Derivative

Wind 2.69%. 1 – 15 mph, Wales 1 – 10 mph, 0618 local     time

November 3, 2016 

There is a again not enough wind to start any large wind turbine in any part of Wales, so they have been
becalmed for nearly a week, producing nothing, and taking power FROM the grid in order to keep 
them idling. I guess that if they stopped completely they would be difficult to restart. The Betws wind 
turbines are already deteriorating, and as the University of Edinburgh study shows, their efficiency will 
drop sharply to an abysmal 11%. So the Mynydd y Gwair turbines are certain to be a compete disaster, 
they will produce nothing and destroy ecology, landscape, heritage, flora, fauna and the avian species 
(endothermic vertebrates or avian dinasours – the birds). This is the direct result of capitalist greed in 
league with primitive electoral dictatorship, it has nothing to do with scientific reality or civilization. 
One can recognize barbarism when one sees its ugly rotating face.

 on Wind 2.69%. 1 – 15 mph, Wales 1 – 10 mph, 0618 local time

Daily Report 1/11/16

November 3, 2016 

The equivalent of 87,545 printed pages was downloaded during the day (319.189 megabytes) from 
2.047 downloaded memory files and 327 distinct visits each averaging 3.6 memory pages and 8 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 42.77 for the day, main spiders csnat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten 84, Collected ECE2 38, Collected scientometrics 34, F3(Sp) 19, Self charging inverter 
9, CEFE 8, Autobiography volumes one and two 7, Pulsed LENR 7, UFT88 6, Eckardt / Lindstrom 
papers 6, Principles of ECE 5, Evans Equations 5, Collected Proofs 4, UFT311 4, UFT313 1, UFT315 
1, UFT319 1, UFT320 1, UFT322 1, UFT324 1, UFT330 1, UFT331 1, UFT333 1, UFT337 1, UFT338
1, UFT340 2, UFT346 1, UFT348 1, UFT352 4 UFT355 4, UFT356 1, UFT359 2, UFT360 6 for the 
first day of November 2016. IParadigms California UFT178(Sp); College of Information Sciences and 
Technology Pennsylvania State University UFT76, University of California Davis UFT88; University 
of North Carolina Charlotte UNCC Saga 1 – 14, injustices in academia, home page; University of 
Southern California UFT116; Institute of Certified Public Accountants in Israel My page; San 
Francisco Internet Archives (Wayback Machine) AIAS staff. Intense interest all sectors, usage file 
attached for 1/11/16.

 on Daily Report 1/11/16
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361(2): Development of the Convective Derivative in General     Dynamics

November 2, 2016 

This note introduces the convective derivative into general dynamics, using the unification of 
gravitation and fluid dynamics.

a361stpapernotes2.pdf

 on 361(2): Development of the Convective Derivative in General Dynamics

Wind 6.01%, 0 – 12 mph, Wales 4 – 5     mph

November 2, 2016 

There are no large turbines turning in Wales today, because they need 7 – 9 mph to start. They have 
been becalmed for almost a week, stoned opium addicts like Coleridge: “Water, water every where/ 
And all the boards did shrink/ Water, water every where/ Nor any drop to drink”. There is water, water 
all around Wales, and no use is being made of it for hydroelectric power. It is a small country at the 
mercy of the merciless – capitalist fraud. I can think of a variation on the theme of Coleridge, who was 
fond of climbing Punlumon.

“Windy swindles every where
And all the brains did shrink
Turbine swindles every where
Nor any volt to drink.”

Allowing for the amount of opium consumed by the poet, it is not known how he got down again.

 on Wind 6.01%, 0 – 12 mph, Wales 4 – 5 mph

FOR POSTING: Monthly Statistics to     2002

November 2, 2016 

These are the scientometrics back to 2002, showing that our work has educated millions of people in up
to one hundred and eighty two countries, all free of ghastly fees. This makes the high fee, low quality, 
degree mills obsolete. Knowledge should be free for all who want to learn. Our survival as a species 
depends on it. To view www.aias.us as it was in 2002 see the Wayback Machine, www.archive.org.

Monthly_Feedback_Statistics_for_AIAS.pdf

 on FOR POSTING: Monthly Statistics to 2002

FOR POSTING: Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to October     2016

November 2, 2016 

For combined sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org for October 2016 there were 143,109 hits (files 
downloaded), 29.528 gigabytes downloaded and 26,379 distinct visits. There were 3,194 documents 
read off www.aias.us from 115 countries, led by USA, China, Germany, Italy, Mexico, Britain, 
Australia, Canada, ….. All UFT papers were read, the top sixty two each being read over fifty times, 
the top five each being read over a hundred times. The top paper was the classic UFT177 on the 
discovery of the force equation of quantum mechanics, the latest UFT349 ff. on triple unification all 
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being very popular. The quality of the university readership was very high as usual. With * denoting 
repeat or multiple readings, there were visits from fourteen of the world’s top twenty universities: 
Berkeley*, Cornell, Penn State*, Texas A and M*, UCLA, Washington*, Princeton, Columbia, MIT, 
Stanford, Caltech (its NASA Jet Propulsion Lab.), ETH Zuerich, Cambridge* and University College 
London. The other universities were almost all of exceptionally high quality. The recorded visits 
constitute only about 2% of the vast total. This means that thousands of staff and students study the 
combined sites every month from the best universities, institutes and similar in the world. This has been
going on for twelve years so will go on indefinitely, and signals a complete acceptance among the 
colleagues worldwide of the ECE and ECE2 paradigm shifts and our development of new sources of 
energy that can replace wind turbines. Conversely, there is almost a complete rejection of the bad parts 
of the obsolete physics, its ideas, publication methods and teaching methods. It censorship of new ideas
has been outflanked, and in reality there is no longer any dogmatic opposition to the paradigm shifts. 
So many congratulations to all staffs!

BookofScientometricsSecondVolume.PDF

 on FOR POSTING: Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to October 2016

Daily Report 31/10/16

November 2, 2016 

The equivalent of 77,543 printed pages was downloaded (282.723 megabytes) during the day from 
2,002 downloaded memory files (hits) and 386 distinct visits, each averaging 3.6 memory pages and 10
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 38.73, main spiders, cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 2219, Top ten 1685, Collected Evans / Morris 1023 (est), F3(Sp) 670, 
Collected scientometrics 636, Principles of ECE 365, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 299, Collected 
Eckardt / Lindstrom 269(est), Autobiography volumes one and two 264, Collected Proofs 210, Evans 
Equations 183, UFT88 156, Engineering Model 121, PECE 112, CEFE 109, Self charging inverter 64, 
UFT311 61, UFT321 56, Llais 39, List of Prolific authors 29, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 32, Three world
records by MWE 17, Pulsed LENR 13, UFT313 44, UFT314 37, UFT315 38, UFT316 50, UFT317 42,
UFT318 46, UFT319 63, UFT320 41, UFT322 48, UFT323 44, UFT324 59, UFT325 47, UFT326 42, 
UFT327 42, UFT328 55, UFT329 40, UFT330 45, UFT331 61, UFT332 42, UFT333 36, UFT334 42, 
UFT335 41, UFT336 42, UFT337 36, UFT338 38, UFT339 37, UFT340 31, UFT341 41, UFT342 33, 
UFT343 36, UFT344 44, UFT345 52, UFT346 58, UFT347 56, UFT348 62, UFT349 53, UFT351 64, 
UFT352 77, UFT353 62, UFT354 68, UFT355 88, UFT356 75, UFT357 51, UFT358 54, UFT359 48, 
UFT360 9 for October 2016. Iparadigms F15(Sp), UFT145; University of North Carolina at Charlotte 
(UNCC) UNCC Saga 1, UNCC Saga 2, my page, list of prolific authors, my three world records; City 
of Winnipeg PECE, UFT107; University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT356 to UFT360; Humboldt 
University Berlin ECE Theory; State University of New York (SUNY) Albany CQE, UFT110; 
Bowdoin College Maine general; Port Authority of New York and New Jersey UFT175; Bandung 
Institute of Technology Indonesia Diplomatic Objection to ‘t Hooft by Gareth Evans; University of 
Agder Norway UFT4; Philippines National Electrification Administration general; National Taiwan 
University UFT104. Intense interest all sectors, completed usage file attached for October 2016.

 on Daily Report 31/10/16
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Many thanks to Dave     Burleigh!

November 2, 2016 

Many thanks to Dave Burleigh, CEO of Annexa Inc. in Arizona, U. S. A.

In a message dated 02/11/2016 05:29:14 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Ran stats manually to catch up. Should be good to go.

Dave

On 11/1/2016 10:02 PM, EMyrone wrote:

Hello Dave,
The timer did not go over from October to November. Can you adjust it 
manually? Many thanks in anticipation. 

The Possibility of Counter     Gravitation

November 2, 2016 

Good to hear from you. I would say that UFT319 is the most popular paper on counter gravitation. It 
gives the possibility of reducing gravity to zero. Fluid electodynamics gives the possibility of an 
electric field producing intricate vacuum effects, as you know. Conversely the vacuum can produce an 
electric field in a circuit as in the most popular paper of the entire EFT series to date, UFT355. In 
analogy a gravitational field can in theory produce intricate effects in the vacuum, and the vacuum can 
influence a gravitational field. I have recorded a BBC Radio Three interview on counter gravitation, but
that was some time ago. They may stiil have it in their archives, but by now Robert Cheshire and I have
recorded all the essays, and Alex Hill has recorded them all in Spanish.

emyrone
Sent: 01/11/2016 18:52:02 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Recent ECE2 gravitation advances and inertia

Dr. Evans,

Given the recent development of the connection between material force fields and a 
spacetime fluid velocity field, and given the established association of inertial mass with 
gravity by the equivalence principle, can you envision any way to alter or scale inertial 
affects by means material fields?

cheers,
Russ Davis

 on The Possibility of Counter Gravitation

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/02/the-possibility-of-counter-gravitation/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/02/many-thanks-to-dave-burleigh-8/


Hello Dave

November 2, 2016 

Hello Dave,
The timer did not go over from October to November. Can you adjust it manually? Many thanks in 
anticipation.

 on Hello Dave

Note 361(1): General Dynamics with the Lagrange     Derivative

November 1, 2016 

The acceleration in general is defined by the complete convective or Lagrange derivative of velocity 
(Eq.(1)). This is shown to be a Cartan covariant derivative in which the spin connection matrix is the 
Jacobian, Eq. (9). The non Newtonian acceleration is defined by the Lagrange derivative (14). By 
choice of solution (16), the non Newtonian acceleration can be reduced to an inverse square law for any
coordinate system. Without the non Newtonian acceleration the orbit cannot be defined. Due to ECE2 
unification of gravitation, dynamics and fluid dynamics, the orbital force equation becomes the Euler 
equation (33) of fluid dynamics. In the next note it will be shown that the general non Newtonian 
acceleration reduces to that derived in plane polar coordinates by choice of coordinate system. So the 
dynamics and coordinate system become the same concept of general relativity. In general this method 
gives new accelerations which should be looked for in astronomy.

a361stpapernotes1.pdf

 on Note 361(1): General Dynamics with the Lagrange Derivative

Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to     30/10/16

November 1, 2016 

There was the usual intense worldwide interest, which has been steady at a very high level since about 
2005, indicating complete international acceptance of the ECE and ECE2 paradigm shifts. There were 
visits from fourteen of the world’s top twenty universities ranked by Webometrics, Times, Shanghai 
and QS: Berkeley*, Cornell, Penn State*, Texas A and M*, UCLA, Washington*, ETH, Cambridge*, 
UCL, Princeton, Columbia, MIT, Stanford and Caltech / NASA Jet Propulsion Lab. There is a clear 
pattern over about twelve years of study visits by staff and students from the world’s top twenty, 
including all the Ivy League and Oxbridge. The attached is only about 2% of the total interest, the 
sector I call “universities, institutes and similar”. It is very likely that a high percentage of visits from 
staff and students is from private computers, so I cannot identify them. So there is a vast total 
readership as is well known. This means that the standard physics is thoroughly obsolete.

BookofScientometricsSecondVolume.docx

 on Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to 30/10/16

Spanish version with Section 3 of UFT 358 and     359

November 1, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/01/spanish-version-with-section-3-of-uft-358-and-359/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/bookofscientometricssecondvolume.docx
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/01/book-of-scientometrics-volume-two-updated-to-301016/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/a361stpapernotes1.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/01/note-3611-general-dynamics-with-the-lagrange-derivative/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/02/hello-dave-9/


Many thanks, greatly appreciated as ever.

CC: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 31/10/2016 20:42:55 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Spanish version with Section 3 of UFT 358 and 359

Hello Dave,
Please find enclosed the full version in Spanish of UFT 358 and 359, which include newly 
released Section 3, for posting.

Thanks.

Regards,

Documento358.pdf

Documento359.pdf

 on Spanish version with Section 3 of UFT 358 and 359

Wind 4.56%, 0 – 19 mph, Wales 2 – 12     mph

November 1, 2016 

With the exception of 12 mph off the coast of Gwynedd to the south west, there is insufficient wind 
speed again today to start any big wind turbine in the whole of Wales, so they are an ugly disaster and 
need 7 – 9 mph just to start. Anyone reading this blog would join the Tubdem Party, an amalgam of 
failed greens, vanished lib dems and disillusioned other parties – The Turbine Demolition Party. It is 
seen that their real world contribution to the grid is pathetic, at huge cost. Whoever had this idea was a 
drunk man looking at the thistle (my Civil List predecessor, the great Scots and English language poet 
and Scottish Nationalist Party co founder Hugh MacDiarmaid (Christopher Murray Grieve)).

 on Wind 4.56%, 0 – 19 mph, Wales 2 – 12 mph

Daily Report Sunday     30/10/16

November 1, 2016 

The equivalent of 169,865 printed pages was downloaded during the day (619.326 megabytes) from 
2,300 downloaded memory files (hits) and 350 distinct visits, each averaging 4.4 memory pages and 12
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 73.85, main spiders cnsat(China), gogle, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 2172, Top ten 1654, Collected Evans / Morris 990 (est), F3(Sp) 659, Collected 
scientometrics 616, Principles of ECE 359, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 298, Collected Eckardt / 
Lindstrom 269, Autobiography volumes one and two 258, Collected Proofs 205, Evans Equations 178, 
UFT88 155, Engineering Model 119, PECE 109, CEFE 109, Self charging inverter 63, UFT311 61, 
UFT321 56, Llais 39, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 32, List of prolific authors 29, Three world records by 
MWE 17, Pulsed LENR 13, UFT313 44, UFT314 27, UFT315 38, UFT316 50, UFT317 42, UFT318 
46, UFT319 62, UFT320 41, UFT322 48, UFT323 46, UFT324 58, UFT325 40, UFT326 42, UFT327 
42, UFT328 49, UFT329 40, UFT330 44, UFT331 61, UFT332 40, UFT333 36, UFT334 42, UFT335 
40, UFT336 42, UFT337 36, UFT338 38, UFT339 37, UFT340 31, UFT341 41, UFT342 33, UFT343 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/01/daily-report-sunday-301016/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/11/01/wind-4-56-0-19-mph-wales-2-12-mph/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/documento359.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/11/documento358.pdf


36, UFT344 43, UFT345 52, UFT346 57, UFT347 53, UFT348 61, UFT349 52, UFT351 62, UFT352 
76, UFT353 61, UFT354 64, UFT355 87, UFT356 72, UFT357 49, UFT358 52, UFT359 43, UFT360 
2 to date in October 2016. European Centre for Nuclear Research (CERN) My page; University of 
Southampton UFT18. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for October 2016.

Selected Feedback Interest:

Summary of October 2016

For www.aias.us there were 89,443 hits, 18.455 megabytes downloaded,

16,487 distinct visits, 62,706 page views and 3,194 documents downloaded from

115 countries, led by USA, China, Germany, Italy, Mexico, Britain, Australia and

Canada.

For combined sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org These results increase

by an estimated 60% to give 143,109 hits, 29.528 gigabytes, and 26,379 distinct

visits.

All UFT papers read, led by: 177, 166(Sp), 88, 169, 25, 175, 43, 166, 85,

355, 107, 46, 4, 11, 352, 158, 110, 239, 47, 67, 177(Sp), 356, 10, 55, 8, 240, 42,

214, 291, 26, 7, 258, 68, 116, 142(Sp), 16, 89, 157(Sp), 170(Sp), 142, 1, 53, 102,

99, 12, 18, 319, 351, 354, 358, 3, 169(Sp), 140, 353, 35, 58, 6, 265, 5, 61, 155, .....

(all read more than fifty times).

All Essays read or heard, led by 24, 24(Sp), 64, 33(Sp), 18, 25(Sp), 51(Sp),

80(Sp), ...

All books and other articles read, led by PECE, Auto1, Levitron,

Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry, Space Energy, CEFE, ..…

16 - 31 October

U. S. Universities, Institutes and Similar

Austin Community College, Berkeley*, Bowdoin*, Carnegie Mellon,

Columbia, CSU Northridge, Columbia, George Mason, MIT, Princeton, PennState*, Kennesaw State, 
Stanford, Caltech (NASA Jet Propulsion Lab), North

Carolina Charlotte, SUNY Albany, Internet Archives (Wayback Machine), St. Jude

Children s Research Hospital, Port Authority of New York and New Jersey.‟

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar

CERN, Charles University Prague, German National Electron Synchrotron



(DESY), Deusu search machine, Fraunhofer, Bayreuth, Hannover, Karlsruhe*,

Leipzig, Tuebingen*, Humboldt Berlin, Tallinn Estonia, IFF Spanish Research

Council, Basque University, Complutense Madrid, Murcia,Valencia, Paris Psud,

Perpignan, Cyprus Telecommunications Authority, University of the North,

Croatia, ICT Procurement Gov. Ireland, INFN Milan, International Institute for

Advanced Studies Trieste, Agder University Norway*, Radboud University

Netherlands, Polish National Centre for Nuclear Research, extensive Russia and

Ukraine including Moscow Institute for High Energy Research, Linkoping,

Cambridge, Durham, Southampton, Warwick*, York, British Library, BAE

Systems.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar

Bibliotheca Alexandrina Egypt, Monash, Queensland Tech., Melbourne,

UFTM Brazil, UFMG Brazil, City of Winnipeg*, University of Quebec Trois

Rivieres*, Waterloo, Concepcion Chile, Federico Santa Maria Tech., Chile, City

Univ Hong Kong, Bose Institute India, Tokyo Met., Tokyo, Tsukuba, INEGI Gov.

Mexico, Esimetic IPN Mexico, NEA Philippines*, edu system Pakistan, CYC

Taiwan*, National Taiwan University, Bandung Inst technology Indonesia,

Posting in Publications     Section

October 31, 2016 

Agreed, and many thanks. A distinguishing title would also be appropriate, I will think about the title 
along with the co authors.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 31/10/2016 16:44:15 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING AS UFT361: “Principles of ECE2” Chapter One, Final Version

Myron,

I suggest adding these new chapters to the publication section where they can be updated as
appropriate. It would also be worthwhile to call it something more meaningful as there is 
already a PECE. Perhaps something along the line of your original description IE. Major 
advances in ECE2 theory 2016 (or similar).

Dave

On 10/30/2016 6:05 AM, EMyrone wrote:

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/31/posting-in-publications-section/


This final version cleans up some minor typo’s. 

 on Posting in Publications Section

Calculations for UFT362(1)

October 31, 2016 

These define astronomy and cosmology in terms of the convective derivative, thus defining a moving 
coordinate system in general. It is shown that this coordinate system reduces to the plane polar 
coordinate system in well defined limits. The convective derivative is shown to be a special case of the 
covariant Cartan derivative the spin connection matrix being the Jacobian matrix as first defined in 
UFT351. It is possible using the moving frame to define any orbit.

 on Calculations for UFT362(1)

Spacetime fluid analysis and atomic electron     orbitals

October 31, 2016 

Many thanks. ESR and NMR are magnetic phenomena as you know, and as can be seen from the new 
chapter one distributed yesterday there has been much progress in the past year in these areas. The 
Dirac approximation for example has been shown to lead to a classical hamiltonian that is always zero, 
which is nonsense. So the aproximation has been avoided, leading to new spectral structures graphed 
by Horst. Dirac was clever enough to see the answer before solving the problem, so carefully chose an 
approximation that he knew would work. This is not satisfactory because it is subjective, so a new 
theory is needed. I think that your ideas are good, and involve the quantization of fluid 
electrodynamics. This is the next step. One could set up the hamiltonian of fluid dynamics and apply 
the Schroedinger rules. Another method is to use the usual hamiltonian with the Coulomb potential. It 
is known now that the Coulomb potential of the H atom will induce intricate spacetime structure on the 
atomic level. Another approach is to realize that the Lagrange derivative is a covariant derivative, so 
quantization can take place through the ECE wave equation. At present this is just thinking out loud. 
Over the next few months I intend to write my part of the new book and also produce new papers. The 
ECE2 papers are being read over forty thousand times every year without a single objection. So we 
have forged a new school of physics and new methods of publication and education.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 31/10/2016 00:26:55 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Spacetime fluid analysis and atomic electron orbitals

Dr. Evans,

In my initial thought on electron “orbits,” I was considering mainly Coulombic forces, but 
given that there are magnetic moments for electrons and nucleons, could magnetic forces be
responsible for, or contribute to, an orbit precession in more than one plane giving rise to 
the “spherical shell” shape for the hydrogen ground state orbital, for example?

-Russ

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/31/spacetime-fluid-analysis-and-atomic-electron-orbitals-2/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/31/calculations-for-uft3621/


 on Spacetime fluid analysis and atomic electron orbitals

Wind 0.96%, 1 – 11 mph, Wales 2 – 9 mph 0742 local     time

October 31, 2016 

Over Britain today the met office wind map gives 1 – 11 mph, and over Wales 2 – 9 mph, so once 
more, no giant wind turbine is producing any electricity of any real use because it takes 7 – 9 mph to 
start them. So the wind contribution to the grid is a spectacular 0.96%, the lowest I have recorded since 
summer (see the daily postings on this www.aias.us blog). With energy like this who needs 
hibernation? There has been a prolonged calm spell in the past few days, as calm as anything I recorded
in summer. This means that wind turbines are totally useless year round, not just in summer. Britain is 
not windy with the exception of politicians. They should be made to do something useful and the 
political will must be built up to scrap wind turbines and to ask the profiteers to pay back all the loot, 
and to clean up the mess. The wildlife they have killed are gone forever, so has the unique ecology.

 on Wind 0.96%, 1 – 11 mph, Wales 2 – 9 mph 0742 local time

Daily Report Saturday     29/10/16

October 31, 2016 

The equivalent of 90,942 printed pages was downloaded during the day (331.573 megabytes) from 
2,363 memory files downloaded and 371 distinct visits each averaging 6.5 memory pages and 12 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 38.49, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 2079, Top ten 1616, Evans / Morris 957 (est), F3(Sp) 647, Collected 
scientometrics 603, Principles of ECE 343, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 275, Eckardt / Lindstrom 
papers 250 (est), Collected Proofs 205, Evans Equations 177, UFT88 145, Engineering Model 115, 
CEFE 106, PECE 104, Self charging inverter 60, Llais 38, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 32, List of Prolfiic 
authors 27, Three world records by MWE 15, Pulsed LENR 13, UFT313 43, UFT314 35, UFT315 37, 
UFT316 48, UFT317 41, UFT318 45, UFT319 61, UFT320 40, UFT322 47, UFT323 40, UFT324 56, 
UFT325 45, UFT326 41, UFT327 39, UFT328 47, UFT329 37, UFT330 41, UFT331 59, UFT332 39, 
UFT333 35, UFT334 40, UFT335 37, UFT336 41, UFT337 35, UFT338 37, UFT339 36, UFT340 30, 
UFT341 40, UFT342 31, UFT343 35, UFT344 41, UFT345 49, UFT346 54, UFT347 50, UFT348 57, 
UFT349 49, UFT351 50, UFT352 74, UFT353 57, UFT354 62, UFT355 84, UFT356 68, UFT357 44, 
UFT358 49, UFT359 41 to date in October 2016. Iparadigms ECE Article; Bowdoin College, 
Brunswick Maine UFT177; Massachusetts Institute of Technology (M. I. T. ) UFT347; Tallinn 
University of Technology Estonia general; Chiayi County Educational Web Taiwan My Page. Intense 
interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for October 2016.

 on Daily Report Saturday 29/10/16

FOR POSTING AS UFT361: “Principles of ECE2” Chapter One, Final     Version

October 30, 2016 

This final version cleans up some minor typo’s.

Newprinciples.PDF

 on FOR POSTING AS UFT361: “Principles of ECE2” Chapter One, Final Version

https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/newprinciples.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/30/for-posting-as-uft361-principles-of-ece2-chapter-one-final-version/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/31/daily-report-saturday-291016/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/31/wind-0-96-1-11-mph-wales-2-9-mph-0742-local-time/


Minor Erratum

October 30, 2016 

It should be “completely antisymmetric in all three indices” and not “asymmetric”. This is a completely
new discovery in geometry reported in UFT354, a heavily studied paper, and was made by Douglas 
Lindstrom with help from Horst Eckardt and myself. I will fix this type in future postings, it is OK to 
post UFT361 for the present. All errata announcements go on to the blog and Wayback Machine.

 on Minor Erratum

Discussion of Note     360(5)

October 30, 2016 

Agreed, in one of our previous papers it was shown that the Lagrange derivative is an example of the 
covariant derivative of Cartan. You showed that the spin connection of the Lagrange derivative is the 
Jacobian. So this shows that:

g = Dv / Dt

where D denotes the Cartan covariant derivative. The reduction to the static frame in which

g =dv / dt

occurs when the spin connection vanishes. I will think about the direct transformation you suggest 
below, it is directly related to the spin connection.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 30/10/2016 09:53:25 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of Note 360(5)

OK, in the moving frame, r is perpendicular to v, we have to two cartesian coordinate 
systems, one for the fixed frame and one for the moving frame. It could be interesting to 
describe the direct transformation between both, maybe this will become quite complicated.

Horst

Am 29.10.2016 um 08:41 schrieb EMyrone:

Many thanks, this point is answered in UFT359 by using moving frames of 
reference. You provided very helpful graphics for these moving frames in 
UFT359, Section 3, by expressing X and Y in terms of r and theta. For a 
circular orbit, the frame of reference is X = r cos theta, Y = r sin theta, but for 
the ellipse and any other orbit it is different. The Lagrange or convective 
derivative is the derivative in the moving frame, and the latter is defined by 
observation for each orbit. Therefore v of Eq. (2) is equated with the observed 
v, and this defines X and Y. In the moving frame so defined, v is perpendicular 
to r. In the static frame X = r cos theta, and Y = r sin theta, r is not perpendicular
to v for the conic sections. However, in the moving frame, r is perpendicular to 
v because v is proportional to – X i + Y j and r is proportional to X i + Y j. The 
definitions of X and Y are however different in the moving frame. The use of 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/30/discussion-of-note-3605-2/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/30/minor-erratum-2/


the convective derivative in this radically new way is a direct consequence of 
UFT349 ff., already very popular papers.

To: Emyrone
Sent: 28/10/2016 20:15:32 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: note 360(5)

As far as I understand the notes, the convective derivative leads to 
the
general law

bold g = – v^4 / (MG) bold e_r.

I am not totally sure about this becaus eq.(2) in note 360(5) 
describes
directions of v which are perpendicular to

bold r = (X, Y).

Such a velocity direction is only valid for circular orbits. In elliptic
orbits bold r is not perpendicular to bold v.

Horst

 on Discussion of Note 360(5)

FOR POSTING AS UFT361: Principles of ECE2 Chapter One,     Introduction

October 30, 2016 

This is chapter one, which gives a brief review of the fifty or so ECE2 papers on which the book is 
based. This chapter gives a convenient overview for the reader. These papers are being very heavily 
studied around the world at the current rate of forty two thousand time a year.

PrinciplesofECE2backup29thOctober.PDF

 on FOR POSTING AS UFT361: Principles of ECE2 Chapter One, Introduction

ECE2 Model of the     Universe

October 30, 2016 

This is discussed in UFT339, it is a dynamic equilibrium between elementary and ECE2 vacuum 
particles with no beginning and no end. “Beginning” and “end” are merely anthropomorphic assertions.
I have no intention of reverting to creationism, a six thousand year old doctrine of many ancient 
peoples. I have no intention either of reverting to Big Bang in view of the huge worldwide popularity 
of my work. I do not wish to offend genuinely pious people (of which there are few, but those who are 
genuinely pious must be regarded with respect). I am a Baconian scientist. Every new idea of ECE2 is 
designed to be tested experimentally. The obsolete physics is no longer Baconian science at all to many

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/30/ece2-model-of-the-universe/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/principlesofece2backup29thoctober.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/30/for-posting-as-uft361-principles-of-ece2-chapter-one-introduction/


people.

Spacetime fluid analysis and atomic electron     orbitals

October 30, 2016 

These are very good ideas, I will think about them carefully. The hamiltonian can be derived from fluid
dynamics, the Mazur group in Belgium did this kind of work for molecular dynamics computer 
simulation. Then use the Schoedinger rules in the hamiltonian to get a new quantum fluid mechanics. 
The Coulomb law of the H atom can be generalized as in UFT360. UFT357 gives an explanation of the
radiative corrections using fluid electrodynamics. This is important because it tests the theory 
experimentally to high precision and shows that the theory can be quantized to state of art preciison. 
Probably what is needed is to construct the hamiltonian and lagrangian of fluid gravitation and fluid 
electrodynamics, and proceed from there. One must always be careful to balance theory and experiment
and this has always been my method. We don’t want the theory to go Rococo as in the standard model, 
but stick to the elegant Baroque with its counterpoint and fugue, in the manner of J. S. Bach. Otherwise
we land up with contemporary string theory set to music, that would be scraping a blackboard with the 
chalk as in “Pink Panther”, when Clouseau pulls the wrong tooth.

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 29/10/2016 18:34:19 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Spacetime fluid analysis and atomic electron orbitals

Hi Dr. Evans,

With regard to spacetime (or aether) fluid analysis and atomic features, could it be that 
electron shell orbitals are actually “classical” 3-dimensional orbits of the electrons about 
the central nucleus, and that orbitals are confined to “stable orbits” which might be 
influenced by “Lagrange point”-like features, and, or some other entity which might affect 
the local fluid flow “stability?”

For celestial orbits, the gravity forces are all attractive, but for atoms both attractive and 
repulsive forces are involved (such as for mutli-electron atoms, or molecules), which would
introduce additional complication for analysis.

My intuition is often wrong, but my thought was that in a ordinary 2-dimensional highly 
eccentric elliptic orbit, it is more likely for the orbiting object to be found at a large radius 
since the orbital velocity is smaller there, and hence the object spends more time in regions 
farthest out in its orbital distance.

In the simplest case, might it be possible to seek a 3-dimensional “classical” orbit solution 
that correlates to the electron radial probability solution of the hydrogen atom, for example?

Hydrogen 1s Radial Probability –

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/hydwf.html

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/hydwf.html
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/30/spacetime-fluid-analysis-and-atomic-electron-orbitals/


cheers,
Russ Davis

 on Spacetime fluid analysis and atomic electron orbitals

Wind 2.16% 0 – 10 mph, Wales 2 – 6 mph, 0726 local     time

October 30, 2016 

There have been a few days of almost complete calm wind over mainland Wales, meaning that the 
billions invested in gigantic wind turbines are a complete waste of time and money, dragging down the 
economy in an area of chronic high unemployment, one of the poorest and most ill educated in Europe. 
This is the result of colonial policy, a deliberate economic destruction similar to the destruction of the 
coal industry. So Wales must take full independence and start to build hydroelectric power for export. 
The minimum wind speed needed to start the gigantic turbines, the trochilics, or rotational dynamics, of
insanity, is 7 – 9 mph. So they are all at a standstill. Those that appear to be moving are being driven 
FROM the grid to keep them idling. I can see from several months of close observation that these long 
calm intervals are commonplace in both summer and autumn, even in the windy equinoctial season. So 
the People of Wales has been cynically deceived by rapacious capitalist greed. We all know this 
anyway, but so far have done nothing about it. Time for another Glyndw^r Rising.

 on Wind 2.16% 0 – 10 mph, Wales 2 – 6 mph, 0726 local time

Daily Report 28/10/16

October 30, 2016 

The equivalent of 139,272 printed pages was downloaded during the day (507.786 megabytes) from 
2,811 memory files downloaded and 544 distinct visits, each averaging 3.9 memory pages and 10 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for 49.55 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 2005, Top ten items 1570, Evans / Morris papers 924, F3(Sp) 634, Collected 
scientometrics 564(est), Principles of ECE 340, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 272, Eckardt / 
Lindstrom papers 250(est), Autobiography volumes one and two 243; Collected Proofs 205, Evans 
Equations 156, UFT88 141, Engineering Model 112, CEFE 106, PECE 101, UFT321 55, UFT311 
55(est), Self charging inverter 55, LIndstrom Idaho Lecture 32, List of prolific authors 27, Three world 
records by MWE 15, Pulsed LENR 13, UFT313 43, UFT314 35, UFT315 36, UFT316 48, UFT317 40,
UFT318 43, UFT319 59, UFT320 39, UFT322 44, UFT323 38, UFT324 55, UFT325 43, UFT326 39, 
UFT327 37, UFT328 45, UFT329, UFT330 42, UFT331 58, UFT332 37, UFT333 34, UFT334 39, 
UFT335 36, UFT336 39, UFT337 33, UFT338 36, UFT339 33, UFT340 28, UFT341 39, UFT342 29, 
UFT343 32, UFT344 39, UFT345 46, UFT346 51 UFT347 49, UFT348 53, UFT349 47, UFT351 59, 
UFT352 73, UFT353 55, UFT354 59, UFT355 84, UFT356 66, UFT357 44, UFT358 48, UFT359 40 
to date in October 2016. City of Winnipeg UFT section and home page; Iparadigms F7(Sp); Astronomy
Observatory University of Valencia galaxies; United States Naval Marine Command UFT140; 
Department of Physics, Chemistry and Biology University of Linkoeping Sweden UFT175; Chiayi 
County Educational Web Taiwan My page. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for 
October 2016.

 on Daily Report 28/10/16
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Introductory Chapter of ECE2 up to     UFT319

October 29, 2016 

This part of the introductory chapter outlines the major advances made in UFT313 – UFT319, which 
will form the basis for chapters three and four.

THE_PRINCIPLES_OF.PDF

 on Introductory Chapter of ECE2 up to UFT319

Wind 1.19%, 1 – 13 mph, 1004 local     time

October 29, 2016 

The wind speed over Wales this morning is 1 – 9 mph, so no large industrial wind turbine is producing 
any power. The obliteration of landscape and fellow creatures by humankind reflects the latter’s low 
intelligence compared with the birds and animals. In the words of St. Francis of Assisi as narrated by 
Kenneth Clark in “Civilization” : “The son of man hath not where to put his head.” Very soon this will 
be literally true. St. Francis’s doctrine of poverty while helping the poor, taken literally, did not survive 
him, the bureaucrats saw to that, but he had the right idea. Materialism will ruin humankind, especially 
if it takes no notice of science. The scientific fact is that large wind turbines are useless in Wales 
because there is not enough wind. Humankind is capable of constructing a great monument like Assisi, 
on which many artists and architects worked, but is also capable of being as stupid as dogma. I am 
finding out on this blog that throughout the year, wind turbines are completely useless. Could have told 
you that twenty five years ago.

 on Wind 1.19%, 1 – 13 mph, 1004 local time

Discussion of Note     360(5)

October 29, 2016 

Many thanks, this point is answered in UFT359 by using moving frames of reference. You provided 
very helpful graphics for these moving frames in UFT359, Section 3, by expressing X and Y in terms 
of r and theta. For a circular orbit, the frame of reference is X = r cos theta, Y = r sin theta, but for the 
ellipse and any other orbit it is different. The Lagrange or convective derivative is the derivative in the 
moving frame, and the latter is defined by observation for each orbit. Therefore v of Eq. (2) is equated 
with the observed v, and this defines X and Y. In the moving frame so defined, v is perpendicular to r. 
In the static frame X = r cos theta, and Y = r sin theta, r is not perpendicular to v for the conic sections. 
However, in the moving frame, r is perpendicular to v because v is proportional to – X i + Y j and r is 
proportional to X i + Y j. The definitions of X and Y are however different in the moving frame. The 
use of the convective derivative in this radically new way is a direct consequence of UFT349 ff., 
already very popular papers.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 28/10/2016 20:15:32 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: note 360(5)

As far as I understand the notes, the convective derivative leads to the
general law

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/29/discussion-of-note-3605/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/29/wind-1-19-1-13-mph-1004-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/the_principles_of1.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/29/introductory-chapter-of-ece2-up-to-uft319/


bold g = – v^4 / (MG) bold e_r.

I am not totally sure about this becaus eq.(2) in note 360(5) describes
directions of v which are perpendicular to

bold r = (X, Y).

Such a velocity direction is only valid for circular orbits. In elliptic
orbits bold r is not perpendicular to bold v.

Horst

 on Discussion of Note 360(5)

Daily Report 27/10/16

October 29, 2016 

The equivalent of 134,557 printed pages was downloaded during the day (490.593 megabytes) from 
3,078 memory files downloaded (hits) and 548 distinct visits each averaging 4.4 memory pages and 13 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 43.72 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1914, Top ten 1531, Collected Evans / Morris 891(est), F3(Sp) 625, Collected 
scientometrics 564(est), Principles of ECE 329, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 266, Eckardt / 
Lindstrom Papers 250, Autobiography volumes one and two 237, Collected proofs 162, Evans 
Equations 153, UFT88 135, Engineering Model 112, CEFE 103, PECE 96, UFT311 54, UFT321 53, 
Self charging inverter 53, Llais 31, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 31, List of prolific authors 26, Three world 
records by MWE 13, Pulsed LENR 13, UFT313 38, UFT314 32, UFT315 32, UFT316 40, UFT317 37,
UFT318 41, UFT319 55, UFT320 37, UFT322 44, UFT323 57, UFT324 51, UFT325 42, UFT326 37, 
UFT327 36, UFT328 44, UFT329 34, UFT330 41, UFT331 53, UFT332 35, UFT333 32, UFT334 37, 
UFT335 35, UFT336 37, UFT337 33, UFT338 34, UFT339 33, UFT340 27, UFT341 37, UFT342 28, 
UFT343 29, UFT344 38, UFT345 45, UFT346 48, UFT347 46, UFT348 51, UFT349 46, UFT351 58, 
UFT352 71, UFT353 55, UFT354 57, UFT355 82, UFT356 64, UFT357 43, UFT358 46, UFT359 38 
to date in October 2016. City of Winnipeg UFT papers, Spacetime Devices; University of Quebec Trois
Rivieres UFT354 to UFT359; Deusu search engine general; Mathematics University of California 
Berkeley UFT128; Columbia University UNCC Saga Part One; Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(MIT) UFT213; INFN Milan (Italian National Centre for Nuclear Research) UFT239; Edu system 
Pakistan UFT11. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for October 2016.

 on Daily Report 27/10/16

Principles of ECE2 First Few     Pages

October 28, 2016 

This is just an early view of the first few pages of the first chapter, which will briefly review all the 
papers. Chapter two will follow on the major geometrical advances made in UFT313, 314 and 354, 
followed by chapter three which will be based on UFT314 – UFT319. I have teh habit of backing up 
everything on files and blog as I go along. The blog backups automatically go on the Wayback Machine

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/28/principles-of-ece2-first-few-pages/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/29/daily-report-271016/


(www.archive.org).

THE_PRINCIPLES_OF.PDF

 on Principles of ECE2 First Few Pages

Started Writing “Principles of     ECE2”

October 28, 2016 

I have started writing chapter one, which is a review of the major advances of the last year or so. 
Chapter two will be on the geometry, (UFT313, 314 and 354) followed by the new field equations with 
their unique ECE2 covariance – Lorentz covariance in a space with finite torsion and curvature. At the 
same time IJ plan to write new papers. So this will be the pattern for the next few months. Co authors 
can make their input at convenience and when they have the time.

 on Started Writing “Principles of ECE2”

UFT88 Read at     Paris-Psud

October 28, 2016 

Paris-Psud was formed in 1971 during a reorganization following the student risings of the sixties in 
Paris and then the United States. It is ranked 273 by webometrics, 179 by Times, 46 by Shanghai and 
241 by QS. The University of Paris goes back to about 1150, when it emerged out of Notre Dame de 
Paris. Paris-Sud is associated with four Fields Medallists and two Nobel Laureates, one of whom, 
Pierre Gilles de Gennes, worked in liquid crystals. It currently has 27,000 students, and staff and 
students from there study the combined sites regularly, mostly from private computers. This is the same
pattern all over the world. The visits from universities reported on in the scientometrics are only 2% of 
the total, so it is safe to assume that there are very many more university visits from private computers, 
inside the universities and at home. UFT88 is a well known classic refutation of the Einstein theory of 
general relativity, which is obviously obsolete. The Einstein theory was a pinnacle of thought in its 
time, and is now taught alongside ECE2. The methods of teaching are very different, but nonetheless 
UFT88 is one of the papers that introduced the great paradigm shift of the early twenty first century. 
Peter Abelard (1079 – 1142) probably influenced the formation of the University of Paris. He was 
almost excommunicated for free thinking, but survived. He was from a Breton noble family who 
resided near Nantes (Neintydd or streams). The University of Paris is the second oldest European 
university after Bologna, but one must not forget Bangor Tewdos founded near Llan Illtud Fawr in the 
reign of Theodosius. The first seminary there was founded by my ancestor St Eurgain ferch Caradog in 
about 50 or 60 A. D. She was the sister of Lleyn ap Caradog (Pope St. Linus the Martyr, the first 
historical Bishop of Rome). I descend directly from their brother Cyllin ap Caradog, born about 35 A. 
D. (attached). St Linus and St Eurgain were directly influenced by St. Paul in Rome from the original 
teachings in the middle east. The Australian scholar Barbara Thiering (1930 – 2015) has shown that 
these teachings are not literal, they are elaborately developed prose poetry written down long after the 
time of St. Paul, St. Linus and St. Eurgain, who would have founded a simple seminary with simple 
wooden or rough stone buildings. Bangor Tewdos, about three hundred years later, became a large 
university with an international reputation. Among those who studied there were St David (Dewi Sant 
ap Sandde) and St Patrick (Patricius or Padrig ap Mowon).

afamilylinesancestryto1,100 BC.ZIP

https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/afamilylinesancestryto1100-bc.zip
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Caution about Site

October 28, 2016 

No I have adopted the rule that if people send me off topic articles out of the blue I send them out to the
group, especially when they make no attempt to apply ECE theory or even to refer to it, when 
essentially every one else in the scientific world knows about the new avant garde physics. The group 
is not obliged to read this stuff because by now it is made up of world leading scientists and engineers 
of integrity. Posting of this type of article on the blog does not mean I approve of it. The blog is a diary,
or record of daily events. I am not a creationist but know Genesis 1.1 “Yn y dechreuad y creodd Duw y
nefoedd a’r ddaear”. This is the first book of Moses known as Genesis. It is obviously prose poetry, not 
literal. I have every respect for genuine piety but that should not be based on a literal interpretation. 
There is also Ioan 1: “Yn y dechreaud yr oedd y Gair, a’r Gair oedd Duw, a Duw oedd y Gair.” 
Hawking is a creationist, which is why big bang was devised. It is scientific nonsense. Yn y dechreuad 
yr oedd Hawking, a’r Gair oedd Hawking, a Hawking oedd y Gair.” why should the universe have a 
beginning?

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 27/10/2016 15:01:17 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Plasma and modern cosmology

Myron did you actually read this link?? Do you realize it is a creationist web site ? Here is 
the conclusion ” That is then shorter by a factor of 2.04 x 109 which reduces the formation 
time to 4.316 x 105 seconds or 5.0 days. This is in surprising agreement with the Scriptures 
which state that the Sun and stars which give light upon the earth, namely the spiral arm 
stars in our galaxy, started shining half way through the 4th Day of Creation Week. In other 
words, it is possible, using plasma physics coupled with the action of the ZPE, to account 
for a whole universe being formed in 6 days. ” Norman.

On 10/27/2016 2:49 AM, EMyrone wrote:

Many thanks, it would be interesting to apply fluid electrodynamics and fluid 
gravitation to these results.

In a message dated 26/10/2016 19:12:52 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dr. Evans,

Please read, I think you’ll that Barry Setterfield comes to exactly 
the same conclusions…. Albeit a different way….

http://www.setterfield.org/Plasma_Astronomy_ZPE/text.html

Darrel

 on Caution about Site

http://www.setterfield.org/Plasma_Astronomy_ZPE/text.html
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/28/caution-about-site/


FOR POSTING: Section 3 of paper     359

October 28, 2016 

The graphics in this section are as usual very helpful incisive, and show how the new law of fluid 
gravitation works. In addition to the previously distributed gnuplot graphics, of great interest in 
themselves, there are excellent new graphics of X and Y which define the moving frame of reference 
(moving coordinate system if you like) of the Lagrange or convective deivative:

F = mg = m (v dot del)v

where v is the orbital velocity. It is seen that the frame is dynamic, because X and Y depend on time, 
and is the moving frame of reference for the static elliptical orbit first analysed by Kepler using data by
Brahe. These were Imperial Mathematici to the court in Prague, (Civil List Pensioners if you like). 
Hooke was the first to infer the inverse square law for the ellipse, and not Newton. Aubrey makes this 
perfectly clear in “Brief Lives”. Newton was the first to prove that the inverse square law gives the 
elliptical orbit. In UFT359 and UFT360 a completely new inverse square law is inferred, valid for all 
orbits, not just the ellipse. This is a law of ECE2 generally covariant unified field theory. All of this 
analysis is immediately applicable to electrostatics and the Coulombic inverse square law.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 27/10/2016 22:40:08 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Section 3 of paper 359

I wrote a text describing the figures and have added two figures for the
elliptical orbits. This section should be finished now.

Horst 

paper359-3.pdf

 on FOR POSTING: Section 3 of paper 359

Wind 7.58%, wind 2 – 27 mph, 6 to 9 mph for Wales, 0847 local     time

October 28, 2016 

The high wind today is concentrated in the north of Scotland, the met office wind speed for Wales this 
morning is 6 – 9 mph. It needs 7 – 9 mph just to start the giant Betws turbines. Anyone who goes back 
through this blog will see that the wind speed in Wales is nowhere near enough to generate anything 
from this ghastly swindle. So the people responsible should be rooted out and made to pay, ministers 
most of all. Beaufort’s lands and other types of absentee landlordism in Wales should be brought to an 
end by Bevanite socialist policies, and a real government established in Cardiff, with truly scientific 
advisors from Wales replacing imported dogmatists.

 on Wind 7.58%, wind 2 – 27 mph, 6 to 9 mph for Wales, 0847 local time

Daily Report 26/10/16

October 28, 2016 

The equivalent of 383,982 printed pages was downloaded during the day (1.40 gigabytes) from 2,952 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/28/daily-report-261016/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/28/wind-7-58-wind-2-27-mph-6-to-9-mph-for-wales-0847-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/paper359-31.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/28/for-posting-section-3-of-paper-359/


downloaded memory files and 547 distinct visits each averaging 4.9 memory pages and 10 minutes, 
printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 130.08, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 1847, Top ten items 1493, Collected Evans / Morris 858(est), F3(Sp) 615, Collected 
scientometrics 564, Principles of ECE 305, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 248, Autobiography 
volumes one and two 233, Collected Proofs 184, Evans Equations 147, UFT88 130, Engineering Model
109, CEFE 100, PECE 92, UFT321 53, UFT311 51, Llais 30, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 28, List of 
prolific authors 26, Three world records by MWE 13, Pulsed LENR 13, UFT313 37, UFT314 31, 
UFT315 30, UFT316 40, UFT317 36, UFT318 38, UFT319 54, UFT320 36, UFT322 41, UFT323 33, 
UFT324 49, UFT325 37, UFT326 37, UFT327 34, UFT328 39, UFT329 33, UFT330 40, UFT331 52, 
UFT332 34, UFT333 32, UFT334 36, UFT335 33, UFT336 36, UFT337 33, UFT338 33, UFT339 30, 
UFT340 27, UFT341 37, UFT342 26, UFT343 29, UFT344 36, UFT345 44, UFT346 47, UFT347 45, 
UFT348 51, UFT349 46, UFT351 58, UFT352 68, UFT353 54, UFT354 55, UFT355 80, UFT356 62, 
UFT357 41, UFT358 44, UFT359 34 to date in October 2016. University of Melbourne My page; City 
of Winnipeg UFT287; German National Technical Library University of Hannover UFT107; Institute 
of Information Science and Technology Pennsylvania State University UFT10, UFT92; Pennsylvania 
State University Department of Chemistry UFT89; Paris-Sud University UFT88; University of 
Cambridge UFT128, British Library extensive download. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file
attached for October 2016.

 on Daily Report 26/10/16

Plasma and modern     cosmology

October 27, 2016 

Agreed in a sense because of triple unification of electrodynamics, gravitation and fluid dynamics with 
ECE2. There is no longer any philosophical difference between electrodynamics, gravitation and fluid 
dynamics. The moving frame of paper UFT360 just posted is spacetime itself, (aether or vacuum). The 
plasma universe goes back many years but now we are seeing how it is structured through a unified 
field theory. The nuclear forces can also be approached in the same way. In UFT360 a generally 
covariant inverse square law has been produced and moving frames defined. Everything is the moving 
frame itself apart from constants m and e representing mass and charge. Everything is reduced to 
geometry, in this case Cartan geometry.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 27/10/2016 12:04:46 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Plasma and modern cosmology

This is a very interesting article based on observation that suggests that gravity is not 
needed to make stars etc. There is a lot in common with the ECE model of the universe.

Sent from my Samsung device

 on Plasma and modern cosmology

High Resolution Version of     Cover

October 27, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/27/high-resolution-version-of-cover-2/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/27/plasma-and-modern-cosmology-2/


Many thanks! I am forwarding to Sam at New Generation.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 27/10/2016 09:20:28 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: High Resolution Version of Cover

The artist, Manfred Feiger, has produced several high-resolution versions with different line
width of graphics. The specialists at New Generation Publishing should select one of them 
according to best reproductional results.
The pdf (original design and variants) can be downloaded from
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B_udwnQCjJaJS25xM1hwQkJOWGc?usp=sharing

Horst

Am 19.10.2016 um 08:35 schrieb EMyrone:

Hello Sam,
I will ask Horst Eckardt, whose artist acquaintance produced the original.
Myron

In a message dated 18/10/2016 14:07:27 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Hi Myron,

Do you have a version of the front cover that’s high quality 
(300dpi)? The file we have at the moment is 100dpi and may not 
print well on a cover template.

All the best,

Sam Rennie

New Generation Publishing

http://www.newgeneration-publishing.com

From: EMyrone [mailto:EMyrone@aol.com]
Sent: 04 October 2016 07:20

Subject: Book Camera ready

The book is camera ready so the only thing that has to be done is to 
print it and bind it in “New Generation” format.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 03/10/2016 17:26:45 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Welcome

mailto:EMyrone@aol.com
http://www.newgeneration-publishing.com/
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B_udwnQCjJaJS25xM1hwQkJOWGc?usp=sharing


The typescript is camera ready, there is no new 
typesetting necessary. The source is in Latex, not MS 
Word.

Horst

Am 03.10.2016 um 15:21 schrieb EMyrone:

Good to hear from you, Horst Eckardt 
prepred the camera ready copy in the 9 x 6 
inch format of a textbook such as Marion 
and Thornton, “Classical Dynamics”. So 
that format would be optimal. I will ask 
Horst if he has a word document, if not I 
think that the copy is easily translatable into 
word. I don’t think that a reminder is 
necessary, your production process is fast 
and efficient.

In a message dated 03/10/2016 10:05:42 
GMT Daylight Time, sam writes:

Hi Myron,

David has sent me details of 
your new publishing package. 
Please let me know if you want 
us to typeset the book in the 
same book size and font size as 
your other books with us.

Do you have a Word document 
of the text?

Please also let me know if you 
would like a reminder of any 
part of the production process.

All the best,

Sam Rennie

New Generation Publishing

http://www.newgeneration-
publishing.com

http://www.newgeneration-publishing.com/
http://www.newgeneration-publishing.com/


 on High Resolution Version of Cover

FOR POSTING: UFT360 Sections 1 and 2 and Background     Notes

October 27, 2016 

This is UFT360 Sections 1 and 2 on the generally covariant inverse square law for all orbits, two 
dimensional and three dimensional: the acceleration due to gravity is the Lagrange derivative of the 
orbital velocity. The Lagrange or convective derivative is that in a moving frame of reference defined 
by astronomical observations of the orbits. Example moving frames of reference are given which can 
be graphed and numerically analyzed.

a360thpaper.pdf

a360thpapernotes1.pdf

a360thpapernotes2.pdf

a360thpapernotes3.pdf

a360thpapernotes4.pdf

a360thpapernotes5.pdf

 on FOR POSTING: UFT360 Sections 1 and 2 and Background Notes

Plasma and modern     cosmology

October 27, 2016 

Many thanks, it would be interesting to apply fluid electrodynamics and fluid gravitation to these 
results.

In a message dated 26/10/2016 19:12:52 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dr. Evans,

Please read, I think you’ll that Barry Setterfield comes to exactly the same conclusions…. 
Albeit a different way….

http://www.setterfield.org/Plasma_Astronomy_ZPE/text.html

Darrel

 on Plasma and modern cosmology

Spanish Versions of UFT 357, 358 and     359

October 27, 2016 

Many thanks again!

CC: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 26/10/2016 19:19:21 GMT Daylight Time

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/27/spanish-versions-of-uft-357-358-and-359/
http://www.setterfield.org/Plasma_Astronomy_ZPE/text.html
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https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/a360thpapernotes21.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/a360thpapernotes11.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/a360thpaper.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/27/for-posting-uft360-sections-1-and-2-and-background-notes/


Subj: Spanish version of UFT 357, 358 and 359

Hello Dave,

Please find enclosed the Spanish version of UFT 357, 358 and 358 for posting.
Thanks.

Regards,

Documento357.pdf

Documento358.pdf

Documento359.pdf

 on Spanish Versions of UFT 357, 358 and 359

Wind 9.51%, 1 – 40 mph, 0819 local     time

October 27, 2016 

The wind speed in Swansea is 10 mph at present forecast to drop to 5 mph in a few hours. So the Betws
wind turbines are producing nothing, as usual even though the recorded speed of 40 mph over the 
Shetland Islands is the strongest I have seen in these daily reports. The wind over mainland Wales is 
much less than 40 mph and again not enough to start the giant turbines (7 – 9 mph is needed to start 
them). Building huge ugly turbines in Wales is a catastrophic error, because they are too big to be 
started by the available wind speed. The engineers must have known this so there has been an outright 
swindle. There is a cold winter forecast, and in January, there is also a calm spell usually. So it becomes
clear that the turbines are most useless when most needed. They are easy to demolish and new laws are 
needed to demolish them. Over the Shetlands today the turbines will have to be switched off because 
the wind is too strong. Huge amounts of subsidies are used to keep turbines switched off. Also, huge 
amounts of subsidies are used to keep hydroelectric stations switched off. So this is Monte Python’s 
Flying Turbine Report. Politicians are out of their minds.

Daily Report 25/10/16

October 27, 2016 

The equivalent of 135,393 printed pages was downloaded during the day (493.645 megabytes) from 
2,606 memory files downloaded (hits) and 530 distinct visits each averaging 3.2 memory pages and 11 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 51.97 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1734, Top ten 1363, Collected Evans / Morris 825, F3(Sp) 607, Collected 
Scientometrics 519, Principles of ECE 297, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 245, Autobiography 
volumes one and two 229, Collected Eckardt / Lindstrom 223, Collected Proofs 180, Evans Equations 
142(est); UFT88 118, Engineering Model 104, PECE 89, CEFE 89, UFT321 51, UFT311 49, Self 
charging inverter 43, Llais 28, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 27, List of prolific authors 26, Three world 
records by MWE 12, Pulsed LENR 8, UFT313 35, UFT314 29, UFT315 28, UFT316 36, UFT317 34, 
UFT318 37, UFT319 52, UFT320 34, UFT322 40, UFT323 29, UFT324 46, UFT325 35, UFT326 36, 
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UFT327 33, UFT328 35, UFT329 31, UFT330 37, UFT331 50, UFT332 33, UFT333 31, UFT334 34, 
UFT335 31, UFT336 35, UFT337 31, UFT338 32, UFT339 29, UFT340 25, UFT341 36, UFT342 27, 
UFT343 27, UFT344 34, UFT345 41, UFT346 43, UFT347 40, UFT348 47, UFT349 44, UFT351 55, 
UFT352 64, UFT353 49, UFT354 52, UFT355 75, UFT356 59, UFT357 36, UFT358 41, UFT359 29 
to date in October 2016. City of Winnipeg UFT Section, German National Library of Science and 
Technology University of Hannover UFT107; Steinbuch Centre for Computiing Karlsruhe University 
of Technology Proof One and general; University of Tuebingen UFT4; Bose Institute Calcutta UFT61; 
intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for October 2016.

Unauthorized
This server could not verify that you are authorized to access the document requested. Either you 
supplied the wrong credentials (e.g., bad password), or your browser doesn’t understand how to supply 
the credentials required.

Additionally, a 401 Unauthorized error was encountered while trying to use an ErrorDocument to 
handle the request.

 on Daily Report 25/10/16

EDCL Days

October 26, 2016 

Yes we would have easily have carried out this experiment there. I think that your experimentation with
Trevor is excellent, and just take it easy and pull out the biro when you feel like it. We are a bunch of 
friends here and all my suggestions are just that, suggestions. Your experimentation at the EDCL was 
also excellent. It was so good that you discovered structure that everyone else had missed. I will 
certainly think about applying ECE2 to the EM effects in due course. It would be nice to have a part 
time flat in Aberystwyth to be near th NLW so that I could use it. I have never seen the main reading 
room. The artificial inflation of house prices means that even a tinny patch of ground like the harbour is
advertized as desirable. I see that Mr Corbin took the PM to the cleaners today, and I hope for a 
Bevanite socialist government. It may be possible to rent out Room 262 again and live in it, I used to 
live in it anyway, in a sleeping bag underneath the interferometer, brushing my teeth before the staff 
arrived.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 26/10/2016 14:52:14 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Monograph on the Evans / Morris Effects

It seems not that long ago when we were beavering away in the EDCL! Now “reirement” 
beckons – but it will be good to have time to concentrate on other things.

As you say, paper 308 suggests an important quantitative test. It would also be good to re – 
visit this work at some point armed with the power and ideas that have emerged from ECE2
theory.

Sent from my Samsung device

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/26/edcl-days/


 on EDCL Days

Comparison with the National Library of     Wales

October 26, 2016 

In 2014 / 2015 There were 1,091,797 remote network users to the National Library of Wales, 79,545 
visitors, and 24,049 users of the reading rooms. As can be seen from the attached this compares with 
1,434,913 memory files downloaded and 238,717 distinct visits to combined sites www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org. We are a small, voluntary institution, while NLW is publicly funded with several 
hundred staff, and is one of the leading libraries in the world. The NLW does not have our detailed 
scientometrics, which show that the remote visitors to AIAS / UPITEC are from the best universities, 
institutes and similar in the world. This is the sector I report upon every day, and is only 2% of the total
interest. The NLW has so far survived the savage cuts imposed by the London Government and will 
feature www.aias.us and www.upitec.org along with all the legal deposit libraries. It has my Ph. D. 
Thesis, my D. Sc. Thesis and a complete collection of my books, a unique collection. Through the 
combined sites, it will also have a complete collection of all my work, and that of AIAS / UPITEC. Our
sites are of course completely immune from the London cuts. I suggest that everyone in Wales fight 
back against the London cuts by following our example, construct and archive high quality websites. 
The cuts are forcing the closures of small libraries in Wales, no surer sign of colonialism. Small 
libraries could store all their books safely and put them all on websites. The working class areas suffer 
the most, as usual. Even the NLW was threatened with closure in 2015, but it seems to have recovered. 
Everyone in Wales should support the NLW in whatever way they can.

Monthly_Feedback_Statistics_for_AIAS.pdf

 on Comparison with the National Library of Wales

Suggested Monograph by Steve Bannister: “The Second Industrial Revolution”

October 26, 2016 

AIAS Fellow Dr. Stephen Bannister is a development economist in the University of Utah and wrote 
his Ph. D. Thesis on the second industrial revolution expected to take place with the implementation of 
ES (Energy from Spacetime) and LENR (Low Energy Nuclear Rections). ES is a source of electric 
power with no moving parts and free of pollution. It is steady (not a wild fluctuation like wind or a 
dangerous nuclear power station), and as many power stations can be built as needed, quickly and 
cheaply. So a monograph by Steve Bannister could be based on his Thesis. I would be happy to publish 
this on www.aias.us. The first industrial revolution sprang up from the proximity of coal and minerals, 
for example Coalbrookdale, the Carron iron works, Cyfarthfa, Dowlais and Penderyn. Kenneth Clark in
“Civilization” recites Burns’ lines on the Carron iron works:

“We cam na here to view your warks,
In hopes to be mair wise,
But only, lest we gang to hell,
It may be nae surprise.”

ES would eliminate all that damage to people and environment, and would eliminate dependence on 
fossil fuel, and of course would eliminate wind turbines. That would leave petroleum to be conserved 
for manufacture of many materials. Similarly for coal, which can also be used to manufacture myriads 

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/26/suggested-monograph-by-steve-bannister-the-second-industrial-revolution/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/monthly_feedback_statistics_for_aias1.pdf
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/26/comparison-with-the-national-library-of-wales/


of materials.

 on Suggested Monograph by Steve Bannister: “The Second Industrial Revolution”

Chapter Two on The     Geometry

October 26, 2016 

This will consist of a synopsis of UFT313 and UFT314 followed by UFT354 at a later date, because 
UFT354 is largely the work of Doug Lindstrom and Horst Eckardt. The following chapters write 
themselves, so I can rapidly get through them and material can be added by co authors when they have 
the time. The placing of graphics will work itself out as the book takes shape. I just had in mind the 
popularity of graphics.
Most people turn away from equations as if they were signs of the plague, but they like and understand 
the graphics. My immediate plans are to write up UFT360 on the inverse square law of fluid dynamics. 
As ever, there is never any hurry.

 on Chapter Two on The Geometry

Monograph on the Evans / Morris     Effects

October 26, 2016 

Agreed with this, the experimental set up in UFT308 Figure 1 can be used as a critical test of these 
effects, it is a precise setup based on a Michelson interferometer. Reproducibility and repeatability 
requires two different set ups. I agree that before embarking on this monograph, such an experiment is 
needed. There are many experiments that could be devised, they should be carried out in well equipped 
laboratories.

To: EMyrone@aol.com,
Sent: 26/10/2016 12:40:37 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Monograph on the Evans / Morris Effects

I am sometimes asked about the Evans-Morris effects and given the hint that it would be 
advisable to present a clear experimental setup which proves these effects undoubtly. I 
recommend developing such a setup (with precise instruction for replication) so that we 
have better arguments against critical experimentalists. This would also be a good basis for 
a monograph.

Horst

Am 26.10.2016 um 13:31 schrieb EMyrone:

This should be considered at some time ahead, with four authros Gareth Evans, 
Trevor Morris, Horst Eckardt and myself. The Evans / Morris papers are an 
outstanding success open source. My current calibration of them is 33 readings 
a day each from www.aais.us. This calibration is used in the early morning 
reports. Trevor Morris cannot read or write, because of dyslexia, but is a very 
capable, highly intelligent experimentalist. After retirement Gareth Evans 
should have the time to write part of this monograph in his own words as co 

http://www.aais.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/26/monograph-on-the-evans-morris-effects-2/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/26/chapter-two-on-the-geometry/


discoverer of the effects. GJE’s career was destroyed by widely acknowledged 
grotesque corruption (Auto Two), but after retirement he will have the time to 
be an author again. Some academics retire as soon as they get tenure (a saying 
of my Ph. D. supervisor, Professor Emeritus Mansel Davies, who was a friend 
of Linus Pauling, Bertrand Russell, Aldous Huxley and others). MMD was one 
of those who advocated B(3) for a Nobel Prize, but he described the process to 
me in private as “a club like any other”. Who am I to argue with that? In any 
case who would join a club that took people like me? (Professor Emeritus 
Groucho Marx of New York City).

 on Monograph on the Evans / Morris Effects

Plans for Principles of     ECE2

October 26, 2016 

Agreed, I can make a start with chapter one, the introduction, and chapter two, using UFT313 and 
UFT314, then proceed to my part of other chapters. Then other co authors can write their contributions 
when they can. I agree that it is important to find good typesetters and a good quality publisher.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 26/10/2016 12:34:36 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: Plans for Principles of ECE2

Writing a second book is a good idea, there is plenty of material. Besides this I am working 
on a text book, this would well complement this series. I am not sure if it is desirable to 
concentrate graphics and animations in a separate chapter but this can be decided on later.
Before starting we should have an idea about the typesetting and preparational work. It 
would not be good if this takes another two years as for ECE-1.
Currently there is rapid development in serveral projects I am involved in which take a lot 
of my time. It would be good not to start the book before beginning of next year.

Horst

Am 26.10.2016 um 13:12 schrieb EMyrone:

I have sketched out the plans, the same four authors pencilled in, and twelve 
chapters, one dedicated completely to collected graphics and animations. The 
chapter on LENR is planned to incorporate the latest report by Doug Lindstrom,
applying ECE2 to LENR, and the chapter on ES (Energy from Spacetime) is 
planned to contain a lot of circuitry and applications of ECE2. Osamu Ide is 
invited as fifth co author if he agrees, in order to include his latest advances and
his latest replicated circuitry. ES is centre stage now, so this chapter is timely. 
LENR has been centre stage for a quarter century. I listed out the forty five 
relevant papers to date with some measure of how many times read. Full details
of how many times read are available in hundreds of early morning reports. I do
not measure the importance of a paper on how many times read alone, there are 
many other factors to be considered. We all know that the popularity of every 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/26/plans-for-principles-of-ece2/


single item on the combined sites is astounding (www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org).

 on Plans for Principles of ECE2

Plans for New     Books

October 26, 2016 

The text book would be very important in my opinion and as usual as much time should be taken as 
needed. The details of each project will work themselves out as we go along. I can start with the 
introductory chapter, mainly in scientific prose without equations, then proceed to UFT313 and 
UFT314 for the second chapter. That should occupy the time until the start of next year, then Doug 
Lindstrom and Horst Eckardt can add to chapter two with UFT354, which completely changes the 
geometry used by Einstein. Then I can continue with the chapters and material added to my part by 
other authors. The typesetters which eventually set the first book were very accurate. If Osamu Ide 
agrees to be co author a great deal of circuit detail could be given, along with the ECE2 theory of the 
results. As you know it is ultra important to find accurate typesetters. A bad typesetter can make a 
complete mess of a paper. The readership does not mind hand written equations at all, but I agree that a 
typeset version is best, together with a good publisher on high quality paper.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 26/10/2016 12:34:36 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: Plans for Principles of ECE2

Writing a second book is a good idea, there is plenty of material. Besides this I am working 
on a text book, this would well complement this series. I am not sure if it is desirable to 
concentrate graphics and animations in a separate chapter but this can be decided on later.
Before starting we should have an idea about the typesetting and preparational work. It 
would not be good if this takes another two years as for ECE-1.
Currently there is rapid development in serveral projects I am involved in which take a lot 
of my time. It would be good not to start the book before beginning of next year.

Horst

Am 26.10.2016 um 13:12 schrieb EMyrone:

I have sketched out the plans, the same four authors pencilled in, and twelve 
chapters, one dedicated completely to collected graphics and animations. The 
chapter on LENR is planned to incorporate the latest report by Doug Lindstrom,
applying ECE2 to LENR, and the chapter on ES (Energy from Spacetime) is 
planned to contain a lot of circuitry and applications of ECE2. Osamu Ide is 
invited as fifth co author if he agrees, in order to include his latest advances and
his latest replicated circuitry. ES is centre stage now, so this chapter is timely. 
LENR has been centre stage for a quarter century. I listed out the forty five 
relevant papers to date with some measure of how many times read. Full details
of how many times read are available in hundreds of early morning reports. I do
not measure the importance of a paper on how many times read alone, there are 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/26/plans-for-new-books/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/


many other factors to be considered. We all know that the popularity of every 
single item on the combined sites is astounding (www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org).

 on Plans for New Books

Monograph on the Evans / Morris     Effects

October 26, 2016 

This should be considered at some time ahead, with four authors Gareth Evans, Trevor Morris, Horst 
Eckardt and myself. The Evans / Morris papers are an outstanding success open source. My current 
calibration of them is 33 readings a day each from www.aias.us. This calibration is used in the early 
morning reports. Trevor Morris cannot read or write, because of dyslexia, but is a very capable, highly 
intelligent experimentalist. After retirement Gareth Evans should have the time to write part of this 
monograph in his own words as co discoverer of the effects. GJE’s career was destroyed by widely 
acknowledged grotesque corruption (Auto Two), but after retirement he will have the time to be an 
author again. Some academics retire as soon as they get tenure (a saying of my Ph. D. supervisor, 
Professor Emeritus Mansel Davies, who was a friend of Linus Pauling, Bertrand Russell, Aldous 
Huxley and others). MMD was one of those who advocated B(3) for a Nobel Prize, but he described 
the process to me in private as “a club like any other”. Who am I to argue with that? In any case who 
would join a club that took people like me? (Professor Emeritus Groucho Marx of New York City).

 on Monograph on the Evans / Morris Effects

FOR POSTING: Plans for Principles of     ECE2

October 26, 2016 

I have sketched out the plans, the same four authors pencilled in, and twelve chapters, one dedicated 
completely to collected graphics and animations. The chapter on LENR is planned to incorporate the 
latest report by Doug Lindstrom, applying ECE2 to LENR, and the chapter on ES (Energy from 
Spacetime) is planned to contain a lot of circuitry and applications of ECE2. Osamu Ide is invited as 
fifth co author if he agrees, in order to include his latest advances and his latest replicated circuitry. ES 
is centre stage now, so this chapter is timely. LENR has been centre stage for a quarter century. I listed 
out the forty five relevant papers to date with some measure of how many times read. Full details of 
how many times read are available in hundreds of early morning reports. I do not measure the 
importance of a paper on how many times read alone, there are many other factors to be considered. We
all know that the popularity of every single item on the combined sites is astounding (www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org).

PLANS_FOR_ PRINCIPLES_OF_ECE .PDF� �

Wind 7.42% , 1 – 29 mph 1002 local     time

October 26, 2016 

The wind over mainland Wales is again below the minimum of 7 – 9 mph needed to start the giant wind

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/26/wind-7-42-1-29-mph-1002-local-time/
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http://www.aais.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/26/monograph-on-the-evans-morris-effects/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/


turbines. The wind industry must have known this from the start, so the whole industry is a very ugly 
swindle.

 on Wind 7.42% , 1 – 29 mph 1002 local time

Donation to the National Library of     Wales

October 26, 2016 

Many thanks indeed, this is greatly appreciated!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 25/10/2016 21:08:15 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Request for Donation to the National Library of Wales

I will donate a copy to the National Libraries in Wales and Germany as soon I have new 
exemplars.
Horst

Am 25.10.2016 um 09:54 schrieb EMyrone:

I would like to request Dr. Horst Eckardt to donate one copy of the hardback 
version of “Principles of ECE Theory” to The National Library of Wales, and 
take the cost out of my royalties. It is printed and bound outstandingly well in 
Berlin, following a tradition that goes back to Gutenberg and Charlemagne 
(who could read, but not write, a rare accomplishment in his time). Its details 
are as follows.

Myron W. Evans, Horst Eckardt, Douglas W. Lindstrom and Stehen J. Crothers,
“Principles of ECE Theory: A New Paradigm of Physics”, Edited and Collated 
by Horst Eckardt (www.epubli.de 2 000034 590421 0001, 288 pages, hardback,
colour printing, high quality paper, available from www.epubli.de and good 
bookshops). The address is:

Pedr ap Llwyd, Director of Collections, National Library of Wales, 
Aberystwyth, Ceredigion, SY23 3BU, Wales, Great Britain.

The NLW has an essentially complete collection of my books and Theses and 
also my complete Omnia Opera on our sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org, 
which are archived there and featured as outstanding sites in the reading rooms 
of the copyright libraries (currently about two thousand books, reviews, 
scientific papers, essays, books of poetry, autobiography, readings, films and so 
on, plus translation by Alex Hill). So it has become a tradition to donate each 
new book to the NLW. The softback version of the book will be donated to the 
NLW by “New Generation” in London, and also sent to the British Library in 
London. Many thanks to all who took part in the productions and translation.

 on Donation to the National Library of Wales

http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.epubli.de/
http://www.epubli.de/
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Daily Report 24/10/16

October 26, 2016 

The equivalent of 163,591 printed pages was downloaded during the day (596.452 megabytes) from 
3,743 downloaded memory files (hits) and 582 distinct visits each averaging 5.0 memory pages and 14 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 43.71, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN amd 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1682, Top ten 1390, Collected Evans Morris 792(est), F3(Sp) 580, Collected 
scientometics 510, Principles of ECE 295, Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 243, Collected Eckardt / 
Lindstrom 223, Collected proofs 179, Evans Equations 136, UFT88 116, Engineering Model 100, 
PECE 89, CEFE 88, UFT321 51, UFT311 45, Self charging inverter 43, Llais 28, Lindstrom Idaho 
lecture 28, List of prolific authors 23(est), Three world records by MWE 12, Pulsed LENR 6, UFT313 
34, UFT314 28, UFT315 28, UFT316 33, UFT317 31, UFT318 35, UFT319 50, UFT320 34, UFT322 
37, UFT323 29, UFT324 43, UFT325 32, UFT326 35, UFT327 31, UFT328 34, UFT329 31, UFT330 
34, UFT331 48, UFT332 31, UFT333 31, UFT334 33, UFT335 30, UFT336 35, UFT337 30, UFT338 
32, UFT339 29, UFT340 24, UFT341 34, UFT342 24, UFT343 26, UFT344 33, UFT345 40, UFT346 
43, UFT347 40, UFT348 46, UFT349 41, UFT351 52, UFT352 62, UFT353 49, UFT354 52, UFT355 
74, UFT356 59, UFT357 34, UFT358 41, UFT359 29 to date in October 2016. Monash University 
AIAS staff and CV; City of Winnipeg UFT355; Faculty of Physical Sciences and Mathematics 
University of Concepcion Chile F13(Sp); Steinbuch Computing Centre Karlsruhe University of 
Technology Equations flowcharts, obsolete concepts of the standard model; Carnegie Mellon 
University UFT4; George Mason University general; Complutense University Madrid Spain 
UFT137(Sp); University of Agder Norway UFT319; St Jude Children’s Research Hospital Tennessee 
My page; Edu System Pakistan UFT18; Polish National Centre for Nuclear Research UFT228; High 
Energy Physics Institute Moscow News; University of Warwick My page, UFT Section, PECE; 
University of York UFT177. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for October 2016.

 

 on Daily Report 24/10/16

360(5): The Generally Covariant Inverse Square     Law

October 25, 2016 

This is a result of triple unification in ECE2 theory, and is given in Eq. (3). It can be expressed as Eq. 
(12). The Hooke Newton inverse square law is Eq. (16), and is galilean covariant and not generally 
covariant: neither is it part of a unified field theory. The generally covariant acceleration due to gravity 
for an elliptical orbit is Eq. (7); for a spiral galaxy it is Eq. ((21), and for a precessing ellipse it is Eq. 
(26). Therefore all orbits can be described by Eq. (3). Eq. (3) is accompanied by a charge, del g, and a 
mass current J, defined in ECE2 fluid dynamics, a unification of Kambe fluid dynamics with both 
gravitation and electrodynamics.

a360thpapernotes5.pdf

 on 360(5): The Generally Covariant Inverse Square Law

Principles of ECE2

October 25, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/25/principles-of-ece2/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/a360thpapernotes5.pdf
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There are now forty five source papers available for ECE2, with forty two translations to date. They are
all being studied avidly off combined sites, the latest one on triple unification being the most popular. 
So I think it is time to begin planning this book, starting with UFT313. The triple unification is that of 
gravitation, electrodynamics and fluid dynamics, three large subject areas of physics and engineering. 
Also, the Evans / Morris series deserves to be reviewed. It is also very popular. Textbooks are needed 
on ECE and ECE2, together with manuals for engineers. Since ECE was first written in 2014, there has
been a tremendous advance. This can be seen by looking up the Wayback Machine www.archive.org. In
Feb. 2014 there were 259 UFT papers, now there are 359 UFT papers. So The Principles of ECE does 
not contain anything about the Evans / Morris papers or the ECE2 papers. Triple unification is very 
powerful and will spark off in all directions. The applications of ECE to LENR and the Osamu Ide 
circuit are very important for engineering, so engineering manuals are needed.

 on Principles of ECE2

Request for Donation to the National Library of     Wales

October 25, 2016 

I would like to request Dr. Horst Eckardt to donate one copy of the hardback version of “Principles of 
ECE Theory” to The National Library of Wales, and take the cost out of my royalties. It is printed and 
bound outstandingly well in Berlin, following a tradition that goes back to Gutenberg and Charlemagne
(who could read, but not write, a rare accomplishment in his time). Its details are as follows.

Myron W. Evans, Horst Eckardt, Douglas W. Lindstrom and Stephen J. Crothers, “Principles of ECE 
Theory: A New Paradigm of Physics”, Edited and Collated by Horst Eckardt (www.epubli.de 2 000034 
590421 0001, 288 pages, hardback, colour printing, high quality paper, available from www.epubli.de 
and good bookshops). The address is:

Pedr ap Llwyd, Director of Collections, National Library of Wales, Aberystwyth, Ceredigion, SY23 
3BU, Wales, Great Britain.

The NLW has an essentially complete collection of my books and Theses and also my complete Omnia 
Opera on our sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org, which are archived there and featured as 
outstanding sites in the reading rooms of the copyright libraries (currently about two thousand books, 
reviews, scientific papers, essays, books of poetry, autobiography, readings, films and so on, plus 
translation by Alex Hill). So it has become a tradition to donate each new book to the NLW. The 
softback version of the book will be donated to the NLW by “New Generation” in London, and also 
sent to the British Library in London. Many thanks to all who took part in the productions and 
translation.

 on Request for Donation to the National Library of Wales

“Principles of ECE” Currently Being Read 7,186 Times a     Year

October 25, 2016 

The book is doing very well indeed, open source off combined sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org, 
and is the most popular book on the sites. It is available in typeset version (PECE, UFT350 and 
publications sections), and UFT281 to UFT288, together with a zipped file of these papers and Spanish 
translation by Alex Hill. For October 2016 up to 23/10/16 the readings were as follows: PECE 83, 
UFT284 39, UFT281 25, UFT283 23, UFT285 20, Spanish Translation 19, UFT287 19, UFT282 15, 

http://www.upitec.org/
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UFT288 15, UFT286 13, Zipped File 12.

 on “Principles of ECE” Currently Being Read 7,186 Times a Year

Wind 1.35%, 1 – 10 mph 0740 local     time

October 25, 2016 

There is not enough wind today to start any large wind turbine across the entire area of the countries of 
Britain (England, Scotland and Wales in alphabetical order). So the pattern is the same in late October 
as in mid summer (all data are recorded on this blog, which can be accessed from www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org, sites which are to be featured in the legal deposit (or copyright) libraries if Britain and
Ireland as being of national and international scientific and cultural importance: The British Library 
London, The Bodleian Oxford, University of Cambridge Library, National Library of Scotland, 
National Library of Wales, Library of Trinity College Dublin, Republic of Ireland). The sites are of 
course accessible from any library all over the world, and to anyone with access to the internet. So it is 
easy for any scientist of integrity to advise any government to demolish wind turbines. They have 
caused terrible environmental damage to flora, fauna, infra structure and the aviary, notably eagles and 
rare species, and produce nothing useful. The damage is equivalent to the near extinction of the North 
American bison (or buffalo) on the great plains, just as sadistic, just as mindless.
.

 on Wind 1.35%, 1 – 10 mph 0740 local time

Daily Report Sunday     23/10/16

October 25, 2016 

The equivalent of 104,620 printed pages was downloaded during the day (381.444 megabytes) from 
2,065 downloaded memory files (hits) and 479 distinct visits each averaging 3.5 memory pages and 10 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 50.66, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1575, Top ten 1330, Collected Evans / Morris 759(est); F3(Sp) 551, Collected 
Scientometrics 471, Principles of ECE 283, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 232, Autobiography 
volumes one and two 222, Eckardt / Lindstrom 210, Collected Proofs 171, Evans Equations 130, 
UFT88 113, Engineering Model 96, PECE 83, CEFE 83, UFT321 47, UFT311 44, Self Charging 
Inverter 43, Llais 27, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 26, List of Prolific Authors 23, Three world records by 
MWE 12, Pulsed LENR 6, UFT313 32, UFT314 27, UFT315 27, UFT316 32, UFT317 29, UFT318 
33, UFT319 47, UFT320 29, UFT322 36, UFT323 29, UFT324 43, UFT325 28, UFT326 33, UFT327 
30, UFT328 33, UFT329 30, UFT330 30, UFT331 46, UFT332 30, UFT333 28, UFT334 31, UFT335 
28, UFT336 34, UFT337 27, UFT338 31, UFT339 27, UFT340 23, UFT341 34, UFT342 23, UFT343 
26, UFT344 32, UFT345 38, UFT346 39, UFT347 36, UFT348 44, UFT349 41, UFT351 37, UFT352 
59, UFT353 46, UFT354 47, UFT355 69, UFT356 55, UFT357 32, UFT358 39, UFT359 25 to date in 
October 2016. Deusu search engine spidering; Princeton University My Page and CV; City University 
of Hong Kong UFT116; University of the North, Croatia general; San Francisco Internet Archives 
(Wayback Machine) spidering; Unite Trade Union of Britain and Ireland general; University of 
Warwick UFT Section, PECE Autobiography Volume Two. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage 
file attached for October 2016.

 on Daily Report Sunday 23/10/16
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Wind 7.06%, 2 – 18 mph, 0718 local     time

October 24, 2016 

The wind near shore in Swansea is forecast to drop off to 7 mph by the afternoon, again below the 7 – 9
mph needed to start the giant Betws wind turbines, which are loathed from Rhos Ilien to the Bannau 
Brycheiniog. This study is showing that there is not enough wind speed in Wales to produce any 
electricity from giant turbines, which were forced on people against heavy opposition. Within about 
eight years the Betws turbines will become 11% efficient or less, then fall apart. Easier to use a 
stoneage method such as sparking a fire with dry sticks. That would boil an egg faster.

Daily Report Saturday     22/10/16

October 24, 2016 

The equivalent of 217,079 printed pages was downloaded during the day (791.471 megabytes) from 
2,744 memory files downloaded (hits) and 567 distinct visits each averaging 3.8 memory pages and 12 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 79.11, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1549, Top ten 1286, Collected Evans / Morris 726, F3(Sp) 543, Collected 
scientometrics 452, Principles of ECE 266, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 229, Autobiography 
volumes one and two 216, Collected Eckardt / Lindstrom 205, Collected Proofs 160. Evans Equations 
126, UFT88 109, Engineering Model 94, CEFE 82, PECE 73, UFT321 45, UFT311 44, Self charging 
inverter 37, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 26, Llais 25, List of prolific authors 22, Three world records by 
MWE 12, Pulsed LENR 5, UFT313 29, UFT314 27, UFT315 27, UFT316 32, UFT317 29, UFT318 
31, UFT319 44, UFT320 29, UFT322 32, UFT323 29, UFT324 42, UFT325 29, UFT326 32, UFT327 
28, UFT328 33, UFT329 30, UFT330 29, UFT331 46, UFT332 28, UFT333 27, UFT334 29, UFT335 
27, UFT336 34, UFT337 27, UFT338 31, UFT339 27, UFT340 23, UFT341 33, UFT342 23, UFT343 
26, UFT344 31, UFT345 37, UFT346 39, UFT347 36, UFT348 44, UFT349 39, UFT351 47, UFT352 
57, UFT353 45, UFT354 46, UFT355 68, UFT356 55, UFT357 32, UFT358 38, UFT359 21 to date in 
October 2016. University of Waterloo Canada UFT42; British Library London general. Intense interest 
all sectors, updated usage file attached for October 2016.

 on Daily Report Saturday 22/10/16

Hardback Version of “The Principles of     ECE”

October 24, 2016 

Yes it is a high quality production throughout, and many thanks again.

In a message dated 23/10/2016 19:44:21 GMT Daylight Time, mail@horst-eckardt.de writes:

I am glad that you like the exemplar. The cover for the New Generation issue should be 
ready during next week.

Horst

Am 21.10.2016 um 12:31 schrieb EMyrone:

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/24/hardback-version-of-the-principles-of-ece/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/24/daily-report-saturday-221016/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/24/wind-7-06-2-18-mph-0718-local-time/


I am most grateful to my friend and colleague Dr Horst Eckardt for sending me 
a copy. It is excellently produced in hardback in good quality paper, 288 pages 
with illustrations. www.epubli.de 2 000034 590421 0001. If it is for sale I 
strongly recommend it to various libraries and colleagues around the world. It is
open source as UFT350 on www.aias.us and publications section and on 
www.upitec.org. These websites are to be featured as sites of importance in the 
legal deposit libraries from the National Library of Wales: in the reading rooms 
of the British Library, Oxford, Cambridge, Scotland, Wales and in Ireland 
Trinity College, Dublin. It has been translated into Spanish by Alex Hill,open 
source on combined sites, and is edited and collated by Dr. Horst Eckardt. Its 
cover is designed by an artist and its first chapter has several illustrations, some 
in colour, starting with the incipit liber generationis of the Book of Kells in the 
Library of Trinity College Dublin. This is meant to record a continuity of 
thought over one thousand five hundred years, the struggle of light against 
dogma, or darkness. The softback version is currently under preparation by 
“New Generation” of London. The book is already an outstanding success open
source, being read at the rate of about seven thousand times a year off 
combined sites. It is the lodestone of the avant garde physics, and refutes many 
aspects of standard physics. Its subtitle is “A new paradigm of physics”.

 on Hardback Version of “The Principles of ECE”

Restoration of the Sixties Student Grant     System

October 23, 2016 

I hope that a Bevanite socialist government will be elected soon and reverse all the mindless tory 
policies which have so heavily damaged the countries of Britain. This is particularly true of the 
university sector, universities have become degree mills aimed at milking foreign students with huge 
fees. They are all at it. In Wales this is particularly damaging and I am in favour of closing the poor 
quality remnants of the once distinguished University of Wales and replacing them with a small, Welsh 
medium university. Using the AIAS / UPITEC educational system, people in up to one hundred and 
eighty two countries have been educated to a high standard without charging them a penny. The sixties 
grant system offered a good student a small grant (mine was about £282 pounds a year as described in 
Auto Two) and covered the fees. The Universities could get by perfectly well without charging huge 
fees in return for education that is all freely available on the internet. The students flood a small country
such as Wales and further anglicise it. None of them ever learn Welsh. The Welsh Assembly should 
move against these degree mills but the Welsh assembly is a slave to foreign dogma.

 on Restoration of the Sixties Student Grant System

UFT88 Read at Radboud University     Nijmegen

October 23, 2016 

Radboud is ranked 258 in the world by Webometrics, 121 by Times, 101-150 by Shanghai and 156 by 
QS. It is therefore a high ranking university. It has 19,904 students and was founded in 1923 as a 
Catholic University. The University of Nijmegen was originally founded in 1655, the oldest city in the 
Netherlands. UFT88 is the by now famous refutation of the Einstein theory of general relativity using 
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torsion. In the past two years UFT88 has been read at about two hundred and fifty of the world’s best 
universities, a list has been given on this blog. There has been no objection to the paper, or indeed any 
UFT paper, for about a decade. UFT88 should be read with UFT99 (and its notes), UFT109, UFT313 
and UFT354, together with the latest papers on fluid electrodynamics and fluid gravitation. Radboud 
has an interesting coat of arms, made by the Brom family goldsmith in Utrecht, its upper half is the 
arms of the Catholic Church in the Netherlands, it has a dove as the symbol of the Holy Spirit, and it is 
surmounted by the crown of Charlemagne. In 1923, Catholics were discriminated against by the 
Calvinists, by now there is hopefully an ecumenical toleration, in physics as well as religion.

 on UFT88 Read at Radboud University Nijmegen

Wind 11.62% 1 – 19 mph 0700 local     time

October 23, 2016 

The near shore wind speed in Swansea is 13 mph this morning, over Wales as a whole there is barely 
enough wind to start the turbine follies which litter the landscape, the detritus of putrid corruption. It is 
well known following a recent University of Edinburgh report that the larger the wind turbine, the more
rapidly it deteriorates, so after about fifteen years its efficiency drops to 11% from an initial 25%. My 
current study on this blog shows clearly that there is rarely enough wind in Wales even to start the 
gigantic turbines. So they are a complete disaster and subsidies should be stopped immediately by new 
legislation, built on a new political will to demolish them. It seems that global warming and so called 
“carbon targets” (in the meaningless and mindless jargon) have been forgotten entirely. A few bigots in 
the south east of England have forced Britain out of the EEC, and in consequence the pound has fallen 
sharply against the dollar – from $1.65 a few years ago to $1.22 now.

 on Wind 11.62% 1 – 19 mph 0700 local time

Daily Report 21/10/16

October 23, 2016 

The equivalent of 142,295 printed pages was downloaded during the day (518.807 megabytes) from 
2,645 downloaded memory files (hits) and 514 distinct visits each averaging 4.3 memory pages and 14 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 53.80, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1475, Top ten items 1226, Collected Evans / Morris papers 693(est), F3(Sp) 
520, Collected scientometrics 441, Principles of ECE 242, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 214, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 213, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 178(est), Collected Proofs 164, 
Evans Equations 117(est), UFT88 103, Engineering Model 90, CEFE 78, PECE 68, UFT321 43, 
UFT311 41, Self charging inverter 37, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 26, Llais 24, List of prolific authors 22, 
Three world records by MWE 12, UFT313 26, UFT314 26, UFT315 25, UFT316 31, UFT317 28, 
UFT318 30, UFT319 43, UFT320 28, UFT322 30, UFT323 28, UFT324 40, UFT325 28, UFT326 30, 
UFT327 27, UFT328 33, UFT329 29, UFT330 27, UFT331 43, UFT332 26, UFT333 25, UFT334 27, 
UFT335 24, UFT336 33, UFT337 26, UFT338 30, UFT339 26, UFT340 22, UFT341 32, UFT342 22, 
UFT343 25, UFT344 29, UFT345 32, UFT346 37, UFT347 34, UFT348 42, UFT349 38, UFT351 43, 
UFT352 56, UFT353 42, UFT354 43, UFT355 66, UFT356 54, UFT357 31, UFT358 37, UFT359 19 
to date in October 2016. Federico Santa Maria Technical University Chile levitron; German Electron 
Synchrotron (DESY) UFT175; Deusu search engine spidering; Mechanical and Electrical Engineering 
High School Unit of the Mexican National Polytechnic Institute Essay 24 (Sp); Science Faculty 
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Radboud University Nijmegen UFT88, intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for 
October 2016.

 on Daily Report 21/10/16

FOR POSTING Perfect     Health

October 22, 2016 

It is well known that a lot of mindless libel has been disseminated on the net about my health. 
Apparently this is part of troll activity directed against me personally because of my views on physics. 
These are radically new and making a tremendous impact worldwide. Apparently a few people, some 
of them local and wholly unscientific, don’t like ideas or impact, or achievement of any kind. So I went
through a voluntary government assessment about a month ago and was found to be in perfect health. I 
am giving a few details which is normally confidential to me, in order to shut up the gossip once and 
forever. There were no impairments noted at the Government assessment, no functional restrictions 
displayed. My mood was stable throughout and there is no medical evidence to suggest any illness, 
physical or psychological. I handled papers without difficulty, displayed good eye contact and had 
adequate interaction with the assessor. There was no evidence of cognitive, intellect or memory 
impairment and I can plan and follow the route of a journey unaided. This is consistent with my 
medical history files and how I was able to engage with the assessor. My mental state examination 
results show no illness of any kind, and my visual results with new glasses about three weeks old show 
essentially perfect vision. I am therefore entitled to sue for U. S. style punitive damages any person 
who is known to have repeatedly libelled my state of health, or known to have repeatedly slandered my
state of health in the presence of a witness willing to come forward. However these torts are protected 
by statute of limitation, and at present the policing of trolls is almost wholly ineffective. Trolls are 
allowed to terrorize the internet. I have had my car damaged, and my family and I have been in receipt 
of vicious, anonymous hate mail for over twenty years, recently in receipt of criminal activity. This 
society reminds me of totalitarianism, anyone could be branded as an enemy of the people and 
anonymously denounced. It is hard to believe that this is Wales, with its traditions of toleration and 
radical thought. That professional scientists should sink to this level is wholly reprehensible, however 
there are very few of them and they have faded into total obscurity. Libel in science violates the 
traditions of several hundred years. That a local or county councillor should indulge in this conduct is 
very dangerous, and much stronger controls on them are needed. I can prove that Clydach Health 
Centre was approached in this way by “the council”, I do not know which one, or by whom. Medical 
ethics prohibit any further information being given, but it can be obtained under sub poena (under 
punishment of contempt of court). I should think that such conduct is the criminal offence of stalking 
and harassment, combined with false accusation (perversion of the course of justice). Then it is a matter
for the police. In great contrast my international scientific reputation could not be stronger, in fact 
stronger than ever. I am in perfect health because of mens sana in corpore sano, because of self 
discipline.

Myron Evans
(Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent., Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc., Ph. D., B. Sc. (Wales)
Co President AIAS, (www.aias.us, www.upitec.org)

Arglwydd Glyn Tawe a Gw^yr

cc Trustees, Newlands Family Trust
Prime Minister’s Office (in my capacity as Civil List Pensioner)

http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/22/for-posting-perfect-health/


M. P. Gower,
Police Commissioner and South Wales Police

 on FOR POSTING Perfect Health

Wind 3.79%, 1 – 17 mph, 1229 local     time

October 22, 2016 

The wind speed in Swansea is currently 8 mph, not enough to produce any power from wind turbines. 
This is the pattern again all over Wales. So the wind industry in Wales is a fiasco, a complete disaster. I 
predicted this twenty years ago. It is the result of dictatorial and corrupt government.

 on Wind 3.79%, 1 – 17 mph, 1229 local time

360(4): Force Law for a Precessing Elliptical Orbit in a     Plane

October 22, 2016 

From fluid gravitational theory this is the Lagrange or convective derivative of the orbital velocity, and 
is given by the inverse square law (19) with X and Y defined by Eqs. (17) and (18) respectively. The 
latter two equations define the moving frame of reference in which the convective derivative of v is 
taken. Therefore the Hooke / Newton inverse square law has been generalized to any orbit in two or 
three dimensions, a major advance in physics and cosmology. In general, an orbit is any function r = 
f(theta) in two dimensions and r = f(phi, theta) in three dimensions. The Einstein theory of orbital 
precession is riddled with errors, so the observed orbital precession factor is used. Experimentally, it is 
1 + 3MG / (c squared alpha) to high precision, measured by many satellites and so on. X and Y of Eqs. 
(17) can each be plotted against r and theta in three dimensional graphics. These define the moving 
frame, the dynamics of spacetime itself (or aether or vacuum). In a sense, spacetime or the aether or the
vacuum guides a particle of mass m in orbit around a particle of mass M. The spacetime is a fluid 
described by the ECE2 / Kambe field equations of fluid dynamics. These have the same strucure as the 
ECE2 gravitational field equations and electromagnetic field equations. The structure is based on 
Cartan geometry and the overall theory is a generally covariant unified field theory, the first unified 
field theory that is simple and easily comparable with experimental data.

a360thpapernotes4.pdf

 on 360(4): Force Law for a Precessing Elliptical Orbit in a Plane

Daily Report 20/10/16

October 22, 2016 

The equivalent of 175,569 printed pages was downloaded during the day (640.125 megabytes) from 
2,918 downloaded memory files (hits) and 593 distinct visits each averaging 3.0 memory pages and 12 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 60.17, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1400, Top ten 1180, Collected Evans Morris 660, F3(Sp) 506, Collected 
scientometrics 416, Principles of ECE 229, Autobiography volumes one and two 203, Barddoniaeth / 
Collected Poetry 193, Collected Eckardt / Lindstrom 178, Collected Proofs 139, Evans Equations 113, 
UFT88 96, Engineering Model 82, CEFE 76, PECE 65, UFT311 39, UFT321 38, Self charging inverter
34, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 25, Llais 23, List of prolific authors 20(est), Three world records by MWE 
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12, Lindstrom Report 3, UFT313 24, UFT314 25, UFT315 23, UFT316 29, UFT317 28, UFT318 26, 
UFT319 40, UFT320 27, UFT322 29, UFT323 28, UFT324 40, UFT325 27, UFT326 29, UFT327 24, 
UFT328 30, UFT329 26, UFT330 25, UFT331 43, UFT332 25, UFT333 25, UFT334 26, UFT335 22, 
UFT336 30, UFT337 20, UFT338 28, UFT339 24, UFT340 20, UFT341 31, UFT342 22, UFT343 23, 
UFT344 28, UFT345 33, UFT346 34, UFT347 33, UFT348 39, UFT351 43, UFT352 54, UFT353 41, 
UFT354 42, UFT355 65, UFT356 53, UFT357 30, UFT358 37, UFT359 13 to date in October 2016. 
City of Winnipeg Home page; Spanish Government Institute of Fundamental Physics UFT177; 
University of Murcia Spain UFT136(Sp); International School for Advanced Studies Trieste UFT142; 
Physics University of Tokyo Proof Three with Notes; National Electrification Administration 
Philippines Levitron, University of Cambridge general. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file 
attached for October 2016.

FOR POSTING: Hardback Version of “The Principles of     ECE”

October 21, 2016 

I am most grateful to my friend and colleague Dr Horst Eckardt for sending me a copy. It is excellently 
produced in hardback in good quality paper, 288 pages with illustrations. www.epubli.de 2 000034 
590421 0001. If it is for sale I strongly recommend it to various libraries and colleagues around the 
world. It is open source as UFT350 on www.aias.us and publications section and on www.upitec.org. 
These websites are to be featured as sites of importance in the legal deposit libraries from the National 
Library of Wales: in the reading rooms of the British Library, Oxford, Cambridge, Scotland, Wales and 
in Ireland Trinity College, Dublin. It has been translated into Spanish by Alex Hill, open source on 
combined sites, and is edited and collated by Dr. Horst Eckardt. Its cover is designed by an artist and its
first chapter has several illustrations, some in colour, starting with the incipit liber generationis of the 
Book of Kells in the Library of Trinity College Dublin. This is meant to record a continuity of thought 
over one thousand five hundred years, the struggle of light against dogma, or darkness. The softback 
version is currently under preparation by “New Generation” of London. The book is already an 
outstanding success open source, being read at the rate of about seven thousand times a year off 
combined sites. It is the lodestone of the avant garde physics, and refutes many aspects of standard 
physics. Its subtitle is “A new paradigm of physics”.

 on FOR POSTING: Hardback Version of “The Principles of ECE”

My Ancestral Cousin John Aubrey F. R.     S.

October 21, 2016 

The attached gives my relation to my ancestral cousins the Elizabethan lawyer Dr. William Aubrey and 
to John Aubrey, F. R. S. Google “Aubrey Hooke” to find a Bodleian Library article on John Aubrey, 
who defended Hooke as the discoverer of the inverse square law. John Aubrey is considered to be the 
pioneer biographer in his “Brief Lives”, and also the first to defend the rights of scientific priority. He 
was also an antiquarian of considerable distinction. In “Brief Lives” (online) he mentions that Hooke 
had given the younger Newton a problem to solve in a letter from Trinity College Oxford to Trinity 
College Cambridge. What is the force law for an elliptical orbit? I have just shown that this is due to 
the new subject of fluid dynamics, a major advance which can be instantly understood by any 
competent physicist or chemist or engineer. Hooke had inferred it intuitively to be the inverse square 
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law, but Newton gave the wrong answer, an inverse r law. Hooke corrected the young Newton, who 
spent the time from 1665 to 1687 working out the correct answer, given in “Principia Mathematica 
Philsophiae Naturalis”, (1687), “The Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy”. Isaac Barrow 
failed Isaac Newton in geometry.

afamilylinesrelationtowilliamandjohnaubrey.pdf

 on My Ancestral Cousin John Aubrey F. R. S.

The Major Advance in     Understanding

October 21, 2016 

The Hooke Newton inverse square law can describe ANY orbit in the relevant moving coordinate 
system. The acceleration is the convective or Lagrange derivative of the orbital velocity. The 
Lagrangian dervivative is, self consistently, the derivative taken with respect to a moving coordinate 
system.

 on The Major Advance in Understanding

Interpretation in Terms of Coordinate     Systems

October 21, 2016 

It is seen that each orbit is described by its own coordinate system, the ellipse by the system (15) and 
(16) of Note 359(8), and the hyperbolic spiral by the system (14) and (15) of Note 360(3). This is 
therefore a theory of general relativity, where the orbit is spacetime itself. The spacetime or vacuum is 
described by the ECE2 / Kambe equations of fluid dynamics. For a plane circular orbit, X = r cos theta,
and Y = r sin theta. This is the definition of the plane polar coordinate system. In this case dr / dt = 0.

 on Interpretation in Terms of Coordinate Systems

360(3): Fluid Gravitational Force Law for a Whirlpool     Galaxy

October 21, 2016 

The general 3D force law of fluid dynamics, Eq. (1), reduces to the planar Eq. (2), where X and Y are 
described by Eqs. (4) and (5) in plane polar coordinates. For the hyperbolic spiral orbit these are given 
by Eqs. (14) and (15), which can be graphed and analyzed numerically. The force law of fluid 
gravitation is generally covariant and can describe any observable orbit. It is a geometrically correct 
theory of general relativity. The first two examples worked out so far are the conic section orbits (e.g. 
the ellipse) and the hyperbolic spiral orbit. The next example will be the precessing ellipse, the orbit of 
a planet for example. This is also described by Eq. (1). The hugely elaborate and incorrect Einstein 
theory is replaced by a far simpler and more powerful equation based on Cartan geometry with torsion 
– part of ECE2 generally covariant unified field theory. There is obviously no further need for “dark 
matter” or for the Einstein theory, which is completely incorrect in a whirlpool galaxy (see “The 
Principles of ECE”). The Newton theory is Galilean covariant and not generally covariant.

a360thpapernotes3.pdf

 on 360(3): Fluid Gravitational Force Law for a Whirlpool Galaxy
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Wind 3.58% , 1 – 12 mph, 0729 local     time

October 21, 2016 

The met office wind map shows very calm conditions all over mainland Wales this morning, (1 – 2 
mph with 4 mph to the south west over off the coast of Penfro) which means that the wind turbines are 
producing no electricity and taking electricity from the grid, at huge cost. They need 7 – 9 mph to start 
to produce electricity. I can think of easier ways of lighting a bulb, use an oil lamp. Eddyson could have
done better. So wind turbines should be demolished immediately at developer expense. Subsidies 
should be stopped immediately, so companies will deservedly go bankrupt and directors banned.

 on Wind 3.58% , 1 – 12 mph, 0729 local time

Daily Report 19/10/16

October 21, 2016 

The equivalent of 153.333 printed pages was downloaded during the day (559.051 megabytes) from 
3,122 memory files downloaded (hits) and 644 distinct visits each averaging 3.4 memory pages and 9 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 49.11, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1336, Top ten 1140, Collected Evans / Morris 627, F3(Sp) 487, Collected 
scientometrics 412, Principles of ECE 220, Autobiography volumes one and two 196, Barddoniaeth / 
Collected Poetry 187, Collected Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 170, Collected Proofs 130, Evans 
Equations 106, UFT88 94, Engineering Model 75, CEFE 72, PECE 61, UFT311 38, UFT321 35, Self 
Charging Inverter 32, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 24, Llais 23, List of prolific authors 20, Three world 
records by MWE 12, UFT313 23, UFT314 25, UFT315 23, UFT316 27, UFT317 28, UFT318 26, 
UFT319 40, UFT320 25, UFT322 28, UFT323 28, UFT324 39, UFT325 27, UFT326 28, UFT327 23, 
UFT328 25, UFT329 26, UFT330 23, UFT331 40, UFT332 22, UFT333 23, UFT334 24, UFT335 21, 
UFT336 28, UFT337 18, UFT338 36, UFT339 24, UFT340 19, UFT341 28, UFT342 20, UFT343 21, 
UFT344 27, UFT345 32, UFT346 31, UFT347 31, UFT348 38, UFT349 35, UFT351 41, UFT352 52, 
UFT353 39, UFT354 40, UFT355 52, UFT356 51, UFT357 29, UFT358 36, UFT359 10 to date in 
October 2016. Queensland University of Technology Australia overview; Federal University of the 
Triangulo Brazil general; City of Winnipeg UFT359, publications; California State University 
Northridge UFT18, College of Information Sciences and Technology Pennsylvania State University 
UFT91. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for October 2016.

 on Daily Report 19/10/16

360(2): The New Law of Planar     Orbits

October 20, 2016 

Sounds like a Pictish tattoo, many thanks again!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 20/10/2016 14:29:26 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 360(2): The New Law of Planar Orbits

Enscribed on my forehead – fantastic. Simplicity at its best and physics as it should be.

Sent from my Samsung device

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/20/3602-the-new-law-of-planar-orbits-2/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/21/daily-report-191016/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/21/wind-3-58-1-12-mph-0729-local-time/


 on 360(2): The New Law of Planar Orbits

Next Stage in     Calculation

October 20, 2016 

This will be to deduce the force law for the whirlpool galaxy and the precessing elliptical orbit. It will 
look like a modified Newtonian force law.

 on Next Stage in Calculation

360(2): The New Law of Planar     Orbits

October 20, 2016 

This is something to sellotape to the wall, a new law of all planar orbits. The Newtonian result is given 
as an example. This law is generally covariant, (a law of general relativity), whereas the Newtonian law
is classical. It greatly simplifies and improves the Einstein theory which became so popular and shows 
that the force law for any orbit is a generalization of the Newtonian law. It is simple and powerful, as 
physics should be, and produces the force law for any observable orbit.

a360thpapernotes2.pdf

Most Popular Books on     www.aias.us

October 20, 2016 

At present these are:

1) M. W. Evans, H. Eckardt, D. W. Lindstrom and S. J. Crothers, “The Principles of ECE” (open source
combined sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org, also published in softback in London and Berlin, 
Spanish translation by Alex Hill, open source).
2) Myron Evans “Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry” (open source and New Generation London 2015).
3) Myron Evans, “O Hudd ei Ddoe” (autobiography in two volumes, New Generation London 2012 – 
2015).
4) The other science books and the book by Lar Felker.

As can be seen from the scientometrics, reports and usage files, all items are read intensely. The 
Spanish translation of chapter three of Lar Felker is always very popular.

 on Most Popular Books on www.aias.us

UFT88 Read at the University of     Basel

October 20, 2016 

Basel was founded in 1460 and is the oldest university in Switzerland (the Helvetian Confederation). It 
has over twelve thousand students and has been associated with Erasmus, Paracelsus, Euler, Bernoulli, 
Nietzsche and Jung. It is ranked 296 in the world by Webometrics, 98 by Times, 101 – 150 by Shanghai
and 141 by QS. It has recovered after being threatened with closure in the nineties because of poor 
administration. It was also heavily damaged financially when Basel was divided into half cantons. 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/20/uft88-read-at-the-university-of-basel/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/20/most-popular-books-on-www-aias-us/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/a360thpapernotes2.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/20/3602-the-new-law-of-planar-orbits/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/20/next-stage-in-calculation/


There are 26 half cantons in Switzerland. We have often used Euler Bernoulli theory in the UFT series. 
UFT88 is the now famous paper that refutes the Einstein theory by taking account of torsion. It has 
developed via papers such as UFT99 (and notes), 109, 313 and 354, and the Einstein theory has been 
developed into ECE2. The latest development is fluid gravitation. Bernoulli was the first to show that 
the Newtonian gravitational law (really the Hooke / Newton law) produces orbits that are conic 
sections. Spin connection resonance is based on Euler Bernoulli resonance.

 on UFT88 Read at the University of Basel

Idaho Hydroelectric and Geothermal     Power

October 20, 2016 

This is a very sensible solution to power, the wind turbines are minor contributions. The State must be 
bigger than all of Europe. The Clan Chief of Mac Lachlan is currently Euan John Mclachlan, twenty 
fifth clan chief. His coat of arms is on Wikipedia (no less) and is quartered, with the lion rampant of 
Scotland in the upper left quarter. This is the same as the golden lion rampant on my own coat of arms 
– the lion of Scotland which became the lion of the House of Dunefwr (Dynevor) because they were 
descended from the Kings of Gododdin, whose capital was Edinburgh. I have traced them back to 
about 150 B.C. Clan Mac Lachlan were also at Culloden, along with the Clan Chattan confederation, 
led by my own Clan Mac an Taoiseach (Mackintosh) and its sept Mac Tomaidh from which I descend 
in the Newlands line.

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 19/10/2016 18:08:15 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Idaho Country

There a few places with wind turbines near a largely arid farm land mostly populated by 
cattle. We have a lot of hydroelectric power and geothermal power for our state. It is still 
pretty country especially up north where it is mostly mountain and forest. Southern Idaho is
largely plains of tundra mixed with farmland fed by the Snake river down south and the 
Salmon river farther north.

As you previously traced I do have heritage going back to Scotland with the MacLachlan 
clan and also a lot of German heritage as well.

Sean

On October 19, 2016 at 5:24:04 AM, emyrone@aol.com (emyrone) wrote:

I know that Lewis and Clark crossed the Bitter Roots to the Snake River in 
Idaho. The Canadian David Thompson was the first European to discover it in 
1800 and then my distant cousin Meriwether Lewis in 1805. He was the first 
member of the Lewis and Clark expedition to sight it – sent out by Thomas 
Jefferson, another distant cousin. The Snake River was settled by native 
Americans more then eleven thousand years ago, its name should be Salmon 
River, because they used a gesture to indicate swimming salmon. So I hope that
this spectacular country has not been destroyed by turbines. Lewis and Clark 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/20/idaho-hydroelectric-and-geothermal-power/


somehow got across from the snake river to the Columbia river, having found 
the source of the Missouri. They were very lucky to get across the Bitter Roots.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 19/10/2016 10:44:24 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Congratulations to Sean MacLachlan

Yes, congratulations Sean. Keep them away from the windmills, 
solar energy farms and nuclear power stations! Direct them to your 
website and your scientific interests?

Sent from my Samsung device

 on Idaho Hydroelectric and Geothermal Power

Wind 5.69%, 0 – 13 mph 0752 local     time

October 20, 2016 

Today the wind speed in 29 out of the 31 areas (93.55%) of the met office wind map is below the 7 – 9 
mph needed to start wind turbines, the other two areas just above, at 10 and 13 mph. This means that 
essentially the entire wind turbine industry of the countries of Britain is producing nothing, and taking 
a lot of electricity from the grid to keep the useless turbines going. So the wind industry propaganda is 
destructive deception. It boasts of being able to produce three times the entire power requirements – 
that would be 90 gigawatts, not zero gigawatts. The industry would be a ridiculous joke if it were not 
so expensive and murderously destructive of ecology, flora and fauna, the bird population most of all. 
So government must come to its senses and demolish them at developer expense, demanding all 
subsidies to be paid back. Bankrupt directors to work underground manually at the coal face. They 
would be doing something useful imprisoned in coalmines, hard labour for life. All land of absentee 
aristocrats to be nationalized.

 on Wind 5.69%, 0 – 13 mph 0752 local time

Daily Report 18/10/16

October 20, 2016 

The equivalent of 125,947 printed pages was downloaded during the day (459.204 megabytes) from 
3,011 downloaded memory files (hits) and 582 distinct visits, each averaging 4.5 memory pages and 9 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 41.83, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1255, Top ten 1060, Collected Evans / Morris 594(est), F3(Sp) 453, Collected 
scientometrics 393, Principles of ECE 204, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 178, Autobiography 
volumes one and two 160. Eckardt / Lindstrom 151 (est), Collected Proofs 141, Evans Equations 101, 
UFT88 88, Engineering Model 70, PECE 58, CEFE 51, UFT311 37, UFT321 29, Self charging inverter
29. Llais 23, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 22, List of prolific authors 17, Three world records by MWE 12, 
UFT313 23, UFT324 22, UFT315 21, UFT316 24, UFT317 26, UFT318 21, UFT319 37, UFT320 24, 
UFT322 28, UFT323 27, UFT324 38, UFT325 24, UFT326 28, UFT327 22, UFT328 27, UFT329 24, 
UFT330 23, UFT331 39, UFT332 22, UFT333 23, UFT334 24, UFT335 19, UFT336 24, UFT337 18, 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/20/daily-report-181016/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/20/wind-5-69-0-13-mph-0752-local-time/


UFT338 21, UFT339 24, UFT340 19, UFT341 22, UFT342 19, UFT343 21, UFT344 26, UFT345 32, 
UFT346 30, UFT347 30, UFT348 36, UFT349 35, UFT351 41, UFT352 35, UFT353 38, UFT354 39, 
UFT355 53, UFT356 50, UFT357 28, UFT358 33 to date in October 2016. University of Quebec Trois 
Rivieres UFT351 to UFT358; Mathematics and Physics Charles University Prague UFT110; DEUSU 
search engine general; Institute for Production Systems and Design Technology Fraunhofer Foundation
LCR Resonant; Austin Community College Texas UFT6; College of Information Sciences and 
Technology Pennsylvania State University UFT93; Stanford University UFT239; United States 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Jet Propulsion Laboratory Omnia Opera; 
Tsukuba University Japan UFT128; Mexican National Institute of Statistics and Geography ECE 
Article; Poznan University of Technology Poland UFT107; University of Durham UFT42; University 
of Warwick UFT311. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for October 2016.

 on Daily Report 18/10/16

FOR POSTING: Current Medal     Evaluation

October 19, 2016 

The valuation is based on a 2015 valuation by Mattey Buyers – a third of the Nobel Prize each for the 
Meldola Medal and Harrison Memorial Prize. The Nobel Prize is currently eight million Swedish 
kronor or £736,000 pounds at today’s exchange rate. So each medal is valued at £245,333, a total of 
£490,666. The other medals in the collection are estimated at about £50,000. These valuations are 
based on recent sales of Nobel Prize gold medals, notably the one to John Watson of DNA fame at 
several million dollars, and Lederman at about a million dollars. They are also based on factors such as 
my Civil List Pension, award of arms, and multiple nominations. I will seek other valuations and ask 
the Royal Society of Chemistry what it thinks of these valuations. They are awards of the RSC, which 
nominated me for the Civil List Pension in 2004, awarded on Feb. 29th 2005. So these are careful, 
logical, valuations. The valuation of my manuscript collection is based on papers by other Civil List 
Pensioners, notably Faraday, Hamilton, Dalton, Joule, Herschel, Heaviside and so on in science, and 
Joyce and Yeats for example in literature. I am also a “triple world record holder”: greatest number of 
publications (about two thousand items currently), largest number of prestigious Fellowships in open 
international competition, by far the youngest recipient of the D. Sc. under modern rules. I will go 
around various medal buyers and ask what they think. My complete CV is attached. It is also known 
from the scientometrics that my work is historic, will not fade away with time. So this is like offering a 
van Gogh in his own lifetime. He sold only one painting, but they are worth a bit more now. The 
scientometrics are rigorously objective, no room for idle boasting.

amarquiswhoswhoscieng20162017finalversion.pdf

 on FOR POSTING: Current Medal Evaluation

LENR Report by AIAS Diector Douglas     Lindstrom

October 19, 2016 

Thanks again!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 19/10/2016 15:59:03 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: LENR Report by AIAS Diector Douglas Lindstrom

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/19/lenr-report-by-aias-diector-douglas-lindstrom/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/amarquiswhoswhoscieng20162017finalversion.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/19/for-posting-current-medal-evaluation/


Added to publications

On 10/14/2016 1:33 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This is an important and well written report by Dr. Douglas Lindstrom on this 
revolutionary new source of energy, which if implemented would replace wind 
turbines. It has been discussed by Congress in Washington. Doug Lindstrom has
contributed greatly to ECE theory and worked on new materials for the 
Canadian Government. He has visited Craig Cefn Parc for one of the AIAS 
conferences held here. So I think that all who are interested in new energy 
should read this report carefully. It is written in an objective, scientific manner 
and addresses the societal problem of LENR being a revolutionary technology 
that threatens the income of the wind industry, petroleum, gas and other 
fossilized cabals. Eisenhower for exmple warned of the military / industrial 
cabal, despite being a military man himself. Please see the UFT papers on 
LENR (UFT226 ff.) on the www.aias.us and www.upitec.org sites.

Sent: 13/10/2016 21:55:26 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: lenr report

Myron, Horst, Steve

I’ve attached a summary report on the LENR project that I been 
involved in. The next part of this report will be a fit of the ECE 
LENR model to the experimental data.

If it is appropriate, feel free to post the report on the web site. It is 
for public release.

Hope this helps explain a bit of what I’ve been up to for the past 
few months.

Many thanks

Doug

 on LENR Report by AIAS Diector Douglas Lindstrom

Relation to Some American     Cousins

October 19, 2016 

These are relations to Thomas Jefferson, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, John F. Kennedy and J. P. 
Morgan. The relation to FDR occurs in two ways, from Tewdwr Mawr ap Cadell and John of Gaunt. 
FDR was certainly the greatest president of the twentieth century, on par with Lincoln and Jefferson.

afamilylinesrelationtoThomasJefferson.ZIP

https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/afamilylinesrelationtothomasjefferson.zip
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/19/relation-to-some-american-cousins/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/


 on Relation to Some American Cousins

Idaho Country

October 19, 2016 

I know that Lewis and Clark crossed the Bitter Roots to the Snake River in Idaho. The Canadian David 
Thompson was the first European to discover it in 1800 and then my distant cousin Meriwether Lewis 
in 1805. He was the first member of the Lewis and Clark expedition to sight it – sent out by Thomas 
Jefferson, another distant cousin. The Snake River was settled by native Americans more then eleven 
thousand years ago, its name should be Salmon River, because they used a gesture to indicate 
swimming salmon. So I hope that this spectacular country has not been destroyed by turbines. Lewis 
and Clark somehow got across from the Snake river to the Columbia river, having found the source of 
the Missouri. They were very lucky to get across the Bitter Roots.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 19/10/2016 10:44:24 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Congratulations to Sean MacLachlan

Yes, congratulations Sean. Keep them away from the windmills, solar energy farms and 
nuclear power stations! Direct them to your website and your scientific interests?

Sent from my Samsung device

 on Idaho Country

360(1): Self Consistency Check for the Newtonian Field and Perihelion     Precession

October 19, 2016 

This note shows that the results of UFT359 are rigorously self consistent, and introduces a new 
relativistic theory of perihelion precession using g = (v dot del)v where v is the orbital velocity. The 
perihelion is displaced every orbit by the experimental amount (13), known with great accuracy (or 
claimed with great accuracy). It is known from many UFT papers and books that the Einstein force 
field does not give this result without introducing numerous catastrophic errors. So the experimental 
displacement in Eq. (13) is considered to be empirical, a quantity measured in astronomy. Then the 
orbit is the precessing ellipse (15). Given this orbit the quantities X and Y can be found, following 
UFT359, and the Newtonian force law modified. In the Einstein theory this is a hugely elaborate 
procedure and totally wrong. In the new theory of fluid gravitation it is a relatively simple exercise 
which I can do by hand and co author Dr Horst Eckardt can check it as usual by computer and graph 
the results. For the observed precessing ellipse there will be vorticities, Kambe charges and Kambe 
currents. Therefore the theory will be checked against experimental data in the manner of Baconian 
physics. It is automatically relativistic because ECE2 is relativistic (generally covariant unified field 
theory). To quantize we construct the hamiltonian and use the Schroedinger rules, or use a modified 
Dirac type hamiltonian. Many approaches to quantization are possible.

a360thpapernotes1.pdf

https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/a360thpapernotes1.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/19/3601-self-consistency-check-for-the-newtonian-field-and-perihelion-precession/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/19/idaho-country/


FOR POSTING: UFT359 Sections 1 and     2

October 19, 2016 

These are sections 1 and 2 of the paper on spacetime structure induced by Newtonian gravitation.

a359thpaper.pdf

a359thpapernotes1.pdf

a359thpapernotes1to4finalversion.pdf

a359thpapernotes2.pdf

a359thpapernotes3.pdf

a359thpapernotes4.pdf

a359thpapernotes5.pdf

a359thpapernotes6.pdf

a359thpapernotes7.pdf

a359thpapernotes8.pdf

 on FOR POSTING: UFT359 Sections 1 and 2

Congratulations to Sean     MacLachlan

October 19, 2016 

Congratulations! One day they will travel without burning any fuel, using ES technology, part of Steve 
Bannister’s second industrial revolution.

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 18/10/2016 16:31:47 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Unified Field Theory for Supercomputer Simulation

Myron,

My career has taken on a new development. I no longer work with HP. I am now the Chief 
Technology Officer for a startup company I cofounded called Relevent 
(www.releventcity.com) that uses Artificial Intelligence to recommend events for people in 
their local community and while traveling across the United States.
I am the primary software developer for this company.

Sean

On October 18, 2016 at 2:46:10 AM, emyrone@aol.com (emyrone) wrote:

Agreed with UPITEC Secretary and Board Member Sean MacLachlan, owner 
of www.upitec.org and second webmaster of www.aias.us and blog. He works 
for Hewlett Packard in Boise, Idaho, U.S. A. From the Omnia Opera on 
www.aias.us it can be seen that I developed an early strategy using the Delta 

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.releventcity.com/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/19/congratulations-to-sean-maclachlan/
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https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/a359thpapernotes42.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/a359thpapernotes32.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/a359thpapernotes21.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/a359thpapernotes1to4finalversion1.pdf
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https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/19/for-posting-uft359-sections-1-and-2/


Project (OO99) and a combination of ab initio and molecular dynamics at the 
EDCL in Aberystwyth. The ab initio methods were used to model a potential 
for Newtonian molecular dynamics supercomputer simulation on the UMRCC 
CDC 7600, later on the IBM 3090 series of supercomputers. This early to mid 
career work covers about three hundred papers and books listed in the Omnia 
Opera, hyperlinked to originals. This is going to be the work of the next 
generations, using computers that are getting faster and faster every day, with 
more and more storage, graphics, animations and so on. Both www.aias.us and 
www.upitec will be archived for future generations and featured as outstanding 
sites. The archiving of the internet was initiated by the Library of Congress in 
about 2001, when it was realized that a great amount of valuable material exists
on the internet but not in books.

Sent: 17/10/2016 18:26:29 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Extension of fluid gravitation

It seems like we’re getting close to where we can rewrite all atomic 
particle physics equations and create a new unified model of the 
atom that includes gravity and all the new fluid dynamics that 
compose a molecule which must be much more complex that 
previously understood. This will open up lots of possibilities for 
new materials as well as technologies to use the new metamaterials 
to solve engineering challenges such as energy extraction and many 
other science fiction technologies become possible as our models 
improve.

I think a great vision for developing this science and computer 
models and books is to be able to accurately simulate on a super 
computer all the interactions between particles, fields and potentials
within an atom and eventually a molecule, materials and chemistry 
that recreates all the dynamics and statics in play not just a 
convenient subset of what is actually happening.

You guys are laying the foundation, hopefully others will be able to 
follow and build on your work to advance technology solutions to 
real world problems of which there are many.

Sean

On October 17, 2016 at 9:44:15 AM, emyrone@aol.com (emyrone) 
wrote:

Agreed, progress is being archived both sides of the 
Atlantic, so there are two main schools of physics, 
standard model and ECE, and two systems of physics 
teaching. There are many other smaller schools of 

http://www.upitec/
http://www.aias.us/


thought.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 17/10/2016 09:41:24 GMT Daylight 
Time
Subj: Re: Graphics and cosmic magnetic 
fields

This will be another very important future 
development under the ECE2 theory 
umbrella extending consistency to these 
fields and dispelling more myths.

Sent from my Samsung device

Subject: Graphics and cosmic magnetic 
fields

Many thanks to Norman Page in turn! The 
nuclear weak and strong forces are badly in 
need of a complete overhaul. UFT225 has 
completely refuted the standard model of 
the electroweak field, and the approach to 
the strong nuclear field should result in a 
theory free of strange matter and quarks,

Sent: 16/10/2016 16:24:22 GMT
Daylight Time
Subj: Graphics and cosmic 
magnetic fields

Many thanks to Horst for the 
wonderfully stimulating and 
illuminating
graphics.Scroll down to the 
1957 comment ” On cosmic 
magnetic fields by
Chandrasekhar”

He is discussing the same ideas 
you have been dealing with. See
equations for stability 13 – 17. 
Can these be related to the stable
proton via Beltrami flow 
structures?



http://www.pnas.org/content/43/
1/24.short

 on Congratulations to Sean MacLachlan

WCFN “strongly disapproves” the     WHO

October 19, 2016 

Good to hear from Mark Duchamp, I fully agree that wind turbines do an awful lot of damage. I 
wonder whether there are any eagles left in Eryri. There is a growing international consensus that wind 
turbines are useless and should be demolished. My data on this blog show conclusively that they are 
useless. The obvious answer is hydroelectricity. Nuclear is too dangerous.

save.the.eagles2
To: wcfn@live.com
Sent: 17/10/2016 22:06:03 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: WCFN “strongly disapproves” the WHO

In our open letter to the World Health Organization, we express the exasperation of wind 
farm victims in front of the pro-wind bias of public health organizations. “It would appear 
that these organizations are incapable of resisting the pressure applied by political and/or 
special interests to deny the sufferings caused by wind farms, in spite of overwhelming 
evidence compiled and analysed during 15 years by eminent specialists (1), starting with 
conclusive US Department of Energy-financed studies conducted by Dr. Neil Kelley (1985, 
1987).”

“We are surprised that health authorities have endorsed the wind industry’s self-serving 
contention that “nocebo” is at the root of residents’ complaints. What about the animals? 
Can their alarming behaviors, physiological anomalies, miscarriages, still-born or 
deformed offsprings, and even deaths en masse (2) be explained by articles they “read” (?)
on the Internet? The logical conclusion is that these health officials are either incompetent,
or following a political or private interest agenda.”

Read more here: https://wcfn.org/2016/10/16/2627/

Mark Duchamp +34 693 643 736
President, Save the Eagles International
www.SaveTheEaglesInternational.org

Chairman, World Council for Nature
www.wcfn.org

http://www.wcfn.org/
http://www.savetheeaglesinternational.org/
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 on WCFN “strongly disapproves” the WHO

High Resolution Version of     Cover

October 19, 2016 

Hello Sam,
I will ask Horst Eckardt, whose artist acquaintance produced the original.
Myron

In a message dated 18/10/2016 14:07:27 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Hi Myron,

Do you have a version of the front cover that’s high quality (300dpi)? The file we have at 
the moment is 100dpi and may not print well on a cover template.

All the best,

Sam Rennie

New Generation Publishing

http://www.newgeneration-publishing.com

From: EMyrone@aol.com [mailto:EMyrone@aol.com]
Sent: 04 October 2016 07:20
To: david@newgeneration-publishing.com; sam@newgeneration-publishing.com; 
bo.lehnert@alfvenlab.kth.se; avanderm@du.edu; dblake@no10.x.gsi.gov.uk; 
pennbonvivant@yahoo.com; raydela@sbcglobal.net; corbis@bigpond.net.au; 
normanpage@comcast.net; fritzius@bellsouth.net; garethjohnevans@hotmail.co.uk; 
rpmc_6@hotmail.com; burleigh.personal@gmail.com; alexhillgtz@yahoo.com; 
ccefalas@eie.gr; simon.cliffy@googlemail.com; fdamador@comcast.net; 
steve.bannister@econ.utah.edu; alwyn.vandermerwe@du.edu; 
henryk.ratajczak@gmail.com; croca@fc.ul.pt; dwlindstrom@gmail.com; 
cr1460solarinc@gmail.com; sean@somewhere.ws; norpag@att.net; 
kp.phys@btinternet.com; mail@horst-eckardt.de; rob@rfmicrosystems.co.uk; 
thenarmis@yahoo.com; Alwyn.VanDerMerwe@du.edu; dendavis@aol.com; 
daphne@myad.jp; k.pendergast@btinternet.com; mcp358@gmail.com; 
russdavis1234@yahoo.com
Subject: Book Camera ready

http://www.newgeneration-publishing.com/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/19/high-resolution-version-of-cover/


The book is camera ready so the only thing that has to be done is to print it and bind it in 
“New Generation” format.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 03/10/2016 17:26:45 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Welcome

The typescript is camera ready, there is no new typesetting necessary. The 
source is in Latex, not MS Word.

Horst

Am 03.10.2016 um 15:21 schrieb EMyrone:

Good to hear from you, Horst Eckardt prepred the camera ready 
copy in the 9 x 6 inch format of a textbook such as Marion and 
Thornton, “Classical Dynamics”. So that format would be optimal. I
will ask Horst if he has a word document, if not I think that the 
copy is easily translatable into word. I don’t think that a reminder is 
necessary, your production process is fast and efficient.

In a message dated 03/10/2016 10:05:42 GMT Daylight Time, sam 
writes:

Hi Myron,

David has sent me details of your new publishing 
package. Please let me know if you want us to typeset 
the book in the same book size and font size as your 
other books with us.

Do you have a Word document of the text?

Please also let me know if you would like a reminder of 
any part of the production process.

All the best,

Sam Rennie

New Generation Publishing

http://www.newgeneration-publishing.com

 on High Resolution Version of Cover

http://www.newgeneration-publishing.com/


Wind 10.92%, 3 – 14 mph, 0715 local     time

October 19, 2016 

The wind speed in Swansea this morning is only 6 mph, below the 7 – 9 mph needed to start the giant 
Betws turbines, so they are again producing no electricty at all, at ugly expense, the product of 
decadence and corruption. With the exception of about 10 mph over Eryri the wind speed all over 
mainland Wales is below the 7 – 9 mph needed to start any wind turbine. So the wind industry is a 
cynical fiasco. On this blog, day after day after day, we detect no electricity. Eryri is the land of eagles, 
known as Snowdonia to the uninitiated. The Prince of Gwynedd was Eryr Eryrod Eryri, The Eagle of 
the Eagles of the land of Eagles, looking down on a landscape saturated with scrap and tangles of pylon
wire.

 on Wind 10.92%, 3 – 14 mph, 0715 local time

Daily Report 17/10/16

October 19, 2016 

The equivalent of 113,795 printed pages was downloaded during the day (414.898 megabytes) from 
1,989 memory files downloaded and 496 distinct visits each averaging 2.7 memory pages and 10 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 57.53 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1162, Top ten 1017, Evans Morris 561(est), F3(Sp) 430, Collected 
scientometrics 337(est), Principles of ECE 189, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 154, Autobiography 
volumes one and two 154, Collected Eckardt / Lindstrom 151, Collected Proofs 133, Evans Equations 
100, UFT88 85, Engineering Model 69, PECE 53, CEFE 50, UFT311 32, UFT321 27, Self charging 
inverter 23, Llais 22, Idaho 19, List of prolific authors 17, Three world records by MWE 10, UFT313 
20, UFT314 21, UFT315 20, UFT316 19, UFT317 26, UFT318 24, UFT319 36, UFT320 24, UFT322 
24, UFT323 23, UFT324 34, UFT325 22, UFT326 25, UFT327 21, UFT328 24, UFT329 22, UFT330 
22, UFT331 35, UFT332 21, UFT333 23, UFT334 22, UFT335 17, UFT336 23, UFT337 18, UFT338 
20, UFT339 22, UFT340 18, UFT341 19, UFT342 18, UFT343 20, UFT344 24, UFT345 30, UFT346 
30, UFT347 28, UFT348 35, UFT349 33, UFT351 36, UFT352 41, UFT353 35, UFT354 34, UFT355 
50, UFT356 46, UFT357 26, UFT358 31 to date in October 2016. City of Winnipeg UFT Section and 
Proof One; University of Perpignan UNCC Saga Part One; San Francisco Internet Archives (Wayback 
Machine) spidering and backup, A Basic Error in the Einstein Field Equation; University of Warwick 
UFT Section. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for October 2016.

Unauthorized
This server could not verify that you are authorized to access the document requested. Either you 
supplied the wrong credentials (e.g., bad password), or your browser doesn’t understand how to supply 
the credentials required.

Additionally, a 401 Unauthorized error was encountered while trying to use an ErrorDocument to 
handle the request.

 on Daily Report 17/10/16

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/19/daily-report-171016/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/19/wind-10-92-3-14-mph-0715-local-time/


359(8) : Fluid Gravitation Applied to an Elliptical     Orbit

October 18, 2016 

In this case X and Y are given by Eqs. (15) and (16) and the orbit by Eq. (10). So X and Y can be 
plotted either against r or against theta, or against both in a three dimensional plot. So the solutions 
given in UFT359 are valid for any planar orbit. For a circular orbit, X = r cos theta, Y = r sin theta. So 
fluid gravitation is a new general theory of all orbits, both planar and three dimensional. It is valid for 
any force law, and is more general than Newtonian dynamics and Lagrangian dynamics, giving a lot 
more information. I will probably finish writing up UFT359 tomorrow, Sections 1 and 2 as usual.

a359thpapernotes8.pdf

 on 359(8) : Fluid Gravitation Applied to an Elliptical Orbit

Quantization of the New Subject     Areas

October 18, 2016 

Seconded, I will think about this after writing up UFT359. The early morning reports are encouraging 
in that they show that the latest ECE2 papers are generating great interest (fluid electrodynamics and 
fluid gravitation). A by product of UFT359 is a completely new and unexpected insight to planar orbital
theory for all orbits. In Baconian science and engineering the mathematics must always be kept under 
control and comparison with experimental data must always be made, and by Ockham’s Razor the 
theory must be kept simple, or as simple as possible. Very often the standard model forgets these rules 
completely and goes into wild Rococo. The best theory is like classical Baroque, strictly controlled 
rules of music. The overall aim of the work is to simulate the circuits by Osamu Ide, but it has 
developed sparks in all directions – spin offs of new ideas. In pure mathematics the mathematical 
developments are valid in themselves. UFT311 gives a prefect description of the Osamu Ide circuits 
using the spin connection of ECE theory. That is enough to show that the ECE theory is preferred to the
standard model of physics, which has no explanation for the Osamu Ide circuits. These are of great 
importance for new energy.

emyrone
Sent: 17/10/2016 19:49:17 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Extension of fluid gravitation

Sean,

thanks for these encouraging words. So far we do not have an extension to microscopic 
quantum theory, but Myron says that this is possible, probably a big piece of work.

Horst

Am 17.10.2016 um 19:21 schrieb Sean MacLachlan:

It seems like we’re getting close to where we can rewrite all atomic particle 
physics equations and create a new unified model of the atom that includes 
gravity and all the new fluid dynamics that compose a molecule which must be 
much more complex that previously understood. This will open up lots of 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/18/quantization-of-the-new-subject-areas/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/a359thpapernotes8.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/18/3598-fluid-gravitation-applied-to-an-elliptical-orbit/


possibilities for new materials as well as technologies to use the new 
metamaterials to solve engineering challenges such as energy extraction and 
many other science fiction technologies become possible as our models 
improve.

I think a great vision for developing this science and computer models and 
books is to be able to accurately simulate on a super computer all the 
interactions between particles, fields and potentials within an atom and 
eventually a molecule, materials and chemistry that recreates all the dynamics 
and statics in play not just a convenient subset of what is actually happening.

You guys are laying the foundation, hopefully others will be able to follow and 
build on your work to advance technology solutions to real world problems of 
which there are many.

Sean

On October 17, 2016 at 9:44:15 AM, emyrone (emyrone) wrote:

Agreed, progress is being archived both sides of the Atlantic, so 
there are two main schools of physics, standard model and ECE, 
and two systems of physics teaching. There are many other smaller 
schools of thought.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 17/10/2016 09:41:24 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Graphics and cosmic magnetic fields

This will be another very important future development 
under the ECE2 theory umbrella extending consistency 
to these fields and dispelling more myths.

Sent from my Samsung device

 on Quantization of the New Subject Areas

Unified Field Theory for Supercomputer     Simulation

October 18, 2016 

Agreed with UPITEC Secretary and Board Member Sean MacLachlan, owner of www.upitec.org and 
second webmaster of www.aias.us and blog. He works for Hewlett Packard in Boise, Idaho, U.S. A. 
From the Omnia Opera on www.aias.us it can be seen that I developed an early strategy using the Delta
Project (OO99) and a combination of ab initio and molecular dynamics at the EDCL in Aberystwyth. 
The ab initio methods were used to model a potential for Newtonian molecular dynamics 
supercomputer simulation on the UMRCC CDC 7600, later on the IBM 3090 series of supercomputers.
This early to mid career work covers about three hundred papers and books listed in the Omnia Opera, 

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/18/unified-field-theory-for-supercomputer-simulation/


hyperlinked to originals. This is going to be the work of the next generations, using computers that are 
getting faster and faster every day, with more and more storage, graphics, animations and so on. Both 
www.aias.us and www.upitec will be archived for future generations and featured as outstanding sites. 
The archiving of the internet was initiated by the Library of Congress in about 2001, when it was 
realized that a great amount of valuable material exists on the internet but not in books.

Sent: 17/10/2016 18:26:29 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Extension of fluid gravitation

It seems like we’re getting close to where we can rewrite all atomic particle physics 
equations and create a new unified model of the atom that includes gravity and all the new 
fluid dynamics that compose a molecule which must be much more complex that 
previously understood. This will open up lots of possibilities for new materials as well as 
technologies to use the new metamaterials to solve engineering challenges such as energy 
extraction and many other science fiction technologies become possible as our models 
improve.

I think a great vision for developing this science and computer models and books is to be 
able to accurately simulate on a super computer all the interactions between particles, fields
and potentials within an atom and eventually a molecule, materials and chemistry that 
recreates all the dynamics and statics in play not just a convenient subset of what is actually
happening.

You guys are laying the foundation, hopefully others will be able to follow and build on 
your work to advance technology solutions to real world problems of which there are many.

Sean

On October 17, 2016 at 9:44:15 AM, emyrone@aol.com (emyrone) wrote:

Agreed, progress is being archived both sides of the Atlantic, so there are two 
main schools of physics, standard model and ECE, and two systems of physics 
teaching. There are many other smaller schools of thought.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 17/10/2016 09:41:24 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Graphics and cosmic magnetic fields

This will be another very important future development under the 
ECE2 theory umbrella extending consistency to these fields and 
dispelling more myths.

Sent from my Samsung device

 on Unified Field Theory for Supercomputer Simulation

http://www.upitec/
http://www.aias.us/


Book of Scientometrics Volume Two, Updated to     16/10/16

October 18, 2016 

There was intense international interest in our work for the first two weeks of October 2016, with study
visits from nine out of the top twenty universities in the world: Berkeley, Cornell, Penn State*, Texas A 
and M*, UCLA, Washington*, ETH Zuerich, Cambridge and University College London (* denotes 
repeat visits). Essentially all the study visits from universities, institutes and similar were from high 
ranking institutions worldwide. This has been the pattern since April 30th 2004, when I began the now 
famous scientometrics. They are reported daily, half monthly and end of month and are archived both 
sides of the Atlantic. These reports amount to only about 2% of the vast total worldwide interest, and 
concentrate on universities, institutes and similar. Volume One of The Book of Scientometrics is 
UFT307 on www.aias.us and www.upitec.org. (New Generation, London, 2015 in softback).

BookofScientometricsVolumeTwo(1).PDF

Daily Report 16/10/16

October 18, 2016 

The equivalent of 162,779 printed pages was downloaded during the day (593.491 megabytes) from 
2,606 memory files downloaded and 528 distinct visits, each averaging 2.8 printed pages and 9 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 62.46, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1132, Top ten 961, Evans / Morris 528(est); F3(Sp) 405, Collected 
scientometrics 337, Principles of ECE 186, Collected Eckardt / Lindstrom 151, Barddoniaeth volumes 
one and two 147, Autobiography volumes one and two 142, Collected proofs 130, Evans Equations 97, 
UFT88 81, Engineering Model 68, PECE 52, CEFE 47, UFT311 32, UFT321 27 (est), Self charging 
inverter 22, Llais 21, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 17(est), List of prolific authors 17, Three world records 
by MWE 10, UFT313 19, UFT314 21, UFT315 20, UFT316 18, UFT317 26, UFT318 24, UFT319 35, 
UFT320 24, UFT322 24, UFT323 21, UFT324 34, UFT325 21, UFT326 25, UFT327 21, UFT328 23, 
UFT329 20, UFT330 21, UFT331 35, UFT332 21, UFT333 22, UFT334 20, UFT335 17, UFT336 23, 
UFT337 17, UFT338 20, UFT339 22, UFT340 17, UFT341 19, UFT342 18, UFT343 19, UFT344 24, 
UFT345 30, UFT346 30, UFT347 28, UFT348 34, UFT349 33, UFT351 35, UFT352 39, UFT353 31, 
UFT354 34, UFT355 47, UFT356 45, UFT357 25, UFT358 30 to date in October 2016. University of 
Leipzig UFT177; Library University of Tuebingen general; University of California Berkeley Essay 24;
ICT Procurement Government of Ireland Omnia Opera Section, OO1; Applied Superconductivity 
Engineering Laboratory Tokyo Metropolitan University UFT2; San Francisco Internet Archives 
(Wayback Machine) spidering. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for October 
2016.

 on Daily Report 16/10/16

Wind 12.56%, 4 – 20 mph, 0733 local     time

October 18, 2016 

The wind speed in Swansea this morning is 12 mph, forecast to drop to 6 mph later in the day. So this is
not enough even to start the useless Betws wind turbines. Every new wind turbine development in 
Wales is now known clearly from this blog to be useless. There is not enough wind in Wales, and the 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/18/wind-12-56-4-20-mph-0733-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/18/daily-report-161016/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/bookofscientometricsvolumetwo11.pdf
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/18/book-of-scientometrics-volume-two-updated-to-161016/


giant structures quickly fall apart under the impact of weather. They are known to tale power from the 
grid when there is no wind.

 on Wind 12.56%, 4 – 20 mph, 0733 local time

Extension of fluid     gravitation

October 17, 2016 

Agreed, progress is being archived both sides of the Atlantic, so there are two main schools of physics, 
standard model and ECE, and two systems of physics teaching. There are many other smaller schools 
of thought.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 17/10/2016 09:41:24 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Graphics and cosmic magnetic fields

This will be another very important future development under the ECE2 theory umbrella 
extending consistency to these fields and dispelling more myths.

Sent from my Samsung device

 on Extension of fluid gravitation

Discussion of 359(7)

October 17, 2016 

Agreed, the more graphics and general solutions the better, in any relevant coordinate system. This is 
particularly true if the graphics can be sent in a format that can be displayed directly on the blog. The 
equation:

g = (v dot del) v

can be generalized to

a = (v dot del) v = – partial v / partial t – grad h

where
h = phi

Here h is the enthalpy and phi the scalar potential, and a is any acceleration. So:

F = m(v dot del) v = ma

where a is any acceleration. It is more general than in Newtonian, Lagrangian and Hamiltonian 
dynamics. The gnuplot graphics greatly help in the understanding of the equations. The above theory 
can be developed into a quantized theory and relativistic theory. The gnuplot graph of g for example 
shows that it is central. So for example the definition of v in plane polar and spherical polar coordinates
can be used to find a more general a than hitherto known.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 16/10/2016 15:24:39 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 359(7)

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/17/discussion-of-3597-2/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/17/extension-of-fluid-gravitation/


It may also be interesting to compare the expression

g = (v*nabla) v

in spherical coordinates with the acceleration

a = dv/dt

in spherical coordinates as given in Marion and Thornton, example 1.8. The expression for 
g contains some terms of a but not all (second derivatives of r and theta missing).

Horst

Am 16.10.2016 um 15:32 schrieb EMyrone:

Yes this is very useful, and I can add this to the paper. Agreed with the typo in 
Eq. (1). Eq. (5) is a reduction of the general planar orbit to the form (5) by 
using the definitions (9) and (10) of X and Y. It will be interesting to plot v 
from Eqs. (5) to (7), and Eqs. (9) and (10) for X and Y. It can be seen from Eq. 
(8) that the expression for orbital linear velocity is more general than that of a 
circular orbit, because in a circular orbit, dr / dt = 0. I recall that you made this 
point about the circular orbit a few days ago, so I developed this note. In 
general Eq. (4) can be solved for any coordinate system, it is a new general 
dynamical equation of orbits. By reference to Marion and Thornton chapter (7), 
the angular momentum equation L = r x p holds for any spherical symmetry. It 
is true that v dot r = 0, but both v and r contain a non zero dr / dt.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 16/10/2016 14:09:49 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 359(7): A New and General Orbital Dynamics

It seems that eq.(5) holds only for circular orbits because bold v is 
always perpendicular to

bold r = X bold i + Y bold j.

Eqs. (1-4) hold for conic sections in general. Eq. (4) can be 
calculated in plane polar coordinates by using the known formula 
for cylindrical coordinats, setting v_Z = 0. See attachment, last 
formula. Perhaps this can be added to the paper.

Shouldn’t it read theta dot in eq.(1)?

Horst

Am 16.10.2016 um 14:42 schrieb EMyrone:



This is given by the new orbital law (4), the orbital 
acceleration due to gravity (or force between an object 
m orbiting an object M) is the convective derivative of 
the orbital velocity of m about M. It is illustrated for 
planar orbits in the XY plane and for the Newtonian 
acceleration due to gravity. However it is valid for any 
orbit and any acceleration due to gravity, for planar 
orbits or any three dimensional orbit. It is more general 
than Lagrangian or Hamiltonian dynamics and has been 
discovered using ECE2 unified field theory by unifying 
gravitational theory and fluid dynamics.It is also valid 
in electromagnetism unified with fluid dynamics. It can 
also be unified with thermodynamics using the 
definition of g in terms of enthalpy.

 on Discussion of 359(7)

Discussion of Graphics and cosmic magnetic     fields

October 17, 2016 

The theories of fluid electrodynamics and fluid gravitation are more general than the Beltrami theory, 
so one can expect major advances.

EMyrone
Sent: 16/10/2016 16:38:03 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Graphics and cosmic magnetic fields

A calculation of the aether velocity and vorticity gave

bold w x bold v = 0

which means that v is not a Beltrami field although it looks so anyhow.
The graphs show that w is similar directed as g (i.e. mainly
inward/outward) while v is tangential. So both seem to be perpendicular.
In later development it could be investigated if a Beltrami-like
contribution of v is compatible with the condition

g = (v*nabla) v.

This would be plausible from our investigations of the proton structure.

Horst

Am 16.10.2016 um 17:24 schrieb Norman Page:
> Many thanks to Horst for the wonderfully stimulating and illuminating
> graphics.Scroll down to the 1957 comment ” On cosmic magnetic fields
> by Chandrasekhar”

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/17/discussion-of-graphics-and-cosmic-magnetic-fields/


>
> He is discussing the same ideas you have been dealing with. See
> equations for stability 13 – 17. Can these be related to the stable
> proton via Beltrami flow structures?
>

> http://www.pnas.org/content/43/1/24.short
>

 on Discussion of Graphics and cosmic magnetic fields

Graphics and cosmic magnetic     fields

October 17, 2016 

Many thanks to Norman Page in turn! The nuclear weak and strong forces are badly in need of a 
complete overhaul. UFT225 has completely refuted the standard model of the electroweak field, and 
the approach to the strong nuclear field should result in a theory free of strange matter and quarks,

Sent: 16/10/2016 16:24:22 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Graphics and cosmic magnetic fields

Many thanks to Horst for the wonderfully stimulating and illuminating
graphics.Scroll down to the 1957 comment ” On cosmic magnetic fields by
Chandrasekhar”

He is discussing the same ideas you have been dealing with. See
equations for stability 13 – 17. Can these be related to the stable
proton via Beltrami flow structures?

http://www.pnas.org/content/43/1/24.short

 on Graphics and cosmic magnetic fields

Wind 12.17%, 5 – 26 mph 0727 local     time

October 17, 2016 

The wind sped near the sea in Swansea this morning is 12 mph. Over mainland Wales it is barely 
enough to start the wind turbines (7 – 9 mph), so they are producing next to nothing. They will quickly 
deteriorate in performance as a recent report from Edinburgh University shows. So they should be 
demolished as quickly as possible. This is relatively easy to do.

 on Wind 12.17%, 5 – 26 mph 0727 local time

Daily Report Saturday     15/10/16

October 17, 2016 

The equivalent of 121,656 printed pages was downloaded during the day (443.559 megabytes) from 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/17/daily-report-saturday-151016/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/17/wind-12-17-5-26-mph-0727-local-time/
http://www.pnas.org/content/43/1/24.short
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/17/graphics-and-cosmic-magnetic-fields/
http://www.pnas.org/content/43/1/24.short


2,147 memory files downloaded (hits) and 461 distinct visits each averaging 4.5 memory pages and 12 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 56.66 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1084, Top ten items 887, Evans / Morris papers 495, F3(Sp) 371, Collected 
scientometrics 317(est); Principles of ECE 182, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 148, Autobiography 
volumes one and two 145, Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 142, Collected Proofs 127, Evans Equations
96, UFT88 79, Engineering Model 68, PECE 52, CEFE 46, UFT311 32, UFT321 26, Llais 20, Self 
charging inverter 17, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 17, List of prolific authors 16, Three world records by 
MWE 9, UFT313 18, UFT314 20, UFT315 19, UFT316 17, UFT317 25, UFT318 24, UFT319 34, 
UFT320 24, UFT322 24, UFT323 21, UFT324 32, UFT325 21, UFT326 25, UFT327 21, UFT328 22, 
UFT329 20, UFT330 21, UFT331 33, UFT332 20, UFT333 20, UFT334 20, UFT335 17, UFT336 23, 
UFT337 16, UFT338 20, UFT339 21, UFT340 16, UFT341 19, UFT342 15, UFT343 19, UFT344 23, 
UFT345 28, UFT346 29, UFT347 27, UFT348 31, UFT349 32, UFT351 35, UFT352 39, UFT353 30, 
UFT354 33, UFT355 46, UFT356 41, UFT357 25, UFT358 28 to date in October 2016. Fraunhofer 
Institute for Applied Polymer Research general; Lacompany France extensive; CtrlS Tier Four Data 
Centre India My page; Wayback Machine archiving (internet archives San Francisco). Intense interest 
all sectors, updated usage file attached for October 2016.

 on Daily Report Saturday 15/10/16

Discussion of 359(7)

October 16, 2016 

Yes this is very useful, and I can add this to the paper. Agreed with the typo in Eq. (1). Eq. (5) is a 
reduction of the general planar orbit to the form (5) by using the definitions (9) and (10) of X and Y. It 
will be interesting to plot v from Eqs. (5) to (7), and Eqs. (9) and (10) for X and Y. It can be seen from 
Eq. (8) that the expression for orbital linear velocity is more general than that of a circular orbit, 
because in a circular orbit, dr / dt = 0. I recall that you made this point about the circular orbit a few 
days ago, so I developed this note. In general Eq. (4) can be solved for any coordinate system, it is a 
new general dynamical equation of orbits. By reference to Marion and Thornton chapter (7), the 
angular momentum equation L = r x p holds for any spherical symmetry. It is true that v dot r = 0, but 
both v and r contain a non zero dr / dt.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 16/10/2016 14:09:49 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 359(7): A New and General Orbital Dynamics

It seems that eq.(5) holds only for circular orbits because bold v is always perpendicular to

bold r = X bold i + Y bold j.

Eqs. (1-4) hold for conic sections in general. Eq. (4) can be calculated in plane polar 
coordinates by using the known formula for cylindrical coordinats, setting v_Z = 0. See 
attachment, last formula. Perhaps this can be added to the paper.

Shouldn’t it read theta dot in eq.(1)?

Horst

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/16/discussion-of-3597/


Am 16.10.2016 um 14:42 schrieb EMyrone:

This is given by the new orbital law (4), the orbital acceleration due to gravity 
(or force between an object m orbiting an object M) is the convective derivative
of the orbital velocity of m about M. It is illustrated for planar orbits in the XY 
plane and for the Newtonian acceleration due to gravity. However it is valid for 
any orbit and any acceleration due to gravity, for planar orbits or any three 
dimensional orbit. It is more general than Lagrangian or Hamiltonian dynamics 
and has been discovered using ECE2 unified field theory by unifying 
gravitational theory and fluid dynamics.It is also valid in electromagnetism 
unified with fluid dynamics. It can also be unified with thermodynamics using 
the definition of g in terms of enthalpy.

359(7).pdf

 on Discussion of 359(7)

PS

October 16, 2016 

The aetherial (or vacuum or spacetime) enthalpy is the same as the aetherial (or vacuum or spacetime) 
scalar potential. The structure of the expression for g is the same in ECE2 gravitational theory. It has an
exact analogy in electrodynamics, through the definition of electric field strength E in volts per metre.

The Complete Definition of g in Fluid     Gravitation

October 16, 2016 

This is:

g = (v dot del) v = – partial v / partial t – grad h

where h is an aetherial enthalpy. The quantity v is a the velocity field of the fluid spacetime, aether or 
vacuum. So in this completely new physics, everything stems from the aether or vacuum or spacetime.

 on The Complete Definition of g in Fluid Gravitation

359(7): A New and General Orbital     Dynamics

October 16, 2016 

This is given by the new orbital law (4), the orbital acceleration due to gravity (or force between an 
object m orbiting an object M) is the convective derivative of the orbital velocity of m about M. It is 
illustrated for planar orbits in the XY plane and for the Newtonian acceleration due to gravity. However
it is valid for any orbit and any acceleration due to gravity, for planar orbits or any three dimensional 
orbit. It is more general than Lagrangian or Hamiltonian dynamics and has been discovered using 
ECE2 unified field theory by unifying gravitational theory and fluid dynamics.It is also valid in 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/16/3597-a-new-and-general-orbital-dynamics/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/16/the-complete-definition-of-g-in-fluid-gravitation/
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electromagnetism unified with fluid dynamics. It can also be unified with thermodynamics using the 
definition of g in terms of enthalpy.

a359thpapernotes7.pdf

 on 359(7): A New and General Orbital Dynamics

FOR POSTING: Copy of the PECE     book

October 16, 2016 

This is most generous! I remember from my graduate student days abroad (Autobiography volume 
Two) that many copies of a Thesis would be printed and distributed. That is a good idea. The book is 
doing excellently, being read 7,300 times a year off combined sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org, 
English and Spanish versions. The illustrations will look very good in colour printing. I suggest that all 
the libraries in Germany could be made aware of the book, and asked to order a copy. The address is 
right.

In a message dated 15/10/2016 17:28:23 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

I got the first examplars of the printed book (with colour graphics). I
would like to send you a complimentary copy. Is this your correct addess:

Horst 

 on FOR POSTING: Copy of the PECE book

Comment on Graphics of UFT359 and Wayback Machine     Archiving

October 16, 2016 

These graphics by co author, Dr. Horst Eckardt, have been posted on the blog of www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org and the Wayback Machine (www.archive.org) in San Francisco. The National Library 
of Wales will soon archive the results using its new Wayback Machine software, and our two sites will 
be featured as sites of importance to science and culture in the reading rooms of the NLW and the other
legal deposit libraries: the British Library in London, the Bodleian Library Oxford, the University of 
Cambridge Library and the National Library of Scotland in Edinburgh. The Irish legal deposit library is
Trinity College Dublin. Of course the sites are also accessible worldwide to anyone with a computer, 
and will be accessible from the libraries of all Universities and Colleges in Wales. They have been read 
in one hundred and eighty two countries. There are one hundred and ninety six countries and territories 
in the United Nations. I am most grateful to the National Library of Wales, which has a unique 
collection of all my books, Ph. D. Thesis and D. Sc. Thesis. Diolch yn fawr iawn i’r Lyfrgell 
Genedlaethol!

 on Comment on Graphics of UFT359 and Wayback Machine Archiving

Graphical Results for     UFT359

October 16, 2016 

Many thanks to co author Horst Eckardt! As usual these clarify the equations dramatically. The static 
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current field generated by the Newtonian field is proportional to the velocity field. The Newtonian field
itself is plotted in one of these graphics, and is a central field as required. For the first time it is seen 
that the Newtonian acceleration due to gravity is accompanied by a rich spacetime structure in the 
subject of fluid gravitation. The spacetime is considered to be a fluid governed by Kambe equations 
with the same structure as ECE2 gravitation and electromagnetism. These three large areas of physics 
and engineering have been unified for the first time. These are elegant solutions found by Horst which 
maintain the original idea that g (matter) = g (spacetime). The other solutions will be written up as 
notes accompanying UFT359. They are mathematically valid but less elegant than the final result, 
graphed using gnuplot as attached.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 15/10/2016 17:23:52 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 359(6): Summary of Solutions Found by Dr. Horst Eckardt

I added the static current density to the calculation and produced graphics for all quantities. 
The total velocity field vF seems to be a spherical vortex in the [111] direction. The current 
density is parallel to vF, but the lengths of the vectors are different. Obviously the velocity 
indicates the flow direction of aether current.

Horst

Am 15.10.2016 um 12:37 schrieb EMyrone:

These are summarized in this note, the familiar Newtonian gravitational field 
generates a whole variety of vacuum or spacetime quantities in the subject of 
fluid gravitation: the velocity field components; the vacuum g sub F 
components (the convective derivative of v sub F; the vacuum Kambe charges 
(the divergences of the g sub F), the vacuum vorticities and the vacuum current 
(43). It would be interesting to work out the latter by computer algebra and 
graph it. The vacuum current resembles some aspects of Beltrami fields. All of 
these results also apply to the Coulombic field between two charges. It also 
generates a rich vacuum structure. Conversely, the vacuum generates a static 
electric field – which is energy from spacetime. There are other possible 
solutions such as the ones discussed earlier in notes for UFT359. However this 
is an elegant solution that preserves the structure of the simple equation g 
(matter) = g sub F (vacuum)

paper359-3.pdf

359(1-4new)-altern.pdf

 on Graphical Results for UFT359

Wind 14.65%, 5 – 28 mph.0714 local     time

October 16, 2016 

The wind speed in Swansea near the sea is 20 mph, forecast to drop later in the day. So this is a rare 
day of wind, so that the hopelessly inefficient Betws turbines may be producing a little bit of power, 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/16/wind-14-65-5-28-mph-0714-local-time/
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enough to power a lightbulb, the most expensive lightbulb ever devised.

 on Wind 14.65%, 5 – 28 mph.0714 local time

Daily Report 14/10/16

October 16, 2016 

The equivalent of 88,650 printed pages was downloaded during the day (323.219 megabytes) from 417 
distinct visits each averaging 3.0 memory pages and 10 minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 44.93 for 
the day, main spiders cnsat (China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 1060, Top ten items 813,
Collected Evans / Morris 462 (est), F3(Sp) 330, Collected scientometrics 317, Principles of ECE 175, 
Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 136, Autobiography volumes one and two 133, Barddoniaeth / Collected 
Poetry 125, Collected Proofs 122, Evans Equations 87, UFT88 68, Engineering Model 66, PECE 51, 
CEFE 45, UFT311 31, UFT321 25, Llais 18, Self charging inverter 17, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 17, 
List of prolific authors 16(est), Three world records by MWE 9, UFT313 18, UFT314 19, UFT315 19, 
UFT316 17, UFT317 23, UFT318 22, UFT319 32, UFT320 24, UFT322 24, UFT323 20, UFT324 32, 
UFT325 21, UFT326 24, UFT327 19, UFT328 22, UFT329 20, UFT330 21, UFT331 31, UFT332 20, 
UFT333 20, UFT334 20, UFT335 16, UFT336 22, UFT337 16, UFT338 19, UFT339 21, UFT340 16, 
UFT341 18, UFT342 15, UFT343 19, UFT344 21, UFT345 26, UFT346 28, UFT347 26, UFT348 28, 
UFT349 31, UFT351 34, UFT352 38, UFT353 29, UFT354 33, UFT355 44, UFT356 41, UFT357 24, 
UFT358 28 to date in October 2016. Brazilian Federal University at Minas Gerais UFT177; University 
of Chile UFT158(Sp); College of Information Sciences and Technology Pennsylvania State University 
Physica Scripta; City of Tacoma Public Library Washington UFT74. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for October 2016.

 on Daily Report 14/10/16

Selected Feedback Interest:

1 - 16 October

U. S. Universities, Institutes and Similar

Berkeley, Cornell, Montana, Northwestern, Princeton, PSU*, Purdue,

Texas A and M*, UC Los Angeles, UC Santa Cruz, Massachusetts*, NorthCarolina Chapel Hill, New 
Hampshire, Oregon, Washington*, City of Arlington

Texas, San Francisco Internet Archives (Wayback Machine), Parma City Schools,

Tacoma Public Library Washington State, Iparadigms California.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Liege, CERN, ETH, Basel, Czech Institute of Postgraduate Medical

Education, Czech and Slovak Orthodox Church, Deusu search engine, IAP

Fraunhofer, Darmstadt, Duisburg, Essen, Heidelberg, Karlsruhe, Kassel, Leipzig,

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/16/daily-report-141016/


Tuebingen, Danish Institute of Technology, Spanish Ministry of Defence, Basque

University, Zaragoza, Seville, Valencia, French National Institute for Nuclear and

High Energy Physics (in2p3), Henri Poincare University Nancy, Lacompany

France, ICT Procurement Government of Ireland, INFN Rome 1, Warsaw,

extensive Russia and Ukraine, Moscow State University Institute of Physics and

Technology, Stockholm, Jozef Stefan Institute Slovenia, JSBNI Kiev, Bristol,

Cambridge, Leeds, Sussex, University College London.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar

Bibliotheca Alexandrina Egypt, UNC Argentina, IMPA Brazil,

UFMG Brazil, City of Winnipeg*, Calgary, Quebec Trois Rivieres, Chile,

Antioquia Colombia, Cuban Education Portal (Rimed), Indian Institute of

Technology Delhi, IOPB India, ESFM IPN Mexico, Science Museum UNAM

Mexico, NEA Gov. Philippines, UNA Paraguay, Keio Japan, Tokyo Metropolitan,

NSYSU Taiwan.

359(6): Summary of Solutions Found by Dr. Horst     Eckardt

October 15, 2016 

These are summarized in this note, the familiar Newtonian gravitational field generates a whole variety 
of vacuum or spacetime quantities in the subject of fluid gravitation: the velocity field components; the 
vacuum g sub F components (the convective derivative of v sub F; the vacuum Kambe charges (the 
divergences of the g sub F), the vacuum vorticities and the vacuum current (43). It would be interesting
to work out the latter by computer algebra and graph it. The vacuum current resembles some aspects of 
Beltrami fields. All of these results also apply to the Coulombic field between two charges. It also 
generates a rich vacuum structure. Conversely, the vacuum generates a static electric field – which is 
energy from spacetime. There are other possible solutions such as the ones discussed earlier in notes for
UFT359. However this is an elegant solution that preserves the structure of the simple equation g 
(matter) = g sub F (vacuum)

a359thpapernotes6.pdf

 on 359(6): Summary of Solutions Found by Dr. Horst Eckardt

Discussion of New Velocity     Fields

October 15, 2016 

Pleasure. The two power cuts, one after the other, disrupted my communications for a while but they 
are OK again. I hope that they get their act together. I will write up the solution you sent yesterday in 
the final note for UFT359. For planar orbits the two dimensional analysis also works fine fine for all 
orbits. The entire development over nearly three hundred and sixty papers and books in the UFT 
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Section is rigorously logical and based on geometry. One idea leads to another in an essentially infinite 
chain.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 14/10/2016 20:57:42 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: New Velocity Fields

Thanks for taking this up. The velocity field seems indeed have something to do with 
symmetry. The three part-fields are like the A vector fields of three perpendicular dipoles. 
For the Coulomb potential these add to a complex structure. The Kambe charges of the 
dipoles (qF1,2,3) are different from zero, but their sum adds up to zero. It seems that a 
dipole is a broken symmetry of a Coulomb field.
Will produce plots tomorrow.

Horst

Am 14.10.2016 um 15:11 schrieb EMyrone:

This is a definite improvement and is in line with the original definition, the 
first equation below. So this version can be used in the final UFT359. Graphics 
can be drawn from this version, and many spacetime quantities calculated. I 
will write out these results in a final note 359(6) and then write up the paper. I 
checked in Note 359(5) that the method of fluid gravitation applies to any orbit,
two or three dimensional. All of these results also apply to the Coulombic field 
in electrostatics. That also generates a rich spacetime or aether or vacuum 
structure.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 14/10/2016 10:09:53 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Alternative approach for Note 359(4)

I came across an alternative definition of the vF velocity field that 
directly produces the Newtonian result:

gF = g

without any weight factors. The denominator is the same for all vF 
components. The components are plane projections as before but 
have the full coordinate dependence in the denominator. Then the 
charge densities qFi sum up to

qF = 0.

The vorticity looks quite more complicated but the important results

curl(g) = 0
div(w) = 0



remain.

Horst

Am 14.10.2016 um 10:36 schrieb EMyrone:

Agreed! The colleagues worldwide are finding this 
latest work to be very interesting as can be seen from 
the early morning reports every day. These show a 
steady, intense worldwide interest.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 14/10/2016 09:18:41 GMT Daylight 
Time
Subj: Re: Final Version of Note 359(4) 
Checked by Computer

Now we have agreement on g and qF. In 
eqs.(1-3) you used the older definition with 
exponent 3/2 in the denominator instead of 
3/4. My results on the vorticity are different.

Horst

Am 14.10.2016 um 08:46 schrieb EMyrone:

This note gives the spacetime or 
aether or vacuum charges and 
vorticities for the Newtonian 
gravitational field. There will be 
closely similar results for the 
Coulombic field. According to 
ECE2 unified field theory both 
kinds of fields generate an 
intricate spacetime structure. 

 on Discussion of New Velocity Fields

Wind 7.42%, 4 – 30 mph, 0836 local     time

October 15, 2016 

The wind speed in Swansea today is 7 mph, and all over Wales is below the 8 mph needed to start the 
gigantic turbines, now known from the accurate, months long, daily analysis on this blog to be totally 
useless. There is simply not enough wind in Wales. There was a series of power cuts here this morning, 
disrupting the computers. It is well known that wind turbines take electricity FROM the grid when they
are not producing anything. That is why they appear to be turning when there is no wind. So the useless

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/15/wind-7-42-4-30-mph-0836-local-time/


wind turbines in Wales must have consumed a lot of electricity while producing nothing for months at 
huge cost, causing massive destruction to landscape, flora and fauna, and above all, bird species. This is
why they should be demolished as soon as possible and the people responsible for them prosecuted, 
especially the ministers. So Mynydd y Gwair, if it goes through will be a fiasco.

Daily Report 13/10/16

October 15, 2016 

The equivalent of 104,002 printed pages was downloaded during the day (379.190 megabytes) from 
2,063 downloaded memory files (hits) and 511 distinct visits each averaging 2.6 memory pages and 9 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 50.41, main spiders cnsat(Chna), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1031, Top ten 775, Collected Evans Morris 429, F3(Sp) 319, Collected 
scientometrics 307, Prnciples of ECE 168, Collected Eckardt / Lindstrom 131(est), Autobiography 
volumes one and two 124, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 122, Collected Proofs 121, Evans Equations
86, UFT88 68, Engineering Model 64, PECE 46, CEFE 45, UFT311 30, UFT321 25, Self charging 
inverter 16, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 16, Three world records by MWE 9, UFT313 18, UFT314 19, 
UFT315 18, UFT316 17, UFT318 22, UFT319 32, UFT320 22, UFT322 21, UFT323 20, UFT324 29, 
UFT325 20, UFT326 24, UFT327 19, UFT328 22, UFT329 20, UFT330 19, UFT331 28, UFT332 19, 
UFT333 20, UFT334 19, UFT335 16, UFT336 22, UFT337 15, UFT338 18, UFT339 20, UFT340 15, 
UFT341 18, UFT342 14, UFT343 19, UFT344 21, UFT345 26, UFT346 28, UFT347 26, UFT348 27, 
UFT349 30, UFT351 33, UFT352 38, UFT353 29, UFT354 31, UFT355 43, UFT356 41, UFT357 24, 
UFT358 26 to date in October 2016. Czech Institute of Postgraduate Medical Education My page; 
Deusu search engine Home page; University of Heidelberg UFT149, home page; Basque University 
Gipuzkoa Campus UFT110; School of Engineering and Architecture University of Zaragoza UFT167; 
University of Valencia Institute of the Physics of Particles Third Definitive Proof with notes that no 
torsion means no gravitation; French National Institute for Nuclear and Particle Physics UFT228; Jozef
Stefan Institute Slovenia UFT84. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for October 
2016.

 on Daily Report 13/10/16

My Choice for     Presidency

October 14, 2016 

I would choose a third party candidate such as Evan McMullin because the Democrat and Republican 
candidates are wholly unworthy of a post once held by able presidents such as Thomas Jefferson, 
Abraham Lincoln and Franklin Roosevelt, or of any responsible position at all. I am entitled to vote as 
a U. S. citizen living abroad, but abstain because I am a member of the Gentry of Wales, who 
traditionally do not vote, but govern without particular reference to politicians, and govern in a far 
better way by being honestly critical. The Gentry governed for hundreds of years before the advent of 
the present electoral dictatorship. There is of course no democracy in Britain, only a mirage of 
democracy. It may be that Mr Corbyn will be able to change this system with sweeping reforms. The 
closest thing to democracy in Wales was the reign of my direct ancestor, Hywel Dda, but even Hywel 
Dda had slaves or serfs in the system. The serf or slavery system in Celtic times can be seen from the 
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earliest extant poem in British Celtic, it has the line, in Cumbric: “Gochanwn, gochenyn wythgeith”. In 
modern Welsh this “Cydganwn, cydganant wythgaeth”. “We are singing, eight slaves with us”. In 
mediaeval Welsh (i.e. British Celtic) “Goganwn, gogenynt wythgaeth.” I cannot find a socialist 
candidate who stands in all fifty States, but there may be one.

 on My Choice for Presidency

Noted New Results from     Protocol

October 14, 2016 

These are elegant results and should lead to a lot of very interesting graphics from quantities that can be
defined as usual from the velocity field components. So we are looking at a richly structured spacetime 
hitherto completely unknown. The vanishing of the total Kambe charge is important, and should be 
thought about carefully. It indicates a new symmetry of some kind. The spacetime, aether or vacuum 
vorticities are gravitomagnetic fields associated with the Newtonian field. They should cause 
measurable effects akin to magnetism. In electrodynamics they are new types of magnetic fields which 
appear with a static electric field. The Faraday law of induction is still obeyed of these are time 
independent magnetic fields, so curl E + partial B / partial t = 0.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 14/10/2016 10:09:53 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Alternative approach for Note 359(4)

I came across an alternative definition of the vF velocity field that directly produces the 
Newtonian result:

gF = g

without any weight factors. The denominator is the same for all vF components. The 
components are plane projections as before but have the full coordinate dependence in the 
denominator. Then the charge densities qFi sum up to

qF = 0.

The vorticity looks quite more complicated but the important results

curl(g) = 0
div(w) = 0

remain.

Horst

Am 14.10.2016 um 10:36 schrieb EMyrone:

Agreed! The colleagues worldwide are finding this latest work to be very 
interesting as can be seen from the early morning reports every day. These show

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/14/noted-new-results-from-protocol/


a steady, intense worldwide interest.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 14/10/2016 09:18:41 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Final Version of Note 359(4) Checked by Computer

Now we have agreement on g and qF. In eqs.(1-3) you used the 
older definition with exponent 3/2 in the denominator instead of 
3/4. My results on the vorticity are different.

Horst

Am 14.10.2016 um 08:46 schrieb EMyrone:

This note gives the spacetime or aether or vacuum 
charges and vorticities for the Newtonian gravitational 
field. There will be closely similar results for the 
Coulombic field. According to ECE2 unified field 
theory both kinds of fields generate an intricate 
spacetime structure. 

359(1-4new)-altern.pdf

 on Noted New Results from Protocol

New Velocity Fields

October 14, 2016 

This is a definite improvement and is in line with the original definition, the first equation below. So 
this version can be used in the final UFT359. Graphics can be drawn from this version, and many 
spacetime quantities calculated. I will write out these results in a final note 359(6) and then write up the
paper. I checked in Note 359(5) that the method of fluid gravitation applies to any orbit, two or three 
dimensional. All of these results also apply to the Coulombic field in electrostatics. That also generates 
a rich spacetime or aether or vacuum structure.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 14/10/2016 10:09:53 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Alternative approach for Note 359(4)

I came across an alternative definition of the vF velocity field that directly produces the 
Newtonian result:

gF = g

without any weight factors. The denominator is the same for all vF components. The 
components are plane projections as before but have the full coordinate dependence in the 
denominator. Then the charge densities qFi sum up to

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/14/new-velocity-fields/
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qF = 0.

The vorticity looks quite more complicated but the important results

curl(g) = 0
div(w) = 0

remain.

Horst

Am 14.10.2016 um 10:36 schrieb EMyrone:

Agreed! The colleagues worldwide are finding this latest work to be very 
interesting as can be seen from the early morning reports every day. These show
a steady, intense worldwide interest.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 14/10/2016 09:18:41 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Final Version of Note 359(4) Checked by Computer

Now we have agreement on g and qF. In eqs.(1-3) you used the 
older definition with exponent 3/2 in the denominator instead of 
3/4. My results on the vorticity are different.

Horst

Am 14.10.2016 um 08:46 schrieb EMyrone:

This note gives the spacetime or aether or vacuum 
charges and vorticities for the Newtonian gravitational 
field. There will be closely similar results for the 
Coulombic field. According to ECE2 unified field 
theory both kinds of fields generate an intricate 
spacetime structure. 

359(1-4new)-altern.pdf

 on New Velocity Fields

Discussion of UFT359

October 14, 2016 

Many thanks to the Co President of AIAS, Dr. Gareth J. Evans!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 14/10/2016 10:37:59 GMT Daylight Time

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/14/discussion-of-uft359/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/3591-4new-altern.pdf


Subj: Re: First plots for UFT359

Totally agree and particularly with last statement. This is fascinating and major.

Sent from my Samsung device

 on Discussion of UFT359

359(5): Summary of Results and Application to Planar     Orbits

October 14, 2016 

This note summarizes the results of fluid gravitation theory for the Newtonian field, and the conic 
sections (24), the Newtonian planar orbits. It is shown that the theory is generally valid for all 
Newtonian orbits, and also valid for hyperbolic spiral orbits and all planar orbits. It offers a completely 
new insight to orbital theory. The most general orbits are obtained form the ECE2 gravitational field 
equations. UFT359 can no be written up along these lines. Three dimensional orbits can also be 
developed with fluid gravitation.

a359thpapernotes5.pdf

 on 359(5): Summary of Results and Application to Planar Orbits

Matching ECE and     LENR

October 14, 2016 

This next part of the report will of course be very interesting indeed.

 on Matching ECE and LENR

Final Version of Note 359(4) Checked by     Computer

October 14, 2016 

Agreed! The colleagues worldwide are finding this latest work to be very interesting as can be seen 
from the early morning reports every day. These show a steady, intense worldwide interest.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 14/10/2016 09:18:41 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Final Version of Note 359(4) Checked by Computer

Now we have agreement on g and qF. In eqs.(1-3) you used the older definition with 
exponent 3/2 in the denominator instead of 3/4. My results on the vorticity are different.

Horst

Am 14.10.2016 um 08:46 schrieb EMyrone:

This note gives the spacetime or aether or vacuum charges and vorticities for 
the Newtonian gravitational field. There will be closely similar results for the 
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Coulombic field. According to ECE2 unified field theory both kinds of fields 
generate an intricate spacetime structure. 

359(1-4new).pdf

 on Final Version of Note 359(4) Checked by Computer

FOR POSTING: LENR Report by AIAS Diector Douglas     Lindstrom

October 14, 2016 

This is an important and well written report by Dr. Douglas Lindstrom on this revolutionary new source
of energy, which if implemented would replace wind turbines. It has been discussed by Congress in 
Washington. Doug Lindstrom has contributed greatly to ECE theory and worked on new materials for 
the Canadian Government. He has visited Craig Cefn Parc for one of the AIAS conferences held here. 
So I think that all who are interested in new energy should read this report carefully. It is written in an 
objective, scientific manner and addresses the societal problem of LENR being a revolutionary 
technology that threatens the income of the wind industry, petroleum, gas and other fossilized cabals. 
Eisenhower for exmple warned of the military / industrial cabal, despite being a military man himself. 
Please see the UFT papers on LENR (UFT226 ff.) on the www.aias.us and www.upitec.org sites.

Sent: 13/10/2016 21:55:26 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: lenr report

Myron, Horst, Steve

I’ve attached a summary report on the LENR project that I been involved in. The next part 
of this report will be a fit of the ECE LENR model to the experimental data.

If it is appropriate, feel free to post the report on the web site. It is for public release.

Hope this helps explain a bit of what I’ve been up to for the past few months.

Many thanks

Doug

pulsecontrolledLENR-1.pdf

 on FOR POSTING: LENR Report by AIAS Diector Douglas Lindstrom

Graphics on Blog and Wayback     Machine

October 14, 2016 

The graphics are visible on the www.aias.us blog and are archived on the Wayback Machine (type in 
www.aias.us to www.archive.org). I expect that they will attract the usual intense international interest 
in our work.
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First plots for     UFT359

October 14, 2016 

Many thanks indeed! These graphics provide a dramatic insight into the meaning of the equations and 
show that spacetime (or aether or vacuum) is richly structured around a Newtonian gravitational field. 
The individual and summed velocity fields indeed have a rotational structure and look like Beltrami 
fields. This is another new insight that only the graphics could have produced. The reason why g is not 
the same as gF is that g is produced from a weighted combination of individual g components. 
Ultimately, the justification for this procedure is experimental – the experimental evidence for the 
Newtonian field. The initial definition of g was a “first guess” definition. It is now possible, having 
checked the basics, to use computer algebra to work out and graph other aether quantities associated 
with Newtonian gravitation (and also the Coulomb field). For example the Kambe current, and other 
developments following the scheme in UFT358 for a whirlpool galaxy. All of these results will hold for
the Coulomb field. The state of the art gravitational field is of course the ECE2 field, the structure of 
ECE2 gravitation, electromagnetism and fluid dynamics being identical, a major step forward in 
physics.

Sent: 13/10/2016 23:11:03 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: First plots

These are the first plots of the vF and g fields for the
gravitational/Coulomb potential. One sees that v1, v2, v3 are vectors in
the respective coordinate plane. vF is the sum and is complicated.
Partially it seems to be cylindrical but in total it reminds me to
Beltrami fields. There are rotations of vectors when we consider them in
any fixed direction. Perhaps we can make an analytic check for the
Beltrami property.
The Newtonian g field is a central field as expected. The sum gF =
g1+g2+g3 looks different. Why is not g=gF?
g was defined differently in eq.(1) of note 359(2). How is this justified?

Horst

 
v1 
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 on First plots for UFT359

Final Version of Note 359(4) Checked by     Computer

October 14, 2016 

This note gives the spacetime or aether or vacuum charges and vorticities for the Newtonian 
gravitational field. There will be closely similar results for the Coulombic field. According to ECE2 
unified field theory both kinds of fields generate an intricate spacetime structure.

a359thpapernotes4.pdf

 on Final Version of Note 359(4) Checked by Computer

Checking Final Versions of Notes 359(1) to     359(4)

October 14, 2016 

Many thanks again! I went through the protocol, the results simplify and I will summarize them in the 
next note.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 13/10/2016 17:07:02 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Final Versions of Notes 359(1) to 359(4)

Notes 1-3 are correct now. In note 4 I found differing expressions for Kambe charge and 
vorticity. There seem to be some more terms than in the note.

Horst

Am 13.10.2016 um 14:38 schrieb EMyrone:

These are the final versions after hand recalculation of the four notes. These are
now ready for computer checking and plotting. The results look very 
interesting. The simple Newtonian field gives intricate spacetime or aether or 
vacuum structures. There was an error in the initial Eq. (15) of Note 359(1), an 
error which worked its way through all four notes. All errors are corrected in 
the attached four notes, which have all been recalculated by hand. All of this is 
the direct logical consequence of the ECE2 unified field theory and is entirely 
new physics. The algebra looks complicated but it is not really, it is just simple 
differentiation. The units work out correctly now. The units of MG are metres 
cubed / seconds squared. This method can be used directly for the Coulombic 
field, and can be extended to the Einsteinian field. The ECE2 gravitational field
equations have the same structure as the ECE2 equations of fluid dynamics and 
the ECE2 equations of electromagnetism, opening up a vast number of new 
possibilities. The method has been checked experimentally with the g factor of 
the electron and the Lamb shift to state of the art precision. These results are 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/14/checking-final-versions-of-notes-3591-to-3594/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/a359thpapernotes41.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/14/final-version-of-note-3594-checked-by-computer/


worked out in Cartesian coordinates, which can be translated by computer to 
spherical polar coordinates, or any relevant coordinate system.

359(1-4new).pdf

 on Checking Final Versions of Notes 359(1) to 359(4)

Wind 10.01%, 2 – 27 mph, 0649 local     time

October 14, 2016 

The wind speed near the sea in Swansea is 9 mph today, over mainland Wales it is 4 – 6 mph according 
to the met office wind map, hopelessly below the 7 – 9 mph needed to start giant turbines such as 
Betws. After three months or more of daily monitoring it is now clear that this is the year round pattern,
because we are now approaching mid October. It has become clear that wind turbines were forced 
through by greed an corruption, subsidies became available and people such as the Betws farmers 
chased the money at the expense of everyone else. Weak local and Assembly government let them get 
away with it. Their turbines should be demolished and they should pay back the subsidies. On top of 
that they should face charges for gross environmental damage. Mynydd y Gwair will be a fiasco, 
showing clearly the need to nationalize the Somerset Trust and redistribute its land.

 on Wind 10.01%, 2 – 27 mph, 0649 local time

Daily Report 12/10/16

October 14, 2016 

The equivalent of 142,607 printed pages was downloaded during the day (519.946 megabytes) from 
2,761 memory files downloaded (hits) and 568 distinct visits each averaging 4.0 memory pages and 10 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 51.65, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 986, Top ten 732, Collected Evans / Morris 396 (est), F3(Sp) 304, Collected 
scientometrics 264(est), Principles of ECE 161, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 131, Barddoniaeth / 
Collected Poetry 122, Autobiography volumes one and two 120, Collected Proofs 117, Evans 
Equations 83, UFT88 66, Engineering Model 62, CEFE 45, PECE 41, UFT321 24(est), UFT311 29, 
Self charging inverter 16, Llais 16, Linstrom Idaho lecture 16, List of Prolific authors 15, Three world 
records by MWE 8, UFT313 18, UFT314 19, UFT315 18, UFT316 15, UFT317 21, UFT318 22, 
UFT319 30, UFT320 21, UFT322 21, UFT323 20, UFT324 27, UFT325 20, UFT326 23, UFT327 19, 
UFT328 22, UFT329 20, UFT330 19, UFT331 26, UFT332 19, UFT333 20, UFT334 19, UFT335 16, 
UFT336 22, UFT337 15, UFT338 17, UFT339 20, UFT340 14, UFT341 18, UFT342 14, UFT343 19, 
UFT344 19, UFT345 24, UFT346 25, UFT347 23, UFT348 25, UFT349 28, UFT351 30, UFT352 35, 
UFT353 28, UFT354 31, UFT355 40, UFT356 38, UFT357 23, UFT358 23 to date in October 2016. 
City of Winnipeg UFT311, ECE Devices; Physics University of Basel UFT88; University of Chile 
F13(Sp); State University of Montana Bozeman, College of Engineering UFT2, University of Sussex 
UFT175. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for October 2016.

 on Daily Report 12/10/16

Reconstruction of the Cumbric     Language

October 13, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/13/reconstruction-of-the-cumbric-language/
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My article on this subject, posted on www.aias.us, and easily googled up, has become very popular. 
Scholars are undecided whether Cumbric and Welsh are dialects of the same British Celtic language, or
different languages. I think that they are obviously the same language. The reconstruction by scholars 
comes from the poem “Pais Dinogad”, the earliest extant poem in British Celtic, probably transmitted 
by word of mouth since time immemorial. In reconstructed Cumbric the first two lines are:

“Pess Dingat iw breth-vreth,
O groon beleet bann wreth”

In early mediaeval Welsh they are

“Peis Dinogad e vreith vreith,
O grwyn balaod ban wreith.”

In modern Welsh they are

“Pais Dinogad, fraeth, fraeth,
O grwyn balaod fe’i wnaeth”

In the poet Anthony Conran’s very fine translation the lines are

“Dinogad’s smock is pied, pied,
Made it out of marten hide,”

So it is a song to a child, thought to stem from Gododdin, whose capital was and is Dun Edin, 
(Edinburgh). To anyone with even the slightest knowledge of Welsh, Cumbric is a dialect. Cornish and 
Breton on the other hand are distinct British Celtic languages. Galician and Portuguese are extensively 
influenced by Celtic words, as are most European languages. Galicia is also known as “Third Britain”. 
The complete poem is online. People from all over Britain could understand each other in British 
Celtic, which lasted for a long time in many places, even in Hertfordshire (Calch Fynydd) and the Fens.
There is the Rheged Centre in Cumbria whose aim is reconstruction of Cumbric, and the Center for 
advanced studies in the National Library of Wales.

 on Reconstruction of the Cumbric Language

Nobel Prize for Bob     Dylan

October 13, 2016 

This will please the sixties generation in particular. He had been nominated many times. At the risk of 
sounding egotistical, we should keep up the various nominations – the nominations are are all being 
recorded in Marquis Who’s Who, a new development. I will look up the various deadlines. Bob Dylan 
is a good poet and I used variations on some of his lines in my sonnet “The Wild Geese”. To get a 
Nobel or Wolf Prize means breaking the dead hand grip of the dogmatists. In any fair minded system 
my world record output and vast impact objectively deserve a Nobel Prize. Other AIAS / UPITEC 
colleagues also deserve a Nobel Prize.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 13/10/2016 13:34:20 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Bob Dylan

Nobel Prize for Bob Dylan. Bring it on – there’s hope yet!!

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/13/nobel-prize-for-bob-dylan/
http://www.aias.us/


Sent from my Samsung device

 on Nobel Prize for Bob Dylan

Final Versions of Notes 359(1) to     359(4)

October 13, 2016 

These are the final versions after hand recalculation of the four notes. These are now ready for 
computer checking and plotting. The results look very interesting. The simple Newtonian field gives 
intricate spacetime or aether or vacuum structures. There was an error in the initial Eq. (15) of Note 
359(1), an error which worked its way through all four notes. All errors are corrected in the attached 
four notes, which have all been recalculated by hand. All of this is the direct logical consequence of the
ECE2 unified field theory and is entirely new physics. The algebra looks complicated but it is not 
really, it is just simple differentiation. The units work out correctly now. The units of MG are metres 
cubed / seconds squared. This method can be used directly for the Coulombic field, and can be 
extended to the Einsteinian field. The ECE2 gravitational field equations have the same structure as the 
ECE2 equations of fluid dynamics and the ECE2 equations of electromagnetism, opening up a vast 
number of new possibilities. The method has been checked experimentally with the g factor of the 
electron and the Lamb shift to state of the art precision. These results are worked out in Cartesian 
coordinates, which can be translated by computer to spherical polar coordinates, or any relevant 
coordinate system.

a359thpapernotes1to4finalversion.pdf

 on Final Versions of Notes 359(1) to 359(4)

Checking 359(4): Calculation of Vacuum Charges and     Vorticities

October 13, 2016 

Many thanks. I went through all my calculations again. There was an error in Eq. (15) of Note 359(1) 
and I will send over the corrected Notes 359(1) to 359(3). Note 359(4) is unaffected. The graphics will 
be very interesting indeed.

In a message dated 13/10/2016 11:00:23 GMT Daylight Time, mail@horst-eckardt.de writes:

If I did not make an error, the charge density and vorticity come out more complicated than 
in the note. Please check.
I will try some 3D vector and scalar plots of the fields by Gnuplot which requires cartesian 
coordinates, in so far we need not transform the expressions to spherical coordinates 
(except for reasons of completeness).

Horst

Am 12.10.2016 um 15:02 schrieb EMyrone:

The results of my hand calculations are given in this note, and they can be 
checked by computer and graphed. The three Kambe charges are characteristic 
vacuum frequencies generated by a Newtonian or Coulombic field. They are 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/13/checking-3594-calculation-of-vacuum-charges-and-vorticities/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/a359thpapernotes1to4finalversion.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/13/final-versions-of-notes-3591-to-3594/


related to mass densities as in previous work. The three vacuum vorticities (7) 
to (9) have an interesting structure, and can be graphed in Cartesian or spherical
polar coordinates. They are generated in the vacuum by a Newtonian or 
Coulombic field. They can be added to give a total vorticity (13), whose 
divergence vanishes. This total vorticity (3) is the gravitomagnetic field 
accompanying the Newtonian field. 

 on Checking 359(4): Calculation of Vacuum Charges and Vorticities

William 1st Fitz Robert (“The Conqueror”)

October 13, 2016 

The Normans (from whom I am descended in many ways) also had an ancient system of law similar to 
that of Hywel Dda. This allowed illegitimate sons to become kings, for example William Fitz Robert – 
William the Conqueror. “Fitz” (from filius or fils) means “son of”. His father Robert the Magnificent, 
Duke of Normandy, was unmarried, and was descended from Hrolf (or Ralph) the Viking, first Duke of
Normandy. So William 1st is the only illegitimate King of England. His son Henry 1st Beau Clerc had 
twenty three wives, one of whom was my ancestral cousin Nest ferch Rhys ap Tewdwr, the Heiress of 
Carew. Marriage was always was a matter of politics and power, land and money. My ancestral cousin 
Rhys ap Tewdwr, Prince of Deheubarth, was faced with a rather nasty superpower after England was 
conquered. In the reign of William II Rufus, Brycheiniog was attacked by Normans under Bernard de 
Neufmarche, and met by the British at the battle of Brecon in 1093. Bernard was out of control of 
William II, who apparently favoured diplomacy. My direct ancestor Prince Bleddyn ap Maenarch of 
Brycheiniog, and his brother in law Prince Rhys ap Tewdwr, were killed in that battle. Until 1485 the 
British fought to maintain their independence and won it back at the Battle of Bosworth, at which about
seventeen of my ancestral cousins were present. Henry VII Tudor was crowned king at Bosworth. His 
son Henry VIII however sought to get rid of the Welsh language, but Elizabeth 1st allowed the ultra 
important William Morgan Bible to be published in 1588. Norman French died out long ago, but the 
British Celtic language is now an official language of Britain. In my opinion an all out effort is needed 
to revive it not only in Wales but all over Britain. It is the ancient British language, or more accurately, 
one of them. Others include Cornish, Breton, Cumbric and Caledonian (Pictish). Warfare is not a good 
idea, education is much better.

My Correct Title

October 13, 2016 

I almost never stand on ceremony but I should be addressed as “Doctor” in any formal context because 
I hold the Scientiae Doctor degree of the University of Wales. This is intended as a distinction higher 
than a personal chair. I am by far the youngest recipient of this degree under modern rules. In the 
Library of the Houses of Parliament I am referred to as “Professor”. These titles are titles in law 
because the University of Wales is a legal entity. If people do not know me and call me “Mister” then 
that is fine, I never bother to correct them, but if they deliberately refuse to recognize the titles they are 
refusing to recognize the University of Wales in a display of false egalitarianism. Every person who has
earned a Ph. D. (which I also hold) should always be addressed as “Doctor” in any context. I am also 
an Armiger with the rank of Gentleman, earned on merit, in our times that is co equal with Knight or 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/13/my-correct-title/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/13/william-1st-fitz-robert-the-conqueror/


Baron. I think that anyone who has earned a Ph. D. would be deeply offended if people deliberately 
addressed them as Mr. Earning a Ph. D. means years of hard work. A Knight should be addressed as Sir
(first name). A Baron should be addressed as Baron (chosen armigerous title). The title Dr or Prof is 
used for both genders. The equivalent of Knight is Dame, and the equivalent of Baron is Baroness. In a 
British Celtic context I am an Uchelwr (of proven descent from the Princes). The title “Mister” does 
not exist in a British Celtic context, it comes from “Master”, and that is Latin derived. A Gentleman 
with a coat of arms is a Bonheddwr, a Dame is Bonheddiges. All my friends, long standing professional
colleagues, and people in the village address me of course by my first name, as they always have done. 
My enemies question my genealogy.

 on My Correct Title

Wind 8.69%, 2 – 18 mph, 0801 local     time.

October 13, 2016 

The wind speed in Swansea this morning is 13 mph (near the sea, much less inland on Betws), forecast 
to drop to 7 mph by the afternoon, the wind speed over Wales is barely enough to start the giant 
turbines, which may be producing enough electricity to boil an egg by owl-light. They tower above a 
deliberately destroyed coal industry, the aftermath of Maggie.

 on Wind 8.69%, 2 – 18 mph, 0801 local time.

Daily Report 11/10/16

October 13, 2016 

The equivalent of 130,614 printed pages was downloaded during the day (476.218 megabytes) from 
2,342 memory files downloaded (hits) and 562 printed pages each averaging 3.1 printed pages and 12 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 55.77, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 898, Top ten 682, Collected Evans Morris 363, F3(Sp) 284, Collected 
scientometrics 264, Principles of ECE 150, Collected Proofs 114, Autobiography volumes one and two 
112, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 108, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 106, Evans Equations 77, 
UFT88 63, Engineering Model 59, CEFE 41, PECE 39, UFT311 28, UFT321 22, Self charging inverter
16, Llais 15, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 15, Three world records by MWE 7, UFT313 17, UFT314 17, 
UFT315 13, UFT316 14, UFT317 18, UFT318 20, UFT319 26, UFT320 20, UFT322 18, UFT323 19, 
UFT324 25, UFT325 18, UFT326 20, UFT327 18, UFT328 22, UFT329 18, UFT330 19, UFT331 25, 
UFT332 15, UFT333 18, UFT334 16, UFT335 16, UFT336 18, UFT337 14, UFT338 16, UFT339 20, 
UFT340 13, UFT341 18, UFT342 14, UFT343 18, UFT344 19, UFT345 23, UFT346 24, UFT347 22, 
UFT348 23, UFT349 25, UFT351 28, UFT352 32, UFT353 24, UFT354 28, UFT355 36, UFT356 35, 
UFT357 22, UFT358 19 to date in October 2016. National University of Cordoba Argentina F4(Sp); 
Brazilian Agricultural Research Corporation Historical Comments Section; City of Winnipeg UFT358, 
ECE Devices; University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT356, 357, 358; DEUSU Search Engine 
Germany Scientometrics Section (Filtered Statistics); IT Service Centre University of Kassel UFT166; 
College of Information Sciences and Technology Pennsylvania State University UFT4, UFT64; 
University of Seville Spain Levitron section; CDI Energy Products Norway LCR Resonant; Faculty of 
Physics University of Warsaw Poland general; University of Leeds Levitron. Intense interest all sectors,
updated usage file attached for October 2016.

 on Daily Report 11/10/16
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Cyfraith Hywel Dda

October 12, 2016 

Y Brenin (King) Hywel Dda (887 – 950) of the Royal House of Dunefwr (Dynevor) was a direct 
ancestor of the Tudors and also my direct ancestor as attached. This is regarded now as definitive 
genealogy (on wikitree for example) and was worked out with the generous help of many genealogists, 
notably Stuart Davies, Dewi Lewis, Arthur Turner Thomas, Vivienne Swaby, the Ynys Cedwyn Estate 
papers and Clement Bartrum. On the death of a landowner the land would be divided up equally among
all children, legitimate or not. So my ancestral cousin Henry VIII for example (of the Royal House of 
Dynevor) would have been allowed to name Henry Fitzroy as his heir and there would have been no 
trouble. So in the case of the Newlands houses and land they would have gone to the five living great 
grandchildren, of whom I am the eldest. No house could be sold without the agreement of the entire 
family. There was no adverse possession, a kind of legalized theft of land by random squatters. This is 
what I am fighting against, a Norman law, entirely alien to the law of our own Hywel Dda. In my 
opinion, adverse possession should be repealed. My other early home of “Pant y Bedw” was also sold 
without my consent or knowledge (Auto Volume Two) so I got no inheritance and had to fend for 
myself. I do not blame my hard working parents at all, but that is what happened. I still do not know 
why. In the law of Hywel Dda I would have been consulted by that law as the eldest son. From the 
study of maps found recently, “Pant y Bedw” was mid to late nineteenth century, and should have been 
conserved. In the case of some of the wilder Princes the number of children was unknown, so sub 
division would have been infinitesimal. Some practical restrictions had to be imposed. Most princes 
were pious and would have had legitimate children only. Hywel Dda frowned on dubious behaviour.

afamilylinesancestryto1,100 BC.pdf

 on Cyfraith Hywel Dda

Restrictions on New Wind Turbines in     Germany

October 12, 2016 

This is great news! They make a terrible mess of any landscape.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 12/10/2016 11:59:42 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Blowing Up Wind Turbines

In Germany the restrictions by law for building new wind turbines have been strongly 
extended. Hopefully the mutilation of landscape and nature will come to an end.

Horst

Am 12.10.2016 um 09:01 schrieb EMyrone:

Google “Germany decommissioning wind turbines”, first site, to find a 
photograph of a wind turbine blown up at the base. It is very fragile and can 
easily be blown up with some plastic explosive. This is happening all over 
Germany, where they are starting to dismantle wind turbines – at huge cost. 
Obviously they have been found to be useless. Blowing them up is the easiest 
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way, some companies dismantle them and sell parts second hand. The damage 
to Betws and Mynydd y Gwair will be catastrophic for the delicate 
environment, which took ten thousand years to evolve. I have fought mindless 
bike and horse vandals for years. They have heavily damaged Gelliwastad for 
example, reducing it to groundrock. Swansea County Council and the Somerset 
Trust have done nothing at all, neither has the County Concillor for Mawr. 
Horses and bikes should be banned from ecologies all over Wales. This 
decadent society cannot last.

 on Restrictions on New Wind Turbines in Germany

Discussion of 359(3)

October 12, 2016 

Many thanks again.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 12/10/2016 11:58:11 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 359(3): Details of the Calculation of the Newtonian Gravitational Field

I will check this tomorrow and then prepare the subsequent calculations you mentioned.

Horst

Am 11.10.2016 um 10:50 schrieb EMyrone:

The same result is obtained as in Note 359(2). The three dimensional 
Newtonian acceleration due to gravity (Eq. (21)) is made up of a weighted 
combination of three spacetime velocity fields (1) to (2) in orthogonal planes of
spacetime. This calculation also holds for the Coulombic field. A similar type of
velocity field is responsible for the whirlpool galaxy in two dimensions.

 on Discussion of 359(3)

UFT88 Read Again at     Cambridge

October 12, 2016 

Staff and students from Cambridge are frequent readers of our famous sites www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org so they are seeing the light of reason. Cambridge charges £20,000 a year tuition for 
foreign students, who get their knowledge free from our sites, which will be featured by the copyright 
libraries as of outstanding merit in science and culture (reading rooms of the British Library, National 
Libraries of Scotland and Wales, Cambridge and Oxford, and in Ireland Trinity College Dublin). See 
http://www.archive.org and http://www.webarchive.org.uk.  People from 182 countries study our output
and avidly learn from it. So we make knowledge available free for all who wish to learn. Cambridge is 
currently ranked number four in the world by QS, Shanghai and Times, and number 14 by 
webometrics. It has an acceptance rate of 21% and was founded in 1209 by people from one of my 

http://www.webarchive.org.uk/
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universities, Oxford. Cambridge is referred to at Oxford as “the other place”, but I always preferred 
Aberystwyth. I hope that a Bevanite Socialist government will reinstate the grant giving system of the 
sixties, and get rid of the ridiculous, greed ridden, capitalist fees which mean that only the rich and not 
so bright can get an education. At present “universities” are degree mills aimed at making a lot of 
money for frequently out dated and mediocre teaching. Incredibly corrupt activities aimed at making 
money resulted in major scandals inside the University of Wales, which failed the People of Wales in 
destroying itself by self seeking greed. It has been cut into pieces and has nothing to do with Wales. It 
seeks to make money by importing rich foreign students, and in so doing greatly harms the Welsh 
language. An entirely new Welsh medium university is needed. UFT88 is a famous classic paper that 
refutes the Einstein theory by use of torsion. It has been studied in all the best places around the world 
thousands of times without objection. It should be read with UFT99 (and its various proofs), 109, 313 
and 354. On 10/10/16 UFT109 (on the Evans torsion identity) was read at Berkeley, which frequently 
ranks above Cambridge. Staff and students from all the best universities in the world study 
www.aias.us and www.upitec.org continuously: 24/7/365.25.

 on UFT88 Read Again at Cambridge

Blank Censorship by the Obsolete     Physics

October 12, 2016 

I agree completely with Stephen Crothers. This is another instance of blank censorship by the thought 
police of obsolete physics. For a scholarly demolition by Stephen Crothers of the idols of their cave see
chapter nine of “Principles of ECE” (in press, New Generation, London). The ideas of the obsolete 
physics are being rejected around the world, in the best universities. Our well known scientometrics 
show that in all detail. Peer review was not introduced until the forties. No paper before that was peer 
reviewed. It is very easy to show that black holes do not exist because they are based on an incorrect 
geometry. By now this is well known. So the thought police are themselves being censored. Their 
ridiculously stale ideas are being rejected by the new generation. We publish with New Generation in 
mind.

AAS02984

Dear Mr. Vishniac,

Your ‘reason’ is not in fact a reason; merely a flippant and quite disingenuous set of 
irrelevant remarks. The Astrophysical Journal published the paper claiming likelihood of a 
black hole. I gave you (and the authors of the offending paper) an ~1 ApJ. journal page 
containing a simple mathematical proof that there is no possibility of a black hole under 
any circumstances. This has nothing to do whatsoever with “the foundations of General 
Relativity”, contrary to your remark. That you find my ‘claim’ “rather unlikely” attests that 
either, (a) you did not even read my ~1 page, or (b) that my simple mathematical proof is 
beyond your ken. Since you are a professor, I suspect, although I might be wrong, that you 
have sufficient mathematical skills to follow my simple mathematical proof. So, giving you
the benefit of doubt, it seems that you did not even read my ~1 page, but rejected it anyhow.
The Astrophysical Journal has therefore an improper method of assessment of articles:- 
reject without even reading. And that you flatly refuse “to entertain a debate on whether or
not the laws of mathematics permit the existence of black holes in the AAS Journals” is a 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/12/blank-censorship-by-the-obsolete-physics/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/


pretty solid statement that you are not disposed to scientific debate or scientific method. 
Perhaps the authors of the offending paper can follow the simple mathematical proof. But I 
understand; the demise of the black hole is too horrible for cosmologists to contemplate; 
best to smother the truth.

Crothers, S.J., COMMENT ON THE OFF-NUCLEAR ULTRASOFT X-RAY SOURCE 
J141711+52, ApJ. 2016

http://vixra.org/pdf/1610.0117v1.pdf

Stephen J. Crothers

On Wednesday, 12 October 2016, 4:07, Ethan Vishniac <ethan.vishniac@aas.org> wrote:

Dear Mr. Crothers,

I’m not willing to entertain a debate on whether or not the laws of mathematics permit the 
existence of black holes in the AAS Journals. Personally, I find this a rather unlikely claim, 
but more to the point, we do not publish papers on the foundations of General Relativity. 
These can be submitted to journals that specialize in GR and gravity, or general physics 
journals.

Cheers
Ethan Vishniac

From: Stephen Crothers <thenarmis@yahoo.com>
Reply-To: Stephen Crothers <thenarmis@yahoo.com>
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2016 at 12:35 PM
To: “ethan.vishniac@aas.org” <ethan.vishniac@aas.org>, “peer.review@aas.org” 
<peer.review@aas.org>
Cc: “dacheng.lin@unh.edu” <dacheng.lin@unh.edu>, “rcarrasco@gemini.edu” 
<rcarrasco@gemini.edu>, “Natalie.Webb@irap.omp.eu” <Natalie.Webb@irap.omp.eu>, 
“jairwin@ua.edu” <jairwin@ua.edu>, “rdupke@umich.edu” <rdupke@umich.edu>, 
“aaron.romanowsky@sjsu.edu” <aaron.romanowsky@sjsu.edu>, “raruiz@ucsc.edu” 
<raruiz@ucsc.edu>, “enrico@ucolick.org” <enrico@ucolick.org>, “raruiz@ucsc.edu” 
<raruiz@ucsc.edu>, “strader@pa.msu.edu” <strader@pa.msu.edu>, 
“jeroen@space.mit.edu” <jeroen@space.mit.edu>, “didier.barret@irap.omp.eu” 
<didier.barret@irap.omp.eu>, “Olivier.Godet@irap.omp.eu” 
<Olivier.Godet@irap.omp.eu>, “acarpineti@iflscience.com” <acarpineti@iflscience.com>
Subject: Re: AAS02984

Dear Mr. Vishniac,

Do you have a reason? If so, what is it? Or did you reject it for no reason?

Stephen J. Crothers

http://vixra.org/pdf/1610.0117v1.pdf


Crothers, S.J., COMMENT ON THE OFF-NUCLEAR ULTRASOFT X-RAY SOURCE 
J141711+52,

http://vixra.org/pdf/1610.0117v1.pdf

On Wednesday, 12 October 2016, 1:41, “ethan.vishniac@aas.org” 
<ethan.vishniac@aas.org> wrote:

October 11, 2016

Title: Comments on the Off-nuclear Ultrasoft X-ray Source J141711+52, AAS02984

Dear Mr. Crothers:

I am writing to you with regard to your manuscript cited above, which you recently 
submitted to the The Astrophysical Journal. I regret to tell you that we are not able to 
undertake further consideration of your submission for publication in the AAS Journals.

Regards,
Ethan T. Vishniac
AAS Editor-in-Chief
Johns Hopkins University

 on Blank Censorship by the Obsolete Physics

Blowing Up Wind     Turbines

October 12, 2016 

Google “Germany decommissioning wind turbines”, first site, to find a photograph of a wind turbine 
blown up at the base. It is very fragile and can easily be blown up with some plastic explosive. This is 
happening all over Germany, where they are starting to dismantle wind turbines – at huge cost. 
Obviously they have been found to be useless. Blowing them up is the easiest way, some companies 
dismantle them and sell parts second hand. The damage to Betws and Mynydd y Gwair will be 
catastrophic for the delicate environment, which took ten thousand years to evolve. I have fought 
mindless bike and horse vandals for years. They have heavily damaged Gelliwastad for example, 
reducing it to groundrock. Swansea County Council and the Somerset Trust have done noting at all, 
neither has the County Concillor for Mawr. Horses and bikes should be banned from ecologies all over 
Wales. This decadent society cannot last.

 on Blowing Up Wind Turbines

Wind 7.28%, 1 – 16 mph, 0732 local     time.

October 12, 2016 

The wind speed in Swansea this morning is 8 mph, about the same as the 7 – 9 mph needed to start the 
Betws turbines, which are already showing signs of deterioration. They are of an incredibe, dismal 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/12/wind-7-28-1-16-mph-0732-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/12/blowing-up-wind-turbines/
http://vixra.org/pdf/1610.0117v1.pdf


greyish ugliness and merge with dense fog. The wind speed over mainland Wales this morning is barely
enough to turn any wind turbine. So almost no electricity at all is being generated at the cost of billions.
So an all out effort should be made to get rid of wind turbines. Contrast this sad joke of an industry 
with the legendary South Wales coal field, and the amount of power that produced. Hydro would easily 
produce all the power needed for Wales.

Daily Report 10/10/16

October 12, 2016 

The equivalent of 124,221 printed pages was downloaded during the day (452.911 megabytes) from 
2.394 memory files downloaded and 492 distinct visits, each averaging 3.9 memory pages and 10 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 51.89, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 853, Top ten items 665, Evans / Morris papers 330, F3(Sp) 262, Collected 
scientometrics 238, Principles of ECE 141, Autobiography volumes one and two 106, Collected Proofs 
100, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 98, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 95, Evans Equations 74, 
Engineering Model 57, UFT88 57, CEFE 50, PECE 35, UFT311 26, UFT321 20, Self charging inverter
16, Llais 14, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 14, Three world records by MWE 6, UFT313 17, UFT314 16, 
UFT315 13, UFT316 14, UFT317 18, UFT318 18, UFT319 24, UFT320 20, UFT322 17, UFT323 19, 
UFT324 34, UFT325 18, UFT326 18, UFT327 17, UFT328 21, UFT329 18, UFT330 19, UFT331 24, 
UFT332 13, UFT333 16, UFT334 16, UFT335 12, UFT336 16, UFT337 14, UFT338 15, UFT339 20, 
UFT340 13, UFT341 17, UFT342 14, UFT343 17, UFT344 17, UFT345 23, UFT346 24, UFT347 20, 
UFT348 23, UFT349 25, UFT351 27, UFT352 29, UFT353 23, UFT354 25, UFT355 35, UFT356 32, 
UFT357 19, UFT358 13 to date in October 2016. Government of the Province of Buenos Aires 
Argentina OO563; University of Antioquia Colombia Essay 80 (Sp); University of California Berkeley 
UFT109; Cornell University My page; University of California Santa Cruz UFT175; University of 
New Hampshire UFT25; City of Arlington Texas Family History; Philippines National Electrification 
Administration general; Moscow State University Institute of Physics and Technology UFT152; 
University of Cambridge UFT88. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for October 
2016.

 on Daily Report 10/10/16

FOR POSTING: Notice of Ownership of     Land

October 11, 2016 

: Notice of Ownership of Land

To Whom it May Concern
This is a public notice of the fact that I own 13.5 perches of land to the south of 1863b 507 
on the attached map, which has just been discovered. I have the 1926 Deed to this land, no 
one else has a Deed to it. Zooming in on this plot, using the computer, shows conclusively 
that the two houses numbers 48 and 50 were built on the original land leased to Newlands 
in 1897 (plot 1863b 507). A computer zoom of 400% or more on to this plot makes it clear 
beyond doubt that plot 1863b 507 is the one leased to my great grandfather William 
Newlands in 1897. By 1917 he had built 48 Rhyddwen Road on this plot, as the map 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/11/for-posting-notice-of-ownership-of-land/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/12/daily-report-101016/


shows, and in 1926 / 1927 adjoined 50 Rhyddwen Road to 48 on plot 1863b 507. To the 
south of the plot, the map shows clearly the plot of land, from hedge to hedge, 
approximately 18 feet wide, that was conveyed to Newlands in 1926. This approximately 
18 feet wide strip of land was conveyed to William Newlands in 1926, and I have the 1926 
Deed to the 18 feet wide strip in the care of Peter Lynn and Partners, the Newlands Family 
Trust solicitors. It goes from hedge to hedge across Mountain Road until it meets the 
boundary with 10 Mountain Road, now a wire fence behind a garage, which is built on my 
land. This boundary (now marked by a wire fence) was the same in maps of 1917 and of 
1898. I hereby prohibit trespass on my land defined by this notice. This 18 foot strip can go 
into the Newlands Family Trust.

Myron Evans (Dr. M. W. Evans, 50 Rhyddwen Road, Craigcefnparc, Swansea, 
SA6 5RA) 

cc Newlands Family Trust solicitors

1YoBALwXAwAaFgQASjgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAA==.pdf

 on FOR POSTING: Notice of Ownership of Land

FOR POSTING : Land     Claim

October 11, 2016 

I hereby claim the 13.5 perches of land to the south of plot 1863b 507 on the attached map. I have the 
deed to this land and no one else has the Deed. I rescanned the map and renamed it as attached. If 
anyone has any trouble reading it please let me know. I can open it here without a problem. By 
zooming in on this plot it can be seen clearly that one house has been built on it, (48 Rhyddwen Road), 
and in 1926 /1927, 50 Rhyddwen Road was adjoined.

amap1917.pdf

 on FOR POSTING : Land Claim

The Three Kambe Charges of the Newtonian     Field

October 11, 2016 

These are the three vacuum frequencies calculated from the divergence of the three velocity fields of 
note 359(3). I hand calculated one of them to be the frequency in inverse seconds:

f1 = q sub F1 = del v sub F1 = 3(MG) power half (X – Y) / (X squared + Y squared) power 5 / 2

there are two more frequencies whch I will claculate shortly.

 on The Three Kambe Charges of the Newtonian Field

ESS

October 11, 2016 

OK many thanks.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/11/ess-3/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/11/the-three-kambe-charges-of-the-newtonian-field/
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Sent: 11/10/2016 01:29:58 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: ESS

One more link Norman

D Dubbers and M G Schmidt 2011 Rev. Mod. Phys. 83 1111.

 on ESS

ESS

October 11, 2016 

It would be useful for the AIAS / UPITEC Fellows, inclding Norman, to draw up a list of proposed 
experiments. Much of the theory has already been tested to state of the art precision. The AIAS / 
UPITEC Fellows and others might like to review these various tests. We verified the theory without 
any extravagant expenditure of tax payers’ money. On the applied side the Osamu Ide circuitry and 
LENR need to be funded.

To: EMyrone@aol.com, mail@horst-eckardt.de
Sent: 11/10/2016 00:52:58 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: ESS

Here’s more. Looks like y’all could propose some experiments to test
your theories ?? Norman

http://cerncourier.com/cws/article/cern/57299

 on ESS

ESS

October 11, 2016 

Many thanks, those in charge of AIAS / UPITEC funding might like to consider this.

To: EMyrone@aol.com, Sent: 11/10/2016 00:15:36 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: ESS

Myron /Horst Are you aware of the ESS and the planned fundamental
science experiments .Norman

See

http://indico.ific.uv.es/indico/getFile.py/access?resId=11&materialId=paper&confId=2025

 on ESS

http://indico.ific.uv.es/indico/getFile.py/access?resId=11&materialId=paper&confId=2025
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/11/ess/
http://cerncourier.com/cws/article/cern/57299
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/11/ess-2/


Discussion Part Two of     359(2)

October 11, 2016 

Fully agreed with Co AIAS President Gareth Evans, the Newtonian and Coulombic fields have been 
deduced from the fluid dynamics of spacetime (aether or vacuum). No doubt the same type of analysis 
can be made for the weak and strong nuclear fields (e.g our previous Beltrami analysis in the UFT 
series). UFT225 completely demolishes the standard model of the weak field. This was sent to CERN 
and ignored. At the same time, CERN frequently studies our work. UFT225 is heavily studied by other 
physicists around the world. Neither dark matter nor strange matter exists (the theories are riddled with 
errors), so the recent Nobel Prize for strange matter is meaningless. The Higgs boson is also 
meaningless, so is big bang, black holes and so on. Winning a Nobel prize in this ultra dogmatic 
atmosphere would be like Aneurin Bevan applying to be leader of the tory party. So standard physics is 
very close to being meaningless, mediaeval dogma. The funding of that dogma is being cut back 
severely.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 11/10/2016 08:59:04 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 359(2)

Very interesting deductions! A first fully consistent understanding of the gravitational field 
emerges – and much more because this is a unified field theory with the same conclusions 
applying at microscopic and macroscopic levels and for all other fields (magnetic and 
electric, strong and weak nuclear etc as you have been showing). In a nutshell, it was not 
possible to understand physics very well without unification!!

Sent from my Samsung device

 on Discussion Part Two of 359(2)

Suggested Computer Algebra and Graphics from Note     359(3)

October 11, 2016 

From the three spacetime or aether or vacuum velocity fields (1) to (3) of Note 359(3) compute the 
Kambe charge for each of them, the vorticity for each of them, the divergence for each of them, and the
Kambe current for each of them. Using the divergence compute the Kambe enthalpy (the scalar 
potential) for each of them using the Lorenz condition for each of them. Finally compute the mass 
density for each of them from the Kambe charge for each of them. Graph the three velocity fields in 
Cartesian and spherical polar coordinates, and graph the combination (20) in Cartesian and spherical 
polar coordinates. This calculation can be repeated for the Einsteinian field and I will proceed to this 
next. The ECE2 gravitational field equations have the same structure as the Kambe equations of the 
fluid spacetime or ether or vacuum, so are a direct consequence of the Kambe equations. This is a 
major result of ECE2 unified field theory. Another is that the field equations of electrodynamics have 
the same structure as those of both gravitation and fluid dynamics.

 on Suggested Computer Algebra and Graphics from Note 359(3)

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/11/suggested-computer-algebra-and-graphics-from-note-3593/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/11/discussion-part-two-of-3592/


Discussion of 359(2)

October 11, 2016 

Fully agreed with this, one of the great number of possibilities opened up by the new theory of fluid 
gravitation. I will complete my calculation today and send it to you. Having iterated to agreement on 
the velocity field a large number of quantities can be calculated, as in UFT358 for the spiral galaxy.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 10/10/2016 17:35:36 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: PS Re: 359(2): Newtonian Velocity Field in Three Dimensions

PS: An alternative view coud be to assume that the gravitational field is created by an 
aether pressure difference, leading to the Kambe enthalpy. This would explain the central 
structure of the gravitational field with no angular dependence. There is no angular 
momentum except there is a rotation of the central body. A vectorial field of aether velocity 
is connected with angular momentum as in the case of spiral galaxies.

Horst

Am 10.10.2016 um 10:57 schrieb EMyrone:

This is given by a combination (1) of three velocity fields. These hand 
calculations can now be checked by computer algebra. The result looks very 
interesting to graph in Cartesian and spherical polar coordinates.

Wind 3.43%, 1 – 12 mph, 0702 local     time

October 11, 2016 

The wind speed in Swansea is 5 mph this morning, so the Betws turbines are producing no electricity at
all, because it takes 7-9 mph to start them. So they are vertical junk of incredible ugliness. This pattern 
has been the same for three months or so , and I will collect the data soon and average them. It must 
have been known to the bold deceivers that there is not enough wind on Betws. There is not enough 
wind on Mynydd y Gwair. So the wind turbines must be demolished and those responsible made to pay.
“Well first I drew my pistol / And then I drew my sabre, /I said “stand and deliver / For ye are the bold 
deceiver.”” (Irish Ballad “Whisky in the Jar”).

 on Wind 3.43%, 1 – 12 mph, 0702 local time

Daily Report Sunday     9/10/16

October 11, 2016 

The equivalent of 137,081 printed pages was downloaded during the day (499.797 megabytes) from 
2,093 memory files downloaded (hits) and 533 distinct visits, each averaging 3.1 memory pages and 11
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 65.49 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 809, Top ten 562, Collected Evans / Morris 297, F3(Sp) 226, Collected 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/11/daily-report-sunday-91016/
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scientometrics 215, Principles of ECE 135, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 98, Collected proofs 98, 
Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 95(est), Autobiography volumes one and two 94, Evans Equations 72, 
Engineering Model 57, UFT88 56, CEFE 37, UFT311 26, UFT321 20, Self charging inverter 15, List 
of prolific authors 13, Llais 12, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 12, Three world records by MWE 6, UFT313 
17, UFT314 16, UFT315 12, UFT316 14, UFT317 17, UFT318 16, UFT319 22, UFT320 20, UFT322 
17, UFT323 18, UFT324 24, UFT325 17, UFT326 17, UFT327 17, UFT328 20, UFT329 17, UFT330 
17, UFT331 23, UFT332 12, UFT333 16, UFT334 16, UFT335 11, UFT336 14, UFT337 13, UFT338 
20, UFT339 17, UFT340 13, UFT341 15, UFT342 14, UFT343 16, UFT344 17, UFT345 21, UFT346 
21, UFT347 18, UFT348 21, UFT349 24, UFT351 27, UFT352 29, UFT353 21, UFT354 24, UFT355 
34, UFT356 31, UFT357 19, UFT358 10 to date in October 2016. University of Washington UFT354; 
edu system Pakistan CEFE; University of Sussex Computer Centre UFT149. Intense interest all 
sectors, updated usage file attached for October 2016.

 on Daily Report Sunday 9/10/16

Historical Interest

October 10, 2016 

As a matter of historical interest, the map shows that Clydach Merthyr Colliery (Nixon drift) had 
opened by 1917, together with Hendy drift and Moody drift, together with other, smaller drift mines. I 
know all of them very well. I know some of the miners who worked in these small drift mines, which 
were accessed by drams to the powder house at the end of Mountain Road. I remember these drams and
their narrow gauge tracks near the powder house, which housed dynamite. It was a thick, concrete 
bunker. My father was a shot fireman and brought down the wall of coal with the dynamite, or 
“powder”. Between 1898 and 1917 there was a great increase in houses because the drift mines 
provided employment. William Newlands worked in Nixon. This is all written in to my autobiography, 
based on accurate source documents (blue box, home page, www.aias.us). Between 1871 and 1898 the 
entire character of the area changed from scattered.ancient, Celtic farms to a village. It was entirely 
Welsh speaking. The problem now is that there are far too many large cars and houses, and no local 
industry at all. The Welsh language is almost extinct. That is why I floated the idea of a Bro Iaith, with 
a lot of support. There must be strict immigration control into small, Welsh speaking communities. 
Otherwise the language, community and culture will be totally destroyed, and no one wants that. This 
is why I set up the Newlands Family Trust. The film kindly sent on by Robert Craven shows the village
in 1952, no cars, very few houses. In 1965 or so there were still no cars. Now they litter the community
indiscriminately. My memory of childhood is very vivid (compare Dylan Thomas’s poetry and prose), 
so I vividly remember Cen arriving and being warmly welcomed into the family, and the family garage 
being built. Why should I not remember it? A lot of this is written into the very popular Autobiography, 
read in up to 182 countries, all of which are now aware of the Welsh language (British Celtic).

cc Newlands Family Trustees

1YoBALwXAwAaFgQASjgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAA==.pdf

 on Historical Interest

Checking 359(2)

October 10, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/10/checking-3592/
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Agreed, Eq. (9) should be -Zk + X i, in the ZX plane, and Eq. (10) should be -Zk + Yj on the YZ plane.
It is seen by inspection that g1, g2 and g3 are cyclic permutations. So we simply consider three planes 
and add up the results. I will write out what I mean tomorrow, and give a sample calculation in full 
detail. This is a very interesting problem and result. The calculation of Eq. (3) from Eq. (6) and Eq. (9) 
exactly parallels the calculation of Eq. (2) from eq. (5) and Eq. (8). The calculation of Eq. (4) from Eq. 
(7) and Eq. (10) exactly parallels the calculation of Eq. (2) from Eq. (5) and Eq. (8).

Newtonian Velocity Field in Three Dimensions

I checked the equations. There is the problem that vF1 to vF3 are defined only in the XY 
plane. Therefore g1, g2 and g3 are only in the XY plane. I assume that there is a typo in 
eqs.(8-10) concerning the unit vectors. Defining the vF’s as in %i13 of the protocol, the 
result %o19 follows, which is symmetric in all components but different from your results 
(2-4).

Horst

Am 10.10.2016 um 10:57 schrieb EMyrone:

This is given by a combination (1) of three velocity fields. These hand 
calculations can now be checked by computer algebra. The result looks very 
interesting to graph in Cartesian and spherical polar coordinates.

359(2).pdf

 on Checking 359(2)

Measurements by Zooming to     800%

October 10, 2016 

PS by zooming to 800% by computer on to plot 1883b 507, the frontage of the plot is 41 feet, 
compared with 40 feet on the 1897 lease and 1926 conveyance to William Newlands, and the distance 
from the south boundary of the plot, across the then road to the opposite boundary is 17 feet, compared 
with the 18 feet leased to Willian Newlands in 1926.

Notice of Ownership of Land

To Whom it May Concern
This is a public notice of the fact that I own 13.5 perches of land to the south of plot 1883b 
507 on the attached map, which has just been discovered. I have the 1926 Deed to this land,
no one else has a Deed to it. Zooming in on this plot, using the computer, shows 
conclusively that the two houses numbers 48 and 50 were built on the original land leased 
to Newlands in 1897 (plot 1883b 507). A computer zoom of 400% or more on to this plot 
makes it clear beyond doubt that plot 1883b 507 is the one leased to my great grandfather 
William Newlands in 1897. By 1917 he had built 48 Rhyddwen Road on this plot, as the 
map shows, and in 1926 / 1927 adjoined 50 Rhyddwen Road to 48 on plot 1883b 507. To 
the south of the plot, the map shows clearly the plot of land, from hedge to hedge, 
approximately 18 feet wide, that was conveyed to Newlands in 1926. This approximately 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/10/measurements-by-zooming-to-800/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/3592.pdf


18 feet wide strip of land was conveyed to William Newalnds in 1926, and I have the 1926 
Deed to the 18 feet wide strip in the care of Peter Lynn and Partners, the Newlands Family 
Trust solicitors. It goes from hedge to hedge across Mountain Road until it meets the 
boundary with 10 Mountain Road, now a wire fence behind a garage, which is built on my 
land. This boundary (now marked by a wire fence) was the same in maps of 1917 and of 
1898. I hereby prohibit trespass on my land defined by this notice. This 18 foot strip can go 
into the Newlands Family Trust.

Myron Evans (Dr. M. W. Evans, 50 Rhyddwen Road, Craigcefnparc, Swansea, 
SA6 5RA) 

cc Newlands Family Trust solicitors

1YoBALwXAwAaFgQASjgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAA==.pdf

 on Measurements by Zooming to 800%

Notice of Ownership of     Land

October 10, 2016 

To Whom it May Concern
This is a public notice of the fact that I own 13.5 perches of land to the south of
1883b 507 on the attached map, which has just been discovered. I have the 1926 Deed to this land, no 
one else has a Deed to it. Zooming in on this plot, using the computer, shows conclusively that the two 
houses numbers 48 and 50 were built on the original land leased to Newlands in 1897 (plot 1883b 507).
A computer zoom of 400% or more on to this plot makes it clear beyond doubt that plot 1883b 507 is 
the one leased to my great grandfather William Newlands in 1897. By 1917 he had built 48 Rhyddwen 
Road on this plot, as the map shows, and in 1926 / 1927 adjoined 50 Rhyddwen Road to 48 on plot 
1883b 507. To the south of the plot, the map shows clearly the plot of land, from hedge to hedge, 
approximately 18 feet wide, that was conveyed to Newlands in 1926. This approximately 18 feet wide 
strip of land was conveyed to William Newalnds in 1926, and I have the 1926 Deed to the 18 feet wide 
strip in the care of Peter Lynn and Partners, the Newlands Family Trust solicitors. It goes from hedge to
hedge across Mountain Road until it meets the boundary with 10 Mountain Road, now a wire fence 
behind a garage, which is built on my land. This boundary (now marked by a wire fence) was the same 
in maps of 1917 and of 1898. I hereby prohibit trespass on my land defined by this notice. This 18 foot 
strip can go into the Newlands Family Trust.

Myron Evans (Dr. M. W. Evans, 50 Rhyddwen Road, Craigcefnparc, Swansea, SA6 5RA) 

cc Newlands Family Trust solicitors

1YoBALwXAwAaFgQASjgAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAA==.pdf

 on Notice of Ownership of Land

359(2): Newtonian Velocity Field in Three     Dimensions

October 10, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/10/3592-newtonian-velocity-field-in-three-dimensions/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/1yobalwxawaafgqasjgaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaabaa.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/10/notice-of-ownership-of-land/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/1yobalwxawaafgqasjgaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaabaa1.pdf


This is given by a combination (1) of three velocity fields. These hand calculations can now be checked
by computer algebra. The result looks very interesting to graph in Cartesian and spherical polar 
coordinates.

a359thpapernotes2.pdf

 on 359(2): Newtonian Velocity Field in Three Dimensions

Discussion of 359(1)

October 10, 2016 

Many thanks for checking the calculations and working out other quantities with the code. This is very 
useful, eliminating tedious hand calculation, and much appreciated. This is indeed the initial two 
dimensional calculation, in which r is Xi + Yj . I think it can be extended to three dimensions by adding
three two dimensional quantities:

r = (r1 + r2 + r3) / 2 = Xi + Yj + Zk

where
r1 = Xi + Yj; r2 = Yi + Zj, r3 = Xi + Zj

So the three dimensional velocity field is the sum of three velocity fields of type (15), one in X and Y; 
one in X and Z; and one in Y and Z. I will go ahead and check this today. It might run into 
complications due to cross terms, but I think it will be OK. Computer algebra can be used to check if 
any cross terms might appear. It is also possible to extend this type of calculation to the Einstein theory,
and to ECE2 gravitation by simply comparing the ECE2 field equations of gravitation and fluid 
dynamics. ECE2 is known by now to be greatly superior to the Einstein theory.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 09/10/2016 23:27:19 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 359(1): The Spacetime Velocity Field of Newtonian Gravitation

The calculation is correct and holds for 2 dimensions. It describes a rotational velocity field
vF in tangent directions of a circle.
However I do not see how this can be extended to 3 dimensions. We know from the dipole 
field that the vector potential is identical to vF of this note in the XY plane. However the vF
vectors remain co-planar in other planes, defining the direction of the dipole. But for a 
Newtonian or Coulomb potential there is no such predominant direction. See the example 
3.1 in paper 356. The vector
Another point to consider: the vector field vF has a non-vanishing curl, see protocol eq. 
o10.

Horst

Am 08.10.2016 um 11:40 schrieb EMyrone:

This is given by Eq. (14) or (15) in Cartesian coordinates, and it can be 
translated into plane polar coordinates. It swirls around the Newtonian 
acceleration due to gravity when the latter is directed in the Z axis. The same 
result is true for the Coulomb potential of a static electric field. The velocity 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/10/discussion-of-3591/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/a359thpapernotes2.pdf


field for the whirlpool galaxy is given in Eq. (16) fro comparison.

359(1).pdf

 on Discussion of 359(1)

Wind 3.86%, 1 – 12 mph, 0732 local     time

October 10, 2016 

The wind speed in Swansea today is a spectacular 2 mph, and all over mainland Wales it is much less 
than the 7 – 9 mph needed to start the ghastly wind turbines. So the pattern is clear, no generation of 
electricity at all at the cost of billions, with short intervals of a small amount of electricity during 
storms coming in from the Atlantic. So the wind industry in Wales is a pathetic failure, the product of 
corruption. “…….for now I see / Peace to corrupt no less than war to waste.” (MIlton, “Paradise Lost”, 
Book 11).

 on Wind 3.86%, 1 – 12 mph, 0732 local time

Daily Report Saturday     8/10/16

October 10, 2016 

The equivalent of 134,968 printed pages was downloaded during the day (492.093 megabytes) from 
3,098 downloaded memory files and 573 distinct visits each averaging 3.2 memory pages and 13 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 43.57, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 762, Top ten 491, Collected Evans / Morris 264, Collected scientometrics 203, 
F3(Sp) 200, Principles of ECE 130, Collected proofs 97, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 95(est), 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 89, Autobiography volumes one and two 85, Evans Equations 64, 
Engineering Model 51, UFT88 40, CEFE 35, PECE 33, UFT311 25, UFT321 19, Self charging inverter
15, List of prolific authors 12, Llais 11, Three world records by MWE 6, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 9, 
UFT313 16, UFT314 16, UFT315 12, UFT316 13, UFT317 17, UFT318 16, UFT319 21, UFT320 20, 
UFT322 17, UFT323 17, UFT324 24, UFT325 17, UFT326 17, UFT327 16, UFT328 18, UFT329 17, 
UFT330 16, UFT331 22, UFT332 11, UFT333 15, UFT334 15, UFT335 11, UFT336 13, UFT337 12, 
UFT338 13, UFT339 17, UFT340 11, UFT341 14, UFT342 13, UFT343 14, UFT344 16, UFT345 21, 
UFT346 20, UFT347 17, UFT348 20, UFT349 23, UFT351 25, UFT352 27, UFT353 21, UFT354 21, 
UFT355 31, UFT356 29, UFT357 18, UFT358 2 to date in October 2016. Deusu Search Engine AIAS 
Staff, College of Information Sciences and Technology Pennsylvania State University UFT12; Intense 
interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for October 2016.

Checking calculations

October 9, 2016 

I used the method of Note UFT359(1) to check the whirlpool galaxy calculations. The latter are correct,
and the constraint X squared + Y squared = constant is removed, leading to a perfectly general result. I 
will write this up tomorrow.

 on Checking calculations

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/09/checking-calculations/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/10/daily-report-saturday-81016/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/10/wind-3-86-1-12-mph-0732-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/3591.pdf


Continuing with UFT359

October 9, 2016 

The plans for UFT359 are to follow the route taken by UFT358 and to derive various spacetime 
quantities from the velocity field that gives rise to both Newtonian gravitation and the Coulomb inverse
square law. I find this to be very interesting work because three subject areas are being unified by 
ECE2.

 on Continuing with UFT359

Wind 4.56%, 1 – 15 mph, 0722 local     time.

October 9, 2016 

The wind speed over mainland Wales today is well below the 9 – 11 mph needed to start the giant 
turbines on Betws. So as usual there is no production of electricity by wind turbines in Wales today. 
This means that the disgustingly ugly wind turbines dumped by greedy little profiteers all over once 
beautiful Wales are utterly useless and dangerous in more than one sense, for example they destabilize 
the grid and drag the economy because of the huge expenditure in subsidies. When subsidies are turned
off, many companies will go bankrupt. I very much hope, in tune with everyone in Mawr and Gw^yr 
(Gower) that the vandalization of Mynydd y Gwair will be averted and that cousin Beaufort will be 
nationalized. That would do him a power of good. He will not be producing any from Mynydd y Gwair.
Directors under restriction from bankruptcy are banned, also those who fail to keep accounts properly. 
My relation to Beaufort is attached. Our genealogy on www.aias.us is considered to be definitive, for 
example Wikitree no less. Beaufort is descended from Trahaearn ap Gwgon, murdered by the Norman 
Guillaume de Briouze at the Fenni massacre, and I am descended from his younger brother Cydifor ap 
Gwgon Arglwydd Glyn Tawe. This is probably the definitive genealogy of its kind, and it is consulted 
by hundreds of thousands. Fenni Castle was destroyed by my ancestral cousin Llewelyn Fawr ap 
Iorwerth, who also captured the Norman Swansea Castle. Llewelyn the Great would have had no 
problem in reducing wind turbines to scrap as an insult and imposition.

.

afamilylinesrelationtoDukeofBeaufortt.pdf

 on Wind 4.56%, 1 – 15 mph, 0722 local time.

Daily Report 7/10/16

October 9, 2016 

The equivalent of 159,577 printed pages was downloaded during the day (581.819 megabytes) from 
3,109 downloaded memory files (hits) and 586 distinct visits, each averaging 4.4 memory pages and 10
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 51.33 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 713, Top ten 446, Collected Evans / Morris 223, Collected scientometrics 
183(est), F3(Sp) 166, Principles of ECE 124, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 95, Collected proofs 93, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 85, Autobiography volumes one and two 82, Evans Equations 53, 
Engineering Model 48, UFT88 43, CEFE 34, PECE 32, UFT311 24, UFT321 18, Self charging inverter
14, List of Prolific authors 11, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 9, Llais 9, Three world records by MWE 6, 
UFT313 15, UFT314 16, UFT315 12, UFT316 12, UFT317 16, UFT318 15, UFT319 20, UFT320 18, 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/09/daily-report-71016/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/afamilylinesrelationtodukeofbeaufortt.pdf
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/09/wind-4-56-1-15-mph-0722-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/09/continuing-with-uft359/


UFT322 17, UFT323 17, UFT324 21, UFT325 15, UFT326 15, UFT327 16, UFT328 18, UFT329 17, 
UFT330 16, UFT331 20, UFT332 11, UFT333 15, UFT334 15, UFT335 10, UFT336 13, UFT337 11, 
UFT338 12, UFT339 16, UFT340 11, UFT341 14, UFT342 13, UFT343 14, UFT344 14, UFT345 18, 
UFT346 17, UFT347 15, UFT348 17, UFT349 20, UFT351 23, UFT352 26, UFT353 19, UFT354 20, 
UFT355 29, UFT356 27, UFT357 17 to date in October 2016. City of Winnipeg UFT Section, 
Engineering Science Report, Essays 30, 41, 50; European Centre for Nuclear Research (CERN) 
“Criticisms of the Einstein Field Equation”; German National Search Engine (DEUSU) general. 
Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for October 2016.

 on Daily Report 7/10/16

Trespassers Caught by     CCTV

October 8, 2016 

To PS Gareth Prosser,
Morriston Police Station
My CCTV system recorded wilful obstruction on my tarmac drive yesterday. When I returned from a 
Lands Tribunal hearing there was a vehicle parked directly on my drive, causing an obstruction. It was 
a small vehicle whose registration plate has probably been recorded. After a long delay the driver and 
passenger drove off. This is one of very many incidents of trespass and traffic violations that I have 
been observing for the Bridgend Unit of the police. Vehicles continue to ignore the law completely and 
to park within ten meters of the junction, or directly opposite. This situation must be dealt with 
effectively by double yellow lines. The County Council ignores requests for double yellow lines, 
causing a tremendous waste of police time, because the police have to come out and deal with these 
offences, but their warnings are ignored repeatedly. So it is time to start ticketing and fining by wardens
of the Council. At present there are no traffic wardens in Mawr at all, but the Council Tax keeps getting
higher and higher. So I am reluctant to call the police out repeatedly, and report occasionally that traffic
violations go on all the time.

Myron Evans
(Dr. M. W. Evans, 50 Rhyddwen Road, Craig Cefn Parc, SA6 5RA)

 on Trespassers Caught by CCTV

Historical Maps of Mountain and Rhyddwen     Road

October 8, 2016 

To Whom it May Concern

These are on www.old-maps.co.uk and define the land owned by the Newlands family. They are as 
follows:

1) 1876
This is map https://www.old-maps.co.uk/#/Map/267797/202681/12/100196 (1 : 2500)
It shows that there are no houses on what is now Rhyddwen Road and Mountain Road. The route of 
Mountain Road is exactly the same as it is now, but it was a track, about eight feet wide. All the land is 
owned by Fagwyr Isaf (or Fagwyr Wen). The land leased to William Newlands in 1897 is not marked. 
Mountain Road goes right out to Gelliwastad along the same route exactly as exists today. Both 
Rhyddwen Road and Mountain Road are rough tracks, similar to tracks on Gelliwastad today. 

https://www.old-maps.co.uk/#/Map/267797/202681/12/100196
http://www.old-maps.co.uk/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/08/historical-maps-of-mountain-and-rhyddwen-road/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/08/trespassers-caught-by-cctv/


Rhyddwen has its correct spelling of Rhydd Waun – common land.

2) 1898
This is map https://www/old-maps.co.uk/#/Map/267797/202681/12/100633 (1: 2500)
The land leased to William Newlands in 1897 is not yet marked, but the land leased to Daniel Phillips 
in 1922 and conveyed in 1929 is marked. A house has been built on the latter land, whose western 
boundary is exactly as today (the wire fence behind the garage next to 50 Rhyddwen Road). This is the 
house now occupied by Mr and Mrs David Thomas. Mountain Road follows the same route exactly as 
in 1876 and it is still the same today. Daniel Phillips never owned the land leased to William Newlands 
in 1897. Daniel Phillips could not have planted my south east hedge. It was in fact planted by William 
Newlands, an its roots go through outbuilldings built by William Newlands. It is not an “ancient hedge”
as has been asserted incorrectly. This is complete nonsense. The width of Mountain Road near its 
junction with Rhyddwen Road is approximately 18 feet.

3) 1917
This is map https://www/old-maps.co.uk/#/267802/202684/12/101077 (1 : 2500)
The land leased to William Newlands in 1897 is clearly defined with a frontage or width of 41 feet (0.5 
cm 1 : 2500) Its depth is 148 feet. Its width is 41 feet all along the depth. On the 1897 lease the 
frontage is 40 feet approximately, and the depth is 204 feet approximately. So teh lease map is 
roughand schematic. This 1917 map is much more accurate. To the south of the land on the 1897 lese 
are words “reserved for road”. It is now clear that this road already existed, and also existed in 1876. It 
is in fact an ancient trackway, probably several thousand years old. Number 48 Rhyddwen Road has 
been built in exactly the same place as it is now, with a width of approximately 18 feet. Number 50 has 
not yet been built. There is a gap of 24.6 feet between the south east wall of number 48 and the current 
south east boundary of number 50 Rhyddwen Road. I recently measured the frontage of 50 Rhyddwen 
Road to be 24 feet with a steel tape, very close to 24.6 feet. The inside original width of 50 Rhyddwen 
Road is also about 18 feet (inluding a wall about three feet thick). So number 50 was built in about 
1926 / 1927 as an addendum to number 48. The outside wall of number 48 became the dividing wall 
between number 48 and 50.
So beyond reasonable doubt both houses were built on the land leased to William Newlands in 1897. 
This land was conveyed to him in 1926, together with an additional eighteen feet width to the south of 
the current south east wall of number 50 Rhyddwen Road. This eighteen feet width ran parallel to the 
land on which the two houses were built. It therefore includes the land on which a garage was built in 
about 1960 – 1962, with the permission of my grandmother, then the owner. I am now the owner. This 
eighteen feet width is part of 50 Rhyddwen Road, of which I am registered proprietor. My car is 
currently parked on this land. My tarmac drive is also part of my registered land.
These maps show very clearly that Daniel Phillips and his descendants never owned the land on which 
the garage was built. It was owned in 1960 – 1962 by Martha Jane Jones, and now I own it. My car is 
currently parked directly in the middle o fthis eighteen feet wide strip of land, which extends to the 
wire fence behind the garage. This boundary was present in exactly the same place in 1898.
I very clearly remember permission being given to Cen Williams to build the garge on this eighteem 
feet wide strip of land. It is certain that Martha Jane Jones gave permission (or “bare verbal licence”) to
Cen WIlliams for life. he died in 2010. This licence was not transferred to his son Ellis Williams or to 
anyone else. Bare verbal licence for life defeats adverse possession. I do not even have to prove this, 
the evidence in law for bare verbal licence is the permission of the owner and its visible manifestations,
in this case the garage.
This new evidence is of key importance, irrefutable and conclusive, and in my opinion the relevant 
authorities must be made aware of it. Otherwise justice cannot be done. I became aware of this 

https://www/old-maps.co.uk/#/267802/202684/12/101077
https://www/old-maps.co.uk/#/Map/267797/202681/12/100633


evidence yesterday. No one else has been aware of this evidence and it was not placed before the 
Tribunal of 6 /7 October.

Myron Evans
(Dr. M. W. Evans, 50 Rhyddwen Road, Craig Cefn Parc, Swansea, SA6 5RA)

 on Historical Maps of Mountain and Rhyddwen Road

359(1): The Spacetime Velocity Field of Newtonian     Gravitation

October 8, 2016 

This is given by Eq. (14) or (15) in Cartesian coordinates, and it can be translated into plane polar 
coordinates. It swirls around the Newtonian acceleration due to gravity when the latter is directed in the
Z axis. The same result is true for the Coulomb potential of a static electric field. The velocity field for 
the whirlpool galaxy is given in Eq. (16) fro comparison.

a359thpapernotes1.pdf

 on 359(1): The Spacetime Velocity Field of Newtonian Gravitation

Wind 4.27%, 0 – 19 mph, 0809 local     time

October 8, 2016 

The wind speed in Swansea is only 6 mph this morning, and there is no area of Wales where the wind 
reaches 7 – 9 mph, needed to start the giant turbines. So the wind industry has been cynically deceiving
people at huge expense, creating a drag on the economy and increasing taxation for no purpose at all. 
Plaid Cymru and the Labour Party have been deceived completely, so should reverse policy and make 
the developers pay for environmental damage and to demolish their turbines. When the various wind 
turbine companies go bankrupt shortly their directors will be suspended (banned from further 
directorships). They could find useful employment as labourers for scrap companies demolishing the 
turbines, and putting back the soil as carefully as possible. However the massive damage they have 
done will never be cured. In an ecology such as Mynydd y Gwair there are features visible that are 
thousand of years old.

 on Wind 4.27%, 0 – 19 mph, 0809 local time

Daily Report 6/10/16

October 8, 2016 

The equivalent of 457,351 printed pages was downloaded during the day (1.6675 gigabytes) from 
6,744 memory files downloaded (hits) and 652 distinct visits each averaging 4.8 memory pages and 14 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 67.82 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 615, Top ten 409, Collected Evans / Morris 198, F3(Sp) 155, Principles of ECE
116, Collected Proofs 79, Collected Eckardt / Lindstrom 77, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 71, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 67, Evans Equations 46, Engineering Model 42, UFT88 38(est), 
PECE 32, CEFE 27, UFT311 23, UFT321 15, PECE 32, CEFE 27, UFT311 23, UFT321 15, Self 
charging inverter 14, List of Prolific Authors 10, Llais 9, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 9, UFT313 15, 
UFT314 13, UFT315 11, UFT316 12, UFT317 13, UFT318 14, UFT319 16, UFT320 16, UFT322 15, 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/08/daily-report-61016/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/08/wind-4-27-0-19-mph-0809-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/a359thpapernotes1.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/08/3591-the-spacetime-velocity-field-of-newtonian-gravitation/


UFT323 14, UFT324 17, UFT325 12, UFT326 11, UFT327 13, UFT328 14, UFT329 14, UFT330 14, 
UFT331 18, UFT332 8, UFT333 13, UFT334 13, UFT335 8, UFT336 11, UFT337 9, UFT338 10, 
UFT339 13, UFT340 9, UFT341 12, UFT342 12, UFT343 10, UFT344 12, UFT345 15, UFT346 14, 
UFT347 14, UFT348 15, UFT349 16, UFT351 23, UFT352 24, UFT353 17, UFT354 20, UFT355 24, 
UFT356 26, UFT357 15 to date in October 2016. Mathematics University of Liege / Leuven Belgium 
UFT88; City of Winnipeg UFT356, UFT311, PECE; Education Portal Cuba UFT157(Sp); Mechanical 
Engineering Northwestern University CEFE; College of Information Sciences and Technology 
Pennsylvania State University UFT6 7, 89; Spanish Ministry of Defence UFT166(Sp); Italian National 
Institute for Nuclear Physics (INFN) Rome One Diplomatic Objections to ‘t Hooft by Gareth Evans; 
Mexican National Polytechnic Institute Higher School of Physics and Mathematics UFT109(Sp); 
Parma City School District Ohio UFT Section; National Electrification Administration Philippines 
general; Physics Stockholm University Sweden My page; University of Bristol UFT69. Intense interest 
all sectors, updated usage file attached for October 2016.

 on Daily Report 6/10/16

Subject of UFT359

October 7, 2016 

The first note will be on the spacetime or vacuum velocity field needed for Newtonian gravitation. I 
worked this out analytically yesterday morning before going to the Tribunal, and will check it as soon 
as I have the opportunity. It is a function similar to that needed for a whirlpool galaxy. So the 
Newtonian gravitational field produces swirling motion in spacetime (aether or vacuum). This is the 
result of a rigorous chain of logic all based on Cartan geometry.

Hurricane Approaching Florida

October 7, 2016 

The Section 3 is excellent, and of course hope that all will be as well as possible through this hurricane 
for both the Davis brothers. Our work may give some new insight on how to predict hurricanes and 
give more advance warning.

Sent: 06/10/2016 16:13:43 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: UFT358 Sections 1 and 2 and Notes

Horst,

My internet connection went out yesterday, but was restored this morning. We haven’t yet 
had any strong winds (expecting that tonight). Looks like, as of now, the worst part of the 
storm will strike 100 kilometers north of me (my brother lives near just south of Cape 
Canaveral space center, so he may get the worst of it). I’m expecting to loose power and 
internet sometime after sunset tonight. I’ll be back in contact as soon as I’m able.

I’ll go through this note shortly; need to move a few more things indoors before the rain 
feeder-band (visible on local radar) gets here in about an hour.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/07/hurricane-approaching-florida/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/07/subject-of-uft359/


Cheers,
Russ

 on Hurricane Approaching Florida

UFT358 Section 3

October 7, 2016 

Many thanks, this is excellently suitable for gravitation in the case of a static electric field. Maybe a 
sentence could be inserted at the start to explain this.. As can be seen form the early morning reports, 
the fluid electrodynamics papers are already very popular.

Sent: 06/10/2016 15:42:55 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: UFT358 Sections 1 and 2 and Notes

Russ,
this is the improved section. I found an argument to keep the part with calculating dA/dt 
simple. Figures will follow.
Myron, is this section suited for paper 358? It is not on gravitation but electrodynamic 
examples.

Horst

Am 05.10.2016 um 14:27 schrieb EMyrone:

This is UFT358, Sections 1 and 2, on fluid gravitation exemplified by the 
whirlpool galaxy. 

paper358-3.pdf

 on UFT358 Section 3

Film of Craig Cefn Parc in     1952

October 7, 2016 

I recognize Parchedig (Reverend) T. R. Lewis in the round glasses, Minister of Elim Baptist Chapel. I 
was seriously ill around that time as in Autobiography Volume One. There are no cars, hardly any 
houses, and all spoke fluent Welsh of the Silurian dialect. Land prices and house prices were at a 
reasonable level and there was a thriving drift mining industry. I have discovered the old route of 
Mountain Road, which was opened up by my great grandfather, William Newlands, and other coal 
miners to transport coal from drift mines back to the village on dram tracks (narrow gauge railway). 
This was kindly forwarded by Robert Craven, Barrister. It was along a high bank to the north of the 
house currently owned by David Thomas, but this route was abandoned because it took too much work 
to build the bank. Old maps may show the route.

http://player.bfi.org.uk/film/watch-christmas-1952-santa-claus-comes-to-craig-cefn-parc-
1952/
I was searching for old maps of the area, but found nothing useful, but came across this.

http://player.bfi.org.uk/film/watch-christmas-1952-santa-claus-comes-to-craig-cefn-parc-1952/
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 on Film of Craig Cefn Parc in 1952

Wind 8.86%, 2 – 24 mph, 0704 local     time.

October 7, 2016 

Today as usual the wind all over inland Wales is below the 7 – 9% needed to start giant turbines, so no 
wind turbine is producing any power in Wales today, as usual.

 on Wind 8.86%, 2 – 24 mph, 0704 local time.

Daily Report 5/10/16

October 7, 2016 

The equivalent of 470,104 printed pages was downloaded during the day (1.714 Gbytes) from 8,221 
memory files downlaoded (hits) and 733 distinct visits each averaging 12.3 memory pages and 10 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 57.18, main spiders cnsat(China), Google, MSN and 
Yahoo. Collected ECE2 507, Top ten 350, Evans / Morris 165(est), F3(Sp) 146, Collected 
scientometrics 132, Principles of ECE 96(est), Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 77, Collected Proofs 62, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 60, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 53, Engineering Model 37, 
Evans Equations 37, UFT88 31, PECE 25, CEFE 24, UFT311 17, UFT321 11, Self charging inverter 7 
(est), Lindstrom Idaho lecture 6, List of prolific authors 5, Three world records by MWE 4, UFT313 
13, UFT314 12, UFT315 10, UFT316 11, UFT317 11, UFT318 11, UFT319 12, UFT320 13, UFT322 
14, UFT323 10, UFT324 14, UFT325 11, UFT326 9, UFT327 11, UFT328 11, UFT329 11, UFT330 
10, UFT331 14, UFT332 8, UFT333 9, UFT334 11, UFT335 7, UFT336 8, UFT337 8, UFT338 3, 
UFT339 12, UFT340 9, UFT341 12, UFT342 10, UFT343 10, UFT344 12, UFT345 12, UFT346 11, 
UFT347 12, UFT348 12, UFT349 15, UFT351 19, UFT352 23, UFT353 15, UFT354 16, UFT355 20, 
UFT356 21, UFT357 14 to date in October 2016. Non Linear and Quantum Optics Technical 
University Darmstadt UFT85; Theoretical Physics Duisberg Essen University UFT100; extensive site 
downloads; University of Bristol extensive; University College London UFT158. Intense interest all 
sectors, updated usage file attached for October 2016.

 on Daily Report 5/10/16

Wind 12.07%, 3 – 25 mph. 0651 local     time

October 6, 2016 

The wind speed in Swansea now is 17 mph, forecast to drop to 10 mph at the end of the day, so very 
little power is being generated by the Betws turbines, which need 7 – 9 mph to start. It is obvious that 
this is going to be the permanent pattern right through the winter. No hospital or emergency unit of any 
kind could ever depend on the wildly fluctuating scythes of democracy.

 on Wind 12.07%, 3 – 25 mph. 0651 local time

Daily Report 4/10/16

October 6, 2016 

The equivalent of 126,238 printed pages was downloaded during the day (460.263 megabytes) from 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/06/daily-report-41016/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/06/wind-12-07-3-25-mph-0651-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/07/daily-report-51016/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/07/wind-8-86-2-24-mph-0704-local-time/


2,481 downloaded memory files and 492 distinct visits, each averaging 4.1 memory pages and 9 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 50.88, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten items 252, Collected ECE2 204, Collected Evans / Morris 132, F3(Sp) 115, Collected 
scientometrics 90, Principles of ECE 47(est), Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 34, Autobiography 
volumes one and two 25, Collected Proofs 24, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 24, Evans Equations 21, 
UFT88 17, PECE 18, CEFE 14, Engineering Model 12 (est), UFT311 10, Self charging inverter 7, 
Lindstrom Idaho lecture 6, Llais 5, UFT321 2, Three world records by MWE 2, List of prolific authors 
1, UFT313 5, UFT314 3, UFT315 3, UFT316 4, UFT317 3, UFT318 2, UFT319 3, UFT320 6, UFT322
6, UFT323 2, UFT324 7, UFT325 4, UFT326 1, UFT327 4, UFT328 4, UFT329 3, UFT330 3, UFT331
6, UFT332 1, UFT333 3, UFT334 3, UFT336 1, UFT337 1, UFT338 3, UFT339 5, UFT340 2, UFT341
4, UFT342 3, UFT343 3, UFT344 5, UFT345 6, UFT346 4, UFT347 5, UFT348 5, UFT349 8, UFT351
10, UFT352 15, UFT353 7, UFT354 8, UFT355 10, UFT356 12, UFT357 8 to date in October 2016. 
Brazilian National Institute of Pure and Applied Mathematics Rio de Janeiro UFT313; University of 
Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT 352 – 357; IParadigms California F2(Sp), F9(Sp), UFT147(Sp), ECE 
Article (Sp); Danish Technical University UFT175; Texas A and M University UFT102, UFT104; 
Department of Physical Information Keio University UFT352; Inter Island Information Systems 
Philippines Levitron; National Centre for Computing, National University of Paraguay at Asuncion 
F3(Sp). Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for October 2016.

 on Daily Report 4/10/16

UFT358 on Wayback     Machine

October 5, 2016 

As can be seen by using www.archive.org UFT358 is already on the Wayback Machine.

 on UFT358 on Wayback Machine

FOR POSTING: UFT358 Sections 1 and 2 and     Notes

October 5, 2016 

This is UFT358, Sections 1 and 2, on fluid gravitation exemplified by the whirlpool galaxy.

a358thpaper.pdf

a358thpapernotes1.pdf

a358thpapernotes2.pdf

a358thpapernotes3.pdf

a358thpapernotes4.pdf

a358thpapernotes5.pdf

a358thpapernotes6.pdf

a358thpapernotes7.pdf

 on FOR POSTING: UFT358 Sections 1 and 2 and Notes
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Wind 15.01%, 4 – 26 mph, 0713 local     time

October 5, 2016 

The wind speed in Swansea is 11 mph today, barely enough to start the Betws turbines (7 – 9 mph), The
same kind of inland wind speed is registered all over Wales today, proving that even in the season of 
the equinoctial gales, wind turbines are completely useless.

Daily Report 3/10/16

October 5, 2016 

The equivalent of 120,361 printed pages was downloaded during the day (438.835 megabytes) from 
2,206 memory files downloaded and 547 distinct visits each averaging 3.1 memory pages and 11 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 54.56, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten items 202, Collected ECE2 147, Evans / Morris papers 99(est); F3(Sp) 87; Collected 
scientometrics 77, Principles of ECE 37, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 29, Eckardt / Lindstrom 
papers 24, Collected Proofs 19, Autobiography volumes one and two 18, UFT88 15, Evans Equations 
14, PECE 12, CEFE 12, UFT311 9, Engineering Model 8, Self charging inverter 5, Lindstrom Idaho 
Lecture 5, Llais 3, Three world records by MWE 2, UFT321 2, UFT313 3, UFT314 3, UFT315 3, 
UFT316 4, UFT317 2, UFT318 2, UFT319 3, UFT320 5, UFT322 5, UFT323 2, UFT324 5, UFT325 3,
UFT326 1, UFT327 3, UFT328 3, UFT329 2, UFT330 2, UFT331 4, UFT332 1, UFT334 3, UFT336 1,
UFT337 1, UFT338 3, UFT339 4, UFT341 2, UFT342 3, UFT343 3, UFT344 3, UFT345 4, UFT346 2,
UFT347 5, UFT348 4, UFT349 6, UFT351 8, UFT352 9, UFT353 5, UFT354 6, UFT355 6, UFT356 8,
UFT357 5 to date in October 2016. City of Winnipeg extensive; IParadigms California UFT139(Sp), 
Galaxies(Sp); College of Engineering Purdue University LCR Resonant 2f; Texas A and M University 
UFT104; University of North Carolina Chapel Hill UFT142; University of Oregon UFT175; University
of Washington UFT177; Sciences, University of Nancy 1 (Henri Poincare) Levitron; Institute of 
Physics Bbubaneswar India UFT110; Science Museum, National Autonomous University of Mexico 
F7(Sp). Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for October 2016.

 on Daily Report 3/10/16

Many thanks to     GJE

October 4, 2016 

Much appreciated as ever, I will write up UFT358 shortly on fluid gravitation. In the usage file every 
morning the inner circle here can see a long line of items being read all over the world. On the other 
dogmatic hand the strangest Nobel Prize has been awarded – for strange matter, first proposed in the 
nineteen seventies. This theory is so full of adjustables that it can predict anything at all. That is not 
Baconian science.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 04/10/2016 11:04:52 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Aggregation of Matter

The wheels on this wagon are by now well oiled and move only in one direction – forward 
(sweeping aside dogma in its path). There has been no back tracking and no second 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/04/many-thanks-to-gje-11/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/05/daily-report-31016/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/05/wind-15-01-4-26-mph-0713-local-time/


thoughts since physics has been unified. This is remarkable in itself – it demonstrates that 
uncertainty has been removed and replaced with consistency. A raft of new insights have 
emerged as the flaws of the past have been highlighted, corrected and replaced. It is an 
astonishing achievement and is here to stay (however long it may take some to accept it).

Sent from my Samsung device

 on Many thanks to GJE

Aggregation of Matter

October 4, 2016 

If the stars fall inwards in a whirlpool galaxy they must collide at the centre, and aggregate there as 
Gareth writes. So there must be a large mass of aggregated stars at the centre, but NOT a black hole. 
The black hole theory has been refuted at nauseam for the dogmatists and black holes are very bad 
physics, based on an obsolete physics with no torsion – one wheel on my wagon but I’m still trolling 
on.

Sent: 04/10/2016 08:30:04 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Cotes /whirlpool spirals

We see the aggregation of matter throughout nature, at all scales. This goes against the idea 
of an expanding universe. Similar behaviour and patterns apply at the microscopic level.
Sent from my Samsung device

 on Aggregation of Matter

UFT88 Studied again at ETH     Zurich

October 4, 2016 

ETH is ranked 20 in the world by webometrics, 9 by Times, 8 by QS and 19 by Shanghai, it is among 
the top three in Europe as ranked by CHE excellence rankings. Staff and students from ETH have 
frequently studied www.aias.us since 2004, when I began to keep systematic records now known 
famously across the world of science as ” the scientometrics”. ETH has 18,616 students and was 
founded in 1855. It has twenty one Nobel Prizes among former staff and students, including Einstein, 
Debye, Schroedinger, Pauli, Stern, Ernst, Mueller and many others. Einstein was there as a student 
from 1896 to 1900 but rarely attended any lectures. He studied at home and relied on the exemplary 
notes of his friend Marcel Grossmann, who later introduced him to Riemann geometry, which Einstein 
found to be “horrible” or some other expletive. Most people still find it horrible. Einstein was 
reprimanded as a student and given the lowest grade by one professor, and called a lazy dog by another,
Weber (not the well known Weber). Among five students of his graduation class of 1900 he was the 
only one not to be given an assistantship. He found work in Bern as a patent clerk third class. Einstein 
did not like the fact that ETH did not teach Maxwell for example. Shortly after leaving ETH he 
published a number of classic papers (all unrefereed) and put the finishing touches to special relativity 
in 1905. He was a professor at ETH from 1912 to 1914, when he worked with Grossmann on general 
relativity, now corrected and developed into ECE2. There is a photograph of the two of them in the first

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/04/uft88-studied-again-at-eth-zurich/
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chapter of our new monograph, “Principles of ECE”. I worked at the University of Zurich and at ETH 
from 1990 to 1991 with Georges Wagniere, a University Dekan or Dean, and coordinated with ETH on 
the IBM 3090-6S supercomputer at ETH. I lectured to the Ernst group on optical NMR, and was told 
by Ernst that my work on optical NMR at IBM Kingston and the Cornell Theory Center deserved a 
Nobel Prize. I have heard this many times over many years, but I am an unconventional and original 
thinker, like Einstein, so the caution of the Royal Swedish Academy prevents it from going against the 
dogmatic masses. I am not bothered because my work and of course that of AIAS / UPITEC in general,
is making a massive impact that deserves many Nobel Prizes. I was not particularly impressed with the 
ETH computer department and in fact my first wife had to get their systems working in order to remote
link from the University at Irchel. She worked at IBM Kingston, New York, and Cornell Theory Center,
and was a multiple award winner. Shortly after returning to Cornell in the fall of 1991 I inferred the 
B(3) field, working at home like Einstein, and heard that Ernst had been awarded a Nobel Prize for 
Fourier transform NMR. I was tipped off by Warren at Princeton that this was going to happen. For 
some mysterious reason, Wes Anderson was not given a Nobel Prize, although Ernst and Anderson 
shared the Wolf Prize. So these prizes are arbitrary, as is well known to professionals. The Civil List 
Pension on the other hand is as tough to get as a position on the Supreme Court of the United States. 
They have to be voted in by Parliament and Congress respectively. So I am quite happy with the CLP, 
and with the historic impact of our international AIAS / UPITEC group. The dogmatists are not very 
happy, but they never are. UFT88 is a classic paper that turns the wheel full circle and corrects and 
greatly develops the Einstein theory via UFT88, UFT99, notes for UFT99, UFT109, UFT313, UFT354 
and many other UFT papers. My friend and co author Jean Pierre Vigier was invited to work with 
Einstein at the Institute in Princeton but was refused a visa in the McCarthyist era. Vigier accepted B(3)
immediately and if he was a nominator would have nominated me for a Nobel Prize. So would my Ph. 
D. Mansel Davies and many others. This is a simple matter of fact.

 on UFT88 Studied again at ETH Zurich

Wind 12.68%, 2 – 29 mph, 0655 local     time

October 4, 2016 

The wind speed in Swansea today is 14 mph. This indicates wind speed near the sea, and this is often 
much higher than inland. This kind of wind speed is far below the 20 mph at which turbines are at their 
maximum efficiency of only 40%. At all other wind speeds they are below 40%, and at about 7 – 9 mph
generate nothing. Google “wind turbine efficiency” to fund many devastating criticisms of wind 
turbines. They are based on trash science and deception, together with mediaeval greed for rent money. 
The question is when can the political will be summoned to have them demolished. They are a danger 
to the stability of the grid, and nothing else.

 on Wind 12.68%, 2 – 29 mph, 0655 local time

Daily Report Sunday     2/10/16

October 4, 2016 

The equivalent of 153,515 printed pages was downloaded during the day (559.714 megabytes) from 
2,621 memory files downloaded and 584 distinct visits, each averaging 2.6 memory pages and 9 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 58.57 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten items 144, Collected ECE2 76, Collected Evans Morris 66 (est), F3(Sp) 59, Collected 
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scientometrics 59, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 23, Principles of ECE 21, Collected Eckardt / 
Lindstrom 20, Collected Proofs 17, Autobiography volumes one and two 15, Evans Equations 13, 
UFT88 12, CEFE 9, UFT311 8, Engineering Model 6, PECE 6, Self charging inverter 4, Lindstrom 
Idaho lecture 3, Llais 1, List of Prolific Authors 1, UFT321 1, UFT313 3, UFT314 1, UFT315 1, 
UFT316 1, UFT318 2, UFT319 1, UFT320 2, UFT322 2, UFT323 1, UFT324 1, UFT325 3, UFT327 1,
UFT328 2, UFT329 1, UFT330 2, UFT331 2, UFT332 1, UFT333 2, UFT334 2, UFT338 2, UFT341 2,
UFT342 3, UFT344 1, UFT345 2, UFT348 2, UFT349 2, UFT351 4, UFT352 4, UFT353 2, UFT354 3,
UFT355 2, UFT356 5, UFT357 3 to date in October 2016. Swiss Federal Institute Zurich UFT88. 
Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for October 2016.

 on Daily Report Sunday 2/10/16

Discussion of Cotes’     Spirals

October 3, 2016 

If the stars move from the outer arms to the inner dense mass of stars, the hyperbolic spiral orbit that is 
the most spectacular feature of the whirlpool galaxy – the hyperbolic spiral due to an inverse cube law 
of attraction. Now we have a completely new understanding in terms of the fluid dynamics of 
spacetime (or vacuum or aether) – the new subject of fluid gravitation.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/10/2016 14:04:10 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Difference between Cotes Spiral and Whirlpool Galaxy

Myron . there are obviously many cosmologically observable examples of whirlpool 
galaxies. Are there observable examples of Cotes spirals and if not why not?
Best Regards Norman.

On 10/1/2016 8:32 AM, EMyrone te:

If it is assumed by experimental observation that the stars move outwards from 
the large mass at the centre of the whirlpool galaxy, then the relevant 
acceleration equation for the whirlpool galaxy must be:

g (matter) = – (v sub F dot del) v sub F (spacetime)

resulting in a positive inverse cubed force law and a spiral r = – r0 / theta. This 
is meant to be no more than a simple model, but gives the main features, 
including the observed velocity curve. For the Cotes spiral:

g (matter) = (v sub F dot del) v sub F (spacetime)

resulting in a negative inverse cubed force law of attraction between M and m, 
and the spiral r = r0 / theta. In this case an object m is attracted to an object M 
and spirals in to M. This motion was inferred by Roger Cotes (1682 – 1716) 
who proofread the second edition of Newton’s Principia. The negative inverse 
square law of attraction gives the conic sections as is well known. So the main 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/03/discussion-of-cotes-spirals/


features of the whirlpool galaxy are due to a constant spacetime angular 
momentum in fluid gravitation. All the equations of ECE2 are torsion based, so 
the spacetime angular momentum is related to spacetime torsion. Einsteinian 
general relativity has no explanation at all for the whirlpool galaxy (see 
“Principles of ECE”).

 on Discussion of Cotes’ Spirals

Discussion of 358(7): Tabular Summary of     Theory

October 3, 2016 

Thanks again, if they are observed to move from outer to inner then the Cotes type equations in the left 
hand column should be used. In fact we used this in previous papers, but now we have a much richer 
understanding.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/10/2016 09:15:14 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 358(7): Tabular Summary of Theory

I was told some time ago that the direction of motion of stars in a whirlpool galaxy is not so
clear from view of astronomers. The received opinion is that stars move from outer to inner
regions. There are found many new stars in the outer arm (although also near to the centre). 
This seems to support the Coates spiral view. Also the model of plasma universe prefers 
movement from outer to inner, because the matter expelled by the jets moves back to the 
centre via the outer arms. This also supports a constant tangential velocity in the outer 
regions, i.e. the velocity curve.
In any way ECE2 fluid gravitation is able to explain the structure of whirlpool galaxies.

Horst

Am 03.10.2016 um 09:36 schrieb EMyrone:

This is a table summarizing the fluid gravitational theory of the Cotes spiral 
orbit and the whirlpool galaxy. It is seen that all the main results come out of a 
constant spacetime angular momentum, related to spacetime torsion. In the 
Cotes spiral orbit, a mass m is attracted to a mass M and moves inwards along a
hyperbolic spiral orbit. In the whirlpool galaxy, a mass m (a star) is repelled 
from a mass M (the central mass of the galaxy) and moves outward along a 
hyperbolic orbit. In both cases the velocity curve is such that the orbital linear 
velocity v becomes constant as r goes to infinity. This is precisely what is 
observed experimentally in a whirlpool galaxy. In the Cotes spiral the mass m 
starts with a constant velocity a long way from M, and spirals into M with 
essentially infinite velocity. In the whirlpool galaxy the mass m (a star) is 
ejected from the central mass of the galaxy with a very high velocity, which 
gradually becomes constant as the outer arm of the spiral of stars is reached. 
Clearly, this motion is neither Newtonian nor Einsteinian (see “Principles of 
ECE”, open source on www.aias.us and “New Generation”, in press). It is 

http://www.aias.us/
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explained elegantly by the new theory of fluid gravitation. Finally the spacetime
current is the same for the Cotes spiral and the whirlpool galaxy if it is assumed
that partial g sub F / partial t = 0. I will proceed to write up UFT358 in co 
authorship with Horst Eckardt and Russell Davies.

 on Discussion of 358(7): Tabular Summary of Theory

Dscussion of 358(6): The Spacetime Current of the Whirlpool     Galaxy

October 3, 2016 

Thanks again, this is an interesting point, I had in mind the dense concentration of stars at the centre of 
a whirlpool galaxy. This is three dimensional.

mail
To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/10/2016 09:43:49 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 358(6): The Spacetime Current of the Whirlpool Galaxy

The important result is that the current density is parallel to the velocity field, somewhat 
plausible for motion of matter. Considering a matter density as in note 358(5), what would 
happen if rho is restricted to a region around the center, for example a sphere or disk? Can 
this lead to a qualitatively different gravitational field?

Horst

Am 30.09.2016 um 13:55 schrieb EMyrone:

This is given by eq. (7) and is proportional to the spacetime velocity field in the
plane of the galaxy. There is a magnetogravitational field in the axis 
perpendicular to the galactic plane. Therefore fluid gravitation gves a perfectly 
self consistent explanation of all the major aspects of a whirlpool galaxy, 
including the hyperbolic spiral orbit of stars, the large mass at the centre, and 
the velocity curve. This is the result of ECE2 unified field theory, in this case 
gravitation unified with fluid dynamics.

 on Dscussion of 358(6): The Spacetime Current of the Whirlpool Galaxy

Discussion of 358(5)

October 3, 2016 

In a completely two dimensional problem I would agree with this.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/10/2016 10:08:25 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 358(5) : Characteristics of the Whirlpool Galaxy from Fluid Gravitation

Perhaps one would have to use an area density rho for a 2D model of galaxies but this is a 
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minor point.

Horst

Am 28.09.2016 um 12:40 schrieb EMyrone:

In this note it is shown that all the main characteristics of the whirlpool galaxy 
are given straightforwardly and self consistently by the new subject of fluid 
gravitation, in which spacetime or the vacuum or aether is considered to be a 
fluid ad described in the intensely studied UFT349, 351 -353, 356 and 357. The
galaxy is given by a constant spacetime angular momentum as in note 358(4), 
and the divergenceless velocity field (1) of spacetime. The scalar potential or 
enthalpy of spacetime is given by Eq. (8). and the gravitational field between 
star and the centre of the galaxy by the inverse cubed law (9) which leads to the
hyperbolic spiral (18) and the correct velocity curve (22). The spacetime charge
needed for the whirlpool galaxy is given by Eq. (11). This gives the mass 
density (12) which goes to infinity for small r sub F near the centre of the 
galaxy. There is a very large mass density near the centre of the galaxy. The 
spacetime potential or enthalpy of the galaxy is given by Eq. (15), and also 
becomes very large for small r sub F. So ECE2 unified field theory unifies fluid 
dynamics and gravitation to give precisely self consistent results. Fluid 
electrodynamics unifies electrodynamics and fluid dynamics.

Discussion of 358(4): Whirlpool Galaxy from Fluid     Gravitation

October 3, 2016 

I think that all is OK because the definition (1) does not necessary imply circular orbits. As described 
by Marion and Thornton on page 246 of the third edition, L = r x p relies only on the assumption of a 
central force, and the inverse cubed law is a central force, QED.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/10/2016 09:25:17 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 358(4): Whirlpool Galaxy from Fluid Gravitation

The important result of the inverse cubic law (15) has been derived from assuming circular 
orbits. This is not the case in whirlpool galaxies, but may be justified as an approximation. 
Maybe the derivation can be extended for ellipses, and these can be considered as nestling 
curves at each point of a spiral.

Horst

Am 26.09.2016 um 12:16 schrieb EMyrone:

This note shows that a constant spacetime or aether or vacuum angular 
momentum in the new subject of fluid gravitation produces an inverse cubed 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/03/discussion-of-3584-whirlpool-galaxy-from-fluid-gravitation-2/


law for the material gravitational field induced by the spacetime angular 
momentum. This is the force law needed for the Cotes spirals and whirlpool 
galaxy. The gravitomagnetic field induced in matter is directly proportional to 
the spacetime angular momentum. This result gives great confidence in fluid 
gravitation because it gives the intuitive result that the whirlpool galaxy is due 
to spacetime angular momentum. In previous UFT papers this subject has been 
approached from several angles, the basic mechanism is spacetime torsion 
because the unified field equations are based on the Cartan and Cartan Evans 
identities. Therefore ECE2 is completely self consistent.

 on Discussion of 358(4): Whirlpool Galaxy from Fluid Gravitation

Discussion of 358(3)

October 3, 2016 

I think that all is OK because of the constraint (19). The constraint grad p = = 0 could also be lifted as 
you infer.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/10/2016 09:20:07 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 358(3): Equations for the Spacetime Velocity Field in Fluid Gravitation

Eq.(16) of the note means that there is a unlimited linear increase of velocity over time. 
Maybe that the assumption

grad p = 0

is too restrictive.

Horst

Am 25.09.2016 um 12:51 schrieb EMyrone:

In general the spacetime or aether or vacuum velocity field and potential (the 
vector and scalar potentials) are obtained by solving Eqs. (1) and (2) 
simultaneously for given boundary conditions. The scalar potential is the 
spacetime enthalpy and the vector potential is the spacetime velocity field. 
There are also the wave equation (4) and the convective derivative equation (6).
In a spacetime of constant pressure the spacetime velocity field needed for 
Newtonian gravitation is the simple equation (16), which implies Eq. (19) self 
consistently. For non Newtonian gravitation Eqs. (1) and (2) must be solved 
numerically and simultaneously for a given boundary condition.

 on Discussion of 358(3)

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/03/discussion-of-3583/


358(7): Tabular Summary of     Theory

October 3, 2016 

This is a table summarizing the fluid gravitational theory of the Cotes spiral orbit and the whirlpool 
galaxy. It is seen that all the main results come out of a constant spacetime angular momentum, related 
to spacetime torsion. In the Cotes spiral orbit, a mass m is attracted to a mass M and moves inwards 
along a hyperbolic spiral orbit. In the whirlpool galaxy, a mass m (a star) is repelled from a mass M 
(the central mass of the galaxy) and moves outward along a hyperbolic orbit. In both cases the velocity 
curve is such that the orbital linear velocity v becomes constant as r goes to infinity. This is precisely 
what is observed experimentally in a whirlpool galaxy. In the Cotes spiral the mass m starts with a 
constant velocity a long way from M, and spirals into M with essentially infinite velocity. In the 
whirlpool galaxy the mass m (a star) is ejected from the central mass of the galaxy with a very high 
velocity, which gradually becomes constant as the outer arm of the spiral of stars is reached. Clearly, 
this motion is neither Newtonian nor Einsteinian (see “Principles of ECE”, open source on www.aias.us
and “New Generation”, in press). It is explained elegantly by the new theory of fluid gravitation. 
Finally the spacetime current is the same for the Cotes spiral and the whirlpool galaxy if it is assumed 
that partial g sub F / partial t = 0. I will proceed to write up UFT358 in co authorship with Horst 
Eckardt and Russell Davies.

a358thpapernotes7.pdf

 on 358(7): Tabular Summary of Theory

The Legal Deposit Libraries in Britain and     Ireland

October 3, 2016 

There is currently only one legal deposit library in Britain, the British Library (formerly the Royal 
Library) in London, and one in Ireland, the Library of Trinity College, Dublin. There used to be six 
legal deposit libraries: British Library, Scotland and Wales, Oxford and Cambridge and Trinity College 
Dublin (traditionally a part of the OxBridge system of Colleges). This is why I arrange to donate copies
of all my new books to the National Library of Wales. By “my” I mean, of course, my co authors and 
myself where relevant. My books have been published in several countries. The www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org sites will be featured as sites of scientific and cultural importance in the reading rooms 
of all the legal deposit libraries in Britain and Ireland. This will be a legacy of the work of AIAS / 
UPTEC, and before that to my first scientific paper of 1973 (Omnia Opera on www.aias.us). The idea 
of a legal deposit library was started by an agreement between Sir Thomas Bodley (1545 – 1613) and 
the Stationer’s Company to deposit new books in the Bodleian Library in Oxford. The papers of my 
ancestral cousin John Aubrey F. R. S., are also deposited in the Bodleian.

 on The Legal Deposit Libraries in Britain and Ireland

All Time Blog Stats of     www.aias.us

October 3, 2016 

This is my diary on www.aias.us and is archived on the Wayback Machine www.archive.org and at the 
National Library of Wales and British Library (www.webarchive.org.uk). Since December 2006 there 
are 25,163 diary entries, viewed 404,097 times in up to 182 countries. The main sites www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org contain material read or heard or viewed many millions of times, perhaps tens of 
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millions. They will be archived as sites of scientific and cultural importance by the National Library of 
Wales and British Library using Wayback Machine software. This is part of an international agreement 
to archive the entire world wide web, initiated by the Library of Congress. The British and Irish 
copyright libraries are signatories to the agreement: The British Library in London, The National 
Libraries of Scotland and Wales, the Libraries of Oxford and Cambridge Universities and in Ireland the
LIbrary of Trinity College Dublin. Many thanks to all who helped prepare the diary, notably Sean 
MacLachlan, owner of www.upitec.org, who works for Hewlett Packard in Boise, Idaho, U. S. A., Dave
Burleigh, Horst Eckardt and several others.

 on All Time Blog Stats of www.aias.us

Wind 8.18% , 1 – 26 mph, 0609 local     time

October 3, 2016 

The onshore wind speed over Wales today is all less than the 7 – 9 % needed to start the giant turbines, 
so they are all producing nothing at all. In addition there is a bubble economy in which houses are 
inflated out of reach of first time buyers. In consequence many young people are emigrating. This 
shows the disastrous failure of government at all levels. On a local level the Mawr Development Trust 
is bankrupt, (debts unknown, Directors presumably suspended), and houses are inflated so much that 
local Welsh speakers (of whom there are very few) cannot afford even the deposit on a mortgage. My 
Bro Iaith plans would seek to change all of this out of recognition, and to reinvigorate the community 
and language by getting rid of greed and corruption. The County Councillor for Mawr has been 
essentially invisible for forty years, and has resigned from everything. There are plans for completely 
destroying the ecology of Mynydd y Gwair for no purpose. Large areas of ecology have been ruined by
bike and horse vandals and handkerchief sized patches of land are offered at wildly inflated prices, all 
objections ignored by the County Council. With government like this, who needs smallpox?

 on Wind 8.18% , 1 – 26 mph, 0609 local time

Daily Report Saturday     1/10/16

October 3, 2016 

The equivalent of 100,008 printed pages was downloaded during the day (364.629 megabytes) from 
2,247 downloaded memory files (hits) and 515 distinct visits, each averaging 4.2 memory pages and 11
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 44.51 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten items 69, Collected ECE2 44, Collected Evans / Morris 33, Collected scientometrics 33,
F3(Sp) 22, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 15, Eckardt / Lindstom 15, Principles of ECE 11, Collected
Proofs 9, Autobiography volumes one and two 7, UFT88 7, UFT311 5, Evans Equations 5, Engineering
Model 5, CEFE 5, PECE 4, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 2, Llais 1, UFT313 1, UFT314 1, UFT315 1, 
UFT316 2, UFT318 1, UFT322 1, UFT323 1, UFT324 1, UFT325 2, UFT327 1, UFT328 1, UFT329 1,
UFT330 1, UFT331 2, UFT333 1, UFT334 1, UFT338 1, UFT339 1, UFT341 1, UFT342 2, UFT344 1,
UFT345 1, UFT347 1, UFT348 1, UFT352 3, UFT353 2, UFT354 2, UFT355 1, UFT356 4, UFT357 2 
for the first day of October 2016. German National Search Machine (Deusu) spidering, Steinbuch 
Centre for Computing Karlsruhe Institute of Technology Proof One; LaCompany Digital Studio France 
extensive download; Wayback Machine (www.archive.org) spidering. Intense interest all sectors, usage 
file attached for 1/10/16.

 on Daily Report Saturday 1/10/16

http://www.archive.org/
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FOR POSTING: Scientometrics May 2002 – Sept     2016

October 2, 2016 

These are the fourteen year scientometrics showing the vast amount of sustained interest in 
www.aias.us and www.upitec.org in up to 182 countries.

Monthly_Feedback_Statistics_for_AIAS.pdf

 on FOR POSTING: Scientometrics May 2002 – Sept 2016

FOR POSTING: Book of Sceintometrics Volume Two Updated to     30/9/16

October 2, 2016 

For combined sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org there were 132,470 hits, 26,613 distinct visits, 
30.55 gigabytes downloaded and 3,185 items read or heard from 102 countries, led by USA, China, 
Germany, Mexico, Britain, Czech Republic, Ukraine, ….. There were study visits from thirteen out of 
the top twenty universities in the world by webometrics, Times, Shanghai and QS world university 
rankings. With * denoting repeat visits, these were: Johns Hopkins*, MIT, Penn State, Michigan*, 
Wisconsin Madison*, Cambridge*, Oxford, Imperial, Edinburgh*, Cornell, Caltech*, UC San Diego, 
and Texas A and M. Another outstanding performance for the one hundred and seventy second month 
in succession since the scientometrics started on April 30th 2004. ECE is probably the leading avant 
garde physics in the world, having made a sustained, high quality impact. Congratulations to all staffs!

BookofScientometricsVolumeTwo(1).PDF

 on FOR POSTING: Book of Sceintometrics Volume Two Updated to 30/9/16

Wind 8.35%, 1 – 14 mph 0926 local     time

October 2, 2016 

On the met office wind map the wind speed over all of Wales today is 1 – 2 mph, so the Betws turbines 
are producing nothing as usual. The wind speed in Swansea is 2 mph. A minimum of 7 – 9 mph is 
needed to start the Betws turbines, and in my analysis this rarely occurs. It is well known among a great
majority of the general public that democracy has been trampled into the mud during the forced 
construction of these useless contraptions at the expense of hydroelectric power. Sometimes they are 
powered up FROM the grid to give the appearance of turning, but this fools no one. Mynydd y Gwair 
will be a complete fiasco if forced through. The situation appears to be similar to the events which led 
up to the Civil War, when my ancestral cousin Charles 1st Stuart imposed taxation on the gentry and 
yeomanry. My ancestral cousin, the Lord Protector Oliver Cromwell, became prominent in the 
Republic of 1649 and became Lord Protector in 1653. In 1650 the land of Mawr was equitably 
distributed, then after the forced re-imposition of monarchy it was all taken by the Earls of Worcester 
who became the Dukes of Beaufort, whose family name is FitzRoy (illegitimate son of the King). So in
1650, land distribution was far in advance of what it is today. This is therefore a primitive, mediaeval 
society ripe for another Republic. Huge amounts of land are still owned by a few aristocratic families. 
This is why I have petitioned for a Land Act with Sia^n Ifan. However, that assumes that there is 
democracy, in fact there is subtle dictatorship of various kinds.
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Newer Entries »

Daily Report 30/9/16

October 2, 2016 

The equivalent of 119,053 printed pages was downloaded during the day (434.067 megabytes) from 
2,452 downloaded memory files and 502 distinct visits each averaging 2.9 memory pages and 9 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 48.55 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1993, Top ten items 1867, Collected Evans / Morris 990(est), F3(Sp) 836, 
Collected scientometrics 625(est), Principles of ECE 285, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 281, 
Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 255, Autobiography volumes one and two 245, Collected Proofs 212, 
Evans Equations 151, Engineering Model 141(est), UFT88 134, CEFE 99, PECE 85, UFT311 64, 
UFT321 45, Self charging inverter 45, Llais 41, List of prolific authors 26, Three world records by 
MWE 23, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 16, UFT313 42, UFT314 38, UFT315 45, UFT316 34, UFT317 41, 
UFT318 52, UFT319 50, UFT320 35, UFT322 52, UFT323 43, UFT324 71, UFT325 57, UFT326 50, 
UF327 58, UFT328 52, UFT329 52, UFT330 30, UFT331 40, UFT332 38, UFT333 39, UFT334 29, 
UFT335 36, UFT336 37, UFT337 35, UFT338 32, UFT339 31, UFT340 39, UFT341 29, UFT342 29, 
UFT343 35, UFT344 48, UFT345 44, UFT346 62, UFT347 51, UFT348 47, UFT349 47, UFT351 59, 
UFT352 68, UFT353 58, UFT354 83, UFT355 88, UFT356 63, UFT357 45 for September 2016. 
IParadigms California UFT168(Sp); Czech and Slovak Orthodox Church general; German National 
Search Engine (Deusu) Rebuttal of Wikipedia; Steinbuch Centre for Computing Karlsruhe Institute of 
Technology Proof 1 of Definitive Proofs; Cornell University My page; Mens Rea Organization FAG, 
Publications; National Sun Yat-Sen University Taiwan Home page, my page. Intense interest all 
sectors, completed usage file attached for September 2016.

 on Daily Report 30/9/16

Latest ECE2 Papers are the most     read

October 1, 2016 

As can be seen from the early morning reports the latest ECE2 papers are the most read of the ECE2 
series, each one being read almost as much as the classic UFT88.

 on Latest ECE2 Papers are the most read

Difference between Cotes Spiral and Whirlpool     Galaxy

October 1, 2016 

If it is assumed by experimental observation that the stars move outwards from the large mass at the 
centre of the whirlpool galaxy, then the relevant acceleration equation for the whirlpool galaxy must be:

g (matter) = – (v sub F dot del) v sub F (spacetime)

resulting in a positive inverse cubed force law and a spiral r = – r0 / theta. This is meant to be no more 
than a simple model, but gives the main features, including the observed velocity curve. For the Cotes 
spiral:

g (matter) = (v sub F dot del) v sub F (spacetime)

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/01/difference-between-cotes-spiral-and-whirlpool-galaxy/
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resulting in a negative inverse cubed force law of attraction between M and m, and the spiral r = r0 / 
theta. In this case an object m is attracted to an object M and spirals in to M. This motion was inferred 
by Roger Cotes (1682 – 1716) who proofread the second edition of Newton’s Principia. The negative 
inverse square law of attraction gives the conic sections as is well known. So the main features of the 
whirlpool galaxy are due to a constant spacetime angular momentum in fluid gravitation. All the 
equations of ECE2 are torsion based, so the spacetime angular momentum is related to spacetime 
torsion. Einsteinian general relativity has no explanation at all for the whirlpool galaxy (see “Principles 
of ECE”).

 on Difference between Cotes Spiral and Whirlpool Galaxy

Readings of “Principles of     ECE”

October 1, 2016 

For September 2016 up to 29/9/16 the monograph was read at a rate of 3,524 times a year (280 times 
from 1 to 29 / 9 / 16). Advanced monographs sell about 200 copies on average during the entire lifetime
of the book when it is still in print, sometimes much less. So the monograph has been read over 10,500 
times even before it went to press yesterday. It is available in eleven files on www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org: PECE (85); UFT281 (40); UFT283(31); UFT284(18); UFT288(18); UFT287(17); 
UFT350(Sp) (20); UFT282(13); UFT285(13); UFT286(11); Zipped file(10), total of 280 readings in 29
days. From this analysis it can be seen that the most popular chapter is chapter 1, introducing the 
geometry. My most successful monograph is “Modern Nonlinear Optics”, which has sold several 
thousand volumes from 1992 to 2016. So “Principles of ECE” has already overtaken that total before it 
has gone to press. This is part of the phenomenal interest in www.aias.us and www.upitec.org 
worldwide. Both sites will be archived on www.archive.org and www.webarchive.org.uk and will leave
a permanent legacy of new thought which goes well beyond the obsolete standard model of physics. 
The quality of readership cannot be higher, regularly including as it does the top twenty universities in 
the world for almost fourteen years. The scientometrics show exactly how any item is being received.

BACK_COVER_OF_THE_PRINCIPLES_OF.PDF

 on Readings of “Principles of ECE”

Planetary discs –     Protons

October 1, 2016 

OK many thanks!

Sent: 30/09/2016 14:27:24 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Fwd: Planetary discs – Protons

My apologies I sent the wrong link see 
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/353/6307/1519.full

Norman

 on Planetary discs – Protons
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Wind 2.12%, 1 – 10 mph, 0647 local     time

October 1, 2016 

Wind has evaporated yet again, leaving a detritus of ugly junk on some of the rarest ecologies in 
Europe. According to the met office wind map, all areas in Wales are below 7 – 9 mph excluding one 
area in South East Wales where the wind speed is 10 mph, barely enough to boil an egg. I can think of 
easier ways of boiling an egg, like hiring a Neanderthal to light a fire in Dan yr Ogof Caves. The 
Neanderthals were much more intelligent than homo sapiens sapiens, as we vainly describe ourselves 
(wise above wisdom, above all criticism, entirely uncorrupt human beings). The Neanderthals did not 
destroy their own environment. Anyone who reads this blog can plot the wind over the past three 
months, the entire industry was based on sordid corruption and now the innocent must pay the price.

 on Wind 2.12%, 1 – 10 mph, 0647 local time

Daily Report 29/9/16

October 1, 2016 

The equivalent of 202,073 printed pages was downloaded during the day (736.759 megabytes) from 
2,717 downloaded memory files (hits) and 582 distinct visits each averaging 3.5 memory pages and 12 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 74.37 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1953, Top ten 1835, Evans / Morris 957(est), F3(Sp) 823, Collected 
scientometrics 624, Principles of ECE 280, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 263, Collected Eckardt / 
Lindstrom papers 244 (est), Autobiography volumes One and Two 241, Collected Proofs 207, Evans 
Equations 151, Engineering Model 138, UFT88 130, CEFE 98, PECE 85, UFT311 62, UFT321 45, 
Self charging inverter 44, Llais 41, List of prolific authors 26, Three world records 21, Lindstrom Idaho
lecture 16, UFT313 42, UFT314 37, UFT315 40, UFT316 34, UFT317 41, UFT318 49, UFT319 49, 
UFT320 35, UFT322 52, UFT323 42, UFT324 68, UFT325 56, UFT326 49, UFT327 38, UFT328 49, 
UFT329 50, UFT330 30, UFT331 40, UFT332 38, UFT333 39, UFT334 29, UFT335 35, UFT336 34, 
UFT337 34, UFT338 30, UFT339 30, UFT340 38, UFT341 29, UFT342 29, UFT343 35, UFT344 46, 
UFT345 44, UFT346 63, UFT347 50, UFT348 47, UFT349 46, UFT351 59, UFT352 65, UFT353 56, 
UFT354 81, UFT355 88, UFT356 63, UFT357 44 to date in September 2016. University of Chile 
F7(Sp); Steinbuch Centre for Computing Karlsruhe Institute of Technology Proof 1, O level section; 
College of DuPage Illinois UFT239, Florida State University Evans Equations; Texas A and M 
University UFT104; Academy of Bordeaux Levitron; National University at Piura Peru F3(Sp); 
Academic Network of Serbia (AMRES) Second Current papers. Intense interest all sectors, updated 
usage file attached for September 2016

Selected Feedback Interest:

Summary of September 2016

For www.aias.us there were 82,794 hits, 19,093 distinct visits, 16.633

gigabytes downloaded, 59,056 page views, 3,185 documents read from 102

countries, led by USA, China, Germany, Mexico, Britain, Czechia, Ukraine, ...For combined sites 
www.aias.us and www.upitec.org these figures are

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/01/daily-report-29916/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/10/01/wind-2-12-1-10-mph-0647-local-time/


increased by an estimated 60% to give 132,470 hits, 26,613 distinct visits, and

30.55 gigabytes downloaded

All UFT papers read, led by 25, 166(Sp), 177, 169, 88, 175, 43, 142, 26,

157(Sp), 355, 18, 177(Sp), 170(Sp), 354, 152, 46, 16, 84, 159(Sp), 169(Sp), 2, 63,

86, 35, 47, 155, 356, 85, 158(Sp), 7, 148, 240, 324, 55, 99, 150(Sp), 311, 266, 116,

160(Sp), 166, 262, 67, 140, 214, 352, 57, 107, 213, 146, 158, 41, 4, 157, 148(Sp).

.....

All Books and Articles Read, led by: F3(Sp), Auto1, LCR Resonant, Eng.

Mod., Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry, PECE, CV, LCR Resonant 2f, Evans

Equations, .....

All Essays read of heard, led by 24(Sp), 33(Sp), 43(Sp), 24, 6, ....…

15 - 30 September

U. S. Universities, Institutes and Similar

California Institute of Technology*, California State University Fresno,

College of Du Page, Cornell, Florida State, Georgia Institute of Technology, Iowa

State University, Ohio University, Penn State University*, Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute, University of California San Diego, University of Michigan, Texas A and

M, University of Wyoming, United States National Institute of Standards and

Technology, U. S. Naval Marine Command, Wayback Machine San Francisco,

World Wide Web Consortium, IParadigms Califonia.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar

SRV Catalonia, MN Tech Czech Republic, DEUSU Search Engine

Germany*, DLR German Aerospace, TU Darmstadt, Hamburg, Jena, Karlsruhe

Institute of Technology*, Czech and Slovak Orthodox Church, Complutense

Madrid, Barcelona Tech., Sorbon Universities Paris, Nancy, Bordeaux Academy,

Crete, INFN Milan, Arab Open University Jordan, Extensive Russia and Ukraine,

Institute of High Energy Physics Moscow, Institute of Low Energy Physics

Krakow, Bezeq International Israel Data Centre, Bath, Edinburgh*, Sheffield,

Warwick, Llyfrgell Genedlaethol Cymru (National Library of Wales).



Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.UNLP Argentina, Gov. Buenos Aires, Bibliotheca 
Alexandrina Egypt,

Western Australia, UF Rio de Janeiro Brazil, Sao Paulo Brazil, Dalhousie Canada,

City of Winnipeg, McGill, Quebec Trois Rivieres, York University Canada, Univ

Chile, Distance Learning University Colombia, Cuenca Ecuador, UEES Ecuador,

RCIL India, Hakodate Japan, IIS Tokyo, NSYSU Taiwan*, NTHU Taiwan*.

Planetary discs –     Protons

September 30, 2016 

Excellent ideas! The perfect description of the main aspects of the whirlpool galaxy gives great 
confidence in fluid gravitation, which can be applied to elementary particles as Norman Page suggests 
here.

To: EMyrone@aol.com, mail@horst-eckardt.de
Sent: 30/09/2016 01:47:51 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Planetary discs – Protons

Myron – Horst see http://www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/9581/2012/acp-12-9581-2012.pdf

At the other end what fluid – gravitation equations – Bessel type? would produce protons 
with a life of billions of years. A sure Nobel Prize for the answer. Norman

 on Planetary discs – Protons

UFT88 Read at Physics, University of Sao Paulo     Brazil

September 30, 2016 

Sao Paulo is ranked 50 in the world by webometrics, 101 – 150 by Shanghai, 143 by QS and 251 – 300
by Times. It has 88,261 students in various campi. It was founded in 1934 and its law school dates back
to 1827. It is one of the best universities in Central and South America. David Bohm (co author with 
Jean-Pierre Vigier of a famous paper), taught there and left a legacy of thought different from the 
standard model. The Aharonov Bohm effect is named after the Wolf Prize winner Yakir Aharonov and 
David Bohm, who was another victim of McCarthyism, both political and academic. UFT88 is a 
famous paper in its own right, because it refutes the Einstein theory of general relativity through use of 
torsion. It has come to be regarded internationally as the definitive paper of its type, having been read 
in all the best places for almost a decade. It should be read with UFT99, 109, 313 and 354, together 
with the definitive proofs, which simplify and go to the essence of UFT99. Among the ECE School of 
Thought (probably the majority now), the Einstein theory is thoroughly obsolete in many ways. One 
need only glance at the UFT papers to see that. It has been replaced by ECE2, which has unified several
subject areas of physics. ECE2 provides an elegant explanation of the whirlpool galaxy using its latest 
development, fluid gravitation. Einstein and Newton fail completely to describe a whirlpool galaxy (see
“Principles of ECE”, in press).

 on UFT88 Read at Physics, University of Sao Paulo Brazil
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358(6): The Spacetime Current of the Whirlpool     Galaxy

September 30, 2016 

This is given by eq. (7) and is proportional to the spacetime velocity field in the plane of the galaxy. 
There is a magnetogravitational field in the axis perpendicular to the galactic plane. Therefore fluid 
gravitation gves a perfectly self consistent explanation of all the major aspects of a whirlpool galaxy, 
including the hyperbolic spiral orbit of stars, the large mass at the centre, and the velocity curve. This is
the result of ECE2 unified field theory, in this case gravitation unified with fluid dynamics.

a358thpapernotes6.pdf

 on 358(6): The Spacetime Current of the Whirlpool Galaxy

FOR POSTING: Production Started of “Principles of     ECE”

September 30, 2016 

The production of the book has started at “New Generation” in London, the leading joint venture 
publisher in Britain. The four authors will retain copyright and the book will have an ISBN number. It 
will appear in softback, and I have arranged for one complimentary copy to be sent to the National 
Library of Wales, which has a complete collection of my books, my Ph. D. Thesis and my D. Sc. 
Thesis, and which will shortly archive www.aias.us and www.upitec.org using Wayback Machine 
software. The sites will be featured by the National Library of Wales and British Library as being 
important to science and culture, notably poetry in both languages, but also many other cultural 
features. I will send the address of Dr. Douglas Lindstrom in private so that he can be mailed one of my
complimentary copies direct from the publisher in London. It will be available from all the best 
bookshops, such as Amazon and Waterstones, and will be advertized on www.aias.us and 
http://www.upitec.org. It has already been read about twenty thousand times in its preparatory stages, 
and at all the best universities, institutes and similar around the world. I would like to thank all who 
helped with the production of the book, the lodestone of avant garde physics. In terms of art, its 
publication is similar to the Impressionist Exhibition in Paris, or the appearance of Rodin’s statue of 
Balzac. In terms of music, it is similar to Sacre du Printemps (The Right of Spring) by Stravinsky. All 
these happenings caused a riot. The book will be very reasonably priced. In terms of science it is 
similar to the appearance of relativity or quantum mechanics, a great sea change in thought.

 on FOR POSTING: Production Started of “Principles of ECE”

Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to     28/9/16

September 30, 2016 

There was the usual intense international interest, the final returns for September will be sent out as 
usual in about two days’ time.

BookofScientometricsVolumeTwo.pdf

 on Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to 28/9/16

Final Version of “The Principles of     ECE”

September 30, 2016 
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Seconded, Dr. Horst Eckardt put a great deal of hard work into the camera ready copy. Many thanks to 
all concerned. Co President Gareth Evans refers here to the description of “Molecular Dynamics” 
(Wiley Interscience 1982, produced from Aberystwyth) by Prof. Sir John Rowlinson, F. R. S., from the 
Physical Chemistry Laboratory at Oxford.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 29/09/2016 15:14:39 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Final Version of “The Principles of ECE”

A massive effort by Horst and congratulations to all authors. A “magnificent” book (to 
borrow a quote from the past!!

Sent from my Samsung device

 on Final Version of “The Principles of ECE”

Submitting Manuscript

September 30, 2016 

To New Generation:

This is the camera ready copy of the book, prepared by Dr. Horst Eckardt in publishable format. I will 
telephone you shortly after 9.00 am to give funding details. In the previous e mail I submitted the front 
and back covers. The front cover was designed by an artist colleague of Dr. Horst Eckardt.

Cordially, Myron Evans

Sent: 29/09/2016 11:06:56 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Ready to Submit the Typescript

This is the typescript. It is formatted to 17cm x 24cm which is a standard book format, for 
example like Marion and Thornton.
The cover has still to be adopted to this format. I will print my exemplars with hard cover. 
This matters for determining the total cover layout. The typos in the script have been 
corrected.
Myron, when you get an ISDN number, let me know, I can include it in the typescript then.
BTW, the version on the web is letter format, for private printing.

Horst

Am 29.09.2016 um 09:00 schrieb EMyrone:

Ready to submit the typescript to “New Generation” at any time convenient to 
the co authors. 

PECE-17×24.pdf

 on Submitting Manuscript

https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/pece-17x24.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/30/submitting-manuscript/


Submitting “Principles of ECE” for     Publication

September 30, 2016 

To “New Generation”
I am submitting “Principles of ECE” for publication. These are the front and back covers. In the next e 
mail I will submit the text.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 29/09/2016 10:10:52 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Check Before Submitting for Publication

I changed a comma in the backcover text to a full stop (was a typo) in front of “Both sites 
are archived…”.
Concerning the cover: My artistic colleague was on holiday, he can now finish the design. 
He would completely design forefront and back cover with the text. You can use it for New 
Generation Publishing. I appended the cover design, text (editor name etc.) has still to be 
adopted. It is a graphical visualization of the “fabric of spacetime”. I hope it is o.k.

Horst

Am 27.09.2016 um 13:51 schrieb EMyrone:

OK thanks, change made as attached.

In a message dated 27/09/2016 11:06:08 GMT Daylight Time, dwlindstrom 
writes:

Myron:

Could you please make the following changes to my bio:

Douglas Lindstrom (Marquis world edition online) is primarily 
interested in new forms
of energy and worked in government facilities in Canada 
developing new materials. He is a well known author
of several of the ECE papers, and is a leading ECE scholar.

On Tue, Sep 27, 2016 at 12:35 AM, <EMyrone> wrote:

I would just like to check that this is the final version 
with back page material added. It will be submitted at 
the end of the month as a joint venture publication with 
the leading British venture publisher, “New Generation”
of London. Horst will also arrange for a few copies to 
be published in Berlin. At present the monograph is 
being read 5,676 times a year off www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org. I would like to thank all who 

http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/30/submitting-principles-of-ece-for-publication/


contributed to this book, in alphabetical order: Steve 
Bannister, Steve Crothers, Horst Eckardt, Alex Hill, and
Doug Lindstrom, toegther with all the staff of AIAS / 
UPITEC. It has already been archived permanently on 
the Wayback Machine (www.archive.org) and will 
shortly be archived permanently at The National Library
of Wales and British Library (www.webarchive.org.uk) 
using Wayback Machine software. The two sites 
www.aias.us and www.upitec.org will be featured as 
sites of importance by the National Library of Wales / 
British Library. The cover design is being prepared by 
an artist commissioned by Horst Eckardt.

BACKCOVEROFTHEPRINCIPLES.docx

 on Submitting “Principles of ECE” for Publication

Wind 9.64%, 2 – 24 mph, 0703 local     time

September 30, 2016 

The wind speed all over mainland Wales today is less than 7 – 9 mph, with 12 mph off the coast of 
North Wales. So the output from win turbines in Wales is negligible again. The wind policy is the worst
industrial fiasco in history.

 on Wind 9.64%, 2 – 24 mph, 0703 local time

Daily Report 28/9/16

September 30, 2016 

The equivalent of 117,707 printed pages was downloaded during the day (429.158 megabytes) from 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/30/daily-report-28916/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/30/wind-9-64-2-24-mph-0703-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/backcoveroftheprinciples.docx
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.webarchive.org.uk/
http://www.archive.org/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/cover2-b.jpg


2,650 downloaded memory files (hits) and 521 distinct visits each averaging 3.7 memory pages and 10 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 44.42 for the day, main sspiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1848, Top ten 1796, Collected Evans / Morris 924, F3(Sp) 807, Collected 
scientometrics 609, Principles of ECE 269, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 262, Eckardt / Lindstrom 
papers 244, Autobiography volumes one and two 235, Collected Proofs 200, Evans Equations 144, 
UFT88 125, Engineering Model 122, CEFE 93, PECE 83, UFT311 60, UFT321 44, Self charging 
inverter 41, Llais 38, List of prolific authors 25, Three world records by MWE 19, Lindstrom Idaho 
lecture 15, UFT313 40, UFT314 36, UFT315 40, UFT316 32, UFT317 40, UFT318 48, UFT319 48, 
UFT320 35, UFT322 51, UFT323 41, UFT324 67, UFT325 54, UFT326 48, UFT327 35, UFT328 47, 
UFT329 49, UFT330 29, UFT331 38, UFT332 34, UFT333 38, UFT334 28, UFT335 32, UFT336 31, 
UFT337 32, UFT338 28, UFT339 29, UFT340 35, UFT341 26, UFT342 27, UFT343 32, UFT344 42, 
UFT345 41, UFT346 58, UFT347 47, UFT348 42, UFT349 41, UFT351 57, UFT352 61, UFT353 63, 
UFT354 68, UFT355 84, UFT356 59, UFT357 39 to date in September 2016. Ministry of Buenos Aires
Province Argentina UFT16; University of Western Australia Proof Two; Institute of Physics University 
of Sao Paolo Brazil UFT88; City of Winnipeg UFT Section; IParadigms California UFT2(Sp), 
UFT171(Sp); California Institute of Technology UFT305; University of California San Diego UFT175;
Italian National Institute for Nuclear Physics (INFN) Milan Diplomatic Objection to ‘t Hooft by AIAS 
Co President Gareth Evans; Bezeq International Data Centre extensive download; University of 
Warwick extensive. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for September 2016.

Final Version of “The Principles of     ECE”

September 29, 2016 

I received this today from Dr Horst Eckardt in Muenich, and will look through it carefully before 
submitting it tomorrow to “New Generation” in London for joint venture publication. This has been a 
three year international project and many thanks to all concerned. The book is already a “best seller” 
open source, or more accurately a “best reader”, because it is made available free to all who wish to 
learn. This is the AIAS / UPITEC philosophy which has been such a tremendous success from 2002 to 
present. In the three year preparatory stage it has already been read about twenty thousand times. For 
an advanced monograph this is an astonishing level of interest. The books will be well worth buying for
those who like books rather than websites. The copies will be very reasonably priced with their own 
ISBN number, the authors retaining copyright. In fact, this is the work for which the Community of 
Mawr is best known worldwide.

In a message dated 29/09/2016 10:08:05 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

totally agree

Doug

On Wed, Sep 28, 2016 at 11:55 PM, <EMyrone> wrote:

Certainly agreed, especially as you covered the costs of typesetting. I would 
suggest something like: “Edited and Collated by Horst Eckardt”

In a message dated 28/09/2016 20:38:10 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/29/final-version-of-the-principles-of-ece/


What do you think about writing my name as editor in addition to 
the
authors on the book title? I invested remarkable time in gathering 
and
typesetting the contributions, my friends told me that this would be
adequate.

Horst 

 on Final Version of “The Principles of ECE”

“The Principles of     ECE”

September 29, 2016 

Certainly agreed, especially as you covered the costs of typesetting. I would suggest something like: 
“Edited and Collated by Horst Eckardt”

In a message dated 28/09/2016 20:38:10 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

What do you think about writing my name as editor in addition to the
authors on the book title? I invested remarkable time in gathering and
typesetting the contributions, my friends told me that this would be
adequate.

Horst 

 on “The Principles of ECE”

Wind 15.49%, 8 – 30 mph, 0733 local     time

September 29, 2016 

The wind speed in Swansea is 9 mph today so the Betws wind turbines are generating nothing in the 
middle of the first equinoctial gale of the season. So it is a myth to think that wind turbines generate 
more in winter. They are essentially useless all year round. When the wind gets very strong, they 
produces dangerous surges of electricity which threaten the grid. So people are sometimes paid 
subsidies NOT to generate electricity with wind turbines or hydroe electricity. An economy like this is 
bound to collapse. Most of the time the Betws turbines generate nothing. The Mynydd y Gwair turbines
will add to the corrupt fiasco monitored in detail on this blog.

 on Wind 15.49%, 8 – 30 mph, 0733 local time

Daily Report 27/9/16

September 29, 2016 

The equivalent of 101,871 printed pages was downloaded during the day (371.421 megabytes) from 
2,345 downloaded memory files (hits) and 485 distinct visits each averaging 3.3 memory pages and 9 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 43.44, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/29/daily-report-27916/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/29/wind-15-49-8-30-mph-0733-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/29/the-principles-of-ece-4/


yahoo. Collected ECE2 1747, Top ten items 1729, Collected Evans / Morris 891 (est), F3(Sp) 786, 
Collected scientometrics 565, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 258, Principles of ECE 248, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 225, Eckardt / Lindstrom 223, Collected Proofs 198, Evans 
Equations 137, UFT88 123, Engineering Model 119, CEFE 87, PECE 80, UFT311 56, UFT321 42, 
Self charging inverter 40, Llais 37, Prol 25, Three world records by MWE 18, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 
15, UFT313 38, UFT314 32, UFT315 39, UFT316 28, UFT317 38, UFT318 45, UFT319 45, UFT320 
32, UFT322 32, UFT323 38, UFT324 64, UFT325 52, UFT326 46, UFT327 33, UFT328 27, UFT329 
48, UFT330 27, UFT331 37, UFT332 32, UFT333 34, UFT334 26, UFT335 31, UFT336 30, UFT337 
31, UFT338 27, UFT339 27, UFT340 34, UFT341 25, UFT342 26, UFT343 30, UFT344 41, UFT345 
39, UFT346 53, UFT347 45, UFT348 40, UFT349 40, UFT351 53, UFT352 60, UFT353 51, UFT354 
66, UFT355 81, UFT356 54, UFT357 36 to date in September 2016. University of Quebec Trois 
Rivieres UFT 354 – 357; German search engine (Deusu) Omnia Opera; Steinbuch Centre for 
Computing Karlsruhe Institute of Technology UFT Section; College of Pharmacy University of 
Michigan Essay 64; Institut Jean Lamour University of Nancy My page, CEFE, Barddoniaeth / 
Collected Poetry, New Poetry; Canon Corporation Japan UFT80; United States Naval Marine 
Command UFT239; Institute of High Energy Physics Moscow Riemannian torsions; University of 
Sheffield “Evans Equations of Unified Field Theory” by Laurence Felker. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for September 2016

 on Daily Report 27/9/16

358(5) : Characteristics of the Whirlpool Galaxy from Fluid     Gravitation

September 28, 2016 

Many thanks, in fluid gravitation there is a gravitomagnetic field along the axis perpendicular to the 
plane of the galaxy, so this may have something to do with the jet,

In a message dated 28/09/2016 14:34:21 GMT Daylight Time, norpag@att.net writes:

Just thinking aloud – looks to me that a white hole is the best interpretation see the jet in 
M87 Norman

http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/archive/releases/2000/20/image/a/format/web_print/
Bessel function that we discussed and Horst plotted a couple of years ago?
see
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bessel_function
Regards Norman.

On 9/28/2016 5:40 AM, EMyrone wrote:

In this note it is shown that all the main characteristics of the whirlpool galaxy 
are given straightforwardly and self consistently by the new subject of fluid 
gravitation, in which spacetime or the vacuum or aether is considered to be a 
fluid ad described in the intensely studied UFT349, 351 -353, 356 and 357. The
galaxy is given by a constant spacetime angular momentum as in note 358(4), 
and the divergenceless velocity field (1) of spacetime. The scalar potential or 
enthalpy of spacetime is given by Eq. (8). and the gravitational field between 
star and the centre of the galaxy by the inverse cubed law (9) which leads to the

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bessel_function
http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/archive/releases/2000/20/image/a/format/web_print/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/28/3585-characteristics-of-the-whirlpool-galaxy-from-fluid-gravitation-2/


hyperbolic spiral (18) and the correct velocity curve (22). The spacetime charge
needed for the whirlpool galaxy is given by Eq. (11). This gives the mass 
density (12) which goes to infinity for small r sub F near the centre of the 
galaxy. There is a very large mass density near the centre of the galaxy. The 
spacetime potential or enthalpy of the galaxy is given by Eq. (15), and also 
becomes very large for small r sub F. So ECE2 unified field theory unifies fluid 
dynamics and gravitation to give precisely self consistent results. Fluid 
electrodynamics unifies electrodynamics and fluid dynamics.

 on 358(5) : Characteristics of the Whirlpool Galaxy from Fluid Gravitation

358(5) : Characteristics of the Whirlpool Galaxy from Fluid     Gravitation

September 28, 2016 

In this note it is shown that all the main characteristics of the whirlpool galaxy are given 
straightforwardly and self consistently by the new subject of fluid gravitation, in which spacetime or 
the vacuum or aether is considered to be a fluid ad described in the intensely studied UFT349, 351 
-353, 356 and 357. The galaxy is given by a constant spacetime angular momentum as in note 358(4), 
and the divergenceless velocity field (1) of spacetime. The scalar potential or enthalpy of spacetime is 
given by Eq. (8). and the gravitational field between star and the centre of the galaxy by the inverse 
cubed law (9) which leads to the hyperbolic spiral (18) and the correct velocity curve (22). The 
spacetime charge needed for the whirlpool galaxy is given by Eq. (11). This gives the mass density (12)
which goes to infinity for small r sub F near the centre of the galaxy. There is a very large mass density 
near the centre of the galaxy. The spacetime potential or enthalpy of the galaxy is given by Eq. (15), 
and also becomes very large for small r sub F. So ECE2 unified field theory unifies fluid dynamics and 
gravitation to give precisely self consistent results. Fluid electrodynamics unifies electrodynamics and 
fluid dynamics.

a358thpapernotes5.pdf

 on 358(5) : Characteristics of the Whirlpool Galaxy from Fluid Gravitation

Spanish version of UFT     33

September 28, 2016 

Many thanks indeed!

CC: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 27/09/2016 21:16:40 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Spanish version of UFT 33

Hello Dave,

Please find enclosed the Spanish version of UFT 33, for posting.

Thanks.

Regards,

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/28/spanish-version-of-uft-33/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/a358thpapernotes5.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/28/3585-characteristics-of-the-whirlpool-galaxy-from-fluid-gravitation/


Documento33.pdf

 on Spanish version of UFT 33

Wind 14.93% , 0 – 22 mph 0711 local     time

September 28, 2016 

The wind speed in Swansea is 14 mph today, barely enough to start the Betws turbines, which are 
already showing signs of deteriorating due to harsh weather. In the last analysis this fiasco means poor 
government and poor science education. The famous summing up is by Joseph de Maistre: “people get 
the government they deserve”, often quoted by Abraham Lincoln and Aneurin Bevan. In other words, 
widespread corruption and malfeasance led to the wind turbine fiasco and governments were unable to 
stop it. So the innocent suffer as always.

 on Wind 14.93% , 0 – 22 mph 0711 local time

Daily Report 26/9/16

September 28, 2016 

The equivalent of 141,578 printed pages was downloaded during the day (516.195 megabytes) from 
2,368 downloaded memory files (hits) and 510 distinct visits each averaging 3.4 memory pages and 12 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 59.79, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1710, Top ten items 1645, Collected Evans / Morris 858(est), F3(Sp) 729, 
Collected sceintometrics 560, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 253, Principles of ECE 245, Eckardt / 
Lindstrom 223(est), Autobiography volumes one and two 222, Collected Proofs 197, Evans Equations 
135(est), UFT88 119, Engineering Model 116, CEFE 85, PECE 79, UFT311 56, UFT321 42, Self 
charging inverter 40, Llais 37, List of Prolific authors 23, Three world records by MWE 18, Lindstrom 
Idaho Lecture 15, UFT313 37, UFT314 32, UFT315 38, UFT316 28, UFT317 38, UFT318 45, 
UFT319 43, UFT320 31, UFT322 47, UFT323 36, UFT324 60, UFT325 48, UFT326 46, UFT327 33, 
UFT328 44, UFT329 47, UFT330 27, UFT331 36, UFT332 32, UFT333 34, UFT334 26, UFT335 31, 
UFT336 30, UFT337 30, UFT338 27, UFT339 26, UFT340 34, UFT341 24, UFT342 25, UFT343 30, 
UFT344 41, UFT345 38, UFT346 53, UFT347 45, UFT348 38, UFT349 40, UFT351 53, UFT352 60, 
UFT353 50, UFT354 64, UFT355 78, UFT356 52, UFT357 33 to date in September 2016. Colombian 
Engineering University UFT149(Sp); German Aerospace Centre general; Informatics Technical 
University of Darmstadt Home page; Physics University of Hamburg UFT177; University of Wyoming
UFT41; Physics University of Crete UFT177; Science and Engineering Lyceum Korolev Russian 
Federation general. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for September 2016.

 on Daily Report 26/9/16

Accounts of Mawr Development     Trust

September 27, 2016 

I would l like to ask the Mawr Community Council and the County Councillor for complete accounts 
of Mawr Development Trust, which went bankrupt on 6th May 2016 after a few years of existence. The
Development Trust did nothing at all for Mawr. It seems to have bought the school at Garnswllt before 
going bankrupt. It failed to keep the Welsh language alive, and failed to stop the catastrophic decline of

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/27/accounts-of-mawr-development-trust/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/28/daily-report-26916/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/28/wind-14-93-0-22-mph-0711-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/documento33.pdf


the Welsh language in Mawr. I will try to find out the extent of its debts from the receiver. On 15th 
February 2015, Mawr Community Council was severely criticised by the Assistant Auditor General for 
failing to keep proper accounts and for failing to pay taxes in time (BBC News) after being severely 
reprimanded in 2011 for the same thing. Can I be forwarded the complete accounts of the Mawr 
Community Council? I am most grateful for the Council’s touching concern about my health. It need 
not worry, as the attached letter of Dec 2009 shows. Political criticism does not imply madness, 
otherwise the House of Commons would be a loonie bin. Some may not disagree with that. Failing to 
keep accounts and to pay taxes implies that the Council is failing the people it serves. This was pointed 
out by another loonie, the Assistant Auditor General. It is well known that the former Director of Mawr 
Development Trust, Phil Owen, was one of the signatories of a troll petition which was removed from 
public view after complaints to the police. Mr Owen made a miraculous diagnosis at a distance, without
meeting me, without talking to me, and without medical qualifications of any kind. It was pronounced 
by Mr Owen that I am ill. In fact I am a former athlete and still walk four of five miles a day, in 
excellent physical and mental health. I have just been given a medical consultation and found once 
again to be in perfect health except for a minor cataract in my left eye. This does not impede my vision 
in any way. I think that the Council would do better to either get itself into order or resign en masse. I 
have never suffered from any psychosis, bipolar disorder, or any other disorder that impedes thought. 
After I lost my first wife in 1998 I became less than entirely happy, but in the years 2003 to present I 
have received two high honours, and forged a theory that is making a well known worldwide impact. I 
have just sent the council a book describing this theory. If a councillor lost a wife or husband, (and I 
would never wish for this to happen), would they be wildly happy? If any criticism is met by false 
accusation we would have the makings of a totalitarian regime, full of patients forcibly imprisoned. 
Apparently the Council is concerned about my proven descent from the Princes, which to them 
indicates insanity. Unfortunately for the Council this descent is proven rigorously by the meticulous 
and definitive genealogy on www.aias.us. The Council’s ridiculous attitude amuses the entire Morgan 
Aubrey Family. I am indeed an Armiger, having been awarded a coat of arms on merit in 2008 for 
distinguished services to science and voluntary service. This was featured by the College of Arms in 
London, and was partly in recognition of being appointed as Civil List Pensioner in 2005, the only 
person to be so appointed in the history of Mawr and much of the surrounding area. I would have 
thought that the Council would have been proud of the Princes of Wales. These achievements were 
made in an era (2003 to present) when according to Mr Owen, I was a white haired raving maniac. No 
wonder that Mawr Community Council and the County Councillor are regarded with some raised 
eyebrows in high places, and indeed by the general public. The County Councillor has frequently been 
criticised for his attitudes and language. On the one occasion he stood for Parliament, he came last.

doctorsletter.pdf

Complimentary Copy for Doug     Lindstrom

September 27, 2016 

I will arrange for one of my complimentary copies to be sent to Doug Lindstrom, and thanks again for 
his generous donation. I will send the address in confidence to New Generation. The final book will 
have an ISBN number and will be featured in all the best bookshops. It can be bought online at a very 
reasonable price. It is regarded as the lodestone of avant garde physics, anathema for standard physics.

 on Complimentary Copy for Doug Lindstrom

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/27/complimentary-copy-for-doug-lindstrom/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/doctorsletter.pdf
http://www.aias.us/


Version for Publication will be Available on     Thursday

September 27, 2016 

OK many thanks!

In a message dated 27/09/2016 08:45:33 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

I will send you the new version on Thursday. I also had to re-format the text for standard 
book format, more on Thursday.

Horst

Am 27.09.2016 um 09:41 schrieb EMyrone:

I recall that Horst mended a few typo’s pointed out by a reader. Can he send me 
the version with typo’s mended? Then I will submit this version. 

 on Version for Publication will be Available on Thursday

Check Before Submitting for     Publication

September 27, 2016 

I would just like to check that this is the final version with back page material added. It will be 
submitted at the end of the month as a joint venture publication with the leading British venture 
publisher, “New Generation” of London. Horst will also arrange for a few copies to be published in 
Berlin. At present the monograph is being read 5,676 times a year off www.aias.us and www.upitec.org.
I would like to thank all who contributed to this book, in alphabetical order: Steve Bannister, Steve 
Crothers, Horst Eckardt, Alex Hill, and Doug Lindstrom, together with all the staff of AIAS / UPITEC. 
It has already been archived permanently on the Wayback Machine (www.archive.org) and will shortly 
be archived permanently at The National Library of Wales and British Library 
(www.webarchive.org.uk) using Wayback Machine software. The two sites www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org will be featured as sites of importance by the National Library of Wales / British 
Library. The cover design is being prepared by an artist commissioned by Horst Eckardt.

BACK_COVER_OF_THE_PRINCIPLES_OF.PDF

PECE.pdf

 on Check Before Submitting for Publication

FOR POSTING: Completed Back Cover of “The Principes of     ECE”

September 27, 2016 

This is the completed back cover in docx and pdf. Co authors are invited to add anything they wish to 
the bio’s, bearing in mind that only one page in total is available for the back cover. I have referred 
readers to the “Marquis Who’s Who” bio’s which are available online.

BACK COVER OF THE PRINCIPLES OF.docx�

BACK_COVER_OF_ THE_PRINCIPLES_OF.PDF�

https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/back_cover_of_the_principles_of.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/back-cover-of-the-principles-of.docx
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/27/for-posting-completed-back-cover-of-the-principes-of-ece/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/pece1.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/back_cover_of_the_principles_of1.pdf
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.webarchive.org.uk/
http://www.archive.org/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/27/check-before-submitting-for-publication/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/27/version-for-publication-will-be-available-on-thursday/


 on FOR POSTING: Completed Back Cover of “The Principes of ECE”

Discussion of 358(4): Whirlpool Galaxy from Fluid     Gravitation

September 27, 2016 

Many thanks, I fully agree about self consistency. So many areas of the obsolete standard physics are 
wildly self inconsistent, notably its ideas about the vacuum.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 26/09/2016 17:29:36 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 358(4): Whirlpool Galaxy from Fluid Gravitation

A very interesting result, consistency is important.

Horst

Am 26.09.2016 um 12:16 schrieb EMyrone:

This note shows that a constant spacetime or aether or vacuum angular 
momentum in the new subject of fluid gravitation produces an inverse cubed 
law for the material gravitational field induced by the spacetime angular 
momentum. This is the force law needed for the Cotes spirals and whirlpool 
galaxy. The gravitomagnetic field induced in matter is directly proportional to 
the spacetime angular momentum. This result gives great confidence in fluid 
gravitation because it gives the intuitive result that the whirlpool galaxy is due 
to spacetime angular momentum. In previous UFT papers this subject has been 
approached from several angles, the basic mechanism is spacetime torsion 
because the unified field equations are based on the Cartan and Cartan Evans 
identities. Therefore ECE2 is completely self consistent.

 on Discussion of 358(4): Whirlpool Galaxy from Fluid Gravitation

FOR POSTING: About the Authors of “Principles of     ECE”

September 27, 2016 

All authors please feel free to add to the following. I think that there is enough space on the back cover,
following the monograph description.

Myron Evans (Marquis, many editions) is a Civil List Pensioner and author of about two thousand 
publications in many areas of molecular and theoretical physics. He is perhaps best known for the 
Einstein Cartan Evans (ECE) unified field theory described in this monograph (www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org).
Horst Eckardt (Marquis, world edition) is a well known author of many of the of Einstein Cartan Evans
unified field theory on www.aias.us. He is primarily interested in new sources of energy but is also a 
theoretical physicist and chemist. He is a leading ECE scholar.
Douglas Lindstrom (Marquis, world edition) is primarily interested in new forms of energy and worked
in the Canadian Government as an assessor. He is a well known author of several of the ECE papers 

http://www.aias.us/
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and is a leading ECE scholar.
Stephen Crothers is a leading scholar of conventional Einsteinian general relativity and is a well known
author and lecturer. He is an internationally renowned critic of the methods used to solve the 
conventional Einstein field equation.

Sent: 26/09/2016 17:16:11 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Back Cover Material of “Principles of ECE”

I can copy the text from the CEFE book, then you can edit it and improve. This will 
however take until Thursday since I am very busy this week.
Horst

Am 26.09.2016 um 13:12 schrieb EMyrone:

This monograph consists of nine chapters which develop the well known 
Einstein Cartan Evans unified field theory which has swept the world of science
in step with the knowledge revolution. It systematically develops the Einstein 
Cartan Evans (ECE) theory from geometrical first principles and applies it to 
the unification of gravitation and electromagnetism, and to the unification of 
quantum mechanics and general relativity. The chapters are as follows: 1) 
“Basics of Cartan Geometry”; 2) “Electrodynamics and Gravitation”; 3) “ECE 
Theory and Beltrami Fields”; 4) “Photon Mass and the B(3) Field”; 5) 
“Unification of Quantum Mechanics and Gravitation”; 6) Antisymmetry; 7) 
Energy from Spacetime and Low Energy Nuclear Reactions”; 8) ECE 
Cosmology; 9) Relativistic Cosmology and Einstein’s Gravitational Waves. The
monograph has been translated into Spanish by Alex Hill and is available in the 
Spanish section of www.aias.us. It is already very popular throughout the world
of avant garde physics and is indispensable reading for all the millions of 
readers of ECE theory from 2002 to present. The first chapter and the Spanish 
translation is illustrated with photographs from the era of the Book of Kells 
onwards. 

 on FOR POSTING: About the Authors of “Principles of ECE”

Wind 16.1%, 4 – 27 mph, 0634 local     time

September 27, 2016 

The wind speed in Swansea today is 15 mph, just above the 7 – 9 mph needed to start the giant wind 
turbines desecrating the landscape of Wales. So even in the equinoctial season the wind turbines in 
Wales produce essentially nothing, and are the product of corruption and greed for subsidies. 
Governments have been too weak to stop this catastrophe happening. Politicians are also ignorant of 
the basics of science.

 on Wind 16.1%, 4 – 27 mph, 0634 local time
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Daily Report Sunday     25/9/16

September 27, 2016 

The equivalent of 78,062 printed pages was downloaded during the day (284.613 megabytes) from 400 
distinct visits each averaging 3.2 memory pages and 10 minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 47.03 for 
the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 1669, Top ten 1580, 
Collected Evans / Morris 825, F3(Sp) 703, Collected scientometrics 557, Barddoniaeth / Collected 
Poetry 248, Principles of ECE 243, Collected Eckardt / Lindstrom 223, Autobiography volumes one 
and two 219, Collected Proofs 193, Evans Equations 135(est), UFT88 116, Engineering Model 111, 
CEFE 85, PECE 79, UFT311 56, UFT321 41(est), Self charging inverter 37, Llais 35, List of prolific 
authors 23, Three world records by MWE 18, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 12, UFT313 37, UFT314 31, 
UFT315 27, UFT316 28, UFT317 36, UFT318 41, UFT319 42, UFT320 31, UFT322 46, UFT323 35, 
UFT324 57, UFT325 45, UFT326 45, UFT327 31, UFT328 44, UFT329 46, UFT330 27, UFT331 34, 
UFT332 32, UFT333 34, UFT334 26, UFT335 31, UFT336 29, UFT337 30, UFT338 27, UFT339 26, 
UFT340 34, UFT341 23, UFT342 25, UFT343 30, UFT344 41, UFT345 38, UFT346 52, UFT347 44, 
UFT348 38, UFT349 40, UFT351 50, UFT352 58, UFT353 48, UFT354 62, UFT355 75, UFT356 51, 
UFT357 32 to date in September 2016. German Public Search Machine (Deusu) general; World Wide 
Web Consortium general; National Tsing Hua University Taiwan Definitive Proof Two; University of 
Edinburgh UFT150, 150B. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for September 2016.

 on Daily Report Sunday 25/9/16

Commended by the     Police

September 26, 2016 

I have been commended by the police for helping in the investigation of the charming comrade who 
threw a mixture of plaster and glue over the windscreen of my car. People like this are not wanted in 
Craig Cefn Parc and Mawr. The car is constantly monitored by CCTV. There is very strong 
circumstantial evidence but these days a criminal offence must be caught by CCTV. Thanks to Ashley 
Jones and his company for setting up the system, which has been demonstrated to the police. The 
investigation about a hate mail letter is still going on as far as I know. That is another disturbing 
incident in a long series of such incidents. The police have also commended me for reporting numerous
traffic violations, all caused by lack of double yellow lines and very poor administration in Mawr. 
Thanks for the international concern and messages of solidarity for my wife and myself. Unfortunately 
for some I am in perfect health, with the exception of a slight cataract in the left eye. The Clydach 
Health Clinic reported this today. The Mawr County Councillor should obviously be voted out next 
election, and sweeping reforms of the electoral system made so that community councillors are elected,
and not allowed just to sign on as at present. There should be an investigation into the bankruptcy of 
Mawr Development Trust after only a few years of existence. The disastrous decline in the Welsh 
language in Mawr is due to land and house inflation and monoglot immigration, so strict socialist 
principles must be applied to stop this. The Welsh language must be revived. At present, young people 
are unable to buy houses because they have been insanely inflated by pure greed. They have been made
to lose their own language. They are often forced to emigrate. For the benefit of some, I am indeed 
related to royalty, in many ways, as can be seen from the definitive genealogy on www.aias.us, but I do 
not regard that as being of any importance because I am a left wing socialist similar to Mr Corbyn. I am
also greatly disturbed at the decline of the Welsh language due to catastrophic local government.

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/26/commended-by-the-police/
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 on Commended by the Police

Back Cover Material of “Principles of     ECE”

September 26, 2016 

This monograph consists of nine chapters which develop the well known Einstein Cartan Evans unified
field theory which has swept the world of science in step with the knowledge revolution. It 
systematically develops the Einstein Cartan Evans (ECE) theory from geometrical first principles and 
applies it to the unification of gravitation and electromagnetism, and to the unification of quantum 
mechanics and general relativity. The chapters are as follows: 1) “Basics of Cartan Geometry”; 2) 
“Electrodynamics and Gravitation”; 3) “ECE Theory and Beltrami Fields”; 4) “Photon Mass and the 
B(3) Field”; 5) “Unification of Quantum Mechanics and Gravitation”; 6) Antisymmetry; 7) Energy 
from Spacetime and Low Energy Nuclear Reactions”; 8) ECE Cosmology; 9) Relativistic Cosmology 
and Einstein’s Gravitational Waves. The monograph has been translated into Spanish by Alex Hill and 
is available in the Spanish section of www.aias.us. It is already very popular throughout the world of 
avant garde physics and is indispensable reading for all the millions of readers of ECE theory from 
2002 to present. The first chapter and the Spanish translation is illustrated with photographs from the 
era of the Book of Kells onwards.

Many thanks to Dr. Douglas     Lindstrom

September 26, 2016 

Many thanks to Dr. Douglas Lindstrom in Canada for his most generous funding for the venture 
publication of a few copies of “The Principles of ECE”. The funding has been has been received safely.
When the front cover design is received from the artist friend of Dr Horst Eckardt, I will publish a few 
copies with New Generation Publishing in London, the leading venture publisher. The four authors 
retain copyright. As usual one copy will be sent to the National Library of Wales and one to the British 
Library. I will arrange for Doug to be sent one of my complimentary copies. The book is already very 
successful open source on www.aias.us and www.upitec.org, and has been for more than two years. I 
will proceed to preparing the back cover write up as in the next e mail. Horst will also publish a few 
copies in Berlin.

 on Many thanks to Dr. Douglas Lindstrom

358(4): Whirlpool Galaxy from Fluid     Gravitation

September 26, 2016 

This note shows that a constant spacetime or aether or vacuum angular momentum in the new subject 
of fluid gravitation produces an inverse cubed law for the material gravitational field induced by the 
spacetime angular momentum. This is the force law needed for the Cotes spirals and whirlpool galaxy. 
The gravitomagnetic field induced in matter is directly proportional to the spacetime angular 
momentum. This result gives great confidence in fluid gravitation because it gives the intuitive result 
that the whirlpool galaxy is due to spacetime angular momentum. In previous UFT papers this subject 
has been approached from several angles, the basic mechanism is spacetime torsion because the unified
field equations are based on the Cartan and Cartan Evans identities. Therefore ECE2 is completely self 
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consistent.

a358thpapernotes4.pdf

 on 358(4): Whirlpool Galaxy from Fluid Gravitation

UFT88 Read at     Caltech

September 26, 2016 

UFT88 has been read again at Caltech, (California Institute of Technology), which is currently ranked 
2nd in the world by Times, 8 by Shanghai and 35 by webometrics. It has an acceptance rate of 9% and 
2,255 elite students. Staff and students from Caltech have frequently studied www.aias.us for nearly 
fourteen years. Its alumni and faculty have 34 Nobel Laureates among them, including the double 
laureate Linus Pauling (chemistry and peace), a friend of my Ph. D. supervisor Mansel Davies. The 
former induced the latter to eat raw ascorbic acid (vitamin C) from a deflagrating spoon and a bottle 
pinched from the stores. Pauling was purged from Caltech as a suspected communist and pacifist, but 
Caltech does not mention this on its site, oddly enough. Mansel Davies was a pacifist and supported 
CND with Bertrand Russell (also a pacifist – Russell / Einstein Manifesto). I have been purged 
repeatedly for thinking too much, and none of all that ever did me any harm intellectually. Of course it 
did a great deal of other harm. UFT88 is the famous paper that purges (sorry refutes) Einsteinian 
general relativity, which has so many flaws in it that it is like an uranium sieve floating on hydrogen. 
UFT88 should be read with UFT99, 109, 313 and 354, together with many other UFT papers that 
reduces the Einstein theory to a dose of salts, replacing it with ECE2. Stephen Crothers, the eminent 
and intellectually honest Australian scholar, does the same in “Principles of ECE”. I think that Albert 
Einstein (himself a pacifist) would have been very amused at the way in which the present standard 
model dogmatists try to ignore the ghastly truth, well known to everyone else in the world of physics. 
All in humour of course, real physics is a logical debate between schools of thought. Caltech by now 
must surely have acknowledged the fact that it treated Pauling in a less than polite manner, bowing to 
sordid McCarthyism. Much the same thing happened at the EDCL and UNCC. Linus Pauling is number
five in the attached list of the most prolific chemists and physicists.

LIST_OF_THE_MOST_PROLIFIC_CHEMISTS_AND_PHYSICISTS.pdf

 on UFT88 Read at Caltech

Wind 4.80%, 1 – 16 mph 0641 local     time

September 26, 2016 

Wind has blown itself out again after only two days of very low power output. Now we are back to 
normal, no output at all. The wind speed all over Wales is below the 7 – 9 mph needed to start the 
disgustingly ugly turbines. They do not even paint them green and brown, just bleached white. So the 
wind industry in Wales is a ghastly fiasco as everyone knows except one minister. Mynydd y Gwair 
would be another product of the lunatic asylum. It was actually known that this would be the case a 
quarter century ago (e.g. the Hetherington Report on www.aias.us).

 on Wind 4.80%, 1 – 16 mph 0641 local time
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Daily Report Saturday     24/9/16

September 26, 2016 

The equivalent of 89,637 printed pages was downloaded during the day (326.817 megabytes) from 
1,906 downloaded memory files (hits) and 457 distinct visits each averaging 3.1 memory pages and ten
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 47.03 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1638, Top ten items 1512, Collected Evans / Morris 792 (est), F3(Sp) 659, 
Collected scientometrics 522, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 243, Principles of ECE 228, Collected 
Eckardt / Lindstrom 215(est), Autobiography volumes one and two 199, Collected Proofs 191, Evans 
Equations 133(est), UFT88 114, Engineering Model 110, CEFE 81, PECE 74, UFT311 55, UFT321 41,
Self charging inverter 34, Llais 33, List of prolific authors 23, Three world records by MWE 18, 
Lindstrom Idaho lecture 11, UFT313 36, UFT314 31, UFT315 37, UFT316 25, UFT317 35, UFT318 
41, UFT319 42, UFT320 31, UFT322 46, UFT323 35, UFT324 55, UFT325 45, UFT326 45, UFT327 
31, UFT328 44, UFT329 46, UFT330 27, UFT331 33, UFT332 32, UFT333 33, UFT334 25, UFT335 
30, UFT336 28, UFT337 31, UFT338 26, UFT339 26, UFT340 33, UFT341 22, UFT342 25, UFT343 
30, UFT344 41, UFT345 38, UFT346 52, UFT347 43, UFT348 37, UFT349 40, UFT351 50, UFT352 
57, UFT353 47, UFT354 61, UFT355 70, UFT356 51, UFT357 26 to date in September 2016. York 
University Toronto general; California Institute of Technology UFT88; Polytechnic University of 
Catalonia UFT237; United States National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) “Foundations 
of Physics” leaflet; AIAS staff, My page; University of Edinburgh UFT144, 171. Intense interest all 
sectors, updated usage file attached for September 2016.

 on Daily Report Saturday 24/9/16

ECE unified field     theory

September 25, 2016 

Many thanks for the invitation. I would like to mention that ECE and ECE2 are generally covariant 
theories and are automatically Lorentz covariant. Also there are many UFT papers on the weak and 
strong nuclear forces. Amoroso’s mention of several Nobel Prize nominations is recalled in detail on 
the blog, quoting precisely what he wrote. A few others also mentioned that the B(3) field and my other
work deserves a Nobel Prize, notably Vigier and my Ph. D. supervisor Mansel Davies, who was a 
chemistry Nobel Prize advisor. The process is inevitably subjective. J. H van Vleck for example was 
awarded a prize shortly after I met him at a Gordon conference, when he was in his mid eighties. Not 
surprisingly the shock killed him.

In a message dated 23/09/2016 11:35:31 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dear Prof Myron Evans

I think more in terms of videos, because it is more appealing to a larger Internet audience. 
Videos as a sort of initial introduction, with reference to then see the papers, links to 
websites etc. for more details.

Would it be possible to arrange a video interview with you?

I understand from Prof Amoroso (who runs Vigier Conferences) that natural progression 
from Prof Vigier would be to your theory, and that ideally you should have a Nobel prize.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/25/ece-unified-field-theory/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/26/daily-report-saturday-24916/


But the problem is the Einstein fanclub- “they” don’t like anything bad said about relativity,
and cause Blockage.

I think I have a way around that Blockage, as a PR exercise, things need rephrasing along 
lines that: Einstein was right about some things and wrong about other things. I need to 
however discuss this with you more fully.

Some idea of what I mean can be gleamed from some videos I would like to show you for 
private viewing; that I will eventually put on my website.

One video of Prof Amoroso saying about it is impolite to say Einstein is wrong.

Other video by Dr C Y Lo who has said a lot of times that Einstein is wrong, but re-phrases 
it in more detail about what he thinks Einstein is wrong about and what he thinks Einstein 
was right about, and how Einstein did the best he could in his time/era etc

If that is ok with you I can send the links. What it needs though is usually your main email 
address that Youtube/google will recognise.

Regards

Roger Anderton

On September 23, 2016 at 12:47 PM EMyrone@aol.com wrote:

This is a good initiative. We could syndicate items you like from www.aias.us , 
which I own.

MWE

In a message dated 23/09/2016 00:02:29 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dear Prof Myron Evans

I plan to set up a website on Unified field theory. would you like to 
contribute?

We communicated a long time back I pick up unified field theory 
from Boscovich.

regards

Roger Anderton

 on ECE unified field theory

http://www.aias.us/


FOR POSTING: Survey of Top Fifteen Papers in September     2016

September 25, 2016 

There are about five hundred UFT papers available to date (2003 – 2016) in English and Spanish, and 
all are read constantly around the world. There are also books, articles, essays and so on, also all read 
or heard. Some of them have become classics by any standard over almost fourteen years of uniquely 
detailed and accurate scientometrics. The entire collection is permanently archived on www.archive.org
and www.webarchive.org.uk. To date in September the top fifteen papers are as follows, starting with 
number of times read during September to date. English language versions unless otherwise indicated.

1) 630: Spanish translation of chapter three on ECE quantum mechanics of Lawrence Felker, “The 
Evans Equations of Unified Field Theory”. This is an immensely popular item and has been for over a 
decade.
2) 132: UFT25, “Derivation of the Gauss Law of Magnetism, Faraday Law of Induction and O(3) 
Electrodynamics from the Evans Field Theory”.
3) 103: UFT177, “The Force Equation of Quantum Mechanics.”
4) 96: UFT166, Group and Phase Velocities in the R Theory of Matter Waves, Conditions for 
Superluminal Signalling”.
5) 84: UFT169, Poynting Theorem and Transfer of Power between Electromagnetism and Gravitation”.
6) 82: UFT88, The Bianchi identity of Differential Geometry.
7) 77: UFT175, Derivation of the Quantum Hamilton Equations of Motion and Refutation of the 
Copenhagen Interpretation.
8) 71: UFT144, Orbital and Spin Electric and Magnetic Fields from ECE Theory.
9) 66: UFT18, Calculation of the Anomalous Magnetic Moment of the Electron from the Evans Unified
Field Theory.
10) 64: UFT43, Explanation of the Faraday Disk Generator in the Evans Unified Field Theory.
11) 63: UFT157(Spanish), Photon Mass and ECE Theory.
12) 63: UFT142(Spanish), Simplified Proofs of the Cartan Structure Equations.
13) 63: UFT26, The Objective Laws of Classical Electrodynamics, the Effect of Gravitation on 
Electromagnetism.
14) 58: UFT153, Euler Bernoulli Resonance in a Spatially Symmetric Spacetime, Aplication to Counter
Gravitation.
15) 57: UFT355, Simple Equations for Energy from Spacetime.

I am pleased to see that two thousand of my books, reviews, papers, essays, broadcasts and so on are 
being read or heard constantly in up to 182 countries around the world in both my languages, my native
Welsh and one of the international languages, English. By “my” I always mean my co authors and 
myself except for autobiography, poetry, essays and about twenty five thousand diary entries since Dec.
2006.

 on FOR POSTING: Survey of Top Fifteen Papers in September 2016

358(3): Equations for the Spacetime Velocity Field in Fluid     Gravitation

September 25, 2016 

In general the spacetime or aether or vacuum velocity field and potential (the vector and scalar 
potentials) are obtained by solving Eqs. (1) and (2) simultaneously for given boundary conditions. The 
scalar potential is the spacetime enthalpy and the vector potential is the spacetime velocity field. There 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/25/3583-equations-for-the-spacetime-velocity-field-in-fluid-gravitation/
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are also the wave equation (4) and the convective derivative equation (6). In a spacetime of constant 
pressure the spacetime velocity field needed for Newtonian gravitation is the simple equation (16), 
which implies Eq. (19) self consistently. For non Newtonian gravitation Eqs. (1) and (2) must be solved
numerically and simultaneously for a given boundary condition.

a358thpapernotes3.pdf

 on 358(3): Equations for the Spacetime Velocity Field in Fluid Gravitation

Wind 19.4%, 0 – 23 mph 0658 local     time

September 25, 2016 

According to the local site, the wind is 23 mph in Swansea this morning, forecast to drop to 12 mph by 
the end of the day. There is a big discrepancy between the local Swansea website and the met office 
wind speed site, which shows wind speed over the Betws area of only 8 mph. There is a bit of wind for 
a few hours. The pattern monitored daily in this blog consists of long intervals (weeks) of essentially no
wind, with occasional storms lasting two days or so. Even during these storms the wind speed does not 
reach te optimal 25 – 35 mph needed for efficient wind turbine performance. The Betws turbines may 
be producing a little electricity for a few hours, at huge expense to the taxpayer and ecology. This 
fiasco is the result of unscientific dogma, very similar to the mythology of the standard model of 
physics. The engineers should have known that this would happen, or probably did know. So the entire 
wind industry is cynical deception and fraud.

 on Wind 19.4%, 0 – 23 mph 0658 local time

Daily Report 23/9/16

September 25, 2016 

The equivalent of 134,249 printed pages was downloaded during the day (489.473 megabytes) from 
2,431 downloaded memory files (hits) and 562 distinct visits each averaging 3.3 memory pages and 12 
minutes, main spiders cnsatChina), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 1598, Top ten 1447, 
Evans / Morris 759, F3(Sp) 640, Collected scientometrics 520, Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 238, 
Principles of ECE 219, Eckardt / Lindstrom 215, Autobiography volumes one and two 190, Collected 
Proofs 188, Evans Equations 131, UFT88 109, Engineering Model 108, CEFE 80, PECE 71, UFT311 
53, UFT321 40, Self charging inverter 31, Llais 30, List of prolific authors 23, Three world records by 
MWE 18, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 11, UFT313 36, UFT314 31, UFT315 35, UFT316 24, UFT317 35, 
UFT318 41, UFT319 41, UFT320 30, UFT322 44, UFT323 34, UFT324 53, UFT325 45, UFT326 45, 
UFT327 31, UFT328 44, UFT329 45, UFT330 27, UFT331 32, UFT332 32, UFT333 33, UFT334 23, 
UFT335 30, UFT336 28, UFT337 28, UFT338 25, UFT339 26, UFT340 31, UFT341 22, UFT342 25, 
UFT343 30, UFT344 37, UFT345 36, UFT346 51, UFT347 43, UFT348 36, UFT349 38, UFT351 50, 
UFT352 54, UFT353 46, UFT354 60, UFT355 68, UFT356 50, UFT357 23 to date in September 2016.
Georgia Institute of Technology Definitive Proof Two; Students National Sun Yat-sen University 
Taiwan UFT291. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for September 2016
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Part 3 of Discussion on Section     3

September 24, 2016 

It would be interesting and important to compare Wolfram, Mathematica and Maxima (and also NAG 
and ESSL etc.) for the same differential equations. The simple looking equations of fluid 
electrodynamics give richly structured solutions.

Sent: 23/09/2016 15:36:43 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion on Section 3

Been out of touch for over a week. Have a major report that is over due so I haven’t been 
checking email or anything. I will look into mathematica solutions if you wish- I have 
version 11-professional running in Linix. I must get this report out first though.

Doug

On Fri, Sep 23, 2016 at 7:26 AM, Russell Davis <russdavis1234> wrote:

Dr. Evans,

The Wolfram tool I used to obtain some solutions is actually a website offered 
by Wolfram Research, which is the developer of the Mathematica software 
solver. The website ( http://www.wolframalpha.com/ ) permits a convenient 
way to pose modest equations to the Mathmatica solver and get a quick answer 
(for example, enter y’/ y” =1 in the text entry area on the page and the solution 
is presented on the same webpage). These rapidly obtained results can offer 
insight into areas that can be more deeply and carefully analyzed. Sometimes 
the Mathematica solution obtained this way has distinctions in form, compared 
with the same equation posed to Maxima. When such discrepancies occur, these
can be more carefully analyzed.

This is a draft version of the paper section, so I think that Horst has not 
produced any graphs yet. I think the figure references at the end are place 
holders for eventual plots.

cheers,
Russ

 on Part 3 of Discussion on Section 3

Part 2 of Discussion on Section     3

September 24, 2016 

Many thanks. The international scientific community is finding the latest work to be very interesting, 
because it shows that spacetime, or vacuum, or aether, is richly structured as a rigorously logical 
consequence of Cartan geometry. The Wolfram solver looks very interesting and resonances are 
particularly interesting.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/24/part-3-of-discussion-on-section-3/
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Sent: 23/09/2016 15:26:59 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion on Section 3

Dr. Evans,

The Wolfram tool I used to obtain some solutions is actually a website offered by Wolfram 
Research, which is the developer of the Mathematica software solver. The website (
http://www.wolframalpha.com/ ) permits a convenient way to pose modest equations to the 
Mathmatica solver and get a quick answer (for example, enter y’/ y” =1 in the text entry 
area on the page and the solution is presented on the same webpage). These rapidly 
obtained results can offer insight into areas that can be more deeply and carefully analyzed. 
Sometimes the Mathematica solution obtained this way has distinctions in form, compared 
with the same equation posed to Maxima. When such discrepancies occur, these can be 
more carefully analyzed.

This is a draft version of the paper section, so I think that Horst has not produced any 
graphs yet. I think the figure references at the end are place holders for eventual plots.

cheers,
Russ

 on Part 2 of Discussion on Section 3

Wind 16.85%, 10 – 30 mph, 0858 local     time

September 24, 2016 

The wind speed in Swansea is now 20 mph, forecast to drop to 10 mph by this afternoon. So the Betws 
turbines are generating a little bit of power, for the first time in a long time. This is about all they ever 
do so efforts to get rid of wind turbines should be increased to the point where an all party consensus is 
reached to demolish them.

 on Wind 16.85%, 10 – 30 mph, 0858 local time

Daily Report 22/9/16

September 24, 2016 

The equivalent of 147,613 printed pages was downloaded during the day (538.196 megabytes) from 
2,075 downloaded memory files (hits) and 521 distinct visits each averaging 3.0 memory pages and 12 
minutes, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 1552, Top ten 1415, 
Collected Evans / Morris 726(est), F3(Sp) 630, Collected scientometrics 467, Barddoniaeth / Collected 
Poetry 238, Principles of ECE 210, Collected Eckardt / Lindstrom 205, Autobiography volumes one 
and two 185, Collected Proofs 182, Evans Equations 124, Engineering Model 105(est), UFT88 102, 
CEFE 75, UFT311 52, PECE 70, UFT321 39(est), Self charging inverter 31, Llais 28, List of prolific 
authors 22, Three world records by MWE 17, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 11, UFT313 34, UFT314 29, 
UFT315 34, UFT316 24, UFT317 33, UFT318 41, UFT319 41, UFT320 30, UFT322 44, UFT323 33, 
UFT324 52, UFT325 40, UFT326 43, UFT327 29, UFT328 44, UFT329 44, UFT330 27, UFT331 32, 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/24/daily-report-22916/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/24/wind-16-85-10-30-mph-0858-local-time/
http://www.wolframalpha.com/


UFT332 31, UFT333 31, UFT334 23, UFT335 29, UFT336 27, UFT337 26, UFT338 24, UFT339 26, 
UFT340 29, UFT341 22, UFT342 25, UFT343 29, UFT344 35, UFT345 36, UFT346 51, UFT347 42, 
UFT348 33, UFT349 35, UFT351 50, UFT352 52, UFT353 44, UFT354 57, UFT355 68, UFT356 50, 
UFT357 22 to date in September 2016. University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT357; Center for 
Mathematical Modelling University of Chile UFT166(Sp); Informatics Technical University of 
Darmstadt general; Steinbuch Compter Center Karlsruhe Institute of Technology UFT352, 355; 
Chemistry Complutense University Madrid UFT 177,176, 178; Science University of Valencia Essay 
41(Sp); Rail Tel India Numerical Solutions. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for 
September 2016.

 on Daily Report 22/9/16

Video Interview

September 23, 2016 

Dear Dr. Anderton,

My main e mail address is emyrone at aol dot com. Prof Amoroso had mentioned to me that I had been 
nominated a few times for a Nobel Prize for the B(3) field. The Einstein theory has been refuted in very
many ways as described on www.aias.us and www.upitec.org and these refutations have been accepted 
internationally for well over a decade. See for example UFT88, 99, 109, 313 and 354, and the 
monographs: “The Principles of ECE” and “Criticisms of the Einstein Field Equation”, among 
numerous other refutations of the great Einstein theory of relativity. These are rigorously logical 
refutations that have generated intense interest in all the best universities, institutes and similar in the 
world for many years. There have been millions of readings of ECE theory, possibly tens of millions. It 
is true that ECE and ECE2 are theories that emerged from the B(3) field, which was inferred at Cornell 
Theory Center in 1991 and published in 1992. In 1993 my co author and good friend, the late Jean-
Pierre Vigier, recognized that B(3) means non zero photon mass. As you know Vigier dedicated his life 
work to photon mass, following Henri Poincare and Louis de Broglie.
There are very many problems with and errors in the Einstein theory. The main one is that it is based on
entirely the wrong geometry. The Einstein Cartan Evans unified field theory is based on the correct 
Cartan geometry with torsion, and it seeks to forge a rigorously Baconian theory that gets away from 
dogma. Vigier was invited to work with Einstein at the Institute in Princeton. Neither would have had 
any problem in accepting Cartan geometry. Albert Einstein corresponded a lot with Elie Cartan, with 
obvious mutual respect. I have a feeling that Einstein would have had no problem with accepting ECE 
and ECE2. The problem is with dogma and habit in others.
Vigier always said that physics should be a dialogue between schools of thought. Judging from the 
famous ECE scientometrics I would say that the two main schools of thought in physics at present are 
ECE and standard model. The scientometrics show that ECE is going to be studied intensely for the 
foreseeable future in all the best places and by millions. It is also archived permanently on 
www.archive.org and www.webarchive.org.uk. So it will not be going away. Those who created it can 
rest assured of its permanence. I was pleased to be appointed a Civil List Pensioner in 2005 by Head of 
State, Prime Minister and Parliament. It is a higher honour than a Nobel Prize, because it is a State 
honour compared with an academic honour. It is much tougher to be appointed a Civil List Pensioner 
than to win a Nobel Prize. The latter is increasingly seen by the professionals as being devalued and 
subjective. For example Arnold Sommerfeld was nominated well over eighty times and never received 
the prize. Bertrand Russell was nominated once and received a prize. Several of Sommerfeld’s students

http://www.webarchive.org.uk/
http://www.archive.org/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/23/video-interview/


and post docs won a Nobel Prize. We know this from the archives released by the Royal Swedish 
Academy about fifty years after the secret nominations. They are supposed to be secret but they are 
often leaked (for example my fellow nominee in Wales, the great poet R. S. Thomas).
I am a big fan of Einstein, it is just that things move on. I see no point in blocking thngs when everyone
knows about them by just using google.

Cordially,
Myron Evans

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 23/09/2016 11:35:31 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: unified field theory

Dear Prof Myron Evans

I think more in terms of videos, because it is more appealing to a larger Internet audience. 
Videos as a sort of initial introduction, with reference to then see the papers, links to 
websites etc. for more details.

Would it be possible to arrange a video interview with you?

I understand from Prof Amoroso (who runs Vigier Conferences) that natural progression 
from Prof Vigier would be to your theory, and that ideally you should have a Nobel prize.

But the problem is the Einstein fanclub- “they” don’t like anything bad said about relativity,
and cause Blockage.

I think I have a way around that Blockage, as a PR exercise, things need rephrasing along 
lines that: Einstein was right about some things and wrong about other things. I need to 
however discuss this with you more fully.

Some idea of what I mean can be gleamed from some videos I would like to show you for 
private viewing; that I will eventually put on my website.

One video of Prof Amoroso saying about it is impolite to say Einstein is wrong.

Other video by Dr C Y Lo who has said a lot of times that Einstein is wrong, but re-phrases 
it in more detail about what he thinks Einstein is wrong about and what he thinks Einstein 
was right about, and how Einstein did the best he could in his time/era etc

If that is ok with you I can send the links. What it needs though is usually your main email 
address that Youtube/google will recognise.

Regards

Roger Anderton



On September 23, 2016 at 12:47 PM EMyrone@aol.com wrote:

This is a good initiative. We could syndicate items you like from www.aias.us , 
which I own.

MWE

In a message dated 23/09/2016 00:02:29 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dear Prof Myron Evans

I plan to set up a website on Unified field theory. would you like to 
contribute?

We communicated a long time back I pick up unified field theory 
from Boscovich.

regards

Roger Anderton

 on Video Interview

Top Ten ECE2 Papers to Date in September     2016

September 23, 2016 

These are (with number of times studied): 355 (66); 354 (63); 324 (50); 352 (49); 356 (48); 351 (47); 
322 (43); 329 (42); 353 (41); 347 (38); ………………….. ; 341 (22). This shows that the latest papers 
on fluid dynamics are the most read.

 on Top Ten ECE2 Papers to Date in September 2016

Discussion on Section     3

September 23, 2016 

There is great scope for developments in many directions. Is it possible to cross check Wolfram with 
Mathematica, used by Doug Lindstrom? There are other packages such as NAG and IBM ESSL and so 
on.

CC: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 23/09/2016 00:35:38 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Some concluding thoughts

Horst,

In the past, we have encountered variations in results between Wolfram (Mathematica 
engine) and Maxima, so it is a good cross check.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/23/discussion-on-section-3/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/23/top-ten-ece2-papers-to-date-in-september-2016/
http://www.aias.us/


I suppose that maybe the time-dependent case must be handled more rigorously to include a
vector potential.

-Russ

 on Discussion on Section 3

Draft of Section     3

September 23, 2016 

These are very interesting results from such a simple looking equation. These are good ideas by Russell
Davis and Horst Eckardt. It seems that this is an entirely new subject area. I cannot read the diagrams 
on my system, no doubt this is just a simple adjustment, but I remember the diagrams sent over earlier 
by Russ. These fluid electrodynamics papers are already being studied intensely as can be seen from 
the daily reports. This is indicative of the new system of physics forged by AIAS / UPITEC.

CC: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 22/09/2016 20:37:09 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Some concluding thoughts

Russ,

you are right, a time dependence cancels out in the term phi’/phi”. I am sending over the 
first draft of the paper, section 3, which I have worded appropriately. The mathematical 
results I obtained by Maxima seem to be a bit differently formulated. More severe is that 
some solutions are complex-valued in my calculation. I have tabulated them and will 
produce some graphs. Next I will think about the time dependence. I think we can use your 
2D graphs then.
At the weekend I am out of city, will continue on monday.

Horst

Am 19.09.2016 um 02:31 schrieb Russell Davis:

Horst,

After some further consideration, I think that the nature of the coupling 
(involving the ratio, phi’/phi”) between a material phi and its feedback-phi 
counterpart (the phi back-induced in the material environment due to the aether)
enforces that they (phi and induced phi) will ordinarily be equal (within some 
small amount associated with the vacuum-permittivity / mass-density ratio), for 
most (all?) arbitrary functions, phi(x,t). 

If so, It does not seem that a periodic time-varying material voltage can be 
amplified through means of the relationship E = (charge-density / mass-density)
E_f, which was my hope.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/23/draft-of-section-3/


A conclusion from my investigations on this topic is that it is probably 
irrelevant whether or not the material E-field is phase-locked ( in time or space)
with its induced aether E-field.

-Russ

paper357-3.pdf

 on Draft of Section 3

unified field theory

September 23, 2016 

This is a good initiative. We could syndicate items you like from www.aias.us , which I own.

MWE

In a message dated 23/09/2016 00:02:29 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dear Prof Myron Evans

I plan to set up a website on Unified field theory. would you like to contribute?

We communicated a long time back I pick up unified field theory from Boscovich.

regards

Roger Anderton

 on unified field theory

Wind 4.25%, 0 – 21 mph, 0720 local     time

September 23, 2016 

The wind speed in Swansea is only 3 mph, well below the 7 – 9 mph needed to start the Betws turbines,
which are not producing anything at all as usual, becalmed among a ruined landscape, a familiar ugly 
feature to all around. The wind speed is below 7 – 9 % throughout Wales, except for an isolated 12 mph
in Mo^n, just above the 7 – 9 mph threshold. So day after day all summer we can see that wind turbines
are totally useless – the product of grotesque greed indicating total governmental failure and contempt 
for democracy.

Daily Report 21/9/16

September 23, 2016 

The equivalent of 152,372 printed pages was downloaded during the day (555.549 megabytes) from 
2,352 downloaded memory files (hits) and 549 distinct visits each averaging 2.9 memory pages and 11 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/23/daily-report-21916/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/23/wind-4-25-0-21-mph-0720-local-time/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/23/unified-field-theory-4/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/paper357-3.pdf


minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 64.78 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1490, Top ten 1352, Collected Evans Morris 693(est), F3(Sp) 603, Collected 
scientometrics 442, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 225, Principles of ECE 201, Collected Eckardt / 
Lindstrom 191(est), Collected Proofs 181, Autobiography volumes one and two 180, Evans Equations 
115, Engineering Model 98, UFT88 98, CEFE 68, PECE 67, UFT311 49, UFT321 39, Self charging 
inverter 31, Llais 28, List of prolific authors 22, Three world records by MWE 17, Lindstrom Idaho 
Lecture 11, UFT313 33, UFT314 29, UFT315 32, UFT316 24, UFT317 32, UFT318 38, UFT319 39, 
UFT320 30, UFT322 43, UFT323 33, UFT324 50, UFT325 39, UFT326 42, UFT327 29, UFT328 43, 
UFT329 42, UFT330 26, UFT331 31, UFT332 31, UFT333 30, UFT334 23, UFT335 27, UFT336 26, 
UFT337 25, UFT338 24, UFT339 24, UFT340 28, UFT341 22, UFT342 24, UFT343 28, UFT344 34, 
UFT345 34, UFT346 47, UFT347 38, UFT348 34, UFT349 33, UFT351 47, UFT352 49, UFT353 41, 
UFT354 53, UFT355 66, UFT356 48, UFT357 19 to date in September 2016. Federal University of 
Rio de Janeiro Brazil UFT349; Calfornia State Univeristy Fresno general; Indian Institute of 
Technology Delhi UFT177; University of Warwick AIAS staff, news and updates, UFT355, 356, 357, 
345, 328, 320, 318, 331, 337, and extensive study of UFT papers, Intense interest all sectors, updated 
usage file attached for September 2016.

 on Daily Report 21/9/16

Discussion of 358(1): Fluid     Gravitation

September 22, 2016 

Agreed with this analysis by Horst, electromagnetism is much stronger than gravitation in general. The 
interesting result of fluid gravitation is that a gravitational field induces effects of fluid dynamics in the 
spacetime or vacuum around it.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 22/09/2016 11:17:07 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 358(1): Fluid Gravitation

As an interesting result, we have no density ratio in the gravitational fluid equations. This 
should us give the possibility of determining velocity values v_F of aether/spacetime from 
the gravitational field g. Concerning electric spacetime effects, we have to respect the 
density ratio rho/rho_m. In particular if there is no net charge density, there is no e-m effect 
of spacetime. A neutral metal will probably not give any effect. We need a completely 
charged body or an electron gas. We should find realistic values of the ratio rho/rho_m to 
get an idea of the order of magnitude of these effects. Possibly we have a difference 
between e-m and gravitation of 20 orders of magnitude as is the case for unified field 
effects a as before.

Horst

Am 21.09.2016 um 11:17 schrieb EMyrone:

This note introduces the new subject area of fluid gravitation, in exact analogy 
with fluid electrodynamics within ECE2 unified field theory. The ECE2 
equations of gravitation are exactly analogous with the equations of the fluid 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/22/discussion-of-3581-fluid-gravitation/


dynamics of spacetime, or aether. So a multitude of new insights emerges. For 
example, Eq. (5) shows that the gravitational field in matter is the electric field 
of spacetime fluid dynamics. There is an equilibrium between matter and 
spacetime (or vacuum or aether). The well known Newtonian gravitatonal field 
is given by Eq. (6), and induces a spacetime velocity field in exact analogy with
pervious work on the electric field. Conversely any spacetime velocity field 
induces a gravitational field in matter. Eq. (17) shows that the material 
gravitomagnetic field is induced by the vorticity of spacetime, and vice versa. 
So the material gravitomagnetic field is governed by the vorticity equation of 
spacetime, which can be derived from the spacetime Navier Stokes equation as 
in recent UFT papers. Finally the vector potential of gravitation and 
gravitomagnetism in matter is the velocity field of spacetime (Eq. (20)). This 
means that the fluid dynamical equations of spacetime can induce both the 
gravitational and electromagnetic field equations of matter. This may be used to
engineer gravitation with an electromagnetic field.

 on Discussion of 358(1): Fluid Gravitation

358(2): The Origin of Mass Density in Fluid     Gravitation

September 22, 2016 

It is shown that mass density in matter originates as in Eq. (5) in the charge q sub F of fluid spacetime. 
Eq. (5) is written out in full in Eq. (11). This can be solved numerically by Horst Eckardt and Russ 
Davis. Eq. (11) shows that mass density induces a velocity field pattern in fluid spacetime. It is also 
shown through the wave equation (16) that mass density originates in the enthalpy or scalar potential of
fluid spacetime. Conversely, material mass density induces enthalpy (a kind of energy) in spacetime. 
These inferences are rigorous logical deductions of ECE2 unified field theory. Eq. (16) can also be 
solved numerically by Horst Eckardt and Russ Davis, using their previous discussions.

a358thpapernotes2.pdf

 on 358(2): The Origin of Mass Density in Fluid Gravitation

Wind 2.9%, 1 – 9 mph, 0751 local     time

September 22, 2016 

The wind speed in Swansea today is 5 mph, and under 8 mph throughout the whole of Wales, so as 
usual , all the wind turbines in Wales are producing nothing. So wind turbines should be demolished at 
developer expense as quickly as possible and developers asked to pay back the subsidies and clean up 
the damage to the environment, then prosecuted and sued for gross damage. Combined wind turbines 
on Mynydd y Gwair and Betws will produce essentially nothing and wreck the view from the far end of
Gower at Worm’s Head to the Brecon Beacons. This is the worst damage to the Welsh environment in 
history. Ministers and Councillors who forced through turbines should be pushed out of power. They 
are clearly useless and the result of corruption, greed for subsidies.

 on Wind 2.9%, 1 – 9 mph, 0751 local time

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/22/wind-2-9-1-9-mph-0751-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/a358thpapernotes2.pdf
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Daily Report 20/9/16

September 22, 2016 

The equivalent of 124,215 printed pages was downloaded during the day (452.888 megabytes) from 
2,159 distinct visits, each averaging 2.7 memory pages and 10 minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for 
the day of 57.53, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 1404, Top ten 
1270, Collected Evans / Morris 660(est), F3(Sp) 543, Collected scientometrics 426, Barddoniaeth / 
Collected poetry 222, Principles of ECE 192, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 191, Collected Proofs 180, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 176, Evans Equations 109, UFT88 94, Engineering Model 
93(est), PECE 67, CEFE 65, UFT311 47, UFT321 37, Llais 28, Self Charging Inverter 28, List of 
prolific authors 22, Three world records by MWE 17, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 11, UFT313 31, 
UFT314 29, UFT315 31, UFT316 31, UFT317 32, UFT318 35, UFT319 39, UFT320 27, UFT322 40, 
UFT323 31, UFT324 48, UFT325 39, UFT326 41, UFT327 28, UFT328 40, UFT329 41, UFT330 25, 
UFT331 28, UFT332 27, UFT333 29, UFT334 22, UFT335 25, UFT336 25, UFT337 23, UFT338 22, 
UFT339 21, UFT340 26, UFT341 19, UFT342 22, UFT343 25, UFT344 31, UFT345 31, UFT346 44, 
UFT347 36, UFT348 31, UFT349 31, UFT351 44, UFT352 44, UFT353 38, UFT354 51, UFT355 61, 
UFT356 44, UFT357 16 to date in September 2016. SCV Catalonia general; Institute for Optics and 
Quantum Electronics University of Jena UFT158; Arab Open University Jordan general; Institute of 
Industrial Science University of Tokyo Home page; University of Bath Diplomatic Objection to ‘t 
Hooft; University of Edinburgh UFT143. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for 
September 2016.

 on Daily Report 20/9/16

358(1): Fluid Gravitation

September 21, 2016 

This note introduces the new subject area of fluid gravitation, in exact analogy with fluid 
electrodynamics within ECE2 unified field theory. The ECE2 equations of gravitation are exactly 
analogous with the equations of the fluid dynamics of spacetime, or aether. So a multitude of new 
insights emerges. For example, Eq. (5) shows that the gravitational field in matter is the electric field of
spacetime fluid dynamics. There is an equilibrium between matter and spacetime (or vacuum or 
aether). The well known Newtonian gravitational field is given by Eq. (6), and induces a spacetime 
velocity field in exact analogy with previous work on the electric field. Conversely any spacetime 
velocity field induces a gravitational field in matter. Eq. (17) shows that the material gravitomagnetic 
field is induced by the vorticity of spacetime, and vice versa. So the material gravitomagnetic field is 
governed by the vorticity equation of spacetime, which can be derived from the spacetime Navier 
Stokes equation as in recent UFT papers. Finally the vector potential of gravitation and 
gravitomagnetism in matter is the velocity field of spacetime (Eq. (20)). This means that the fluid 
dynamical equations of spacetime can induce both the gravitational and electromagnetic field equations
of matter. This may be used to engineer gravitation with an electromagnetic field.

a358thpapernotes1.pdf

 on 358(1): Fluid Gravitation
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Wind 3.54%, 0 – 31 mph, 0744 local     time

September 21, 2016 

The wind speed over mid Wales today is 0 mph according to the met office wind speed map, so with 
power like this who needs hibernation? Today is the equinox, but the equinoctial gales have not 
materialized. I had occasion to drive right past the disgusting Betws wind turbines yesterday, eyes half 
closed. The pristine ecology I knew for more than sixty years has been ruined completely. The 
becalmed guillotines stood amidst a tangle of wires and a small central unit which presumably 
coordinates this mess. There appeared to be no one inside it. The turbine blades already look old, and to
a landscape photographer, are an imposition of capitalist despotism on a familiar landscape that took 
ten thousand years to evolve. As Keats wrote: “And no birds sing” (“La Belle Dame Sans Merci”). 
When they are demolished, they can be dragged away like the statute of a fallen Roman Emperor, and 
the access roads covered with soil. Nature will do the rest, and is very resilient. Only three Roman 
Emperors survived the job, and so much for despotism. Each turbine is a dictator ready to fall.

 on Wind 3.54%, 0 – 31 mph, 0744 local time

Daily Report 19/9/16

September 21, 2016 

The equivalent of 460,505 printed pages was downloaded during the day (1.679 gigabytes) from 2,931 
downloaded memory files (hits) and 584 distinct visits, each averaging 3.3 memory pages and 10 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 157.16 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1356, Top ten 1280, Collected Evans / Morris 627, F3(Sp) 522, Collected 
scientometrics 370(est), Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 215, Principles of ECE 186, Collected 
Eckardt / Lindstrom 181(est), Collected Proofs 176, Autobiography volumes one and two 169, Evans 
Equations 94(est), Engineering Model 93(est), UFT88 83, PECE 65, CEFE 62, UFT311 45, UFT321 
35, Llais 26, Self charging inverter 25, List of prolific authors 21, Three world records by MWE 17, 
Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 11, UFT313 28, UFT314 17, UFT315 31, UFT316 19, UFT317 20, UFT318 
33, UFT319 36, UFT320 26, UFT322 39, UFT323 29, UFT324 45, UFT325 38, UFT326 41, UFT327 
27, UFT328 37, UFT329 41, UFT330 24, UFT331 28, UFT332 27, UFT333 29, UFT334 22, UFT335 
25, UFT336 24, UFT337 23, UFT338 22, UFT339 21, UFT340 26, UFT341 19, UFT342 21, UFT343 
25, UFT344 30, UFT345 30, UFT346 46, UFT347 35, UFT348 31, UFT349 31, UFT351 44, UFT352 
43, UFT353 37, UFT354 50, UFT355 61, UFT356 44, UFT357 12 to date in September 2016. City 
Government of Winnipeg UFT357 and general; National Distance Learning University Colombia 
UFT169(Sp); German National Websearch Facility (Deusu) general; University of Cuenca Ecuador 
UFT169(Sp); College of Information Sciences and Technology Pennsylvania State University UFT3; 
Hakodate College of the Japanese National Institute of Technology UFT177; University of Edinburgh 
Spacetme Engineering article; University of Warwick Omnia Opera 1 and 191. Intense interest all 
sectors, updated usage file attached for September 2016.

 on Daily Report 19/9/16

Archiving www.aias.us and     www.upitec.org

September 20, 2016 

This is also an excellent form of education of future generations in up to one hundred and eighty two 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/20/archiving-www-aias-us-and-www-upitec-org/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/21/daily-report-19916/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/21/wind-3-54-0-31-mph-0744-local-time/


countries. Much more efficient than giving lectures. The only think missing is direct dialogue with 
students, but we can make up for that by occasional meetings.

 on Archiving www.aias.us and www.upitec.org

Induction of Spacetime Effects with a Gravitational     Field

September 20, 2016 

This will be the subject of the next note, 358(1). According to ECE2 a gravitational field sets up 
spacetime effects around it, and the fluid spacetime thus affected can produce electromagnetic effects. 
Conversely a static electric field can induce spacetime effects which can influence a gravitational field.

Back Cover Biographies

September 20, 2016 

I can certainly help to prepare this if the three authors will give me a short bio each. It would be useful 
to have an index, but preparing that is somewhat laborious. A professional indexer could be employed. 
I did this for “The Enigmatic Photon” series.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 19/09/2016 19:48:37 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Cover of PECE book

Do you want a short bio of the authors be printed on the backside of the
cover? We did this for the CEFE book. If yes, do you have an electronic
form of the text? It has to be updated and shortened since the book
won’t be so large format as the CEFE book. It will be like the Marion &
Thornton book.

Horst 

 on Back Cover Biographies

Discussion of Section 3 of paper     356

September 20, 2016 

Agreed with Russ Davis, this is an entirely new subject area. For UFT358 I intend to work on the 
equilibrium between spacetime and matter and incorporate gravitation. For example a static electric 
field may induce spacetime patterns, which in turn induce gravitational effects. This may be a method 
of engineering gravitation with an electric field. UFT358 section 3 is pencilled in for the calculations 
by Russell Davis and comments by Horst Eckardt.

Sent: 19/09/2016 20:10:21 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Section 3 of paper 356

Horst,

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/20/back-cover-biographies/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/20/discussion-of-section-3-of-paper-356/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/20/induction-of-spacetime-effects-with-a-gravitational-field/


I am still going through this note, which is quite interesting. These examples convey how 
elaborately different the spacetime fluid fields are from their material counterparts.

Figure 10 has text, “Component Bx.” Is Bz intended (typo?).

-Russ

 on Discussion of Section 3 of paper 356

FOR POSTING: Section 3 of paper     356

September 20, 2016 

Many thanks, this is an excellent Section 3 as ever, with very helpful graphics.

From: mail@horst-eckardt.de
To: Emyrone@aol.com, DWLindstrom@gmail.com, russdavis1234@yahoo.com
Sent: 19/09/2016 19:37:36 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Section 3 of paper 356

I finished section 3 with a number of examples for induced spacetime fields.

Horst 

paper356-3.pdf

 on FOR POSTING: Section 3 of paper 356

Wind 1% , 1 – 17 mph, 0725 local     time

September 20, 2016 

The wind industry has been blown over today, a record low of 1% since I started monitoring about 
three months ago. The wind speed in Swansea is 4 mph, so the Betws turbines are again producing 
nothing, because it takes 7-9 mph to start them. None of the wind turbines in Wales are producing 
anything because the wind speed is again far too low. They are a waste of time and money, forced 
through against democratic opposition and scientific reason.

 on Wind 1% , 1 – 17 mph, 0725 local time

Daily Report Sunday     18/9/16

September 20, 2016 

The equivalent of 138,495 printed pages was downloaded during the day (504.952 megabytes) from 
2,483 downloaded memory files and 558 distinct visits each averaging 3.9 memory pages and 12 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 55.78 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1236, Top ten 1145, Evans / Morris 594(est), F3(Sp) 478, Collected 
Scientometrics 370(est), Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 211, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 181, 
Principles of ECE 178, Collected Proofs 167, Autobiography volumes one and two 164, Evans 
Equations 94(est), Engineering Model 93(est), UFT88 76, CEFE 62, PECE 61, UFT311 43, UFT321 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/20/daily-report-sunday-18916/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/20/wind-1-1-17-mph-0725-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/paper356-3.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/20/for-posting-section-3-of-paper-356/


34, Llais 26, Self Charging Inverter 25, List of Prolific Authors 20, Three World Records 16, Lindstrom
Idaho Lecture 11, UFT313 28, UFT314 25, UFT315 29, UFT316 18, UFT317 29, UFT318 31, UFT319
35, UFT320 25, UFT322 36, UFT323 26, UFT324 44, UFT325 33, UFT326 39, UFT327 26, UFT328 
35, UFT329 38, UFT330 23, UFT331 26, UFT332 26, UFT333 27, UFT334 21, UFT335 23, UFT336 
22, UFT337 20, UFT338 20, UFT339 19, UFT340 23, UFT341 16, UFT342 18, UFT343 23, UFT344 
25, UFT345 28, UFT346 40, UFT347 33, UFT348 29, UFT349 29, UFT351 43, UFT352 33, UFT353 
30, UFT354 47, UFT355 57, UFT356 43, UFT357 8 to date in September 2016. University of Vermont 
UFT351; University of Wisconsin Madison UFT158; National Tsinghua University Taiwan general, 
University of Edinburgh UFT155, theory of H bonding; Llyfrgell Genedlaethol Cymru Home Page. 
Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for September 2016.

 on Daily Report Sunday 18/9/16

Constructing the Omnia     Opera

September 19, 2016 

It proved very difficult to construct the Omnia Opera because the local libraries charged extortionate 
amounts which I refused to pay out of principle. Knowledge should be free to all who want to learn. 
Another sign of how irrelevant the anglicised Welsh universities are to the real Wales. This is why the 
full blooded University of Wales must be revived, as intended at the 1893 National Eisteddfod. Horst’s 
role in the Omnia Opera was particularly important, along with Dave Burleigh, who prepared the 
hyperlinks, and Mr Hines of the Hugh Owen Library, who found several student volunteers to help at 
relatively small cost. The Wayback Machine software archives the Omnia Opera in real time, and also 
the blog in real time. Very soon the NLW and other British copyright libraries will all have the 
Wayback Machine software. The overwhelmingly most important thing to me is the archiving of forty 
five years’ hard labour, all of it very popular. Without that archiving, a huge amount would be lost to 
history, depriving literally millions of people of the chance to learn, and delighting the dogmatists. 
There will be multiple redundancy in the Wayback Machine systems, so if one computer system is 
destroyed, other systems will still be functional, both sides of the Atlantic. It is still important for AIAS 
staff to back up the sites on to off web hardware, stored in a safe place. In January Dave Burleigh made
www.aias.us visible on the Wayback Machine, a vitally important thing to do. In Constantine 
Fitzgibbon’s biography of Dylan Thomas there is one interesting recollection of Thomas seeing 
Fitzgibbon’s wife throwing his poetry into the fire. Thomas was outraged and deeply shocked, and he 
was not a shockable man by all accounts. The EDCL episodes were much the same thing, our Room 
262 papers and apparatus were given to someone to look after, but eventually they were “thrown out” 
as so often happens.

A Vote of Thanks for Horst Eckardt

Seconded!!

Sent from Mail for Windows 10

Subject: A Vote of Thanks for Horst Eckardt

In addition to condolences I wish to move a vote of thanks for Horst Eckardt for all his 
valuable work, which includes a lot of archiving work for the Omnia Opera.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/19/constructing-the-omnia-opera/


=

 on Constructing the Omnia Opera

Plans for UFT358

September 19, 2016 

I have in mind making this paper one on two and three way mechanisms of interaction of matter and 
spacetime, in particular a mechanism for the interaction of gravitational and electromagnetic fields via 
the fluid spacetime. Section one can be on this and Section 3 can use the final version of the Davis 
Eckardt dialogue.

 on Plans for UFT358

A Vote of Thanks for Horst     Eckardt

September 19, 2016 

In addition to condolences I wish to move a vote of thanks for Horst Eckardt for all his valuable work, 
which includes a lot of archiving work for the Omnia Opera.

 on A Vote of Thanks for Horst Eckardt

Papers Here

September 19, 2016 

Fortunately I have kept a lot of them here, I have not posted many as yet but will gradually do so. They 
are original letters, graphs and so on which will gradually be added to the historical source documents. 
A huge amount was lost when the EDCL was arbitrarily closed.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 19/09/2016 09:50:50 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FR POSTING: Archiving Important Documents

Papers, correspondence etc from Aber days went to Dublin with Vij along with equipment. 
They are probably lost by now but fortunately most has been remembered and is on the 
AIAS website in some form. This is why it is so important to archive and back up as you 
say.

Sent from my Samsung device

FR POSTING: Archiving Important Documents

It is a pleasure to give permission for www.aias.us to be featured on the UKWA site. The 
www.upitec.org site will also be featured on the UKWA site. These two sites have had a 
vast worldwide readership in up to 182 countries from 2002 to present. Many thanks to the 
National Library of Wales, and Aled Betts in particular. Archiving is of course all important
and these two sites are well known in the areas they cover: science, poetry in both 

http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/19/papers-here/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/19/a-vote-of-thanks-for-horst-eckardt/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/19/plans-for-uft358-2/


languages, autobiography, genealogy, photography and so on. They have also been archived
on the Wayback Machine, www.archive.org, in San Francisco since 2002. A large amount 
of valuable material is lost by neglect, valuable books being arbitrarily discarded, websites 
disappearing, hard disk crashes, or by forced closures of small libraries, many books have 
been lost due to this short sighted and philistine policy. It took many years to construct 
www.aias.us and www.upitec.org, and they contain a wealth of information which will now
be safely archived both sides of the Atlantic and made publicly available open source from 
the reading rooms of the Legal Deposit Libraries and also from the UKWA site. The Legal 
Deposit Libraries are: British Library London, University Libraries of Oxford and 
Cambridge, and the National Libraries of Scotland and Wales. In Ireland, the library of 
Trinity College Dublin. So if anyone has valuable documents such as the papers of the 
Room 262 group at the EDCL or valuable genealogical documents I will consider posting 
them on www.aias.us. For example Dr Gareth Evans may have valuable papers of the 
Room 262 group that can now be archived, and Stuart Davies may have valuable 
genealogical documents, and so on. The websites contain about two thousand of my 
scientific papers, books, essays, and translations thereof, and about twenty five thousand 
diary entries since December 2006 on the blog of www.aias.us. This is the greatest output 
of work by an individual scientist helped by a relatively small but hard working groups, 
whose members are distinguished in their own right. Many thanks to all concerned, Diolch 
yn fawr, bid ben bid bont.

Myron Evans

Dear Myron,

Many thanks for your email.

We are in the process of moving between systems. The 2013 Legal Deposit
Act allows us to archive all of the UK web domain. Access to these sites
will be viewable from the reading rooms of the Legal Deposit Libraries.
We will ask for permission to provide ‘open access’ to the more
important sites and if we recieve ‘open access’ permission they will be
pushed into the UKWA site. For this we are using Open Source Wayback
Machine (OSWM) and not Web Curator Tool (WCT) that we have been using
for the UK Web Archive.

I have archived your two sites using the Open Source Wayback Machine
(OSWM). Both will be pushed into the UKWA site and harvested using the
Open Source Wayback Machine. Regrettably, this is work in prgress at the
moment. Please bear with us while we undertake this rather complicated
task. We hope to have this up and running in the very near future. As a
result of the changes, your site will not appear in the UK Web Archive
for the time being even though the site has been archived.

Kindest regards,

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.archive.org/


Aled

On 12/09/2016 08:11, EMyrone@aol.com wrote:
> To National Library of Wales Archivists:
> Can you please look in to this problem? The last thumbnail of
> http://www.aias.us <http://www.aias.us> appearing on 
http://www.webarchive.co.uk
> <http://www.webarchive.co.uk> is dated a year ago, September 2015. I can
> see from my computer feedback that the September 2016 quarterly archive
> did not take place. This looks like a computer problem. As you can see,
> http://www.aias.us <http://www.aias.us> is completely up to date on the 
Wayback
> Machine, http://www.archive.org <http://www.archive.org> and is kept 
updated in
> real time. In my understanding the aim of your archive system is also to
> archive the entire web further to an international agreement initiated
> by the Library of Congress. I suggest that the British Libraries develop
> a system identical to the Wayback Machine, the present system is a year
> out of date when it comes to http://www.aias.us <http://www.aias.us>. As you
> know, archiving is all important.
> Diolch yn fawr,
> Myron Evans
> http://www.aias.us <http://www.aias.us>

 on Papers Here

FOR POSTING: Archiving Important     Documents

September 19, 2016 

It is a pleasure to give permission for www.aias.us to be featured on the UKWA site. The 
www.upitec.org site will also be featured on the UKWA site. These two sites have had a vast worldwide
readership in up to 182 countries from 2002 to present. Many thanks to the National Library of Wales, 
and Aled Betts in particular. Archiving is of course all important and these two sites are well known in 
the areas they cover: science, poetry in both languages, autobiography, genealogy, photography and so 
on. They have also been archived on the Wayback Machine, www.archive.org, in San Francisco since 
2002. A large amount of valuable material is lost by neglect, valuable books being arbitrarily discarded,
websites disappearing, hard disk crashes, or by forced closures of small libraries, many books have 
been lost due to this short sighted and philistine policy. It took many years to construct www.aias.us 
and www.upitec.org, and they contain a wealth of information which will now be safely archived both 
sides of the Atlantic and made publicly available open source from the reading rooms of the Legal 
Deposit Libraries and also from the UKWA site. The Legal Deposit Libraries are: British Library 
London, University Libraries of Oxford and Cambridge, and the National Libraries of Scotland and 
Wales. In Ireland, the library of Trinity College Dublin. So if anyone has valuable documents such as 
the papers of the Room 262 group at the EDCL or valuable genealogical documents I will consider 
posting them on www.aias.us. For example Dr Gareth Evans may have valuable papers of the Room 
262 group that can now be archived, and Stuart Davies may have valuable genealogical documents, and

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.archive.org/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/19/fr-posting-archiving-important-documents/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.archive.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.webarchive.co.uk/
http://www.aias.us/


so on. The websites contain about two thousand of my scientific papers, books, essays, and translations 
thereof, and about twenty five thousand diary entries since December 2006 on the blog of www.aias.us.
This is the greatest output of work by an individual scientist helped by relatively small but hard 
working groups, whose members are distinguished in their own right. Many thanks to all concerned, 
Diolch yn fawr, bid ben bid bont.

Myron Evans

Dear Myron,

Many thanks for your email.

We are in the process of moving between systems. The 2013 Legal Deposit
Act allows us to archive all of the UK web domain. Access to these sites
will be viewable from the reading rooms of the Legal Deposit Libraries.
We will ask for permission to provide ‘open access’ to the more
important sites and if we recieve ‘open access’ permission they will be
pushed into the UKWA site. For this we are using Open Source Wayback
Machine (OSWM) and not Web Curator Tool (WCT) that we have been using
for the UK Web Archive.

I have archived your two sites using the Open Source Wayback Machine
(OSWM). Both will be pushed into the UKWA site and harvested using the
Open Source Wayback Machine. Regrettably, this is work in prgress at the
moment. Please bear with us while we undertake this rather complicated
task. We hope to have this up and running in the very near future. As a
result of the changes, your site will not appear in the UK Web Archive
for the time being even though the site has been archived.

Kindest regards,

Aled

On 12/09/2016 08:11, EMyrone@aol.com wrote:
> To National Library of Wales Archivists:
> Can you please look in to this problem? The last thumbnail of
> http://www.aias.us <http://www.aias.us> appearing on http://www.webarchive.co.uk
> <http://www.webarchive.co.uk> is dated a year ago, September 2015. I can
> see from my computer feedback that the September 2016 quarterly archive
> did not take place. This looks like a computer problem. As you can see,
> http://www.aias.us <http://www.aias.us> is completely up to date on the Wayback
> Machine, http://www.archive.org <http://www.archive.org> and is kept updated in
> real time. In my understanding the aim of your archive system is also to
> archive the entire web further to an international agreement initiated
> by the Library of Congress. I suggest that the British Libraries develop
> a system identical to the Wayback Machine, the present system is a year
> out of date when it comes to http://www.aias.us <http://www.aias.us>. As you
> know, archiving is all important.

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.archive.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.webarchive.co.uk/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/


> Diolch yn fawr,
> Myron Evans
> http://www.aias.us <http://www.aias.us>

Wind 2.75% 0 – 10 mph, 0749 local     time

September 19, 2016 

The wind speed in Swansea this morning is 5 mph, so the incredibly ugly Betws turbines are producing
nothing as usual. It is clear that the Mynydd y Gwair poposal will be a terrible fiasco if allowed to go 
through. There is only one area north of Wales over the sea that is slightly above the 7-9 mph needed to
start the wind turbines, and that is only 10 mph. It is clear that wind turbines were forced through by a 
corrupt, greed riven frenzy for subsidies. Betws was just a tiny group of monoglot pseudofarmers who 
went straight for the money, and everyone else can suffer the consequences. This is not a real economy,
and like all bubbles, will collapse, leaving lot of scrap metal on some of Europe’s rarest ecology. Those 
responsible must eventually be punished in some way, heavy fines, imprisonment, being made to clean 
up their own mess, or similar. The worst punishment of all for people like that is being made to learn 
the Welsh language, an official language of the countries of Britain. I would like to hear cousin 
Beaufort being obliged to say “Bore Da”. His ancestor Trahaearn ap Gwgon could do so with 
impeccable ease, so could his brother Cydifor ap Gwgon, Arglwydd Glyn Tawe, my own direct 
ancestor.

 on Wind 2.75% 0 – 10 mph, 0749 local time

Daily Report Saturday     17/9/16

September 19, 2016 

The equivalent of 147,627 printed pages was downloaded during the day (538.247 megabytes) from 
539 distinct visits each averaging 3.1 memory pages and 10 minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 67.94
for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 1178, Top ten 1119, 
Collected Evans / Morris 561(est), F3(Sp) 453, Collected Scientometrics 370, Barddoniaeth / Collected
Poetry 204, Principles of ECE 174, Eckardt Lindstrom papers 164, Collected Proofs 162, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 158, Evans Equations 88(est), Engineering Model 77, UFT88 74, 
PECE 60, CEFE 57, UFT311 39, UFT321 31, Self charging inverter 25, Llais 23, List of prolific 
authors 20, Three world records by MWE 16, UFT313 27, UFT314 24, UFT315 28, UFT316 17, 
UFT317 28, UFT318 30, UFT319 33, UFT320 22, UFT322 34, UFT323 24, UFT324 40, UFT325 33, 
UFT326 37, UFT327 25, UFT328 34, UFT329 37, UFT330 21, UFT331 23, UFT332 25, UFT333 26, 
UFT334 19, UFT335 20, UFT336 21, UFT337 19, UFT338 18, UFT339 17, UFT340 21, UFT341 14, 
UFT342 17, UFT343 22, UFT344 23, UFT345 26, UFT346 36, UFT347 32, UFT348 26, UFT349 28, 
UFT351 39, UFT352 41, UFT353 29, UFT354 45, UFT355 56, UFT356 42 to date in September 2016,
German Websearch Machine (DEUSU) Statements and spidering; University of Ohio UFT214. Intense 
interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for September 2016.

 on Daily Report Saturday 17/9/16

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/19/wind-2-75-0-10-mph-0749-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/19/daily-report-saturday-17916/
http://www.aias.us/


FOR POSTING: UFT357 and Background     Notes

September 18, 2016 

Many thanks again, much appreciated as ever!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 18/09/2016 00:30:26 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: UFT357 and Background Notes

Posted today

Dave

On 9/17/2016 2:40 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This paper uses fluid electrodynamics to give a straightforward explanation of 
the anomalous g factor of the electron and the Lamb shift, two of the well 
known and precisely measured radiative corrections that show that spacetime 
(or aether or vacuum) contains energy that can be transferred to matter such as 
an electron or the H atom, total energy being conserved.

 on FOR POSTING: UFT357 and Background Notes

Wind 4.98%, 1 – 24 mph 0832 local     time

September 18, 2016 

The wind speed in Swansea this morning is a spectacular 2 mph, so the Betws turbines are producing 
nothing as usual. It has been more or less the same all summer. It is coming up to the equinox, but the 
equinoctial gales have not materialized. There is only one isolated region north of Wales in which the 
wind is greater than 7-9 mph. This means that all the wind turbines in Wales are useless. A sixteenth 
century drift coal mine would produce more energy. or just using a fire under a druidical oak tree to 
keep warm. No druid would think of tearing his countryside apart, (because he would starve), and wind
executives need to be sacrificed.

 on Wind 4.98%, 1 – 24 mph 0832 local time

The Sorbonne University     Alliance

September 18, 2016 

Staff or students have frequently studied www.aias.us from Pierre et Marie Curie and Sorbonne since 
April 30th 2004, when I first started keeping systematic scientometrics. In 2010 Pantheon Assas, 
Sorbonne and Pierre et Marie Curie formed an alliance which now consists of eleven prestigious 
universities and institutes – called in French Sorbonne Universites (Sorbonne University Alliance). Two
days ago the UFT papers were studied from Sorbonne Universites. The Sorbonne was founded in 1257 
by Robert de Sorbon.

 on The Sorbonne University Alliance

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/18/the-sorbonne-university-alliance/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/18/wind-4-98-1-24-mph-0832-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/18/for-posting-uft357-and-background-notes-2/


Daily Report 16/9/16

September 18, 2016 

The equivalent of 102,368 printed pages was downloaded during the day (373.234 megabytes) from 
2,041 memory files downloaded (hits) and 463 distinct visits each averaging 2.8 pages and 9 minutes, 
printed pages to hits ratio of 50.16 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 1144, Top ten 1059; Collected Evans / Morris 528(est), F3(Sp) 437, Collected 
scientometrics 362, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 198, Principles of ECE 168, Collected proofs 157, 
Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 149(est), Autobiography volumes one and two 140, Evans Equations 84, 
Engineering Model 76, UFT88 71, PECE 59, CEFE 55, UFT311 38, UFT321 29, Llais 23, Self 
charging inverter 22, List of prolific scientists 20, Three world records by MWE 14, Lindstrom Idaho 
Lecture 8, UFT313 26, UFT314 25, UFT315 28, UFT316 16, UFT317 24, UFT318 27, UFT319 32, 
UFT320 21, UFT322 33, UFT323 22, UFT324 37, UFT325 30, UFT326 36, UFT327 24, UFT328 32, 
UFT329 37, UFT330 19, UFT331 22, UFT332 24, UFT333 26, UFT334 19, UFT335 20, UFT336 20, 
UFT337 18, UFT338 18, UFT339 17, UFT340 20, UFT341 12, UFT342 15, UFT343 22, UFT344 22, 
UFT345 26, UFT346 36, UFT347 31, UFT348 26, UFT349 28, UFT351 36, UFT352 39, UFT353 29, 
UFT354 45, UFT355 53, UFT356 42 to date in September 2016. Dalhousie University Canada 
UFT313; College of Information Sciences and Technology Pennsylvania State University DPS paper; 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Infinitie Solenoid; Sorbonne Universities Paris UFT papers; University
of Edinburgh ECE Article; University of Oxford AIAS Staff. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage 
file attached for September 2016.

 on Daily Report 16/9/16

Preparing for UFT358

September 17, 2016 

Can Russ Davis send my his collected calculations to study in preparation for UFT358 by Russ, Horst 
and myself? Thanks in anticipation.

 on Preparing for UFT358

FOR POSTING: UFT357 and Background     Notes

September 17, 2016 

This paper uses fluid electrodynamics to give a straightforward explanation of the anomalous g factor 
of the electron and the Lamb shift, two of the well known and precisely measured radiative corrections 
that show that spacetime (or aether or vacuum) contains energy that can be transferred to matter such as
an electron or the H atom, total energy being conserved.

a357thpaper.pdf

a357thpapernotes1.pdf

a357thpapernotes2.pdf

a357thpapernotes3.pdf

a357thpapernotes4.pdf

https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/a357thpapernotes41.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/a357thpapernotes31.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/a357thpapernotes21.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/a357thpapernotes11.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/a357thpaper.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/17/for-posting-uft357-and-background-notes/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/17/preparing-for-uft358/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/18/daily-report-16916/


 on FOR POSTING: UFT357 and Background Notes

Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to     15/9/16

September 17, 2016 

There was the usual intense interest from the world’s best universities, institutes and similar, including 
the following from the top twenty universities in the world: MIT, Johns Hopkins, Michigan, Wisconsin 
Madison, Cambridge*, Oxford, Edinburgh* and Imperial. The scientometrics over twelve years and a 
half show that the great majority of visits to www.aias.us are from staff and students from the top 
ranking universities in the sector I define as universities, institutes and similar. So ECE and ECE2 are 
accepted as the avant garde physics. The teaching of standard physics still goes on. Similarly, classical 
mechanics is taught alongside quantum mechanics.

BookofScientometricsVolumeTwo.pdf

 on Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to 15/9/16

Wind 11.05% , 2 – 14 mph, 0711 local     time

September 17, 2016 

The wind speed over Swansea is currently 10 mph, forecast to drop to 4 mph by about 5.00 pm. So the 
Betws turbines are a again becalmed and producing nothing. This has been the pattern for three months.
The wind speed over Wales is all below 7 – 9 mph, so no turbines are producing anything. There is 
more energy in a cold cup of tea. So whoever devised this policy must have been a white haired raving 
maniac, a redundant aristocrat. This means that Mynydd y Gwair will be torn apart for no purpose and 
every effort must be made indefinitely to get the project stopped and the turbines demolished. We are 
approaching the season of the equinoctial gales from the western approaches, and we shall see if any of
those gales make any difference. I doubt it very much.

Daily Report 15/9/16

September 17, 2016 

The equivalent of 121,985 printed pages was downloaded during the day (444.757 megabytes) from 
1,804 memory files downloaded (hits) amd 474 distinct vists each averaging 2 memory pages and 10 
minutes, printed ages to hits ratio for the day of 76.19, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1098, Top ten 1029, Evans / Morris papers 495(est), F3(Sp) 426, Collected 
scientometrics 341(est), Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 192, Principles of ECE 165, Collected Proofs 
153, Collected Eckardt / Lindstrom 149(est), Autobiography volumes one and two 130, Evans 
Equations 80(est), Engineering Model 71, UFT88 67, PECE 59, CEFE 54, UFT311 36, UFT321 
27(est), Self charging inverter 22, Llais 22, List of Prolific Authors 22, Three world records by MWE 
14, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 8, UFT313 25, UFT314 23, UFT315 27, UFT316 16, UFT317 24, UFT318
26, UFT319 31, UFT320 20, UFT322 32, UFT323 22, UFT324 36, UFT325 30, UFT326 36, UFT327 
24, UFT328 31, UFT329 34, UFT330 19, UFT331 21, UFT332 23, UFT333 26, UFT334 18, UFT335 
20, UFT336 20, UFT337 17, UFT338 18, UFT339 17, UFT340 19, UFT341 13, UFT342 15, UFT343 
20, UFT344 22, UFT345 25, UFT346 35, UFT347 31, UFT348 25, UFT349 26, UFT351 34, UFT352 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/17/daily-report-15916/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/17/wind-11-05-2-14-mph-0711-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/bookofscientometricsvolumetwo1.pdf
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/17/book-of-scientometrics-volume-two-updated-to-15916/


38, UFT353 27, UFT354 42, UFT355 50, UFT356 40 to date in September 2016. City of Winnipeg 
UFT Section; Physics McGill University Canada UFT25; Iowa State University general. Intense 
interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for September 2016.

 on Daily Report 15/9/16

Freeman Dyson

September 16, 2016 

He was born in 1923 and became emeritus at PIAS, he was a proponent of quantum electrodynamics 
which has been replaced by ECE2, a much simpler and more powerful unified field theory. He once 
described Feynman’s ideas as crazy (Ryder “Quantum Field Theory”) and who am I to argue with that? 
Feynman had told him that the electron can do anything it likes, go backwards in time, and can be 
renormalized. I would just say that QED IS crazy.

In a message dated 16/09/2016 05:42:06 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Y’all might enjoy listening to some of these clips. Norman Page

 on Freeman Dyson

Wind 7.52%, wind speed 3 – 19 mph, 0903 local     time

September 16, 2016 

There is a little bit of wind in Wales today but the pattern is clear, there is nowhere enough wind to 
meet energy needs so the wholesale destruction of ecology has no purpose at all.

 on Wind 7.52%, wind speed 3 – 19 mph, 0903 local time

UFT88 Read at Minnesota Twin     Cities

September 16, 2016 

Minnesota Twin Cities is a public ivy and ranked among the top twenty five U. S. universities. It is 
ranked 33 in the world by Shanghai and 65 by Times. it has an acceptance rate of 45.4% and 51,147 
students. The Mississippi river goes through the two campuses and I have walked across the bridge 
over the river. UFT88 is a famous paper which is well studied in the best universities in the world 
because it refutes the Einstein gravitational theory with torsion. It developed into UFT99, 109, 313 and 
354. These four papers and many other UFT papers make the Einstein theory completely obsolete. It 
has been replaced to the same precision by ECE2, which is also capable of describing phenomena such 
as the velocity curve of a whirlpool galaxy. The Einstein theory fails completely to do so.

 on UFT88 Read at Minnesota Twin Cities

Daily Report 14/9/16

September 16, 2016 

The equivalent of 142,885 printed pages was downloaded during the day (519.865 megabytes) from 
2,471 memory files downloaded (hits) and 587 distinct visits each averaging 2.7 memory pages and 10 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/16/daily-report-14916/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/16/uft88-read-at-minnesota-twin-cities/
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minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 57.70 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1074, Top ten 992, Collected Evans / Morris 462 (est), F3(Sp) 417, Collected 
scientometrics 341, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 187, Principles of ECE 160, Eckardt / Lindstrom 
papers 149, Collected Proofs 147, Autobiography volumes one and two 125, Evans Equations 75, 
UFT88 65, Engineering Model 61 (est), PECE 56, CEFE 52, UFT311 36, UFT321 27, Self charging 
inverter 21, Llais 21, List of prolific authors 19(est), Three world records by MWE 13, Lindstrom 
Idaho lecture 7, UFT313 25, UFT314 25, UFT315 24, UFT316 16, UFT317 24, UFT318 24, UFT319 
30, UFT320 20, UFT322 32, UFT323 22, UFT324 34, UFT325 30, UFT326 36, UFT327 24, UFT328 
31, UFT329 33, UFT330 19, UFT331 21, UFT332 23, UFT333 25, UFT334 18, UFT335 20, UFT336 
20, UFT337 17, UFT338 17, UFT339 16, UFT340 19, UFT341 13, UFT342 14, UFT343 19, UFT344 
21, UFT345 24, UFT346 35, UFT347 30, UFT348 25, UFT349 25, UFT351 33, UFT352 38, UFT353 
27, UFT354 42, UFT355 47, UFT356 38 to date in September 2016. Institute of Physics University of 
Sao Paulo Brazil UFT85, Engineering Johns Hopkins University UFT352; University of Minnesota 
Twin Cities UFT88; University of Groningen LCR resonant; Institute for Low Temperature Physics and
Engineering Kharkov Omnia Opera; University of Edinburgh UFT151. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for September 2016

 on Daily Report 14/9/16

Selected Feedback Interest:

1 - 15 September

U. S. Universities, Institutes and Similar

Bard College, Boston University, Iowa State*, Johns Hopkins*, MIT,

Michigan State, University of Management Iowa, IParadigms California,

Northwestern, Penn State, Michigan, Minnesota Twin Cities, Oregon, Vermont,

Wisconsin Madison, Fermilab, Army Aberdeen Proving Ground, Wayback

Machine (San Francisco internet archives), King s County Library Washington‟

State.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Bosch, Bremen, Hannover, Mainz, Tuebingen, Juan Carlos III Madrid, TU

Eindhoven, Groningen, INFN Rome 1,Oslo, UIT Norway, University of Medicine

Gdansk Poland, Institute of Experimental Mineralogy Moscow, Institute of High

Energy Physics Moscow, Institute of Low Temperature Physics Kharkov, Clare

Hall Cambridge, Fitzwilliam College Cambridge, Edinburgh*, Imperial, Lancaster,

Warwick, Awareness in Schools project (MISP), Llyfrgell Genedlaethol Cymru,

Oxford.



Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

UN La Plata Argentina, Bibliotheca Alexandrina Egupt, New South

Wales, Queensland*, Sao Paulo Brazil, City of Winnipeg, McGill, Quebec Trois

Rivieres, British Columbia, UEES Ecuador, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre

India, Institute for Plasma Research India, Tokyo, IPN Cicata Mexico, IPN ESFM

Mexico, UNAM Science Museum Mexico.

Discussion of 357(4) and the Lamb shift     radius

September 15, 2016 

Agreed, it should have been h bar = 1.05459 ten power minus 34 J s. Your calculation is very intersting 
because it combines fluid electrodynamics and the ideas by Bethe. I think I will proceed to write up 
UFT357, and UFT358 is planned in co authorship with Russ Davis and yourself.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 14/09/2016 16:33:46 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 357(4): The Lamb Shift in Fluid Electrodynamics

In eq.(18) obviously the factor of 2 pi in h bar is missing. the correct value of phi is

769479.24 m^2s^-2.

which is about 8*10 power 5.
Using this value, the Lamb shift radius of Bethe can be calculated, see eqs. o18, o19 of the 
protocol. Assuming

<delta_r^2> = <delta_r>^2

it comes out

7.35 * 10 power -14 m

which is one order of magnitude larger than the radius of the free electron (2.8 * 10 power 
-15 m) but much smaller than the Bohr radius (5.29 * 10 power -11 m). This seems to be a 
reasonable value.

Horst

Am 14.09.2016 um 13:14 schrieb EMyrone:

The Lamb shift is described straightforwardly by a fluid spacetime potential of 
4.834779 ten power 6 m squared per second squared. This is a precise 
experimental verification of fluid electrodynamics. A comparison is given with 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/15/discussion-of-3574-and-the-lamb-shift-radius/


the well known Bethe theory, which used the idea that spacetime causes the 
Coulomb potential of the H atom to fluctuate. This was called zitterbewegung 
or jitterbugging, and does not occur in the Dirac theory. So fluid 
electrodynamics explains the g factor of the electron and the Lamb shift 
straightorwardly and precisely. There is no doubt that an electron or a circuit 
can pick up energy from spacetime. Fluid electrodynamics is preferred by 
Ockham’s Razor to the hugely elaborate and non Baconian quantum 
electrodynamics (which has adjustables and unknowables, renormalization and 
so on).

357(4).pdf

 on Discussion of 357(4) and the Lamb shift radius

357(2): Anomalous g Factor of the Electron and the Spacetime     Vortex

September 15, 2016 

Thanks for checking, magnetic fields in matter produce aether vortices in general.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 14/09/2016 16:09:05 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 357(2): Anomalous g Factor of the Electron and the Spacetime Vortex

The calculations are correct. Obviously the ratio Wz/Bz is constant. This is plasible because
from

B = curl(W)

follows that a constant factor in W propagates to B.

Horst

Am 10.09.2016 um 12:02 schrieb EMyrone:

The anomalous g factor of the electron is explained straightforwardly through 
the vortex field of fluid spacetime in fluid electrodynamics. A static magnetic 
field generates a spacetime vortex around it, this is defined by Eq. (23) and by 
the experimentally measured anomalous g factor of the electron. This 
explanation is based directly on the principles of fluid electrodynamics in ECE2
theory, and on the measured g factor of the electron. It is far simpler than 
quantum electrodynamics. The latter theory is full of adjustables and 
unknowables, renormalization procedures to “remove” infinities, and so on, and
was described as a dippy theory by its author Richard Feynman, sometime of 
Cornell University. It became fashionable and even won a Nobel Prize, but is 
not Baconian science.

 on 357(2): Anomalous g Factor of the Electron and the Spacetime Vortex

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/15/3572-anomalous-g-factor-of-the-electron-and-the-spacetime-vortex-2/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/3574.pdf


Discussion of 357(4).

September 15, 2016 

Thanks again!

 on Discussion of 357(4).

Three Conference Papers by Osamu     Ide

September 15, 2016 

Many thanks again!

Three Conference Papers by Osamu Ide

Posted to publications today

Dave

On 9/13/2016 12:05 AM, EMyrone wrote:

The importance of these papers for new energy cannot be overestimated, they 
show that energy from spacetime (ES) is a practical possibility. Millions of 
these circuits can be assembled into power stations with no moving parts. 
UFT311 on www.aias.us demonstrates precise agreement of ECE theory with 
some of these all important data. ES is orders of magnitude more efficient than 
wind turbines or any fossil fuel burning power station. eventually it will make 
all other forms of power production obsolete. Currently a submission by Osamu
Ide is being considered by a House of Commons select committee on new 
energy. Details of the circuit and a photograph are given. See also 
www.et3m.net and www.upitec.org, as well as www.aias.us.

Myron Evans

To: EMyrone
Sent: 12/09/2016 17:16:46 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: three ACS paper

Dear Dr. Evans,

Thank you for your reply.

I will send three ACS papers presented at Denver meeting in 2015 
with 3 attachments.

One of it (ENFL350) is especially important for UFT311.

I would like to post them on the AIAS site.

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.et3m.net/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/15/three-conference-papers-by-osamu-ide-2/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/15/discussion-of-3574-2/


Sincerely,

Osamu

 on Three Conference Papers by Osamu Ide

Wind 2.13% 0 – 12 mph, 0733 local     time

September 15, 2016 

The wind speed in Swansea is 4 mph today, and in all Wales it is under 8 mph, so no turbine is 
generating anything but bubbles of ultra expensive fantasy – Alice in windless land. More electricity 
would be produced by riding a bike to work with a dynamo attached to the wheel. This has been the 
pattern all summer, wind turbines are useless and should be demolished. Future generations will be left 
to clean up the mess.

Daily Report 13/9/16

September 15, 2016 

The equivalent of 137,104 printed pages was downloaded during the day (499.881 megabytes) from 
2,901 downloaded memory files (hits) and 536 distinct visits each averaging 4.2 memory pages and 12 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 47.26, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1019, Top ten 930, Collected Evans / Morris 429(est), F3(Sp) 389, Collected 
scientometrics 309(est), Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 183, Principles of ECE 152, Collected proofs 
147, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 143, Autobiography volumes one and two 123, Evans Equations 71, 
UFT88 62, Engineering Model 58, PECE 51, CEFE 48, UFT311 33, UFT321 27, Self charging inverter
20, Llais 20, List of prolific authors 19, Three world records by MWE 13, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 7, 
UFT313 24, UFT314 23, UFT315 22, UFT316 30, UFT317 24, UFT318 22, UFT319 30, UFT320 19, 
UFT322 31, UFT323 22, UFT324 33, UFT325 30, UFT326 34, UFT327 23, UFT328 31, UFT329 33, 
UFT330 17, UFT331 21, UFT332 23, UFT333 25, UFT334 18, UFT335 18, UFT336 20, UFT337 17, 
UFT338 17, UFT339 15, UFT340 18, UFT341 13, UFT342 14, UFT343 19, UFT344 19, UFT345 22, 
UFT346 30, UFT347 26, UFT348 22, UFT349 24, UFT351 31, UFT352 36, UFT353 26, UFT354 37, 
UFT355 43, UFT356 36 to date in September 2016. Brazilian Federal Centre for Education in 
Technology Errors in the Einstein field equation; City of Winnipeg UFT311, UFT356; University of 
Bremen home page; Lincoln Laboratory Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) UFT166; 
Wayback Machine (San Francisco web archives) spidering. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage 
file attached for September 2016.

 on Daily Report 13/9/16

Discussion of 357(4).

September 14, 2016 

Many thanks again, much appreciated as ever. The calculation by Bethe in a sense led to quantum 
electrodynamics, which was described by Feynman himself as a “dippy theory”. The new explanation 
has no adjustables, unknowables or renormalization. Lamb, Bethe and Feynman were all Nobel 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/15/daily-report-13916/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/14/discussion-of-3574/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/15/wind-2-13-0-12-mph-0733-local-time/


Laureates.

yrone
Sent: 14/09/2016 13:40:14 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 357(4): The Lamb Shift in Fluid Electrodynamics

This is fantastic Myron. Physics simplified again.congratulations.

Sent from my Samsung device

 on Discussion of 357(4).

FOR POSTING: Combined Sites Selected as UKWA     Sites

September 14, 2016 

The AIAS / UPITEC sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org have been selected as sites of importance 
and will be available as UKWA sites using open source wayback machine software. This means that 
they will be openly accessible to all readers worldwide. They have been archived on the Wayback 
Machine (www.archive.org) since 2002. I am personally delighted at this because www.aias.us has 
been built up since 2002 into one of the most important sites in science and literature, genealogy, 
photography, Welsh affairs and so on, and www.upitec.org since about 2005. The www.aias.us site 
contains my entire output of work, together with over 25,000 blog postings which will also be archived.

 on FOR POSTING: Combined Sites Selected as UKWA Sites

357(4): The Lamb Shift in Fluid     Electrodynamics

September 14, 2016 

The Lamb shift is described straightforwardly by a fluid spacetime potential of 4.834779 ten power 6 m
squared per second squared. This is a precise experimental verification of fluid electrodynamics. A 
comparison is given with the well known Bethe theory, which used the idea that spacetime causes the 
Coulomb potential of the H atom to fluctuate. This was called zitterbewegung or jitterbugging, and 
does not occur in the Dirac theory. So fluid electrodynamics explains the g factor of the electron and 
the Lamb shift straightorwardly and precisely. There is no doubt that an electron or a circuit can pick up
energy from spacetime. Fluid electrodynamics is preferred by Ockham’s Razor to the hugely elaborate 
and non Baconian quantum electrodynamics (which has adjustables and unknowables, renormalization 
and so on).

a357thpapernotes4.pdf

 on 357(4): The Lamb Shift in Fluid Electrodynamics

Three Conference Papers by Osamu     Ide

September 14, 2016 

Pleasure!

To: EMyrone@aol.com

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/14/three-conference-papers-by-osamu-ide/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/a357thpapernotes4.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/14/3574-the-lamb-shift-in-fluid-electrodynamics/
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https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/14/for-posting-combined-sites-selected-as-ukwa-sites/


Sent: 13/09/2016 17:53:41 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: RE: FOR POSTING: Three Conference Papers by Osamu Ide

Dear Dr. Evans,

Thank you so much for posting my three ACS papers on the AIAS site.

My co-authored colleagues are pleased for watching it.

I expect they are more effective for appealing our research.

Sincerely,

Osamu
Subject: FOR POSTING: Three Conference Papers by Osamu Ide

The importance of these papers for new energy cannot be overestimated, they show that 
energy from spacetime (ES) is a practical possibility. Millions of these circuits can be 
assembled into power stations with no moving parts. UFT311 on www.aias.us demonstrates
precise agreement of ECE theory with some of these all important data. ES is orders of 
magnitude more efficient than wind turbines or any fossil fuel burning power station. 
eventually it will make all other forms of power production obsolete. Currently a 
submission by Osamu Ide is being considered by a House of Commons select committee on
new energy. Details of the circuit and a photograph are given. See also www.et3m.net and 
www.upitec.org, as well as www.aias.us.

Myron Evans

To: EMyrone
Sent: 12/09/2016 17:16:46 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: three ACS paper

Dear Dr. Evans,

Thank you for your reply.

I will send three ACS papers presented at Denver meeting in 2015 with 3 
attachments.

One of it (ENFL350) is especially important for UFT311.

I would like to post them on the AIAS site.

Sincerely,

Osamu

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.et3m.net/
http://www.aias.us/


 on Three Conference Papers by Osamu Ide

Spanish full version of UFT     356

September 14, 2016 

Many thanks!

m
CC: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 13/09/2016 15:54:47 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Spanish full version of UFT 356

Hello Dave,

I am sorry, I emailed to you the docx version of UFT 356, prior to the addition of the 
equations. Here is the complete pdf version.
Thanks.

Regards,

Documento356.pdf

 on Spanish full version of UFT 356

Wind 6.75%, 0 – 14 mph, 0747 local     time

September 14, 2016 

The wind speed in Swansea is 7 mph, so the gigantic follies on Betws are not turning. Yesterday it was 
clear to all passers by that none of these useless contraptions were turning. More electricity was 
produced yesterday by a dynamo in a bike.

 on Wind 6.75%, 0 – 14 mph, 0747 local time

Daily Report 12/9/16

September 14, 2016 

The equivalent of 125,715 printed pages was downloaded during the day (458.357 megabytes) from 
2,770 memory files downloaded (hits) and 530 distinct visits each averaging 3.9 memory pages and 12 
minutes, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 967, Top ten 862, 
Collected Evans Morris 396, F3(Sp) 352, Collected scientometrics 309, Barddoniaeth / Collected 
Poetry 175, Principles of ECE 146, Collected Proofs 143, Eckard Lindstrom papers 131, Evans 
Equations 67, UFT88 61, Engineering Model 58, PECE 51, CEFE 47, UFT311 31, UFT321 24, Self 
charging inverter 19, List of prolfici authors 19, Llais 18, Three world records by MWE 12(est), 
Lindstrom Idaho lecture 7, UFT313 22, UFT314 23, UFT315 21, UFT316 16, UFT317 22, UFT318 22,
UFT319 24, UFT320 18, UFT322 30, UFT323 22, UFT324 30, UFT325 28, UFT326 33, UFT327 21, 
UFT328 30, UFT329 31, UFT330 17, UFT331 20, UFT332 18, UFT333 18, UFT334 17, UFT335 17, 
UFT336 18, UFT337 17, UFT338 17, UFT339 15, UFT340 14, UFT341 13, UFT342 14, UFT343 18, 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/14/daily-report-12916/
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UFT344 19 , UFT345 22, UFT346 30, UFT347 25, UFT348 22, UFT349 24, UFT351 29, UFT352 26, 
UFT353 26, UFT354 37, UFT355 38, UFT356 33 to date in September 2016. University of Quebec 
Trois Rivieres UFT351-356, PECE; Espiritu Santo University Ecuador UFT170(Sp); Applied Physics 
Johns Hopkins University UFT177; College of Engineering Michigan State University “The Evans 
Equations of Unified Field Theory” by Laurence Felker; Pennsylvania State University My CV; United
States Fermi National Laboratory UFT177; Clare College Cambridge UFT142; University of Warwick 
“The Universe of Myron Evans”; British awareness in schools project general; University of Oxford 
UFT140. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for September 2016.

 on Daily Report 12/9/16

357(3): Preparatory Calculation for the Lamb     Shift

September 13, 2016 

This is the preparatory calculation of spin orbit splitting in atomic H based on the Dirac approximation 
as used in UFT253. This calculation does not give the Lamb shift, which is due to the interaction of 
spacetime or the vacuum or aether with atomic hydrogen. The next note will represent the interaction 
with the scalar potential of the fluid spacetime. The Lamb shift will then be calculated using this 
interaction.

a357thpapernotes3.pdf

 on 357(3): Preparatory Calculation for the Lamb Shift

Spanish version of UFT 356 and UFT     002

September 13, 2016 

Many thanks, this is an excellent translation of the historic UFT2, which was the first paper to unify 
quantum mechanics and gravitation through a generally covariant wave equation developed from the 
tetrad postulate of Cartan’s differential geometry. UFT356 is also very well translated as usual, 
however the equations are missing in this version. UFT2 has generated a vast readership from 2003 to 
present and it looks as if Alex Hill and colleagues have initiated a valuable project of translating all the 
UFT papers over the coming years.

CC: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 12/09/2016 18:06:58 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Spanish version of UFT 356 and UFT 002

Hello Dave,

Please find enclosed the Spanish version of UFT 356 and UFT 002, 
for posting.
Thanks.

Regards,

Documento356.docx

Documento002.pdf

https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/documento002.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/documento356.docx
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/13/spanish-version-of-uft-356-and-uft-002/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/a357thpapernotes3.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/13/3573-preparatory-calculation-for-the-lamb-shift/


FOR POSTING: Three Conference Papers by Osamu     Ide

September 13, 2016 

The importance of these papers for new energy cannot be overestimated, they show that energy from 
spacetime (ES) is a practical possibility. Millions of these circuits can be assembled into power stations
with no moving parts. UFT311 on www.aias.us demonstrates precise agreement of ECE theory with 
some of these all important data. ES is orders of magnitude more efficient than wind turbines or any 
fossil fuel burning power station. Eventually it will make all other forms of power production obsolete. 
Currently a submission by Osamu Ide is being considered by a House of Commons select committee on
new energy. Details of the circuit and a photograph are given. See also www.et3m.net and 
www.upitec.org, as well as www.aias.us.

Myron Evans

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 12/09/2016 17:16:46 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: three ACS paper

Dear Dr. Evans,

Thank you for your reply.

I will send three ACS papers presented at Denver meeting in 2015 with 3 attachments.

One of it (ENFL350) is especially important for UFT311.

I would like to post them on the AIAS site.

Sincerely,

Osamu

ACS-2015-Annomalous-350.pdf

ACS-2015-Consideration-351.pdf

ACS-2015-Caracteristics-352.pdf

 on FOR POSTING: Three Conference Papers by Osamu Ide

Diolch yn Fawr

September 13, 2016 

Diolch yn fawr iawn am eich holl waith da! Thank you very much for all your good work! Rwyn 
gobeithio bydd Llyfrgell Genedlaethol Cymru yma am ganrif arall. I hope that the National Library of 
Wales will be here in a century’s time. Mae croeso i chi agor www.aias.us i unrhyw un sy’n awyddus i 
ddysgu. Naturally you are welcome to make make www.aias.us open access to anyone who wishes to 
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learn and of course have my permission to do so.

Myron Evans

In a message dated 12/09/2016 09:37:19 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dear Myron,

Many thanks for your email.

We are in the process of moving between systems. The 2013 Legal Deposit
Act allows us to archive all of the UK web domain. Access to these sites
will be viewable from the reading rooms of the Legal Deposit Libraries.
We will ask for permission to provide ‘open access’ to the more
important sites and if we recieve ‘open access’ permission they will be
pushed into the UKWA site. For this we are using Open Source Wayback
Machine (OSWM) and not Web Curator Tool (WCT) that we have been using
for the UK Web Archive.

I have archived your two sites using the Open Source Wayback Machine
(OSWM). Both will be pushed into the UKWA site and harvested using the
Open Source Wayback Machine. Regrettably, this is work in prgress at the
moment. Please bear with us while we undertake this rather complicated
task. We hope to have this up and running in the very near future. As a
result of the changes, your site will not appear in the UK Web Archive
for the time being even though the site has been archived.

Kindest regards,

Aled

On 12/09/2016 08:11, EMyrone@aol.com wrote:
> To National Library of Wales Archivists:
> Can you please look in to this problem? The last thumbnail of
> http://www.aias.us <http://www.aias.us> appearing on http://www.webarchive.co.uk
> <http://www.webarchive.co.uk> is dated a year ago, September 2015. I can
> see from my computer feedback that the September 2016 quarterly archive
> did not take place. This looks like a computer problem. As you can see,
> http://www.aias.us <http://www.aias.us> is completely up to date on the Wayback
> Machine, http://www.archive.org <http://www.archive.org> and is kept updated in
> real time. In my understanding the aim of your archive system is also to
> archive the entire web further to an international agreement initiated
> by the Library of Congress. I suggest that the British Libraries develop
> a system identical to the Wayback Machine, the present system is a year
> out of date when it comes to http://www.aias.us <http://www.aias.us>. As you
> know, archiving is all important.
> Diolch yn fawr,
> Myron Evans

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.archive.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.webarchive.co.uk/
http://www.aias.us/


> http://www.aias.us <http://www.aias.us>

 on Diolch yn Fawr

UFT88 Read again at     Queensland

September 13, 2016 

UFT88 was read again at the University of Queensland on 11/9/16.

 on UFT88 Read again at Queensland

Wind 12.74%, 1 – 11 mph 0734 local     time

September 13, 2016 

The Swansea wind speed today is 7 mph, and except for an isolated 10 mph over Gwynedd, the wind 
all over Wales today is less than 8 mph, in some places much less. This is because a minor equinoctial 
type disturbance is dissipating away and warm weather is forecast. So one can confidently predict that 
the indescribably stupid folly of gigantic wind turbines on Betws will result in bland stupidity – no 
energy production at the cost of wasted billions. A cross party effort is needed to stop this fiasco, and an
all out effort to stop Mynydd y Gwair being destroyed for no reason.

 on Wind 12.74%, 1 – 11 mph 0734 local time

Daily Report Sunday     11/9/16

September 13, 2016 

The equivalent of 120,050 printed pages was downloaded during the day (437.702 megabytes) from 
1,892 memory files downloaded (hits) and 468 distinct visits each averaging 3.3 memory pages and 11 
minutes, main spiders cnsat (China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 887, Top ten items 811, 
Collected Evans / Morris 363, F3(Sp) 328, Collected scientometrics 280(est), Barddoniaeth / Collected 
Poetry 166, Collected Proofs 138, Principles of ECE 133, Collected Eckardt / Linstrom 119, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 109, Evans Equations 64, UFT88 55, Engineering Model 53, 
PECE 46, CEFE 43, UFT311 26, UFT321 23, List of prolific authors 19, Llais 17, Self charging 
inverter 16, Three world records 12, UFT313 21, UFT314 21, UFT315 18, UFT316 15, UFT317 22, 
UFT318 22, UFT319 23, UFT320 18, UFT322 27, UFT323 20, UFT324 27, UFT325 15, UFT326 28, 
UFT327 20, UFT328 28, UFT329 27, UFT330 17, UFT331 18, UFT332 17, UFT333 18, UFT334 17, 
UFT335 15, UFT336 16, UFT337 16, UFT338 17, UFT339 15, UFT340 13, UFT341 13, UFT342 13, 
UFT343 18, UFT344 19, UFT345 21, UFT346 28, UFT347 23, UFT348 20, UFT349 23, UFT351 24, 
UFT352 30, UFT353 22, UFT354 31, UFT355 31 to date in September 2016. University of 
Queensland UFT88; Institute of High Energy Physics Protvino My page, potential waves; University of
Warwick UFT papers, PECE, Llyfrgell Genedlaethol Cymru My page. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for September 2016.

 on Daily Report Sunday 11/9/16
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UFT88 Read at Imperial and     Queensland

September 12, 2016 

Staff and students from Imperial College London have been frequent readers of www.aias.us for nearly 
fourteen years. It was founded in 1907, has an acceptance rate of 15.2% and has been ranked as the 
most innovative College in Europe. It is currently ranked 8 in the world by Times, 9 by QS, 22 by 
Shanghai and 82 by webometrics. It has fifteen Nobel Laureates in its alumni and two Fields 
Medallists, with 16,610 students. The University of Queensland was founded in 1909 in Brisbane, 
Australia, proposals for its founding date to the 1870’s along the lines of mid west universities in the 
States, with emphasis on technology. It has 50,749 students and one Nobel Laureate in its alumni. It is 
ranked 51 in the world by QS, 55 by Shanghai, 60 by Times and 73 by webometrics. UFT88 is the 
famous paper that corrects the Einstein theory of general relativity using Cartan torsion, and should be 
read with UFT99, 109, 313 and 354. These papers make the Einstein theory completely obsolete. It has 
been replaced by ECE2 as is well known. The publication of “The Principles of ECE” (open source on 
www.aias.us and softback in prep) means the end of physics as we know it and the introduction of a 
powerful unified field theory: the Einstein Cartan Evans (ECE) unified field theory. There is a 
tremendous amount of sustained international interest in the ECE theory as we known from 
scientometrics (e.g. UFT307). The entire system of physics is becoming obsolete in the age of the 
knowledge revolution.

 on UFT88 Read at Imperial and Queensland

Continuing with UFT357

September 12, 2016 

I will set up the Dirac calculation of spin orbit splitting, then develop it to give the Lamb shift using the
scalar potential of fluid electrodynamics. The Dirac theory does not give the Lamb shift as is well 
known. The calculation of the anomalous g of the electron in note 357(2) used the vector potential of 
fluid electrodynamics, and the vorticity of spacetime or aether or vacuum. These are the two best 
known radiative correction effects. They have been developed in several previous UFT papers, starting 
with UFT85, and fluid electrodynamics gives an elegant explanation of the g factor in terms of the 
vortex set up in spacetime by a magnetic field. The latter is used to observe the g factor of the electron 
by electron spin resonance as is well known.

 on Continuing with UFT357

Wind 11.69% , 0 – 34 mph, 0815 local     time

September 12, 2016 

The wind is currently 17 mph in Swansea, so for the first time in abut two weeks the Betws turbines 
should be producing a little electricity, but again well below the optimal level of 25 – 35 mph. 
Demolishing them would greatly improve grid stability. In two northerly areas the wind speed is in the 
optimal range, at 34 mph, but the total contribution to demand is still only 11.69%. A few big 
hydroelectric power stations would produce the entire demand of about 30 gigawatts, Current demand 
is 32.00 gigawatts. A country like China turns out THOSUANDS of gigawatts by hydroelectricity, and 
combined Canada / US (alphabetical order) probably turn out hundreds of gigawatts. So energy policy 
is a fiasco, and everyone know it. Once LENRS and ES come on line, even hydro will be obsolete. 
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Today all the hydro in the countries of Britain turns out a pathetic 0.28 gigawatts.

 on Wind 11.69% , 0 – 34 mph, 0815 local time

URGENT: September 2016 Archive of www.aias.us     inoperational

September 12, 2016 

To National Library of Wales Archivists:
Can you please look in to this problem? The last thumbnail of www.aias.us appearing on 
www.webarchive.co.uk is dated a year ago, September 2015. I can see from my computer feedback that
the September 2016 quarterly archive did not take place. This looks like a computer problem. As you 
can see, www.aias.us is completely up to date on the Wayback Machine, www.archive.org and is kept 
updated in real time. In my understanding the aim of your archive system is also to archive the entire 
web further to an international agreement initiated by the Library of Congress. I suggest that the British
Libraries develop a system identical to the Wayback Machine, the present system is a year out of date 
when it comes to www.aias.us. As you know, archiving is all important.
Diolch yn fawr,
Myron Evans
www.aias.us

 on URGENT: September 2016 Archive of www.aias.us inoperational

Daily Report Saturday     10/9/16

September 12, 2016 

The equivalent of 126,337 printed pages was downloaded during the day (460.623 megabytes) from 
2,047 downloaded memory files (hits) and 528 distinct visits, each averaging 3.2 memory pages and 9 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 61.72, main spiders cnast(CHina), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 857, Top ten 751, Collected Evans / Morris 330 (est), F3(Sp) 301, Collected 
scientometrics 280, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 152, Collected Proofs 132, Principles of ECE 123, 
Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 107, Autobiography volumes one and two 104, Evans Equations 59, UFT88
53, Engineering Model 52, PECE 40, CEFE 38, UFT311 23, UFT321 20, List of prolific authors 19, 
Self charging inverter 16, Llais 15, Three world records by MWE 11, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 7, 
UFT313 21, UFT314 20, UFT315 18, UFT316 14, UFT317 20, UFT318 21, UFT319 23, UFT320 18, 
UFT322 27, UFT323 20, UFT324 26, UFT325 27, UFT326 28, UFT327 20, UFT328 26, UFT329 26, 
UFT330 17, UFT331 17, UFT332 17, UFT333 18, UFT334 17, UFT335 15, UFT336 14, UFT337 16, 
UFT338 16, UFT339 12, UFT340 13, UFT341 11, UFT342 13, UFT343 15, UFT344 19, UFT345 21, 
UFT346 28, UFT347 23, UFT348 20, UFT349 23, UFT351 24, UFT352 28, UFT353 22, UFT354 31, 
UFT355 30, UFT356 23 to date in September 2016. University of Queensland Australia UFT88; 
University of British Columbia Canada publications; Chemistry University of Vermont UFT175; 
University of Edinburgh UFT139, UFT151; Imperial College London UFT88. Intense interest all 
sectors, updated usage file attached for September 2016.

Analysis of CCTV     Recording

September 11, 2016 
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Dear Superintendent Prosser,

Ashley Jones and I have analysed the CCTV recording, and we observed Nicholas Carter of 65 
Rhyddwen Road driving on to my land at 9.53.16 on Friday, 9th September in his white BMW. I 
recognized him immediately. He left at 15.02.45 on the same day and I reinstated my car. Carter and his
wife have parked in this way several times before, and I have made several complaints of harassment to
the police. You are welcome to download the evidence on to a memory stick. They do this despite the 
fact that they have their own drive and they keep my movements under observation, another kind of 
harassment. The mixture thrown on to my car windscreen is a mixture such as cement and glue. My 
garage reported quite a lot of mess, which they cleaned up. I have kept some for forensic analysis. The 
mixture smelled strongly of glue. Building work has been going on recently at 48 and 65 Rhyddwen 
Road. I request police injunctions against the residents of both houses prohibiting them from 
approaching within ten metres of my parked car. Your Bridgend 101 Unit has asked me to report traffic 
violations on the junction of Mountain Road and Rhyddwen Road. I have been doing this for about two
years. Double yellow lines on Rhyddwen Road would stop these violations. Swansea County Council is
empowered to issue a traffic regulation order prohibiting trespass on any part of Mountain Road, an 
unadopted road.
I request effective action by the Police and Council to permanently stop this harassment, and will go on
recording the car with CCTV.

Myron Evans
50 Rhyddwen Road, Craig Cefn Parc, Swansea SA6 5RA
cc M. P. Gower.

In a message dated 09/09/2016 16:19:07 GMT Daylight Time, Gareth.Prosser@south-
wales.pnn.police.uk writes:

Dear Dr Evans,

I refer to the recent complaints that you have made to police.

I have attempted to contact you on your home number today to arrange an appointment to 
come to speak to you.

Please could you let me know a convenient time for me to come to speak to you so that I 
can address the issues raised?

Many thanks,

Gareth Prosser, PS 3247/Ringyll 3247,

South Wales Police, Heddlu De Cymru,

Sector Deputy,

Morriston Police Station, Gorsaf Y Heddlu Treforys,

Sway Road, Heol Sway,



Morriston, Treforys,

Swansea, Abertawe

Int. 57302,

Mobile: 07967793641.

e-mail: Gareth.prosser@south-wales.pnn.police.uk

e-bost: Gareth.prosser@heddlu-de-cymru.pnn.heddlu.uk

Visit our website: www.south-wales.police.uk

Ewch i’n gwefan: www.de-cymru.heddlu.uk

Ydych chi angen siarad gyda’r heddlu ond nad oes angen ymateb brys arnoch? 
Ffoniwch 101… Gellir defnyddio’r rhif i roi gwybod am achos nad yw’n un brys i 
unrhyw heddlu yng Nghymru a Lloegr.

Mewn argyfwng, ffoniwch 999 bob amser.

Do you need to speak to police but don’t require an emergency response? Call 101… 
The number can be used to report a non-emergency to any force in Wales and 
England.

In an emergency, always dial 999.

 on Analysis of CCTV Recording

Softback Version of     Book

September 11, 2016 

Many thanks to Horst, who has commissioned an artist for the cover. This is very kind of Horst and I 
look forward to seeing the book.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 11/09/2016 10:57:22 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: AW: Softback Version of Book

The book cover is in preparation, after completion I will have some exemplars printed and 
send you one, Myron.

Von meinem Samsung Gerät gesendet.

 on Softback Version of Book

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/11/softback-version-of-book-2/


FOR POSTING ON HOME PAGE: Wayback Machine     Archive

September 11, 2016 

Every effort is made to keep the www.aias.us site visible at all times, in the unlikely event that 
www.aias.us becomes invisible it is archived in real time on the Wayback Machine, www.archive.org. 
So readers can switch to the Wayback Machine. It is also archived every quarter on 
www.webarchive.org.uk. Various members of staff also archive it for storage offline. The 
www.upitec.org and www.et3m.net sites are also archived on the Wayback Machine.

 on FOR POSTING ON HOME PAGE: Wayback Machine Archive

Archiving www.aias.us

September 11, 2016 

It is well known that the National Library of Wales is experiencing serious problems. Earlier this year, 
Dave Burleigh made www.aias.us and its blog visible on the Wayback Machine in San Francisco, 
www.archive.org. I checked that www.aias.us is completely up to date on the Wayback Machine. I 
request that senior staff of AIAS and UPITEC take steps to ensure the permanent safety of www.aias.us
by downloading it on to an offline memory device which can be stored safely, notably Dave Burleigh, 
Sean MacLachlan, Horst Eckardt and Alex Hill. It was quite a negative surprise to see that the 
www.webarchive.org.uk is experiencing problems, in that two quarterly archives are missing: March 
2016 and June 2016. This may be just a long delay or may be indicative of staff cut backs. Keeping 
www.aias.us permanently visible and safely archived of key importance.

 on Archiving www.aias.us

Archiving of www.aias.us

September 11, 2016 

To National Library of Wales:

I have looked at www.webarchive.org.uk . There are no quarterly archives of www.aias.us visible since 
September 2015, a year ago. Can you please look in to this problem? Diolch. This problem seems to 
have been going on for a long time. The www.aias.us site is visible on the wayback machine, 
www.archive.org.

Myron Evans
www.aias.us

 on Archiving of www.aias.us

Discussion of Transfer of Energy into     Spacetime.

September 11, 2016 

This might well be feasible in future. The idea is tested precisely in the latest note of yesterday by the 
electron g factor, which is the result of a magnetic field setting up a spacetime or aether vortex. 
Conversely a sapcetime vortex induces a material magnetic field.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
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Sent: 11/09/2016 08:48:28 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Transfer of Energy into Spacetime.

Good question by Russ. It may also be possible to defuse the energy tied up in natural 
events like storms etc. Who knows what the practical limitations are

Sent from my Samsung device

 on Discussion of Transfer of Energy into Spacetime.

EDCL Group Awards Read at Wisconsin     Madison

September 11, 2016 

The University of Wisconsin at Madison is one of the top twenty universities in the world, staff and 
students from there regularly study www.aias.us. Wisconsin has traditional links with Wales, notably 
the Lloyd family of the architect Frank Lloyd-Wright, who designed and built his masterpiece 
“Taliesin” in Wisconsin.

 on EDCL Group Awards Read at Wisconsin Madison

UFT88 Read at Boston     University

September 11, 2016 

Boston University was founded in 1839 as the Biblical Institute in Vermont, of Methodist persuasion, 
and was chartered in Boston in 1869. It is now interdenominational. It has an acceptance rate of 29% 
and 32,551 students. It is associated with seven Nobel Laureates, 23 Pullitzer Prize winners, and with 
MacArthur, Sloan and Guggenheim Fellowship holders. It is ranked 51 in the world by Webometrics, 
64 by Times, 75 by Shanghai and 89 by QS. UFT88 is the famous paper that refutes Einsteinian general
relativity with torsion, and has been read in essentially all the world’s top universities in the past two 
years or so. It should be read with UFT99 (and the collected proofs based on UFT99), UFT109, 
UFT313 and UFT354. These papers show that torsion can never vanish without curvature also 
vanishing. UFT354 is already very well read and shows that torsion completely changes the relation 
between the connection and the metric. The torsionless Einstein theory is now known to be riddled with
errors and inconsistencies and has been replaced by ECE2.

 on UFT88 Read at Boston University

Softback Version of     Book

September 11, 2016 

This is very generous of Doug. I will put together the funding and have a few copies made by New 
Generation in London. I can ask them to send a complimentary copy to Doug as well as the National 
Library of Wales. I think that Horst will also have a few copies printed. In fact anyone from AIAS / 
UPITEC could print off a few copies. The four authors hold the copyright.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 10/09/2016 20:04:26 GMT Daylight Time
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Subj: Re: Impact of Latest Book

Myron

Have you had any further thoughts on publishing the book in paper format? Canada’s postal
dispute has been resolved and so I can forward you some money when you let me know. It 
is an impressive book.

Doug

On Sat, Sep 10, 2016 at 6:35 AM, <EMyrone> wrote:

This is “The Principles of ECE” and is already on the first page of google out of
6,470,000 sites. Many thanks to all who contributed!

 on Softback Version of Book

Aberystwyth Late Sixties to     Eighties

September 11, 2016 

Many thanks to Gareth, some of the discoveries made in EDCL Room 262 were certainly inspirational. 
In fact that group holds the small group world record for prestigious Fellowships won in fair and open 
international competition, as well my individual world record. It was Gareth Evans, Colin Reid, Mauro 
Ferrario and myself with some guest workers. It would also hold the small group world record for 
number of publications, as well as my individual world record. My D. Sc. at age 27 (submitted at age 
26) is a world record by about a decade. None of these records are ever likely to be broken. These 
world records were set up in an effort to get in to the closed shop, with its atmosphere of smoke filled 
whom you know. Drastic reforms are needed to ensure that talented post doctorals are never treated like
this again. This was also the view of Sir Goronwy Daniel, sometime Principal of Aberystwyth, and the 
essentially unanimous view in British chemical physics at the time (Autobiography Volume Two). 
There is no point in a university if it destroys talent to such an extent that it destroys itself.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 10/09/2016 22:12:28 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Main achievements in Science

Very generous of you as ever but without MWE I wonder how much, if any, of this 
chemistry / physics would have been developed? Aberystwyth was an inspirational place to 
work in the 70s / 80s and from there your research has developed to a remarkable level 
unifying all of physics. No one would have thought that possible from those beginnings!!

Sent from my Samsung device

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/11/aberystwyth-late-sixties-to-eighties/


Transfer of Energy into     Spacetime.

September 11, 2016 

Many thanks for these kind words! Good to hear from Russ Davis, who has recently made important 
contributions himself. I should think that this idea of defusing terrorist bombs would be possible in 
future. It is certainly possible to transfer energy from matter to spacetime. In the most recent note a new
explanation is given for the anomalous g of the electron using this mechanism. The converse transfer of
energy from spacetime to matter should make wind turbines obsolete very quickly. My data over the 
summer here show that they are a total fiasco. We used to visit Coconut Creek in Florida and let’s hope 
that no big hurricane hits Florida this year. One good thing about hurricanes and tornadoes is that they 
would blow all wind turbines to pieces.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 10/09/2016 15:06:04 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Main achievements in Science

Hi Dr. Evans,

I’m always amazed at the prolific and phenomenal nature of the advances you produce on a
daily basis. I’ve been following your work since about 2003, all of which I find fascinating.

I wonder if you could comment on the energy balance between spacetime and the material 
environment. We know from empirical evidence (ET3M, Osamu Ide, LENR) and your 
theoretical developments that energy can be transferred from spacetime to the physical 
environment. Your recent fluid electrodynamics results indicate that material fields can 
induce effects in the spacetime aether.

Do you think it may be possible, in principle, to transfer (vent) energy from the material 
environment to the background of spacetime? For example, it would be useful to thwart the 
effects of explosive devices used by nefarious actors by venting the energy of the 
detonation into spacetime; certainly, this would be no small engineering challenge.

Cheers,
Russ Davis

Miami, FL

 on Transfer of Energy into Spacetime.

Wind 7.56%, 0 – 18 mph, 0715 local     time

September 11, 2016 

The wind over Swansea today is 4 mph, and in all of Wales it is not above 8 mph except for a region 
over the sea north of Wales. So nothing is being produced by wind turbines, and the industry has fallen 
back on the wind produced in the House of Commons, which is just about to be lavishly redecorated at 
the cost of billions, bill sent to the taxpayer. Meanwhile the energy resources of the countries of Britain 
are gone with the wind. emergency construction of large hydroelecetrc power stations should start 
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immediately, together with an investment in LENR and ES.

 on Wind 7.56%, 0 – 18 mph, 0715 local time

Daily Report 9/9/16

September 11, 2016 

The equivalent of 134,624 printed pages was downloaded during the day (490.838 megabytes) from 
1,878 memory files downloaded (hits) and 522 distinct visits, each averaging 3.0 memory pages and 10
minutes, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 801, Top ten 699, 
Evans / Morris 297 (est), F3(Sp) 274, Collected scientometrics 242(est), Barddoniaeth / Collected 
Poetry 140, Collected proofs 125, Principles of ECE 114, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 107, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 92, Engineering Model 52, Evans Equations 51(est), UFT88 49, 
PECE 40, CEFE 35, UFT321 18, UFT311 17, Llais 14, Self charging inverter 14, Three world records 
by MWE 11, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 7, UFT313 18, UFT314 18, UFT315 17, UFT316 14, UFT317 
18, UFT318 19, UFT319 22, UFT320 16, UFT322 21, UFT323 18, UFT324 25, UFT325 24, UFT326 
27, UFT327 20, UFT328 22, UFT329 34, UFT330 16, UFT331 17, UFT332 17, UFT333 17, UFT334 
16, UFT335 14, UFT336 14, UFT337 16, UFT338 16, UFT339 12, UFT340 13, UFT341 11, UFT342 
12, UFT343 14, UFT344 17, UFT345 18, UFT346 24, UFT347 22, UFT348 18, UFT349 19, UFT351 
24, UFT352 27, UFT353 22, UFT354 30, UFT355 30, UFT356 22 to date in September 2016. Boston 
University UFT88; Mechanical Engineering Northwestern University UFT158; Electrical and 
Computer Engineering University of Wisconsin Madison awards won by my EDCL group at 
Aberystwyth; Italian National Institute for Nuclear Physics (INFN) Rome 1 UFT5; edu system Mexico 
F3(Sp). Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for September 2016.

 on Daily Report 9/9/16

Autobiography in Two     Volumes

September 10, 2016 

This is also hugely popular worldwide as can be seen from the scientometrics. The best way to find it 
on google is to use keywords “Autobiography Pontardawe”, the first two sites are on my cousin Mary 
Hopkin, born 3rd May 1950, and the third is on volume one of my autobiography (born May 26th 
1950). Mary and I were in the same school, Pontardawe Grammar School. I am related to Carole and 
Mary Hopkin through the Morgan Royal Celtic line and the line of Hopkin of Rhyndwyclydach, two 
old families of Wales. Finally keywords Autobiography Sonnets is the third site on the home page of 
google following two sites on the sonnets of Shakespeare, my ancestral cousin by marriage.

 on Autobiography in Two Volumes

Imapct of Poetry in Both     Languages

September 10, 2016 

The keywords Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry brings up the first few sites on the first page of 
google,again indicating a very big international impact. These keywords also bring up books of poetry 
by famous poets such as Dylan Thomas, and also the miners’ poet Idris Davies, Alan Llwyd, Myrddin 
ap Dafydd, Waldo Williams, Iolo Morganwg and many others.
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 on Imapct of Poetry in Both Languages

Impact of Latest     Book

September 10, 2016 

This is “The Principles of ECE” and is already on the first page of google out of 6,470,000 sites. Many 
thanks to all who contributed!

 on Impact of Latest Book

Main achievements in     Science

September 10, 2016 

These are summarized as attached. Lately these are achievements of the AIAS / UPITEC group as a 
whole, and co workers from 1971 to present must always be given full credit. The group is led from 
Craig Cefn Parc in Mawr. It is impossible to select a few highlights because I hold the world record for 
number of publications in physics or chemistry, about two thousand to date (excluding about 25,000 
blog postings). The main achievement is to break down the censorship of new ideas, an entirely new 
system of physics publication has been developed, resulting in an unprecedented worldwide impact. On
the purely scientific level, (always the one with which I am most at home) a list chosen almost at 
random is as follows, with indications that nearly all items are high up in ranking on google. This 
indicates a huge impact, often out impacting wikipedia. I use reasonably broad ranging google 
keywords. The following list is in chronological order.

1) Far infra red memory functions: Site one first page of google out of 782,000 sites, the famous 
seventies paper by Gareth Evans and myself.
2) Delta Project Plans EMLG: page one of google out of 798,000 sites.
3) Field applied computer simulation: page one of google out of 3,100,000 results.
4) Evans Pelkie animation: several sites on page one of google.
5) B(3) field: (nominated several times for a Nobel Prize according to information received), Sites 1 
and 2 out of 1,420,000,000 sites (over 1.4 billion sites).
6) Evans Vigier field: several on the first page of google out of 66,800 sites. JPV is on wikipedia, and 
his first book reference is “The Enigmatic Photon”.
7) Unification of gravitation and electromagnetism: page two.
8) Unification of gravitation and quantum mechanics through a generally covariant wave equation and 
field equations, high up on pages one and two.
9) First derivation of the Gauss law of magnetism and Faraday law of induction from geometry, 
UFT25, a hugely popular paper.
10) Explanation of the Faraday disk generator with geometry, UFT43, also a hugely popular paper.
11) Spacetime torsion: page 2 out of 166,000 sites.
12) Generally covariant quantum mechanics: site two first page of google.
13) Force equation of quantum mechanics: UFT177.
14) Quantum Hamilton equations: UFT175, first page of google. This paper also refutes the Heisenberg
Uncertainty Principle.
15) Evans torsion identity, page one of google.
16) Refutation Einstein torsion: first site, first page of google. The Einstein theory is by now 
completely obsolete.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/10/main-achievements-in-science/
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17) Jacobi identity torsion, first four sites on page one of google out of 64,100.
18) Spin connection resonance: many sites on the first google pages.
19) Fermion equation: page two of google.
20) Evans / Morris effects: many sites on first pages of google.
21) Fluid electrodynamics: fourth site first page of google.
22) Velocity curve whirlpool galaxy, first three sites first page of google.
23) ECE2 Theory: First eight sites first page of google.

So all aspects of the work of my co authors and myself have been hugely successful from 1971 to 
present. The staff of AIAS and UPITEC have made a historic impact, and without this fully 
international cooperation, little could have been achieved.

LIST_OF_MAIN_ACHIEVEMENTS_FOR_BIG_PRIZE_NOMINATORS.pdf

 on Main achievements in Science

Continuing with UFT357 : The Lamb     Shift

September 10, 2016 

The vortex explanation of the anomalous g of the electron works very well, and implies that fluid 
electrodynamics should be able to explain the Lamb shift, first explained by Hans Albrecht Bethe, a 
student of Arnold Sommerfeld, and professor and emeritus at Cornell University for many years. I 
expect that a much simpler explanation of the Lamb shift ought to be achievable with fluid 
electrodynamics.

 on Continuing with UFT357 : The Lamb Shift

Intense Interest in Latest ECE2     Papers

September 10, 2016 

This interest can be seen from the early morning reports each day. It is well worth studying these 
reports to see the patterns of interest each month.

 on Intense Interest in Latest ECE2 Papers

357(2): Anomalous g Factor of the Electron and the Spacetime     Vortex

September 10, 2016 

The anomalous g factor of the electron is explained straightforwardly through the vortex field of fluid 
spacetime in fluid electrodynamics. A static magnetic field generates a spacetime vortex around it, this 
is defined by Eq. (23) and by the experimentally measured anomalous g factor of the electron. This 
explanation is based directly on the principles of fluid electrodynamics in ECE2 theory, and on the 
measured g factor of the electron. It is far simpler than quantum electrodynamics. The latter theory is 
full of adjustables and unknowables, renormalization procedures to “remove” infinities, and so on, and 
was described as a dippy theory by its author Richard Feynman, sometime of Cornell University. It 
became fashionable and even won a Nobel Prize, but is not Baconian science.

a357thpapernotes2.pdf
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Wind 8.83% 1 – 30 mph 0741 local     time

September 10, 2016 

The wind speed over Wales this morning is all less than 7 – 9%, in Swansea it is 7 mph, so all the wind 
turbines of Wales are producing nothing at all – a bleak landscape full of monuments to rotting 
bureaucracy and the insane greed of a theoretical aristocracy. There is an isolated 30 mph over the 
Shetland Islands near Norway, otherwise the wind speed in the three countries of Britain is nowhere 
near the 25 – 35% needed for wind turbines to work at rated efficiency, in many areas the wind turbines
are producing nothing as usual. I have enough data now to show that this is the permanent pattern all 
year round. So wind turbines are as useless and ugly as any vandal. Those responsible for wind turbines
commit a type of treason, deliberately ruining their own country. Although I have a permanent 
following in up to 182 countries, both in science and literature, Wales is still not a country in the United
Nations.

 on Wind 8.83% 1 – 30 mph 0741 local time

Daily Report 8/9/16

September 10, 2016 

The equivalent of 131,697 printed pages was downloaded during the day (480.169 megabytes) from 
2,277 downloaded memory files (hits) and 544 distinct visits each averaging 3.1 memory pages and 10 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 57.84, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
Yahoo. Collected ECE2 759, Top ten 648, Collected Evans / Morris 264, Collected scientometrics 242, 
F3(Sp) 240, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 138, Collected Proofs 116, Principles of ECE 109, 
Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 97, Engineering Model 50, Evans Equations 48, UFT88 45, PECE 37, 
CEFE 34, List of prolific authors 17, UFT311 17, UFT321 16, Self charging inverter 14, Llais 13, 
Three world records by MWE 11, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 7, UFT313 16, UFT314 17, UFT315 17, 
UFT316 14, UFT317 16, UFT318 18, UFT319 21, UFT320 15, UFT322 20, UFT323 16, UFT324 25, 
UFT325 23, UFT326 26, UFT327 18, UFT328 21, UFT329 24, UFT330 16, UFT331 16, UFT332 16, 
UFT333 17, UFT334 16, UFT335 14, UFT336 14, UFT337 15, UFT338 16, UFT339 12, UFT340 13, 
UFT341 10, UFT342 12, UFT343 13, UFT344 15, UFT345 17, UFT346 21, UFT347 20, UFT348 17, 
UFT349 19, UFT351 21, UFT352 25, UFT353 20, UFT354 27, UFT355 29, UFT356 21 to date in 
September 2016. University of Quebec Trois Rivieres PECE, UFT356; Bosch Company (U. S.) LCR 
resonant; Bard College Hudson Valley UFT291; Government of Andalucia F3(Sp); University of 
Tuebingen UFT317, Engineering Model, numerical papers; Institute of Industrial Science University of
Tokyo general. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for September 2016.

 on Daily Report 8/9/16

Complaints.

September 9, 2016 

Superintendent Gareth Prosser,

Thank you, tomorrow morning or any morning would be fine, from about 8.00 am to about 1.00 pm. 
There is a fully operational CCTV system here and you are welcome to take away the data on a 
memory stick. The CCTV recorded an incident of harassment today, as reported to the Chief Constable 
and PC Jamie Grey. The incident involved Nicholas Carter of 65 Rhyddwen Road, who has been 
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warned several times as in the attached list of incidents in the possession of the police. Recently plaster 
and glue was thrown over my car and a house to house investigation started. The Chief Constable has 
all the details, so does PC Jamie Grey. The CCTV system also recorded the fact that Nicholas Carter 
took away his car about two hours ago and the fact that I reinstated my car in its usual place. Carter had
been blocking this space. Carter left the village about two hours ago. For nearly two weeks, the CCTV 
system has recorded my car parked where my cars have always been parked since 1993. There are 
squatters from 48 Rhyddwen Road currently occupying disputed land, and the CCTV currently records 
them clearly. They have been asked several times by the police not to park on the disputed land. I am 
parked on my own land as frontiger and abide by the police request not to park on the disputed land. 
My land as frontiger extends from the south east boundary of my tarmac drive to the mid point of 
Mountain Road, which is an unadopted road.

cc Newlands Family Trust Solicitor

In a message dated 09/09/2016 16:19:07 GMT Daylight Time, Gareth.Prosser@south-
wales.pnn.police.uk writes:

Dear Dr Evans,

I refer to the recent complaints that you have made to police.

I have attempted to contact you on your home number  today to arrange an appointment to 
come to speak to you.

Please could you let me know a convenient time for me to come to speak to you so that I 
can address the issues raised?

Many thanks,

Gareth Prosser, PS 3247/Ringyll 3247,

South Wales Police, Heddlu De Cymru,

Sector Deputy,

Morriston Police Station, Gorsaf Y Heddlu Treforys,

Sway Road, Heol Sway,

Morriston, Treforys,

Swansea, Abertawe

Int. 57302,

Mobile: 07967793641.

e-mail: Gareth.prosser@south-wales.pnn.police.uk



e-bost: Gareth.prosser@heddlu-de-cymru.pnn.heddlu.uk

Visit our website: www.south-wales.police.uk

Ewch i’n gwefan: www.de-cymru.heddlu.uk

Ydych chi angen siarad gyda’r heddlu ond nad oes angen ymateb brys arnoch? 
Ffoniwch 101… Gellir defnyddio’r rhif i roi gwybod am achos nad yw’n un brys i 
unrhyw heddlu yng Nghymru a Lloegr.

Mewn argyfwng, ffoniwch 999 bob amser.

Do you need to speak to police but don’t require an emergency response? Call 101… 
The number can be used to report a non-emergency to any force in Wales and 
England.

In an emergency, always dial 999.

LIST_OF_VERBAL_COMMON_ASSAULTS.PDF

 on Complaints.

Worldwide Interest in the ECE2     Papers

September 9, 2016 

There are currently forty two ECE2 papers (UFT313-320, 322–349, 351-356). There was a surge of 
interest in them yesterday on 7th September, and they are currently being read 59,735 times a year off 
combined sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org. The latest papers are the most popular of a very 
popular series. These are the papers on fluid electrodynamics (FED) and UFT354 which is shows that 
the inclusion of torsion in the metric compatibility theorem of Riemann geometry completely changes 
the geometry used by Einstein, whose theory of relativity is totally wrong. This is well known to all but
a few diehard dogmatists. The methods of solution of these dogmatists are severely criticised by 
Stephen Crothers in chapter nine of “Principles of ECE”, being read 8,426 times a year off combined 
sites in English and Spanish editions.

 on Worldwide Interest in the ECE2 Papers

Wnd 13.60% wind speed 6 – 23 mph 0833 local     time

September 9, 2016 

The wind speed in Swansea is 19 mph, but is forecast to drop to 6 mph by this evening. By about 4 pm 
the Betws turbines will be producing nothing again. A wind speed of 19 mph is well below the optimal 
25 – 35 mph needed for the Betws wind turbines to produce at rated capacity. So in the past couple of 
weeks the Betws turbines have generated for only a few hours, and then very little. Over the summer 
they have been becalmed for about 80 – 90% of the time. It will be the same story for Mynydd y Gwair
if ever built. It looks as if funding has been dropped for the Swansea water turbine lagoon, and that 
means that the only source of power in Wales is nineteenth century gas / steam turbines, with two 
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leaking and deadly dangerous nuclear power stations, one decommissioned after protests. The coal 
industry has been deliberately destroyed. This is a policy engineered by lunatics. The hydro capacity of 
China is thousands of gigawatts. There is no major hydro electric power station in the countries of 
Britain. There are some small ones, but those are paid to deliberately under produce. No intellectual, 
scientist or poet, can be governed by such gross incompetence.

 on Wnd 13.60% wind speed 6 – 23 mph 0833 local time

Daily Report 7/9/16

September 9, 2016 

The equivalent of 1,040,867 printed pages was downloaded during the day (3.795 gigabytes) from 
13,630 downloaded memory files (hits) and 833 distinct visits, each averaging 8 minutes and 14.7 
pages, peinted pages to hits ratio for the day of 76.37, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahaoo, complete site download from a private knology.net address. Collected ECE2 716, Top ten 582, 
Collected Evans / Morris 231 (est), Collected scientometrics 226, F3(Sp) 210, Barddoniaeth / Collected
Poetry 128, Collected Proofs 113, Principles of ECE 101, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 97, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 80, Engineering Model 45, UFT88 40, CEFE 34, PECE 33, 
Evans Equations 33, List of prolific authors 17, UFT311 17, UFT321 16, Self charging inverter 14, 
Llais 13, Three world records by MWE 11, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 7, UFT313 16, UFT314 17, 
UFT315 15, UFT316 13, UFT317 15, UFT318 17, UFT319 20, UFT320 14, UFT322 19, UFT323 16, 
UFT324 22, UFT325 22, UFT326 26, UFT327 18, UFT328 21, UFT329 21, UFT330 16, UFT331 14, 
UFT332 16, UFT333 16, UFT334 15, UFT335 14, UFT336 13, UFT337 14, UFT338 15, UFT339 12, 
UFT340 13, UFT341 10, UFT342 12, UFT343 13, UFT344 15, UFT345 16, UFT346 21, UFT347 19, 
UFT348 17, UFT349 18, UFT351 18, UFT352 23, UFT353 17, UFT354 26, UFT355 27, UFT356 14 
to date in September 2016. City of Winnipeg Proof1, UFT356, UFT63, proofs, extensive; IParadigms 
California Essay 26(Sp), UFT161(Sp); University of Tuebingen My page; Eindhoven University of 
Technology general; University of Edinburgh UFT168, space energy. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for September 2016.

 on Daily Report 7/9/16

Plans for UFT358

September 8, 2016 

Agreed, I have pencilled this in for UFT358 and have begun work on UFT357, using fluid 
electrodynamics to describe the radiative corrections, starting with the g factor of the electron. This can
use the Dirac approximation and various advances on the Dirac correction made in recent UFT papers. 
Excellent work by Russ Davis in Florida.

Sent: 08/09/2016 09:27:44 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Material electric field influence on the fluid electric field by Russ Davis

As discussed in my preceding email to Russ, he has produced so much material that it 
would be worth writing an extra article on spacetime effects in a semiconductor layer. I am 
preparing some simpler examples for paper 356 which would go into section 3 there.

Horst

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/08/plans-for-uft358/
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Am 08.09.2016 um 08:51 schrieb EMyrone:

This can be used for Section 3 of UFT356, (in prep), it is very interesting 
indeed because of the resonance. The fluid electrodynamical papers are already 
among the most popular of the UFT series. This can be seen from the early 
morning reports. The usage file attached to each early morning report shows 
how the interest in all our work rapidly builds up every month. I recommend a 
study of the usage file. It does not go on the blog because of a technical 
limitation of WordPress.

To: Emyrone
Sent: 07/09/2016 13:34:34 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Fwd: Material electric field influence on the fluid electric 
field

Russ sent me an interesting model calculation, I responded the 
following:

this is a very interesting approach, it shows “resonances” for certain
model assumptions. We should consider it for publication as a 
section 3 in one of the next papers.

Horst,

I was thinking about the coupling between the electric field due to 
physical charge and the aether fluid electric field (in the 
electrostatic case). For example, in a semiconductor diode junction 
(for reference, 
http://ecee.colorado.edu/~bart/book/book/chapter4/ch4_3.htm#4_3_
7 ).

I worked out some basic thoughts in the file attachment. Maybe you
can check if I made some error, when you have time. The file is in 
rich text format and is best viewed with Microsoft Wordpad (file 
size is about 4MB because I pasted in some images).

-Russ

 on Plans for UFT358

Material electric field influence on the fluid electric     field

September 8, 2016 

It would be especially interesting if an experimental method could be devised for testing various 
analytical models of the fluid dynamic spacetime. These are all excellent ideas by Russ and Horst.

CC: Emyrone@aol.com
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Sent: 08/09/2016 09:25:06 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Material electric field influence on the fluid electric field

Russ,
the diagrams did not arrive, could you send them in an extra attachment?
In principle your approach looks good. A more basic approach could be to define an aether 
velocity field v analytically instead of E_f directly and then compute E_f from

E_f = (v del) v.

Also an aether-induced charge density

rho = x div(E_f)

could be interesting. I am currently evaluating some examples for paper 356. Since we will 
have a lot of material we could think about writing an extra paper on this subject. This 
week I have not much time, I will look into this next week in more detail.

Horst

Am 08.09.2016 um 01:44 schrieb Russell Davis:

Horst,

I suppose one way to look at this would be to take the negative gradient of the 
material voltage function for an assumed E_f to get E.

For the few cases already investigated (Wolfram results):

E_f = 1 , solution has the form for phi = e^x

E = -(d/dx) e^x = -e^x

 on Material electric field influence on the fluid electric field

Material electric field influence on the fluid electric field by Russ     Davis

September 8, 2016 

This can be used for Section 3 of UFT356, (in prep), it is very interesting indeed because of the 
resonance. The fluid electrodynamical papers are already among the most popular of the UFT series. 
This can be seen from the early morning reports. The usage file attached to each early morning report 
shows how the interest in all our work rapidly builds up every month. I recommend a study of the 
usage file. It does not go on the blog because of a technical limitation of WordPress.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 07/09/2016 13:34:34 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Fwd: Material electric field influence on the fluid electric field

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/08/material-electric-field-influence-on-the-fluid-electric-field-by-russ-davis/


Russ sent me an interesting model calculation, I responded the following:

this is a very interesting approach, it shows “resonances” for certain model assumptions. 
We should consider it for publication as a section 3 in one of the next papers.

Horst,

I was thinking about the coupling between the electric field due to physical charge and the 
aether fluid electric field (in the electrostatic case). For example, in a semiconductor diode 
junction (for reference, 
http://ecee.colorado.edu/~bart/book/book/chapter4/ch4_3.htm#4_3_7 ).

I worked out some basic thoughts in the file attachment. Maybe you can check if I made 
some error, when you have time. The file is in rich text format and is best viewed with 
Microsoft Wordpad (file size is about 4MB because I pasted in some images).

-Russ

 on Material electric field influence on the fluid electric field by Russ Davis

Wind 7.79% 2 – 21 mph 0720 local     time

September 8, 2016 

The wind speed in Swansea today is 12 mph, just a little above the 7 – 9 mph needed for the Betws 
turbines to start generating anything. Their optimal wind speed range is about 25 to 35 mph. Above 
about 55 mph they are switched off. So Mynydd y Gwair will be totally useless like Betws, a venture in
vandalism, the result of a corrupt cabal that attempts to walk all over democracy, and which holds the 
people of Mawr and Gw^yr in complete and total contempt. The wind over Betws has not approached 
25 mph all summer, not anywhere near. So Betws has produced essentially nothing all summer. We 
were all told that it was a windy area, ideal for turbines. My data show that it is no such thing. The truth
is that the average wind speed in the windiest parts of the three countries of Britain is a long way below
25 mph. Let’s hope the Welsh Assembly comes to its senses soon and stops its supplication to imported 
and obsolete dogma. In the meantime an all out and permanent effort is needed to delay, disrupt and 
hopefully stop the destruction of the unique ecology of Mynydd y Gwair, some of the most beautiful in 
all Europe, rich in flora, fauna and ancient monuments, with a long and dignified history in the Welsh 
language.

Daily Report 6/9/16

September 8, 2016 

The equivalent of 190,380 printed pages was downloaded during the day (694.124 megabytes) from 
3.668 memory files downloaded (hits ) and 739 distinct visits each averaging 3.4 memory pages and 10
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 51.90, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten 478, Collected ECE2 373, Collected Evans / Morris 198, F3(Sp) 178, Collected 
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scientometrics 122, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 58, Collected proofs 58, Principles of ECE 57, 
Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 34, UFT88 31, Evans Equations 27, Engineering Model 26, PECE 25, 
CEFE 22, List of prolific authors 10, UFT321 9, UFT311 8, Llais 6, Self charging inverter 5(est), Three
world records by MWE 4, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 4, UFT313 9, UFT314 9, UFT315 5, UFT316 4, 
UFT317 6, UFT318 9, UFT319 13, UFT320 6, UFT322 11, UFT323 9, UFT324 13, UFT325 12, 
UFT326 17, UFT327 8, UFT328 7, UFT329 12, UFT330 9, UFT331 6, UFT332 8, UFT333 8, UFT334
8, UFT335 8, UFT336 5, UFT337 7, UFT338 5, UFT339 6, UFT340 7, UFT341 3, UFT342 5, UFT343
6, UFT344 7, UFT345 8, UFT346 15, UFT347 11, UFT348 10, UFT349 9, UFT351 10, UFT352 12, 
UFT353 10, UFT354 16, UFT355 19, UFT356 5 to date in September 2016. Physics University of 
New South Wales UFT177; City of Winnipeg UFT355 and home page; University of Oregon Potential 
Waves; Mexican Polytechnic Institute Research Center in Applied Science and Advanced Technology 
(CICATA) F3(Sp)’; Mexican Polytechnic Institute Higher School of Physics and Mathematics F4(Sp); 
King County Library System Washington State general; University of Lancaster UFT175; British 
Awareness in Schools Project (MISP) general Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached 
for September 2016.

 on Daily Report 6/9/16

357(1): The g factor of the electron from the spacetime velocity     field

September 7, 2016 

This note defines the problem of calculating the g factor 2.002310314 from the spacetime velocity field
of fluid electrodynamics. The g factor is known experimentally at the standards laboratories to much 
greater precision than nine decimal places. We accept this claim for the sake of argument. The velocity 
field needed to give the exact electron g factor is a fundamental quantity of nature, and it will be 
calculated in the next note. This is a far simpler explanation than the traditional Q.E.D., which is full of
unknowables and adjustables. In the FED explanation there are no adjustables and no unknowables.

a357thpapernotes1.pdf

 on 357(1): The g factor of the electron from the spacetime velocity field

Undelivered Mail Returned to     Sender

September 7, 2016 

As you see, Swansea County Council has a bug in its system which it has failed to get rid of for nearly 
a decade. It is an electoral dictatorship. I can get through to them through my other e mail address. I 
can get through to the Welsh Assembly and M. P. I almost never get replies from the Welsh Assembly. 
So government is very incompetent and is a puppet of the wind industry. They do not like the light of 
reason. Nothing could possibly be more remote from the People.

ndelivered Mail Returned to Sender

*** ATTENTION ***

Your e-mail is being returned to you because there was a problem with its
delivery. The reason your mail is being returned to you is listed in the
section labeled: “

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/07/undelivered-mail-returned-to-sender/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/a357thpapernotes1.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/07/3571-the-g-factor-of-the-electron-from-the-spacetime-velocity-field/


 on Undelivered Mail Returned to Sender

My Data on the Blog of     www.aias.us

September 7, 2016 

Such letters merely add insult to injury. I received one but did not even read it. Diolch yn fawr, mae’r 
twrbinau’n dda am ddim, gweler y blog ar www.aias.us. Thank you very much, wind turbines are 
useless, kindly observe the data on the blog of www.aias.us for this summer. Betws is a fiasco. and 
Mynydd y Gwair if ever built will be ditto as well as dotty (i.e. insane). I am not impressed at the 
electoral dictatorship of scientifically incompetent bureaucrats. An all out effort is needed to delay and 
stop Mynydd y Gwair, using delaying injunctions and protests. I took part in a protest against Betws 
and had the opportunity of closely observing the turbine towers as they lay on the ground prior to 
construction They are fragile, and will quickly deteriorate into junk, maybe ten or fifteen years. The 
corrupt cabal responsible for the desecration of Betws (beatus, lle sanctaidd, holy place) and Mynydd y 
Gwair will be held in complete contempt by history and by the Dissenters of Mawr who reject false 
authority. Nature is Supreme Authority, and insulting nature will result in the extinction of humankind. 
Destroy the environment, destroy yourselves, and the innocent people alongside you.

Myron Evans

(Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent., Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc., Ph. D., B. Sc. (Wales)
Co President www.aias.us
Nobel Prize nominee.
U. S. dual citizen.

In a message dated 06/09/2016 14:01:40 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Hi,
As I’ve cc’d you in to my original email, I thought it may be of an interest to you of the 
reply I received off Lesley Griffiths.

Unfortunately, same old expected reply of ‘we’ve done things by the book.’ Hopefully 
Swansea Council will shed some light on their decision making process and possibly re-
evaluate their position. I’ve yet to receive a reply off them.

On another note, many thanks to Rebecca Evans AM for her reply and help in getting a 
reply off Lesley Griffiths.

Craig

 on My Data on the Blog of www.aias.us

Wind 2.07%, 2 – 21 mph, 0726 local     time

September 7, 2016 

Wind contribution to demand has all but disappeared today, 29 out of 31 met office wind areas are at or
below 8 mph, so 93.55% of wind turbines are not producing any electricity, or at best a tiny amount of 
electricity (32,753 useless wind turbines). The wind speed over all Wales is at 8 mph or less, so none of

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/07/wind-2-07-2-21-mph-0726-local-time/
http://www.aias.us/
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the wind turbines in Wales is producing any electricity. The wind speed in Swansea today is 8 mph, so 
the Betws turbines have been producing nothing for about two weeks, and all summer almost nothing. 
The rotating guillotines of democracy are becalmed. As in one of my sonnet sequences, “The Realizer 
of Truths”, attached:

If it had not been known to be van Gogh
They would have thought it an insanity,
Things said were not meant, those meant never said,
The coin once spun hung weightless in the air

collectedpoetrybarddoniaeth_2406.pdf

 on Wind 2.07%, 2 – 21 mph, 0726 local time

Daily Report 5/9/16

September 7, 2016 

The equivalent of 197,708 printed pages was downloaded during the day (545.834 megabytes) from 
676 distinct visits each averaging 3.6 memory pages and 12 minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 50.99
for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Top ten 382, Collected ECE2 220, 
Collected Evans / Morris 165, F3(Sp) 128, Collected scientometrics 115, Barddoniaeth / Collected 
poetry 53, Principles of ECE 47, Autobiography volumes one and two 46, Collected proofs 39, UFT88 
25, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 23, Evans Equations 22, PECE 20, Engineering Model 19, CEFE 17, 
List of prolific authors 7, Llais 6, UFT321 6, UFT311 4, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 4, Three world 
records by MWE 2 (est), UFT313 8, UFT314 7, UFT315 4, UFT316 4, UFT317 6, UFT318 7, UFT319
10, UFT320 4, UFT322 8, UFT323 5, UFT324 9, UFT325 9, UFT326 5, UFT327 6, UFT328 5, 
UFT329 1, UFT330 5, UFT331 4, UFT332 2, UFT333 3, UFT334 6, UFT335 3, UFT336 3, UFT337 2,
UFT338 2, UFT339 2, UFT340 2, UFT341 1, UFT342 3, UFT343 2, UFT344 6, UFT345 6, UFT346 2,
UFT347 8, UFT348 6, UFT349 4, UFT351 5, UFT352 9, UFT353 8, UFT354 13, UFT355 14 to date 
in September 2016. IParadigms California ECE Article; Bosch Company Germany UFT140(Sp); 
Institute for Nuclear Physics University of Mainz UFT85; Electrical Engineering and Computer 
Science University of Michigan Fundamental errors in the Einstein field equation; Ecole Polytechnique
Paris UFT213, UFT354; Bhabha Atomic Research Centre India AIAS Fellows; University of Oslo 
Norway Proof One, PECE, home page, my page; University of Tromso Norway My Page; Institute of 
High Energy Physics Moscow UFT355, home page, Proof 1, Proof 2; University of Warwick Home 
page, UFT355, extensive. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for September 2016.

 on Daily Report 5/9/16

Scheme of Calculation of the Anomalous g Factor of the Electron in     FED

September 6, 2016 

The scheme of calculation of the anomalous g factor of the electron in fluid electrodynamics (FED) is 
to use the previous work on the quantized Einstein equation, described in many UFT papers, and 
augment the minimal prescription by the ECE2 spacetime potential, v(vac), the spacetime velocity 
field, which sets up an additional material potential W = x v (vac) as in UFT356. The fluid velocity 
field relevant to the anomalous g factor is an intrinsic velocity field of FED, and a fundamental 
property of nature. The calculation results in a change of the Dirac g factor of exactly 2, and the 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/06/scheme-of-calculation-of-the-anomalous-g-factor-of-the-electron-in-fed/
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velocity field is given experimentally by the measured g factor of the electron, among the most 
precisely known quantities in physics. In this case x = m / e, where m is the mass of the electron and e 
the magnitude of the electron charge. So p(matter) is changed to m v (vac) where m is the mass of the 
electron. This is a far simpler and more powerful explanation of the anomalous g factor than any 
hitherto made, notably quantum electrodynamics (QED), and is preferred by Ockham’s Razor

 on Scheme of Calculation of the Anomalous g Factor of the Electron in FED

Baconian Science

September 6, 2016 

Agreed, Baconian science. Sir Francis Bacon was my ancestral cousin by marriage, and also of the 
historian and genealogist, my cousin Stuart Davies, who is currently studying a website on Palleg, near 
Cwm Twrch, once owned by Bacon.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 06/09/2016 08:48:50 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Plans for UFT357

As always, science as it should be!

Sent from my Samsung device

 on Baconian Science

Wind 8.75% Wind speed Swansea 6 mph, Met Office Wind Map     Crashed

September 6, 2016 

The fiasco of wind turbines is well known to the general public, one way of getting rid of the useless 
Betws folly is to seek a cease and desist order, then an order for demolition. This was successful 
recently in shutting down Falmouth 1. It is clear that the fight against wind turbines is gathering 
momentum all over Europe. So many delaying injunctions should be taken out against Mynydd y 
Gwair, from County Court to High Court. Even if it is built, cease and desist orders could be sought 
right across Gower. They could be taken out by groups, councils and individuals. In the Falmouth 1 
case there was an intense legal battle, making lawyers even richer than they are already. The wind 
speed in Swansea today is 6 mph, below the 8 mph needed for turbines to begin to generate power. The 
met office wind map has crashed again, maybe blown over by a hurricane or a House of Commons 
debate. Jonathan Swift could never have dreamed of such a satire, such a lunatic society.

 on Wind 8.75% Wind speed Swansea 6 mph, Met Office Wind Map Crashed

Daily Report 4/9/16

September 6, 2016 

The equivalent of 150,761 printed pages was downloaded (549.676 megabytes) from 2,813 memory 
files downloaded (hits) and 595 distinct visits each averaging 3.3 memory pages and 11 minutes, 
printed pages to hits ratio of 53.59 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Top

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/06/daily-report-4916/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/06/wind-8-75-wind-speed-swansea-6-mph-met-office-wind-map-crashed/
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ten 303, Collected ECE2 187, Evans / Morris 132, Collected scientometrics 106, F3(Sp) 97, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 41, Principles of ECE 33, Autobiography volumes one and two 29, 
Collected Proofs 24, UFT88 21, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 20, PECE 17, CEFE 12, Engineering 
Model 11, Llais 6, Self charging inverter 5, List of prolific authors 4, UFT321 4, Lindstrom Idaho 
lecture 3, UFT311 3, Three world records by MWE 2, UFT313 6, UFT314 6, UFT315 4, UFT316 3, 
UFT317 4, UFT318 5, UFT319 6, UFT320 3, UFT322 6, UFT323 5, UFT324 9, UFT325 8, UFT326 4,
UFT327 3, UFT328 3, UFT329 7, UFT330 2, UFT331 3, UFT332 1, UFT333 1, UFT334 5, UFT335 3,
UFT336 2, UFT337 1, UFT338 1, UFT339 2, UFT340 1, UFT341 1, UFT342 2, UFT344 4, UFT345 5,
UFT346 9, UFT348 2, UFT349 4, UFT351 5, UFT352 9, UFT353 8, UFT354 11, UFT355 10 to date in
September 2016. IParadigms California UFT159(Sp); German National Search Engine (Deusu) Poetry;
University of Edinburgh UFT139, 145, 152. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for 
September 2016.

In Appreciation

September 5, 2016 

My wife and I would like to thank all who have expressed deep concern and complete revulsion at the 
plaster throwing incident, which occurred directly outside the house of a former Head Deacon of Elim, 
my grandfather T. Elim Jones. The Chief Constable of the South Wales Police is thanked for opening an
enquiry via a Chief Superintendent, Deputy Superintendent and Inspector. My lifelong friends Dylan 
and Wyn Thomas, well known in the area, are thanked for cleaning up the car, which has just gone 
through its M.O.T. The disgusting smell of plaster and glue has been removed. The general feeling is 
that the law should be changed to allow criminal conviction on overwhelming circumstantial evidence. 
My various cars have been parked on my land as frontiger since 1993, without incident, so it is 
infinitesimally probable that a casual passer by would carry plaster and glue around in his pocket and 
accidentally deposit it all over the windscreen just after a police no contact warning was issued. The 
odds against coincidence are astronomical. The overwhelming opinion in Craig Cefn Parc is that such 
people should be behind bars, and should not be allowed to continuously intimidate, harass, and 
damage property. They should not be allowed to ignore police warnings and police requests not to park 
on the disputed land. Anti social elements are not wanted in a peaceful, cultured, Welsh speaking 
village.

cc Trustees Newlands Family Trust
M. P. Gower,
Prime Minister’s Office

 on In Appreciation

FOR POSTING: UFT356 Sections 1 and 2 and Backgroud     Notes

September 5, 2016 

This is on the fluid dynamics of spacetime induced by material or circuit fields and potentials.

a356thpaper.pdf

a356thpapernotes1.pdf

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/05/in-appreciation/
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a356thpapernotes2.pdf

a356thpapernotes3.pdf

a356thpapernotes4.pdf

a356thpapernotes5.pdf

a356thpapernotes6.pdf

a356thpapernotes7.pdf

a356thpapernotes8.pdf

 on FOR POSTING: UFT356 Sections 1 and 2 and Backgroud Notes

NEW CROSS LINK: Cornell Supercomputer Animation download     link

September 5, 2016 

Many thanks for this cross link. Is it possible to archive the original link on the Wayback Machine or 
some place where it would be permanently safe? This would prevent any possibility of loss by youtube.
Chris Pelkie at Cornell has the original. Can he find a way of permanently archiving it on the Wayback 
Machine or in the Cornell Library system?

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 24/03/2016 19:45:27 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Cornell Supercomputer Animation download link

Dr Evans,

I previously sent you a link to download the 276 megabyte file for the “Universe of” movie,
so I assume you are having trouble downloading the Laser Zeeman video.

Here is the download link, using “google drive” (about 170 megabytes).

Please let me know if this doesn’t work.

I’m extremely happy with the edited version of the “Universe” video. After ten years of 
trying to get the word out, this Youtube video has a real chance of going viral. It’s been an 
honor to help you in this fight.

Kerry Pendergast’s contribution is terrific. Someone had to explain it in simple words, and 
he did a great job!

Michael Jackson 1990 Laser FX-Evans,Pelkie H264.mov

 on NEW CROSS LINK: Cornell Supercomputer Animation download link
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History of Palleg

September 5, 2016 

Many thanks, the author of this site asked for our advice about two or three years ago, and the dialogue 
is archived on the www.aias.us blog and the wayback machine, www.archive.org. It is indeed an 
interesting site.

Sent: 04/09/2016 11:41:59 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Palleg

I have just starting to look at this piece as part of my look at the Morgans of Tredegar and 
their relationship to our line.

www.spookspring.com/Palleg/palleg.html is a very comprehensive history of the Palleg 
area and it’s owners, including Awbreys and Morgans. It is well worth a look and does 
indicate the timing of land ownership by Lord Tredegar and family.

Stuart Davies

 on History of Palleg

References for UFT2 and New Spanish     Translations

September 5, 2016 

These are given in Omnia Opera 599 on www.aias,us as part of the Found. Phys. Lett. in which UFT2 
was published. It is also archived on the Wayback Machine, www.archive.org. These new Spanish 
translations will be very useful to the Spanish speaking world, in which ECE and the work of AIAS / 
UPITEC has a very large and permanent worldwide following. A vote of thanks to Alex Hill and the 
other translators.

In a message dated 04/09/2016 20:37:36 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

The Spanish version of UFT 002 is almost ready. However, we found that the published 
document at the aias website does not include the typical last page with references. Could 
you please send me this last page in order to complete the translation? Thanks

Regards,

 on References for UFT2 and New Spanish Translations

Wind 7.38%, 1 – 30 mph, 0710 local     time.

September 5, 2016 

The wind in Swansea today is 8 mph, not enough for the Betws turbines to produce any electrical 
power at all. This will be the case for Mynydd y Gwair if it is built. So an all out effort is needed to 
stop or delay the project using all means available. This effort must be continued indefinitely until the 
authority of the People is restored. In a very few years the Betws turbines will be rusting junk. So they 
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should be demolished now at developer expense. The city centred London and Cardiff Governments 
are infinitely remote from nature, and also remote from the People, the supreme authority.

 on Wind 7.38%, 1 – 30 mph, 0710 local time.

Daily Report Saturday     3/9/16

September 5, 2016 

The equivalent of 133,881 printed pages was downloaded during the day (488.130 megabytes) from 
2,213 downloaded memory files (hits) and 514 distinct visits each averaging 4.3 memory pages and 10 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 60.50 for the day. Top ten items 256, Collected ECE2 159, 
Collected Evans / Morris 99(est), Collected scientometrics 84, F3(Sp) 66, Barddoniaeth / Collected 
Poetry 32, Principles of ECE 32, PECE 17, Collected Proofs 17, UFT88 14, Evans Equations 14, 
Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 12, CEFE 10, Engineering Model 9, Llais 5, UFT311 3, Three world 
records by MWE 2, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 2, UFT313 6, UFT314 5, UFT315 2, UFT316 2, UFT317 
4, UFT318 3, UFT319 6, UFT320 2, UFT322 6, UFT323 5, UFT324 7, UFT325 6, UFT326 4, UFT327
2, UFT328 3, UFT329 6, UFT330 1, UFT331 2, UFT332 1, UFT333 1, UFT334 4, UFT335 2, UFT336
1, UFT337 1, UFT338 1, UFT339 2, UFT340 1, UFT341 1, UFT342 2, UFT344 3, UFT345 4, UFT346
8, UFT347 7, UFT348 5, UFT349 4, UFT351 5, UFT352 9, UFT353 5, UFT354 11, UFT355 10 to date
in September 2016. German National Search Engine Photographs. Intense interest all sectors, updated 
usage file attached for September 2016

 on Daily Report Saturday 3/9/16

Award Winning Evans / Pelkie Animation on     youtube

September 4, 2016 

Google “youtube Evans / Pelkie animation” to find the award winning Evans / Pelkie animation kindly 
set up by AIAS Fellow Michael Jackson. It was the first supercomputer animation of my original field 
applied computer simulation method, originated in about 1978 or 1979 at the EDCL in Aberystwyth for
an electric field (see Omnia Opera). It correctly resulted in the Langevin functions, giving great 
international confidence in computer simulation. The animation shows that my code worked perfectly. 
It was double precision FORTRAN which I prepared as full professor in the Clementi environment of 
IBM Kingston, New York. in late 1986 from single precision CDC 7600 code ported on a magnetic 
tape to IBM from UW Swansea. The code is all on www.aias.us and is archived on the Wayback 
Machine (www.archive.org) and from the National Library of Wales at the British Library 
(www.webarchive.org.uk). My field applied computer simulation method was based on SERC CCP5 
code of the British Government originally developed by the distinguished Konrad Singer group at 
Royal Holloway College, University of London, which kindly appointed me an Honorary Fellow. The 
entire British chemical physics scene of that era was appalled at what went on at the EDCL in 
Aberystwyth, so were European and international colleagues. Jeremy Jones destroyed years of 
international effort, having been ordered to do so in crude godfather retaliation by Howard Purnell. I 
exposed Purnell’s corrupt methods of appointment, refusing to become involved with the systematic 
academic corruption of that era. In retaliation I was locked out of the University of Wales for life but 
still hold a distinction higher than full professor, the Scientiae Doctor degree earned in 1977 / 1978. I 
am the youngest by about a decade to be awarded the D. Sc. under modern rules. I did my best work 
(2003 to present) from this coal miner’s house, where I was born on May 26th 1950. My animations on
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the IBM 3084 and 3090-6S at IBM Kingston were among the earliest computer animations ever made. 
I have them on cassette here and we can attempt to post them on www.aias.us. The animations at 
Cornell Theory Center were by Chris Pelkie, using my code. The animation took six months to make, 
and was nearly lost when Michael Jackson found that it had disappeared. Fortunately Chris Pelkie had 
kept a copy. It was on the then new B(3) field, later nominated a few times for a Nobel Prize, so I am 
reliably informed. It developed into the famous ECE theory. Drastic reform is needed of the academic 
system. The University of Wales collapsed in 2010 among corruption and scandal, and was cut up 
illegally into internationally insignificant segments that call themselves universities, but are in reality 
the colleges of the Federal University of Wales, founded at the National Eisteddfod in 1893 – The 
People’s University based on the U. S. Constitution of 1776. The ideal of a University of Wales, in the 
Welsh language, must be revived – the People is Supreme Authority.

 on Award Winning Evans / Pelkie Animation on youtube

Graphics and Protocol for Note     356(7)

September 4, 2016 

Very interesting results and graphics! Yes the vector potential of Eq. (15) is Eq. (14.7.11) of Atkins, 
second edition (1983) of “Molecular Quantum Mechanics”. So every vector potential in a material 
produces very interesting flow fields in spacetime, or the aether. This is the direct result of ECE2 
unified field theory and its basic philosophy. I gave a few examples of vector potentials chosen at 
random. In the final note 356(8) all the main properties of the fluid aether or fluid spacetime are 
worked out from the fluid velocity. So the fluid spacetime is as richly structured as any material fluid. 
The fluid spacetime induces potentials and fields in any material, or circuit. Your new electric field 
looks as if it could be detectible experimentally.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/09/2016 20:29:12 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Note 356(7) Bypasses Differential Equations

The Kambe fields etc. can be calculated from the W potentials of the examples. The 
expressions are complicated in most cases, see protocol. I will produce some graphics, it is 
a bit complicated because vector plots within Maxima can only be produced with a trick. As
a first example I added the vacuum B_Z field and E field of the nuclear dipole potential. Is 
it correct that the W potential is given in eq.(15) of the note, not the B field? Then there is 
an interesting result: Although this is a case of magnetostatics, there is a central E field in 
the XY plane like that of a point charge due to the Kambe equations. This field should be 
detectable experimentally, probably in a medium that surrounds the dipole.

Horst

Am 01.09.2016 um 08:42 schrieb EMyrone:

I would say that Note 356(7) bypasses differential equations completely.

Sent: 30/08/2016 15:44:00 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Equations for a Static Electric Field in FlexPDE
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This seems to be very difficult due to the nonlinearity. Finally I 
restricted to 1D case, eq.(10) in note 356(6). Direct solution gives 
errors. I tried with a staging. The first stage is ok, but when 
switching on the nonlinearity, the result is a mess.
Any ideas?

Horst

Am 30.08.2016 um 14:26 schrieb Horst Eckardt:

The resulting diff. eq. (10) is the same as for the radial 
case with electric Coulomb field, see my previous 
email. Next I will try to set up the eq. system (2-4) in 
FlexPDE for a numerical solution.

Horst

Am 29.08.2016 um 13:48 schrieb EMyrone:

These are the simultaneous differential 
equations (2) to (4) in general, and with the 
assumption (5) reduce to three independent 
equations (8) to (10). Eq. (10) looks 
interesting and could be soluble analytically 
for v sub Z as a function of Z. The boundary
conditions chosen for Eq. (10) will be 
critically important.

 
dip bz 

 
dip exy 
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356(7).pdf

 on Graphics and Protocol for Note 356(7)

Wind 12.06% 1 – 18 mph 0738 local     time

September 4, 2016 

The equinoctial gales have started, but the wind range of 1 – 18 mph is still well below the optimal for 
wind turbines. So the whole idea of wind turbines is a fiasco, there is never enough wind for them to 
produce anything like the required power. It seems that either the Assembly or the London government 
has dropped plans for funding the Swansea lagoon. So energy policy has fallen back on gas and 
obsolete nuclear. The environment has been ripped apart by a corrupt cabal.

Daily Report 2/9/16 Part     2

September 4, 2016 

UFT313 4, UFT314 4, UFT315 1, UFT316, UFT317 3, UFT318 2, UFT319 4, UFT320 1, UFT322 5, 
UFT323 4, UFT324 5, UFT325 4, UFT326 2, UFT327 3, UFT328 2, UFT329 5, UFT330 1, UFT331 2,
UFT332 1, UFT333 1, UFT334 3, UFT337 1, UFT338 1, UFT339 1, UFT341 1, UFT342 2, UFT344 1,
UFT345 3, UFT346 3, UFT347 5, UFT348 3, UFT349 4, UFT351 4, UFT352 5, UFT353 3, UFT354 6,
UFT355 6 to date in September 2016. City of Winnipeg Home page; Juan Carlos III University Spain 
general; Institute for Plasma Research India UFT2; Institute of High Energy Physics Moscow Potential 
Waves. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for September 2016

 on Daily Report 2/9/16 Part 2

Daily Report 2/9/16

September 4, 2016 

The equivalent of 143,412 printed pages was downloaded during the day (522.881 megabytes) from 
2,450 downloaded memory files and 677 distinct visits each averaging 2.6 memory pages and 10 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 58.54, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten items 176, Collected ECE2 106, Collected Evans / Morris 66(est), Collected 
scientometrics 55, F3(Sp) 51, Principles of ECE 28, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 22, PECE 14, 
Collected Eckardt / Lindstrom Papers 11, Evans Equations 9, Collected Proofs 8, CEFE 8, Engineering 
Model 7, Self charging inverter 2, Llais 2, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 2, UFT311 2, List of prolific 
authors 1, Three world records by MWE 1

 on Daily Report 2/9/16

Audience of Recent Essay and Poetry Broadcasts in     August

September 3, 2016 

The essays were heard 701 times in August, an annual rate of 8412 times. The poetry broadcasts were 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/04/daily-report-2916-part-2/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/03/audience-of-recent-essay-and-poetry-broadcasts-in-august/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/04/daily-report-2916/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/04/wind-12-06-1-18-mph-0738-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/3567.pdf


heard 191 times, an annual rate of 2292 times. So total poetry readings and audience for August 2016 
was 651, an annual rate of 7,812 times off www.aias.us.

 on Audience of Recent Essay and Poetry Broadcasts in August

Fluid Electrodynamics on First Page of     Google

September 3, 2016 

Good to hear from Gareth. The impact can be also seen from the early morning reports, papers 
UFT349, 351, 352, 353, and 355 to date. After fourteen years of feedback it is clear that ECE and 
ECE2 are a permanent and central part of new physics. The archiving is all important, via the archiving
of www.aias.us and www.upitec.org on the Wayback Machine (www.archive.org) and www.aias.us at 
the National Library of Wales / British Library (www.webarchive.org.uk). The www.et3m.net site is 
also archived on the Wayback Machine.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/09/2016 11:13:43 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Fluid Electrodynamics on First Page of Google

No surprise but great news. This is very original and extremely important. Well done to 
all!!

Sent from my Samsung device

 on Fluid Electrodynamics on First Page of Google

Barddoniaeth Collected Poetry on First Page of     Google

September 3, 2016 

This book is also a great success because of the powerful open source publishing methods of AIAS. 
Using key words barddoniaeth collected poetry brings it up as the first few entries of the first page of 
google and it is featured there alongside some other books of mine.

 on Barddoniaeth Collected Poetry on First Page of Google

Fluid Electrodynamics on First Page of     Google

September 3, 2016 

It is obvious that the theory is an outstanding success from googling around with various keywords.

 on Fluid Electrodynamics on First Page of Google

356(8): Various Spacetime Properties Induced by a Material Vector     Potential

September 3, 2016 

This is a selection of spacetime or aether properties induced by a material vector potential, all 
calculated from the induced velocity field of Eq. (1): acceleration; Kambe charge and current; Lorenz 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/03/3568-various-spacetime-properties-induced-by-a-material-vector-potential/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/03/fluid-electrodynamics-on-first-page-of-google/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/03/barddoniaeth-collected-poetry-on-first-page-of-google/
http://www.et3m.net/
http://www.webarchive.org.uk/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.archive.org/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/03/fluid-electrodynamics-on-first-page-of-google-2/
http://www.aias.us/


condition; Kambe magnetic and electric fields; Wave properties of spacetime induced by the material 
vector potential; induced enthalpy gradient; induced baroclinic torque; induced Reynolds number. 
These induced properties of the spacetime fluid have a back effect on the material, notably, potentials 
and electric and magnetic fields induced in a material by spacetime – energy from spacetime. It would 
be interesting to compute and graph a selection of these induced properties for various material vector 
potentials.

a356thpapernotes8.pdf

 on 356(8): Various Spacetime Properties Induced by a Material Vector Potential

Wind 3.50%, 1 – 15 mph, 0804 local     time

September 3, 2016 

The wind speed over Swansea today is 13 mph, brely enough to start the gigantic turbine blades 
moving. The contribution to demand in the three countries of Britain is still only 3.50%, so an all out 
effort should be made to delay and / or stop the Mynydd y Gwair proposal. It is a complete waste of 
time and money, and will destroy up to ten thousand years of ecological development since the last ice 
age. Everyone responsible for this will be harshly condemned by history.

 on Wind 3.50%, 1 – 15 mph, 0804 local time

Daily Report 1/9/16

September 3, 2016 

The equivalent of 129,530 printed pages was downloaded during the day (472.265 megabytes) from 
2,292 downloaded memory files (hits) and 588 distinct visits, each averaging 3.6 memory pages and 9 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 56.51 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten 125, Collected ECE2 52, Collected scientometrics 36, Collected Evans / Morris 33 
(est), F3(Sp) 30, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 14, Principles of ECE 11, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 
7, Engineering Model 6, PECE 7, Collected Proofs 5, UFT321 4, UFT88 3, Evans Equations 3, CEFE 
2, Llais 2, Self charging inverter 1, Three world records by MWE 1, UFT313 2, UFT314 1, UFT317 2, 
UFT318 1, UFT319 2, UFT322 1, UFT323 2, UFT324 3, UFT325 2, UFT326 1, UFT327 1, UFT328 1,
UFT329 2, UFT331 2, UFT334 2, UFT337 1, UFT338 1, UFT341 1, UFT345 1, UFT346 2, UFT347 3,
UFT348 1, UFT349 2, UFT351 2, UFT352 5, UFT354 2, UFT355 4 to date in September 2016. City of
Winnipeg UFT338, UFT352, ECE Devices; United States Army Aberdeen Proving Ground UFT169; 
Institute of Experimental Mineralogy Moscow UFT214; Fitzwilliam College Cambridge UFT166; 
University of Cambridge My page; University of Edinburgh UFT148, 151, 152. Intense interest all 
sectors, updated usage file attached for September 2016.

 on Daily Report 1/9/16

PECE book, final     version

September 2, 2016 

Many thanks indeed to all concerned! The book is already a big success, currently being read 6,367 
times a year. I am sure that chapter nine by Stephen Crothers, a short monograph in its own right, will 
greatly enhance the readership. Many thanks to all concerned, especially to Horst Eckardt for his 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/02/pece-book-final-version/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/03/daily-report-1916/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/03/wind-3-50-1-15-mph-0804-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/a356thpapernotes8.pdf


generosity in covering the cost of typesetting, and to Steve Bannister for typesetting chapter one. 
Thanks to Alex Hill for the Spanish translation, which is already well read, and last but not least to the 
staff of AIAS and others for many interesting discussion since ECE was first inferred in March 2003.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 02/09/2016 10:52:08 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: PECE book, final version

After some corrections in chapter 9 this is the final version of
“Principles of ECE Theory”. I have replaced it on the AIAS web site. The
envelope is still under way. After I have received it, I will have some
exemplars printed.

Horst 

PECE.pdf

FOR POSTING: Updated Fourteen Year     Feedback

September 2, 2016 

This is the updated fourteen year feedback, showing a constant level of very intense interest.

Monthly_Feedback_Statistics_for_AIAS.pdf

 on FOR POSTING: Updated Fourteen Year Feedback

FOR POSTING: Book of Scientometrics Updated to     31/8/16

September 2, 2016 

There was the usual intense international interest in the combined sites www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org, There were 138,882 hits, 51.18 gigabytes downloaded, and 29,826 distinct visits from 
100 countries, led by USA, China, Mexico, Brazil, Czechia and the Ukraine. From the world’s top ten 
universities there were visits from Florida, Michigan, Wisconsin Madison, Edinburgh*, Berkeley*, 
Stanford, Cambridge*, National University of Singapore and Yale.

BookofScientometricsVolumeTwo.pdf

 on FOR POSTING: Book of Scientometrics Updated to 31/8/16

Incident of Trespassing

September 2, 2016 

Chief Constable,
South Wales Police,

Further to the incident of plaster being thrown over my windscreen on the night of 18/19 August, 
trespassing on Mountain Road has started again. The white BMW N55 PNC belonging to Nicholas 
Carter of 65 Rhyddwen Road has begun to park directly adjacent to my car, on the disputed land. It is 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/02/for-posting-updated-fourteen-year-feedback/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/02/incident-of-trespassing/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/bookofscientometricsvolumetwo.pdf
http://www.upitec.org/
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https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/pece.pdf


there now. Carter has trespassed many times on the disputed land, and the Waters of 48 Rhyddwen 
Road are currently squatters on the disputed land. PC Anthony Davies of Clydach police station asked 
Carter not to trespass on Mountain Road or the disputed land. This is an unadopted road and unwanted 
parking on any part of it is trespass. Swansea County Council has confirmed this law and is empowered
to take out a traffic regulation order to prohibit trespass on Mountain Road. This is another incident of 
harassment and trespass. He is directly opposite my part of Mountain Road, the sub soil of which I own
as frontiger. I am responsible for its maintenance. The legal assumption is that frontigers own the road 
to its mid point. Carter has built a drive in 65 Rhyddwen Road in which he normally parks his car, but 
is not using the drive and has chosen to deliberately trespass again on the disputed land. Trespass is a 
civil tort but harassment is a felony. My car has been quite badly damaged by the plaster, which has 
fallen into the venting system below the windscreen. If the formal investigation currently underway 
results in enough evidence, I ask for the suspect or suspects to be to be charged with harassment, 
making threats of personal violence, and property damage. This is evidence for collusion between 
residents of 48 Rhyddwen Road, and 65 Rhyddwen Road. The trespassing and threats of violence by 
Carter (a heavyweight kick boxer and karate expert) have being reported several times before, and he 
and his wife have been warned by the police several times. The police have imposed no contact 
warnings on numbers 48 and 65 Rhyddwen Road. I ask for Inspector Meyrick, in charge of 
investigating the plaster throwing incident, to take all the attached incidents into account. The attached 
list of common assaults has been given to P. C. Jamie Grey who has been asked by the M. P. for Gower 
to revert to the M. P., a former police officer.

Myron Evans

(Dr. M. W. Evans, 50 Rhyddwen Road, Craig Cefn Parc, Swansea, SA6 5RA)
cc Community Council and M. P.
My solicitors.

LIST OF VERBAL COMMON ASSAULTS.docx

 on Incident of Trespassing

Wind 6.71%, 2 – 17 mph 0809 local     time

September 2, 2016 

Today the there are gusts of wind which may reach the optimal level of turbines but their contribution 
is still only 6.71% so it can be concluded beyond doubt that wind turbines are useless and should be 
demolished in order to prevent damage to the grid. This is the result of daily monitoring for about two 
months and a half on this blog on www.aias.us. The data are all there, together with very critical 
comments.

 on Wind 6.71%, 2 – 17 mph 0809 local time

Daily Report 31/8/16

September 2, 2016 

The equivalent of 142,611 printed pages was downloaded during the day (519.960 megabytes) from 
2,204 downloaded memory files (hits) and 655 distinct visits each averaging 2.7 memory pages and 7 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 64.71 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 2049, Top ten items 2024, Collected scientometrics 659(est), F3(Sp) 602, 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/02/daily-report-31816/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/02/wind-6-71-2-17-mph-0809-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/list-of-verbal-common-assaults.docx


Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 460, Evans Equations 368, Principles of ECE 338, Eckardt / 
Lindstrom papers 332(est), Autobiography volumes One and Two 289, Collected Proofs 273, UFT88 
138, PECE 113, UFT311 106, CEFE 93, Self charging inverter 48, UFT321 44, Llais 37, Lindstrom 
Idaho talk 31, Three world records by MWE 28, List of prolific authors 20, UFT313 42, UFT314 43, 
UFT315 52, UFT316 44, UFT317 35, UFT318 57, UFT319 59, UFT320 45, UFT322 61, UFT323 55, 
UFT324 71, UFT325 65, UFT326 44, UFT327 31, UFT328 45, UFT329 57, UFT330 41, UFT331 47, 
UFT332 45, UFT333 37, UFT334 40, UFT335 48, UFT336 40, UFT337 34, UFT338 36, UFT339 44, 
UFT340 40, UFT341 44, UFT342 30, UFT343 36, UFT344 50, UFT345 45, UFT346 54, UFT347 50, 
UFT348 66, UFT349 72, UFT351 68, UFT352 94, UFT353 80, UFT354 68, UFT355 32 for August 
2016. University of California Berkeley UFT2; University of Colorado Obsolete standard model; Juan 
Carlos III University Madrid UFT1; Indian Rail (RCIL) general; Ateneo de Manila University 
Philippines UFT175; Edu System Pakistan UFT2; Medical University of Gdansk Poland Book of 
Scientometrics Volume Two and home page; British Mindfulness in Schools Project (MISP) general. 
Intense interest all sectors, completed usage file attached for August 2016.

 on Daily Report 31/8/16

Tori Solutions for v sub     phi

September 1, 2016 

Solving the differential equations like this gives very interesting solutions whenever possible. So for 
the first time it is seen that the aether is filled with an intricate fluid dynamical structure even for the 
simplest of electric fields. I assume that various boundary conditions would give different solutions. 
Using Note 356(7) the aether velocity can be found for any material vector potential, without having to 
integrate differential equations. The velocity v of the aether is the basis for calculating many quantities 
in aether fluid dynamics, for example the baroclinic term. This is my plan for the next note.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 01/09/2016 13:36:29 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Note 356(7), 3D plot of vector potential

This is a 3D plot of the component v_phi for 4 fixed radius values. It gives tori, where 
v_phi is biggest for r=a.

Horst

Am 01.09.2016 um 08:42 schrieb EMyrone:

I would say that Note 356(7) bypasses differential equations completely.

Sent: 30/08/2016 15:44:00 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Equations for a Static Electric Field in FlexPDE

This seems to be very difficult due to the nonlinearity. Finally I 
restricted to 1D case, eq.(10) in note 356(6). Direct solution gives 
errors. I tried with a staging. The first stage is ok, but when 
switching on the nonlinearity, the result is a mess.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/01/tori-solutions-for-v-sub-phi/


Any ideas?

Horst

Am 30.08.2016 um 14:26 schrieb Horst Eckardt:

The resulting diff. eq. (10) is the same as for the radial 
case with electric Coulomb field, see my previous 
email. Next I will try to set up the eq. system (2-4) in 
FlexPDE for a numerical solution.

Horst

Am 29.08.2016 um 13:48 schrieb EMyrone:

These are the simultaneous differential 
equations (2) to (4) in general, and with the 
assumption (5) reduce to three independent 
equations (8) to (10). Eq. (10) looks 
interesting and could be soluble analytically 
for v sub Z as a function of Z. The boundary
conditions chosen for Eq. (10) will be 
critically important.

 on Tori Solutions for v sub phi

Computation of term (v*gra)v in spherical     coordinates

September 1, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/01/computation-of-term-vgrav-in-spherical-coordinates-4/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/fig2.png


Agreed, this could be a four author paper, with contributions from Russ Davis and Doug Lindstrom. 
There is a great deal of interest already in fluid electrodynamics

Sent: 01/09/2016 12:37:50 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Computation of term (v*gra)v in spherical coordinates

Thanks, Doug.
Russ gave me the hint that the equation

v v’ = -1/x^2

can be solved by separation of variables:

v dv = – dx/x^2.

This gives

1/2 * v^2 = 1/x

or

v = +-sqrt(2/x)

I think that this equation is a good test case for nonlinear equations in FEM, therefore a way
for a solid numerical solution would be interesting.

Horst

Am 01.09.2016 um 13:00 schrieb Doug Lindstrom:

Horst, Myron

I am in process of catching up to this discussion.

Going back to the one dimensional equation

v’ + v v’= -1/x^2

This has an analytic solution as shown in the attached file.

(let u = 1 + v

then let

q=u^2/2

to get



q’=-1/x^2 , etc.)

The attached file (Mathematica solution) shows the singularity at the origin, 
which would remain even if the origin is shifted to x=0.1 as in an earlier FEA 
example. I will look for a general way to solve this in FEA later today if the 
answer is not obvious to you.

Doug

On Wed, Aug 31, 2016 at 11:55 PM, <EMyrone> wrote:

OK thanks, Horst and I are agreed that this is a special case of the 
most general result.

In a message dated 31/08/2016 15:33:05 GMT Daylight Time, 
russdavis1234 writes:

I don’t have a copy of VAPS, but I found these notes 
that seem to corroborate. The Wolfram link operator 
matches Horst’s derivation.

Convective Operator — from Wolfram MathWorld

Convective Operator — from 
Wolfram MathWorld
By Weisstein, Eric W.

Please Make A Note: 3. The Material Derivative in 
Spherical Coordinates

Please Make A Note: 3. The 
Material Derivative in Spherical 
Coordinates
-Russ

Sent: Wednesday, August 31, 2016 4:59 AM
Subject: Computation of term (v*gra)v in spherical 
coordinates

In order to solve this problem I think it is necessary to 

http://pleasemakeanote.blogspot.com/2008/08/derivation-of-navier-stokes-equations_18.html
http://pleasemakeanote.blogspot.com/2008/08/derivation-of-navier-stokes-equations_18.html
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/ConvectiveOperator.html


go back to the derivation of the (v dot del) v operator 
also given in VAPS The gradient, divergence and 
laplacian are also well known for general curvilinear 
coordinates. It is clear that the entire v dot del operator 
acts on v, so it seems to be a simple matter of working 
out v dot del. It is clear that Eqs. (9) – (11) of Note 
356(4) follow from the usual divergence, Eqs. (6) to (8).
So this looks like a problem in fundamental vector 
algebra.

To: Emyrone
Sent: 30/08/2016 12:24:47 GMT Daylight 
Time
Subj: Computation of term (v*gra)v in 
spherical coordinates

It is not clear to me how the term (v*grad)v 
is to be transformed to
spherical coordinates. You used the 
comparison to the div operator, I
simply multiplied v and del in spherical 
coordinates and applied to v.
In case of the given Coulomb field, the 
results for the Kambe velocity
field v are different:

Method 1 (analogous to div v):
v_r is purely imaginary (I analyzed the 
result and tried a plot)

Method 2 (scalar product v*del):
v_r is proportional to 1/sqrt(r) in the 
simplest case, depending on
integration constant, see Figure.

According to VAPS, the expressions grad 
and div are derived from the
tangent vectors and surface flow in the 
corresponding coordinates. To be
sure, we would have to analyze what the 
geometrical meaning of the
operator (v*grad) is and derive this for the 
corresponding coordinate
system.
There is not much info on this operator in 
the internet. I found the site
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Del_in_cylindr

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Del_in_cylindrical_and_spherical_coordinates


ical_and_spherical_coordinates
There the operator is denoted “material 
derivative” and is given. It is
much more complicated than both above 
methods 1 and 2. I will try this
operator and see what results.

Horst

 on Computation of term (v*gra)v in spherical coordinates

Computation of term (v*gra)v in spherical     coordinates

September 1, 2016 

This looks very interesting, analytical solution is always the best type of solution and I have pencilled 
in UFT356 for a three author paper.

Computation of term (v*gra)v in spherical coordinates

Horst, Myron

I am in process of catching up to this discussion.

Going back to the one dimensional equation

v’ + v v’= -1/x^2

This has an analytic solution as shown in the attached file.

(let u = 1 + v

then let

q=u^2/2

to get

q’=-1/x^2 , etc.)

The attached file (Mathematica solution) shows the singularity at the origin, which would 
remain even if the origin is shifted to x=0.1 as in an earlier FEA example. I will look for a 
general way to solve this in FEA later today if the answer is not obvious to you.

Doug

On Wed, Aug 31, 2016 at 11:55 PM, <EMyrone> wrote:

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/01/computation-of-term-vgrav-in-spherical-coordinates-3/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Del_in_cylindrical_and_spherical_coordinates


OK thanks, Horst and I are agreed that this is a special case of the most general 
result.

In a message dated 31/08/2016 15:33:05 GMT Daylight Time, russdavis1234 
writes:

I don’t have a copy of VAPS, but I found these notes that seem to 
corroborate. The Wolfram link operator matches Horst’s derivation.

Convective Operator — from Wolfram MathWorld

Convective Operator — from Wolfram 
MathWorld
By Weisstein, Eric W.

Please Make A Note: 3. The Material Derivative in Spherical 
Coordinates

Please Make A Note: 3. The Material 
Derivative in Spherical Coordinates
-Russ

Sent: Wednesday, August 31, 2016 4:59 AM
Subject: Computation of term (v*gra)v in spherical coordinates

In order to solve this problem I think it is necessary to go back to 
the derivation of the (v dot del) v operator also given in VAPS The 
gradient, divergence and laplacian are also well known for general 
curvilinear coordinates. It is clear that the entire v dot del operator 
acts on v, so it seems to be a simple matter of working out v dot del.
It is clear that Eqs. (9) – (11) of Note 356(4) follow from the usual 
divergence, Eqs. (6) to (8). So this looks like a problem in 
fundamental vector algebra.

To: Emyrone
Sent: 30/08/2016 12:24:47 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Computation of term (v*gra)v in spherical 
coordinates

It is not clear to me how the term (v*grad)v is to be 
transformed to

http://pleasemakeanote.blogspot.com/2008/08/derivation-of-navier-stokes-equations_18.html
http://pleasemakeanote.blogspot.com/2008/08/derivation-of-navier-stokes-equations_18.html
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/ConvectiveOperator.html


spherical coordinates. You used the comparison to the 
div operator, I
simply multiplied v and del in spherical coordinates and
applied to v.
In case of the given Coulomb field, the results for the 
Kambe velocity
field v are different:

Method 1 (analogous to div v):
v_r is purely imaginary (I analyzed the result and tried a
plot)

Method 2 (scalar product v*del):
v_r is proportional to 1/sqrt(r) in the simplest case, 
depending on
integration constant, see Figure.

According to VAPS, the expressions grad and div are 
derived from the
tangent vectors and surface flow in the corresponding 
coordinates. To be
sure, we would have to analyze what the geometrical 
meaning of the
operator (v*grad) is and derive this for the 
corresponding coordinate
system.
There is not much info on this operator in the internet. I 
found the site
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Del_in_cylindrical_and_sp
herical_coordinates
There the operator is denoted “material derivative” and 
is given. It is
much more complicated than both above methods 1 and 
2. I will try this
operator and see what results.

Horst

nonlinear-1d-1.pdf

 on Computation of term (v*gra)v in spherical coordinates

Next Stage of     Calculation

September 1, 2016 

Having calculated the vacuum v as in the last note the complete range of spacetime or aether properties 
can be calculated from v, and that will be the next stage of UFT365.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/01/next-stage-of-calculation/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/nonlinear-1d-1.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Del_in_cylindrical_and_spherical_coordinates
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Del_in_cylindrical_and_spherical_coordinates


 on Next Stage of Calculation

Computation of term (v*gra)v in spherical     coordinates

September 1, 2016 

OK thanks, Horst and I are agreed that this is a special case of the most general result.

In a message dated 31/08/2016 15:33:05 GMT Daylight Time, russdavis1234@yahoo.com writes:

I don’t have a copy of VAPS, but I found these notes that seem to corroborate. The Wolfram
link operator matches Horst’s derivation.

Convective Operator — from Wolfram MathWorld

Convective Operator — from Wolfram MathWorld
By Weisstein, Eric W.

Please Make A Note: 3. The Material Derivative in Spherical Coordinates

Please Make A Note: 3. The Material Derivative in 
Spherical Coordinates
-Russ

Sent: Wednesday, August 31, 2016 4:59 AM
Subject: Computation of term (v*gra)v in spherical coordinates

In order to solve this problem I think it is necessary to go back to the derivation of the (v 
dot del) v operator also given in VAPS The gradient, divergence and laplacian are also well 
known for general curvilinear coordinates. It is clear that the entire v dot del operator acts 
on v, so it seems to be a simple matter of working out v dot del. It is clear that Eqs. (9) – 
(11) of Note 356(4) follow from the usual divergence, Eqs. (6) to (8). So this looks like a 
problem in fundamental vector algebra.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 30/08/2016 12:24:47 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Computation of term (v*gra)v in spherical coordinates

It is not clear to me how the term (v*grad)v is to be transformed to
spherical coordinates. You used the comparison to the div operator, I
simply multiplied v and del in spherical coordinates and applied to v.
In case of the given Coulomb field, the results for the Kambe velocity
field v are different:

http://pleasemakeanote.blogspot.com/2008/08/derivation-of-navier-stokes-equations_18.html
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/ConvectiveOperator.html
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/01/computation-of-term-vgrav-in-spherical-coordinates-2/


Method 1 (analogous to div v):
v_r is purely imaginary (I analyzed the result and tried a plot)

Method 2 (scalar product v*del):
v_r is proportional to 1/sqrt(r) in the simplest case, depending on
integration constant, see Figure.

According to VAPS, the expressions grad and div are derived from the
tangent vectors and surface flow in the corresponding coordinates. To be
sure, we would have to analyze what the geometrical meaning of the
operator (v*grad) is and derive this for the corresponding coordinate
system.
There is not much info on this operator in the internet. I found the site
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Del_in_cylindrical_and_spherical_coordinates
There the operator is denoted “material derivative” and is given. It is
much more complicated than both above methods 1 and 2. I will try this
operator and see what results.

Horst

Acceleration in spherical     coordinates

September 1, 2016 

Agreed, the result is also given in Marion and Thornton, and I think it is also in VAPS.

Accelearation in spherical coordinates

According to the web site
https://people.rit.edu/pnveme/pigf/Coords/coord_sph_def.html
we have the following: The Position vector in spherical coordinates is

bold R = R bold e_R.

From this, the velocity vector

bold V = d/dt bold R

can be computed as we did in earlier papers. From this expression the
acceleration vector

bold a = d/dt bold V

can be computed, giving terms with R dot dot etc. In these terms, the
components of V can be re-inserted. This gives the acceleration in terms
of V, the last three equations of the web site. To do so, one has to

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/01/acceleration-in-spherical-coordinates/
https://people.rit.edu/pnveme/pigf/Coords/coord_sph_def.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Del_in_cylindrical_and_spherical_coordinates


apply the Leibniz rule. I did not try to do this but the result looks
plausible.

Another side with an interesting slide set is
http://www.engr.uconn.edu/~wchiu/ME3250FluidDynamicsI/lecture%20notes/ch05.pdf

Horst

 on Acceleration in spherical coordinates

Definition of the Material     Derivative

September 1, 2016 

All very interesting.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 31/08/2016 14:26:21 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Definiiton of the Material Derivative

This is ok for cartesian coordinates, also eq.(5) of note 356(3). I will see if I can find some 
other literature references for the corresponding operator in spherical coordinates. It seems 
to describe the acceleration of fluid particles under translation, rotation and deformation.

Horst

Am 31.08.2016 um 12:25 schrieb EMyrone:

In this definition by Wikipedia, the material derivative has been defined as v 
dotted in to the gradient of v, more generally A dotted in to the gradient of B. In 
my opinion the correct definition in Cartesian coordinates is given in Eq. (5) of 
Note 356(3), because:

v = v sub X i + v sub Y j + v zub Z k

and

del = (partial / partial X) i + (partial /partial Y) j + (partial / partial Z) k

The two definitions are equivalent if and only if partial v sub Y / partial X = 0 
and so on. This means that v sub X, v sub Y and v sub Z are linearly 
independent. With this assumption your method is OK and can be used in the 
final paper. Wikipedia is often unreliable and / or incomplete.

To: Emyrone
Sent: 30/08/2016 13:21:39 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Solution: Computation of term (v*gra)v in spherical 
coordinates

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/01/definition-of-the-material-derivative/
http://www.engr.uconn.edu/~wchiu/ME3250FluidDynamicsI/lecture%20notes/ch05.pdf


I programmed the formulas for (v*del) v given in
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Del_in_cylindrical_and_spherical_coo
rdinates

Analysing these formulas, it can be seen that there is a simple term

A_r * partial B_r/partial r

which is the only remaining term if v_r(r), v_theta=0, v_phi=0. So 
the diff. eq. for the Coulomb electric field is

which is the same as I already found with my simplified terms for 
(v*del) v. Therefore the solution v_r is proportional to 1/sqrt(r) as 
described. I agree that this is not a Coulomb potential but a velocity 
potential so the results may be different. The result for v_r means 
that there is a flow from or toward the centre. So far all seems to be 
consistent.

Horst

Am 30.08.2016 um 13:24 schrieb Horst Eckardt:

It is not clear to me how the term (v*grad)v is to be 
transformed to spherical coordinates. You used the 
comparison to the div operator, I simply multiplied v 
and del in spherical coordinates and applied to v. In case
of the given Coulomb field, the results for the Kambe 
velocity field v are different:

Method 1 (analogous to div v):
v_r is purely imaginary (I analyzed the result and tried a
plot)

Method 2 (scalar product v*del):
v_r is proportional to 1/sqrt(r) in the simplest case, 
depending on integration constant, see Figure.

According to VAPS, the expressions grad and div are 
derived from the tangent vectors and surface flow in the
corresponding coordinates. To be sure, we would have 
to analyze what the geometrical meaning of the operator
(v*grad) is and derive this for the corresponding 
coordinate system.
There is not much info on this operator in the internet. I 
found the site

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Del_in_cylindrical_and_spherical_coordinates
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Del_in_cylindrical_and_spherical_coordinates


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Del_in_cylindrical_and_sp
herical_coordinates
There the operator is denoted “material derivative” and 
is given. It is much more complicated than both above 
methods 1 and 2. I will try this operator and see what 
results.

Horst

 on Definition of the Material Derivative

Final Corrections

September 1, 2016 

Thanks in turn to Steve Crothers, the finished PECE is bound to attract a large readership.

CC: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 30/08/2016 18:29:57 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Final Corrections

Dear Horst,

There are some corrections for my chapter 9, attached.

Please send me the corrected version for a final check.

Thanks for your time and patience in preparing my chapter for the book.

Kind regards,
Steve

finalcorrections.doc

 on Final Corrections

ACS meeting in     Philadelphia

September 1, 2016 

This looks like a big success, and congratulations!

In a message dated 30/08/2016 17:22:54 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dear Dr. Evans,

We returned from ACS meeting 27th. I’m still jet lag now.

I presented my research on 22th August.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/01/acs-meeting-in-philadelphia/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/finalcorrections.doc
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/01/final-corrections/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Del_in_cylindrical_and_spherical_coordinates
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Del_in_cylindrical_and_spherical_coordinates


Many people came to my site.

They looked to understand my explanation well.

Some of them asked significant questions.

We met Dr. Bannister at hotel in 21th August. He came to Philadelphia to meet me.

We had a good talking.

Sincerely,

Osamu

 on ACS meeting in Philadelphia

Note 356(7) Bypasses Differential     Equations

September 1, 2016 

I would say that Note 356(7) bypasses differential equations completely.

Sent: 30/08/2016 15:44:00 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Equations for a Static Electric Field in FlexPDE

This seems to be very difficult due to the nonlinearity. Finally I restricted to 1D case, eq.
(10) in note 356(6). Direct solution gives errors. I tried with a staging. The first stage is ok, 
but when switching on the nonlinearity, the result is a mess.
Any ideas?

Horst

Am 30.08.2016 um 14:26 schrieb Horst Eckardt:

The resulting diff. eq. (10) is the same as for the radial case with electric 
Coulomb field, see my previous email. Next I will try to set up the eq. system 
(2-4) in FlexPDE for a numerical solution.

Horst

Am 29.08.2016 um 13:48 schrieb EMyrone:

These are the simultaneous differential equations (2) to (4) in 
general, and with the assumption (5) reduce to three independent 
equations (8) to (10). Eq. (10) looks interesting and could be soluble
analytically for v sub Z as a function of Z. The boundary conditions 
chosen for Eq. (10) will be critically important.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/01/note-3567-bypasses-differential-equations/


 on Note 356(7) Bypasses Differential Equations

356(6): Equations for a Static Electric     Field

September 1, 2016 

OK many thanks, there is a lot of international interest in fluid electrodynamics.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 30/08/2016 13:26:16 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 356(6): Equations for a Static Electric Field

The resulting diff. eq. (10) is the same as for the radial case with electric Coulomb field, see
my previous email. Next I will try to set up the eq. system (2-4) in FlexPDE for a numerical
solution.

Horst

Am 29.08.2016 um 13:48 schrieb EMyrone:

These are the simultaneous differential equations (2) to (4) in general, and with 
the assumption (5) reduce to three independent equations (8) to (10). Eq. (10) 
looks interesting and could be soluble analytically for v sub Z as a function of 
Z. The boundary conditions chosen for Eq. (10) will be critically important.

 on 356(6): Equations for a Static Electric Field

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/01/3566-equations-for-a-static-electric-field-2/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/1d_01_004.png


Wind 4.51% 1 – 24 mph 0732 local     time

September 1, 2016 

Today the wind speed is at 8 mph or less over all of England and Wales, so none of the wind turbines 
are producing any power. There are only three or four isolated areas of sufficient wind strength over 
Scotland, notably the Shetland Islands near Norway. The Betws turbines have produced nothing for 
over a week, and before that produced power only for a day or so. Therefore wind turbines are useless 
and if not demolished will demolish themselves by component deterioration within about ten years. 
Then it will be a matter of cleaning up the mess.

 on Wind 4.51% 1 – 24 mph 0732 local time

Daily Report 30/8/16

September 1, 2016 

The equivalent of 86,607 printed pages was downloaded during the day (315.768 megabytes) from 
2,270 downloaded memory files (hits) and 507 distinct visits, each averaging 3.0 memory pages and 10
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 38.25 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 2024, Top ten 1974, Evans / Morris 990 (est), Collected scientometrics 659, 
F3(Sp) 576, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 450, Evans Equations 366, Principles of ECE 336, 
Eckardt / Lindstrom 332, Autobiography volumes one and two 285, Collected Proofs 271, UFT88 136, 
Engineering Model 117(est), PECE 113, UFT311 105, CEFE 93, Self charging inverter 48, UFT321 44,
Llais 37, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 31, List of prolific authors 20, Three world records by MWE 27, 
UFT313 42, UFT314 43, UFT315 51, UFT316 44, UFT317 34, UFT318 57, UFT319 59, UFT320 44, 
UFT322 61, UFT323 54, UFT324 71, UFT325 65, UFT326 44, UFT327 32, UFT328 44, UFT329 57, 
UFT330 41, UFT331 47, UFT332 45, UFT333 37, UFT334 39, UFT335 48, UFT336 40, UFT337 34, 
UFT338 36, UFT339 44, UFT340 39, UFT341 42, UFT342 30, UFT343 35, UFT344 50, UFT345 45, 
UFT346 54, UFT347 50, UFT348 65, UFT349 72, UFT351 65, UFT352 92, UFT353 75, UFT354 66, 
UFT355 31 to date in August 2016. Catholic University of Leuven AIAS staff; Institute of Physics 
University of Sao Paolo UFT88; City of Winnipeg AIAS Home page; Federico Santa Maria Technical 
University Chile Proof 1A (Spanish); Yale University Book of Scientometrics Volume Two; Finnish 
Student Village Network general; Bose Institute India Essay 24; Ryukyu University Japan UFT10; 
Mexican National Polytechnic Institute UFT169(Sp); Edu System Pakistan general; University of 
Bristol UFT353. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for August 2016.

Additionally, a 401 Unauthorized error was encountered while trying to use an ErrorDocument to 
handle the request.

Selected Feedback Interest:

Summary of August 2016

For www.aias.us there were 86,801 hits, 31.988 gigabytes downloaded,

18,641 distinct visits, 63,484 pages downloaded, and 3,172 documents read from

100 countries, led by USA, China, Mexico, Britain, Czechia, Ukraine, .......

For combined sites (www.aias.us and www.upitec.org these figures are

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/01/daily-report-30816/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/09/01/wind-4-51-1-24-mph-0732-local-time/


increased by an estimated 60% to give 138,882 hits, 51.18 gigabytes, and 29,826

distinct visits.

All UFT papers read, led by: 43, 25, 177, 46, 166(Sp), 169, 88, 177(Sp),

352, 311, 175,26, 152, 140, 142, 16, 170(Sp), 353, 35, 55, 99, 157(Sp), 169(Sp),

141, 18, 155,170, 2, 152(Sp), 41, 254, 47, 63, 107, 116, 140(Sp), 4, 157, 351, 354,

7, 86, 309, 142(Sp), 146, 214, 239, 67, 139, 168, 324, 68, 102, 158, 164, 56, 119,

.....

All books and articles read, led by: F3(Sp), Evans Equations, Barddoniaeth

/ Collected Poetry, Autobiography volume one, Levitron, PECE, Potential Waves,

LCR Resonant, Spacetime Devices, .......

All Essays read, led by 41(Sp), 24(Sp) and 38(Sp), ....…

15 - 31 August

U. S. Universities, Institutes and Similar

Berkeley*, Colorado, Iowa State, Stanford, Illinois Chicago, Florida,

Nevada Las Vegas, West Virginia, Yale, U. S. Navy SPAWAR, Department of

Homeland Security, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, NASA Jet

Propulsion Laboratory, Sandia National Laboratory, Naval Research Laboratory,U.S. Coastguard, 
Iparadigms California, San Francisco Internet Archives

(Wayback Machine), Kaiser Family Foundation California.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar

KU Leuven, SRV Catalonia, TU Berlin, Karlsruhe Steinbuch Computer

Centre, Kassel, Finland Student Village Network, Valencia, Paris Observatory,

Theoretical Physics Center Polish Academy of Sciences, Juan Carlos III University

Madrid, Public Procurement Agency Government of Turkey, Gdansk Medical

University Poland, extensive Russia and Ukraine, Bristol, Fitzwilliam College

Cambridge*, University of Cambridge, Edinburgh*, Warwick*, Bristol, British

Mindfulness in Schools Project (MISP).

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar

Cordoba Argentina, UNLP Argentina, Sao Paulo Brazil, Bibliotheca

Alexandrina Egypt, Queensland Australia, New South Wales, City of Winnipeg



Canada*, York University Canada, INACAP Chile, University of Chile, TU

Federico Santa Maria Chile, India TT Office, City University of Hong Kong,

UNEJ Indonesia, Chennai Mathematical Institute India, Indian Institute of

Technology Delhi, RCIL India, Hiroshima, Ryukuy Japan, Cinvestav Mexico,

National Polytechnic Institute of Mexico*, International Peace Bureau Namibia,

ADMU Philippines*, DLSU Philippines, NEA Gov. Philippines, Inter Island

Information Systems Philippines, National University of Singapore, BUU

Thailand, North-West Univ. South Africa, Tshwane University of Technology

South Africa, Univ of the Witwatersrand South Africa.

Definiiton of the Material     Derivative

August 31, 2016 

In this definition by Wikipedia, the material derivative has been defined as v dotted in to the gradient of
v, more generally A dotted in to the gradient of B. In my opinion the correct definition in Cartesian 
coordinates is given in Eq. (5) of Note 356(3), because:

v = v sub X i + v sub Y j + v zub Z k

and

del = (partial / partial X) i + (partial /partial Y) j + (partial / partial Z) k

The two definitions are equivalent if and only if partial v sub Y / partial X = 0 and so on. This means 
that v sub X, v sub Y and v sub Z are linearly independent. With this assumption your method is OK 
and can be used in the final paper. Wikipedia is often unreliable and / or incomplete.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 30/08/2016 13:21:39 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Solution: Computation of term (v*gra)v in spherical coordinates

I programmed the formulas for (v*del) v given in
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Del_in_cylindrical_and_spherical_coordinates

Analysing these formulas, it can be seen that there is a simple term

A_r * partial B_r/partial r

which is the only remaining term if v_r(r), v_theta=0, v_phi=0. So the diff. eq. for the 
Coulomb electric field is

which is the same as I already found with my simplified terms for (v*del) v. Therefore the 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/31/definiiton-of-the-material-derivative/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Del_in_cylindrical_and_spherical_coordinates


solution v_r is proportional to 1/sqrt(r) as described. I agree that this is not a Coulomb 
potential but a velocity potential so the results may be different. The result for v_r means 
that there is a flow from or toward the centre. So far all seems to be consistent.

Horst

Am 30.08.2016 um 13:24 schrieb Horst Eckardt:

It is not clear to me how the term (v*grad)v is to be transformed to spherical 
coordinates. You used the comparison to the div operator, I simply multiplied v 
and del in spherical coordinates and applied to v. In case of the given Coulomb 
field, the results for the Kambe velocity field v are different:

Method 1 (analogous to div v):
v_r is purely imaginary (I analyzed the result and tried a plot)

Method 2 (scalar product v*del):
v_r is proportional to 1/sqrt(r) in the simplest case, depending on integration 
constant, see Figure.

According to VAPS, the expressions grad and div are derived from the tangent 
vectors and surface flow in the corresponding coordinates. To be sure, we 
would have to analyze what the geometrical meaning of the operator (v*grad) is
and derive this for the corresponding coordinate system.
There is not much info on this operator in the internet. I found the site
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Del_in_cylindrical_and_spherical_coordinates
There the operator is denoted “material derivative” and is given. It is much 
more complicated than both above methods 1 and 2. I will try this operator and 
see what results.

Horst

 on Definiiton of the Material Derivative

Computation of term (v*gra)v in spherical     coordinates

August 31, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/31/computation-of-term-vgrav-in-spherical-coordinates/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Del_in_cylindrical_and_spherical_coordinates
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/vgrad.png


In order to solve this problem I think it is necessary to go back to the derivation of the (v dot del) v 
operator also given in VAPS The gradient, divergence and laplacian are also well known for general 
curvilinear coordinates. It is clear that the entire v dot del operator acts on v, so it seems to be a simple 
matter of working out v dot del. It is clear that Eqs. (9) – (11) of Note 356(4) follow from the usual 
divergence, Eqs. (6) to (8). So this looks like a problem in fundamental vector algebra.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 30/08/2016 12:24:47 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Computation of term (v*gra)v in spherical coordinates

It is not clear to me how the term (v*grad)v is to be transformed to
spherical coordinates. You used the comparison to the div operator, I
simply multiplied v and del in spherical coordinates and applied to v.
In case of the given Coulomb field, the results for the Kambe velocity
field v are different:

Method 1 (analogous to div v):
v_r is purely imaginary (I analyzed the result and tried a plot)

Method 2 (scalar product v*del):
v_r is proportional to 1/sqrt(r) in the simplest case, depending on
integration constant, see Figure.

According to VAPS, the expressions grad and div are derived from the
tangent vectors and surface flow in the corresponding coordinates. To be
sure, we would have to analyze what the geometrical meaning of the
operator (v*grad) is and derive this for the corresponding coordinate
system.
There is not much info on this operator in the internet. I found the site
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Del_in_cylindrical_and_spherical_coordinates
There the operator is denoted “material derivative” and is given. It is
much more complicated than both above methods 1 and 2. I will try this
operator and see what results.

Horst

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Del_in_cylindrical_and_spherical_coordinates


 on Computation of term (v*gra)v in spherical coordinates

UFT88 Read at University of California     Irvine

August 31, 2016 

UC Irvine is ranked 45 in the world by webometrics, 106 by Times, 58 by Shanghai and 153 by QS it 
has nearly 31,000 students and an acceptance rate of 40.7%, founded in 1965 on the Irvine Ranch near 
Los Angeles California. Staff and students have read www.aias.us frequently for nearly fourteen years. 
Its motto is “Fiat Lux”, “Let there be Light”. UFT88 is the famous paper by Horst Eckardt and myself 
which refutes the Einstein theory of genreal relativity by correcting its geometry to include torsion. In 
UFT99 and its simplified notes, it was shown that neglect of torsion means no curvature and the 
disappearence of gravitation, a disaster for the standard model of physics. These papers have been read 
many thousands of times without objection, so the avant garde intellectuals of physics have rejected the
standard physics of gravitation completely. UFT109 introduced the Evans torsion identity, and it has 
just been translated into Spanish. This identity became part of the Jacobi Cartan Evans identity of 
UFT313 (the second Bianchi identity corrected for torsion). In UFT354, already showing signs of being
another classic paper, metric compatibility was used to show that the Riemannian geometry used by 
Einstein is meaningless. When torsion is correctly considered, the relation between the metric and 
connection becomes exceedingly intricate, and the Riemannian torsion tensor must be totally 
antisymmetric. Usually, such obvious advances merit a Nobel Prize and Fields Medal. I am reliably 
informed that several Nobel Prize nominations have been made for my early work on B(3). It is known 
with certainty that several Wolf Prize nominations have been made. This is a crisis of such severity that
physics is split completely into two: standard model and ECE / ECE2. The famous scientometrics show
this beyond reasonable doubt. The award of major prizes ans honours is controlled by the standard 
physics. The avant garde school (AIAS / UPITEC and many others) adhere to the Baconian 
foundations of physics rather than chasing glitter. However, if prizes are to mean anything they must be
awarded fairly. This is certainly not the case in physics or chemistry at present.

 on UFT88 Read at University of California Irvine

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/31/uft88-read-at-university-of-california-irvine-2/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/fig1.png


Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to     29/8/16

August 31, 2016 

There was the usual intense international interest, steady at a high plateau for almost fourteen years. 
The final feedback will be in as usual a couple of days from now. From the world’s top twenty 
universities there were visits from Michigan, Wisconsin Madison, Edinburgh*, Berkeley, Stanford, 
Cambridge*, and National University of Singapore.

BookofScientometricsVolumeTwo.pdf

 on Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to 29/8/16

Daily Report 29/8/16

August 31, 2016 

The equivalent of 137,532 printed pages was downloaded during the day (501.442 megabytes) from 
2,926 memory files downloaded (hits) and 596 distinct visits each averaging 3.7 memory pages and 14 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 47.00 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1967, Top ten items 1905, Collected Evans / Morris 957(est), Collected 
scientometrics 582(est), Fe(Sp) 550, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 430, Evans Equations 361, 
Principles of ECE 323, Collected Eckardt / Lindstrom 294(est), Autobiography volumes one and two 
280, Collected Proofs 265, UFT88 132, PECE 110, UFT311 104, CEFE 87, Self charging inverter 46, 
UFT321 44, Llais 36, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 29, List of prolific authors 26, Three world records by 
MWE 24, UFT313 40, UFT314 41, UFT315 46, UFT316 42, UFT317 33, UFT318 56, UFT319 58, 
UFT320 44, UFT322 60, UFT323 53, UFT324 70, UFT325 63, UFT326 44, UFT327 29, UFT328 44, 
UFT329 55, UFT330 40, UFT331 46, UFT332 44, UFT333 35, UFT334 39, UFT335 47, UFT336 39, 
UFT337 34, UFT338 34, UFT339 44, UFT340 39, UFT341 40, UFT342 30, UFT343 35, UFT344 47, 
UFT345 44, UFT346 52, UFT347 49, UFT348 64, UFT349 69, UFT351 65, UFT352 88, UFT353 72, 
UFT354 64, UFT355 29 to date in August 2016. City of Winnipeg UFT275, 316, 352; Iparadigms 
California UFT172, 177, Essay 32(Sp); Steinbuch Centre for Computing University of Karlsruhe 
Education Section, Proofs; Stanford University UFT238b-US; Physics City University Hong Kong 
Essay 24; United States Navy Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command “Evans Equations of 
Unified Field Theory” by Laurence Felker; Kaiser Family Foundation Menlo Park California general; 
Philippines National Electrification Administration general; Fitzwilliam College Cambridge UFT166; 
North-West University South Africa general. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for 
August 2016.

 on Daily Report 29/8/16

356(7): Direct Calculation of the Aether Velocity     Field

August 30, 2016 

In this method, Eq. (2) is used to calculate the aether velocity field directly from any material vector 
potential of ECE2 theory. Complicated solutions of differential equations are not needed in this 
method. Given the velocity field, the Kambe magnetic and electric fields of the aether are calculated 
from Eqs. (3) and (4). These induce material electric and magnetic fields through Eqs. (5) and (6). 
These are fields induced by spacetime, and are not present in standard electrodynamics. They are 
observed in the Osamu Ide circuit (UFT311 and UFT321) and self charging inverter paper on 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/30/3567-direct-calculation-of-the-aether-velocity-field/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/31/daily-report-29816/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/bookofscientometricsvolumetwo2.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/31/book-of-scientometrics-volume-two-updated-to-29816/


www.aias.us. So we start with the vector potentials present in the Osamu Ide circuit, and calculate the 
velocity field set up in the spacetime around the circuit, and finally the electric and magnetic fields 
induced in the circuit by spacetime. These are compared with experimental data.

a356thpapernotes7.pdf

 on 356(7): Direct Calculation of the Aether Velocity Field

Eqs. (2) to (4) of Note     356(6)

August 30, 2016 

This set of three simultaneous non linear differential equations in three unknowns, v sub X, v sub Y and
v sub Z, is also relevant for the aether flow induced by a gravitational field, another completely new 
concept of ECE2 unified field theory. I recall that back in the seventies the N. A. G. Library had Algol 
code for solving sets of equations, so by now plenty of code libraries should be available. The cloud 
based technology would bring in supercomputer ability, equivalent to an eighties IBM 3090 6S / LCAP 
system of the type developed at IBM Kingston and Cornell Theory Center. I have not been able to 
access supercomputers since the UNCC fiasco of 1995, but that cloud based ability will be very useful 
because it enhances a desktop into a supercomputer. I can think of code libraries such as NAG, IBM 
ESSL, Maple, Mathematica, and the new packages introduced by Doug Lindstrom and Russ Davis. 
Non linear physics introduces chaos physics as you know, and a very rich mathematical structure.

 on Eqs. (2) to (4) of Note 356(6)

Eq. (2) of Note     356(5)

August 30, 2016 

I agree with Eq. (10) of the protocol, it would be interesting to graph this, if feasible, in spherical polar 
coordinates in three dimensional colour plots. In general the electric field strength E and the magnetic 
flux density B of any material will induce very interesting and entirely novel velocity flows in the 
spacetime or aether. This is your idea and it works fine. It is the direct logical result of ECE2 unified 
field theory as you know. The flows induced in the aether in this way will have a back effect on the 
circuit. For each type of boundary condition the induced aether flow will be different. The other type of
theory uses the vorticity equation to produce aether turbulence, which may be transferred to a circuit as 
in UFT311 and in recent observations by Osamu Ide. There is already a great deal of international 
interest in this work as can be seen from the early morning reports.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 29/08/2016 17:11:18 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Eq. (2) of Note 356(5)

The eq. (2) can be solved. It is the same eq. as I sent over for note 356(4). However, this 
equation only follows for

v_r = v_r(r)
v_theta = 0
v_phi = 0

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/30/eq-2-of-note-3565-2/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/30/eqs-2-to-4-of-note-3566/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/a356thpapernotes7.pdf
http://www.aias.us/


If more dependencies are allowed and all components are different from zero, there are 
more complicated equations as can be seen from vector equation o10 in the protocol. If all 
components of v have only an r dependence, the result is o12, not much simpler. Only with 
zero components v_theta and v_phi the equ. (2) of the note follows, see o15. There is an 
analytic solution o19/o20, but it is not a pure Coulomb potential, as already discussed with 
note 356(4). We have to interpret this result in any way, or the operator (v*grad) has to be 
calculated in any other way. However it seems not to be used in VAPS execpt for cartesian 
coordinates.

Horst

Am 29.08.2016 um 09:45 schrieb EMyrone:

Can this equation be solved with a partial differential equation package? It 
looks like an interesting non linear differential equation to which there may be 
an analytical solution. In order to eliminate the complexities of the spherical 
polar coordinate system I can set up the problem in the Cartesian system. In any
case we have already proven the method of UFT356 and there is a great deal of 
interest in the latest UFT papers as you can see from this morning’s report. It 
would be interesting to model boundary conditions on an actual circuit such as 
that of UFT311, which is the ultimate aim of the research. 

356(5).pdf

 on Eq. (2) of Note 356(5)

Discussion of 356(4), Part     Two

August 30, 2016 

I have noted down the result of the computer algebra and will use it in the paper, UFT356. It would be 
very interesting to graph it. Section 3 is pencilled in as usual for the graphics and computation. I can 
confirm that it is the radial component of Kambe’s vector potential, which is v, so it is not the Kambe 
scalar potential and not therefore expected to be a Coulomb scalar potential. As you know this is an 
entirely original result of fluid electrodynamics, and is not present at all in standard electrodynamics. 
As you suggested, E is inducing a hitherto unknown velocity field in the surrounding spacetime or 
aether. Such a concept does not exist in standard electrodynamics.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 29/08/2016 16:26:38 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion 356(4): Spacetime Velocity Field Induced by a Static Electric Field

The radial operator nabla_r in spherical coordinates is simply

nabla_r v_r = partial / partial r v_r,

you obviously used the term from the divergence in eq. (4). After my calculation, I am 
obtaining a simpler result for (v*grad)v. I used the scalar product

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/30/discussion-of-3564-part-two/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/35651.pdf


[v_r,
v_theta, v_phi] * [nabla_r, nabla_theta, nabla_phi]

with the original gradient operator of spherical coordinates. This then gives the result v_r ~ 
sqrt(1/r) for the potential.
Inserting the terms of the div operator gives the following result v_r for a potential having 
only an r component, i.e. v_r(r), v_theta=0, v_phi=0:

This has two terms of order r and 1/r. Unfortunately the integration constant %c is not in 
front of the r term so that this result is not the Coulomb potential. Details see in the 
attachment, see also the calculation for note 356(5).

Horst

Am 29.08.2016 um 09:22 schrieb EMyrone:

The expression for the divergence in spherical polar coordinates is the same 
from this Harvard site and VAPS, so that is a useful check. so Eqs. (1) to (8) of 
the note have been checked as correct. This means that Eqs. (9) to (15) of the 
note are correct. The protocol also seems to be correct.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 28/08/2016 20:44:22 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 356(4): Spacetime Velocity Field Induced by a Static 
Electric Field

The divergence and gradient terms in spherical coordinates are 
different, see
http://isites.harvard.edu/fs/docs/icb.topic970148.files/Spherical_coo
rd.pdf

The (v*grad) v term then reads for two arbitrary vector functions a 
and b:
(a*grad) b =

The diff. eqs. with full angular dependenced are o11-o13 in the 
protocol. For pure r dependence, the results are o15-o17.
This gives constant solutions for v[theta] and v[phi]. These will 
only be different from zero if a constant background potential is 

http://isites.harvard.edu/fs/docs/icb.topic970148.files/Spherical_coord.pdf
http://isites.harvard.edu/fs/docs/icb.topic970148.files/Spherical_coord.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/bfgmdpebhpdiolja1.png


considered, for example an overlay of constant aether flow.
The solution for component v[r] is o20/o21. For %c=0, this is of 
type 1/sqrt(r), not of 1/r as expected. This needs to be clarified.

Horst

Am 27.08.2016 um 12:55 schrieb EMyrone:

In spherical polar coordinates this is found by solving 
Eqs. (13) to (15) simultaneously. In general, the velocity
field has a very interesting structure in three 
dimensions. The simultaneous numerical solution of 
Eqs. (13) to (15) also gives the spacetime velocity field 
set up by a static gravitational field g (the acceleration 
due to gravity). This entirely original type of velocity 
field exists in a spacetime defined as a fluid. The 
spacetime can also be called an “aether”, or “vacuum”. 
Any boundary conditions can be used. A magnetic and 
gravitomagnetic field also set up aether velocity fields.

356(4a).pdf

 on Discussion of 356(4), Part Two

Discussion of Eq. (2) of Note     356(5)

August 30, 2016 

OK many thanks again, I think that all is OK because the velocity is equivalent to a vector potential so 
we do not expect a Culomb potential.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 29/08/2016 17:11:18 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Eq. (2) of Note 356(5)

The eq. (2) can be solved. It is the same eq. as I sent over for note 356(4). However, this 
equation only follows for

v_r = v_r(r)
v_theta = 0
v_phi = 0

If more dependencies are allowed and all components are different from zero, there are 
more complicated equations as can be seen from vector equation o10 in the protocol. If all 
components of v have only an r dependence, the result is o12, not much simpler. Only with 
zero components v_theta and v_phi the equ. (2) of the note follows, see o15. There is an 
analytic solution o19/o20, but it is not a pure Coulomb potential, as already discussed with 
note 356(4). We have to interpret this result in any way, or the operator (v*grad) has to be 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/30/discussion-of-eq-2-of-note-3565/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/3564a1.pdf


calculated in any other way. However it seems not to be used in VAPS execpt for cartesian 
coordinates.

Horst

Am 29.08.2016 um 09:45 schrieb EMyrone:

Can this equation be solved with a partial differential equation package? It 
looks like an interesting non linear differential equation to which there may be 
an analytical solution. In order to eliminate the complexities of the spherical 
polar coordinate system I can set up the problem in the Cartesian system. In any
case we have already proven the method of UFT356 and there is a great deal of 
interest in the latest UFT papers as you can see from this morning’s report. It 
would be interesting to model boundary conditions on an actual circuit such as 
that of UFT311, which is the ultimate aim of the research. 

356(5).pdf

Discussion 356(4): Spacetime Velocity Field Induced by a Static     Electric…

August 30, 2016 

Many thanks, this looks like an interesting result, the v sub r component is a component of the Kambe 
vector potential, so we do not expect it to be a Coulomb potential. So it look as if all is OK.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 29/08/2016 16:26:38 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion 356(4): Spacetime Velocity Field Induced by a Static Electric Field

The radial operator nabla_r in spherical coordinates is simply

nabla_r v_r = partial / partial r v_r,

you obviously used the term from the divergence in eq. (4). After my calculation, I am 
obtaining a simpler result for (v*grad)v. I used the scalar product

[v_r,
v_theta, v_phi] * [nabla_r, nabla_theta, nabla_phi]

with the original gradient operator of spherical coordinates. This then gives the result v_r ~ 
sqrt(1/r) for the potential.
Inserting the terms of the div operator gives the following result v_r for a potential having 
only an r component, i.e. v_r(r), v_theta=0, v_phi=0:

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/30/discussion-3564-spacetime-velocity-field-induced-by-a-static-electric/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/3565.pdf


This has two terms of order r and 1/r. Unfortunately the integration constant %c is not in 
front of the r term so that this result is not the Coulomb potential. Details see in the 
attachment, see also the calculation for note 356(5).

Horst

Am 29.08.2016 um 09:22 schrieb EMyrone:

The expression for the divergence in spherical polar coordinates is the same 
from this Harvard site and VAPS, so that is a useful check. so Eqs. (1) to (8) of 
the note have been checked as correct. This means that Eqs. (9) to (15) of the 
note are correct. The protocol also seems to be correct.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 28/08/2016 20:44:22 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 356(4): Spacetime Velocity Field Induced by a Static 
Electric Field

The divergence and gradient terms in spherical coordinates are 
different, see
http://isites.harvard.edu/fs/docs/icb.topic970148.files/Spherical_coo
rd.pdf

The (v*grad) v term then reads for two arbitrary vector functions a 
and b:
(a*grad) b =

The diff. eqs. with full angular dependenced are o11-o13 in the 
protocol. For pure r dependence, the results are o15-o17.
This gives constant solutions for v[theta] and v[phi]. These will 
only be different from zero if a constant background potential is 
considered, for example an overlay of constant aether flow.
The solution for component v[r] is o20/o21. For %c=0, this is of 
type 1/sqrt(r), not of 1/r as expected. This needs to be clarified.

Horst

Am 27.08.2016 um 12:55 schrieb EMyrone:

http://isites.harvard.edu/fs/docs/icb.topic970148.files/Spherical_coord.pdf
http://isites.harvard.edu/fs/docs/icb.topic970148.files/Spherical_coord.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/bfgmdpebhpdiolja.png


In spherical polar coordinates this is found by solving 
Eqs. (13) to (15) simultaneously. In general, the velocity
field has a very interesting structure in three 
dimensions. The simultaneous numerical solution of 
Eqs. (13) to (15) also gives the spacetime velocity field 
set up by a static gravitational field g (the acceleration 
due to gravity). This entirely original type of velocity 
field exists in a spacetime defined as a fluid. The 
spacetime can also be called an “aether”, or “vacuum”. 
Any boundary conditions can be used. A magnetic and 
gravitomagnetic field also set up aether velocity fields.

356(4a).pdf

 on Discussion 356(4): Spacetime Velocity Field Induced by a Static Electric…

Typo in Note     356(4)

August 30, 2016 

Many thanks again to Horst for checking. It would be interesting to solve this system of simultaneous 
equations perhaps using cloud based array processor methods on a supercomputer, together with 
advanced software for simultaneous partial differential equations. The resulting patterns of the 
spacetime or aether velocity field will be intricate and entirely new to physics.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 29/08/2016 16:24:17 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: PS: Re: Discussion 356(4): Spacetime Velocity Field Induced by a Static Electric 
Field

PS: due to the square root, the radial dependence of v_r correctly is

v_r ~ r power -1/2 + 1/r^2

Horst

Am 29.08.2016 um 17:21 schrieb Horst Eckardt:

The radial operator nabla_r in spherical coordinates is simply

nabla_r v_r = partial / partial r v_r,

you obviously used the term from the divergence in eq. (4). After my 
calculation, I am obtaining a simpler result for (v*grad)v. I used the scalar 
product

[v_r, v_theta, v_phi] * [nabla_r, nabla_theta, nabla_phi]

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/30/typo-in-note-3564/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/3564a.pdf


with the original gradient operator of spherical coordinates. This then gives the 
result v_r ~ sqrt(1/r) for the potential.
Inserting the terms of the div operator gives the following result v_r for a 
potential having only an r component, i.e. v_r(r), v_theta=0, v_phi=0:

This has two terms of order r and 1/r. Unfortunately the integration constant %c
is not in front of the r term so that this result is not the Coulomb potential. 
Details see in the attachment, see also the calculation for note 356(5).

Horst

Am 29.08.2016 um 09:22 schrieb EMyrone:

The expression for the divergence in spherical polar coordinates is 
the same from this Harvard site and VAPS, so that is a useful check.
so Eqs. (1) to (8) of the note have been checked as correct. This 
means that Eqs. (9) to (15) of the note are correct. The protocol also
seems to be correct.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 28/08/2016 20:44:22 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 356(4): Spacetime Velocity Field Induced by a
Static Electric Field

The divergence and gradient terms in spherical 
coordinates are different, see
http://isites.harvard.edu/fs/docs/icb.topic970148.files/Sp
herical_coord.pdf

The (v*grad) v term then reads for two arbitrary vector 
functions a and b:
(a*grad) b =

The diff. eqs. with full angular dependenced are o11-
o13 in the protocol. For pure r dependence, the results 
are o15-o17.
This gives constant solutions for v[theta] and v[phi]. 
These will only be different from zero if a constant 
background potential is considered, for example an 
overlay of constant aether flow.
The solution for component v[r] is o20/o21. For %c=0, 
this is of type 1/sqrt(r), not of 1/r as expected. This 
needs to be clarified.

http://isites.harvard.edu/fs/docs/icb.topic970148.files/Spherical_coord.pdf
http://isites.harvard.edu/fs/docs/icb.topic970148.files/Spherical_coord.pdf


Horst

Am 27.08.2016 um 12:55 schrieb EMyrone:

In spherical polar coordinates this is found 
by solving Eqs. (13) to (15) simultaneously. 
In general, the velocity field has a very 
interesting structure in three dimensions. 
The simultaneous numerical solution of Eqs.
(13) to (15) also gives the spacetime 
velocity field set up by a static gravitational 
field g (the acceleration due to gravity). This
entirely original type of velocity field exists 
in a spacetime defined as a fluid. The 
spacetime can also be called an “aether”, or 
“vacuum”. Any boundary conditions can be 
used. A magnetic and gravitomagnetic field 
also set up aether velocity fields.

 on Typo in Note 356(4)

Spanish version of UFT     109

August 30, 2016 

This is very useful because this paper introduced the Evans torsion identity and should be read with 
UFT88, 99, 313 and 354 (which is already showing signs of being another classic). UFT354 was 
mainly the work of Dr. Douglas Lindstrom, and was developed numerically by Dr. Horst Eckardt. 
These papers entirely refute the Einstein theory, which is well known to be empty of meaning. Stephen 
Crothers takes the Einstein theory to the alley of a thousand dustbins in chapter nine of PECE, shortly 
to be incorporated into the preprint.

CC: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 30/08/2016 04:54:17 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Spanish version of UFT 109

Posted today

Dave

On 8/28/2016 10:26 AM, Alex Hill (ET3M) wrote:

Hello Dave,

Please find enclosed the Spanish version of UFT 109, for posting.

Thanks.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/30/spanish-version-of-uft-109/


Regards,

 on Spanish version of UFT 109

Wind 4.58% , 1 – 29 mph, 0733 local     time

August 30, 2016 

Over Wales today there is again virtually no wind, over Swansea at present it is 4 mph, well below the 
8 mph needed for a wind turbine to start generating any electricity. So the Betws turbines have 
generated a negligible output for over a week, and over the entire summer have generated spikes of 
power only when the wind is high. They have NEVER reached their optimal range of about 20 mph to 
about 45 mph. Sometimes power is fed back from the grid to give the illusion that the turbines are 
turning, and grid power is needed to start them. It is well known that they are useless, and a prime 
example of Erasmus, “In Praise of Folly”.

 on Wind 4.58% , 1 – 29 mph, 0733 local time

Daily Report Sunday     28/8/16

August 30, 2016 

The equivalent of 129,038 printed pages was downloaded (470.471 megabytes) from 2,037 
downloaded memory files (hits) and 554 distinct visits, each averaging 3.3 memory pages and 8 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 63.35 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1889, Top ten 1849, Evans / Morris 924(est), Collected scientometrics 582(est),
F3(Sp) 516, Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 418, Evans Equations 329, Principles of ECE 315, 
Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 294(est), Autobiography volumes one and two 274, Collected Proofs 256, 
UFT88 129, Engineering Model 121, UFT311 104, PECE 108, CEFE 82, Self charging inverter 45, 
UFT321 42, Llais 36, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 27, List of prolific authors 20, UFT313 38, UFT314 41, 
UFT315 45, UFT316 41, UFT317 32, UFT318 54, UFT319 56, UFT320 43, UFT322 57, UFT323 52, 
UFT324 57, UFT325 60, UFT326 42, UFT327 29, UFT328 43, UFT329 52, UFT330 38, UFT331 46, 
UFT332 44, UFT333 33, UFT334 37, UFT335 46, UFT336 39, UFT337 33, UFT338 43, UFT339 42, 
UFT340 38, UFT341 39, UFT342 29, UFT343 33, UFT344 46, UFT345 44, UFT346 50, UFT347 47, 
UFT348 61, UFT349 68, UFT351 62, UFT352 84, UFT353 70, UFT354 61, UFT355 24 to date in 
August 2016. Iparadigms California UFT139; Mechanical Engineering University of California 
Berkeley UFT142; International Peace Bureau Namibia UFT158; Fitzwilliam College Cambridge 
UFT166; University of Edinburgh UFT145, 147. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached
for August 2016.

 on Daily Report Sunday 28/8/16

356(6): Equations for a Static Electric     Field

August 29, 2016 

These are the simultaneous differential equations (2) to (4) in general, and with the assumption (5) 
reduce to three independent equations (8) to (10). Eq. (10) looks interesting and could be soluble 
analytically for v sub Z as a function of Z. The boundary conditions chosen for Eq. (10) will be 
critically important.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/29/3566-equations-for-a-static-electric-field/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/30/daily-report-sunday-28816/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/30/wind-4-58-1-29-mph-0733-local-time/


a356thpapernotes6.pdf

 on 356(6): Equations for a Static Electric Field

Eq. (2) of Note     356(5)

August 29, 2016 

Can this equation be solved with a partial differential equation package? It looks like an interesting non
linear differential equation to which there may be an analytical solution. In order to eliminate the 
complexities of the spherical polar coordinate system I can set up the problem in the Cartesian system. 
In any case we have already proven the method of UFT356 and there is a great deal of interest in the 
latest UFT papers as you can see from this morning’s report. It would be interesting to model boundary 
conditions on an actual circuit such as that of UFT311, which is the ultimate aim of the research.

 on Eq. (2) of Note 356(5)

Graphics of 356(2): Velocity Field from a Current Loop Magnetic     Field

August 29, 2016 

This looks very interesting, and can be used in the final paper.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 28/08/2016 21:29:31 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 356(2): Velocity Field from a Current Loop Magnetic Field

The vector potential has only a phi component, dependent on r and theta. This has been 
plottet in the protocol as v[phi](theta) for some fixed r values, all constants set to unity. The
potential is highest in the XY plane as expected.
I also computed a component E[phi] according to note 356(4). Since in 356(2) this is a pure
magnetostatic problem it is

E[phi] = 0.

This could be different for more complicated geometries.

Horst

Am 26.08.2016 um 14:04 schrieb EMyrone:

In this case the result is analytical, Eq. (11), and it can be graphed in three 
dimensions in spherical polar coordinates. 

356(2).pdf

 on Graphics of 356(2): Velocity Field from a Current Loop Magnetic Field

https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/3562.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/29/graphics-of-3562-velocity-field-from-a-current-loop-magnetic-field/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/29/eq-2-of-note-3565/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/a356thpapernotes6.pdf


Discussion 356(4): Spacetime Velocity Field Induced by a Static Electric     Field

August 29, 2016 

The expression for the divergence in spherical polar coordinates is the same from this Harvard site and 
VAPS, so that is a useful check. so Eqs. (1) to (8) of the note have been checked as correct. This means 
that Eqs. (9) to (15) of the note are correct. The protocol also seems to be correct.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 28/08/2016 20:44:22 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 356(4): Spacetime Velocity Field Induced by a Static Electric Field

The divergence and gradient terms in spherical coordinates are different, see
http://isites.harvard.edu/fs/docs/icb.topic970148.files/Spherical_coord.pdf

The (v*grad) v term then reads for two arbitrary vector functions a and b:
(a*grad) b =

The diff. eqs. with full angular dependenced are o11-o13 in the protocol. For pure r 
dependence, the results are o15-o17.
This gives constant solutions for v[theta] and v[phi]. These will only be different from zero 
if a constant background potential is considered, for example an overlay of constant aether 
flow.
The solution for component v[r] is o20/o21. For %c=0, this is of type 1/sqrt(r), not of 1/r as 
expected. This needs to be clarified.

Horst

Am 27.08.2016 um 12:55 schrieb EMyrone:

In spherical polar coordinates this is found by solving Eqs. (13) to (15) 
simultaneously. In general, the velocity field has a very interesting structure in 
three dimensions. The simultaneous numerical solution of Eqs. (13) to (15) also
gives the spacetime velocity field set up by a static gravitational field g (the 
acceleration due to gravity). This entirely original type of velocity field exists in
a spacetime defined as a fluid. The spacetime can also be called an “aether”, or 
“vacuum”. Any boundary conditions can be used. A magnetic and 
gravitomagnetic field also set up aether velocity fields.

356(4).pdf

 on Discussion 356(4): Spacetime Velocity Field Induced by a Static Electric Field

https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/3564.pdf
http://isites.harvard.edu/fs/docs/icb.topic970148.files/Spherical_coord.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/29/discussion-3564-spacetime-velocity-field-induced-by-a-static-electric-field/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/oicoiahnbiihhmig.png


Discussion of 356(3): Electric Component of the Plane     Wave

August 29, 2016 

OK thanks, it looks as if some analytical approximation is needed to produce independent equations. I 
will look in to this.

Sent: 28/08/2016 19:38:55 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 356(3): Electric Component of the Plane Wave

The diff. eqs. (6-8) cannot be solved analytically by Maxima because it cannot handle 
coupled diff. eqs. Perhaps Mathematica can do that. For the plane wave solution see my 
other email.

Horst

Am 27.08.2016 um 10:48 schrieb EMyrone:

This is the statement of the problem in general. It consists of solving 
simultaneously three non linear differential equations in three unknowns, v sub 
X, v sub Y and v sub Z, for any boundary conditions. These are Eqs. (6), (7) 
and (8). For a plane wave the electric field components are given by Eqs. (9), 
(10) and (11). I find this line of research to be very interesting, because as 
suggested by Horst, any electric or magnetic or electromagnetic field in 
material matter sets up a velocity field in spacetime, defined as a fluid. This is 
entirely original research based on ECE2 unified field theory. In precise 
analogy, any gravitational field sets up a fluid flow in spacetime, and any weak 
or strong nuclear field. This is true form the domain of elementary particles to 
galactic clusters.

Computation of Potentials

August 29, 2016 

Many thanks, this looks very interesting, so one type of flow field is a plane wave in spacetime.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 28/08/2016 19:32:02 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Final results for note 356(1)

I succeeded in finding the potentials for the E anb B fields with
polarization in the cartesian and circular complex basis. For the real
basis the potentials for E(1) etc. contain the square root of the
coordinates.
In the complex basis the velocities for the B fields are parallel to
them, for the E fields the phase factor has to be halved, and the square
root factors of coordinates contain a +/-i.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/29/computation-of-potentials/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/29/discussion-of-3563-electric-component-of-the-plane-wave/


The results are not unique, for example one can replace the factor i by
-i in the last v(1) and v(2).

Horst 

356(1).pdf

 on Computation of Potentials

Wind 2.30%, 1 – 12 mph, 0742 local     time

August 29, 2016 

There is again very little wind over Wales today so no wind turbine is producing anything. Therefore 
wind turbines are a complete failure, and the present policy of gas and nuclear will lead nowhere. 
Emergency efforts are needed to switch to hydro, LENR and ES.

 on Wind 2.30%, 1 – 12 mph, 0742 local time

Daily Report Saturday     27/8/16

August 29, 2016 

The equivalent of 136,967 printed pages was downloaded during the day (499.379 megabytes) from 
2,198 downloaded memory files (hits) and 534 distinct visits each averaging 3.1 memory pages and 11 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 62.31 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1859, Top ten 1749, Evans / Morris 891(est), Collected scientometrics 582, 
F3(Sp) 448, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 406, Evans Equations 355, Principles of ECE 310, 
Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 294(est), Autobiography volumes one and two 265, Collected Proofs 253, 
UFT88 127, Engineering Model 110, PECE 107, UFT311 103, CEFE 80, Self charging inverter 45, 
UFT321 41, Llais 31, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 27, Three world records by MWE 23, List of prolific 
authors 19, UFT313 36, UFT314 40, UFT315 44, UFT316 39, UFT317 31, UFT318 53, UFT319 55, 
UFT320 41, UFT322 57, UFT323 51, UFT324 66, UFT325 59, UFT326 42, UFT327 29, UFT328 43, 
UFT329 51, UFT330 36, UFT331 46, UFT332 44, UFT333 33, UFT334 37, UFT335 46, UFT336 38, 
UFT337 33, UFT338 33, UFT339 41, UFT340 38, UFT341 39, UFT342 29, UFT343 33, UFT344 45, 
UFT345 42, UFT346 50, UFT347 46, UFT348 60, UFT349 68, UFT351 60, UFT352 84, UFT353 
67,UFT354 55, UFT355 19 to date in August 2016. Iowa State University general; University of 
California Irvine UFT88; University of Jember Indonesia general; University of Edinburgh UFT144, 
146, 167. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for August 2016.

Unauthorized
This server could not verify that you are authorized to access the document requested. Either you 
supplied the wrong credentials (e.g., bad password), or your browser doesn’t understand how to supply 
the credentials required.

Additionally, a 401 Unauthorized error was encountered while trying to use an ErrorDocument to 
handle the request.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/29/daily-report-saturday-27816/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/29/wind-2-30-1-12-mph-0742-local-time/
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 on Daily Report Saturday 27/8/16

356(5): Particular Solution of Note     356(4).

August 28, 2016 

This is a particular solution of Note 356(4), using the assumption (1), that the components of the 
velocity field v in spherical polar coordinates are independent variables. This gives the non linear 
partial differential equation (7) and Eqs. (5) and (6) for the phi and theta components. The same 
analysis applies to the gravitational field g, which sets up a velocity field in spacetime.

a356thpapernotes5.pdf

 on 356(5): Particular Solution of Note 356(4).

Wind 5.21%, 0 – 17 mph, 0729 local     time

August 28, 2016 

Over Wales today wind is well below 8 mph, so no wind turbines are producing any electricity at a cost
of many millions plus a terrible destruction of ecology, worse than any coal tips. The Betws turbines 
have not been producing anything of significance all summer. My daily monitoring shows this 
conclusively. The stupid wind turbine propaganda makes people very angry. Betws was forced through 
by a greed ridden cabal of farmers and County Councillors, and we are all paying the price. I think that 
legislation should be introduced to fine or imprison those responsible. It is already clear that Mynydd y 
Gwair will be an even worse fiasco. There is not enough wind to produce anything of significance from
Betws and Mynydd y Gwair combined. I hope that a large protest will be made on Monday.

 on Wind 5.21%, 0 – 17 mph, 0729 local time

Daily Report 26/8/16

August 28, 2016 

The equivalent of 119,353 printed pages was downloaded during the day (435.160 megabytes) from 
2,307 downloaded memory pages (hits) and 536 distinct visits, each averaging 3.4 memory pages and 7
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 51.74, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1801, Top ten 1783, Evans / Morris 858, Collected scientometrics 568, F3(Sp) 
411, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 392, Evans Equations 352, Principles of ECE 306, Eckardt / 
Lindstrom 294, Autobiography volumes one and two 255, Collected Proofs 244, UFT88 120, 
Engineering Model 110, PECE 105, UFT311 101, CEFE 80, Self Charging Inverter 43. UFT321 40, 
Llais 35, Idaho 27, Three world records 23, List of prolific authors 19, UFT313 36, UFT314 37, 
UFT315 44, UFT316 36, UFT317 31, UFT318 52, UFT319 52, UFT320 39, UFT322 54, UFT323 48, 
UFT324 64, UFT325 55, UFT326 36, UFT327 29, UFT328 42, UFT329 50, UFT330 36, UFT331 46, 
UFT332 41, UFT333 33, UFT334 34, UFT335 44, UFT336 35, UFT337 31, UFT338 31, UFT339 39, 
UFT340 36, UFT341 37, UFT342 28, UFT343 30, UFT344 45, UFT345 42, UFT346 49, UFT347 46, 
UFT348 59, UFT349 66, UFT351 60, UFT352 84, UFT353 67, UFT354 55 to date in August 2016. 
National University of Argentina at Cordoba UFT170(Sp); United States Government Department of 
Homeland Security UFT75; University of Edinburgh UFT146, 152, 156, 160, 161, ECE article, 
UFT142, 165. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for August 2016.
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 on Daily Report 26/8/16

Verbal Common Assaults at the EDCL (1978 –     1983)

August 27, 2016 

These are recorded in the very popular “Autobiography Volume Two”. They were carried out by one or 
two people only and are criminal offences not protected by statute of limitation. Prosecutions could still
be pursued but they are safe enough – no witnesses will come forward now. They were happy to 
compound a felony, with the exception of my own group and a few others like J. O. Williams and A. H.
Price, who were angry but if they had come forward they would have also been given the treatment. 
There are safeguards in place now which are meant theoretically to stop this kind of intimidation. The 
verbal assaults were carried out behind closed doors, and also occurred at Bangor and Swansea. 
Witnesses were too afraid to come forward but it was well known that these assaults took place. For 
example C. B. Monk heard and saw a tirade of abuse from Jeremy Jones, but kept quiet. In those five 
years my group produced more papers and books than the rest of the department combined, but due to 
systematic corruption described in the autobiography, the group was deliberately destroyed, it was by 
far the most productive of the EDCL. It received a world record number of awards, a selection of which
are described as attached. The EDCL was closed in 1988. I went on to become a full professor, a Civil 
List Pensioner (one of only fifty five at present) and a member of the Gentry on merit with rank of 
Gentleman, co equal in honour in the contemporary system to Knight or Life Baron, with my own coat 
of arms and armorial badge (“Burke’s Peerage and Gentry” 2012 onwards). I am an Uchelwr (of 
proven descent from the Princes of Wales and ancient Kings of Britain) and hold three academic world 
records: largest number of publications, largest number of prestigious Fellowships in open international
competition, and youngest D. Sc. under modern rules. These records are never likely to be broken. The 
University of Wales collapsed in about 2010, again amid corruption and scandals. It was divided up 
(illegally in my opinion) into institutes which do poorly on the international level. The original ideal of 
The People’s University was cynically destroyed. Individuals such as myself, Members of the Guild of 
Graduates, work towards a reestablished University of Wales – in the Welsh language. I have always 
kept well away from all that disgusting corruption. I ran in to it again at UNCC. The trouble at the 
EDCL started when I rebelled against an episode of corruption in 1977 when the late Howard Purnell (a
kind of shadowy godfather) offered me a lectureship at Swansea, but also advertized it, giving other 
candidates no chance. This outraged me, I felt that I had been covered with dirt, and I resigned the 
lectureship before taking it up, deliberately causing Purnell to lose the post. I took up an SERC 
Advanced Fellowship at the EDCL won in open competition against all British universities. Purnell 
retaliated by telling the weak EDCL head of department, Jeremy Jones, to give me a very rough time, 
no matter what I achieved. Jones proceeded to do this with devilish alacrity as in Auto Two. My post 
doc at the time, Gareth Evans, also won one of these highly competitive Fellowships on his own merit. 
I was awarded the D. Sc. in 1978 at the age of 27, still a world record by about a decade. That meant 
that I had earned a distinction higher than full professor at that age, and should have received a 
personal chair, but of course Purnell made sure I was kicked out and also never given any kind of a job 
again in the University of Wales. This is still the case now, so it is mindless self immolation by a 
university that no longer exists except on paper. Gareth Evans was also kicked out simply because he 
was part of my group. He forged an honourable and successful career and now participates in all Wales 
committees on the environment. So they were  microscopic,entirely selfish people. One of the worst 
episodes were two false accusations by a man called A. J. S. Williams, who has just died. One of 
starting a fire, and the other of stealing my own interferometer when I was forced to move to Bangor. I 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/27/verbal-common-assaults-at-the-edcl-1978-1983/


was almost immediately cleared of both accusations, which are criminal offences – Jo Stalin 
specialized in that kind of thing. David Parry admitted to starting the fire, and Prof. Sir John Rowlinson
at Oxford was awarded the interferometer, not the EDCL. It was on loan from him. Finally I loaned it 
back to Gareth at the EDCL, who did great work with it. Williams was appointed lecturer on the day he
graduated B. Sc., and for some reason was allowed to work with tenure until he was almost ninety, 
having never competed for anything. This means freemasonry of some kind. If not actual freemasonry, 
some other kind of shadowy closed shop. The AIAS / UPITEC is now the leading small research 
institute in Wales. We in Wales have to reform and shake ourselves free of this corruption. Otherwise it 
is perennial Milton: “…. for now I see / Peace to corrupt no less than war to waste” (Paradise Lost 
Book Eleven). Perhaps this is the normal state of humankind, in which case leave me out of humankind
in order to study nature. Much of my well read poetry is all about this corruption.

LIST OF AWARDS TO THE SEVENTIES.pdf

 on Verbal Common Assaults at the EDCL (1978 – 1983)

356(4): Spacetime Velocity Field Induced by a Static Electric     Field

August 27, 2016 

In spherical polar coordinates this is found by solving Eqs. (13) to (15) simultaneously. In general, the 
velocity field has a very interesting structure in three dimensions. The simultaneous numerical solution 
of Eqs. (13) to (15) also gives the spacetime velocity field set up by a static gravitational field g (the 
acceleration due to gravity). This entirely original type of velocity field exists in a spacetime defined as
a fluid. The spacetime can also be called an “aether”, or “vacuum”. Any boundary conditions can be 
used. A magnetic and gravitomagnetic field also set up aether velocity fields.

a356thpapernotes4.pdf

 on 356(4): Spacetime Velocity Field Induced by a Static Electric Field

Part Two of Discussion of Note     356(1)

August 27, 2016 

These are all good ideas. I just sent over the statement of the problem for spacetime flow set up by any 
electric field strength E in volts per metre. It needs the simultaneous solution of three non linear partial 
differential equations in three unknowns, v sub X, v sub Y and v sub Z in cartesian coordinates. Any 
boundary conditions can be modelled, notably the circuit of UFT311 or the Self Charging Inverter 
paper by Osamu Ide on www.aias.us. Any coordinate system can be used.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 27/08/2016 09:25:32 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of Note 356(1)

OK, I already had the idea that the relation of the plane wave potentials

A(1) x A(2) = A(3)*

is identical to the relation of the B’s and therefore they may have the same vector 
directions. I will try a guess for v(1) and v(2) for the electric field but this might be difficult

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/27/part-two-of-discussion-of-note-3561/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/a356thpapernotes4.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/27/3564-spacetime-velocity-field-induced-by-a-static-electric-field/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/list-of-awards-to-the-seventies.pdf


because of their non-linear relation to E.

Besides this I will set up the term (v dot del) v in cylindrical and and spherical coordinates. 
Then we can evaluate this term when v is given analytically in such coordinate systems, for
example for a coil (note 2).

Horst

Am 27.08.2016 um 10:09 schrieb EMyrone:

OK thanks, yes this is the right result for v(1) and v(2), they play the role of 
A(1) and A(2) in plane wave electrodynamics, so this is an elegant result and 
leads to new types of fields as you infer. Your idea of electric and magnetic 
fields setting up flows of spacetime is very interesting. For the electric 
component of the plane waves in Eqs. (14) and (15) my notation may have been
a bit misleading in that v(1) and v(2) for the electric field case are not meant to 
be the same as the v(1) and v(2) for the plane wave magnetic field. In general:

E = x (v dot del) v

where x is defined as rho sub m / rho. In general the above is a non linear 
differential equation for v, given any E. I will explain further in the Note 
356(3).

To: EMyrone
Sent: 26/08/2016 19:20:49 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of Note 356(1)

The calculation gives that v(1) and v(2) are identical with B(1) and 
B(2) within a constant factor. Is this plausible? Perhaps there is an 
error in my calculation.
The E field is zero, except a hypothetical E(3) field. This is 
plausible because v(1) and v(2) only depend on z, and there is no 
v_z in both cases, so the derivatives of x and y vanish in the term 
(v*nabla)v. This differs from your calculation.

For comparison I added the same calculation for a real basis, B(1) =
[1, 0, 0] etc.

Horst

Am 26.08.2016 um 14:12 schrieb EMyrone:

The equations are of the format B(1) = curl A(1) and so 
on, so we know that v(1) and v(2) are plane waves. I 
think that:



v(1) = (v(0) / root2) (i bold – i j bold) exp (i phi) = 
v(2)*

where * denotes complex conjugate. This should be 
checked with computer algebra. Also, the result for a 
curent loop magnetostatic field, just sent over is 
analytical.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 26/08/2016 12:45:58 GMT Daylight 
Time
Subj: Re: Note 356(1): Spacetime Velocity 
Fields Set up by Electric and Magnetic 
Fields

Has the factor exp(+/- i phi) to come out 
from the RHS of eqs.(12,13)? or has it 
simply to be multiplied to the curl terms at 
the RHS (a typo)?
In the first case v(1) and v(2) cannot be 
guessed so easily because there is a Z 
dependence in the exponential factor.

Horst

Am 25.08.2016 um 13:52 schrieb EMyrone:

The first few examples are 
idealized plane waves and static 
electric and magnetic fields. In 
this case it is not difficult for 
computer algebra to evaluate the
velocity fields in the aether. 
They will give very interesting 
graphics. In the next few 
examples it is possible to 
consider for example spherical 
electric and magnetic waves in a
material, pulsed electric and 
magnetic fields, and in general 
any type of electric or magnetic 
field in a material or any circuit. 
These will all general their own 
pattern of velocity fields in fluid
spacetime. The vacuum in this 
theory is therefore an aether 



with well defined velocity fields.
These are entirely new and 
original ideas. In the first 
example, numerical methods are
not needed. It is relatively easy 
to get analytical solutions.

 on Part Two of Discussion of Note 356(1)

356(3): Electric Component of the Plane     Wave

August 27, 2016 

This is the statement of the problem in general. It consists of solving simultaneously three non linear 
differential equations in three unknowns, v sub X, v sub Y and v sub Z, for any boundary conditions. 
These are Eqs. (6), (7) and (8). For a plane wave the electric field components are given by Eqs. (9), 
(10) and (11). I find this line of research to be very interesting, because as suggested by Horst, any 
electric or magnetic or electromagnetic field in material matter sets up a velocity field in spacetime, 
defined as a fluid. This is entirely original research based on ECE2 unified field theory. In precise 
analogy, any gravitational field sets up a fluid flow in spacetime, and any weak or strong nuclear field. 
This is true form the domain of elementary particles to galactic clusters.

a356thpapernotes3.pdf

Discussion of Note     356(1)

August 27, 2016 

OK thanks, yes this is the right result for v(1) and v(2), they play the role of A(1) and A(2) in plane 
wave electrodynamics, so this is an elegant result and leads to new types of fields as you infer. Your 
idea of electric and magnetic fields setting up flows of spacetime is very interesting. For the electric 
component of the plane waves in Eqs. (14) and (15) my notation may have been a bit misleading in that
v(1) and v(2) for the electric field case are not meant to be the same as the v(1) and v(2) for the plane 
wave magnetic field. In general:

E = x (v dot del) v

where x is defined as rho sub m / rho. In general the above is a non linear differential equation for v, 
given any E. I will explain further in the Note 356(3).

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 26/08/2016 19:20:49 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of Note 356(1)

The calculation gives that v(1) and v(2) are identical with B(1) and B(2) within a constant 
factor. Is this plausible? Perhaps there is an error in my calculation.
The E field is zero, except a hypothetical E(3) field. This is plausible because v(1) and v(2) 
only depend on z, and there is no v_z in both cases, so the derivatives of x and y vanish in 
the term (v*nabla)v. This differs from your calculation.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/27/discussion-of-note-3561-2/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/a356thpapernotes3.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/27/3563-electric-component-of-the-plane-wave/


For comparison I added the same calculation for a real basis, B(1) = [1, 0, 0] etc.

Horst

Am 26.08.2016 um 14:12 schrieb EMyrone:

The equations are of the format B(1) = curl A(1) and so on, so we know that 
v(1) and v(2) are plane waves. I think that:

v(1) = (v(0) / root2) (i bold – i j bold) exp (i phi) = v(2)*

where * denotes complex conjugate. This should be checked with computer 
algebra. Also, the result for a curent loop magnetostatic field, just sent over is 
analytical.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 26/08/2016 12:45:58 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Note 356(1): Spacetime Velocity Fields Set up by Electric
and Magnetic Fields

Has the factor exp(+/- i phi) to come out from the RHS of eqs.
(12,13)? or has it simply to be multiplied to the curl terms at the 
RHS (a typo)?
In the first case v(1) and v(2) cannot be guessed so easily because 
there is a Z dependence in the exponential factor.

Horst

Am 25.08.2016 um 13:52 schrieb EMyrone:

The first few examples are idealized plane waves and 
static electric and magnetic fields. In this case it is not 
difficult for computer algebra to evaluate the velocity 
fields in the aether. They will give very interesting 
graphics. In the next few examples it is possible to 
consider for example spherical electric and magnetic 
waves in a material, pulsed electric and magnetic fields, 
and in general any type of electric or magnetic field in a
material or any circuit. These will all general their own 
pattern of velocity fields in fluid spacetime. The 
vacuum in this theory is therefore an aether with well 
defined velocity fields. These are entirely new and 
original ideas. In the first example, numerical methods 
are not needed. It is relatively easy to get analytical 
solutions.



356(1).pdf

 on Discussion of Note 356(1)

Wind 3.86% , 1 – 16 mph 0737 local     time.

August 27, 2016 

There is no wind of any significance in Wales today, except for the occasional backfiring of a cow on to
dewy grass, so none of the wind turbines forcibly imposed upon the browbeaten population are 
producing anything at all. Jonathan Swift could not have thought of a more cutting satire. The Betws 
turbines are again static and useless, giant bleached skeletons, they have rotted away to nothing with 
the wind. Emergency efforts should be made to build tidal lagoons, but the electoral dictatorship is so 
corrupt and useless that it appears not to be able to do anything except dance like puppets strung from a
static blade to a far off tune in London. Google “lifetime of wind turbines” to find that the lifetime is 
far shorter than the cynically touted twenty years. They are subject to cracks, corrosion, degradation by 
vibration, tower degradation, tower collapse from bolts working loose, gearbox degradation, unsteady 
airloads, fires in the gearbox, lightning and hail strikes, downpoars of water and so on. So in ten years 
Betws will probably be junk. It is already junk in the sense that it produces essentially nothing in the 
summer, with a few intermittent surges in high wind. In autumn and winter it will probably be little 
better. These surges do nothing except to endanger the grid. In contrast a tidal lagoon would easily 
produce all the energy needs of Wales without having to use gas at all, in a very steady way. The cockle
boat sea will not go away. This is common sense, anathema to the Ministry of Truth and the greedy 
vandals. LNR and best of all ES, will bring in a second industrial revolution.

 on Wind 3.86% , 1 – 16 mph 0737 local time.

Daily Report 25/8/16

August 27, 2016 

The equivalent of 147,316 printed pages was downloaded during the day (537.113 megabytes) from 
2,581 downloaded memory files (hits) and 631 distinct visits each averaging 3.1 memory pages and 10 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 57.08, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1772, Top ten items 1609, Collected Evans / Morris 825, Collected 
scientometrics 545, F3(Sp) 392, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 381, Evans Equations 347, Eckardt / 
Lindstrom papers 294, Principles of ECE 293, Autobiography volumes one and two 249, Collected 
Proofs 242, UFT88 117, Engineering Model 109, UFT311 99, CEFE 76, Self charging inverter 41, 
UFT321 40, Llais 33, Idaho 27, Three world records by MWE 23, List of prolific authors 19, UFT313 
36, UFT314 37, UFT315 44, UFT316 36, UFT317 31, UFT318 50, UFT319 51, UFT320 39, UFT322 
54, UFT323 47, UFT324 63, UFT325 55, UFT326 39, UFT327 29, UFT328 42, UFT329 48, UFT330 
36, UFT331 45, UFT332 40, UFT333 33, UFT334 34, UFT335 43, UFT336 35, UFT337 30, UFT338 
31, UFT339 39, UFT340 36, UFT341 35, UFT342 28, UFT343 29, UFT344 44, UFT345 41, UFT346 
48, UFT347 45, UFT348 58, UFT349 64, UFT351 60, UFT352 82, UFT353 66, UFT354 52, UFT355 
17 to date in August 2016. Physics University of New South Wales UFT177; City of Winnipeg, 
publications page extensive; Technical University of Chile Professional Institute Technical Training 
Center (INACAP) Essay 28 (Spanish); University of Kassel general; University of Florida My CV; 
Mexican National Polytechnic Institute UFT42; Ateneo de Manila Uaiversity Philippines general; 
National University of Singapore general; University of Edinburgh UFT139, UFT157. Intense interest 
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all sectors, updated usage file attached for August 2016.

 on Daily Report 25/8/16

Protests against Mynydd y     Gwair

August 26, 2016 

This is a call for protests from Gethin ap Gruffudd and Sia^n Ifan of Llysgenhadaeth Owain Glyndw^r 
(my ancestral cousin as attached) – The Glyndw^r Embassy. I am in favour of continuous organized 
protest, strike action, work to rule and all other legal and peaceful tactics to delay the mindless, greed 
ridden destruction of the ecology. An example is an organized continuous protest with groups coming 
in to relieve other groups. The decision of a so called “minister” at the Welsh Assembly is a direct 
assault on democracy, and is the result of pressure from a corrupt cabal and an absentee landlord, my 
cousin the Duke of Beaufort. He will be well hated for generations as a monstrous, destructive vandal.

afamilylinerelationtoowainglyndwr.pdf

amynyddygwairresistance.pdf

 on Protests against Mynydd y Gwair

Discussion of 356(2)

August 26, 2016 

Fully agreed, the graphics will be very interesting!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 26/08/2016 14:05:53 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 356(2): Velocity Field from a Current Loop Magnetic Field

In this case the velocity field v is (within constant factors) the same as the classical vector 
potential A. Therefore all classical methods computing the A field are directly applicable.
In a magnetostatic case (eq.(20) of note 356(1)) we have

rho_m/rho * nabla x (nabla x v) = mu_0 J

or

nabla x (nabla x A) = mu_0 J.

This is the way in which for example FlexPDE solves magnetostatic problems. The vector 
potential directly corresponds to the velocity field in case of constant charge densities. In 
electrical cases this seems to be a bit more difficile because the term

(v*nabla) v

does not appear in classical electrodynamics. However, if v is given analytically, E can be 
calculated this way. So the above magnetostatic problem seems to generate an inherent 
electric field, not known in classical electrodynamics.
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https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/amynyddygwairresistance.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/afamilylinerelationtoowainglyndwr.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/26/protests-against-mynydd-y-gwair/


I will try to compute this E field from v of the notes.

Horst

Am 26.08.2016 um 14:04 schrieb EMyrone:

In this case the result is analytical, Eq. (11), and it can be graphed in three 
dimensions in spherical polar coordinates. 

 on Discussion of 356(2)

Discussion of Note     356(1)

August 26, 2016 

The equations are of the format B(1) = curl A(1) and so on, so we know that v(1) and v(2) are plane 
waves. I think that:

v(1) = (v(0) / root2) (i bold – i j bold) exp (i phi) = v(2)*

where * denotes complex conjugate. This should be checked with computer algebra. Also, the result for
a curent loop magnetostatic field, just sent over is analytical.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 26/08/2016 12:45:58 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Note 356(1): Spacetime Velocity Fields Set up by Electric and Magnetic Fields

Has the factor exp(+/- i phi) to come out from the RHS of eqs.(12,13)? or has it simply to 
be multiplied to the curl terms at the RHS (a typo)?
In the first case v(1) and v(2) cannot be guessed so easily because there is a Z dependence 
in the exponential factor.

Horst

Am 25.08.2016 um 13:52 schrieb EMyrone:

The first few examples are idealized plane waves and static electric and 
magnetic fields. In this case it is not difficult for computer algebra to evaluate 
the velocity fields in the aether. They will give very interesting graphics. In the 
next few examples it is possible to consider for example spherical electric and 
magnetic waves in a material, pulsed electric and magnetic fields, and in 
general any type of electric or magnetic field in a material or any circuit. These 
will all general their own pattern of velocity fields in fluid spacetime. The 
vacuum in this theory is therefore an aether with well defined velocity fields. 
These are entirely new and original ideas. In the first example, numerical 
methods are not needed. It is relatively easy to get analytical solutions.

 on Discussion of Note 356(1)

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/26/discussion-of-note-3561/


356(2): Velocity Field from a Current Loop Magnetic     Field

August 26, 2016 

In this case the result is analytical, Eq. (11), and it can be graphed in three dimensions in spherical 
polar coordinates.

a356thpapernotes2.pdf

 on 356(2): Velocity Field from a Current Loop Magnetic Field

Supercomputing Fluid Electrodynamics

August 26, 2016 

This is important, because parallel processing produces supercomputer power into a desktop. At IBM 
Kingston in 1986 we worked on one of the first parallel processors, LCAP / IBM 3090 6S.

CC: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 25/08/2016 21:33:42 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FEM programs and modeling

All,

I found these video presentations for COMSOL. The first link below provides mostly user 
interface and workflow overview information. The second link, however, explains how 
particular equations and equation sets can be entered and solved (equation sets are briefly 
mentioned in the question and answer portion at the end). Apparently, COMSOL also offers
a network license that permits cloud computing/parallel processing.

Scroll midway down the page for the video –
How to Use COMSOL Multiphysics, a Tutorial Video

How to Use COMSOL Multiphysics, a Tutorial Video
Interested in learning how to set up and run a simulation? This video tutorial demonstrates 
the basics of how to…

Flexibility of equation based modeling as distinct from the predefined physics modules 
(which are based on Standard Model physics equations) –
Equation-Based Modeling for Custom Simulations in COMSOL Multiphysics

Equation-Based Modeling for Custom Simulations in 
COMSOL Multiphysics
Create custom simulations in COMSOL Multiphysics with equation-based modeling. Learn

https://www.comsol.com/video/equation-based-modeling-custom-simulations-comsol-multiphysics
https://www.comsol.com/blogs/how-to-use-comsol-multiphysics-a-tutorial-video/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/26/supercomputing-fluid-electrodynamics/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/a356thpapernotes2.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/26/3562-velocity-field-from-a-current-loop-magnetic-field/


how to use PDEs, ODEs, and …

 on Supercomputing Fluid Electrodynamics

FEM programs and     modeling

August 26, 2016 

Many thanks, this looks very interesting for all applications. The fluid electrodynamics papers are 
already the most read of the ECE2 series, led by UFT352.

Sent: 25/08/2016 17:23:31 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FEM programs and modeling

The 3D extrusion is limited in flexpde, as described in this note from their sample problems
– extruding a helix..

“This problem shows the use of the function definition facility of FlexPDE to create a helix 
of square cross-section in 3D.

The mesh generation facility of FlexPDE extrudes a 2D figure along a straight

path in Z, so that it is not possible to directly define a helical shape.

However, by defining a coordinate transformation, we can build a straight rod

in 3D and interpret the coordinates in a rotating frame.

Define the twisting coordinates by the transformation

xt = x*cos(y/R);

yt = x*sin(y/R);

zt = z

In this transformation, x and y are the coordinates FlexPDE believes it is working

with, and they are the coordinates that move with the twisting.

xt and yt are the “lab coordinates” of the twisted figure.

The chain rule gives

dF/d(xt) = (dx/dxt)*(dF/dx) + (dy/dxt)*(dF/dy) + (dz/dxt)*(dF/dz)

with similar rules for yt and zt.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/26/fem-programs-and-modeling-2/


Some tedious algebra gives

dx/dxt = cos(y/R) dy/dxt = -(R/x)*sin(y/R) dz/dxt = 0

dx/dyt = sin(y/R) dy/dyt = (R/x)*cos(y/R) dz/dyt = 0

dx/dzt = dy/dzt = 0 dz/dzt = 1

These relations are defined in the definitions section, and used in the equations

section, perhaps nested as in the heat equation shown here.

Notice that this formulation produces the upward motion by tilting the bar in

the un-twisted space and wrapping the resulting figure around a cylinder.

We have added a cylindrical mounting pad at each end of the helix.”

The box with attached box is simple; the pyramid on a pyramid is not. I will look at 
importing meshes etc. into flexpdE for the pyramid case.

Doug

On Wed, Aug 24, 2016 at 11:07 AM, Horst Eckardt <mail> wrote:

Hi all,

I collocated the required features and possible commercial and free FEM 
programs again, including your amendments. I spoke to some people who all 
recommended Comsol as the best program. It is most flexible and the best 
invest for future developments. A version for non-commrecial use may be 
usable. FlexPDE seems to be a bit tricky with defining 3D regions, I had some 
problems with that.

I would like to model a cube in a cube and a pyramid in a cube (see attachment;
the pyramid is not correctly drawn, should have a tip). The Reynolds numbers 
should be different in the surrounding cube and the inner cube/pyramid. The 
simplified vorticity equation should be solved.
I am planning to try this out with FlexPDE first and will order a test version for 
one month. Comsol requires further thinking about buying etc.
Doug: would it be possible for you to define both geometries in FlexPDE? 
Myron will certainly add you as a co-author. The boundaries have to be 
discussed. I suggest that the velocity field should be fixed at one outer side to 
define an inflow of aether spacetime.

If we obtain reasonable results, we can try to set up a first model for a circuit in 



one of the next papers. After one month we should think about changing the 
FEM tool.

Horst 

 on FEM programs and modeling

FOR POSTING: Blog Archive Updated to August     2016

August 26, 2016 

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 25/08/2016 23:33:36 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Evans Daily Blog pdf Update

Dr Evans, please upload the attached blog pdf, which is current to August 25.

Someone hacked my Ubuntu PC, which I use as a single-purpose machine, for 
downloading your blog, and creating the pdf file (only the old Ubuntu Office program 
makes a good pdf file, without messing up the fonts and spacing). This quarter, when I 
booted the PC up, it would not let me log on, even with the correct password. So, it seems 
there is a definite effort to stop these archive efforts. But, we have beaten them again!

My pleasure to help, and thank you for the health related comments. I’m feeling nearly 
back to normal, these days. I had extreme levels of pain in the spring, which have almost 
completely subsided.

Michael Jackson

Evans2016DailyBlogtoAug25.pdf

Wind 4.92%, 1 – 15 mph, 0812 local     time

August 26, 2016 

The wind in Swansea today is 1 mph, so the corrupt and ugly Betws turbines are producing nothing. 
This is the worst blight on the landscape in this area. Further monstrous desecration is planned for 
Gwrhyd. There are plans for placing a huge turbine on unstable ground directly above a Welsh medium 
school in Ystalyfera. That is asking for another Aberfan. No wind over Betws has been the case for 
more than a week, and essentially all summer. So the serene and ancient beauty of Betws has been 
cynically destroyed for no purpose. Over all Wales today there is not enough wind to produce any 
electricity from wind turbines because the wind speed over all Wales is 8 mph or less. There is an 
isolated 15 mph off the shore of North Wales,in an area where there are no turbines. Hydro is an 
abysmal 0.78%, and this the major weak point Hydro should be essentially 100%. China for example is
already producing thousands of gigawatts from hydro. This zero hydro fiasco is the result of corruption 
in government and the wind turbine lobby. There are elaborate bribes and kickbacks. All kinds of 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/26/wind-4-92-1-15-mph-0812-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/evans2016dailyblogtoaug25.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/26/for-posting-blog-archive-updated-to-august-2016/


delaying actions should be made against Mynydd y Gwair until N Power goes bankrupt. Google 
“bankrupt wind turbine companies” to see that there are going to be many bankruptcies soon, N Power 
can be pushed into oblivion by steady opposition, such as work to rule, strike action, and continuous 
protest, delaying injunctions and so on. An all out effort should be made to save democracy, Mynydd y 
Gwair is a battle for democracy itself.

 on Wind 4.92%, 1 – 15 mph, 0812 local time

Daily Report 24/8/16

August 26, 2016 

The equivalent of 192,601 printed pages was downloaded during the day (702.224 megabytes) from 
679 distinct visits each averaging 4.0 memory pages and 11 minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 60.34
for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 1724, Top ten 1515, 
Evans / Morris 792 (est), Collected scientometrics 508, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 357, Evans 
Equations 342, F3(Sp) 336, Principles of ECE 284, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 274, Autobiography 
volumes one and two 236, Collected Proofs 225, UFT88 113, Engineering Model 108, UFT311 91, 
PECE 90, CEFE 73, Self charging inverter 41, UFT321 38, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 27, Three world 
records by MWE 23, List of prolific authors 18, UFT313 33, UFT314 34, UFT315 44, UFT316 35, 
UFT317 30, UFT318 49, UFT319 49, UFT320 39, UFT322 51, UFT323 45, UFT324 61, UFT325 53, 
UFT326 38, UFT327 29, UFT328 42, UFT329 45, UFT330 36, UFT331 45, UFT332 39, UFT333 31, 
UFT334 33, UFT335 41, UFT336 34, UFT337 30, UFT338 31, UFT339 38, UFT340 35, UFT341 35, 
UFT342 27, UFT343 29, UFT344 44, UFT345 39, UFT346 44, UFT347 44, UFT348 55, UFT349 64, 
UFT351 60, UFT352 84, UFT353 66, UFT354 51, UFT355 14 to date in August 2016. Argentine 
National University at Cordoba UFT170(Sp); City of Winnipeg Essay 18, 32, 41, 119, extensive; de la 
Salle University Philippines UFT25; University of Bristol UFT323, intense interest all sectors, updated 
usage file attached for August 2016.

Note 356(1): Spacetime Velocity Fields Set up by Electric and 
Magnetic     Fields
August 25, 2016 

The first few examples are idealized plane waves and static electric and magnetic fields. In this case it 
is not difficult for computer algebra to evaluate the velocity fields in the aether. They will give very 
interesting graphics. In the next few examples it is possible to consider for example spherical electric 
and magnetic waves in a material, pulsed electric and magnetic fields, and in general any type of 
electric or magnetic field in a material or any circuit. These will all general their own pattern of 
velocity fields in fluid spacetime. The vacuum in this theory is therefore an aether with well defined 
velocity fields. These are entirely new and original ideas. In the first example, numerical methods are 
not needed. It is relatively easy to get analytical solutions.

a356thpapernotes1.pdf

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/26/daily-report-24816/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/a356thpapernotes1.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/25/note-3561-spacetime-velocity-fields-set-up-by-electric-and-magnetic-fields/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/25/note-3561-spacetime-velocity-fields-set-up-by-electric-and-magnetic-fields/


Note 356(1): Spacetime Velocity Fields Set up by Electric and Magnetic Fields

FEM programs and     modeling
August 25, 2016 

This is a very interesting programme of work, and of course Doug will be a co author, together with 
anyone else who contributes. That is always my rule when it comes to co authorship. Three dimensions 
bring out many features that are missing from two dimensions. The plan for UFT356 is to set up the 
equations for velocity fields induced in spacetime (the aether) by electric and magnetic fields, starting 
with electrostatics and magnetostatics, then plane waves,used as simple examples. The papers on fluid 
electrodynamics are the most popular of the ECE2 series as can be seen from the eaerly morning 
reports. There are now forty one ECE2 papers, some more popular than others, but all very well read 
around the world. Standard physics is sitting on a small branch, very high up a tree, and is busily 
sawing itself into a gravitationally induced plunge into obsolescence.

Sent: 24/08/2016 19:07:14 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: FEM programs and modeling

Hi all,

I collocated the required features and possible commercial and free FEM
programs again, including your amendments. I spoke to some people who
all recommended Comsol as the best program. It is most flexible and the
best invest for future developments. A version for non-commrecial use
may be usable. FlexPDE seems to be a bit tricky with defining 3D
regions, I had some problems with that.

I would like to model a cube in a cube and a pyramid in a cube (see
attachment; the pyramid is not correctly drawn, should have a tip). The
Reynolds numbers should be different in the surrounding cube and the
inner cube/pyramid. The simplified vorticity equation should be solved.
I am planning to try this out with FlexPDE first and will order a test
version for one month. Comsol requires further thinking about buying etc.
Doug: would it be possible for you to define both geometries in FlexPDE?
Myron will certainly add you as a co-author. The boundaries have to be
discussed. I suggest that the velocity field should be fixed at one
outer side to define an inflow of aether spacetime.

If we obtain reasonable results, we can try to set up a first model for
a circuit in one of the next papers. After one month we should think
about changing the FEM tool.

Horst 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/25/fem-programs-and-modeling/


FEM programs and modeling

Lorenz condition
August 25, 2016 

Yes it was derived from the continuity equation as a possible solution. As in electrodynamics it is 
essential for the derivation of the wave equation, otherwise the latter becomes very much more 
complicated. The derivation of the Lorenz condition from the continuity equation is given in UFT353, 
page six.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 24/08/2016 18:19:06 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Lorenz condition

Do I remember right that the Lorenz condition was derived from the
continuity equation? Or was it only an equivalent to the wave equation?

Horst 

Lorenz condition

Discussion of note 355(5) / paper     355
August 25, 2016 

These are all very good ideas, it might be worth attempting to solve Eq. (5) in order to experiment. It 
would certainly be interesting to extend to gravitation, and this can be pencilled in for UFT357 ff. 
Agreed with all these remarks.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/25/discussion-of-note-3555-paper-355/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/25/lorenz-condition/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/cubes.png


To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 24/08/2016 16:58:49 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: note 355(5) / paper 355

Some comments.
In eq.(5) of the note a time derivative can be taken to get rid of the
time intergral at the RHS, leading to a diff. Eq. of 2nd time order.
However then the term

partial / partial t ( ( v*nabla) v)

is non-linear, this could be a problem for FEM solvers.

The Kambe equations for E_F and B_F have units of m/s^2 and 1/s. These
can be interpreted as a gravitational and a magneto-gravitic field. This
would give a connection to gravitation theory, in other words, spacetime
aether can generate direct gravitational effects. We could develop this
idea later a bit more, if we want.

As can be seen from eq.(16) in paper 255, the circuit properties are
coupled to aether current density by a factor of 1/c^2 which is like a
“relativistic” effect. However the ratio rho_m/rho may be high in a
circuit, thus compensating this. Perhaps we should look up the SI values
for copper for example.

Horst

Discussion of note 355(5) / paper 355

UFT88 Read at Mathematical Engineering, University of     Chile
August 25, 2016 

The University of Chile is ranked 276 in the world by webometrics, 501 – 600 by Times, and 209 by 
QS. It was founded in 1842 and has over thirty thousand students. It is asociated with two Nobel 
Laureates: the poet Pablo Neruda, and Gabriela Mistral. Staff and students are frequent visitors to 
www.aias.us, helped by Alex Hill’s Spanish translations. UFT88 has been read at more than two 
hundred of the world’s best universities in the past two years, nearly the top twenty universities in the 
world, and nearly all the Ivy league. Also at OxBridge. This is also true of all five hundred or so UFT 
papers in English and Castillian (classical Spanish). UFT88 has been developed into UFT99, UFT109, 
UFT313 and UFT354, these papers entirely refute Einsteinian general relativity, so do many other UFT 
papers. The AIAS, based in this house in the village of Craig Cefn Parc in Mawr, is regarded 
objectively by leading intellectuals worldwide as the best small institute of theoretical physics in the 
world, along with its U. S. counterpart UPITEC, based in Boise, Idaho. This is shown very clearly by 
nearly fourteen years of detailed scientometrics. This shows what a Community such as Mawr can do. 
Mawr has a Republican, Leveller, Dissenter tradition – an intellectual tradition. We at AIAS and 
UPITEC are the Dissenters of modern physics.

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/25/uft88-read-at-mathematical-engineering-university-of-chile/


UFT88 Read at Mathematical Engineering, University of Chile

Wind 2.12%, 1 – 14 mph 0823 local     time
August 25, 2016 

Today 29 out of 31 met office wind map areas are at or belo 8 mph, meaning 32,742 turbines producing
nothing. In Wales the wind is no greater than about 5 mph. In Swansea it is 2 mph at present so the 
Betws turbines are producing nothing. They have produced nothing for a week or more and this has 
been the pattern all summer. They are situated in an area where there is not enough wind, and were 
forced through by a corrupt cabal, ignoring all democratic opposition. The minister at the Welsh 
Assembly who has attempted to force through Mynydd y Gwair is anunelected puppet bureaucrat, in 
the words of Gethin ap Gruffudd, a grovelling royalist. Very rarely does any politician get a majority of
those entitled to vote. So delaying injunctions and peaceful protest are the only answers.

Wind 2.12%, 1 – 14 mph 0823 local time

Daily Report 23/8/16
August 25, 2016 

The equivalent of 176,991 printed pages was downloaded during the day, (645.309 megabytes) from 
3.152 downloaded memory files (hits) and 696 distinct visits each averaging 3.6 memory pages and 12 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 56.15 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google. MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1630, Top ten 1435, Collected Evans / Morris 759(est), Collected 
scientometrics 499, Evans Equations 343(est), Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 336, F3(Sp) 289, 
Principles of ECE 275, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 258, Autobiography volumes one and two 225, 
Collected proofs 219, UT88 105, Engineering Model 94, UFT311 89, PECE 88, CEFE 69, Self 
charging inverter 38, UFT321 37, Llais 31, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 24, Three world records by MWE 
22, List of prolific authors 18, UFT313 31, UFT314 30, UFT315 41, UFT316 33, UFT317 29, UFT318
49, UFT319 46, UFT320 37, UFT322 50, UFT323 40, UFT324 58, UFT325 50, UFT326 34, UFT327 
28, UFT328 39, UFT329 35, UFT330 36, UFT331 42, UFT332 39, UFT333 31, UFT334 31, UFT335 
40, UFT336 33, UFT337 29, UFT338 31, UFT339 38, UFT340 34, UFT341 33, UFT342 26, UFT343 
25, UFT344 41, UFT345 37, UFT346 43, UFT347 41, UFT348 52, UFT349 62, UFT351 58, UFT352 
79, UFT353 63, UFT354 50, UFT355 5 to date in August 2016. City of Winnipeg extensive; 
Mathematics York University Canada UFT177; Department of Mathematical Engineering University of
Chile UFT88; Iowa State University home page; Centre for Theoretical Physics of the Polish Academy 
of Sciences UFT213; Silesian Data Center general; University of the Witwatersrand South Africa 
UFT175. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for August 2016.

Unauthorized
This server could not verify that you are authorized to access the document requested. Either you 
supplied the wrong credentials (e.g., bad password), or your browser doesn’t understand how to supply 
the credentials required.

Additionally, a 401 Unauthorized error was encountered while trying to use an ErrorDocument to 
handle the request.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/25/daily-report-23816/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/25/wind-2-12-1-14-mph-0823-local-time/


Daily Report 23/8/16

Message for Michael     Jackson
August 24, 2016 

Would it be possible to back up the blog by the end of the week? It is less critical now, because the blog
seems to be archived automatically on www.archive.org and www.webarchive.org.uk but it is still very 
important and much appreciated. How is the Youtube Project going? Many thanks in anticipation.

Message for Michael Jackson

Aether velocity fields set up by E and B fields in a     Circuit
August 24, 2016 

Pleasure! I can proceed along these and other lines, and it may be possible to model the circuit and 
boundary conditions.

In a message dated 24/08/2016 13:50:35 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Thanks for taking up this subject. One possibility would be to predefine the electric field 
term parital E_F / partial t in the current density and insert this into the wave equation, wich
gives a time-dependent velocity field v.

Horst

Am 23.08.2016 um 11:58 schrieb EMyrone:

My plans for UFT356 are to address the question of electric and magnetic fields
inducing a velocity field in the surrounding aether. This was an interesting idea 
suggested by co author Horst Eckardt.

Aether velocity fields set up by E and B fields in a Circuit

Plans for UFT356
August 24, 2016 

The plans are to investigate the velocity field set up in spacetime by various types of electric and 
magnetic field, for example plane waves and static electric and magnetic fields.

The Ynys Cedwyn and Garth     Ancestry
August 24, 2016 

Many thanks, our genealogical work over the past few years is considered to be definitive by sources 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/24/the-ynys-cedwyn-and-garth-ancestry/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/24/plans-for-uft356-2/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/24/ather-velocity-fields-set-up-by-e-and-b-fields-in-a-circuit/
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http://www.archive.org/
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such as wikitree, you can see the reference online. It is accepted by the College of Arms and “Burke’s 
Peerage and Gentry”. Therefore all members of our family (rich and poor) take the rank of Uchelwyr in
the ancient British system. Those of proven descent from the Princes and ancient Kings of Britain are 
Uchelwyr, people of high birth, whether rich or poor. Owain Glyndw^r and Dafydd ap Gwilym for 
example had this rank. In the Norman system, Christopher Portrey senior and his oldest son 
presumably held the same rank as myself, the rank of Gentleman, then known as Squire. In 
contemporary usage essentially the equivalent in honour to Knight or Life Baron. This is the rank that I
hold, and I am probably the only one in our ancient family who holds the rank. As you know, there 
were many of the family who had coats of arms.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 24/08/2016 09:33:51 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Fwd: FOR POSTING: Christopher Portrey of Ynys Cedwyn House (1693 – 
1752)

The most significant omission regarding Christopher Portrey the elder was in the plaque 
placed in St Cynog’s old church and then transferred to the new, The plaque refers to the 
ancestry of the Goughs back to the Awbrey family and was placed there by one of the 
Goughs in the latter half of the eighteenth century. It refers to each generation back to the 
last of the Awbrey family, but omits entirely Christopher Portrey the elder, albeit that he 
was the great grandfather of the plaque erector and who had died less than 100 years 
before. His existence is proved primarily by the Deed of Settlement of the Ynyscedwyn 
Estate and work that Arthur Turner-Thomas did in identifying him at Cambridge and 
marriage etc.

A lot of people work or have worked on the basis that a plaque on a wall in an ancient 
establishment must be correct, without cross-checking it. We now have the position where 
the Histories of Breconshire by T Jones and by E Poole quote it verbatim.

Stuart Davies
Subject: Fwd: FOR POSTING: Christopher Portrey of Ynys Cedwyn House (1693 – 1752)

Thanks again!

The Ynys Cedwyn and Garth Ancestry

Police Investigation Ordered by Chief     Constable
August 24, 2016 

This is a police investigation of building plaster mixed with water thrown violently onto the windscreen
of my car with the intention of smashing the windscreen as the plaster dried. I discovered the plaster by
accident, early in the morning, when still wet and wiped it off, showing a sample to P. C. Jamie Grey 
who has been asked to revert to the Member of Parliament for Gower, Mr Byron Davies. This is one 
incident in a series of verbal common assaults and hate mail.I have kept some of the plaster for forensic
investigation. This occurred shortly after a verbal common assault for which the Waters of 48 
Rhyddwen Road were issued with a no contact order. The incident has also been reported to the Lands 
Tribunal in London. I have asked for an arrest to be made if sufficient evidence becomes available, and 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/24/police-investigation-ordered-by-chief-constable/


for warrants to be applied for in order to search relevant neighbouring premises for traces of building 
plaster.

adeedspoliceinvestigation.pdf

Police Investigation Ordered by Chief Constable

Wind 1.39%, 0 – 11 mph 0816 local     time.
August 24, 2016 

Today 28 out of 31 met office wind map areas are at 8 mph or below, meaning 31,613 useless wind 
turbines. Over all of Waels the wind is well below 8 mph so no turbine in Wales is producing anything. 
The demand is currently 32.47 gigawatts, met almost entirely by gas and nuclear. This has been the 
pattern all summer, and is also likely to last into the winter with brief intervals of productivity at huge 
expense. The Welsh Assembly has been taken to the cleaners by the wind turbine industry and the 
People, as usual, pay the penalty. Betws has generated nothing for almost a week, and Mynydd y Gwair
would be the same useless folly. Ministers read out reports given to them by the wind industry. The 
required investment in hydro, LENR and ES is not going ahead, so the current policiy relies on 
dangerous nuclear and gas.

Wind 1.39%, 0 – 11 mph 0816 local time.

Daily Report 22/8/16
August 24, 2016 

The equivalent of 94,750 printed pages was downloaded during the day (345.458 megabytes) from 
2,217 downloaded memory files (hits) and 564 distinct visits each averaging 3.1 memory pages and 10 
minutes, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 1564, Top ten papers 
1388, Collected Evans / Morris 726(est), Collected scientometrics 478, Evans Equations 332, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 323, F3(Sp) 276, Principles of ECE 266, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 
217, Autobiography volumes one and two 213, Collected Proofs 206, UFT88 99, Engineering Model 
92, PECE 87, UFT311 83, CEFE 67, Self charging inverter 37, UFT321 36, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 
20, Three world records by MWE 19, List of prolific authors 18, UFT313 30, UFT314 28, UFT315 41, 
UFT316 31, UFT317 27, UFT318 45, UFT319 45, UFT320 34, UFT322 45, UFT323 38, UFT324 57, 
UFT325 44, UFT326 34, UFT327 27, UFT328 37, UFT329 40, UFT330 36, UFT331 40, UFT332 37, 
UFT333 31, UFT334 29, UFT335 38, UFT336 31, UFT337 26, UFT338 31, UFT339 36, UFT340 32, 
UFT341 30, UFT342 25, UFT343 25, UFT344 41, UFT345 36, UFT346 42, UFT347 41, UFT348 51, 
UFT349 59, UFT351 58, UFT352 78, UFT353 62 to date in August 2016. City of Winnipeg extensive; 
Technical University of Berlin UFT175; Steinbuch Centre for Computing University of Karlsruhe 
Definitive Proofs; University of Nevada Las Vegas UFT80; West Virginia University UFT25; Chennai 
Mathematical Institute India CEFE, Errors in the Einstein field equation; University of Edinburgh 
UFT147; University of Warwick extensive, my page, PECE. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage 
file attached for August 2016.

Daily Report 22/8/16
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Transfer of the Ynys Cedwyn     Estate.
August 23, 2016 

Many thanks for this clarification. He could have admitted that Elizabeth Portrey was his daughter, and 
left it to her, or he could have left it to his cousins in the Garth line or any other cousins.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 23/08/2016 16:06:16 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Documents

Chrisopher Portrey signed it away because he had no legitimate descendants, and the 
Gough line, apart from anything else, was at least able to produce heirs and primarily male 
heirs. It was a sad end when you think that Christopher, Christopher’s Portrey’s father, 
produced three male heirs. The title to the Ynyscedwyn Estate was signed away by a Deed 
of Settlement drawn up for and signed by Christopher Portrey in about 1750. It is held in 
the West Glamorgan Archives.

Stuart Davies

From: EMyrone
Sent: Monday, August 22, 2016 6:53 PM
To: bo.lehnert ; avanderm ; dblake ; pennbonvivant ; raydela ; corbis ; normanpage ; 
fritzius ; garethjohnevans ; rpmc_6 ; burleigh.personal ; alexhillgtz ; ccefalas ; 
simon.cliffy ; fdamador ; steve.bannister ; graham.hall ; alwyn.vandermerwe ; 
henryk.ratajczak ; croca ; dwlindstrom ; cr1460solarinc ; sean ; norpag ; kp.phys ; mail ; rob
; thenarmis ; Alwyn.VanDerMerwe ; dendavis ; daphne ; k.pendergast ; mcp358 ; 
russdavis1234 ; dewi.lewis1 ; wsd ; arthur.turnerthomas ; sianifan ; meirion66 ; 
save.the.eagles2 ; vivswaby ; carolemhopkin ; cynthiamullan ; ddangd
Subject: Documents

Many thanks, our line via Elizabeth Portrey did not inherit the Estate. Looks as if we are 
the poor relatives, but more sensible than those who did inherit. I remember seeing the 
house of David Potter and Rachel Morgan with you as expert guide. That was a very nice 
day. How did Chistopher Portrey sign away the vast Estate? Was it a gambling debt or just 
crushing debt? He must have been nuts as they say in NYC.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 22/08/2016 16:22:23 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Latest Garth Line

All the documents that I have seen at St Cynog’s were copies provided by West 
Glamorgan Archives of original documents that they hold. I had thought that 
the pre-1700 baptisms,marriages and burial records that St Cynog’s held were 
original, as no-one else seemed to have a copy. It was only subsequently 
identified that these missing documents were never officially pertaining to St 
Cynog’s, but were provided and sourced by Callwen church.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/23/transfer-of-the-ynys-cedwyn-estate/


Richard Awbrey as the member of the Gough family who inherited 
Ynyscedwyn Hall from Christopher Portrey was required by the Deed of 
Settlement of the Ynyscedwyn Estate [signed away by Christopher Portrey] to 
change his name from Gough to Awbrey. Adherence to this requirement for a 
name change was gradually ignored by subsequent members of the Gough 
family who inherited the Estate, particularly following the death of Mayzod 
Portrey [Christopher Portrey’s last surviving sibling] and also her only child.

Stuart Davies

From: EMyrone
Sent: Sunday, August 21, 2016 6:33 PM
To: bo.lehnert ; avanderm ; dblake ; pennbonvivant ; raydela ; corbis ; 
normanpage ; fritzius ; garethjohnevans ; rpmc_6 ; burleigh.personal ; 
alexhillgtz ; ccefalas ; simon.cliffy ; fdamador ; steve.bannister ; graham.hall ; 
alwyn.vandermerwe ; henryk.ratajczak ; croca ; dwlindstrom ; cr1460solarinc ; 
sean ; norpag ; kp.phys ; mail ; rob ; thenarmis ; Alwyn.VanDerMerwe ; 
dendavis ; daphne ; k.pendergast ; mcp358 ; russdavis1234 ; dewi.lewis1 ; wsd ;
arthur.turnerthomas ; sianifan ; meirion66 ; save.the.eagles2 ; vivswaby ; 
carolemhopkin ; cynthiamullan
Subject: Latest Garth Line

This is given as in the attached, with all references to source documents and 
contributors. It is always possible that there are documents to be discovered. 
The new Vicar of St Cynog’s may have documents in his care (BMD and 
Bishop’s transcripts). Old documents may be very fragile and records may be 
fragmentary. It is fortunate that the Ynys Cedwyn Estate papers have been 
conserved and translated from Latin.

Transfer of the Ynys Cedwyn Estate.

Plans for UFT356
August 23, 2016 

My plans for UFT356 are to address the question of electric and magnetic fields inducing a velocity 
field in the surrounding aether. This was an interesting idea suggested by co author Horst Eckardt.

Plans for UFT356

Wind 1.64%, 1 – 20 mph 0751 local     time
August 23, 2016 

Wind has crashed from 17% to essentially nothing (1.64%) in two days. Today 28 out of 31 met office 
wind areas are at 8 mph or below, meaning 31,613 useless and very ugly, non rotating guillotines of 
democracy. This is because there is a spell of windless weather. If the grid depended on wind turbines 
all the countries of Britain would be without electricity. Betws is producing nothing, and I can see from

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/23/wind-1-64-1-20-mph-0751-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/23/plans-for-uft356/


daily monitoring on this blog all through the summer that this is the normal condition of Betws. It is 
completely useless. These are incredibly ugly contraptions, a daily insult to beauty by a drunken thug – 
the wind lobby. Sun Edison has bankrupted, with over sixteen billion in liabilities. It used to be the 
largest producer of renewables.

Wind 1.64%, 1 – 20 mph 0751 local time

Latest Papers on Fluid Electrodynamics Very     Popular
August 23, 2016 

The most popular is UFT352, on energy from spacetime in fluid electrodynamics. They are UFT349, 
351, 352, 353 and 355 (Sections one and two just posted on the blog). They should be read in 
conjunction with UFT311 and UFT321. The paper that completely refutes Einsteinain GR from torsion 
in metric compatibility, UFT354, is slso very popular. The most popular UFT papers in August so far 
are UFT43, 25, 177, 46, 169, 352…. The first five are firm favourites and have been for up to twelve 
years.

Latest Papers on Fluid Electrodynamics Very Popular

Daily Report Sunday     21/8/16
August 23, 2016 

The equivalent of 145,481 printed pages was downloaded during the day (530.423 megabytes) from 
2,523 downloaded memory files (hits) and 639 distinct visits each averaging 3.0 memory pages and 8 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 57.66 for the day, mains spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1524, Top ten 1331, Evans / Morris 693, Collected sceintometrics 443, Evans 
Equations 320, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 314, F3(Sp) 250, Principles of ECE 225, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 205, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 214(est), UFT88 96, Engineering
Model 89, UFT311 82, CEFE 62, PECE 54, UFT321 34, Self charging inverter 37, Lindstrom Idaho 
lecture 20, Three world records 19, List of prolific authors 18, UFT313 29, UFT314 28, UFT315 40, 
UFT316 31, UFT317 27, UFT318 45, UFT319 43, UFT320 33, UFT322, 44, UFT323 36, UFT324 57, 
UFT325 44, UFT326 34, UFT327 25, UFT328 37, UFT329 40, UFT330 34, UFT331 38, UFT332 36, 
UFT333 30, UFT334 29, UFT335 38, UFT336 31, UFT337 26, UFT338 31, UFT339 36, UFT340 31, 
UFT341 29, UFT342 25, UFT343 25, UFT344 39, UFT345 33, UFT346 41, UFT347 38, UFT348 47, 
UFT349 58, UFT351 57, UFT352 74, UFT353 61, UFT354 54 to date in August 2016. Grace Lutheran 
College Queensland Australia general; Science University of Valencia Spain UFT157(Sp). Intense 
interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for August 2016.

Daily Report Sunday 21/8/16

Documents
August 22, 2016 

Many thanks, our line via Elizabeth Portrey did not inherit the Estate. Looks as if we are the poor 
relatives, but more sensible than those who did inherit. I remember seeing the house of David Potter 
and Rachel Morgan with you as expert guide. That was a very nice day. How did Chistopher Portrey 
sign away the vast Estate? Was it a gambling debt or just crushing debt? He must have been nuts as 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/22/documents/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/23/daily-report-sunday-21816/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/23/latest-papers-on-fluid-electrodynamics-very-popular/


they say in NYC.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 22/08/2016 16:22:23 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Latest Garth Line

All the documents that I have seen at St Cynog’s were copies provided by West Glamorgan 
Archives of original documents that they hold. I had thought that the pre-1700 
baptisms,marriages and burial records that St Cynog’s held were original, as no-one else 
seemed to have a copy. It was only subsequently identified that these missing documents 
were never officially pertaining to St Cynog’s, but were provided and sourced by Callwen 
church.

Richard Awbrey as the member of the Gough family who inherited Ynyscedwyn Hall from 
Christopher Portrey was required by the Deed of Settlement of the Ynyscedwyn Estate 
[signed away by Christopher Portrey] to change his name from Gough to Awbrey. 
Adherence to this requirement for a name change was gradually ignored by subsequent 
members of the Gough family who inherited the Estate, particularly following the death of 
Mayzod Portrey [Christopher Portrey’s last
surviving sibling] and also her only child.

Stuart Davies

From: EMyrone
Sent: Sunday, August 21, 2016 6:33 PM
To: bo.lehnert ; avanderm ; dblake ; pennbonvivant ; raydela ; corbis ; normanpage ; 
fritzius ; garethjohnevans ; rpmc_6 ; burleigh.personal ; alexhillgtz ; ccefalas ; 
simon.cliffy ; fdamador ; steve.bannister ; graham.hall ; alwyn.vandermerwe ; 
henryk.ratajczak ; croca ; dwlindstrom ; cr1460solarinc ; sean ; norpag ; kp.phys ; mail ; rob
; thenarmis ; Alwyn.VanDerMerwe ; dendavis ; daphne ; k.pendergast ; mcp358 ; 
russdavis1234 ; dewi.lewis1 ; wsd ; arthur.turnerthomas ; sianifan ; meirion66 ; 
save.the.eagles2 ; vivswaby ; carolemhopkin ; cynthiamullan
Subject: Latest Garth Line

This is given as in the attached, with all references to source documents and contributors. It 
is always possible that there are documents to be discovered. The new Vicar of St Cynog’s 
may have documents in his care (BMD and Bishop’s transcripts). Old documents may be 
very fragile and records may be fragmentary. It is fortunate that the Ynys Cedwyn Estate 
papers have been conserved and translated from Latin.

FOR POSTING: UFT355 Sections 1 and     2
August 22, 2016 

These sections infer simple equations with which to calculate the electric field strength E and magnetic 
flux density B from the velocity field v of fluid spacetime or aether. Conversely, E and B set up fluid 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/22/for-posting-uft355-sections-1-and-2/


velocity fields v in the aether.

a355thpaper.pdf

a355thpapernotes1.pdf

a355thpapernotes2.pdf

a355thpapernotes3.pdf

a355thpapernotes4.pdf

a355thpapernotes5.pdf

FOR POSTING: UFT355 Sections 1 and 2

Wind 9.03%, 1 – 30 mph 0814 local     time
August 22, 2016 

Wind turbine percentage contribution has already halved from yesterday’s peak, confirming my 
description of this ugly farce as a “puff of wind”. Google ” wind subsidies dropped” to find that 
Bloomberg has forecast a complete collapse of the wind and solar industries by about 2020, so the 
destruction of Mynydd y Gwair must be delayed in action after action until the undemocratic vandals 
go bankrupt. Nuclear is also being phased out and there is emphasis on gas, which is a fossil fuel. 
Global warming seems to have been forgotten. The obvious answer is hydro, LENR and ES.

Wind 9.03%, 1 – 30 mph 0814 local time

Daily Report Saturday     20/8/16
August 22, 2016 

The equivalent of 267,103 printed pages was downloaded during the day, (973.858 megabytes) from 
2,903 downloaded memory files (hits) and 590 distinct visits each averaging 3.7 memory pages and 11 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 92.01, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1486, Top ten 1231, Evans Morris 660(est), Collected scientometrics 395, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 304, F3(Sp) 231, Principles of ECE 221, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 
214, Collected Proofs 194, Autobiography volumes one and two 184, UFT88 93, Engineering Model 
83, UFT311 75, UFT321 33, Llais 29, Three world records by MWE 19, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 19, 
List of Prolific authors 17, UFT313 28, UFT314 28, UFT315 38, UFT316 27, UFT317 27, UFT318 44,
UFT319 41, UFT320 32, UFT322 42, UFT323 33, UFT324 55, UFT325 41, UFT326 33, UFT327 25, 
UFT328 37, UFT329 38, UFT330 34, UFT331 38, UFT332 35, UFT333 30, UFT334 28, UFT335 38, 
UFT336 30, UFT337 26, UFT338 28, UFT339 35, UFT340 31, UFT341 29, UFT342 24, UFT343 25, 
UFT344 39, UFT345 32, UFT346 41, UFT347 36, UFT348 47, UFT349 56, UFT351 57, UFT352 71, 
UFT353 60, UFT354 42 to date in August 2016. Numerous downloads from private addresses, Bezeq 
International general. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for August 2016.

Daily Report Saturday 20/8/16

Latest Garth Line
August 21, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/21/latest-garth-line/
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This is given as in the attached, with all references to source documents and contributors. It is always 
possible that there are documents to be discovered. The new Vicar of St Cynog’s may have documents 
in his care (BMD and Bishop’s transcripts). Old documents may be very fragile and records may be 
fragmentary. It is fortunate that the Ynys Cedwyn Estate papers have been conserved and translated 
from Latin.

DISCOVERY OF DOCUMENT EXTANT ON ELIZABETH PORTREY.pdf

DISCOVERY_OF_DOCUMENT_EXTANT_UPDATE.pdf

Latest Garth Line

Source Documents for the Garth     Line
August 21, 2016 

These are given in entry 52 of the genealogy section of www.aias.us. Stuart Davies was the first to give
me all the fascinating information worked out by Leonid Morgan, I then worked through the Ynys 
Cedwyn Estate papers (translated from Latin) to find the sources left out by Leonid Morgan, uncle of 
Carole and Mary Hopkin, also my cousins on the Hopkin side. Stuart discovered marriage records 
relating to the Garth line. With my fluent knowledge of Welsh I can work out the patronymic system 
used in the Garth line right up the early eighteenth century. Then backwards in time I used Bartrum and
Turner-Thomas. The marriage of Thomas Aubrey (born 1299) to Nest ferch Owain Gethin (born 1304) 
meant that I could work back to Bleddyn ap Maenarch, Prince of Brycheiniog, and Tewdwr Mawr, and 
link up with the ancient British genealogies.The result is as attached, now considered definitive 
scholarship in genealogy.

afamilylinesancestryto1,100 BC.pdf

afamilylinesdescentfromKingLear.pdf

Source Documents for the Garth Line

FOR POSTING GENEALOGY: The Originals of the Documents
Found by Stuart     Davies
August 21, 2016 

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 20/08/2016 16:33:28 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Portrey Baptisms 1680s/90s

I enclose as promised the baptism entries for Richard and Christopher Portrey from the 
Callwen records. A little bit of Latin for you, though the main problem is just reading the 
actual entries. It is certainly better to have this than nothing.

Stuart Davies

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/21/for-posting-genealogy-the-originals-of-the-documents-found-by-stuart-davies/
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KONICA MINOLTA DIGITAL CAMERA 

KONICA MINOLTA DIGITAL CAMERA 

FOR POSTING GENEALOGY: The Originals of the Documents Found by Stuart Davies

FOR POSTING: Christopher Portrey of Ynys Cedwyn House 
(1693 –     1752)
August 21, 2016 

These important source documents discovered by Stuart Davies reveal the fact that there were two 
Christopher Portreys of Ynys Cedwyn House, father and son. Older genealogies missed out several 
generations and as Stuart has pointed out, there used to be other considerable confusion. Also, 
Elizabeth Portrey is missing completely from the Ynys Cedwyn Estate papers. We now know why – 
she was illegitimate, but we know in other ways that she was popular and well liked. So was Morgan 
ap Thomas Y Garth (1735 – 1805), her distant cousin. Father and son called Christopher is clear from 
Christopherus filius Christopheri, Christopher son of Christopher Portrey.

Christopher Portrey of Ynys Cedwyn House (1693 – 1752)

The baptismal records of St John the Baptist Callwen, in Latin, discovered by my cousin 
Stuart Davies back up this entry in the line fix the date of birth of our mutual ancestor 
Christopher Portrey the Younger as 1693: Christophorus filius Christophori Portrey. His 
older brother Richard was born in 1692: Richardus filius (unreadable world) Christopher 
Portrey Ynys Cedwyn. Christopher Portrey had a common law wife, Gwenllian John, the 
mother of Elizabeth Portrey of Ynys Cedwyn, my great great great great great grandmother,
and also the ancestor of Stuart Davies and Carole and Mary Hopkin, whose uncle was 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/21/for-posting-christopher-portrey-of-ynys-cedwyn-house-1693-1752/
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https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/21/for-posting-genealogy-the-originals-of-the-documents-found-by-stuart-davies/konica-minolta-digital-camera-16/


Leonid Morgan the historian. Elizabeth Potrey is well known in folk memory and married 
her cousin Morgan ap Thomas y Garth (1735 – 1805). The attached lines are regarded as 
definitive and were worked out by several genealogists. Some further information about 
these lines may come to light. The documents about Elizabeth Portrey are on www.aias.us 
in my page, genealogy section. In April 1753 she brought a prosecution against Mary 
Beynon with her uncle Richard Awbrey. Her father Christopher Portrey died in 1752. Any 
other records like this of Callwen or Cynog would be very interesting. I used records of the 
Ynys Cedwyn Estate and other records.

afamilylinesancestryto1,100BC.pdf

FOR POSTING: Christopher Portrey of Ynys Cedwyn House (1693 – 1752)

Christopher Portrey of Ynys Cedwyn House (1693 –     1752)
August 21, 2016 

The baptismal records of St John the Baptist Callwen, in Latin, discovered by my cousin Stuart Davies 
back up this entry in the line fix the date of birth of our mutual ancestor Christopher Portrey the 
Younger as 1693: Christophorus filius Christophori Portrey. His older brother Richard was born in 
1692: Richardus filius (unreadable world) Christopher Portrey Ynys Cedwyn. Christopher Portrey had 
a common law wife, Gwenllian John, the mother of Elizabeth Portrey of Ynys Cedwyn, my great great 
great great great grandmother, and also the ancestor of Stuart Davies and Carole and Mary Hopkin, 
whose uncle was Leonid Morgan the historian. Elizabeth Potrey is well known in folk memory and 
married her cousin Morgan ap Thomas y Garth (1735 – 1805). The attached lines are regarded as 
definitive and were worked out by several genealogists. Some further information about these lines 
may come to light. The documents about Elizabeth Portrey are on www.aias.us in my page, genealogy 
section. In April 1753 she brought a prosecution against Mary Beynon with her uncle Richard Awbrey. 
Her father Christopher Portrey died in 1752. Any other records like this of Callwen or Cynog would be 
very interesting. I used records of the Ynys Cedwyn Estate and other records.

afamilylinesancestryto1,100 BC.pdf

Christopher Portrey of Ynys Cedwyn House (1693 – 1752)

Portrey Baptisms 1680s/90s
August 21, 2016 

Many thanks indeed! These are valuable items and I am glad they are conserved electronically.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 20/08/2016 16:33:28 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Portrey Baptisms 1680s/90s

I enclose as promised the baptism entries for Richard and Christopher Portrey from the 
Callwen records. A little bit of Latin for you, though the main problem is just reading the 
actual entries. It is certainly better to have this than nothing.

Stuart Davies

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/21/portrey-baptisms-1680s90s/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/afamilylinesancestryto1100-bc.pdf
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KONICA MINOLTA DIGITAL CAMERA 

KONICA MINOLTA DIGITAL CAMERA 

Portrey Baptisms 1680s/90s

Chapter 9 of     PECE
August 21, 2016 

This is excellent scholarship as usual by the eminent scholar Stephen Crothers, who logically reduces 
the rubbishy dogma to the level of a fairy story. Crothers’ criticisms are thoroughly worked out as ever, 
and concentrate on the way in which the Einstein field equation of 1915 has been distorted, notably the 
Schwarzschild solution of 1915 has been distorted by the dogmatists as is well known to all rational 
thinkers. This produced artificial singularities which were blown up into black holes and big bang, now
thoroughly refuted in many ways, both theoretical and experimental. Steve clearly reveals ridiculous 
inconsistencies in the dogma and this fine piece of work strengthens the first eight chapters of the book:
M. W. Evans, H. Eckardt, D. W. Lindstrom and S. J. Crothers, “Principles of ECE Theory” (PECE) 
posted as UFT350, Spanish section and in other places on the www.aias.us site. Both books are also 
posted on www.upitec.org. The first eight chapters of PECE deal with the effect of torsion on the basic 
geometry. Chapter nine by Stephen Crothers deals with the torsionless geometry used by Einstein, and 
shows that the solutions of the torsionless field equation are wildly wrong. By incorporating torsion, it 
is easy to show that all of black hole theory is incorrect because it relies on a torsionless geometry. If 
torsion is neglected, curvature vanishes so there is no Einsteinian gravitation at all. UFT354 shows that 
the relation between the metric and connection used by Einstein is completely wrong. This was the 
conclusion of M .W. Evans, S. J. Crothers, H. Eckardt and K. Pendergast “Criticisms of the Einstein 
Field Equation” (UFT301). The dogmatists keep on wasting tax payers’ money and a process is needed 
to stop this. PECE is currently being read 6,393 times a year so is already a leading monograph of the 
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new physics. Steve’s contribution will also be a great success, he is already well known among leading 
intellectuals of real physics as opposed to fantasy physics. Also thanks to Horst Eckardt for 
contributions and illustrations, for setting up the chapter and for paying for the typesetting of CEFE, to 
Steve Bannister for typesetting chapter one, and to Alex Hill for translating the book into Spanish. Last 
but not least thanks to AIAS / UPITEC Staffs, now well known throughout the world of real physics.

CC: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 20/08/2016 21:07:18 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Chapter 9 of PECE

Dear Steve,

I have integrated your chapter into the book. It is chapter 9. I changed
the equation numbers to the style with preceding chapter number. I used
the “equation” and “flalign” tags in other chapters, you used the $$
notation. This gives not alignment of all formulas to the left, but we
can leave it as is. I had to reduce the font size in some formulas to
make them fit to the page size, the book is smaller than an A4 or letter
page.
The references are numbered according to the book standard (consecutive
over all chapters). There is a missing reference to the Michell-Laplace
dark body on page 50. Can you send me this? Because Latex renumbers the
references, it does not matter where we insert it in the references
list. I further simplified some references with additional tags (page
numbers?) , because the indexing system does not accept this.
I could not use your additional packages because I currently have a
problem with my TexnicCenter program under Win10, but there are no
errors during compilations.

I did not read the text yet, only did the formal adoption. Will read it
next. Please check for any conversion and typesetting errors.

Horst

PECE.pdf

Wind 17% 0 – 21 mph 0808 local     time
August 21, 2016 

Today there is a puff of wind as a storm goes over. It is the start of the equinoctial season so it is 
expected that wind will be at a maximum, gales coming in from the Atlantic, but the contribution is still
only 17% and fluctuating wildly. Google “Lifetime of Wind Turbines” to find a University of 
Edinburgh report that concludes that their lifetime is far shorter than the evil propaganda asserts, so 
exactly as I have predicted independently on this blog, the Scottish landscape will be blighted by 
rotting remains in the words of this scathingly critical report. There are many other similar reports. It 
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does not take a genius to see that this will be the state of Mynydd y Gwair and Betws in about only a 
decade. No one knows what will happen if N Power goes bankrupt. I hope that it will go bankrupt and 
go away. It will be a matter of trying to save as much of the ecology as will be left undamaged. No one 
should accept this kind of gross misgovernment. Wind turbines must be demolished as quickly as 
possible to build up the financing of tidal lagoons, LENR and ES. Democracy has been dangerously 
damaged by wind turbine madness.

Wind 17% 0 – 21 mph 0808 local time

Daily Report 19/8/16
August 21, 2016 

The equivalent of 661,547 printed pages was downloaded during the day (2.412 gigabytes) from 2,864 
downloaded memory files (hits) and 646 distinct visits each averaging 3.9 memory pages and 12 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 230.98, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1417, Top ten items 1244, Collected Evans / Morris 627(est), Collected 
scientometrics 385, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 310, Evans Equations 310, F3(Sp) 213, Principles 
of ECE 208, Collected Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 200, Collected Proofs 186, Autobiography volumes 
one and two 173, UFT88 88, Engineering Model 78, UFT311 64, PECE 50, CEFE 57, Self charging 
inverter 34, UFT321 32, Llais 26, Three world records by MWE 18, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 18, List 
of prolific authors 17, UFT313 26, UFT314 27, UFT315 38, UFT316 29, UFT317 25, UFT318 43, 
UFT319 41, UFT320 31, UFT322 41, UFT323 31, UFT324 51, UFT325 40, UFT326 32, UFT327 23, 
UFT328 35, UFT329 36, UFT330 34, UFT331 37, UFT332 35, UFT333 32, UFT334 28, UFT335 38, 
UFT336 30, UFT337 25, UFT338 26, UFT339 33, UFT340 29, UFT341 28, UFT342 22, UFT343 24, 
UFT344 35, UFT345 32, UFT346 41, UFT347 34, UFT348 43, UFT349 53, UFT351 56, UFT352 68, 
UFT353 57, UFT354 40 to date in August 2016. City of Winnipeg new energy material and extensive; 
complete site downloads from private URL’s; Iowa State University my page; United States Coast 
Guard criticisms of black holes; University of Edinburgh Theory of Hydrogen Bonding; intense interest
all sectors, updated usage file attached for August 2016.

Daily Report 19/8/16

UFT88 Read Again at     Cambridge
August 20, 2016 

UFT88 has been read at Cambridge a few times in the past two years, and also at more than two 
hundred of the world’s best universities. Cambridge is ranked third in the world by QS, fourth in the 
world by Times and Shanghai and fourteenth by webometrics. It was founded in 1209 and has over 
nineteen thousand students, having been associated with ninety Nobel Laureates. My ancestral cousin 
Sir Francis Bacon entered Cambridge at the age of twelve. After being cemented in dogma for a few 
hundred years my ancestral cousin Henry VIII reformed it in the sixteenth century using his personal 
authority, and over several hundred years it gradually became fairer when it comes to admissions. It is 
still very conservative, but evidently it is capable of recognizing an important paper when it sees one, a 
paper which neatly reduces its own dogmatists to sawdust. UFT88 is the classic refutation of 
Einsteinian dogma by incorporating torsion. It should be read with UFT99 and the definitive proofs 
which show that torsion cannot ever be left out of consideration. It was further developed in UFT109 
and in UFT313 into the JCE identity, and most recently into UFT354, which applies torsion to metric 
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compatibility. The result of UFT354 shows that the geometry used by Einstein in his field equation of 
1915 is far too simple, and indeed meaningless. The hugely popular ECE2 has succeeded in doing 
everything that Einstein did, but in the correct way, and succeeds where Einstein fails in problems such 
as the velocity curve of a whirlpool galaxy. It is still dangerous to criticise Einstein too openly, so there 
is a huge and permanent invisible college studying ECE and ECE2 at all the best places in the world, 
all the time, all year round, even in deepest August of the long vacation, and even over the Christmas 
turkey. The politburo of standard physics is helpless in the face of this and cannot stop the march of 
ideas. In the new age of reason (the knowledge revolution), everyone has facts and libraries at their 
fingertips, so the closed shop of a place like Cambridge is becoming redundant. Members of the 
general public can see the revolution happening, even though they cannot understand the technicalities. 
In the same way one appreciates music without knowing how to play an instrument or any musical 
theory.

UFT88 Read Again at Cambridge

Personal Attacks and Attack on My     Car
August 20, 2016 

There is unanimous local and international condemnation of these attacks on an internationally well 
known scientist and Civil List Pensioner, and the police will start a house to house investigation of the 
latest incident, when liquid material was thrown violently over my car’s windscreen and roof. There is 
probably damage to the car because the material coagulated. Given enough evidence, an arrest or 
arrests are likely, because several police warnings have been ignored. The Chief Constable and M. P. 
for Gower wish to see a thorough investigation. Swansea County Council still has not put down double 
yellow lines in Mawr to prevent illegal parking. The police have also also issued no contact warnings.

Personal Attacks and Attack on My Car

Writing Up UFT355
August 20, 2016 

I will write up UFT355 shortly, introducing a new method of fluid electrodynamics which can be used 
also to simulate the fluid dynamics of spacetime setup by any electric or magnetic field. The latest 
papers on the new subject of fluid electrodynamics are the most popular of the ECE2 series, followed 
by the immediately preceding papers on precessional effects in astronomy. So the work is going very 
well.

Writing Up UFT355

Wind 16.2% , 3 – 24 mph 0829 local     time
August 20, 2016 

This is about the highest percentage that the turbines attain, and is the output of over 6,500 turbines in 
wind farms. There are about 35,000 wind turbines in total, supplying wildly fluctuating power, most of 
which is unmetered (private turbines). There are 6.500 metred turbines. Very soon the entire wind 
turbine system will have to be replaced as they degenerate from weathering. The subsidies will not be 
there, so the industry will be essentially bankrupted, leaving behind a trail of junk and ruined 
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landscape. This could all have been easily avoided with hydro, LENR and ES. Rational govrenment has
been corrupted by the wind lobby.

Wind 16.2% , 3 – 24 mph 0829 local time

Daily Report 18/8/16
August 20, 2016 

The equivalent of 473,396 printed pages was downloaded during the day (1.726 gigabytes) from 3,400 
downloaded memory files (hits) and 761 distinct visits each averaging 3.6 memory pages and 8 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 139.23, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1348, Top ten items 1214, Collected Evans / Morris 594, Collected 
scientometrics 383, Evans Equations 312, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 283, Principles of ECE 202, 
Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 185, Collected Proofs 177, Autobiography volumes one and two 164, 
UFT88 84, Engineering Model 74, UFT311 72, CEFE 54, PECE 49, Self charging inverter 32, UFT321
29, Llais 25, Three world records by MWE 18, List of prolific authors 17, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 16, 
UFT313 24, UFT314 25, UFT315 35, UFT316 26, UFT317 24, UFT318 41, UFT319 38, UFT320 30, 
UFT322 39, UFT323 30, UFT324 46, UFT325 37, UFT326 29, UFT327 21, UFT328 34, UFT329 34, 
UFT330 32, UFT331 36, UFT332 33, UFT333 29, UFT334 27, UFT335 37, UFT336 28, UFT337 24, 
UFT338 24, UFT339 29, UFT340 28, UFT341 26, UFT342 21, UFT343 21, UFT344 33, UFT345 31, 
UFT346 40, UFT347 33, UFT348 41, UFT349 54, UFT351 55, UFT352 65, UFT353 51, UFT354 36 
to date in August 2016. Institute of Theoretical and Applied Physicochemical Research La Punta 
University Argentina Simulation Part 2; City of Winnipeg overview, experimental advantages of the 
standard model, PECE, table of differences, extensive study; extensive download private site in 
Germany; University of Illinois at Chicago UFT18; Jet-Vill Electrical Corporation Hungary My page; 
Department of Physics Mexican Centre for Research and Advanced Studies Proof Two in Spanish that 
no torsion means no curvature; Burapha University Thailand levitron; University of Cambridge 
UFT88. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for August 2016.

Daily Report 18/8/16

Wind 6.68% 0 – 18 mph 0820 local     time
August 19, 2016 

Today 23 out of 31 areas of the met office wind map are below 8 mph and all areas in Wales except an 
isolated and westward 16 mph off Penfro. This means 25,968 redundant turbines costing about of the 
order of ten thousand million pounds to construct, plus 1 .1 thousand million a year in subsidies, all for 
no purpose. Worse than that, the turbines destabilize and threaten to destroy the grid in high wind. The 
companies are paid billions to switch them off in high wind. This is grotesque insanity. The Betws 
turbines have been producing nothing for four days in a row, and this will be the pattern for the 
Mynydd y Gwair turbines if they are constructed. It is already widely known that they will be useless 
and a terrible eyesore. Throughout the summer the average contribution to demand has been around 5%
, I will calculate it accurately from my daily data on the blog. I will attempt to find the anti turbine 
funding office of the Trump organization in order to try to find funds to take out an injunction against 
Mynydd y Gwair on my own. High winds are forecast of up to 60 mph, so there will be a spike in wind 
turbine percentage of the grid. As soon as the wind gets to 55 mph they are turned off because they 
would self destruct and because they would burn off the grid by voltage surges, causing major 
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disruptions and blackouts. Emergency generators do not, of course, work by wind turbines. That is a 
clear indication of this stupid hypocrisy – windy madness. When it really matters they are not used. 
Worst of all democracy has been trampled into the mud by corrupt profiteers and pseudo politicians 
who are not really elected. Some of them (County Councillors) get about 15% of the eligible votes and 
instantly become tinpot dictators, refusing to answer e mail.

Wind 6.68% 0 – 18 mph 0820 local time

Discussion of 355(5)
August 19, 2016 

Agreed, this means translation of the electric field strength of the pulses to Kambe’s E sub F = (v dot 
del) v as in Eq. (5) of Notes 355(4). This is very interesting because different types of pulse sequence 
will create different types of E sub F and different patterns of aether flow around the circuit. Eq. (5) is a
partial differential equation for v with an effective driving force E(circuit).

Sent: 18/08/2016 16:00:05 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 355(5): Simplified Navier Stokes Equation and Wave Equation

I will look into this note today or tomorrow.
I think we have to include the fact that the Ide device uses an external pulsating DC 
voltage. This will certainly impact the aether effects. So there would be the necessity for the
inverse way how e-m fields translate into aether fields and define boundary conditions 
there.

Horst

Am 18.08.2016 um 14:37 schrieb EMyrone:

This note derives the simplified Navier Stokes equation (5) of fluid dynamics 
from the Lorenz condition (2) of fluid dynamics. Eq. (5) is easier to solve 
numerically than the simplified vorticity equation (7) which is however more 
general because it is derived without using the Lorenz condition. However, as 
in previous work the latter condition is fundamental, being a possible solution 
of the Kambe continuity equation. These results are translated into Eqs. (16) to 
(18) of fluid electrodynamics. Given the velocity field of fluid spacetime 
(aether or vacuum) the four potential, electric field strength (E) and magnetic 
flux density (B) of the circuit can be calculated numerically. Under well defined
conditions these become turbulent as observed by Osamu Ide. A vast amount of 
new results is now possible, by choosing various possible boundary conditions 
modelled on the structure of the circuit.

Discussion of 355(5)

Daily Report 17/8/16
August 19, 2016 
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The equivalent of 146,800 printed pages was downloaded during the day (535,233 megabytes) from 
2,694 memory files downloaded and 510 distinct visits each averaging 4.4 memory pages and 10 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 54.49 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1240, Top ten 1164, Evans / Morris papers 561 (est), Collected scientometrics 
322, Evans Equations 303, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 259, PECE 187, F3(Sp) 186, Eckardt / 
Lindstrom papers 185, Collected Proofs 174, Autobiography volumes one and two 158, UFT88 74, 
UFT311 68, Engineering Model 68, CEFE 47, PECE 44, Self charging inverter 29, Llais 24, Three 
world records by MWE 17, List of prolific authors 16, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 15, UFT313 22, 
UFT314 22, UFT315 31, UFT316 25, UFT317 23, UFT318 37, UFT319 35, UFT320 31, UFT322 37, 
UFT323 29, UFT324 44, UFT325 36, UFT326 27, UFT327 20, UFT328 32, UFT329 31, UFT330 31, 
UFT331 35, UFT332 32, UFT333 28, UFT334 26, UFT335 33, UFT336 26, UFT337 23, UFT338 23, 
UFT339 28, UFT340 27, UFT341 25, UFT342 20, UFT343 21, UFT344 29, UFT345 29, UFT346 38, 
UFT347 29, UFT348 35, UFT349 49, UFT351 54, UFT352 59, UFT353 48, UFT354 34. City of 
Winnipeg overview; DNA Internet Finland; United States National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration Jet Propulsion Laboratory LCR Resonant; United States Sandia National Laboratory 
UFT238b; United States Naval Research Laboratory My page, Gwaith yr Athro, Poetry, Photography, 
Injustices in Academia, UNCC International Condemnation; Silesian Data Center general; University 
of Edinburgh UFT153. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for August 2016.

Work of Pat     Swords
August 18, 2016 

Can he appeal? It seems an unjust decision and I greatly admire the work of Pat Swords and yourself, 
plus many supporters. There will be other opportunities.

In a message dated 18/08/2016 14:51:58 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Just to let you know that Pat Swords took a case in Dublin and lost because it was ruled out 
of time.

He is not to pay the opposing parties costs but has to pay his own

Val

On Aug 18, 2016 1:54 PM, <EMyrone> wrote:

OK thanks, there is still the anti turbine fund though, my intention is to ask for 
funds to file an injunction, and I will see how far I can get myself by finding 
out how much it would cost to file an injunction with the aim of delaying the 
project yet further, or possibly getting it stopped. The fight has now shifted to 
the access roads, but conventional objections are ignored, in my opinion 
illegally. Plaid Cymru and Labour should take a look at what is happening in 
Ireland, where intense opposition to wind turbines appears to have become 
central to Irish politics. A coalition of Labour, Plaid Cymru and moderate tories 
could bring in new legislation to have them demolished and begin work on the 
Swansea tidal lagoon. I have not been following the U. S. election, but know 
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that there is tremendous opposition there to wind turbines. I do not like logic 
and science being trampled into the mud. It is scientifically clear that wind 
turbines are useless. The troposphere has cooled over the last fifty eight years 
and a mini ice age is due because sunspot activity is decreasing.

In a message dated 18/08/2016 11:26:46 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Trump will not engage. Google him addressing the Scottish Energy 
Committee about 4 years ago. I wanted him to include the SEA 
Directive in a case he took. But no response. He would help kill the

climate change racket though. Note how. C C will not feature in the 
US Debates

Regards

V

On Aug 17, 2016 6:12 PM, <EMyrone> wrote:

Googling these keywords: “Wind Turbine Fiasco” 
brings up over 1,500 sites, my autobiography being on 
the second page:”O Hudd ei Ddoe”. It is being realized 
rapidly that wind turbines are a terrible disaster. I would
suggest getting the help of An Domhnal (Donald 
Trump) to help take out class action injunctions against 
Mynydd y Gwair. I was advocating this four years ago.

Work of Pat Swords

The Late A. J. S.     Williams
August 18, 2016 

I have written all I have to write about him in Autobiography volume two. I had not heard from him 
since 1983, when he made a false accusation against me of starting a fire on the night of Sept 26th 
1983. This false accusation was quickly countered by Dr. David Parry, who admitted starting the fire 
accidentally by leaving on a heating tape in the preparation room of the second floor laboratory. The 
truth is that I fought the fire until I used up all the extinguishers. I discovered it when I heard a sharp 
crack, when I opened the door, smoke and flames shot out. Solvent bottles were exploding. I applied 
fire extinguishers despite the danger of being severely injured by glass shrapnel and despite the toxic 
fumes. I got my Apollo laser to safety. The fire brigade was called by Prof. Dr. Jan Baran, then Dr. 
Baran, and the brigade put out the fire with high pressure water. Alun Price told me that I should have 
let the place burn to the ground for the insurance money. I disagreed, quite obviously. I do not know 
why AJSW was appointed as lecturer on his graduation day, without a Masters or Doctoral degree. He 
was intensely disliked by my class of 1971, half of whom did not attend the degree ceremony in 
protest, including the two firsts next in line to me as the top first class degree. I was told that this was 
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one of the best degrees in the history of the College. AJSW may have had connections with 
Freemasonry or something like that. We are not supposed to write ill of the dead, but on the other hand 
accurate history is very important. Gareth Evans called in the press, and the story appeared in the 
Cambrian News. I was taken to Bronglais Hospital but was OK. The next day Jeremy Jones gave me 
some biscuits and two fingers. I was forced to compete for fellowship after fellowship until I shattered 
the world record. That system was very corrupt and collapsed in 1988 when the EDCL was closed. GJE
was also kicked out. To try to find something good to say, AJSW was apparently a good pianist and 
gave lectures in schools. However, false accusation is a perversion of the course of justice, a serious 
criminal offence. The incident reminded me of Jo Stalin, and thinking about those times gives me the 
creeps. GJE and I remained good friends and colleagues but were both booted out because of 
corruption. Douglas Lindstrom described this as “self seeking”, and so it was. I tread heavily but write 
the truth.

The Late A. J. S. Williams

Anti Turbine Fund
August 18, 2016 

OK thanks, there is still the anti turbine fund though, my intention is to ask for funds to file an 
injunction, and I will see how far I can get myself by finding out how much it would cost to file an 
injunction with the aim of delaying the project yet further, or possibly getting it stopped. The fight has 
now shifted to the access roads, but conventional objections are ignored, in my opinion illegally. Plaid 
Cymru and Labour should take a look at what is happening in Ireland, where intense opposition to wind
turbines appears to have become central to Irish politics. A coalition of Labour, Plaid Cymru and 
moderate tories could bring in new legislation to have them demolished and begin work on the 
Swansea tidal lagoon. I have not been following the U. S. election, but know that there is tremendous 
opposition there to wind turbines. I do not like logic and science being trampled into the mud. It is 
scientifically clear that wind turbines are useless. The troposphere has cooled over the last fifty eight 
years and a mini ice age is due because sunspot activity is decreasing.

In a message dated 18/08/2016 11:26:46 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Trump will not engage. Google him addressing the Scottish Energy Committee about 4 
years ago. I wanted him to include the SEA Directive in a case he took. But no response. 
He would help kill the climate change racket though. Note how. C C will not feature in the 
US Debates

Regards

V

On Aug 17, 2016 6:12 PM, <EMyrone> wrote:

Googling these keywords: “Wind Turbine Fiasco” brings up over 1,500 sites, 
my autobiography being on the second page:”O Hudd ei Ddoe”. It is being 
realized rapidly that wind turbines are a terrible disaster. I would suggest 
getting the help of An Domhnal (Donald Trump) to help take out class action 
injunctions against Mynydd y Gwair. I was advocating this four years ago.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/18/anti-turbine-fund/


Anti Turbine Fund

355(5): Simplified Navier Stokes Equation and Wave     Equation
August 18, 2016 

This note derives the simplified Navier Stokes equation (5) of fluid dynamics from the Lorenz 
condition (2) of fluid dynamics. Eq. (5) is easier to solve numerically than the simplified vorticity 
equation (7) which is however more general because it is derived without using the Lorenz condition. 
However, as in previous work the latter condition is fundamental, being a possible solution of the 
Kambe continuity equation. These results are translated into Eqs. (16) to (18) of fluid electrodynamics. 
Given the velocity field of fluid spacetime (aether or vacuum) the four potential, electric field strength 
(E) and magnetic flux density (B) of the circuit can be calculated numerically. Under well defined 
conditions these become turbulent as observed by Osamu Ide. A vast amount of new results is now 
possible, by choosing various possible boundary conditions modelled on the structure of the circuit.

a355thpapernotes5.pdf

355(5): Simplified Navier Stokes Equation and Wave Equation

Contact Information for An     Domhnall
August 18, 2016 

This is 001 212 832 2000 , Donald Trump, 725 5th Avenue, NY, NY 10022, USA. His attorneys are 
Manatt, Phelps and Phillips, 11355 West Olympic Boulevard, LA, CA 90064, USA, tel. 001 310 312 
4000. In the law of England and Wales, the Court of Appeal in March 2012 ruled that common law 
injunctions filed for public nuisance over-ride claimed compliance with environmental laws. In the case
of Mynydd y Gwair and Betws there is gross violation of environment laws and gross nuisance. There 
is also violation of human rights laws. There is also gross violation of democracy, but democracy is not 
yet a human right. Burgess and Salmon is a specialist firm which may be contacted at michael.barlow 
and simon.tilling I will attempt to find out whether the Trump Organization will fund injunctions to try 
to delay or stop Mynydd y Gwair on the above grounds. Injunctions are filed in County Court. There 
are a lot of people who could file these injunctions, individual and class action. I have been advocating 
this since 2012, and I am well known internationally for my views against turbines. The name An 
Domhnall is used in Scotland, a Clan Chief is sometimes known in this way, for example An Siosalach,
currently the 23rd Chief of Clan Chisholm. Trump is not a Clan Chief but he is known as “The 
Donald”, “An Domhnall”. His mother was a Macleod. I descend from Clan mac an Tiaoseach, the 
senior clan of the great Highland clan confederation known as An Chattan – the Mackintosh clan. They 
were Jacobites who were the first clan to charge the redcoats at Culloden. Swords against grapeshot, 
and they broke the line. Compared with that, taking out an injunction, or at least trying, does not take 
too much courage. Better than being treated like a doormat.

Contact Information for An Domhnall

Interest in ECE from the U. S. Federal Energy 
Regulation     Commission
August 18, 2016 
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There has been interest from FERC in Lar Felker’s classic and hugely popular book, “The Evans 
Equations of Unified Field Theory” (UFT302 on www.aias.us, on www.upitec.org, and translation by 
Alex Hill in the Spanish section of www.aias.us, notably chapter three on quantum mechanics which 
has been a firm favourite for nearly a decade (F3(Sp) in the scientometrics). The book was published 
by Abramis in softback in 2007 and is well worth buying, along with all of our hugely popular books. 
The power of AIAS publishing (www.aias.us and www.upitec.org, and www.et3m.net) has made it 
immensely popular. This interest by FERC follows on the interest in the Osamu Ide circuits and 
UFT311 by a House of Commons select committee (public domain on the Commons websites), and 
Congressional interest in LENR. These technologies make wind turbines obsolete.

Interest in ECE from the U. S. Federal Energy Regulation Commission

UFT88 Read at the Paris     Observatory
August 18, 2016 

The Paris Observatory was founded in 1667 and is one of the world’s best observatories, now based in 
a campus in Meudon. Staff there quite often study www.aias.us. UFT88 is the classic and well known 
paper that refutes the Einstein theory using torsion, which was unknown to Einsten in 1915 and which 
was inferred by Cartan in Paris in the early twenties. UFT88 should be read with UFT99, the collected 
proofs, UFT109, UFT313 and UFT354. In the latter paper, posted a week ago and already well read, 
Doug Lindstrom, Horst Eckardt and myself show that the torsion tensor must be totally antisymmetric, 
a fundamentally new insight in geometry. Using metric compatibility, the inclusion of torsion 
completely changes the relation used by Einstein between the metric and connection, which is no 
longer symmetric. The second Bianchi identity used by Einstein relies incorrectly on a symmetric 
Christoffel connection, so all the conclusions of Einsteinian general relativity are wildly incorrect, not 
only wrong but wildly wrong. The UFT papers and books show this in many ways. They have all been 
replaced by the hugely popular ECE2 theory from UFT313 onwards to UFT354. The latest ECE2 
papers on fluid electrodynamics and precessional theory in astronomy, are the most popular of the 
series. The commutator method described in UFT99 and the collected proofs reported each early 
morning, show that if torsion is zero (the arbitrary and incorrect assumption used by Einstein), the 
commutator operator vanishes and curvature vanishes. This means that if torsion is zero, there is no 
gravitation, reductio ad absurdum. The dogmatists continue to try to cover up this fiasco in standard 
gravitational physics. This edges on scientific fraud. The chapter by Stephen Crothers now being 
prepared for Principles of ECE, reduces the dogma to sawdust in another way. It is well known to the 
general public that Steve has been subjected to intense and illegal persecution by the dogmatists.

UFT88 Read at the Paris Observatory

Wind 2.10%, 1 – 9 mph 0730 local     time
August 18, 2016 

Today 30 out of 31 met office wind map areas are below 8 mph, and there is one area at 9 mph, 
meaning that 33,871 wind turbines are producing nothing at huge cost to the tax payer. All areas in 
Wales are below 8 mph, so no ugly and undemocratic wind turbine in Wales is producing anything at 
all for the third day in a row. This is a clear indication of malfeasance and incompetence in the Welsh 
Assembly, which has allowed itself to be taken over by the rich wind lobby of the City of London. My 
Tudor ancestral cousins would have described this as treason and would have pulled out the axe, to 
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chop off a few heads and chop down a few turbines. An Domhnall Trump has funded campaigns 
opposing wind turbines and if asked might fund injunctions to oppose Mynydd y Gwair. I may as well 
ask the fund and see what happens. The instability of wind turbines is so grotesque that hundreds of 
millions in subsidies are spent in some countries to keep them from producing anything in a high wind, 
because they threaten to destroy the grid in a power surge in the S. I. unit of watts. No senior scientist 
should accept rule by a few infinitesimal bureaucrats with vandalistic tendencies. In the countries of 
Britain they are pathetic failures as this blog shows all too clearly over the past two months or so.

Wind 2.10%, 1 – 9 mph 0730 local time

Daily Report 16/8/16
August 18, 2016 

The equivalent of 101,148 printed pages was downloaded during the day (368.785 megabytes) from 
2,072 downloaded memory files (hits) and 494 distinct visits each averaging 4.1 memory pages and 10 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 48.82 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1199, Top ten 1106, Collected Evans / Morris 528, Collected scientometrics 
306, Evans Equations 298, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 246, Collected Eckardt / Lindstrom 185, 
Principles of ECE 178, F3(Sp) 159, Collected Proofs 157, Autobiography volumes one and two 148, 
UFT88 69, UFT311 64, Engineering Model 66, PECE 44, CEFE 43, UFT321 28, Self charging inverter
28, Llais 22, List of prolific authors 16, Three world records by MWE 16, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 12, 
UFT313 21, UFT314 21, UFT315 31, UFT316 22, UFT317 23, UFT318 33, UFT319 34, UFT320 28, 
UFT322 34, UFT323 25, UFT324 40, UFT325 30, UFT326 27, UFT327 20, UFT328 27, UFT329 28, 
UFT330 31, UFT331 33, UFT332 31, UFT333 28, UFT334 25, UFT335 33, UFT336 26, UFT337 22, 
UFT338 23, UFT339 27, UFT340 27, UFT341 24, UFT342 19, UFT343 19, UFT344 26, UFT345 27, 
UFT346 37, UFT347 28, UFT348 34, UFT349 49, UFT351 53, UFT352 58, UFT353 44, UFT354 31 
to date in August 2016. Indian IT Office general; United States Federal Energy Regulation Commission
Evans Equations of Unified Field Theory; Hiroshima Institute of Technology UFT311; Tor Project 
Overview; Philippines Inter Island Information System general, University of Edinburgh UFT170. 
Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for August 2016.

Daily Report 16/8/16

Wind Turbine Fiasco
August 17, 2016 

Googling these keywords: “Wind Turbine Fiasco” brings up over 1,500 sites, my autobiography being 
on the second page:”O Hudd ei Ddoe”. It is being realized rapidly that wind turbines are a terrible 
disaster. I would suggest getting the help of An Domhnal (Donald Trump) to help take out class action 
injunctions against Mynydd y Gwair. I was advocating this four years ago.

Higher Order Partial Differential     Equation
August 17, 2016 

Thanks for this remark. Note 355(4) has boiled things down to a solution of a higher order partial 
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differential equation (6) and a couple of simple equations (5) and (13). The aim should be to find a 
stable solution for Eq. (6) for realistic boundary conditions. Eq. (6) does not look too terrible and Horst 
has already found some good solutions.

Sent: 17/08/2016 12:27:43 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: New Software Packages

Horst

One other criteria that will probably eliminate many contenders is the need for robust non-
linear solvers. To me this is a very big problem. Hyperbolic equations (wave-like equations)
are nasty under the best of linear circumstances, but when non-linear terms appear either in 
the equations or the boundary conditions, look out….

Doug

On Mon, Aug 15, 2016 at 10:43 AM, Russell Davis <russdavis1234> wrote:

Horst,

It may be worth while for you to request a FlexPDE 30-day free trial of the 3-D 
full capability license. I did this once already, so I can’t request it a second time 
(the license is tied to a hardware identifier). Since you already know how to use
FlexPDE, you could rapidly learn if it is a suitable platform.

Details of the free trial version are at this link –
http://www.pdesolutions.com/license.html

-Russ

Higher Order Partial Differential Equation

Stephen Crothers’ Chapter.
August 17, 2016 

Many thanks, I am sure that this is an excellent chapter as usual, and a much needed criticism of 
meaningless dogma. I am forwarding to Horst to merge into the rest of PECE as chapter nine. 
Unfortunately my system cannot read this format but I will proof read carefully after it is merged as 
chapter nine and sent back to me. It is already a very popular book and Stephen is by now world 
famous.

Sent: 16/08/2016 17:54:12 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: My contribution

Dear Gentlemen,

Attached is my chapter for the new book. Please read it to ensure my comments and tone 
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are suitable. I am hard on the cosmologists, as you will see.

Not knowing the chapter allocated to me I have nominally assigned to chapter 6 in the 
LaTex files, which can be easily changed.

I will continue to proof read. Please let me know if you find any typos.

Thanks for your invitation to contribute.

Kind regards,
Steve

super b 

table b 

Stephen Crothers’ Chapter.

355(4): Electric Field Strength and Magnetic Flux Density 
induced by     Spacetime
August 17, 2016 

This note gives a simple and practical method of calculating these quantities from Eqs. (5) and (13), 
which contain only the velocity field of a fluid spacetime and the ratio of mass to charge density in the 
circuit, the latter is known experimentally. They eliminate the need to know the charge density and 
mass density of the spacetime. The velocity field of spacetime is computed from the simplified 
vorticity equation (6) derived in recent work. This is a second order differential equation containing the
Reynolds number R of spacetime. By adjusting R, the velocity field becomes turbulent, so E and B 
induced in the circuit also become turbulent, as observed by Osamu Ide recently. The boundary 
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conditions needed to compute v from Eq. (6) are determined by the boundary of the circuit and the 
spacetime surrounding it. As in UFT353, the electric field strength can be expressed in general as Eq. 
(14), using the most general Navier Stokes equation of the spacetime (which is also referred to in the 
literature as the aether or vacuum). Eq. (6) is derived assuming isentropic and adiabiatic flow, but can 
be generalized for a system in which the entropy changes. This note is a significant advance because it 
simplifies previous work and eliminates the need to know anything about the spacetime except for its 
velocity field and Reynolds number. It would be a great advantage to have available the most advanced 
computational packages for the partial differential equation (6). The aether in this note is regarded as a 
fluid, and the note is the result of the ECE2 unified field theory. The velocity field v can be graphed 
and animated in three dimensions.

a355thpapernotes4.pdf

355(4): Electric Field Strength and Magnetic Flux Density induced by Spacetime

Book of Scientometrics Updated to     15/8/16
August 17, 2016 

There was the usual intense international interest, staff and students use university and private URL’s 
during the long vacation. The ECE theory and ES technology are now mature and permanently read 
across the world.

BookofScientometricsVolumeTwo.pdf

Book of Scientometrics Updated to 15/8/16

Wind 4.03% , 1 – 19 mph 0709 local     time
August 17, 2016 

Today 26 out of 31 met office wind map areas are at 8 mph or less, indicating 29,355 redundant wind 
turbines and a total disaster for energy policy. In Wales today the wind is at 8 mph or less over the 
entire country except for an isolated 13 mph westward along the Penfro coast. I can see that the 
turbines on Betws produce nothing for days on end all through the summer, and the Mynydd y Gwair 
turbines would also be useless if let through. The Assembly is in reality controlled by the wind lobby, 
which is responsible for the wholesale destruction of the landscape. This is a failed energy policy, so 
nothing could do worse. Wind turbines vandalize the grid, making coal and gas fluctuate wildly. This 
can be seen in the yearly graphs on www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk Conventional objections are ignored 
completely because this is forced development by a few unelected people. Anyone who relies on 
coventional objection is naive. The effective way of getting rid of wind turbines is to reduce subsidies 
to zero as quickly as possible, and legislate to have wind turbine sites demolished, build up the political
will to do so. They will reduce themselves to junk in a few years. Every effort should be made to 
bankrupt wind turbine companies and to organize continuous protest against Mynydd y Gwair, day and 
night, using mobile protest groups sitting in tractors or cars on the access roads at their narrowest 
points. My old friend Vigier would have recognized resistance tactics, but without violence. These 
tactics were successful in closing the murderous Trawsfynydd nuclear power station. Wylfa also leaks 
radiation and should be closed down. Hydro, LENR and ES are clean and do not kill people like 
nuclear and wind turbines. They do not slaughter entire species and ruin entire mountains for no 
purpose at all. They make the absentee rich richer, and treat the native poor like a doormat.
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Wind 4.03% , 1 – 19 mph 0709 local time

Daily Report 15/8/16
August 17, 2016 

The equivalent of 80,054 printed pages was downloaded during the day (291.878 megabytes) from 
2,877 downloaded memory files and 499 distinct visits each averaging 4.5 memory pages and 8 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 27.83, main spiders cnsat (China), google, MSN and yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 1142, Top ten 1058, Evans / Morris 495(est), Collected scientometrics 301, Evans 
Equations 293, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 237, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 179(est), Principles of
ECE 172, Autobiography volumes one and two 144, Collected Proofs 151, F3(Sp) 134, UT88 65, 
engineering Model 60, UFT311 58, CEFE 43, PECE 42, Self charging inverter 27, UFT321 27, Llais 
21, List of prolific authors 16, Three world records by MWE 15, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 12, UFT313 
20, UFT314 19(est), UFT315 31, UFT316 20, UFT317 23, UFT318 33, UFT319 33, UFT320 27, 
UFT322 34, UFT323 24, UFT324 39, UFT325 29, UFT326 27, UFT327 20, UFT328 25, UFT329 27, 
UFT330 31, UFT331 33, UFT332 31, UFT333 28, UFT334 25, UFT335 33, UFT336 25, UFT337 21, 
UFT338 23, UFT339 25, UFT340 26, UFT341 23, UFT342 18, UFT343 19, UFT344 26, UFT345 26, 
UFT346 36, UFT347 23, UFT348 33, UFT349 48, UFT351 49, UFT352 48, UFT353 37, UFT354 28 
to date in August 2016. Iowa State University general; Paris Observatory UFT88; Site download from a
private URL; San Francisco Internet Archives (Wayback Machine) spidering of home page; 
Government of the Philippines National Electrification Administration general; Government of Turkey 
Public Procurement Agency general. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for August 
2016.

Daily Report 15/8/16

FOR POSTING: Commons Select Committee Accepts Energy 
from Spacetime     (ES)
August 16, 2016 

A House of Commons select committee has accepted evidence from Osamu Ide concerning his circuit 
designs, which take energy from spacetime and UFT311 by Horst Eckardt amd Kurt Arenhold. This 
source of energy cannot be depleted and the process is completely free of pollution. The Committee has
also accepted ECE as a valid theory of physics and new energy engineering. This is a great sea change 
in attitude which has taken place in the past decade or so, and coincides with a huge amount of 
international interest in ECE theory. So congratulations to all concerned, and to all staffs of AIAS and 
UPITEC. Steve Bannister’s excellent Ph. D. Thesis ably describes the revolutionary impact of ES. It 
has been posted on this blog and will be posted on www.aias.us and www.upitec.org in due course. 
Congress in Washington is considering LENR as a source of new energy. ECE was developed in Mawr 
Community (in this room to be accurate) with key international help without which it would never have
flourished. This is an ideal opportunity for the Welsh Assembly to forget about wind turbines, scrap 
them, stop all wind turbine projects including Mynydd y Gwair, and start looking forwards not 
backwards at Don Quixote. Wind turbines are a terrible mistake which will deeply embitter 
generations, which are in danger of being impoverished by dogma. I see hydroelectric power as the 
obvious answer until LENR and ES are mature technologies. I am the only senior scientist who 
supported ES and got more smoke blown in my face than any man alive. This is what Truman told 
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MacArthur when the latter asked for permission to smoke. This is what always happens when new 
ideas emerge. It is human nature or same old end product of a Hereford bull. I would say that the now 
forgotten dogma was a load of bull, swallowed by the Welsh Assembly like one gigantic steak in J. D. 
Stokes in Kingston, New York. The Labour Party is currently constipated – unable to change, ossified 
like a stalactite in Dan yr Ogof caves.

FOR POSTING: Commons Select Committee Accepts Energy from Spacetime (ES)

Ffoniais Mr Roderick
August 16, 2016 

Bydd Mr Roderick yn cael golwg ar y to cyn bo hir. Mr Roderick will have a look at the roof before 
long. The main cost is scaffolding. Mr Ashley Jones could possibly have a look inside the loft. I know 
the chapel well from childhood and its wonderful learned theological , literary, musical and pious 
atmosphere (Autobiography volume one, blue box above my coat of arms on www.aias.us). This was 
the great civilization of the ordinary coal miners and farmers. I am an agnostic intellectually, because I 
am a scientist, but of course I am heavily influenced by the Welsh Baptist learning, all in the Welsh 
language. Efallai bydd hi’n bossib i Ashley Jones edrych dan y to yn y loft, ac i ddodi mastic dan y 
llechi pwysig (1893). Mae rhaid clanhau’r fynwent yn fuan. Nid allaf wneud llawer heb caniata^d 
awdurdodau y Capel, a chaniata^d UBC. Mae Capel y Bedyddwyr Gerazim yn ddiogel nawr. Gerazim 
is safe now from development.

Ffoniais Mr Roderick

Cyflwr Capel Elim
August 16, 2016 

Helen Wyn,
Undeb Bedyddwyr Cymru,

Tydi y bwth tinrwth twn,
Yrhwng gweundir a gwyndwn
Gwae a welais dygesynt
Yn gyfanedd gyfedd gynt

Dafydd ap Gwilym

Diolch yn fawr. Mae Elim mewn cyflwr ofnadwy, mae’r fynwent yn wyllt a mae twll yn y to a’r tu 
fewn pwysig yn dechrau mynd yn adfail. Mae’r organ hardd mewn cyflwr gwael hefyd. Gofnaf i 
ymuno fel aelod ac am allwedd. Bydd hi’n bossib i Ashley Jones, ein Ymddiriedolwr, i edrych ar y to 
yn fuan iawn gyda chytundeb y Capel. A oes na gronfa i gael i helpu gwneud gwaith ar y to a’r organ, 
ac i glanhau’r fynwent? Rwyn bodlon helpu. Adeiladwyd yr organ dan y Prif Ddiacon ar y pryd, fy 
nhadcu T. Elim Havard Jones. Ffoniais yr Ysgrifenydd ar 01792 864208 llawer o weithiau heb ateb. 
Gadaelais negesau ar ei ffo^n heb ateb.

Thank you very much, Elim is in a terrible condition, the graveyard (with many of my family buried 
there) is wildly overgrown and there is a hole in the roof that threatens the important interior with 
damp. The fine organ is in bad condition, some stops are not working. I am requesting to join the 
chapel to help repair the damage and organize cultural events there. The organist Horst Eckardt has 
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offered to give a recital if I repair the organ, or help to repair it. This would include the Bach Toccata 
and Fugue in D Minor that was played by my cousin Roy Havard when the organ was new. Ashley 
Jones, Trustee elect of the Newlands Family Trust, is requested to have a look at the roof as soon as he 
can. I also know a specialist slater: R. Roderick, 31 Pheasant Road, Trebanos,, tel 01792 348872, 
07973 802089 who is very good and responsible. I will phone him straight away. He recently repaired 
my own roof and Ashley and his assistant sealed together the slates with mastic from underneath in the 
loft. They both did excellent work. I have phoned the Secretary on 01792 864208 many times without 
reply. I left messages but still no reply.

Myron Evans

In a message dated 11/08/2016 16:37:00 GMT Daylight Time, helenwyn@ubc.cymru writes:

Annwyl Dr Evans.

Danfonwyd eich neges isod ataf gan Menna Jones, Undeb Bedyddwyr Cymru. Rwy’n 
gweithio fel Cydlynydd y Gorfforaeth ac yn delio gyda materion sy’n gysylltiedig a 
Chapeli a’u cyflwr. Os gallwch barhau i geisio cysylltu gyda’r Ysgrifenydd, fel yr ydych yn
cyfeirio, fe wnaf innau ymholiadau pellach a gadael i chi wybod pan fyddaf wedi cael 
unrhyw oleuni ar y mater.

Gyda diolch am eich ymholiad.

Yn gywir iawn,

Helen E. Wyn

(Cydlynydd y Gorfforaeth)

From: Menna Jones
Sent: 10 August 2016 09:11
To: Helen Wyn <helenwyn@ubc.cymru>
Cc: Judith Morris <judith@ubc.cymru>
Subject: FW: Condition of Elim Baptist Chapel, Craig Cefn Parc

Condition of Elim Baptist Chapel, Craig Cefn Parc

Mae llawer wedi cwyno i mi am gyflwr capel hanesyddol Elim Craig Cefn Parc. Rwyn 
fodlon ymuno a’r capel i edrych are ei ol. Mae twll yn y to a rwyn bodlon neid yn siwr bod 
yr adeilad a’r fynwent yn iawn. Mae rhif teleffo^n gennyf, 01792 864208 ond y mae’n 
anodd cael ateb. Many people have complained to me about the terrible condition of the 
historic chapel of Elim Craigcefnparc, the overgrown graveyard and the hole in the roof. 
This threatens the interior and I am prepared to do something about it immediately by 
getting a roofer out there as soon as possible. I would like to ask for a key to make sure the 
organ is in order. It was my grandfather’s chapel as Head Deacon, and it has been allowed 
to deteriorate badly. At least I would do something rather than nothing. l pay for the repair 
of the roof because no one else seems to take responsibility. It is the responsibility of the 
Deacons. It looks as if Gerazim will be be kept rigorously as a chapel – Capel y Bedyddwyr



Gerazim.

Myron Evans

(Dr M. W. Evans, Gent., Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc. Ph. D., B. Sc (Wales)

www.aias.us)

copi i Undeb Bedyddwyr Cymru

Baptist Union of Wales

Cyflwr Capel Elim

Proceeding with UFT355
August 16, 2016 

I will translate the new wave equation into fluid electrodynamics, together with the Lorenz condition.

Organ of Capel y Bedyddwyr     Elim
August 16, 2016 

Many thanks to my cousin Stuart Davies, direct descendant of Tewdwr Mawr ap Cadell, King of 
Southern Wales and of Morgan Morgan of Craig y Nos Castle and an expert on chapel and church 
history. I will certainly try to supervise this closely, and ask Undeb Bedyddwyr Cymru to supervise the 
work also. I would like to request a key to the chapel and become a member. I have repeatedly phoned 
the Secretary at 01792 864208 but have never received a reply. I will ask a roofer for an estimate right 
away. There is a hole in the roof and the organ is not in good shape. Repairs are needed on the roof 
immediately. The graveyard is wildly overgrown and several people have pointed this out to me as 
Armiger. I can only do something with permission of the Chapel. My grandfather, T. Elim Havard 
Jones, Head Deacon organized the construction of the organ in the late fifties. It is a fine three manual 
instrument with pedals and stops, and the chapel is full of important items which must be conserved. I 
cannot understand why it has been so badly neglected.

Myron

(Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent., Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc. Ph. D., B. Sc. (Wales))

cc Undeb Bedyddwyr Cymru

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 15/08/2016 11:42:41 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Organ of Capel y Bedyddwyr Elim

I only have a small comment, but would ask you to remember Abercrave Church. A builder 
was fully approved to carry out structural building work. The end result was that the 
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church, just a hundred years old, has now to be completely demolished and the builder has 
disappeared. I do not know the level of supervision that was carried out there, but you do 
need a knowledgeable check of things for the chapel and financial supervision.

Stuart Davies

Subject: Organ of Capel y Bedyddwyr Elim

I have written to Undeb Bedyddwyr Cymru (Baptist Union of Wales) to ask who is looking 
after the chapel, and have received a helpful reply. There is a hole in the roof, and UBC 
apparently have a fund that can be used to repair the roof. The graveyard is wildly 
overgrown and in a disgraceful condition. Obviously the roof needs to be repaired 
immediately. I know a specialist who would do a good job. I do not know who is 
responsible for this reprehensible neglect. I will ask for a key to the chapel and join it to 
help conserve it, although I am an agnostic but influenced by the strict Baptist tradition. Dr.
Horst Eckardt (who is a Catholic) started to play the Bach Toccata and Fugue from memory
on the organ, to test it, and found a few stops missing or in bad condition. Any meaningful 
Welsh Assembly would look after chapels such as this, but they prefer wind turbines to 
organ pipes. It looks as if Gerazim has been safeguarded in that nothing will change and the
new owner will look after it. Salem is 1777, Gerazim is 1801 and Elim is 1893. These are 
Hebrew names in the manner of the scholarly, Welsh speaking Baptists. Elim is one of the 
camps on the Exodus from Egypt (Exodus 15.27, Numbers 33.9) – a place with twelve 
wells of water and seventy date palms. Har Gerrizim is one of two mountains near Nablus, 
and Salem means “peace”. These are three very important early Baptist chapels. We were 
all pleased with Horst’s recital. The late Cen Williams, the Head Deacon of Elim, a relative 
and very good lifelong friend of mine for many years, sat listening to Horst playing, which 
reminded him of his late wife, my cousin Marbeth the organist. The organ and chapel 
MUST be looked after, I am prepared to help personally with funds. My cousin Roy Havard
played the Bach Toccata and Fugue when the organ was first built. My grandfather T. Elim 
Havard Jones organized the construction and purchase of the organ when he was Head 
Deacon to the Rev. T. R. Lewis, B. A., B. D. At that time Mawr had a very rich Welsh 
speaking cultural life which has been deliberately destroyed by remote government, forced 
development and uncontrolled monoglot immigration, closure of industry and so on. 
Individuals must fight back against such mindless malfeasance. A Bro Iaith is designed to 
reverse this mindless destruction of culture. The Havards are a nine hundred year old 
Cambrian Norman Family and also constructed the important Havard Chapel of Brecon 
Cathedral. They remained conservative and pious Catholics for hundreds of years, some 
became Dissenters, notably the Havards of Mawr. They became dedicated defenders of the 
Welsh language.

.

Organ of Capel y Bedyddwyr Elim



FlexPDE Thirty Day Free     Trial
August 16, 2016 

Thanks again to Russ Davies, this is very useful information as usual.

CC: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 15/08/2016 18:46:46 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: New Software Packages

Horst,

It may be worth while for you to request a FlexPDE 30-day free trial of the 3-D full 
capability license. I did this once already, so I can’t request it a second time (the license is 
tied to a hardware identifier). Since you already know how to use FlexPDE, you could 
rapidly learn if it is a suitable platform.

Details of the free trial version are at this link –
http://www.pdesolutions.com/license.html

-Russ

FlexPDE Thirty Day Free Trial

Aims of the Numerical     Analysis
August 16, 2016 

Agreed with Horst Eckardt in all detail. Two vast subject areas have been merged: fluid dynamics and 
electrodynamics. The fluid dynamics describes the aether or spacetime or vacuum around any material. 
It should be possible to describe many phenomena with these methods, the Osamu Ide circuit and the 
radiative corrections for example.

New Software Packages

Thanks, Doug and Russ, for evaluating this. At a first glance, Freefem++ is still developing 
the 3D modules. SimScale seems to consist of a lot of other tools which seems not to make 
it easy handable. FEniCS should be evaluated for graphical capabilities.
The main requirements are – from my side:
– solving static and dynamic problems (2nd time derivative)
– automated grid generation 2D and 3D (no import from other tools)
– full 3D solution support
– ability to define own equations in a reasonable way
– handling of partial diff. eq. of 3rd order
– representation of 3D results in 3D graphics (3D vector fields, not only projections like in 
FlexPDE)
– animation support

It could be difficult to find this out, perhaps we should try this for the 4 tools Russ has pre-

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/16/aims-of-the-numerical-analysis/
http://www.pdesolutions.com/license.html
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/16/flexpde-thirty-day-free-trial/


selected, plus Comsol Multiphysics and FlexPDE as commercial alternatives. We could 
build up a “feature matrix”.

Horst

Am 15.08.2016 um 12:02 schrieb Doug Lindstrom:

The finite element system in Mathematica has not changed much with this new 
version, but I am still going through it. They have added new features to the pde
solution package however. I don’t know whether these have been implemented 
in the FEA scheme yet.

FEA started as a solution method for solid mechanics then moved into fluids, 
heat flow, etc. Generally the pde equations were built into the analysis software 
(eg. NASTRAN)from first principles as opposed to equation format. I think it 
was Comsol that was one of the first to allow the direct input of the differential 
equations of your choice in a standard mathematical form. It was and as far as I 
know, still is a very powerful solver. It is also very expensive. Comsol now sells
add-on packages for standard em, solids, etc. Flexpde is less sophisticated than 
Comsol, and useful because of its simplicity.

I haven’t gone through the list that Russel supplied in detail, but I do recognize 
some names on it where equation input is not simple. I think any item in the list
that mentions a specific field such as fluids, geophysics, etc. could be scrubbed 
from the list to render the search a bit simpler.

I will keep you posted as I find out more details.

Doug

On Mon, Aug 15, 2016 at 12:36 AM, <EMyrone> wrote:

Many thanks, this is exactly what is needed, plus access to 
mainframe or supercomputer time. In UFT349 ff there are many 
new differential equations, and new wave equations, both of fluid 
dynamics and fluid electrodynamics. The animations bring the 
subject vividly alive. The vorticity equation of fluid dynamics has 
been simplified to a format where it is soluble on a desktop and all 
of fluid dynamics has been reduced to one ECE wave equation 
which has its counterpart in fluid electrodynamics. Doug is an 
expert on coding and I am sure he will find this information very 
useful

Sent: 14/08/2016 16:46:06 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 355(3): Curvature R of Fluid 
Dynamics



Horst,

Based on Doug’s email about FEniCS (which I had not 
heard about before), I started investigating what is 
needed to install such a FEniCS system. Apparently 
FEniCS can run under Windows 10 (which I don’t 
have), but will also run under Unix/Linux and the free 
Ubuntu Linus operating system is perhaps the easiest to 
get up and working. It requires Python scripting. 
FEniCS is not so much a high level software like 
FlexPDE, Mathmatica, Comsol Multiphysics as an 
execution environment that pulls together FEM libraries
that have been written in C++. That said, the learning 
curve for its use may be more steep than for example, 
FlexPDE.

I was waiting the hear what Doug discovered about new
functionality offered in the latest update to his version 
of Mathmatica.

I also found the following list of free FEM software 
(I’m trying to evaluate which if any of these software 
might meet our needs). Perhaps you, Doug of Myron 
may wish to have a look at these (it’s a Wikipedia article
but web links to the actual software are also provided).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_finite_element_so
ftware_packages

-Russ

Aims of the Numerical Analysis

Solving Partial Differential Equations     Numerically
August 16, 2016 

These packages are very useful because we have produced many new wave equations and partial 
differential equations the importance of which is already being recognized internationally.

New Software Packages

The finite element system in Mathematica has not changed much with this new version, but
I am still going through it. They have added new features to the pde solution package 
however. I don’t know whether these have been implemented in the FEA scheme yet.

FEA started as a solution method for solid mechanics then moved into fluids, heat flow, etc.
Generally the pde equations were built into the analysis software (eg. NASTRAN)from first

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/16/solving-partial-differential-equations-numerically/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_finite_element_software_packages
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_finite_element_software_packages


principles as opposed to equation format. I think it was Comsol that was one of the first to 
allow the direct input of the differential equations of your choice in a standard 
mathematical form. It was and as far as I know, still is a very powerful solver. It is also very
expensive. Comsol now sells add-on packages for standard em, solids, etc. Flexpde is less 
sophisticated than Comsol, and useful because of its simplicity.

I haven’t gone through the list that Russel supplied in detail, but I do recognize some names
on it where equation input is not simple. I think any item in the list that mentions a specific 
field such as fluids, geophysics, etc. could be scrubbed from the list to render the search a 
bit simpler.

I will keep you posted as I find out more details.

Doug

On Mon, Aug 15, 2016 at 12:36 AM, <EMyrone> wrote:

Many thanks, this is exactly what is needed, plus access to mainframe or 
supercomputer time. In UFT349 ff there are many new differential equations, 
and new wave equations, both of fluid dynamics and fluid electrodynamics. The
animations bring the subject vividly alive. The vorticity equation of fluid 
dynamics has been simplified to a format where it is soluble on a desktop and 
all of fluid dynamics has been reduced to one ECE wave equation which has its 
counterpart in fluid electrodynamics. Doug is an expert on coding and I am sure
he will find this information very useful

Sent: 14/08/2016 16:46:06 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 355(3): Curvature R of Fluid Dynamics

Horst,

Based on Doug’s email about FEniCS (which I had not heard about 
before), I started investigating what is needed to install such a 
FEniCS system. Apparently FEniCS can run under Windows 10 
(which I don’t have), but will also run under Unix/Linux and the 
free Ubuntu Linus operating system is perhaps the easiest to get up 
and working. It requires Python scripting. FEniCS is not so much a 
high level software like FlexPDE, Mathmatica, Comsol 
Multiphysics as an execution environment that pulls together FEM 
libraries that have been written in C++. That said, the learning curve
for its use may be more steep than for example, FlexPDE.

I was waiting the hear what Doug discovered about new 
functionality offered in the latest update to his version of 
Mathmatica.



I also found the following list of free FEM software (I’m trying to 
evaluate which if any of these software might meet our needs). 
Perhaps you, Doug of Myron may wish to have a look at these (it’s 
a Wikipedia article but web links to the actual software are also 
provided).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_finite_element_software_pack
ages

-Russ

Solving Partial Differential Equations Numerically

Spanish version of UFT 351 thru     354
August 16, 2016 

Many thanks, these are already very popular papers.

CC: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 15/08/2016 17:02:23 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Spanish version of UFT 351 thru 354

Done today

Dave

On 8/14/2016 9:46 AM, Alex Hill (ET3M) wrote:

Hello Dave,

Please find enclose the Spanish full version of UFT 351 through 354, for 
posting.
Thanks.

Regards,

Spanish version of UFT 351 thru 354

Wind 2.72%, 1 – 21 mph, 0722 local     time.
August 16, 2016 

Today 26 out of 31 areas on the met office wind map are at 8 mph or below, indicating that 29,355 
wind turbines are producing nothing at a cost of up to a million pounds each, plus 1.1 billion a year in 
subsidies. The wind in Wales today is below 8 mph all over the country, (three met office areas) so 
none of the wind turbines in Wales is producing anything for the second day in succession. Wind 
turbines fluctuate wildly, producing negligible output, disrupting the grid and forcing coal and gas to 
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fluctuate wildly at huge cost to the taxpayer. This money should be used to build hydroelectric power 
stations to supply all the needs of the countries of Britain. Not to do so is gross malfeasance, or treason.
This fluctuation can be seen on the yearly graphs on www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk. So precious 
ecologies are being completely destroyed by the wind lobby for no reason and democracy in Gower has
been completely ignored. So Gwy^r (Gower) is entitled to take apply for an injunction or injunctions to
prohibit the development on the grounds of human rights violations and gross environmental 
destruction. The M. P. for Gower (Byron Davies) should organize these class action injunction 
applications, because he is vehemently opposed to the Mynydd y Gwair massacre. Every effort should 
be made to bankrupt the Directors of the development company so they are suspended and may face 
fines. In my opinion they should be prosecuted for environmental destruction on a huge scale. New 
laws are needed to make this possible. With democracy like this, who needs Jo Stalin, an expert in 
forced development in the Gulag Archipelago of Alexandr Isayevich Solzhenitsyn, Nobel Laureate in 
literature. Mawr is a kind of Gulag Archipelago made up of forced development y electoral dictatorship

Wind 2.72%, 1 – 21 mph, 0722 local time.

Daily Report Sunday     14/8/16
August 16, 2016 

The equivalent of 135,173 printed pages was downloaded during the day (492.840 megabytes) from 
2,963 downloaded memory files (hits) and 468 distinct visits each averaging 4.5 memory pages and 8 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 45.62, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1101, Top ten items 1004, Evans / Morris papers 462(est), Evans Equations 
290, Collected scientometrics 283, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 229, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 
179(est), Principles of ECE 169, Collected proofs 139, Autobiography volumes one and two 127, 
F3(Sp) 118, UFT88 60, UFT311 58, Engineering Model 54, PECE 41, CEFE 41, Self charging inverter
25, UFT321 25, Llais 21, Three world records by MWE 15, List of prolific authors 13, Lindstrom 
Idaho lecture 11, UFT313 20, UFT314 19, UFT315 31, UFT316 20, UFT317 20, UFT318 27, UFT319 
32, UFT320 26, UFT322 30, UFT323 23, UFT324 37, UFT325 27, UFT326 26, UFT327 19, UFT328 
24, UFT329 25, UFT330 31, UFT331 31, UFT332 30, UFT333 28, UFT334 25, UFT335 31, UFT336 
25, UFT337 20, UFT338 23, UFT339 23, UFT340 26, UFT341 22, UFT342 18, UFT343 19, UFT344 
26, UFT345 26, UFT346 35, UFT347 23, UFT348 33, UFT349 44, UFT351 47, UFT352 47, UFT353 
35, UFT354 26 to date in August 2016. San Francisco Internet Archives (Wayback Machine) extensive 
spidering; University of Warwick ECE Devices, My page. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage 
file attached for August 2016.

Daily Report Sunday 14/8/16

Selected Feedback Interest:

1 - 15 August

U. S Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Dartmouth College, Iowa State*, New York University, Portland State,

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/16/daily-report-sunday-14816/
http://www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk/


Florida, Michigan, North Texas, Southern California, Wyoming Laramie,

Wisconsin Madison, U. S. Naval Marine Command, San Francisco Internet

Archives (Wayback Machine), Bank of America, Calyx Institute New York City,

Chula Vista California.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Government of Belgium, Data Zug Switzerland, Atlas Electronic Group

Germany, Hannover, Ulm, Danish Tech, Paris Observatory, French Particle

Physics and High Energy Lab. (In2p3), Extensive Russia, Poland and Ukraine,

including Augustow Poland, Kirov, Institute for High Energy Physics Moscow

State University, Kiev, Italian National Institute of Technology, Students Uppsala

Sweden, Public Procurement Agency Government of Turkey, Edinburgh*,

Warwick*.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Queensland, IME Unicamp Brazil, Quebec Trois Rivieres, Bibliotheca

Alexandrina Egypt, National University of Colombia, Azad University Iran,

Institute of Industral Physics Tokyo, International Peace Bureau Namibia, National

Polytechnic Institute Mexico, Tshwane University of Technology Pretoria South

Africa.

Cloud Based Parallel     Processing
August 15, 2016 

Many thanks again. Enhanced computer power of any kind will be very useful, plus this range of 
software packages.

CC: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 15/08/2016 02:17:49 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 355(3): Curvature R of Fluid Dynamics

Horst, Doug,

As a first scrub through the list of free FEM software listed in the Wikipedia article (my 
original email below), I recommend taking a look at these as a starting point (not in any 
order of preference). Doug, unless you find that your updated Mathmatica now has the 
facility and can handle the system of equations as Horst has mentioned.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/15/cloud-based-parallel-processing/


If you click the respective link under the “Software” heading (leftmost column of the 
Wikipedia article), a new Wikipedia page will display for that particular software. Scroll to 
bottom of that page to “External links” for the software website (else you can Google the 
name to obtain the website).

1) FEniCS
2) freefem++
3) Elmer
4) SimScale (this is a commercial cloud computing product, but has a free community 
version; only mention because it may be useful in the future to have the extra computation 
power available through the parallel processing offered in their subscriber license)

-Russ

Cloud Based Parallel Processing

New Software Packages
August 15, 2016 

Many thanks, this is exactly what is needed, plus access to mainframe or supercomputer time. In 
UFT349 ff there are many new differential equations, and new wave equations, both of fluid dynamics 
and fluid electrodynamics. The animations bring the subject vividly alive. The vorticity equation of 
fluid dynamics has been simplified to a format where it is soluble on a desktop and all of fluid 
dynamics has been reduced to one ECE wave equation which has its counterpart in fluid 
electrodynamics. Doug is an expert on coding and I am sure he will find this information very useful

Sent: 14/08/2016 16:46:06 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 355(3): Curvature R of Fluid Dynamics

Horst,

Based on Doug’s email about FEniCS (which I had not heard about before), I started 
investigating what is needed to install such a FEniCS system. Apparently FEniCS can run 
under Windows 10 (which I don’t have), but will also run under Unix/Linux and the free 
Ubuntu Linus operating system is perhaps the easiest to get up and working. It requires 
Python scripting. FEniCS is not so much a high level software like FlexPDE, Mathmatica, 
Comsol Multiphysics as an execution environment that pulls together FEM libraries that 
have been written in C++. That said, the learning curve for its use may be more steep than 
for example, FlexPDE.

I was waiting the hear what Doug discovered about new functionality offered in the latest 
update to his version of Mathmatica.

I also found the following list of free FEM software (I’m trying to evaluate which if any of 
these software might meet our needs). Perhaps you, Doug of Myron may wish to have a 
look at these (it’s a Wikipedia article but web links to the actual software are also 
provided).

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/15/new-software-packages/


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_finite_element_software_packages

-Russ

New Software Packages

Advanced FlexPDE Software
August 15, 2016 

This will be very useful. The latest papers on fluid electrodynamics are already very popular as can be 
seen from the early morning reports. Alex’s translations will make them even more popular. The circuit 
and aether can be considered as two media, as in the theory of reflection, refraction and diffraction. The
spacetime or aether can be developed with its own set of field equations. In general there are aether 
electric and magnetic fields as well as aether scalar and vector potentials. So there is a complete set of 
fluid electrodynamical equations for the aether, and a complete set for the circuit. The boundary 
conditions can be modelled on the circuit itself. The entire subject of fluid electrodynamics has been 
reduced to an ECE wave equation, whose scalar curvature R can be calculated.

Sent: 14/08/2016 12:40:52 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 355(3): Curvature R of Fluid Dynamics

Thanks, the definitions v sup mu and J sup mu are correct. a_0 can be treated as a constant 
in first calculations. I will try a first calculation of the simplified vorticity equation with 
regions of variable R.

Doug, Russ: to do the full set of calculations we need more than 4 variables. The student 
version of FlexPDE is too restricted. We should think of finding the best FEM program, 
would a call on the blog be helpful to give us some advice?
Probably we have to invest some money for it. I could do that but I hesitate because we 
should be sure that we invest in the right tool.

Horst

Am 14.08.2016 um 09:24 schrieb EMyrone:

Many thanks again! As you can see from the early morning reports, all the latest
papers on fluid electrodynamics are already very popular, and UFT311 is 
gaining popularity after it was posted by the Commons Select Committee. So 
my sincere congratulations to Osamu Ide, Kurt Arenhold and yourself. I 
checked carefully that the units of Eq. (3) are correct, the product a0 q has the 
same units as J. This looks a little peculiar perhaps, but it is due to Kambe’s 
definitions. Agreed about Eq. (20). In the first approximation one can just use 
constant a sub 0 as an input parameter, and simply work out the scalar curvature
R. As in your comment on Note 353(2), Eq. (21) is interesting, and can simply 
be integrated numerically for v worked out from Eq. (20). Once phi and v are 
known, the E and B fields of the aether or spacetime or vacuum can be worked 
out and applied to observed radiative corrections such as the anomalous g factor

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/15/advanced-flexpde-software/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_finite_element_software_packages


of elementary particles, the Lamb shift, Casimir effect and so on. I wouldn’t 
worry about working out schemes in all detail. After all we do not have access 
to mainframes and supercomputers. A mainframe or supercomputer is also 
needed, probably, for simulated the circuit boundary conditions, but we are 
making rapid progress.

Sent: 13/08/2016 15:03:20 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Discussion of 355(3): Curvature R of Fluid Dynamics

According to the discussion of note 353(5), the 0-component of 
current should be q/a_0 instead of a_0 q.
In eq.(20) a factor of 1/R seems to be missing in front of the last 
two terms.

The proposed calculation scheme for v is in principle valid. 
However eq.(21) for determining Phi depends on a_0 which in turn 
underlies the condition (24). In principle this gives a space and time
dependent a_0. Is this consistent with the wave equation or was the 
wave equation derived for a constant a_0?

Eq.(24) could be used to determine a_0 for each time step. This 
however means a big complication because a self-consistent 
computation scheme would have to be introduced between eqs.(21) 
and (24). Simply inserting a_0 from (24) into (21) is problematic 
when for example q and J both go to zero. In addition, there are 
three equations for one variable which all should give the same 
result, again a numerical challenge.

A final comment: the only “material parameter” varying in space is 
the Reynolds number. I hope that this is enough for producing 
effects of internal boundary conditons, otherwise the solution could 
always be a constant v.

Horst

Am 13.08.2016 um 13:49 schrieb EMyrone:

This note gives a method of calculating the potentials 
phi and v and the scalar curvature R of spacetime (the 
aether or vacuum).from the new wave equation (1) of 
fluid dynamics derived in UFT353. The existence of 
scalar curvature shows that the theory is developed in a 
space with finite curvature and torsion, and is a theory 
based on Cartan geometry from which all of fluid 
dynamics can be derived. 



Wind 1.82% , 1 – 19 mph 0725 local     time
August 15, 2016 

Today 28 out of 31 met office wind areas are at 8 mph or below, meaning 31,613 turbines producing 
nothing at all. The wind is below 8 mph today over the whole of Wales, meaning that none of the 
disgustingly ugly wind turbines in Wales are producing any power, and are being paid for by taxation 
which is uselessly converted into subsidies. As a result the economy is being constantly dragged into 
recession. The average contribution of wind over the past two months or more must be around 5%, 
wildly fluctuating, and forcing coal and gas to fluctuate wildly too, in order to keep the grid stable. I 
will calculate the average soon. The figures are all on my blog every day. Subsidies are 1.1 billion a 
year, and as they are dumped by a near bankrupt government, many wind companies will be 
bankrupted in turn, and Directors suspended and hopefully fined. This is what should happen to the 
company that is trying to obliterate Mynydd y Gwair in the face of heavy opposition. The fight for 
Mynydd y Gwair and democracy itself is only just beginning, because what is at stake is democracy 
itself. The wind lobby is equivalent to a dictatorship which must be overthrown. I would say that so 
called “County Councillors” are also dictators, many are elected by only about 15 – 20% of those 
eligible to vote, and turn out to be self seekers. If there were democracy, a local referendum would 
throw out mynydd y Gwair immediately, and have Betws demolished as being useless deception forced
through by lobbyists in London. Finally a class action injunction should be organized immediately to 
stop Mynydd y Gwair – it is a violation of human rights laws and environmental laws. It makes a 
cynical mockery of the ancient commonland laws. Any one who tries to overthrow democracy must be 
opposed by the People. UNESCO and the UN could be approached in protest at this coup d’etat by the 
wind lobbyists. I have worked for the Nobel Peace Prize winning group Amnesty International, and that
could also be approached in protest at the violation of human rights. I used to work to get political 
prisoners out of jail. Very soon that kind of dictatorship will appear in Wales if UKIP is not banned.

Wind 1.82% , 1 – 19 mph 0725 local time

Daily Report Saturday     13/8/16
August 15, 2016 

The equivalent of 534,010 printed pages was downloaded during the day (1.947 gigabytes) from 3,114 
downloaded memory files (hits) and 563 distinct visits each averaging 5.4 memory pages and 11 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 171.49, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 1079, Top ten items 958, Evans Morris 429(est), Evans Equations 290, Collected 
scientometrics 264, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 223, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 179, Principles of
ECE 164, Collected Proofs 132, F3(Sp) 115, UFT88 60, UFT311 56, Engineering Model 51, CEFE 38, 
UFT321 23, Self charging inverter 21, Llais 19, Three world records by MWE 15, List of prolific 
authors 13, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 11, UFT313 20, UFT314 19, UFT315 29, UFT316 20, UFT317 19,
UFT318 27, UFT319 32, UFT320 26,UFT322 29, UFT323 22, UFT324 35, UFT325 27, UFT326 26, 
UFT327 19, UFT328 24, UFT329 24, UFT330 31, UFT331 30, UFT332 30, UFT333 28, UFT334 25, 
UFT335 31, UFT336 25, UFT337 21, UFT338 23, UFT339 23, UFT340 26, UFT341 22, UFT342 17, 
UFT343 19, UFT344 26, UFT345 25, UFT346 35, UFT347 23, UFT348 33, UFT349 44, UFT351 46, 
UFT352 42, UFT353 35, UFT354 21 to date in August 2016. San Francisco Internet Archives extensive

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/15/daily-report-saturday-13816/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/15/wind-1-82-1-19-mph-0725-local-time/


download, intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for August 2016.

Daily Report Saturday 13/8/16

Repairing the Roof.
August 14, 2016 

That would be a very pleasant recital and shows what can be done with the chapels and churches, use 
them as places of ecumenical culture. They were intended as schools as well as chapels, and they 
should all be listed and protected. One wind turbine would protect a hundred chapels and churches. I 
will get in touch with the UBC and the roofer tomorrow, to ask for an estimate. Many historic interiors 
have been completely destroyed by neglect, and sold off, civilization sold for scrap. I wonder what my 
ancestor St. Eurgain ferch Caradog, would have thought of present day society, also her brother Lleyn 
ap Caradog, Pope St Linus, the first Bishop of Rome, anteceding St. Peter. They were directly 
influenced by St. Paul in Rome after being captured. Claudius allowed them to return home (Robert 
Graves, “I Claudius”) but Lleyn was martyred, so he is St Linus the Martyr. I descend directly from her
other brother, and from his father Caradog ap Bran (Caratacus son of the Raven King).

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 14/08/2016 12:20:34 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Organ of Capel y Bedyddwyr Elim

I hope that the roof of the chapel will be repaired soon because a historical buildings can 
take much damage by water intrusion.
I also hope the organ can be restored. I would be glad to play some more pieces on it when 
visiting you the next time.

Horst

Am 14.08.2016 um 10:00 schrieb EMyrone:

I have written to Undeb Bedyddwyr Cymru (Baptist Union of Wales) to ask 
who is looking after the chapel, and have received a helpful reply. There is a 
hole in the roof, and UBC apparently have a fund that can be used to repair the 
roof. The graveyard is wildly overgrown and in a disgraceful condition. 
Obviously the roof needs to be repaired immediately. I know a specialist who 
would do a good job. I do not know who is responsible for this reprehensible 
neglect. I will ask for a key to the chapel and join it to help conserve it, 
although I am an agnostic but influenced by the strict Baptist tradition. Dr. 
Horst Eckardt (who is a Catholic) started to play the Bach Toccata and Fugue 
from memory on the organ, to test it, and found a few stops missing or in bad 
condition. Any meaningful Welsh Assembly would look after chapels such as 
this, but they prefer wind turbines to organ pipes. It looks as if Gerazim has 
been safeguarded in that nothing will change and the new owner will look after 
it. Salem is 1777, Gerazim is 1801 and Elim is 1893. These are Hebrew names 
in the manner of the scholarly, Welsh speaking Baptists. Elim is one of the 
camps on the Exodus from Egypt (Exodus 15.27, Numbers 33.9) – a place with 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/14/repairing-the-roof/


twelve wells of water and seventy date palms. Har Gerrizim is one of two 
mountains near Nablus, and Salem means “peace”. These are three very 
important early Baptist chapels. We were all pleased with Horst’s recital. The 
late Cen Williams, the Head Deacon of Elim, a relative and very good lifelong 
friend of mine for many years, sat listening to Horst playing, which reminded 
him of his late wife, my cousin Marbeth the organist. The organ and chapel 
MUST be looked after, I am prepared to help personally with funds. My cousin 
Roy Havard played the Bach Toccata and Fugue when the organ was first built. 
My grandfather T. Elim Havard Jones organized the construction and purchase 
of the organ when he was Head Deacon to the Rev. T. R. Lewis, B. A., B. D. At 
that time Mawr had a very rich Welsh speaking cultural life which has been 
deliberately destroyed by remote government, forced development and 
uncontrolled monoglot immigration, closure of industry and so on. Individuals 
must fight back against such mindless malfeasance. A Bro Iaith is designed to 
reverse this mindless destruction of culture. The Havards are a nine hundred 
year old Cambrian Norman Family and also constructed the important Havard 
Chapel of Brecon Cathedral. They remained conservative and pious Catholics 
for hundreds of years, some became Dissenters, notably the Havards of Mawr. 
They became dedicated defenders of the Welsh language.

.

Repairing the Roof.

Organ of Capel y Bedyddwyr     Elim
August 14, 2016 

I have written to Undeb Bedyddwyr Cymru (Baptist Union of Wales) to ask who is looking after the 
chapel, and have received a helpful reply. There is a hole in the roof, and UBC apparently have a fund 
that can be used to repair the roof. The graveyard is wildly overgrown and in a disgraceful condition. 
Obviously the roof needs to be repaired immediately. I know a specialist who would do a good job. I do
not know who is responsible for this reprehensible neglect. I will ask for a key to the chapel and join it 
to help conserve it, although I am an agnostic but influenced by the strict Baptist tradition. Dr. Horst 
Eckardt (who is a Catholic) started to play the Bach Toccata and Fugue from memory on the organ, to 
test it, and found a few stops missing or in bad condition. Any meaningful Welsh Assembly would look
after chapels such as this, but they prefer wind turbines to organ pipes. It looks as if Gerazim has been 
safeguarded in that nothing will change and the new owner will look after it. Salem is 1777, Gerazim is
1801 and Elim is 1893. These are Hebrew names in the manner of the scholarly, Welsh speaking 
Baptists. Elim is one of the camps on the Exodus from Egypt (Exodus 15.27, Numbers 33.9) – a place 
with twelve wells of water and seventy date palms. Har Gerrizim is one of two mountains near Nablus, 
and Salem means “peace”. These are three very important early Baptist chapels. We were all pleased 
with Horst’s recital. The late Cen Williams, the Head Deacon of Elim, a relative and very good lifelong 
friend of mine for many years, sat listening to Horst playing, which reminded him of his late wife, my 
cousin Marbeth the organist. The organ and chapel MUST be looked after, I am prepared to help 
personally with funds. My cousin Roy Havard played the Bach Toccata and Fugue when the organ was 
first built. My grandfather T. Elim Havard Jones organized the construction and purchase of the organ 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/14/organ-of-capel-y-bedyddwyr-elim/


when he was Head Deacon to the Rev. T. R. Lewis, B. A., B. D. At that time Mawr had a very rich 
Welsh speaking cultural life which has been deliberately destroyed by remote government, forced 
development and uncontrolled monoglot immigration, closure of industry and so on. Individuals must 
fight back against such mindless malfeasance. A Bro Iaith is designed to reverse this mindless 
destruction of culture. The Havards are a nine hundred year old Cambrian Norman Family and also 
constructed the important Havard Chapel of Brecon Cathedral. They remained conservative and pious 
Catholics for hundreds of years, some became Dissenters, notably the Havards of Mawr. They became 
dedicated defenders of the Welsh language.

.

Organ of Capel y Bedyddwyr Elim

Discussion of 355(3): Curvature R of Fluid     Dynamics
August 14, 2016 

Many thanks again! As you can see from the early morning reports, all the latest papers on fluid 
electrodynamics are already very popular, and UFT311 is gaining popularity after it was posted by the 
Commons Select Committee. So my sincere congratulations to Osamu Ide, Kurt Arenhold and yourself.
I checked carefully that the units of Eq. (3) are correct, the product a0 q has the same units as J. This 
looks a little peculiar perhaps, but it is due to Kambe’s definitions. Agreed about Eq. (20). In the first 
approximation one can just use constant a sub 0 as an input parameter, and simply work out the scalar 
curvature R. As in your comment on Note 353(2), Eq. (21) is interesting, and can simply be integrated 
numerically for v worked out from Eq. (20). Once phi and v are known, the E and B fields of the aether
or spacetime or vacuum can be worked out and applied to observed radiative corrections such as the 
anomalous g factor of elementary particles, the Lamb shift, Casimir effect and so on. I wouldn’t worry 
about working out schemes in all detail. After all we do not have access to mainframes and 
supercomputers. A mainframe or supercomputer is also needed, probably, for simulated the circuit 
boundary conditions, but we are making rapid progress.

Sent: 13/08/2016 15:03:20 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Discussion of 355(3): Curvature R of Fluid Dynamics

According to the discussion of note 353(5), the 0-component of current should be q/a_0 
instead of a_0 q.
In eq.(20) a factor of 1/R seems to be missing in front of the last two terms.

The proposed calculation scheme for v is in principle valid. However eq.(21) for 
determining Phi depends on a_0 which in turn underlies the condition (24). In principle this
gives a space and time dependent a_0. Is this consistent with the wave equation or was the 
wave equation derived for a constant a_0?

Eq.(24) could be used to determine a_0 for each time step. This however means a big 
complication because a self-consistent computation scheme would have to be introduced 
between eqs.(21) and (24). Simply inserting a_0 from (24) into (21) is problematic when 
for example q and J both go to zero. In addition, there are three equations for one variable 
which all should give the same result, again a numerical challenge.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/14/discussion-of-3553-curvature-r-of-fluid-dynamics/


A final comment: the only “material parameter” varying in space is the Reynolds number. I 
hope that this is enough for producing effects of internal boundary conditons, otherwise the 
solution could always be a constant v.

Horst

Am 13.08.2016 um 13:49 schrieb EMyrone:

This note gives a method of calculating the potentials phi and v and the scalar 
curvature R of spacetime (the aether or vacuum).from the new wave equation 
(1) of fluid dynamics derived in UFT353. The existence of scalar curvature 
shows that the theory is developed in a space with finite curvature and torsion, 
and is a theory based on Cartan geometry from which all of fluid dynamics can 
be derived. 

Discussion of 355(3): Curvature R of Fluid Dynamics

Wind 3.77%, 1 – 12 mph 0736 local     time
August 14, 2016 

Wind has collapsed again from a pathetic 12% or so to a negligible 4% or so. Today, 27 out of 31 met 
office wind map areas are at or below 8 mph. This means 30,484 redundant turbines each costing up to 
a million pounds, quickly decaying into rust and junk. None of the wind turbines in Wales are 
producing anything, a reversed Llareggub by Dylan Thomas. It is clear that the Mynydd y Gwair wind 
project must be opposed indefinitely using all legal means available over the next twenty five to fifty 
years by succesive generations embittered by their betrayal – Brad Mynydd y Gwair. A unique and 
precious ecology that took about nine or ten thousand years to develop after the last ice age will be 
obliterated by mindless vandals and covered with junk. All wild life to be slaughtered, including 
humans by low frequency noise induced illness, and all to no purpose. Franz Kafka could not have 
thought of anything more insane. Protests can concentrate on the access roads, in order to prevent their 
construction by legal injunction and in order to block the passage of the wind turbines in a delaying 
action aimed at making the developers bankrupt. I have led the international protests against Mynydd y 
Gwair and Betws over twenty five years or so. This blog records hundreds of protest letters. The 
developers can be sued in a class action for environmental destruction, seeking punitive damages of 
many tens of millions, and injunctions sought in a class action to prevent the development on the 
grounds of direct violations of human rights, notably the violation of democracy.

Wind 3.77%, 1 – 12 mph 0736 local time

Daily Report 12/8/16
August 14, 2016 

The equivalent of 127,447 printed pages was downloaded during the day (464.670 megabytes) from 
2,360 downloaded memory files (hits) and 551 distinct visits each averaging 3.8 memory pages and 13 
minutes, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 1003, Top ten items 905,
Collected Evans / Morris 396 (est), Evans Equations 284, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 219, 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/14/daily-report-12816/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/14/wind-3-77-1-7-mph-0736-local-time/


Principles of ECE 157, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 146, Collected Proof 119, F3(Sp) 105, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 98, UFT88 54, UFT311 52, Engineering Model 46, PECE 37, 
CEFE 35, Self charging inverter 20, Llais 15, Three world records 14, List of prolific authors 13, 
Lindstrom Idaho lecture 10, UFT313 19, UFT314 17, UFT315 25, UFT316 19, UFT317 17, UFT318 
27, UFT319 26, UFT320 23, UFT322 25, UFT323 21, UFT324 33, UFT325 24, UFT326 24, UFT327 
16, UFT328 22, UFT329 22, UFT330 30, UFT331 29, UFT332 25, UFT333 27, UFT334 22, UFT335 
30, UFT336 22, UFT337 19, UFT338 21, UFT339 22, UFT340 25, UFT341 21, UFT342 16, UFT343 
18, UFT344 25, UFT345 23, UFT346 33, UFT347 23, UFT348 31, UFT349 41, UFT351 45, UFT352 
42, UFT353 34, UFT354 19 to date in August 2016. Institute of Industrial Science University of Tokyo 
general; San Francisco Internet Archives (Wayback Machine) extensive, intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for August 2016.

Daily Report 12/8/16

355(3): Curvature R of Fluid     Dynamics
August 13, 2016 

This note gives a method of calculating the potentials phi and v and the scalar curvature R of spacetime
(the aether or vacuum).from the new wave equation (1) of fluid dynamics derived in UFT353. The 
existence of scalar curvature shows that the theory is developed in a space with finite curvature and 
torsion, and is a theory based on Cartan geometry from which all of fluid dynamics can be derived.

a355thpapernotes3.pdf

355(3): Curvature R of Fluid Dynamics

Wind 13.28%, 7 – 16 mph, 0841 local     time
August 13, 2016 

This is the usual wildly fluctuating pattern, the turbines generate only when the wind is fairly high, and 
this is the case for only a few days in summer. So protests against Mynydd y Gwair should concentrate 
on preventing planning permission for the access road. The project lifetime is scheduled to be only 
twenty five years, after which Mynydd y Gwair will be covered in useless junk. It may well be that the 
development company will go bankrupt well before 25 years, in which case it would be a matter of 
trying to repair the extensive damage as far as it is possible. The entire top soil of Gelliwastad has been 
destroyed by horse riding vandals, whose stables should be shut down. Swansea County Council and 
the Somerset Trust have made no effort to stop these vandals, whom I fought personally for eight years,
along with bikers. This shows that the top soil of the ecology is very fragile. It took about eight 
thousand years to develop and has been destroyed in about fifty years. So wind turbines will entirely 
destroy the ecology for no purpose. Those responsible should be fined and / or imprisoned, notably the 
executives.

Wind 13.28%, 7 – 16 mph, 0841 local time

Standard Model and Proton     Radius
August 13, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/13/standard-model-and-proton-radius/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/13/wind-13-28-7-16-mph-0841-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/a355thpapernotes3.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/13/3553-curvature-r-of-fluid-dynamics/


OK many thanks, it looks as if ECE should be applied to this problem as in UFT226 ff and in the 
Beltrami work.

Sent: 12/08/2016 23:57:04 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: New measurement with deuterium nucleus confirms proton radius puzzle is real

The standard model falls here also. Doug

http://phys.org/news/2016-08-deuterium-nucleus-proton-radius-puzzle.html?
utm_source=nwletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=daily-nwletter

Daily Report 11/8/16
August 13, 2016 

The equivalent of 917,170 printed pages was downloaded during the day (3.344 gigabytes) from 5,386 
downloaded memory files (hits) and 1,107 distinct visits each averaging 4.3 memory pages and 5.0 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 170.29 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 945, Top ten items 858, Evans / Morris 363, Evans Equations 281, Collected 
scientometrics 206, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 192, Principles of ECE 139, Eckardt / Lindstrom 
papers 132, Collected Proofs 103, Autobiography volumes one and two 91, Engineering Model 41, 
PECE 34, CEFE 32, UFT311 28, UFT321 20, Self charging inverter 18, Llais 15, Three world records 
by MWE 13, List of Prolific Authors 12, UFT313 18, UFT314 16, UFT315 24, UFT316 19, UFT317 
16, UFT318 25, UFT319 25, UFT320 23, UFT322 24, UFT323 21, UFT324 30, UFT325 22, UFT326 
22, UFT327 19, UFT328 21, UFT329 20, UFT330 30, UFT331 27, UFT332 24, UFT333 24, UFT334 
22, UFT335 27, UFT336 21, UFT337 19, UFT338 19, UFT339 22, UFT340 24, UFT341 18, UFT342 
16, UFT343 17, UFT344 21, UFT345 22, UFT346 33, UFT347 22, UFT348 31, UFT349 39, UFT351 
43, UFT352 31, UFT353 32, UFT354 19 to date in August 2016. Iowa State University home page, 
complete site download from an individual URL, intense interest all sectors, updated usage file 
attached for August 2016.

Daily Report 11/8/16

FOR POSTING: Ph. D. Dissertation of Dr. Stephen Bannister, 
University of     Utah
August 12, 2016 

Many thanks! I would be most grateful if this Dissertation could be posted prominently on www.aias.us
and www.upitec.org. It is on the impact of ES – bringing in the second industrial revolution. I had the 
pleasure of being part of the examination committee of Steve’s Thesis defense. Steve is a development 
economist and assistant professor in the University of Utah, AIAS Fellow.

Steve Bannister’s Thesis

Hello Myron. Yes, of course you may post it. It would be an honor.

http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/12/for-posting-ph-d-dissertation-of-dr-stephen-bannister-university-of-utah/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/12/for-posting-ph-d-dissertation-of-dr-stephen-bannister-university-of-utah/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/13/daily-report-11816/
http://phys.org/news/2016-08-deuterium-nucleus-proton-radius-puzzle.html?utm_source=nwletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=daily-nwletter
http://phys.org/news/2016-08-deuterium-nucleus-proton-radius-puzzle.html?utm_source=nwletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=daily-nwletter


Many thanks,

Steve

On 8/12/2016 7:44 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This is an excellent Thesis, do I have Steve’s permission to post it on 
www.aias.us.

In a message dated 12/08/2016 14:18:14 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dear Osamu-san. I would be honored and delighted to join your 
panel.

The title of my dissertation is “ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
WITH UNLIMITED
SUPPLIES OF ENERGY: CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES OF 
INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTIONS”

It is a historical comparison of England and Sung China, is 
empirical, concludes that the only historical path to modern 
economic development is an energy–consumption revolution, and 
develops a theory of why, say, England developed and why, say, 
historical China only partially did.

I have attached a copy.

My very best,

Steve

On 8/11/2016 10:41 AM, 井出百合子 wrote:

Hi Steve-san,

I received a panel submission guidance below.

http://defenseinnovation.us/

this is submission form below

http://defenseinnovation.us/partner/panel/form.html

I participated 2 times for this event for showcase of 
Defense Innovation in 2013.

http://defenseinnovation.us/partner/panel/form.html
http://defenseinnovation.us/
http://www.aias.us/


This is first time to be introduced for the panel speaker.

I am preparing a form. Then I have to propose some 
panelists. I would like to introduce you for the panelist.

Would you like to participate for a panelist?

If it is OK, I will put your name for the panelist on the 
submission?

However, I’m not sure if I could attend or not even if it 
would be accepted.

Anyway I will try to submit for publicity.

If ARPA or the Parliament UK is passed I will cancel it.

BTW, I would like to ask some questions.

What is the title of your Ph.D. paper? What is the 
conclusion and summary of the paper?

Could you explain them as simple as possible?

Regards,

Osamu

BannisterDissertation.pdf

FOR POSTING: Ph. D. Dissertation of Dr. Stephen Bannister, University of Utah

Summary by Gareth     Evans
August 12, 2016 

A new Physics and new Sources of Clean and Renewable Energy – a Welsh Development.

Hello Lesley, I hope you do not mind me writing to you. I would like to bring to your 
attention a new source of clean and renewable energy (predicted by a Welsh scientist and 
now verified experimentally by Japanese and German scientists) that is causing a lot of 
excitement in scientific and Government circles. Professor Myron Wyn Evans is the Welsh 
scientist who has developed the first fully unified theory of physics (AIAS – Unified 
Physics ). This means that all of physics is now explained by the same theory for the first 
time. The great physicist Einstein spent most of his life trying to develop, unsuccessfully, 
such a theory.

http://www.aias.us/index.php?goto=showPageByTitle&pageTitle=Unified_Field_Theory_papers
http://www.aias.us/index.php?goto=showPageByTitle&pageTitle=Unified_Field_Theory_papers
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/12/summary-by-gareth-evans-5/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/bannisterdissertation.pdf


An outcome of Myron Evans’s new physics is the prediction that unlimited clean and 
renewable energy is available from what physicists call space-time itself. Experimental 
scientists for a long time (dating back to a scientist called Tesla) have made devices that 
seemed to tap into a source of energy that they did not fully understand – and consequently 
could not properly control. A Mexican group (led by Alex Hill – AIAS Director) in recent 
times, however, have been manufacturing the first commercially available devices that use 
this new source of energy in a controlled and reproducible way – (http://et3m.net/). Their 
devices are used to save large amounts of energy on street lighting, for example – one of 
the early applications they have chosen to focus on. Very recently, a Japanese scientist 
(Osamu Ide – AIAS Fellow), has built a new energy device whose performance can be 
directly compared with the new theory of Myron Evans. This theoretical and experimental 
verification has been published and can be viewed on the AIAS website 
(http://www.aias.us/documents/uft/UFT311_IdeExp.pdf). The experimental results have 
been independently confirmed by Horst Eckardt (AIAS Director) and his co-workers in 
Germany. This has caused a great deal of excitement with Osamu Ide being invited to 
report to a UK Government Select Committee on Energy by the UK Royal Society. The UK
Committee has now considered the developments and ordered that written evidence relating
to this “Energy revolution be reported to the House for publication on the internet: 
REV0060 Osamu Ide page”. This is available to inspect in the link below:

Energy from space-time – a new energy revolution and Osamu Ide – written evidence | PDF
version ( 637 KB) REV0060 11 May 2016

An application (ARPA-E funding) to develop this work has currently been made to the US 
Government by AIAS Fellow Steve Bannister and Osamu Ide. Osamu Ide has also been 
invited to be a Panellist Speaker on the US defence innovation group 
(http://defenseinnovation.us/) under the Energy and Resilience Challenge banner. Needless-
to-say, this new energy development is being taken very seriously in the UK and US.

I bring these developments to your attention Lesley because this is a Welsh innovation that 
some believe could open up a new, clean and renewable energy revolution possibly leading 
to a second industrial revolution. The first industrial revolution also had its roots in Wales 
based on the vast coal reserves, some great Welsh innovators and an amazing work force. 
Wales did not benefit from this revolution, and the enterprise of its people, in the way that it
should have. Myron Evans is anxious that Wales does not miss out a second time. He is a 
passionate Welshman and would like Wales to be at the centre of any new innovation that 
develops from his work.

The interest in Myron Evans’s new physics, and the potential applications, is 
unprecedented. The AIAS website has been visited tens of millions of times since its 
inception about a decade ago making it one of the most visited scientific websites in the 
world (surpassing the very best and entire universities around the world). The website, a 
site of international significance, is archived on an on-going basis in both the UK and the 
USA.

Myron Evans has been honoured by Parliament in the UK and is currently a Civil List 
Pensioner – following some of the great UK scientists of the past (Faraday etc). He is yet to

http://defenseinnovation.us/
http://data.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/committeeevidence.svc/evidencedocument/energy-and-climate-change-committee/energy-revolution/written/32663.pdf
http://data.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/committeeevidence.svc/evidencedocument/energy-and-climate-change-committee/energy-revolution/written/32663.pdf
http://data.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/committeeevidence.svc/evidencedocument/energy-and-climate-change-committee/energy-revolution/written/32663.html
http://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/energy-and-climate-change-committee/inquiries/parliament-2015/energy-revolution-15-16/publications/
http://www.aias.us/documents/uft/UFT311_IdeExp.pdf
http://et3m.net/


be fully recognised in Wales – “never a prophet in your own land”. This even though he is a
double medallist of the Royal Society, was twice a University of Wales Fellow and received
a DSc degree in Wales at the age of only 23 (the youngest recipient of this degree in Wales, 
and possibly the UK, as far as we are aware). He has published more work than any other 
living scientist. His new physics has consequences in all the fields of physics (and not just 
in terms of energy production) with original and fundamental discoveries made on a regular
basis (summaries available on the AIAS website).

I ask Welsh Government to recognise the work of this great, Welsh speaking scientist and to
find ways by which Wales can benefit directly from his discoveries.

Sincerely, and thank you for reading this message,

Gareth Evans

Summary by Gareth Evans

Excellent Summary by Gareth     Evans
August 12, 2016 

Many thanks indeed to Gareth for this eloquent summary, which might help persuade the minister to 
reverse policy on wind turbines and concentrate on hydro, LENR and ES. Much appreciated as ever!

Sent: 12/08/2016 15:26:30 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Fwd: A new Physics and new Sources of Clean and Renewable Energy – a Welsh 
Development.

Sent from my Samsung device

Excellent Summary by Gareth Evans

Views on Withdrawal from the European     Union
August 12, 2016 

I agree with you that is an economic disaster, it would have been better to renegotiate rather than 
withdraw. I have been a committed European all my life, in order to try to help to try to prevent 
political destabilization in Europe. Our generation has succeeded in keeping the peace for seventy years
because the alternative is mutual assured destruction. I am also in favour of Broydd Iaith and a strong 
defensive organization for the Welsh language, and of course I am against wind turbines. Scotland 
would have voted to stay in if they had been given the freedom of their own Referendum, so would 
Welsh speaking Wales with careful reservations about the language. If Wales is flooded with any more 
monoglot immigration the language would be severely endangered. Some of the economic policies of 
the EU do not make sense in small countries, and as we found out the Luxembourg Court is very 
corrupt. A House of Commons select committee on new energy has just decided to publish evidence 
given by AIAS Fellow Osamu Ide on energy from spacetime, ES, which is significant progress against 
the luddites who have attacked me so often for advocating a theory, ECE, that supports ES and verifies 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/12/views-on-withdrawal-from-the-european-union/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/12/excellent-summary-by-gareth-evans-2/


it in UFT311 on www.aias.us. ES promises a second industrial revolution in which sources of energy 
cannot be depleted. As for UKIP fascists in Wales, they are the by products of mindless ethnic hatred, 
and if they ever got to power in Wales they would attack the Welsh language more than ever. I am a 
republican so do not recognize the UK. They have the arrogance to use “UK” as a party symbol. Their 
tactics are to try to ally themselves with the tories in Wales and get themselves into power. So the other 
parties: Labour, Plaid Cymru, Lib Dems and moderate tories, must forge a permanent agreement to 
make UKIP extinct. To snuff it out at the start. I think UKIP should be banned in Wales. They are 
certainly not welcome in the United States. Fascists are banned in most European countries as you 
know, and with good reason. On a strategic level I favour a process of peaceful negotiation between 
NATO, The Russian Federation, and China, to try to reduce missile levels by a factor of ten or more, 
and interlock a defensive system against terrorism. No point in fighting the last war (the cold war). The 
result of withdrawal from Europe is that England has become much smaller, edging towards 
insignificance. My first wife was Jewish, from the Bronx of NYC. She was well liked here but was 
attacked by microscopic neo fascists right here in this village. So that is what UKIP feeds on – the 
politics of hatred.

In a message dated 12/08/2016 15:15:45 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

How did you feel about Brexit?

On 12 August 2016 at 15:00, <EMyrone> wrote:

When Oswald Moseley (sorry, Nigel Farage) went to Washington he walked in 
to an empty room. Long may he stay there. UKIP is against all the tolerant and 
radical traditions of Wales.

Views on Withdrawal from the European Union

Farage Greeted by Stony Silence in     Washington
August 12, 2016 

When Oswald Moseley (sorry, Nigel Farage) went to Washington he walked in to an empty room. Long
may he stay there. UKIP is against all the tolerant and radical traditions of Wales.

Farage Greeted by Stony Silence in Washington

Osamu Ide Submission     Accepted
August 12, 2016 

Congratulations in turn to Osamu Ide, presumably the Westminster Government has read UFT311, 
which matches the circuit perfectly with ECE theory. Congress in Washington has been looking in to 
LENR, so there is progress all round. As a reasonable member of the Government in Wales, Co 
President Gareth Evans can presumably bring this matter up in the next Clean Air Forum. As a Member
of the Gentry and a Bevanite socialist I am not prepared to recognize UKIP, or ever work with it in any 
way, so I hope that all here can steer clear of them and work for its elimination. As a U. S. citizen I 
know that Washington is not happy with UKIP because of their far right, destabilizing activities, and 
not happy with the panicky withdrawal from the European Union. There is a great deal of severe 
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criticism of the Assembly’s fixation with wind turbines.

Sent: 12/08/2016 13:16:11 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: ENGAGEMENT WITH GOVERNMENT

Gari informs me that Osamu ‘ s submission to the UK Government Select Committee has 
been published (and presumably is available to the public) – see below. The committee 
ordered that the evidence be reported to the House for publication on the internet – 
REV0060 Osamu Ide page. So, congratulations Osamu, Myron and Horst!!

Unfortunately there will be some delay in progressing further because Government 
departments are now being reorganised!!

Thanks to Gari for this info and for letting us know that AJS Williams has passed away.

Sent from my Samsung device

Osamu Ide Submission Accepted

Summary of New     Technologies
August 12, 2016 

Congratulations in turn!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 12/08/2016 11:06:24 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Opinion of AIAS / UPITEC on New Forms of Energy and Wind Turbines

Excellent summary Myron but Welsh Air Quality Forum not Energy Forum for me. I see 
Osamu has received another invitation now so progress is accelerating. Your work is fully 
vindicated by these technological developments so congrats once more.

Subject: Opinion of AIAS / UPITEC on New Forms of Energy and Wind Turbines

Rebecca Evans, AM for West Wales, and Minister of the Assembly responsible for new 
energy.

I wish to make the Minister aware of the work of the Alpha Institute for Advanced Studies 
(daphne) has developed a circuit that collects electrical power from spacetime, a device that
could be developed into new types of power station whose source of energy cannot be 
depleted and is not intermittent. The power stations would contain no moving parts and 
would be free from any form of pollution. ES is described in UFT311 on www.aias.us, 
precise agreement being obtained with theory – the ECE theory described on www.aias.us. 
The theory of low energy nuclear reactors (LENR) has also been developed in UFT226 ff. 
on www.aias.us. As can be seen from accurate feedback, (e.g. UFT307 on www.aias.us) 
there is intense worldwide interest in this work, partly for which I was appointed a Civil 
List Pensioner directly by Head of State in 2005, and awarded arms in 2008 and raised to 
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the Gentry of Wales and England. I am Co President of AIAS and I would like to introduce 
some AIAS / UPITEC colleagues who could give evidence to the Assembly on these new 
forms of energy. It is of key importance to develop these in Wales and elsewhere. They are 
known as low energy nuclear reactors (LENR) and Energy from Spacetime (ES). LENR 
has been considered for development by Congress in Washington, and a House of 
Commons Select Committee has asked Osamu Ide for written evidence on the subject of 
ES. The circuit for ES can be demonstrated to the Welsh Assembly at its convenience. The 
following may like to give evidence by e mailing Rebecca Evans pro Minister.

1) Dr. Gareth J. Evans, Co president of AIAS, senior member of staff of Ceredigion County
Council, All Wales Committee on Energy. He supports hydroelectric power, LENR and ES, 
and is against wind turbines, together with many prominent international scientists. Almost 
the entire AIAS / UPITEC is against wind turbines.They are considered to produce a 
negligible amount of power and to be uselessly intermittent, highly disruptive of landscape 
and communities.
2) Dr Horst Eckardt, President of UPITEC, who has been co author of numerous UFT 
papers on www.aias.us, and is a prominent member of a large group in Muenich working 
on new energy. He has developed software for graphical and numerical analysis of many 
UFT papers, and has checked all the papers.
3) Dr. Stephen Bannister, AIAS Fellow and assistant professor of development economics 
in the University of Utah. His Ph.D. Thesis was on the implication of the ubiquitous source 
of energy that drives ES. This is sapcetime itself. The Einstein Cartan Evans (ECE) unified 
field theory explains this process precisely in UFT311. The economic impact of ES will be 
akin to the impact of coal in the first industrial revolution, developed in places such as 
Cyfarthfa, Dowlais, Penderyn and Swansea, but will be free of the pollution and great 
hardship among the working classes that typified the first industrial revolution. A freely 
available and unlimited source of energy such as ES would have immeasurable impact, in 
that there would be no furrther need for fossil fuel, or turbines of any kind, notably wind 
turbines. Water turbines are advocated as a transitional technology to ES. China for 
example already has a multi thoaund gigawatt hydro capacity, easily enough for all it 
senergy needs. Similarly for the United States and Canada.
4) Osamu Ide, an inventor and author based in Japan, with vast experience of development 
of ES. He is the inventor of the circuit described accurately with ECE theory in UFT311 on 
www.aias.us.
5) Alex Hill, inventor and industrialist (www.et3m.net) based in Mexico City, who 
currently manufactures and sells ES devices to Fortune Fifty industry. So it is a mature 
technology. He has vast experience in this area.
6) Dr. Douglas Lindstrom, based in Canada, sometime member of the Canadian 
Government, who has vast experience in the rigorous governmental assessment of ES and 
LENR devices.
7) Others of AIAS / UPITEC might like to give evidence to the Assembly

Myron Evans
www.aias.us

In a message dated 09/08/2016 18:27:19 GMT Daylight Time, 
Rebecca.Evans@assembly.wales writes:
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Dear Myron,

Thank you very much for the email.

I have made a number of representations to the Minister on behalf of local 
residents in response to the decision to approve the wind farm application, 
ranging from concerns about access to the site, to various concerns about 
Common Land and water supply issues.

I have written to the Minister on your behalf on the specific issue of Welsh 
Government support for advanced and emerging forms of energy generation. I 
will let you have a copy of the response as soon as I receive it.

I have also written to the Minister with responsibility for the Welsh language 
and will also let you have a copy of that response as soon as I receive it.

With kind regards,

Rebecca

Sent from my iPad

On 2 Aug 2016, at 14:04, “EMyrone” <EMyrone> wrote:

As Civil List Pensioner and the only Armiger in Mawr and 
surrounding areas I have fought this mindless, destructive exercise 
for twenty five years and agree with Craig Hughes of Garnswllt on 
every point. The fight has only just begun. We are both fluent Welsh
speakers and I was born in Craig Cefn Parc in Mawr. Wind turbines 
enrage the Dissenters of Mawr, who do not recognize any type of 
false authority or electoral dictatorship. I am painfully aware of the 
fact that the entire community of Mawr has been destroyed in sixty 
years by remote government. In my blog on www.aias.us, read in up
to 182 countries, I have demolished wind turbines with simple 
scientific fact, cutting through the meaningless, cynically deceptive,
verbiage. Emergency measures are needed to save the Welsh 
language in Mawr, I have suggested setting up Broydd Iaith or 
Gealtachti or Language Nests all over Wales and the Celtic Nations,
with semi autonomous powers. These would buy up every house 
that comes on the market and resell them or rent them to the 
poorest, Welsh or Celtic speaking, members of the Community well
below market value. That would build up an area in which Welsh or 
a Celtic language is the natural, uncorrupted language, supported by
many more Welsh medium schools, a Welsh medium university and
compulsory eduication in Welsh for all from the age of two. 
Monoglot outsiders would be excluded from a Bro Iaith unless they 

http://www.aias.us/


are fluent Welsh speakers and completely committed to the 
language. Impoverished rural Wales is being colonized by rich 
monoglots. Forced development is being used. It is very easy to 
demolish the wind industry by monitoring precentage contribution 
to demand, taking note of wind speed. I have started doing this 
every day for the countries of Britain, and have found that over the 
last two months the percentage contribution is negligible. It 
fluctuates wildly, so coal has to be fired up and down to stabilize the
grid. I use www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk and the met office wind 
map. I questioned the author of this site, and found his answers to 
be scientific. He is an electrical engineer. If this mindless 
destruction goes ahead one of the most important ecologies in 
Europe will be destroyed, innocent birds and animals slaughtered 
unmercifully, just to provide money for my wealthy and distant 
cousin the Duke of Beaufort. The more distant the better. I propose 
Land Acts to nationalize the Somerset Trust along Bevanite socialist
principles, and redistribute Mawr along the lines of the 1650 
redistribution of land to local farmers in the Republic of 1649. As a 
Dissenter and U. S. dual citizen I still recognize this Republic but 
are forced to pay royalist taxes, and have been all my life. The 
Dissenters of Mawr are Republicans and go back to that era. They 
were heavily persecuted but evolved a brilliant Welsh speaking 
culture within Mawr. Many emigrated from Mawr to the United 
States. That culture has been mindlessly, cynically destroyed. There 
was no English spoken in Mawr up to about eighty years ago, and 
there are no churches, only nonconformist chapels. The tidal lagoon
in Swansea would generate about 10 gigawatts steadily, enough for 
all the needs of Wales. Four or five of those would generate the 
needs of the countries of Britain. China has a multi thousand 
gigawatt hydro capcacity, the States and Canada generate hundreds 
of gigawatts by hydro. The hydro generation in the countries of 
Britain is negligible, about one or two gigawatts. There is no need 
to slavishly conform to obsolete European Union policies when 
England has dumped wind turbine production and is talking about 
going back to gas, a fossil fuel. Nuclear is far too dangerous, and 
coal and oil have to be conserved. Germany has dumped nuclear 
and has gone back to coal. The EU policy has been shredded and it 
was very corrupt. In Milton’s words: “…… for now I see peace / To
corrupt no less than war to waste.” – Foreign Minister of the 
Republic.
As a descendant of the Princes of Wales I urge the People to take 
their destiny into their own hands once again, and build a large tidal
lagoon together with many more hydroelectric power stations. This 
should not be done with subsidies, which opens the way to greed, 
the rotten pieces of Judas silver. It must be done by bond issues and 
taxation, so the People of Wales need to have the power to raise 
taxes.

http://www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk/


The Assembly should also consider and support advanced and 
emerging technologies (www.aias.us, www.upitec.com and 
www.et3m.net) such as low energy nuclear reactors (LENR) and 
energy from spacetime (ES). AIAS Fellow and development 
economist Dr Steve Bannister of the University of Utah has 
predicted that ES will have the same impact as coal in the first 
industrial revolution. It will bring in a second industrial revolution 
whose vast consequences are based on unlimited available of 
spacetime energy trapped by circuits (UFT311 on www.aias.us and 
many other papers). Total energy is conserved.
I advocate many class action emergency injunctions of various 
kinds to stop the Mynydd y Gwair development, and advise the 
trade union movement to use strike action against wind turbines and
work to rule wherever possible. Protest groups may converge on 
Mawr as the turbines arrive, and block them for as long as possible 
by lying down in front of the transporters. Action such as this 
should be continued until all wind turbines are demolished at 
developer expense all over Wales. Those responsible for turbines 
should be preosecuted ot the full extent of the law for extreme 
environmental damage.
The Minister recently asserted illogically that these wind trubines 
will produce enough energy for thousands of homes. That is 
complete nonsense, they will produce a tiny and wildly fluctating 
fraction of the energy needs of thouands of homes- English 
speaking homes developed by the destruction of a brilliant Welsh 
language culture, overseen by an anglicised assembly as remote as 
the moon. The present elctroral dictatorship should be replaced by 
referenda, either that or by my ancestral cousin Owain Glyndw^r.

Myron Evans

(Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent. (Armiger appointed 2005), Civil List 
Pensioner appointed 2008, D. Sc., Ph. D., B. Sc. Wales)

Co President AIAS, Nobel Prize Nominee,

www.aias.us , www.upitec.org, www.et3m.net

In a message dated 01/08/2016 16:56:57 GMT Daylight Time, 
writes:

Dear Ms Griffiths,

Please accept this email as confirmation of my objection
of the Mynydd y Gwair wind farm development. I am 
deeply shocked and saddened that this development has 
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been given the go ahead considering the damning 
evidence of negative biodiversity implications and the 
pure contradictory statements provided by the Welsh 
Government when declining this proposal in 2015 to the
recent approval.

Before I go on, I would like to say a little about myself. 
I hold a BSc in Environmental Conservation, am a 
resident of Mawr and I work in the 
sustainability/biodiversity sector. I am a keen 
environmentalist who truly believes in renewable 
technology – if implemented in a way that does not 
have a lasting effect on communities and the natural 
environment. So please don’t consider this email as a 
generic complaint. I have looked in to this matter and 
have come to my objective conclusion based on what I 
read in the publicly available documents produced by 
the Welsh Government and RWE.

Therefore, the reasons I object to this development are 
because I believe the close proximity of the 
development and Mynydd y Betws wind farm should be
classed as one development; developments should be 
approved by working groups of adjoining councils; 
contradictory statements by the Welsh Government 
offer little confidence in the process; and because 
biodiversity will be adversely affected. To be specific;

1. The Welsh Government can currently only make 
decisions on wind energy projects up to 50MW. 
With Mynydd y Betws wind farm approximately
500m-600m away from the proposed Mynydd y 
Gwair wind farm, the combined energy 
production potential of these wind farms equate 
to approx 80MW. Considering Mynydd y 
Gwair’s close proximity to the Betws 
development, you would think common sense 
would’ve prevailed and someone would’ve 
recognised that this development is out of the 
Welsh Government’s scope. Simply classing the 
two developments as separate is immoral when 
considering Usain Bolt could run between the 
last/first turbine of each development in less than
a minute. 

2. In 2015, one of the reasons the Welsh 
Government objected to this development was 
due to its commitment ‘…to protect common 



land as part of its strategic objectives in relation 
to biodiversity and to the sustainable use of 
natural resources…’ However, in the 2016 
approval letter to RWE, biodiversity is not 
mentioned once. Why is this? 

3. Regarding point 26 in the 2016 approval letter, 
why is considerable weight given to TAN8 but 
not towards the Inspectors view of the 
development that it will be ‘…detrimental to the 
appearance of the commons and the majority of 
people’s enjoyment of them…’? Especially 
when your Commons Act 2006 states that the 
Welsh Government has the legislation to 
safeguard commons for current and future 
generations. What is more, the Inspector in 2015 
stated that this development will have a lifespan 
longer than the proposed 25 years with no plans 
to actively return the site to its current condition.

4. The Swansea Local Development Plan suggests 
designating the Mawr area as ‘Landscape 
Protection.’ How on earth would allowing the 
development of two large scale wind farms in 
close proximity fit in Swansea’s landscape 
protection vision? Your Inspector Report in 2016
states that a Landscape and Visual Assessment 
was undertaken and concluded that there will be 
no cumulative landscape effects when 
considering the Mynydd y Betws development. 
May I ask what is the procedure in deciding 
what is acceptable and what is not? Surely 
Swansea Council would not want to classify this 
area as Landscape Protection in their LDP if 
there were to be an industrial site in close 
proximity? 

5. Regarding the development’s effect on 
biodiversity. RWE openly state in their 
Environmental Statement (ES) that there will be 
a loss in the local populations of Red Kite, 
Kestrel and possibly Buzzard. Additionally, your
recent Inspector’s report as well as RWE’s ES 
states (of which I can confirm) that there are 
Yellowhammers in the area. Moreover, the 
Inspector notes that RWE discovered that the 
development area is a Site of Importance for 
Nature Conservation (SINC). Therefore are you 
are allowing an important area for nature 
conservation and the populations of historically 



prosecuted and amber and red status birds to be 
destroyed? 

6. In the 2016 Inspector Report, your Inspector 
states that RWE’s nature conservation witness 
provided contradictory evidence. Therefore how 
can we be so sure that every piece of detail in 
RWE’s Environmental Statement is sound and 
correct? 

7. With all this damning evidence of the possible, 
incredible destruction of nature and biodiversity 
in the area, your most recent Inspector still does 
not mention anything about these subjects in his 
conclusion. Is biodiversity a taboo subject? It 
seems that we like to think about protecting it, 
but when push comes to shove, it’s the first to 
face the chop. It’s unacceptable. Your 2015 
Inspector clearly states possible biodiversity and 
nature conservation concerns in her conclusion 
and mentions that this development will be of no
positive benefit to the local community. Why the
contradictory reports? 

This development will have far reaching implications as
you will be able to see the turbines from all view points 
in the area, thus the whole common will be affected – 
your Inspector openly states that he has little confidence
in RWE in ensuring its restoration, and as such this will 
go against your own legislation.

With further development of PV farms in the Felindre 
area, Mawr will simply be an industrial site rather than 
an area of nature and beauty.

May I add that there are other large scale developments 
in the pipeline such as the Swansea Tidal Lagoon which
will produce energy for longer and more efficiently, 
increase tourism and create more jobs than a wind farm.
Can we not dismiss the approval of this development as 
well as future obtrusive developments until other 
efficient options are implemented; until biodiversity is 
recognised as important as carbon emission reductions 
and until there is a procedure in place to ensure all 
developments are considered by all affected councils so 
that small scale developments don’t turn in to large 
scale developments?

I’ll look forward to your reply. In the meantime, I hope 



you reconsider this approval, if not, could you please 
provide details on how a counter movement can lodge 
an appeal?

Kind regards

Craig Hughes

Summary of New Technologies

Proceeding with UFT355
August 12, 2016 

The law of conservation of energy is dealt with by Kambe by considering an isentropic process which 
is adiabatic. An isentropic process means that no heat is added to the flow, it is adiabatic and reversible,
and there are no energy transforms due to friction or dissipative effects. An adiabiatic process is the 
basis for the first law of thermodynamics, which is the law of conservation of energy, Q. E. D. So the 
Kambe equations and fluid electrodynamics automatically conserve energy for this well defined 
system. They also conserve momentum, angular momentum and matter. I will develop these ideas in 
the next note. The conventional Poynting Theorem can be transformed into Kambe equations.

Proceeding with UFT355

Wind 12.40%, 2 – 28 mph, 0741 local     time
August 12, 2016 

Even though the wind is in the optimal range of turbines in some areas their contribution to the grid is 
still very low. So all efforts must be made indefinitely to have them demolished. Google “solar panels 
inefficient short lived” to find that solar is also next to useless.

Daily Report 10/8/16
August 12, 2016 

The equivalent of 204,372 printed pages was downloaded during the day (745.139 megabytes) from 
2,392 downloaded memory files (hits) and 548 distinct visits each averaging 3.7 memory pages and 11 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 85.44 for the day, main spiders cnsat (China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 836, Top ten 791, Evans / Morris 330(est), Evans Equations 258, Collected 
scientometrics 189(est), Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 139, principles of ECE 115, Eckardt 
Lindstrom papers 98, Collected proofs 87, F3(Sp) 86, Autobiography volumes one and two 71, UFT88 
49, PECE 30, CEFE 29, Engineering Model 27, UFT311 24, UFT321 15, Self charging inverter 14, 
List of prolific authors 9, Three world records by MWE 9, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 8, UFT313 16, 
UFT314 14, UFT315 21, UFT316 16, UFT317 14, UFT318 22, UFT319 22, UFT320 21, UFT322 22, 
UFT323 19, UFT324 27, UFT325 19, UFT326 19, UFT327 14, UFT328 19, UFT329 18, UFT330 26, 
UFT331 25, UFT332 21, UFT333 22, UFT334 20, UFT335 25, UFT336 18, UFT337 17, UFT338 17, 
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UFT339 19, UFT340 21, UFT341 16, UFT342 14, UFT343 14, UFT344 18, UFT345 18, UFT346 31, 
UFT347 19, UFT348 28, UFT349 36, UFT351 39, UFT352 27, UFT353 28, UFT354 14 to date in 
August 2016. International Peace Bureau Namibia general; San Martin de Pores University Peru Essay 
19 (Spanish); University of Edinburgh UFT138, 139, 147, 170; University of Warwick UFT345. 
Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for August 2016.

Daily Report 10/8/16

Fascists in the Welsh     Assembly
August 11, 2016 

I have no confidence in an Assembly that admits fascists – the UKIP Party. These should be banned 
from politics in Wales. It is well known that they are associated with thugs who disrupt democratic 
elections. It is not possible to have any confidence in the decision making of an Assembly that admits 
thugs into civilization. The Dissenters of Mawr will never accept the Mynydd y Gwair decision.

In a message dated 11/08/2016 10:32:47 GMT Daylight Time, Rebecca.Evans@assembly.wales writes:

Dear Myron,

Thank you very much for the email.

I am now AM for Gower, rather than Mid and West Wales, and my Ministerial duties are 
Social Services and Public Health.

Lesley Griffiths AM is the Minister with responsibility for energy. She can be contacted as 
follows: http://gov.wales/about/cabinet/cabinetm/lesley-griffiths?lang=en

Kind regards,

Rebecca

Sent from my iPad

On 11 Aug 2016, at 10:28, “EMyrone” <EMyrone> wrote:

Rebecca Evans, AM for West Wales, and Minister of the Assembly responsible 
for new energy.

I wish to make the Minister aware of the work of the Alpha Institute for 
Advanced Studies (daphne) has developed a circuit that collects electrical 
power from spacetime, a device that could be developed into new types of 
power station whose source of energy cannot be depleted and is not 
intermittent. The power stations would contain no moving parts and would be 
free from any form of pollution. ES is described in UFT311 on www.aias.us, 
precise agreement being obtained with theory – the ECE theory described on 
www.aias.us. The theory of low energy nuclear reactors (LENR) has also been 
developed in UFT226 ff. on www.aias.us. As can be seen from accurate 
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feedback, (e.g. UFT307 on www.aias.us) there is intense worldwide interest in 
this work, partly for which I was appointed a Civil List Pensioner directly by 
Head of State in 2005, and awarded arms in 2008 and raised to the Gentry of 
Wales and England. I am Co President of AIAS and I would like to introduce 
some AIAS / UPITEC colleagues who could give evidence to the Assembly on 
these new forms of energy. It is of key importance to develop these in Wales 
and elsewhere. They are known as low energy nuclear reactors (LENR) and 
Energy from Spacetime (ES). LENR has been considered for development by 
Congress in Washington, and a House of Commons Select Committee has 
asked Osamu Ide for written evidence on the subject of ES. The circuit for ES 
can be demonstrated to the Welsh Assembly at its convenience. The following 
may like to give evidence by e mailing Rebecca Evans pro Minister.

1) Dr. Gareth J. Evans, Co president of AIAS, senior member of staff of 
Ceredigion County Council, All Wales Committee on Energy. He supports 
hydroelectric power, LENR and ES, and is against wind turbines, together with 
many prominent international scientists. Almost the entire AIAS / UPITEC is 
against wind turbines.They are considered to produce a negligible amount of 
power and to be uselessly intermittent, highly disruptive of landscape and 
communities.
2) Dr Horst Eckardt, President of UPITEC, who has been co author of 
numerous UFT papers on www.aias.us, and is a prominent member of a large 
group in Muenich working on new energy. He has developed software for 
graphical and numerical analysis of many UFT papers, and has checked all the 
papers.
3) Dr. Stephen Bannister, AIAS Fellow and assistant professor of development 
economics in the University of Utah. His Ph.D. Thesis was on the implication 
of the ubiquitous source of energy that drives ES. This is sapcetime itself. The 
Einstein Cartan Evans (ECE) unified field theory explains this process precisely
in UFT311. The economic impact of ES will be akin to the impact of coal in the
first industrial revolution, developed in places such as Cyfarthfa, Dowlais, 
Penderyn and Swansea, but will be free of the pollution and great hardship 
among the working classes that typified the first industrial revolution. A freely 
available and unlimited source of energy such as ES would have immeasurable 
impact, in that there would be no furrther need for fossil fuel, or turbines of any
kind, notably wind turbines. Water turbines are advocated as a transitional 
technology to ES. China for example already has a multi thoaund gigawatt 
hydro capacity, easily enough for all it senergy needs. Similarly for the United 
States and Canada.
4) Osamu Ide, an inventor and author based in Japan, with vast experience of 
development of ES. He is the inventor of the circuit described accurately with 
ECE theory in UFT311 on www.aias.us.
5) Alex Hill, inventor and industrialist (www.et3m.net) based in Mexico City, 
who currently manufactures and sells ES devices to Fortune Fifty industry. So it
is a mature technology. He has vast experience in this area.
6) Dr. Douglas Lindstrom, based in Canada, sometime member of the Canadian
Government, who has vast experience in the rigorous governmental assessment 
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of ES and LENR devices.
7) Others of AIAS / UPITEC might like to give evidence to the Assembly

Myron Evans
www.aias.us

In a message dated 09/08/2016 18:27:19 GMT Daylight Time, Rebecca.Evans 
writes:

Dear Myron,

Thank you very much for the email.

I have made a number of representations to the Minister on behalf 
of local residents in response to the decision to approve the wind 
farm application, ranging from concerns about access to the site, to 
various concerns about Common Land and water supply issues.

I have written to the Minister on your behalf on the specific issue of
Welsh Government support for advanced and emerging forms of 
energy generation. I will let you have a copy of the response as soon
as I receive it.

I have also written to the Minister with responsibility for the Welsh 
language and will also let you have a copy of that response as soon 
as I receive it.

With kind regards,

Rebecca

Sent from my iPad

On 2 Aug 2016, at 14:04, “EMyrone” <EMyrone> wrote:

As Civil List Pensioner and the only Armiger in Mawr 
and surrounding areas I have fought this mindless, 
destructive exercise for twenty five years and agree with
Craig Hughes of Garnswllt on every point. The fight has
only just begun. We are both fluent Welsh speakers and 
I was born in Craig Cefn Parc in Mawr. Wind turbines 
enrage the Dissenters of Mawr, who do not recognize 
any type of false authority or electoral dictatorship. I am
painfully aware of the fact that the entire community of 
Mawr has been destroyed in sixty years by remote 
government. In my blog on www.aias.us, read in up to 
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182 countries, I have demolished wind turbines with 
simple scientific fact, cutting through the meaningless, 
cynically deceptive, verbiage. Emergency measures are 
needed to save the Welsh language in Mawr, I have 
suggested setting up Broydd Iaith or Gealtachti or 
Language Nests all over Wales and the Celtic Nations, 
with semi autonomous powers. These would buy up 
every house that comes on the market and resell them or
rent them to the poorest, Welsh or Celtic speaking, 
members of the Community well below market value. 
That would build up an area in which Welsh or a Celtic 
language is the natural, uncorrupted language, 
supported by many more Welsh medium schools, a 
Welsh medium university and compulsory eduication in 
Welsh for all from the age of two. Monoglot outsiders 
would be excluded from a Bro Iaith unless they are 
fluent Welsh speakers and completely committed to the 
language. Impoverished rural Wales is being colonized 
by rich monoglots. Forced development is being used. It
is very easy to demolish the wind industry by 
monitoring precentage contribution to demand, taking 
note of wind speed. I have started doing this every day 
for the countries of Britain, and have found that over the
last two months the percentage contribution is 
negligible. It fluctuates wildly, so coal has to be fired up
and down to stabilize the grid. I use 
www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk and the met office wind 
map. I questioned the author of this site, and found his 
answers to be scientific. He is an electrical engineer. If 
this mindless destruction goes ahead one of the most 
important ecologies in Europe will be destroyed, 
innocent birds and animals slaughtered unmercifully, 
just to provide money for my wealthy and distant cousin
the Duke of Beaufort. The more distant the better. I 
propose Land Acts to nationalize the Somerset Trust 
along Bevanite socialist principles, and redistribute 
Mawr along the lines of the 1650 redistribution of land 
to local farmers in the Republic of 1649. As a Dissenter 
and U. S. dual citizen I still recognize this Republic but 
are forced to pay royalist taxes, and have been all my 
life. The Dissenters of Mawr are Republicans and go 
back to that era. They were heavily persecuted but 
evolved a brilliant Welsh speaking culture within Mawr.
Many emigrated from Mawr to the United States. That 
culture has been mindlessly, cynically destroyed. There 
was no English spoken in Mawr up to about eighty 
years ago, and there are no churches, only 
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nonconformist chapels. The tidal lagoon in Swansea 
would generate about 10 gigawatts steadily, enough for 
all the needs of Wales. Four or five of those would 
generate the needs of the countries of Britain. China has
a multi thousand gigawatt hydro capcacity, the States 
and Canada generate hundreds of gigawatts by hydro. 
The hydro generation in the countries of Britain is 
negligible, about one or two gigawatts. There is no need
to slavishly conform to obsolete European Union 
policies when England has dumped wind turbine 
production and is talking about going back to gas, a 
fossil fuel. Nuclear is far too dangerous, and coal and 
oil have to be conserved. Germany has dumped nuclear 
and has gone back to coal. The EU policy has been 
shredded and it was very corrupt. In Milton’s words: 
“…… for now I see peace / To corrupt no less than war 
to waste.” – Foreign Minister of the Republic.
As a descendant of the Princes of Wales I urge the 
People to take their destiny into their own hands once 
again, and build a large tidal lagoon together with many 
more hydroelectric power stations. This should not be 
done with subsidies, which opens the way to greed, the 
rotten pieces of Judas silver. It must be done by bond 
issues and taxation, so the People of Wales need to have
the power to raise taxes.
The Assembly should also consider and support 
advanced and emerging technologies (www.aias.us, 
www.upitec.com and www.et3m.net) such as low 
energy nuclear reactors (LENR) and energy from 
spacetime (ES). AIAS Fellow and development 
economist Dr Steve Bannister of the University of Utah 
has predicted that ES will have the same impact as coal 
in the first industrial revolution. It will bring in a second
industrial revolution whose vast consequences are based
on unlimited available of spacetime energy trapped by 
circuits (UFT311 on www.aias.us and many other 
papers). Total energy is conserved.
I advocate many class action emergency injunctions of 
various kinds to stop the Mynydd y Gwair development,
and advise the trade union movement to use strike 
action against wind turbines and work to rule wherever 
possible. Protest groups may converge on Mawr as the 
turbines arrive, and block them for as long as possible 
by lying down in front of the transporters. Action such 
as this should be continued until all wind turbines are 
demolished at developer expense all over Wales. Those 
responsible for turbines should be preosecuted ot the 
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full extent of the law for extreme environmental 
damage.
The Minister recently asserted illogically that these 
wind trubines will produce enough energy for thousands
of homes. That is complete nonsense, they will produce 
a tiny and wildly fluctating fraction of the energy needs 
of thouands of homes- English speaking homes 
developed by the destruction of a brilliant Welsh 
language culture, overseen by an anglicised assembly as
remote as the moon. The present elctroral dictatorship 
should be replaced by referenda, either that or by my 
ancestral cousin Owain Glyndw^r.

Myron Evans

(Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent. (Armiger appointed 2005), 
Civil List Pensioner appointed 2008, D. Sc., Ph. D., B. 
Sc. Wales)

Co President AIAS, Nobel Prize Nominee,

www.aias.us , www.upitec.org, www.et3m.net

In a message dated 01/08/2016 16:56:57 GMT Daylight 
Time, writes:

Dear Ms Griffiths,

Please accept this email as confirmation of 
my objection of the Mynydd y Gwair wind 
farm development. I am deeply shocked and
saddened that this development has been 
given the go ahead considering the damning 
evidence of negative biodiversity 
implications and the pure contradictory 
statements provided by the Welsh 
Government when declining this proposal in
2015 to the recent approval.

Before I go on, I would like to say a little 
about myself. I hold a BSc in Environmental
Conservation, am a resident of Mawr and I 
work in the sustainability/biodiversity 
sector. I am a keen environmentalist who 
truly believes in renewable technology – if 
implemented in a way that does not have a 
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lasting effect on communities and the 
natural environment. So please don’t 
consider this email as a generic complaint. I 
have looked in to this matter and have come 
to my objective conclusion based on what I 
read in the publicly available documents 
produced by the Welsh Government and 
RWE.

Therefore, the reasons I object to this 
development are because I believe the close 
proximity of the development and Mynydd 
y Betws wind farm should be classed as one 
development; developments should be 
approved by working groups of adjoining 
councils; contradictory statements by the 
Welsh Government offer little confidence in 
the process; and because biodiversity will be
adversely affected. To be specific;

1. The Welsh Government can 
currently only make decisions on 
wind energy projects up to 50MW. 
With Mynydd y Betws wind farm 
approximately 500m-600m away 
from the proposed Mynydd y Gwair 
wind farm, the combined energy 
production potential of these wind 
farms equate to approx 80MW. 
Considering Mynydd y Gwair’s 
close proximity to the Betws 
development, you would think 
common sense would’ve prevailed 
and someone would’ve recognised 
that this development is out of the 
Welsh Government’s scope. Simply 
classing the two developments as 
separate is immoral when 
considering Usain Bolt could run 
between the last/first turbine of each 
development in less than a minute. 

2. In 2015, one of the reasons the 
Welsh Government objected to this 
development was due to its 
commitment ‘…to protect common 
land as part of its strategic objectives
in relation to biodiversity and to the 



sustainable use of natural 
resources…’ However, in the 2016 
approval letter to RWE, biodiversity 
is not mentioned once. Why is this? 

3. Regarding point 26 in the 2016 
approval letter, why is considerable 
weight given to TAN8 but not 
towards the Inspectors view of the 
development that it will be ‘…
detrimental to the appearance of the 
commons and the majority of 
people’s enjoyment of them…’? 
Especially when your Commons Act 
2006 states that the Welsh 
Government has the legislation to 
safeguard commons for current and 
future generations. What is more, the
Inspector in 2015 stated that this 
development will have a lifespan 
longer than the proposed 25 years 
with no plans to actively return the 
site to its current condition. 

4. The Swansea Local Development 
Plan suggests designating the Mawr 
area as ‘Landscape Protection.’ How 
on earth would allowing the 
development of two large scale wind 
farms in close proximity fit in 
Swansea’s landscape protection 
vision? Your Inspector Report in 
2016 states that a Landscape and 
Visual Assessment was undertaken 
and concluded that there will be no 
cumulative landscape effects when 
considering the Mynydd y Betws 
development. May I ask what is the 
procedure in deciding what is 
acceptable and what is not? Surely 
Swansea Council would not want to 
classify this area as Landscape 
Protection in their LDP if there were 
to be an industrial site in close 
proximity? 

5. Regarding the development’s effect 
on biodiversity. RWE openly state in 
their Environmental Statement (ES) 
that there will be a loss in the local 



populations of Red Kite, Kestrel and 
possibly Buzzard. Additionally, your 
recent Inspector’s report as well as 
RWE’s ES states (of which I can 
confirm) that there are 
Yellowhammers in the area. 
Moreover, the Inspector notes that 
RWE discovered that the 
development area is a Site of 
Importance for Nature Conservation 
(SINC). Therefore are you are 
allowing an important area for nature
conservation and the populations of 
historically prosecuted and amber 
and red status birds to be destroyed? 

6. In the 2016 Inspector Report, your 
Inspector states that RWE’s nature 
conservation witness provided 
contradictory evidence. Therefore 
how can we be so sure that every 
piece of detail in RWE’s 
Environmental Statement is sound 
and correct? 

7. With all this damning evidence of 
the possible, incredible destruction 
of nature and biodiversity in the area,
your most recent Inspector still does 
not mention anything about these 
subjects in his conclusion. Is 
biodiversity a taboo subject? It 
seems that we like to think about 
protecting it, but when push comes 
to shove, it’s the first to face the 
chop. It’s unacceptable. Your 2015 
Inspector clearly states possible 
biodiversity and nature conservation 
concerns in her conclusion and 
mentions that this development will 
be of no positive benefit to the local 
community. Why the contradictory 
reports? 

This development will have far reaching 
implications as you will be able to see the 
turbines from all view points in the area, 
thus the whole common will be affected – 
your Inspector openly states that he has little



confidence in RWE in ensuring its 
restoration, and as such this will go against 
your own legislation.

With further development of PV farms in 
the Felindre area, Mawr will simply be an 
industrial site rather than an area of nature 
and beauty.

May I add that there are other large scale 
developments in the pipeline such as the 
Swansea Tidal Lagoon which will produce 
energy for longer and more efficiently, 
increase tourism and create more jobs than a
wind farm. Can we not dismiss the approval 
of this development as well as future 
obtrusive developments until other efficient 
options are implemented; until biodiversity 
is recognised as important as carbon 
emission reductions and until there is a 
procedure in place to ensure all 
developments are considered by all affected 
councils so that small scale developments 
don’t turn in to large scale developments?

I’ll look forward to your reply. In the 
meantime, I hope you reconsider this 
approval, if not, could you please provide 
details on how a counter movement can 
lodge an appeal?

Kind regards

Craig Hughes

Fascists in the Welsh Assembly

Electoral Dictatorship
August 11, 2016 

On past experience the minister will ignore my e mail in a process of electoral dictatorship, which is 
why I call for a referendum in Gwy^r or Gower. This would have wind turbines stopped and those on 
Betws demolished. The old form of rule by my ancestor Gruffudd Arglwydd Gw^yr was democratic 
(Gruffudd Lord of Gower). If he ignored his People he would have been overthrown very quickly. The 
e mail from yourself was the first time I had ever received any kind of reply from an M. P. or A. M. for 
Gw^yr. So I am giving the Assembly valuable information on new energy. If it ignores that it will be 
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unconscionable neglect, we will land up in a junkyard and the benefits of new energy will be taken up 
by other countries. As a minister for health you must be aware that wind turbines are harmful to health.

In a message dated 11/08/2016 10:32:47 GMT Daylight Time, Rebecca.Evans@assembly.wales writes:

Dear Myron,

Thank you very much for the email.

I am now AM for Gower, rather than Mid and West Wales, and my Ministerial duties are 
Social Services and Public Health.

Lesley Griffiths AM is the Minister with responsibility for energy. She can be contacted as 
follows: http://gov.wales/about/cabinet/cabinetm/lesley-griffiths?lang=en

Kind regards,

Rebecca

Sent from my iPad

On 11 Aug 2016, at 10:28, “EMyrone” <EMyrone> wrote:

Rebecca Evans, AM for West Wales, and Minister of the Assembly responsible 
for new energy.

I wish to make the Minister aware of the work of the Alpha Institute for 
Advanced Studies (daphne) has developed a circuit that collects electrical 
power from spacetime, a device that could be developed into new types of 
power station whose source of energy cannot be depleted and is not 
intermittent. The power stations would contain no moving parts and would be 
free from any form of pollution. ES is described in UFT311 on www.aias.us, 
precise agreement being obtained with theory – the ECE theory described on 
www.aias.us. The theory of low energy nuclear reactors (LENR) has also been 
developed in UFT226 ff. on www.aias.us. As can be seen from accurate 
feedback, (e.g. UFT307 on www.aias.us) there is intense worldwide interest in 
this work, partly for which I was appointed a Civil List Pensioner directly by 
Head of State in 2005, and awarded arms in 2008 and raised to the Gentry of 
Wales and England. I am Co President of AIAS and I would like to introduce 
some AIAS / UPITEC colleagues who could give evidence to the Assembly on 
these new forms of energy. It is of key importance to develop these in Wales 
and elsewhere. They are known as low energy nuclear reactors (LENR) and 
Energy from Spacetime (ES). LENR has been considered for development by 
Congress in Washington, and a House of Commons Select Committee has 
asked Osamu Ide for written evidence on the subject of ES. The circuit for ES 
can be demonstrated to the Welsh Assembly at its convenience. The following 
may like to give evidence by e mailing Rebecca Evans pro Minister.
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1) Dr. Gareth J. Evans, Co president of AIAS, senior member of staff of 
Ceredigion County Council, All Wales Committee on Energy. He supports 
hydroelectric power, LENR and ES, and is against wind turbines, together with 
many prominent international scientists. Almost the entire AIAS / UPITEC is 
against wind turbines.They are considered to produce a negligible amount of 
power and to be uselessly intermittent, highly disruptive of landscape and 
communities.
2) Dr Horst Eckardt, President of UPITEC, who has been co author of 
numerous UFT papers on www.aias.us, and is a prominent member of a large 
group in Muenich working on new energy. He has developed software for 
graphical and numerical analysis of many UFT papers, and has checked all the 
papers.
3) Dr. Stephen Bannister, AIAS Fellow and assistant professor of development 
economics in the University of Utah. His Ph.D. Thesis was on the implication 
of the ubiquitous source of energy that drives ES. This is sapcetime itself. The 
Einstein Cartan Evans (ECE) unified field theory explains this process precisely
in UFT311. The economic impact of ES will be akin to the impact of coal in the
first industrial revolution, developed in places such as Cyfarthfa, Dowlais, 
Penderyn and Swansea, but will be free of the pollution and great hardship 
among the working classes that typified the first industrial revolution. A freely 
available and unlimited source of energy such as ES would have immeasurable 
impact, in that there would be no furrther need for fossil fuel, or turbines of any
kind, notably wind turbines. Water turbines are advocated as a transitional 
technology to ES. China for example already has a multi thoaund gigawatt 
hydro capacity, easily enough for all it senergy needs. Similarly for the United 
States and Canada.
4) Osamu Ide, an inventor and author based in Japan, with vast experience of 
development of ES. He is the inventor of the circuit described accurately with 
ECE theory in UFT311 on www.aias.us.
5) Alex Hill, inventor and industrialist (www.et3m.net) based in Mexico City, 
who currently manufactures and sells ES devices to Fortune Fifty industry. So it
is a mature technology. He has vast experience in this area.
6) Dr. Douglas Lindstrom, based in Canada, sometime member of the Canadian
Government, who has vast experience in the rigorous governmental assessment 
of ES and LENR devices.
7) Others of AIAS / UPITEC might like to give evidence to the Assembly

Myron Evans
www.aias.us

In a message dated 09/08/2016 18:27:19 GMT Daylight Time, Rebecca.Evans 
writes:

Dear Myron,

Thank you very much for the email.
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I have made a number of representations to the Minister on behalf 
of local residents in response to the decision to approve the wind 
farm application, ranging from concerns about access to the site, to 
various concerns about Common Land and water supply issues.

I have written to the Minister on your behalf on the specific issue of
Welsh Government support for advanced and emerging forms of 
energy generation. I will let you have a copy of the response as soon
as I receive it.

I have also written to the Minister with responsibility for the Welsh 
language and will also let you have a copy of that response as soon 
as I receive it.

With kind regards,

Rebecca

Sent from my iPad

On 2 Aug 2016, at 14:04, “EMyrone” <EMyrone> wrote:

As Civil List Pensioner and the only Armiger in Mawr 
and surrounding areas I have fought this mindless, 
destructive exercise for twenty five years and agree with
Craig Hughes of Garnswllt on every point. The fight has
only just begun. We are both fluent Welsh speakers and 
I was born in Craig Cefn Parc in Mawr. Wind turbines 
enrage the Dissenters of Mawr, who do not recognize 
any type of false authority or electoral dictatorship. I am
painfully aware of the fact that the entire community of 
Mawr has been destroyed in sixty years by remote 
government. In my blog on www.aias.us, read in up to 
182 countries, I have demolished wind turbines with 
simple scientific fact, cutting through the meaningless, 
cynically deceptive, verbiage. Emergency measures are 
needed to save the Welsh language in Mawr, I have 
suggested setting up Broydd Iaith or Gealtachti or 
Language Nests all over Wales and the Celtic Nations, 
with semi autonomous powers. These would buy up 
every house that comes on the market and resell them or
rent them to the poorest, Welsh or Celtic speaking, 
members of the Community well below market value. 
That would build up an area in which Welsh or a Celtic 
language is the natural, uncorrupted language, 
supported by many more Welsh medium schools, a 
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Welsh medium university and compulsory eduication in 
Welsh for all from the age of two. Monoglot outsiders 
would be excluded from a Bro Iaith unless they are 
fluent Welsh speakers and completely committed to the 
language. Impoverished rural Wales is being colonized 
by rich monoglots. Forced development is being used. It
is very easy to demolish the wind industry by 
monitoring precentage contribution to demand, taking 
note of wind speed. I have started doing this every day 
for the countries of Britain, and have found that over the
last two months the percentage contribution is 
negligible. It fluctuates wildly, so coal has to be fired up
and down to stabilize the grid. I use 
www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk and the met office wind 
map. I questioned the author of this site, and found his 
answers to be scientific. He is an electrical engineer. If 
this mindless destruction goes ahead one of the most 
important ecologies in Europe will be destroyed, 
innocent birds and animals slaughtered unmercifully, 
just to provide money for my wealthy and distant cousin
the Duke of Beaufort. The more distant the better. I 
propose Land Acts to nationalize the Somerset Trust 
along Bevanite socialist principles, and redistribute 
Mawr along the lines of the 1650 redistribution of land 
to local farmers in the Republic of 1649. As a Dissenter 
and U. S. dual citizen I still recognize this Republic but 
are forced to pay royalist taxes, and have been all my 
life. The Dissenters of Mawr are Republicans and go 
back to that era. They were heavily persecuted but 
evolved a brilliant Welsh speaking culture within Mawr.
Many emigrated from Mawr to the United States. That 
culture has been mindlessly, cynically destroyed. There 
was no English spoken in Mawr up to about eighty 
years ago, and there are no churches, only 
nonconformist chapels. The tidal lagoon in Swansea 
would generate about 10 gigawatts steadily, enough for 
all the needs of Wales. Four or five of those would 
generate the needs of the countries of Britain. China has
a multi thousand gigawatt hydro capcacity, the States 
and Canada generate hundreds of gigawatts by hydro. 
The hydro generation in the countries of Britain is 
negligible, about one or two gigawatts. There is no need
to slavishly conform to obsolete European Union 
policies when England has dumped wind turbine 
production and is talking about going back to gas, a 
fossil fuel. Nuclear is far too dangerous, and coal and 
oil have to be conserved. Germany has dumped nuclear 
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and has gone back to coal. The EU policy has been 
shredded and it was very corrupt. In Milton’s words: 
“…… for now I see peace / To corrupt no less than war 
to waste.” – Foreign Minister of the Republic.
As a descendant of the Princes of Wales I urge the 
People to take their destiny into their own hands once 
again, and build a large tidal lagoon together with many 
more hydroelectric power stations. This should not be 
done with subsidies, which opens the way to greed, the 
rotten pieces of Judas silver. It must be done by bond 
issues and taxation, so the People of Wales need to have
the power to raise taxes.
The Assembly should also consider and support 
advanced and emerging technologies (www.aias.us, 
www.upitec.com and www.et3m.net) such as low 
energy nuclear reactors (LENR) and energy from 
spacetime (ES). AIAS Fellow and development 
economist Dr Steve Bannister of the University of Utah 
has predicted that ES will have the same impact as coal 
in the first industrial revolution. It will bring in a second
industrial revolution whose vast consequences are based
on unlimited available of spacetime energy trapped by 
circuits (UFT311 on www.aias.us and many other 
papers). Total energy is conserved.
I advocate many class action emergency injunctions of 
various kinds to stop the Mynydd y Gwair development,
and advise the trade union movement to use strike 
action against wind turbines and work to rule wherever 
possible. Protest groups may converge on Mawr as the 
turbines arrive, and block them for as long as possible 
by lying down in front of the transporters. Action such 
as this should be continued until all wind turbines are 
demolished at developer expense all over Wales. Those 
responsible for turbines should be preosecuted ot the 
full extent of the law for extreme environmental 
damage.
The Minister recently asserted illogically that these 
wind trubines will produce enough energy for thousands
of homes. That is complete nonsense, they will produce 
a tiny and wildly fluctating fraction of the energy needs 
of thouands of homes- English speaking homes 
developed by the destruction of a brilliant Welsh 
language culture, overseen by an anglicised assembly as
remote as the moon. The present elctroral dictatorship 
should be replaced by referenda, either that or by my 
ancestral cousin Owain Glyndw^r.
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Myron Evans

(Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent. (Armiger appointed 2005), 
Civil List Pensioner appointed 2008, D. Sc., Ph. D., B. 
Sc. Wales)

Co President AIAS, Nobel Prize Nominee,

www.aias.us , www.upitec.org, www.et3m.net

In a message dated 01/08/2016 16:56:57 GMT Daylight 
Time, writes:

Dear Ms Griffiths,

Please accept this email as confirmation of 
my objection of the Mynydd y Gwair wind 
farm development. I am deeply shocked and
saddened that this development has been 
given the go ahead considering the damning 
evidence of negative biodiversity 
implications and the pure contradictory 
statements provided by the Welsh 
Government when declining this proposal in
2015 to the recent approval.

Before I go on, I would like to say a little 
about myself. I hold a BSc in Environmental
Conservation, am a resident of Mawr and I 
work in the sustainability/biodiversity 
sector. I am a keen environmentalist who 
truly believes in renewable technology – if 
implemented in a way that does not have a 
lasting effect on communities and the 
natural environment. So please don’t 
consider this email as a generic complaint. I 
have looked in to this matter and have come 
to my objective conclusion based on what I 
read in the publicly available documents 
produced by the Welsh Government and 
RWE.

Therefore, the reasons I object to this 
development are because I believe the close 
proximity of the development and Mynydd 
y Betws wind farm should be classed as one 
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development; developments should be 
approved by working groups of adjoining 
councils; contradictory statements by the 
Welsh Government offer little confidence in 
the process; and because biodiversity will be
adversely affected. To be specific;

1. The Welsh Government can 
currently only make decisions on 
wind energy projects up to 50MW. 
With Mynydd y Betws wind farm 
approximately 500m-600m away 
from the proposed Mynydd y Gwair 
wind farm, the combined energy 
production potential of these wind 
farms equate to approx 80MW. 
Considering Mynydd y Gwair’s 
close proximity to the Betws 
development, you would think 
common sense would’ve prevailed 
and someone would’ve recognised 
that this development is out of the 
Welsh Government’s scope. Simply 
classing the two developments as 
separate is immoral when 
considering Usain Bolt could run 
between the last/first turbine of each 
development in less than a minute. 

2. In 2015, one of the reasons the 
Welsh Government objected to this 
development was due to its 
commitment ‘…to protect common 
land as part of its strategic objectives
in relation to biodiversity and to the 
sustainable use of natural 
resources…’ However, in the 2016 
approval letter to RWE, biodiversity 
is not mentioned once. Why is this? 

3. Regarding point 26 in the 2016 
approval letter, why is considerable 
weight given to TAN8 but not 
towards the Inspectors view of the 
development that it will be ‘…
detrimental to the appearance of the 
commons and the majority of 
people’s enjoyment of them…’? 
Especially when your Commons Act 



2006 states that the Welsh 
Government has the legislation to 
safeguard commons for current and 
future generations. What is more, the
Inspector in 2015 stated that this 
development will have a lifespan 
longer than the proposed 25 years 
with no plans to actively return the 
site to its current condition. 

4. The Swansea Local Development 
Plan suggests designating the Mawr 
area as ‘Landscape Protection.’ How 
on earth would allowing the 
development of two large scale wind 
farms in close proximity fit in 
Swansea’s landscape protection 
vision? Your Inspector Report in 
2016 states that a Landscape and 
Visual Assessment was undertaken 
and concluded that there will be no 
cumulative landscape effects when 
considering the Mynydd y Betws 
development. May I ask what is the 
procedure in deciding what is 
acceptable and what is not? Surely 
Swansea Council would not want to 
classify this area as Landscape 
Protection in their LDP if there were 
to be an industrial site in close 
proximity? 

5. Regarding the development’s effect 
on biodiversity. RWE openly state in 
their Environmental Statement (ES) 
that there will be a loss in the local 
populations of Red Kite, Kestrel and 
possibly Buzzard. Additionally, your 
recent Inspector’s report as well as 
RWE’s ES states (of which I can 
confirm) that there are 
Yellowhammers in the area. 
Moreover, the Inspector notes that 
RWE discovered that the 
development area is a Site of 
Importance for Nature Conservation 
(SINC). Therefore are you are 
allowing an important area for nature
conservation and the populations of 



historically prosecuted and amber 
and red status birds to be destroyed? 

6. In the 2016 Inspector Report, your 
Inspector states that RWE’s nature 
conservation witness provided 
contradictory evidence. Therefore 
how can we be so sure that every 
piece of detail in RWE’s 
Environmental Statement is sound 
and correct? 

7. With all this damning evidence of 
the possible, incredible destruction 
of nature and biodiversity in the area,
your most recent Inspector still does 
not mention anything about these 
subjects in his conclusion. Is 
biodiversity a taboo subject? It 
seems that we like to think about 
protecting it, but when push comes 
to shove, it’s the first to face the 
chop. It’s unacceptable. Your 2015 
Inspector clearly states possible 
biodiversity and nature conservation 
concerns in her conclusion and 
mentions that this development will 
be of no positive benefit to the local 
community. Why the contradictory 
reports? 

This development will have far reaching 
implications as you will be able to see the 
turbines from all view points in the area, 
thus the whole common will be affected – 
your Inspector openly states that he has little
confidence in RWE in ensuring its 
restoration, and as such this will go against 
your own legislation.

With further development of PV farms in 
the Felindre area, Mawr will simply be an 
industrial site rather than an area of nature 
and beauty.

May I add that there are other large scale 
developments in the pipeline such as the 
Swansea Tidal Lagoon which will produce 
energy for longer and more efficiently, 



increase tourism and create more jobs than a
wind farm. Can we not dismiss the approval 
of this development as well as future 
obtrusive developments until other efficient 
options are implemented; until biodiversity 
is recognised as important as carbon 
emission reductions and until there is a 
procedure in place to ensure all 
developments are considered by all affected 
councils so that small scale developments 
don’t turn in to large scale developments?

I’ll look forward to your reply. In the 
meantime, I hope you reconsider this 
approval, if not, could you please provide 
details on how a counter movement can 
lodge an appeal?

Kind regards

Craig Hughes

Electoral Dictatorship

FOR POSTING: Section 3 of paper     353
August 11, 2016 

These are important results and the graphics show clearly the onset of spacetime turbulence picked up 
in a circuit such as that by Osamu Ide. This paper reduces the entire subject of fluid dynamics to one 
wave equation, which is solved numerically by co author Horst Eckardt as an eigenvalue problem. A 
mainframe or supercomputer is needed for more accurate results, because Horst’s desktop takes about 
half an hour to solve the problem and is at the limit if its capability. So cooperation with a fluid 
dynamics group with access to a supercomputer would be optimal. However he solves it with limited 
resources showing the onset of many interesting features. The relevant ECE wave equation also needs a
supercomputer for its solution in the area of fluid dynamics. The most recent ECE2 papers are already 
very popular, and the graphics are very important in studying the problem.

Sent: 10/08/2016 21:05:11 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Section 3 of paper 353

This is section 3 with solutions of the wave equation as announced. In
the chosen geomery, time dependent solutions are not possible. A rich
structure in velocity and vorticity is introduced by the fluid-specific
terms.

Horst 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/11/for-posting-section-3-of-paper-353/


paper353-3.pdf

FOR POSTING: Section 3 of paper 353

FOR POSTING: Paper sections 351,3 and     352,3
August 11, 2016 

It arrived here some time ago, and I think that Dave has already posted both sections. They are 
important and interesting as usual.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 10/08/2016 13:19:38 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Fwd: Re: Fwd: Paper sections 351,3 and 352,3

Maybe the attachment 351,3 did not arrive, I am sending again for the blog. section 353,3 is
under way and will refer to solutions of the wave equation.

Horst

Am 10.08.2016 um 09:28 schrieb Horst Eckardt:

Dave, ist seems that section 3 for paper 351 has not arrived on the web site.
Horst

Am 08.08.2016 um 14:14 schrieb Horst Eckardt:

Dave, could you please add the sections?
Thanks, Horst

paper351-3.pdf

FOR POSTING: Paper sections 351,3 and 352,3

Discussion of Note 355(2) : Conservation of Energy from 
Wave     Equations
August 11, 2016 

I like the idea of obtaining an image of the geometry of the circuit, the non zero divergence of the 
velocity means that the spacetime fluid or aether must be compressible. Trying out variants would be 
very interesting. When dealing with boundaries, electrodynamics at boundaries should be followed 
(e.g. refraction and reflection theory), reflection from various kinds of materials and so on.

Sent: 10/08/2016 12:59:08 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 355(2) : Conservation of Energy from Wave Equations

In principle this note shows up a viable way for computing an electric circuit field from 
aether flow. It remains the question how the aether flow is impacted by a material device. A

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/11/discussion-of-note-3552-conservation-of-energy-from-wave-equations/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/11/discussion-of-note-3552-conservation-of-energy-from-wave-equations/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/paper351-3.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/11/for-posting-paper-sections-3513-and-3523-2/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/paper353-3.pdf


first attempt could be to define a matter- and space-dependent Reynolds number so one 
would obtain an image of the geometry in the velocity field. Another point of variation may
be the ratio rho_m/rho or a_0/c. Electric permittivity for example would only play a role 
when solving the last equation (26) for the circuit. Perhaps we have to try out some variants
and see where the results are rasonable.

A principle insight of the note is that we need time-dependent processes and that there is a 
divergence of the vacuum velocity in (24). This rases the question where the velocity 
disappears. Obviously this process is different from the definition of fluid charge q_F, it 
seems to be another effect.

Horst

Am 09.08.2016 um 13:03 schrieb EMyrone:

This is a clearer method of showing conservation of total energy than the 
Poynting Theorem. It leads to Eq. (14) which shows clearly that the four 
momentum of the circuit is the four momentum of the vacuum within a 
proportionality constant. A method is given for calculating the electric field 
strength in the circuit from the vacuum scalar potential. This uses the vorticity 
equation of the vacuum to calculate the velocity field of the vacuum using Eq. 
(23) as in previous work. The Reynolds number of the vacuum is used as an 
input parameter. The vacuum scalar potential is calculated from the vacuum 
velocity field with the vacuum Lorenz condition (24), and the circuit’s scalar 
potential is calculated from the vacuum scalar potential using Eq. (25). The 
ratio of vacuum mass density to vacuum charge density is used as an input 
parameter together with the ratio of the vacuum speed of sound to the speed of 
light. Finally the electric field strength of the circuit is calculated from Eq. (26) 
assuming the absence of magnetic fields.

Discussion of Note 355(2) : Conservation of Energy from Wave Equations

Wind 11.27% 4 – 17 mph 0835 local     time
August 11, 2016 

These wild fluctations in contribution of wind to the grid will be a feature throughout the equinoctial 
season, because the wind is variable, These fluctuations cause fluctuations in coal and gas and waste a 
huge amount of imported mineral resource in stabilizing the grid. So the entire output of wind is 
negated by the use of imported fossil fuel in this way, and wind does not save on carbon dioxide, which
is not a pollutant. The troposphere has cooled slightly over the past fifty eight years so the computer 
models used to predict runaway global warming were wildly wrong. So energy policy should switch to 
self sufficient hydro, LENR and SE. Wind turbines destroy entire landscapes and cause great anger and 
unrest among the electorate.

Wind 11.27% 4 – 17 mph 0835 local time

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/11/wind-11-27-4-17-mph-0835-local-time/


Daily Report 9/8/16
August 11, 2016 

The equivalent of 128,670 printed pages was downloaded during the day (469.131 megabytes) from 
2.613 downloaded memory files (hits) and 442 distinct visits each averaging 4.8 memory pages and 15 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 51.20 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 papers 764, Top ten 708, Evans / Morris papers 297(est), Evans Equations 254, 
Collected scientometrics 189, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 117, Principles of ECE 104, Eckardt / 
Lindstrom papers 93, Collected Proofs 82, F3(Sp) 71, Autobiography volumes one and two 64, 
Engineering Model 35, UFT88 44, PECE 29, CEFE 26, UFT311 24, Self charging inverter 14, UFT321
14, Llais 12(est), List of prolific authors 9, Three world records by MWE 9, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 8, 
UFT313 16, UFT314 14, UFT315 18, UFT316 14, UFT317 14, UFT318 17, UFT319 16, UFT320 18, 
UFT322 21, UFT323 17, UFT324 25, UFT325 18, UFT326 17, UFT327 11, UFT328 15, UFT329 15, 
UFT330 26, UFT331 25, UFT332 21, UFT333 20, UFT334 19, UFT335 22, UFT336 18, UFT337 16, 
UFT338 17, UFT339 18, UFT340 20, UFT341 15, UFT342 13, UFT343 12, UFT344 14, UFT345 17, 
UFT346 29, UFT347 19, UFT348 27, UFT349 35, UFT351 34, UFT352 26, UFT353 26, UFT354 9 to 
date in August 2016. Institute of Mathematics, Statistics and Scientific Computation, University of 
Campinas Brazil UFT142; Department of Photonics Engineering Danish Technical University 
UFT177; French National Institute of Nuclear and Particle Physics List of British Civil List Scientists; 
Italian Institute of Technology Genoa: Michael Jackson “Human Soul”; San Francisco Internet 
Archives (Wayback Machine) Spacetime Devices Page; University of Edinburgh UFT139, intense 
interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for August 2016.

Daily Report 9/8/16

Diolch yn Fawr Iawn, Thank You Very     Much
August 10, 2016 

Diolch yn fawr am eich gwaith, thank you vey much for your work. I attach my credentials and am a 
sometime scientific advisor to Plaid Cymru, from Cornell, and a U. S. dual citizen. I have fought 
Mynydd y Gwair and Betws for twenty five years. My blog on www.aias.us shows clearly and simply 
that wind turbines are worse than useless, in that they produce very little and destabilize the grid. I 
advocate abandonment and demolition of wind turbines throughout Wales and other countries of 
Britain, new legislation to remove subsidies on all projects, including those given planning permission, 
and sharply increased hydroelectric capacity, notably tidal lagoons and other forms of hydro, 
elimination of nuclear power stations from Wales, together with low energy nuclear reactors (LENR) 
and energy from spacetime (ES). Mynydd y Gwair is heavily opposed and feelings are running high 
against it, people are enraged at what is seen as a betrayal of trust, so I advocate a local referendum on 
Mynydd y Gwair and Betws, and in general government by advanced electronic referenda, not first past
the post. My blog gives many reasons why wind turbines are useless. I use a scientific method based on
www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk combined with wind speed calculations. I have found that wind turbine 
contribution is negligible in the summer months and uselessly intermittent from November to March. 
Wind causes fluctuations in coal and gas as can be seen from the above site because coal and gas have 
to be used to stabilize the grid. Trawsfynydd leaked radiation, caused cancer, and was closed by 
peaceful protest. There are likely to be peaceful protests against Mynydd y Gwair. I have advocated 
injunctions based on human rights and environment protection to try to stop the forced development, 

http://www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/10/diolch-yn-fawr-iawn-thank-you-very-much/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/11/daily-report-9816/


and many other delaying measures in the hope that N Power will become bankrupt. About 25% of wind
companies have recently gone bankrupt. I strongly advocate funding for low energy nuclear reactors 
(LENR) and energy from spacetime circuits (ES) and power stations. The latter promise to bring in the 
second industrial revolution.
The Welsh language has been destroyed in sixty years Mawr by forced development. This is over 
development forced on an initially Welsh speaking population, objections to planning being essentially 
ignored. The effect is to bring in monoglot outsiders who contribute nothing to local industry or the 
native culture and language, and eventually destroy the Welsh language. So semi autonomous Broydd 
Iaith are needed in which the language is very strongly protected and this process reversed. These are 
described on my http://www.aias.us blog. Education in Welsh must be compulsory for all in Wales from
age two, and every Bro Iaith must have its infants and primary schools. More Welsh medium schools 
and a Welsh medium University are needed urgently. UNESCO has warned that spoken Welsh is in 
danger of extinction, and I can see it happening. Far greater protection is needed for chapels and 
historically significant houses of the working classes in Wales.

Myron Evans
Arglwydd Glyn TAwe a Gw^yr
Lord of Glyn Tawe and Gower
(My chosen Armigerous Title)

(Dr. M. W. Evans, Member of the Welsh speaking Gentry, Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc., Ph. D. B. Sc 
(Wales)
Co president www.aias.us )

In a message dated 09/08/2016 18:27:19 GMT Daylight Time, Rebecca.Evans@assembly.wales writes:

Dear Myron,

Thank you very much for the email.

I have made a number of representations to the Minister on behalf of local residents in 
response to the decision to approve the wind farm application, ranging from concerns about
access to the site, to various concerns about Common Land and water supply issues.

I have written to the Minister on your behalf on the specific issue of Welsh Government 
support for advanced and emerging forms of energy generation. I will let you have a copy 
of the response as soon as I receive it.

I have also written to the Minister with responsibility for the Welsh language and will also 
let you have a copy of that response as soon as I receive it.

With kind regards,

Rebecca

Sent from my iPad

On 2 Aug 2016, at 14:04, “EMyrone” <EMyrone> wrote:

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/


As Civil List Pensioner and the only Armiger in Mawr and surrounding areas I 
have fought this mindless, destructive exercise for twenty five years and agree 
with Craig Hughes of Garnswllt on every point. The fight has only just begun. 
We are both fluent Welsh speakers and I was born in Craig Cefn Parc in Mawr. 
Wind turbines enrage the Dissenters of Mawr, who do not recognize any type of
false authority or electoral dictatorship. I am painfully aware of the fact that the 
entire community of Mawr has been destroyed in sixty years by remote 
government. In my blog on www.aias.us, read in up to 182 countries, I have 
demolished wind turbines with simple scientific fact, cutting through the 
meaningless, cynically deceptive, verbiage. Emergency measures are needed to 
save the Welsh language in Mawr, I have suggested setting up Broydd Iaith or 
Gealtachti or Language Nests all over Wales and the Celtic Nations, with semi 
autonomous powers. These would buy up every house that comes on the market
and resell them or rent them to the poorest, Welsh or Celtic speaking, members 
of the Community well below market value. That would build up an area in 
which Welsh or a Celtic language is the natural, uncorrupted language, 
supported by many more Welsh medium schools, a Welsh medium university 
and compulsory eduication in Welsh for all from the age of two. Monoglot 
outsiders would be excluded from a Bro Iaith unless they are fluent Welsh 
speakers and completely committed to the language. Impoverished rural Wales 
is being colonized by rich monoglots. Forced development is being used. It is 
very easy to demolish the wind industry by monitoring precentage contribution 
to demand, taking note of wind speed. I have started doing this every day for 
the countries of Britain, and have found that over the last two months the 
percentage contribution is negligible. It fluctuates wildly, so coal has to be fired
up and down to stabilize the grid. I use www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk and the 
met office wind map. I questioned the author of this site, and found his answers 
to be scientific. He is an electrical engineer. If this mindless destruction goes 
ahead one of the most important ecologies in Europe will be destroyed, 
innocent birds and animals slaughtered unmercifully, just to provide money for 
my wealthy and distant cousin the Duke of Beaufort. The more distant the 
better. I propose Land Acts to nationalize the Somerset Trust along Bevanite 
socialist principles, and redistribute Mawr along the lines of the 1650 
redistribution of land to local farmers in the Republic of 1649. As a Dissenter 
and U. S. dual citizen I still recognize this Republic but are forced to pay 
royalist taxes, and have been all my life. The Dissenters of Mawr are 
Republicans and go back to that era. They were heavily persecuted but evolved 
a brilliant Welsh speaking culture within Mawr. Many emigrated from Mawr to 
the United States. That culture has been mindlessly, cynically destroyed. There 
was no English spoken in Mawr up to about eighty years ago, and there are no 
churches, only nonconformist chapels. The tidal lagoon in Swansea would 
generate about 10 gigawatts steadily, enough for all the needs of Wales. Four or 
five of those would generate the needs of the countries of Britain. China has a 
multi thousand gigawatt hydro capcacity, the States and Canada generate 
hundreds of gigawatts by hydro. The hydro generation in the countries of 
Britain is negligible, about one or two gigawatts. There is no need to slavishly 
conform to obsolete European Union policies when England has dumped wind 

http://www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk/
http://www.aias.us/


turbine production and is talking about going back to gas, a fossil fuel. Nuclear 
is far too dangerous, and coal and oil have to be conserved. Germany has 
dumped nuclear and has gone back to coal. The EU policy has been shredded 
and it was very corrupt. In Milton’s words: “…… for now I see peace / To 
corrupt no less than war to waste.” – Foreign Minister of the Republic.
As a descendant of the Princes of Wales I urge the People to take their destiny 
into their own hands once again, and build a large tidal lagoon together with 
many more hydroelectric power stations. This should not be done with 
subsidies, which opens the way to greed, the rotten pieces of Judas silver. It 
must be done by bond issues and taxation, so the People of Wales need to have 
the power to raise taxes.
The Assembly should also consider and support advanced and emerging 
technologies (www.aias.us, www.upitec.com and www.et3m.net) such as low 
energy nuclear reactors (LENR) and energy from spacetime (ES). AIAS Fellow 
and development economist Dr Steve Bannister of the University of Utah has 
predicted that ES will have the same impact as coal in the first industrial 
revolution. It will bring in a second industrial revolution whose vast 
consequences are based on unlimited available of spacetime energy trapped by 
circuits (UFT311 on www.aias.us and many other papers). Total energy is 
conserved.
I advocate many class action emergency injunctions of various kinds to stop the
Mynydd y Gwair development, and advise the trade union movement to use 
strike action against wind turbines and work to rule wherever possible. Protest 
groups may converge on Mawr as the turbines arrive, and block them for as 
long as possible by lying down in front of the transporters. Action such as this 
should be continued until all wind turbines are demolished at developer expense
all over Wales. Those responsible for turbines should be preosecuted ot the full 
extent of the law for extreme environmental damage.
The Minister recently asserted illogically that these wind trubines will produce 
enough energy for thousands of homes. That is complete nonsense, they will 
produce a tiny and wildly fluctating fraction of the energy needs of thouands of 
homes- English speaking homes developed by the destruction of a brilliant 
Welsh language culture, overseen by an anglicised assembly as remote as the 
moon. The present elctroral dictatorship should be replaced by referenda, either 
that or by my ancestral cousin Owain Glyndw^r.

Myron Evans

(Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent. (Armiger appointed 2005), Civil List Pensioner 
appointed 2008, D. Sc., Ph. D., B. Sc. Wales)

Co President AIAS, Nobel Prize Nominee,

www.aias.us , www.upitec.org, www.et3m.net

In a message dated 01/08/2016 16:56:57 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

http://www.et3m.net/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.et3m.net/
http://www.upitec.com/
http://www.aias.us/


Dear Ms Griffiths,

Please accept this email as confirmation of my objection of the 
Mynydd y Gwair wind farm development. I am deeply shocked and
saddened that this development has been given the go ahead 
considering the damning evidence of negative biodiversity 
implications and the pure contradictory statements provided by the 
Welsh Government when declining this proposal in 2015 to the 
recent approval.

Before I go on, I would like to say a little about myself. I hold a 
BSc in Environmental Conservation, am a resident of Mawr and I 
work in the sustainability/biodiversity sector. I am a keen 
environmentalist who truly believes in renewable technology – if 
implemented in a way that does not have a lasting effect on 
communities and the natural environment. So please don’t consider 
this email as a generic complaint. I have looked in to this matter and
have come to my objective conclusion based on what I read in the 
publicly available documents produced by the Welsh Government 
and RWE.

Therefore, the reasons I object to this development are because I 
believe the close proximity of the development and Mynydd y 
Betws wind farm should be classed as one development; 
developments should be approved by working groups of adjoining 
councils; contradictory statements by the Welsh Government offer 
little confidence in the process; and because biodiversity will be 
adversely affected. To be specific;

1. The Welsh Government can currently only make decisions 
on wind energy projects up to 50MW. With Mynydd y 
Betws wind farm approximately 500m-600m away from the 
proposed Mynydd y Gwair wind farm, the combined energy 
production potential of these wind farms equate to approx 
80MW. Considering Mynydd y Gwair’s close proximity to 
the Betws development, you would think common sense 
would’ve prevailed and someone would’ve recognised that 
this development is out of the Welsh Government’s scope. 
Simply classing the two developments as separate is 
immoral when considering Usain Bolt could run between the
last/first turbine of each development in less than a minute. 

2. In 2015, one of the reasons the Welsh Government objected 
to this development was due to its commitment ‘…to protect
common land as part of its strategic objectives in relation to 
biodiversity and to the sustainable use of natural 
resources…’ However, in the 2016 approval letter to RWE, 
biodiversity is not mentioned once. Why is this? 



3. Regarding point 26 in the 2016 approval letter, why is 
considerable weight given to TAN8 but not towards the 
Inspectors view of the development that it will be ‘…
detrimental to the appearance of the commons and the 
majority of people’s enjoyment of them…’? Especially 
when your Commons Act 2006 states that the Welsh 
Government has the legislation to safeguard commons for 
current and future generations. What is more, the Inspector 
in 2015 stated that this development will have a lifespan 
longer than the proposed 25 years with no plans to actively 
return the site to its current condition. 

4. The Swansea Local Development Plan suggests designating 
the Mawr area as ‘Landscape Protection.’ How on earth 
would allowing the development of two large scale wind 
farms in close proximity fit in Swansea’s landscape 
protection vision? Your Inspector Report in 2016 states that 
a Landscape and Visual Assessment was undertaken and 
concluded that there will be no cumulative landscape effects 
when considering the Mynydd y Betws development. May I 
ask what is the procedure in deciding what is acceptable and 
what is not? Surely Swansea Council would not want to 
classify this area as Landscape Protection in their LDP if 
there were to be an industrial site in close proximity? 

5. Regarding the development’s effect on biodiversity. RWE 
openly state in their Environmental Statement (ES) that 
there will be a loss in the local populations of Red Kite, 
Kestrel and possibly Buzzard. Additionally, your recent 
Inspector’s report as well as RWE’s ES states (of which I 
can confirm) that there are Yellowhammers in the area. 
Moreover, the Inspector notes that RWE discovered that the 
development area is a Site of Importance for Nature 
Conservation (SINC). Therefore are you are allowing an 
important area for nature conservation and the populations 
of historically prosecuted and amber and red status birds to 
be destroyed? 

6. In the 2016 Inspector Report, your Inspector states that 
RWE’s nature conservation witness provided contradictory 
evidence. Therefore how can we be so sure that every piece 
of detail in RWE’s Environmental Statement is sound and 
correct? 

7. With all this damning evidence of the possible, incredible 
destruction of nature and biodiversity in the area, your most 
recent Inspector still does not mention anything about these 
subjects in his conclusion. Is biodiversity a taboo subject? It 
seems that we like to think about protecting it, but when 
push comes to shove, it’s the first to face the chop. It’s 
unacceptable. Your 2015 Inspector clearly states possible 



biodiversity and nature conservation concerns in her 
conclusion and mentions that this development will be of no 
positive benefit to the local community. Why the 
contradictory reports? 

This development will have far reaching implications as you will be
able to see the turbines from all view points in the area, thus the 
whole common will be affected – your Inspector openly states that 
he has little confidence in RWE in ensuring its restoration, and as 
such this will go against your own legislation.

With further development of PV farms in the Felindre area, Mawr 
will simply be an industrial site rather than an area of nature and 
beauty.

May I add that there are other large scale developments in the 
pipeline such as the Swansea Tidal Lagoon which will produce 
energy for longer and more efficiently, increase tourism and create 
more jobs than a wind farm. Can we not dismiss the approval of this
development as well as future obtrusive developments until other 
efficient options are implemented; until biodiversity is recognised 
as important as carbon emission reductions and until there is a 
procedure in place to ensure all developments are considered by all 
affected councils so that small scale developments don’t turn in to 
large scale developments?

I’ll look forward to your reply. In the meantime, I hope you 
reconsider this approval, if not, could you please provide details on 
how a counter movement can lodge an appeal?

Kind regards

Craig Hughes

amarquiswhoswhoscieng20162017finalversion.pdf

Diolch yn Fawr Iawn, Thank You Very Much

Wind 2.29% , 1 – 14 mph 0730 local     time
August 10, 2016 

As predicted, the wind contribution has collapsed completely again as the wind dropped after a storm 
that lasted about two days. Today 28 out of 31 met office wind map areas are at 8 mph or below, 
meaning that 31,613 wind turbines are producing nothing at a cost of up to a million pounds each, plus 
1.1 billion pounds in subsidies every year. Easier to burn money instead of coal. I am just going to ask 
the minister responsible for Mynydd y Gwair for a local referendum to stop this dictatorial forced 
development, and for a moratorium on wind turbines throughout Wales, in which no area today is 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/10/wind-2-29-1-14-mph-0730-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/amarquiswhoswhoscieng20162017finalversion1.pdf


above 8 mph. This means that all the wind turbines destroying our way of life are useless. With energy 
like this who needs sleep? I will also advocate tidal lagoons, greatly increased hydro, LENR and ES 
and point out that I am a sometime science advisor for Plaid Cymru when I was at Cornell, invited by 
Cynog Dafis M. P. Rebecca Evans, Labour AM, has replied to my letter and is interested in advanced 
technologies such as LENR and ES. So I will give more details shortly and point out that there is 
complete outrage here about Mynydd y Gwair because in one poll 90% of those polled were against 
this forced development. There may well be peaceful protests so the transporters will be prevented 
from moving by protestors sitting in front of them and behind them. There is a precedent of scientists 
protesting against lunatic political decisions: Dr Bellamy and myself on Mynydd y Gwair and Betws, 
Bertrand Russell and my Ph. D. supervisor Mansel Davies on behalf of CND, Jean – Paul Sartre in the 
sixties student protests in Paris, and last but not least Albert Einstein in the Russell Einstein Manifesto. 
My co author Jean Pierre Vigier, invited to work with Einstein, protested against the French nuclear 
bomb.

Daily Report 8/8/16, Intensive Site     Downloads
August 10, 2016 

The equivalent of 1,555,129 printed pages was downloaded during the day (5.67 gigabytes) from 4,946
downloaded memory files and 1,300 distinct visits, each averaging 3.3 memory pages and 4 minutes, 
printed pages to hits ratio of 314.42 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 659, Top ten 639, Evans / Morris 264(est), Evans Equations 244, Collected 
scientometrics 168, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 110, Principles of ECE 100, Collected Eckard / 
Lindstrom 81(est), Collected Proofs 70, UFT88 35, Engineering Model 33, PECE 26, CEFE 20, 
UFT311 21, UFT321 14, Self charging inverter 13, Llais 11, List of prolific authors 8, Three world 
records by MWE 8, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 8, UFT313 15, UFT314 11, UFT315 17, UFT316 14, 
UFT317 14, UFT318 16, UFT319 16, UFT320 15, UFT322 18, UFT323 14, UFT324 23, UFT325 15, 
UFT326 15, UFT327 11, UFT328 15, UFT329 11, UFT330 26, UFT331 23, UFT332 19, UFT333 16, 
UFT334 16, UFT335 19, UFT336 18, UFT337 14, UFT338 14, UFT339 16, UFT340 16, UFT341 11, 
UFT342 12, UFT343 10, UFT344 12, UFT345 14, UFT346 25, UFT347 17, UFT348 23, UFT349 28, 
UFT351 26, UFT352 21, UFT353 23 to date in August 2016. National University of Colombia Institute
of Political Studies and International Relations UFT166(Sp); Health Sciences Campus University of 
Southern California general; San Francisco Internet Archives (Wayback Machine) extensive downloads
over two days; Students Uppsala University Sweden Proof Three with Notes that no torsion means no 
curvature and no gravitation; University of Warwick My Page and UFT list. Very intense interest all 
sectors, updated usage file attached for August 2016.

Daily Report 8/8/16, Intensive Site Downloads

Condition of Elim Baptist Chapel, Craig Cefn     Parc
August 9, 2016 

Mae llawer wedi cwyno i mi am gyflwr capel hanesyddol Elim Craig Cefn Parc. Rwyn fodlon ymuno 
a’r capel i edrych are ei ol. Mae twll yn y to a rwyn bodlon neid yn siwr bod yr adeilad a’r fynwent yn 
iawn. Mae rhif teleffo^n gennyf, 01792 864208 ond y mae’n anodd cael ateb. Many people have 
complained to me about the terrible condition of the historic chapel of Elim Craigcefnparc, the 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/09/condition-of-elim-baptist-chapel-craig-cefn-parc/
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overgrown graveyard and the hole in the roof. This threatens the interior and I am prepared to do 
something about it immediately by getting a roofer out there as soon as possible. I would like to ask for
a key to make sure the organ is in order. It was my grandfather’s chapel as Head Deacon, and it has 
been allowed to deteriorate badly. At least I would do something rather than nothing. l pay for the 
repair of the roof because no one else seems to take responsibility. It is the responsibility of the 
Deacons. It looks as if Gerazim will be be kept rigorously as a chapel – Capel y Bedyddwyr Gerazim.

Myron Evans

(Dr M. W. Evans, Gent., Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc. Ph. D., B. Sc (Wales)
www.aias.us)

copi i Undeb Bedyddwyr Cymru
Baptist Union of Wales

Condition of Elim Baptist Chapel, Craig Cefn Parc

355(2) : Conservation of Energy from Wave     Equations
August 9, 2016 

This is a clearer method of showing conservation of total energy than the Poynting Theorem. It leads to
Eq. (14) which shows clearly that the four momentum of the circuit is the four momentum of the 
vacuum within a proportionality constant. A method is given for calculating the electric field strength in
the circuit from the vacuum scalar potential. This uses the vorticity equation of the vacuum to calculate 
the velocity field of the vacuum using Eq. (23) as in previous work. The Reynolds number of the 
vacuum is used as an input parameter. The vacuum scalar potential is calculated from the vacuum 
velocity field with the vacuum Lorenz condition (24), and the circuit’s scalar potential is calculated 
from the vacuum scalar potential using Eq. (25). The ratio of vacuum mass density to vacuum charge 
density is used as an input parameter together with the ratio of the vacuum speed of sound to the speed 
of light. Finally the electric field strength of the circuit is calculated from Eq. (26) assuming the 
absence of magnetic fields.

a355thpapernotes2.pdf

355(2) : Conservation of Energy from Wave Equations

FlexPDE / fluid electrodynamics numerical     solution
August 9, 2016 

It would be optimal to develop these methods to model realistic boundary conditions defined by the 
boundary between a circuit and spacetime. In the meantime I will develop the subject analytically, both 
for the extended Kambe fluid dynamics theory of UFT353 and fluid electrodynamics. I am curious to 
see results of airflow around a wing for example, or fluid flows of various kinds with finite Reynolds 
number. There are may animations on the net as you know. In atmospherics there are tornadoes, 
hurricanes,baroclinic flows and so on. In cosmology there is the development of galaxies and so on. 
The extended Kambe theory of UFT353 incorporates factors omitted by Kambe.

Sent: 08/08/2016 17:49:45 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FlexPDE / fluid electrodynamics numerical solution
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Horst, Russ

Picking up on the FEA thread, one of the issues to be addressed is fields what are exterior 
to a shape in terms of element structure and how to incorporate them into the model. In the 
flowbox model, it was basically assumed that everything outside of the box was zero. This 
is not realistic in most situations where EM (or gravity)is being consider. It is okay for 
enclosed fluids and solids, which is why FEA is so successful there.

FEA software devoted to EM problems has special elements that handle this by essentially 
assuming a 1/r^2 decay for example for the fields for elements some distance away from 
the region of interest. (We probably don’t want this sort of standard model limitation) I 
seem to recall that Backstrom in his books for Flexpde used regular brick elements outside 
of the area of interest. In any event, for a 3D structure, the element count gets astronomical 
very quickly.

I don’t have the answer for this yet, but will keep you posted. If a ptoblem has azimuthal 
symmetry (no theta dependence) the problem becomes 2D and is more manageable.

Doug

On Sat, Jul 9, 2016 at 8:42 AM, Horst Eckardt <mail> wrote:

Doug, I investigated the veloity field of the solution and compared between the 
std example equation and ECE2 equation. For the std equation the flow in the 
XY plane in the middle of the box (Z=0) is from left to right, according to the 
inlet (lower boundary left) and outlet (upper boundary right). For the ECE2 
equation the velocity is across the plane (45 degree angle) which is not 
compatible with the vertical flow I sent over in the previous email. All other 
quantities look reasonable. I append the input file for checking, in case you 
have time for this.

Horst

Am 08.07.2016 um 16:13 schrieb Doug Lindstrom:

Horst, Russ

I think you will find that this version converges a bit better (and 
runs faster) ; I reduced the accuracy, but approached the solution in 
steps of increasing accuracy. The mesh is a bit course too, but there 
is not much that can be done about that.

Apparently there are some more FEA engines available for free 
(compared to a year or so ago). I will see if I can find some of these.
Mathematica does not support non-linear fea yet.



Doug

On Thu, Jul 7, 2016 at 2:58 AM, Horst Eckardt <mail> wrote:

Doug,
thanks for explanation of the penalty mechanism. The 
term div(v) in the main region is low, it is high only at 
inflow and outflow. However convergence of the 
equations is bad, the displayed log error even increases. 
Perhaps the field equations with Reynolds term will 
behave better.

Horst

Am 06.07.2016 um 20:16 schrieb Doug Lindstrom:

Horst, Russ

In solving nonlinear hyperbolic equations 
using FEA, oscillatory solutions that are a 
result of the FEA itself and not actual 
solutions result sometimes. There is a 
technique called a Laplacian Damping 
Factor where a Laplacian (del^2) of one of 
the variables times a small constant is added
to the equation.

This appears to be embedded here by 
writing

del^2 (p)=PENALTY div(v)

(there is a non-zero local rate of expansion 
factor (div(v)) allowed for.)

In another direction, and more to the point 
in question,

note that for isentropic flow (the first 
equation below)

(1/rho c^2) Dp/Dt =-div(v)=-1/PENALTY 
del^2 (p)

If we can make the approximation 
Dp/Dt=partial p/dt then above equation 



becomes

(Penalty/(rho c^2)) partial p/dt +del^2 (p) 
=0

This is a diffusion equation in p which is a 
very stable equation. I’ll look into artificial 
diffusion as a stabilizing equation for non-
linear hyperbolic equations.

Hope this helps a bit.

Doug

On Wed, Jul 6, 2016 at 12:20 AM, Horst 
Eckardt <mail> wrote:

It seems to me that the result is 
in any way dominated by the 
“penalty pressure”. Changing 
the viscosity parameter has 
nearly no effect. I have to get 
more familiar with this type of 
calculations, Doug will certainly
tell us more about this.

Horst

Am 05.07.2016 um 15:47 
schrieb Russell Davis:

Horst,

I’m investigating 
your FlexPDE script.
The script executes 
to completion 
without any runtime 
faults (takes about 3 
minutes on my 
notebook computer).

I’m trying to learn 
the operation of the 
FlexPDE “Stage” 
feature which I see 



in the FlexPDE help 
file. To clarify, do 
you mean the use of 
the “penalty 
pressure” 
workaround is not 
producing valid 
results?

-Russ

FlexPDE / fluid electrodynamics numerical solution

Discussion of UFT355
August 9, 2016 

UFT168 – UFT170 discussed some aspects of the Poynting Theorem for gravitation and vacuum fields,
my first step will be to apply it with vacuum or aether charge / current density in conventional 
electrodynamics, the proceed to fluid electrodynamics. I agree that for an AB vacuum there are only 
vacuum potentials adn no fields. In that case conservation of energy and momentum can be developed 
with particle like theory for example. We did this some time ago in the ECE2 series. I refer readers to 
the popular Eckardt Lindstrom papers UFT291 to UFT299 for an extensive discussion. The question of 
whether Poynting applies to fields or potentials can be answered simply by developing the fields as 
potentials. A Poynting Theorem can also be developed for fluid dynamics, using Kambe’s version of 
the Lorentz force equation for a test particle in a fluid field. I don’t think there is any competent 
scientist or engineer who continues to object to energy from spacetime (ES) as “perpetual motion”. 
Such an objection would reveal a total ignorance of vacuum physics. It would mean for example that 
there is no Lamb shift, no anomalous g factor of elementary particles, no Casimir effect, and of course 
no ES.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 08/08/2016 13:18:13 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Proceeding with UFT355

Sometimes I hear the argument that the Poynting theorem is restricted to the e-m force 
fields. If there are potentials without fields, these energy contributions are not respected. I 
guess that the situation will be different for the Poynting theorem in fluid electrodynamics 
since it is based on the “potential” (velocity) fields. Perhaps we can address this point in 
this or a later paper.

Horst

Am 08.08.2016 um 13:33 schrieb EMyrone:

I will proceed firstly to derive the Poynting Theorem of Kambe fluid dynamics, 
then derive the Poynting Theorem of fluid electrodynamics applied to transfer 
of energy from spacetime (or aether) to matter such as a circuit. I will also 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/09/discussion-of-uft355/


translate the new wave equation of UFT353 into fluid electrodynamics, whose 
papers to date are already very popular (UFT349, UFT351 – UFT353). 

Discussion of UFT355

Paper sections 351,3 and     352,3
August 9, 2016 

Many thanks again, these strengthen considerably the already very popular Sections 1 and 2 of both 
papers. The animations are sure to be very popular too.

CC: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 09/08/2016 06:44:48 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Fwd: Paper sections 351,3 and 352,3

Posted today

Dave

On 8/8/2016 5:14 AM, Horst Eckardt wrote:

Dave, could you please add the sections?
Thanks, Horst

Paper sections 351,3 and 352,3

Wind 9.44% , 0 – 21 mph 0752 local     time
August 9, 2016 

Today the short lived spike of wind contribution is decreasing to its usual negligible level, 20 out of 31 
met office areas are at 8 mph or below, indicating 22,581 wind turbines producing nothing at a cost of 
up to a million pounds each plus 1.1 billion a year in subsidies. All that wasted money could rapidly 
build enough tidal lagoons for all the countries of Britain, plus export to the Republic of Ireland and 
Ulster, with enough left over for export to the Continent. There would be power self sufficiency and 
protection from geopolitical instability of gas supplies. In Wales 75% of wind turbines are producing 
nothing, and only one area is above 8 mph, at 10 mph. So incompetence in dictatorial government has 
nearly ruined the energy industry. N Power is almost bankrupt, so an all out effort should be made to 
stop Mynydd y Gwair.

Wind 9.44% , 0 – 21 mph 0752 local time

Complete Site Downloads
August 9, 2016 

There were four complete site downloads on Sunday 7/8/16, indicating very intense interest, nearly a 
million printed page equivalents were downloaded in one day. The latest ECE2 papers on fluid 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/09/complete-site-downlaods/
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electrodynamics are already very popular.

Complete Site Downloads

Daily Report Sunday     7/8/16
August 9, 2016 

The equivalent of 957,213 printed pages was downloaded during the day (3.49 gigabytes) from 4,206 
downloaded memory files (hits) and 708 distinct visits each averaging 4.7 memory pages and 6 
minutes, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. There were four complete site downloads
during the day. Top ten 599, Collected ECE2 594, Evans Equations 233, Evans / Morris 231 (est), 
Collected scientometrics 151, Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 103, principles of ECE 94, Ecakrdt / 
Lindstrom papers 81, Collected Proofs 60, F3(Sp) 48, Autobiography volumes one and two 43, 
Engineering Model 31, UFT88 28, PECE 25, UFT311 19, CEFE 19, UFT321 13, Self charging inverter
11, Llais 9, Three world records by MWE 8, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 8, List of prolific authors 7, 
UFT313 12, UFT314 9, UFT315 15, UFT316 12, UFT317 13, UFT318 15, UFT319 15, UFT320 14, 
UFT322 16, UFT325 12, UFT326 14, UFT327 9, UFT328 13, UFT329 9, UFT330 25, UFT331 22, 
UFT332 18, UFT333 15, UFT334 12, UFT335 18, UFT336 17, UFT337 12, UFT338 13, UFT339 15, 
UFT340 15, UFT341 9, UFT342 10, UFT343 9, UFT344 11, UFT345 12, UFT346 22, UFT347 16, 
UFT348 21, UFT349 25, UFT351 24, UFT352 20, UFT353 18 to date in August 2016. San Francisco 
Internet Archives (Wayback Machine) compete site download; University of Edinburgh UFT152, 154, 
170. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for August 2016.

Daily Report Sunday 7/8/16

Continuing Opposition to Mynydd y     Gwair
August 8, 2016 

The various methods of peaceful protest described on this blog should be implemented in order to try to
bankrupt N Power before it can begin to destroy our way of life. I would suggest class action injunction
applications throughout Gw^yr (Gower) to stop the development as follows:

1) On the grounds of severe and irreversible environmental damage, in violation of many laws.
2) On the grounds of many breaches of human rights in that the development is the result of electoral 
dictatorship by small, unscientific, remote and self serving bureaucrats.

Continuous strike action, work to rule and other delaying actions until N Power is bankrupted. It is 
close to bankruptcy now.

Arglwydd Glyn Tawe a Gw^yr

Description of UFT354
August 8, 2016 

This is an important geometrical paper developed mainly by Doug Lindstrom and Horst Eckardt over a 
couple of years of work, with some input from myself. It is the most profound refutation to date of the 
incorrect torsionless geometry used by Einstein. So ECE physicists have broken completely away from 
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standard model physicists. It shows for example that the torsion tensor must be totally antisymmetric. 
The paper is a fundamental advance in Riemann geometry. To date it is available on the blog and has 
been archived on the Wayback Machine.

Description of UFT354

Proceeding with UFT355
August 8, 2016 

I will proceed firstly to derive the Poynting Theorem of Kambe fluid dynamics, then derive the 
Poynting Theorem of fluid electrodynamics applied to transfer of energy from spacetime (or aether) to 
matter such as a circuit. I will also translate the new wave equation of UFT353 into fluid 
electrodynamics, whose papers to date are already very popular (UFT349, UFT351 – UFT353).

Proceeding with UFT355

Wind 15.52% , 9 – 35 mph, 0844 local     time
August 8, 2016 

The high wind conditions are beginning to abate so the percentage contribution will go down again. 
This is a useless way of generating electrical chaos. What is needed is stability with advanced 
technology: hydro, LENR and ES. At present nuclear is very stable because it is run flat out all year 
round, but all the plants are getting old and they leak radiation. They are banned in the USA and 
Germany. The www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk site shows the year round stability of nuclear and also 
shows that wind, coal and gas are very unstable all year round because wind is unstable and has to be 
balanced by coal and gas. It is clear that wind is harmful to the grid as well as useless. It has also 
become clear that wind turbine companies are going bankrupt as subsidies are taken away. Therefore 
all legal methods must be used to get rid of wind turbines. Their percentage contribution over the past 
two days is an isolated peak due to a storm. As soon as that storm dissipates, wind will become 
negligible again. Peaceful protest closed Trawsfynydd and can also get wind turbines demolished. 
There must be controls on dictatorial and incompetent ministers who have no idea about science and 
swallow propaganda. New environmental laws are needed, and a new political movement against wind 
turbines. Anti turbine protests are now central to Irish politics for example. This is a rural rebellion 
against lunatic Dublin policy. There is plenty of water in Ireland the last time it rained, so plenty of 
scope for stable hydroelectric power. One tidal lagoon would be enough for all the power needs of 
Ireland (Republic and Ulster). People do not want their ecology ripped to pieces, as in the dark satanic 
days of the first industrial revolution.

Wind 15.52% , 9 – 35 mph, 0844 local time

FOR POSTING: Final Version of Marquis Who’s Who SciEng 
2016 –     2017
August 8, 2016 

This is the final version of my thirty third entry, typographical errors all corrected. Many thanks to all 
concerned over the years.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/08/for-posting-final-version-of-marquis-whos-who-scieng-2016-2017/
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amarquiswhoswhoscieng20162017finalversion.pdf

FOR POSTING: Final Version of Marquis Who’s Who SciEng 2016 – 2017

Daily Report Saturday     6/8/16
August 8, 2016 

The equivalent of 89,565 printed pages was downloaded during the day (326.555 megabytes) from 
1,888 downloaded memory files and 351 distinct visits each averaging 4.4 memory pages and 12 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 47.44, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten items 547, Collected ECE2 431, Evans Equations 234, Evans / Morris papers 198 (est), 
Collected scientometrics 117, Principles of ECE 64, Collected Proofs 48, F3(Sp) 46, Eckardt / 
Lindstrom papers 45, Autobiography Volume One 39, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 31, PECE 23, 
Engineering Model 21, UFT88 20, CEFE 14, UFT311 14, UFT321 9, Self charging inverter 8, List of 
prolific authors 6, Three world records by MWE 5, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 5, Llais 5, UFT313 8, 
UFT314 5, UFT315 10, UFT316 8, UFT317 9, UFT318 10, UFT319 11, UFT320 9, UFT322 11, 
UFT323 10, UFT324 16, UFT325 7, UFT326 10, UFT327 8, UFT328 8, UFT329 4, UFT330 21, 
UFT331 17, UFT332 14, UFT333 10, UFT334 10, UFT335 14, UFT336 13, UFT337 8, UFT338 7, 
UFT339 9, UFT340 11, UFT341 5, UFT342 6, UFT343 6, UFT344 8, UFT345 9, UFT346 19, UFT347
12, UFT348 18, UFT349 22, UFT351 20, UFT352 18, UFT353 14 to date in August 2016. Nelis 
France My page; San Francisco Internet Archives (Wayback Machine) Spidering UFT110, UFT113, 
UFT118; National Electrification Administration Philippines General. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for August 2016.

Unauthorized
This server could not verify that you are authorized to access the document requested. Either you 
supplied the wrong credentials (e.g., bad password), or your browser doesn’t understand how to supply 
the credentials required.

Additionally, a 401 Unauthorized error was encountered while trying to use an ErrorDocument to 
handle the request.

Daily Report Saturday 6/8/16

Application Number 2016/0835 10 Mountain     Road
August 7, 2016 

This was approved subject to a lot of conditions, but this is a clear example of forced development by 
electoral dictatorship. Mynydd y Gwair wind turbines is another example, Betws a third. I was involved
in getting MA006, MA007 and MA008 thrown out and the battle of Cae Bach, where I tried to buy the 
land to stop development. I was stopped by gazzumping. I had bought hte land for £15,000 and was 
suddenly told that it has been sold to someone else. It is probable that my objections to 2016/0835 were
not even read. So new legislation is needed to ensure that objections are read in detail by an impartial 
committee, and not Swansea County Council, which does tremendous harm to Mawr. In this case all 
residents were and are against the development but I was the only one who bothered to object in 
writing. So unless I buy the land myself, it will almost certainly go to a monoglot and further weaken 
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the Welsh language to the point of extinction. I am a true Welsh speaker in that I speak the natural 
native dialect. It is my native language. There is no right of appeal against planning permission once 
awarded, so this is crude dictatorship. It is easy to see how Mawr has been destroyed linguistically by 
forced development. It is easy to see why a Bro Iaith is urgently needed. I am delighted to see that Ioan 
Richard has resigned from the Planning Committee of Swansea County Council and resigned from 
Mawr Community Council. He has done more than anyone to harm the Welsh language by over 
development, despite hypocritical protestations to the contrary. It is vitally important that all Welsh 
speakers never put their land on the market.

Application Number 2016/0835 10 Mountain Road

Photon and Electron     Merge
August 7, 2016 

It all depends what they mean by “combining”. They may be repeating a lot of work done in “The 
Enigmatic Photon” and “The Enigmatic Electron” in the van der Merwe series.

To:
Sent: 06/08/2016 21:32:14 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Photon and Electron Merge

This is an interesting article about a photon and electron being combined into a single 
particle.

http://www.laboratoryequipment.com/news/2016/08/could-light-exist-previously-unknown-
form
https://spiral.imperial.ac.uk:8443/handle/10044/1/33378

Sean 

Photon and Electron Merge

Wind 19.36%, 7 – 34 mph 0748 local     time
August 7, 2016 

The wild fluctuations in wind are due to storms coming in from the Atlantic, there is a spike today of 
19.36% but this will rapidly drop off as the storm passes. When the equinoctial gales set in this will be 
the pattern. Today wind is generating 3.81 gigawatts out of a demand of 19.68 gigawatts. From the 
yearly graph on www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk this is as much as it ever generates. Planning permission
is a dictatorial process, once given there is no mechanism of objection. So this forced development by 
dictatorship must be broken by new legislation allowing local referenda on turbines on the question of 
whether they should be demolished as they should be. Mynydd y Gwair is forced development by 
dictatorship in a backward and corrupt country where aristocrats still rule. The result is total 
environmental destruction for no purpose. Once subsidies are dropped many turbine companies will go 
bankrupt, so the turbines already constructed cannot be kept going. After that happens the countryside 
will be a junkyard. Google “derelict wind turbines” to see what has happened to 27 year old turbines on
Kamaoa Hawaii. They are rusty with missing blades. This is what Mynydd y Gwair will look like in a 

http://www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk/
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few years’ time. A Westminster Minister has mentioned that he does not want the countries of Britain to
be covered with turbines, so a political movement is needed to scrap wind turbines and use the money 
to build hydroelectric plants and self dependency. At present Britain is dangerously vulnerable because 
it depends on important gas and coal, and the wind turbines are useless. Nuclear is being shut down. 
That leaves hydro, LENR and ES.

Wind 19.36%, 7 – 34 mph 0748 local time

Daily Report 5/8/16
August 7, 2016 

The equivalent of 159,116 printed pages was downloaded during the day (580.137 megabytes) from 
2,616 downloaded memory files (hits) and 507 distinct visits each averaging 4.4 memory pages and 18 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 60.82, main spiders cnsat, google, MSN and yahoo. 
Top ten 514, Collected ECE 393, Evans Equations 231, Evans / Morris 165, Collected Scientometrics 
95, Principles of ECE 61, Collected Proofs 42, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 36, F3(Sp) 36, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 33, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 29, PECE 21, Engineering 
Model 20, UFT88 18, CEFE 13, UFT311 11, UFT321 7, Self charging inverter 6, Llais 5, List of 
prolific authors 5, Three world records 5, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 4, UFT313 7, UFT314 3, UFT315 
9, UFT316 7, UFT317 6, UFT318 5, UFT319 9, UFT320 8, UFT322 8, UFT323 6, UFT324 14, 
UFT325 5, UFT326 9, UFT327 5, UFT328 7, UFT329 3, UFT330 21, UFT331 14, UFT332 14, 
UFT333 9, UFT334 9, UFT335 14, UFT336 13, UFT337 8, UFT338 6, UFT339 8, UFT340 10, 
UFT341 4, UFT342 5, UFT343 5, UFT344 7, UFT345 9, UFT346 19, UFT347 11, UFT348 17, 
UFT349 19, UFT351 19, UFT352 17, UFT353 14 to date in August 2016. Portland State University 
UFT214; University of Edinburgh UFT143. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for 
August 2016.

Daily Report 5/8/16

355(1): The Conventional Poynting Theorem: Conservation of 
Total     Energy
August 6, 2016 

The conventional Poynting Theorem is Eq. (22), and can be applied as in the next notes to Kambe fluid
dynamics and fluid electrodynamics, in which the vacuum current density is non zero. Kambe fluid 
dynamics has been generalized in UFT353. This is one of many ways of showing that total energy is 
conserved in the Osamu Ide circuit of UFT311.

a355thpapernotes1.pdf

List of Prolific Authors and Three “World     Records”
August 6, 2016 

These were looked at yesterday at the University of Wisconsin, Madison, which is one of the world’s 
top twenty universities. The list is not intended to be exhaustive, it focuses on scientists whose work I 
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know fairly well. The top three or four entries are probably the most prolific in the world. I am a U.S. 
citizen as well as a British citizen, so number one position can be attributed to both countries. In 
number two is Harold Scheraga of Cornell. So number one and two can be attributed to Cornell. 
Scheraga was appointed by Peter Debye. Number three is John Thomas, so numbers one and three in 
the world can be attributed to the Edward Davies Chemical Laboratories in Aberystwyth. Linus Pauling
was a friend of my Ph. D. supervisor Mansel Davies, and Glen Seaborg has the longest entry in 
“Marquis Who’s Who”, or did at one time. Peter Higgs published only about twenty papers compared 
with my 1,900. So this shows the strong bias towards the standard model when it comes to the Big 
Prizes. This is well known so people have come to view nominations as being as good as the award. 
These things are inevitably subjective.

LIST_OF_THE_MOST_PROLIFIC_CHEMISTS_AND_PHYSICISTS.pdf

List of Prolific Authors and Three “World Records”

FOR POSTING: UFT354
August 6, 2016 

Doug Lindstrom, Horst Eckardt and myself define the symmetries of the Christoffel connection and 
torsion tensor from metric compatibility. This work introduces new fundamental symmetries of 
Riemann geometry and shows that the geometry used by Einstein is fundamentally incorrect. So all 
claims based on the Einstein field equation are fundamentally incorrect. They have been replaced by 
ECE2.

Totally Anti-symmetric Torsion Tensor

Horst, Myron

I finally have a workable Microsoft word running, and can finish off some papers that have 
been in process for a long time.

Here is the first.

Doug

SymmetriesintheGammaConnectionversion3-3.pdf

FOR POSTING: UFT354

Ancestry Back to the Iron     Age
August 6, 2016 

This is the ancestry of various cousins and myself back to the iron age, via Tewdwr Mawr and Bleddyn 
ap Maenarch. Many of the Princes and Kings of Ancient Britain are ancestral cousins as shown in the 
genealogy on www.aias.us, together with various saints back to St. Eurgain ferch Caradog ap Bran ap 
Llyr. She was the daughter of Caradog (King Caratacus) and established the very first Christian 
community in the British Isles near Llan Iltud Fawr in about 50 or 60 A. D. She had two brothers, 
Lleyn (Pope St. Linus, the first Bishop of Rome, preceding St. Peter) and my direct ancestor, Cyllin ap 
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Caradog, born about 35 A. D. They were directly influenced by St. Paul in Rome, who was of course 
directly influenced by historical events in the middle east. This line is rigorously historical, not 
mythical. It starts to become semi mythical in about 150 B. C. in the Iron Age. On Mynydd y Gwair 
there are rings of stone which go back to the Bronze Age and Stone Age. We can only hope that these 
will not be destroyed. This shows why wind turbines are bitterly loathed. Each generation is backed up 
by documents and records of various kinds.

afamilylinesancestryto1,100 BC.ZIP

Ancestry Back to the Iron Age

Morgans of Tredegar
August 6, 2016 

Many thanks indeed to Stuart Davies. I am forwarding the message to Carole Hopkin. Our two lines 
back to the Princes are considered as definitive by the College of Arms, Burke’s Peerage and Gentry, 
and Wikitree and it was the result of years of combined effort as you know. Leonid Morgan’s work 
started off the research, and we added a lot more ourselves, notably the discovery of the document on 
Elizabeth Portrey of Ynys Cedwyn Hall, our mutual ancestor. You originally notified me of the work of
Leonid Morgan. Your new discoveries will prove to be very interesting, and may be add more 
information.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 05/08/2016 20:09:49 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Morgans of Tredegar

I have not researched the tie-up between the Morgans of the Garth and the Morgans of 
Tredegar. Do not forget that the Morgans of the Garth had a primary descent from the 
Awbrey family of Ystradgynlais/Breconshire. I have not seen any reference to the Tredegar 
family in any if Leonid’s notes, but I have not been looking for it either.

I was not aware at all that Carole was related to Leonid. We are of course related to Leonid 
via the separate sons of Morgan Thomas and Elizabeth Portrey.

I have, courtesy of notes of Leonid, resolved the missing pre-1700 BMB for St Cynog’s. 
There never appears to have been separate BMB for St Cynog’s for the period 1685 to 
1700. Those which were stolen from the library in fact represented a combined list of 
baptisms, marriages and burials for Callwen and Ystradgynlais churches, but produced by 
Defynnog church for that period. It was presumably some sort of ad hoc set-up to overcome
a shortage of clergy. I will send you two records related to ancestors of Morgan Thomas as 
well as records of the Portey sons’ births. The records are held in West Glamorgan 
Archives.

Stuart Davies

Subject: Morgans of Tredegar

Siwd i ti Carole,

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/06/morgans-of-tredegar-2/
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I will forward this question to our mutual cousin Stuart Davies, who may know the answer 
from his notes. I did not realize that Leonid Morgan was your uncle. Stuart made me aware 
of Leonid Morgan’s work on the Garth line, recorded in a roll in West Glamorgan Archives.
I then researched this for few years with the help of Stuart and others. This Garth line is one
of two lines which establish our descent from the Princes, so you are an Uchelwraig, a 
Noblewoman, of proven descent from the Princes. This means we are double cousins, on 
the Morgan and Hopkin sides. Very good to hear from you. Da iawn i glywed wrthot.

Hwyl fawr i ti hefyd,

Myron

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 05/08/2016 12:38:21 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Capel Gerazim

Dear Myron,

Have you any details on how the Morgan family of Ystradgynlais (i.e. Uncle 
Leonid Morgan’s family are descended from the Morgan’s of Tredegar?

My nephew has moved to Indiana and has found a trail left by a Mary Easter 
Morgan who is definitely from the Tredegar Morgan’s line.

Any evidence would be very much appreciated.

Hwyl fawr,

Carole

Morgans of Tredegar

Updated Marquis SciEng Entry 2016 /     2017
August 6, 2016 

This is my thirty third entry in “Marquis Who’s Who” since 1999. Marquis was founded in Chicago in 
1899 and is the world’s leading reference vehicle. For example it lists the President, Supreme Court and
Congress. It lists my nominations for the major prizes: the Nobel Prize, Wolf Prize, Priestley Medal, 
various Medals of the Royal Society and so on. These are like Oscar Nominations, as good as the 
award itself because there are so many excellent scientists. I am deeply indebted to international 
nominators and supporters. The entry lists my world record number of Fellowships, and when it comes 
to publications it just mentions “numerous”. There are about 1900 at present (attached list of most 
prolific authors). I have also been nominated for a knighthood, and this came through , effectively, in 
2008, when I won my coat of arms and became a Member of the Gentry of Wales. As a proven 
descendant of the Princes I am an Uchelwr in the ancient British system, a man of high birth, literally. 
In fact I was born into the poorest stratum of society, into a coal mining and highly cultured Dissenter 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/06/updated-marquis-scieng-entry-2016-2017/


family here in Mawr. In fact here in this house. The awards are controlled at present by one school of 
thought: the standard model in physics. It needs a lot of objectivity to admit that they are wrong.

amarquiswhoswhoscieng20162017updated.pdf

LIST_OF_THE_MOST_PROLIFIC_CHEMISTS_AND_PHYSICISTS.pdf

Updated Marquis SciEng Entry 2016 / 2017

Wind 3.44%, 0 -13 mph 0725 local     time
August 6, 2016 

Today 30 out of the 31 met office wind map areas are at 8 mph or below, meaning that 96.77% of the 
35,000 wind turbines in the countries of Britain are producing essentially nothing – 33,870 useless 
turbines costing up to a million pounds each. Who would dig for coal like this? In Wales the wind is 6 –
7 mph, so all the wind turbines in Wales are producing nothing. What genius dreamed this up? In any 
case Plaid Cymru and Labour need to have a jug of cold water poured all over them to wake them up 
and the minister must be able to read this blog down there on the Cardiff docks. Google “old wind 
turbines subsidies” to find that a thousand turbines will have to be replaced soon at huge cost, and 
without subsidies the windy companies will become bankrupt. Sic transit gloria mundis. New 
legislation is needed to end subsidies for all wind turbine projects because it is claimed that this fiasco 
is a mature fiasco, sorry, industry. So Mynydd y Gwair will be obliterated by junk paid for by subsidies.
Legislation should end subsidies on Mynydd y Gwair and Betws. This is why a continuous all out 
resistance is needed. We are governed by undergraduates with no science degrees, chosen at random. 
The decision of all County Councils in Wales to ban nuclear must be implemented now that it is known
that nuclear kills. The theoretical energy generating capacity in Wales is 9.8 gigawatts at present 
according to government figures. This is much too high because www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk shows 
that the total demand for the countries of Britain is only 30 gigawatts. This means that demand in Wales
is, roughly by population, about 2.8 / 60 of this figure, which is 1.4 gigawatts. So the government 
figures are wildly wrong. They are overestimated by 9.8 / 1.4 = 7, a factor of seven. This looks like 
deliberate deception. The theoretical or pipedream power generating capacity in Wales is made up of 
0.98 gigawatts from Wylfa nuclear; Usk B coal 0.393 gigwatts; Penfro gas 2.0 gigawatts (wholly 
dependent on imported gas) Baglan Bay gas 0.87 gigawatts; Barry gas 0.245 gigawatts; Connah’s Quay
gas 1.38 gigawatts; Deeside gas 0.5 gigawatts; Severn gas 0.824 gigawatts; combined hydro 2.21 
gigawatts (Dinorwig, Dolgarrog, Ffestiniog, Rheidol, Cwm Dyli, and Maentwrog, of which Dinorwig 
produces 1.729 gigawatts), Port Talbot Renewable Energy Project zero (project dormant); combined 
wind (theoretical only): 0.39 gigawatts, effectively negligible for most of the year and wildly unstable. 
The Swansea lagoon would turn out 10 gigawatts on its own. Aberthaw coal is being shut down and 
coal is imported into Wales from China or Canada. Gas and coal are fossil fuels the last time I looked at
them. The only clean and stable source is hydro.

Wind 3.44%, 0 -13 mph 0725 local time

Daily Report 4/8/16
August 6, 2016 

The equivalent of 205,432 printed pages was downloaded during the day (749.004 megabytes) from 
3,117 downloaded memory files (hits) and 523 distinct visits each averaging 4.4 memory pages and 17 
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minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 65.91 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 340, Top ten 280, Evans / Morris 132, Collected scientometrics 82, The 
Principles of ECE 53, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 33, Collected Proofs 33, F3(Sp) 32, Evans Equations
30, Autobiography volumes one and two 25, Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 23, PECE 19, UFT88 18, 
Engineering Model 17, CEFE 13, UFT311 9, UFT321 7, Llais 6, Self charging inverter 6, List of 
prolific authors 5, Three world records by MWE 4, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 3, UFT313 6, UFT314 3, 
UFT315 7, UFT316 4, UFT317 6, UFT318 4, UFT319 8, UFT320 5, UFT322 13, UFT323 4, UFT324 
6, UFT325 4, UFT326 8, UFT327 4, UFT328 4, UFT329 3, UFT330 21, UFT331 12, UFT332 13, 
UFT333 8, UFT334 8, UFT335 12, UFT336 12, UFT337 7, UFT338 6, UFT339 7, UFT340 9, UFT341
3, UFT342 4, UFT343 5, UFT344 6, UFT345 7, UFT346 17, UFT347 10, UFT348 16, UFT349 16, 
UFT351 16, UFT352 17, UFT353 13 to date in August 2016. MOS Architects Australia Evans 
Equations; University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT352, PECE; University of Wisconsin Madison My 
page, List of Prolific authors in physics and chemistry, My three world records; University of 
Edinburgh UFT167(Sp); City of Chula Vista California UFT17. Intense interest all sectors, updated 
usage file attached for August 2016

Daily Report 4/8/16

Morgans of Tredegar
August 5, 2016 

Siwd i ti Carole,

I will forward this question to our mutual cousin Stuart Davies, who may know the answer from his 
notes. I did not realize that Leonid Morgan was your uncle. Stuart made me aware of Leonid Morgan’s 
work on the Garth line, recorded in a roll in West Glamorgan Archives. I then researched this for few 
years with the help of Stuart and others. This Garth line is one of two lines which establish our descent 
from the Princes, so you are an Uchelwraig, a Noblewoman, of proven descent from the Princes. This 
means we are double cousins, on the Morgan and Hopkin sides. Very good to hear from you. Da iawn i 
glywed wrthot.

Hwyl fawr i ti hefyd,

Myron

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 05/08/2016 12:38:21 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Capel Gerazim

Dear Myron,

Have you any details on how the Morgan family of Ystradgynlais (i.e. Uncle Leonid 
Morgan’s family are descended from the Morgan’s of Tredegar?

My nephew has moved to Indiana and has found a trail left by a Mary Easter Morgan who 
is definitely from the Tredegar Morgan’s line.

Any evidence would be very much appreciated.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/05/morgans-of-tredegar/


Hwyl fawr,

Carole

Morgans of Tredegar

Hello Dave: Webalizer did not     update
August 5, 2016 

Many thanks again, much appreciated as usual. This shows Dave’s meticulous work in keeping the 
feedback mechanism going for over a decade.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 05/08/2016 14:55:57 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Hello Dave: Webalizer did not update

Webalizer ran at 5am EST sucessfully. It failed last night due to my error setting both to run
1 minute apart. It needs to be further apart in time to process both sets of data. I am 
changing the run time to 8am because the server log rotation is set for ~7am. The 6pm run 
will catch any logs where the server was too busy and processed the log rotation late.

Dave

On 8/4/2016 10:28 PM, EMyrone wrote:

Hello Dave,
Weblogs updated by this morning, 0626 local time, but webalizer did not 
update. Looks as if webalizer needs to be manually reset. Thanks in 
anticipation! 

Hello Dave: Webalizer did not update

Plans for UFT354
August 5, 2016 

This will be on the conservation of energy in fluid electrodynamics – the Poynting Theorem.

Wind collapsed to 1.35% 0834 local time, 25% of Wind 
Goes     Bankrupt
August 5, 2016 

I strongly recommend a study of www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk which is based on BM Reports and 
which is a very popular site which injects reports in to an SQL database. Its code is freely available and
it is not associated with any organization. It is rigorously scientific and run by an electrical engineer. It 
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is easy to see with google that 25% of wind turbine companies have gone bankrupt recently, including 
two giant manufacturers: Prokon and Windreich. It may be that Siemens will pull out of wind turbines 
and switch to lagoon turbines. So there is a serious danger that the company that intends to destroy 
Mynydd y Gwair will go bankrupt and leave the ecology covered with useless junk. I would say that all
wind turbines are useless junk. In answer to a question by AIAS Co President Gareth Evans, who 
serves on an all Wales environment committee, the year round performance of wind is given on the 
gridwatch site. It is never above 5 gigawatts, often negligible. Demand is about thirty gigawatts all year
round. Wind contribution is greatest from November to February, but even then it is a small fraction of 
demand. In the summer months wind contribution is entirely negligible as my www.aias.us blog shows 
very clearly. So wind industry propaganda is deceptive, cynical nonsense. This is why an all out effort 
must be made continuously to stop Mynydd y Gwair using all legal means available then continuously 
disrupt it legally by work to rule, strike action and continuous legal protest. Energy policy in Wales 
must rest on hydro and emerging technologies such as LENR and ES. The English policy seems to be 
to discontinue wind and nuclear, and to develop coal and gas, just to burn fossil fuel. Nuclear will be 
shut down in Scotland, and hopefully will be shut down soon in Wales. Scotland’s dependence on wind 
turbines is complete disaster. In rural Ireland there is a tremendous backlash against wind turbines so 
the question has become central in Irish politics. This needs to happen in Wales and Scotland. There are
plans for building wind turbines in Ireland a third as high as the Empire State Building, just to export to
England! That would obilterate their tourist industry, landscape, tradition and culture. We in Wales 
could export to Ireland all the latter’s demand in gigawatts at a reasonable rate – from tidal lagoons. 
The Scots and Irish should also accelerate their own hydro industry very sharply.

Wind collapsed to 1.35% 0834 local time, 25% of Wind Goes Bankrupt

Bentham Invitation
August 5, 2016 

This is a random e mail which should not use the Treasury address in London. I will politely decline the
invitation because AIAS Publishing is already far more effective and powerful.

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 05/08/2016 06:30:52 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Invitation to Contribute an eBook Series “Frontiers in Condensed Matter Physics”

“Frontiers in Condensed Matter Physics”

05 August 2016

Dr. M.W. Evans

Treasury

Horse Guards Parade

London

United Kingdom

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/05/bentham-invitation/
http://www.aias.us/


Dear Dr. Evans,

Bentham Science has been publishing journals in the field of science, technology and 
medicine for the last several years and many of our journals now carry impact factors, 
please visit our website (http://www.benthamsciencepublisher.org) for further information. 
We are now also publishing eBooks in various fields of science, technology, engineering, 
medicine, business management and social sciences; please visit our website 
(http://ebooks.benthamsciencepublisher.org) to view our eBook titles. Many of our journals
and e-Books are indexed by Medline, Scopus, Chemical Abstracts, and various other 
abstracting agencies.

This letter is intended to invite you to edit an eBook series entitled “Frontiers in 
Condensed Matter Physics”. Your responsibility as an editor, for each volume, would be 
to solicit chapter contributions from active, eminent scientists (having good h-indices and 
high citations), largely from the developed countries, with a focus on an important theme of
current interest.

You may also recommend an editor for individual thematic volumes in the eBook series if 
you wish to. Each published eBook volume in the series is expected to have between 300 to
400 pages with contributions from 15 to 20 scientists from advanced countries. The first 
volume of the eBook series is due by second quarter of 2017. Subsequent volumes in the 
series would be published every year after evaluation of the sales performance of the 
previous volumes.

Some salient features of our eBook publishing program are summarised below:

1. Royalties: Editor(s) earn a 7% royalty on the sales (list price less any discounts) of the 
print and electronic version of the eBook. However, no royalty is due on sale of individual 
chapters or pages viewed and downloaded.

2. Discounts: Editors and authors who wish to buy the print copy of their eBook are 
allowed to 25% discount off the regular print-on-demand copy price.

3. Entitlements: Editor(s) and contributing chapter authors are entitled to a free copy of the
eBook when it is published.

4. Language Editing and Figure Improvement: Editor(s) may avail language editing and 
figure improvement facilities. For details please contact at book-editor

5. Peer-review: All proposals and manuscripts are subjected to a neutral peer-review prior 
to acceptance and any recommended changes or revisions will need to be addressed.

6. Open Access / Limited Open Access: Editor(s) / author(s) may also have the eBook 
series or any of its volumes or even individual chapters published as open access’. For 
details please contact at book-editor

http://ebooks.benthamsciencepublisher.org/
http://www.benthamsciencepublisher.org/


7. Submission: We require the book to be submitted in a ‘word format’ and 
images/diagrams in separate files also. Please follow our author guidelines 
http://ebooks.benthamsciencepublisher.org/manuscript-submission.php when preparing 
your eBook.

For more details please visit our website http://ebooks.benthamsciencepublisher.org

We look forward to your acceptance of this invitation.

Please feel free to contact me for any further information.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

S. Naqvi

Editorial Director

Bentham eBooks

[Should you not want to receive any
further emails, then please click
here.
Please also provide any other email address that you might be using, to ensure
that you do not receive any further emails]

Please subscribe today to your free Table of Contents alert of eBooks and journals at 
http://alerts.benthamscience.com/

Bentham Invitation

Wind 3.28%, 1 – 11 mph, 0646 local     time
August 5, 2016 

Wind has collapsed completely again, in 28 out of 31 areas on the met office wind map the wind is at or
below 8 mph, which means that 90.32% of 35,000 wind turbines are producing nothing. This means 
that 31,612 turbines are producing nothing. A large turbine costs up to a million pounds, so this is like 
shovelling money into a furnace to generate steam. The wind speed in Wales today is 1 – 3 mph. 
Yesterday morning wind was 16.63%, so it has collapsed totally in 24 hours. It was a short lived spike 
due to short lived wind. I have observed this pattern every early morning for about two months or more
and recorded all the data on my blog. This is why all wind turbines must be demolished at developer 
expense and the subsidies paid back to the government. I feel that executives should be fined and 
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imprisoned, and ministers who massively harm the environment forced to resign. Subsidies are going to
stop soon. Subsidies paid back to the government would be useful for tidal lagoons. I am encouraged 
by the fact that a peaceful protest group forced the closure of Trawsfynydd nuclear power station, 
which has killed many Welsh speakers. This was covered up cynically and unlawfully until the peaceful
protest group forced the closure. The security guards at Trawsfynydd apparently had guns. So we can 
expect many wind turbine companies to go bankrupt soon as subsidies end. I hope that permission will 
be given to scrap merchants to demolish turbines and sell them for scrap. They are easily collapsed by 
weakening the base in some way (e.g. removing bolts). The massive damage to the environment will 
never mend. It is possible to see effects on environment in Tor Glawdd on Mynydd y Gwair which are 
over a thousand years old. So the entire ecology will be heavily scarred. Gelliwastad has been 
destroyed by mindless horse riding vandals and motor bikes. They destroyed the top soil, and should be
charged and fined. The stables should be closed because they defy the law. So very soon we will have 
no ecology at all and energy will still be generated by coal and gas. This is what is known as cutting 
through propaganda.

Wind 3.28%, 1 – 11 mph, 0646 local time

Daily Report 3/8/16

August 5, 2016 

This is a weblogs report only because webalizer did not update yesterday and is being manually reset. 
The equivalent of 232,652 printed pages was downloaded during the day (848.251 megabytes) from 
2,520 memory files downloaded (hits) and 523 distinct visits during the day each averaging 4.5 
memory pages and 20 minutes, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. University of Ulm 
general. Intense interest all sectors. Usage file will resume when webalizer is reset manually.

Daily Report 3/8/16

Hello Dave: Webalizer did not     update

August 5, 2016 

Hello Dave,
Weblogs updated by this morning, 0626 local time, but webalizer did not update. Looks as if webalizer 
needs to be manually reset. Thanks in anticipation!

Hello Dave: Webalizer did not update

Wind collapsed to 6.91% from 16.63% in twelve hours, 1730 local     time

August 4, 2016 

This shows the wild fluctuations of the percentage contribution of wind to demand of the countries of 
Britain. There is intense, bitter anger at the Welsh Assembly minister here in Mawr today, especially 
from those like myself who have a distinguished scientific background and who have known Mynydd y
Gwair all their lives. This intense anger is echoed all over Wales, which is seething with resentment at 
betrayal by Labour and Plaid Cymru, and also in Ireland, where there has been a great rural rising 
against the anglicised Dublin government. Subsidies will end soon, so it is possible that Mynydd y 
Gwair will become the home for half built wrecks. In Michigan, people often shoot at wind turbine 
transformers, and in Devon it seems that one £250,000 turbine was brought down by a 50 mph wind 
loosening its bolts. The Devon or Dyfnaint people are Celts and have the same temperament, they do 
not take insults lightly. I DO NOT advocate violence such as this, but the Trade Unions could bring the 
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Labour Party to its senses by permanent strike action against turbines, starting with Mynydd y Gwair. I 
have shown very clearly and simply that turbines are completely useless because of fluctuation and 
because they produce very little. Swansea County Council is held in total contempt, and has been for 
years, it is regarded as one big insult to Mawr. Delaying injunctions should be implemented and mobile
protest groups organized all over Wales by Llysgenhadaeth Owain Glyndw^r and many other protest 
groups. These could trap a transporter on a narrow road leading up to Mynydd y Gwair by many people
sitting down in front of and behind the transporter, or blocking the road in front and behind the 
transporter with old cars and tractors, keys thrown away and wheels removed. This was my direct 
ancestor Caradog’s tactic against the vastly superior forces of the Romans, he used stones and logs to 
trap isolated units, which were then eliminated. (King Caratacus). These tactics were also used against 
Quintilius Varus north of the Rhine, with the result that he lost three legions, which were entirely 
eliminated. You cannot govern in isolation, the People is Supreme Authority, not an over promoted 
bureaucrat following stupid imported dogma. Insult the People and you will be overthrown.

Wind collapsed to 6.91% from 16.63% in twelve hours, 1730 local time

Translation of Remaining UFT     Papers

August 4, 2016 

It would be very interesting to gradually translate the entire UFT section into classical Spanish 
(Castillian) in the next few years. That would be about seven hundred items, and as time goes on, over 
a thousand items on ECE and ECE2, all produced since 2003. The other main scientific languages are: 
Chinese, French, German, Japanese and Russian in alphabetical order. It would be very difficult to find 
translators like Alex Hill, who has done a huge amount of translation work voluntarily. They could try 
machine translations, but they are not very good in prose quality, in fact they are often terrible. I could 
try to see what a machine does when I try to translate a paper into Welsh, probably it will produce a 
stochastic process in Hilbert space – Brownian motion or chaos. Given a hundred student volunteers 
the entire www.aias.us site can be translated into Welsh by the many excellent young Welsh speakers 
now available. They could be organized into school and university projects. If someone started to read 
my total output, it would take them a couple of years to finish reading. Nevertheless my entire output is
read very many times over in any given year. By “my” I always mean “my co authors and coworkers 
and myself”. This would leave me time for poetry in Welsh, where the language is at its best and most 
natural, as in the englyn and cywydd, and the triban Morganwg (which does not use cynghanedd and 
was the favourite form all over Glamorgan and Gwent for the often illiterate but intelligent ordinary 
people). Ordinary people also had a brilliant grasp of cynghanedd with no formal learning. For example
Iolo Morganwg, a stone mason and Hedd Wyn (Ellis Humphrey Evans, a farmer’s son) and tens of 
thousands of others, whose work must be rigorously preserved and electronically archived.

Translation of Remaining UFT Papers

FOR POSTING : UFT353 Sections 1 and 2 and     Notes

August 4, 2016 

This is on the extension of the Kambe equations to rigorous fluid dynamics, and shows that the entire 
subject of fluid dynamics can be reduced to one wave equation with the structure of the ECE wave 
equation.

a353rdpaper.pdf

a353rdpapernotes1.pdf
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a353rdpapernotes2.pdf

a353rdpapernotes3.pdf

a353rdpapernotes4.pdf

a353rdpapernotes5.pdf

a353rdpapernotes6.pdf

FOR POSTING : UFT353 Sections 1 and 2 and Notes

Updated Bigraphical Information

August 4, 2016 

This is my thirty third entry since 1999 in the world’s most prestigious reference vehicle, “Marquis 
Who’s Who”, founded in Chicago in 1899. I hold three “world records”: the most prolific chemical 
physicist in history, having produced almost two thousand books, papers, essays and broadcasts, 
together with translations; the youngest D. Sc. under modern rules; and the greatest number of 
prestigious Fellowships in open international competition, together with Honorary Fellowships. The 
Scientiae Doctor or D. Sc. is the highest science degree of the University of Wales and was intended by
its founder, The University of London, to be a distinction higher than full professor. It was submitted 
when I was 26 and awarded when I was 27. I am now over eighteen, and have held a distinction inside 
the University of Wales higher than full professor for thirty eight years. The Marquis entry records my 
nominations for the Nobel Prize, Wolf Prize and other honours. Many thanks to nominators and 
supporters. The Civil List Pension is the highest honour bestowed by the Head of State, Queen 
Elizabeth, on the advice of the First Lord of the Treasury, who is also the Prime Minister, subject to 
scrutiny by Parliament. It is a lifetime appointment as well as an honour akin to Order of Merit, which 
is the sole prerogative of the Head of State. There are 25 Members of the Order of Merit, and about 55 
Civil List Pensioners. I was educated in Craig Cefn Parc infants and primary schools and Pontardawe 
Grammar School (autobiography volume one, now an international firm favourite). Then University 
College of Wales Aberystwyth. My current work (both science and literature) is making a great impact 
as we know from the scientometrics on www.aias.us. So this achievement is based on the highly 
distinguished intellectual tradition of the Welsh speaking Dissenters of Mawr. Many thanks to all co 
workers and co authors, and all teachers!

amarquiswhoswhoscieng20162017.pdf

LIST_OF_AWARDS_HALL_OF_FAME_GROUP.pdf

LIST_OF_THE_MOST_PROLIFIC_CHEMISTS_AND_PHYSICISTS.pdf

Updated Bigraphical Information

Erratum Eq. (17a) of Note     353(4)

August 4, 2016 

OK, many thanks, agreed. The error will be corrected in the final paper as usual.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/08/2016 14:56:28 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Eq. (3), Problem 11.21 of VAPS
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There are two equations (17). I meant that when inserting f_visc (first eq.(17)) into (16), the
minus sign should appear in front of the viscous term in the second eq.(17), irrespective of 
the definition in VAPS.

Horst

Am 02.08.2016 um 10:59 schrieb EMyrone:

This particular structure is given by Eq. (3) of problem (11.21) of “Vector 
Analysis Problem Solver” in which mu and mu’ are to be determined. So I used 
that definition of viscous force.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 01/08/2016 20:26:53 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 353(4): Extension of the Kambe Equations

Shouldn’t there be a minus sign in front of the term (mu+mu’) in eq.
(17)?

Horst

Am 30.07.2016 um 15:31 schrieb EMyrone:

This note extends the Kambe equations to the complete 
Navier Stokes equation (13), and redefines the Kambe 
electric field as in Eq. (14), defining a generalized 
Kambe potential (17). using these definitions it is 
possible to develop wave equations, and this will be the 
subject of the next note.

Wind 16.63%, 4 – 22 mph, 0711 local     time
August 4, 2016 

Today 7 out of 31 met office areas are below 8 mph, meaning 7,903 redundant turbines quite quickly 
decaying into junk. There are very wild fluctuations in wind contribution, from about 2% two or three 
days ago to 16.63% today and no doubt back down again as soon as the wind drops. They are forced 
through by electoral dictatorship, so all democrats have the duty to work continuously to have them 
demolished with all legal and non violent means available. The success of non violent protest in closing
down deadly Trawsfynydd can be repeated at Mynydd y Gwair, Betws and all other wind turbine sites. 
It needs organization of protest groups throughout Wales. These can continuously disrupt the wind 
industry in a legal way. The Minister who let through Mynydd y Gwair must be forced out of office and
Labour and Plaid Cymru made to come to their senses in Wales. An emergency all out effort is needed 
to build up hydro electric power because nuclear kills by radiation, it can no longer be covered up, so 
there is no source of power now with the exception of gas and coal, the same old fossil fuels. Wind 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/04/wind-16-63-4-22-mph-0711-local-time/


turbines are a violation of human rights, notably the right to democracy, so should be challenged 
continuously in the courts. I have taken part in non violent protest organized by Sia^n Ifan and Gethin 
ap Gruffudd, (Llysgenhadaeth Owain Glyndw^r) whose exemplary courage is an example to all in the 
fight against the Ministry of Truth – the Welsh Assembly wind factory. I also contributed £600 to a 
court battle against turbines led by Ireland. I would never have thought that our own authority inside 
Wales would destroy a unique Welsh speaking area such as Mawr in the manner of Judas Iscariot. This 
shows vividly that Mawr should be semi autonomous – a Bro Iaith. This betrayal has caused deep 
bitterness and intense outrage which will go on for generations – Brad Mynydd y Gwair, the Betrayal at
Mynydd y Gwair. The Assembly does good work for the language but completely fails to support the 
National Eisteddfod (taking place now) and completely fails to establish a Welsh medium university. It 
does establish Welsh medium schools, and that process should be accelerated. When it comes to wind, 
it is an obedient servant of His Grace the Duke of Beaufort.

Wind 16.63%, 4 – 22 mph, 0711 local time

Latest ECE2 papers being read     intensively
August 4, 2016 

As this morning’s report shows the latest ECE2 papers are already very popular, along with UFT330 in 
hyperfine spin orbit ESR from ECE2 relativity. The ECE2 series of papers is an outstanding success, 
together with “Principles of ECE”. Thirty six out of the thirty eight ECE2 papers have been read in the 
past two days (1st and 2nd of August 2016). The Evans / Morris series of papers is also outstanding, 
and I will recalibrate the estimation factor soon. Currently it is 33 papers a day. The firm favourites 
such as UFT43, UFT25, UFT88 and UFT107 and so on are all classic papers by now and 
congratulations to all co authors, translator, and broadcasters.

Latest ECE2 papers being read intensively

Daily Report 2/8/16
August 4, 2016 

The equivalent of 143,201 printed pages was downloaded during the day (522.110 megabytes) from 
2,328 downloaded memory files (hits) each averaging 3.1 memory pages and 13 minutes, printed pages
to hits ratio of 61.51 for the day, main spiders google, MSN, yahoo and cnsat(China). Collected ECE2 
177, Top ten items 142, Collected Evans / Morris 66(est), Collected scientometrics 48, Evans Equations
23, Principles of ECE 18, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 18, Engineering Model 13, PECE
11, UFT88 10, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 7, CEFE 5(est), UFT311 3, UFT321 3, Lindstrom Idaho 
lecture 3, Self charging inverter 2, List of prolific authors 1, UFT313 2, UFT314 1, UFT315 2, UFT317
3, UFT318 2, UFT319 5, UFT320 1, UFT322 2, UFT323 1, UFT324 6, UFT325 1, UFT326 2, UFT327
1, UFT328 1, UFT329 1, UFT330 16, UFT331 9, UFT332 9, UFT333 5, UFT334 4, UFT335 10, 
UFT336 8, UFT337 4, UFT338 3, UFT339 4, UFT340 6, UFT341 1, UFT342 2, UFT343 1, UFT345 3,
UFT346 12, UFT347 2, UFT348 12, UFT349 11, UFT351 12, UFT352 12 to date in August 2016. 
National Research Centre for Environmental Toxicology University of Queensland Australia UFT177; 
Casal Popular de Vilafranca Catalonia general; University of Quebec Trois Rivieres PECE and 
UFT352; Iowa State University general; Electrical Engineering and Computer Science University of 
Michigan general; University of Warwick home page and positive comments about work of MWE. 
Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for August 2016.
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Daily Report 2/8/16

Writing Up UFT353
August 3, 2016 

I will write up UFT353 tomorrow, on the wave equation of fluid dynamics. The feedback for 1st 
August shows that PECE, Principles of ECE and the latest papers are among the most popular, together
with firm favourites such as F3(Sp). That is only for one day of course, but ECE2 and ECE are very 
healthy.

Writing Up UFT353

No tropospheric warming for fifty eight     years
August 3, 2016 

Google “no global warming” to find that the NOAA radiosonde data of the troposphere, over fifty eight
years, shows no global warming, indeed a slight cooling. It is well known that thousands of prominent, 
able, responsible scientists reject global warming, and the number is growing every year. These 
scientists rely on data, not failed theory. The obsolete computer models used long ago applied to the 
troposphere, and were wildly wrong. The Nobel Laureate Richard Feynman described all this as a faith 
in the incompetence of experts, or similar. When it comes to global warming, hackles are raised like a 
pack of wolves fighting over meat. People pick the data they want to believe in. However, data over 
fifty years are definitive. There is plenty of evidence to show that carbon dioxide is not a pollutant. 
Both the Arctic and Antarctic ice fields are expanding. Solar activity is predicted to drop 60% by 2030, 
so cold temperatures are expected. So wind turbines are an ugly and dangerous attempt to make money 
at the expense of lives. The claim that wind turbines save on “carbon” is ridiculous nonsense. The 
carbon jargon is also complete nonsense, I suppose that they are trying to say “carbon dioxide”. 
Unfortunately most of the general public does not know the difference between carbon and carbon 
dioxide. So the general public can be made to believe anything at all – faith in incompetence.

No tropospheric warming for fifty eight years

Nuclear Industry in a     Shambles
August 3, 2016 

I am very glad to see that Scotland will not build any new nuclear power stations, but they are 
plastering the country with wind turbines. The tidal lagoons in Wales could supply them with all the 
power they need. Many people in Britain have been killed by nuclear power stations, the ones still 
standing are old and of obsolete design. It is well known that children near nuclear power stations are at
high risk of myeloid leukaemia and a 2015 report in “The Ecologist” shows that the incidence of cancer
in Llan Trawsfynydd is very high. This is near Llyn Trawsfynydd which was used as a sink and is 
grossly contaminated. Despite this, it is stocked with trout! Trawsfynydd was shut down after non 
violent direct action by protesters, the reactor had been built of the wrong steel. The Government 
covered this up until it was exposed by the protesters, who faced down nuclear staff carrying guns. It is 
estimated that the risk assessment for nuclear is deliberately underestimated by a factor of 1,000 to 
10,000. So, very sadly, we can expect many more cancer cases. There are some people who think that 
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tidal lagoons will make salmon extinct. This is total nonsense, the salmon will live in the sea outside 
the lagoon. So protesters on Mynydd y Gwair may force the company into bankruptcy. They cannot 
shoot the protesters, all the police can do is to drag them away when they lie down before the 
transporters on narrow access roads. Then other protesters take the place of those dragged away.

Nuclear Industry in a Shambles

Wind 11.22%, 1 – 26 mph 0654 local     time
August 3, 2016 

Today 13 out of 31 met office wind areas are at 8 mph or below, meaning that 14,677 wind turbines are 
producing nothing, consuming billions in subsidies. Wouldn’t it be more efficient just to burn money as
it comes out of the mint? If I were Minister for Logic I would demolish all wind turbines and transfer 
all the money into tidal lagoons. They are the result of a corrupt lobbying system and crass pseudo 
science. All of this is well known to everyone so Jonathan Swift could not have thought of a more 
cutting satire of society. Wind turbines indeed cut rare birds to pieces, together with democracy. Coal is
still the largest contributor to the grid, and gas / steam is used as a standby system to back up wind 
turbines (www.gridwatch templar.co.uk). Gas steam is a system where the exhaust is fed into steam 
driven turbines. That can be fired up in under an hour and has to be kept going to back up wind. So 
wind effectively pours gas exhaust into the atmosphere and does not cut down on CO2 at all. Cutting 
down on CO2 has no effect on global warming. The Milankovich analysis means that we are in for 
some very cold weather. This is all complete stupidity but the Ministry of Truth says otherwise. So the 
system is still overwhelmingly dependent on gas and coal despite years of verbiage and hot air. In the 
meantime our landscapes are obliterated by over promoted bureaucrats.

Wind 11.22%, 1 – 26 mph 0654 local time

Daily Report 1/8/16
August 3, 2016 

The equivalent of 144,671 printed pages was downloaded during the day (527.472 megabytes) from 
2,025 downloaded memory files and 531 distinct visits each averaging 3.2 memory pages and 12 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 71.44, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 145, Top ten items 107, Evans / Morris 33 (est), Collected scientometrics 31, 
Principles of ECE 13, Collected Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 13, Evans Equations 10, 
F3(Sp) 9, PECE 9, UFT88 7, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 6, Autobiography volumes one and two 5, 
CEFE 5, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 4, UFT311 3, UFT321 2, Self Charging Inverter 2, Llais 1, 
Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 1, UFT313 2, UFT314 1, UFT315 1, UFT317 2, UFT318 1, UFT319 3, 
UFT320 1, UFT322 2, UFT323 1, UFT324 2, UFT325 1, UFT329 1, UFT330 16, UFT331 8, UFT332 
9, UFT333 5, UFT334 4, UFT335 9, UFT336 8, UFT337 4, UFT338 2, UFT339 4, UFT340 4, UFT341
1, UFT342 1, UFT345 3, UFT346 12, UFT347 2, UFT348 11, UFT349 9, UFT351 12, UFT352 7 for 
the first day of August 2016. New York University UFT88; Azad University Iran general; United States
Naval Marine Command Spacetime Devices; Internet Archives San Francisco (Wayback Machine) 
spidering historical comments; Institute for High Energy Physics Protvino Russia Big Bang criticism 
by Stephen Crothers. Intense interest all sectors, usage file attached for 1/8/16.

Daily Report 1/8/16
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Triban Morganwg i Fynydd y     Gwair
August 2, 2016 

Y Filltir Scwa^r

Mae’r haul ar Fynydd y Gwair,
Miloedd o leiniau disglair,
Mi a gymeraf wres i’w wydd,
Gwau ef bridd yn frethyn aur

(er cof am ei ddadcu, Twm Elim Jones, Prif Ddiacon Capel y Bedyddwyr Elim Craig Cefn Parc)

This is scanned into English the attached and popular book of poetry. So they are learning the englyn 
and triban Morganwg in 182 countries, but not in the Welsh Assembly. I know some people who 
couldn’t tell a triban from a Hereford bull. They are often full of the waste product of this species of 
creature, not to be met in the dark or even at high noon. Aneurin Bevan was fond of quoting: ‘the only 
way to keep a bull in a field is to tear down all the fences”. The above triban was written in the early 
eighties. In Autobiography Volume One, blue box above my coat of arms on www.aias.us, there are 
photographs of Mynydd y Gwair and Gelliwastad in the sixties, in all their unspoilt magnificence. The 
above triban refers to the golden grass of Mynydd y Gwair, Mountain of the Grass. There are more 
photographs on www.aias.us. It has since been heavily damaged in the most mindless way possible by 
an electricity pylon, a gas pipe driven right up its side, leaving a huge scar, and plans for rotating 
guillotines. However they cannot ever quite spoil its pristine beauty. Treat nature like this and you will 
become extinct.

collectedpoetrybarddoniaeth_2406.pdf

Triban Morganwg i Fynydd y Gwair

Legal Challenge to Mynydd y Gwair and     Betws
August 2, 2016 

Legal Challenge to Mynydd y Gwair and Betws

As Civil List Pensioner and the only Armiger in Mawr and surrounding areas I have fought 
this mindless, destructive exercise for twenty five years and agree with Craig Hughes of 
Garnswllt on every point. The fight has only just begun. We are both fluent Welsh speakers 
and I was born in Craig Cefn Parc in Mawr. Wind turbines enrage the Dissenters of Mawr, 
who do not recognize any type of false authority or electoral dictatorship. I am painfully 
aware of the fact that the entire community of Mawr has been destroyed in sixty years by 
remote government. In my blog on www.aias.us, read in up to 182 countries, I have 
demolished wind turbines with simple scientific fact, cutting through the meaningless, 
cynically deceptive, verbiage. Emergency measures are needed to save the Welsh language 
in Mawr, I have suggested setting up Broydd Iaith or Gealtachti or Language Nests all over 
Wales and the Celtic Nations, with semi autonomous powers. These would buy up every 
house that comes on the market and resell them or rent them to the poorest, Welsh or Celtic 
speaking, members of the Community well below market value. That would build up an 
area in which Welsh or a Celtic language is the natural, uncorrupted language, supported by
many more Welsh medium schools, a Welsh medium university and compulsory education 
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in Welsh for all from the age of two. Monoglot outsiders would be excluded from a Bro 
Iaith unless they are fluent Welsh speakers and completely committed to the language. 
Impoverished rural Wales is being colonized by rich monoglots. Forced development is 
being used. It is very easy to demolish the wind industry by monitoring percentage 
contribution to demand, taking note of wind speed. I have started doing this every day for 
the countries of Britain, and have found that over the last two months the percentage 
contribution is negligible. It fluctuates wildly, so coal has to be fired up and down to 
stabilize the grid. I use www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk and the met office wind map. I 
questioned the author of this site, and found his answers to be scientific. He is an electrical 
engineer. If this mindless destruction goes ahead one of the most important ecologies in 
Europe will be destroyed, innocent birds and animals slaughtered unmercifully, just to 
provide money for my wealthy and distant cousin the Duke of Beaufort. The more distant 
the better. I propose Land Acts to nationalize the Somerset Trust along Bevanite socialist 
principles, and redistribute Mawr along the lines of the 1650 redistribution of land to local 
farmers in the Republic of 1649. As a Dissenter and U. S. dual citizen I still recognize this 
Republic but am forced to pay royalist taxes, and have been all my life. The Dissenters of 
Mawr are Republicans and go back to that era. They were heavily persecuted but evolved a 
brilliant Welsh speaking culture within Mawr. Many emigrated from Mawr to the United 
States. That culture has been mindlessly, cynically destroyed. There was no English spoken 
in Mawr up to about eighty years ago, and there are no churches, only nonconformist 
chapels. The tidal lagoon in Swansea would generate about 10 gigawatts steadily, enough 
for all the needs of Wales. Four or five of those would generate the needs of the countries of
Britain. China has a multi thousand gigawatt hydro capacity, the States and Canada 
generate hundreds of gigawatts by hydro. The hydro generation in the countries of Britain 
is negligible, about one or two gigawatts. There is no need to slavishly conform to obsolete 
European Union policies when England has dumped wind turbine production and is talking 
about going back to gas, a fossil fuel. Nuclear is far too dangerous, and coal and oil have to 
be conserved. Germany has dumped nuclear and has gone back to coal. The EU policy has 
been shredded and it was very corrupt. In Milton’s words: “…… for now I see peace / To 
corrupt no less than war to waste.” – Foreign Minister of the Republic.
As a descendant of the Princes of Wales I urge the People to take their destiny into their 
own hands once again, and build a large tidal lagoon together with many more 
hydroelectric power stations. This should not be done with subsidies, which opens the way 
to greed, the rotten pieces of Judas silver. It must be done by bond issues and taxation, so 
the People of Wales need to have the power to raise taxes.
The Assembly should also consider and support advanced and emerging technologies 
(www.aias.us, www.upitec.com and www.et3m.net) such as low energy nuclear reactors 
(LENR) and energy from spacetime (ES). AIAS Fellow and development economist Dr 
Steve Bannister of the University of Utah has predicted that ES will have the same impact 
as coal in the first industrial revolution. It will bring in a second industrial revolution whose
vast consequences are based on unlimited available of spacetime energy trapped by circuits 
(UFT311 on www.aias.us and many other papers). Total energy is conserved.
I advocate many class action emergency injunctions of various kinds to stop the Mynydd y 
Gwair development, and advise the trade union movement to use strike action against wind 
turbines and work to rule wherever possible. Protest groups may converge on Mawr as the 
turbines arrive, and block them for as long as possible by lying down in front of the 
transporters. Action such as this should be continued until all wind turbines are demolished 
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at developer expense all over Wales. Those responsible for turbines should be prosecuted to
the full extent of the law for extreme environmental damage.
The Minister recently asserted illogically that these wind turbines will produce enough 
energy for thousands of homes. That is complete nonsense, they will produce a tiny and 
wildly fluctuating fraction of the energy needs of thousands of homes- English speaking 
homes developed by the destruction of a brilliant Welsh language culture, overseen by an 
anglicised assembly as remote as the moon. The present electoral dictatorship should be 
replaced by referenda, either that or by my ancestral cousin Owain Glyndw^r.

Myron Evans

(Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent. (Armiger appointed 2008), Civil List Pensioner appointed 2005, 
D. Sc., Ph. D., B. Sc. Wales)

Co President AIAS, Nobel Prize Nominee,

www.aias.us , www.upitec.org, www.et3m.net

In a message dated 01/08/2016 16:56:57 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dear Ms Griffiths,

Please accept this email as confirmation of my objection of the Mynydd y 
Gwair wind farm development. I am deeply shocked and saddened that this 
development has been given the go ahead considering the damning evidence of 
negative biodiversity implications and the pure contradictory statements 
provided by the Welsh Government when declining this proposal in 2015 to the 
recent approval.

Before I go on, I would like to say a little about myself. I hold a BSc in 
Environmental Conservation, am a resident of Mawr and I work in the 
sustainability/biodiversity sector. I am a keen environmentalist who truly 
believes in renewable technology – if implemented in a way that does not have 
a lasting effect on communities and the natural environment. So please don’t 
consider this email as a generic complaint. I have looked in to this matter and 
have come to my objective conclusion based on what I read in the publicly 
available documents produced by the Welsh Government and RWE.

Therefore, the reasons I object to this development are because I believe the 
close proximity of the development and Mynydd y Betws wind farm should be 
classed as one development; developments should be approved by working 
groups of adjoining councils; contradictory statements by the Welsh 
Government offer little confidence in the process; and because biodiversity will
be adversely affected. To be specific;

1. The Welsh Government can currently only make decisions on wind 

http://www.et3m.net/
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http://www.aias.us/


energy projects up to 50MW. With Mynydd y Betws wind farm 
approximately 500m-600m away from the proposed Mynydd y Gwair 
wind farm, the combined energy production potential of these wind 
farms equate to approx 80MW. Considering Mynydd y Gwair’s close 
proximity to the Betws development, you would think common sense 
would’ve prevailed and someone would’ve recognised that this 
development is out of the Welsh Government’s scope. Simply classing 
the two developments as separate is immoral when considering Usain 
Bolt could run between the last/first turbine of each development in less 
than a minute. 

2. In 2015, one of the reasons the Welsh Government objected to this 
development was due to its commitment ‘…to protect common land as 
part of its strategic objectives in relation to biodiversity and to the 
sustainable use of natural resources…’ However, in the 2016 approval 
letter to RWE, biodiversity is not mentioned once. Why is this? 

3. Regarding point 26 in the 2016 approval letter, why is considerable 
weight given to TAN8 but not towards the Inspectors view of the 
development that it will be ‘…detrimental to the appearance of the 
commons and the majority of people’s enjoyment of them…’? 
Especially when your Commons Act 2006 states that the Welsh 
Government has the legislation to safeguard commons for current and 
future generations. What is more, the Inspector in 2015 stated that this 
development will have a lifespan longer than the proposed 25 years with
no plans to actively return the site to its current condition. 

4. The Swansea Local Development Plan suggests designating the Mawr 
area as ‘Landscape Protection.’ How on earth would allowing the 
development of two large scale wind farms in close proximity fit in 
Swansea’s landscape protection vision? Your Inspector Report in 2016 
states that a Landscape and Visual Assessment was undertaken and 
concluded that there will be no cumulative landscape effects when 
considering the Mynydd y Betws development. May I ask what is the 
procedure in deciding what is acceptable and what is not? Surely 
Swansea Council would not want to classify this area as Landscape 
Protection in their LDP if there were to be an industrial site in close 
proximity? 

5. Regarding the development’s effect on biodiversity. RWE openly state 
in their Environmental Statement (ES) that there will be a loss in the 
local populations of Red Kite, Kestrel and possibly Buzzard. 
Additionally, your recent Inspector’s report as well as RWE’s ES states 
(of which I can confirm) that there are Yellowhammers in the area. 
Moreover, the Inspector notes that RWE discovered that the 
development area is a Site of Importance for Nature Conservation 
(SINC). Therefore are you are allowing an important area for nature 
conservation and the populations of historically prosecuted and amber 
and red status birds to be destroyed? 

6. In the 2016 Inspector Report, your Inspector states that RWE’s nature 
conservation witness provided contradictory evidence. Therefore how 



can we be so sure that every piece of detail in RWE’s Environmental 
Statement is sound and correct? 

7. With all this damning evidence of the possible, incredible destruction of 
nature and biodiversity in the area, your most recent Inspector still does 
not mention anything about these subjects in his conclusion. Is 
biodiversity a taboo subject? It seems that we like to think about 
protecting it, but when push comes to shove, it’s the first to face the 
chop. It’s unacceptable. Your 2015 Inspector clearly states possible 
biodiversity and nature conservation concerns in her conclusion and 
mentions that this development will be of no positive benefit to the local
community. Why the contradictory reports? 

This development will have far reaching implications as you will be able to see 
the turbines from all view points in the area, thus the whole common will be 
affected – your Inspector openly states that he has little confidence in RWE in 
ensuring its restoration, and as such this will go against your own legislation.

With further development of PV farms in the Felindre area, Mawr will simply 
be an industrial site rather than an area of nature and beauty.

May I add that there are other large scale developments in the pipeline such as 
the Swansea Tidal Lagoon which will produce energy for longer and more 
efficiently, increase tourism and create more jobs than a wind farm. Can we not 
dismiss the approval of this development as well as future obtrusive 
developments until other efficient options are implemented; until biodiversity is
recognised as important as carbon emission reductions and until there is a 
procedure in place to ensure all developments are considered by all affected 
councils so that small scale developments don’t turn in to large scale 
developments?

I’ll look forward to your reply. In the meantime, I hope you reconsider this 
approval, if not, could you please provide details on how a counter movement 
can lodge an appeal?

Kind regards

Craig Hughes

Nuclear is far too     dangerous
August 2, 2016 

As a chemist by training I know that nuclear is far too dangerous and as a post doctoral I protested 
against it, incurring the wrath of the paid powers that used to be. There were ways of shutting down the
inconvenient truth. As a US dual citizen I support the US Government’s policy of banning nuclear 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/02/nuclear-is-far-too-dangerous/


energy after Four Mile Island. It is also banned in Wales, but it is forced on us like wind turbines. This 
is another gross violation of human rights that could be tested in the courts. The entire wind industry is 
a gross violation of human rights, your association of many anti wind turbine groups tried to test this at 
Luxembourg but ran into gross corruption. So this leaves hydro, LENR and ES. There is no other 
answer apart form dumping everything and going back to gas. There is plenty of that any talking shop. 
I do not believe that any nuclear power station is safe.

In a message dated 01/08/2016 14:33:43 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

I understand Hinkley point has major cost and security issues

On 31 July 2016 at 18:11, <EMyrone> wrote:

I have heard an unconfirmed rumour that the Westminster Government has 
decided to build more gas / steam power stations. It seems that Hinckley Point 
was discontinued by a unilateral decision of the Prime Minister without 
consultation of Parliament. There is no constitution in Britain but this is always 
a dangerous thing to do. I advocate a Commons motion of no confidence in the 
tory government. The tories are hanging on to power after having been defeated
on a major issue, and that is unprecedented and may be illegal. The tories have 
no right to govern Wales because they have been in a small minority for a 
century or more and have damaged Wales severely every time they are elected 
in England by a creaking and ancient first past the post system. They continue 
to force the closure of small libraries in the Swansea Valley, in Welsh speaking 
communities. Building more gas / steam stations makes a joke out of wind 
turbines, because gas steam is a fossil based source of power, what is known in 
NYC as the same old expletive. The Dissenters, such as those of Mawr, have 
been persecuted so much because they reject false authority. If England wishes 
to go down the route of hypocrisy, Wales must not follow, but prepare for 
hydroelectric power, combined with LENR and SE. It seems that the tories have
woken up to the fact that wind turbines do not generate anything but heated 
wind, or hot air. I urge SOCME tonight to go for an emergency injunction and 
continue plans to make turbines unworkable, keeping it all legal despite the 
seething anger. When faced with something that is not democracy, but a 
mockery of the most cherished values of a People, I reject it, like Yeats, until it 
is reformed.

Nuclear is far too dangerous

Discussion of Note 353(5): Wave Equations of Fluid     Dynamics
August 2, 2016 

Many thanks for going through this note. In reply I attached a summary page which confirms the 
derivation of note 353(5) and gives units and definitions which may be used in the engineering model if
you wish. The exact continuity equation is derived from Kambe’s definitions and the Lorenz gauge 
condition is shown to be a solution of the Kambe continuity equation given the wave equation. So all is
self consistent. The overwhelming advantage of this method is that it reduces the whole of fluid 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/08/02/discussion-of-note-3535-wave-equations-of-fluid-dynamics/


dynamics to one wave equation. This method is well known in the obsolete MH electrodynamics, 
where the Lorenz gauge is known as the radiation gauge. It was generalized in M. W. Evan and J. – P. 
Vigier, “The Enigmatic Photon” and in many subsequent publications. It follows that this method can 
be translated into fluid electrodynamics, and also has a precise analogy in gravitational theory. In the 
context of ES or energy from spacetime the wave equation applies to spacetime itself, or the aether or 
vacuum.

In a message dated 01/08/2016 21:01:54 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Ît seems that the 0 component of the 4-current has to be defined as

J^0 = q_F / a_0

in order to obtain the correct 0 component of (27).
Eqs.(27) and (36) differ by a factor of 1/a0^2. I am not sure if I understood the cross check 
right. Probably the vector part was meant in (36).
I will try to solve some equations of note 353(3) numerically by FlexPDE.

Horst

Am 01.08.2016 um 15:46 schrieb EMyrone:

It is shown that the rigorous Navier Stokes, continuity, conservation of energy 
and vorticity equations of fluid dynamics can always be reduced to the second 
order wave equations (37) and (38), which have the structure of the ECE wave 
equation. Eqs. (37) and (38) can be combined into Eq. (27), which is an 
example of the ECE wave equation, derived from the very fundamental tetrad 
postulate of Cartan geometry. The Lorenz condition of fluid dynamics is shown 
to be a consequence of the continuity equation of fluid dynamics. The same is 
true for electrodynamics and gravitation. These are major advances and also 
extend Kambe’s work to rigorous fluid dynamics. Therefore fluid dynamics is a
consequence of Cartan geometry and has the same structure as gravitation and 
electrodynamics within the context of ECE and ECE2 unified field theory.

a353rdpapernotes6.pdf

Discussion of Note 353(5): Wave Equations of Fluid Dynamics

Eq. (3), Problem 11.21 of     VAPS
August 2, 2016 

This particular structure is given by Eq. (3) of problem (11.21) of “Vector Analysis Problem Solver” in 
which mu and mu’ are to be determined. So I used that definition of viscous force.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 01/08/2016 20:26:53 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 353(4): Extension of the Kambe Equations
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Shouldn’t there be a minus sign in front of the term (mu+mu’) in eq. (17)?

Horst

Am 30.07.2016 um 15:31 schrieb EMyrone:

This note extends the Kambe equations to the complete Navier Stokes equation 
(13), and redefines the Kambe electric field as in Eq. (14), defining a 
generalized Kambe potential (17). using these definitions it is possible to 
develop wave equations, and this will be the subject of the next note.

Eq. (3), Problem 11.21 of VAPS

Erratum in UFT351: Sign     Change
August 2, 2016 

Thanks for checking this, I agree that Eq. (6) of Note 353(3) is right and will be used in UFT353, 
noting the error in UFT351.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 01/08/2016 20:26:03 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Consistency check

I found differing signs between paper 351, eq.(81) and note 353(3),
eq.(6). The derivation in note 353(3) seems to be correct.
Horst 

Erratum in UFT351: Sign Change

Wind 4.09% 2 – 20 mph 0926 local     time
August 2, 2016 

Today the wind speed is 8 mph or below in 17 out of the 31 areas of the met office wind map, which 
has suddenly reappeared after being down for three days. This means that in these 17 areas wind 
turbines produce essentially nothing, 19,194 wind turbines are producing nothing. In Swansea now the 
wind is 11 mph, so the ugly turbines scarring Betws are producing very little. They are probably 
turning very slowly. Luckily I cannot see them from here, otherwise I would throw up. Demand is now 
33.71 gigawatts for the countries of Britain plus Ulster. CCGT is 53.75% (combined cyclic gas 
turbines), nuclear is 21.51%, coal is 6.05%, wind is a wildly fluctuating 4.09%, biomass is 2.37% and 
hydro is a pathetic 1.13%. A catastrophic energy policy made worse every time countryside, heritage, 
wildlife and language are obliterated for blood money – subsidies. The stroke of a pen of an ignorant 
bureaucrat can ruin a cultured People.

Wind 4.09% 2 – 20 mph 0926 local time
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FOR POSTING: Fourteen Year     Feedback
August 2, 2016 

This is the fourteen year feedback from May 2002 to present. The www.aias.us site in 2002 can be 
looked up on the Wayback Machine, www.archive.org. There have been tremendous advances since 
2002.

Monthly_Feedback_Statistics_for_AIAS.pdf

FOR POSTING: Fourteen Year Feedback

FOR POSTING: Book of Scientometrics Updated to July     2016
August 2, 2016 

For combined sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org for July 2016 there were 136,222 files 
downloaded,35.979 gigabytes downloaded, 27,616 distinct visits, and 3,122 documents read off 
www.aias from 92 countries, led by USA, China, Germany, Russian Federation, Britain, Ukraine, 
Czechia, Mexico, ……..Of the world’s top twenty universities there were visits from Caltech*, MIT, 
Princeton*, Edinburgh* and National University of Singapore. The * denotes repeat or multiple visits. 
During the long vacation and Christmas vacation, staff and students switch to their private computers 
away from institutional URL’s, especially undergraduates. The intense interest in ECE and ECE2 never 
stops, all year round, and we know from years of feedback data that it will last at a very intense level 
indefinitely. So in many ways is has overturned the obsolete standard model. Many papers have 
become classics. The top one hundred UFT papers in English and Spanish are usually read a hundred 
times or more per month off www.aisa.us alone, combined English and Spanish language totals. There 
are firm favourites such UFT43, 25, 179, 177, 88 and so on. In the past two years UFT88 has been read
in about two hundred of the world’s best universities (listed on this blog a few months ago).

BookofScientometricsVolumeTwo.pdf

FOR POSTING: Book of Scientometrics Updated to July 2016

Daily Report Sunday     31/7/16
August 2, 2016 

The equivalent of 130,431 printed pages was downloaded during the day (475.551 megabytes) from 
533 distinct visits each averaging 2.7 memory pages and 9 minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 46.82 
for the day, main spiders cnsat (China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 1866, Top ten items 
1516, Collected Evans / Morris 1023, Collected scientometrics 762, Principles of ECE 376, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 326 (excluding recent broadcasts in 1026), Autobiography volumes 
one and two 270. Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 257, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 247, 
F3(Sp) 221, Engineering Model 150, PECE 143, Evans Equations 130(est), UFT88 122, CEFE 106, 
Self charging inverter 56, UFT321 53, Llais 50, UFT311 41, List of prolific authors 26, Three world 
records by MWE 25, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 24, UFT313 41, UFT314 31, UFT315 50, UFT316 37, 
UFT317 51, UFT318 72, UFT319 62, UFT320 43, UFT322 57, UFT323 34, UFT324 59, UFT325 63, 
UFT326 58, UFT327 38, UFT328 32, UFT329 53, UFT330 44, UFT331 38, UFT332 42, UFT333 43, 
UFT334 46, UFT335 36, UFT336 43, UFT337 32, UFT338 28, UFT339 34, UFT340 34, UFT341 44, 
UFT342 34, UFT343 47, UFT344 52, UFT345 78, UFT346 113, UFT347 58, UFT348 61, UFT349 84,
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UFT351 59, UFT352 25 for July 2016. Belgian Ministry of Justice Federal Public Service levitron, 
University of Edinburgh UFT152, UFT170, galaxies. Completed usage file attached for July 2016.

Daily Report Sunday 31/7/16

353(5): Wave Equations of Fluid     Dynamics
August 1, 2016 

It is shown that the rigorous Navier Stokes, continuity, conservation of energy and vorticity equations 
of fluid dynamics can always be reduced to the second order wave equations (37) and (38), which have 
the structure of the ECE wave equation. Eqs. (37) and (38) can be combined into Eq. (27), which is an 
example of the ECE wave equation, derived from the very fundamental tetrad postulate of Cartan 
geometry. The Lorenz condition of fluid dynamics is shown to be a consequence of the continuity 
equation of fluid dynamics. The same is true for electrodynamics and gravitation. These are major 
advances and also extend Kambe’s work to rigorous fluid dynamics. Therefore fluid dynamics is a 
consequence of Cartan geometry and has the same structure as gravitation and electrodynamics within 
the context of ECE and ECE2 unified field theory.

a353rdpapernotes5.pdf

353(5): Wave Equations of Fluid Dynamics

Most Recent ECE2 Papers Doing Very     Well
August 1, 2016 

The top five ECE2 papers to date for July 2016 are as follows (number of times read every year from 
combined sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org ).

1) UFT346 2180
2) UFT349 1577
3) UFT345 1499
4) UFT318 1402
5) UFT325 1207

UFT345 and UFT346 are papers on the general theory of precession, and UFT349 is the first paper on 
fluid electrodynamics. The second and third papers on fluid electrodynamics, UFT351 and UFT352, 
are also being read intensely. Therefore these papers are each almost as popular as the classic UFT88 
written in 2007. That is currently being read 2336 times times a year off combined sites. This means an 
accelerating interest in the individual ECE and ECE2 papers. There are now well over five hundred 
ECE and ECE2 papers in English and Spanish, and ALL of them are read continuously around the 
world. There are no longer any objections to them. The early “pseudocritics” have obviously 
disappeared from the stage of avant garde science. The dogmatists continue to behave as if nothing has 
happened – that is why they are dogmatists.

Continuing with UFT353
August 1, 2016 
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I intend to continue by deriving wave equations from the generalized Kambe field equations, using the 
new definition of the Kambe electric field.

Continuing with UFT353

Invitation Accepted
August 1, 2016 

I accept the invitation from the Right Hono(u)rable Co President of AIAS from Llwyndafydd. I could 
do no worse than the present powers that be.

Your daily reports have highlighted that current energy policy is in a mess and nuclear is 
not the solution because of the build /decommissioning costs and safety etc. As you keep 
emphasising, hydro / wave technology is the best solution combined with the new types of 
sources that are being developed (largely as a consequence of your new science). So, you 
should be Energy Minister /Advisor and all the rest. You are already doing the work and 
developing actual solutions!

Sent from my Samsung device

Invitation Accepted

Wind 1.42%, 0 – 14 mph, Pembrey 10 mph, 0806 local     time
August 1, 2016 

The contribution of 35,000 wind turbines to demand today is again negligible – 1.42%, having 
collapsed completely from about 9% yesterday. The met office wind map is still down (maybe blown 
away), so I switched to the wind observation map on www.xcweather.co.uk. This indicates 0 – 14 mph 
and it will be like this for a week or more. Coal has had to be fired up to 3.65% from 0.0%. The 
Westminster Government has panicked and is noting my daily reports, this is the only explanation for 
dumping its policy and reverting to fossil fuel (gas / steam power stations). I recommend that 
Llysgenhadaeth Owain Glyndw^r and many other protest groups converge on the turbines as they 
arrive. Similarly, the Silurians converged on the Romans as they arrived (Tacitus), led by my direct 
ancestor Caradog. Coal is being used in Germany and gas in England, so they are not worried about 
CO2 emissions after all and know very well that wind turbines are a very bad joke. The European 
Union energy policy has been shredded, so it should be forgotten in Wales too and the money raised to 
build a tidal lagoon in Swansea which would supply all the power needs of Wales. There is a catch of 
course, we do not have the power to raise taxation in Wales, Big Brother makes sure of that. So the 
money has to be raised in some other way. Subsidies should never be used, they just lead to a frenzy of 
greed.

Wind 1.42%, 0 – 14 mph, Pembrey 10 mph, 0806 local time

Daily Report Saturday     30/6/16
August 1, 2016 

The equivalent of 139,787 printed pages was downloaded during the day (509.663 megabytes) from 
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1,704 memory files downloaded and 504 distinct visits each averaging 3.2 memory pages and 11 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 82.03 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 papers 1841, Top ten items 1486, Collected Evans / Morris 990 (est), Collected
Scientometrics 693 (est), Principles of ECE 373, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 319, Eckardt / 
Lindstrom papers 256, Autobiography volumes one and two 265, F3(Sp) 213, Engineering Model 148, 
PECE 142, Evans Equations 130, UFT88 120, CEFE 106, Self charging inverter 56, UFT321 53, 
UFT311 39, List of prolific authors 26, Three world records by MWE 24, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 24, 
UFT313 40, UFT314 21, UFT315 50, UFT316 36, UFT317 51, UFT318 76, UFT319 62, UFT320 43, 
UFT322 56, UFT323 34, UFT324 58, UFT325 62, UFT326 57, UFT327 39, UFT328 42, UFT329 53, 
UFT330 44, UFT331 38, UFT332 42, UFT333 43, UFT334 46, UFT335 35, UFT336. UFT337 12, 
UFT338 28, UFT339 34, UFT340 34, UFT341 44, UFT342 34, UFT343 46, UFT344 50, UFT345 77, 
UFT346 112, UFT347 57, UFT348 61, UFT349 84, UFT351 53, UFT352 20 to date in July 2016. 
iParadigms California general; University of Edinburgh UFT153.
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Selected Feedback Interest:

15 - 29 July

U. S. Universities, Institutes and Similar

Caltech, Iowa State*, Rochester Medical Center, Rutgers, Barcelona (on

edu), UC Davis, U. S. Naval Marine Command Internet, Iparadigms California,

Internet Archives San Francisco, King County Library System Washington.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

TU Vienna, CERN, Giessen, Karlsruhe, Oldenburg, Bologna, TU

Eindhoven, extensive Russia and Ukraine, IHV Rissia, Institute of High Energy

Physics Protvino, Linkoping Sweden, JSBNI Kiev, Edinburgh*, Essex, Warwick*,

Coventry and Warwickshire Chamber of Commerce Training .

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Bibliotheca Alexandrina Egypt, UNC Argentina, UNNE Argentina,

Federal University of Parana Brazil, Sao Paolo, Memorial Newfoundland Canada,

TU Federico Santa Maria Chile, TJ China, Indian Institute of Technology Delhi, ,

Nagoya University Japan, Tokyo, UDG Mexico, National Autonomous Mexico,

Atearoa People s Net New Zealand, Piura Peru, National University Singapore.‟



Westminster Energy Policy in     Tatters
July 31, 2016 

I have heard an unconfirmed rumour that the Westminster Government has decided to build more gas / 
steam power stations. It seems that Hinckley Point was discontinued by a unilateral decision of the 
Prime Minister without consultation of Parliament. There is no constitution in Britain but this is always
a dangerous thing to do. I advocate a Commons motion of no confidence in the tory government. The 
tories are hanging on to power after having been defeated on a major issue, and that is unprecedented 
and may be illegal. The tories have no right to govern Wales because they have been in a small 
minority for a century or more and have damaged Wales severely every time they are elected in 
England by a creaking and ancient first past the post system. They continue to force the closure of 
small libraries in the Swansea Valley, in Welsh speaking communities. Building more gas / steam 
stations makes a joke out of wind turbines, because gas steam is a fossil based source of power, what is 
known in NYC as the same old expletive. The Dissenters, such as those of Mawr, have been persecuted
so much because they reject false authority. If England wishes to go down the route of hypocrisy, Wales
must not follow, but prepare for hydroelectric power, combined with LENR and SE. It seems that the 
tories have woken up to the fact that wind turbines do not generate anything but heated wind, or hot air.
I urge SOCME tonight to go for an emergency injunction and continue plans to make turbines 
unworkable, keeping it all legal despite the seething anger. When faced with something that is not 
democracy, but a mockery of the most cherished values of a People, I reject it, like Yeats, until it is 
reformed.

Westminster Energy Policy in Tatters

Energy from Space (ES) and Low Energy Nuclear 
Reactors     (LENR)
July 31, 2016 

I think that Co President Dr. Gareth Evans might be allowed to advocate these to the more rational 
members of the Welsh Assembly. The Congress in Washington is already considering LENR and I hope
that it will soon consider ES. These are advanced but proven technologies (www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org , www.et3m.net). AIAS Fellow Dr Steve Bannister, a development economist and 
assistant professor in the University of Utah, has selected ES as having a potential economic impact far 
greater than coal in the first industrial revolution. Dr. Bannister describes ES as the second industrial 
revolution and his Ph. D. Thesis is on this subject. Dr. Bannister’s reasoning is that ES has no moving 
parts at all, its circuits take energy from spacetime with conservation of total energy. This source of 
energy will never be depleted. The theory for ES was developed largely by AIAS / UPITEC, a lot of it 
was developed in Mawr with close international coordination. I have received two high honours for this
work, a Civil List Pension in 2005 and a coat of arms in 2008. This shows what a Bro Iaith could do 
given half a chance. I emphasize once again that wind turbines are an unmitigated fiasco, an insult to 
intelligence and the People of Mawr and Gower.

Myron Evans, Co President AIAS
(www.aias.us)

Energy from Space (ES) and Low Energy Nuclear Reactors (LENR)
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Tidal Lagoons
July 31, 2016 

Agreed with the Co President of AIAS, Dr. Gareth John Evans, who is a senior member of staff of 
Ceredigion County Council and a member of an all Wales committee and other advisory committees. It 
should be possible to build tidal hydroelectric power stations, large and small, all the way down the 
Severn from its source on Pumlumon to the sea, using the same thirty foot tide both sides of the Bristol 
Channel for gigawatt hydro power stations. China already has a hydro capacity of thousands of 
gigawatts, and the U. S. and Canda have a hydro capacity of hundred of gigawatts. Today, hydro for all 
Britain is a laughable 0.29 gigawatts. Many hydro power stations can be built all over the South Wales 
coast, and the opposite coast. The largest mean tidal range in all Britain is at Avonmouth, Bristol, 31.5 
feet, and the second largest is at Burnham in Somerset, 29.9 feet. Swansea also has a very high mean 
tidal range and a large bay. There are smaller bays like this up the Bristol Channel to Newport and 
beyond, and to the west in Gower and so on. A few lagoons in the Bristol Channel would supply the 
entire demand of the countries of Britain, and there would be no need for wind, nuclear or any fossil 
fired power station. “The Ecologist” has recently reported enhanced cancer downwind of Trawsfynydd,
which was experimental and placed in Trawsfynydd in case it leaked or blew like Four Mile Island or 
Chernobyl. Similarly Wylfa and Dounreay have also leaked. The Scottish ministers were not told about 
the 2014 blow out at Dounreay. In consequence of the outrage at Trawsfynydd and Wylfa,, every 
County Council in Wales banned nuclear power and nuclear weapons, but they were over ruled by Big 
Brother. Similarly every M. P. in Wales voted against Tryweryn reservoir, which drowned the village of
Tryweryn, but they were again over ruled by Big Brother. Now the Welsh Assembly is Big Brother and 
Swansea Councils are two medium sized brothers. These are all members of the Ministry of Dogma. 
This is not my idea of a Government of Wales. Wylfa is being decommissioned now and there are also 
reports of high cancer rates there. All this is easily found by googling.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 31/07/2016 08:48:35 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Wind 8.07% 10 mph Swansea 0714 local time

Agreed. Swansea tidal lagoon is an obvious answer for Wales making Wales energy self 
sufficient. Also, the UK Government MUST consult with, and consider the views of Wales 
(and other devolved regions), before building any new nuclear reactors. England could 
easily build similar tidal schemes etc.

Sent from my Samsung device

Tidal Lagoons

Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to     29/7/16
July 31, 2016 

There was the usual intense worldwide interest in www.aias.us. During the long vacation there is 
usually a minor redistribution of interest from URL’s of universities, institutes and similar to private 
URL’s of staff and students, the total interest remaining constant at a very high level. The final 
feedback for July 2016 will be available in about two days’ time.

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/31/book-of-scientometrics-volume-two-updated-to-29716/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/31/tidal-lagoons/


BookofScientometricsVolumeTwo.pdf

Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to 29/7/16

Wind 8.07% 10 mph Swansea 0714 local     time
July 31, 2016 

The percentage contribution of wind turbines to demand has been monitored on this www.aias.us blog 
for about two months, using www.templar.co.uk and the met office wind map. The met office wind 
map has been down for two days so today I am using the Swansea wind speed. Wind turbine 
contribution is negligible and fluctuates wildly, so coal also fluctuates wildly because it has to be fired 
up and down. The answer is the Swansea tidal lagoon turning out 10 gigawatts, enough for all the needs
of Wales with some left over for export. So wind turbines in Wales are dangerously useless, as is well 
known. For SOCME my reports are given on this blog of www.aias.us together with severe criticisms 
of government in Mawr. My conclusion is that wind turbines are the obsolete aftermath of an out dated 
commitment to the European Union to reduce carbon dioxide emission. Wind turbines do nothing to 
reduce CO2 emission, which is not responsible for global warming, assuming that it exists. There is 
electoral dictatorship in Swansea Councils and the Welsh Assembly and there is no democracy. In 
England, construction of wind turbines will be discontinued, so European Union wind commitments 
will be trashed in that country, but in Wales a minister with no knowledge of science will destroy one of
the rarest ecologies in Europe. This is illegal, a violation of human rights. I advise SOCME to take out 
an emergency injunction on the grounds of human rights violations and I can help with this. There is 
also forced development in Mawr, in that objections to planning applications are cynically ignored, 
anther form of electoral dictatorship, and the language has been essentially destroyed, another violation
of human rights. As a U. S. dual citizen I can see the nature of this very corrupt government: power 
corrupts, absolute pwer corrupts absolutely. Commitments to a stupid European Union energy policy 
should be abandoned unilaterally and renegotiated to put emphasis on hydroelectric power. All wind 
turbines should be demolished at developer expense, and all subsidies paid back. I have proposed a 
semi autonomous Bro Iaith Government for Mawr with powers to demolish wind turbines and 
rigorously protect the Welsh language from rapacious, desecrating developers. A dictatorship must 
always be resisted using all legal means available combined with tactics such as tax strikes. The present
dictatorship is due to a ludicrous electoral system which should be replaced by referenda.

cc Prime Minister’s Office from Civil List Pensioner.

Wind 8.07% 10 mph Swansea 0714 local time

Daily Report 29/6/16
July 31, 2016 

The equivalent of 123,999 printed pages were downloaded during the day (452.063 megabytes) from 
1695 downloaded memory files (hits) and 505 distinct visits, each averaging 2.6 memory pages and 10 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 73.15 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1794, Top ten items 1454, Collected Evans Morris 957(est), Collected 
Scientometrics 693, Principles of ECE 361, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 313, Eckardt / Lindstrom 
papers 249, Autobiography Volumes One and Two 255, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 
243, F3(Sp) 211, Engineering Model 147, PECE 136, Evans Equations 126, UFT88 118, CEFE 106, 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/31/daily-report-29616-2/
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UFT321 53, Self charging inverter 51, Llais 47, UFT311 39, List of prolific authors 25, Three world 
records by MWE 24, Lindtrom Idaho lecture 24, UFT313 39, UFT314 30, UFT315 49, UFT316 34, 
UFT317 51, UFT318 69, UFT319 60, UFT320 42, UFT322 54, UFT323 34, UFT324 57, UFT325 60, 
UFT326 57, UFT327 37, UFT328 41, UFT329 51, UFT330 43, UFT331 37, UFT332 44, UFT333 43, 
UFT334 45, UFT335 35, UFT336 42, UFT337 32, UFT338 27, UFT339 34, UFT340 33, UFT341 43, 
UFT342 33, UFT343 46, UFT344 49, UFT345 70, UFT346 108, UFT347 56, UFT348 59, UFT349 81,
UFT351 52, UFT352 19 to date in July 2016. Iowa State University general. Intense interest all sectors,
updated usage file attached for July 2016.

353(4): Extension of the Kambe     Equations
July 30, 2016 

This note extends the Kambe equations to the complete Navier Stokes equation (13), and redefines the 
Kambe electric field as in Eq. (14), defining a generalized Kambe potential (17). using these definitions
it is possible to develop wave equations, and this will be the subject of the next note.

a353rdpapernotes4.pdf

353(4): Extension of the Kambe Equations

Capel Gerazim
July 30, 2016 

To Alison Mayers,

Thank you for your letter. I looked in to the matter, I could have bought it for £2,000 but it turned out 
that our historic and much loved 1801 chapel was being auctioned in a pub in Newport because Mawr 
Development Trust went bankrupt. This is the most disgusting thing I have ever witnessed, so I tried to 
express my horror of the process through an englyn and a sonnet in both my languages. These are 
attached in my third book of poetry, being prepared at present. I have known Gerazim since childhood. 
It is one of the historic and important Baptist chapels in Mawr. It is built in the spirit of the earliest 
Christian church, founded about the year 50 A. D. by my ancestral cousin St. Eurgain ferch Caradog, 
influenced directly by St. Paul in Rome. There are clauses which assert that the interior and exterior of 
the chapel must be conserved, and the graveyard left undesecrated. At the same time we are told that it 
is ideal for a pottery. I suppose that people like this would turn the Pazzi Chapel in Florence into a 
bingo parlour. I would not have been able to buy it because I would have been out bid by some fat cat. 
Secular laws are needed to prevent such hideous destruction of our ancient civilization and the deepest 
of our human values. This type of thing is happening all over Wales. I will apply to join the chapel and 
oppose all changes to its original purpose.

Myron Evans

Arglwydd Glyn Tawe a Gw^yr,
Lord of Glyn Tawe and Gower.

In a message dated 29/07/2016 20:12:01 GMT Daylight Time

Hello,

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/30/capel-gerazim-2/
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I was wondering if you’d managed to buy Gerazim Chapel in Felindre. I saw it was up for 
sale and went to see it last week. Beautiful building and location. I always feel so sad when 
I see places like that sold off to people with different motives so hope that someone like 
yourself bought it to use for the reason it was built!

Anyway, very best wishes and hope you don’t mind me contacting you – I’m just really 
interested in what happens to the chapel next.

Thanks and all the best!

Ali Mayers
Sent from my iPhone=

NEW POETRY.docx

Capel Gerazim

Defensive measures against forced     development.
July 30, 2016 

I have just heard that planning permission was forced through for 2016 / 0835 by the remote Swansea 
County Council, which disregarded all local Welsh speaking opinion, led by myself as Armiger. This is 
an illegal process because my objection was leaked to a newspaper reporter. I may find grounds for 
appeal. The Swansea Councils have been taken over by monoglot outsiders who also capitulated and 
turned coat on the Mynydd y Gwair fiasco. A new forced colonization of Wales is underway and this 
must be stopped by each individual Welsh speaking family who can put their house in Trust as I have 
done, or just make sure they never come on the fat capitalist market. There are many things more 
important than money. Houses of Welsh speakers must never be put on the open market if the language 
is to surive. If the Welsh Assembly means anything it must set up Broydd Iaith, otherwise it will sit on 
the docks in Cardiff, paying itself bloated salaries, watching the entire structure of Wales being 
destroyed. These monoglot outsiders were also responsible for the bankruptcy of Mawr Development 
Trust and the revolting desecration of Gerazim, which was sold in a pub like a packet of crisps. I urge 
all chapel authorities in Mawr to keep their chapels unchanged, look after them carefully, and never sell
them. This cynical and hostile colonization of Welsh speaking Wales must be stopped in its tracks by 
legislation which would make it impossible for people to waltz in and throw the language into the dust 
bin. This is a gross violation of human rights.

Defensive measures against forced development.

Irregularities in Planning Application 2016 / 0835, 10 
Mountain     Road
July 30, 2016 

I have made further objections to this planning application on the grounds of procedural irregularity 
and breach of confidentiality, in that a member of the planning committee with local knowledge leaked 
the application to a South Wales Evening Post reporter. I replied in the newspaper and made a very 
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good impression. This member has subsequently resigned from the planning committee of Swansea 
County Council. It is inconceivable that the South Wales Evening Post picked up my objection at 
random. Therefore the application is null and void, as well as very damaging to the Welsh language. I 
have also made a legal objection on the grounds of proprietal estopel. This development, and any 
further development in Mawr, will be very damaging to the Welsh language because so few people 
speak Welsh now in Mawr, and do not have the means to buy houses coming on the market. They 
cannot afford a deposit on the mortgage. So all houses put on the primitive capitalist market will be 
bought by outsiders, with the result that the language will become extinct very quickly. In view of this 
no one who really supports the language can ever support development. The deliberate destruction of a 
language is a gross violation of human rights. The same is true of Capel Gerazim and all chapels in 
Mawr. They are all Welsh speaking. This is a historic Dissenter community with no churches, it is 
unique, and the Bro Iaith would protect the entire area. Obviously, the Welsh Assembly is an agent of 
windy capitalism. No one on the Swansea Councils has much knowledge of Welsh, most have none at 
all. I have been told by Jason Phelps of Radio Wales that my interview with him will be broadcast. Can 
it be syndicated to my website www.aias.us? We can post it on www.aias.us.

Irregularities in Planning Application 2016 / 0835, 10 Mountain Road

Desecration of Mynydd y Gwair / SOCME update July     2016
July 30, 2016 

It is possible to appeal to the Courts in a class action organized throughout Gw^yr or Gower on the 
grounds of gross environmental damage and violation of human rights. This is an example of mindless 
electoral dictatorship, so it is legitimate to use all legal resistance methods to makes sure that if these 
turbines are built, they will not be there for very long. This is only the start of the fight against these 
symbols of ugly, lazy minded despotism and bloated and remote capitalism. The Trade Union 
movement could organize a general strike against all wind turbines, continuous strike action and work 
to rule, refusal to transport them, refusal to maintain them, and so on. If a semi autonomous 
Government were established in Mawr as a Bro Iaith, the turbines would be demolished as quickly as 
possible, and the bill sent to the Welsh Assembly and the almost bankrupt developers. I took part in a 
protest with Sia^n Ifan and Gethin ap Gruffudd of Llysgenhadaeth Owain Glyndw^r against Betws for 
example. A massive protest could be launched on Mynydd y Gwair as the turbines come in. This Welsh 
Assembly minister is only an over promoted minor bureaucrat who knows no science and makes gross 
scientific errors. It may have been this minister who said that the complete obliteration of a Welsh 
speaking way of life would provide electricity for thousands of English speaking homes. The truth is 
that it will only supply a tiny and wildly fluctuating fraction of electricity for thousands of homes. With
ministers like that, who needs disaster? (New York is my adopted State after all.) This is a wildly stupid
error of policy, especially when the answer is a thirty foot tide only four miles away. The entire 
community of Mawr is being used as a doormat by people who do not know what they are doing and 
who are being driven by capitalist lobbyists. My ancestral cousin Owain Glyndw^r would have 
described this as a betrayal (Brad Mynydd y Gwair). He specialized in reducing castles to rubble. With 
wind turbines one does not have to do anything, just wait a few years and they will reduce themselves 
to rubble. So the pristine beauty of our own heritage in Mawr (which is five or six thousand years old) 
will be reduced to a junkyard. This has already happened to thirty thousand turbines in California. This 
is such grotesque malfeasance that it is a violation of human rights, and can be challenged legally on 
those grounds in the County Court in Swansea with an emergency injunction – the right to language, to 
way of life, the right to self determination of unique communities, and the right to environment, or as 
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my distant cousin Thomas Jefferson wrote: “Life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness”. So if SOCME 
organizes this injunction I will support them. Many such injunctions could be filed continuously all 
over Wales.

Myron Evans

Arglywdd Glyn Tawe a Gw^yr, Lord of Glyn Tawe and Gower.

(Dr. M . W. Evans. gent. Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc., Ph. D., B. Sc. (Wales)
www.aias.us)

Sent: 29/07/2016 14:25:36 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Mynydd y Gwair / SOCME update July 2016

The outcome of the third public inquiry and related documents can be found here:

http://gov.wales/topics/environmentcountryside/farmingandcountryside/common/commons
act2006/deregistration-exchange/determination-of-applications/58470389/?lang=en

http://gov.wales/topics/environmentcountryside/farmingandcountryside/common/commons
act2006/deregistration-exchange/determination-of-applications/58470389/?
skip=1&lang=cy

SOCME issued the following press statement on 21 July 2016:

“SOCME together with the whole Community is saddened to hear of the 
Minister’s decision to grant common land permissions for the Mynydd y Gwair 
wind farm. The decision comes despite the Minister noting in a decision letter 
that “The Inspector concluded that the wind farm would be detrimental to the 
appearance of the commons and the majority of the people’s enjoyment of 
them”.

What will be lost is hard to comprehend;

A living, working landscape LOST under tonnes of stone, concrete & steel

The hefting system for the commoners livestock – LOST

The sense of enjoyment for walkers experiencing the wide open space of 
Mynydd y Gwair – LOST

The wildlife habitat – LOST

For what ? Just to produce a small insignificant percentage of power – 
SCANDALOUS

This decision has been reached in the same week as press speculation that RWE
may face bankruptcy. We also note that the Inspector’s report pre dates the 
recent EU referendum and the current speculation concerning RWE’s financial 
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position.

SOCME will take time to examine the decision in detail before commenting 
further”

Glyn, as chairman of SOCME, has arranged a SOCME meeting at Felindre Hall on 
Sunday the 31st of July 2016 at 7:00pm.
The purpose is to touch base with everyone and go through the report and explain and try 
and answer some queries. We do hope also to come to some agreement on the next steps 
forward, if any, in this battle to save Mynydd y Gwair. The meeting is not a public meeting,
but is open to all our inquiry witnesses and interested parties and of course SOCME 
members.

Apologies for the short notice but we need to move quickly if we decide to challenge this 
decision.

Desecration of Mynydd y Gwair / SOCME update July 2016

Wind 2.46% Wind Swansea 4 mph 0735 local     time
July 30, 2016 

The met office wind map is not available this morning but the wind in Swansea is currently 4 mph, and 
over the next week will not be greater than 10 mph. At 8 mph and under turbines are completely 
useless, and at 10 mph merely pathetic. So all the turbines on Betws, a disgusting ugliness, will be 
producing nothing at all for at least a week. This is likely to be true of tens of thousands of turbines all 
over the countries of Britain. So we have billions in subsidies producing nothing but intense outrage 
and hatred of the exigency of the remote machine and bureaucrats in windy wonderland. It is clear after
two months of my daily monitoring on this http://www.aias.us blog that they are completely useless. 
Coal is down to 0.0% today for some reason, and hydro is 1.1%, biomass 3.4%. Photo is not even 
metred. So nearly all the demand this morning is being met by gas / steam and nuclear. “The Ecologist”
has completed a study of enhanced cancer downwind of Trawsfynydd nuclear power station in Wales, 
which has leaked like a deadly sieve. So it is likely that cancer cases here in South Wales will be due to 
Hinckley Point and cancer cases in North Wales will be due to Wylfa. It is obvious that the answer is 
hydro, LENR and ES (low energy nuclear reactors and energy from spacetime, potentially the best of 
all sources and the subject of a study by the development economist and AIAS Fellow Dr Steve 
Bannister of the University of Utah). A Chernobyl would cause massive damage all over the British 
Archipelago of over six thousand islands, all ideal for tidal hydroelectric power stations, large and 
small.

Wind 2.46% Wind Swansea 4 mph 0735 local time

Daily Report 28/6/16
July 30, 2016 

The equivalent of 205,587 printed pages was downloaded during the day (749.569 megabytes) from 
3,775 downloaded memory files and 571 distinct visits each averaging 4.6 memory pages and 13 
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minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 54.46 for the day, main spiders cnsat (China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1764, Top ten items 1425, Collected Evans / Morris 924, Collected 
scientometrics 646, Principles of ECE 359, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 298, Eckardt / Lindstrom 
papers 269, Autobiography volumes one and two 259, Collected Proofs that no torsion means no 
curvature 238, F3(Sp) 205, Engineering Model 146, PECE 136, Evans Equations 126(est), UFT88 116,
CEFE 106, Self charging inverter 55, UFT321 52, Llais 47, UFT311 39, List of prolific authors 25, 
Three world records by MWE 24, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 24, UFT313 38, UFT314 28, UFT315 49, 
UFT316 34, UFT317 48, UFT318 69, UFT319 59, UFT320 42, UFT322 53, UFT323 33,UFT324 54, 
UFT325 57, UFT326 56, UFT327 37, UFT328 40, UFT329 51, UFT330 43, UFT331 36, UFT332 42, 
UFT333 43, UFT334 44, UFT335 35, UFT336 42, UFT337 32, UFT338 25, UFT339 34, UFT340 33, 
UFT341 40, UFT342 32, UFT343 46, UFT344 49, UFT345 69, UFT346 108, UFT347 56, UFT348 58,
UFT349 79, UFT351 52, UFT352 19 to date in July 2016. Atomic Institute Technical University of 
Vienna general; University of Warwick my page, Wales and Welsh affairs, ECE Devices, extensive 
downloads unresolved domain, intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for July 2016.

Daily Report 28/6/16

Kambe Field Equations for the Complete Navier 
Stokes     Equation
July 29, 2016 

I have worked these out for the complete Navier Stokes equation and will give the results shortly. They 
are interesting redefinitions of fluid dynamics in terms of a structure that is identical with 
electrodynamics.

Kambe Field Equations for the Complete Navier Stokes Equation

Westminster Energy Policy in a     Shambles
July 29, 2016 

One accident at Hinkley Point and we in Wales get all the radiation. Only four miles away from here is 
a thirty foot tide, ready for a ten gigawatt tidal lagoon. That would take care of all demand in Wales 
with enough for export. It seems to me that the Westminster Government is no longer rational. It is 
driven by powerful lobbies. The Assembly in Wales has the power to demolish wind turbines, and build
tidal lagoons. If it does not have the power it should get the power.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 29/07/2016 09:21:10 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Wind 2.70%, wind 0 – 15 mph, 0742 local time

I see that building a new nuclear reactor at Hinkley Point has been delayed again. UK 
Government know this is a bad idea but persevere anyway. Their Energy Strategy is in total
disarray as you constantly point out.

Sent from my Samsung device

Westminster Energy Policy in a Shambles
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Discussion of 353(3)
July 29, 2016 

These are all good ideas. Eq. (28) is the equation which FlexPDE can solve. Agreed about constant 
density, and even in the case del rho not equal to zero Eq. (14) vanishes, giving Eq. (28). So in reducing
Eq. (12) to Eq. (28) the baroclinic term is eliminated. The solution of the vorticity equation (12) needs 
supercomputers and simulation in general, as is well known in atmospherics for example. Eq. (28) 
seems to be completely new to fluid physics of all kinds. Eq. (30) is a time independent wave equation 
and Eq. (31) is a time dependent wave equation. For incompressible flows Eq. (30) simplifies with del 
dot v = 0. Kambe derives wave equations with drastic approximations, but these wave equations do not 
make such assumptions. FlexPDE may be able to solve them

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 28/07/2016 21:07:33 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 353(3): Wave Equation of Fluid Dynamics or Aerodynamics or Atmospherics

If the density rho is constant, the cross product between grad(rho) and grad(p) vanishes, 
since according to Eq.(14) this is the curl of a gradient. You come back to this in eq.(29).
The practical problem with eq.(12) is that the equation is of third order in v. one could use 
both variables w and v for solution wiht definition (7) but the free version of the FlexPDE 
program only allows four variables, in this case v and p. We discussed this already.

Eq.(33) is an inhomogeneous wave equation. I am not sure if the RHS can be written 
proportional to v with a scalar kappa squared. This would require that the vector of the 
RHS is parallel to v. But the important result is that a wave equation with turbulence term 
can be derived. If parts of the RHS can be written in the form kappa^2 v, this would 
introduce a kind of resonance behaviour in the stationary case:

del2 v + kappa^2 v = f(v)

where f(v) consists of the other RHS terms.

Horst

PS: I am out of Munich at the weekend but will try to follw the emails.

Am 28.07.2016 um 13:55 schrieb EMyrone:

This is equation (33), where an assumed constant speed of sound has been used.
This has the format of the ECE wave equation. More generally the speed of 
sound is variable. So this is a wave equation of spacetime itself in fluid 
electrodynamics. It looks complicated but it seems that complication is no 
problem to the contemporary code packages used in UFT349, UFT351 and 
UFT352. It generalizes the wave equations obtained by Kambe using drastic 
approximations. The well known vorticity equation (12), which has a vast 
number of applications, has been simplified in this work to Eq. (28). So Eq. 
(28) should become a fundamentally useful equation in fluid dynamics, 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/29/discussion-of-3533/


aerodynamics, hydrodynamics, atmospherics, oceanographic physics, and so 
on. I also found that the homogeneous field equation of Kambe is equivalent to 
a zero convective derivative of velocity. This means that the viscous force is 
defined in the Kambe analysis by Eq. (23). In simplifying Eq. (28) to Eq. (12) it
has been assumed that if curl A = curl B, then A = B. However it is possible to 
have A = B + div phi, a gauge like equation, because curl div phi = del x del phi
= 0. The solution A = B is certainly valid. In simplifying Eq. (12) to Eq. (28) the
baroclinic term is considered as in Eq. (14), whch means that the curl of the 
baroclinic term is zero. In Kambe’s notation it is – del x del h = 0. So for 
complete information, use the code to solve both Eqs. (12) and (28), and also 
Eq. (33). In fluid electrodynamics all this is a property of the source term. There
is conservation of total energy by Poynting’s Theorem. In order to emphasize 
conservation of total energy in fluid electrodynamics, the next note will develop
the Poynting Therem of fluid electrodynamics.

New Animations
July 29, 2016 

These look like excellent animations, and there is already great interest in the new subject of fluid 
electrodynamics (UFT349, UFT351 and UFT352). Acknowledgments and thanks to Douglas 
Liindstrom and Russell Davis.

CC: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 28/07/2016 17:27:41 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Update on AIAS website

Hi Dave,
I have updated the Publications page with two animations in the
Animations section. Please copy this version to your cache.

Horst 

New Animations

Wind 2.70%, wind 0 – 15 mph, 0742 local     time
July 29, 2016 

Today the turbines have run out of wind again, being the products of bloated capitalism. At present 22 
out of the 31 met office wind map areas are at 8 mph or below, meaning that 24,839 turbines are 
producing nothing. So all out cross party resistance to wind turbines should be organized, combined 
with trade union resistance: strike action, work to rule, refusal to maintain and transport turbines and so
on, combined with civil disobedience such as organized tax strikes in the Gower constituency. One of 
the rarest ecologies in Europe (Mynydd y Gwair and Betws) will be destroyed for no purpose at all, all 
wildlife will be slaughtered. The gravest challenge is to democracy itself. Throughout the summer so 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/29/wind-2-70-wind-0-15-mph-0742-local-time/
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far, wind has repeatedly collapsed to essentially nothing. All the data are on this blog if anyone wants 
to graph them. I call for a Gower referendum on wind turbines and a semi autonomous Bro Iaith for 
Mawr, with the power to demolish all the wind turbines immediately and to impose fines and terms of 
imprisonment on wind turbine executives and others responsible for massive environmental damage.

Wind 2.70%, wind 0 – 15 mph, 0742 local time

Daily Report 27/6/16
July 29, 2016 

The equivalent of 182,019 printed pages (663.640 megabytes) was downloaded from 3,297 
downloaded memory files (hits) and 516 distinct visits each averaging 5.0 memory pages and 14 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 55.21, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1701, Top ten items 1387, Evans / Morris 891, Collected scientometrics 622, 
Principles of ECE 349, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 287, Autobiography volumes one and two 259,
Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 235, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 229, F3(Sp) 195, 
Engineering Model 141(est), PECE 134, Evans Equations 126(est), UFT88 106(est); CEFE 103, Self 
charging inverter 53, UFT321 50, Llais 42, UFT311 38, List of prolific authors 24, Three world records
by MWE 24, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 23, UFT313 37, UFT314 27, UFT315 47, UFT316 33, UFT317 
46, UFT318 68, UFT319 57, UFT320 37, UFT322 48, UFT323 33, UFT324 52, UFT325 53, UFT326 
53, UFT327 34, UFT328 40, UFT329 50, UFT330 43, UFT331 33, UFT332 38, UFT333 40, UFT334 
43, UFT335 33, UFT336 42, UFT337 30, UFT338 25, UFT339 33, UFT340 32, UFT341 40, UFT342 
30, UFT343 46, UFT344 49, UFT345 67, UFT346 105, UFT347 55, UFT348 57, UFT349 78, UFT351
52, UFT352 17 to date in July 2016. University of Rochester Medical Center, New York AIAS Fellows;
University of Guadalajara Mexico, Center of Exact Sciences and Engineering UFT142(Sp); JSC Bank 
Kiev Ukraine Diplomatic Objection to ‘t Hooft by Gareth Evans; University of Warwick My page, 
Welsh affairs, CV in Welsh, Injustices in Academia, UNCC Saga, Autobiography volume One, 
Principles of ECE, PECE. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for July 2016.

Daily Report 27/6/16

PS
July 28, 2016 

PS: Eq. (28) has been solved by Horst in UFT351 and UFT352 to give a large number of very 
interesting results. It was re derived and cross checked in Note 353(3). The vorticity equation (12) 
should now be solved in the same way. Eq. (12) may give more information than Eq. (28), but the latter
is very useful and appears to be completely new to physics. Solutions of Eq. (12) have been very highly
developed for more than a century to give all kinds of flow phenomena.

PS

353(3): Wave Equation of Fluid Dynamics or Aerodynamics 
or     Atmospherics
July 28, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/28/3533-wave-equation-of-fluid-dynamics-or-aerodynamics-or-atmospherics/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/28/3533-wave-equation-of-fluid-dynamics-or-aerodynamics-or-atmospherics/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/28/ps-10/
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This is equation (33), where an assumed constant speed of sound has been used. This has the format of 
the ECE wave equation. More generally the speed of sound is variable. So this is a wave equation of 
spacetime itself in fluid electrodynamics. It looks complicated but it seems that complication is no 
problem to the contemporary code packages used in UFT349, UFT351 and UFT352. It generalizes the 
wave equations obtained by Kambe using drastic approximations. The well known vorticity equation 
(12), which has a vast number of applications, has been simplified in this work to Eq. (28). So Eq. (28) 
should become a fundamentally useful equation in fluid dynamics, aerodynamics, hydrodynamics, 
atmospherics, oceanographic physics, and so on. I also found that the homogeneous field equation of 
Kambe is equivalent to a zero convective derivative of velocity. This means that the viscous force is 
defined in the Kambe analysis by Eq. (23). In simplifying Eq. (28) to Eq. (12) it has been assumed that 
if curl A = curl B, then A = B. However it is possible to have A = B + div phi, a gauge like equation, 
because curl div phi = del x del phi = 0. The solution A = B is certainly valid. In simplifying Eq. (12) to
Eq. (28) the baroclinic term is considered as in Eq. (14), whch means that the curl of the baroclinic 
term is zero. In Kambe’s notation it is – del x del h = 0. So for complete information, use the code to 
solve both Eqs. (12) and (28), and also Eq. (33). In fluid electrodynamics all this is a property of the 
source term. There is conservation of total energy by Poynting’s Theorem. In order to emphasize 
conservation of total energy in fluid electrodynamics, the next note will develop the Poynting Therem 
of fluid electrodynamics.

a353rdpapernotes3.pdf

353(3): Wave Equation of Fluid Dynamics or Aerodynamics or Atmospherics

Accoustics and Fluid     Electrodynamics
July 28, 2016 

I can look in to this question, it is addressed by Kambe, (google fluid Maxwell equations) by using the 
speed of sound in place of the speed of light. Considerable development of this method is possible. 
Once the equations are in place the code can be used to produce results for any shape of object.

Sent: 28/07/2016 10:23:28 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Some further ideas

I would be interested if there are significant differences between the
wave equation of ECE2 fluid dynamics and acoustics. I guess that
turbulence effect could play a role. Take the following example: In
acoustics the form of the body determines the eigen frequencies
(resonances). Applying this to pyramids means that there is always a
well defined ground frequency, irrespective of the inclination angle of
the pyramid sides. Transferring this to an aether fluid, the same could
be expected. However sensitive people report that certain “aether based”
effects of pyramids occur only for a special inclination angle. If we
take this seriously, it would mean that there must be a certain
resonance enhancement of the eigenvalues at such an angle. This is
different from acoustics and requires different eigen value equations.

Horst 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/28/accoustics-and-fluid-electrodynamics/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/a353rdpapernotes3.pdf


Accoustics and Fluid Electrodynamics

Solving Vector Equations
July 28, 2016 

This is all very interesting, various flows of spacetime can be graphed and animated, adn any type of 
vector equation of ECE and ECE2 solved. Many thanks to Russell Davis and Douglas Lindstrom. 
Dennis is Russell’s brother.

Sent: 28/07/2016 10:09:56 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: Paper sections 351,3 and 352,3

You are welcome! BTW, the name is Russell Davis.

Modeling 3D equations with vectors is easy because FEM software understands vector 
variables. The main work is in defining the boundaries and some more work has to be done 
in defining open boundaries (flux conditions). This strongly depens on the type of 
application and must be consistent with the equations. I guess that this was not 100% 
correctly modeled in my calculations, we should discuss this with the specialists.

Horst

Am 28.07.2016 um 10:50 schrieb EMyrone:

Many thanks! These results are full of interest and initiate an entirely new era in
unified field theory and circuit design. I find it particularly interesting that code 
is now available to solve vector equations, giving a very large number of new 
results which can be given in later papers. I can see from feedback that there is 
already great interest in UFT349, UFT351 and UFT352 and I will continue 
today with developing the vorticity equation. Thanks also to Doug Lindstrom 
and Den Davis for their input. They will be acknowledged in UFT353.

To: Emyrone
Sent: 27/07/2016 14:35:29 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Paper sections 351,3 and 352,3

I am sending over the finished sections for the recent papers. The
animations require some fine-tuning and will be placed on the web 
site
when ready.

Horst 

Solving Vector Equations

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/28/solving-vector-equations/


FOR POSTING: Paper sections 351,3 and     352,3
July 28, 2016 

Many thanks! These results are full of interest and initiate an entirely new era in unified field theory 
and circuit design. I find it particularly interesting that code is now available to solve vector equations, 
giving a very large number of new results which can be given in later papers. I can see from feedback 
that there is already great interest in UFT349, UFT351 and UFT352 and I will continue today with 
developing the vorticity equation. Thanks also to Doug Lindstrom and Den Davis for their input. They 
will be acknowledged in UFT353.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 27/07/2016 14:35:29 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Paper sections 351,3 and 352,3

I am sending over the finished sections for the recent papers. The
animations require some fine-tuning and will be placed on the web site
when ready.

Horst 

paper352-3.pdf

paper351-3.pdf

FOR POSTING: Paper sections 351,3 and 352,3

Wind 2.01%, 3 – 16 mph 0832 local     time
July 28, 2016 

Wind has collapsed completely to 2.01% despite the fact that the windspeed is quite high, this 
engineering fiasco shows that the Welsh Assembly has caved in to the wind lobby, while in England 
wind turbine construction will probably be discontinued. The problem with hydro is that the pathetic 
hydro stations that do exist (mainly in Scotland) deliberately REDUCE power to get the best renewable
subsidy rates, so the root cause of the fiasco in energy policy is subsidies. Very large hydroelectric 
power stations are needed immediately without subsidies, the finance would be raised by increased 
taxation and issue of bonds. Subsidies invite gross corruption, and the entire wind industry is grossly 
corrupt. Power corrupts, absolute power corrupts absolutely. The same can be said of electoral 
dictatorship, which is the British political system in reality. It should be replaced by referenda. Those 
who seek power are responsible for the complete destruction of the quality of life.

Wind 2.01%, 3 – 16 mph 0832 local time

Daily Report 26/6/16
July 28, 2016 

The equivalent of 155,977 printed pages was downloaded during the day (568.691 megabytes) from 
2,710 downloaded memory files (hits) and 599 distinct visits each averaging 4.3 memory pages and 11 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 57.56 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
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yahoo. Collected ECE2 1605, Top ten items 1337, Evans / Morris papers 858(est), Collected 
scientometrics 606, Principles of ECE 325, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 261, Autobiography 
volumes one and two 230, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 223, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 
218, F3(Sp) 189, Engineering Model 141, PECE 128, Evans Equations 126(est), UFT88 107, CEFE 98,
Self charging inverter 51, UFT321 47, Llais 42, UFT311 36, List of Prolific authors 23, Three world 
records by MWE 23, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 23, UFT313 37, UFT314 27, UFT315 45, UFT316 32, 
UFT317 44, UFT318 68, UFT319 52, UFT320 35, UFT322 45, UFT323 29, UFT324 50, UFT325 51, 
UFT326 49, UFT327 31, UFT328 37, UFT329 46, UFT330 40, UFT331 31, UFT332 37, UFT333 37, 
UFT334 39, UFT335 30, UFT336 39, UFT337 28, UFT338 23, UFT339 30, UFT340 30, UFT341 39, 
UFT342 29, UFT343 43, UFT344 45, UFT345 64, UFT346 102, UFT347 52, UFT348 53, UFT349 74,
UFT351 49, UFT352 13 to date in July 2016. University of California Davis AIAS Fellows; United 
States Naval Marine Command Internet overview; ICA Research and Development Romania Equations
flowcharts; University of Edinburgh UFT142; Coventry and Warwickshire Chamber of Commerce 
Training My page. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for July 2016.

My descent from Cydifor ap Gwgon (b. 1133, Arglwydd 
Glyn     Tawe)
July 27, 2016 

This is given in the attached, he was Lord of Glyn Tawe, which stretched all the way from Defynnog 
towards Gw^yr (Gower), the then border with Deheubarth. His older brother Trahaearn (b 1130) was 
murdered in the Fenni Massacre of 1175 by Guillaume de Briouze (1145 – 1211), Norman Lord of 
Gower (William de Braose). I descend from Meurig ap Cydifor, Lord of Glyn Tawe. His older brother 
Gruffudd Gw^yr ap Cydifor was made British Lord of Gower by Rhys Grug, Prince of Deheubarth, in 
1217. Rhys Grug is also my ancestral cousin. The Duke of Beaufort is descended from Trahaearn ap 
Cydifor as shown in the attached, so the Duke is my cousin. Beaufort is currenty deeply unpopular 
because of Mynydd y Gwair. My ancestors fought against Anglo Norman invasions in the twelfth 
century, Gruffudd Gw^yr and Rhys Grug joined Llewelyn Fawr ap Iorwerth, Prince of Gwynedd (1172 
– 1240). They took the Norman Castle at present day Swansea. So Cydifor and his son Gruffudd ruled 
lands from Defynnog to the end of the Gower Peninsula, which is why I decided to adopt the 
armigerous, purely honorary, title of Arglwydd Glyn Tawe a Gw^yr (British Lord of Glyn Tawe and 
Gower). My rank in the British system is Uchelwr, because I am of proven descent from Tewdwr Mawr
King of the Southern regions of Wales, and in the Norman system it is Gentleman, co equal these days 
with Knight or Baron, and earned in my own right in 2008. Baron, Knight or Gentleman depends on 
the walk of life in which you earned the coat of arms. I am a Member of the Gentry of Wales, and as 
such I am particularly offended by wind turbines on the lands of my ancestors. So is all of Gower, and 
all of Wales, and much of the entire civilized world. My ancestral cousin Owain Glyndw^r held the 
same rank as I do now, and the great Glyndw^r Rising came about because a Norman Baron called 
Reginald de Grey encroached on Glyndw^r’s land. Glyndw^r took the matter to court, was ignored, and
started the great uprising. I know what Glyndw^r would have done with wind turbines. I am a left wing
Bevanite socialist by political persuasion and of traditional Dissenter persuasion. Dissenters tried to 
bring in suffrage in 1647, and were heavily persecuted both by my ancestral cousin Lord Protector 
Oliver Cromwell and my ancestral cousin Charles 1st Stuart. Being a U. S. citizen I am of course a 
Republican.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/27/my-descent-from-cydifor-ap-gwgon-b-1133-arglwydd-glyn-tawe/
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afamilylinesancestryto1,100 BC.pdf

afamilylinesrelationtoDukeofBeaufortt.pdf

My descent from Cydifor ap Gwgon (b. 1133, Arglwydd Glyn Tawe)

XX and XY Chromosome DNA     Tests
July 27, 2016 

The attached Royal Celtic line was carefully constructed over several years of work with the help of 
leading genealogists, notably Stuart Davies and Arthur Turner-Thomas, together with Clement 
Bartrum, Theophilus Jones and the ancient British genealogies, now a highly developed scholarly 
subject. It is used by Wikitree for example, which refers to my work as definitive:

www.wikitree.com/treewidget/Ferch_Owain_Gethin_1/890

but credit must go to all the others who helped, these also include my cousins Dewi Lewis and 
Vivienne Swaby. One interesting fact that has emerged from this site is that the X chromosome is 
passed down from mother to son, and daughters get an X chromosome from each parent. The Y 
chromosome is passed from father to son unchanged. Males have an X and Y chromosome, (X from 
mother, Y from father), females two X chromosomes (X from mother, X from father). So there may be 
a way of working out mixed lines with this type of analysis. The line back to Tewdwr Mawr was 
worked out very carefully with documents for each and every generation. If any new document 
emerges I am always interested in hearing about it. For example the records of St. Cynog, which may 
now be available form the new Vicar. It is true that Theophilus Jones missed out generations, for 
example he missed Blegwrd ap Bleddyn ap Maenarch (born about 1050). I am descended directly in a 
mixed line from Cydifor ap Gwgon, Lord of Glyn Tawe. His son was Gruffudd Gw^yr ap Cydifor, 
Lord of Gower. So I take the armigerous or honorary title of Lord of Glyn Tawe and Gower, Arglwydd 
Glyn Tawe a Gw^yr. I have notified the College of Arms of this and they do not have any objections to 
the definitive genealogy. neither does “Burke’s Peerage and Gentry”.

afamilylinesancestryto1,100 BC.pdf

XX and XY Chromosome DNA Tests

Conservation of Total Energy in Fluid     Electrodynamics
July 27, 2016 

This is Poynting’s Theorem, the source charge / current density is that of the aether or spacetime or 
vacuum. In all paper of ECE and ECE2, total energy is conserved. Poynting’s theorem is as described 
by Jackson, for example, but in a space with finite torsion and curvature. The spacetime or vacuum or 
aether of ECE and ECE2 is highly structured. UFT349 and UFT351 are already very popular, and 
UFT352 has just been posted. These are the three papers to date on fluid electrodynamics. The most 
popular ECE2 paper to date is UFT346, on a general theory of precession with Cartan geometry. All the
data are posted every morning in the daily report.

Conservation of Total Energy in Fluid Electrodynamics
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Wind 8.29%, 4 – 20 mph, 0711 local     time
July 27, 2016 

The wind is stronger today in most regions of the met offiice wind map, but the wind turbine 
contribution to demand is still only 8.29%, fluctuating catastrophically all the time, so the grid is in 
constant danger of being damaged by wind turbines. Coal has been reduced to 2.71%, and in so doing 
consumes a lot of power. Coal power stations are no longer stable, they have to be fired up and down 
all the time. In order to restart turbines input, is needed from the grid. A grid made up entirely of wind 
turbines would quickly grind to a halt. All this is very well known to the general public, which is not 
thick, and in particular in Gower here, where the desecration of Betws and Mynydd y Gwair is 
regarded with outrage, indeed with intense hatred of false adn corrupt and remote authority. Swansea 
Councils turned coat and are regarded with contempt by the Gower electorate. Wind turbines are being 
pushed through by a Welsh Assembly that adheres to useless contraptions when it should be building 
hydro electric power stations all over Wales and using the sea tides, a gift to Wales from nature – up to 
thirty feet in height, generating tremendous power. My blog here reaches up to 182 countries and the 
catastrophic failure of energy policy in the countries of Britain is well known all over the world. Britain
must develop self reliance very quickly, using hydro, LENR and SE technologies.

Wind 8.29%, 4 – 20 mph, 0711 local time

Daily Report 25/6/16
July 27, 2016 

The equivalent of 152,326 printed pages was downloaded during the day (555.368 megabytes) from 
3,028 memory files downloaded (hits) and 481 distinct visits each averaging 4.4 memory pages and 12 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 50.30, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1561, Top ten items 1287, Collected Evans / Morris 858, Collected 
scientometrics 604, Principles of ECE 317, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 261(est), Autobiography 
volumes one and two 226, Collected proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 219, Eckardt / 
Lindstrom papers 211, F3(Sp) 165, Engineering Model 128(est), Evans Equations 126(est), UFT88 
104, CEFE 95, Self charging inverter 50, UFT321 45, Llais 40, UFT311 33, List of prolific authors 23, 
Three world records 23, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 21, UFT313 36, UFT314 27, UFT315 43, UFT316 
30, UFT317 44, UFT318 65, UFT319 51, UFT320 35, UFT322 44, UFT323 29, UFT324 48, UFT325 
50, UFT326 45, UFT327 30, UFT328 37, UFT329 55, UFT330 39, UFT331 31, UFT332 36, UFT333 
37, UFT334 40, UFT335 30, UFT336 37, UFT337 28, UFT338 22, UFT339 29, UFT340 29, UFT341 
38, UFT342 28, UFT343 41, UFT344 44, UFT345 64, UFT346 102, UFT347 52, UFT348 53, UFT349
74, UFT351 48 to date in July 2016. National University of Argentina at Cordoba UFT175; Iowa State 
University general. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for July 2016.

Daily Report 25/6/16

Date of Broadcast of the Radio Wales     interview
July 26, 2016 

To Jason Phelps BBC Wales
Can you please advise us when this interview will be broadcast?
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Date of Broadcast of the Radio Wales interview

Ioan Richard Resigns from Swansea County Council 
Planning     Committee
July 26, 2016 

Following directly upon the bankruptcy of Mawr Development Trust, Ioan Richard has resigned from 
the planning committee of Swansea County Council. He has also resigned from the Community 
Council, which is essentially unelected. Wind turbines are being forced through against the great 
majority in Gower. This is a savage, dictatorial process. These turbines will be completely useless and 
will ruin a unique landscape. I call for the resignation of Ioan Richard from the County Council. Under 
his long drawn out tenure the Welsh language has essentially disappeared from Mawr, which has been 
ruined by overdevelopment, and no new industry has been created in Mawr. Two out of three Welsh 
language secondary schools have been closed, and Council services have deteriorated badly. Richard 
resigned from the Community Council following outrage at his plans to saturate the village of Craig 
Cefn Parc with thirty unwanted houses, all of which would have been occupied by monoglot incomers 
unable and frequently unwilling to speak Welsh, intolerant of those like myself whose natural tongue is 
Welsh. I oppose all further housing development in Craig Cefn Parc because it will further damage the 
language. I opposed MA006, MA007 and MA008, and was successful in stopping all three plans. I 
arranged a petition against MA008. Details are on the Swansea County Council website. I am a fluent 
Welsh speaker and poet in both languages. I have not seen a sample of Ioan Richard’s writing in Welsh.
The idea of a Bro Iaith would replace ineffective Councillors like Ioan Richard with a semi 
autonomous Government that would have the power to demolish wind turbines, and gradually revive 
the Welsh language. In the meantime all methods legally available should be used to resist the electoral 
dictatorship which is driving through this monstrous destruction against up to 90% of the electorate of 
Gower. When dictatorship exists inside a pseudo democracy, all legal methods must be used to get rid 
of not only turbines, but also the dictatorship. I also tried to buy Cae Bach to stop development. The 
latter was forced through after my offer of £15,000 was accepted by the Coal Board, and there is now 
no Welsh speaker in any of the houses on Cae Bach. They are all out of reach of local young people. I 
would have let the land remain undeveloped. Recently there was interference to my objection to 
another development, but I was allowed my say in “The Evening Post” and Radio Wales. It is clear that
Ioan Richard has been behind forced development, directly contradicting his hypocrisy about the Welsh
language. He has offended many people over the years. The chapel of Gerazim was desecrated by the 
same “exigency of the machine” – remote, dictatorial, ineffective government and an incompetent 
development Trust. No democrat should ever give up the fight against electoral dictatorship in Wales. 
Referenda would get rid of it overnight.

Myron Evans

Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent. (Member of the Gentry of Wales), Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc., Ph. D., B. Sc. 
(Wales).

Ioan Richard Resigns from Swansea County Council Planning Committee

Wind Turbine Policy Blown     Away
July 26, 2016 
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I have given one summary on the blog about a week ago. My data are posted daily on this www.aias.us 
blog, sometimes more than once a day. Someone at Ceredigion County Council should graph the data, 
and plot the percentage output against average wind speed. I give these figures every day. There is a 
strong correlation, I can see that by inspection. The average contribution of 35,000 wind turbines to 
total demand in the countries of Britain over the last two months or so is about three or four percent, 
fluctuating wildly, and this is an unmitigated fiasco. Subsidies run into billions. China turns out 
thousands of gigawatts of hydro, and the U. S. and Canada hundreds of gigawatts of hydro, every year. 
Four large tidal lagoons in the Bristol Channel would turn out forty gigawatts a year. Demand now is 
32.38 gigawatts, hydro is a pathetic 0.43 gigawatts. That is the major weak point of energy policy in the
countries of Britain. Wind is currently a negligible 0.64 gigawatts (0938 local time). I use the public 
domain www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk site, and the usual met office wind speed map. Anyone in 
Government could do so. In my opinion, a typical and very healthy Dissenter opinion, there is a lot of 
false authority, combined with unbelievable incompetence. I mean Dissenter in the secular sense. Just 
get them to read my blog and use a bit of graph paper. As Civil List Pensioner I questioned the author 
of the gridwatch site quite closely, and he gave good answers. He is an electrical engineer familiar with 
the grid. I have also emphasized that below 8 mph wind speed the turbines produce essentially nothing.
Their optimal range is around 20 mph to 40 mph, in rough figures, at 55 mph they are shut down. The 
wind is very rarely in their optimal range. They deteriorate very quickly, with a lfieltime of about a 
decade. So they are totally useless and the result of dogma and scaremongering. The damage to wildife 
is horrendous and entire landscapes have been destroyed for no purpose. Labour and Plaid Cymru 
ought to dump them immediately and start to build tidal lagoons with bond issues. Coal has to be fired 
up and down to stabilize the grid, and I can see that happening on gridwatch. The constant firing up and
down of coal and gas / steam again consumes a lot of energy. The rare earths needed for wind turbines 
have been severely depleted and so it goes on. The idea of putting turbines on Mynydd y Gwair is an 
insult by cousin Beaufort. If I were my ancestral cousin Henry VII I would have him short circuited in 
the Tower. Photoelectric is so pathetic that it is not even metred.

cc Prime Minister’s Office from Civil List Pensioner

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 26/07/2016 08:06:00 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Wind 1.77%, 1 – 13 mph 0735 local time

This exercise you have embarked on speaks for itself. Is no one in the industry monitoring 
in this way? There may be more wind in winter months and perhaps this is supposed to 
make up for the “shortfall” you have so far discovered so far? Would be worth graphing 
this over a complete year (as a weekly or monthly mean) and then circulating to the press?

Sent from my Samsung device

Wind Turbine Policy Blown Away

Corrigendum: Re: Baroclinic     Term
July 26, 2016 

Agreed, I just sent over the same comment, so this was only a typo. So the results are valid and very 
interesting. I cannot find any error.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/26/corrigendum-re-baroclinic-term/
http://www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk/
http://www.aias.us/


To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 25/07/2016 15:37:46 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Corrigendum: Re: Baroclinic Term

I realized that I shoud have written partial v/partial t in my eq.(44). I did the calculations 
right. Then (44) is an equation of v and the grad(p) term should be adequate.

Horst

Am 25.07.2016 um 16:19 schrieb Horst Eckardt:

I used a pressure gradient in my calculations because of the reasons described 
in the attachment. This is probably not correct because I solved vorticity 
equations. I should have used the curl of grad(p) instead. Could you please 
check.

Horst

Am 25.07.2016 um 15:40 schrieb EMyrone:

The vorticity equation (1) of Notes 353(2) can be solved directly by
applying flow code to Eq. (1), and modelling the baroclinic term, or
it can be reduced to Eqs. (15) and (19), which can be solved 
simultaneously using flow code. In our energy from spacetime 
context there is a baroclinic term in spacetime itself. The vorticity 
equation (1) can be translated into an equation of fluid 
electrodynamics. The baroclinic term is given by Eq. (4). In his 
paper Kambe uses the relation:

delta P = a squared delta rho

where a is the variable speed of sound. If del P is parallel to del rho 
the baroclinic term vanishes. Fluid dynamics, aerodynamics, 
atmospheric dynamics and so on are of course very highly 
developed subjects, these are just the basics, but they are enough for
very interesting graphics and animations of fluid electrodynamics 
and energy from spacetime.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 25/07/2016 12:39:43 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Graphics and Animations for UFT351 and UFT352

Agreed with Horst. The baroclinic torque has important 
applications in climatology etc. More new ground!!

Sent from my Samsung device



Corrigendum: Re: Baroclinic Term

Checking equations
July 26, 2016 

This is excellent work as usual by co author Horst Eckardt. I have only three comments.

1) Eq. (1) of UFT352 is:

R( partial v / partial t + w x v) + curl w = 0

and not partial w / partial t.

2) It seems that a del p has been added, I assume that this procedure is used in flow algorithms. Also, 
curl grad P is zero, i.e. del x del P.

3) The equation from Note 352(2) is correct. Overall, the results look very interesting.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 25/07/2016 15:19:27 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Baroclinic Term

I used a pressure gradient in my calculations because of the reasons described in the 
attachment. This is probably not correct because I solved vorticity equations. I should have 
used the curl of grad(p) instead. Could you please check.

Horst

Am 25.07.2016 um 15:40 schrieb EMyrone:

The vorticity equation (1) of Notes 353(2) can be solved directly by applying 
flow code to Eq. (1), and modelling the baroclinic term, or it can be reduced to 
Eqs. (15) and (19), which can be solved simultaneously using flow code. In our 
energy from spacetime context there is a baroclinic term in spacetime itself. The
vorticity equation (1) can be translated into an equation of fluid 
electrodynamics. The baroclinic term is given by Eq. (4). In his paper Kambe 
uses the relation:

delta P = a squared delta rho

where a is the variable speed of sound. If del P is parallel to del rho the 
baroclinic term vanishes. Fluid dynamics, aerodynamics, atmospheric dynamics
and so on are of course very highly developed subjects, these are just the basics,
but they are enough for very interesting graphics and animations of fluid 
electrodynamics and energy from spacetime.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 25/07/2016 12:39:43 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Graphics and Animations for UFT351 and UFT352

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/26/checking-equations/


Agreed with Horst. The baroclinic torque has important applications
in climatology etc. More new ground!!

Sent from my Samsung device

paper352-3.pdf

Hydrino power
July 26, 2016 

Yes I did quite a lot on this subject from the late nineties onwards (Omnia Opera Section), using a 
particular kind of Schroedinger equation.

In a message dated 25/07/2016 17:04:46 GMT Daylight Time, burleigh.personal@gmail.com writes:

Has anyone been working on a theory why this works?

On 7/16/2016 4:55 AM, EMyrone wrote:

Many thanks, this looks interesting! 

Hydrino power

Wind 1.77%, 1 – 13 mph 0735 local     time
July 26, 2016 

Wind has collapsed again today to 1.77%, 20 out of 31 areas on the met office wind map are at 8 mph 
or below. This means that 22,580 wind turbines out of 35,000 are producing nothing at all. The Mawr 
Development Trust has gone bankrupt, having achieved nothing at all except the desecration of 
Gerazim, so there is no wind in Mawr today. The fantastically ugly Betws turbines are silent and are 
another kind of desecration – of human rights, history and dignity. I have been monitoring the 
percentage contribution of wind turbines to total demand on this blog for almost two months. They are 
total disaster and a dangerous illusion. It has become clear that the only answer is hydroelectric, which 
can easily supply the entire demand of the countries of Britain. Photoelectric and biomass are useless 
(www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk), and over 80% of demand is still met by gas / steam, nuclear and coal. 
Nuclear is an accident waiting to happen. Four Mile Island and Chernobyl would devastate large areas 
of the tiny archipelago known as the British Isles, over six thousand islands. Whoever devised an 
energy policy like this was grossly incompetent at best, corrupt at worst.

Wind 1.77%, 1 – 13 mph 0735 local time

Daily Report Sunday     24/7/16
July 26, 2016 

The equivalent of 171,129 printed pages was downloaded during the day (623.937 megabytes) from 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/26/daily-report-sunday-24716/
http://www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/26/wind-1-77-1-13-mph-0735-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/26/hydrino-power-2/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/paper352-3.pdf


2799 downloaded memory files (hits) and 505 distinct visits each averaging 4.3 memory pages and 13 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 61.14 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1507, Top ten items 1240, Collected Evans Morris 792 (est), Collected 
scientometrics 563, Principles of ECE 309, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 236, Autobiography 
volumes one and two 213, Eckart / Lindstrom papers 208, Collected proofs that no torsion means no 
gravitation 205, F3(Sp) 161, Engineering Model 126, Evans Equations 126, PECE 120, UFT88 91, 
CEFE 89, Self charging inverter 50, UFT321 44, Llais 40, UFT311 33, List of prolific authors 23, 
Three world records by MWE 19, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 19, UFT313 34, UFT314 27, UFT315 43, 
UFT316 30, UFT317 44, UFT318 65, UFT319 49, UFT320 35, UFT322 44, UFT323 27, UFT324 45, 
UFT325 49, UFT326 43, UFT327 28, UFT328 33, UFT329 44, UFT330 36, UFT331 30, UFT332 34, 
UFT333 35, UFT334 38, UFT335 27, UFT336 36, UFT337 28, UFT338 21, UFT339 28, UFT340 27, 
UFT341 37, UFT342 28, UFT343 40, UFT344 42, UFT345 61, UFT346 99, UFT347 50, UFT348 52, 
UFT349 71, UFT351 47 to date in July 2016. Physics Nagoya University Japan UFT84; University of 
Essex general. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for July 2016.

Daily Report Sunday 24/7/16

Fluid Dynamics
July 25, 2016 

The entire structure of fluid dynamics comes out of conservation equations, matter conservation 
(continuity equation), conservation of energy, linear momentum and angular momentum of fluid fields. 
So this is also true of fluid electrodynamics. It is a classical subject of the nineteenth century, and very 
good for teaching and demonstrating vector analysis. Fluid electrodynamics is of course generally 
covariant, so we see classical fluid dynamics becoming generally covariant in a well defined sense.

Fluid Dynamics

Baroclinic Term
July 25, 2016 

The vorticity equation (1) of Notes 353(2) can be solved directly by applying flow code to Eq. (1), and 
modelling the baroclinic term, or it can be reduced to Eqs. (15) and (19), which can be solved 
simultaneously using flow code. In our energy from spacetime context there is a baroclinic term in 
spacetime itself. The vorticity equation (1) can be translated into an equation of fluid electrodynamics. 
The baroclinic term is given by Eq. (4). In his paper Kambe uses the relation:

delta P = a squared delta rho

where a is the variable speed of sound. If del P is parallel to del rho the baroclinic term vanishes. Fluid 
dynamics, aerodynamics, atmospheric dynamics and so on are of course very highly developed 
subjects, these are just the basics, but they are enough for very interesting graphics and animations of 
fluid electrodynamics and energy from spacetime.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 25/07/2016 12:39:43 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Graphics and Animations for UFT351 and UFT352

Agreed with Horst. The baroclinic torque has important applications in climatology etc. 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/25/baroclinic-term/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/25/fluid-dynamics/


More new ground!!

Sent from my Samsung device

Baroclinic Term

353(2): Simplification of the Vorticity     Equation
July 25, 2016 

This simplification gives the equations (15) and (18) which completely describe the velocity field v in 
terms of the Reynolds number R. Eq. (18) is a time dependent equation which shows that the 
homogeneous Kambe field equation means that the convective derivative vanishes. These are much 
simpler than the vorticity equation, and contain the same information.

a353rdpapernotes2.pdf

353(2): Simplification of the Vorticity Equation

353(1): Derivation of the Navier Stokes     Equation
July 25, 2016 

This note derives the Navier Stokes equation and explains the various terms, including the baroclinic 
term which can be expressed in terms of the Kambe electric field as in Eq. (56).

a353rdpapernotes1.pdf

353(1): Derivation of the Navier Stokes Equation

Graphics and Animations for UFT351 and     UFT352
July 25, 2016 

These graphics and animations are bound to attract a lot of interest. One animation is worth a book full 
of equations to those with no knowledge of maths., the great majority of the general public. Even Ph. 
D.’s in the physical sciences have a limited knowledge of maths and computing. So animations help 
them a lot. As can be seen from the daily reports there is already a a lot of interest in UFT349 and 
UFT351. There is also a lot of interest in the recent precession papers UFT345 – UFT348, especially 
UFT346 with its graphics.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 24/07/2016 17:26:20 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Preparing for UFT353

This is highly interesting. I am now preparing my parts for papers 351/352. I did a lot of 
FEM calculations to see how solutions of the equations develop. I am collecting the most 
significant examples for the papers and will upload some animations to the AIAS website.

Horst

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/25/graphics-and-animations-for-uft351-and-uft352/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/a353rdpapernotes1.pdf
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https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/25/3532-simplification-of-the-vorticity-equation/


Am 24.07.2016 um 17:50 schrieb EMyrone:

I have been reading around the subject of the Navier Stokes and vorticity 
equations, and found that Kambe missed out two terms: the baroclinic torque 
and the term in the Reynolds number. The latter was reinstated in UFT349, 351 
and 352. The baroclinic torque is responsible for effects in atmospheric physics 
and oceanography for example. Using the homogeneous field equation of 
Kambe an important simplification of the vorticity equation was found in 
immediately preceding papers, and this also simplifies the baroclinic torque. So 
I will send out the first note on this subject tomorrow, Note 353(1). 

Graphics and Animations for UFT351 and UFT352

Wind 6.76%, 1 – 13 mph 0729 local     time
July 25, 2016 

Wind turbine power in gwatts is again negligible at 6.76%, wildly fuctuating with the wind, so coal is 
also wildly fluctuating, having to be switched on and off all the time to stabilize the grid. This 
consumes a lot of the pitiful power produced by wind turbines. Hydro is at 0.83%, and photoelectric is 
not even centrally metered. Biomass is a negligible 2.71%, and 19 out of 31 areas on the met office 
wind map are at 8 mph or less. This means that 61.3% of 35,000 wind turbines are producing 
essentially nothing: 21,455 useless turbines scarring the landscape and decimating wildlife by the 
thousands every day. All for no purpose, with the exception of primitive greed for subsidies. With an 
energy policy like this who needs the Ministry of Truth? Today 84.11% of demand is met by gas / 
steam, nuclear and coal. I would like the entire nuclear industry shut down and all turbines demolished 
after hydroelectric, LENR and SE (spacetime energy) come on line. Wind turbines should be 
demolished now in order to stabilize the grid. Otherwise the economy will be in permanent recession, 
the gap between rich and poor widening all the time, and unemployment in Wales at its usual high 
level. The pound has fallen to $1.31 today from about $2 two years ago. The dollar is also weak so the 
pound is not worth very much against strong currencies.

Wind 6.76%, 1 – 13 mph 0729 local time

Daily Report Saturday     23/7/16
July 25, 2016 

The equivalent of 569,940 printed pages was downloaded during the day (2.078 gigabytes) from 4,708 
downloaded memory files (hits) and 515 distinct visits, each averaging 8.1 memory pages and 15 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 121.06 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1468, Top ten items 1193, Collected Evans / Morris 759 (est), Collected 
scientometrics 516(est), Principles of ECE 301, Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 226, Autobiography 
volumes one and two 203, Collected Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 200, Collected 
Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 198, F3(Sp) 156, Evans Equations 128(est), Engineering Model 125, PECE
117, CEFE 88, UFT88 80, UFT321 43, Llais 36, UFT311 25(est), List of prolific authors 22, Three 
world records by MWE 19, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 19, UFT313 34, UFT314 27, UFT315 40, UFT316
30, UFT317 43, UFT318 64, UFT319 47, UFT320 34, UFT322 42, UFT323 27, UFT324 44, UFT325 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/25/daily-report-saturday-23716/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/25/wind-6-76-1-13-mph-0729-local-time/


47, UFT326 41, UFT327 27, UFT328 33, UFT329 43, UFT330 36, UFT331 30, UFT332 33, UFT333 
34, UFT334 38, UFT335 26, UFT336 36, UFT337 28, UFT338 21, UFT339 27, UFT340 27, UFT341 
37, UFT342 25, UFT343 38, UFT344 51, UFT345 60, UFT346 96, UFT347 47, UFT348 50, UFT349 
70, UFT351 45 to date in July 2016. iParadigms cloud based educational technologies, complete site 
download, intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for July 2016.

Pdf Version
July 24, 2016 

NEW POETRY.pdf

Pdf Version

“New Poetry” Updated
July 24, 2016 

This version includes the new englyn and sonnet. I plan to write a short prose cameo on the same 
subject and repost “New Poetry”. I will apply to join Gerazim and apply to have it listed by CADW, 
along with Elim and Salem. If I am accepted as a member I will oppose any change to the status quo. I 
think that secular laws are needed to forbid anyone living in a chapel or a church.

NEW POETRY.docx

“New Poetry” Updated

Preparing for UFT353
July 24, 2016 

I have been reading around the subject of the Navier Stokes and vorticity equations, and found that 
Kambe missed out two terms: the baroclinic torque and the term in the Reynolds number. The latter 
was reinstated in UFT349, 351 and 352. The baroclinic torque is responsible for effects in atmospheric 
physics and oceanography for example. Using the homogeneous field equation of Kambe an important 
simplification of the vorticity equation was found in immediately preceding papers, and this also 
simplifies the baroclinic torque. So I will send out the first note on this subject tomorrow, Note 353(1).

Preparing for UFT353

Englyn Marwnad Capel     Gerazim
July 24, 2016 

Many thanks to Dr. Horst Eckardt, I think that people of all denominations and backgrounds will 
condemn this sale outright. There will be outright international condemnation. The englyn is used as a 
traditional elegy in parts of Wales. Its intricate structure is described online. I advise that the chapel 
should be listed immediately to prevent any change to its interior, exterior and grounds. I will look in to
this and in to joining the chapel, together with Elim and Salem. I would hate to see Elim and Salem, the

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/24/englyn-marwnad-capel-gerazim-2/
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two other historic Baptist chapels, treated like this. Dr. Horst Eckardt played the organ in Elim – the 
Bach Tocata and Fugue in D Minor. It is a fine organ, built when my grandfather T. Elim Jones, was 
Head Deacon. Unfortunately the organ has also been allowed to deteriorate. I could contribute to its 
upkeep, but I would be out bid if I tried to buy Gerazim. The deliberate destruction of the culture and 
language of Mawr is completely illegal – a violation of human rights. Forced development is of course 
illegal, but it goes on all the time, and is very destructive. I cannot understand why the Deacons and 
Trustees of Gerziam allowed Mawr Development Trust to look after the chapel. Mawr Development 
Trust bankrupted after only eight years and achieved nothing at all because it was run by outsiders.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 23/07/2016 21:25:06 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Englyn Marwnad Capel Gerazim

The translation sounds very poetic, the occasion is less stimulant unfortunately.

Horst

Am 23.07.2016 um 20:04 schrieb EMyrone:

Cip o liw maen capel mud, – duedd nos,
Duedd niwl, yw’r ennyd,
Gras ein bwyd, gwresni bywyd,
Am byth yr aethant o’m byd.

Free translation
Elegiac Englyn for Gerazim Chapel

A glimpse of stony colour, dumb chapel. – night’s blackness,
Blackness of fog, is this instant of time,
Grace of nurture, warmth of life,
Forever leave our world.

The translation loses syllabic structure, metre, rhyme and the intricate 
cyghanedd, and is meant only to convey meaning. I can only hope that 
something is done to save Gerazim.

Englyn Marwnad Capel Gerazim

UFT88 Read at     Rutgers
July 24, 2016 

Rutgers State University of New Jersey is ranked 39 in the world by Webometrics, 64 by Shanghai and 
123 by Times. It has an acceptance rate of 60.9% and 66,013 students. It is associated with two Nobel 
Laureates. It was founded on Nov. 10th. 1766 and is one of the nine original colonial colleges. UFT88 
is a famous paper among the avant garde of physics, because it was the first paper to show how torsion 
changes the second Bianchi identity upon which the Einstein field equation is based directly. It was 
developed via UFT99, and the definitive proofs, and UFT109 (the Evans torsion identity) into UFT313 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/24/uft88-read-at-rutgers/


(Jacobi Cartan Evans identity) and the ECE2 theory, which essentially replaces the Einstein theory. 
Therefore there are two main schools of thought of natural philosophy, the avant garde ECE2 physics 
and the obsolete standard model that is regurgitated dogmatically. UFT88 is now one of the leading 
items using google keywords “Bianchi identity”. School pupils and students are being forced to 
regurgitate the standard model, but many know that it is obsolete. If they do not repeat the dogma they 
will fail their examinations, and if lecturers do not repeat the dogma they will face pressures such as the
notorious corruption at UNCC. Similarly if Copernicus had come out openly to say that the world goes 
around the sun, he would have been in real danger. So as described by Koestler in the online 
“Sleepwalkers”, he wrote about his thoughts in a very careful way. Therefore the huge readership of the
avant garde theory protects itself in the manner of Copernicus. Those few who have come out in to the 
open, the AIAS Fellows, have succeeded brilliantly as the scientometrics show. These are all in the 
archives, so their existence cannot be denied.

UFT88 Read at Rutgers

Wind 1.42%, 0 – 9 mph, 0820 local     time
July 24, 2016 

Today 30 out of 31 areas on the met office wind map are at or below 8 mph. There is only one area, 
Mo^n, or Anglesey, that is at 9 mph. Therefore 96.77% of the 35,000 wind turbines of the countries of 
Britain are producing nothing at all. No doubt there are several thouands more wind turbines in the 
Republic of Ireland, where wind conditions are the same, no doubt. So wind turbines are a catastrophic 
failure. They have been monitored on this blog for about two months and just do not produce anything 
of any use. I use the www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk site that anyone can look at every day, and the met 
office wind speed map, in the public domain, easily googled up. The author of the gridwatch site is an 
impartial electrical engineer and I questoned him on the accuracy of his data. So all of those windy 
politicians could do the same, use common sense. Someone like Brunel would have laughed at wind 
turbines. Today the wind turbines are turning out 0.33 gigawatts, which is negligible.The demand is 
now 23.29 gigawatts. In China they turn out thousands of gigawatts by hydroelectric, in the United 
States they turn out hundreds of gigawatts by hydro. In all the countries of Britain, the hydroelectric 
output today is only 0.18 gigawatts. So Welsh Assembly energy policy has put Wales back into the 
middle ages, it is a dangerous illusion and a catastrophic failure. This is because the Assembly does not 
have any scientists, they are advised by dogmatists who cannot use google. They follow a completely 
obsolete wind turbine dogma.

Wind 1.42%, 0 – 9 mph, 0820 local time

Daily Report 22/7/16
July 24, 2016 

The equivalent of 158,950 printed pages was downloaded during the day (579.530 megabytes) from 
3,248 downloaded memory files (hits) and 567 distinct visits each averaging 5.0 pp and 11 minutes, 
main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 1330, Top ten items 1131, 
Collected Evans Morris 726(est), Collected scientometrics 516(est), Principles of ECE 272, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 220, Autobiography volumes one and two 185, Collected Proofs that 
no torsion means no gravitation 184, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 171, F3(Sp) 146, Evans Equations 
121, PECE 115, Engineering Model 114, CEFE 80, UFT88 72, Self charging inverter 40, UFT321 35, 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/24/daily-report-22716/
http://www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk/
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Llais 32, UFT311 24, List of prolific authors 20, Three world records by MWE 17, Lindstrom Idaho 
lecture 16(est), UFT313 28, UFT314 22, UFT315 36, UFT316 24, UFT317 37, UFT318 58, UFT319 
43, UFT320 31, UFT322 39, UFT323 21, UFT324 40, UFT325 41, UFT326 37, UFT327 24, UFT328 
29, UFT329 38, UFT330 29, UFT331 25, UFT332 30, UFT333 31, UFT334 34, UFT335 23, UFT336 
27, UFT337 23, UFT338 18, UFT339 24, UFT340 24, UFT341 33, UFT342 22, UFT343 37, UFT344 
39, UFT345 60, UFT346 93, UFT347 45, UFT348 49, UFT349 68, UFT351 44 to date in July 2016. 
Iparadigms extensive; Rutgers University UFT88; University of Edinburgh UFT141, 143, 154. Intense 
interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for July 2016.
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Englyn Marwnad Capel     Gerazim
July 23, 2016 

Cip o liw maen capel mud, – duedd nos,
Duedd niwl, yw’r ennyd,
Gras ein bwyd, gwresni bywyd,
Am byth yr aethant o’m byd.

Free translation
Elegiac Englyn for Gerazim Chapel

A glimpse of stony colour, dumb chapel. – night’s blackness,
Blackness of fog, is this instant of time,
Grace of nurture, warmth of life,
Forever leave our world.

The translation loses syllabic structure, metre, rhyme and the intricate cyghanedd, and is meant only to 
convey meaning. I can only hope that something is done to save Gerazim.

Englyn Marwnad Capel Gerazim

Plans for UFT353
July 23, 2016 

I plan to read around the subject of Reynolds number and vorticity equation to arrive at a more general 
type of vorticity equation than the one used hitherto. this should give interesting new effects in fluid 
electrodynamics.

Plans for UFT353

Open Letter to Mr Byron Davies M. P.     Gower
July 23, 2016 

Also to be sent by mail.

Dear Mr Davies,

I would like to request that you call for a Parliamentary Enquiry into the way in which Mawr is 
misgoverned at present. I would suggest the following written questions in the Commons.
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1) Why has the Welsh language in Mawr been destroyed by over development and poor government?
2) Why has the environment been destroyed by useless wind turbines?
3) Why is there no hydroelectric power station in the Lliw Reservoir system in Mawr?
4) Why has the Mawr Development Trust gone into liquidation shortly after the Community Council 
was severely reprimanded a second time by the Welsh Audit Office early in 2015? This followed a 
severe reprimand in 2011 over many accounts irregularities. Is Parliament aware of the detailed 
accounts of the Mawr Community Council and Mawr Development Trust?
5) Why has the historic and much admired chapel of Gerazim been put up for sale by auction in far 
away east Wales without consultation of the Dissenters of Mawr in the various chapels of Mawr?
6) Why has Cllr Ioan Richard tried to saturate the village of Craig Cefn Parc with thirty or forty new 
houses which would have completely destroyed the Welsh language?
7) Why are there no Welsh language schools in Garnswllt and Craig Cefn Parc?
8) Why is there civil disobedience in Mawr? Why have horse riding vandals been allowed to 
completely destroy the environment of Gelliwastad to such an extent that water has run off the 
mountain for years? People on Mountain Road have had to block off houses lying at a level below the 
road and have complained to me as Armiger many times. Why is this protected environment set on fire 
by out of control arsonists almost every year?
9) Why has Council tax tripled in about fifteen years, and why are there no basic services such as 
gritting, lighting, and double yellow lines?
10) Why are cars allowed to block pavements unlawfully?
11) Why are historic houses sold indiscriminately and heavily damaged?

Cllr Ioan Richard was forced to resign from the Community Council of Mawr because he wanted to 
develop thirty new houses in the village, which has already been destroyed by overdevelopment and 
lack of industry and by uncontrolled monoglot immigration of rich outsiders. He was met with popular 
rejection and resigned from the Community Council. This shows that his concern for the Welsh 
language is empty hypocrisy. In my opinion a Bro Iaith area should be established in Mawr with semi 
autonomous powers to protect and revive the Welsh language. Recently the Councillor interfered in a 
planning objection of mine, but I was allowed to state my point of view by teh Editor of “The Evening 
Post” and also by BBC Radio Wales. There are many disturbing incidents like this. UNESCO has 
warned of the extinction of Welsh as a spoken language, yet the Government does nothing to protect it. 
In fact libraries are having to be shut in the Swansea Valley. This is the fault of the London 
Government.

Myron Evans

(Dr. M. W. Evans, 50 Rhyddwen Road, Craig Cefn APrc, Swansea SA6 5RA)

Armiger, Member of the Gentry, and Civil List Pensioner.

Discussion of UFT352, Corrigendum of Typo in Eq. (27) and 
Scheme of     Computation
July 23, 2016 

Many thanks! Agreed with the corrigendum and the scheme of computation and animation looks very 
interesting, especially if the theory could be compared directly with data from Osamu Ide. Also, pure 
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computational results would be very interesting because they would show flows and turbulence for 
various boundary conditions. This would be equivalent to a computer simulation.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 22/07/2016 16:38:05 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Discussion of UFT352

In eq.(27), last term of first line, there should be a plus sign and a time derivative, has been 
corrected in (28).
An explicit form of (39) for the first component (my=0) has not been written out but can be
derived from rho_circuit.

What about the following procedure for computing e-m fields from the aether flow v:

1. solve the flow problem for v
2. compute q_F by (3) and rho_vac by (11)
3. compute electric potential phi_W by (25) assuming div(W)=0
4. compute electric field by E = – grad(phi_W) (eq. (18) without W)

This seems particularly appropriate in case of static problems.
If a magnetic field is required, the procedure is a bit more complicated:

1. compute J_F by (10) and J_vac by (12)
2. compute W by (30) where J_vac is used on the RHS
3. compute magnetic induction by (17)

Alternatively, one could solve the MH-like equations (20) and (22) directly with vacuum 
current on the RHS. Then the solution is fully time-dependent by definition and 
computation of potentials is avoided. Thus the aether problem is reduced to computing a 
(time-dependent) vacuum current density and all electrical properties follow.

Horst

Am 22.07.2016 um 14:07 schrieb EMyrone:

This paper gives a scheme for computation and animation of E and B induced 
in a circuit by the velocity field of the vacuum, spacetime, or aether of fluid 
electrodynamics. 

Discussion of UFT352, Corrigendum of Typo in Eq. (27) and Scheme of Computation

Wind 0.64%, 1 – 8 mph, 0748 local     time
July 23, 2016 

Wind has collapsed completely today because wind speed throughout the British Isles is below 8 mph, 
so the 35,000 wind turbines are producing nothing at all. This is a variation on Llareggub by Dylan 
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Thomas, read backwards. My method (see this blog over the past two months or so) is one scientific 
way out of very many of showing that wind turbines are worse than useless. There is intense outrage in 
Mawr today because some faceless and brainless Assembly Minister in remotest Cardiff has stated that 
the Mynydd y Gwair turbines are enough for so many thousands of houses. This is regurgitated 
hogwash, today they are enough for 0.64% of the needs of so many thousands of houses. The Assembly
is out dated, there is no AM or Minister who knows any science and they adhere to long forgotten 
dogma. It is as if they were paid by the wind industry. The European Union quota is no longer relevant. 
So the Dissenters of Mawr reject the false authority of remote vandals. The Assembly at present is an 
obedient servant of the Duke of Beaufort. A Bro Iaith Government of Mawr would demolish the 
turbines immediately and ask for tens of millions in compensation for environmental damage. The 
reservoirs in Mawr would be used for hydroelectricity. That REALLY would be enough for all of 
Mawr’s electricity needs.

Wind 0.64%, 1 – 8 mph, 0748 local time

Daily Report 21/7/16
July 23, 2016 

The equivalent of 184,835 printed pages was downloaded during the day (673.910 megabytes) from 
2,898 downloaded memory files (hits) and 560 distinct visits each averaging 5.1 memory pages and 19 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 63.78, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1282, Top ten items 1106, Collected Evans / Morris 693(est), Collected 
scientometrics 516, Principles of ECE 260, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 216, Collected proofs that 
no torsion means no gravitation 178, Autobiography volumes one and two 177, Eckardt / Lindstrom 
papers 161, F3(Sp) 144, PECE 112, Engineering Model 108, Evans Equations 89, CEFE 77, Self 
charging inverter 40, UFT321 32, Llais 30, UFT311 23, List of Prolific Authors 20, Three World 
Records by MWE 17, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 16, UFT313 28, UFT314 20, UFT315 35, UFT316 23, 
UFT317 36, UFT318 56, UFT319 41, UFT320 31, UFT322 36, UFT323 18, UFT324 39, UFT325 38, 
UFT326 36, UFT327 24, UFT328 27, UFT329 37, UFT330 29, UFT331 25, UFT332 29, UFT333 30, 
UFT334 34, UFT335 22, UFT336 26, UFT337 23, UFT338 17, UFT339 22, UFT340 24, UFT341 32, 
UFT342 21, UFT343 36, UFT344 39, UFT345 57, UFT346 95, UFT347 44, UFT348 48, UFT349 64, 
UFT351 40 to date in July 2016. Civil Engineering Federal University of Parana Brazil UFT141(Sp); 
University of Oldenburg UFT2; Physics National Autonomous University of Mexico My CV; 
University of Edinburgh H Bonding; University of Warwick general. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for July 2016.

Daily Report 21/7/16

Englyn – Marwnad     Gerazim
July 22, 2016 

I will follow up the sonnet with an englyn – Marwnad Gerazim, Elegy for Gerazim. I assume that the 
radio Wales broadcast has gone out by now, in a Bro Iaith all mindless destruction by development 
would be prohibited. Gerazim or Gerizim is a Hebrew word in the manner of the Dissenters of Mawr, 
for whom nothing stood between scripture and the reader. We dissent from all false authority. The 
sonnet is influenced by W. B. Yeats “The Ghost of Roger Casement” and R. S. Thomas’ “exigency of 
the machine”.
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Englyn – Marwnad Gerazim

Sonnet on the Desecration of     Gerazim
July 22, 2016 

Sold in a drinking house, desolate dusk,
Descending darkness, veil the end of day;
The sun has turned and turned on hope and lives
Who chose this ground to greet the dawn of thought.
The dark chapel turns on a potter’s wheel,
Pieces of silver from a foreign auction
Are scattered on the grave stones, drops of rain.
The potter and the congregation dwell
Together, the potter turns the hour,
The silvered eyes of Judas hung on time,
Pieces gathered in material frenzy,
The detritus of the arid machine.
What is that beating on the chapel door?
The ghostly risen dead in fury roar!

Sonnet on the Desecration of Gerazim

FOR POSTING: UFT352 Sections 1 and 2 and 
Background     Notes
July 22, 2016 

This paper gives a scheme for computation and animation of E and B induced in a circuit by the 
velocity field of the vacuum, spacetime, or aether of fluid electrodynamics.

a352ndpaper.pdf

a352ndpapernotes1.pdf

a352ndpapernotes2.pdf

a352ndpapernotes3.pdf

a352ndpapernotes4.pdf

a352ndpapernotes5.pdf

a352ndpapernotes6.pdf

a352ndpapernotes7.pdf

FOR POSTING: UFT352 Sections 1 and 2 and Background Notes

Writing Up UFT352
July 22, 2016 
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I will write up UFT352 today, Sections 1 and 2 as usual, and acknowledge flow code input from Doug 
Lindstrom and Den Davis. As is well known, AIAS / UPITEC has a vast and steady international 
readership, and it is important to study the daily reports and scientometrics. UFT346 is currently very 
popular: “A General Theory of Precessions in Terms of Cartan Geometry”, with incisive graphics by co
author Horst Eckardt in Section 3. The two fluid electrodynamical papers to date are already popular 
(UFT349 and UFT351). The most popular book now is “The Principles of ECE”. It is a good sign of 
health that the latest work is very popular. AIAS / UPITEC publishing is so powerful that no book 
publisher can compete. I have set aside enough funds to produce a few softback copies of the typeset 
PECE. We await chapter nine from Stephen Crothers and it will go to press. Some annual rates of 
reading from combined sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org are as follows:

1) Collected ECE2 : 35,420 times a year.
2) Principles of ECE: 7,183 times a year.
3) PECE (typeset) : 3,738 times a year.
4) UFT346 : 2,686 times a year.
5) UFT349 : 1,840 times a year.

“Principles of ECE” consists of PECE, UFT281 – UFT288, a zipped file, UFT350, and UFT350 
(Spanish).

Writing Up UFT352

Wind 2.55% , 0 – 10 mph, 0742 local     time
July 22, 2016 

Today 80.65% of 35,000 turbines are producing essentially nothing because the wind speed in 25 out of
31 met office wind speed areas is at 8 mph or below. Therefore work on the demolition of all publicly 
funded wind turbines should begin as soon as possible. Support for hydroelectricity is growing 
strength. Four or five large tidal lagoons in the 30 foot tide of the Bristol channel would produce about 
40 gigawatts, enough for the entire demand of the countries of Britain. There would be myriads of 
other smaller hydroelectric schemes, using the sea, because rivers in the countries of Britain are too 
small in general. I have never seen anything as pathetic as wind turbines. Nixon and Hendy drifts 
would turn out more power than thousands of turbines. Their high quality steam coal was exported – a 
real economy. Wind turbines are imported at huge expense and do nothing effective.

Wind 2.55% , 0 – 10 mph, 0742 local time

Daily Report 20/7/16
July 22, 2016 

The equivalent of 125,159 printed pages was downloaded during the day (456.330 megabytes) from 
2,392 downloaded memory files (hits) and 549 distinct visits each averaging 3.3 memory pages and 12 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 52.32 for the day, main spiders cnast(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1213, Top ten 1036, Collected Evans / Morris 660, Collected scientometrics 
506, Principles of ECE 246, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 195, Autobiography volumes one and two
171, Collected Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 170, Collected Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 
170, F3(Sp) 134, PECE 111, Engineering Model 103, Evans Equations 73, CEFE 73, Self charging 
inverter 37, UFT321 30, Llais 30, UFT311 22, List of prolific authors 17(est), Three world records by 
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MWE 16, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 16, UFT313 25, UFT314 18, UFT315 34, UFT316 22, UFT317 31, 
UFT318 54, UFT319 36, UFT320 30, UFT322 32, UFT323 17, UFT324 36, UFT325 36, UFT326 30, 
UFT327 22, UFT328 27, UFT329 35, UFT330 29, UFT331 22, UFT332 26, UFT333 26, UFT334 32, 
UFT335 21, UFT336 24, UFT337 23, UFT338 17, UFT339 22, UFT340 23, UFT341 28, UFT342 20, 
UFT343 24, UFT344 39, UFT345 57, UFT346 92, UFT347 44, UFT348 48, UFT349 63, UFT351 36 
to date in July 2016. University of Giessen UFT42; University of Barcelona (on edu) levitron, Physics 
National Autonomous University of Mexico general; Department of Science and Technology 
University of Linkoeping Sweden Evans Equations, UFT16; Institute of High Energy Physics Protvino 
Russia general; University of Edinburgh UFT141, UFT143. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage 
file attached for July 2016.
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Emergency Injunction to Prohibit the Sale of     Gerazim
July 21, 2016 

I cannot afford to buy the chapel completely on my own, and it is deeply against my principles to buy 
consecrated ground, especially Baptist ground, as if it were a box of persil in tesco. I would simply be 
out bid by some rich person who cares nothing about the traditions of intellectual Welsh speaking 
Wales. However I am prepared to help financially with an emergency injunction taken out by many 
people on the grounds of breach of Covenant. This can be filed at County Court in Swansea. Personally
I find this sale to be utterly outrageous, there are grounds for righteous indignation. I plan to use funds 
to help AIAS / UPITEC and to build up capital for the Newlands Family Trust over the long term (120 
years in the first instance). I find the sale of pews and even the chapel stone to be sickening. All of this 
would be prohibited in a Bro Iaith. The same goes for churches.

352(7): General Wave     Equation
July 21, 2016 

This is Eq. (8). I will proceed to write up UFT352, Sections 1 and 2, with these seven notes. Section 3 
will be by co author Horst Eckardt, who has produced some excellent animations.

a352ndpapernotes7.pdf

352(7): General Wave Equation

Sale of Gerazim Widely     Opposed
July 21, 2016 

Having googled around a bit I see that this proposed sale has deeply offended tens of thousands of 
people. It came about as the result of the liquidation of Mawr Community Trust. The Liquidator seems 
to have made arrangements to sell by auction, in a pub, a historic, 1801, Baptist chapel. On 3rd May 
2016 a notice of liquidation of Mawr Development Trust appeared on the net. This sale is deeply 
offensive to all of Welsh speaking Wales, secular or religious, and to the Baptist Community 
worldwide. It is as if the entire heritage of Wales is up for sale to anyone at all. There is a 999 year 
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lease on the chapel, which originated in a house. The lease is for nonconformist Dissenters. A notice 
has appeared on the for sale sign to state clearly that this is consecrated ground. The sale is due to the 
gross incompetence of the Mawr Development Trust. There should be complete opposition to anyone 
who tries to desecrate the chapel by damaging its interior. This is a breach of Covenant and illegal. It is 
a breach of trust by the Liquidator. Sales such as this would be prohibited completely in Broydd Iaith. I 
feel that the Welsh Assembly should stop the sale. Would the Florentines sell the Pazzi chapel in a 
drinking house for a few pieces of silver? I also advise a class action and an emergency injunction to 
stop the sale. The Dissenters do not excommunicate people, but they can be shunned. Anyone who 
desecrates a Dissenter chapel should be shunned. I am an agnostic and the only Armiger in Mawr on 
merit, I oppose this sale because of its direct assault on the unique, world famous, heritage of Wales. 
The chapel is deliberately being sold out of the reach of the local people, by using an auction. So 
auctions such as this should be banned in Broydd Iaith. The liquidation of Mawr Development Trust 
has been kept very quiet, and those responsible should be heavily and publicly criticised. In particular, 
the County Councillor Ioan Richard must resign. He has already resigned from the Community 
Council.

Sale of Gerazim Widely Opposed

Mawr Development Trust in     Liquidation
July 21, 2016 

PS To Paul Fosh Auctions:

I noticed that Mawr Development Trust, the seller, is in liquidation, and that the sale is by the 
Liquidator. Recently (2011 and 2015) Mawr Community Council has been reprimanded severely by the
Welsh Assembly for accounts irregularities. What assurances can you give that the interior and exterior 
of the chapel, and the graveyard, will not be damaged by consent of the Liquidator against the wishes 
of the People of Mawr?

Mawr Development Trust in Liquidation

Capel Gerazim
July 21, 2016 

Paul Fosh Acutioneers,

I am interested in bidding for this important, Welsh speaking, historical chapel in order to keep it 
rigorously as a chapel. The Covenants you sent to me assert that the chapel and grounds should be 
maintained as such, kept secure, lit and heated, kept in good repair and decoration and clear of debris 
and rubbish. There must be no works, alterations, development or refurbishment without the written 
consent of the Trustees and the Members of the Chapel. It must be accessible and available for paying 
respects, visits, weekly worship, baptisms, weddings, funerals, and other religious ceremonies. 
Therefore why is the Chapel being advertized as a holiday home or studio? This is a diametric 
contradiction. Consecrated ground cannot be a holiday home or a studio, one cannot worship in a 
pottery shop. The use of consecrated ground for such purposes should be prohibited by secular 
legislation in the Broydd Iaith I have recently suggested. I assume that any buyer must abide by the 
Covenants by law, so will not be able to destroy the interior of the chapel, sell the pews and so on. 
Anyone so doing would be in breach of the Covenants and in breach of contract.
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Myron Evans

Dr. M. W. Evans, Member of the Gentry of Wales, Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc., Ph. D., B. Sc. (Wales)
www.aias.us and blog

Capel Gerazim

Disability allowance being taken     away
July 21, 2016 

I have to warn pensioners with a disability that they are under attack by the far right tory regime in 
London. Those over 64 will not be entitled to personal independence payment, but have to apply for 
attendance allowance. So my tiny disability living allowance is being taken away despite being 
“permanent”. This allowance was awarded by the previous Labour Government, which decided that the
DLA should be permanent, third class, about £90 a month now I think, with a £5 Christmas bonus. I am
lucky in being able to cope with this assault, but many disabled pensioners are not. Also, DLA is being 
taken away from disabled war veterans (those who have lost a leg and so on). They way they are 
treated is reminiscent of Aneurin Bevan’s famous 4th July speech in 1948, where he described the 
tories as having reduced millions of first class people to semi starvation. They are still doing this now, 
and are still lower than vermin to many people. I phoned up the attendance allowance number, and the 
first thing I was asked is am I dead yet (i.e. have I been diagnosed with a terminal illness). I said that I 
was a ghost.That kind of question would have knocked many vulnerable and disabled pensioners for 
six. The tories have no right to govern after having been defeated on a major issue. Their current 
platitudes about helping the poor amount to hogwash. My feeling towards them is the same as that of 
Aneurin Bevan, who national health service was copied in about one hundred and forty countries. In 
general, intellectuals are not governed by anything except ideas. In the Swansea valley small libraries 
are being closed because of them.

Disability allowance being taken away

Animations with FlexPDE
July 21, 2016 

These animations are very helpful, they produce results that look like real flow to the human eye. I also
find it very interesting that vector equations can be solved, opening up a large number of possibilities.

Sent: 20/07/2016 13:53:26 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Animations with FlexPDE

Obviously the rate of convergence of time-dependent equations is
logarithmic, i.e. most changes appear in a very short time after
simulation start (t=0).
Doug, is there an option of change the time intervals for output
dynamically (logarithmic instad of linear)?

Horst 

Animations with FlexPDE
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Modelling the Ide     Circuit
July 21, 2016 

I will think about this, a magnetic flux density can be induced by spacetime, and both magnetization 
and polarization can be written in to the field equations.

Sent: 20/07/2016 10:56:02 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Note 352(6) / calculation of spacetime effects

Without having read the note: For modeling the Ide effect we need a magnetization, 
perhaps this and electric polarization can be integrated into the fluid dynamics equations.
I am not sure how the modeling should go. Perhaps defining a time-dependent 
(electromagnetic) magnetization in a 3D region and then calculating the velocity field of 
spacetime and the resulting electric field. This should evoke an extra current in the wires 
around the core of the magnetic material (magnetized by a conventional current).
Further ideas welcome.
Anyhow we must see what is the effect of switching on a magnetization in a region of 
(otherwise undistorted?) spacetime.

Horst

Am 19.07.2016 um 13:31 schrieb EMyrone:

This note derives the wave equation (6) of fluid electrodynamics under the 
usual Lorenz gauge assumption (26). Eqs. (9) and (29) show how a circuit can 
pick up the aether charge current density (24), a quantity which is defined 
entirely by the aether velocity field in the Kambe equations of fluid dynamics. 
This is another way of demonstrating energy from spacetime, described 
accurately by the Osamu Ide circuit and ECE in UFT311. The final note for this
paper, UFT352, will derive the ECE wave equation of fluid electrodynamics, 
which is a re expression of the tetrad postulate of Cartan geometry (UFT2).

Modelling the Ide Circuit

Wind 1.74%, wind speed 1 – 13 mph, 0737 local     time
July 21, 2016 

Wind has collapsed completely to 1.74%, coal has been fired up to 7.22%. So I have observed wild 
fluctuations in wind contribution, and also wild fluctuations in coal contribution because coal fired 
power stations have to be fired up and down to back up the wind. If all 35,000 wind turbines stopped 
working, it would be an improvement, because coal would be stabilized, and the grid would be 
stabilized. All this is well known, so wind turbines are being forced through and the economy dragged 
down. Hydroelectric would be completely stable and also produce so much power that much of it could
be exported. Today 80.6% of turbines are producing next to nothing, because the wind is at 8 mph or 
below in 25 out of the 31 areas marked by the met office wind map. So over 28,000 turbines are 
producing nothing at huge cost to the taxpayer through subsidies. This means that the economy is 
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constantly being dragged into recession by idle wind turbines. If a factory produced nothing and 
consumed a huge amount of subsidy it would be closed down immediately.

Wind 1.74%, wind speed 1 – 13 mph, 0737 local time

Daily Report 19/7/16
July 21, 2016 

The equivalent of 78,769 printed pages was downloaded during the day (287.191 megabytes) from 
1660 downloaded memory files (hits) and 380 distinct visits each averaging 3.3 memory pages and 8 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 47.45, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 1142, Top ten items 1014, Collected Evans Morris 627(est), Collected scientometrics 
452(est), Principles of ECE 235, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 196, Proofs that no torsion means no 
gravitation 166, Autobiography volumes one and two 165, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 145(est), F3(Sp)
130, PECE 108, Engineering Model 99, CEFE 69, Evans Equations 66(est), UFT88 63, SCI 35, Llais 
28, UFT321 28, UFT311 20, List of prolific authors 17, Three world records by MWE 16, Lindstrom 
Idaho lecture 15, UFT313 24, UFT314 18, UFT315 30, UFT316 21, UFT317 29, UFT318 53, UFT319 
33, UFT320 29, UFT322 31, UFT323 17, UFT324 34, UFT325 33, UFT326 28, UFT327 22, UFT328 
26, UFT329 32, UFT330 29, UFT331 21, UFT332 21, UFT333 25, UFT334 29, UFT335 21, UFT336 
24, UFT337 21, UFT338 16, UFT339 20, UFT340 23, UFT341 26, UFT342 18, UFT343 32, UFT344 
38, UFT345 53, UFT346 88, UFT347 43, UFT348 45, UFT349 56, UFT351 32 to date in July 2016. 
University of Edinburgh UFT141. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for July 2016.
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Capel y Bedyddwyr Gerazim (Gerazim Welsh Baptist     Chapel)
July 20, 2016 

I will make up my mind tomorrow whether or not I can afford to bid for this important and beautiful 
1801 chapel. It profoundly saddens me that the Mawr Development Trust has chosen to try to sell it by 
auction without any sense of history, culture or the Welsh language, and without any consultation of the
people of Mawr, without giving them any opportunity to raise the funds. The bidding is to take place in 
rich and anglicised east Wales, which knows nothing at all about Gerazim or its long history. If I 
manage to buy the chapel

it will become my private chapel as Arglwydd Glyn Tawe a Gw^yr (Welsh Lord of Glyn Tawe and 
Gower). I will certainly take care of its exterior, interior and graveyard. It passes earthly understanding 
why the Welsh Assembly cannot take care of its own most important heritage – the indigeneous 
chapels. I have mentioned this idea of trying to buy it to a few people here and got immediate and 
strong support. I get very disturbed, very unhappy and very uncomfortable at the idea of people living 
in chapels (or churches), when they could so easily be conserved. The heritage of Mawr is far too 
important to be sold at auction to anyone at all. It is also a devastating indictment of society to value 
precious and priceless heritage at £2,000 and houses at wildly inflated prices, so no young person could
even afford a deposit. This would never be allowed to happen in a Bro Iaith. I don’t think that Florence 
would value the Pazzi Chapel at £2,000. The Florentines would regard us as barbarians.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/20/capel-y-bedyddwyr-gerazim-gerazim-welsh-baptist-chapel/
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Wind 7.44%, 1 – 16 mph 0730 local     time
July 20, 2016 

Today, 20 out of the 31 regions of the met office wind map are at 8 mph or below, meaning that 64.5% 
of the 35,000 turbines are producing no electricity, i. e. 22,575 wind turbines are producing nothing at 
all. The site www.wind-watch.org shows that turbines produce nothing 60% of the time. They produce 
only when the wind is in the range 8 – 55 mph. The most efficient performance range is about 25 mph 
upwards. They are shut off at 55 mph. Their performance drops off dramatically with wind speed 
(www.onlyelevenpercent.org). The University of Edinburgh has found that their performance also 
drops off dramatically with age. They do not last much more than ten years. As a Civil List Pensioner I 
have used www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk and the met office wind map every day for about six weeks to 
show beyond any doubt that they are useless. The method I have used is to record the measured 
percentage contribution to the grid every day. This gets rid of all the misleading verbiage of the wind 
industry. I have checked with the author of the gridwatch site that his methods are rigorously scientific. 
So the hideously ugly turbines on Betws were put up using methods of forced development and a group
of greed ridden pseudo farmers who cannot farm. The result is immense environmental damage and 
negligible power. The Mynydd y Gwair turbines are to be put up by forced development, this time by 
an immensely wealthy absentee aristocrat. No real Government of Wales would ever have tolerated 
such an assault. At present the Welsh Assembly is an agent of the wind industry. None of its members 
are scientists, and they rely on biased advice. They also know the answer – hydroelectric, LENR and 
spacetime power.

Wind 7.44%, 1 – 16 mph 0730 local time

Daily Report 18/7/16
July 20, 2016 

The equivalent of 147,106 printed pages was downloaded during the day (536.395 megabytes) from 
2,547 downloaded memory files (hits) and 556 distinct visits, each averaging 3.7 memory pages and 12
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 57.76, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1118, Top ten items 976, Collected Evans / Morris papers 594 (Est), Collected 
Scientometrics 452, The Principles of ECE 226, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 190, Proofs that no 
torsion means no gravitation 164, Autobiography volumes one and two 158, Eckardt / Linstrom papers 
145(est), F3(Sp) 122, PECE 102, Engineering Model 98, Evans Equations 71(est), CEFE 69, UFT88 
61, Self charging inverter 35, Llais 27, UFT321 28, UFT311 20, List of Prolific Authors 17, Three 
world records by MWE 15, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 14, UFT313 24, UFT314 17, UFT315 29, UFT316
21, UFT317 28, UFT318 50, UFT319 33, UFT320 28, UFT322 31, UFT323 16, UFT324 33, UFT325 
33, UFT326 28, UFT327 20, UFT328 26, UFT329 32, UFT330 29, UFT331 21, UFT332 22, UFT333 
24, UFT334 29, UFT335 21, UFT336 20, UFT337 21, UFT338 16, UFT339 20, UFT340 23, UFT341 
26, UFT342 18, UFT343 31, UFT344 37, UFT345 52, UFT346 86, UFT347 41, UFT348 45, UFT349 
54, UFT351 32 to date in July 2016. Regional Hospital Service of Emilia Romagna Bologna Italy ECE 
Article (Italian); Institute of Industrial Science University of Tokyo general; University of Warwick 
general. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for July 2016.
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Lot 7 – Gerazim Chapel, Felindre, Swansea, West Glamorgan, 
SA5     7NA
July 19, 2016 

I have been in touch with Undeb Bedyddwyr Cymru – I will do what I can to save it and have started 
making arrangements as part of the work of the Newlands Family Trust. I cannot begin to imagine why 
the Deacons gave the chapel to the mercenaries of Mawr Development Trust. They should have set up a
Chapel Trust in prepetuity. This should be done for all chapels and churches in Wales. My own family 
were prominent in the Baptists of Mawr: Salem (1777), Gerazim (1801), Elim (1891). All three chapels
are endangered. The Elim graveyard is so badly overgrown that it would be difficult to conduct funerals
there. Nobody seems to know know why this has been allowed to happen. Gerazim and Salem are still 
in good condition.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 19/07/2016 14:37:29 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Lot 7 – Gerazim Chapel, Felindre, Swansea, West Glamorgan, SA5 7NA

Here are the details with pictures etc:

http://www.rightmove.co.uk/commercial-property-for-sale/property-60345419.html

Sent from my Samsung device

Lot 7 – Gerazim Chapel, Felindre, Swansea, West Glamorgan, SA5 7NA

Unified Concepts in     Physics
July 19, 2016 

Also allied to this is a new capability – flow code.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 19/07/2016 14:27:54 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Spacetime Turbulence and Supernova Structure

Precisely, the same set of equations and arguments apply to all the branches of physics with
a unified field theory.

Sent from my Samsung device

Unified Concepts in Physics

The Colonial Dead     Hand
July 19, 2016 

The Assembly refused to consider the petition for independence from Sian^ Ifan and Gethin ap 
Gruffudd because matters relating to devolution, settlement and Britain’s membership of the EU are not

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/19/the-colonial-dead-hand/
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devolved to Wales. So although Wales is devolved, it is not really. This is the way the tories hang on to 
power in Wales. The thirteen colonies would have recognized this trickery all too clearly. It is overt 
colonialism that has almost made the language extinct. To someone of my background the Assembly in 
Cardiff is just as remote as the Westminster government.

The Colonial Dead Hand

Petition for Complete     Independence
July 19, 2016 

I received many interesting communications from Llysgenhadaeth Owain Glyndw^r (Sia^n Ifan and 
Gethin ap Gruffudd with whom I protested against the Betws turbine fiasco), one of these was a 
petition to the Welsh Assembly demanding complete independence of Wales both from England and the
EEC in the form of a referendum. My views on this are as follows, as Member of the Gentry of Wales 
on merit and an Uchelwr, someone of proven descent from the Princes.

1) A blunt referendum for all Wales would obviously not work, it would be dominated as ever by 
anglicised Cardiff and Swansea. Regional referenda are needed, and more and more independence 
given to regions.
2) A reorganization into an independent league of Celtic Nations is needed, parts of Wales should join 
the league, other parts can remain with England and continue to be comfortably subservient. The 
League would ally itself closely with the United States in matters of trade and defence.
3) If a referendum is to be carried out for Wales it must be done in an intelligent way, notably, certain 
areas of Wales would become Broydd Iaith. A blunt referendum would never work.
4) Some of the worst anti language bigots in the world reside in Swansea and Cardiff. They cannot be 
allowed to continue to wreck the Welsh language and to break the human rights laws.
5) If there is no language there is no national identity. So forget about national identity at first, and set 
up practical Broydd Iaith. At the same time educate the areas known as “Wales” in Welsh. That is very 
simple. The strongest areas for this are Gwynedd and parts of Dyfed. There is great potential for a 
language revival in areas of Wales not dominated by bigots. That might induce anglicised Cardiff and 
Swansea to join Welsh speaking Wales.This means that the Broydd Iaith would all fuse together, all 
over the League of Celtic Nations.
6) Set up a myriad of defence mechanisms against forced development. Notably never sell your land 
and house out of the family, effectively entail it with a Trust as I have done.

It is true that the Welsh people were never given a say in the 1536 Act under the Tudors, after having 
put the Tudors on the throne in 1485.

Petition for Complete Independence

CADW Protection for     Chapels
July 19, 2016 

This is an urgent necessity. I am a strict Welsh speaking Baptist by upbringing and the Baptists form 
the largest protestant denomination in the world. I was never baptized, because I quickly became an 
agnostic, but I have the utmost respect for the great civilization of the chapels, as described in volume 
one of my very popular autobiography. The Baptists do not baptize anyone until they are old enough to 
know. The way in which the historic 1801 chapel of Gerazim has been treated by Mawr Development 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/19/cadw-proection-for-chapels/
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Trust will deeply offend many people, not only in Mawr and Wales, but throughout the world. Also, 
Mawr Community Council’s inability to keep accounts is well known internationally. It is a 
disfunctional council that would sell its grandmother. It was severely reprimanded in 2011 and 2015 by 
the Audit Office in Wales. There were many accounts irregularities. It seems as if Mawr Development 
Trust decided to push through the sale in indecent secrecy without consulting the electorate of Mawr, 
and announced the sale right at the last minute so no one could object. A large number of intelligent 
things could have been done, but they want to turn it into a pottery shop. This is the type of cynical 
neglect and destruction of civilization that a Bro Iaith would stop entirely. It is up to the Assembly to 
set up Broydd Iaith. This sale should be condemned by all Baptists throughout the world, and also by 
other denominations. Some of the finest chapel architecture is being ripped apart and sold. This would 
disgust anyone of any denomination.

CADW Protection for Chapels

Spacetime Turbulence and Supernova     Structure
July 19, 2016 

Many thanks, and of course thanks to Horst Eckardt who animated the equations. Also thanks to Doug 
Lindstrom and Den Davis for the flow code. This seems to be a plausible idea by Gareth Evans, the 
mass density of the fluid electodynamic aether accounts for missing mass, and the charge density 
accounts for the radiative corrections such as the anomalous g factor of the electron and the Lamb shift.
These animations can be applied directly to gravitational theory and cosmology. To date, the Kambe 
equations have been applied only to electrodynamics, but within the structure of ECE2 they can also be
applied to gravitation and the nuclear weak and strong fields. The formation of objects such as galaxies 
from plasma theory is a highly developed subject. So the plasma comes from the vacuum structure of 
fluid electrodynamics. The numerical task is to simulate the Osamu Ide circuit with fluid 
electrodynamics, so the circuit itself gives the boundary conditions.

Animations of Flow by Horst Eckardt

This is fantastic. Spacetime itself (the “vacuum” / ether) has fluid – like properties (so too 
does light).

There must be a lot going on in the vast expanse of space that we have not properly 
understood and may just have its origins in this sort of fluid behaviour. NASA, for 
example, reported the discovery of the previously unknown object ASAS-SN-15LH that 
outshines the entire Milky Way by 50 times and radiates more energy than at least a 
hundred billion of our suns. What is even more fascinating is that there appears to be an 
object at its centre that is only 10 miles across!

It is currently described as the most luminous supernova detected but NASA has no real 
idea what the object is. It is certainly one that seems to defy aspects of the Standard Model 
of physics and even appears in one of the most unlikely regions of space for an object of its 
nature.

Is this a region of space where natural flows have become extraordinarily turbulent for 
whatever reason? Could this be the way in which galaxies are formed or destroyed etc? 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/19/spacetime-turbulence-and-supernova-structure/


Conjecture perhaps but your current work Myron may provide a whole new perspective on 
naturally occurring events like this. This goes way beyond the primary current purpose of 
the work in explaining and helping to develop devices that can extract energy from 
spacetime.

This is brilliant progress with possibly far reaching consequences.

Diawn, diawn!!

Sent from my Samsung device

Spacetime Turbulence and Supernova Structure

Note 352(6): Wave Equations of Fluid     Electrodynamics
July 19, 2016 

This note derives the wave equation (6) of fluid electrodynamics under the usual Lorenz gauge 
assumption (26). Eqs. (9) and (29) show how a circuit can pick up the aether charge current density 
(24), a quantity which is defined entirely by the aether velocity field in the Kambe equations of fluid 
dynamics. This is another way of demonstrating energy from spacetime, described accurately by the 
Osamu Ide circuit and ECE in UFT311. The final note for this paper, UFT352, will derive the ECE 
wave equation of fluid electrodynamics, which is a re expression of the tetrad postulate of Cartan 
geometry (UFT2).

a352ndpapernotes6.pdf

Note 352(6): Wave Equations of Fluid Electrodynamics

Criticism of the Mawr Development     Trust
July 19, 2016 

I am severely critical of the Mawr Development Trust’s disgraceful auction of an important 1801 
Baptist Chapel, Gerazim outside Felindre. It was built by the farmers,seeking freedom of religion. It is 
clear that the Trust is out to destroy the language in Mawr by overdevelopment, which is why I have 
proposed that Mawr be designated a Bro Iaith. There should be a legislative ban on the sale of all 
chapels and churches in Wales, unless they are sold to someone who has a modicum of responsiblity 
who will keep the chapel or church alive for worshippers. It is consecrated ground which must not be 
desecrated. I understand that there are people still worshipping in the Chapel, it is suggested by the 
Mawr Development Trust that it be used as a pottery shop or similar. I suppose that they would turn the
Parthenon into a bingo hall. It is clear that the Mawr Development Trust has no sense of responsibility 
and no sense of history and culture. On another point the graveyard of Elim Baptist chapel is in a 
disgracefully neglected condition, it has become a materialistc wilderness. I call for international 
condemnation of Mawr Development Trust. There is a telephone number for Elim : 01792 864208, but 
it has repeatedly failed to answer.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/19/criticism-of-the-mawr-development-trust/
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Review of the WHO Environmental Noise Pollution Guidelines 
for     Europe
July 19, 2016 

Many thanks to Mark Duchamp, I am forwarding this message to my blog. I have analyzed the output 
of wind turbines in the countries of Britain on this blog, it is entirely negligible, and they are a waste of 
time and money.

Sent: 19/07/2016 08:29:30 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Review of the WHO Environmental Noise Pollution Guidelines for Europe

Dear all,

The World Health Organization (WHO) are currently reviewing their Environmental Noise 
Pollution Guidelines for Europe, (details here: contact , particularly if you have specific 
expertise or had direct personal experience with wind turbine noise or inaudible low 
frequency vibrations (infrasound).

If you suffered annoyance from the noise or infrasound of wind turbines, it would be very 
helpful if you sent them a description of what you and/or your family experienced, 
specifying when and how it started, and any other pertinent details (actions taken, 
complaints to the authorities or wind farm owners, their replies, etc.). May I suggest you 
start by saying who you are, where you live (country and general location), name of wind 
farm and its owner / operator, how many turbines, how big they are (height and power 
generation capacity of each), the make of the turbines, what the terrain is like (flat land, 
hills or valley), and how far is your home from the nearest turbine(s).

Please send your email to Mrs Heroux, at contact
and put the following in copy Bcc: luanam
sarah, save.the.eagles2

Subject line: Review of the WHO Environmental Noise Pollution Guidelines for 
Europe

You may write in the language of your choice, as I trust they will translate as needed.

Should we wish to publish your message for maximum impact, we will contact you to ask 
your permission.

A letter co-signed by about 100 health professionals and various concerned individuals has 
already been sent, but it is important that Mrs Heroux receives as many individual letters 
as possible, from concerned citizens and especially from wind farm neighbours 
victimised by noise and infrasound.

Please circulate to your trusted and relevant contacts.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/19/review-of-the-who-environmental-noise-pollution-guidelines-for-europe/
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Thank you for your cooperation in this important collective endeavour.

Mark

Mark Duchamp +34 693 643 736
President, Save the Eagles International
www.SaveTheEaglesInternational.org

Chairman, World Council for Nature
www.wcfn.org

Review of the WHO Environmental Noise Pollution Guidelines for Europe

Animations of Flow by Horst     Eckardt
July 19, 2016 

These results are full of interest, and they have been produced efficiently by co author Horst Eckardt 
from the new vorticity equation (1) of Note 352(5). The animation clearly shows the flow as it would 
appear to the human eye. In fluid electrodynamics spacetime behaves as a fluid, and the flow can 
become turbulent. This spacetime is capable of imparting turbulent electric field strength E (in volts per
metre) to a circuit, and also a magnetic flux density B in tesla. The relevant boundary conditions are 
determined by the design of the circuit, which interacts with the ever present or ubiquitous spacetime, 
aether or vacuum. Horst has solved the first order equation:

partial v / partial t + w x v = – curl w / R

where v is the velocity field, v = v(r(t), t), w is the vorticity w = curl v, and R is the Reynolds number 
that controls the nature of the turbulence. I derived the above equation from a re analysis of Kambe’s 
original paper. It is simpler to solve that than Kambe’s vorticity equation, in which the Reynolds 
number was neglected incorrectly. The general public can see the flow for itself without the need to 
understand any mathematics.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 18/07/2016 16:04:42 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Continuing with Calculations for UFT352

Meanwhile I was able to do some animations, with a drawback that the single images are 
not always scaled in the same way.
These are animated Gifs for eq.(1) of note 352(5) with
R=10, init sequence,
R=10, calculation to stationary final state,
R=10, div(v)
R=0.1, calculation to stationary final state.

Others may follow.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/19/animations-of-flow-by-horst-eckardt/
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Horst

Am 18.07.2016 um 15:03 schrieb EMyrone:

It is possible to develop fluid electrodynamics systematically, so that a textbook
such as Jackson can be translated. So the remaining note for UFT352 will 
develop fluid electrostatics and fluid magnetostatics, and the wave equations of 
fluid electrodynamics. In addition it is known that the spin connection for the 
convective derivative is the Jacobian. 

vx vz r10 init 

div v animation 

vx vz r10 

vx vz r0 1 
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Animations of Flow by Horst Eckardt

Wind 1.63%, 0 – 20 mph, 0752 local     time
July 19, 2016 

Today, 93% of the 35,000 or so wind turbines are producing nothing at all, because in 28 out of 30 met 
office wind areas the wind speed is below 8 mph, the minimum needed for turbines to start generating. 
Coal has had to be fired up to 5.88% and hydro is at 1.8%, a greater output than all the 35,000 wind 
turbines. Wind has collapsed to the levels recorded on this blog when I first started daily monitoring 
about six weeks ago. The average output for those six weeks is about 3%, so wind is a dangerous farce. 
As a Civil List Pensioner appointed by Head of State directly, I have shown that during the entire 
summer to date, wind is negligible. The general public can see for themselves that the giant guillotines 
of democracy are not moving. So let them eat cakes in the coming turnip winter. Thomas Carlyle would
have described these contraptions as a vision of hell. In Merthyr Tudful in 1850 they were at least 
producing something.

Wind 1.63%, 0 – 20 mph, 0752 local time

Daily Report Sunday     17/7/16
July 19, 2016 

The equivalent of 120,781 printed pages was downloaded during the day (440.367 megabytes) from 
1,934 downloaded memory files (hits) and 517 distinct visits each averaging 3.2 memory pages and 12 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 62.45 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1081, Top ten items 929, Collected Evans / Morris papers 561(est), Collected 
scientometrics 416 (est), Principles of ECE 219, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 166, Collected proofs 
that no torsion means no gravitation 162, Autobiography volumes one and two 157, Eckardt / 
Lindstrom papers 145, F3(Sp) 116, PECE 102, Engineering Model 96, Evans Equations 70, CEFE 66, 
UFT88 61, UFT321 28, Llais 25, UFT311 20, List of prolific authors 16, Three world records by MWE
14, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 14, UFT313 24, UFT314 17, UFT315 28, UFT316 21, UFT317 26, 
UFT318 45, UFT319 33, UFT320 27, UFT322 30, UFT323 16, UFT324 32, UFT325 32, UFT326 27, 
UFT327 19, UFT328 26, UFT329 31, UFT330 29, UFT331 21, UFT332 22, UFT333 24, UFT334 28, 
UFT335 20, UFT336 17, UFT337 19, UFT338 15, UFT339 19, UFT340 23, UFT341 26, UFT342 18, 
UFT343 32, UFT344 37, UFT345 51, UFT346 84, UFT347 40, UFT348 45, UFT349 50, UFT351 27 
to date in July 2016. National University of the North East, Argentina My page; Brighton Grammar 
School Melbourne Australia UFT43; Indian Institute of Technology Delhi Potential Waves, National 
University of Singapore Infinite Solenoid; University of Edinburgh UFT153, 170; Intense interest all 
sectors, updated usage file attached for July 2016.

Additionally, a 401 Unauthorized error was encountered while trying to use an ErrorDocument to 
handle the request.

Daily Report Sunday 17/7/16

Continuing with Calculations for     UFT352
July 18, 2016 
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It is possible to develop fluid electrodynamics systematically, so that a textbook such as Jackson can be
translated. So the remaining note for UFT352 will develop fluid electrostatics and fluid magnetostatics,
and the wave equations of fluid electrodynamics. In addition it is known that the spin connection for 
the convective derivative is the Jacobian.

Continuing with Calculations for UFT352

Wind 4.04% , 1 – 17 mph, 0738 local     time.
July 18, 2016 

Coal is fired up at 6.46% today. No less than 23 areas out of 32 on the Met Office wind map record 
wind speeds of 8 mph or less. This means that 72% of the 35,000 wind turbines of all sizes are 
producing nothing at all. With energy like this, who needs LSD? So it is clear that wind turbines are 
useless and cost many, many billions. Policy makers and their advisors must wake up soon and come to
their senses: hydro, low energy nuclear reactors and energy from spacetime. Gas / steam and coal must 
be kept going for the time being BECAUSE there are wind turbines – the wild and windy fluctuations 
damage teh grod’s stability so coal must eb fired up and down all the time. If there were no turbines 
much LESS coal would be consumed. This is the maddest thing the hatter ever wore. I do not think that
any Member of the Welsh Assembly or any M. P. knows any science. They are locked into failed 
energy system ad advised by vested interest in wind turbines.

Wind 4.04% , 1 – 17 mph, 0738 local time.

Daily Report Saturday     16/7/16
July 18, 2016 

The equivalent of 504,388 printed pages was downloaded during the day (1.839 gigabytes) from 2812 
downloaded memory files (hits) and 664 distinct visits each averaging 3.8 memory pages and 11 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 75.96, main spiders cnsat, google, MSN and yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 1056, Top ten items 898, Collected Evans / Morris papers 528(est), Collected 
scientometrics 416, Principles of ECE 217, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 162, Proofs that no torsion 
means no gravitation 154, Autobiography volumes one and two 150, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 123, 
F3(Sp) 112, PECE 102, Engineering Model 93, Evans Equations 69, CEFE 63, UFT88 60, Self 
charging inverter 29, UFT321 26, Llais 24, UFT311 18, List of prolific authors 16, Three world records
by MWE 14, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 14, UFT313 23, UFT314 17, UFT315 28, UFT316 21, UFT317 
26, UFT318 44, UFT319 32, UFT320 27, UFT322 30, UFT323 16, UFT324 32, UFT325 UFT326 27, 
UFT327 19, UFT328 24, UFT329 30, UFT330 29, UFT331 21, UFT332 22, UFT333 23, UFT334 28, 
UFT335 20, UFT336 16, UFT337 18, UFT338 15, UFT339 17, UFT340 23, UFT341 25, UFT342 18, 
UFT343 31, UFT344 36, UFT345 51, UFT346 83, UFT347 39, UFT348 41, UFT349 48, UFT351 26 
to date in July 2016. King County Library System Washington State general. Intense interest all 
sectors, updated usage file attached for July 2016.

Daily Report Saturday 16/7/16

Thomas Carlyle on Merthyr Tudful (or     Tydfil)
July 17, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/17/thomas-carlyle-on-merthyr-tudful-or-tydfil/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/18/daily-report-saturday-16716/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/18/wind-4-04-1-17-mph-0738-local-time/


In 1850 Carlyle saw Merthyr Tudful filled with such “unguided, hard-worked, fierce and miserable 
looking sons of Adam I never saw before. Ah me! It is like a vision of Hell, and will never leave me, 
that of these poor creatures broiling, all in sweat and dirt, and their furnaces, pits and rolling mills.” 
Life expectancy among the working classes was twenty two years on average, as in the Swansea valley 
here. Nearly all the rails for the U. S. railroad system in its early years, came from Merthyr and 
surroundings, and also Trevithick’s first steam engine in the world. The name means the burial place of 
Tudful, a daughter of a leader who was killed by marauders on her way to a farm near Aberfan, late 
fifth century in sub Roman Britain. She was considered a martyr. Now there is a branch of the Welsh 
Assembly in Merthyr, and that could consider the idea of Broydd Iaith ot revive the language in the 
valleys of East Glamorgan and Gwent. There is a movement to revive the language all across Wales, it 
needs to be coordinated. There is a deep felt sense of loss as the language disappears. This decline has 
been noted by UNESCO and must be stopped and reversed.

Thomas Carlyle on Merthyr Tudful (or Tydfil)

Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to July 15th     2016
July 17, 2016 

There was the usual intense international interest, this half monthly report should be read with the daily
early morning reports to fully understand the nature of the huge readership. This report is restricted to 
only 2% of the total interest – to institutional URL’s. From the best twenty universities in the world 
measured by webometrics, Times, Shanghai and QS rankings (given at the start of the attached book) 
there were identifiable study visits from: Caltech, MIT, Princeton* and Edinburgh*. Bear in mind that 
this is only 2% of the interest from the top twenty universities, because staff and students use private 
computers that I cannot identify. This is true of any sector.

BookofScientometricsVolumeTwo.pdf

Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to July 15th 2016

Discussion of 352(5)
July 17, 2016 

Many thanks for these encouraging remarks from the Co President Gareth Evans, who has known the 
work of my coauthors and myself in depth since 1974. The same methods were being used in the early 
papers of the Omnia Opera, a combination of computation, calculation and experiment. GJE was the 
senior experimentalist. This developed into the Delta Project of the European Molecular Liquids Group
(Omnia Opera 99) which I co founded at the National Physical Laboratory in 1980. The computers 
these days are of course orders of magnitude more powerful, and there are the added advantages of 
computer algebra, flow code packages and animation packages. In the seventies there was no computer 
animation and there was no computer algebra. However if there was any error in the equations the code
would pick it up. As can be seen from the earliest Omnia Opera papers, some of the equations were 
exceedingly intricate. There were no terminals or screens, just packs of cards, I did all plotting and 
graphics by hand. So conditions for international research now are much better. Also the problems with 
bad administrators have been cured in AIAS because we work as a group of free scientists.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 16/07/2016 16:05:14 GMT Daylight Time

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/17/discussion-of-3525-2/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/bookofscientometricsvolumetwo1.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/17/book-of-scientometrics-volume-two-updated-to-july-15th-2016/


Subj: Re: 352(5): Computation and Animation Scheme

Wonderful piece of work – very exciting. A unified field theory takes us in new and 
unexpected directions. No one could have thought of and developed this without ECE 
theory. Hopefully it wiill provide a new explanation and vindicate some of the experimental
efforts back to Tesla himself.

Sent from my Samsung device

Discussion of 352(5)
July 17, 2016 

Many thanks for going through this note, the use of the enthalpy per unit mass h can be avoided 
completely through equation (10), so everything derives from the velocity field v. The idea I have in 
mind is that v from Eq. (1) can be derived as the function v (X(t), Y(t), Z(t), t) and then used in the 
other equations. It will need some time and effort in coding, but the results would be every interesting, 
especially when compared with a well designed circuit such as that of Osamu Ide along the lines of 
UFT311 and UFT321.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 16/07/2016 15:44:58 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 352(5): Computation and Animation Scheme

This is an interesting concept. The only open point seems to be where to get the enthalpy h. 
Perhaps we can derive it from the “penalty pressure” p of the calculation by

h = p/rho

with assuming a constant rho, or taking rho as the electric vacuum charge density from (2), 
which gives highly non-linear terms.

Horst

Am 16.07.2016 um 15:54 schrieb EMyrone:

These are the computatonal steps needed to describe a turbulent vacuum or 
aether in contact with a circuit of the type designed by Osamu Ide, who has 
reported that the circuit appears to pick up the turbulence, making it observable 
experimentally. The first step is to compute and animate the turbulent flow field
v(r(t), t) of spacetime, (or vacuum or aether), from the vorticity equation with 
Reynolds number, Eq. (1). Then compute the spacetime or vacuum or aether 
charge and current densities from the turbulent v of spacetime (or vacuum or 
aether). Finally use the inhomogeneous field equations (15) and (16) of fluid 
electrodynamics to compute and animate the turbulent electric field strength E 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/17/discussion-of-3525/


and magnetic flux density B induced in the circuit by the spacetime or vacuum 
or aether. This method directly computes and animates energy from spacetime, 
or energy from the vacuum or aether. In fluid electrodynamics, the charge and 
current densities of the vacuum or aether are intricately structured fluid fields 
and can become turbulent. In standard electrodynamics (Maxwell Heaviside 
theory) the vacuum contains no charge density and no current density.

Discussion of 352(5)

Wind 9.84%, 0 – 17 mph, 0736 local     time
July 17, 2016 

The wind over Wales today does not exceed 7 mph, so none of the ugly wind turbines are producing 
any electricity at all over the whole of Wales. Coal is fired up at 5.03%. Most of the wind speed is 
concentrated off the Islands of Scotland. There may be a plan for placing a giant turbine on Iona of the 
Book of Kells, a new type of supplication. We are told that wind turbines can produce three times the 
entire demand. Currently the demand is 21.65 gigawatts, so we are told that the turbines can produce 
64.96 gigawatts. Their real world output today is 2.13 gigawatts produced by a plague of 35,000 
turbines and that is much higher than average over the past five weeks or so. This blog contains daily 
reports on the windy fiasco. This is a script for “Monte Python’s Flying Circus” otherwise known as 
Welsh Assembly energy policy. “Crawshay’s bailey had an engine / But his engine wouldn’t go / So he 
pulled on a string / All the way to Nant y Glo / Did you ever see / Did you ever see / Did you ever see / 
Such a funny thing before”. (sung in the hellish conditions of Cyfarthfa to the tune of “Y Mochyn Du” 
– “The Black Pig”, The Ministry of Truth’s Minister for Windy Wonderland).

Wind 9.84%, 0 – 17 mph, 0736 local time

Daily Report 15/7/16
July 17, 2016 

The equivalent of 192,607 printed pages was downloaded during the day (702.246 megabytes) from 
2,477 downloaded memory files (hits) and 620 distinct visits each averaging 3.1 memory pages and 13 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 77.76 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1028, Top ten items 857, Collected Evans Morris 495(est), Collected 
scientometrics 378(est), Principles of ECE 208, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 151, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 150, Autobiography volumes One and Two 140, F3(Sp) 108, Eckardt / 
Lindstrom Papers 106, PECE 100, Engineering Model 85, Evans Equatons 63, CEFE 58, UFT88 55, 
Self charging inverter 29, UFT321 25, Llais 22, UFT311 15, List of prolific authors 15, Three world 
records by MWE 14, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 13, UFT313 23, UFT314 17, UFT315 26, UFT316 19, 
UFT317 25, UFT318 44, UFT319 32, UFT320 27, UFT322 29, UFT323 16, UFT324 31, UFT325 30, 
UFT326 27, UFT327 19, UFT328 22, UFT329 30, UFT330 27, UFT331 22, UFT332 19, UFT333 22, 
UFT334 28, UFT335 20, UFT336 15, UFT337 16, UFT338 15, UFT339 16, UFT340 22, UFT341 22, 
UFT342 17, UFT343 28, UFT344 35, UFT345 50, UFT346 83, UFT347 37, UFT348 40, UFT349 44, 
UFT351 24 to date in July 2016. Memorial University of Newfoundland Canada UFT25; Regional 
Computer Centre University of Karlsruhe Definitive Proofs One and Two that no torsion means no 
gravitation; California Institute of Technology Diplomatic Objection to ‘t Hooft by AIAS Co President 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/17/daily-report-15716/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/17/wind-9-84-0-17-mph-0736-local-time/


Gareth Evans; National University of Peru at Piura Essay 48(Sp), UFT149(Sp); University of 
Edinburgh UFT 143, 144, 145, 147, 156, ECE Article. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file 
attached for July 2016.

Daily Report 15/7/16

352(5): Computation and Animation     Scheme
July 16, 2016 

These are the computational steps needed to describe a turbulent vacuum or aether in contact with a 
circuit of the type designed by Osamu Ide, who has reported that the circuit appears to pick up the 
turbulence, making it observable experimentally. The first step is to compute and animate the turbulent 
flow field v(r(t), t) of spacetime, (or vacuum or aether), from the vorticity equation with Reynolds 
number, Eq. (1). Then compute the spacetime or vacuum or aether charge and current densities from 
the turbulent v of spacetime (or vacuum or aether). Finally use the inhomogeneous field equations (15) 
and (16) of fluid electrodynamics to compute and animate the turbulent electric field strength E and 
magnetic flux density B induced in the circuit by the spacetime or vacuum or aether. This method 
directly computes and animates energy from spacetime, or energy from the vacuum or aether. In fluid 
electrodynamics, the charge and current densities of the vacuum or aether are intricately structured 
fluid fields and can become turbulent. In standard electrodynamics (Maxwell Heaviside theory) the 
vacuum contains no charge density and no current density.

a352ndpapernotes5.pdf

352(5): Computation and Animation Scheme

Hydrino power?
July 16, 2016 

Many thanks, this looks interesting!

eConversionofWaterFueltoaNewFormofHydrogen(PressRelease).pdf

Hydrino power?

Final version of Note     342(4)
July 16, 2016 

This is the final version of this note, I checked that Eq. (9) is true in general, so the vorticity equation 
becomes Eq. (10). For an incompressible fluid it becomes Eq. (13).

a342ndpapernotes4.pdf

Final version of Note 342(4)

Discussion of 352(3)
July 16, 2016 

This looks very interesting! The animation will demonstrate the meaning of the turbulence even to 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/16/discussion-of-3523/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/a342ndpapernotes4.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/16/final-version-of-note-3424/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/econversionofwaterfueltoanewformofhydrogenpressrelease.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/16/hydrino-power/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/a352ndpapernotes5.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/16/3525-computation-and-animation-scheme/


people with no knowledge of mathematics at all. Unfortunately that would be 95% of the population. 
The comment and numerical results about E is also very important, it shows that the fluid 
electrodynamic E vanishes when the convective derivative vanishes and shows that the code is 
working. The inhomogeneous field equations of fluid electrodynamics can be applied to the Osamu Ide 
circuit in contact with a turbulent vacuum. Having found the turbulent v from Eq. (25) of this note it 
can be used to calculate the turbulent q and J of Kambe, and finally q and J can be translated into the 
turbulent vacuum charge density and turbulent vacuum current density.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 15/07/2016 18:21:27 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 352(3): Time Dependent Equations for Animations

Eq.(25) is a good candidate for animation because it is of second order in v, not third order 
as (20) and (23).
Eq.(14) means in a static case:

E = 0

which explains some of my numerical findings. Only at the boundaries the terms 
(v*nabla)v as well as w x v give non-vanishing results.
I will first inspect the stationary solutions of (14,20,25) before switching to animation.

Horst

Am 14.07.2016 um 15:32 schrieb EMyrone:

There are many different animations possible, some simple examples are given,
for example flow when there is no gradient of enthalpy and no change of 
pressure, Eq. (14), and Beltrami flows Eqs. (20), (27) and (31). However, 
Beltrami flow is incompresible and inviscid, an idealization, so the really 
interesting first order differntial equation is Eq. (36), which must be solved as 
usaul with boundary conditions. 

Discussion of 352(3)

Discussion of 352(4): Simplification of the Vorticity     Equation
July 16, 2016 

I reasoned that it holds because F dot (G x H) = G dot (H x F) = H dot (F x G) so with

F = H = del

then

del x v dot del = v dot (del x del) = 0

So:
(w dot del) v = 0 v = 0

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/16/discussion-of-3524-simplification-of-the-vorticity-equation/


where 0 is the null operator.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 15/07/2016 17:45:37 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 352(4): Simplification of the Vorticity Equation

A question: Why does eq.(9) hold?

Horst

Am 15.07.2016 um 12:48 schrieb EMyrone:

This note simplifies the vorticity equation to Eq. (10), in which the vorticity is 
w = curl v. In Kambe’s paper thee term in the Reynolds number is missing. It 
would be very important to solve Eq. (10) with flow code, and animate the 
results. It contains the convective derivative of vorticity and it is conservation 
of flow angular momentum. Eq. (4) is conservation of linear flow momentum, 
and Eq. (5) is conservation of energy (enthalpy). There is also Kambe’s 
continuity equation, conservation of matter.

Discussion of 352(4): Simplification of the Vorticity Equation

Wind 12.59%, 2 – 34 mph 0801 local     time
July 16, 2016 

Sent: 16/07/2016 08:21:23 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Wind 12.59%, 2 – 34 mph 0801 local time

The wind speed varies a lot this morning, with an isolated 34 mph over the Shetland 
Islands. There have been wild fluctuations in wind turbine contribution in Britain in the 
past two days alone, varying from about 2% to about 13%, and no doubt back down again 
into the depths of iniquity. No grid could ever rely on wind turbines. The wind over Wales 
this morning is about 9 mph, barely above the 8 mph needed for the turbines to begin 
generating anything. So they are producing nothing in Wales today. Hydro is a negligible 
0.87%. Hydro in France today is typically around 15%, a good start, and nuclear in France 
is 92.23% today. So it would take only one accident or a terrorist attack to cause a major 
disaster in France. For example a terrorist could drive a heavy vehicle into a French nuclear
power station and attempt to fracture the reactor. I wonder if Governments think about 
scenarios like this or just live on wind turbines driven by hot air. There are many mountains
and large rivers all over Europe with which to rapidly build up a hydro industry and rapidly
shut down all the nuclear power stations. Demolition of wind turbines would be easy and 
rapid. Nuclear is already banned in the United States and Germany because it is just too 
dangerous. There are reports that Chernobyl is still leaking radiation and despite the cover 
up it is known that thousands have died. I should think that the Rhine and the Alps could 
generate a lot of hydro, and so could all those Dutch dams that keep out the sea. The 
Netherlands has gone for nuclear, enraging the neighbouring countries. In fact, The 
Netherlands is one big hydroelectric plant waiting to be build.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/16/wind-12-59-2-34-mph-0801-local-time-2/


Wind 12.59%, 2 – 34 mph 0801 local time

Wind 12.59%, 2 – 34 mph 0801 local     time
July 16, 2016 

The wind speed varies a lot this morning, with an isolated 34 mph over the Shetland Islands. There 
have been wild fluctuations in wind turbine contribution in Britain in the past two days alone, varying 
from about 2% to about 13%, and no doubt back down again into the depths of iniquity. No grid could 
ever rely on wind turbines. The wind over Wales this morning is about 9 mph, barely above the 8 mph 
needed for the turbines to begin generating anything. So they are producing nothing in Wales today. 
Hydro is a negligible 0.87%. Hydro in France today is 15%, a good start, and nuclear in France is 
92.23% today. So it would take only one accident or a terrorist attack to cause a major disaster in 
France. For example a terrorist could drive a heavy vehicle into a French nuclear power station and 
attempt to fracture the reactor. I wonder if Governments think about scenarios like this or just live on 
wind turbines driven by hot air. There are many mountains and large rivers all over Europe with which 
to rapidly build up a hydro industry and rapidly shut down all the nuclear power stations. Demolition of
wind turbines would be easy and rapid. Nuclear is already banned in the United States and Germany 
because it is just too dangerous. There are reports that Chernobyl is still leaking radiation and despite 
the cover up it is known that thousands have died. I should think that the Rhine and the Alps could 
generate a lot of hydro, and so could all those Dutch dams that keep out the sea. The Netherlands has 
gone for nuclear, enraging the neighbouring countries. In fact, The Netherlands is one big hydroelectric
plant waiting to be build.

Daily Report 14/7/16
July 16, 2016 

The equivalent of 243,007 printed pages was downloaded during the day (886.003 megabytes) from 
2982 memory files downloaded (hits) and 620 distinct visits each averaging 4.0 memory pages and 14 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 81.49, main spiders google, cnsat(China), MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 971, Top ten items 809, Collected Evans / Morris 462 (est), Collected 
scientometrics 378, The Principles of ECE 205, Collected Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 
146, Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 144, Autobiography volumes one and two 129, F3(Sp) 98, PECE 
95, Engineering Model 80, UFT88 62, Evans Equations 54(est), CEFE 51, Self charging inverter 28, 
UFT321 21, Llais 21, UFT311 15, List of prolific authors 15, Three world records by MWE 14, 
Lindstrom Idaho lecture 10, UFT313 23, UFT314 17, UFT315 24, UFT316 18, UFT317 23, UFT318 
44, UFT319 27, UFT320 26, UFT322 26, UFT323 14, UFT324 26, UFT325 28, UFT326 27, UFT327 
19, UFT328 21, UFT329 28, UFT330 27, UFT331 21, UFT332 19, UFT333 21, UFT334 28, UFT335 
19, UFT336 15, UFT337 15, UFT338 13, UFT339 15, UFT340 21, UFT341 22, UFT342 17, UFT343 
28, UFT344 34, UFT345 48, UFT346 82, UFT347 37, UFT348 39, UFT349 38, UFT351 21 to date in 
July 2016. European Centre for Nuclear Research (CERN) F13(Sp); Institute of Particle and Nuclear 
Physics Charles University Prague UFT313; Department of Astrophysical Sciences Princeton 
University UFT177; Globenet Organization for Freedom of Expression general; British Government 
Science and Technology Facilities Council Physics UFT25. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage 
file attached for July 2016.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/16/daily-report-14716/
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Daily Report 14/7/16

Selected Feedback Interest:

1 - 15 July

U. S. Universities, Institutes and Similar

Caltech, CSU Chico, Iowa State, MIT, Maharishi University Iowa,

Northern Arizona, Princeton*, U. S. Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory,

Government of Virginia, Internet Archives San Fancisco (Wayback Machine),

Electrolux Corporation.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar

CERN, Data Zug, Charles University Prague*, Albert Einstein Institute

of the Max Planck Foundation, Max Planck Institute for Chemical Physics of

Solids, Max Planck Institute for Mathematics in the Sciences Leipzig, TU

Darmstadt, Karlsruhe, Ulm, Valencia, IITHPP- Alcen France (High Power

Electronics), Hebrew University Jerusalem, IBFN Bologna, Extensive Russian

Federation and Ukraine, Institute for High Energy Physics Protvino Russia,

Edinburgh*, Science and Technology Facilities Council of the British Government,

Swansea, Warwick, York.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

University of the Northeast Argentina, Government of Argentina, Sule

Sudeste do Paro Federal University Brazil, Roraima Federal University Brazil,

McGill Canada, Memorial University Newfoundland, Alberta, Catholic University

of the North Chile, Federica Santa Maria Technical University Chile, Bibliotheca

Alexandrina Egypt, KEK Research Organization Japan, Mexican National

Institute of Astrophysics, Optics and Electronics, Pedro de Gante University

Mexico, National Autonomous University of Mexico, Piura University Peru.

352(4): Simplification of the Vorticity     Equation
July 15, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/15/3524-simplification-of-the-vorticity-equation/


This note simplifies the vorticity equation to Eq. (10), in which the vorticity is w = curl v. In Kambe’s 
paper thee term in the Reynolds number is missing. It would be very important to solve Eq. (10) with 
flow code, and animate the results. It contains the convective derivative of vorticity and it is 
conservation of flow angular momentum. Eq. (4) is conservation of linear flow momentum, and Eq. (5)
is conservation of energy (enthalpy). There is also Kambe’s continuity equation, conservation of matter.

a352ndpapernotes4.pdf

352(4): Simplification of the Vorticity Equation

Interview on Radio Wales – Broydd Iaith, Language     Nests
July 15, 2016 

The interview with Jason Phelps was carried out in English for Radio Wales, and the rest of the time we
spoke Welsh. It will go out sometime next week, and I will post the date and time on this blog. I can 
easily do a programme in Welsh for Radio Cymru if there is interest, for example a Desert Island Disks 
type programme for which I was scheduled at one time. The interview will go out next week and 
discusses the idea of a Bro Iaith for areas such as Mawr. UNESCO is seriously worried about the 
decline in the Welsh language and the danger of its extinction as a spoken language. In Mawr it has 
almost disappeared in only seventy years. This trend must be reversed by rigorous protection. The 
measures to be taken would be the establishment of a semi autonomous Government independent of 
Swansea County Council, which treats Mawr as an irrelevance, a door mat. The Semi Autonomous 
Broydd Iaith (Language Nests) would be funded by taxation with help of the Welsh Assembly, and 
possibly the United Nations / UNESCO. Uncontrolled development and inflation of house prices would
be stopped by imposing new laws, in the manner of my direct ancestor, Hywel Dda. The main 
proposals in the interview are as follows.

1) Every house and farm for sale would be bought at a fair price by the Bro Iaith Government, and 
resold to young people fluent in Welsh at well below market value, so they can afford to buy a house. 
The Irish Free State did something similar in its Land Acts. The Somerset Trust would no longer have 
the power to destroy Mawr with wind turbines. In fact there would be no Somerset Trust, its land would
be redistributed. The Semi Autonomous Government might possibly have the power to demolish wind 
turbines and demand compensation for heavy environmental damage. No one would be forced to leave,
that would be illegal.
2) Every chapel and working class house of historical value would be given particular protection in 
cooperation with CADW, could never be sold or destroyed. My own house will be put in Trust to 
conserve it, and never sold. Mawr does not have churches, only chapels, many of which are historical, 
some are badly neglected. Special help would be given to old people isolated by language loss.
3) Forced development would be banned. This is development to which objections are ignored by 
Swansea County Council, or any remote Council operating through “the exigency of the machine” (R. 
S. Thomas). Such mindless development will kill the language within one generation, and that is 
illegal, a gross violation of human rights.
4) Education in Welsh would be established in Mawr from age two until the pupils transfer to a Welsh 
medium secondary school. The present remorseless pressure on these children to speak English would 
disappear in areas (Broydd Iaith throughout Wales and the League of Celtic Nations) where all children
speak Welsh or Celtic languages fluently and naturally. Education must be combined with the 
elimination of pressures to speak English. That is the main purpose of the Bro Iaith. Monoglot 
incomers would be encouraged but not forced to learn Welsh. Overt hostility towards Welsh, or any 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/15/interview-on-radio-wales-broydd-iaith-language-nests/
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language, is illegal. Soon, new laws will mean that no one will be able to get a responsible job in Wales
if they refuse to learn Welsh.

The critically important factor is to establish an entire area in which Welsh is spoken fluently by all. 
Mawr used to be one such area as recently as seventy years ago. I hope that Broydd Iaith will be 
established all over Wales and the League of Celtic Nations. Once the unique dialect of Mawr is gone, 
it is gone forever. Once a rare species is destroyed it is gone forever, and this need not happen. If it did, 
then “Intellectual disgrace / Stares from every human face” (Wystan Auden). “Cenedl heb iaith yw 
cenedl heb galon” – a Nation without a language is a Nation without a heart.

Myron Evans

Arglwydd Glyn Tawe a Gwy^r,
Lord of Glyn Tawe and Gower
(my honorary armigerous title as a member of the Welsh speaking Gentry of Wales)

(Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent., Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc., Ph. D., B. Sc. (Wales))
www.aias.us

cc Trustees, Newlands Family Trust,
National Library of Wales
International readership of this blog in up to 182 countries.

Interview on Radio Wales – Broydd Iaith, Language Nests

Note on Poetry and     Auto
July 15, 2016 

These are available only on www.aias.us, but in order to obtain a consistent comparison, the readings 
and audiences of poetry and auto have been scaled by 60%. This factor of 1.6 is the scaling up factor 
from www.aias.us to combined sites: www.aias.us and www.upitec org. The latter site has an emphasis 
on applied science and engineering and syndicates the UFT papers and blog, it is also coordinated with 
www.et3m.net. All three sites are archived on www.archive.org in San Francisco, the Wayback 
Machine. The www.aias.us site is also archived on www.webarchive.org.uk (National Library of 
Wales / British Library). The Wayback Machine is privately and grant funded but is coordinated with 
Library of Congress, which initiated the archiving of the entire internet with other National Libraries. 
This archiving initiative is exceedingly important and is described via google.

Note on Poetry and Auto

Annual Rates of Reading of Leading Items, Combined     Sites
July 15, 2016 

For combined sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org today’s annual rates of reading or audience of the 
leading items are as follows.

1) Thirty seven ECE2 papers (UFT313 – UFT320, UFT322 – UFT351 to date): 40,832 per year.
2) The Principles of Einstein Cartan Evans Unified Field Theory: 8,175 per year.
3) Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry : 6,558 per year (excluding my latest broadcasts of this year).
4) Collected Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation: 5,885 per year.

http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/15/annual-rates-of-reading-of-leading-items-combined-sites/
http://www.webarchive.org.uk/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.archive.org/
http://www.et3m.net/
http://www.upitec/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/15/note-on-poetry-and-auto/
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5) Autobiography volumes one and two: 5,211 per year.
6) Typeset PECE: 4,042 per year.

The impressively illustrated and typeset version, PECE, is by far the most popular single item of 
“Principles” but there is also interest in the handwritten chapters. The illustrated Spanish version is 
beginning its run now. It takes time to get up steam, but then the locomotive goes like a train (Spike 
Milligan logic). No publisher could ever match this performance and would also take essentially all the 
royalties. That era is completely obsolete.

Annual Rates of Reading of Leading Items, Combined Sites

Wind 4.63% , 2 – 19 mph, 0740 local     time
July 15, 2016 

The wind speed is strongest over Mo^n today at 19 mph, still under the rated range at which turbines 
are most efficient, or so they say. There are no less than 21 areas out of 32 on the Met Office UK wind 
map this morning with speeds of 8 mph or less, meaning that no electricity at all is being produced by 
the ten to twenty thousand wind turbines in those areas. I estimate a total of 35,000 wind turbines of all 
sizes. I use www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk and I carefully questioned the author on the accuracy of the 
data. He gave good answers posted on this blog. The wind industry cynically deceives people, but not 
any more. There is going to be a tremendous backlash against them. In the United States hydro 
produces 51% of the renewable power, in 2007 it was 100 gigawatts. Now it is probably much more. 
China has a huge hydro capacity and has stopped using its coal power stations, or so we hope. In the 
countries of Britain today’s hydro is negligible at 1.18% – that is a policy disaster for which the Welsh 
Assembly must take the full blame in Wales. Demand is presently 30.43 gigawatts. So four or five tidal 
lagoons off the thirty foot tide of some parts of the South Wales coast would produce about 40 
gigawatts of steady, permanent electric power. Nuclear power stations are being built, such as Hinchley
Point, but one accident and the entire nuclear industry would be banned. The Assembly should also 
start thinking of advanced technology such as low energy nuclear reactors and energy from spacetime. 
Water turbines can also be built out at sea, but in lagoons there would be sea walls. Wind turbines out 
in the Atlantic won’t last very long.

Wind 4.63% , 2 – 19 mph, 0740 local time

Daily Report 13/7/16
July 15, 2016 

The equivalent of 267,791 printed pages was downloaded during the day (976.365 megabytes) from 
3628 downloaded memory files (hits) and 645 distinct visits each averaging 4.8 memory pages and 20 
minutes, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 909, Top ten items 716, 
Collected Evans / Morris 429 (est), Collected scientometrics 307(est), Principles of ECE 182, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 146, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 131, Autobiography 
volumes one and two 116, F3(Sp) 92, PECE 90, Engineering Model 78, Evans Equations 52(est), 
UFT88 49, CEFE 47, Self charging inverter 25, UFT321 21, Llais 17, List of prolific authors 14, Three 
world records by MWE 13, UFT311 12, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 8, UFT313 20, UFT314 15, UFT315 
23, UFT316 15, UFT317 22, UFT318 42, UFT319 27, UFT320 24, UFT322 23, UFT323 12, UFT324 
23, UFT325 28, UFT326 25, UFT327 18, UFT328 20, UFT329 26, UFT330 27, UFT331 19, UFT332 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/15/daily-report-13716/
http://www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/15/wind-4-63-2-19-mph-0740-local-time/


18, UFT333 21, UFT334 28, UFT335 17, UFT336 15, UFT337 15, UFT338 13, UFT339 14, UFT340 
20, UFT341 21, UFT342 17, UFT343 27, UFT344 33, UFT345 45, UFT346 77, UFT347 33, UFT348 
34, UFT349 36, UFT351 17 to date in July 2016. National University of the Northeast, Argentina 
general; Computer Centre University of Karlsruhe Definitive Proofs One and Two. Intense interest all 
sectors, updated usage file attached for July 2016.

Daily Report 13/7/16

Radio Cymru Interview     Tomorrow
July 14, 2016 

Good to hear from AIAS Co President Dr. Gareth Evans, who is well known throughout Wales for his 
work for the environment on all Wales committees. The wind turbine policy was a banana skin on a 
sleety and gloomy January day in Splot, so the Assembly fell flat on its undeleted expletive. The 
interview has been switched from English to Welsh and the Radio Cymru presenter will come up to do 
the interview here. I believe that everyone in Wales is very seriously concerned about the language and 
out of control development that has destroyed it in several critical villages, this is a destruction of 
civilization and illegal, a violation of human rights. The methods of reversing this decline are the ones I
proposed yesterday and in ” The South Wales Evening Post”, an article which has been well received. 
The older people in particular suffer very badly from isolation due to language loss, and I do my best to
help them by talking to them in their own dialect of Welsh. Some can hardly speak English, and in fact 
they should not have to speak English, the younger people and newcomers should learn Welsh or 
otherwise make an effort to talk to them in Welsh. The Broydd Iaith should be set up as quickly as 
possible throughout Wales and the idea has been received well. I write in English for an international 
readership in up to 182 countries (see www.aias.us and its blog). The turbines on Betws, and the over 
development, devastate the oldest people of Mawr by their waste and ugliness. I have written a lot of 
very popular poetry in both languages against wind turbines (see www.aias.us and its blog).

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 14/07/2016 11:53:58 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Carbon Footprint

Very witty. Yes, someone, not in Wales, put a lot of thought into this!!

Sent from my Samsung device

Radio Cymru Interview Tomorrow

352(3): Time Dependent Equations for     Animations
July 14, 2016 

There are many different animations possible, some simple examples are given, for example flow when
there is no gradient of enthalpy and no change of pressure, Eq. (14), and Beltrami flows Eqs. (20), (27) 
and (31). However, Beltrami flow is incompresible and inviscid, an idealization, so the really 
interesting first order differntial equation is Eq. (36), which must be solved as usaul with boundary 
conditions.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/14/3523-time-dependent-equations-for-animations/
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352(3): Time Dependent Equations for Animations

Plans for Time Dependent     Equations
July 14, 2016 

I will proceed in a parallel manner to the well known derivation of wave equations in electrodynamics, 
Kambe himself derives wave equations using approximations. The aim is to include the Reynolds 
number in these time dependent equations. So there are turbulent time dependent equations suitable for 
animation. These ought to be well known in fluid dynamics, but wholly new in fluid electrodynamics.

Wind Turbine Policy of the Welsh Assembly in     Tatters
July 14, 2016 

This policy produces essentially no power, because what little the turbines produce is used to fire up 
coal and gas / oil, and then switch them off again to stabilize the grid. There are plans for 2,400 new 
coal fired power stations around the world and recently China has built 155 new coal fired power 
stations with a capacity of 123 Gwatts. However, these will cause a massive amount of pollution and 
kill six thousand people a year from smog. The Assembly does not seem to be in control of power 
policy in Wales, the power still resides in London, which has merrily destroyed all the industry in 
Wales and also closed many libraries in a direct, illegal, assault on the Welsh language. This is a direct 
violation of human rights. There were even threats to the National Library of Wales, one of the major 
libraries of the world. The far rightists in London obviously care nothing about culture or language. It 
is blazingly obvious that hydroelectric power is the answer for Wales. Germany plans to rely on coal 
because it has rejected nuclear as too dangerous and its wind turbines have failed completely. So what 
is the point of adhering to a carbon footprint policy when the rest of the world is going to pump a huge 
amount of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere? China seems to have come to its senses however and 
has a huge power capacity from hydro. The League of Celtic Nations is already in existence, and has 
been for about eighty years, the regional Assemblies in Wales (for example Aberystwyth) and Scotland 
regularly discuss policy with Dublin, and also have links with Cornwall, Isle of Mann and Brittany. 
These are ancient and natural bonds. Welsh speaking Wales is utterly different from Cardiff and 
Swansea, and so is Merthyr Tydfil, where there is another regional Assembly. They also have contacts 
with the United States. AIAS is an outstanding example, based in what should be a Bro Iaith, Mawr, it 
works daily with colleagues in the United States and the rest of the world, and is world famous. It is 
still a cultural oasis in a wilderness of mindless materialism, Eliot’s “Wasteland” or R. S. Thomas’ 
“exigency of the machine”, Orwell’s “Ministry of Truth”.

Wind Turbine Policy of the Welsh Assembly in Tatters

Checked Final Version of     352(2)
July 14, 2016 

OK many thanks for checking, this is important work.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/14/checked-final-version-of-3522/
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To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 14/07/2016 10:27:14 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Final Version of 352(2)

yes, the last emails crossed over. The calculations in the new note version are o.k.

Am 14.07.2016 um 11:25 schrieb EMyrone:

I think that you are still looking at an older verison of 352(2). I just sent over 
the right calculations this morning, the most recent note 352(2) should be used. 
The 2 v x w term can be seen in Eq. (3) of the most recent 352(2), sent this 
morning. You can identify the most recent note by equation (4) for example, w 
=curl v. The most recent 352(2) contains the fluid electrodynamic equations at 
the end of the note. I will now proceed to the time dependent equations.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 14/07/2016 09:57:30 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: PS: Re: Final Version of 352(2)

In case you inserted (v * nabla)v from (2) into (1), the term v cross 
w does not cancel, it summes up to 2 v cross w.

In any case it is a bit unusual to use eq.(1) because both sides 
should give zero. Therefore, from the second part, R cancels out and
the resulting equation is

v cross w = (v*nabla)v.

Horst

Am 13.07.2016 um 14:24 schrieb EMyrone:

This corrects sign errors in Eqs. (4), (6) and (24). Eq. 
(24) clearly shows the conditions under which the 
Reynolds number is non zero. Beltrami flows 
correspond to zero Reynolds number. So there is no 
turbulence in a Beltrami flow. There are many more 
equations that can be derived.

Checked Final Version of 352(2)

Checking Signs of     E
July 14, 2016 

I checked E = w x v in Note 352(1) and I used Kambe’s Eq. (24) for E, so all seems OK. Eq. (1) of 
Note 352(1) is Kambe’s homogeneous equation partial w / partial t + curl E = 0. Eq. (2) of Note 352(1) 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/14/checking-signs-of-e/


is the vorticity equation without Reynolds number. The result

E = w x v = (v dot del)v

is true only if there is no Reynolds number. Kambe’s equation for E is (v dot del)v, and the Kambe 
charge q is defined by del E = q, both with positive signs.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 14/07/2016 09:58:44 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Final Version of Note 352(2), earlier sign problem.

OK, will check the note.
I think we have a sign problem from anywhere earlier. My test calculations show that

E = w x v = – (v*nabla) v

and the same sign inversion holds for the charge density q. There must be an error in paper 
351 concerning the definition of E.

Horst

Am 14.07.2016 um 10:41 schrieb EMyrone:

The simplified vorticity equation of fluid dynamics is given by Eq. (3), which 
translates into Eq. (21) of fluid electrodynamics. The latter can be simplified to 
Eq. (24) under the assumption (23). Eq. (24) is an equation for the magnetic 
flux density induced in a circuit by a turbulent vacuum if the vector potential W
is that of the aether or vacuum. here rho is the charge density of the vacuum and
rho sub m is the mass density of the vacuum. For Beltrami flows the vorticity 
equation reduces to Eq. (9). So Beltrami flows can occur for finite Reynolds 
number R. For incompressible Beltrami flows the vorticity equation reduces to 
equation (10). For a uniform vorticity w, v is perepndicular to w and there 
appears the simple equation (18). Many more equations can be derived using 
combinations of the vorticity equation with finite Reynolds number and various
ECE2 / Kambe field equations. The next step is to derive time dependent 
equations in preparation for animation of aether or vacuum turbulence.

Checking Signs of E

Final Version of     352(2)
July 14, 2016 

I think that you are still looking at an older verison of 352(2). I just sent over the right calculations this 
morning, the most recent note 352(2) should be used. The 2 v x w term can be seen in Eq. (3) of the 
most recent 352(2), sent this morning. You can identify the most recent note by equation (4) for 
example, w =curl v. The most recent 352(2) contains the fluid electrodynamic equations at the end of 
the note. I will now proceed to the time dependent equations.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/14/final-version-of-3522-2/


To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 14/07/2016 09:57:30 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: PS: Re: Final Version of 352(2)

In case you inserted (v * nabla)v from (2) into (1), the term v cross w does not cancel, it 
summes up to 2 v cross w.

In any case it is a bit unusual to use eq.(1) because both sides should give zero. Therefore, 
from the second part, R cancels out and the resulting equation is

v cross w = (v*nabla)v.

Horst

Am 13.07.2016 um 14:24 schrieb EMyrone:

This corrects sign errors in Eqs. (4), (6) and (24). Eq. (24) clearly shows the 
conditions under which the Reynolds number is non zero. Beltrami flows 
correspond to zero Reynolds number. So there is no turbulence in a Beltrami 
flow. There are many more equations that can be derived.

Final Version of 352(2)

The Idiocy of Wind     Turbines
July 14, 2016 

At 1003 local time the percentage of wind has fallen to 1.84% of a demand of 31.64 gigawatts. So 
35,000 wind turbines are turning out 5.79 gigawatts at present, each turbine produces on average only 
0.16 megawatts. The output of one coal fired power station is gigawatts (ten million times greater than 
one turbine). So turbines are totally useless. The rare earths needed in their manufacture have been 
severely depleted. The largest hydroelectric power industry in the world is in China, turning out 
thousands of gigawatts (terawatts). The total demand in the countries of Britain is about 35 gigawatts. I 
think that the term “carbon footprint” is some jargon that the Welsh Assembly picked up years ago off a
pavement. I guess they mean carbon dioxide. In Room 262 of the EDCL, carbon was a solid, carbon 
dioxide was a gas. In the semi autonomous areas of the League of Celtic Nations, wind turbines would 
be demolished immediately and the bill sent to the developers. It is possible to build hydroelectric 
power stations in all kinds of places all over Wales. The reason why they are not built is the Assembly’s
mindless fixation on wind turbines. There is a Welsh Assembly, but it implements obsolete policy 
imported from other countries.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 14/07/2016 09:02:13 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Wind 3.72% , 0 – 12 mph 0724 local time

Also, remember even wind turbines have a carbon footprint (during manufacture, 
construction, maintenance, replacement (20years) etc). The life time footprint for a single 
windmill has to be multiplied by the number of windmills required to generate the same 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/14/the-idiocy-of-wind-turbines/


amount of power as some other form of power station. Likewise, a similar calculation has 
to be carried out for overall comparitive running costs. So, they do not produce “free” or 
low cost energy and there is an environmental impact including in terms of carbon (in 
addition to the ones most commonly cited – noise and appearance etc).

Sent from my Samsung device

The Idiocy of Wind Turbines

Discussion of Final Version of     352(2)
July 14, 2016 

The corrected version crossed with your e mail, just sent over.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 14/07/2016 09:42:17 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Final Version of 352(2)

I have a problem with deriving eq.(4). You seem to have inserted (3) into (2), however (3) 
is

nabla cross (nabla cross v) = …

and (2) contains the term

v cross (nabla cross v),

both are not equal.

Horst

Am 13.07.2016 um 14:24 schrieb EMyrone:

This corrects sign errors in Eqs. (4), (6) and (24). Eq. (24) clearly shows the 
conditions under which the Reynolds number is non zero. Beltrami flows 
correspond to zero Reynolds number. So there is no turbulence in a Beltrami 
flow. There are many more equations that can be derived.

Discussion of Final Version of 352(2)

Final Version of Note     352(2)
July 14, 2016 

The simplified vorticity equation of fluid dynamics is given by Eq. (3), which translates into Eq. (21) of
fluid electrodynamics. The latter can be simplified to Eq. (24) under the assumption (23). Eq. (24) is an
equation for the magnetic flux density induced in a circuit by a turbulent vacuum if the vector potential 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/14/final-version-of-note-3522/
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W is that of the aether or vacuum. here rho is the charge density of the vacuum and rho sub m is the 
mass density of the vacuum. For Beltrami flows the vorticity equation reduces to Eq. (9). So Beltrami 
flows can occur for finite Reynolds number R. For incompressible Beltrami flows the vorticity 
equation reduces to equation (10). For a uniform vorticity w, v is perepndicular to w and there appears 
the simple equation (18). Many more equations can be derived using combinations of the vorticity 
equation with finite Reynolds number and various ECE2 / Kambe field equations. The next step is to 
derive time dependent equations in preparation for animation of aether or vacuum turbulence.

a352ndpapernotes2.pdf

Final Version of Note 352(2)

Wind 3.72% , 0 – 12 mph 0724 local     time
July 14, 2016 

Today there are only five areas that are above 8 mph, meaning that the great majority of wind turbines 
are not generating anything. They need a wind speed of at least 8 mph to begin to generate electricity. 
So coal has had to be fired up at 3.72%. In the past six weeks there has been only one day when coal 
produced 0.0% contribution. So wind turbines do not save on carbon dioxide at all. In the Gower area 
the unique landscapes of Mynydd y Gwair and Gwrhyd are about to be obliterated by wind turbines. 
The hideous ugliness of wind turbines on Betws blights the landscape for thirty miles around. I do not 
know whether there are any birds left alive on Betws. It is clear from my monitoring over the past six 
weeks, posted on this blog of www.aias.us that wind turbines are useless. The wind turbines are being 
forced on a large majority that opposes them in Gower, including the M. P. and the candidate for 
Labour last time. So this is electoral dictatorship, indistinguishable from dictatorship. A huge housing 
development is being forced through by Swansea County Council, on fine farmland, in an area where 
there is high unemployment and in which essentially all heavy industry has been destroyed. The Welsh 
language has been destroyed in many villages by forced over development. Is this democracy?

To Prime Minister’s Office from Civil List Pensioner.

Wind 3.72% , 0 – 12 mph 0724 local time

Daily Report 12/7/16
July 14, 2016 

The equivalent of 203,731 printed pages was downloaded during the day (742.802 megabytes) from 
2,795 downloaded memory files (hits) and 589 distinct visits each averaging 4.1 memory pages and 15 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 72.89, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 papers 838, Top ten items 709, Evans Morris papers 396(est), Collected 
scientometrics 307, Principles of ECE 171, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 118, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 113, Autobiography volumes one and two 112, Eckardt / Lindstrom 
papers 95, PECE 90, F3(Sp) 83, Engineering Model 78(est) Evans Equations 49, CEFE 44, UFT88 42, 
Self charging inverter 25, UFT321 18, List of prolific authors 13, UFT311 12, Three world records by 
MWE 12, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 8, UFT313 17, UFT314 12, UFT315 21, UFT316 15, UFT317 18, 
UFT318 39, UFT319 24, UFT320 23, UFT322 21, UFT323 11, UFT324 21, UFT325 42, UFT326 24, 
UFT327 16, UFT328 17, UFT329 23, UFT330 25, UFT331 17, UFT332 18, UFT333 20, UFT334 27, 
UFT335 16, UFT336 15, UFT337 13, UFT338 12, UFT339 13, UFT340 19, UFT341 19, UFT342 15, 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/14/daily-report-12716/
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UFT343 26, UFT344 31, UFT345 42, UFT346 74, UFT347 32, UFT348 33, UFT349 34, UFT351 11 
to date in July 2016. Max Planck Institute for Mathematics in the Sciences Leipzig UFT213; 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Essay 24; National University of Peru at Piura UFT170(Sp), 
intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for July 2016.

Daily Report 12/7/16

Wind 4.33%, 2 – 14 mph, 1751 local     time
July 13, 2016 

The wind contribution is essentially negligible – tautologically due to lack of wind. I wonder what 
Spike Milligan would have done with this script.

Rapid Progress
July 13, 2016 

Agreed, this is all very interesting and the method below looks like an accurate check of the flow code. 
The next step is to develop equations on which to base an animation, I will have a look at that 
tomorrow.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 13/07/2016 14:52:29 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Final Version of 352(2)

Our progress is indeed rapid now.
I will evaluate the new equations by the FEM program tonight or tomorrow. As the basis is 
programmed, it is relatively easy to change the equations.
Eq.(12) should give a laminar flow, probably eq.(10) too.
There are two methods to compute E:

E = w cross v
and
E = (v*nabla) v.

Will check if the calculation of both gives the same results. I am not sure if turbulence can 
lead to a difference.

Horst

Am 13.07.2016 um 14:24 schrieb EMyrone:

This corrects sign errors in Eqs. (4), (6) and (24). Eq. (24) clearly shows the 
conditions under which the Reynolds number is non zero. Beltrami flows 
correspond to zero Reynolds number. So there is no turbulence in a Beltrami 
flow. There are many more equations that can be derived.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/13/rapid-progress/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/13/wind-4-33-2-14-mph-1751-local-time/


Rapid Progress

Semi Autonomous Broydd Iaith in     Wales
July 13, 2016 

I will make the following points on Radio Wales at nine a.m. on Friday. In my opinion remote 
government over the past seventy years has resulted in some areas in the almost complete loss of 
language by over development and loss of industry, combined with closure of schools and disgraceful 
neglect of the brilliant and world famous chapel culture. Whoever is responsible has destroyed 
civilization. Mawr is one such area, one in which Swansea County Council is completely unable to 
govern. In Mawr the Council cannot put down double yellow lines. No Swansea County Councillor can
speak and write Welsh fluently. These people do not represent Mawr at all. The native dialectic 
speakers of Mawr speak the endangered Swansea Valley branch of the Silurian accent, which is six 
thousand years old, and for many years have been patiently waiting for signs of incomers starting to 
speak Welsh, or for signs of natives building up the will to speak Welsh, building up the will to protect 
their own land and houses, to stop developers. The natives are expected to switch to English instantly, 
and are very reluctant to do so. The most polite response is to say helo, (which could be Welsh or 
English), or to remain silent and smile artificially. The Welsh Assembly has the power to set up Broydd 
Iaith, with legislation that would completely prohibit development and immigration into a Bro Iaith 
unless the immigrants are fluent in Welsh. the same legislation would cap house prices. The semi 
autonomous Government of a Bro Iaith would buy every house for sale, and resell or rent to young 
Welsh speakers,at well below the fat and bloated market value. In the United States, of which I am a 
citizen, people are expected to learn English. So in Wales, people are expected to learn Welsh. In the 
United States there is freedom to speak any language you want, but you must known English. One 
cannot force an American or Canadian to speak a language other than English if they do not want to. 
The Welsh Assembly can bring in legislation to make it impossible for the Welsh language to be 
cynically destroyed by developers. Forced development occurs when the Swansea County Council does
not consider objections. It just ignores objections from Welsh speakers. This is illegal, but that is the 
reality. Forced development would be eliminated in a Bro Iaith, and many other protective measures 
taken. Plans for a huge housing development in Llangyfelach have just been placed upon the shoulders 
of the long suffering Welsh Nation by Swansea County Council – on high quality farmland. This should
be stopped in its tracks by the Assembly. There is no industry to support all these new houses, and they 
will bring in a flood of English speakers from all over the place. Overt hostility towards the language is
illegal. It is a felony, but it often occurs. Have you tried speaking Irish to Ian Paisley? There are bigots 
like that in Wales, notably Swansea County Council.

Semi Autonomous Broydd Iaith in Wales

Flow Code, Eq.(81)
July 13, 2016 

These are key results, and thanks to Russ Davies and yourself. These results are again full of interest, 
and by coincidence I had just sent over note 352(2), simplifying Eq. (81) to Eqs (5) and (6) of Note 
352(2). It is obvious that spacetime has an intricate structure whose turbulence is picked up in a circuit 
such as that by Osamu Ide. It ought to be possible to reformulate Eq. (75) to second order to give the 
time dependence necessary for an animation. The rapidity of these advances is extraordinary, and I find

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/13/flow-code-eq-81/
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that this new type of code is full of interest.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
CC: DWLindstrom@gmail.com, russdavis1234@yahoo.com
Sent: 13/07/2016 11:44:32 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Flow Code, Eq.(81)

Yesterday Russ Davis sent over a code modification and gave the hint that it would be 
interesting to graph the electrical properties derived from the spacetime flow. These are the 
electric field

E = w cross v

and the q charge density

q = nabla * (nabla*v) v.

I attached additional graphs for eq.(81) for two values of the Reynolds number. For R=1, 
the E field is mainly concentrated to the inlet and outlet regions, with smaller turbulences in
the inner region. Interestingly the charge density is concentrated to the outlet exclusively, 
there is no charge at the inlet although the the E fields are comparable. The term div(v) 
looks similar but has about half the intensity of the outlet at the inlet.

The second value of R=100 is the maximum where the calculation still converges. The 
results look quite different here. The E field is concentrated at the inlet and fluctuating. The 
charge density is also concentrated at the inlet and shows something like shock-fronts there.
A time-dependent calculation would probably be appropriate for this case.

Is there a chance to reformulate eq.(75) to second order? This would probably be the right 
equation to introduce time dependence with turbulence.

Horst

Am 13.07.2016 um 09:49 schrieb EMyrone:

Thanks, this is very interesting work, and this type of flow code library seems 
to be new. These equations are entirely standard fluid dynamics, so there might 
be solutions in the literature that will give hints about how to proceed. Eq. (74) 
is simply

E = w x v

with w = curl v, analogous to B = curl W. When W is uniform it is possible to 
obtain a solution for v in terms of W. This is used in the old electrodynamics, 
with B = curl A, to derive the gyromagnetic ratio and the orbital angular 
momentum in the Zeeeman effect hamiltonian. I will write this out in the next 
note. The solutions for Eq. (75), the vorticity equation, will be very useful, it 



seems to me that they are already indicating turbulence and this equation has 
already been translated into fluid electrodynamics. Eq. (79) is the usual vector 
identity for curl curl w with div w = 0, and is used in Beltrami flow to derive 
the Helmholtz wave equation as in previous papers. The most interesting 
equation is Eq. (81), in which w = curl v. I can develop Eq. (81) a little more. In
Beltrami flows Eq. (81) simplifies to Eq. (84). This is an equation in v that 
depends on the Reynolds number R. In Eq. (81) w = curl v, and Eq. (81) is also 
an equation in v that depends on R. I find it very important that this new type of
code can solve vector equations. I can think of one example of the every day 
vortex developing in a pipe, or flow along a wall with eddies and vortices. It 
would be optimal to animate the motion if this is possible. Other examples are 
flows over aircraft winds, with turbulence developing behind the aircraft. In the
new fluid electrodynamics, this type of motion occurs in spacetime, and in fluid
electrodynamics there is a non zero charge current density of spacetime which 
acts as sources in the Coulomb law and Ampere Maxwell law of fluid 
electrodynamics.

Sent: 12/07/2016 20:40:10 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Complete Set Graphics from FEM calculations by Horst 
Eckardt

I just noticed an error in implementing eq.(75), I mistakenly 
replaced w by v at the RHS. This was the reason for the strange 
results for v in the XY plane. However the equation is now no more 
solveable because it is of third order in v.
Eq.(74) gives a singular equation system in FlexPDE, even with a 
grad(p) term added. I had to add a term proportional to bold v to get
a solution. However this is very “experimental” and certainly no 
good idea.

The good news is that eq.(79) is solveable. However this is an 
equation only for w and without Reynolds number. It is not clear 
how to choose the boundary conditions for w. Is there a chance to 
obtain v from w? We obtained the result in paper 349 or so that the 
equation

w = curl(v)

is not well posed, when considered as a diff. equation, and not 
solveable for given w.

Horst

Am 12.07.2016 um 18:30 schrieb EMyrone:

I recommend that the entire AIAS / U{ITEC group 



study these graphics in detail. There is a wealth of new 
information.

Sent: 12/07/2016 16:37:35 GMT Daylight 
Time
Subj: Graphics from FEM calculations

I solved the eqs. 75, 81 and 84 of paper 351 
for the stationary case
with a “penalty pressure”. Without this term 
the solution is always a
zero field because these equations are 
homogeneous. A lot of details can
be found for the solutions. The results are 
preliminary because it is
not yet clear if the convergence for the 
higher Reynolds numbers is
sufficient. So be cautious.
One can find the following results:
1) More irregular structures (vortices) 
appear for higher Reynolds
numbers as expected.
2) The flow is asymmetric in between upper 
and lower half of the volume
for turbulent flow. Similarly between left 
and right half.
3) The direction at inflow and outflow 
boundaries is not parallel, this
deserves further inspection, could be a 
violation of boundary conditions.
4) The term div(v) is mainly different from 
zero at the inlet and outlet
regions. This changes for higher Reynolds 
numbers.
5) Eq. (84) holds only for Beltrami flows 
but the Beltrami condition (w
parallel v) is not fulfilled. One would need 
further conditions to
fulfill this.

Horst 
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Flow Code, Eq.(81)

Flow Graphics of Eq.(79) by Dr. Horst     Eckart
July 13, 2016 

These are very helpful graphics, clearly showing turbulence and this is high quality numerical 
work,checked most carefully. According to flow electrodynamics.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 13/07/2016 10:52:03 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Flow Code, Eq.(79)

Thanks for the hints. As an addtional example I send over the results of eq.(79) which is a 
vector identity, but can be used to produce physical solutions, similarly as the ECE field 
equations are identities of Cartan geometry.
In eq.(79) it was assumed div(w) = 0 as required by definition. The graphed result shows 
that this condition is well met with exception of some corners of the geometry. Turbulences 
are well observable.

Horst

Am 13.07.2016 um 09:49 schrieb EMyrone:

Thanks, this is very interesting work, and this type of flow code library seems 
to be new. These equations are entirely standard fluid dynamics, so there might 
be solutions in the literature that will give hints about how to proceed. Eq. (74) 
is simply

E = w x v

with w = curl v, analogous to B = curl W. When W is uniform it is possible to 
obtain a solution for v in terms of W. This is used in the old electrodynamics, 
with B = curl A, to derive the gyromagnetic ratio and the orbital angular 
momentum in the Zeeeman effect hamiltonian. I will write this out in the next 
note. The solutions for Eq. (75), the vorticity equation, will be very useful, it 
seems to me that they are already indicating turbulence and this equation has 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/13/flow-graphics-of-eq-79-by-dr-horst-eckart/
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already been translated into fluid electrodynamics. Eq. (79) is the usual vector 
identity for curl curl w with div w = 0, and is used in Beltrami flow to derive 
the Helmholtz wave equation as in previous papers. The most interesting 
equation is Eq. (81), in which w = curl v. I can develop Eq. (81) a little more. In
Beltrami flows Eq. (81) simplifies to Eq. (84). This is an equation in v that 
depends on the Reynolds number R. In Eq. (81) w = curl v, and Eq. (81) is also 
an equation in v that depends on R. I find it very important that this new type of
code can solve vector equations. I can think of one example of the every day 
vortex developing in a pipe, or flow along a wall with eddies and vortices. It 
would be optimal to animate the motion if this is possible. Other examples are 
flows over aircraft winds, with turbulence developing behind the aircraft. In the
new fluid electrodynamics, this type of motion occurs in spacetime, and in fluid
electrodynamics there is a non zero charge current density of spacetime which 
acts as sources in the Coulomb law and Ampere Maxwell law of fluid 
electrodynamics.

Sent: 12/07/2016 20:40:10 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Complete Set Graphics from FEM calculations by Horst 
Eckardt

I just noticed an error in implementing eq.(75), I mistakenly 
replaced w by v at the RHS. This was the reason for the strange 
results for v in the XY plane. However the equation is now no more 
solveable because it is of third order in v.
Eq.(74) gives a singular equation system in FlexPDE, even with a 
grad(p) term added. I had to add a term proportional to bold v to get
a solution. However this is very “experimental” and certainly no 
good idea.

The good news is that eq.(79) is solveable. However this is an 
equation only for w and without Reynolds number. It is not clear 
how to choose the boundary conditions for w. Is there a chance to 
obtain v from w? We obtained the result in paper 349 or so that the 
equation

w = curl(v)

is not well posed, when considered as a diff. equation, and not 
solveable for given w.

Horst

Am 12.07.2016 um 18:30 schrieb EMyrone:

I recommend that the entire AIAS / U{ITEC group 
study these graphics in detail. There is a wealth of new 



information.

Sent: 12/07/2016 16:37:35 GMT Daylight 
Time
Subj: Graphics from FEM calculations

I solved the eqs. 75, 81 and 84 of paper 351 
for the stationary case
with a “penalty pressure”. Without this term 
the solution is always a
zero field because these equations are 
homogeneous. A lot of details can
be found for the solutions. The results are 
preliminary because it is
not yet clear if the convergence for the 
higher Reynolds numbers is
sufficient. So be cautious.
One can find the following results:
1) More irregular structures (vortices) 
appear for higher Reynolds
numbers as expected.
2) The flow is asymmetric in between upper 
and lower half of the volume
for turbulent flow. Similarly between left 
and right half.
3) The direction at inflow and outflow 
boundaries is not parallel, this
deserves further inspection, could be a 
violation of boundary conditions.
4) The term div(v) is mainly different from 
zero at the inlet and outlet
regions. This changes for higher Reynolds 
numbers.
5) Eq. (84) holds only for Beltrami flows 
but the Beltrami condition (w
parallel v) is not fulfilled. One would need 
further conditions to
fulfill this.

Horst 
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Flow Graphics of Eq.(79) by Dr. Horst Eckart

Final Version of     352(2)
July 13, 2016 

This corrects sign errors in Eqs. (4), (6) and (24). Eq. (24) clearly shows the conditions under which the
Reynolds number is non zero. Beltrami flows correspond to zero Reynolds number. So there is no 
turbulence in a Beltrami flow. There are many more equations that can be derived.

a352ndpapernotes2.pdf

Final Version of 352(2)

BBC Radio Cymru: Broydd     Iaith
July 13, 2016 

Jason Phelps, BBC Radio Cymru

Diolch yn fawr. Byddaf yn barod i siarad gyda chi ar y ffo^n. Wneus i un neu ddau rhaglen fel hyn 
gyda Jeff Rense yn Nghaliffornia. Mae Craig Hughes Garnswllt, Mawr wedi anfon neges i mi i gytuno 
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mae Broydd Iaith yw’r ateb. Mae syniad y Gaeltachtai yn Iwerddon ar y We. Dyna un ffordd ymlaen 
ond bydd y Broydd Iaith yn fwy cryf dros yr iaith. Y peth pwysig yw ardal ble mae pobyn yn siarad 
Cymraeg yn naturiol, engraifft cryf yw Gwynedd. Bydd hi ddim un possib i werthi tai i unrhyw un o 
unrhyw le. Dyna beth sydd wedi chwalu’r iaith ym Mawr. Ym mhob Bro Iaith bydd Ysgol Gymraeg, 
yn dysgu pob un yn Gymraeg o ddau neu dri ymlaen. Mae Cynghor Abertawe yn gneud dim i Fawr, nid
yw’n bossib hyd yn oed i ddodi lawr llinellau melyn.

For the international readership of the www.aias.us blog
Thank you very much, I can do an interview by phone. I did one or two programmes this way on the 
Jeff Rense show in California. Craig Hughes Garnswllt, Mawr has sent me a message agreeing that 
Broydd Iaith or Gaeltacht areas are the answer. These are language nests, creating areas in which only 
Welsh is spoken. The Gaeltacht areas were set up under the Irish Free State, but are only primarily Irish
speaking, not completely Irish speaking. Welsh speaking Wales is already coordinated with Dublin. The
important thing is that everyone speaks Welsh naturally in the Bro Iaith. This was true of Mawr only 
seventy years ago. Its coal mining industry was destroyed and its language destroyed by uncontrolled 
monoglot immigration, inflating house prices mindlessly. Its best young people were forced to leave. In
a Bro Iaith, houses would be sold only to the Semi Autonomous Government of the Bro Iaith, to be 
resold to young Welsh speakers only. At present there is forced development in Mawr, and houses are 
almost always sold to monoglot buyers. The chapels are terribly neglected. All schools in a Bro Iaith 
would teach in Welsh from age two onwards. This idea would revive the language all over Wales. 
Swansea County Council completely misgoverns Mawr, it cannot even put down double yellow lines.

Myron Evans, Craig Cefn Parc, Mawr.

cc Prime Minister’s Office from Civil List Pensioner and Member of the Gentry of Wales, Gower 
Constituency.

In a message dated 12/07/2016 09:02:37 GMT Daylight Time, jason.phelps@bbc.co.uk writes:

Bore da Dr Evans,

Jason Phelps sydd yma o BBC Radio Wales.

Rydw i’n gweithio ar y rhaglen foreuol sydd ymlaen rhwng 9 ac 11 y bore.

Rydyn ni’n awyddus i drafod eich sylwadau ynglyn a sicrhau annibyniaeth i ardal Craig 
Cefn Parc o Gyngor Abertawe.

A fyddech yn barod i siarad ar y rhaglen yr wythnos hon?

Diolch yn fawr,

Jason.

Jason Phelps

Assistant Producer

BBC Radio Wales

http://www.aias.us/


07825 850 929

Twitter: @jason_phelps

BBC Radio Cymru: Broydd Iaith

Flow Code
July 13, 2016 

Thanks, this is very interesting work, and this type of flow code library seems to be new. These 
equations are entirely standard fluid dynamics, so there might be solutions in the literature that will 
give hints about how to proceed. Eq. (74) is simply

E = w x v

with w = curl v, analogous to B = curl W. When W is uniform it is possible to obtain a solution for v in 
terms of W. This is used in the old electrodynamics, with B = curl A, to derive the gyromagnetic ratio 
and the orbital angular momentum in the Zeeeman effect hamiltonian. I will write this out in the next 
note. The solutions for Eq. (75), the vorticity equation, will be very useful, it seems to me that they are 
already indicating turbulence and this equation has already been translated into fluid electrodynamics. 
Eq. (79) is the usual vector identity for curl curl w with div w = 0, and is used in Beltrami flow to 
derive the Helmholtz wave equation as in previous papers. The most interesting equation is Eq. (81), in 
which w = curl v. I can develop Eq. (81) a little more. In Beltrami flows Eq. (81) simplifies to Eq. (84). 
This is an equation in v that depends on the Reynolds number R. In Eq. (81) w = curl v, and Eq. (81) is 
also an equation in v that depends on R. I find it very important that this new type of code can solve 
vector equations. I can think of one example of the every day vortex developing in a pipe, or flow 
along a wall with eddies and vortices. It would be optimal to animate the motion if this is possible. 
Other examples are flows over aircraft winds, with turbulence developing behind the aircraft. In the 
new fluid electrodynamics, this type of motion occurs in spacetime, and in fluid electrodynamics there 
is a non zero charge current density of spacetime which acts as sources in the Coulomb law and 
Ampere Maxwell law of fluid electrodynamics.

Sent: 12/07/2016 20:40:10 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Complete Set Graphics from FEM calculations by Horst Eckardt

I just noticed an error in implementing eq.(75), I mistakenly replaced w by v at the RHS. 
This was the reason for the strange results for v in the XY plane. However the equation is 
now no more solveable because it is of third order in v.
Eq.(74) gives a singular equation system in FlexPDE, even with a grad(p) term added. I had
to add a term proportional to bold v to get a solution. However this is very “experimental” 
and certainly no good idea.

The good news is that eq.(79) is solveable. However this is an equation only for w and 
without Reynolds number. It is not clear how to choose the boundary conditions for w. Is 
there a chance to obtain v from w? We obtained the result in paper 349 or so that the 
equation

w = curl(v)

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/13/flow-code/


is not well posed, when considered as a diff. equation, and not solveable for given w.

Horst

Am 12.07.2016 um 18:30 schrieb EMyrone:

I recommend that the entire AIAS / U{ITEC group study these graphics in 
detail. There is a wealth of new information.

Sent: 12/07/2016 16:37:35 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Graphics from FEM calculations

I solved the eqs. 75, 81 and 84 of paper 351 for the stationary case
with a “penalty pressure”. Without this term the solution is always a
zero field because these equations are homogeneous. A lot of details
can
be found for the solutions. The results are preliminary because it is
not yet clear if the convergence for the higher Reynolds numbers is
sufficient. So be cautious.
One can find the following results:
1) More irregular structures (vortices) appear for higher Reynolds
numbers as expected.
2) The flow is asymmetric in between upper and lower half of the 
volume
for turbulent flow. Similarly between left and right half.
3) The direction at inflow and outflow boundaries is not parallel, 
this
deserves further inspection, could be a violation of boundary 
conditions.
4) The term div(v) is mainly different from zero at the inlet and 
outlet
regions. This changes for higher Reynolds numbers.
5) Eq. (84) holds only for Beltrami flows but the Beltrami condition
(w
parallel v) is not fulfilled. One would need further conditions to
fulfill this.

Horst 

Flow Code

Daily Report 11/7/16
July 13, 2016 

The equivalent of 175,817 printed pages was downloaded during the day (641.029 megabytes) from 
2718 downloaded memory files (hits) and 606 distinct visits each averaging 4.0 memory pages and 15 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/13/daily-report-11716/


minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 64.69 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 771, Top ten items 632, Collected Evans Morris 363 (est), Collected 
scientometrics 305(est), The Principles of ECE 161, Collected proofs that no torsion means no 
gravitation 117, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 109, Autobiography volumes one and two 102, PECE 
87, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 86, F3(Sp) 75, Evans Equations 44, CEFE 41, UFT88 35, Self charging
inverter 22, UFT321 17, Llais 16, Three world records 12, UFT311 11, List of prolific authors 10(est), 
Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 6, UFT313 16, UFT314 11, UFT315 19, UFT316 12, UFT317 15, UFT318 
38, UFT319 24, UFT320 22, UFT322 18, UFT323 10, UFT324 19, UFT325 20, UFT326 23, UFT327 
15, UFT328 10, UFT329 17, UFT330 23, UFT331 15, UFT332 17, UFT333 17, UFT334 22, UFT335 
16, UFT336 12, UFT337 9, UFT338 10, UFT339 10, UFT340 17, UFT341 18, UFT342 13, UFT343 
25, UFT344 30, UFT345 42, UFT346 73, UFT347 31, UFT348 31, UFT349 34, UFT351 11 to date in 
July 2016. Federico Santa Maria Technical University Chile Essay 39(Sp); Informatics Technical 
University Darmstadt general; Regional Computer Centre University of Karlsruhe Definitive proofs, 
Proof 1, Proof 2, Proof 3, Proof 3 with Notes, Educational Notes 1 and 3, UFT122, 133, 134. Intense 
interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for July 2016.

Daily Report 11/7/16

Complete Set Graphics from FEM calculations by 
Horst     Eckardt
July 12, 2016 

I recommend that the entire AIAS / U{ITEC group study these graphics in detail. There is a wealth of 
new information.

Sent: 12/07/2016 16:37:35 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Graphics from FEM calculations

I solved the eqs. 75, 81 and 84 of paper 351 for the stationary case
with a “penalty pressure”. Without this term the solution is always a
zero field because these equations are homogeneous. A lot of details can
be found for the solutions. The results are preliminary because it is
not yet clear if the convergence for the higher Reynolds numbers is
sufficient. So be cautious.
One can find the following results:
1) More irregular structures (vortices) appear for higher Reynolds
numbers as expected.
2) The flow is asymmetric in between upper and lower half of the volume
for turbulent flow. Similarly between left and right half.
3) The direction at inflow and outflow boundaries is not parallel, this
deserves further inspection, could be a violation of boundary conditions.
4) The term div(v) is mainly different from zero at the inlet and outlet
regions. This changes for higher Reynolds numbers.
5) Eq. (84) holds only for Beltrami flows but the Beltrami condition (w
parallel v) is not fulfilled. One would need further conditions to
fulfill this.
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Horst 

Eqs.75,81,84.zip

Complete Set Graphics from FEM calculations by Horst Eckardt

Selected Graphics of     Flow
July 12, 2016 

3d flowbox std vx vy1 

3d flowbox turbulence vx vy1 

3d_flowbox_turbulence.zip

3d flowbox std1 

3d flowbox turbulence1 
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eq84 r1 divv 

eq84 r1 vx vy 

eq84 r1 vx vz 

eq84 r1 wx wy 

eq84 r1 wx wz 
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Graphics
July 12, 2016 

This is exactly what is needed, and full of interest.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 12/07/2016 15:16:31 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 352(1)

I am preparing some graphics from FEM solutions. This will be preliminary because I have 
to discuss the convergence with Doug next week before we can be sure that the solutions 
are meaningful.

Horst

Am 12.07.2016 um 09:16 schrieb EMyrone:

Thanks again, the right hand side of Eq. (7) should indeed have the second term
– curl (w x v). There are many new equations like this and I will proceed to 
development them in preparation for flow coding.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 11/07/2016 15:11:16 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 352(1): Reynolds Number Does Not Imply a Fluid 
Magnetic Monopole

ok, there seems a term to be missing in the middle part of eq.(7) but 
the result is true.

Horst

Am 11.07.2016 um 15:37 schrieb EMyrone:

These are some calculations to prove that the Reynolds 
number does not imply a fluid magnetic monopole. The 
vorticity equation (2) used by Kambe is not used by him
to derive his field equations, but a combination of the 
vorticity equation with the four field equations in turn 
will produce many new new results. I will proceed in 
this direction. All of these equations can be translated 
into fluid electrodynamics using the conversion factors 
of UFT351.

Graphics

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/12/graphics/


Call for a General     Election
July 12, 2016 

There is no precedent for a government staying in power after being defeated on a major issue. It is 
insufficient for the Prime Minister to resign and a new far right electoral dictator installed without any 
consultation of the people, the entire government must resign and a general election held. “You have sat
here too long for any good you have been doing lately ……, Depart, I say, and let us have done with 
you. In the name of God, go!” (My ancestral cousin Oliver Cromwell to the Rump Parliament, 20th 
April, 1653). I have a great deal of sympathy with Cromwell when he was forced to dissolve 
Parliament using the New Model Army. I can hardly tolerate was passes for democracy and it is a very 
corrupt era.

Call for a General Election

Discussion of 352(1)
July 12, 2016 

Thanks again, the right hand side of Eq. (7) should indeed have the second term – curl (w x v). There 
are many new equations like this and I will proceed to development them in preparation for flow 
coding.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 11/07/2016 15:11:16 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 352(1): Reynolds Number Does Not Imply a Fluid Magnetic Monopole

ok, there seems a term to be missing in the middle part of eq.(7) but the result is true.

Horst

Am 11.07.2016 um 15:37 schrieb EMyrone:

These are some calculations to prove that the Reynolds number does not imply 
a fluid magnetic monopole. The vorticity equation (2) used by Kambe is not 
used by him to derive his field equations, but a combination of the vorticity 
equation with the four field equations in turn will produce many new new 
results. I will proceed in this direction. All of these equations can be translated 
into fluid electrodynamics using the conversion factors of UFT351.

Discussion of 352(1)

Wind 3.52%, 1 – 19 mph 0738 local     time
July 12, 2016 

Wind contribution from 35,000 turbines of all kinds of nightmarish ugliness has collapsed completely 
again today to 3.52% because the wind has dropped overnight. There is an isolated area of 19 mph over
the Shetland Islands. In consequence coal and gas / steam have had to be fired up again. Nuclear is at 
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28.05%. The policy of building a new power station across the sea here at Hinckley Point is very 
dangerous. It will almost certainly leak radiation, exporting cancer. The Welsh Assembly’s mindless 
reliance on obsolete and wildly unstable wind turbines must be reversed. They are completely unstable 
in Cardiff also, there are plans for placing turbines directly in top of a new Welsh language school in an
area called Godre’r Graig, known for landslides. The Welsh Assembly is an electoral dictatorship which
uses methods of forced development in which objections are ignored. I know this from fighting wind 
turbines on Betws and Mynydd y Gwair. The Luxembourg Court was found to be very corrupt. The 
Betws turbines are incredibly ugly and totally useless as my scientific analysis of the past month shows
very clearly. Welsh speaking Wales might revolt against Cardiff and Swansea and set up Broydd Iaith 
or Gealtacht areas – semi autonomous areas allied with the Celtic League of Nations and the United 
States.

Wind 3.52%, 1 – 19 mph 0738 local time

Daily Report 10/7/16
July 12, 2016 

The equivalent of 200,244 printed pages was downloaded during the day (730.088 megabytes) from 
2692 memory files downloaded and 605 distinct visits each averaging 3.2 memory pages and 14 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 74.38, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 690, Top ten items 564, Collected scientometrics 330(est), Collected Evans / 
Morris 330(est), Principles of ECE 139, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 105, Collected proofs that no 
torsion means no gravitation 102, Autobiography volumes one and two 90, PECE 77, Engineering 
Model 58, Evans Equations 39, CEFE 37, UFT88 32, Self charging inverter 19, UFT321 16, Llais 15, 
Three world records by MWE 12, UFT311 10, List of prolific authors 10, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 5, 
UFT313 16, UFT314 11, UFT315 17, UFT316 11, UFT317 13, UFT318 35, UFT319 23, UFT320 17, 
UFT322 17, UFT323 10, UFT324 17, UFT325 19, UFT326 23, UFT327 14, UFT328 16, UFT329 14, 
UFT330 23, UFT331 14, UFT332 16, UFT333 16, UFT334 21, UFT335 16, UFT336 9, UFT337 6, 
UFT338 9, UFT339 10, UFT340 15, UFT341 16, UFT342 13, UFT343 24, UFT344 26, UFT345 40, 
UFT346 69, UFT347 28, UFT348 28, UFT349 25, UFT351 3 to date in July 2016. Informatics 
Technical University of Darmstadt general; University of Karlsruhe Computer Centre Table of 
differences, equations flowcharts, proofs, Definitive Proof One; Iowa State University Home Page; 
Japanese High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK) UFT2. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for July 2016.

Daily Report 10/7/16

352(1): Reynolds Number Does Not Imply a Fluid 
Magnetic     Monopole
July 11, 2016 

These are some calculations to prove that the Reynolds number does not imply a fluid magnetic 
monopole. The vorticity equation (2) used by Kambe is not used by him to derive his field equations, 
but a combination of the vorticity equation with the four field equations in turn will produce many new 
new results. I will proceed in this direction. All of these equations can be translated into fluid 
electrodynamics using the conversion factors of UFT351.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/11/3521-reynolds-number-does-not-imply-a-fluid-magnetic-monopole/
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a352ndpapernotes1.pdf

352(1): Reynolds Number Does Not Imply a Fluid Magnetic Monopole

Wind 11.03%, 2 – 25     mph
July 11, 2016 

I can see after a month or so of daily monitoring that the idea of wind power is a complete failure, so in
Wales tidal lagoons should be built, and a new advanced industry created with low energy nuclear 
power stations and power stations made up of millions of Osamu Ide type circuits. These would make 
Wales a rich, exporting nation, creating plenty of wealth to revive the culture and language. Today, 
many areas have enough wind speed to make the turbines work at their maximum efficiency, but they 
are still a complete dead loss. Coal is still fired up today at about 5.46% and gas steam at 38.49%. 
Nuclear is at 27.59%, hydro is negligible at 1.29% and that is the major weak point. Hydro in Wales 
should be close to 100%. Why is the Assembly mindlessly fixated by obsolete and useless wind 
turbines? Why is the Assembly treading over democracy and completely destroying its own landscape?

Wind 11.03%, 2 – 25 mph

Flow Code for UFT351 on Fluid     Electrodynamics
July 11, 2016 

This type of code package and library is very useful, the end result simulates what flow looks like to 
the human eye, and of course is computed rigorously from the new field equations of fluid 
electrodynamics. These flows, vortices, eddies, shears and so on occur in spacetime itself, and can be 
detected by the Osamu Ide circuits. There are many new field equations so this is a vast new subject 
area of physics, chemical physics and engineering.

Sent: 10/07/2016 21:41:03 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FlexPDE / fluid electrodynamics numerical solution

Horst

I am going out of town from Tuesday onwards, for the rest of the week.

If more elements are required, there are two planes of antisymmetry that can decrease the 
element count by a factor of four.

I will look into a couple of other options this afternoon.

Doug

On Sat, Jul 9, 2016 at 8:42 AM, Horst Eckardt <mail> wrote:

Doug, I investigated the veloity field of the solution and compared between the 
std example equation and ECE2 equation. For the std equation the flow in the 
XY plane in the middle of the box (Z=0) is from left to right, according to the 
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inlet (lower boundary left) and outlet (upper boundary right). For the ECE2 
equation the velocity is across the plane (45 degree angle) which is not 
compatible with the vertical flow I sent over in the previous email. All other 
quantities look reasonable. I append the input file for checking, in case you 
have time for this.

Horst

Am 08.07.2016 um 16:13 schrieb Doug Lindstrom:

Horst, Russ

I think you will find that this version converges a bit better (and 
runs faster) ; I reduced the accuracy, but approached the solution in 
steps of increasing accuracy. The mesh is a bit course too, but there 
is not much that can be done about that.

Apparently there are some more FEA engines available for free 
(compared to a year or so ago). I will see if I can find some of these.
Mathematica does not support non-linear fea yet.

Doug

On Thu, Jul 7, 2016 at 2:58 AM, Horst Eckardt <mail> wrote:

Doug,
thanks for explanation of the penalty mechanism. The 
term div(v) in the main region is low, it is high only at 
inflow and outflow. However convergence of the 
equations is bad, the displayed log error even increases. 
Perhaps the field equations with Reynolds term will 
behave better.

Horst

Am 06.07.2016 um 20:16 schrieb Doug Lindstrom:

Horst, Russ

In solving nonlinear hyperbolic equations 
using FEA, oscillatory solutions that are a 
result of the FEA itself and not actual 
solutions result sometimes. There is a 
technique called a Laplacian Damping 
Factor where a Laplacian (del^2) of one of 
the variables times a small constant is added



to the equation.

This appears to be embedded here by 
writing

del^2 (p)=PENALTY div(v)

(there is a non-zero local rate of expansion 
factor (div(v)) allowed for.)

In another direction, and more to the point 
in question,

note that for isentropic flow (the first 
equation below)

(1/rho c^2) Dp/Dt =-div(v)=-1/PENALTY 
del^2 (p)

If we can make the approximation 
Dp/Dt=partial p/dt then above equation 
becomes

(Penalty/(rho c^2)) partial p/dt +del^2 (p) 
=0

This is a diffusion equation in p which is a 
very stable equation. I’ll look into artificial 
diffusion as a stabilizing equation for non-
linear hyperbolic equations.

Hope this helps a bit.

Doug

On Wed, Jul 6, 2016 at 12:20 AM, Horst 
Eckardt <mail> wrote:

It seems to me that the result is 
in any way dominated by the 
“penalty pressure”. Changing 
the viscosity parameter has 
nearly no effect. I have to get 
more familiar with this type of 
calculations, Doug will certainly
tell us more about this.



Horst

Am 05.07.2016 um 15:47 
schrieb Russell Davis:

Horst,

I’m investigating 
your FlexPDE script.
The script executes 
to completion 
without any runtime 
faults (takes about 3 
minutes on my 
notebook computer).

I’m trying to learn 
the operation of the 
FlexPDE “Stage” 
feature which I see 
in the FlexPDE help 
file. To clarify, do 
you mean the use of 
the “penalty 
pressure” 
workaround is not 
producing valid 
results?

-Russ

Flow Code for UFT351 on Fluid Electrodynamics

Spanish Version of     UFT349
July 11, 2016 

Thanks again! The latest UFT papers are creating a lot of interest, and “Principles of ECE” is already 
very popular.

In a message dated 10/07/2016 23:33:45 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Done today

Dave

On 7/10/2016 10:13 AM, Alex Hill (ET3M) wrote:

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/11/spanish-version-of-uft349/


Hello Dave,

Just a friendly reminder of the Spanish version of UFT 349, for posting.
Thanks.

Regards,

Spanish Version of UFT349

Immediate Spike of     Interest
July 11, 2016 

There was an immediate spike of interest on the blog yesterday in UFT351.

Daily Report Saturday     9/7/16
July 11, 2016 

The equivalent of 206,835 printed pages was downloaded during the day (754.122 megabytes) from 
3139 downloaded memory files (hits) and 604 distinct visits each averaging 3.8 memory pages and 16 
minutes, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 662, Top ten items 518, 
Collected scientometrics 305(est), Collected Evans / Morris 297(est), Principles of ECE 135, Proofs 
that no torsion means no gravitation 96, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 90, Autobiography volumes 
one and two 81, PECE 74, F3(Sp) 60, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 58(est), Engineering Model 44, 
Evans Equations 38, CEFE 34, UFT88 30, Self charging inverter 19, UFT321 15, Llais 13, Three world
records by MWE 11, List of prolific Authors 10. UFT311 8, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 5, UFT313 16, 
UFT314 10, UFT315 16, UFT316 11, UFT317 13, UFT318 34, UFT319 21, UFT320 15, UFT322 17, 
UFT323 10, UFT324 17, UFT325 19, UFT326 22, UFT327 14, UFT328 15, UFT329 13, UFT330 23, 
UFT331 13, UFT332 15, UFT333 15, UFT334 21, UFT335 15, UFT336 9, UFT337 6, UFT338 8, 
UFT339 9, UFT340 14, UFT341 16, UFT342 13, UFT343 24, UFT344 24, UFT345 37, UFT346 64, 
UFT347 24, UFT348 25, UFT349 23 to date in July 2016. University College Swansea My Page. 
Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for July 2016.

Daily Report Saturday 9/7/16

Wind 12.47% 3 – 24 mph 1736 local     time
July 10, 2016 

This is about as much as they will ever do, even though the wind is in their rate range in a few areas.

Wind 12.47% 3 – 24 mph 1736 local time

UFT351
July 10, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/10/uft351/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/10/wind-12-47-3-24-mph-1736-local-time/
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Many thanks, diolch yn fawr! 

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 10/07/2016 15:24:58 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: UFT351 Sections 1 and 2 and Notes

I think there is no doubt that this will result in new physics with associated applications and
new technologies. Well done on another major advance!!
Sent from my Samsung device

UFT351

Discussion of 351(8),     Erratum.
July 10, 2016 

It should be E = w x v, not v x w. This is a typo and does not affect the physics.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 10/07/2016 14:42:36 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 351(8)

Comparing eqs.(8) and (3), one of them must have a minus sign in front of the cross 
product.

Am 10.07.2016 um 15:14 schrieb EMyrone:

Eq. (10) follows from the fact that w is parallel to v for Beltrami flows. Eq. (13)
looks right because E = v x w. Agreed with the rest and I will correct and repost
shortly.

Sent: 10/07/2016 12:09:29 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 351(8): Vorticity and Transition to Turbulence

How did you obtain eq.(10) for the Beltrami condition (9)?
It seems that in (13) the plus sign should be a minus sign at the 
RHS.
In (21) and (22) the RHS should have a minus sign. This changes 
the second term on RHS of (24).

Horst

Am 09.07.2016 um 12:11 schrieb EMyrone:

This note combines the Kambe field equations and 
vorticity with Reynolds number, Eq. (15), to give 
equation (21) for transition to turbulence for any 
Reynolds number R. For transition to turbulence in 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/10/discussion-of-3518-erratum/


Beltrami flows the governing equation is Eq. (24). Eqs. 
(21) and (24) can be solved for v for a given R using 
numerical methods, the end result being a turbulent 
velocity field v. For zero Reynolds number, Eq. (21) 
reduces to curl w = 0. The general case of any fluid is 
considered, with del dot v non zero in general so that 
there is non zero viscosity and, eddies and vortices. 
These results may be adapted directly for fluid 
electrodynamics. 

Discussion of 351(8), Erratum.

Fluid Dynamics and     Turbulence
July 10, 2016 

This is of course a greatly developed subject area in aerospace engineering, hydrodynamics and so on, 
so there must be very many ways of incorporating the Reynolds number. The simple method of 
UFT351 comes from “Vector Analysis Problem Solver”. Even so, it gives many interesting equations 
which can be solved by flow algorithms to give direct illustrations of eddies, vortices, shear flow and 
so on. These exist in spacetime (aether or vacuum) in fluid electrodynamics. John Rowlinson worked in
this area at Imperial, he arrived at Oxford in 1974, at about the same time as myself. His group was one
of the first to use molecular dynamics simulation. I worked in computer simulation of fluid dynamics in
papers of the late eighties with David Heyes of Konrad Singer’s group at Royal Holloway College, 
University of London.

Fluid Dynamics and Turbulence

FOR POSTING: Final Version of UFT351 Sections 1 and 2 and 
Background     Notes
July 10, 2016 

This final version corrects some sign errors.

a351stpaper.pdf

a351stpapernotes1.pdf

a351stpapernotes2.pdf

a351stpapernotes3.pdf

a351stpapernotes4.pdf

a351stpapernotes5.pdf

a351stpapernotes6.pdf

a351stpapernotes7.pdf

a351stpapernotes8.pdf
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FOR POSTING: Final Version of UFT351 Sections 1 and 2 and Background Notes

Comments on 351(8)
July 10, 2016 

Not sure, will investigate further. However, an interesting thought.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 10/07/2016 12:10:41 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Comments on 351(8)

Introducing the Reynolds term in (15) seems to be equivalent to introduce a magnetic 
current density in the Faraday equation. So this is an allowed operation in the framework of
Cartan geometry.
The SI units of R are s/m^2.

Horst

Am 09.07.2016 um 12:11 schrieb EMyrone:

This note combines the Kambe field equations and vorticity with Reynolds 
number, Eq. (15), to give equation (21) for transition to turbulence for any 
Reynolds number R. For transition to turbulence in Beltrami flows the 
governing equation is Eq. (24). Eqs. (21) and (24) can be solved for v for a 
given R using numerical methods, the end result being a turbulent velocity field
v. For zero Reynolds number, Eq. (21) reduces to curl w = 0. The general case 
of any fluid is considered, with del dot v non zero in general so that there is non
zero viscosity and, eddies and vortices. These results may be adapted directly 
for fluid electrodynamics. 

Comments on 351(8)

Discussion of 351(8)
July 10, 2016 

Eq. (10) follows from the fact that w is parallel to v for Beltrami flows. Eq. (13) looks right because E 
= v x w. Agreed with the rest and I will correct and repost shortly.

Sent: 10/07/2016 12:09:29 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 351(8): Vorticity and Transition to Turbulence

How did you obtain eq.(10) for the Beltrami condition (9)?
It seems that in (13) the plus sign should be a minus sign at the RHS.
In (21) and (22) the RHS should have a minus sign. This changes the second term on RHS 
of (24).

Horst

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/10/discussion-of-3518-2/
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Am 09.07.2016 um 12:11 schrieb EMyrone:

This note combines the Kambe field equations and vorticity with Reynolds 
number, Eq. (15), to give equation (21) for transition to turbulence for any 
Reynolds number R. For transition to turbulence in Beltrami flows the 
governing equation is Eq. (24). Eqs. (21) and (24) can be solved for v for a 
given R using numerical methods, the end result being a turbulent velocity field
v. For zero Reynolds number, Eq. (21) reduces to curl w = 0. The general case 
of any fluid is considered, with del dot v non zero in general so that there is non
zero viscosity and, eddies and vortices. These results may be adapted directly 
for fluid electrodynamics. 

Discussion of 351(8)

Discussion of Note     351(8)
July 10, 2016 

Looks very interesting.

CC: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 10/07/2016 10:40:41 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 351(8): Vorticity and Transition to Turbulence

Sean, there was an experiment by an Austrian researcher who found that the diffraction 
angle of laser beams changes twice a year for some hours. He attributed this to the 
movement of earth through the wave fronts of the sun moving throuth the aether. This is 
like a boat driving faster than the propagation speed of water waves. The earth moves twice
through the conical wave front in a year. This effect can perhaps be described by our new 
spacetime fluid mechanics.

Horst

Am 09.07.2016 um 23:20 schrieb Sean MacLachlan:

If v can be turbulent can the boundary for light c also be turbulent?

Sean

On Jul 9, 2016, at 4:11 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This note combines the Kambe field equations and vorticity with 
Reynolds number, Eq. (15), to give equation (21) for transition to 
turbulence for any Reynolds number R. For transition to turbulence 
in Beltrami flows the governing equation is Eq. (24). Eqs. (21) and 
(24) can be solved for v for a given R using numerical methods, the 
end result being a turbulent velocity field v. For zero Reynolds 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/10/discussion-of-note-3518/


number, Eq. (21) reduces to curl w = 0. The general case of any 
fluid is considered, with del dot v non zero in general so that there 
is non zero viscosity and, eddies and vortices. These results may be 
adapted directly for fluid electrodynamics.

<a351stpapernotes8.pdf> 

Discussion of Note 351(8)

FOR POSTING: UFT351 Sections 1 and 2 and     Notes
July 10, 2016 

This paper is on the development of a new subject area called “fluid electrodynamics”, which combines
fluid dynamics and ECE2 electrodynamics into one within the context of ECE2 unified field theory. 
This should result in a lot of new physics.

a351stpaper.pdf

a351stpapernotes1.pdf

a351stpapernotes2.pdf

a351stpapernotes3.pdf

a351stpapernotes4.pdf

a351stpapernotes5.pdf

a351stpapernotes6.pdf

a351stpapernotes7.pdf

a351stpapernotes8.pdf

Discussion of 351(8)
July 10, 2016 

In ECE2 relativity the parameter c is always a constant, but the spacetime can become turbulent, 
depending on the Reynolds number. The first graphics of the flow are emerging now. This can be 
interpreted as spacetime flow. Spacetime turbulence will affect all aspects of electrodynamics and 
gravitation. I think I will start to write up UFT351 today.

Sent: 09/07/2016 22:25:34 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 351(8): Vorticity and Transition to Turbulence

If v can be turbulent can the boundary for light c also be turbulent?

Sean

On Jul 9, 2016, at 4:11 AM, EMyrone wrote:
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https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/a351stpapernotes51.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/a351stpapernotes41.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/a351stpapernotes31.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/a351stpapernotes2.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/a351stpapernotes1.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/a351stpaper.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/10/for-posting-uft351-sections-1-and-2-and-notes/


This note combines the Kambe field equations and vorticity with Reynolds 
number, Eq. (15), to give equation (21) for transition to turbulence for any 
Reynolds number R. For transition to turbulence in Beltrami flows the 
governing equation is Eq. (24). Eqs. (21) and (24) can be solved for v for a 
given R using numerical methods, the end result being a turbulent velocity field
v. For zero Reynolds number, Eq. (21) reduces to curl w = 0. The general case 
of any fluid is considered, with del dot v non zero in general so that there is non
zero viscosity and, eddies and vortices. These results may be adapted directly 
for fluid electrodynamics.

<a351stpapernotes8.pdf> 

Discussion of 351(8)

FlexPDE / fluid electrodynamics numerical     solution
July 10, 2016 

It seems that the fluid electrodynamical equations give hitherto unknown and very interesting 
information. Kambe rearranged standard fluid dynamics and his resulting equations were put in ECE2 
format. However he omitted the Reynolds number term, which is reinstated in notes for UFT351. These
graphics and solutions are of immediate interest to a wide range of physicists and engineers.

Sent: 09/07/2016 16:42:55 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FlexPDE / fluid electrodynamics numerical solution

Doug, I investigated the veloity field of the solution and compared between the std example
equation and ECE2 equation. For the std equation the flow in the XY plane in the middle of
the box (Z=0) is from left to right, according to the inlet (lower boundary left) and outlet 
(upper boundary right). For the ECE2 equation the velocity is across the plane (45 degree 
angle) which is not compatible with the vertical flow I sent over in the previous email. All 
other quantities look reasonable. I append the input file for checking, in case you have time 
for this.

Horst

Am 08.07.2016 um 16:13 schrieb Doug Lindstrom:

Horst, Russ

I think you will find that this version converges a bit better (and runs faster) ; I 
reduced the accuracy, but approached the solution in steps of increasing 
accuracy. The mesh is a bit course too, but there is not much that can be done 
about that.

Apparently there are some more FEA engines available for free (compared to a 
year or so ago). I will see if I can find some of these. Mathematica does not 
support non-linear fea yet.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/10/flexpde-fluid-electrodynamics-numerical-solution-3/


Doug

On Thu, Jul 7, 2016 at 2:58 AM, Horst Eckardt <mail> wrote:

Doug,
thanks for explanation of the penalty mechanism. The term div(v) in
the main region is low, it is high only at inflow and outflow. 
However convergence of the equations is bad, the displayed log 
error even increases. Perhaps the field equations with Reynolds 
term will behave better.

Horst

Am 06.07.2016 um 20:16 schrieb Doug Lindstrom:

Horst, Russ

In solving nonlinear hyperbolic equations using FEA, 
oscillatory solutions that are a result of the FEA itself 
and not actual solutions result sometimes. There is a 
technique called a Laplacian Damping Factor where a 
Laplacian (del^2) of one of the variables times a small 
constant is added to the equation.

This appears to be embedded here by writing

del^2 (p)=PENALTY div(v)

(there is a non-zero local rate of expansion factor 
(div(v)) allowed for.)

In another direction, and more to the point in question,

note that for isentropic flow (the first equation below)

(1/rho c^2) Dp/Dt =-div(v)=-1/PENALTY del^2 (p)

If we can make the approximation Dp/Dt=partial p/dt 
then above equation becomes

(Penalty/(rho c^2)) partial p/dt +del^2 (p) =0

This is a diffusion equation in p which is a very stable 
equation. I’ll look into artificial diffusion as a 
stabilizing equation for non-linear hyperbolic equations.



Hope this helps a bit.

Doug

On Wed, Jul 6, 2016 at 12:20 AM, Horst Eckardt 
<mail> wrote:

It seems to me that the result is in any way 
dominated by the “penalty pressure”. 
Changing the viscosity parameter has nearly
no effect. I have to get more familiar with 
this type of calculations, Doug will certainly
tell us more about this.

Horst

Am 05.07.2016 um 15:47 schrieb Russell 
Davis:

Horst,

I’m investigating your FlexPDE 
script. The script executes to 
completion without any runtime 
faults (takes about 3 minutes on 
my notebook computer).

I’m trying to learn the operation 
of the FlexPDE “Stage” feature 
which I see in the FlexPDE help 
file. To clarify, do you mean the 
use of the “penalty pressure” 
workaround is not producing 
valid results?

-Russ

3d flowbox std vx vy 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/10/flexpde-fluid-electrodynamics-numerical-solution-3/3d-flowbox-std-vx-vy/


3d flowbox turbulence vx vy 

FlexPDE / fluid electrodynamics numerical solution

First Graphics of     Turbulence
July 10, 2016 

This is a very and important interesting result which can be transferred to fluid electrodynamics by 
modelling the spacetime turbulence. In fluid electrodynamics this directly affects a circuit such as that 
of Osamu Ide.

Sent: 09/07/2016 10:59:34 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Input by Doug Lindstrom

Thanks to Doug there is now convergence of the ECE2 turbulence equation. I attached the 
result of a standard calculation of fluid dynamics and that of the ECE turbulence equation, 
both with “penalty pressure” term. The viscosity (mainly determining the Reynolds 
number) is the same for both calculations. One sees that the flow is much more direct from 
inlet to outlet in the ECE2 calculation. Boundary flows are different. It has to be verified if 
this is correct compared to boundary conditions. There seem to be additional vortices in a 
perpendicular plane, or there is still an inconsistency. I will further analyse this. Also the 
vorticity can be analysed graphically.

Horst

I will further check the results, it seems that there is

Am 09.07.2016 um 08:49 schrieb EMyrone:

Many thanks to Doug Lindstrom. This could be applied to solve all the field 
equations in different subject areas. A numerical solution of the transition to 
turbulence is very important.

Sent: 08/07/2016 15:13:45 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FlexPDE / fluid electrodynamics numerical solution

Horst, Russ

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/10/first-graphics-of-turbulence/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/10/flexpde-fluid-electrodynamics-numerical-solution-3/3d-flowbox-turbulence-vx-vy/


I think you will find that this version converges a bit better (and 
runs faster) ; I reduced the accuracy, but approached the solution in 
steps of increasing accuracy. The mesh is a bit course too, but there 
is not much that can be done about that.

Apparently there are some more FEA engines available for free 
(compared to a year or so ago). I will see if I can find some of these.
Mathematica does not support non-linear fea yet.

Doug

On Thu, Jul 7, 2016 at 2:58 AM, Horst Eckardt <mail> wrote:

Doug,
thanks for explanation of the penalty mechanism. The 
term div(v) in the main region is low, it is high only at 
inflow and outflow. However convergence of the 
equations is bad, the displayed log error even increases. 
Perhaps the field equations with Reynolds term will 
behave better.

Horst

Am 06.07.2016 um 20:16 schrieb Doug Lindstrom:

Horst, Russ

In solving nonlinear hyperbolic equations 
using FEA, oscillatory solutions that are a 
result of the FEA itself and not actual 
solutions result sometimes. There is a 
technique called a Laplacian Damping 
Factor where a Laplacian (del^2) of one of 
the variables times a small constant is added
to the equation.

This appears to be embedded here by 
writing

del^2 (p)=PENALTY div(v)

(there is a non-zero local rate of expansion 
factor (div(v)) allowed for.)

In another direction, and more to the point 
in question,



note that for isentropic flow (the first 
equation below)

(1/rho c^2) Dp/Dt =-div(v)=-1/PENALTY 
del^2 (p)

If we can make the approximation 
Dp/Dt=partial p/dt then above equation 
becomes

(Penalty/(rho c^2)) partial p/dt +del^2 (p) 
=0

This is a diffusion equation in p which is a 
very stable equation. I’ll look into artificial 
diffusion as a stabilizing equation for non-
linear hyperbolic equations.

Hope this helps a bit.

Doug

On Wed, Jul 6, 2016 at 12:20 AM, Horst 
Eckardt <mail> wrote:

It seems to me that the result is 
in any way dominated by the 
“penalty pressure”. Changing 
the viscosity parameter has 
nearly no effect. I have to get 
more familiar with this type of 
calculations, Doug will certainly
tell us more about this.

Horst

Am 05.07.2016 um 15:47 
schrieb Russell Davis:

Horst,

I’m investigating 
your FlexPDE script.
The script executes 
to completion 
without any runtime 



faults (takes about 3 
minutes on my 
notebook computer).

I’m trying to learn 
the operation of the 
FlexPDE “Stage” 
feature which I see 
in the FlexPDE help 
file. To clarify, do 
you mean the use of 
the “penalty 
pressure” 
workaround is not 
producing valid 
results?

-Russ

3d flowbox turbulence 

3d flowbox std 

First Graphics of Turbulence

Daily Report 8/7/16
July 10, 2016 

The equivalent of 295,392 printed pages was downloaded during the day (1.077 gigabytes) from 3,125 
memory file downloaded (hits) and 571 distinct visits each averaging 5.1 memory pages and 15 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 94.52, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/10/daily-report-8716/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/10/first-graphics-of-turbulence/3d-flowbox-turbulence/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/10/first-graphics-of-turbulence/3d-flowbox-std/


yahoo. Collected ECE2 601, Top ten items 463, Collected scientometrics 305, Collected Evans / Morris
264, Principles of ECE 116, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 93, Proofs that no torsion means no 
gravitation 86, Autobiography volumes one and two 75, PECE (typeset) 67, Eckardt/ Lindstrom papers 
58, F3(Sp) 50, Engineering Model 43, Evans Equations 36, CEFE 33, UFT88 29, UFT321 13, Llais 12,
Three world records by MWE 10, List of prolific authors 9, UFT311 8, Idaho 5, UFT313 15, UFT314 
10, UFT315 16, UFT316 11, UFT317 13, UFT318 31, UFT319 18, UFT320 14, UFT322 12, UFT323 
9, UFT324 15, UFT325 18, UFT326 21, UFT327 13, UFT328 14, UFT329 11, UFT330 23, UFT331 
12, UFT332 14, UFT333 13, UFT334 21, UFT335 12, UFT336 7, UFT337 6, UFT338 7, UFT339 8, 
UFT340 11, UFT341 13, UFT342 11, UFT343 21, UFT344 22, UFT345 34, UFT346 60, UFT347 24, 
UFT348 24, UFT349 21 to date in July 2016. University of Las Villas Cuba Antisymmetric 
Connection; University of Karlsruhe Computer Centre general; ALCEN High Pressure Technology 
France UFT80; Institute for High Energy Physics Protvino Russia PECE (typeset); University of 
Warwick injustices in academia, UNCC Saga Part 4. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file 
attached for July 2016.

Daily Report 8/7/16

351(8): Vorticity and Transition to     Turbulence
July 9, 2016 

This note combines the Kambe field equations and vorticity with Reynolds number, Eq. (15), to give 
equation (21) for transition to turbulence for any Reynolds number R. For transition to turbulence in 
Beltrami flows the governing equation is Eq. (24). Eqs. (21) and (24) can be solved for v for a given R 
using numerical methods, the end result being a turbulent velocity field v. For zero Reynolds number, 
Eq. (21) reduces to curl w = 0. The general case of any fluid is considered, with del dot v non zero in 
general so that there is non zero viscosity and, eddies and vortices. These results may be adapted 
directly for fluid electrodynamics.

a351stpapernotes8.pdf

351(8): Vorticity and Transition to Turbulence

Input by Doug     Lindstrom
July 9, 2016 

Many thanks to Doug Lindstrom. This could be applied to solve all the field equations in different 
subject areas. A numerical solution of the transition to turbulence is very important.

Sent: 08/07/2016 15:13:45 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FlexPDE / fluid electrodynamics numerical solution

Horst, Russ

I think you will find that this version converges a bit better (and runs faster) ; I reduced the 
accuracy, but approached the solution in steps of increasing accuracy. The mesh is a bit 
course too, but there is not much that can be done about that.

Apparently there are some more FEA engines available for free (compared to a year or so 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/09/input-by-doug-lindstrom/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/a351stpapernotes8.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/09/3518-vorticity-and-transition-to-turbulence/


ago). I will see if I can find some of these. Mathematica does not support non-linear fea yet.

Doug

On Thu, Jul 7, 2016 at 2:58 AM, Horst Eckardt <mail> wrote:

Doug,
thanks for explanation of the penalty mechanism. The term div(v) in the main 
region is low, it is high only at inflow and outflow. However convergence of the
equations is bad, the displayed log error even increases. Perhaps the field 
equations with Reynolds term will behave better.

Horst

Am 06.07.2016 um 20:16 schrieb Doug Lindstrom:

Horst, Russ

In solving nonlinear hyperbolic equations using FEA, oscillatory 
solutions that are a result of the FEA itself and not actual solutions 
result sometimes. There is a technique called a Laplacian Damping 
Factor where a Laplacian (del^2) of one of the variables times a 
small constant is added to the equation.

This appears to be embedded here by writing

del^2 (p)=PENALTY div(v)

(there is a non-zero local rate of expansion factor (div(v)) allowed 
for.)

In another direction, and more to the point in question,

note that for isentropic flow (the first equation below)

(1/rho c^2) Dp/Dt =-div(v)=-1/PENALTY del^2 (p)

If we can make the approximation Dp/Dt=partial p/dt then above 
equation becomes

(Penalty/(rho c^2)) partial p/dt +del^2 (p) =0

This is a diffusion equation in p which is a very stable equation. I’ll 
look into artificial diffusion as a stabilizing equation for non-linear 
hyperbolic equations.



Hope this helps a bit.

Doug

On Wed, Jul 6, 2016 at 12:20 AM, Horst Eckardt <mail> wrote:

It seems to me that the result is in any way dominated 
by the “penalty pressure”. Changing the viscosity 
parameter has nearly no effect. I have to get more 
familiar with this type of calculations, Doug will 
certainly tell us more about this.

Horst

Am 05.07.2016 um 15:47 schrieb Russell Davis:

Horst,

I’m investigating your FlexPDE script. The 
script executes to completion without any 
runtime faults (takes about 3 minutes on my 
notebook computer).

I’m trying to learn the operation of the 
FlexPDE “Stage” feature which I see in the 
FlexPDE help file. To clarify, do you mean 
the use of the “penalty pressure” 
workaround is not producing valid results?

-Russ

Input by Doug Lindstrom

Summary by Co     President
July 9, 2016 

The incorporation of fluid dynamics into electromagnetic theory and gravitational theory is a major 
step forward. In cosmology, gravitational theory has the structure of fluid dynamics, so there are many 
“cross correlations”.

Sent: 08/07/2016 09:46:57 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Acceleration of String Theorists

Yes, all of physics is brought together by this unified theory. The same structure applies 
throughout.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/09/summary-by-co-president/


We are on the cusp of understanding how energy in spacetime can be concentrated and 
abstracted in a controlled way. This may be a process that occurs quite naturally in space 
itself ultimately forming stars, superstars, planets, galaxies and all the rest. So, no big bang 
but a gradual evolution of the universe.

The same applies at the microscopic level.

Sent from my Samsung device

Summary by Co President

Physics is Geometry
July 9, 2016 

I will continue with notes for UFT351 today and probably write it up tomorrow, the last note is 
scheduled to incorporate the Reynolds number directly in the field equations.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 08/07/2016 09:20:36 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 351(7): The Spin Connection as Jacobian in Fluid Dynamics

Yes, physics is geometry.

Sent from my Samsung device

Physics is Geometry

Wind 6.29%, wind speed 6 – 20 mph, 0731 local     time
July 9, 2016 

The wind contribution has dropped about 4% in one day and is again negligible. It is well known 
among the general public that wind turbines are a catastrophic failure, they have been discontinued in 
England but a dogma dominated Assembly in Cardiff still destroys its own countryside in a mindless, 
unscientific way. Any reader of the truth on this blog will be able to see that the wind industry 
propaganda is completely deceptive.

Wind 6.29%, wind speed 6 – 20 mph, 0731 local time

Daily Report 7/7/16
July 9, 2016 

The equivalent of 196,445 printed pages was downloaded (716.242 megabytes) from 2598 downloaded
memory files (hits) and 540 distinct visits each averaging 3.8 memory pages and 14 minutes, printed 
pages to hits ratio of 75.61 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected 
ECE2 460, Top ten 407, Collected Evans Morris 231 (est), Collected scientometrics 178, Principles of 
ECE 98, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 62, Autobiography volumes one and two 62, PECE (preprint) 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/09/daily-report-7716/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/09/wind-6-29-wind-speed-6-20-mph-0731-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/09/physics-is-geometry/


60, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 52, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 48(est), F3(Sp) 47, 
Engineering Model 32, Evans Equations 31, CEFE 30, UFT88 25, Self charging inverter 16, UFT321 
12, Llais 9, UFT311 7, Three world records by MWE 8, List of prolific authors 7, Lindstrom Idaho 
lecture 4, UFT313 11, UFT314 7, UFT315 12, UFT316 7, UFT317 7, UFT318 24, UFT319 15, 
UFT320 9, UFT322 11, UFT323 8, UFT324 13, UFT325 14, UFT326 14, UFT327 10, UFT328 10, 
UFT329 8, UFT330 13, UFT331 8, UFT332 10, UFT333 7, UFT334 13, UFT335 8, UFT336 6, 
UFT337 6, UFT338 6, UFT339 6, UFT340 8, UFT341 11, UFT342 11, UFT343 17, UFT344 17, 
UFT345 28, UFT346 49, UFT347 17, UFT348 19, UFT349 20 to date in July 2016. Data Zug 
Switzerland PECE (typeset); Faculty of Mathematics and Physics Charles University Prague UFT168; 
Max Planck Institute for Solid State Chemistry D. Sc. degree, newspaper cuttings; University of 
Valencia Spain F13(Sp); University of Edinburgh UFT139, galaxies. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for July 2016.

Acceleration of String     Theorists
July 8, 2016 

This accelearando, coming from an excellent organist, will send them into the outer regions.

Sent: 08/07/2016 08:17:55 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: AW: Re: 351(7): The Spin Connection as Jacobian in Fluid Dynamics

Thanks, Gareth, currently we are making a great accelerando in physics.
Horst

Von meinem Samsung Gerät gesendet.

Acceleration of String Theorists

“Principles of ECE” Now the Most Popular Book 
on     www.aias.us
July 8, 2016 

The typeset version has steadily increased interest in the book as can be seen from today’s early 
morning report. This is an advanced level monograph written about two and a half years ago and posted
in its preparatory stages. It is currently being read at a rate of 7,008 times a year off combined sites 
(www.aias.us and www.upitec.org). It is:

M. W. Evans, H. Eckardt, D. W. Lindstrom and S. J. Crothers, “The Principles of Einstein Cartan Evans
Unified Field Theory” (open source www.aias.us and www.upitec.org, New Generation London in 
prep. softback).

“Principles of ECE” Now the Most Popular Book on www.aias.us

Discussion of 351(7): The Spin Connection as Jacobian in 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/08/discussion-of-3517-the-spin-connection-as-jacobian-in-fluid-dynamics/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/08/principles-of-ece-now-the-most-popular-book-on-www-aias-us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/08/principles-of-ece-now-the-most-popular-book-on-www-aias-us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/08/acceleration-of-string-theorists/


Fluid     Dynamics
July 8, 2016 

Many thanks! Ubi materia ibi geometria.

Sent: 07/07/2016 20:53:02 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 351(7): The Spin Connection as Jacobian in Fluid Dynamics

Yes, congratulations Horst. Another great advance by the maestros!!

Sent from my Samsung device

Discussion of 351(7): The Spin Connection as Jacobian in Fluid Dynamics

Wind 10.84%, wind speed 2 – 20 mph, 0717 local time, 
Coal     5.05%
July 8, 2016 

This is an isolated spike due to wind conditions, coal and gas / steam still have to be fired up, the 
maximum wind speed today is off Mo^n, and is still below the rated range of the turbines (their 
claimed maximum efficiency). The minimum wind speed is 2 mph, well below the 8 mph at which 
turbines start working. So I call for a cross party conference aimed to demolish wind turbines and build
tidal lagoons, LENR and spacetime energy devices. The pound today is worth a disastrous $1.29 
dollars. So under present tory policies Wales is a wasteland made up of estates full of the unemployed, 
lit with flickering light bulbs under the shadow of flailing guillotines. I call for all out resistance to 
wind turbines, their demolition, and for a general election in which the tories would be swept out of 
power to be replaced by a Bevanite Socialist Government. I call for full independence for Scotland and 
essentially full independence for Wales at a later stage at which everyone in Wales is unemployed. The 
tories are in power in Wales only because of a rigged system. Their power in Wales always depends on 
their majority of seats in England. They have never had a Parliamentary majority in Wales. In Scotland 
they are difficult to see with an electron microscope (one out of fifty nine M.P.s).

Wind 10.84%, wind speed 2 – 20 mph, 0717 local time, Coal 5.05%

Daily Report 6/7/16
July 8, 2016 

The equivalent of 218,404 printed pages was downloaded during the day (796.302 megabytes) from 
2639 downloaded memory files and 560 distinct visits, each averaging 3.4 memory pages and 14 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 82.76, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 387, Top ten items 336, Collected Evans / Morris 198, Collected scientometrics
141, Principles of ECE 84, PECE (typeset) 54, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 52, Eckardt / 
Lindstrom papers 48, Collected proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 44, Autobiography volumes
one and two 44, F3(Sp) 42, Engineering Model 24, Evans Equations 24, CEFE 23, UFT88 19, Self 
charging inverter 14, UFT328 8, UFT311 7, Three world records 6, List of prolific authors 5, 
Lindstrom Idaho lecture 4, UFT313 9, UFT314 7, UFT315 10, UFT316 6, UFT317 5, UFT318 19, 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/08/daily-report-6716/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/08/wind-10-84-wind-speed-2-20-mph-0717-local-time-coal-5-05/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/08/wind-10-84-wind-speed-2-20-mph-0717-local-time-coal-5-05/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/08/discussion-of-3517-the-spin-connection-as-jacobian-in-fluid-dynamics/


UFT319 10, UFT320 7, UFT322 10, UFT323 6, UFT324 12, UFT325 10, UFT326 12, UFT327 7, 
UFT328 6, UFT329 4, UFT330 8, UFT331 7, UFT332 8, UFT333 5, UFT334 12, UFT335 5, UFT336 
5, UFT337 5, UFT338 5, UFT339 4, UFT340 7, UFT341 11, UFT342 11, UFT343 15, UFT344 14, 
UFT345 27, UFT346 43, UFT347 15, UFT348 16, UFT349 19 to date in July 2016. Chilean Nuclear 
Energy Commission UFT158; Catholic Univeristy of the North, Chile UFT177(Sp); United States 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory Wales and Welsh Affairs; Physics Hebrew University of 
Jerusalem UFT85; University of Edinburgh UFT142, 161, 171 and Spacetime Devices. Intense interest 
all sectors, updated usage file attached for July 2016.

Daily Report 6/7/16

Follow Up Story
July 7, 2016 

Sent: 07/07/2016 17:48:19 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Follow Up Story

Thank you very much, this is a recent photograph. I am vehemently opposed to this 
planning proposal for many reasons, it is demographically very probable that the Welsh 
language will become extinct in this village within about twenty years unless Mawr is made
into a Bro Iaith, or language nest, into which monoglot immigration would not be allowed, 
and in which houses prices are capped so that young Welsh speakers have a chance to buy a
house. In other words education in the Welsh language should be compulsory for all, and 
combined with the establishment of areas in which it is natural to speak Welsh. Mawr is not
like Swansea at all, it should be governed by a semi autonomous Council. I am in favour of 
a Land Act to redistribute the land of the Somerset Trust, the land of my distant cousin the 
Duke of Beaufort. I discussed these ideas with Elizabeth Evans, sometime Labour 
candidate for Gower, recently, and we were agreed that what is left of the language should 
be strictly protected by legislation. Nearly all houses for sale in Mawr are now bought by 
monoglot outsiders, and that will certainly kill the language within a generation. UNESCO 
has warned against this several times. Welsh is now an endangered language. In other 
words Mawr should be revived, its culture and language revived, its chapels and historic 
houses heavily protected. Over development in small Welsh speaking communities is the 
greatest danger to the language. I took the title of Arglwydd Glyn Tawe a Gw^yr as 
Armiger, Lord of Glyn Tawe and Gower. The College of Arms in London did not object 
because it is an honorary, armigerous title. As Armiger I have a responsibility for the 
survival of the language. My blog contains voluminous background, my coat of arms 
earned on merit are on www.aias.us. If developers want to find jobs, let them develop in 
areas where the Welsh language is not endangered. I estimate that the real figure of fluent 
Welsh speakers in Craig Cefn Parc is closer to fifty or less, those who really have a grasp of
the language. I prefer to speak Welsh because in my family we never spoke English. The 
right to speak Welsh without harassment is of course protected by law.

Arglwydd Glyn Tawe a Gw^yr

cc Byron Davies M. P., Elizabeth Evans, sometime Labour candidate Gower,
Prime Minister’s Office

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/07/follow-up-story/


In a message dated 07/07/2016 16:38:35 GMT Daylight Time, 
Geraint.Thomas@SWWMedia.co.uk writes:

Dear Mr Evans,

I will happily do a follow up story on your thoughts but we will need to run a 
picture of your good self with it. Can you send us one or are you available to 
have one taken tomorrow if we send a photographer to you?

Geraint Thomas

Senior Reporter

South Wales Evening Post

Direct line 01792 545545

Twitter @ThomasTheNews

Snail Mail Urban Village, 220 High Street, Swansea. SA1 1NW

 

Objection to Dwelling at 10 Mountain Road

Geraint Thomas,

South Wales Evening Post

I would like to ask you to print this reply of mine. I was not given a chance to 
comment when you published my objection on Friday July 1st an article on 
page 35 of The Evening Post – my strong and complete objection to a 
development at 10 Mountain Road. This was published by you entirely without 
my knowledge. This should be rejected on the grounds that I have stated, and 
which are displayed on the Council website. The development will in all 
probability anglicise a house (the Philips Estate), that has been Welsh speaking 
for nearly a century. Such senseless developments have destroyed the Welsh 
language in the village of Craig Cefn Parc. You appear to describe this 
destruction as “bizarre”. It is not “bizarre”, it is reality. As a U. S. dual citizen I 
recognize it clearly as a colonizing process. Every new dwelling house and 
every small farm is likely to be bought by monoglot English speakers because 
they have the money, and because of the willingness of people to sell their own 
language and culture until they have nothing left but a cultureless wilderness. 

https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/image0011.gif


The resident who complained to the Post about his lamentable state of 
confusion is not able to face the reality of language loss. People cannot face the 
reality of their own guilt. Swansea is a notoriously poor area of Wales when it 
comes to keeping the language, and has been completely anglicised in under a 
century. Every small village in the Swansea Valley is under threat of language 
loss unless they fight back strongly as in Ystalyfera. I was not consulted before 
this article appeared, it is not a “row”, it is not a newspaper cliche, it is a routine
objection. It is my right to object. Other neighbours are all opposed to the 
development. The destruction of language is illegal, and this matter should be 
brought to the attention of the Welsh Assembly. You assert in an irrelevant and 
distorted manner that 20% of 852 people speak Welsh in Craig Cefn Parc, (170 
people), but omit to write that that small percentage is made up almost entirely 
of old people, who will no tbe with us much longer. The village of Craig Cefn 
Parc used to be the centre of a brilliant Welsh language culture, of which my 
own family was prominent. I am a leading poet in both languages as well as a 
Civil List Pensioner appointed directly by the Head of State and a member of 
the Gentry of Wales on merit, descended from the Tudors. I was born in this 
house and clearly remember an era of only sixty six years ago when everyone 
spoke Welsh in the village with rare exceptions. Over development and crass 
misgovernment has destroyed that completely, so everyone speaks English with
rare exceptions. This fact is in itself a violation of human rights and a 
disgraceful reflection on planning. The Community of Mawr should not be part 
of Swansea County, it should be what I call a Bro Iaith, (language nest), an area
into which no monoglot immigration is allowed and in which house prices are 
strictly controlled. The language in Craig Cefn Parc is essentially extinct, and 
Swansea County Council is to blame for failing to keep it alive. This is the 
deliberate, cold blooded, destruction of the Welsh identity itself. This 
development at 10 Mountain Road should never be allowed to take place. 
Aberystwyth Town Council has taken the lead recently by ruling that all 
immigrants must learn Welsh.

Yn Gywir iawn,

Myron Evans,

(Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent. Civil List Pensioner appointed directly by the Head of 
State, Queen Elizabeth II, in 2005, raised to the Gentry of Wales (2008), D. Sc.,
Ph. D. B. Sc. (Wales),

AIAS Co President

Any opinions expressed in this e-mail are those of the individual and not 
necessarily the company. This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are 
confidential and solely for the use of the intended recipient. If you are not the 
intended recipient or person responsible for delivering to the intended recipient,
be advised that you have received this e-mail in error and that any use is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, advise the sender 



immediately by using the reply facility in your e-mail software.

Warning: Computer viruses may be transmitted or downloaded onto any 
computer system via e-mail communication. It is the recipient’s responsibility 
to take appropriate action to prevent computer viruses being transmitted In this 
way. Accordingly Local World Ltd disclaim all responsibility which arises 
directly or indirectly from such transmission of computer viruses.

Local World Ltd, One Canada Square, Canary Wharf, London E14 5AP, 
Company No:08290481, Registered in England and Wales. Vat No:153 4729 06

Follow Up Story

351(7): The Spin Connection as Jacobian in Fluid     Dynamics
July 7, 2016 

This result was developed by Horst Eckardt and shows that fluid dynamics is Cartan geometry with a 
spin connection defined by the Jacobian (5). The fundamentally important convective derivative is 
therefore an example of the covariant derivative of Cartan geometry. Fluid dynamics can be developed 
in the format of the ECE2 field equations of elecrodynamics and gravitation. These are all major 
advances in understanding. The final note for UFT351 will incorporate the vorticity equation with 
Reynolds number (conservation of fluid angular momentum) into the field equations.

a351stpapernotes7.pdf

351(7): The Spin Connection as Jacobian in Fluid Dynamics

FlexPDE / fluid electrodynamics numerical     solution
July 7, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/07/flexpde-fluid-electrodynamics-numerical-solution-2/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/a351stpapernotes7.pdf
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This is a very important development because it will be able to illustrate spacetime turbulence.

Sent: 07/07/2016 11:12:02 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FlexPDE / fluid electrodynamics numerical solution

Doug,
thanks for explanation of the penalty mechanism. The term div(v) in the main region is low,
it is high only at inflow and outflow. However convergence of the equations is bad, the 
displayed log error even increases. Perhaps the field equations with Reynolds term will 
behave better.

Horst

Am 06.07.2016 um 20:16 schrieb Doug Lindstrom:

Horst, Russ

In solving nonlinear hyperbolic equations using FEA, oscillatory solutions that 
are a result of the FEA itself and not actual solutions result sometimes. There is 
a technique called a Laplacian Damping Factor where a Laplacian (del^2) of 
one of the variables times a small constant is added to the equation.

This appears to be embedded here by writing

del^2 (p)=PENALTY div(v)

(there is a non-zero local rate of expansion factor (div(v)) allowed for.)

In another direction, and more to the point in question,

note that for isentropic flow (the first equation below)

(1/rho c^2) Dp/Dt =-div(v)=-1/PENALTY del^2 (p)

If we can make the approximation Dp/Dt=partial p/dt then above equation 
becomes

(Penalty/(rho c^2)) partial p/dt +del^2 (p) =0

This is a diffusion equation in p which is a very stable equation. I’ll look into 
artificial diffusion as a stabilizing equation for non-linear hyperbolic equations.

Hope this helps a bit.

Doug

On Wed, Jul 6, 2016 at 12:20 AM, Horst Eckardt <mail> wrote:



It seems to me that the result is in any way dominated by the 
“penalty pressure”. Changing the viscosity parameter has nearly no 
effect. I have to get more familiar with this type of calculations, 
Doug will certainly tell us more about this.

Horst

Am 05.07.2016 um 15:47 schrieb Russell Davis:

Horst,

I’m investigating your FlexPDE script. The script 
executes to completion without any runtime faults 
(takes about 3 minutes on my notebook computer).

I’m trying to learn the operation of the FlexPDE 
“Stage” feature which I see in the FlexPDE help file. To
clarify, do you mean the use of the “penalty pressure” 
workaround is not producing valid results?

-Russ

FlexPDE / fluid electrodynamics numerical solution

351(6): Jacobian for Spin Connections in the 
Convective     Derivative
July 7, 2016 

This is an important improvement by Horst and is a fundamental and general result The spin 
connection in any convective derivative of fluid dynamics is the Jacobian:

omega sup a sub 0 b = partial v sub a / partial X sub b

where
v = v(X(t), Y(t), Z)t), t)

i.e. the velocity field is a function both of t and X. The functional dependence of v on X, Y, Z is 
equivalent to a moving frame, X, Y and Z depend on time.

More generally, any total derivative in calculus can be described by Cartan geometry.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 07/07/2016 09:36:47 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 351(6): Derivation of the Convective Derivative from Cartan Geometry

In eq.(14) there is a diff. operator at the RHS, but at the LHS is a spin connection which 
normally is not an operator. Therefore the identification in (19) is a bit doubtful in my 
opinion.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/07/3516-jacobian-for-spin-connections-in-the-convective-derivative/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/07/3516-jacobian-for-spin-connections-in-the-convective-derivative/


I suggest the procedure described in the attachment. Instead of making the assumption (9) 
in the note (diagonal form of the omega matrix), I computed the full omega matrix as given 
in (6). Then an “ordinary” expression for the spin connection comes out. It is a kind of 
Jacobian matrix of the velocity. This proceeding shows that eq.(6) is fully realized by the 
convective derivative. In other words, the proceeding of fluid dynamics is fully equivalent 
to Cartan geometry without massive simplifications.

Horst

Am 06.07.2016 um 11:50 schrieb EMyrone:

The convective derivative of fluid mechanics is given by the scalar spin 
connection operator (14), which is related to the vector spin connection operator
of the Stokes derivative by Eq. (21). The entire subject of fluid dynamics can be
described in terms of the scalar and vector spin connection operators. The 
vorticity equation with finite Reynolds number is given for example by Eq. 
(24). The ECE2 / Kambe field equations of fluid dynamics are given by the JCE
identity of UFT313. So as required in a unified field theory, the subject of fluid 
dynamics becomes Cartan geometry.

351(6a).pdf

351(6): Jacobian for Spin Connections in the Convective Derivative

Wind 3.24%, speed 1 – 21 mph, hydro 1.52%, 0915 local     time
July 7, 2016 

The pathetic contribution of 35,000 wind turbines to demand in England, Scotland, Ulster and Wales is 
painfully clear after only a month of monitoring. Very probably the same ghastly picture is true in the 
Republic of Ireland, that of the sinking Titanic. The Welsh Assembly is responsible for the complete 
failure to build tidal lagoons because it is fixated by a faded ideology, imported from far away zealots 
long ago. It should start to think for itself, demolish wind turbines and stop making a mess of its own 
country. Similarly for Scotland, Ireland and Ulster and all the Celtic league of Nations. It is blazingly 
obvious to a four year old that turbines are worse than useless.

UFT88 Read at the University of Northern     Arizona
July 7, 2016 

Northern Arizona is ranked 572 in the world by webometrics, and 401-500 by Shanghai for 2005. It 
was founded in 1899 in Arizona Territory, has 29,031 students and 81% acceptance rate. Its mascot is 
Louie the Lumberjack. In 1899 it had 23 students and one professor, with two copies of Webster’s 
International Dictionary. It provided outreach education during the Great Depression to mining and 
farming families and was known for ethnic tolerance. UFT88 is the classic paper that refutes the 
twentieth century in gravitational physics by incorporating torsion in the 1902 second Bianchi identity 
upon which the obsolete Einstein field equation was based directly in November 1915. It should be 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/07/uft88-read-at-the-university-of-northern-arizona/
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read with UFT99, UFT109 and UFT313, together with the definitive proofs that zero torsion means no 
curvature and no Einsteinian gravitation. The teachings of the obsolete Einsteinian gravitation currently
co exist with those of the Einstein Cartan Evans unified field theory, van der Merwe’s “Post Einsteinian
Paradigm Shift” as in the sub title of “Principles of ECE” (UFT350), now a very popular book. In the 
past two years I have identified staff and students from over two hundred of the world’s best 
universities studying UFT88 from www.aias.us. This list was posted on this blog a few weeks ago. 
Combined with www.upitec.org (increase of an estimated 60%) there have been readings from over 
three hundred of the best universities in the world, including nearly all of the top twenty in the world. 
This is an estimated 2% of total readings because I can identify only institutional URL’s and not private
computers. So the study of UFT88 is very intense, and has been since it was published in 2007. It can 
be found on the first page of Google by using the broadest possible keywords such as “second Bianchi 
identity”. UFT88 means that the entire era of Einsteinian general relativity becomes obsolete. It means 
that the Einstein field equaton is completely incorrect and could never have been tested with precision. 
It means that there was no big bang, no black holes, no dark matter. That era has been entirely 
superceded by ECE theory, and this is very well known by now. A few years ago any criticism of 
Einsteinian general relativity would have been met with blank dogmatic intolerance and great hostility. 
Now all that has faded into history. Human nature as usual.

UFT88 Read at the University of Northern Arizona

Daily Report 5/7/16
July 7, 2016 

The equivalent of 216,186 printed pages was downloaded during the day (788.214 megabytes) from 
2741 downloaded memory files (hits) and 614 distinct visits each averaging 3.9 memory pages and 15 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 78.87, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 317, Top ten items 272, Collected Evans / Morris 165, Collected scientometrics
130, Principles of ECE 65, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 40, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 38, PECE 
(typeset) 37, Collected Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 36, F3(Sp) 34, Autobiography 
volumes one and two 30, Engineering Model 24, Evans Equations 22, CEFE 19, UFT88 15, UFT321 7,
UFT311 5, Three world records by MWE 5, List of prolific authors 4, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 4, 
UFT313 6, UFT314 6, UFT315 9, UFT316 6, UFT317 6, UFT318 13, UFT319 8, UFT320 6, UFT322 
10, UFT323 5, UFT324 3, UFT325 10, UFT326 10, UFT327 5, UFT328 6, UFT329 7, UFT330 8, 
UFT331 5, UFT332 7, UFT333 4, UFT334 11, UFT335 4, UFT336 5, UFT337 5, UFT338 4, UFT339 
3, UFT340 2, UFT341 8, UFT342 8, UFT343 11, UFT344 12, UFT345 22, UFT346 34, UFT347 14, 
UFT348 13, UFT349 16 to date in July 2016. University of Ulm general; California State University 
Chico LCR resonant; Physics Northern Arizona University UFT88; Civil Engineering Research 
Agency Spanish Government UFT157(Sp); Univeristy of Guadalajara Mexico Center for Exact 
Sciences and Engineering UFT142; University of Edinburgh UFT147, ECE article, extensive 
downloads unresolved domain, updated usage file attached for July 2016.

Daily Report 5/7/16

Article by the South Wales Evening     Post
July 6, 2016 

Why would the South Wales Evening Post report a routine but firm objection to a planning application?

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/06/article-by-the-south-wales-evening-post/
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This objection has been posted for weeks at the Council’s website. This is not news. Why would it 
describe defence of the Welsh language as bizarre? This is violation of human rights, a direct attack on 
the language. The destruction of the Welsh language by poor planning and forced overdevelopment is a
violation of human rights. This should be reversed by emergency legislation, because there are very 
few people left in Mawr who can speak the language. When they attempt to do so they are frequently 
subjected to passive or overt hostility by monoglot incomers. This hostility is illegal. This is not 
bizarre, it is a fact. On this internationally famous blog I have defended the language on many 
occasions for many years. My poetry in Welsh and English is read in up to one hundred and eighty two 
countries, but ignored on Rhyddwen Road. I write in English now because the reporter does not know 
Welsh. Swansea County Council cannot govern Mawr at all, it cannot even put down double yellow 
lines or control traffic violations. I have had to attempt such control myself as a member of the Welsh 
speaking Gentry, the traditional ruling class of Wales. I have had to attempt to control biker and horse 
riding vandals myself. I have objected strongly to their destruction of Gelliwastad. I do not recall the 
South Wales Evening Post helping in any way. Swansea County Council cannot control trespass by 
traffic regulation. All it can do is to increase Council tax, and this it does with routine alacrity. May I 
suggest that the confused resident mysteriously mentioned in the article be clearly named? Usually a 
reporter does not report on nothing at all. Why should a newspaper write an article about alleged 
confusion in an anonymous resident? Is that newsworthy? I have a long record of attempting to stop the
destruction of the Welsh language by attempting to stop development, notably Cae Bach. I bought it in 
the mid nineties, my offer was accepted and suddenly “unaccepted” or gazzumped. My intention was to
leave it as undeveloped land. The development has destroyed the spoken Welsh language on Rhyddwen
Road. This is a clear example of how the living language is destroyed, and this is illegal, it is a 
violation of human rights. None of the houses built on Cae Bach were occupied by Welsh speakers, in 
fact the entire length of Rhyddwen Road has been anglicised. This is the result of crude capitalism, the 
idols of the market place are allowed to invade the community and destroy high civilization. Is what I 
write bizarre? It is not, it is the scientific truth. This colonization must be stopped immediately by the 
Welsh Assembly. I am also on record on the Council website as objecting to MA008, plans to develop 
25 Mountain Road, owned by Cllr. Ioan Richard. I arranged a petition against this development, signed 
by many people. So there are constant pressures to cram yet more housing into Craig Cefn Parc, in the 
most unsuitable of places. This is certain to destroy the language, so it is a violation of human rights, 
and wholly illegal. I try to help old people who would prefer to speak Welsh, and not be forced to speak
English, another violation of human rights. The Assembly must oblige Swansea County Council to 
respect the Welsh language. On phoning the Council recently I was told that they say “bore da”, but 
then they switch to English, and expect everyone to do so – slavishly. A lot of people want to speak 
Welsh in Wales. Cllr. Richard has resigned from the Community Council over the issue of over 
development. He was rejected by his constituents, and hangs on to a seat on the County Council for no 
apparent purpose. He is a completely obscure nonentity. I believe that some County Councillors are 
paid £20,000 a year plus, so it is a cosy niche. Did the South Wales Evening Post suddenly decide to 
write this article because it had nothing else to do? Could it possibly have been encouraged to do so by 
the friends of the friends of ruthless developers? Forced development is where a planning application is
suddenly submitted out of the blue and objections are routinely ignored. A classic example is the Betws
wind turbine development. Democracy is trodden into the mud.

Article by the South Wales Evening Post

351(6): Derivation of the Convective Derivative from 
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Cartan     Geometry
July 6, 2016 

The convective derivative of fluid mechanics is given by the scalar spin connection operator (14), 
which is related to the vector spin connection operator of the Stokes derivative by Eq. (21). The entire 
subject of fluid dynamics can be described in terms of the scalar and vector spin connection operators. 
The vorticity equation with finite Reynolds number is given for example by Eq. (24). The ECE2 / 
Kambe field equations of fluid dynamics are given by the JCE identity of UFT313. So as required in a 
unified field theory, the subject of fluid dynamics becomes Cartan geometry.

a351stpapernotes6.pdf

351(6): Derivation of the Convective Derivative from Cartan Geometry

Coding Up
July 6, 2016 

Very useful.

CC: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 06/07/2016 08:20:26 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FlexPDE / fluid electrodynamics numerical solution

It seems to me that the result is in any way dominated by the “penalty pressure”. Changing 
the viscosity parameter has nearly no effect. I have to get more familiar with this type of 
calculations, Doug will certainly tell us more about this.

Horst

Am 05.07.2016 um 15:47 schrieb Russell Davis:

Horst,

I’m investigating your FlexPDE script. The script executes to completion 
without any runtime faults (takes about 3 minutes on my notebook computer).

I’m trying to learn the operation of the FlexPDE “Stage” feature which I see in 
the FlexPDE help file. To clarify, do you mean the use of the “penalty pressure”
workaround is not producing valid results?

-Russ

Coding Up

Code for Fluid     Hydrodynamics
July 6, 2016 
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This is again very useful. There is a lot of international interest building up already in this work as the 
daily scientometrics show. The code can be used for many purposes of course, electric and magnetic 
fields depend directly on the Kambe charge and current as in notes for UFT351, so the code can 
illustrate transition to turbulence in electric and magnetic fields. When two very large subject areas are 
put together, a vast amount of new physics emerges.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 06/07/2016 08:18:06 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FlexPDE Output

This is the input file for FlexPDE, you can view it with any ASCII text editor, the output is 
very similar to a conventional fluid dynamic calculation because of the dominance of the 
grad(p) term.

Horst

Am 05.07.2016 um 12:23 schrieb EMyrone:

This looks very useful. Unfortunately my system cannot open this file, can it be
sent in pdf? I think that the vortex equation can be incorporated in the field 
equations, that will be a method of bringing the Reynolds number in to 
consideration in the field equations themselves. In the literature there are also 
many computer and supercomputer simulations available of fluid dynamics.

Sent: 05/07/2016 10:01:14 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Input by AIAS Director, Dr. Douglas Lindstrom

I modified a FlexPDE example for test purposes. I implemented the 
turbulence equations

w = curl(v)
curl(cross(w,v)) + densp*grad(p) – visc*div(grad(v)) = 0

I added a pressure term as in the example because omitting this 
gives no reasonable solutions at a first glance. The FlexPDE 
description says:
The solution uses a “penalty pressure”, in which the pressure 
variable is used merely to guarantee
mass conservation.

This seems to be a problem for the above equations because it is a 
homogeneous diff. equation system (without source current terms). 
Will investigate this further. Doug and Russ, if you have an idea, 
please let me know.

Horst



Am 03.07.2016 um 08:08 schrieb EMyrone:

This is exactly the right way to make progress, 
implementing code packages and code libraries to save 
a lot of time in coding from scratch. To date there are 
three equations of fluid electrodynamics, the latest note 
for UFT351 summarizes them, and they use S. I. units. 
The only slight problem encountered is the unit of 
pressure in the routine Euler equation of fluid dynamics,
it is not the usual S. I. unit of pressure, kilograms per 
square metre. However that problem irons itself out in 
later stages of the calculation, so the end result is three 
equations with the correct S. I. units.

Sent: 02/07/2016 21:19:05 GMT Daylight 
Time
Subj: Re: FE calculations

Horst, Russ:

Good to hear from you.

Flexpde can handle some degree of algebra 
and diffentiation in the boundary conditions.
It prefers flux type boundary conditions 
where possible. For example (from the 
Flexpde manual) the following is valid for a 
radiative boundary condition.

The radiation loss from a hot body, for 
example, is proportional to the fourth power
of temperature, and the statement

NATURAL(u) = -k*u^4

is a perfectly legal boundary condition for 
the Laplace equation in FlexPDE. The value
u is at the boundary however, and not 
interior to the boundary, but require 
concurrent calculation of the interior values 
to be specified.

Another item that may be of greater 
relevance is the ability of an FEA mesh to 
change shape (adaptive meshing beyond the 
usual automatic mesh density increases 



needed for solution accuracy). The is done 
in CFD problems but not for solid 
mechanics problems, typically. I could see it
being done for electromagnetics also, 
especially if the mesh conforms to the flux 
lines. This I suspect would require 
parametric definitions for surfaces, etc. in 
Flexpde. I don’t think Flexpde has gotten 
this advanced yet, but there are alot of other 
players out there now. Comsol is a powerful 
fea package that could be investigated, but it
is costly. I am not very familiar with CFD 
methods, especially for turbulent flows, but 
these are quite advanced now. That might be
a better direction to look in.

If you keep me posted on this discussion, I 
will comment as least as far as my know-
how permits.

I am currently addressing thermo-elasticity 
and electromagnetics in a coupled manner. 
The coupling within the ECE framework 
provides a much richer solution space than 
the coupling through material properties of 
convention multi-physics, but it may be too 
difficult to analyze except in the simplest of 
situations. I want to see under what 
conditions extreme temperature changes 
occur in a more or less normal piece of 
electromagnetic hardware.

Hopefully this helps a bit.

Take care

Doug

On Sat, Jul 2, 2016 at 10:45 AM, Horst 
Eckardt <mail> wrote:

Hi Russ,

I meant “dynamically” with 
respect to FE analysis methods. 
I am copying to Doug, also to 



Myron for info. Doug, please 
see the beginning of the thread 
below. I do not believe that 
FlexPDE is able to do this, you 
need a more advanced FE 
package. My analytical 
examples are 2-dimensional, 
obviously this dimensional 
separation remains valid for the 
more advanced equations (v in 
XY plane, vorticity in Z plane). 
In so far I could perhaps try a 
solution with FlexPDE with 
fixed boundary conditions.

Russ, you are right with Cahill, 
we are exactly on his track now. 
I expect that certain kind of 
devices create a spacetime 
turbulence in the aether flow. 
The big question is how the 
interaction takes place. When 
we know this mechanism we 
have solved the puzzle and can 
construct “exotic” devices of 
any kind.

Horst

Am 02.07.2016 um 19:03 
schrieb Russell Davis:

Hi Horst,

Yes, I’m following 
the notes, papers and
blog. I’m not sure 
what is meant by 
“dynamically” in 
your question. Do 
you mean with 
respect to finite 
element analysis 
algorithm methods, 
or the dynamics of 
the spacetime 
system itself that is 



being analyzed? If 
you mean the 
former, I think so, 
but perhaps Doug 
Lindstrom has some 
insight since he is 
much more familiar 
with FEM 
techniques than I 
am.

If you are referring 
to the dynamics of 
the spacetime 
system itself, I’m 
unequipped to have 
an answer. However,
your question 
prompts another 
question that I have. 
Cahill et. al. have 
written that speed of 
light interferometery
actually detects an 
“aether” flow, 
streaming past the 
earth (or vice versa) 
on order of 400km/s.
I wonder if the 
physical orientation 
of circuit 
components, test 
equipment, and 
physical structures 
in the vicinity of Dr 
Ide’s experiments 
are interacting with 
this directional 
“aether” flow.

-Russ

Code for Fluid Hydrodynamics



FlexPDE / fluid electrodynamics numerical     solution
July 6, 2016 

To Russ Davis in Florida: This coding up is very useful, the latest scientometrics this morning local 
time show great interest in the latest ECE2 papers, especially UFT346 on a general theory of 
precession, and UFT349 on fluid hydrodynamics. After deriving the convective derivative from Cartan 
geometry I will investigate the incorporation of the vortex in the field equations, thus introducing the 
Reynolds number.

CC: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 05/07/2016 14:49:04 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FlexPDE / fluid electrodynamics numerical solution

Horst,

I’m investigating your FlexPDE script. The script executes to completion without any 
runtime faults (takes about 3 minutes on my notebook computer).

I’m trying to learn the operation of the FlexPDE “Stage” feature which I see in the 
FlexPDE help file. To clarify, do you mean the use of the “penalty pressure” workaround is 
not producing valid results?

-Russ

FlexPDE / fluid electrodynamics numerical solution

4th July Fireworks in     California
July 6, 2016 

Many thanks!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 05/07/2016 14:46:44 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Good to hear from AIAS Fellow Franklin Amador

Here is the link to 4th of July fireworks from Washington DC. I could not find a good one 
from California.

https://youtu.be/shBL01dbYe4

Enjoy,
Franklin

Sent from Xfinity Connect Mobile App 

4th July Fireworks in California

https://youtu.be/shBL01dbYe4
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/06/4th-july-fireworks-in-california/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/06/flexpde-fluid-electrodynamics-numerical-solution/


Wind 1.24%, 1 – 13 mph, 0717 local     time
July 6, 2016 

The wind turbine system has collapsed today to 1.24% because the wind speed across the British Isles 
is generally below their starting point of about 8 mph. So coal has had to be fired up to 7.35% and gas /
steam to 50.38%. This means that the pathetic amount of power produced by 35,000 hideously ugly 
wind turbines is all consumed in firing coal and gas / steam, and then switching them off again. Alice in
Loonieland. Hydro is negligible at 0.54% because there are no tidal lagoons yet in existence. The 
British pound has collapsed again to $1.29, below the sustaining mark of $1.30. So the tories are in a 
shambles and the Prime Minister has resigned. Labour / Plaid Cymru in Wales must demolish wind 
turbines and invest in tidal lagoons, LENR and energy from spacetime devices. Otherwise sterling will 
collapse below the one dollar mark, there will be a danger of hyperinflation and a Great Depression, 
followed by polarization and extremism. This is no time for forced housing development, “Evening 
Post” style.

Wind 1.24%, 1 – 13 mph, 0717 local time

Daily Report 4/7/16
July 6, 2016 

The equivalent of 156,893 printed pages was downloaded (572.032 megabytes) from 2985 downloaded
memory files (hits) 591 distinct visits, each averaging 4.1 memory pages and 13 minutes, main spiders 
cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 244, Top ten items 215, Collected Evans / 
Morris 132, Collected scientometrics 96, The Principles of ECE 54, PECE (typeset) 33, Barddoniaeth / 
Collected Poetry 32, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 27, Collected Proofs that no torsion means no 
gravitation 19, CEFE 17, Evans Equations 16, Engineering Model 14, Autobiography volumes one and 
two 13, Self charging inverter 13, UFT88 13, UFT321 6, UFT311 3, Llais 6, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 
4, List of prolific authors 3, Three world records by MWE 3, UFT313 5, UFT314 4, UFT315 7, 
UFT316 5, UFT317 6, UFT318 9, UFT319 4, UFT320 5, UFT322 9, UFT323 3, UFT324 2, UFT325 6,
UFT326 8, UFT327 4, UFT328 5, UFT329 6, UFT330 5, UFT331 5, UFT332 6, UFT333 2, UFT334 9,
UFT335 2, UFT336 4, UFT337 4, UFT338 3, UFT339 2, UFT340 2, UFT341 6, UFT342 4, UFT343 9,
UFT344 10, UFT345 19, UFT346 28, UFT347 10, UFT348 11, UFT349 15 to date in July 2016. 
Brazilian Federal University at Roraima UFT137(Sp); Max Planck Institute for Gravitational Physics 
(Albert Einstein Institute) AIAS Staff; University of Ulm general; Physics National Autonomous 
University of Mexico Essay51(Sp), UFT232, Peruvian National University at Piura UFT174(Sp); 
University of Edinburgh UFT139, 169 and ECE Article; University of Warwick MWE Page. Intense 
interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for July 2016.

Objection to Dwelling at 10 Mountain     Road
July 5, 2016 

Fair reportage means accurate reporting. My correct title is Dr Evans, not Mr Evans. I have posted my 
reply on my blog.

In a message dated 05/07/2016 18:05:40 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/05/objection-to-dwelling-at-10-mountain-road-2/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/06/daily-report-4716/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/06/wind-1-24-1-13-mph-0717-local-time/


Dear Mr Evans,

Your letter of objection is in the public domain so we were entitled to carry the story.

I will show your email to my editor and carry a follow up story if allowed,

Thank you

Geraint Thomas

Senior Reporter

South Wales Evening Post

Direct line 01792 545545

Twitter @ThomasTheNews

Snail Mail Urban Village, 220 High Street, Swansea. SA1 1NW

 

Geraint Thomas
Subject: Objection to Dwelling at 10 Mountain Road

Geraint Thomas,

South Wales Evening Post

I would like to ask you to print this reply of mine. I was not given a chance to comment 
when you published my objection on Friday July 1st an article on page 35 of The Evening 
Post – my strong and complete objection to a development at 10 Mountain Road. This was 
published by you entirely without my knowledge. This should be rejected on the grounds 
that I have stated, and which are displayed on the Council website. The development will in
all probability anglicise a house (the Philips Estate), that has been Welsh speaking for 
nearly a century. Such senseless developments have destroyed the Welsh language in the 
village of Craig Cefn Parc. You appear to describe this destruction as “bizarre”. It is not 
“bizarre”, it is reality. As a U. S. dual citizen I recognize it clearly as a colonizing process. 
Every new dwelling house and every small farm is likely to be bought by monoglot English
speakers because they have the money, and because of the willingness of people to sell their
own language and culture until they have nothing left but a cultureless wilderness. The 
resident who complained to the Post about his lamentable state of confusion is not able to 
face the reality of language loss. People cannot face the reality of their own guilt. Swansea 

https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/image001.gif


is a notoriously poor area of Wales when it comes to keeping the language, and has been 
completely anglicised in under a century. Every small village in the Swansea Valley is 
under threat of language loss unless they fight back strongly as in Ystalyfera. I was not 
consulted before this article appeared, it is not a “row”, it is not a newspaper cliche, it is a 
routine objection. It is my right to object. Other neighbours are all opposed to the 
development. The destruction of language is illegal, and this matter should be brought to 
the attention of the Welsh Assembly. You assert in an irrelevant and distorted manner that 
20% of 852 people speak Welsh in Craig Cefn Parc, (170 people), but omit to write that that
small percentage is made up almost entirely of old people, who will no tbe with us much 
longer. The village of Craig Cefn Parc used to be the centre of a brilliant Welsh language 
culture, of which my own family was prominent. I am a leading poet in both languages as 
well as a Civil List Pensioner appointed directly by the Head of State and a member of the 
Gentry of Wales on merit, descended from the Tudors. I was born in this house and clearly 
remember an era of only sixty six years ago when everyone spoke Welsh in the village with
rare exceptions. Over development and crass misgovernment has destroyed that completely,
so everyone speaks English with rare exceptions. This fact is in itself a violation of human 
rights and a disgraceful reflection on planning. The Community of Mawr should not be part
of Swansea County, it should be what I call a Bro Iaith, (language nest), an area into which 
no monoglot immigration is allowed and in which house prices are strictly controlled. The 
language in Craig Cefn Parc is essentially extinct, and Swansea County Council is to blame
for failing to keep it alive. This is the deliberate, cold blooded, destruction of the Welsh 
identity itself. This development at 10 Mountain Road should never be allowed to take 
place. Aberystwyth Town Council has taken the lead recently by ruling that all immigrants 
must learn Welsh.

Yn Gywir iawn,

Myron Evans,

(Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent. Civil List Pensioner appointed directly by the Head of State, 
Queen Elizabeth II, in 2005, raised to the Gentry of Wales (2008), D. Sc., Ph. D. B. Sc. 
(Wales),

AIAS Co President

Any opinions expressed in this e-mail are those of the individual and not necessarily the 
company. This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and solely for the 
use of the intended recipient. If you are not the intended recipient or person responsible for 
delivering to the intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error 
and that any use is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, advise the 
sender immediately by using the reply facility in your e-mail software.

Warning: Computer viruses may be transmitted or downloaded onto any computer system 
via e-mail communication. It is the recipient’s responsibility to take appropriate action to 
prevent computer viruses being transmitted In this way. Accordingly Local World Ltd 
disclaim all responsibility which arises directly or indirectly from such transmission of 



computer viruses.

Local World Ltd, One Canada Square, Canary Wharf, London E14 5AP, Company 
No:08290481, Registered in England and Wales. Vat No:153 4729 06

Objection to Dwelling at 10 Mountain Road

Objection to Dwelling at 10 Mountain     Road
July 5, 2016 

Geraint Thomas,
South Wales Evening Post

I would like to ask you to print this reply of mine. I was not given a chance to comment when you 
published my objection on Friday July 1st an article on page 35 of The Evening Post – my strong and 
complete objection to a development at 10 Mountain Road. This was published by you entirely without
my knowledge. This should be rejected on the grounds that I have stated, and which are displayed on 
the Council website. The development will in all probability anglicise a house (the Philips Estate), that 
has been Welsh speaking for nearly a century. Such senseless developments have destroyed the Welsh 
language in the village of Craig Cefn Parc. You appear to describe this destruction as “bizarre”. It is not
“bizarre”, it is reality. As a U. S. dual citizen I recognize it clearly as a colonizing process. Every new 
dwelling house and every small farm is likely to be bought by monoglot English speakers because they 
have the money, and because of the willingness of people to sell their own language and culture until 
they have nothing left but a cultureless wilderness. The resident who complained to the Post about his 
lamentable state of confusion is not able to face the reality of language loss. People cannot face the 
reality of their own guilt. Swansea is a notoriously poor area of Wales when it comes to keeping the 
language, and has been completely anglicised in under a century. Every small village in the Swansea 
Valley is under threat of language loss unless they fight back strongly as in Ystalyfera. I was not 
consulted before this article appeared, it is not a “row”, it is not a newspaper cliche, it is a routine 
objection. It is my right to object. Other neighbours are all opposed to the development. The 
destruction of language is illegal, and this matter should be brought to the attention of the Welsh 
Assembly. You assert in an irrelevant and distorted manner that 20% of 852 people speak Welsh in 
Craig Cefn Parc, (170 people), but omit to write that that small percentage is made up almost entirely 
of old people, who will no tbe with us much longer. The village of Craig Cefn Parc used to be the 
centre of a brilliant Welsh language culture, of which my own family was prominent. I am a leading 
poet in both languages as well as a Civil List Pensioner appointed directly by the Head of State and a 
member of the Gentry of Wales on merit, descended from the Tudors. I was born in this house and 
clearly remember an era of only sixty six years ago when everyone spoke Welsh in the village with rare
exceptions. Over development and crass misgovernment has destroyed that completely, so everyone 
speaks English with rare exceptions. This fact is in itself a violation of human rights and a disgraceful 
reflection on planning. The Community of Mawr should not be part of Swansea County, it should be 
what I call a Bro Iaith, (language nest), an area into which no monoglot immigration is allowed and in 
which house prices are strictly controlled. The language in Craig Cefn Parc is essentially extinct, and 
Swansea County Council is to blame for failing to keep it alive. This is the deliberate, cold blooded, 
destruction of the Welsh identity itself. This development at 10 Mountain Road should never be 
allowed to take place. Aberystwyth Town Council has taken the lead recently by ruling that all 
immigrants must learn Welsh.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/05/objection-to-dwelling-at-10-mountain-road/
http://www.localworld.co.uk/


Yn Gywir iawn,

Myron Evans,

(Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent. Civil List Pensioner appointed directly by the Head of State, Queen Elizabeth 
II, in 2005, raised to the Gentry of Wales (2008), D. Sc., Ph. D. B. Sc. (Wales),
AIAS Co President

Objection to Dwelling at 10 Mountain Road

FlexPDE Output
July 5, 2016 

This looks very useful. Unfortunately my system cannot open this file, can it be sent in pdf? I think that
the vortex equation can be incorporated in the field equations, that will be a method of bringing the 
Reynolds number in to consideration in the field equations themselves. In the literature there are also 
many computer and supercomputer simulations available of fluid dynamics.

Sent: 05/07/2016 10:01:14 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Input by AIAS Director, Dr. Douglas Lindstrom

I modified a FlexPDE example for test purposes. I implemented the turbulence equations

w = curl(v)
curl(cross(w,v)) + densp*grad(p) – visc*div(grad(v)) = 0

I added a pressure term as in the example because omitting this gives no reasonable 
solutions at a first glance. The FlexPDE description says:
The solution uses a “penalty pressure”, in which the pressure variable is used merely to 
guarantee
mass conservation.

This seems to be a problem for the above equations because it is a homogeneous diff. 
equation system (without source current terms). Will investigate this further. Doug and 
Russ, if you have an idea, please let me know.

Horst

Am 03.07.2016 um 08:08 schrieb EMyrone:

This is exactly the right way to make progress, implementing code packages 
and code libraries to save a lot of time in coding from scratch. To date there are 
three equations of fluid electrodynamics, the latest note for UFT351 
summarizes them, and they use S. I. units. The only slight problem encountered
is the unit of pressure in the routine Euler equation of fluid dynamics, it is not 
the usual S. I. unit of pressure, kilograms per square metre. However that 
problem irons itself out in later stages of the calculation, so the end result is 
three equations with the correct S. I. units.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/05/flexpde-output/


Sent: 02/07/2016 21:19:05 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FE calculations

Horst, Russ:

Good to hear from you.

Flexpde can handle some degree of algebra and diffentiation in the 
boundary conditions. It prefers flux type boundary conditions where
possible. For example (from the Flexpde manual) the following is 
valid for a radiative boundary condition.

The radiation loss from a hot body, for example, is proportional to 
the fourth power of temperature, and the statement

NATURAL(u) = -k*u^4

is a perfectly legal boundary condition for the Laplace equation in 
FlexPDE. The value u is at the boundary however, and not interior 
to the boundary, but require concurrent calculation of the interior 
values to be specified.

Another item that may be of greater relevance is the ability of an 
FEA mesh to change shape (adaptive meshing beyond the usual 
automatic mesh density increases needed for solution accuracy). 
The is done in CFD problems but not for solid mechanics problems,
typically. I could see it being done for electromagnetics also, 
especially if the mesh conforms to the flux lines. This I suspect 
would require parametric definitions for surfaces, etc. in Flexpde. I 
don’t think Flexpde has gotten this advanced yet, but there are alot 
of other players out there now. Comsol is a powerful fea package 
that could be investigated, but it is costly. I am not very familiar 
with CFD methods, especially for turbulent flows, but these are 
quite advanced now. That might be a better direction to look in.

If you keep me posted on this discussion, I will comment as least as 
far as my know-how permits.

I am currently addressing thermo-elasticity and electromagnetics in 
a coupled manner. The coupling within the ECE framework 
provides a much richer solution space than the coupling through 
material properties of convention multi-physics, but it may be too 
difficult to analyze except in the simplest of situations. I want to see
under what conditions extreme temperature changes occur in a more
or less normal piece of electromagnetic hardware.



Hopefully this helps a bit.

Take care

Doug

On Sat, Jul 2, 2016 at 10:45 AM, Horst Eckardt <mail> wrote:

Hi Russ,

I meant “dynamically” with respect to FE analysis 
methods. I am copying to Doug, also to Myron for info. 
Doug, please see the beginning of the thread below. I do
not believe that FlexPDE is able to do this, you need a 
more advanced FE package. My analytical examples are
2-dimensional, obviously this dimensional separation 
remains valid for the more advanced equations (v in XY
plane, vorticity in Z plane). In so far I could perhaps try 
a solution with FlexPDE with fixed boundary 
conditions.

Russ, you are right with Cahill, we are exactly on his 
track now. I expect that certain kind of devices create a 
spacetime turbulence in the aether flow. The big 
question is how the interaction takes place. When we 
know this mechanism we have solved the puzzle and 
can construct “exotic” devices of any kind.

Horst

Am 02.07.2016 um 19:03 schrieb Russell Davis:

Hi Horst,

Yes, I’m following the notes, papers and 
blog. I’m not sure what is meant by 
“dynamically” in your question. Do you 
mean with respect to finite element analysis 
algorithm methods, or the dynamics of the 
spacetime system itself that is being 
analyzed? If you mean the former, I think 
so, but perhaps Doug Lindstrom has some 
insight since he is much more familiar with 
FEM techniques than I am.

If you are referring to the dynamics of the 



spacetime system itself, I’m unequipped to 
have an answer. However, your question 
prompts another question that I have. Cahill 
et. al. have written that speed of light 
interferometery actually detects an “aether” 
flow, streaming past the earth (or vice versa)
on order of 400km/s. I wonder if the 
physical orientation of circuit components, 
test equipment, and physical structures in 
the vicinity of Dr Ide’s experiments are 
interacting with this directional “aether” 
flow.

-Russ

FlexPDE Output

Discussion of 351(4)
July 5, 2016 

Agreed with this, and the definition of q by Kambe allows the fluid electrodynamic charge density rho 
to have a rich structure which you graphed in UFT349. So the vacuum rho also has a rich structure.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 05/07/2016 09:44:10 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 351(4)

So we have a potentially charged aether which seems to clarify how material charges may 
come into existence: by the q function of Kambe.

Horst

Am 04.07.2016 um 18:22 schrieb EMyrone:

It depends on the context, the ratio of the charge density to mass density enters 
by dimensional analysis. If material matter is being considered the quantities 
refer to material matter. If the vacuum is being considered to be a fluid, they 
refer to the vacuum. In conventional electrodynamics they are both zero in the 
vacuum. Fluid electrodynamics allows consideration of the vacuum as being 
made up of a charge density and a mass density.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 04/07/2016 16:47:27 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 351(4): Coulomb and Ampere Maxwell Laws of Fluid 
Electrodynamics

I have still an understanding problem. The mass density rho_m is 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/05/discussion-of-3514-2/


that of the vacuum. Is the electric charge density rho that of 
conventional electrodynamics, or the vacuum or both? You seem to 
have assumed for both. This allows constructing E and B fields by 
“vacuum flux design” which are present in circuits too and can be 
utilized. However we then have two different eqution sets where 
rho appears in different ways, a bit confusing.

Horst

Am 03.07.2016 um 13:23 schrieb EMyrone:

These are more richly structured than the equivalent 
equations in electrodynamics, and are given by Eqs. 
(14) and (17). They give rise to the sound wave 
equation of fluid electrodynamics as shown. The charge 
density and current density of fluid electrodynamics are 
defined by Eqs. (33) and (34) in which the fluid velocity
field is defined by Eq. (35). The spacetime or aether or 
vacuum of fluid dynamics is filled with charge and 
current density defined by Eqs. (33) and (34). The 
vacuum is defined by the vacuum mass density and the 
vacuum velocity field. In electrodynamics the 
conventional vacuum is defined as a region in which 
there is no charge current density. In fluid 
electrodynamics spacetime produces E and B in a 
circuit through the Coulomb and Ampere Maxwell laws 
(14) and (17) of fluid electrodynamics. Under well 
defined conditions dertemined by the Reynolds number 
the vacuum velocity field becomes turbulent, and 
turbulent E and B can be induced in a circuit such as 
that designed by Osamu Ide and developed in UFT311, 
a paper which confirms ECE in all detail

Discussion of 351(4)

351(5): Derivation of the Stokes Derivative from 
Cartan     Geometry
July 5, 2016 

This derivation shows how the Stokes derivative is defined by the spin connection vector of Cartan 
geometry. The latter therefore describes the whole of fluid dynamics via this definition, the definition 
of the convective derivative, and the ECE2 / Kambe field equations.

a351stpapernotes5.pdf

351(5): Derivation of the Stokes Derivative from Cartan Geometry

https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/a351stpapernotes5.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/05/3515-derivation-of-the-stokes-derivative-from-cartan-geometry/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/05/3515-derivation-of-the-stokes-derivative-from-cartan-geometry/


Good to hear from AIAS Fellow Franklin     Amador
July 5, 2016 

Good to hear from you, and I look forward to seeing the fireworks from California – life, liberty and 
the pursuit of happiness.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 05/07/2016 00:55:47 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Happy Fourth of July!

Dear Dr Evans,

Happy 4th of July, to you as well. The older I get, the more I cherish the true meaning of 
this day.

I’ll send you video links to some fireworks from California, USA.

I look forward to your latest efforts in publishing the PECE book.

Your friend,
Franklin Amador, P.E.
Electrical Engineer
AIAS Fellow

Sent from Xfinity Connect Mobile App 

Good to hear from AIAS Fellow Franklin Amador

UFT88 Read at     Princeton
July 5, 2016 

This is the second study of the classic UFT88 at Princeton, which is the headquarters of the Ivy league. 
It is currently ranked 6 in the world by Shanghai rankings, 7 by Times, 11 by QS and 28 by 
webometrics. It has an acceptance rate of 6.5% and an endowment of $22.72 billion, with a total of 
8,138 students. I have worked at Princeton with Prof Warren Warren, who invited me from Cornell to 
work on optical NMR, whose theory I had proposed. Princeton is associated with 41 Nobel Laureates 
and was founded in 1746 in Elizabeth in the colony of New Jersey. It was the fourth university to be 
chartered in the original thirteen colonies. UFT88 is accepted internationally as the paper that refutes 
the Einsteinian era of gravitational physics by incorporating torsion in the second Bianchi identity of 
1902, upon which Einstein based his field equation of 1915. The final form of the corrected Bianchi 
identity is the JCE identity of UFT313 (Jacobi Cartan Evans identity) which initiated the ECE2 series 
of papers, UFT313 – UFT320 , UFT322 – UFT349 to date, currently being read about thirty thousand 
times a year in the world’s best universities, institutes and similar. So the empty media propaganda 
about big bang, black holes and dark matter is being completely rejected by people at the world’s best 
universities. Also being rejected are claims that the incorrect Einstein theory has been tested with 
precision. Experimental methods of the past are being questioned by the best minds. This always 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/05/uft88-read-at-princeton-2/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/05/good-to-hear-from-aias-fellow-franklin-amador/


happens in the history of physics, or any evolving subject, and is a very healthy thing historically. 
Otherwise there is stagnation, intolerance and dogma. Recently I posted on this blog the fact that 
UFT88 has been read at about two hundred of the best universities in the world in the past two years 
alone, and off www.aias.us alone. It has also been read off www.upitec.org and from private computers.
I can only detect about 2% of the total readings of UFT88 from institutional URL’s. It is a classic paper 
by any historical measure. UFT88 was published in 2007.

UFT88 Read at Princeton

Wind 10.5%, 0711 local time, speed 2 – 18     mph
July 5, 2016 

The wind has increased to 2 – 18 mph across the British Isles today. This range is well below 30 mph, 
when the turbines generate their maximum power. They do not generate anything if the wind is below 8
mph, and have to be shut down at 50 mph to prevent damage. The average maximum wind speed in the
windiest areas of the British Isles is in a range well below 30 mph and sometimes barely above 8 mph. 
Wind turbines need electricity FROM the grid to have them restarted. So their net input can be 
negative, in other words they supply nothing and actually take power which has to be supplied by coal, 
gas /steam and nuclear. Coal today is at 6.61%, demand is 26.94 gigawatts, gas steam is at 38% and 
nuclear at 29.43%. So coal has had to be powered up again to stabilize the grid. So wind turbines 
damage the grid as well as being completely useless. No real government would ever have allowed 
wind turbines to happen. It would have built many tidal lagoons fifty years ago.

cc Prime Minister’s Office as Civil List Pensioner.

Wind 10.5%, 0711 local time, speed 2 – 18 mph

Daily Report 3/7/16
July 5, 2016 

The equivalent of 166,377 printed pages was downloaded during the day (606.612 megabytes) from 
2549 downloaded memory files (hits) and 503 distinct visits each averaging 4.4 memory pages and 13 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 65.27, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten 168, Collected ECE2 134, Collected Evans / Morris 99 (est), Collected Scientometrics 
74, Principles of ECE 30, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 20, PECE (typeset) 18, CEFE 14, F3(Sp) 13, Self
charging inverter 13, Autobiography volumes one and two 12, Engineering Model 12, Barddoniaeth / 
Collected Poetry 10, Evans Equations 9, UFT88 9, Collected Proofs that no torsion means no 
gravitation 8, UFT321 4, Three world records by MWE 3, Llais 3, List of prolific authors 2, UFT311 2,
Lindstrom Idaho lecture 1, UFT313 3, UFT314 2, UFT315 7, UFT316 4, UFT317 4, UFT318 7, 
UFT319 3, UFT320 5, UFT322 4, UFT323 2, UFT324 1, UFT325 3, UFT326 3, UFT327 2, UFT328 1,
UFT329 3, UFT330 3, UFT331 3, UFT332 2, UFT333 1, UFT334 4, UFT335 1, UFT336 3, UFT337 2,
UFT338 2, UFT339 2, UFT340 2, UFT341 3, UFT342 1, UFT343 5, UFT344 4, UFT345 6, UFT346 
18, UFT347 6, UFT348 6, UFT349 7 to date in July 2016. Princeton University UFT88, Italian 
National Institute for Nuclear Research (INFN) Bologna Omnia Opera 589; University of Edinburgh 
UFT167; University of York UFT278, intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for July 
2016.
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Discussion of 351(4)
July 4, 2016 

It depends on the context, the ratio of the charge density to mass density enters by dimensional 
analysis. If material matter is being considered the quantities refer to material matter. If the vacuum is 
being considered to be a fluid, they refer to the vacuum. In conventional electrodynamics they are both 
zero in the vacuum. Fluid electrodynamics allows consideration of the vacuum as being made up of a 
charge density and a mass density.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 04/07/2016 16:47:27 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 351(4): Coulomb and Ampere Maxwell Laws of Fluid Electrodynamics

I have still an understanding problem. The mass density rho_m is that of the vacuum. Is the 
electric charge density rho that of conventional electrodynamics, or the vacuum or both? 
You seem to have assumed for both. This allows constructing E and B fields by “vacuum 
flux design” which are present in circuits too and can be utilized. However we then have 
two different eqution sets where rho appears in different ways, a bit confusing.

Horst

Am 03.07.2016 um 13:23 schrieb EMyrone:

These are more richly structured than the equivalent equations in 
electrodynamics, and are given by Eqs. (14) and (17). They give rise to the 
sound wave equation of fluid electrodynamics as shown. The charge density 
and current density of fluid electrodynamics are defined by Eqs. (33) and (34) 
in which the fluid velocity field is defined by Eq. (35). The spacetime or aether 
or vacuum of fluid dynamics is filled with charge and current density defined 
by Eqs. (33) and (34). The vacuum is defined by the vacuum mass density and 
the vacuum velocity field. In electrodynamics the conventional vacuum is 
defined as a region in which there is no charge current density. In fluid 
electrodynamics spacetime produces E and B in a circuit through the Coulomb 
and Ampere Maxwell laws (14) and (17) of fluid electrodynamics. Under well 
defined conditions dertemined by the Reynolds number the vacuum velocity 
field becomes turbulent, and turbulent E and B can be induced in a circuit such 
as that designed by Osamu Ide and developed in UFT311, a paper which 
confirms ECE in all detail 

VAPS and Incompressible     Fluid
July 4, 2016 

OK agreed, the Kambe equations hold for viscous flows and this is a very useful result. Rowlinson’s 
group at Oxford did a lot of work on viscosity, and with David Heyes I did a lot of computer simulation

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/04/vaps-and-incompressible-fluid-2/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/04/discussion-of-3514/


work on fluid dynamics, mid to late eighties

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 04/07/2016 09:36:56 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: VAPS and Incompressible Fluid

I have the 1984 edition of VAPS, hope the numbering of equations is the same. Actually in 
eqs.(8,9) on p. 478, problem 11-21, it is assumed

nabla * v = 0

(incompressible fluid,) but this assumption is unnecessary because the curl in eq.(10) lets 
vanish the term

curl ( nabla (nabla*v))

since the curl of a scalar function vanishes. So the result (10) holds for viscous and 
compressible flows. Viscosity is the origin of the Reynolds number.

Horst

Am 03.07.2016 um 13:33 schrieb EMyrone:

Problem 11 – 19 deals with the incompressible fluid through its Eq. (3), del v = 
0, div v = 0. This is the incompressible, inviscid fluid with no shear forces. 
Problem 11 – 21 includes viscosity effects. The Reynolds number is defined in 
Eq (10) of Problem 11 – 21. (E. G. Milewski, Ed., “Vector Analysis Problem 
Solver”, revised printing 1987).

To: EMyrone
Sent: 03/07/2016 10:31:45 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Incompressible Fluid

I remember that the derivation of Navier-Stokes equations in VAPS 
uses the condition div(v) = 0. We should clarify where it is used and
where not.

Horst

Am 03.07.2016 um 08:43 schrieb EMyrone:

This condition div v = 0 is the condition for 
incompressible flow, and is akin to the condiition div W 
= 0 in ECE2 electrodynamics. More generally the fluid 
is compressible, div v is not zero, and can develop many
more properties, so can fluid electrodynamics. I will see
if the Kambe equations can be developed without this 



constraint, resulting in more general equations of fluid 
electodynamics.

Sent: 02/07/2016 23:27:22 GMT Daylight 
Time
Subj: Re: FE calculations

Thanks, Doug. Another question: The 
velocity field has to be divergence-free. 
How can this be guaranteed? adding the 
equation

div(v) = 0

would make the equation set 
overdetermined (4 equations for 3 
variables).

Horst

Am 02.07.2016 um 22:18 schrieb Doug 
Lindstrom:

Horst, Russ:

Good to hear from you.

Flexpde can handle some degree
of algebra and diffentiation in 
the boundary conditions. It 
prefers flux type boundary 
conditions where possible. For 
example (from the Flexpde 
manual) the following is valid 
for a radiative boundary 
condition.

The radiation loss from a hot 
body, for example, is 
proportional to the fourth power 
of temperature, and the 
statement

NATURAL(u) = -k*u^4

is a perfectly legal boundary 



condition for the Laplace 
equation in FlexPDE. The value 
u is at the boundary however, 
and not interior to the boundary, 
but require concurrent 
calculation of the interior values 
to be specified.

Another item that may be of 
greater relevance is the ability of
an FEA mesh to change shape 
(adaptive meshing beyond the 
usual automatic mesh density 
increases needed for solution 
accuracy). The is done in CFD 
problems but not for solid 
mechanics problems, typically. I
could see it being done for 
electromagnetics also, especially
if the mesh conforms to the flux 
lines. This I suspect would 
require parametric definitions 
for surfaces, etc. in Flexpde. I 
don’t think Flexpde has gotten 
this advanced yet, but there are 
alot of other players out there 
now. Comsol is a powerful fea 
package that could be 
investigated, but it is costly. I 
am not very familiar with CFD 
methods, especially for turbulent
flows, but these are quite 
advanced now. That might be a 
better direction to look in.

If you keep me posted on this 
discussion, I will comment as 
least as far as my know-how 
permits.

I am currently addressing 
thermo-elasticity and 
electromagnetics in a coupled 
manner. The coupling within the
ECE framework provides a 
much richer solution space than 
the coupling through material 



properties of convention multi-
physics, but it may be too 
difficult to analyze except in the 
simplest of situations. I want to 
see under what conditions 
extreme temperature changes 
occur in a more or less normal 
piece of electromagnetic 
hardware.

Hopefully this helps a bit.

Take care

Doug

On Sat, Jul 2, 2016 at 10:45 
AM, Horst Eckardt <mail> 
wrote:

Hi Russ,

I meant 
“dynamically” with 
respect to FE 
analysis methods. I 
am copying to Doug,
also to Myron for 
info. Doug, please 
see the beginning of 
the thread below. I 
do not believe that 
FlexPDE is able to 
do this, you need a 
more advanced FE 
package. My 
analytical examples 
are 2-dimensional, 
obviously this 
dimensional 
separation remains 
valid for the more 
advanced equations 
(v in XY plane, 
vorticity in Z plane).
In so far I could 



perhaps try a 
solution with 
FlexPDE with fixed 
boundary conditions.

Russ, you are right 
with Cahill, we are 
exactly on his track 
now. I expect that 
certain kind of 
devices create a 
spacetime turbulence
in the aether flow. 
The big question is 
how the interaction 
takes place. When 
we know this 
mechanism we have 
solved the puzzle 
and can construct 
“exotic” devices of 
any kind.

Horst

Am 02.07.2016 um 
19:03 schrieb 
Russell Davis:

Hi Horst,

Yes, I’m 
followin
g the 
notes, 
papers 
and blog.
I’m not 
sure 
what is 
meant by
“dynami
cally” in 
your 
question.
Do you 
mean 



with 
respect 
to finite 
element 
analysis 
algorith
m 
methods,
or the 
dynamic
s of the 
spacetim
e system 
itself that
is being 
analyzed
? If you 
mean the
former, I
think so, 
but 
perhaps 
Doug 
Lindstro
m has 
some 
insight 
since he 
is much 
more 
familiar 
with 
FEM 
techniqu
es than I 
am.

If you 
are 
referring 
to the 
dynamic
s of the 
spacetim
e system 
itself, 
I’m 



unequipp
ed to 
have an 
answer. 
However
, your 
question 
prompts 
another 
question 
that I 
have. 
Cahill et.
al. have 
written 
that 
speed of 
light 
interfero
metery 
actually 
detects 
an 
“aether” 
flow, 
streamin
g past 
the earth 
(or vice 
versa) on
order of 
400km/s.
I wonder
if the 
physical 
orientati
on of 
circuit 
compone
nts, test 
equipme
nt, and 
physical 
structure
s in the 
vicinity 
of Dr 



Ide’s 
experime
nts are 
interacti
ng with 
this 
direction
al 
“aether” 
flow.

-Russ

VAPS and Incompressible Fluid

Negligible Wind Contribution for about a     Month
July 4, 2016 

From www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk the contributions in percentage of total demand in the countries of 
Britain are as follows from about 35,000 metred turbines of all kinds. In reverse chronological order 
from today, 4/6/16: 1.91, 11.09, 18.72, 10.59, 6.45. 8.54, 4.04, 1.64, 9.63, 3.35, 2, 23, 1.56,2.57, 0.79, 
2.39, 3.39, 2.72, 11.23, 3.72, 4.36, 1.72, 2.68, 2.70, 3.89, 2.48, 1.41, 1.59, 0.41, 0.33, 1.52. A total of 
thirty readings, sometimes more than once a day. The average is 4.32%, with wild fluctuations over 
only a month. This is a complete waste of time and money.

cc Prime Minister’s Office

Negligible Wind Contribution for about a Month

Happy Fourth of     July!
July 4, 2016 

Happy Fourth of July!

Principles of ECE
July 4, 2016 

This is the most popular single item on www.aias.us from this morning’s daily report. PECE (typeset) 
is the second most popular single item after UFT43 (a favourite for over a decade). Ref.

M. W. Evans, H. Eckardt, D. W. Lindstrom and S. J. Crothers, “The Principles of Einstein Cartan Evans
Unified Field Theory” (open source on www.aias.us and www.upitec.org, to be published in softback, 
Spanish version translated by Alex Hill, open source on combined sites, archived on www.archive.org).

This is an advanced level monograph with illustrations. The cover illustration is to be prepared by an 
artist, a friend of Horst Eckardt. There is a chapter on the most advanced energy technologies available 
to date: LENR and energy from spacetime. It has already been read an estimated fourteen thousand 

http://www.archive.org/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
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times in two years, in its preparatory stages, using the powerful open source publishing methods of 
AIAS / UPITEC. These advanced energy technologies should be developed as quickly as humanly 
possible. A company such as World Scientific would only have been able to sell a few hundred copies 
at most, and would have kept almost all royalties, and would have insisted that we take PECE off 
combined sites: the internationally well known www.aias.us and www.upitec.org. That era of 
publishing is well and truly obsolete.

cc Prime Minister’s Office from Civil List Pensioner.

Principles of ECE

Wind 1.91%, 0 – 10     mph
July 4, 2016 

The contribution has dropped catastrophically in just two days from about 18% to 1.91%, coal has had 
to be fired up today to 7.40% and gas / steam to 50.38% of demand in order to stabilize the grid. This 
firing up process probably consumes all the electricity turned out by all the metred wind turbines. To 
restart becalmed turbines needs yet more electricity. So the net contribution of turbines is zero or 
negative. You will never find this scientific truth in the windy propaganda (ref. my ancestral cousin Sir 
Francis Bacon and his idols philosophy). In about two weeks of monitoring there has been a single one 
day spike of 18%, the rest essentially negligible, from 35,000 turbines of all sizes. The Swansea lagoon
is planned to be about 10 gigawatts. Demand now is 26.76 gigawatts at 0656 local time. Four or five 
tidal lagoons would easily cover all demand and will be enough for export. Subsidies run into many 
billions a year and are a complete waste of money. The pound has dropped to $1.33 today from about 
$2.0 only a few years ago, so has almost halved in value. What is left is being squandered in Alice in 
Turbine Land. The U. S. Congress is considering LENR (low energy nuclear reactors), and it is known 
that there is unlimited electric power in ubiquitous spacetime, e.g. UFT311, and “Principles of ECE”.

cc Prime Minister’s Office as Civil List Pensioner.

Wind 1.91%, 0 – 10 mph

Daily Report Saturday     2/7/16
July 4, 2016 

The equivalent of 134,575 printed pages was downloaded during the day (490.661 megabytes) from 
2048 downloaded memory files (hits) and 520 distinct visits each averaging 2.9 memory pages and 12 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 65.71, main spiders cnsat (China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten items 128, Collected ECE2 89, Collected Evans Morris 66 (est), Collected 
scientometrics 63, Principles of ECE 30, Collected Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 20, PECE (typeset) 18, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 10, Collected Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 8, CEFE 6, 
Evans Equations 6, Engineering Model 5, Three world records by MWE 2, List of prolific authors 1, 
Lindstrom Idaho lecture 1, Llais 1, UFT311 1, UFT321 1, UFT314 1, UFT315 2, UFT316 2, UFT317 
2, UFT318 3, UFT319 1, UFT320 3, UFT322 3, UFT323 2, UFT324 1, UFT325 1, UFT326 3, UFT327
2, UFT328 3, UFT329 3, UFT330 1, UFT331 1, UFT332 3, UFT333 1, UFT334 4, UFT335 1, UFT336
1, UFT338 2, UFT339 2, UFT341 2, UFT342 1, UFT344 3, UFT345 4, UFT346 11, UFT347 4, 
UFT348 4, UFT349 7 to date in July 2016. Mining and Metallurgical Engineering McGill University 
Canada UFT11; Gmina Kolbud Poland Frequently asked questions, flowcharts; University of 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/04/daily-report-saturday-2716/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/04/wind-1-91-0-10-mph/
http://www.upitec.org/
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Edinburgh UFT154, 155, 157, 161 and Spacetime Energy. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage 
file attached for July 2016.

Daily Report Saturday 2/7/16

Meaning of the Equations Used by     Kambe
July 3, 2016 

These are conservation of momentum, the Euler equation (which can be developed into the Navier 
Stokes equation); conservation of matter (the continuity equation, matter cannot be created or destroyed
in nineteenth century language); conservation of energy (in the form of an entropy equation, the 
convective derivative of entropy per unit mass is zero); and the conservation of angular momentum (the
vorticity equation).

Meaning of the Equations Used by Kambe

The Vacuum Mass Density of Fluid     Electrodynamics
July 3, 2016 

Fluid electrodynamics is a completely new subject, and must not be confused with electrodynamics. In 
fluid electrodynamics there is a spacetime mass density and spacetime charge density, which make it 
easy to see that a circuit can pick up electric and magnetic fields from spacetime. The obsolete standard
physics attributes spacetime mass density to a completely arbitrary entity known as “dark matter”. In 
ECE2 fluid electrodynamics this is derived logically from well known fluid dynamics as developed by 
Kambe (google keywords fluid Maxwell equations). “Dark flow” is the mass current of the ECE2 fluid 
electrodynamics equations, again derived in a rigorously logical way from fluid dynamics as developed
by Kambe. In recent work in ECE2 gravitation, dark matter has also been explained in terms of the 
vacuum particle.

The Vacuum Mass Density of Fluid Electrodynamics

Derivation of the Vorticity Equation in Fluid     Dynamics
July 3, 2016 

I googled this up – the vorticity equation of fluid dynamics expresses conservation of the angular 
momentum field of a fluid, and is derived from the Navier Stokes equation for the fluid velocity field, 
which is derived from the Euler equation. The convective derivative is used in these equations, and is a 
particular case of the covariant derivative of Cartan geometry with a given spin connection. I will give 
details in the next note. Kambe defines a particular case of the general vorticity equation in his Eq. 
(11), missing out the Reynolds number, but does not use his vorticity equation (11) to derive his four 
field equations in the format of the ECE2 equations of electrodynamics.

Derivation of the Vorticity Equation in Fluid Dynamics

Reynolds Number
July 3, 2016 
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This is derived in VAPS solved problem 11.21 of the 1987 printing. This is the vorticity equation of 
Kambe with a non zero term on the right hand side containing the Reynolds number. Kambe assumes 
that the Reynolds number term is zero. I will google up the derivation of the vorticity equation in 
conventional fluid dynamics and investigate its geometrical structure.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/07/2016 11:14:47 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Kambe Equations are for compressible fluids in general

This is important info, I just wondered how the Reynolds number term comes into play in 
the field equations, this is obviously an extension. Is this compatible with Cartan geometry?

Horst

Am 03.07.2016 um 10:40 schrieb EMyrone:

I have checked that the Kambe equations do not use the condition del v = 0 and 
are valid for compressible fluids in general. they can describe vortices, eddies 
and shear flows of spacetime. For example in his section 4 Kambe uses the 
identity:

del(del dot v) = del x (del x v) + del squared v

to derive the equation of a sound wave. So the coding problem mentioned by 
Horst disappears. This means that the Kambe equations can describe shear flow
and viscosity,and so can the new equations of fluid electrodynamics. To obtain 
energy from spacetime flow use the Kambe equation del E = q translated as in 
notes for UFT351, where q is the vacuum Kambe charge whose properties are 
given in UFT349 Section 3. The four field equations of Kambe have the same 
structure as ECE2 electrodynamics, and are derived without using the vorticity 
equation of Kambe, in which he omits the Reynolds number. In the notes for 
UFT351 the Reynolds number is reinstated. So the vorticity equation provides 
information not included in the field equations, and will be a very useful new 
equation of electrodynamics. I will now proceed to translate Kambe’s sound 
wave equation, analogous to the d’Alembert equation for the scalar potential. I 
will also see if it is possible to incorporate the Reynolds number in the field 
equations.

VAPS and Incompressible     Fluid
July 3, 2016 

Problem 11 – 19 deals with the incompressible fluid through its Eq. (3), del v = 0, div v = 0. This is the 
incompressible, inviscid fluid with no shear forces. Problem 11 – 21 includes viscosity effects. The 
Reynolds number is defined in Eq (10) of Problem 11 – 21. (E. G. Milewski, Ed., “Vector Analysis 
Problem Solver”, revised printing 1987).

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/03/vaps-and-incompressible-fluid/


To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/07/2016 10:31:45 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Incompressible Fluid

I remember that the derivation of Navier-Stokes equations in VAPS uses the condition 
div(v) = 0. We should clarify where it is used and where not.

Horst

Am 03.07.2016 um 08:43 schrieb EMyrone:

This condition div v = 0 is the condition for incompressible flow, and is akin to 
the condiition div W = 0 in ECE2 electrodynamics. More generally the fluid is 
compressible, div v is not zero, and can develop many more properties, so can 
fluid electrodynamics. I will see if the Kambe equations can be developed 
without this constraint, resulting in more general equations of fluid 
electodynamics.

Sent: 02/07/2016 23:27:22 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FE calculations

Thanks, Doug. Another question: The velocity field has to be 
divergence-free. How can this be guaranteed? adding the equation

div(v) = 0

would make the equation set overdetermined (4 equations for 3 
variables).

Horst

Am 02.07.2016 um 22:18 schrieb Doug Lindstrom:

Horst, Russ:

Good to hear from you.

Flexpde can handle some degree of algebra and 
diffentiation in the boundary conditions. It prefers flux 
type boundary conditions where possible. For example 
(from the Flexpde manual) the following is valid for a 
radiative boundary condition.

The radiation loss from a hot body, for example, is 
proportional to the fourth power of temperature, and the
statement



NATURAL(u) = -k*u^4

is a perfectly legal boundary condition for the Laplace 
equation in FlexPDE. The value u is at the boundary 
however, and not interior to the boundary, but require 
concurrent calculation of the interior values to be 
specified.

Another item that may be of greater relevance is the 
ability of an FEA mesh to change shape (adaptive 
meshing beyond the usual automatic mesh density 
increases needed for solution accuracy). The is done in 
CFD problems but not for solid mechanics problems, 
typically. I could see it being done for electromagnetics 
also, especially if the mesh conforms to the flux lines. 
This I suspect would require parametric definitions for 
surfaces, etc. in Flexpde. I don’t think Flexpde has 
gotten this advanced yet, but there are alot of other 
players out there now. Comsol is a powerful fea package
that could be investigated, but it is costly. I am not very 
familiar with CFD methods, especially for turbulent 
flows, but these are quite advanced now. That might be 
a better direction to look in.

If you keep me posted on this discussion, I will 
comment as least as far as my know-how permits.

I am currently addressing thermo-elasticity and 
electromagnetics in a coupled manner. The coupling 
within the ECE framework provides a much richer 
solution space than the coupling through material 
properties of convention multi-physics, but it may be 
too difficult to analyze except in the simplest of 
situations. I want to see under what conditions extreme 
temperature changes occur in a more or less normal 
piece of electromagnetic hardware.

Hopefully this helps a bit.

Take care

Doug

On Sat, Jul 2, 2016 at 10:45 AM, Horst Eckardt <mail> 
wrote:



Hi Russ,

I meant “dynamically” with respect to FE 
analysis methods. I am copying to Doug, 
also to Myron for info. Doug, please see the 
beginning of the thread below. I do not 
believe that FlexPDE is able to do this, you 
need a more advanced FE package. My 
analytical examples are 2-dimensional, 
obviously this dimensional separation 
remains valid for the more advanced 
equations (v in XY plane, vorticity in Z 
plane). In so far I could perhaps try a 
solution with FlexPDE with fixed boundary 
conditions.

Russ, you are right with Cahill, we are 
exactly on his track now. I expect that 
certain kind of devices create a spacetime 
turbulence in the aether flow. The big 
question is how the interaction takes place. 
When we know this mechanism we have 
solved the puzzle and can construct “exotic”
devices of any kind.

Horst

Am 02.07.2016 um 19:03 schrieb Russell 
Davis:

Hi Horst,

Yes, I’m following the notes, 
papers and blog. I’m not sure 
what is meant by “dynamically” 
in your question. Do you mean 
with respect to finite element 
analysis algorithm methods, or 
the dynamics of the spacetime 
system itself that is being 
analyzed? If you mean the 
former, I think so, but perhaps 
Doug Lindstrom has some 
insight since he is much more 
familiar with FEM techniques 
than I am.



If you are referring to the 
dynamics of the spacetime 
system itself, I’m unequipped to 
have an answer. However, your 
question prompts another 
question that I have. Cahill et. 
al. have written that speed of 
light interferometery actually 
detects an “aether” flow, 
streaming past the earth (or vice 
versa) on order of 400km/s. I 
wonder if the physical 
orientation of circuit 
components, test equipment, and
physical structures in the 
vicinity of Dr Ide’s experiments 
are interacting with this 
directional “aether” flow.

-Russ

VAPS and Incompressible Fluid

351(4): Coulomb and Ampere Maxwell Laws of 
Fluid     Electrodynamics
July 3, 2016 

These are more richly structured than the equivalent equations in electrodynamics, and are given by 
Eqs. (14) and (17). They give rise to the sound wave equation of fluid electrodynamics as shown. The 
charge density and current density of fluid electrodynamics are defined by Eqs. (33) and (34) in which 
the fluid velocity field is defined by Eq. (35). The spacetime or aether or vacuum of fluid dynamics is 
filled with charge and current density defined by Eqs. (33) and (34). The vacuum is defined by the 
vacuum mass density and the vacuum velocity field. In electrodynamics the conventional vacuum is 
defined as a region in which there is no charge current density. In fluid electrodynamics spacetime 
produces E and B in a circuit through the Coulomb and Ampere Maxwell laws (14) and (17) of fluid 
electrodynamics. Under well defined conditions dertemined by the Reynolds number the vacuum 
velocity field becomes turbulent, and turbulent E and B can be induced in a circuit such as that 
designed by Osamu Ide and developed in UFT311, a paper which confirms ECE in all detail

a351stpapernotes4.pdf

351(4): Coulomb and Ampere Maxwell Laws of Fluid Electrodynamics

Kambe Equations are for compressible fluids in     general
July 3, 2016 
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I have checked that the Kambe equations do not use the condition del v = 0 and are valid for 
compressible fluids in general. they can describe vortices, eddies and shear flows of spacetime. For 
example in his section 4 Kambe uses the identity:

del(del dot v) = del x (del x v) + del squared v

to derive the equation of a sound wave. So the coding problem mentioned by Horst disappears. This 
means that the Kambe equations can describe shear flow and viscosity,and so can the new equations of 
fluid electrodynamics. To obtain energy from spacetime flow use the Kambe equation del E = q 
translated as in notes for UFT351, where q is the vacuum Kambe charge whose properties are given in 
UFT349 Section 3. The four field equations of Kambe have the same structure as ECE2 
electrodynamics, and are derived without using the vorticity equation of Kambe, in which he omits the 
Reynolds number. In the notes for UFT351 the Reynolds number is reinstated. So the vorticity equation
provides information not included in the field equations, and will be a very useful new equation of 
electrodynamics. I will now proceed to translate Kambe’s sound wave equation, analogous to the 
d’Alembert equation for the scalar potential. I will also see if it is possible to incorporate the Reynolds 
number in the field equations.

Kambe Equations are for compressible fluids in general

Incompressible Fluid
July 3, 2016 

This condition div v = 0 is the condition for incompressible flow, and is akin to the condiition div W = 
0 in ECE2 electrodynamics. More generally the fluid is compressible, div v is not zero, and can 
develop many more properties, so can fluid electrodynamics. I will see if the Kambe equations can be 
developed without this constraint, resulting in more general equations of fluid electodynamics.

Sent: 02/07/2016 23:27:22 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FE calculations

Thanks, Doug. Another question: The velocity field has to be divergence-free. How can this
be guaranteed? adding the equation

div(v) = 0

would make the equation set overdetermined (4 equations for 3 variables).

Horst

Am 02.07.2016 um 22:18 schrieb Doug Lindstrom:

Horst, Russ:

Good to hear from you.

Flexpde can handle some degree of algebra and diffentiation in the boundary 
conditions. It prefers flux type boundary conditions where possible. For 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/03/incompressible-fluid/


example (from the Flexpde manual) the following is valid for a radiative 
boundary condition.

The radiation loss from a hot body, for example, is proportional to the fourth 
power of temperature, and the statement

NATURAL(u) = -k*u^4

is a perfectly legal boundary condition for the Laplace equation in FlexPDE. 
The value u is at the boundary however, and not interior to the boundary, but 
require concurrent calculation of the interior values to be specified.

Another item that may be of greater relevance is the ability of an FEA mesh to 
change shape (adaptive meshing beyond the usual automatic mesh density 
increases needed for solution accuracy). The is done in CFD problems but not 
for solid mechanics problems, typically. I could see it being done for 
electromagnetics also, especially if the mesh conforms to the flux lines. This I 
suspect would require parametric definitions for surfaces, etc. in Flexpde. I 
don’t think Flexpde has gotten this advanced yet, but there are alot of other 
players out there now. Comsol is a powerful fea package that could be 
investigated, but it is costly. I am not very familiar with CFD methods, 
especially for turbulent flows, but these are quite advanced now. That might be 
a better direction to look in.

If you keep me posted on this discussion, I will comment as least as far as my 
know-how permits.

I am currently addressing thermo-elasticity and electromagnetics in a coupled 
manner. The coupling within the ECE framework provides a much richer 
solution space than the coupling through material properties of convention 
multi-physics, but it may be too difficult to analyze except in the simplest of 
situations. I want to see under what conditions extreme temperature changes 
occur in a more or less normal piece of electromagnetic hardware.

Hopefully this helps a bit.

Take care

Doug

On Sat, Jul 2, 2016 at 10:45 AM, Horst Eckardt <mail> wrote:

Hi Russ,

I meant “dynamically” with respect to FE analysis methods. I am 
copying to Doug, also to Myron for info. Doug, please see the 



beginning of the thread below. I do not believe that FlexPDE is able
to do this, you need a more advanced FE package. My analytical 
examples are 2-dimensional, obviously this dimensional separation 
remains valid for the more advanced equations (v in XY plane, 
vorticity in Z plane). In so far I could perhaps try a solution with 
FlexPDE with fixed boundary conditions.

Russ, you are right with Cahill, we are exactly on his track now. I 
expect that certain kind of devices create a spacetime turbulence in 
the aether flow. The big question is how the interaction takes place. 
When we know this mechanism we have solved the puzzle and can 
construct “exotic” devices of any kind.

Horst

Am 02.07.2016 um 19:03 schrieb Russell Davis:

Hi Horst,

Yes, I’m following the notes, papers and blog. I’m not 
sure what is meant by “dynamically” in your question. 
Do you mean with respect to finite element analysis 
algorithm methods, or the dynamics of the spacetime 
system itself that is being analyzed? If you mean the 
former, I think so, but perhaps Doug Lindstrom has 
some insight since he is much more familiar with FEM 
techniques than I am.

If you are referring to the dynamics of the spacetime 
system itself, I’m unequipped to have an answer. 
However, your question prompts another question that I 
have. Cahill et. al. have written that speed of light 
interferometery actually detects an “aether” flow, 
streaming past the earth (or vice versa) on order of 
400km/s. I wonder if the physical orientation of circuit 
components, test equipment, and physical structures in 
the vicinity of Dr Ide’s experiments are interacting with 
this directional “aether” flow.

-Russ

Incompressible Fluid

Softback Copies of “Principles of     ECE”
July 3, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/03/softback-copies-of-principles-of-ece/


Many thanks indeed. I suggest that use be made of both options, New Generation and the Berlin print 
on demand company. If Doug sends as much as he wishes to my address I will cover the rest of the cost
of production with New Generation, arranging for complimentary copies to be distributed to co authors 
and the National Library of Wales. A copy will be sent to the British Library in London automatically. 
Then Horst can produce copies with the Berlin company, print on demand, and distribute them to the 
Muenich group and others. “Principles of ECE” (typeset) is now the leading book on www.aias.us (1st 
July 2016 feedback). It has already been read about fourteen thousand times off combined sites 
www.aias.us and www.upitec.org in the two years since it was written, i.e. in its preparatory stages. 
This means that a new textbook will also do very well. In fact AIAS / UPITEC is so powerful as an 
open source publishing house that any new book is guaranteed a huge international readership. Alex 
Hill could publish Castillian language copies (classical Spanish) in Mexico City. I will investigate the 
possibility of a grant from the Welsh Books Council to produce a Welsh language version. My main 
effort in Welsh is of course the traditional bardic strict metre and other forms. This poetry is also very 
popular open source.

Myron:

I certainly will contribute £100, plus a bit more for some paper copies. I will send the 
money once a decision has been made, and once the Canadian post office settles back to 
proper work instead of being in a potential strike situation.

Thanks

Doug

On Sat, Jul 2, 2016 at 6:41 AM, <EMyrone> wrote:

They are fast and good but it will cost about £400 minimum. Perhaps each 
author could contribute £100. I have donated several books co produced with 
them to local libraries and the National Library of Wales. A copy of each book 
is sent automatically to the British Library in London.

In a message dated 02/07/2016 13:48:54 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

will have a look at Newgeneration Publishing.
Horst

Am 02.07.2016 um 09:39 schrieb EMyrone:

Many thanks, it was just an oversight. The books are 
produced to a high quality and particular thanks for 
sending copies to the National Libraries. They are all 
doing very well open source off www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org, having been read tens of thousands of 
times in a few years. Our own website publishing 
system is very powerful, but I think that the books are 
well worth purchasing.

http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/


In a message dated 01/07/2016 15:49:08 GMT Daylight 
Time, writes:

Dear author,

I noticed that you haven’t renewed the 
global distribution for your book. In case 
this was an oversight, we have let it remain 
in distribution but I wanted to check 
whether there was any reason you hadn’t yet
renewed it? New Generation Publishing has 
quickly grown into the UK’s largest self-
publishing company and I will be happy to 
arrange a call with one of the team to 
discuss the options available to you.

If you believe you have renewed already, 
please ignore this message.

All the best,

Sam Rennie

New Generation Publishing

http://www.newgeneration-publishing.com

Softback Copies of “Principles of ECE”

Input by AIAS Director, Dr. Douglas     Lindstrom
July 3, 2016 

This is exactly the right way to make progress, implementing code packages and code libraries to save 
a lot of time in coding from scratch. To date there are three equations of fluid electrodynamics, the 
latest note for UFT351 summarizes them, and they use S. I. units. The only slight problem encountered 
is the unit of pressure in the routine Euler equation of fluid dynamics, it is not the usual S. I. unit of 
pressure, kilograms per square metre. However that problem irons itself out in later stages of the 
calculation, so the end result is three equations with the correct S. I. units.

Sent: 02/07/2016 21:19:05 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FE calculations

Horst, Russ:

Good to hear from you.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/03/inupt-by-aias-director-dr-douglas-lindstrom/
http://www.newgeneration-publishing.com/


Flexpde can handle some degree of algebra and diffentiation in the boundary conditions. It 
prefers flux type boundary conditions where possible. For example (from the Flexpde 
manual) the following is valid for a radiative boundary condition.

The radiation loss from a hot body, for example, is proportional to the fourth power of 
temperature, and the statement

NATURAL(u) = -k*u^4

is a perfectly legal boundary condition for the Laplace equation in FlexPDE. The value u is 
at the boundary however, and not interior to the boundary, but require concurrent 
calculation of the interior values to be specified.

Another item that may be of greater relevance is the ability of an FEA mesh to change 
shape (adaptive meshing beyond the usual automatic mesh density increases needed for 
solution accuracy). The is done in CFD problems but not for solid mechanics problems, 
typically. I could see it being done for electromagnetics also, especially if the mesh 
conforms to the flux lines. This I suspect would require parametric definitions for surfaces, 
etc. in Flexpde. I don’t think Flexpde has gotten this advanced yet, but there are alot of 
other players out there now. Comsol is a powerful fea package that could be investigated, 
but it is costly. I am not very familiar with CFD methods, especially for turbulent flows, but
these are quite advanced now. That might be a better direction to look in.

If you keep me posted on this discussion, I will comment as least as far as my know-how 
permits.

I am currently addressing thermo-elasticity and electromagnetics in a coupled manner. The 
coupling within the ECE framework provides a much richer solution space than the 
coupling through material properties of convention multi-physics, but it may be too 
difficult to analyze except in the simplest of situations. I want to see under what conditions 
extreme temperature changes occur in a more or less normal piece of electromagnetic 
hardware.

Hopefully this helps a bit.

Take care

Doug

On Sat, Jul 2, 2016 at 10:45 AM, Horst Eckardt <mail> wrote:

Hi Russ,

I meant “dynamically” with respect to FE analysis methods. I am copying to 
Doug, also to Myron for info. Doug, please see the beginning of the thread 
below. I do not believe that FlexPDE is able to do this, you need a more 



advanced FE package. My analytical examples are 2-dimensional, obviously 
this dimensional separation remains valid for the more advanced equations (v in
XY plane, vorticity in Z plane). In so far I could perhaps try a solution with 
FlexPDE with fixed boundary conditions.

Russ, you are right with Cahill, we are exactly on his track now. I expect that 
certain kind of devices create a spacetime turbulence in the aether flow. The big
question is how the interaction takes place. When we know this mechanism we 
have solved the puzzle and can construct “exotic” devices of any kind.

Horst

Am 02.07.2016 um 19:03 schrieb Russell Davis:

Hi Horst,

Yes, I’m following the notes, papers and blog. I’m not sure what is 
meant by “dynamically” in your question. Do you mean with 
respect to finite element analysis algorithm methods, or the 
dynamics of the spacetime system itself that is being analyzed? If 
you mean the former, I think so, but perhaps Doug Lindstrom has 
some insight since he is much more familiar with FEM techniques 
than I am.

If you are referring to the dynamics of the spacetime system itself, 
I’m unequipped to have an answer. However, your question prompts
another question that I have. Cahill et. al. have written that speed of 
light interferometery actually detects an “aether” flow, streaming 
past the earth (or vice versa) on order of 400km/s. I wonder if the 
physical orientation of circuit components, test equipment, and 
physical structures in the vicinity of Dr Ide’s experiments are 
interacting with this directional “aether” flow.

-Russ

Input by AIAS Director, Dr. Douglas Lindstrom

Finite Element Analysis of Fluid     Electrodynamics
July 3, 2016 

This is exactly what is needed, a numerical solution, and this is an excellent discussion. I would just 
like to add that electric and magnetic fields are induced in a circuit by turbulent vacuum potentials, 
scalar and vector, for example. I will continue with refining the basic equations today.

Sent: 02/07/2016 18:45:14 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FE calculations

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/03/finite-element-analysis-of-fluid-electrodynamics/


Hi Russ,

I meant “dynamically” with respect to FE analysis methods. I am copying to Doug, also to 
Myron for info. Doug, please see the beginning of the thread below. I do not believe that 
FlexPDE is able to do this, you need a more advanced FE package. My analytical examples
are 2-dimensional, obviously this dimensional separation remains valid for the more 
advanced equations (v in XY plane, vorticity in Z plane). In so far I could perhaps try a 
solution with FlexPDE with fixed boundary conditions.

Russ, you are right with Cahill, we are exactly on his track now. I expect that certain kind 
of devices create a spacetime turbulence in the aether flow. The big question is how the 
interaction takes place. When we know this mechanism we have solved the puzzle and can 
construct “exotic” devices of any kind.

Horst

Am 02.07.2016 um 19:03 schrieb Russell Davis:

Hi Horst,

Yes, I’m following the notes, papers and blog. I’m not sure what is meant by 
“dynamically” in your question. Do you mean with respect to finite element 
analysis algorithm methods, or the dynamics of the spacetime system itself that 
is being analyzed? If you mean the former, I think so, but perhaps Doug 
Lindstrom has some insight since he is much more familiar with FEM 
techniques than I am.

If you are referring to the dynamics of the spacetime system itself, I’m 
unequipped to have an answer. However, your question prompts another 
question that I have. Cahill et. al. have written that speed of light 
interferometery actually detects an “aether” flow, streaming past the earth (or 
vice versa) on order of 400km/s. I wonder if the physical orientation of circuit 
components, test equipment, and physical structures in the vicinity of Dr Ide’s 
experiments are interacting with this directional “aether” flow.

-Russ

Finite Element Analysis of Fluid Electrodynamics

Wind 11.09% speed 2 – 16 mph 0623 local     time
July 3, 2016 

The wind has dropped across the British Isles to 2 – 16 mph today, and the contribution of about 35,000
metred wind turbines of all kinds to 11.09% from an isolated peak yesterday of about 18%. In 
consequence coal has had to be increased to 3.98%. Yesterday I observed that coal was zero. So coal 
fired power stations have to be kept constantly on alert to back up loss of power from wind turbines. 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/03/wind-11-09-speed-2-16-mph-0623-local-time/


When the latter drop to essentially zero, coal is fired up again. There is a reliance on highly dangerous 
nuclear power stations. Demand has dropped to 20.12 gigawatts but in winter it will be much higher. So
I have observed wild fluctuations from 0.5% to 18% and now dropping again. It is impossible to think 
of an uglier and more stupid fiasco. The most beautiful parts of the countryside have been cynically 
destroyed by greed ridden profiteers. It is imperative that an all party opposition to wind turbines be 
assembled. Hydro today is only 0.70%, despite the availability of the second highest tide in the world 
in the Bristol Channel, four miles away from me. Therefore the Government’s energy policy is in 
tatters. The next government must scrap turbines and build tidal lagoons. The latter will quickly 
generate the entire demand, and can be supplemented by ultra new technology such as low energy 
nuclear reactors (LENR) and energy from spacetime devices (www.upitec.org and www.aias.us). 
Otherwise the windy pseudoeconomy will collapse because taxation is being used for no purpose.

cc Prime Minister’s Office as Civil List Pensioner.

Wind 11.09% speed 2 – 16 mph 0623 local time

Daily Report Sunday     1/7/16
July 3, 2016 

The equivalent of 142,345 printed pages was downloaded during the day (518.990 megabytes) from 
2030 memory files downloaded (hits) and 551 distinct visits each averaging 3.1 memory pages and 14 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 70.12, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten items 84, Collected ECE2 54, Collected scientometrics 49, Collected Evans Morris 33 
(est), Principles of ECE 17, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 12, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 9, PECE 
(typeset) 7, Collected Proofs 6, Self charging inverter 6, CEFE 5, List of prolific authors 1, Three world
records by MWE 1, UFT314 1, UFT316 1, UFT318 1, UFT319 1, UFT320 2, UFT322 2, UFT323 2, 
UFT324 1, UFT326 1, UFT328 2, UFT329 3, UFT330 1, UFT332 2, UFT333 1, UFT334 3, UFT335 1,
UFT336 1, UFT339 1, UFT341 2, UFT343 1, UFT344 2, UFT345 3, UFT346 4, UFT347 3, UFT348 2,
UFT349 1 to date in July 2016. Mexican National Institute of Astrophysics, Optics and Electronics 
UNCC Saga One, intense interest all sectors, usage file attached for July 1st 2016.

Daily Report Sunday 1/7/16

Print on Demand
July 2, 2016 

OK, so I assume that it does not upload on Amazon Kindle but uploads on epubli. This is fine.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 02/07/2016 15:05:01 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Print on Demand

Sorry, I meant the PECE book that I uploaded. Will ask Stephen when his contribution is 
ready, can then 2 or 3 exemplars have printed.

Horst

Am 02.07.2016 um 15:50 schrieb EMyrone:

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/02/print-on-demand-2/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/03/daily-report-sunday-1716/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/


The most economical option is the best, I will go along with any option that can
print off books of PECE for friends and colleagues and the various National 
libraries. Amazon Kimble is free, so that is ideal for e books. There is nothing 
to lose if the e book publishing option is free.

In a message dated 02/07/2016 14:43:55 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

The standard publishing package of Newgeneration is 399 BPS.
Perhaps this is an alternative:

http://www.epubli.co.uk/

This is a German company in Berlin. The option “print book” is 
self-publishing without loss of author rights. You need only pay for 
the books you have printed. I test-uploaded the CEFE pdf, it looks 
correct. The cheapest option is DIN A 5 format, b/w, ca. 11 Euros 
per book, color: 18 Euros/book.

Alternatively you can “publish” with ISBN, retaining author rights. 
This is free of charge until end of August. The book can be 
converted to an eBook for 60 Euros, eventually with additional 
charge for “uncompatible formats”. Have asked them for details.
Royalties depend on the selling price, added to production costs.

Horst

Am 02.07.2016 um 09:39 schrieb EMyrone:

Many thanks, it was just an oversight. The books are 
produced to a high quality and particular thanks for 
sending copies to the National Libraries. They are all 
doing very well open source off www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org, having been read tens of thousands of 
times in a few years. Our own website publishing 
system is very powerful, but I think that the books are 
well worth purchasing.

In a message dated 01/07/2016 15:49:08 GMT Daylight 
Time, writes:

Dear author,

I noticed that you haven’t renewed the 
global distribution for your book. In case 
this was an oversight, we have let it remain 
in distribution but I wanted to check 

http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.epubli.co.uk/


whether there was any reason you hadn’t yet
renewed it? New Generation Publishing has 
quickly grown into the UK’s largest self-
publishing company and I will be happy to 
arrange a call with one of the team to 
discuss the options available to you.

If you believe you have renewed already, 
please ignore this message.

All the best,

Sam Rennie

New Generation Publishing

http://www.newgeneration-publishing.com

Amazon Kindle Unsuitable for Scientific     Books
July 2, 2016 

OK thanks, that leaves our own AIAS / UPITEC as by far the most powerful option, very well known 
internationally, and books produced by any publisher using the most economical option, the latter looks
like the print on demand option, but New Generation has the advantage of printing any number of 
books for $399. So Amazon Kindle looks to be highly restrictive and needs to expand into the science 
field.

In a message dated 02/07/2016 15:00:03 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

I guess that scientific books are a problem for eBooks, the recommendations say: no tables, 
as few graphics as possible.

Horst

Am 02.07.2016 um 15:37 schrieb EMyrone:

This is my understanding too after reading the terms of publication. The authors
retain publishing rights and copyright on Amazon Kindle e books. There is an 
online site for translating LaTex to doc that can be googled up, and that would 
be useful. The copyright on CEFE is held by CISP, but CISP has allowed 
AIAS / UPITEC to publish it as UFT301, so I assume that CISP will have no 
objection to publishing on Amazon Kindle, particularly if CISP gets a share of 
the royalty. However I will ask CISP first. On the literature side I can submit all
three books to Amazon Kindle. I will ask Wiley Interscience and World 
Scientiifc about the books published with them. The author holds copyright on 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/02/amazon-kindle-unsuitable-for-scientific-books/
http://www.newgeneration-publishing.com/


Abramis and New Generation books.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 02/07/2016 13:41:06 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: “Principles of ECE” and Amazon Kindle

Concerning copyright, my understanding was that it is retained by 
the authors if the mode of “self-publishing” is used. There is 
however an advertising option which forbids offering the book by 
other sources during the campaign.

I suggest that some AIAS colleages would check this to be sure.

The doc format is preferred because of editibility. PDF makes 
problems, but Latex is the best system for typesetting of formulas. 
Kindle has a commercial conversion service to convert to ebook 
format.

Horst

Am 02.07.2016 um 10:03 schrieb EMyrone:

Many thanks, I should think that they would accept a 
doc or docx version, and my guess is that they would 
prefer this because such versions are editable. Do they 
allow the authors to retain copyright? This is important, 
otherwise they may ask us to remove the book from the 
websites. That would be counterproductive obviously. 
Gareth Evans, Alex Hill and I could look into this.

In a message dated 01/07/2016 18:38:24 GMT Daylight 
Time, writes:

Concerning the Kindle eBook version, the 
PDF format of the book seems to be a 
problem, ebooks are recommended in other 
formats (also by other ebook publishers) and
my first try did not give satisfactory results. 
Will look for a solution.

Horst

Am 01.07.2016 um 15:37 schrieb EMyrone:

It is currently being read 4607 
times a year off www.aias.us in 

http://www.aias.us/


the collected versions (typeset, 
individual chapters and zipped 
file) and 1523 times a year off 
www.aias.us in its typeset 
version, which is already in the 
top ten out of over three 
thousand items on www.aias.us 
after being available for less 
than a month. Scaling up by 1.6 
it is being read 7371 times a 
year off combined sites 
www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org in collected 
versions, and 2437 times a year 
off combined sites www.aias.us 
and www.upitec.org in the 
typeset version. In the two years 
and a few months since it was 
written it has gradually climbed 
higher and higher in the ratings. 
In these two years it has been 
read far more times than would 
ever have been possible if it had 
been produced as a published 
book with an expensive price 
tag, with authors getting tiny 
royalty. So I think it will do very
well as an Amazon Kindle e 
book at 75% author royalty. All 
the AIAS / UPITEC books are 
doing this well without 
exception. The poetry is doing 
exceptionally well, so I will 
publish that as an Amazon 
Kindle book, similarly for the 
autobiography. The Amazon 
Kindle fine print should be read 
to make sure that publication 
with them does not mean that 
the book has to be taken off 
www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org for copyright 
reasons. We outpower Amazon 
Kindle completely, and any 
traditional publisher who seeks 
to take copyright would be 
counter productive for us. So 

http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/


Amazon Kindle would have to 
allow us to retain copyright. 
New Generation allows me to 
retain copyright, but of course 
has no hope against AIAS / 
UPITEC publishing. The New 
Generation books are just for 
colleagues, friends and National 
libraries.

Amazon Kindle Unsuitable for Scientific Books

Wind 18.72%, 6 – 26     mph
July 2, 2016 

This is the highest I have seen because there is a steady high wind across the entire British Isles. For 
some reason coal has been shut down to zero, and nuclear has taken over from gas /steam. I have seen 
the wind contribution vary from 0.5% to 18.72% in two weeks. This is a ridiculously unstable source of
power, and I will work out the average and see how long this spike of power lasts.

Wind 18.72%, 6 – 26 mph

Print on Demand
July 2, 2016 

The most economical option is the best, I will go along with any option that can print off books of 
PECE for friends and colleagues and the various National libraries. Amazon Kimble is free, so that is 
ideal for e books. There is nothing to lose if the e book publishing option is free.

In a message dated 02/07/2016 14:43:55 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

The standard publishing package of Newgeneration is 399 BPS.
Perhaps this is an alternative:

http://www.epubli.co.uk/

This is a German company in Berlin. The option “print book” is self-publishing without 
loss of author rights. You need only pay for the books you have printed. I test-uploaded the 
CEFE pdf, it looks correct. The cheapest option is DIN A 5 format, b/w, ca. 11 Euros per 
book, color: 18 Euros/book.

Alternatively you can “publish” with ISBN, retaining author rights. This is free of charge 
until end of August. The book can be converted to an eBook for 60 Euros, eventually with 
additional charge for “uncompatible formats”. Have asked them for details.
Royalties depend on the selling price, added to production costs.

Horst

http://www.epubli.co.uk/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/02/print-on-demand/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/02/wind-18-72-6-26-mph/


Am 02.07.2016 um 09:39 schrieb EMyrone:

Many thanks, it was just an oversight. The books are produced to a high quality 
and particular thanks for sending copies to the National Libraries. They are all 
doing very well open source off www.aias.us and www.upitec.org, having been 
read tens of thousands of times in a few years. Our own website publishing 
system is very powerful, but I think that the books are well worth purchasing.

In a message dated 01/07/2016 15:49:08 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dear author,

I noticed that you haven’t renewed the global distribution for your 
book. In case this was an oversight, we have let it remain in 
distribution but I wanted to check whether there was any reason you
hadn’t yet renewed it? New Generation Publishing has quickly 
grown into the UK’s largest self-publishing company and I will be 
happy to arrange a call with one of the team to discuss the options 
available to you.

If you believe you have renewed already, please ignore this 
message.

All the best,

Sam Rennie

New Generation Publishing

http://www.newgeneration-publishing.com

Print on Demand

Renewing your book
July 2, 2016 

They are fast and good but it will cost about £400 minimum. Perhaps each author could contribute 
£100. I have donated several books co produced with them to local libraries and the National Library of
Wales. A copy of each book is sent automatically to the British Library in London.

In a message dated 02/07/2016 13:48:54 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

will have a look at Newgeneration Publishing.
Horst

Am 02.07.2016 um 09:39 schrieb EMyrone:

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/02/renewing-your-book-2/
http://www.newgeneration-publishing.com/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/


Many thanks, it was just an oversight. The books are produced to a high quality 
and particular thanks for sending copies to the National Libraries. They are all 
doing very well open source off www.aias.us and www.upitec.org, having been 
read tens of thousands of times in a few years. Our own website publishing 
system is very powerful, but I think that the books are well worth purchasing.

In a message dated 01/07/2016 15:49:08 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dear author,

I noticed that you haven’t renewed the global distribution for your 
book. In case this was an oversight, we have let it remain in 
distribution but I wanted to check whether there was any reason you
hadn’t yet renewed it? New Generation Publishing has quickly 
grown into the UK’s largest self-publishing company and I will be 
happy to arrange a call with one of the team to discuss the options 
available to you.

If you believe you have renewed already, please ignore this 
message.

All the best,

Sam Rennie

New Generation Publishing

http://www.newgeneration-publishing.com

Renewing your book

Copyright and e books with Amazon     Kindle
July 2, 2016 

This is my understanding too after reading the terms of publication. The authors retain publishing rights
and copyright on Amazon Kindle e books. There is an online site for translating LaTex to doc that can 
be googled up, and that would be useful. The copyright on CEFE is held by CISP, but CISP has allowed
AIAS / UPITEC to publish it as UFT301, so I assume that CISP will have no objection to publishing on
Amazon Kindle, particularly if CISP gets a share of the royalty. However I will ask CISP first. On the 
literature side I can submit all three books to Amazon Kindle. I will ask Wiley Interscience, Springer 
and World Scientific about the books published with them. The author holds copyright on Abramis and 
New Generation books.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 02/07/2016 13:41:06 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: “Principles of ECE” and Amazon Kindle

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/02/copyright-and-e-books-with-amazon-kindle/
http://www.newgeneration-publishing.com/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/


Concerning copyright, my understanding was that it is retained by the authors if the mode 
of “self-publishing” is used. There is however an advertising option which forbids offering 
the book by other sources during the campaign.

I suggest that some AIAS colleages would check this to be sure.

The doc format is preferred because of editibility. PDF makes problems, but Latex is the 
best system for typesetting of formulas. Kindle has a commercial conversion service to 
convert to ebook format.

Horst

Am 02.07.2016 um 10:03 schrieb EMyrone:

Many thanks, I should think that they would accept a doc or docx version, and 
my guess is that they would prefer this because such versions are editable. Do 
they allow the authors to retain copyright? This is important, otherwise they 
may ask us to remove the book from the websites. That would be 
counterproductive obviously. Gareth Evans, Alex Hill and I could look into this.

In a message dated 01/07/2016 18:38:24 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Concerning the Kindle eBook version, the PDF format of the book 
seems to be a problem, ebooks are recommended in other formats 
(also by other ebook publishers) and my first try did not give 
satisfactory results. Will look for a solution.

Horst

Am 01.07.2016 um 15:37 schrieb EMyrone:

It is currently being read 4607 times a year off 
www.aias.us in the collected versions (typeset, 
individual chapters and zipped file) and 1523 times a 
year off www.aias.us in its typeset version, which is 
already in the top ten out of over three thousand items 
on www.aias.us after being available for less than a 
month. Scaling up by 1.6 it is being read 7371 times a 
year off combined sites www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org in collected versions, and 2437 times a 
year off combined sites www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org in the typeset version. In the two years 
and a few months since it was written it has gradually 
climbed higher and higher in the ratings. In these two 
years it has been read far more times than would ever 
have been possible if it had been produced as a 

http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/


published book with an expensive price tag, with 
authors getting tiny royalty. So I think it will do very 
well as an Amazon Kindle e book at 75% author royalty.
All the AIAS / UPITEC books are doing this well 
without exception. The poetry is doing exceptionally 
well, so I will publish that as an Amazon Kindle book, 
similarly for the autobiography. The Amazon Kindle 
fine print should be read to make sure that publication 
with them does not mean that the book has to be taken 
off www.aias.us and www.upitec.org for copyright 
reasons. We outpower Amazon Kindle completely, and 
any traditional publisher who seeks to take copyright 
would be counter productive for us. So Amazon Kindle 
would have to allow us to retain copyright. New 
Generation allows me to retain copyright, but of course 
has no hope against AIAS / UPITEC publishing. The 
New Generation books are just for colleagues, friends 
and National libraries.

Copyright and e books with Amazon Kindle

FOR POSTING: ECE2 Papers in order of     Popularity
July 2, 2016 

This is a list of the thirty five ECE2 papers to date, they are currently being read at the rate of 36,487 
times a year off combined sites, www.aias.us and www.upitec.org. The ten most popular papers in June 
2016 were UFT324, UFT346, UFT325, UFT319, UFT318, UFT336, UFT347, UFT345, UFT322, 
UFT317. Bear in mind that the latest papers have only just been posted. There is always a time lag 
between posting and maximum popularity. Looking up the Wayback Machine for www.aias.us it can be
seen that on March 19th 2015 309 UFT items had been posted; on August 10th 2015 323 items, 
currently 350 items. So ECE2 was initiated at about the end of April 2015, and its rate of reading is 
currently 36,487 times a year. So from March 19th 2015 to present (July 2nd 2016), forty one UFT 
papers and items have been produced. This rate is as good as in my best years as a post doc. This 
sustained rate of publication has shattered the world record. Second at present is Prof. Emeritus Harold 
Scheraga, third is Prof. Emeritus Sir John Thomas, both with large groups. The EDCL at Aberystwyth 
holds first and third in the individual world rankings, and Harold Scheraga was appointed by Peter 
Debye at Cornell’s chemistry department. For others see the attached list of prolific physicists and 
chemists.

cc Prime Minister’s Office

ECE2June2016.ZIP

FOR POSTING: ECE2 Papers in order of Popularity

https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/ece2june2016.zip
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/02/for-posting-ece2-papers-in-order-of-popularity/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/


Barddoniaeth / Poetry the Most Popular Single Item 
on     www.aias.us
July 2, 2016 

In June 2016 there were 599 readings and hearings of the barddoniaeth in Welsh and the poetry in 
English. I am very pleased with this because conventional poetry books sell very few copies. A rate of 
7,200 a year outpowers conventional publishing completely. My recent recordings of poetry in both 
languages are being heard at a rate of about 2,400 times a year at present. So this is the way to reach a 
worldwide audience.

Barddoniaeth / Poetry the Most Popular Single Item on www.aias.us

Wales in semifinal
July 2, 2016 

Many thanks! Welcome news from The Honorary Fellow of Room 262. I was a part time goalkeeper 
for Craig Cefn Parc All Stars, third team reserves. The goalposts were sticks in a bog, and there was no 
cross bar. I let in a goal and was demoted immediately to full back. That was the end of my football 
career. I will try to have a look at it via youtube. I played rugby as a puzzled flank foward against 
Gethin Edwards, who was a fly half and Gareth Edwards’ younger brother. I could never tackle him 
because he was a stochastic process. So that was the end of my rugby career. After that we took 
leisurely walks up to Llan Giwg. Sometimes I look at the 1973 Barbarians All Blacks game on youtube.

In a message dated 01/07/2016 22:01:27 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Wales outplayed Belgium 3:1 today and is in the championship simifinal
now, they gave an enormous performance. England did a second brexit in
favour of Iceland and even not reached the quarterfinal.
Perhaps you should rent a tv set and watch the next match of Wales on
Wednesday.

Horst

Wales in semifinal

“Principles of ECE” and Amazon     Kindle
July 2, 2016 

Many thanks, I should think that they would accept a doc or docx version, and my guess is that they 
would prefer this because such versions are editable. Do they allow the authors to retain copyright? 
This is important, otherwise they may ask us to remove the book from the websites. That would be 
counterproductive obviously. Gareth Evans, Alex Hill and I could look into this.

In a message dated 01/07/2016 18:38:24 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Concerning the Kindle eBook version, the PDF format of the book seems to be a problem, 
ebooks are recommended in other formats (also by other ebook publishers) and my first try 
did not give satisfactory results. Will look for a solution.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/02/principles-of-ece-and-amazon-kindle/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/02/wales-in-semifinal/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/02/barddoniaeth-poetry-the-most-popular-single-item-on-www-aias-us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/02/barddoniaeth-poetry-the-most-popular-single-item-on-www-aias-us/


Horst

Am 01.07.2016 um 15:37 schrieb EMyrone:

It is currently being read 4607 times a year off www.aias.us in the collected 
versions (typeset, individual chapters and zipped file) and 1523 times a year off 
www.aias.us in its typeset version, which is already in the top ten out of over 
three thousand items on www.aias.us after being available for less than a 
month. Scaling up by 1.6 it is being read 7371 times a year off combined sites 
www.aias.us and www.upitec.org in collected versions, and 2437 times a year 
off combined sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org in the typeset version. In 
the two years and a few months since it was written it has gradually climbed 
higher and higher in the ratings. In these two years it has been read far more 
times than would ever have been possible if it had been produced as a published
book with an expensive price tag, with authors getting tiny royalty. So I think it 
will do very well as an Amazon Kindle e book at 75% author royalty. All the 
AIAS / UPITEC books are doing this well without exception. The poetry is 
doing exceptionally well, so I will publish that as an Amazon Kindle book, 
similarly for the autobiography. The Amazon Kindle fine print should be read to
make sure that publication with them does not mean that the book has to be 
taken off www.aias.us and www.upitec.org for copyright reasons. We outpower 
Amazon Kindle completely, and any traditional publisher who seeks to take 
copyright would be counter productive for us. So Amazon Kindle would have 
to allow us to retain copyright. New Generation allows me to retain copyright, 
but of course has no hope against AIAS / UPITEC publishing. The New 
Generation books are just for colleagues, friends and National libraries.

“Principles of ECE” and Amazon Kindle

Death Threat against Stephen     Crothers
July 2, 2016 

Stephen Crothers is a former detective and would know how to take this to court. In most laws the 
making of a cold blooded threat of death carries up to life in prison and is not subject to a statute of 
limitations. This means that the person can be charged at any time. The threat is written down and on 
record, so this is a de facto admission of guilt. Any one who covers up such a threat is an accessory and
can also be charged at any time. Einsteinian general relativity is thoroughly obsolete and these ultra 
expensive experiments prove nothing if they are not reproducible and repeatable. All aspects of 
Einsteinian general relativity as being rejected as they are taught. The world famous scientometrics 
show this conclusively.

cc Prime Minister’s Office

Trotz einer Bürgeranfrage nach…

Dear Jocelyne Lopez,

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/02/death-threat-against-stephen-crothers/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/


I applaud your work in seeking the truth and I support your efforts. You will recall that 
some time ago a scientist at the Max Planck Institute threaten me with death. Neither the 
officials at the Max Planck Institute nor the Max Planck Society did anything about it. 
Evidently they encourage death threats by their scientific staff. It is therefore not surprising 
that they evade providing information under German FOI law. Perhaps a German court of 
law must be presented with the case. I regret not pressing charges with the German police 
against the Max Planck Institute scientist who threatened my life. I should have had the 
offender arrested and brought before the German courts. Perhaps it is not too late, as I still 
have the threatening email, from the offender’s Max Planck Institute email account, on my 
records.

The Max Planck Institute and the Max Planck Society are named after a scientist who 
violated the physics of thermal emission and of optics:

Robitaille, P.-M., Crothers, S. J., “The Theory of Heat Radiation” Revisited: A 
Commentary on the Validity of Kirchhoff’s Law of Thermal Emission and Max 
Planck’s Claim of Universality, Progress in Physics,v. 11, p.120-132, (2015), 
http://vixra.org/pdf/1502.0007v1.pdf

The prestige of the Max Planck Institute and the Max Planck Society is in tatters, 
compounded now by their claims for gravitational waves and black holes. Consequently 
they will all engage in machinations to try to save their reputations and their jobs, and to 
escape provision of information for public scrutiny. They all think themselves beyond 
accountability to anybody but themselves.

The LIGO detection of gravitational waves and black holes is of course a combination of 
incompetence and fraud. Identifying who of the perpetrators is incompetent and who of 
them are fraudsters is unlikely to be established. It is interesting to note that they now do 
science not by means of brains and laboratories but by mass-media induced mass-hysteria, 
turning science into a circus freak show. In any event their nonsense is stark. Here is 
another revelation of their falsehoods:

1. Crothers, S.J., A Critical Analysis of LIGO’s Recent Detection of Gravitational 
Waves Caused by Merging Black Holes, Hadronic Journal, Vol. 39, 2016, 
http://vixra.org/pdf/1603.0127v3.pdf 

Cosmologists are not averse to plagiarism in order to further their cause. Here is a recent 
example:

2. Crothers, S.J., On Corda’s ‘Clarification’ of Schwarzschild’s Solution, Hadronic 
Journal, Vol. 39, 2016, http://vixra.org/pdf/1602.0221v4.pdf

The groundswell against academic science is growing for good reason. The public purse 
has been swindled for vast sums of money by academic scientists and their learned 
societies.

http://vixra.org/pdf/1602.0221v4.pdf
http://vixra.org/pdf/1603.0127v3.pdf
http://vixra.org/pdf/1502.0007v1.pdf


Yours faithfully,
Stephen J. Crothers

(Australia)

Jocelyne Lopez posted in Physik und Astronomie . Jocelyne Lopez 1 July at 16:06 Trotz 
einer Bürgeranfrage nach Informationsfreiheitsgesetz an das Albert Einstein Institut ist es 
uns bis jetzt nicht gelungen, Transparenz über die unglaubwürdige Meßgenauigkeit der 
vermeintlichen Entdeckung von Gravitationswellen herbeizuführen. Wen wundert’s: Das 
Albert Einstein Institut gehört zur Max Planck Gesellschaft, der Hochburg des Lobbyismus 
in der Wissenschaft, wie wir es auch im Kampf gegen Tierversuche erfahren, zum Beispiel 
Max Planck Institut Tübingen oder Max Planck Institut Frankfurt in der 
Affenhirnforschung. Es wird systematisch strikte Intransparenz gepflegt, Fragen der Bürger
werden ignoriert oder abgewimmelt, trotz Millionen und Milliarden von Subventionen aus 
der Steuerkasse. Ein Lobbyismus-Sumpf, der zum Himmel stinkt. Der Mitantragsteller der 
Bürgeranfrage an das Albert Einstein Institut, Dr. Wolfgang Engelhardt, hat jetzt das 
Nobelkomitee für Physik 2016 über diese bedenklichen Umstände informiert, da die 
Autoren des LIGO-Experiments für den Nobelpreis 2016 nominiert wurden: 
http://www.jocelyne-lopez.de/blog/2016/06/ligo-experiment-offener-brief-an-den-nobel-
komitee-fuer-physik-2016-von-dr-wolfgang-engelhardt/ LIGO Experiment: Offener Brief 
an den Nobel Komitee für Physik 2016 von Dr. Wolfgang Engelhardt… 
http://www.jocelyne-lopez.de Den Nobel Komitee wird informiert, dass die Meßdaten zur 
Eichung der LIGO-Meßanlage gemäß die offizi… Like Comment Share

Facebook

Jocelyne Lopez posted in Physik und Astronomie.

Jocelyne 
Lopez
1 July at 
16:06

Trotz einer Bürgeranfrage nach Informationsfreiheitsgesetz an das Albert 
Einstein Institut ist es uns bis jetzt nicht gelungen, Transparenz über die 
unglaubwürdige Meßgenauigkeit der vermeintlichen Entdeckung von 
Gravitationswellen herbeizuführen. Wen wundert’s: Das Albert Einstein Institut 
gehört zur Max Planck Gesellschaft, der Hochburg des Lobbyismus in der 
Wissenschaft, wie wir es auch im Kampf gegen Tierversuche erfahren, zum 
Beispiel Max Planck Institut Tübingen oder Max Planck Institut Frankfurt in der 
Affenhirnforschung. Es wird systematisch strikte Intransparenz gepflegt, Fragen 
der Bürger werden ignoriert oder abgewimmelt, trotz Millionen und Milliarden 
von Subventionen aus der Steuerkasse. Ein Lobbyismus-Sumpf, der zum 
Himmel stinkt.

Der Mitantragsteller der Bürgeranfrage an das Albert Einstein Institut, Dr. 
Wolfgang Engelhardt, hat jetzt das Nobelkomitee für Physik 2016 über diese 
bedenklichen Umstände informiert, da die Autoren des LIGO-Experiments für 
den Nobelpreis 2016 nominiert wurden:

http://www.jocelyne-lopez.de/blog/2016/06/ligo-experiment-offener-brief-an-
den-nobel-komitee-fuer-physik-2016-von-dr-wolfgang-engelhardt/

LIGO Experiment: Offener Brief an den Nobel Komitee für 
Physik 2016 von Dr. Wolfgang Engelhardt…
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http://www.jocelyne-lopez.de
Den Nobel Komitee wird informiert, dass die Meßdaten zur 
Eichung der LIGO-Meßanlage gemäß die offizi…

thenarmis. If you don’t want to receive these emails from Facebook in the future, please 
unsubscribe.
Facebook, Inc., Attention: Community Support, Menlo Park, CA 94025

On Saturday, 2 July 2016, 0:35, Stephen Crothers <thenarmis@yahoo.com> wrote:

Dear Jocelyne Lopez,

I applaud your work in seeking the truth and I support your efforts. You will recall that 
some time ago a scientist at the Max Planck Institute threaten me with death. Neither the 
officials at the Max Planck Institute nor the Max Planck Society did anything about it. 
Evidently they encourage death threats by their scientific staff. It is therefore not surprising
that they evade providing information under German FOI law. Perhaps a German court of 
law must be presented with the case. I regret not pressing charges with the German police 
against the Max Planck Institute scientist who threatened my life. I should have had the 
offender arrested and brought before the German courts. Perhaps it is not too late, as I still 
have the threatening email, from the offender’s Max Planck Institute email account, on my 
records.

The Max Planck Institute and the Max Planck Society are named after a scientist who 
violated the physics of thermal emission and of optics:

Robitaille, P.-M., Crothers, S. J., “The Theory of Heat Radiation” Revisited: A 
Commentary on the Validity of Kirchhoff’s Law of Thermal Emission and Max 
Planck’s Claim of Universality, Progress in Physics,v. 11, p.120-132, (2015), 
http://vixra.org/pdf/1502.0007v1.pdf

The prestige of the Max Planck Institute and the Max Planck Society is in tatters, 
compounded now by their claims for gravitational waves and black holes. Consequently 
they will all engage in machinations to try to save their reputations and their jobs, and to 
escape provision of information for public scrutiny. They all think themselves beyond 
accountability to anybody but themselves.

The LIGO detection of gravitational waves and black holes is of course a combination of 
incompetence and fraud. Identifying who of the perpetrators is incompetent and who of 
them are fraudsters is unlikely to be established. It is interesting to note that they now do 
science not by means of brains and laboratories but by mass-media induced mass-hysteria, 
turning science into a circus freak show. In any event their nonsense is stark. Here is 
another revelation of their falsehoods:

http://vixra.org/pdf/1502.0007v1.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/o.php?k=AS2HJQxJ1wZqGJV-&u=100003797130404&mid=5368c80fb3142G5af3f2cddca4G5368cca913414G96G473
http://www.jocelyne-lopez.de/
http://l.facebook.com/l/bAQHs80PqAQHLnucOf4tmt90IzLSUo15c2Z9wHyWEPSsbcw/www.jocelyne-lopez.de/blog/2016/06/ligo-experiment-offener-brief-an-den-nobel-komitee-fuer-physik-2016-von-dr-wolfgang-engelhardt/


1. Crothers, S.J., A Critical Analysis of LIGO’s Recent Detection of Gravitational
Waves Caused by Merging Black Holes, Hadronic Journal, Vol. 39, 2016, 
http://vixra.org/pdf/1603.0127v3.pdf 

Cosmologists are not averse to plagiarism in order to further their cause. Here is a recent 
example:

2. Crothers, S.J., On Corda’s ‘Clarification’ of Schwarzschild’s Solution, Hadronic 
Journal, Vol. 39, 2016, http://vixra.org/pdf/1602.0221v4.pdf

The groundswell against academic science is growing for good reason. The public purse 
has been swindled for vast sums of money by academic scientists and their learned 
societies.

Yours faithfully,
Stephen J. Crothers

(Australia)

On Friday, 1 July 2016, 16:06, Jocelyne Lopez 
<notification+zj4o=0ft9cc9@facebookmail.com> wrote:

Renewing your book
July 2, 2016 

Many thanks, it was just an oversight. The books are produced to a high quality and particular thanks 
for sending copies to the National Libraries. They are all doing very well open source off www.aias.us 
and www.upitec.org, having been read tens of thousands of times in a few years. Our own website 
publishing system is very powerful, but I think that the books are well worth purchasing.

In a message dated 01/07/2016 15:49:08 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dear author,

I noticed that you haven’t renewed the global distribution for your book. In case this was an
oversight, we have let it remain in distribution but I wanted to check whether there was any 
reason you hadn’t yet renewed it? New Generation Publishing has quickly grown into the 
UK’s largest self-publishing company and I will be happy to arrange a call with one of the 
team to discuss the options available to you.

If you believe you have renewed already, please ignore this message.

All the best,

Sam Rennie

http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/02/renewing-your-book/
http://vixra.org/pdf/1602.0221v4.pdf
http://vixra.org/pdf/1603.0127v3.pdf


New Generation Publishing

http://www.newgeneration-publishing.com

Renewing your book

FOR POSTING: Fourteen Year     Statistics
July 2, 2016 

These are selected statistics back to May 2002, showing sustained interest at a very intense level, and 
an increase of gigabytes downloaded to several fourteen year record highs this year.

Monthly_Feedback_Statistics_for_AIAS.pdf

FOR POSTING: Fourteen Year Statistics

FOR POSTING: Book of Scieontometrics Vol. 2 to End of 
June     2016
July 2, 2016 

For combined sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org there were 142,838 files downloaded (hits), 50.30
gigabytes downloaded, 16,816 distinct visits and 3,195 documents read off www.aias.us from 93 
countries, led by USA, China, Germany, Britain, Mexico, Australia, …… There were visits from ten 
out of the top twenty universities in the world: UCLA, UC San Diego, Minnesota Twin Cities, ETH 
Zurich, Cambridge*, Edinburgh*, Caltech, Cornell, Washington and Imperial*, (* denotes repeat or 
multiple visits). Most visits were from the top hundred or so universities in the world. This pattern goes
back to the start of www.aias.us in 2002 and firmly establishes ECE and ECE2 as internationally 
accepted theories of avant garde physics. This is a relatively quiet time in academia, the long summer 
vacation, but the visits continue year round and are always of the highest quality in the world.

cc Prime Minister’s Office as Civil List Pensioner,
Gower Constituency

BookofScientometricsVolumeTwo.pdf

FOR POSTING: Book of Scieontometrics Vol. 2 to End of June 2016

Daily Report 30/6/16
July 2, 2016 

The equivalent of 164,081 printed pages was downloaded during the day (698.338 megabytes) from 
2313 memory files downloaded and 577 distinct visits each averaging 3.9 memory pages and 14 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 70.94 for the day, main spiders, cnsat (China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1874, Top ten items 1652, Collected Evans Morris 990(est), Collected 
scientometrics 632(est), Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 408 (plus broadcasts by Robert Cheshire and 
myself), Eckardt/ Lindstrom papers 388, Principles of ECE 371, F3(Sp) 353, Autobiography volumes 
one and two 247, Collected proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 244, Evans Equations 142, 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/02/daily-report-30616/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/bookofscientometricsvolumetwo.pdf
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/02/for-posting-book-of-scieontometrics-vol-2-to-end-of-june-2016/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/02/for-posting-book-of-scieontometrics-vol-2-to-end-of-june-2016/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/monthly_feedback_statistics_for_aias.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/02/for-posting-fourteen-year-statistics-2/
http://www.newgeneration-publishing.com/


UFT88 132, PECE (typeset) 124, CEFE 119, Engineering Model 118, UFT321 78, UFT311 72, Llais 
57, Self charging inverter 52, List of prolific authors 29, Three world records by MWE 27, Lindstrom 
Idaho lecture 19, UFT313 43, UFT314 41, UFT315 58, UFT316 42, UFT317 61, UFT318 71, UFT319 
73, UFT320 52, UFT322 62, UFT323 48, UFT324 76, UFT325 74, UFT326 57, UFT327 39, UFT328 
60, UFT329 48, UFT330 53, UFT331 52, UFT332 59, UFT333 48, UFT334 45, UFT335 47, UFT336 
67, UFT337 38, UFT338 42, UFT339 43, UFT340 45, UFT341 43, UFT342 34, UFT343 47, UFT344 
44, UFT345 63, UFT346 74, UFT347 65, UFT348 44, UFT349 17 for June 2016. Brazilian Federal 
University of Southern and Southeastern Para UFT170(Sp), University of Montreal Educational Note 
Two, Bank of America UFT88, Government of Virginia Tobacco Region Revitalization Commission 
UFT175, University of Edinburgh UFT161, Imperial College London Proof Three with additional 
notes, University of Warwick Home Page. Intense interest all sectors, completed usage file attached for 
June 2016.

Daily Report 30/6/16

“Principles of ECE” Doing Very     Well
July 1, 2016 

It is currently being read 4607 times a year off www.aias.us in the collected versions (typeset, 
individual chapters and zipped file) and 1523 times a year off www.aias.us in its typeset version, which
is already in the top ten out of over three thousand items on www.aias.us after being available for less 
than a month. Scaling up by 1.6 it is being read 7371 times a year off combined sites www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org in collected versions, and 2437 times a year off combined sites www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org in the typeset version. In the two years and a few months since it was written it has 
gradually climbed higher and higher in the ratings. In these two years it has been read far more times 
than would ever have been possible if it had been produced as a published book with an expensive 
price tag, with authors getting tiny royalty. So I think it will do very well as an Amazon Kindle e book 
at 75% author royalty. All the AIAS / UPITEC books are doing this well without exception. The poetry 
is doing exceptionally well, so I will publish that as an Amazon Kindle book, similarly for the 
autobiography. The Amazon Kindle fine print should be read to make sure that publication with them 
does not mean that the book has to be taken off www.aias.us and www.upitec.org for copyright reasons.
We outpower Amazon Kindle completely, and any traditional publisher who seeks to take copyright 
would be counter productive for us. So Amazon Kindle would have to allow us to retain copyright. 
New Generation allows me to retain copyright, but of course has no hope against AIAS / UPITEC 
publishing. The New Generation books are just for colleagues, friends and National libraries.

“Principles of ECE” Doing Very Well

Invitation for Editorial     Membership
July 1, 2016 

I get a lot of these invitations, and will look in to this one.

Invitation for Editorial Membership

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/01/invitation-for-editorial-membership/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/01/principles-of-ece-doing-very-well/


351(3): The Complete Set of Equations of Fluid     Electrodynamics
July 1, 2016 

These are the continuity equation, the Euler equation and the vorticity equation with Reynolds number, 
and these equations are equivalent to the ECE2 field equations. The equations can be simplified if it is 
assumed that the ratio of mass to charge density varies slowly over space and time. Then the Euler 
equation is Eq. (29), the vorticity equation with finite Reynolds number is Eq. (21) and the continuity 
equation is Eq. (19) with charge density defined in terms of the velocity field of a flowing spacetime, 
Eq. (20). These are completely new equations of electrodynamics, based on the ECE2 unified field 
theory in which there is only one fundamental field, spacetime itself, which is pure geometry. 
Gravitation and the nuclear forces are also defined by these fluid dynamic equations.

a351stpapernotes3.pdf

351(3): The Complete Set of Equations of Fluid Electrodynamics

True Number of Wind Turbines in the countries of     Britain
July 1, 2016 

Yes, google “number of wind turbines UK”. seventh site first page, “Daily Telegraph” 16th May 2014, 
which reported that the number reached 30,000 in 2014, so by 2016 I estimate 35,000. The meaningless
propaganda of the wind industry uses 6,857 large turbines onshore in 2016, (also on the first page of 
this google look up) but this is cynical deception, because it omits all the small to medium sized 
turbines put up by farmers and landowners, who are gradually destroying the entire landscape. I use 
www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk to give an accurate percentage of metred wind contribution, and the Met 
Office wind map of wind speed (www.metoffice.gov.uk) over the entire British Isles. I can already see 
that the turbines are totally useless, and so can everyone else. Photoelectric is little better, rain and 
cloud being not unknown in the British Isles (about 6,300 islands). At present, 0928 local time, the 
contribution has already dropped from about 10% two hours ago to 8.07%. These wild fluctuation 
severely unbalance the grid, which uses more power to balance it out again than the power produced by
the turbines. For a small farm they may be intermittently useful for a few hours but that is all, and the 
farm still needs conventional electricity. Imagine what would happen if the power dropped to zero in 
the middle of milking a Friesian cow. The answer is blazingly obvious and has been for a almost a 
century – four or five tidal lagoons in the 30 foot tide of the Bristol Channel and elsewhere, rivers, 
estuaries, inlets, lakes, dams and so on. Water is not unknown in the British Isles. That should be 
combined with energy from spacetime, using your type of devices, and low energy nuclear reactors, 
now being considered by Congress. The conventional British nuclear reactors are owned by France and
Germany as far as I can see, and are just waiting for a major accident. Many have already leaked 
radiation. Two have leaked radiation in Wales, Trawsfynydd and Wylfa, Trawsfynydd has been shut 
down, but is probably still leaking radiation, causing a lot of cancer. Gas / steam contributes about half 
of demand, but gas comes from geopolitically unstable regions. I live four miles from the Bristol 
Channel. The sea goes up and down but is not geopolitically unstable.

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 30/06/2016 18:48:38 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Wind turbines in the UK

Do you have any reference regarding the existence of 35K wind turbines in the UK? I ask 

http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/
http://www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/01/true-number-of-wind-turbines-in-the-countries-of-britain/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/a351stpapernotes3.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/01/3513-the-complete-set-of-equations-of-fluid-electrodynamics/


because yesterday a friend mentioned to me that the
number usually considered for the UK is of about 7K.

Thanks.

Regards

True Number of Wind Turbines in the countries of Britain

Numerical Solution for     Turbulence
July 1, 2016 

This is exactly what is needed, to translate to conditions where finite element analysis library packages 
and various boundary conditions can be used. Kambe assumes that the right hand side of equation (41) 
is zero, and in so doing omits the Reynolds number completely. Eq. (46), with the Reynolds number 
reinstated, seems capable of giving many new insights, and in general the translation of concepts from 
fluid dynamics and rheology to electrodynamics ought to give a lot of new results. These are three very
large subject areas as you know. I can envisage graphics and animations of electrodynamic turbulence, 
and there will be a transition to turbulence in spacetime itself, the aether, or “vacuum”. My next step is 
to express Eq. (46) in terms of the W and A potentials, so in the Aharonov Bohm spacetime (“vacuum”)
it is an equation of the spacetime itself, so there can be turbulent spacetime and turbulent geometry.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 30/06/2016 23:51:04 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: note 351(1), discussion of turbulence

I tried some model v approaches for the solution of the turbulence
equation (46). The constraints to be fulfilled are

nabla * v = 0

and

B = nabla x v.

This gives an equation for v (diff. eq. of second order). Using the
three stationary approaches of paper 349,3 gives certain conditions
between the coordinates and Reynolds number R. The calculation is a bit
difficult to recognize. From eq. o19 onward the three models have been
inserted in eq.(46). In all cases the third vector component of both
sides of the equation has been equated, giving results o23, o28 and
o33-o36.
In more complicated models there is more than one component different
from zero, and the equations are mostly not compatible. I think that
this equation is a candidate for a finite element solution for given
boundary conditions. Thus the effect of R could be studied best. I will
think further about some analytical solutions.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/01/numerical-solution-for-turbulence/


Horst

351(1).pdf

Numerical Solution for Turbulence

Discussion of note 351(1), Part     Two
July 1, 2016 

They are equal through Kambe’s equation (9), which he derives from isentropic conditions in 
thermodynamics, so he obtains an expression for E, and after that expressions for his q and J.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 30/06/2016 14:53:13 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Discussion of note 351(1)

The fluid electric field is defined by Kambe as given in eq.(6). On the

other hand, from eq.(7) follows (by analogy):

E = (v*nabla) v

(eq. 25). Is there shown anywhere that both expressions are equal?

Horst

Discussion of 351(2)
July 1, 2016 

The units of Eq. (12) are OK because it is just a rearrangement of Eq. (11). On the right hand side of 
Eq. (11) side rho sub m is mass density and rho is charge density, epsilon sub 0 is the S. I. vacuum 
permittivity and q is Kambe’s “fluid charge” that you graphed incisively in UFT349 Section 3. So your 
graphics for q also apply to the electric charge density rho given the mass density rho sub m. In Eq. 
(29) the refractive index is the speed of light divided by the speed of sound. This is an entirely new idea
based on a units analysis and use of the Kambe equations. Perhaps it should be named the “speed ratio”
to distinguish it from ordinary refractive index.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 30/06/2016 13:19:03 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 351(2): Translation of Fluid Dynamics into Electrodynamics

In eq.(12) there is a rho at the LHS and one at the RHS. What is the difference? Or can it be
identified?
In eq.(29) the refraction index is defined by the ratio of electromagnetic and fluid velocity. 
the common case n=1 would mean that the ether fluid moves with velocity of light. Is this 
correct?

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/01/discussion-of-3512/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/01/discussion-of-note-3511-part-two/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/3511.pdf


Horst

Am 29.06.2016 um 15:04 schrieb EMyrone:

All the equations of fluid dynamics can be translated into hitherto unknown 
equations of electrodynamics using the conversion table on page 4. For example
the well known Euler equation of fluid dynamics becomes Eq. (8), a new 
relation between the scalar potential phi sub W and the vector potential W of 
ECE2 electrodynamics. So to describe electrodynamic turbulence, google up or 
otherwise find the well known hydrodynamic equations that govern the 
transition to turbulent flow, and translate directly into turbulent 
electrodynamics, or turbulent gravitation. These are manifestations of turbulent 
spacetime or aether in ECE2 unified field theory. The turbulent Aharonov 
Bohm vacuum for example may be used as in UFT311 and the turbulence 
observed experimentally. Osamu Ide may be observing this turbulence at 
present. So the next note will translate the well known and traditional Navier 
Stokes equations into entirely new equations of classical electrodynamics. All 
the relevant S. I. units are given on page one of the note.

Discussion of 351(2)

Discussion of Note     351(1)
July 1, 2016 

I checked these units, they are those of Kambe’s equation (4), Google “fluid Maxwell equations” and 
initially found the same units mismatch. I searched the literature and found that pressure p is defined in 
particular manner in the Euler equation. For non specialists and students this is very confusing, but 
unfortunately this seems to be the practice in fluid dynamics. In Eq. (33) the delta is correct, it is 
Kambe’s Eq. (8) and refers to isentropic conditions in thermodynamics. I agree with the rest of the 
comments.

EMyrone
Sent: 30/06/2016 11:40:11 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 351(1): Energy from a Turbulent Spacetime

I have problems with the units of the Euler equation (15). At the lhs the units are m/s^2, but
at the rhs we have

[grad p / rho] = 1/m * kg/m^2 * m^3/kg = 1.

Is there anything missing?

In eq.(33) obviously the delta should be a nabla operator. The density rho depends on p, this
seems to be handled as a linear dependence, giving a constant a. In total the density may be 
time and space dependent. The velocity field is incompressible as before according to the 
derivation of (20) in the Vector Analysis Problem Solver.
Eq. (46) could perhaps be used to compute an ether velocity field v for a given magnetic 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/01/discussion-of-note-3511-3/


field B in dependence of the Reynolds number.

Horst

Am 28.06.2016 um 13:20 schrieb EMyrone:

The equation describing this process is the electromagnetic equation (46) which
is derived from the hydrodynamic equation (40) containing the Reynolds 
number R and the spacetime flow velocity v. The spacetime can be described as
a continuum or aether, and the flow velocity becomes turbulent at a given 
Reynolds number, using boundary conditions as is well known. This is the 
Reynolds number of a continuum spacetime, or aether. The transition to 
turbulence is determined using well known methods of flow dynamics. The 
turbulent aether gives rise to a magnetic flux density B in a circuit, so the 
electrons of the circuit become turbulent. The derivation of the Kambe 
equations (1) to (8) is given in detail. These have the same structure as the 
ECE2 field equations of electromagnetism if it is assumed that the magnetic 
charge / current density vanishes. The Kambe field equations are derived from 
the hydrodynamic equations (37) to (39). It follows that there are 
electromagnetic and gravitational field equations with the same structure as 
Eqs. (37) to (39). Kambe considered a special case of the vorticity equation 
with finite Reynolds number, Eq. (40). Spacetime is considered as a continuum 
with velocity field v(t, x) and hydrodynamical methods are applied to sapcetime
itself (or aether). Electromagnetic energy from spacetime is governed by the 
velocity field v(t, x), which becomes turbulent at a given Reynolds number and 
boundary conditions. Standard methods of fluid dynamics can be used to 
determine the transition to turbulence and to graph the flows. Finally, each 
Kambe field equation has its electromagnetic and gravitational counterpart, and 
also counterparts in nuclear physics and elementary particle physics and 
cosmology. The next note will develop these concepts further.

Discussion of Note 351(1)

Wind 10.59%, 0731 local time, Wind Speed British Isles 6 – 
25     mph
July 1, 2016 

This looks like the maximum output that these 35,000 ugly and hyper expensive contraptions will 
produce, in the past two weeks or so it has averaged about 2.5%, with wild fluctuations. There is a fair 
amount of wind today, most of it coming from the House of Commons.

Wind 10.59%, 0731 local time, Wind Speed British Isles 6 – 25 mph

FOR POSTING : Final version of UFT349 Section     3
July 1, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/01/for-posting-final-version-of-uft349-section-3/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/01/wind-10-59-0731-local-time-wind-speed-british-isles-6-25-mph/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/01/wind-10-59-0731-local-time-wind-speed-british-isles-6-25-mph/


Many thanks, this type of flow graphics looks most interesting.

Sent: 30/06/2016 17:23:25 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Paper 349,3 again

This is the corrected section, I also changed the graphics a bit,
showing more vector plots for clarity.
Dave, could you please replace this section on the web site?

Thanks,
Horst 

paper349-3.pdf

FOR POSTING : Final version of UFT349 Section 3

Daily Report 29/6/16
July 1, 2016 

The equivalent of 211,819 printed pages was downloaded during the day (772.266 megabytes) from 
2530 downloaded memory files (hits) and 564 distinct visits, each averaging 3.4 memory pages and 14 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 83.72 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
Yahoo. Collected ECE2 1850, Top ten 1624, Collected Evans / Morris 957(est), Collected 
scientometrics 632, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 403 (excluding broadcasts by Robert Cheshire and
myself), Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 382, Collected Principles of ECE 366, F3(Sp) 347, Autobiography 
volumes one and two 245, Collected Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 225, Evans Equations 
139, UFT88 129, Principles of ECE (typeset) 121, CEFE 118, Engineering Model 117, UFT321 77, 
UFT311 72, Self charging inverter 52, Llais 46, List of prolific authors 29, Three world records by 
MWE 26, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 19, UFT313 43, UFT314 41, UFT315 58, UFT316 41, UFT317 61, 
UFT318 71, UFT319 71, UFT320 52, UFT322 62, UFT323 48, UFT324 76, UFT325 77, UFT326 55, 
UFT327 49, UFT328 60, UFT329 48, UFT330 53, UFT331 52, UFT332 59, UFT333 47, UFT334 44, 
UFT335 46, UFT336 66, UFT337 38, UFT338 41, UFT339 43, UFT340 43, UFT341 42, UFT342 34, 
UFT343 46, UFT344 43, UFT345 62, UFT346 71, UFT347 61, UFT348 44, UFT349 15 to date in June
2016. Argentine National University Cordoba Circuit Simulation(Sp); Wolfram Corporation UFT324; 
Students Rhine Westphalian Technical University Aachen (RWTH Aachen) UFT175, Applied 
Mechanics Chalmers University of Technology Sweden LCR Resonant; Institute for High Energy 
Physics Protvino Russia UFT138, University of Edinburgh extensive UFT papers, extensive downloads
unresolved domain, intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for June 1016.

Daily Report 29/6/16

Selected Feedback Interest:

16 - 30 June

U. S. Universities, Institutes and Similar

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/07/01/daily-report-29616/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/paper349-3.pdf


Caltech, Cornell, Iowa State*, Delaware, Minnesota Twin Cities,

Washington, Gov. Washington State, US Airforce AFNOC, Wolfram Company*,

San Francisco Archives, Bank of America, Government of Virgina TIC.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar

Ghent, Basel, Max Born Institute Berlin, TU Braunschweig, TU Ilmenau,

Erlangen, RWTH Aachen, Spanish Met Office, Basque University*, Comillas

Pontifical University Spain, Turku Finland, INFN Turin, Sienna, Joint Institutes for

Nuclear Research Dubna Russia, Institute for High Energy Physics (IHEP)

Moscow, extensive Russia and Ukraine, Chalmers Sweden, Cambridge, Edinburgh,

Imperial, Warwick, Mindfulness in Schools Project.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

UNCS Argentina, State Univ Rio Brazil, Unifesspa Brazil, Bibliotheca

Alexandrina Egypt, Quebec Trois Rivieres, Montreal, Beijing China, Valle

Colombia, IIT Delhi India, Institute for Molecular Science Japan, Keio, National

Astronomical Observatory of Japan, Tokyo, INAOEP Mexico, National

Polytechnic Institute Mexico, National Autonomous University Mexico, Otago,

NTHU Taiwan.

Some Notes Discussions
June 30, 2016 

I have a number of interesting notes and a finished section three from Horst which I will answer 
tomorrow.

Some Notes Discussions

Wind 6.45%, 1724 local time, speed 3 – 26     mph
June 30, 2016 

The wind over Mo^n and Caernarfon is 26 mph today, the fastest in the British Isles, but the wind 
turbine contribution to total demand is still only 6.45%. This means that this type of contribution is 
their optimal contribution, and that they are obviously useless, and will always be useless. The 35,000 
turbines are approaching their rated or optimal performance, but their contribution to the grid is dismal.
Demand is currently 34.25 gigawatts. The major weak point is that hydroelectric contribution is only 
1.83%. It should be close to 100% with low energy nuclear reactors and energy from spacetime also 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/30/wind-6-45-1724-local-time-speed-3-26-mph/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/30/some-notes-discussions/


making major contributions.

Wind 6.45%, 1724 local time, speed 3 – 26 mph

Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to     28/6/16
June 30, 2016 

This was an other outstanding performance, the visits from the world’s top twenty universities were: 
UCLA, UC San Diego, Minnesota Twin Cities*, ETH Zurich, Cambridge*, Edinburgh*, Caltach, 
Cornell, Washington and Imperial.

BookofScientometricsVolumeTwo.pdf

Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to 28/6/16

Daily Report 28/6/16
June 30, 2016 

The equivalent of 188,190 printed pages was downloaded during the day (686.140 megabytes) from 
4489 downloaded memory files (hits) and 613 distinct visits each averaging 5.8 memory pages and 16 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 41.92, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1749, Top ten items 1544, Collected Evans / Morris 924 (est), Collected 
scientometrics 609 (est), Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 400, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 359(est), 
Principles of ECE 354, F3(Sp) 341, Autobiography volumes one and two 234, Proofs that no torsion 
means no gravitation 226, Evans Equations 133, UFT88 122, Engineering Model 113, CEFE 113, 
PECE (typeset) 110, UFT321 74, UFT311 71, Self charging inverter 51, Llais 46, List of prolific 
authors 26, Three world records by MWE 23, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 19, UFT313 41, UFT314 41, 
UFT315 55, UFT316 38, UFT317, UFT318 65, UFT319 66, UFT320 50, UFT322 61, UFT323 46, 
UFT324 72, UFT325 70, UFT326 52, UFT327 38, UFT328 40, UFT329 46, UFT330 49, UFT331 49, 
UFT332 57, UFT333 45, UFT334 43, UFT335 43, UFT336 62, UFT337 38, UFT338 40, UFT339 42, 
UFT340 41, UFT341 40, UFT342 33, UFT343 43, UFT344 39, UFT345 55, UFT346 54, UFT347 57, 
UFT348 38, UFT349 12 to date in June 2016. University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT349, PECE 
(typeset); Wolfram Company UFT208; Italian National Institute for Nuclear Physics (INFN) Turin 
UFT258; Mindfulness in Schools Project (MISP) general. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file
attached for June 2016.

Daily Report 28/6/16

Wind 8.54%, speed 1 – 18     mph
June 29, 2016 

This is about as much as the wind turbines will ever produce, so the propaganda is compete deception. 
The 18 mph wind happens to be over West Wales and is the highest speed in the British Isles today.

Graphics of paper     349

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/29/graphics-of-paper-349/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/29/wind-8-54-speed-1-18-mph/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/30/daily-report-28616/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/bookofscientometricsvolumetwo2.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/30/book-of-scientometrics-volume-two-updated-to-28616/


June 29, 2016 

They are very interesting graphics, and this shows how meticulous is Horst Eckardt in his work.

In a message dated 29/06/2016 14:23:14 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

I just found a calculational fault in my code, will re-compute the results of paper 349. The 
results remain essentailly the same, but I used a scalar where a vector was required.

Horst

Am 29.06.2016 um 10:09 schrieb EMyrone:

Kambe’s hydrodynamic electric field is Eq. (25) of this note, it is E = (v dot 
del)v in units of acceleration, metres per seconds squared. Here v is the velocity
field v(r, t) of a fluid continuum. This fluid is considered to be the aether or 
spacetime, which is geometry. So Kambe’s E can be translated in to the electric 
field stength in volts per metre of electrodynamics through a proportionality 
constant detemined by a units analysis. This constant or coefficient is volts per 
metre divided by acceleration. Whether E is turbulent or not depends on 
whether v is turbulent or not. Kambe’s E can be expressed in terms of the 
vorticity w through Eq. (27) of the note. The vorticity equation including the 
Reynolds number is Eq. (40) of the note. Kambe assumes that the right hand 
side of Eq. (40) is zero, and that is a special case. So Kambe leaves out the 
Reynolds number in his paper but the note reinstates it. I checked that his 
neglect of the Reynolds number does not affect his field equations. By units 
analysis the electrodynamic equivalent of the vorticity equation (40) is Eq. (46).
Kambe uses Gaussian units in his field equations, and these have to be 
translated into S. I. units of ECE and ECE2. Kambe’s H is defined as the 
vorticity w = curl v. So whether or not H is turbulent depends again on whether 
or not v is turbulent. The geometrical condition for the Aharonov Bohm 
vacuum in Kambe’s analysis is the same as in electrodynamics:

d ^ q = – omega ^ q

where
T = d ^ q + omega ^ q

is the Cartan torsion in minimal notation. Under this condition there are 
potentials but no fields (the Aharonov Bohm vacuum). Eq. (46) can be 
expressed in terms of the W potential of ECE2 by using:

B = curl W

When considering the Aharnov Bohm vacuum this equation must be extended 
to complex valued W, so that it becomes possible to have finite W and zero B. 
Alternatively one can use (UFT317 and UFT318):



B = curl A + 2 omega x A

In Eq. (46) of the note. The Aharonov Bohm vacuum is defined by

curl A = 2 A x omega = – 2 omega x A

so
B = 0

but A is not zero. Then one has a vacuum vorticity equation with Reynolds 
number R. So conditions for turbulent vacuum A can be defined.

Discussion of Note 351(1).

The existence of an electric field requires a spacetime pressure but 
no turbulence. Additionally there are vacuum waves that even do 
not require electric or magnetic fields.
Horst

Von meinem Samsung Gerät gesendet.

Graphics of paper 349

351(2): Translation of Fluid Dynamics into     Electrodynamics
June 29, 2016 

All the equations of fluid dynamics can be translated into hitherto unknown equations of 
electrodynamics using the conversion table on page 4. For example the well known Euler equation of 
fluid dynamics becomes Eq. (8), a new relation between the scalar potential phi sub W and the vector 
potential W of ECE2 electrodynamics. So to describe electrodynamic turbulence, google up or 
otherwise find the well known hydrodynamic equations that govern the transition to turbulent flow, and
translate directly into turbulent electrodynamics, or turbulent gravitation. These are manifestations of 
turbulent spacetime or aether in ECE2 unified field theory. The turbulent Aharonov Bohm vacuum for 
example may be used as in UFT311 and the turbulence observed experimentally. Osamu Ide may be 
observing this turbulence at present. So the next note will translate the well known and traditional 
Navier Stokes equations into entirely new equations of classical electrodynamics. All the relevant S. I. 
units are given on page one of the note.

a351stpapernotes2.pdf

351(2): Translation of Fluid Dynamics into Electrodynamics

Graphics of Turbulence
June 29, 2016 

I think that UFT351 will be a well studied paper, especially with graphics of turbulence by co author 
Horst Eckardt, worked out with boundary conditions in the usual way. I think that Norman Page is right

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/29/graphics-of-turbulence/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/a351stpapernotes2.pdf
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in describing spacetime as being in general turbulent. Leonardo da Vinci thought in much the same way
in his famous left handed drawings. So we can have turbulent geometry, but this is always causal, there 
is no indeterminacy of the Copenhagen type. Nothing about geometry is “unknowable”. Turbulence is 
very interesting and ideal for graphics, there are eddies, vortices and so on. The subject of non 
Newtonian rheology can also be translated into electrodyamics and gravitation. This shows the power 
of a unified field theory based on geometry, and not 167 and a quarter adjustables, all totally 
unknowable forever.

Graphics of Turbulence

Work by Hans Albert     Einstein
June 29, 2016 

Many thanks, it would be very interesting to calculate a turbulent vacuum A and graph the transition to 
turbulence.

Sent: 28/06/2016 23:12:27 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Here is one reference

Einstein, H. A. (1963). “Engineering derivation of the Navier-Stokes
equations.”
J. Eng. Mech. Div., 89(3), 1–8. Discussion by T. Sarpkaya, E. O.
Macagno, and R. Schmidt, 89(4), 99–102; Ramsey, H., and W. D. L. Finn,
89(5), 105–106; G. H. Toebes, 90(1), 163–166; and closure by Einstein,
H. A., 90(4), 151–155.

Norman

Work by Hans Albert Einstein

Einstein Junior and Turbulent     flows
June 29, 2016 

Very interesting, this must be Hans Albert Einstein. His younger brother Edouard was initially a good 
student but developed schizophrenia when about twenty and spent his entire later life in a Sanatorium 
after his mother Mileva Maric died. His father never saw him again after 1933. So there was an aspect 
of Albert Einstein’s character that was decidedly unpleasant. If I had a son I would certainly have 
brought him over to Princeton. They had an older sister Lieserl (Elizabeth) who was illegitimate, and in
those days that was a stigma. She was apparently born in Novi Sad, and was kept a secret. Her 
existence was not known until thirty years after Einstein died. Lieserl was mentioned for the last time 
on Sept. 19th 1903 in a letter from Albert Enstein to Mileva Maric and then disappeared from history. 
Apparently Lieserl was also disabled psychologically at birth. In those days that was also a stigma. So 
this is a very rough side of both Albert Einstein and Mileva Maric, and of course, hypocritical society.

Sent: 28/06/2016 23:06:21 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Turbulent flows

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/29/einstein-junior-and-turbulent-flows/
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Myron Horst it is interesting to note that Einstein’s son spent his
career working on hydraulic flows and turbulence from a very empirical
angle. Norman

http://ascelibrary.org/doi/pdf/10.1061/9780784413302.bm03

Einstein Junior and Turbulent flows

Discussion of Note 351(1), Part     2.
June 29, 2016 

Kambe’s hydrodynamic electric field is Eq. (25) of this note, it is E = (v dot del)v in units of 
acceleration, metres per seconds squared. Here v is the velocity field v(r, t) of a fluid continuum. This 
fluid is considered to be the aether or spacetime, which is geometry. So Kambe’s E can be translated in 
to the electric field stength in volts per metre of electrodynamics through a proportionality constant 
detemined by a units analysis. This constant or coefficient is volts per metre divided by acceleration. 
Whether E is turbulent or not depends on whether v is turbulent or not. Kambe’s E can be expressed in 
terms of the vorticity w through Eq. (27) of the note. The vorticity equation including the Reynolds 
number is Eq. (40) of the note. Kambe assumes that the right hand side of Eq. (40) is zero, and that is a 
special case. So Kambe leaves out the Reynolds number in his paper but the note reinstates it. I 
checked that his neglect of the Reynolds number does not affect his field equations. By units analysis 
the electrodynamic equivalent of the vorticity equation (40) is Eq. (46). Kambe uses Gaussian units in 
his field equations, and these have to be translated into S. I. units of ECE and ECE2. Kambe’s H is 
defined as the vorticity w = curl v. So whether or not H is turbulent depends again on whether or not v 
is turbulent. The geometrical condition for the Aharonov Bohm vacuum in Kambe’s analysis is the 
same as in electrodynamics:

d ^ q = – omega ^ q

where
T = d ^ q + omega ^ q

is the Cartan torsion in minimal notation. Under this condition there are potentials but no fields (the 
Aharonov Bohm vacuum). Eq. (46) can be expressed in terms of the W potential of ECE2 by using:

B = curl W

When considering the Aharnov Bohm vacuum this equation must be extended to complex valued W, so
that it becomes possible to have finite W and zero B. Alternatively one can use (UFT317 and UFT318):

B = curl A + 2 omega x A

In Eq. (46) of the note. The Aharonov Bohm vacuum is defined by

curl A = 2 A x omega = – 2 omega x A

so
B = 0

but A is not zero. Then one has a vacuum vorticity equation with Reynolds number R. So conditions for
turbulent vacuum A can be defined.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/29/discussion-of-note-3511-part-2/
http://ascelibrary.org/doi/pdf/10.1061/9780784413302.bm03


Discussion of Note 351(1).

The existence of an electric field requires a spacetime pressure but no turbulence. 
Additionally there are vacuum waves that even do not require electric or magnetic fields.
Horst

Von meinem Samsung Gerät gesendet.

Discussion of Note 351(1), Part 2.

Discussion of Note     351(1).
June 29, 2016 

In general I would say that the equations of electrodynamics can be expressed as equations of flow, so 
all the well studied aspects of hydrodynamics apply to electrodynamics. Both subjects are expressions 
of the geometry of spacetime. The same is true of gravitational and nuclear physics.

In a message dated 28/06/2016 14:18:53 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Myron Is it not perhaps more fruitful to think of space time as being generally turbulent ? 
The Reynolds number of interest is then that which marks the transition to observable 
structures. Norman Page
On 6/28/2016 7:06 AM, EMyrone wrote:

Many thanks, it would also be interesting to have some graphics of turbulent 
aether flow for various boundary conditions (boundary of the aether with the 
circuit).

To: EMyrone
Sent: 28/06/2016 12:56:26 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 351(1): Energy from a Turbulent Spacetime

Very interesting – needless to say!

Sent from my Samsung device

Discussion of Note 351(1).

Wind 4.04%, 0828 local time, speed across the British Isles 0 – 
18     mph
June 29, 2016 

It is already clear that wind turbines fluctuate wildly and will never be of any real use. The were useless
from the start because the mean wind speed is below their optimal range and sometimes they are 
becalmed or switched off. They were forced through undemocratically and have dragged down the 
economy.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/29/wind-4-04-0828-local-time-speed-across-the-british-isles-0-18-mph/
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Wind 4.04%, 0828 local time, speed across the British Isles 0 – 18 mph

Daily Report 27/6/16
June 29, 2016 

The equivalent of 195,690 printed pages was downloaded (713.484 megabytes) from 2949 downloaded
memory files (hits) and 585 distinct visits each averaging 4.9 memory pages and 16 minutes, printed 
pages to hits ratio for the day of 66.36, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and Yahoo. Collected 
ECE2 1709, Top ten 1503, Collected Evans / Morris 891 (est), Collected scientometrics 609, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 393, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 359, Principles of ECE 339, F3(Sp) 
338, Collected Proofs 222, Autobiography volumes one and two 222, Evans Equations 128, UFT88 
117, Principles of ECE (typeset) 111, Engineering Model 111, CEFE 109, UFT321 73, UFT311 69, 
Self charging inverter 48, Llais 45, List of prolific authors 26, Three world records by MWE 23, 
Lindstrom Idaho lecture 18, UFT313 39, UFT314 40, UFT315 53, UFT316 38, UFT317 57, UFT318 
63, UFT319 65, UFT320 49, UFT322 59, UFT323 44, UFT324 70, UFT325 70, UFT326 51, UFT327 
38, UFT328 56, UFT329 44, UFT330 49, UFT331 48, UFT332 57, UFT333 45, UFT334 42, UFT335 
42, UFT336 61, UFT337 38, UFT338 40, UFT339 41, UFT340 39, UFT341 40, UFT342 32, UFT343 
43, UFT344 38, UFT345 54, UFT346 61, UFT347 56, UFT348 38, UFT349 9 to date in June 2016. 
Physics State University of Rio de Janeiro Brazil UFT157(Sp); Technical University Ilmenau 
UFT238b; Cornell University AIAS Staff; Science and Technology Keio University Japan UFT165, 
large downloads unresolved domain. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for June 
2016.

Daily Report 27/6/16

Government Definition of Adverse     Possession
June 28, 2016 

To Trustees of the Newlands Family Trust and General Public

The three elements needed for adverse possession claims are 1) factual possession, 3) intention to 
possess; 3) SOLE occupation of unregistered land for twelve years. Parking a car and occupying a 
garage without the owner’s permission do not satisfy the elements required. Squatting for about two 
years is not sufficient for adverse possession. The Government makes it clear that title plans show the 
general position of boundaries. It is perfectly possible that an area of land be part of the registered title 
(in my case 50 Rhyddwen Road) even though it falls outside the title plan. In my case a Deed of 1933 
defined my land area as 21.75 perches, but the area inside the registered title is only 15 perches. So I 
own a SUBSTANTIAL 6.75 perches outside the registered title area. That is beyond dispute because 
21.75 perches is marked on the 1933 Deed in capital letters. This has been verified by Robert Craven, 
Barrister at Law. The Government states clearly that possession is never adverse if a person occupies 
land by licence of the true owner. The Lands Tribunal must decide where the missing 6.75 perches are 
situated. This is half of the 13.5 perches purchased by my great grandfather William Newlands in 1926.
Those 13.5 perches were clearly defined in the Deed of 1926 as including the so called “disputed” land.
It has become clear from the attached Deed of 1929, marking the boundary between the Philips and 
Newlands Estates, that neither Cen Wlliams nor Ellis Williams were ever in adverse possession, they 
were not gifted the land by the Philips Estate. So the Waters squatters cannot rely on adverse 
possession by Ellis and Cen Williams and the Waters case fails immediately. Ellis Williams misled 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/28/government-definition-of-adverse-possession/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/29/daily-report-27616/


people on this point and wrote a false statement of truth – that the land was gifted to Cen Williams by 
the Philips Estate. The attached 1929 Deed shows that this cannot be true, because the land was never 
part of the Philips Estate. This again is beyond dispute. In fact, both Cen and Ellis occupied the garage 
under licence from the Newlands Estate so neither were ever in adverse possession, and the Waters 
squatters were not sold the land by Ellis Williams, who had no title to it. The title was and is owned by 
the Newlands Estate until the Tribunal rules on where the missing 6.75 perches are located. In the 
opinion of my solicitors, Roger Roberts chartered surveyor and myself, these 6.75 perches include the 
disputed land, which I therefore purchased freehold in 1993. I have occupied or used the disputed land 
in one way or the other since the garage was built in about 1960, and in intervals of time from 1960 to 
1969, and from 1993 to present. I walked it as a boy, frequently went inside the garage, maintained it 
since 1993, and have parked my car on the disputed land for months in sight of thousands of passers by.
Currently I walk it every day to see if it is in order. So the Waters squatters have no predecessors in 
adverse possession for twelve years, as required by law, and are obviously not in SOLE possession. It is
obvious that Cen Williams occupied the garage, but neither the land nor the garage was ever owned by 
him, it was owned by the Newlands Family, of which I am a member. Witness to the fact that my close 
friend Cen occupied the garage does not prove ownership in any way. Similarly, for many years, 
Cynlais Evans occupied a garage on Cae Bach, owned by the NCB. Cynlais Evans, however, never had
possession of this garage. The disputed land has never been fenced in, I intend to fence it in if I am 
given the correct land area by the Tribunal. It should be noted that Land Registry Wales ASKED me to 
object. No one else has the right to interfere with or trespass on the Newlands Estate. Many cars have 
trespassed on the Estate in the past two or three years alone, so Waters has obviously NOT been in sole 
possession for two years as he claims. I clearly remember the licence being given to Cen Williams 
when he married my cousin Marbeth. In simple words the family decided to allow Cen to build a 
garage on its land because he had married in to the family. I remember this very clearly, I am blessed 
with an excellent memory. All these points have been made to the Lands Tribunal and we are in the 
final stages of arranging a venue and so on. These arrangements have to be completed before 30th July. 
After that a date and venue will be set for the hearing. I have asked for Swansea because I have a 
disability allowance for a disability which makes it difficult for me to travel far.

adeedsproofofboundary.pdf

adeedsresurvey1.pdf

Discussion of Note     351(1).
June 28, 2016 

Many thanks, it would also be interesting to have some graphics of turbulent aether flow for various 
boundary conditions (boundary of the aether with the circuit).

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 28/06/2016 12:56:26 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 351(1): Energy from a Turbulent Spacetime

Very interesting – needless to say!

Sent from my Samsung device

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/28/discussion-of-note-3511/
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Discussion of Note 351(1).

Why did Wales shoot itself in the foot in this referendum? | 
Richard     W…
June 28, 2016 

It has been obvious to me all my life that the country needs to be a Bevanite socialist republic, 
nationalizing all land owned by absentee landlords such as aristocrats. This was a referendum set up in 
London: Scotland, Ulster and Wales had no say in it because England has the overwhelming advantage 
in population. for example if the three small countries voted to stay in the EEC, and England voted to 
leave, the three small countries would be forced to leave. It has also been obvious all my life that the 
language will become extinct unless it is heavily protected by education and very tough legislation. The
drift mine industry in this village was completely destroyed in about 1960, and never replaced, so the 
working class Welsh speaking community of coal miners was totally destroyed. The language is 
essentially extinct in the village because there are no controls of the type I have advocated all my life. 
Legislation in Broydd Iaith, or Gealtacht areas in Irish and Gaelic, would prohibit the sale of 
houses and farms to anyone unless they are fluent in Welsh. The Government would buy a house or 
farm for sale, at much less than market value so that young people are not locked out of housing all 
their lives. Working class houses of historic interest would be listed to stop them from being destroyed. 
I have set up a Trust to prohibit the sale of this house. I am only one individual, but the Government 
could do this for whole areas. It has been obvious to me all my life that Wales has always been 
misgoverned from London, by all shades of political opinion. The most important social advance of the
twentieth century, Aneurin Bevan’s National Health Service, has been taken up in a hundred and fifty 
countries, but is about to be totally destroyed in his native Wales. The steel and coal mining industries 
in Wales have been totally destroyed by remote misgovernment, and replaced by utterly useless wind 
turbines. The willingness of the Welsh people to call themselves Welsh is the great irony. “Welsh” or 
“Wealas” means “stranger”. So I use the term “Briton” meaning “ancient Briton”. The Scots are close 
relatives and also ancient Britons, so are large parts of what is called “England”. or Ingle Land. The 
Ingles if they ever existed as a coherent unit and culture, were a small group of people from islands off 
Denmark.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 28/06/2016 08:53:20 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Fwd: Why did Wales shoot itself in the foot in this referendum? | Richard Wyn Jones

The analysis in Wales is under way. Don’t agree with all of this but we are reminded once 
again of that old saying:

“A Welsman keeps nothing until he has lost it”

We need better leadership, to become united and to believe in ourselves – as has happened 
in Scotland.

Sent from my Samsung device

Why did Wales shoot itself in the foot in this referendum? | Richard W…

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/28/why-did-wales-shoot-itself-in-the-foot-in-this-referendum-richard-w/
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351(1): Energy from a Turbulent     Spacetime
June 28, 2016 

The equation describing this process is the electromagnetic equation (46) which is derived from the 
hydrodynamic equation (40) containing the Reynolds number R and the spacetime flow velocity v. The 
spacetime can be described as a continuum or aether, and the flow velocity becomes turbulent at a 
given Reynolds number, using boundary conditions as is well known. This is the Reynolds number of a
continuum spacetime, or aether. The transition to turbulence is determined using well known methods 
of flow dynamics. The turbulent aether gives rise to a magnetic flux density B in a circuit, so the 
electrons of the circuit become turbulent. The derivation of the Kambe equations (1) to (8) is given in 
detail. These have the same structure as the ECE2 field equations of electromagnetism if it is assumed 
that the magnetic charge / current density vanishes. The Kambe field equations are derived from the 
hydrodynamic equations (37) to (39). It follows that there are

electromagnetic and gravitational field equations with the same structure as Eqs. (37) to (39). Kambe 
considered a special case of the vorticity equation with finite Reynolds number, Eq. (40). Spacetime is 
considered as a continuum with velocity field v(t, x) and hydrodynamical methods are applied to 
sapcetime itself (or aether). Electromagnetic energy from spacetime is governed by the velocity field 
v(t, x), which becomes turbulent at a given Reynolds number and boundary conditions. Standard 
methods of fluid dynamics can be used to determine the transition to turbulence and to graph the flows.
Finally, each Kambe field equation has its electromagnetic and gravitational counterpart, and also 
counterparts in nuclear physics and elementary particle physics and cosmology. The next note will 
develop these concepts further.

a351stpapernotes1.pdf

351(1): Energy from a Turbulent Spacetime

Wind 1.64% , Wind speed 1 – 20 mph, 0740 local     time
June 28, 2016 

The percentage of wind contribution to the grid has dropped to 1.64% from about 9% in one day, 
showing wild fluctuations, making the entire 35,000 turbine system completely useless. The wind 
speed across the British Isles today varies from 1 mph to an isolated 20 mph over the Shetland Islands. 
The pound continues to drop sharply against the dollar, it is $1.33 today. The insane waste of money on
wind turbine subsidies cannot continue on economic grounds alone. So efforts to stop the Mynydd y 
Gwair development should continue indefinitely into the future until all wind turbines are safely 
demolished.

Wind 1.64% , Wind speed 1 – 20 mph, 0740 local time

Bruni’s new model….
June 28, 2016 

OK thanks, forwarded to group.

Sent: 27/06/2016 11:43:05 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Bruni’s new model….

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/28/brunis-new-model/
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http://www.theregister.co.uk/2016/06/27/cosmoboffins_use_power_of_general_relativity_t
o_create_the_most_accurate_model_of_the_universe/

Bruni’s new model….

Daily Report Sunday     26/6/16
June 28, 2016 

The equivalent of 229,848 printed pages was downloaded during the day (838.026 megabytes) from 
3092 memory files downloaded (hits) and 549 distinct visits each averaging 4.3 memory pages and 17 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 74.34 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1640, Top ten 1451, Evans / Morris 858(est), Collected scientometrics 537, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 367 (plus broadcasts by Robert Cheshire and myself), The Principles 
of ECE 327, Collected Eckardt / Lindstrom 351(est), F3(Sp) 330, Collected proofs that no torsion 
means no gravitation 211, Autobiography volumes one and two 208, Evans Equations 123, UFT88 114,
Engineering Model 105, CEFE 106, PECE (typeset) 98, UFT321 71, UFT311 65, Self charging 
inverter 46, Llais 44, List of prolific scientists 24, Three world records by MWE 23, Lindstrom Idaho 
lecture 18, UFT313 37, UFT314 37, UFT315 50, UFT316 35, UFT317 53, UFT318 61, UFT319 64, 
UFT320 46, UFT322 57, UFT323 43, UFT324 67, UFT325 67, UFT326 50, UFT327 36, UFT328 53, 
UFT329 41, UFT330 44, UFT331 47, UFT332 56, UFT333 44, UFT334 40, UFT335 42, UFT336 58, 
UFT337 37, UFT338 39, UFT339 41, UFT340 38, UFT341 39, UFT342 31, UFT343 40, UFT344 37, 
UFT345 53, UFT346 60, UFT347 55, UFT348 37, UFT349 5 to date in June 2016. Max Born Institute 
for Nonlinear Optics and Short Pulse Spectroscopy Berlin Essay 24; University of the Basque Country 
general; Institute of Industial Science University of Tokyo general. Intense interest all sectors, updated 
usage file attached for June 2016.

Daily Report Sunday 26/6/16

Discussion of the     Referendum
June 27, 2016 

This is a good summary, the entire tory government should resign to make way for a General Election. 
Scotland will certainly become independent – the demographics show that clearly. The only thing 
keeping alive the 1707 union between Scotland and England was David Cameron. There is only one 
tory MP in the whole of Scotland, out of about 59 MP’s. Surely there are many opportunities in 
Scotland to develop a new hydroelectric industry. An influx of monoglot people into Welsh speaking 
areas must be stopped and those who are allowed in must learn Welsh. Aberystwyth town council has 
just voted to do this. I have been advocating it for many years on this blog. It should not be possible for
anyone to come in to Wales just because houses and farms are cheap. We are not a doormat or second 
hand bed and breakfast establishment. They must learn the language and the history, whatever their 
origin. Some immigrants contribute well to the economy and are sympathetic to the language. Soon it 
will not be possible to get a responsible job in Wales without personal knowledge of the Welsh 
language to a high standard. There is plenty of opportunity for education and enlightenment. Breton 
and Welsh are currently the strongest Celtic languages, followed by Irish and Gaelic. To the Celtic 
mind, culture has always been far more important than empty materialism, so the Bard was second in 
rank to the Prince, followed by the Warrior, Merchant and Farmer, and finally the unpaid labourers. If a
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general election were held now, a Bevanite Socialist Government would be elected, which ought to 
change policy immediately on wind turbines. My daily analysis on this blog shows that they are 
shockingly useless. The Bevanite Labour Government should nationalize the Somerset Trust for 
example and redistribute all its land in a Land Act. The Trust has always tried to squeeze the lifeblood 
out of the ordinary people, and in the twenty first century this is intolerable. Beaufort’s turbines will be 
well hated symbols of aristocratic despotism and a desperately stupid folly. For a history of the League 
of Celtic Nations see the Thesis by the late Phyllis Timmons of New York City on this site, posted at 
the wish of her husband, the late John James.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 27/06/2016 11:29:31 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: The League of Celtic Nations

Totally agree – excellent. There were too many, some conflicting, issues involved in this 
Referendum for a straight in or out vote. It was impossible to arrive at the right outcome for
all the different regions and people of the UK. The Welsh speaking heartland voted to 
remain in even though the uncontrolled movement of people into these areas is a massive 
issue. Areas like South Wales voted out even though the South Wales Valleys has benefitted
a lot in terms of grant aid etc. What was needed was for the EU to recognise and address 
the issues – the inequalities and the need to protect cultures etc.

A league of Celtic nations (plus regions of England that cannot identify with a far right 
regime) has started to emerge from this Referendum. The Tory and Labour parties are left 
completely split. There are similar issues and pressures right across Europe.

Sent from my Samsung device

Discussion of the Referendum

FOR POSTING: UFT349 Section     3
June 27, 2016 

This is an important and incisive section with interesting graphics. In particular it defines conditions for
physical solutions of the ECE2 electrodynamical equations, and considers the Beltrami solution. The 
graphics are incisive and very helpful to the reader. In general the ECE2 field equations have a much 
richer structure than the MH field equations and should be able to predict many phenomena hitherto 
unknown form the MH field equations.

To: EMyrone@aol.com,
Sent: 27/06/2016 12:59:03 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: UFT349 Section 3

I have extended the graphics by a vector model for the resulting B field (Figs. 6-8) and 
corrected some typos.
Horst

Am 26.06.2016 um 12:39 schrieb EMyrone:

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/27/for-posting-uft349-section-3/


This is UFT349, introducing a new era of ECE2 theory in which three large 
subject areas are unified: gravitation, electromagnetism, and hydrodynamics, in 
terms of the ECE2 unified field equations. These are Lorentz covariant in a 
space with finite torsion and curvature. Any valid geometry needs identically 
non zero torsion and curvature. So a vast amount of new cross correlation of 
concepts is now possible. For example the charge current density of 
electromagnetism can have a hydrodynamic structure, given by Eqs. (17) and 
(18). The Reynolds number can now be incorporated into electrodynamics and 
the ECE2 spacetime. Horst Eckardt will introduce some very interesting 
numerical and graphical development in Section 3. Under certain conditions 
gravitation may also become turbulent. The present paper also cross correlates 
with Beltrami physics

paper349-3.pdf

FOR POSTING: UFT349 Section 3

Equation of the Reynolds     Number
June 27, 2016 

I have done some reading and research for UFT351, and have devised a method of translating between 
electrodynamics and hydrodynamics. In so doing I found that Kambe uses the special case where the 
Reynolds number is zero, and he calls this the vorticity equation. The more complete version of the 
vorticity equation contains the Reynolds number on the right hand side (“Vector Analysis Problem 
Solver”, Solved Problem 11-22). So I will start by recalculating Kambe’s paper to include the Reynolds
number and derive hydrodynamics in the format of the ECE2 electromagnetic field equations. Having 
got that far, I assume that the methods used to describe transition to turbulence are well known. So 
transition to turbulence can be calculated in electrodynamics and all kinds of graphics presented. The 
hydrodynamical equations used by Kambe are: Euler’s equation, the continuity equation (conservation 
of mass density), the entropy equation and the zero Reynolds number vorticity equation. This set of 
equations is similar to those used to derive the Navier Stokes equations, but not quite the same. I have 
studied and checked Kambe’s methods of derivation, and they are right. So it is obvious that the ECE2 
electrodynamic equations can be transformed into an Euler equation of electrodynamics, the 
electrodynamic continuity equation (conservation of charge / current density), a novel electrodynamic 
entropy equation, and an electrodynamic vorticity equation which in general includes the Reynolds 
number that controls transition to turbulence. There is also a set of gravitational equations of the same 
kind.

Equation of the Reynolds Number

Wind 9.63%, 7 – 22 mph British Isles 1055 local     time
June 27, 2016 

The wind has picked up and must be in the optimal range of the 35,000 turbines, but they are producing
only 9.63%. This is the highest I have seen in two weeks. The average for the last two weeks would be 
about 3% or less. So this is a hopeless mess. Hydro today is 1.01% and biomass 4.26%. Four or five 
lagoons in the Bristol Channel would increase hydro to nearly 100%, with plenty left over for export 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/27/wind-9-63-7-22-mph-british-isles-1055-local-time/
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from the Celtic Republic. Today, giant turbines are being forced through the narrow roads of 
Pontardawe. This is supposed to be a trial run. What is really on trial is democracy, no one wants these 
useless contraptions, everyone knows that they are useless. Their cut in speed is 7-9 mph, below that 
wind speed they produce nothing. The average wind speed in England Wales is less than 6 to 10 mph. 
So a primary school pupil can see that they will never work. Their rated wind speed (maximum output) 
is 25 – 35 mph. They are turned off at 55 mph, and are kept turned off until the wind has dropped. 
Sometimes there are gales for days on end with wind speeds gusting above 100 mph, averaging above 
55 mph. So they are all turned off for days. The windiest areas of the British Isles are Shetland, Bute, 
Orkney, Caernarfon, Western isles, Mo^n, Inverness, Peebles, and Ross and Cromarty, averaging a year
round 11.3 to 14.7 mph, much less than the rated speed and barely above the cut in speed. Ocean 
turbines are completely uneconomical, and the British pound is spiralling downwards. So this is what 
the mindless UKIP would advocate.

The League of Celtic     Nations
June 27, 2016 

I agree with Co President Gareth Evans that this is the natural cultural and economic alliance, certainly 
not England and Wales. The pound today is $1.34 and still falling and unstable, it used to be around 
$1.7 plus or minus about 0.1. The League of Celtic Nations would be, in alphabetical order: Brittany, 
Cornwall, Ireland (Republic), Isle of Mann, Scotland, Ulster (semi autonomous) and Wales. Gwynfor 
Evans, the first Plaid Cymru M. P. was sometime President. The mindless UKIP has no place in this 
League, which is tolerant and enlightened. In my opinion the League should be a Republic, and 
negotiate all the advantages it can get. It cannot let itself be flooded by monoglot immigration, or it will
entirely lose its Celtic character. The Westminster tories do not govern the Republic of Ireland, but in 
the Celtic areas it does govern (more accurately misgovern), it has caused immense damage by 
austerity idealism, otherwise known as far right of maggie. The Celtic areas of England such as 
Cumbria, Lancashire, the west and south, and London, might want to joint the rest of the wild, woad 
covered Celts of the misty mountains. That would leave UKIP stranded in the middle of the Thames. 
Throughout the Celtic Republic, there would be strict controls on monoglot immigration, and heavy 
investment in new industry such as hydroelectric power, low energy nuclear reactors, and devices 
taking energy from spacetime. All turbines to be demolished as soon as possible, so we get our beauty 
back. If the EEC is rejoined by the Celtic Republic, it would have to renegotiate many aspects, for 
example no plastering by turbines. There would be no more mass destruction of entire towns, such as 
Ebbw Vale and Margam, and a diversification of industry, no more reliance on steel plants that are not 
under Celtic control.

The League of Celtic Nations

Turbulent Spacetime and Literature     Search
June 27, 2016 

Agreed with GJE, there is only one fundamental field in a unified field theory. A quick literature search 
shows quite a lot of work on the fusion of the Navier Stokes and Maxwell Heaviside equations, but not 
of course using the major progress reported in UFT349. For example google “electromagnetic Navier 
Stokes equation” and in the fourth site there is a paper by D. D. Ambrosio et al. on electomagnetic 
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hypersonics in which the source terms contain Lorentz forces. The paper derives a magnetic Reynolds 
number. Then google up Kambe’s paper, using “Kambe Maxwell’s fluid” or similar. Kambe’s equations
(4) to (7) look like the complete set of Navier Stokes equations. I will cross check this with other 
papers. Kambe puts this set of Navier Stokes equations into the format of Maxwell Heaviside equations
as reported on in UFT349. So the Cartan geometry that underscores the MH equations also underscores
the Navier Stokes equations and also the equations of gravitational physics. Kambe also shows that the 
equation of a test particle in a flow field v(x,t) is the exact analogy of the Lorentz force equation. In 
general the flow field is compressible. We know that the Lorentz force equation is part of the 
inhomogeneous Ampere Maxwell law of ECE2, as discussed in UFT349. So my idea is to incorporate 
the hydrodynamic Lorentz force equation into the electromagnetic Ampere Maxwell equation of ECE2.
Transition to turbulence must be described by the complete set of Navier Stokes equations. Everything 
in ECE2 is geometry. That includes hydrodynamics. Conversely the ECE2 equations of 
electromagnetism can be translated into electromagnetic Navier Stokes equations that automatically 
show that electromagnetism, and also gravitation, include transition to turbulence. Ultimately this is 
spacetime turbulence. The first task is to draw up translation tables from one subject to the other, using 
a careful units analysis. This puts the MH equations in the format of the Navier Stokes equations, 
reversing the method by Kambe.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 27/06/2016 08:54:37 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Turbulent Spacetime

Last sentence very important and perhaps needs to be discussed in next essay / recording?

There is spacetime turbulence in British politics at the moment. What a pity South Wales 
voted out. Nevertheless, Welsh Government should join with Scotland and Northern Ireland
to find s way to remain in the European Union and distance themselves from the devisive, 
far right wing politics that seem set to dominate English politics for a long time to come. 
Worrying times.

Sent from my Samsung device

Subject: Turbulent Spacetime

I agree with this foundational concept. In ECE2, everything emerges from geometry, so the 
geometry itself can become turbulent or lamellar. It is known after UFT349 how to derive 
hydrodynamics from geometry. Kambe put hydrodynamics into the format of the Maxwell 
Heaviside field equations, what he called “Maxwell’s” equations. There is only one 
fundamental force field of nature – it emerges from geometry.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 26/06/2016 20:19:16 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Fwd: Re: Electromagnetic Navier Stokes Equations

Myron I would suggest – propose that we now have it all backwards and we are
in fact dealing with turbulent space time white holes out of which freeze out 
Beltrami structures and Birkeland currents with associated galaxies. When the 



turbulence drops below a limiting Reynolds number laminar flow with 
boundary layers and cosmological structuring develops.Norman
Please forward this to Horst.

Turbulent Spacetime and Literature Search

Structure of Elementary     Particles
June 27, 2016 

Chapter three of PECE reviews the work to date on this topic, using the older ECE theory.

EMyrone
Sent: 26/06/2016 22:48:05 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Fwd: Fwd: Re: Electromagnetic Navier Stokes Equations

One last big jump.At the atomic level the first thing to freeze out of the turbulence would 
be neutrons structured by Bessel functions.Norman. 

Structure of Elementary Particles

Turbulent Spacetime
June 27, 2016 

I agree with this foundational concept. In ECE2, everything emerges from geometry, so the geometry 
itself can become turbulent or lamellar. It is known after UFT349 how to derive hydrodynamics from 
geometry. Kambe put hydrodynamics into the format of the Maxwell Heaviside field equations, what 
he called “Maxwell’s” equations. There is only one fundamental force field of nature – it emerges from 
geometry.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 26/06/2016 20:19:16 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Fwd: Re: Electromagnetic Navier Stokes Equations

Myron I would suggest – propose that we now have it all backwards and we are in fact 
dealing with turbulent space time white holes out of which freeze out Beltrami structures 
and Birkeland currents with associated galaxies. When the turbulence drops below a 
limiting Reynolds number laminar flow with boundary layers and cosmological structuring 
develops.Norman
Please forward this to Horst.

Turbulent Spacetime

Beltrami Structures and Current     Flows
June 27, 2016 

Many thanks, these are reviewed in PECE chapter three and also by Reed in the second edition of 
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“Modern Nonlinear Optics” (Wiley Interscience 2001, ed. M. W. Evans) and this is useful advice. I 
think that Reed gives examples of the transition to turbulence and some of Horst’s work is similar to 
transition to turbulence. I am thinking now of using the new analogy between electrodynamics and 
hydrodynamics introduced in UFT349 to develop electrodynamic concepts in terms of hydrodynamic 
concepts. This cross analogy has not been made before.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 26/06/2016 14:39:54 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Electromagnetic Navier Stokes Equations

Myron in thinking about turbulence y’all might want to start at the other end and get some 
ideas by looking carefully at the many astronomical examples of of Beltrami structures and 
Birkeland current flows and see where i.e at what scale,they break down into turbulence. 
You are indeed looking for a Reynolds number of some sort.Norman

On 6/26/2016 6:01 AM, EMyrone wrote:

I was thinking along the same lines myself, the first step is a literature search to 
find if the Navier Stokes equation has been incorporated in some way into 
conventional electrodynamics. I have just sent over UFT349, which is an 
overview. Another initial step would be to express the electromagnetic charge 
current density in terms of the hydrodynamic charge current density. As in 
many UFT papers the electromagnetic charge current density is proportional to 
the four potential under certain circumstances. So the four potential of 
electrodynamics would have the structure of the hydrodynamic charge current 
density. You have already done some work along these lines for UFT349. So in 
this picture spacetime (or the vacuum) would be a fluid with lamellar and 
turbulent flows.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 26/06/2016 11:51:15 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Electromagnetic Turbulence

I would much appreciate a correlation between electrodynamic and 
hydrodynamic quantities. After the field equations of 
electrodynamics, hydrodynamics and gravitation haven been 
constructed in paper 349, it would be most interesting to see how 
the Navier-Stokes equations fit into this scheme. The core of these 
equations is

rho * Dv/Dt = – grad p + …

So the pressure seems to play the role of a scalar potential. The 
other terms are non-linear and the dynamic viscosity can be derived 
from them, which in tun is the basis of the Reynolds number. So 
relating the Navier-Stokes equations to ECE2 theory would deliver 
the sought parameter correlation. Would this be a subject for paper 



251?

Horst

Am 26.06.2016 um 08:34 schrieb EMyrone:

This ought to be possible, the method of Note 349(2) is 
a kind of hybrid method where Stanford / NASA use 
electrodynamics with hydrodynamic models of 
turbulence. It is possible now to construct a table 
correlating electrodynamic, hydrodynamic and 
gravitational quantities. I will start to write up UFT349 
today

To: EMyrone
Sent: 25/06/2016 14:33:12 GMT Daylight 
Time
Subj: Re: Completing UFT349

Have you an idea how true turbulence can 
be described? Can we define something like 
an electromagnetic Reynolds number?

Horst

Am 25.06.2016 um 15:25 schrieb EMyrone:

I will complete UFT349 with 
one more note on the 
hydrodynamic and gravitational 
equivalent of a magnetic 
monopole and magnetic current 
density then write it up, the main
theme being transition to 
turbulence in the electrons of a 
circuit taking energy from 
spacetime.

Beltrami Structures and Current Flows

Daily Report 25/6/16
June 27, 2016 

The equivalent of 179,029 printed pages was downloaded during the day (652.738 megabytes) from 
2572 memory files downloaded (hits) and 584 distinct visits each averaging 3.8 memory pages and 17 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 69.61 during the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSB 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/27/daily-report-25616/


and yahoo. Collected ECE2 1605, Top ten items 1387, Collected Evans / Morris 825(est), Collected 
scientometrics 485, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 362 (plus broadcasts by Robert Cheshire and 
myself), Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 351, Principles of ECE 312, Collected Proofs that no torsion 
means no gravitation 208, Autobiography volumes one and two 202, Evans Equations 118, Engineering
Model 111, UFT88 110, CEFE 100, PECE (typeset) 82, UFT321 69, UFT311 63, Llais 44, Self 
charging inverter 44, List of prolific authors 23, Three world records by MWE 22, Lindstrom Idaho 
lecture 18, UFT313 37, UFT314 36, UFT315 47, UFT316 35, UFT317 53, UFT318 61, UFT319 62, 
UFT320 44, UFT322 56, UFT323 43, UFT324 66, UFT325 67, UFT326 50, UFT327 36, UFT328 51, 
UFT329 41, UFT330 43, UFT331 47, UFT332 55, UFT333 44, UFT334 38, UFT335 41, UFT336 56, 
UFT337 37, UFT338 39, UFT339 40, UFT340 38, UFT341 37, UFT342 29, UFT343 38, UFT344 36, 
UFT345 50, UFT346 56, UFT347 52, UFT348 34 to date in June 2016. Luz Switzerland AIAS 
Fellows; National Astronomical Observatory of Japan UFT291. Intense interest all sectors, updated 
usage file attached for June 2016.

Daily Report 25/6/16

Electromagnetic Navier Stokes     Equations
June 26, 2016 

I was thinking along the same lines myself, the first step is a literature search to find if the Navier 
Stokes equation has been incorporated in some way into conventional electrodynamics. I have just sent 
over UFT349, which is an overview. Another initial step would be to express the electromagnetic 
charge current density in terms of the hydrodynamic charge current density. As in many UFT papers the
electromagnetic charge current density is proportional to the four potential under certain circumstances.
So the four potential of electrodynamics would have the structure of the hydrodynamic charge current 
density. You have already done some work along these lines for UFT349. So in this picture spacetime 
(or the vacuum) would be a fluid with lamellar and turbulent flows.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 26/06/2016 11:51:15 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Electromagnetic Turbulence

I would much appreciate a correlation between electrodynamic and hydrodynamic 
quantities. After the field equations of electrodynamics, hydrodynamics and gravitation 
haven been constructed in paper 349, it would be most interesting to see how the Navier-
Stokes equations fit into this scheme. The core of these equations is

rho * Dv/Dt = – grad p + …

So the pressure seems to play the role of a scalar potential. The other terms are non-linear 
and the dynamic viscosity can be derived from them, which in tun is the basis of the 
Reynolds number. So relating the Navier-Stokes equations to ECE2 theory would deliver 
the sought parameter correlation. Would this be a subject for paper 251?

Horst

Am 26.06.2016 um 08:34 schrieb EMyrone:

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/26/electromagnetic-navier-stokes-equations/


This ought to be possible, the method of Note 349(2) is a kind of hybrid method
where Stanford / NASA use electrodynamics with hydrodynamic models of 
turbulence. It is possible now to construct a table correlating electrodynamic, 
hydrodynamic and gravitational quantities. I will start to write up UFT349 
today

To: EMyrone
Sent: 25/06/2016 14:33:12 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Completing UFT349

Have you an idea how true turbulence can be described? Can we 
define something like an electromagnetic Reynolds number?

Horst

Am 25.06.2016 um 15:25 schrieb EMyrone:

I will complete UFT349 with one more note on the 
hydrodynamic and gravitational equivalent of a 
magnetic monopole and magnetic current density then 
write it up, the main theme being transition to 
turbulence in the electrons of a circuit taking energy 
from spacetime.

Electromagnetic Navier Stokes Equations

FOR POSTING: UFT349 Sections 1 and 2 and     Notes
June 26, 2016 

This is UFT349, introducing a new era of ECE2 theory in which three large subject areas are unified: 
gravitation, electromagnetism, and hydrodynamics, in terms of the ECE2 unified field equations. These
are Lorentz covariant in a space with finite torsion and curvature. Any valid geometry needs identically
non zero torsion and curvature. So a vast amount of new cross correlation of concepts is now possible. 
For example the charge current density of electromagnetism can have a hydrodynamic structure, given 
by Eqs. (17) and (18). The Reynolds number can now be incorporated into electrodynamics and the 
ECE2 spacetime. Horst Eckardt will introduce some very interesting numerical and graphical 
development in Section 3. Under certain conditions gravitation may also become turbulent. The present
paper also cross correlates with Beltrami physics

a349thpaper.pdf

a349thpapernotes1.pdf

a349thpapernotes2.pdf

a349thpapernotes3.pdf

a349thpapernotes4.pdf
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a349thpapernotes5.pdf

FOR POSTING: UFT349 Sections 1 and 2 and Notes

Electromagnetic Turbulence
June 26, 2016 

This ought to be possible, the method of Note 349(2) is a kind of hybrid method where Stanford / 
NASA use electrodynamics with hydrodynamic models of turbulence. It is possible now to construct a 
table correlating electrodynamic, hydrodynamic and gravitational quantities. I will start to write up 
UFT349 today

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 25/06/2016 14:33:12 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Completing UFT349

Have you an idea how true turbulence can be described? Can we define something like an 
electromagnetic Reynolds number?

Horst

Am 25.06.2016 um 15:25 schrieb EMyrone:

I will complete UFT349 with one more note on the hydrodynamic and 
gravitational equivalent of a magnetic monopole and magnetic current density 
then write it up, the main theme being transition to turbulence in the electrons 
of a circuit taking energy from spacetime.

Electromagnetic Turbulence

Wind 3.35% , Wind 1 – 13 mph, 0717 Local     Time
June 26, 2016 

Wind is obviously a catastrophic failure, but soon huge turbines are going to be forced through the 
narrow roads of Pontardawe for no purpose at all, to completely ruin Gwrhyd and Mynydd y Gwair. An
all out effort should be made to stop this, and to have Betws demolished. Hydro is presently about 
0.14%, and this needs to be increased to nearly 100% with tidal lagoons, supplemented by LENR and 
energy from spacetime. Wind turbines hold democracy in total contempt, and like the present tory 
government, should be scrapped immediately. The Prime Minister has resigned but the rest must resign 
too.

Daily Report 24/6/16
June 26, 2016 

The equivalent of 222,861 printed pages was downloaded during the day (812.552 megabytes) from 
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3253 memory pages downloaded (hits) and 583 distinct visits each averaging 4.0 printed pages and 17 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 68.51, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1521, Top ten items 1339, Collected Evans Morris 792, Collected 
scientometrics 485, Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 356 (plus broadcasts by Robert Cheshire and 
myself), Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 325, Principles of ECE 307, F3(Sp) 306, Autobiography volumes 
one and two 223, Collected Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 197, Evans Equations 113, 
Engineering Model 111, UFT88 105, CEFE 99, PECE (typeset) 86, UFT321 65, UFT311 60, Self 
charging inverter 44, Llais 42, List of prolific authors 22, Three world records by MWE 19, Lindstrom 
Idaho lecture 18, UFT313 35, UFT314 33, UFT315 45, UFT316 33, UFT317 49, UFT318 55, UFT319 
61, UFT320 44, UFT322 53, UFT323 42, UFT324 62, UFT325 63, UFT326 47, UFT327 34, UFT328 
49, UFT329 40, UFT330 41, UFT331 44, UFT332 54, UFT333 43, UFT334 35, UFT335 41, UFT336 
52, UFT337 36, UFT338 39, UFT339 40, UFT340 38, UFT341 34, UFT342 27, UFT343 36, UFT344 
32, UFT345 46, UFT346 54, UFT347 51, UFT348 33 to date in June 2016. Chemistry National Tsing 
Hua University Taiwan UFT175, extensive downloads unresolved domain. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for June 2016.

Daily Report 24/6/16

Wind 2.23%, wind speed 4 – 15 mph, 1500 local     time
June 25, 2016 

It is clear that wind turbines provide essentially no power in the summer months, and in the winter 
months it will be little better. With Britain out of the EEC it will have to build other sources of energy 
double quick, notably tidal lagoons, LENR and energy from spacetime and conserve its coal very 
carefully.

Wind 2.23%, wind speed 4 – 15 mph, 1500 local time

Reception of the Books in     Wales
June 25, 2016 

As is to be expected the poetry and autobiography volume one are liked in Wales, autobiography 
volume two is already too technical for most, and a lot of people find the events recorded there to be 
deeply shocking. The historical truth is often shocking, its purpose is of course reform. The science is 
of course aimed at an international readership and audience. If one uses “barddoniaeth Evans” on 
google the poetry comes up as sites 5 and 6 in the company of one Arch Druid, Cynan, (Albert Evans-
Jones CBE), a chaired bard Ellis Humphreys Evans (Hedd Wyn), Telynog (Thomas Evans) and two 
fragments at the National Library of Wales by David Evans and D. Silvan Evans out of 140,000 results.
The book of poetry comes up on page six with the broadest possible keyword “Barddoniaeth” out of 
311,000 results. Any selection of keywords such as “Y Glowr englyn” and “englyn Ionawr” will bring 
up the book. Open source is certainly the way to bring poetry to 182 nations. I am happy to be in the 
company of such bards and poets as Cynan and Hedd Wyn, and many others over two thousand years. 
Such an ancient culture is easily destroyed if not protected very carefully. This is well known to all 
Welsh speakers. The way forward to me is very obvious, maximize the number of people who are 
taught Welsh to a high standard, and set up careful controls such as that just set up by Aberystwyth 
town council. So I will almost certainly publish the book on Amazon Kindle as an e book. Nothing to 
be lost if it costs nothing, a lot to be gained.
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Reception of the Books in Wales

Completing UFT349
June 25, 2016 

I will complete UFT349 with one more note on the hydrodynamic and gravitational equivalent of a 
magnetic monopole and magnetic current density then write it up, the main theme being transition to 
turbulence in the electrons of a circuit taking energy from spacetime.

Completing UFT349

Softback Versions of     PECE
June 25, 2016 

PS: I will probably also publish softback versions of PECE with New Generation, who provide a 
number of complimentary copies and who send copies to the British Library in London and the 
National Library of Wales. I can ask them to send complimentary copies to co authors. PECE is now 
doing very well indeed off www.aias.us. Once again the attempted censorship has been defeated, once 
again it has been shown that the censorship was due to a few mindless dogmatists hiding behind the 
scenes and calling themselves “referees”. Once again, World Scientific breached contract.

Softback Versions of PECE

Publishing e Books with Amazon     Kindle
June 25, 2016 

Many thanks, a great help as ever! Please feel free to submit to Amazon kindle e books as soon as the 
typeset MS is ready, 75% royalty option. If the process is free, I would like to look in to it myself and 
republish with Amazon Kindle e books all the books on which I own copyright and possibly the books I
have published with other publishing houses. Similarly Lar Felker could publish his “best reader” – 
“The Evans Equations of Unified Field Theroy” with Amazon Kindle e books, and Kerry Pendergast 
could republish his biography, “The Life of Myron Evans” on Amazon Kindle e books for 75% royalty.
I can negotiate with Springer to see if they would allow “The Enigmatic Photon” to be republished as 
an e book on Amazon Kindle for a share of the royalties, also with World Scientific to republish the 
twenty seven highly cited volumes of my book series,”Contemporary Chemical Physics” and my other 
books on Amazon kindle e books, and also with Wiley Interscience to see if they will allow 
republication of all my Wiley books on Amazon Kindle e books. World Scientific and Wiley would of 
course get a share of the e book royalties. I could see that there is a 75% royalty option and we should 
take this. Alwyn van der Merwe could republish the three hundred plus volumes of his famous book 
series on Amazon Kindle, giving Springer a share of the 75% royalty. Finally it may be possible to sell 
www.aias.us as an Amazon Kindle e book, with 75% royalty, and also www.upitec.org and 
www.et3m.net. It depends on the honour system, if everything is free or open source, most people 
would not buy anything, but some people might do so, out of a sense of obligation to the copyright 
owner.

In a message dated 25/06/2016 10:08:20 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

http://www.et3m.net/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/25/publishing-e-books-with-amazon-kindle/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/25/softback-versions-of-pece/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/25/completing-uft349/


The details with a video introduction can be found here:
https://kdp.amazon.com/?language=en_US

Probably the rights section needs some attention:
https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A3BZH3BNSKZ0UX

We can declare the content for public domain, then this can be assigned. Or we are the 
world-wide copyright-owners. Should be no problem since we are the authors. Will ask a 
friend about these details.

The technical publishing process could be a bit tricky. I can do this as soon as chapter 9 and
the envelope are available.

Horst

Am 25.06.2016 um 10:58 schrieb EMyrone:

Many thanks, this looks like the best option, publishing e books for AIAS / 
UPITEC colleagues and others to order at a very reasonable price if they wish. 
What website is it? I googled “Publishing Package Amazon / Kindle” and found
a site called www.bookbaby.com/ebooks. They charge about $200 for an e book
with twenty illustrations and it looks as if they have several outlets, including 
Amazon Kindle. I can afford $200 for this option and if Amazon Kindle is free, 
then of course the completed typeset version can be submitted with its cover by 
your friend the artist. The most economic book option is still New Generation, 
but that would be about £400. So as soon as Steve Crothers delivers his chapter,
and as soon as the final book is assembled, it can be sent to Amazon Kindle, 
and published for free.

In a message dated 25/06/2016 09:41:08 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

As far as I understood the web site, publishing an e-book is free of 
charge. You only have to pay for special advertisments if you want 
it. A printed book in b/w, 300 pages, costs about 5€, in colour 20 €.

Horst

Am 25.06.2016 um 10:28 schrieb EMyrone:

I have not been able to find how much it will cost to 
publish an Amazon Kindle e book, but a book by Kindle
would be twice the cost of a New Generation Book, 
with only two complimentary copies. Can anyone 
advise how much it will cost to produce an Amazon 
Kindle e book? In my experience AIAS / UPITEC open 
soruce is so powerful Kindle e books will not sell. The 

http://www.bookbaby.com/ebooks
https://kdp.amazon.com/help?topicId=A3BZH3BNSKZ0UX
https://kdp.amazon.com/?language=en_US


idea is just to produce some copies of books for private 
distribution. The publishing world has changed 
completely. 

Publishing e Books with Amazon Kindle

Researching Amazon Kindle
June 25, 2016 

Many thanks, this looks like the best option, publishing e books for AIAS / UPITEC colleagues and 
others to order at a very reasonable price if they wish. What website is it? I googled “Publishing 
Package Amazon / Kindle” and found a site called www.bookbaby.com/ebooks. They charge about 
$200 for an e book with twenty illustrations and it looks as if they have several outlets, including 
Amazon Kindle. I can afford $200 for this option and if Amazon Kindle is free, then of course the 
completed typeset version can be submitted with its cover by your friend the artist. The most economic 
book option is still New Generation, but that would be about £400. So as soon as Steve Crothers 
delivers his chapter, and as soon as the final book is assembled, it can be sent to Amazon Kindle, and 
published for free.

In a message dated 25/06/2016 09:41:08 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

As far as I understood the web site, publishing an e-book is free of charge. You only have to
pay for special advertisments if you want it. A printed book in b/w, 300 pages, costs about 
5€, in colour 20 €.

Horst

Am 25.06.2016 um 10:28 schrieb EMyrone:

I have not been able to find how much it will cost to publish an Amazon Kindle 
e book, but a book by Kindle would be twice the cost of a New Generation 
Book, with only two complimentary copies. Can anyone advise how much it 
will cost to produce an Amazon Kindle e book? In my experience AIAS / 
UPITEC open soruce is so powerful Kindle e books will not sell. The idea is 
just to produce some copies of books for private distribution. The publishing 
world has changed completely. 

Researching Amazon Kindle

FOR POSTING: Promotion by The Indie Book Board, 
ref:     AB95V
June 25, 2016 

Many thanks, much appreciated. A complete list of venture published books is found on the home page 
of www.aias.us. They are made available open source and have a very large readership around the 
world. The books are well produced by the publishers and are well worth buying. They are as follows, I

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/25/for-posting-promotion-by-the-indie-book-board-ref-ab95v/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/25/for-posting-promotion-by-the-indie-book-board-ref-ab95v/
http://www.bookbaby.com/ebooks
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/25/researching-amazon-kindle/


own the copyright on each book, and each has been read tens of thosuands of times open source. We 
know this from detailed scientometrics (computer feedback), e.g. UFT307 and filtered statistics section 
on http://www.aias.us

1) Myron Wyn Evans, “O Hudd ei Ddoe”, Autobiography Volume One, 1950 – 1968, with Authors 
Online, now taken over by New Generation Publishers London, ISBN 978-07552-0700-8 (2012), 292 
pages with photographs, hardback and softback, open source in the blue box above my coat of arms on 
www.aias.us.

2) Myron Evans, Autobiography Volume Two, 1969 – 1986, with New Generation Publishing of 
London (2015), ISBN 978-1-78507-307-6, 311 pp. softback, open source in the blue box above my 
coat of arms on www.aias.us.

3) Myron Evans, “Collected Scientometrics”, with New Generation Publishing, London, (2015), ISBN 
978-1-78507-328-1, 386 pp softback (open source as UFT307 on www.aias.us).

4) Myron Evans, “Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry”, with New Generation Publishing, London (2015), 
ISBN-1-78507-416-5, 98 pp. softback (open source in the blue box above my coat of arms on 
www.aias.us).

5) M. W. Evans, H. Eckardt, D. W. Lindstrom and S. J. Crothers, “The Principles of ECE” (in 
preparation, typeset eight chapters out of nine on UFT350, www.aias.us). This will also be published 
with a Venture Publisher, open source as UFT350 on www.aias.us, manuscript format as UFT281 – 
288, Spanish versions translated by Alex Hill in the Spanish language section of www.aias.us).

I also own or partly own copyright on three other books described on the home page of www.aias.us

6) M. W. Evans, S. J. Crothers, H. Eckardt and K. Pendergast, “Criticisms of the Einstein Field 
Equation” (with Cambridge International Science Publishing, CISP, 2010, open source as UFT301 on 
www.aias.us).

7) M. W. Evans, H. Eckardt and D. W. Lindstrom, “Generally Covariant Unified Field Theory” (with 
Abramis Academic, 2005 to 2011, in seven volumes softback, open source as individual papers on 
www.aias.us and www.upitec.org.)

8) Myron Evans, “Autobiography Sonnets” (with Abramis, 2007), now incorporated into reference 
three above.

Books by AIAS Fellows include:

9) Laurence Felker, “The Evans Equations of Unified Field Theory (Abramis Academic, 2007, open 
source as UFT302 on www.aias.us, translated into Spanish by Alex Hill, open source in the Spanish 
language section of www.aias.us).

10) Kerry Pendergast, “The Life of Myron Evans” (CISP, 2010).

You are welcome to promote the www.aias.us website if you wish, on which I own copyright and 
which I own. The host company is Annexa Inc. The owner of www.upitec.org is Sean MacLachlan of 
Hewlett Packard, Boise, Idaho.

Myron Evans

(Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent., Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc., Ph. D., B. Sc. (Wales),
AIAS Co President
www.aias.us )

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/


To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 24/06/2016 21:55:00 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Your Book on The Indie Book Board, ref: AB95V

Ref: AB95V VN54Q

Good day,

I discovered your book online and wanted to invite you to promote it on The Indie Book 
Board along side other similar authors.

The Indie Book Board showcases books by self-published authors around the world and we
are always looking for new books to promote to our audience. Please do check it out 
sometime at SkunkRadioLive.com/IndieBookBoard and feel free to get in touch if you are 
interested in promoting anything.

Have a pleasant day.

NB: You’ll only receive this once so if you are not interested please rest assured you won’t 
be contacted again. Thanks.

—
Kind regards,
Steve M

General Manager
The Indie Book Board

SRL Networks London Ltd | T: 020 3286 0210 | E: studio

This message is intended only for the use of the Addressee and may contain information 
that is privileged and confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby 
notified that any dissemination of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have 
received this communication in error, please erase all copies of the message and its 
attachments and notify us immediately. Thank you. IDCF94B SRL Networks London 
Limited, 3 More London Riverside, London Bridge, UK. SE1 2RE

FOR POSTING: Promotion by The Indie Book Board, ref: AB95V

Daily Report 23/6/16
June 25, 2016 

The equivalent of 222,128 printed pages was downloaded during the day (809.880 megabytes) from 
3915 downloaded memory files and 637 distinct visits each averaging 5.4 memory pages and 17 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 56.74, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1437, Top ten items 1276, Collected Evans / Morris 759 (est), Collected 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/25/daily-report-23616/


scientometrics 470(est), Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 343 (plus broadcasts by Robert Cheshire and 
myself), Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 308, F3(Sp) 299, The Principles of ECE 298, Autobiography 
volumes one and two 191, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 182, Evans Equations 110, 
UFT88 104, CEFE 95, Engineering Model 91, PECE (typeset) 82, UFT321 65, UFT311 59, Self 
charging inverter 44, Llais 41, List of prolific authors 21, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 18, Three world 
records by MWE 17, UFT313 33, UFT314 31, UFT315 43, UFT316 33, UFT317 49, UFT318 51, 
UFT319 56, UFT320 50, UFT322 51, UFT323 39, UFT324 61, UFT325 53, UFT326 43, UFT327 33, 
UFT328 46, UFT329 38, UFT330 39, UFT331 42, UFT332 51, UFT333 39, UFT334 33, UFT335 39, 
UFT336 52, UFT337 33, UFT338 38, UFT339 37, UFT340 35, UFT341 34, UFT342 27, UFT343 36, 
UFT344 31, UFT345 43, UFT346 49, UFT347 49, UFT348 30 to date in June 2016. University of 
Ghent Diplomatic Objection to ‘t Hooft; University of Delaware UFT116; University of Minnesota 
Twin Cities Errors in the Einstein Field Equation; Spanish Meteorological Agency UFT149(Sp), F1-F6,
F14, Essay 101; University of the Basque Country UFT166(Sp); San Francisco Archives extensive 
spidering; Extensive downloading unresolved domain, intense interest all sectors, updated usage file 
attached for June 2016.

Daily Report 23/6/16

Some reasons why Wales voted to pull out of the     EEC
June 24, 2016 

The main reason is economic, in particular the loss of a complete community at Margam, if the closure 
goes through, the needless loss of a coal industry and so on. Coal can be used to make many materials 
without burning it. Among Welsh speakers and native dialectic speakers such as myself it is fear that 
the language will be completely destroyed by a tide of illegal immigration and by people buying up 
houses, locking out the young native Welsh speakers. There is intense popular resentment at the cut up 
remnants of the University of Wales for swamping Wales with monoglot students in the aftermath of a 
series of sordid scandals and for its total failure to defend the language and to recognize native talent. 
There is intense hatred of wind turbines, and of tory austerity policies that lead to the closure of small 
libraries in small communities, almost always the Welsh speaking communities are hit the hardest. 
After all, no one in the tory cabinet understands a word of Welsh or a word of Gaelic. So what right 
have they to govern Wales and Scotland? certainly no democratic right. In an hour long discussion with
Elizabeth Evans, Bevanite socialist candidate for the Gower constituency, I heard of plans for 
swamping Swansea with tens of thousands of houses, at a time when Margam steel works might well 
shut down, with the loss of forty thousand jobs. She asked me, “Where are we going to put them all”. 
Now after pulling out, I hope that they will never be built. She agreed with me on every single point, 
including the demolition of wind turbines and everything I said about the Welsh language, conservation
of heritage and so on. That goes against the Labour whips at present, so Labour must change its 
policies on turbines, along with Plaid Cymru. I have demolished wind turbines without leaving my 
computer, just by sending out common sense facts on percentage contribution to the grid and wind 
speed. A schoolboy could do it.. There is a feeling that remote government has become the exigency of 
the machine, in the famous words of R. S. Thomas. It is a machine that chews up culture, leaving a 
wilderness in its wake. Of course as EMLG Founder I remain a European and international scientist 
myself, but at the same time I cannot sit down and see the language being destroyed. I did not vote 
because I am a U. S. dual citizen. The U. S. Government was against Britain pulling out. The EMLG 
was and is a strictly controlled internationalism.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/24/some-reasons-why-wales-voted-to-pull-out-of-the-eec/


Translation of www.aias.us into     Welsh
June 24, 2016 

I have made one or two enquiries, it is an enormous project so would require some kind of agreement 
with an establishment such as the National Library or Welsh Book Council, both in Aberystwyth. Of 
course a lot of the poetry is in Welsh already, as well as English. It would be impossible for me to hire 
translators because they are so expensive. So it would require a voluntary effort or an academic project.
The Welsh language can easily cope with even the most difficult scientific language, because most 
scientific language comes from Greek and Latin, or otherwise from simple root words. What is needed 
is a group of dedicated volunteers, perhaps retired people.

Translation of www.aias.us into Welsh

Wind drops to 1.56%, 1 – 11 mph 1252 local     time
June 24, 2016 

I will illustrate the daily fluctuations today. These make the wind turbine system completely 
impractical.

Wind drops to 1.56%, 1 – 11 mph 1252 local time

Discussiom of Beltrami     Flows.
June 24, 2016 

This is very interesting as usual, because it gives a general solution by numerical methods and a 
method for determining physical solutions. All these computer calculations are most interesting, and 
can be applied directly to gravitational, electromagnetic and hydrodynamic fields, all based on Cartan 
geometry

Beltrami Flows.

Yesterday I did some calculations for solving the Ampere-Maxwell equation with and 
without a Beltrami structure for the B field. I am sending over the preliminary description, 
see section 3.2. Perhaps this is useful for your further investigations.

Horst

Am 24.06.2016 um 09:20 schrieb EMyrone:

This was a valuable suggestion by Norman Page, so a chapter of PECE was 
dedicated to Beltrami flows. This seems like a very interesting website showing
that the tide has turned in favour of ECE and ECE2 theory. I am forwarding it 
to the group for their comments. Today I intend to develop the newly 
discovered equation which determines whether or not a magnetic charge / 
current density exists. This equation has a Beltrami like structure under certain 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/24/discussiom-of-beltrami-flows/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/24/wind-drops-to-1-56-1-11-mph-1252-local-time/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/24/translation-of-www-aias-us-into-welsh/


conditions. UFT349 introduces a new phase of ECE and ECE2 in which 
hydrodynamics is added to electromagnetism and gravitation.

Sent: 23/06/2016 17:24:13 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Beltrami Flows.

Myron You may remember a few years ago ( 2014) I posted a 
message which
introduced discussion of Beltrami flows to your blog and which led 
to
Horst making various models. I Just today happened on this site 
which
makes extensive reference to ECE theory with extensive quotes,
discussions and illustrations. Unfortunately, right up front, the
writer ( unknown) seems to mistakenly attribute some of Horst’s 
models
to me but apart from that error he provides a lot of very interesting
discussion of and generally favorable comment on ECE theory in 
general.

http://holographicgalaxy.blogspot.com/2014/02/universal-
mathematical-scaling.html

Thought this would be of interest now you are discussing 
turbulence.
Best Regards Norman Page

paper349-3.pdf

Discussiom of Beltrami Flows.

349(5): Condition for Vanishing Magnetic Charge / 
Current     Density
June 24, 2016 

The general condition is Eq. (9), which is a relation between the A and W potentials of ECE2 theory. If 
the magnetic monopole vanishes, W obeys Eq. (16), one possible solution of which is the Beltrami 
solution (20), in which case the condition for no magnetic charge current density reduces to the simple 
equation (22) which is integrated using the divergence theorem to give the result (25). If these 
conditions are not met there is a non-zero magnetic monopole and a magnetic current density.

a349thpapernotes5.pdf

349(5): Condition for Vanishing Magnetic Charge / Current Density

https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/a349thpapernotes5.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/24/3495-condition-for-vanishing-magnetic-charge-current-density/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/24/3495-condition-for-vanishing-magnetic-charge-current-density/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/paper349-31.pdf
http://holographicgalaxy.blogspot.com/2014/02/universal-mathematical-scaling.html
http://holographicgalaxy.blogspot.com/2014/02/universal-mathematical-scaling.html


Call for General     Election
June 24, 2016 

I would like to call for the resignation of the tory Government and a general election in view of the 
withdrawal of the countries of Britain from the EEC, together with Ulster. This would result in a 
landslide Bevanite socialist victory, so true Labour policies would be implemented, including 
nationalization of land in Land Acts. At least that is what I hope will happen. I advocate the urgent 
demolition of all wind turbines in favour of tidal lagoons, the creation of new jobs and industry using 
these tidal lagoons, and investment in LENR and spacetime devices. As warned by the U. S. 
Government, the economic damage of withdrawal is very heavy, the pound has already fallen 10% 
against the dollar. However withdrawal will safeguard the Welsh language and small Welsh speaking 
communities whose hopes and aspirations are not understood in any way whatsoever in Brussels or 
London. Aberystwyth town council has refused to take Syrian refugees if they do not learn the Welsh 
language. This policy should be extended to the whole of Wales to all walks of life. Legal immigration 
of talent and labour into Britain is fine, as long as it is carefully controlled, the problem is illegal 
immigration. The EEC wind turbine policy should now be scrapped completely. My figures show that it
is wildly unrealistic. I advocate complete independence for Wales and Scotland. They have been 
heavily damaged by the London tories and their mindless austerity pseudopolicy. It is likely that 
Scotland will redouble its efforts to become independent, and is likely to rejoin the EEC, along with 
Ulster, perhaps become a republic. So Scotland and all Ireland will split away from England and Wales,
unless Wales becomes independent and forms a semi formal Celtic league of nations along with 
Ireland, Scotland, Isle of Mann, Cornwall and Brittany. The danger is of a neo fascist UKIP mentality 
in the home counties and other parts of England, but it seems that England is Bevanite socialist at 
present. I urge Labour and Plaid Cymru to reverse their wind turbine policies immediately, immediately
end subsidies and start demolishing turbines at developer expense.

Call for General Election

Beltrami Flows.
June 24, 2016 

This was a valuable suggestion by Norman Page, so a chapter of PECE was dedicated to Beltrami 
flows. This seems like a very interesting website showing that the tide has turned in favour of ECE and 
ECE2 theory. I am forwarding it to the group for their comments. Today I intend to develop the newly 
discovered equation which determines whether or not a magnetic charge / current density exists. This 
equation has a Beltrami like structure under certain conditions. UFT349 introduces a new phase of ECE
and ECE2 in which hydrodynamics is added to electromagnetism and gravitation.

Sent: 23/06/2016 17:24:13 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Beltrami Flows.

Myron You may remember a few years ago ( 2014) I posted a message which
introduced discussion of Beltrami flows to your blog and which led to
Horst making various models. I Just today happened on this site which
makes extensive reference to ECE theory with extensive quotes,
discussions and illustrations. Unfortunately, right up front, the
writer ( unknown) seems to mistakenly attribute some of Horst’s models

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/24/beltrami-flows/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/24/call-for-general-election/


to me but apart from that error he provides a lot of very interesting
discussion of and generally favorable comment on ECE theory in general.

http://holographicgalaxy.blogspot.com/2014/02/universal-mathematical-scaling.html

Thought this would be of interest now you are discussing turbulence.
Best Regards Norman Page

Beltrami Flows.

Wind 2.57%, Wind speed 1 – 11 mph, 0740 local     time
June 24, 2016 

The pattern is already clear that during the summer months, wind turbine contribution to the British 
demand is pitiful, a sad joke. If all 35,000 turbines were demolished, it would make no difference, 
because they produce essentially nothing. It would restore the great beauty of our landscape. It would 
release money for tidal lagoons. A new four wind turbine project is planned for Farteg, Ystalyfera, 
Cwm Tawe (Swansea Valley) – four gigantic turbines directly above Godre’r Graig, which is known for
landslides, and directly on many old and subsiding mine workings. Houses in that area were destroyed 
a few years ago by a landslide similar to Aberfan. The turbines are proposed directly above a 
completely new Welsh medium school, placing the children in great danger. This is complete insanity, 
in view of the figures I report daily on this blog. All out resistance to this project is advocated, together 
with a new energy policy in Wales aimed at quickly demolishing wind turbines and building tidal 
lagoons in all feasible locations, together with major production of low energy nuclear reactors and 
energy from spacetime devices. Then Wales would become a major exporter of electricity and a 
wealthy nation.

Wind 2.57%, Wind speed 1 – 11 mph, 0740 local time

Daily Report 22/6/16
June 24, 2016 

The equivalent of 348,327 printed pages was downloaded during the day (1.270 gigabytes) from 3054 
downloaded memory files (hits) and 579 distinct visits each averaging 3.7 memory pages and 16 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 114.06 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1354, Top ten papers 1238, Collected Evans / Morris 726 (est), Collected 
scientometrics 470, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 328 (plus broadcasts by Robert Cheshire and 
myself); F3(Sp) 293. Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 287, Principles of ECE 266, Autobiography volumes 
one and two 183, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 173, Evans Equations 102, UFT88 101, 
CEFE 91, Engineering Model 84, Typeset PECE 66, UFT321 61, UFT311 56, Self charging inverter 
39, Llais 37, List of prolific authors 18, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 16, Three world records by MWE 15, 
UFT313 32, UFT314 30, UFT315 41, UFT316 31, UFT317 43, UFT318 45, UFT319 51, UFT320 36, 
UFT322 48, UFT323 36, UFT324 57, UFT325 51, UFT326 39, UFT327 29, UFT328 43, UFT329 36, 
UFT330 37, UFT331 42, UFT332 46, UFT333 34, UFT334 32, UFT335 34, UFT336 48, UFT337 33, 
UFT338 34, UFT339 36, UFT340 32, UFT341 33, UFT342 27, UFT343 35, UFT344 29, UFT345 41, 
UFT346 48, UFT347 57, UFT348 28 to date in June 2016. Iowa State University general; Government 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/24/daily-report-22616/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/24/wind-2-57-wind-speed-1-11-mph-0740-local-time/
http://holographicgalaxy.blogspot.com/2014/02/universal-mathematical-scaling.html


of Washington State general; United States Twenty Fourth Airforce Network Operations Center 
(AFNOC) Spacetime Devices; University of Otago New Zealand definitive proof one that no torsion 
implies no curvature and no gravitation; extensive downloads in the unresolved domain, intense interest
all sectors, updated usage file attached for June 2016.

Daily Report 22/6/16

Wind drops to     0.79%
June 23, 2016 

At 1912 local time the wind contribution has dropped to a negligible 0.79%. The wind map at 1600 
today shows 4 to 14 mph. So 35,000 becalmed wind turbines are turning out less than 1% of the 
demand at the cost of about 1.5 billion pounds a year in subsidies. So to power all the demand would 
need 3,500,000 wind turbines and a subsidy of £1,500 billion pounds a year. That would be enough for 
one hundred tidal lagoons, each turning out about ten gigawatts. The total demand now (1927 local 
time) is 35.16 gigawatts. All the 35,000 turbines put together are turning out 0.27 gigawatts. With 
planning like this who needs a lunatic? So the question that should be asked is what is the easiest way 
to legally demolish a turbine? Any colliery shot fireman would line the base with explosive on one side.
Then it is just a matter of cutting them up for scrap.

Wind drops to 0.79%

Gareth’s Preface
June 23, 2016 

Pleasure, it has been posted by Dave and will begin its run. GJE has developed a very good writing 
style.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 23/06/2016 10:39:44 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Gareth’s Preface

Thanks, Myron. Gareth forwarded me a copy I can open. Nicely written; I am always in 
favour of a great historical context.

Steve

Steve Bannister Stephen C. Bannister, Ph.D. Assistant Professor 
Department of Economics University of Utah

On 6/23/2016 12:29 AM, EMyrone wrote:

Yes it was opened by Horst and myself. I translated it into doc as per attached, 
and this may work.

In a message dated 22/06/2016 16:24:48 GMT Daylight Time writes:

mailto:Time@gmail.com
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/23/gareths-preface-2/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/23/wind-drops-to-0-79/


I cannot open this in MS word…has anyone successfully done this?

Thanks,

Steve

Steve Bannister Stephen C. Bannister, Ph.D. Assistant 
Professor Department of Economics University of Utah

On 6/22/2016 3:33 AM, EMyrone wrote:

In view of the invitation to the Co President it would be 
optimal if his attached foreword could be posted on 
www.aias.us in the most convenient way for you. I think
that it will become influential in changing wind turbine 
policy. 

“Principles of ECE” at Amazon     Kindle
June 23, 2016 

I will have a close look at Amazon Kindle, book department, so see if they are more economical than 
New Generation. In any event the book will be published this year in paperback. Gareth has a good 
writing style and knows my work back to 1974, having been through all the trials and tribulations. So 
he is ideally placed for a popular book, giving his point of view. The ECE textbook is of the utmost 
importance and years can be taken in writing these books.

Sent: 23/06/2016 09:02:52 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: “Principles of ECE” at Amazon Kindle

Kindle publishes e-books only but they have a partner that produces paper books from 
them. Colour books are about four times more expensive than black and white books.
I would much appreciate if Gareth could write a popular book on base of the essays. I 
myself started with the ECE text book some months ago but currently I have no time to 
work on it. The first chapter containing mathematical foundations is half finished. I 
described the basics of Cartan geometry similar as Carroll but in a more compacted form. I 
hope that the other chapters are easier to write.

Horst

Am 23.06.2016 um 08:17 schrieb EMyrone:

Agreed with this for PECE, the idea would be to print off a few copies for 
colleagues and friends. Even Amazon Kindle would find it very difficult to 
compete with the two sites, www.aias.us and www.upitec.org because they are 
so well known around the world, and archived. I will look in to it and see what I

http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/23/principles-of-ece-at-amazon-kindle-2/
http://www.aias.us/


can afford initially. I can see that PECE is already very popular off www.aias.us
in its typeset format. Writing a popular book is something that Gareth Evans 
could do in retirement. It has a huge readership waiting for it to be written. We 
will see how it goes and if PECE becomes popular on Amazon Kindle, CEFE 
could be published there, Collected Poetry / Barddoniaeth (very popular now), 
Autobiography and so on. Alex Hill could write a popular book in Spanish, and 
Horst Eckardt in German. I could look in to a grant to have the entire site 
translated into Welsh, creating a lot of employment.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 22/06/2016 15:23:27 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Amazon Kindle

This is an excellent idea. Amazon is a massive company and Kindle
books are very popular (can be read on tablets, laptops, smart 
phones etc).

It would also be very useful to prepare a popular book in the course 
of time – a synopsis of your work in words. This could be based on 
your essays and recordings – so very easy to put together. This 
would be useful to introduce the layman to modern physics (ECE 
theory). Amazon would also be the ideal place to publish this book. 
They also publish audio books that could be based directly on your 
recordings.

This really is a great idea to popularise your work.

Sent from my Samsung device

“Principles of ECE” at Amazon Kindle

Welsh Langauge Version of     www.aias.us
June 23, 2016 

Fully agreed with Gareth, the optimal project would consist of a grant to employ translators and their 
assistants or students. My co authors and I have produced a mountain of work and this project would 
create employment for a number of translators. The Welsh language has all the vocabulary needed for 
science, bearing in mind that many scientific words are borrowed from Greek and Latin. There are new 
Welsh medium schools springing up all over Wales, and so on.

cc Llyfrgell Genedlaethol Cymru / National Library of Wales.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 23/06/2016 08:39:13 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: “Principles of ECE” at Amazon Kindle

Welsh translation – fantastic idea! Start with essays, recordings and front page?Might be 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/23/welsh-langauge-version-of-www-aias-us/
http://www.aias.us/


worth running through Nat Library, Welsh / Celtic studies depts, UCW and even Welsh 
Government for advice / assistance? Might be a good project for a student(s)?

Sent from my Samsung device

Welsh Langauge Version of www.aias.us

Spanish version of UFT     350
June 23, 2016 

Many thanks indeed for such a fast and efficient translation! Dave has already posted it and I think the 
illustrations in chapter seven enhance the text. A chapter by chapter version can also be posted. The 
third chapter of Felker is very popular in Spanish (F3(Sp)). So in the chapter by chapter version one 
favourite chapter will most likely develop.

Sent: 22/06/2016 19:18:00 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Spanish version of UFT 350

Hello Dave,

Please find the full Spanish version of UFT 350 for posting. This is the whole book on one 
single file, like the posted version in English. If you feel it would be a good idea to 
complete the Section of the book by chapters, as is the case with Larry Felker´s book, let 
me know and I will be happy to send you also each of the chapters on a different file, so 
you can add them to the Spanish section of this book, “Principios de la Teoría ECE”, which 
at present only contains the first chapter since last year. From our experience with Larry´s 
book in Spanish, it seems some people often prefer to download books by chapters.

In chapter 7 I have also added some additional pictures.

Thanks.

Regards

cumento completo numerado.pdf

Spanish version of UFT 350

Re Amazon Kindle
June 23, 2016 

Agreed with Alex about this, the best choice is probably still “New Generation”. Having hunted around
they seem to be the most economical. The intention is to print off a few copies and arrange to send the 
complimentary copies to some AIAS / UPITEC Fellows. We outpower any publishing house as can be 
seen from the scientometrics.

To: EMyrone@aol.com

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/23/re-amazon-kindle/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/cumento-completo-numerado.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/23/spanish-version-of-uft-350-2/


Sent: 22/06/2016 19:04:33 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Amazon Kindle

Just for your information in case you are not familiar with them, if your purpose is to 
publish the book in a “paper version”, probably Amazon Kindle might not be the best 
choice, since their specialty is e-publishing, so after you pay them for your choice of a title 
available from their data bank in Kindle version, they send you a downloadable version of 
the book into your Kindle pad, which you also purchase from Amazon, or into any other 
pad which holds the Kindle software to accept the downloads from Kindle. This is the 
reason why their Kindle versions of books are almost always significantly cheaper than 
their paper versions, which they also offer on the same ad. It is just because there are no 
middlemen (bookstores/distributors) involved and they are only sending electronic pulses to
you.

Regards,

Re Amazon Kindle

New Work by Osamu     Ide
June 23, 2016 

This looks very important as usual.

e
CC: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 22/06/2016 18:13:11 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Research

Dear Horst,

Sorry to be late for commenting of your materials.

I am so busy to test the transformer of new different type.

As I reported a little about it before, it is entirely new driving method by low 
voltage(100~150V) and very low frequency.

Therefore, it is easy to make the driving circuit by common MOS transistor.

I almost succeeded to get the efficiency of three times of input and to have very stable 
quality.

Regards,

Osamu

mailto:l@horst-eckardt.de
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/23/new-work-by-osamu-ide/


New Work by Osamu Ide

Spanish Version of UFT     350
June 23, 2016 

This is greatly appreciated and a fast and efficient translation. The scientometrics show that this will 
greatly increase the book’s impact. A chapter by chapter version could be also be posted alongside this 
version. Many thanks to all!

CC: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 23/06/2016 15:19:10 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Spanish version of UFT 350

Done today

Dave

On 6/22/2016 11:17 AM, Alex Hill (ET3M) wrote:

Hello Dave,

Please find the full Spanish version of UFT 350 for posting. This is the whole 
book on one single file, like the posted version in English. If you feel it would 
be a good idea to complete the Section of the book by chapters, as is the case 
with Larry Felker´s book, let me know and I will be happy to send you also 
each of the chapters on a different file, so you can add them to the Spanish 
section of this book, “Principios de la Teoría ECE”, which at present only 
contains the first chapter since last year. From our experience with Larry´s book
in Spanish, it seems some people often prefer to download books by chapters.

In chapter 7 I have also added some additional pictures.

Thanks.

Regards

Spanish Version of UFT 350

Preface by Co President Gareath     Evans
June 23, 2016 

Much appreciated as ever.

EMyrone
Sent: 23/06/2016 15:08:48 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Gareth’s Preface

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/23/preface-by-co-president-gareath-evans/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/23/spanish-version-of-uft-350/


Added to MWE page today

Dave

On 6/22/2016 11:29 PM, EMyrone wrote:

Preface by Co President Gareath Evans

Wind at 2.39%     today
June 23, 2016 

The wind turbine contribution to the grid is only 2.39% today, 0814 local time, wind speeds today vary 
today from 1 mph to 11 mph across the British Isles (an archipelago of about 6,300 islands). So wind is
a total and ugly failure and there is a serious danger of a major recession because there is no real source
of power. These scientific points should be made in an honest way to influential committees. The need 
for tidal lagoons, LENR and energy from sapcetime is very urgent because they have closed down coal,
and nuclear is very dangerous. One bad nuclear accident, and the entire industry will be shut down in 
Britain. That leaves just gas / steam, and there is a dependency in having to import gas from 
geopolitically unstable areas. Tidal is just four miles away from here, the 30 foot tide of the Bristol 
Channel. Those who initiated this crazy energy policy cannot remain in power.

Wind at 2.39% today

Power from LENR, Spacetime and Tidal     Lagoons
June 23, 2016 

Many thanks in turn! I think that Gareth would be influential on this committee in favour of energy 
from spacetime and LENR. In order to be elected to the U. S. National Academy itself, nominations are
needed from academicians, one cannot apply. It is the same process as Fellowship of the Royal Society,
and the same type of process as used in the Nobel Prize. I think that these processes need to be 
modernized and made democratic, based on the type of scientometrics we have collected at AIAS / 
UPITEC. I think that wind turbines are a complete failure, and there is a danger of having no real 
source of power at all. Tidal lagoons generate a huge amount of power, easily enough to meet demand, 
and of course so do LENR and energy from spacetime.

Dear Gareth and Dr. Evans,

It’s excellent news! I hope you surely become a member of the U. S. National Academies.

Osamu

.

Power from LENR, Spacetime and Tidal Lagoons

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/23/power-from-lenr-spacetime-and-tidal-lagoons/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/23/wind-at-2-39-today/


Gareth’s Preface
June 23, 2016 

Yes it was opened by Horst and myself. I translated it into doc as per attached, and this may work.

In a message dated 22/06/2016 16:24:48 GMT Daylight Time writes:

I cannot open this in MS word…has anyone successfully done this?

Thanks,

Steve

Steve Bannister Stephen C. Bannister, Ph.D. Assistant Professor 
Department of Economics University of Utah

On 6/22/2016 3:33 AM, EMyrone wrote:

In view of the invitation to the Co President it would be optimal if his attached 
foreword could be posted on www.aias.us in the most convenient way for you. I
think that it will become influential in changing wind turbine policy. 

PREFACEforMyron’sbook.doc

PREFACEforMyron’sbook.docx

“Principles of ECE” at Amazon     Kindle
June 23, 2016 

Agreed with this for PECE, the idea would be to print off a few copies for colleagues and friends. Even 
Amazon Kindle would find it very difficult to compete with the two sites, www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org because they are so well known around the world, and archived. I will look in to it and 
see what I can afford initially. I can see that PECE is already very popular off www.aias.us in its typeset
format. Writing a popular book is something that Gareth Evans could do in retirement. It has a huge 
readership waiting for it to be written. We will see how it goes and if PECE becomes popular on 
Amazon Kindle, CEFE could be published there, Collected Poetry / Barddoniaeth (very popular now), 
Autobiography and so on. Alex Hill could write a popular book in Spanish, and Horst Eckardt in 
German. I could look in to a grant to have the entire site translated into Welsh, creating a lot of 
employment.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 22/06/2016 15:23:27 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Amazon Kindle

This is an excellent idea. Amazon is a massive company and Kindle books are very popular
(can be read on tablets, laptops, smart phones etc).

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/23/principles-of-ece-at-amazon-kindle/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/prefaceformyronsbook1.docx
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/prefaceformyronsbook.doc
http://www.aias.us/
mailto:Time@gmail.com
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/23/gareths-preface/


It would also be very useful to prepare a popular book in the course of time – a synopsis of 
your work in words. This could be based on your essays and recordings – so very easy to 
put together. This would be useful to introduce the layman to modern physics (ECE theory).
Amazon would also be the ideal place to publish this book. They also publish audio books 
that could be based directly on your recordings.

This really is a great idea to popularise your work.

Sent from my Samsung device

“Principles of ECE” at Amazon Kindle

Daily Report 21/6/16
June 23, 2016 

The equivalent of 295,941 printed pages was downloaded during the day (1.079 gigabytes) from 3,387 
downloaded memory files (hits) and 649 distinct visits each averaging 4.2 memory pages and 19 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 87.38 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN, 
yahoo, extensive downloads in the unresolved domain. Collected ECE2 1259, Top ten items 1220, 
Collected Evans / Morris 693(est); Collected scientometrics 434 (est); Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 
313 (plus recent broadcasts adn those by Robert Cheshire); F3(Sp) 286, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 
264, Principles of ECE 250, Autobiography volumes one and two 178, Collected Proofs that no torsion 
means no gravitation 169, Evans Equations 102, UFT88 98, CEFE 90, Engineering Model 83, UFT321
57, UFT311 52, Llais 37, Self Charging Inverter 37, List of prolific authors 17, Lindstrom Idaho lecture
16, Three world records by MWE 15, UFT313 32, UFT314 30, UFT315 41, UFT316 30, UFT317 40, 
UFT318 44, UFT319 41, UFT320 34, UFT322 45, UFT323 33, UFT324 55, UFT325 48, UFT326 36, 
UFT327 28, UFT328 42, UFT329 35, UFT330 36, UFT331 39, UFT332 45, UFT333 32, UFT334 30, 
UFT335 31, UFT336 46, UFT337 32, UFT338 33, UFT339 33, UFT340 29, UFT341 31, UFT342 24, 
UFT343 31, UFT344 27, UFT345 38, UFT346 42, UFT347 44, UFT348 23 to date in June 2016. 
University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT348, PECE typeset preprint; Library Technical University of 
Braunschweig UFT17; Regional Computer Centre University of Erlangen Nuremberg Levitron; 
California Institute of Technology (Caltech) UFT2; Japanese National Institutes for Natural Sciences 
Institute for Molecular Science UFT177; University of Warwick general. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for June 2016.

Daily Report 21/6/16

Amazon Kindle
June 22, 2016 

This looks like the best company to publish with. I will look in to it in more detail.

Amazon Kindle

Beltrami Fields and Note     349(3)
June 22, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/22/beltrami-fields-and-note-3493/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/22/amazon-kindle/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/23/daily-report-21616/


This is a very interesting comment. A numerical and graphical analysis of this equation would also be 
very interesting indeed.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 22/06/2016 11:09:42 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of Note 349(3)

It seems that the existence of magnetic monopoles/current density means that omega is a 
Beltrami field. Then the term

omega dot curl omega

does not vanish.
Horst

Am 22.06.2016 um 10:58 schrieb EMyrone:

Agreed with the first comment, for the readers the fully relativistic Lorentz 
transform is given in UFT320, so most generally Eq. (21) has to be fully 
relativistic for self consistency, because the ECE2 theory is fully realtivistic, it 
is Lorentz covariant with finite torsion and curvature. The entire set of thirty 
five ECE2 papers to date is of course fully relativistic (UFT313 – 320, 322 – 
348). Also agreed with the second comment, the geometrical condition for 
vanishing magnetic charge / current density is:

omega dot curl q = del dot q x omega + r(0) omega dot curl omega.

So if this condition is not met, there is a magnetic monopole or charge density, 
and a magnetic current density. The ECE2 theory allows for their existence, the 
Maxwell Heaviside theory does not. This result generalizes the conditions of 
UFT317 and UFT318. It would be very interesting to solve the above equation 
for models of q and omega. Further information on q and omega is given by 
point one.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 21/06/2016 13:39:44 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 349(3): Lorentz Force Law and Ohm’s Law in the ECE2 
Field Equations

As eqs.(14) and (15) are fully relativistic, I assume that relativistic 
effects are contained in the kappas, that is plausible because they 
depend on the spin connections. Then

bold kappa = mu_0 sigma bold v

is a non-relativistic approximation. Otherwise any gamma factors 
had to appear for a relativistic velocity v. The Lorentz term



v x B

is a non-relativistic transformation term which can also be written 
relativistically according to the book of Jackson.

Another question: why is there not a term

omega * nabla x omega

at the lhs of eq.(63)? It should appear according to the definition of 
bold kappa in (62).

Horst

Am 20.06.2016 um 10:47 schrieb EMyrone:

This note makes significant progress because it shows 
that the Lorentz force law and Ohm’s Law are 
automatically given by the ECE2 field equations of 
electromagnetism. They are not given by the Maxwell 
Heaviside (MH) field equations as is well known, so 
ECE2 is preferred to MH in many ways, QED. Since 
ECE2 is part of a unified field theory, all the seventy 
one equations of this note can be translated directly into 
seventy one equations of gravitation, and also into 
seventy one equations of hydrodynamics or 
aerodynamics. In general it is now possible to translate 
any paper on electromagnetism into a paper on 
hydrodynamics or gravitation. So a vast amount of new 
physics emerges using the cross correlation of concepts 
in ECE2 unified field theory. It is shown that in ECE2, 
magnetic charge current density vanishes under the 
geometrical condition (63), i.e.

omega dot curl q = del g dot omega

where q is the tetrad vector and omega the spin 
connection vector. If this condition is not met in Cartan 
geometry, there exists magnetic charge current density, a
magnetic charge density or monopole and magnetic 
current density. The ECE2 field equations are therefore 
much powerful than the MH field equations. The 
existence of magnetic charge current density can only 
be confirmed or disproved experimentally. The debate 
over this has been going on for well over a century, but 
the theory is simple and absolutely clear, it allows for 



the existence of magnetic charge current density. The 
MH equation do not as is well known. This note can be 
translated directly into a note on gravitation or a note on
electrodynamics, and also demonstrates the geometrical 
origin of conductivity. The next note will derive the 
Lorentz force equation from the ECE2 vacuum potential
so that will prove that the ECE2 vacuum (spcetime) 
gives rise to a Lorentz force in the electrons of a circuit. 
Under well defined conditions described in Note 349(2),
turbulent motion of electrons can result. There are many
consequencies of this note in quantum field theory. 
Finally, nuclear physics will also have the same 
fundamental geometrical structure.

Beltrami Fields and Note 349(3)

My Armorial Badge
June 22, 2016 

This can also be used by AIAS / UPITEC. The Armorial Badge is used in the same as the Badge of a 
school or university. The rings denote the B(3) field. and the two drops of liquiid the EMLG. The 
eleventh century Norman helmet denotes the Norman side of my ancestry. I originally suggested a ring 
of quartz crystals.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/22/my-armorial-badge-2/


My Armorial Badge

My Coat of Arms for Headed     Notepaper
June 22, 2016 

Any good local printer will prepare headed notepaper from this jpg file. For example if the book press 
is still going in Llandysul they can ship headed notepaper to Gareth’s address. Similarly any Fellow of 
AIAS / UPITEC is given permission to print off headed notepaper at their localities, and use it. It wsa 
used for covers of three of my books, and it has already been picked up on the net. For example google 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/22/my-coat-of-arms-for-headed-notepaper/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/myron2.jpg


“Barddoniaeth Evans” .

My Coat of Arms for Headed Notepaper

Headed Notepaper
June 22, 2016 

Good idea, this design can be integrated with my coat of arms, which already appears on the covers of 
three books. I will send around the jpg file of the coat of arms, which I allow the AIAS / UPITEC to 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/22/headed-notepaper/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/myron.jpg


use as its coat of arms. Similarly with my heraldic badge.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 22/06/2016 11:23:40 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: PECE Beginning its Run

Worth giving this some thought to bring out the fact that physics is unified – from 
microscopic to macroscopic levels.

I quite liked some of the elements of AIAS headed notepaper prepared some time ago 
(attached) that perhaps could appear in some part of your book?

Perhaps we could also use this notepaper (brought up to date – AIAS is also registered in 
the US for example) when corresponding with outside groups (by letter or e-mail)?

Just a thought.

Sent from my Samsung device

Headed Notepaper

Wind Contribution 3.39% Today, Wind 3 – 14     mph
June 22, 2016 

The contribution is abysmal, the wind conditions over the British Isles range today from 3 around 
London to 14 mph in the outer isles, with no prospect for a week ahead of reaching the optimal turbine 
wind speed. So they are a total failure, which is no news to anyone. Demolition is the easiest way to get
rid of them, then the wind industry should be ordered by Act of Parliament to pay back all the 
subsidies, repair all the damage, and compensate all victims. Land Acts should nationalize all absentees
aristocrats. This should have been done by the Atlee Government of 1945.

Wind Contribution 3.39% Today, Wind 3 – 14 mph

PECE Beginning its     Run
June 22, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/22/pece-beginning-its-run-3/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/22/wind-contribution-3-39-today-wind-3-14-mph/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/20160622_111459.jpg


Excellent idea, I will research the optimal Venture Publisher. In the meantime the cover can be 
published on www.aias.us.

In a message dated 22/06/2016 10:42:00 GMT Daylight Time, mail@horst-eckardt.de writes:

If we need a cover design for the book, I can ask a friend who can comission a professional 
probably for free.

Horst

Am 21.06.2016 um 15:42 schrieb EMyrone:

Many thanks to Gareth and also to Horst for covering the cost of typesetting. 
Also to Steve Bannister of the University of Utah for voluntary typesetting and 
Alex Hill for translating and illustrating chapter one. Horst also illustrated 
chapter one in the English version, and added his own incisive sections and 
graphics. I will shop around now for the most economic Venture Publisher. This
may well still be New Generation in London.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 21/06/2016 14:37:04 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: PECE Beginning its Run

No surprise. No more fudges and written in the style of a true 
master. It is also reassuring to know that we live in a deterministic 
world that we can sort of control – if we are wise enough to chose 
the right options. There are no singularities, there is no 
indeterminacy and the only chaos is what we create ourselves (such 
as, with strings and multiple parameter fixes).

Sent from my Samsung device

PECE Beginning its Run

Hello Dave: Gareth’s     Preface
June 22, 2016 

In view of the invitation to the Co President it would be optimal if his attached foreword could be 
posted on www.aias.us in the most convenient way for you. I think that it will become influential in 
changing wind turbine policy.

PREFACEforMyron’sbook.docx

Discussion of Note     349(3)
June 22, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/22/discussion-of-note-3493/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/prefaceformyronsbook.docx
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/22/hello-dave-gareths-preface/
http://www.aias.us/


Agreed with the first comment, for the readers the fully relativistic Lorentz transform is given in 
UFT320, so most generally Eq. (21) has to be fully relativistic for self consistency, because the ECE2 
theory is fully realtivistic, it is Lorentz covariant with finite torsion and curvature. The entire set of 
thirty five ECE2 papers to date is of course fully relativistic (UFT313 – 320, 322 – 348). Also agreed 
with the second comment, the geometrical condition for vanishing magnetic charge / current density is:

omega dot curl q = del dot q x omega + r(0) omega dot curl omega.

So if this condition is not met, there is a magnetic monopole or charge density, and a magnetic current 
density. The ECE2 theory allows for their existence, the Maxwell Heaviside theory does not. This 
result generalizes the conditions of UFT317 and UFT318. It would be very interesting to solve the 
above equation for models of q and omega. Further information on q and omega is given by point one.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 21/06/2016 13:39:44 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 349(3): Lorentz Force Law and Ohm’s Law in the ECE2 Field Equations

As eqs.(14) and (15) are fully relativistic, I assume that relativistic effects are contained in 
the kappas, that is plausible because they depend on the spin connections. Then

bold kappa = mu_0 sigma bold v

is a non-relativistic approximation. Otherwise any gamma factors had to appear for a 
relativistic velocity v. The Lorentz term

v x B

is a non-relativistic transformation term which can also be written relativistically according 
to the book of Jackson.

Another question: why is there not a term

omega * nabla x omega

at the lhs of eq.(63)? It should appear according to the definition of bold kappa in (62).

Horst

Am 20.06.2016 um 10:47 schrieb EMyrone:

This note makes significant progress because it shows that the Lorentz force 
law and Ohm’s Law are automatically given by the ECE2 field equations of 
electromagnetism. They are not given by the Maxwell Heaviside (MH) field 
equations as is well known, so ECE2 is preferred to MH in many ways, QED. 
Since ECE2 is part of a unified field theory, all the seventy one equations of this
note can be translated directly into seventy one equations of gravitation, and 
also into seventy one equations of hydrodynamics or aerodynamics. In general 
it is now possible to translate any paper on electromagnetism into a paper on 



hydrodynamics or gravitation. So a vast amount of new physics emerges using 
the cross correlation of concepts in ECE2 unified field theory. It is shown that 
in ECE2, magnetic charge current density vanishes under the geometrical 
condition (63), i.e.

omega dot curl q = del g dot omega

where q is the tetrad vector and omega the spin connection vector. If this 
condition is not met in Cartan geometry, there exists magnetic charge current 
density, a magnetic charge density or monopole and magnetic current density. 
The ECE2 field equations are therefore much powerful than the MH field 
equations. The existence of magnetic charge current density can only be 
confirmed or disproved experimentally. The debate over this has been going on 
for well over a century, but the theory is simple and absolutely clear, it allows 
for the existence of magnetic charge current density. The MH equation do not 
as is well known. This note can be translated directly into a note on gravitation 
or a note on electrodynamics, and also demonstrates the geometrical origin of 
conductivity. The next note will derive the Lorentz force equation from the 
ECE2 vacuum potential so that will prove that the ECE2 vacuum (spcetime) 
gives rise to a Lorentz force in the electrons of a circuit. Under well defined 
conditions described in Note 349(2), turbulent motion of electrons can result. 
There are many consequencies of this note in quantum field theory. Finally, 
nuclear physics will also have the same fundamental geometrical structure.

Discussion of Note 349(3)

Discussion of 349(2)
June 22, 2016 

Many thanks for checking this, the attached checks the units and all seems OK. There seems to be a 
small typo in Eq. (13).

In a message dated 21/06/2016 13:32:59 GMT Daylight Time,

The units of Lorentz force density should be

Joule / m^3 = kg / (m s^2).

Eq. (13) seems to give a different result. I am not sure if the units of sigma are right.

Horst

Am 18.06.2016 um 15:10 schrieb EMyrone:

This note builds the background to turbulent energy from spacetime using a 
paper from Stanford / NASA Ames by A. Thess at al, published in 2006, 
(google “Turbulent flow Lorentz force”, fourth site). By direct analogy, a 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/22/discussion-of-3492-2/


turbulent flow of electrons in a circuit can be induced by the vacuum four 
potential of ECE2 theory. Boundary conditions are also considered in this note. 
By reference to Eq. (13) of UFT317 it is shown that the ECE2 field equations 
contain the Lorentz force as a direct consequence of Cartan geometry. It is the 
term:

J = kappa x B / mu0

in the Ampere Maxwell law of ECE2 electrodynamics. This is not true in the 
standard model. The Maxwell Heaviside equations do not contain the Lorentz 
force as is well known. So the Lorentz forces of electrodynamics, gravitational 
physics, and hydrodynamics, are contained within their respective ECE2 field 
equations. There is a direct analogy to all the equations of this note in 
gravitational physics and hydrodynamics. There is only one fundamental force 
field in nature, and that is determined completely by Cartan geometry. At 
present the standard model thinks in terms of four fields: gravitational, 
electromagnetic, weak and strong nuclear, but they are all aspects of the same 
geometry. This is the main thesis of ECE and ECE2. Finally the Lorentz force 
was first inferred by my Civil List predecessor Oliver Heaviside, and not 
Lorentz. The latter made important contributions to special relativity and many 
other areas, and so did Heaviside, who is often unfairly forgotten in the 
standard physics textbooks. These describe a very narow and obsolete range of 
old ideas. With the internet, this is known to all by now.

a349thpapernotes4.pdf

Discussion of 349(2)

Daily Report 20/6/16
June 22, 2016 

The equivalent of 296,489 printed pages was downloaded during the day (1.081 gigabytes) from 3151 
memory files downloaded (hits) and 633 distinct visits each averaging 3.6 memory pages and 15 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 94.09 for the day, main spiders cnsat (China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1154, Top ten items 1148, Evans / Morris papers 660(est), Collected 
scientometrics 434, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 320 (plus recent broadcasts by MWE); F3(Sp) 
274, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 251(est), Principles of ECE 227, Autobiography volumes one and two 
165, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 152, Evans Equations 97, UFT88 93, CEFE 85, 
Engineering Model 80, UFT321 54, UFT311 49, Llais 36, Self charging inverter 33, List of prolific 
authors 17, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 16, Three world records by MWE 13, UFT313 29, UFT314 27, 
UFT315 38, UFT316 28, UFT317 39, UFT318 40, UFT319 45, UFT320 30, UFT322 43, UFT323 31, 
UFT324 52, UFT325 41, UFT326 34, UFT327 26, UFT328 36, UFT329 32, UFT330 32, UFT331 36, 
UFT332 41, UFT333 31, UFT334 29, UFT335 27, UFT336 38, UFT337 28, UFT338 28, UFT339 30, 
UFT340 26, UFT341 29, UFT342 23, UFT343 27, UFT344 26, UFT345 36, UFT346 38, UFT347 42, 
UFT348 16 to date in June 2016. University of Washington UFT175; Mexican National Institute of 
Astrophysics, Optics and Electronics F0-F17(Sp); San Francisco Internet Archives spidering. Intense 
interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for June 2016.
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Daily Report 20/6/16

PECE Beginning its     Run
June 21, 2016 

Many thanks to Gareth and also to Horst for covering the cost of typesetting. Also to Steve Bannister of
the University of Utah for voluntary typesetting and Alex Hill for translating and illustrating chapter 
one. Horst also illustrated chapter one in the English version, and added his own incisive sections and 
graphics. I will shop around now for the most economic Venture Publisher. This may well still be New 
Generation in London.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 21/06/2016 14:37:04 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: PECE Beginning its Run

No surprise. No more fudges and written in the style of a true master. It is also reassuring to
know that we live in a deterministic world that we can sort of control – if we are wise 
enough to chose the right options. There are no singularities, there is no indeterminacy and 
the only chaos is what we create ourselves (such as, with strings and multiple parameter 
fixes).

Sent from my Samsung device

PECE Beginning its Run

Gave Telephone Interview
June 21, 2016 

I gave the telephone interview. The article will be syndicated. Thanks to Ben Jones for arranging it. Ed 
Baker mentioned that he also knows William Bortrick, of “Burke Peerage and Gentry”, who sometimes
talks to Queen Elizabeth about genealogy, specifically her relation to the Tudors and Stuarts. U. S. 
citizens or dual citizens like myself address her by protocol as Queen Elizabeth, now ninety years old. I
am a lifelong republican and socialist but abide by the protocol and politeness at Head of State level. I 
saw her about a yard away while standing in a crowd at Buckingam Palace in 2010, she is small in 
person, like Victoria but one knows that she is there. She seems to be down to earth in personality, not 
fond of flattery or too much court ceremony. She was 84 at that time in 2010. Her father George VI 
unwillingly found himself a king after Edward VIII abdicated in 1936. The Order of Merit is the 
monarch’s prerogative without ministerial advice, one of those who became O. M. was Dwight D. 
Eisenhower, a U. S. citizen of course. The Civil List Pension is also the monarch’s prerogative, but on 
ministerial advice. Paul Dirac refused a knighthood but accepted an O. M. I think that the transition to a
republic in Scotland, which may well occur, will be sensible, no civil war.

Gave Telephone Interview

PECE Beginning its     Run
June 21, 2016 
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The idea of posting the tyepset version as UFT350 has worked, and the typeset PECE book is now 
beginning its run, beginning to go ahead of the manuscript chapters. Combined PECE readings are now
greater than the Autobiography, volumes one and two. The standard model boyos made strenuous 
attempts to censor this book, and once again, skidded on a banana. I think that string theory is all a 
bunch of banana skins on a wet pavement in October. It is not only not even wrong but no one knows 
that it is not even wrong. I wonder what Pauli would have said about it. All the string theory metrics of 
standard gravitation are refuted in CEFE.

PECE Beginning its Run

Audience of Poetry Broadcasts for June to     19/6/16
June 21, 2016 

This is 122 so far in June, which is added to the total of 301 readings and audiences on the blog this 
morning. This gives an annual total of 8,126 readings of poetry books and other material, and audience 
of broadcasts by Robert Cheshire and myself. I am very pleased with this. There is a lot of audience of 
the Welsh language broadcasts.

Audience of Poetry Broadcasts for June to 19/6/16

Best Wishes to Mrs Mair     Orville-Thomas
June 21, 2016 

I think it is a very good thing to keep active, in fact essential. I never met Mrs Orville-Thomas but best 
wishes to her in Aberystwyth. I was in the National Library there about a year and a half ago. Orville 
designed Room 262 at the EDCL as you know, it is still there but turned in to a hall of residence. Its 
intellectual content has shifted to AIAS, which is all over the world.

In a message dated 21/06/2016 10:24:41 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dear Myrone,
Still I am an active person and doing some small research with my friends in England, Paris
and Kiev.
The life is very interesing but ….hard,
Best regards,
Henryk
P.S. I keep contact with Mair (the wife of Orville)

2016-06-21 11:00 GMT+02:00 <EMyrone>:

Professor Emeritus Henryk Ratajczak, sometime Rector of the University of 
Wroclaw. Very good to hear from you!

In a message dated 21/06/2016 09:55:49 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Thank, Henryk

2016-06-21 10:46 GMT+02:00 <EMyrone>:

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/21/best-wishes-to-mrs-mair-orville-thomas/
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Sure, attached is a photo.

Best Wishes to Mrs Mair Orville-Thomas

My Conventional h     Index
June 21, 2016 

This is now h = 40, an increase from h = 33 in 2012. From Google scholar the forty or so publications 
cited forty or more times generate 6055 citations, compared with 4,083 on Nov. 28th 2012. On that date
I manually counted 6180 citations for the top one thousand of my most cited publications in Google 
Scholar, estimating about 7,000 citations for my total output. So on those figures I now have a total of 
10,381 citations. The cut off for the world’s top 1% of physicists is a lifetime total of 2,073 citations. In
my case the true total of my publications is nearly two thousand, a world record, all them are in Google
scholar apart from the essays, it would be a laborious task to count them up manually.. The h index 
system is completely obsolete because our system of scientometrics is much more detailed and 
meaningful. It is heavily studied around the world in its own right, showing the true impact of our work
at AIAS / UPITEC. This impact is measured in very great detail in many ways. Hirsch suggests that h =
12 is needed for tenure and h = 18 for full professorship. About h = 45 for membership of the U. S. 
National Academy of Sciences, and h = 40 indicates an outstanding scientist. This is a very primitive 
system, yet it is used everywhere. Our system replaces the artificial citations system by directly 
measuring the actual number of readings at the best universities and institutes and similar. Our work 
overturns the standard physics, whose system controls citations. The number of times our work is 
actually studied (and often restudied) runs into many millions.

My Conventional h Index

Telephone Call
June 21, 2016 

Professor Emeritus Henryk Ratajczak, sometime Rector of the University of Wroclaw. Very good to 
hear from you!

In a message dated 21/06/2016 09:55:49 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Thank, Henryk

2016-06-21 10:46 GMT+02:00 <EMyrone>:

Sure, attached is a photo.

Wind 2.72% today
June 21, 2016 

The wind map for the British Isles today shows gusts of up to 32 mph, but the 35,000 turbines are 
generating a negligible 2.72%. Yesterday they peaked at about 6% for an hour or two but rapidly 
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dropped away again. They are useless because they fluctuate wildly even during the course of one day. 
I have heard that the five or six year old turbines near Hirwaun are already falling to pieces, new parts 
have to be shipped in from the continent and they are not generating any local jobs apart from repairing
damage to local roads by the huge turbine vehicles. When the subsidy gravy train derails, there will be 
no money to repair the turbines. No more turbines will be put up on land in England, so Labour and 
Plaid Cymru in Wales must start to think for themselves and not be slavish and mindless adherents to 
wind industry pseudoscience. My scientific facts demolish the wind industry. The next Prime Minister 
may well be a Bevanite Socialist so the Labour party in Wales should think about land nationalization 
to stop all further turbine development. I would like to see all wind turbines demolished as quickly as 
possible. From Mynydd Du they make me feel ill. New tidal lagoons would create thousands of new 
jobs in Wales. What is needed in Wales is research in to low energy nuclear reactors and energy from 
spacetime (www.aias.us, www.upitec.org, www.et3m.net). Obviously the EEC policies are wildly 
impractical, so in order to save the Welsh language form destruction from unlimited immigration I 
advocate pulling out of the EEC. Recently, Aberystwyth was forced to take Syrian refugees, but its 
Council voted that they must learn Welsh. So this sets a precedent for all Councils in Wales.

Wind 2.72% today

PS Civil List Pensioners in     Literature
June 21, 2016 

I am also a popular poet in both languages, past Civil List Pensioners in literature include: Byron, 
Wordsworth, Tennyson, Walter de la Mare (also an O. M.), Yeats, James Joyce, W. S. Graham and 
Vernon Watkins. Joyce manuscripts have fetched tens of millions. The original typescripts of my poetry
would also be valuable. We can see from feedback that the science is already historic, there is a huge 
amount of international interest in it, and we can already see that this interest will last into the 
indefinite future. So the medals and original manuscripts will increase quite rapidly in value. Recently 
a small Dylan Thomas notebook sold for over a hundred thousand pounds. This is upmarket material 
usually auctioned at Sotheby’s or Christie’s in London and New York, and Mullock’s is breaking 
through into this market at a very reasonable commission.

PS Civil List Pensioners in Literature

Information for Ed Baker at Deep South Media: Mullock’s 
Auction on 30th     June
June 21, 2016 

This is the auction of some of my medals, lots 499 and 500, estimates on request, at Ludlow racecourse
on 30th June 2016. Mullock’s have kindly featured four of them on the front cover, gold and silver 
medals, and two bronze medals on the back cover. There are two other medals for auction. The two 
bronze medals are the most valuable, having been valued by David Mattey Buyers, medal specialists, 
last October. They are the Harrison Memorial Prize and Meldola Medal of the Royal Society of 
Chemistry, together with presentation cases and my name stamped on the back in 1978 and 1979 
respectively. David Mattey valued them each at a third of the value of the Nobel Prize, so they are 
valued in six figures. Recently, Dr. John Watson of DNA fame (Watson and Crick) sold his Nobel Prize 
medal for over two million pounds at Christie’s. In addition one folder of my original manuscripts of 
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the ECE and ECE2 theories is up for auction, signed by myself and consisting of many pages. This is 
valued in five figures in comparison with other Civil List Pensioners or recipients of the Order of 
Merit. I was appointed a Civil List Pensioner by Queen Elizabeth in 2005 for distinguished 
contributions to science and raised to the Gentry in 2008 for contributions to science and many years of
volunteer work on behalf of science and society. My coat of arms was featured in the Newsletter of the 
College of Arms in London in 2008. My coat of arms is on the home page of www.aias.us. The main 
element is the golden lion rampant of the Royal House of Dynevor, the Tudor House. I am a Tudor by 
descent from King Tewdwr Mawr, (Tudor the Great, ancestor of Henry VII Tudor) and was raised to 
the Gentry in my own right, with the rank of Gentleman. This is why the medals are valued as they are. 
There are only fifty five Civil List pensioners at Present, and only about half a dozen in science. I am 
the first U. S. dual citizen to be appointed a Civil List Pensioner. Past Pensioners in science include: 
Herschel, Ivory, Dalton, Faraday, Joule, Brown, Fairfax Somerville, Hamilton and Heaviside, whose 
manuscripts are all highly valued. The Civil List Pension is equivalent to Order of Merit (O.M.) or 
Companion of Honour (C.H.). Past recipients of O. M. and C. H. in science include Dirac, Penrose and 
Hawking in physics. There are twenty five members of the Order of Merit, and about sixty Companions
of Honour at present. I hold three “world records”: the youngest recipient of the highest science degree,
Scientiae Doctor, in 1978; the most prolific chemical physicist in history (almost two thousand 
publications), and the most number of prestigious Fellowships in open international competition 
(something similar to an international piano competition for young pianists). Many thanks for your 
interest. This is the most valuable auction Mullock’s have made in their history.

Cordially Yours,

Myron Evans

Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent., Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc., Ph. D., B. Sc. (Wales),
www.aias.us

Information for Ed Baker at Deep South Media: Mullock’s Auction on 30th June

Analysis of the dynamic charge distribution in ECE2 
hydrodynamic     equati…
June 21, 2016 

Many thanks! This is a most insightful numerical analysis, and the graphics are excellent as usual. It 
will greatly add to the value of UFT349, which introduces a mature era of ECE2 theory in which the 
equations of hydrodynamics, electromagnetism and gravitation are all reduced to the Lorentz covariant 
ECE2 theory with finite torsion and curvature. It has been shown in Note 349(3) that the field equations
of electromagnetism of ECE2 theory contain both the Lorentz force equation and Ohm’s Law. It is well
known that the Maxwell Heaviside equations do not give the Lorentz force equation or Ohm’s Law. 
The transform of vectors is indeed a difficult process, and the results are richly structured as shown in 
the graphics. I agree with your idea that this could depict a richly structured aether which gives rise to 
elementary charge. These graphical and numerical results in hydrodynamics should be transferable to 
electromagnetism and gravitation.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 20/06/2016 17:26:08 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Analysis of the dynamic charge distribution in ECE2 haydrodynamic equations
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I spent two days effort to analyse the dynamic term for charge
distribution q of the article of Kambe. I made some model velocity
distributions and analyzed the terms. The results with graphics may be
interesting. I had to transform vectors from polar coordinates backward
to cartesian coordinates which was a little finger exercise. Normally
you transform points but not vectors.
The result can go into paper 349 if you like.
Will continue with the notes now.

Horst

paper349-3.pdf

Analysis of the dynamic charge distribution in ECE2 hydrodynamic equati…

Spanish version of UFT 347 & 348     papers
June 21, 2016 

Many thanks indeed! I can see from the scientometrics that these are going to be among the most 
popular papers of the ECE2 series.

To: burleigh.personal@gmail.com, emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 20/06/2016 18:50:47 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Spanish version of UFT 347 & 348 papers

Hello Dave,

Please find enclosed the Spanish versions of papers UFT 347 & 348, for posting.

Thanks.

Regards,

Documento347.pdf

Documento348.pdf

Spanish version of UFT 347 & 348 papers

Daily Reports, weekend of 17 – 19 June     2016
June 21, 2016 

The equivalents of respectively 348,053, 180,380 and 210,830 printed pages were downloaded for 17 –
19 June 2016 (respectively 1.269 gigabytes, 657.666 megabytes, and 768.686 megabytes) from 
respectively 3268, 2789 and 3020 memory files downloaded and 606, 541 and 575 distinct visits. On 
Sunday 19th June the distinct visits averaged 4.5 memory pages each and 18 minutes, printed pages to 
hits ratios of respectively 106.50, 84.55 and 69.81, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo.
For 19th June: Top ten items 1112, Collected ECE2 1067, Evans / Morris 627, Collected scientometrics
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418, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 301, F3(Sp) 265, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 251, Principles of 
ECE 212, Autobiography volumes one and two 176, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 146, 
UFT88 89, Evans Equations 87, Engineering Model 77, UFT321 51, UFT311 48, Llais 36, CEFE 35, 
Self charging inverter 35, List of prolific authors 16, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 16, Three world records 
by MWE 13, UFT313 28, UFT314 25, UFT315 34, UFT316 27, UFT317 39, UFT318 38, UFT319 43, 
UFT320 28, UFT322 39, UFT323 28, UFT324 47, UFT325 40, UFT326 30, UFT327 26, UFT328 35, 
UFT329 29, UFT330 32, UFT331 35, UFT332 36, UFT333 29, UFT334 27, UFT335 27, UFT336 37, 
UFT337 26, UFT338 28, UFT339 28, UFT340 23, UFT341 29, UFT342 23, UFT343 26, UFT344 26, 
UFT345 34, UFT346 38, UFT347 41, UFT348 12 to date in June 2016. University of Valle Colombia 
F13(Sp); Pontifical University of Comillas of Madrid Spain UFT166(Sp); Indian Institute of 
Technology Delhi Overview, CV; Joint Institutes of Nuclear Research Dubna Russian Federation 
Equations Flowcharts; Engineering University of Cambridge UFT177; Imperial College London 
UFT142; University of Warwick UFT348, heavy downloading from private sites in the unresolved 
domain. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for June 2016.

Daily Reports, weekend of 17 – 19 June 2016

My View of     Joyce
June 20, 2016 

I have read “Dubliners” and “Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man” and a few pages of Ulysses, but the
latter is not in my opinion good literature. It is far too dense and convoluted and often degenerates into 
playing around with words, in a Dublin dialect that no one can understand, not even other Irishmen. 
The word “quark” emerged from one of those dense passages. Samuel Beckett too becomes 
incomprehensible, so the actors struggle through. In my variation on Beckett, “Dream Elegy on Human
Bondage”, a criticism of human corruption, I keep things comprehensible, adopting his style and 
rhythm in my own way. I prefer poetry to prose. There is a Joyce cult, like the standard model of 
physics. “Dubliners” is better, especially the long short story at the end, “The Dead” and its description 
of snow falling all over Ireland. That is clear and without pretence. I much prefer Yeats to Joyce, they 
were both pre independence Civil List Pensioners. Similarly with van Gogh, some of his work is vivid 
and well painted, and well drawn, at other times he loses control in a frenzy of thick oil. There is also 
of course a cult of van Gogh. Hawking’s work is mainly nonsense. The school children are forced to 
regurgitate it and then take up another subject. Yeats and Joyce were Anglo Irish in the sense that they 
did not write in the Irish language, thus losing identity. Yeats never entered a pub in his life, Joyce 
drank like a fish and knew all the dives in Dublin. He was a hard man in that he refused to abide by his 
mother’s dying request to take communion. He could have done so for her peace of mind. It would not 
have hurt his principles too much because he had none. Yeats on the other hand was a man of principle 
and became a Senator.

My View of Joyce

Phone Number
June 20, 2016 

Ed Baker,
Deep South Media,
Glad to make your acquaintance. My phone number is available and I am here from 5.00 am to 3.00 
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pm, with a break until 6.00 pm. Essentially, Mullock’s are auctioning a collection of my medals on 30th
June at Ludlow racecourse. They have kindly featured the medals on the covers of their catalogue, and 
this is the most valuable auction in their history. I am Civil List Pensioner appointed by Queen 
Elizabeth personally for distinguished service to science, raised to the Gentry in 2008. Predecessors 
include James Joyce, the most valuable Civil List Pensioner. Recently Dr. John Watson of DNA fame 
auction his Nobel prize medal for over two million pounds.

Myron Evans
(Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent. Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc., Ph. D., B. Sc. (Wales)

cc Ben Jones at Mullock’s

Phone Number

Wind Contribution 8.22%     Today
June 20, 2016 

This is the usual pathetic output from 35,000 hideously ugly and totally worthless wind turbines. It is 
the highest I have seen since I started monitoring because the wind speed is up to a maximum of about 
20 mph in the Orkneys, mainly 10 mph or less elsewhere. On one day wind dropped to an invisible 
0.5% and fluctuates wildly compared with gas / steam power stations and the terminally dangerous 
nuclear power stations. There a wind map on the net which shows the wind forecast all over the British 
Isles for a week ahead. The only practical and clean answer is the tidal lagoon. The planned Swansea 
lagoon is about 10 gigawatts, the total demand today is 35.51 gigawatts. In the Bristol channel four 
miles away from here there is a thirty foot tide, so plenty of power for all. The optimal answer is LENR
and energy from spacetime. It is a cold and rainy day so one can forget photoelectric. The cold and 
dampness makes for increased demand, even though tomorrow is the longest day of the year (21st 
June). On the shortest day (21st Dec) demand will be much higher, and wind will never meet this 
demand. So governments are trapped in a ruined cloud cuckoo landscape manufactured by bureaucrats 
who decide this and that without ever leaving an office, spending billions for worthless wind turbines. 
The EEC policy of dumping 50,000 turbines on the British Isles is the biggest cuckoo of all. I agree 
with AIAS Co President Gareth Evans that hydroelectric is the answer. He is on an all Wales committee
dealing with a return to sanity and independently suggested hydro recently. It would be a good idea to 
mention LENR and energy from spacetime to this all Wales committee.

Wind Contribution 8.22% Today

349(3): Lorentz Force Law and Ohm’s Law in the ECE2 
Field     Equations
June 20, 2016 

This note makes significant progress because it shows that the Lorentz force law and Ohm’s Law are 
automatically given by the ECE2 field equations of electromagnetism. They are not given by the 
Maxwell Heaviside (MH) field equations as is well known, so ECE2 is preferred to MH in many ways, 
QED. Since ECE2 is part of a unified field theory, all the seventy one equations of this note can be 
translated directly into seventy one equations of gravitation, and also into seventy one equations of 
hydrodynamics or aerodynamics. In general it is now possible to translate any paper on 
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electromagnetism into a paper on hydrodynamics or gravitation. So a vast amount of new physics 
emerges using the cross correlation of concepts in ECE2 unified field theory. It is shown that in ECE2, 
magnetic charge current density vanishes under the geometrical condition (63), i.e.

omega dot curl q = del q dot omega

where q is the tetrad vector and omega the spin connection vector. If this condition is not met in Cartan 
geometry, there exists magnetic charge current density, a magnetic charge density or monopole and 
magnetic current density. The ECE2 field equations are therefore much powerful than the MH field 
equations. The existence of magnetic charge current density can only be confirmed or disproved 
experimentally. The debate over this has been going on for well over a century, but the theory is simple 
and absolutely clear, it allows for the existence of magnetic charge current density. The MH equation 
do not as is well known. This note can be translated directly into a note on gravitation or a note on 
electrodynamics, and also demonstrates the geometrical origin of conductivity. The next note will 
derive the Lorentz force equation from the ECE2 vacuum potential so that will prove that the ECE2 
vacuum (spcetime) gives rise to a Lorentz force in the electrons of a circuit. Under well defined 
conditions described in Note 349(2), turbulent motion of electrons can result. There are many 
consequencies of this note in quantum field theory. Finally, nuclear physics will also have the same 
fundamental geometrical structure.

a349thpapernotes3.pdf

Hello Dave
June 20, 2016 

The stats are not through this morning so I guess the administrator has not sent the log. I looked at AW 
stats and that is recording normally. Sometimes the administrator seems to send them through once 
every three days or so.

Hello Dave

Wind 11.23% Strong     Winds
June 19, 2016 

The wind contribution today is 11.23% and the wind in Swansea is 23 mph. There are strong winds in 
the north west. This is the highest I have seen in about ten days, so it look as if this is the highest 
percentage that the wind turbines will achieve. They are slowed at a wind speed of about 45 mph and 
shut down at 55 mph. This 11.23% from 35,000 turbines on land and at sea is a bad third to gas / steam 
turbines and nuclear. It is already clear that the wind contribution fluctuates wildly, even during one 
day. In only just over a week it has gone from 0.5% to 11.23%. In contrast teh other sources are very 
steady. One tidal lagoon such as the one being talked about for Swansea would turn out a steady 10 
Gwatts, almost a third of demand. 32 – 38 mph is a moderate gale on the Beaufort scale.

Wind 11.23% Strong Winds
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FOR POSTING: Section 3 of paper     348
June 19, 2016 

Many thanks indeed. This is a highly original section applicable to all types of precession. The most 
general minimal prescription is used in one case, and this produces a wholly new result as described by 
Horst Eckardt.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
CC: dave@annexa.net
Sent: 19/06/2016 12:59:30 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Section 3 of paper 348

This is section 3. In one case of the Lagrangian with specialized
precessional velocity v_g, the constant of motion L is not impacted by v_g.

Horst 

paper348-3.pdf

FOR POSTING: Section 3 of paper 348

Trying to List 50 Rhyddwen     Road
June 19, 2016 

Many thanks to AIAS Co President Dr. Gareth John Evans. I will certainly attempt to list it myself, the 
houses of the working classes deserve as much attention as the houses of the aristocracy of Wales. I 
happen to be an aristocrat both by descent and on merit, but was born into the poorest strata of society, 
into a family of coal miners. They were highly cultured, far more so than the present generation, and 
were forced to mine coal for a living. If I do not succeed in listing it the Trustees will in any event 
preserve it as it is. I am a British / U. S. dual citizen. British by birthright, naturalized a U. S. citizen at 
Cornell in 2000. There are hundreds of old pens for anyone interested, dried up biro’s and felt tip pens. 
So hundreds of old feather quills. I wish it to be a working house occupied by very carefully selected 
tenants, strongly interested in conservation. Gareth was the one primarily responsible for listing the old 
wing of the EDCL in Aberystwyth, and that managed to have the entire building saved from 
demolition.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 19/06/2016 11:46:18 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Model for the Trustees – “Cefn Caer”, a house of Owain Glyndw^r

Perhaps your house shuld be listed in time. Dylan Thomas’s boat house is protected and 
preserved. Remember to leave your quills on your desk – in about 30 years!!

Sent from my Samsung device

Model for the Trustees – “Cefn Caer”, a house of Owain Glyndw^r
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Gethin ap Gruffudd kindly sent me some documents, including a description of the pre 
fifteenth century house of my ancestral cousin Owain Glyndw^r (Owain IV of Wales, 
attached genealogy) – “Cefn Caer” near Machynlleth. This is Grade 2* listed and the 
owner, Elwyn Williams, gives a tour by appointment. So the Trustees should be landlords 
of this house, which is not listed, but my intention is to preserve it as if it were listed. This 
is a 1926 coal miner’s house, renovated and preserved. A tenant could show around visitors,
who could consult my papers and so on. The tenant could be an AIAS Fellow in residence, 
preferably learning Welsh or speaking Welsh. Cefn Caer contains a gold and silver crown 
made by the goldsmith A. H. Lewis, who has also made two crowns for the National 
Eisteddfod. Cefn Caer is on the A493 from Machynlleth to Tywyn. The contact is Elfyn 
Rowlands, Cefn Caer, Pennal, Machynlleth, SY20 9JX. 01654 791230, elfynrowlands, 
www.cefncaer.co.uk. The 2007 ceremony was organized by Llysgenhadaeth Glyndw^r on 
June 21st, the longest day. Llysgenhadaeth is run by Sia^n Ifan and Gethin ap Gruffudd 
(The Glyndw^r Embassy) with whom I took part in a memorable protest against the Betws 
wind turbines, now clearly known to be totally worthless. This type of crown was used on 
21st June 1404 to proclaim Glyndw^r as Owain IV, King of Wales, in place of Henry IV 
Bolingbroke, King of England. There are copies of the bolts used to fix the crown to a war 
helmet. Glyndw^r is regarded as the best King produced by Wales, with the possible 
exception of my direct ancestor Hywel Dda, the law maker. Many in Wales still regard the 
law of Hywel Dda as their own, sensible, law, and not Norman law.

Trying to List 50 Rhyddwen Road

Model for the Trustees – “Cefn Caer”, a house of 
Owain     Glyndw^r
June 19, 2016 

Gethin ap Gruffudd kindly sent me some documents, including a description of the pre fifteenth 
century house of my ancestral cousin Owain Glyndw^r (Owain IV of Wales, attached genealogy) – 
“Cefn Caer” near Machynlleth. This is Grade 2* listed and the owner, Elwyn Williams, gives a tour by 
appointment. So the Trustees should be landlords of this house, which is not listed, but my intention is 
to preserve it as if it were listed. This is a 1926 coal miner’s house, renovated and preserved. A tenant 
could show around visitors, who could consult my papers and so on. The tenant could be an AIAS 
Fellow in residence, preferably learning Welsh or speaking Welsh. Cefn Caer contains a gold and silver
crown made by the goldsmith A. H. Lewis, who has also made two crowns for the National Eisteddfod.
Cefn Caer is on the A493 from Machynlleth to Tywyn. The contact is Elfyn Rowlands, Cefn Caer, 
Pennal, Machynlleth, SY20 9JX. 01654 791230, elfynrowlands, www.cefncaer.co.uk. The 2007 
ceremony was organized by Llysgenhadaeth Glyndw^r on June 21st, the longest day. Llysgenhadaeth is
run by Sia^n Ifan and Gethin ap Gruffudd (The Glyndw^r Embassy) with whom I took part in a 
memorable protest against the Betws wind turbines, now clearly known to be totally worthless. This 
type of crown was used on 21st June 1404 to proclaim Glyndw^r as Owain IV, King of Wales, in place 
of Henry IV Bolingbroke, King of England. There are copies of the bolts used to fix the crown to a war 
helmet. Glyndw^r is regarded as the best King produced by Wales, with the possible exception of my 
direct ancestor Hywel Dda, the law maker. Many in Wales still regard the law of Hywel Dda as their 
own, sensible, law, and not Norman law.
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Model for the Trustees – “Cefn Caer”, a house of Owain Glyndw^r

50 Rhyddwen Road on Google     Maps
June 19, 2016 

Additional Information for Mr Roger Roberts and the Trustees of the Newlands Family Trust, and 
information for the General Public.

By using 50 Rhyddwen Road and 65 Rhyddwen Road on Google maps, and swinging around the latter 
photo, one gets a clear view of the 13.5 perches conveyed to my great grandfather William Newlands in
1926 from the Dyffryn Estate. It was land originally owned in some way until 1897 by Fagwr Wen 
which is now Fagwr Isaf. These 13.5 perches go right across Mountain Road, clearly visible on Google 
maps, to the hedge on the other side, the hedge of “Red Mead”. Swansea County Council recently 
advised me that these 13.5 perches go from hedge to hedge across Mountain Road, and I have their e 
mail in my records. This land was ALL purchased freehold by William Newlands in 1926. This Google 
maps photo is about three or four years old, and shows my car parked on my tarmac drive. There is no 
other car visible. The boundary of 50 Rhyddwen Road as defined in a Deed of 1933 is the line of the 
green hedge next to the garage in the distance. I was born in this house on 26th May 1950, so know its 
history very accurately. Some people have recently claimed to know its history with no knowledge of 
its Deeds. Some have only just arrived in Craig Cefn Parc. This is not even hearsay, it is guesswork by 
these people. The roots of the green hedge can be seen to grow inside the walls of my out buildings and
the Lands Tribunal will be invited to see them during its land inspection. I own this hedge, both sides 
and the top, and have arranged to have it maintained since 1993. Sean O’Sullivan owned it before me 
and has written a letter to the effect that he owned both sides and top. Sean O’Sullivan conveyed the 
hedge to me in 1993. There is a wire mesh fence directly adjacent to the garage, inside 50 Rhyddwen 
Road. Sighting along this marks the boundary of 50 Rhyddwen Road as defined in the 1933 Deed and 
it can be seen clearly that the roots of the hedge are inside 50 Rhyddwen Road. I will arrange for Roger
Roberts, Chartered Surveyor, to mark the boundary with precision and to take photographs, providing 
expert opinion. He will be requested to take a photograph of my car parked on the “disputed” land. It is 
obvious from the Google maps photograph that I own the disputed land and garage from the fact that 
the disputed land is part of my frontage to the south of the hedge. I also inherit it in fifth part as one of 
the five great grandchildren of William Newlands. The other four are my sister Gwenydd, my first 
cousins Lynwen and Huw, and my second or third cousin Ellis. All five of us have a say in this so 
called “disputed” land. My car has been parked on the frontage next to my drive for a few months, and 
has been witnessed by thousands of people driving or walking up and down Mountain Road, or driving 
or walking up and down Rhyddwen Road. It is clear therefore that the squatter C. Waters of 48 
Rhyddwen Road is not and never has been, in sole possession. In fact many people have been 
trespassing on my frontage in the past few years. When there were road works recently the land was 
invaded by trespassers and Waters had to park seventy yards away on Mountain Road. So any adverse 
possession claim by the squatter cannot succeed because the element of sole possession is missing. It 
can be seen from Google maps that the land is not fenced in, it consists of a roadway and a small wedge
of land with a garage built of wood and metal. The roadway is unadopted and I forbid any trespass as 
frontiger. The only people who can park there are those who park with my permission. Swansea County
Council has advised me that a traffic regulation order may be sought to prevent trespass anywhere on 
Mountain Road. It is all owned by frontigers and no one can park on Mountain Road without 
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permission. The boundary between the Newlands Estate and the Philips Estate (currently 10 Mountain 
Road) is the wire fence behind the garage. I will show this to the Lands Tribunal during its land 
inspection. This is clearly marked in the 1929 conveyance from Beaufort to Philips, a copy of which I 
have in my possession. The garage was always owned by the Newlands family (or “Estate” in legal 
language) and never by Cen Williams or Ellis WIlliams. They never had title to it, and were there with 
the full knowledge and permission of the Newlands family. Obviously, Cen was married to my cousin 
Marbeth and was part of the Newlands family. In fact Cen was part of the Newlands Estate from about 
1958 (when he married Marbeth in Elim Welsh Baptist chapel) to 2010, when he died. So Cen can 
never have been in adverse possession against himself as part of the Newlands Estate. I was on the 
friendliest of terms with Cen and Marbeth all their lives. We never spoke English to each other. So 
neither Cen nor Ellis were ever in adverse possession, and any claim of adverse possession based on 
the unproven allegation that Cen and Ellis were in adverse possession fails. The title to the garage and 
land remains that of 1926, conveyed to William Newlands. There is a problem with the 1933 Deed in 
that it marks an area of 21.75 perches, whereas the true area of 50 Rhyddwen Road is only 15 perches 
or so. Roger Roberts will be asked to check this accurately. The area of 48 and 50 Rhyddwen Road 
combined is 30 perches, conveyed to William Newlands in 1926. At the same time he purchased the 
13.5 additional perches visible in the Google maps photo. So the Deed of 1933 divided the total of 43.5
perches in half, giving 21.75 perches. The area of 30 perches divided in half is 15 perches. The Lands 
Tribunal will have to decide whether I own 15 perches or 21.75 perches. My land at 50 Rhyddwen 
Road currently registered at Land Registry Wales is 21.75 perches. This has been checked in great 
detail by Robert Craven, Barrister, acting on my behalf. These 21.75 perches were conveyed through 
various parties until I purchased them freehold in 1993. They were registered as 21.75 perches in 1993. 
The Lands Tribunal must decide what happened to the missing 6.75 perches. It is the opinion of the 
solicitors of the Newlands Family Trust, Peter Lynn and Partners, notably Mr Del Cudd, senior 
solicitor, that I own these 6.75 perches. This is also the opinion of Mr Roger Roberts, chartered 
surveyor. This opinion was made known by my solicitors in 2015 to Land Registry Wales, which 
advised me to object before the Lands Tribunal in London to an adverse possession claim by the Waters
squatters. The squatter Mr Waters has claimed that only his car is parked on the land. This is obviously 
not true, my car is also parked on the same land, and has been for months. In any event, a squatter 
parking a car by trespass does not constitute adverse possession. Mr Waters asked me verbally on one 
occasion to remove my car, so he knows full well that my car is there. Yet he has attempted to procure 
statements that my car is somehow “not there”. I replied to Mr Waters by asking him to remove his car 
from the disputed land and to remove his possessions from the garage, returning the key to myself. 
Anyone who misleads the Tribunal by claiming that my car is “not there”, is in contempt of Tribunal. 
As far as I know this is contempt of Court and perjury. I have conveyed all these facts to the Lands 
Tribunal in my response. The Lands Tribunal hearing is open to the general public.

Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent., Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc., Ph. D., B. Sc. (Wales),
www.aias.us

cc Lands Tribunal, M. P. Gower

50 Rhyddwen Road on Google Maps

Discussion of 349(2)
June 19, 2016 

Sure, it is: A. Thess, B. Knaepen, E. Votyakov and O. Zikamov, “Sensitivity Analysis of a Lorentz 
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Force Flowmeter for Laminar and Turbulent Flows in a Circular Pipe”, Stanford University / NASA 
Ames, Center for Turbulence Research, Proceedings of the Summer Program 2002, pp. 431 ff. Google 
“Turbulent flow Lorentz force”, fourth site. They investigate a conducting fluid in a pipe placed inside 
a solenoid that generates a magnetic field. My idea is to adapt this for turbulent flow of electrons in a 
circuit caused by the vacuum four potential of ECE or ECE2. The note led to the realization that the 
Lorentz force is contained within the ECE2 inhomogeneous field equation.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 18/06/2016 15:15:40 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 349(2): Transition to Turbulence from the Lorentz Force Equation

Could you please give the exact reference or at least precise title of the Stanford/NASA 
Ames paper? Where hits in Google occur depends on the location, country and browser 
settings.

Horst

Am 18.06.2016 um 15:10 schrieb EMyrone:

This note builds the background to turbulent energy from spacetime using a 
paper from Stanford / NASA Ames by A. Thess at al, published in 2006, 
(google “Turbulent flow Lorentz force”, fourth site). By direct analogy, a 
turbulent flow of electrons in a circuit can be induced by the vacuum four 
potential of ECE2 theory. Boundary conditions are also considered in this note. 
By reference to Eq. (13) of UFT317 it is shown that the ECE2 field equations 
contain the Lorentz force as a direct consequence of Cartan geometry. It is the 
term:

J = kappa x B / mu0

in the Ampere Maxwell law of ECE2 electrodynamics. This is not true in the 
standard model. The Maxwell Heaviside equations do not contain the Lorentz 
force as is well known. So the Lorentz forces of electrodynamics, gravitational 
physics, and hydrodynamics, are contained within their respective ECE2 field 
equations. There is a direct analogy to all the equations of this note in 
gravitational physics and hydrodynamics. There is only one fundamental force 
field in nature, and that is determined completely by Cartan geometry. At 
present the standard model thinks in terms of four fields: gravitational, 
electromagnetic, weak and strong nuclear, but they are all aspects of the same 
geometry. This is the main thesis of ECE and ECE2. Finally the Lorentz force 
was first inferred by my Civil List predecessor Oliver Heaviside, and not 
Lorentz. The latter made important contributions to special relativity and many 
other areas, and so did Heaviside, who is often unfairly forgotten in the 
standard physics textbooks. These describe a very narow and obsolete range of 
old ideas. With the internet, this is known to all by now.

Discussion of 349(2)



Looking for the Best Joint Venture     Publisher
June 19, 2016 

I should think so, venture publishing is big business these days, because the author gets a very large 
royalty and keeps copyright. The book could be sent to Wiley Interscience or Oxford University Press 
for example, with a list of preferred referees, but if they published it they would ask for it to be 
removed from www.aias.us and www.upitec.org. The Venture Publishers will allow it to remain. At any
rate, once it is complete it will be published, and I will ask for complimentary copies to be sent to those
who helped produce it, also a copy will go automatically to the British Library. I will ask for one 
complimentary copy to go to the National Library of Wales.

In a message dated 18/06/2016 14:23:00 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Just a passing thought, have the educational institutions got into this game yet? On this 
continent, many self-publish their own lab manuals, etc.

Doug

On Sat, Jun 18, 2016 at 1:04 AM, <EMyrone> wrote:

I will look for a more economical joint venture publishers on the net than New 
Generation, which seems to have become more expensive. It is a large publisher
in London. From experience I know that Wiley Interscience is the most 
powerful and “prestigious” publisher, but even they do not come close to 
AIAS / UPITEC. I would never go back to the old system now. In Joint Venture
Publishing the author keeps the copyright and gets much more royalty in return 
for a capital investment. I have a lot of books here ready for distribution to 
friends, relatives and colleagues if and when they are able to travel. Skype is 
ideal for conferencing. The experience with this book was another cynical 
breach of contract by World Scientific. Publishers still appear to be controlled 
by dogmatic standard model referees, but this crude censorship has become 
ineffective, indeed farcical, in view of the famous meteoric impact of the sites: 
www.aias.us and www.upitec.org . Every one of our books is a scientific “best 
reader”. James Joyce had the same problem when trying to publish “Ulysses”. 
He would be censored, even though he was a Civil List Pensioner and already 
famous, highly respected by other writers. His books were banned in Ireland up 
to the mid seventies or later. They even banned “Dubliners” and “Portrait of the 
Artist as a Young Man”, collections of critical short stories. After banning him 
the Irish Government finally managed to get rid of the censorship and has 
bought many of his original manuscripts for getting on for $20 million. My own
poetry in both languages is very popular, more so than Dylan Thomas in his 
time or R. S. Thomas in his time. We have found the way of getting poetry and 
science to those who really want to read and learn. Those who do not want to be
controlled by behind the scenes censors. In our case we will not sell books, 
paradoxically because we are so well known, and it is so well known that our 
books are free. I would much rather make an intellectual impact than a few 
dollars or pounds by publishing.
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Looking for the Best Joint Venture Publisher

“Principles of ECE” now available as     UFT350
June 19, 2016 

Many thanks indeed to Dave Burleigh. These are the first eight chapters of the book, which is an 
advanced level monograph typeset by Horst Eckardt, who covered the cost of hiring two very accurate 
typesetters, and partially by Steve Bannister. Chapter one has been translated into Castillian (Classical 
Spanish) by Alex Hill. Both versions of chapter one are illustrated. It can be seen by following the daily
scientometrics that the book is already very popular in its manuscript and typeset formats.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 19/06/2016 00:36:43 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING AS UFT350: Latest Version of PECE

Done today

Dave

On 6/14/2016 6:24 AM, EMyrone wrote:

Hello Dave, I would be most grateful if the attached could be posted as UFT350
as well as in the publications section in which you have already posted it. I have
found from the scientometrics that by posting important items in the UFT 
section the readership increases, for example UFT281 – UFT288 (manuscripts 
of chapters of PECE), UFT292 – UFT299 (the Eckardt Lindstrom papers, now 
all translated into Spanish), UFT301 – 303 (CEFE, Lar Felker’s book, and the 
Engineering Model), and UFT307 (Collected Scientometrics). Many thanks in 
anticipation. The reason is that the readership is very familiar with the UFT 
section, which is syndicated on www.upitec.org.

“Principles of ECE” now available as UFT350

Wind Turbine Percentage
June 18, 2016 

It is currently only 3.72% of demand, after going up to about 5.5% earlier today. After about ten days 
of monitoring that is the highest I have seen. The lowest was 0.5%. So this is pitiful. The wind is 
currently 17 mph in Swansea, after having dropped away from 20 mph. So these are the very best 
conditions for wind turbines, yet the 35,000 turbines are doing essentially nothing. I would advocate an
all party conference to put an immediate end to this nonsense and start building tidal lagoons. A few of 
those would easily meet all demand with enough to export. Then shut down all the nuclear power 
stations before one of them does a Chenobyl. It only needs one accident, the entire 6,200 islands of the 
British archipelago amount to a very small land area. No more wind turbines will be produced in 
England, so why plaster the Celtic countries of the British Isles? There are murderous plans for 
building yet more madness on a mountain side above a school and housing in Ystalyfera, in an area 
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where there has already been a landslide at Godre’r Graig. The entire area is riddled with old coal 
mines. They are planning another Aberfan (Autobiographjy Volume One). I call for an all out resistance
using all legal means possible.

Analogies between Ulysses and Finnegan’s Wake and ECE 
and     ECE2
June 18, 2016 

There is quite a lot of analogy between these famous books of my Civil List predecessor James Joyce 
and my work since 1991, which is one continuous development of thought, built on a continuous 
development before that back to 1973. Joyce experimented with radically new modes of expression in 
richly structured prose poetry, and changed literature forever. Similarly ECE and ECE2 are variations 
on a theme of geometry, and the theories have changed physics forever. We know that very accurately 
from a huge amount of feedback data or scientometrics. In my poetry, the attached “Dream Elegy on 
Human Bondage” uses the style of Joyce’s protege, the Nobel Laureate Samuel Beckett, in the 
aftermath of a horrendous experience at the EDCL, one of many. Beckett attended Trinity College 
Dublin, where I am sometime Visiting Academic. TCD is part of the OxBridge system of Colleges. We 
have to be as truthful in science as in literature, in order to try to forge reform. Joyce lived in Paris and 
later Zurich. Does each generation have to go through all that again in order to think? They no longer 
have to, because they have the internet. Joyce had pen and paper. One short handwritten letter by Joyce 
would be worth a quarter million pounds.

collectedpoetrybarddoniaeth_2406.pdf

Analogies between Ulysses and Finnegan’s Wake and ECE and ECE2

Turbulent Flow from the Lorentz     Force
June 18, 2016 

There is quite a good site on this problem, found by googling “Turbulent flow Lorentz force” fourth 
site, a paper of 2006 from Stanford. They calculate the force on a conducting fluid to a magnetic field 
from a solenoid. Under certain conditions this force becomes turbulent. They use Ohm’s law with an 
extra term due to a magnetic field: J = sigma (E + v x B), found from the Lorentz force density (force 
per unit volume) due to charge density: F = rho E + J x B, where rho is charge density and J is current 
density, which can be modelled as J = rho v. By direct analogy, electron flow in a circuit can become 
turbulent if there is a Lorentz force density due to the ECE2 vacuum four potential. The transition to 
turbulence depends on boundary conditions, and various kinds of flows are modelled in the paper 
(Stanford / NASA Ames). So I will dedicate the next note 349(2) to this kind of analysis. The 
geometrical structure of the ECE2 field equations contains

Turbulent Flow from the Lorentz Force
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349(2): Transition to Turbulence from the Lorentz 
Force     Equation
June 18, 2016 

This note builds the background to turbulent energy from spacetime using a paper from Stanford / 
NASA Ames by A. Thess at al, published in 2006, (google “Turbulent flow Lorentz force”, fourth site). 
By direct analogy, a turbulent flow of electrons in a circuit can be induced by the vacuum four potential
of ECE2 theory. Boundary conditions are also considered in this note. By reference to Eq. (13) of 
UFT317 it is shown that the ECE2 field equations contain the Lorentz force as a direct consequence of 
Cartan geometry. It is the term:

J = kappa x B / mu0

in the Ampere Maxwell law of ECE2 electrodynamics. This is not true in the standard model. The 
Maxwell Heaviside equations do not contain the Lorentz force as is well known. So the Lorentz forces 
of electrodynamics, gravitational physics, and hydrodynamics, are contained within their respective 
ECE2 field equations. There is a direct analogy to all the equations of this note in gravitational physics 
and hydrodynamics. There is only one fundamental force field in nature, and that is determined 
completely by Cartan geometry. At present the standard model thinks in terms of four fields: 
gravitational, electromagnetic, weak and strong nuclear, but they are all aspects of the same geometry. 
This is the main thesis of ECE and ECE2. Finally the Lorentz force was first inferred by my Civil List 
predecessor Oliver Heaviside, and not Lorentz. The latter made important contributions to special 
relativity and many other areas, and so did Heaviside, who is often unfairly forgotten in the standard 
physics textbooks. These describe a very narow and obsolete range of old ideas. With the internet, this 
is known to all by now.

a349thpapernotes2.pdf

349(2): Transition to Turbulence from the Lorentz Force Equation

Looking for a More Economical Joint Venture     Publisher
June 18, 2016 

I will look for a more economical joint venture publishers on the net than New Generation, which 
seems to have become more expensive. It is a large publisher in London. From experience I know that 
Wiley Interscience is the most powerful and “prestigious” publisher, but even they do not come close to
AIAS / UPITEC. I would never go back to the old system now. In Joint Venture Publishing the author 
keeps the copyright and gets much more royalty in return for a capital investment. I have a lot of books 
here ready for distribution to friends, relatives and colleagues if and when they are able to travel. Skype
is ideal for conferencing. The experience with this book was another cynical breach of contract by 
World Scientific. Publishers still appear to be controlled by dogmatic standard model referees, but this 
crude censorship has become ineffective, indeed farcical, in view of the famous meteoric impact of the 
sites: www.aias.us and www.upitec.org . Every one of our books is a scientific “best reader”. James 
Joyce had the same problem when trying to publish “Ulysses”. He would be censored, even though he 
was a Civil List Pensioner and already famous, highly respected by other writers. His books were 
banned in Ireland up to the mid seventies or later. They even banned “Dubliners” and “Portrait of the 
Artist as a Young Man”, collections of critical short stories. After banning him the Irish Government 
finally managed to get rid of the censorship and has bought many of his original manuscripts for 
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getting on for $20 million. My own poetry in both languages is very popular, more so than Dylan 
Thomas in his time or R. S. Thomas in his time. We have found the way of getting poetry and science 
to those who really want to read and learn. Those who do not want to be controlled by behind the 
scenes censors. In our case we will not sell books, paradoxically because we are so well known, and it 
is so well known that our books are free. I would much rather make an intellectual impact than a few 
dollars or pounds by publishing.

Looking for a More Economical Joint Venture Publisher

Daily Report 16/6/15
June 18, 2016 

The equivalent of 125,235 printed pages was downloaded during the day (456.608 megabytes) from 
2299 downloaded memory files (hits) and 447 distinct visits each averaging 4.1 memory pages and 16 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 54.47 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten items 950, Collected ECE2 888, Collected Evans / Morris 528(est), Collected 
scientometrics 306(est), F3(Sp) 245, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 225, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 
195, Principles of ECE 163, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 130, Evans Equations 76, 
UFT88 68, Engineering Model 64, CEFE 58, UFT321 41, UFT311 39, Self charging inverter 29, Llais 
26, Linstrom Idaho lecture 16, List of prolific authors 14, Three world records by MWE 9, UFT313 24,
UFT314 17, UFT315 28, UFT316 22, UFT317 25, UFT318 31, UFT319 36, UFT320 21, UFT322 33, 
UFT323 22, UFT324 33, UFT325 32, UFT326 25, UFT327 21, UFT328 31, UFT329 23, UFT330 29, 
UFT331 30, UFT332 28, UFT333 23, UFT334 22, UFT335 25, UFT336 32, UFT337 20, UFT338 25, 
UFT339 25, UFT340 21, UFT341 26, UFT342 19, UFT343 24, UFT344 21, UFT345 26, UFT346 27, 
UFT347 39 to date in June 2016. University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT94, 158, 347; Physics 
University of Basel Diplomatic Objection to ‘t Hooft; University of Siena Italy ECE article; Higher 
School of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering Zacateca Mexico UFT169, 170(Sp); Theoretical 
Physics National Autonomous University of Mexico UFT177(Sp); San Francisco Internet Archives 
(Wayback Machine) Diplomatic Objection to ‘t Hooft; State Research Centre for High Energy Physics 
Protvino Russia AIAS Staff, “Evans Equations of Unified Field Theory”; University of Warwick 
Newspaper clips and Civil List documents. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for 
June 2016.
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Turbulence and the Lorentz Force     Equation
June 17, 2016 

Google “Lorentz force turbulence” to find plenty of sites on this subject. So the last step is to derive the
Lorentz force equation with the vacuum four potential. This means that it is possible to derive 
turbulence from the vacuum using the ECE2 vacuum four potential developed in previous UFT papers. 
I will put these preliminary thoughts together in the next note.

Turbulence and the Lorentz Force Equation
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Turbulent Solutions in     Electrodynamics
June 17, 2016 

There is an online article by H. Marmanis, Phys. Fluids, 10(6), 1428 (1998) which introduces the 
concept of turbulent electric charge density and makes many analogies between electrodynamics and 
turbulent hydrodynamics. This is found by googling “Turbulent solution of Maxwell’s equations”, 
second site that comes up. Kambe develops the equation of motion of a test particle as a Lorentz force 
equation. So I will look for turbulent solutions of the Lorentz force equation.

Turbulent Solutions in Electrodynamics

James Joyce – the Most Valuable Civil List     Pensioner
June 17, 2016 

In Dec. 2000 the National Library of Ireland bought a 27 page draft of Ulysses for $1.4 million. On 
24th May 2002 a suitcase of Joyce papers was bought for 12.6 million euro’s, notebooks, preparatory 
notebooks, drafts of episodes of Ulysses and proofs of Finnegan’s Wake. In July 2004 a three page 
handwritten letter of 1909 by Joyce was bought for £240,800. In March 2006 six sheets of manuscript 
by Joyce was sold for 1.17 million euro’s.

James Joyce – the Most Valuable Civil List Pensioner

Wind today at     4.36%
June 17, 2016 

The wind in Swansea is 16 mph today so the conditions for optimal wind turbine power are being 
reached. However, the combined output of 35,000 turbines is still only 4.36% of demand. This is the 
highest I have seen in more than a week.

Wind today at 4.36%

Some Interesting Items of the Mullock     Auction
June 17, 2016 

Lots 325 to 328 are interesting. Lots 325 and 325A at £3000 – £5000 and £2000 – £3000 are self 
portraits in pen and ink by John Lennon, and lot 328 at £6,000 to £8,000 are commemorabilia from 
John Lennon. These were originally given to Christie’s.

FOR POSTING: 30th June Auction     Catalogue
June 17, 2016 

Many thanks to Ben Jones of Mullock’s for a copy of the auction catalogue, lots 499 and 500 with 
estimate on request. The auction of one of my folders of original manuscript and a selection of my 
medals will take place at Ludlow Racecourse on 30th June 2016. Also, thanks for featuring the two 
main medals in colour photographs: The Harrison Memorial Prize and Meldola Medal of the Royal 
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Society of Chemistry, each valued by a medals expert at a third of the value of a Nobel Prize. The 
folder is valued in line with past Civil List Pensioners and other prominent scientists.

FOR POSTING: 30th June Auction Catalogue

Discussion of 349(1)
June 17, 2016 

Agreed, there has to be a permeability to balance units, and I will use it in the final paper. The 
development of turbulence in electrodynamics will be most interesting, either way, and this is the main 
purpose of the paper, specifically to develop a turbulent spacetime and vacuum from which energy may
be taken by a circuit. I would say that there is only one fundamental force, defined by the geometry. 
Classical dynamics emerges for example from a limit of the ECE wave equation, which is derived from
the tetrad postulate. The wave equation is reduced to a fermion equation, which is reduced to a 
Schroedinger equation, whose classical limit gives classical dynamics. That is one method, other 
methods such as that used in UFT347 and UFT348 can set up a lagrangian to derive a Lorentz force 
equation. In ECE2 relativity, the classical limit of special relativity gives classical dynamics. I would 
think that there are methods available to derive classical dynamics from hydrodynamics. All this is very
interesting and many cross correlations of ideas are now possible.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 16/06/2016 15:48:57 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 349(1): Hydrodynamics and Aerodynamics as ECE2 Field Equations

This note is enlightening. I have only one point:
The FD current density J_FD in eq.(30) should have the units kg/(m^2 s) in order to be 
consistent with the continuity equation (38). The unit of all terms in eq.(30) is (or has to be)
1/(m s). Therefore the FD permeability has to have the units of m/kg.

If we wanted to study turbulence effects in electromagnetism we probably had to rewrite 
the Maxwell-like field equations into the hydrodynamic form to appy a Reynolds number 
or so. Perhaps the inverse way can be used as described in this note, then we could see what
this means in our e-m nomenclature.

A general question: Obviously this derivation of hydrodynamics from Cartan geometry is 
fully equivalent to the derivation of e-m equations and gravitation. Can we speak of three 
basic forces of nature now? It is not clear to me how the usual dynamics of classical 
mechanics integrates into this. Normally fluid dynamics is seen as a special point of 
continuum mechanics.

Horst

Am 16.06.2016 um 12:54 schrieb EMyrone:

Using the insights by Kambe (google “The Fluid Maxwell Equations”) the 
equations of hydrodynamics and fluid dynamics are derived from Cartan 
geometry within ECE2 unified field theory, forging a triple direct analogy 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/17/discussion-of-3491/


between hydrodynamics, electrodynamics and gravitational theory. Many new 
conceptual insights are now possible. All three subject are shown to derive from
the Jacobi Cartan Evans Identity of UFT313, the final form of the classic 
UFT88. It is now possible to think of a transition to turbulence in the ECE2 
vacuum. These turbulent effects may be picked up in a circuit such as that by 
Osamu Ide. Therefore spacetime itself may become turbulent. The origin of 
electric charge density can be thought of as fluid flow, or aether flow.

Discussion of 349(1)

UFT88 Read at Western Australia, Munich and Tel     Aviv
June 17, 2016 

The University of Western Australia is ranked 205 in the world by webometrics, 109 by Times, 87 by 
Shanghai and 89 by QS. Munich is ranked 80 by Webometrics, 29 by Times, 52 by Shanghai and 75 by 
QS. Tel Aviv is ranked 195 by Webometrics, 201-250 by Times, 151-200 by Shanghai and 203 by QS. 
Munich was founded in 1472 and has over 50,000 students. It is one of the most prestigious universities
in Europe, associated with 34 Nobel Laureates, including Roengten, Planck, Heisenberg, and Hahn in 
physics and Thomas Mann in literature. Western Australia was established in 1911 and has about 
25,000 students, located in Perth. It has produced one Nobel Laureate and 100 Rhodes Scholars. Tel 
Aviv was established in 1956, it has 30,373 students. The classic UFT88 is well known to refute the 
Einsteinian general relativity by refuting the 1902 second Bianchi identity upon which the Nov. 1915 
Einstein field equation is based directly. The final version of UFT88 is UFT313, the Jacobi Cartan 
Evans Identity which introduces ECE2 relativity. The latest paper UFT349 (in preparation) unifies 
hydrodynamics, aerodynamics, fluid mechanics, magnetohydrodynamics, electrodynamics and 
gravitational physics on the basis of the JCE identity. So ECE and ECE2 are as accepted as any theory 
in the history of physics, and they have made an unprecedented impact. The old physics is obsolete and
is being rejected by the brightest as it is taught. I think that ECE and ECE2 should be taught in 
universities, and eventually, secondary schools.

UFT88 Read at Western Australia, Munich and Tel Aviv

Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to     15/6/16
June 17, 2016 

The attached shows the usual level of highest quality interest in the www.aias.us site. Of the world’s 
top twenty universities by Webometrics, Times, Shanghai and QS there were readings from UCLA, UC
San Diego, Minnesota Twin Cities, ETH, Cambridge and Edinburgh*, the * denotes repeat visits.

BookofScientometricsVolumeTwo.pdf

Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to 15/6/16

Daily Report 15/6/16
June 17, 2016 

The equivalent of 144,889 printed pages was downloaded during the day (528.264 megabytes) from 
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2354 downloaded memory files (hits) and 532 distinct visits each averaging 3.0 memory pages and 11 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 61.55 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), MSN, google and 
yahoo. Top ten items 902, Collected ECE2 805, Collected Evans / Morris 495, Collected scientometrics
306, F3(Sp) 237, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 209, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 187(est), Principles 
of ECE 160, Autobiography volumes one and two 122, Collected Proofs that no torsion means no 
gravitation 114, Evans Equations 73, Engineering Model 63, UFT88 61, CEFE 54, UFT321 40, 
UFT311 36, Self charging inverter 28, Llais 24, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 14, List of prolific authors 
12, Three world records by MWE 8, UFT313 21, UFT314 17, UFT315 27, UFT316 21, UFT317 21, 
UFT318 27, UFT319 33, UFT320 19, UFT322 29, UFT323 21, UFT324 34, UFT325 31, UFT326 22, 
UFT327 20, UFT328 26, UFT329 21, UFT330 25, UFT331 26, UFT332 26, UFT333 22, UFT334 20, 
UFT335 24, UFT336 25, UFT337 19, UFT338 21, UFT339 21, UFT340 18, UFT341 24, UFT342 18, 
UFT343 22, UFT344 19, UFT345 22, UFT346 27, UFT347 36 to date in June 2016. Faculty of Physics
University of Munich UFT88; School of Mechanical Engineering Georgia Institute of Technology LCR
resonant; University of Cantabria UFT169, 170(Sp); University of Seville UFT169; University of Tel 
Aviv UFT88; Higher School of Physics and Mathematics Polytechnic Institute of Mexico F7(Sp); 
University of Edinburgh UFT155, 167, ECE Article. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file 
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Wind Contribution dropped to     1.72%
June 16, 2016 

Demand in Britain is currently 33.07 gigawatts, about 35,000 plus wind turbines onshore and offshore 
are generating only 0.57 gigawatts between them, even though the wind in Swansea for example has 
increased to 17 mph. On Betws it would be in the optimal range of the turbines, in which they are 
alleged to work at maximum efficiency. With efficiency like this, who need total failure? In contrast 
about four tidal lagoons in the tidal areas of the Bristol Channel would probably generate the entire 
demand of 33.07 gigawatts from modern water turbines. So wind turbines are a terrible fiasco and an 
economic disaster. The claims of the wind industry to be able to produce three times the demand (100 
gigawatts) are hogwash.

Wind Contribution dropped to 1.72%

349(1): Hydrodynamics and Aerodynamics as ECE2 
Field     Equations
June 16, 2016 

Using the insights by Kambe (google “The Fluid Maxwell Equations”) the equations of hydrodynamics
and fluid dynamics are derived from Cartan geometry within ECE2 unified field theory, forging a triple
direct analogy between hydrodynamics, electrodynamics and gravitational theory. Many new 
conceptual insights are now possible. All three subject are shown to derive from the Jacobi Cartan 
Evans Identity of UFT313, the final form of the classic UFT88. It is now possible to think of a 
transition to turbulence in the ECE2 vacuum. These turbulent effects may be picked up in a circuit such
as that by Osamu Ide. Therefore spacetime itself may become turbulent. The origin of electric charge 
density can be thought of as fluid flow, or aether flow.
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349(1): Hydrodynamics and Aerodynamics as ECE2 Field Equations

Negligible Wind Turbine Contribution Today,     2.68%
June 16, 2016 

This is only 2.68% of demand today in the three countries of Britain. this pitiful waste of money needs 
thousands of turbines and billions in subsidies every year. The wind in Swansea now is 7 mph, forecast 
to rise to 16mph then drop away again to 7 mph today. This means that the monstrous blades will 
barely reach their rated or claimed optimal performance. Even at their rated or optimal performance my
monitoring so far shows that they stay in the range from about 0,5% to about 3%. So they are totally 
useless. Roads are being widened to drive more huge turbines up to Gwrhyd and Mynydd y Gwair, all 
for no purpose. Late yesterday the thousands of useless wind turbines briefly peaked at about 4%, then 
dropped back again. Hydro today is 0.41% and biomass 4.30%. A hydroelectric industry in Wales could
easily generate maybe 20 Gwatts from three or four tidal lagoons. This hydro industry should not be 
subsidised, the capital must be raised by bond issues and similar. Subsidies lead to a greedy fiasco and 
obliteration of landscape, wild life, and finally the human species itself if it is not very careful. Demand
today is about 32 Gwatts. The destroyed landscape of Wales produces essentially no electricity. What is
produced fluctuates wildly, I can already see those fluctuations very clearly on 
www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk. The other sources of energy are stable: gas / steam; nuclear (very 
dangerous indeed); coal and biomass. Photoelectric is not recorded, but in the British climate, it is 
negligible. So all this leaves hydro, and new sources such as LENR and energy from spacetime.

Negligible Wind Turbine Contribution Today, 2.68%

Daily Report 14/6/16
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The equivalent of 202,266 printed pages was downloaded during the day (737.463 megabytes) from 
575 distinct visits each averaging 4.9 memory pages and 20 minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 57.79
for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Top ten items 853, Collected ECE2 
776, Evans / Morris papers 462 (est), Collected Scientometrics 294, F3(Sp) 225, Barddoniaeth / 
Collected Poetry 201, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 187, Principles of ECE 158, Proofs that no torsion 
means no gravitation 111, Autobiography volumes one and two 111, Evans Equations 63 (est), 
Engineering Model 56, UFT88 56, CEFE 53, UFT321 37, UFT311 35, Self charging inverter 26, Llais 
24, List of prolific authors 11, Three world records by MWE 8, UFT313 21, UFT314 17, UFT315 25, 
UFT316 19, UFT317 20, UFT318 21, UFT319 32, UFT320 19, UFT322 29, UFT323 21, UFT324 33, 
UFT325 31, UFT326 22, UFT327 19, UFT328 25, UFT329 21 UFT330 25, UFT331 26, UFT332 26, 
UFT333 22, UFT334 18, UFT335 24, UFT336 25, UFT337 17, UFT338 20, UFT339 20, UFT340 17, 
UFT341 23, UFT342 17, UFT343 22, UFT344 18, UFT345 22, UFT346 24, UFT347 33 to date in June
2016. University of Western Australia UFT88; University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT94, UFT347; 
Iowa State University general; University of California San Diego My Page; University of Granada 
Spain UFT177(Sp); RIKEN Interdisciplinary Research Institute Japan UFT85; University of Edinburgh
UFT141, UFT155; University of Warwick UFT165, UFT171 and general. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for June 2016.
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Negligible Wind Contribution for More than a     Week
June 15, 2016 

The turbines that will destroy Mynydd y Gwair are about to arrive, so the unique ecology will be 
destroyed for no discernible purpose other than making a rich absentee aristocrat richer at the expense 
of the taxpayer.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 14/06/2016 15:23:58 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Wind Contribution up to 3.89%

It is an interesting exercise monitoring input in this way – and a bit of an eye opener! 
Funding has obviously gone in the wrong directions.

Sent from my Samsung device

Turbine Contribution Drops to 2.7%     Today
June 15, 2016 

After reaching a maximum of a negligible 4% yesterday the total contribution of all turbines has 
dropped back to 2.7% today. There is no wind in Swansea today, 0 mph. So the gigantic turbines are 
useless and not turning.

Turbine Contribution Drops to 2.7% Today
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sectors, updated usage file attached for June 2016.
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UWTSD, Warwick, British Library, Awareness Project for British Schools (MISP).

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar

Queensland University of Technology, Western Australia, Canadian

Government Statistics, Quebec Trois Rivieres, Tianjin China, Kyoto, Nitech

Research Organization, Tokyo, Riken Research Organization, Government of

Mexico, Mexican Polytechnic Institute, SQU Oman, Bibliotheca Alexandrina

Egypt, NTHU Taiwan.

Wind Contribution up to     3.89%
June 14, 2016 

The total wind contribution from thousands of turbines, onshore and offshore, has risen to a negligible 
3.89% at 14.49 local time today, the wind in Swansea is currently shown to be 17 mph, but forecast to 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/14/wind-contribution-up-to-3-89/


drop away again this evening local time. Biomass is currently 4.19%. The percentage of gas / steam 
turbines is 52.56%, more than half. LENR and the Osamu Ide circuit would change this picture 
completely.

Wind Contribution up to 3.89%

FOR POSTING AS UFT350: Latest Version of     PECE
June 14, 2016 

Hello Dave, I would be most grateful if the attached could be posted as UFT350 as well as in the 
publications section in which you have already posted it. I have found from the scientometrics that by 
posting important items in the UFT section the readership increases, for example UFT281 – UFT288 
(manuscripts of chapters of PECE), UFT292 – UFT299 (the Eckardt Lindstrom papers, now all 
translated into Spanish), UFT301 – 303 (CEFE, Lar Felker’s book, and the Engineering Model), and 
UFT307 (Collected Scientometrics). Many thanks in anticipation. The reason is that the readership is 
very familiar with the UFT section, which is syndicated on www.upitec.org.

PECE1-8.pdf

FOR POSTING AS UFT350: Latest Version of PECE

Plans for UFT349
June 14, 2016 

I think I will start by deriving hydrodynamics from Cartan geometry then look for the equations which 
govern transition to turbulence and transform back in to electrodynamics. The frame itself should 
undergo a transition to turbulence, so spacetime itself can become turbulent. I will think about the 
remarks made by Horst Eckardt this morning from the paper “On the Fluid Maxwell Equations”, 
particularly the analogy between electric charge and pure flow velocity. This paper is found by 
googling “Maxwell equations hydrodynamics”, first site. I know that Horst has a long term interest in 
the aether theory.

Plans for UFT349

Hydroelectric and Swansea Tidal     Lagoon
June 14, 2016 

Agreed with Gareth. Anyone who knows Aberystwyth will experience the tremendous power of the sea
as it pounds the sea wall next to the Old College. The entire sea wall shakes. As it comes in and out it 
would generate electricity. Llyn Briane used to have turbines and they are probably still there. The 
installed capacity of the nineteen thirties Hoover dam is 2.08 Gwatts. The entire output of all the 
THOUSANDS of deeply hated wind turbines in or around Britain (offshore) today is a pitiful 0.81 
Gwatts. The demand today for the three countries of Britain is 34.51 Gwatts. The Swansea Tidal 
Lagoon is planned to produce 7.3 Gwatts, which would be about enough for the whole of Wales. It 
would cost 12 billion pounds. The problem is that they are again talking about subsidies instead of 
raising the money by investment or straighforward loans. They are also talking about a British context 
instead of an independent Welsh context. Anyone around here knows that the tide is about thirty feet, 
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the second highest in the world. In 2013 the subsidies to the wind industry were £1.2 billion, so over a 
decade they would be £12 billion, rapidly getting much higher, the same as the cost of the Swansea 
lagoon. The difference is that one lagoon would produce 7.3 Gwatts installed capacity, and all the 
turbines combined in the three countries of Britain and off shore about half a Gigawatt on an average 
day. So there is no economic sense at all in wind turbines. An eleven year old schoolboy could show 
that using Google as I have just done. Soon the wind turbines will begin falling apart and when 
subsidies stop, there will not be enough money to maintain them. So there will be derelict hulks. This 
has already happened in California. Towers without blades and so on.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 14/06/2016 10:58:11 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Conservation

It is a mystery that hydro is not widely used as you say. Coastal communities could easily 
be energy self sufficient.The same applies to inland communities close to water courses. 
The national grid has a lot to answer for!

Sent from my Samsung device

Hydroelectric and Swansea Tidal Lagoon

Conservation
June 14, 2016 

Agreed, conservation of all kinds is all important. Today’s pseudosociety is mindless and greed ridden 
to the point of complete self destruction and very few will take any kind of voluntary responsibility. 
The wind speed in Swansea today is scheduled to reach 20 mph in an hour’s time. The cut in speed of a
turbine is about 7 – 9 mph of wind, the optimal or rated speed is 25 to 35 mph, (turbine supposed to be 
at maximum efficiency if you can believe it) and the cut back speed is 45 mph. They shut down at only 
55 mph. The wind up here often reaches 80 mph. The wind speed up on Betws is higher than in 
Swansea. The contribution of thousands of turbines on or around Britain is still only 2.73% even 
though they must be approaching maximum efficiency. I will quickly find out their maximum 
contribution by daily monitoring. In the past few days they have produced from about 0.4% to today’s 
highest I have seen, a negligible 2.73%. So to any sane person they should be demolished and sold for 
scrap because they are completely useless. There is no sun today, so photoelectric is a useless failure. 
Biomass is producing 4.0%, mainly from three or four old coal mines, and there is no hydroelectric 
industry so hydro is producing only 0.29% today, even though the British Isles have some of the 
highest tides in the world. The economic planning that led to this fiasco is a catastrophic failure. The 
money wasted would have built an entirely new coal and petrochemical industry aimed at producing 
vital products such as clothes and medicine, and an entirely new and clean hydroelectric industry using 
the sea and river tides and dams. Last but not least a new LENR industry could spring up in Margam, 
and factories making millions of Osamu Ide circuits. If and when Margam shuts down with the 
catastrophic loss of forty thousand jobs, there will be an urgent need to replace them. Turbines do not 
create any jobs at all. So whoever is responsible for this ridiculous mess should go down in history as 
being more destructive than the plague. With no industry at all in South Wales, it will never be able to 
absorb any kind of monoglot immigration. In fact thousands will leave in search of employment. 
Hundreds of thousands of people pouring into Britain every year will cause immense harm in many 
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ways, notably to the two small languages: Welsh and Gaelic. This planning is so psychotic that it must 
have been produced on a sixties style LSD trip. If all of this is due to the EEC, then complete reform is 
necessary. If Britain leaves the EEC there will be a Great Depression. A country with no industry, like 
Wales, is already in a Great Depression.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 14/06/2016 09:58:09 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Turbulent ECE2 Vacuum

Fully agreed of course. Fossil fuels need to be conserved for the long term and used in the 
most important ways. They have taken millions of years to be formed. It is very short 
sighted just to burn them when other choices are becoming available. Your comment on 
devices being “stable” is key.

Sent from my Samsung device

Conservation

Turbulent ECE2 Vacuum
June 14, 2016 

It is already clear that there is going to be a turbulent ECE2 vacuum in electrodynamics, and that this 
turbulence can be conveyed to circuitry. It is a matter of taking the equations for turbulence in 
hydrodynamics and using them in electrodynamics. There is also non linear physics and chaos theory. 
However, I think that UFT311 is already overwhelming evidence for the precise description of the 
Osamu Ide circuit by ECE. That circuit gave repeatable and reproducible results. Osamu Ide mentioned
that his latest circuit showed some unexpected results. He may well iron these out. For industrial 
production, it is of course necessary to have a completely stable circuit, and a completely stable low 
energy nuclear reactor. They must be patented, certified and put in to full scale manufacture as quick as
boiled asparagus. In my opinion energy from spacetime and LENR should be developed as quickly as 
humanly possible, and it seems that Congress might be coming around to this view. The never ending 
geopolitical problems of the Middle East and so on would then vanish like a mirage. It must always be 
kept in mind that coal and oil must be conserved, because thousands of products can be made out of 
them. I worked as a lab technician at BP Baglan Bay and could see for myself the heavy fractions from 
Llandarcy being refined into chemicals that were later used to make polymers. Chlorine was made from
sea water and used to make polymers. Without oil there are no polymers, and wind turbines will not 
manufacture polymers. Maggie destroyed the very industry most needed in Britain – the coal industry. 
Not for burning and polluting, but for making polymers and myriads of chemicals. We chemists know 
this very well. Maggie started off as a chemist (an upper second from the PCL where I worked in 
Oxford, but quickly degenerated into some toxic by products such as austerity pseudoeconomics). I 
cannot see my ancestor Morgan Morgan shutting down his coal mines just after he had helped construct
the infra structure.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 13/06/2016 22:29:12 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Analogies between Hydrodynamics and Electrodynamics
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This is going to be very interesting and hopefully will show how to optimise devices for 
abstracting energy from spacetime. This is what has plagued and hampered progress in this 
field. If results using devices are not reproducible in the strict scientific sense, because the 
processes are not well enough understood to control them, then uncertainty and doubt can 
prevail. Fingers crossed for a successful outcome.

Sent from my Samsung device

Turbulent ECE2 Vacuum

The Geometrical Structure of     Hydrodynamics
June 14, 2016 

This is very useful, in ECE and ECE2 as you know, charge current density is defined by Cartan 
geometry, so hydrodynamics and aerodynamics can be defined geometrically via equations with the 
same structure as the ECE2 field equations. I can see from the daily scientometrics that UFT347 is 
going to be one of the most popular ECE2 papers (UFT313-320, UFT322-348 to date). The relative 
popularity of each ECE2 paper has been given every early morning for many months. So the ECE2 
field equations unify electrodynamics, gravitational physics, hydrodynamics and aerodynamics. They 
apply automatically to such subjects as magnetohydrodynamics and plasma physics, semiconductor 
physics, superconductor physics, nuclear physics and so forth. All of chemistry can be deduced from 
geometry via the tetra postulate, ECE wave equation, fermion equation and Schroedinger equation, but 
without the Copenhagen indeterminacy. Photon mass physics follows from the B(3) field, which is also
defined geometrically and observed in the inverse Faraday effect.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 13/06/2016 15:43:42 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Analogies between Hydrodynamics and Electrodynamics

The first reference is already a top hit. Eq. (25) defines a charge from a pure flow velocity 
quantity. This could describe how charge is created out of the spacetime ether, a completely
new insight.
The equation on motion (31) contains the Lorentz force, directly relating this to paper 348.

Horst

Am 13.06.2016 um 16:05 schrieb EMyrone:

There are many sites that make this analogy, meaning that ECE2 field equations
exist for hydrodynamics with the same structure as those for electrodynamics 
and gravitation. To take two examples at random:

1) Google “Maxwell equations hydrodynamics”, the first site is “On Fluid 
Maxwell equations” and expresses the equations of hydrodynamics as Maxwell 
Heaviside equations.
2) Google “electrodynamics hydrodynamics”, and the fifth site is a paper by 
Arbab making extensive analogies using quaternions. The original Maxwell 
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equations were based on quaternions as is well known. Heaviside produced 
what is now known as Maxwell’s equations in vector format. I always refer to 
them as the Maxwell Heaviside equations. Oliver Heaviside was a Civil List 
Pensioner, and also discovered what is known as the Lorentz force equation. 
Heaviside essentially inferred an early form of special relativity after 
discussions with Fitzgerald. Lorentz developed the important Lorentz 
transform. Poincare and Lorentz put the equations of electrodynamics in 
tensorial format. ECE generalizes these equations and unifies them with 
gravitation, and also hydrodynamics.

So it is already clear that ECE2 spacetime has hydrodynamic properties. 
Conversely the ECE2 vacuum can become turbulent. This is just throwing 
around ideas at present but UFT349 will proceed along these lines.

The Geometrical Structure of Hydrodynamics

UFT88 Read at Solid State Physics     Paris-Sud
June 14, 2016 

Paris-Sud University is ranked 41 in the world by Shanghai, 209 by QS, 188 by Times and 291 by 
Webometrcs. It has 27,307 students and was founded in 1970 when the University of Paris was divided 
up following the May 1968 student uprising, led to some extent by Jean-Paul Sartre, who refused a 
Nobel Prize. This was just before I started at Aberystwyth as a freshman in late September 1968 
(Autobiography volumes one and two). The University of Paris was founded in about 1150, the College
of Sorbonne founded in 1257 by Robert de Sorbon. The early University of Paris was known as the 
Sorbonne. There have been many visits to www.aias.us from various parts of the University of Paris, 
including the contemporary Sorbonne. Paris Sud is associated with two Nobel Laureates, one of them 
being Perre-Gilles de Gennes in the field of liquid crystals. I heard de Gennes lecture in a conference I 
helped organize at Aberystwyth. UFT88 is frequently reported upon on this blog. It is internationally 
accepted as signalling the end of the Einstein era in gravitational physics, and as signalling “the ECE2 
era” of relativity. The way in which this paradigm shift has taken place is also a revolution, it has taken 
place with purity of thought, by making the paper available open source for study, thus outflanking the 
dogmatic censorship of the old physicists. It is clearly a fact of history now that this censorship was 
aimed just at destroying science with dogma. This psychosis is known in New York State as the same 
old end product of human nature. In the past two years alone, staff and students from two hundred of 
the best universities in the world have studied UFT88. Its final form is UFT313, but UFT88 has 
become a favourite, like a piano sonata of Beethoven. The latter remained a radical thinker all his life, 
and his last piano sonata, Opus 111 in C Minor, is very powerful and full of new ideas.

Daily Report Sunday     12/6/16
June 14, 2016 

The equivalent of 1,131,103 printed pages were downloaded during the day (4.124 gigabytes) from 
3787 memory files downloaded (hits) and 559 distinct visits each averaging 5.7 memory pages and 14 
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minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 298.68 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten items 748, Collected ECE2 560, Collected Evans / Morris 396, Collected scientometrics
262, F3(Sp) 206, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 151, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 136, Principles of 
ECE 113, Autobiography volumes one and two 100, Collected Proofs that no torsion means no 
gravitation 90, Evans Equations 56, Engineering Model 46, UFT88 45, CEFE 40, UFT321 40, UFT311
25, Self charging inverter 22, Llais 17, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 11, List of prolific authors 10, Three 
world records by MWE 7, UFT313 16, UFT314 10, UFT315 19, UFT316 14, UFT317 13, UFT318 16,
UFT319 22, UFT320 14, UFT322 22, UFT323 14, UFT324 30, UFT325 24, UFT326 15, UFT327 13, 
UFT328 19, UFT329 14, UFT330 18, UFT331 20, UFT332 17, UFT333 13, UFT334 14, UFT335 16, 
UFT336 18, UFT337 12, UFT338 15, UFT339 14, UFT340 12, UFT341 20, UFT342 13, UFT343 14, 
UFT344 11, UFT345 16, UFT346 13, UFT347 27 to date in June 2016. Complete site download from 
hsi.kabel.de of several gigabytes; Solid State Physics Laboratory Universite de Paris-Sud UFT88; 
University of Warwick Survey of top universities, People’s University Myth or Perception, Letter to 
“The Cambrian News”, Injustices in Academia; British Library Galaxies. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for June 2016.

Daily Report Sunday 12/6/16

Analogies between Hydrodynamics and     Electrodynamics
June 13, 2016 

There are many sites that make this analogy, meaning that ECE2 field equations exist for 
hydrodynamics with the same structure as those for electrodynamics and gravitation. To take two 
examples at random:

1) Google “Maxwell equations hydrodynamics”, the first site is “On Fluid Maxwell equations” and 
expresses the equations of hydrodynamics as Maxwell Heaviside equations.
2) Google “electrodynamics hydrodynamics”, and the fifth site is a paper by Arbab making extensive 
analogies using quaternions. The original Maxwell equations were based on quaternions as is well 
known. Heaviside produced what is now known as Maxwell’s equations in vector format. I always 
refer to them as the Maxwell Heaviside equations. Oliver Heaviside was a Civil List Pensioner, and 
also discovered what is known as the Lorentz force equation. Heaviside essentially inferred an early 
form of special relativity after discussions with Fitzgerald. Lorentz developed the important Lorentz 
transform. Poincare and Lorentz put the equations of electrodynamics in tensorial format. ECE 
generalizes these equations and unifies them with gravitation, and also hydrodynamics.

So it is already clear that ECE2 spacetime has hydrodynamic properties. Conversely the ECE2 vacuum 
can become turbulent. This is just throwing around ideas at present but UFT349 will proceed along 
these lines.

Analogies between Hydrodynamics and Electrodynamics

Section 3 of     UFT348
June 13, 2016 

Good ideas. There is already a lot of interest building up in UFT347, and we have developed several 
new ideas about precession in recent papers. I will google up any analogies I can find between the field 
equations of electrodynamics and hydrodynamics.
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To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 13/06/2016 13:35:06 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: UFT348, Sections 1 and 2

In section 3 I will add some relsults on variations in the Lagrangian and gravitomagnetic 
velocity. This results in some interesting differences in the constants of motion.

Horst

Am 13.06.2016 um 13:30 schrieb EMyrone:

These are the first two sections of UFT348, which shows that the minimal 
prescription of ECE2 relativity can produce any observable precession. The 
method is illustrated with perihelion precession for a uniform gravitomagnetic 
field. Any observable precession can be described to experimental accuracy 
using the simplest possible method, the minimal prescription. Section 3 is 
pencilled in as usual for co author Horst Eckardt, using computer algebra and 
graphics which illustrate the precessing ellipse.

Section 3 of UFT348

Analogies
June 13, 2016 

This looks interesting. I think that an adaptation of UFT311 would also be a good idea, because of the 
precise agreement found in that paper.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 13/06/2016 13:17:04 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Plans for UFT349: On the Hydrodynamics of ECE2 Spacetime

In hydrodynamics the scalar pressure (p) plays a role. There is an analogy between 
mechanics (p, bold v) and electrodynamics (phi, bold A). It will be interesting to see if a 
quantitiy like spacetime pressure will occur, I think it appears in the Navier-Stokes 
equations.

Horst

Am 13.06.2016 um 14:00 schrieb EMyrone:

The key idea for this paper is to attempt to model ECE2 spacetime as a fluid 
which can become turbulent. The simplest case is the inviscid spacetime, 
omega sub g = curl v sub g and del v sub g = 0. This corresponds to B = curl A, 
div A = 0 in electrodynamics. The inviscid fluid is an idealization. If equations 
similar to hydrodynamics can be set up, the transition to turbulence may be 
studied. In this view the gravitomagnetic field is a vortex, and so is the 
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magnetic flux density. The vortex is part of a set of hydodynamic equations. A 
turbulent spacetime may produce some very interesting effects in circuits 
designed to take electric power from the ECE2 spacetime. 

Analogies

Plans for UFT349: On the Hydrodynamics of ECE2     Spacetime
June 13, 2016 

The key idea for this paper is to attempt to model ECE2 spacetime as a fluid which can become 
turbulent. The simplest case is the inviscid spacetime, omega sub g = curl v sub g and del v sub g = 0. 
This corresponds to B = curl A, div A = 0 in electrodynamics. The inviscid fluid is an idealization. If 
equations similar to hydrodynamics can be set up, the transition to turbulence may be studied. In this 
view the gravitomagnetic field is a vortex, and so is the magnetic flux density. The vortex is part of a 
set of hydodynamic equations. A turbulent spacetime may produce some very interesting effects in 
circuits designed to take electric power from the ECE2 spacetime.

Plans for UFT349: On the Hydrodynamics of ECE2 Spacetime

FOR POSTING: UFT348, Sections 1 and     2
June 13, 2016 

These are the first two sections of UFT348, which shows that the minimal prescription of ECE2 
relativity can produce any observable precession. The method is illustrated with perihelion precession 
for a uniform gravitomagnetic field. Any observable precession can be described to experimental 
accuracy using the simplest possible method, the minimal prescription. Section 3 is pencilled in as 
usual for co author Horst Eckardt, using computer algebra and graphics which illustrate the precessing 
ellipse.

a348thpaper.pdf

a348thpapernotes1.pdf

a348thpapernotes2.pdf

a348thpapernotes3.pdf

a348thpapernotes4.pdf

a348thpapernotes5.pdf

FOR POSTING: UFT348, Sections 1 and 2

Contribution of Wind to Grid     Today
June 13, 2016 

This is a negligible 2.48% and the wind speed in Swansea is 9 mph. For about a week the contribution 
of all those thousands of hideously ugly turbines has varied between about half a percent and two and a
half percent, at a gigantic cost. The most expensive item in the auction of relics is democracy. The 
pristine beauty of Mynydd y Gwair and Gwrhyd are about to be destroyed for no reason other than to 
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transfer money from poor taxpayers to rich merchants of the City of London. The taxpayers pay the 
subsidies that make the rich much richer, leaving us all very much the poorer. These gigantic turbines 
being driven through civilization, remind me of the 1968 Prague Spring. The news of the invasion of 
Prague reached me as I was about to begin the morning shift in a press shop while working before 
starting at Abeystwyth, and in 1987 I wrote the sonnet “Prague Spring” as in the attached. Notably:

” …………………. These tanks are small, from them
Are built coommodities that crush the crowd”

There is no difference between the destruction of democracy in Prague in 1968 and the destruction of 
democracy in Wales by useless wind turbines. I advise all parties in Wales to demolish them, halt 
subsidies immediately, and concentrate on hydroelectric and new sources such as LENR and energy 
from spacetime. I hope that a Bevanite Socialist Government will nationalize the Somerset Trust and 
divide it up under Land Acts.

collectedpoetrybarddoniaeth_2406.pdf

Contribution of Wind to Grid Today

Daily Report Saturday     11/16/16
June 13, 2016 

The equivalent of 177,991 printed pages was downloaded during the day (648.957 megabytes) from 
2292 downloaded memory files (hits) and 534 distinct visits each averaging 3.2 memory pages and 12 
minutes, main spiders cnsat(China), Google, MSN and yahoo, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 
78.0. Top ten items 674, Collected ECE2 471, Collected Evans / Morris 363, F3(Sp) 186, Barddoniaeth
/ Collected Poetry 120, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 108, Principles of ECE 97, Autobiography volumes 
one and two 86, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 75, Evans Equations 51, UFT88 42, 
Engineering Model 37, CEFE 36, UFT321 27, UFT311 22, Self charging inverter 19, Llais 14, 
Lindstrom Idaho lecture 10, List of prolific authors 7, Three world records by MWE 4, UFT313 14, 
UFT314 8, UFT315 15, UFT316 12, UFT317 11, UFT318 13, UFT319 19, UFT320 12, UFT322 19, 
UFT323 13, UFT324 23, UFT325 20, UFT326 12, UFT327 11, UFT328 16, UFT329 14, UFT330 14, 
UFT331 17, UFT332 15, UFT333 11, UFT334 12, UFT335 14, UFT336 16, UFT337 9, UFT338 13, 
UFT339 11, UFT340 10, UFT341 18, UFT342 11, UFT343 11, UFT344 9, UFT345 13, UFT346 11, 
UFT347 24 to date in June 2016. Sultan Qaboos University Oman My page; University of Edinburgh 
UFT170. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for June 2016.

Daily Report Saturday 11/16/16

Wind Contribution to National     Grid
June 12, 2016 

This is still only 1.41% today despite the fact that the wind in Swansea is 19 mph, so all the measures I 
have advocated in the past on this blog against turbines should be implemented. For example strike 
action, work to rule, boycott, refusal to transport them, refusal to maintain them, and so on. In 
California turbines are said to have reached 30% , but thousands of them became derelict wrecks. It 
seems to me after a few days’ monitoring that the claims of the wind industry are wildly absurd. It 
claims to be able to generate three times the needs of all three countries of Britain. That’s a deleted 
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expletive.

Wind Contribution to National Grid

Discussion of 348(3), Part     Two
June 12, 2016 

This is a very useful check by computer. The method that gives conservation of angular momentum 
must be used to constrain v sub g, so this is what I had in mind, not a completely general v sub g but a 
constrained v sub g. A completely general v sub g would behave in the way you describe. For a uniform
field in k, v sub g would look like Fig. (14.4) of Atkins. I think that I will write up the paper based on 
the uniform field development of the later notes, and these checks can be written in to Section 3. Then 
UFT349 can be dedicated to the turbulent spacetime concept.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 12/06/2016 14:16:50 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 348(3), Part Two

I understand your argument and the difference between v and v_g. However v_g is not a 
purely radially directed velocity but has the components

bold v = [v_X, v_Y] or [v_r, v_theta].

So the angle theta_r has to appear anywhere, otherwise this is not a general linear velocity. 
The argument of Marion and Thornton pertains to a rotation of coordinate system [r, theta]. 
So the point

[r, theta]

is rotated in the way described. The vector field v_g has own coordinates and an own frame
of rotation, therefore:

[r_g, theta_g]

and the time derivative of bold e_r in this frame gives the term r_g*theta_g dot.

I calculated the Lagrangian with

v_g = [r_g dot, r_g*theta_g dot]

in both versions (T-V and textbook version). In the latter case I obtain conservation of 
angular momentum as in your calculation. In the first case there is no conservation for your 
and mine definition of v_g, see attached. The index “1” means the dot in the formulas. I 
started with your equations (9) and (10).

Horst

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/12/discussion-of-3483-part-two-2/


Am 12.06.2016 um 14:52 schrieb EMyrone:

Eq. (6) defines the usual orbital linear velocity as in many previous UFT 
papers. It gives:

v squared = r dot squared + r squared theta dot squared

So Eq. (7) gives:

v sub g squared = r sub g squared + r sub g squared theta dot squared

This is not the same as v squared. Theta is the same because of Eq. (1.94) of 
Marion and Thornton, third edition:

e sub r dot = theta dot e sub theta

which is a property of the frame of reference itself. Since v sub g is an orbital 
linear velocity it adds a small orbital velocity to the orbital linear velocity v, 
causing precession as you showed by computer. This computer check would 
again be very useful.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 12/06/2016 11:51:12 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 348(3), 2nd comment

I have a severe problem with the definiton of v_g in eq.(7). Bold 
v_g in plane polar coordinates has two components that have 
nothing to do with the orbital components r and theta. Therefore 
theta (or theta dot) cannot appear in (7), we have to introduce an 
extra theta_g. The current form of (7) means that bold v_g rotates 
with the same velocity as the orbit which is not the case.
To avoid a lot of hand calculations, I can re-compute the Euler-
Lagrange equations with theta_g by computer.

Horst

Am 11.06.2016 um 12:03 schrieb EMyrone:

This note begins the calculation of the precessional 
Binet equation by calculating the constant angular 
momentum, giving the complete equations of motion 
(14) to (17). The general problem simplifies in the case 
of a uniform gravitomagnetic field, and this 
simplification will be the subject of the next note.

348(3)a.pdf

https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/3483a.pdf


European Championship
June 12, 2016 

Sounds interesting, I did not know that the European Championship was on, but I suspected that 
something was happening from the scientometrics. They were unusually low last Friday. I remember 
Brazil in 1971 and the Netherlands and Liverpool when they introduced ten man football. They had a 
full back called Tommy Smith who was only let out on Saturdays. Otherwise he was locked up for 
safety.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 12/06/2016 13:40:29 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: European Championship

Did you watch the fooball match Wales – Slovakia yesterday? Wales won
2:1. Good that Wales has qualified for the games, they played not so

bad. There will be a match Wales – England on Thursday, very interesting

Horst 

European Championship

The Canonical Equations of     Motion
June 12, 2016 

Yes I agree that it is important to check Atkins. Marion and Thornton Section 6.10 gives a complete 
account of the canonical equations of motion. The relation between the hamiltonian and lagrangian is 
Eq. (6.152). Hamilton’s Principle of least action, defining the lagrangian as L = T – U is developed in 
pp. 190 ff of Marion and Thornton. The canonical formulation is consistent with the Hamilton Principle
under well defined circumstances. The best way to go about things is to define the hamiltonian with the
minimal prescription, then use the canonical relation between the hamiltonian and lagrangian. One can 
also look up Landau and Lifshitz. The extra term in the lagrangian given by Atkins’ (A21.2), second 
edition of “Molecular Quantum Mechanics” leads to the Lorentz force and not the Newton force. 
Another view is given by Ryder’s “Quantum Field Theory”. The computer could check the self 
consistency of these methods.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 12/06/2016 13:26:49 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: PS: Re: 348(3), 2nd comment

PS: Writing v_g in the form I proposed, it follows conservation of angular momentum as 
before. However, when defining the Lagrangian as T – V without the term -(p+m v_g)v_g, 
the angular momentum is not conserved. So it is important to know where this terms comes
from.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/12/the-canonical-equations-of-motion/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/12/european-championship/


Horst

Am 12.06.2016 um 12:51 schrieb Horst Eckardt:

I have a severe problem with the definiton of v_g in eq.(7). Bold v_g in plane 
polar coordinates has two components that have nothing to do with the orbital 
components r and theta. Therefore theta (or theta dot) cannot appear in (7), we 
have to introduce an extra theta_g. The current form of (7) means that bold v_g 
rotates with the same velocity as the orbit which is not the case.
To avoid a lot of hand calculations, I can re-compute the Euler-Lagrange 
equations with theta_g by computer.

Horst

Am 11.06.2016 um 12:03 schrieb EMyrone:

This note begins the calculation of the precessional Binet equation 
by calculating the constant angular momentum, giving the complete
equations of motion (14) to (17). The general problem simplifies in 
the case of a uniform gravitomagnetic field, and this simplification 
will be the subject of the next note.

The Canonical Equations of Motion

Discussion of 348(3), Part     Two
June 12, 2016 

Eq. (6) defines the usual orbital linear velocity as in many previous UFT papers. It gives:

v squared = r dot squared + r squared theta dot squared

So Eq. (7) gives:

v sub g squared = r sub g squared + r sub g squared theta dot squared

This is not the same as v squared. Theta is the same because of Eq. (1.94) of Marion and Thornton, 
third edition:

e sub r dot = theta dot e sub theta

which is a property of the frame of reference itself. Since v sub g is an orbital linear velocity it adds a 
small orbital velocity to the orbital linear velocity v, causing precession as you showed by computer. 
This computer check would again be very useful.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 12/06/2016 11:51:12 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 348(3), 2nd comment

I have a severe problem with the definiton of v_g in eq.(7). Bold v_g in plane polar 
coordinates has two components that have nothing to do with the orbital components r and 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/12/discussion-of-3483-part-two/


theta. Therefore theta (or theta dot) cannot appear in (7), we have to introduce an extra 
theta_g. The current form of (7) means that bold v_g rotates with the same velocity as the 
orbit which is not the case.
To avoid a lot of hand calculations, I can re-compute the Euler-Lagrange equations with 
theta_g by computer.

Horst

Am 11.06.2016 um 12:03 schrieb EMyrone:

This note begins the calculation of the precessional Binet equation by 
calculating the constant angular momentum, giving the complete equations of 
motion (14) to (17). The general problem simplifies in the case of a uniform 
gravitomagnetic field, and this simplification will be the subject of the next 
note.

Discussion of 348(3), Part Two

Discussion of 348(3)
June 12, 2016 

It comes from Atkins, who used the procedure of defining the canonical momentum as in Eq. (14.107) 
of Marion and Thornton, third edition. The relation between the hamiltonian and lagrangian used by 
Atkins is the same as Eq. (14.114) of Marion and Thornton, third edition, and used in UFT328 to define
the relativistic lagrangian and hamiltonian. The hamiltonian will be given correctly by your procedure, 
but I am not sure about the lagrangian. In any case the computer algebra will check this, and it is a 
useful check.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 12/06/2016 11:50:58 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 348(3): Calculation of the Constant Angular Momentum in a Precessing Orbit

Where does the second term at the rhs of the Lagrangian (2) come from? Was it described 
in Atkins?

Eq. (3) is a bit unusual but was given so in Atkins as I remember. The “canonical” 
proceeding would be to set up the functions

L = T – V
H = T + V

and then replace p by the minimal desription which corresponds to introducing an external 
field v_g in Lagrange theory, i.e. the generalized momentum coordinate is p + m v_g.
I will do so by computer algebra and see if the same Lagrangian comes out.

Horst

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/12/discussion-of-3483/


Am 11.06.2016 um 12:03 schrieb EMyrone:

This note begins the calculation of the precessional Binet equation by 
calculating the constant angular momentum, giving the complete equations of 
motion (14) to (17). The general problem simplifies in the case of a uniform 
gravitomagnetic field, and this simplification will be the subject of the next 
note.

Discussion of 348(3)

Prolegomenon
June 12, 2016 

It is scheduled to go directly under the Spanish flag on the home page. For readers, it puts the theory in 
a broader context, indicating the momentous consequences of a new source of energy, spacetime itself. 
GJE has known my work since 1974, so is best placed to write the prolegomenon. The preface then 
concentrates on the content of the book.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 12/06/2016 11:28:58 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of “The Principles of ECE”

OK, fine – whatever you decide.

Sent from my Samsung device

Prolegomenon

FOR POSTING AS UFT350: Updated Version of     PECE
June 12, 2016 

Many thanks, I will ask Dave Burleigh to post this version.

To: EMyrone@aol.com, dave@annexa.net
Sent: 12/06/2016 11:22:05 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Minor Typo’s in the Preface

This is the corrected version

Horst

Am 12.06.2016 um 09:51 schrieb EMyrone:

These are my typing errors and are as follows:

1) ” … of times” for “…. of time”.
2) Poincare should be with an accent on the last e.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/12/for-posting-as-uft350-updated-version-of-pece/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/12/prolegomenon/


3) ” Pontardawe Grammar School”.

PECE1-8.pdf

FOR POSTING AS UFT350: Updated Version of PECE

348(5): Force and Binet Equation for a Uniform     Field
June 12, 2016 

The precessional Binet equation is Eq. (14), and can be used with the orbit (15), so the problem of 
orbital precession of any kind has been fully solved within the given approximations.

a348thpapernotes5.pdf

348(5): Force and Binet Equation for a Uniform Field

Final Version of Note     384(4)
June 12, 2016 

Further to discussions with Horst today this is the final version. The general force equation for any 
precessing orbit is the orbital Lorentz force equation (9) within the assumptions of the paper, the 
classical limit. For a uniform gravitomagnetic field the problem simplifies considerably to the 
lagrangian (6) and Euler Lagrange equations (7) and (10) in the usual plane polar coordinates (r , theta).
The next note will work out the simplified force equation for a uniform gravitomagnetic field and 
finally derive the precessional Binet equation.

a348thpapernotes4.pdf

Final Version of Note 384(4)

Force and Lagrangian / Hamiltonian     Dynamics
June 12, 2016 

Force is derived from a lagrangian (see Marion and Thornton chapter seven for example) in Lagrangian
and Hamiltonian dynamics. This method gives the Coriolis and centripetal forces automatically as in 
many UFT papers and gives the Binet equation. I agree with Horst that the internal structure of an 
elementary particle needs Beltrami methods (see PECE page 82) or the ECE wave equation of 
generally covariant quantum mechanics without a constant R. The idea is that R is a property of 
spacetime and gives the internal structure of any elementary particle. When R is constant we obtain the 
ECE fermion equation (the chiral Dirac equation), which reduces to Schroedinger which reduces to 
classical. If the elementary particle is stable it does not decay, and R must be structured in such a way 
as to explain this. Other elementary particles decay. In Newtonian dynamics force is merely a 
definition, mass multiplied by inertial acceleration. Kepler’s idea of force is described by Koestler, 
“The Sleepwalkers” (online). That book does not contain any mathematics at all. Kepler was a capable 
scholar as well as a good novelist. In order to introduce the idea of a turbulent ECE2 spacetime, one 
must build on the fact that the gravitomagnetic field is a vortex, omega = curl v. An inviscid spacetime 
is this equation plus del v sub g = 0. A turbulent spacetime would have less of a constraint.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/12/force-and-lagrangian-hamiltonian-dynamics/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/a348thpapernotes41.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/12/final-version-of-note-3844/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/a348thpapernotes5.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/12/3485-force-and-binet-equation-for-a-uniform-field/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/pece1-84.pdf


To: EMyrone@aol.com, mail@horst-eckardt.de
Sent: 11/06/2016 16:15:19 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Fwd: Re: 348(4): Angular Momentum for a Uniform Gravitomagetic Field

Further speculation – at the other end the force should have some limit which produces the 
more or less eternal proton ?? Norman

Force and Lagrangian / Hamiltonian Dynamics

Lagrangian Method for Rotational Velocity     Curves
June 12, 2016 

As can be seen from chapter eight of PECE the velocity curve of a whirlpool galaxy can be obtained 
from the definition of orbital velocity and a lagrangian method. However precession does not come in 
to that problem. Precession introduces some very interesting mathematics being worked on now in 
UFT348. Chapter eight of PECE explains why Newton and Einstein cannot describe the observed 
velocity curve of a whirlpool galaxy, instead of producing a plateau in velocity as r goes to infinity, 
both theories give a v that goes to zero as r goes to infinity. Both theories are completely wrong in a 
whirlpool galaxy, whereas ECE2 succeeds in a simple way (see UFT324). Einstein and Newton appear 
to work in some contexts, but Newton does not contain the Coriolis forces (1835). Lagrangian and 
Hamiltonian dynamics are both more general than Newtonian dynamics. The semi classical derivation 
of precession in UFT348 is another first in physics.

Sent: 11/06/2016 15:54:14 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 348(4): Angular Momentum for a Uniform Gravitomagetic Field

Myron I’m out of my depth here with the maths – but does it make any sense to suggest 
that the force required should match that seen in the actual galactic rotation curves . and 
that if you derive a working solution that there is no need for dark matter? Norman.

On 6/11/2016 8:48 AM, EMyrone wrote:

In this case, the precessional Leibnitz equation becomes Eq. (9), from which a 
Binet equation can be constructed to deduce the force needed for the precessing
orbit r = alpha / (1 + eps cos x(theta) theta)). The Binet equation will be given 
in the next note.

Discussion of “The Principles of     ECE”
June 12, 2016 

Many thanks, your excellent prolegomenon is scheduled to be posted as the first item on the home page
of www.aias.us. I think that it puts the book into a broader societal context in a clearly written way.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 12/06/2016 09:12:26 GMT Daylight Time

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/12/discussion-of-the-principles-of-ece/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/12/lagrangian-method-for-rotational-velocity-curves/


Subj: Re: FOR POSTING AS UFT350: “The Principles of ECE”

A classic book already of course. Congrats to all!!

Sent from my Samsung device

Discussion of “The Principles of ECE”

Discussion of 348(2)
June 12, 2016 

Many thanks for going through this note, which is the first note in the derivation of the precessional 
Binet equation. I agree about the typo in Eq. (36), which means that the precessional term in the 
Leibniz equation should read – 2 omega R (theta dot + omega), and also in Note 348(3) Eq. (15) and 
Note 348(4), Eq. (9).

1) The difference between r and R is seen most clearly using
r dot = (p + m v sub g) / m = v + v sub g
R dot = v
In the presence of the vector potential
W sub g = v sub g
there is a difference.

2) I would say that Eqs. (10) and (15) are the same, mathematically, because of Eq. (14).

3) I agree that in general:

(R dot bold dot del bold)v bold = (R dot sub X partial v sub X / partial X + R dot sub Y partial v sub Y /
partial Y + R dot sub Z partial v sub Z / partial Z) i bold + …………………..

so in general it vanishes if and only if these terms vanish. In order for this to be true each term in del v 
must vanish, i.e. partial v sub X / partial X = 0 and so on, and also partial v sub Y / partial X and so on 
must vanish. So this is too strong a constraint in general. So in the next note this term will be retained 
for a uniform potential. This is a good point because this term is important for hydrodynamics.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 11/06/2016 16:46:14 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 348(2): The ECE2 Equation for Any Precession

In eq. (36) it should read

– Omega * theta dot * R

at the RHS, the factor R seems to be missing, also in (37).

Some questions:

1. It is a bit difficult to understand the difference between r and R. According to (10) and 
(21), r is the canonical radial coordinate while R is the “kinematic” radial coordinate. Is 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/12/discussion-of-3482/


there a difference? In Lagrange theory only the canonical coordinates occur as far as I know
(because all constraints are contained in the Lagrange equations).

2. You defined the force differently in (10) and (15), “canonical” and “non-canonical”. 
Coud you explain the difference?

3. The term

(bold R dot * nabla)

is different from a divergence (the components are weighted differently). Why does the 
corresponding term in (15) disappear if

nabla * bold v_g = 0 ?

Horst

Am 08.06.2016 um 14:56 schrieb EMyrone:

Subject to the usual checking by co author Horst Eckardt this is Eq. (37) under 
the given approximations. It is a combination of a Leibnitz equation of 1689 
and Lorentz force equation, actually derived by my Civil List predecessor 
Oliver Heaviside in 1889 but attributed to Henrik Anton Lorentz. The ECE2 
Precessional Equation has the great advantage that it contains the observed 
precession frequency omega, measured experimentally from astronomy. It gives
the orbit (38), which is a precessing ellipse as shown in Note 348(1). Eqs. (39) 
define an invisicid ECE2 spacetime. The spacetime used in the derivation of 
Eq. (37) is an inviscid fluid, an idealization of the Navier Stokes equation (see 
“Vector Analysis Problem Solver”, Problem 11.19, pp.471 of the edition I have 
here.) This book is essential reading for ECE and ECE2 theory. I used it to 
lecture to a freshman class at UNCC, some members had no mathematical 
training at all at the start of the semester. The next step is to calculate the 
precessional Binet equation. The problem of precession of orbits has now been 
worked out exactly, because any observed orbital precession, of any type, 
appears in the equation of motion (37). The problem has also been developed to
the point where an inviscid spacetime has been shown to be responsible for 
precession. It is well known from hydrodynamics that the inviscid fluid is an 
idealization. We need a turbulent spacetime in order to describe devices that 
take energy from spacetime. That will be the subject of UFT349.

Discussion of 348(2)

Minor Typo’s in the     Preface
June 12, 2016 

These are my typing errors and are as follows:

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/12/minor-typos-in-the-preface/


1) ” … of times” for “…. of time”.
2) Poincare should be with an accent on the last e.
3) ” Pontardawe Grammar School”.

Minor Typo’s in the Preface

FOR POSTING AS UFT350: “The Principles of     ECE”
June 12, 2016 

It has become traditional to post a review paper every fifty papers or so, so I would like to ask Dave 
Burleigh to post the attached latest version of PECE as UFT350. UFT348 is in preparation, and 
UFT349 is scheduled to be on ECE2 spacetime developed using the equations of hydrodynamics, 
notably an attempt to derive turbulent spacetime using boundary conditions, with application to the 
experimental results of Osamu Ide. Alex Hill and colleagues may like to translate the attached 
monograph into Castillian (known as classical Spanish). Once completed with the important chapter 
nine of the leading scholar Stephen Crothers, the book will be published as a softback by New 
Generation in London. From the daily, half monthly and monthly scientometrics, it can be seen that 
there is great international interest in the book.

PECE1-8.pdf

FOR POSTING AS UFT350: “The Principles of ECE”

UFT88 Read Again at Heidelberg on 8th June     2016
June 12, 2016 

Reference: “The Principles of ECE” typeset version.

UFT88 is the internationally acknowledged classic refutation of Einsteinian general relativity, a 
refutation of the second Bianchi identity of 1902 by incorporating torsion. About a week or so ago I 
posted a list of readings of UFT88 at roughly two hundred of the world’s best universities, including 
seventeen out of the top twenties listed by Webometrics, Times, Shanghai and QS world university 
rankings. These readings occurred within the past two years. As can be seen from the Wayback 
Machine (www.archive.org) UFT88 was written in 2007. There have been no criticisms of the paper. In
UFT99 it was shown that no torsion means no curvature, so gravitation of the Einstein type vanishes, a 
reduction to absurdity proof of the fact that the Einstein theory was fatally flawed from inception in 
Nov. 1915. It was immediately rejected by Schwarzschild in Dec. 1915. The collected proofs recorded 
every morning on this diary (www.aias.us blog) are simplified versions of UFT99, in which the 
commutator of covariant derivatives acts on any tensor in any space of any dimension to give tensorial 
torsion and tensorial curvature simultaneously. All details of the tensorial proof are given in UFT99. 
this proof gives the tensorial equivalent of the first and second Maurer Cartan structure equations 
which define the torsion form and curvature form of differential geometry. The differential forms and 
tensors can be converted into each other using the tetrad postulate. In UFT109 I inferred a new torsion 
identity of mathematics, and again this has not been criticised. In UFT313 the correct version of the 
second Bianchi identity was inferred, and named the Jacobi Cartan Evans (JCE) identity. Again 
UFT313 has not been criticised. The JCE identity incorporates the torsion identity of UFT109 and uses 
the method used by Bianchi in 1902 to derive the second from the first Bianchi identities without 
torsion, a method based on the Jacobi and Ricci identities. Ricci was one of Bianchi’s teachers at the 

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.archive.org/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/12/uft88-read-again-at-heidelberg-on-8th-june-2016/
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Scuola Normale Superiore in Pisa. SNS staff and students have studied UFT88 several times in the past
two years, so have staff and students at the Ecole Normale Superiure in Paris and Lyon. Together with 
the Ecole Polytechnique these are the elite and highly selective universities of France and Italy (the 
Grandes Ecoles). Almost all of the world’s top twenty universities are located in the United States, 
Britain and Switzerland and they all study UFT88, ECE and ECE2 regularly, again without criticism, 
and have done for more than twelve years of recorded scientometrics. So it can be concluded that ECE 
and ECE2 are the new physics. The bad parts of the standard model are obsolete, known now to be 
completely riddled with errors. This is Alwyn van der Merwe’s “Post Einsteinian Paradigm Shift”. 
Prof. Emeritus van der Merwe, of the University of Denver, Colorado, is an editor who published ECE 
in its early stages, so he was years before his time. His eminent book series and journals are well 
known. The readings that I record are the peak of an Everest of interest, because I can only detect 
institutional URL’s About 98% of the interest is from private computers used by staff and students at 
universities all over the world. In order to pass exams, students and school pupils must regurgitate the 
obsolete standard model, but they all know that this is a meaningless happening. There is a vast, silent, 
invisible college that studies ECE and ECE2.

UFT88 Read Again at Heidelberg on 8th June 2016

Daily Report 10/6/16
June 12, 2016 

The equivalent of 147,716 printed pages was downloaded during the day (538.574 megabytes) from 
1939 downloaded memory files (hits) and 542 distinct visits each averaging 3.0 memory pages and 14 
minutes, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Top ten 636, Collected ECE2 446, 
Collected Evans / Morris 330, Collected scientometrics 196, F3(Sp) 180, Barddoniaeth / Collected 
Poetry 117, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 102, Principles of ECE 86, Autobiography volumes one and 
two 81, Collected Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 70, Evans Equations 48, UFT88 40, 
CEFE 36, Engineering Model 33, UFT321 26, UFT311 21, Self charging inverter 18, Llais 12, List of 
prolific authors 7, Three world records by MWE 4, UFT313 12, UFT314 8, UFT315 11, UFT316 12, 
UFT317 11, UFT318 11, UFT319 18, UFT320 11, UFT322 19, UFT323 12, UFT324 22, UFT325 20, 
UFT326 12, UFT327 10, UFT328 16, UFT329 14, UFT330 14, UFT331 17, UFT332 14, UFT333 11, 
UFT334 12, UFT335 12, UFT336 15, UFT337 8, UFT338 12, UFT339 10, UFT340 10, UFT341 18, 
UFT342 11, UFT343 11, UFT344 9, UFT345 12, UFT346 10, UFT347 21 to date in June 2016. 
University of Edinburgh UFT140, UFT167. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for 
June 2016.

Daily Report 10/6/16

348(4): Angular Momentum for a Uniform Gravitomagetic     Field
June 11, 2016 

In this case, the precessional Leibnitz equation becomes Eq. (9), from which a Binet equation can be 
constructed to deduce the force needed for the precessing orbit r = alpha / (1 + eps cos x(theta) theta)). 
The Binet equation will be given in the next note.

a348thpapernotes4.pdf

348(4): Angular Momentum for a Uniform Gravitomagetic Field

https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/a348thpapernotes4.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/11/3484-angular-momentum-for-a-uniform-gravitomagetic-field/
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“The Principles of     ECE”
June 11, 2016 

Many thanks indeed, and also to all who helped typeset this book: Horst Eckardt, Steve Bannister and 
two volunteer typesetters in Munich. Once it is finished, I will invest in a joint venture publication of 
the book in softback with New Generation Publishing.

cc New Generation Publishing

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 11/06/2016 13:39:46 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Proofing PECE 1 – 8

This is the corrected version of PECE. We now await the chapter of Stephen Crothers.

Horst

Am 10.06.2016 um 19:04 schrieb EMyrone:

Many thanks, this is right, it should be 2.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 10/06/2016 15:19:13 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Proofing PECE 1 – 8

Please take a look at Eq. 6.82. Probably it should be a number 2 in 
the denominator at the far right, multiplying epsilon, instead of a 
partial derivative symbol.

Regards,

PECE1-8.pdf

“The Principles of ECE”

Anti Social Incident     640
June 11, 2016 

To Trustees Newlands Family Trust
Two vehicles from 65 Rhyddwen Road are currently taking it in turns to trespass on the Newlands 
Estate, the latest in a long series of incidents. I reported them to 101 and this one has been logged as 
anti social incident 640 today. They have constructed a drive in 65 Rhyddwen Road, but are not using 
it. While one car trespasses, the other parks directly opposite the junction of Rhyddwen Road and 
Mountain Road, on a bend in a narrow public road, Rhyddwen Road. This has been going on for many 
years. The police 101 unit at Bridgend asked me some time ago to log all these incidents of parking too
close to or opposite a junction, anti social conduct. I am doing this and making them publicly known. It
is an offence to park within ten meters of a junction or directly opposite a junction. The M. P. for 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/11/anti-social-incident-640/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/pece1-82.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/11/the-principles-of-ece-3/


Gower, Mr. Byron Davies, a former police officer, has been fully informed for over a year, by e mail 
and letter, and has asked P. C. Jamie Grey to revert to him (the M. P.). There are no double yellow lines 
in Mawr and they are needed as a matter of urgency.

cc PC Birch, Clydach Police Staton
M. P. for Gower,
Mawr Community Council.

Anti Social Incident 640

348(3): Calculation of the Constant Angular Momentum in a 
Precessing     Orbit
June 11, 2016 

This note begins the calculation of the precessional Binet equation by calculating the constant angular 
momentum, giving the complete equations of motion (14) to (17). The general problem simplifies in 
the case of a uniform gravitomagnetic field, and this simplification will be the subject of the next note.

a348thpapernotes3.pdf

Percentage of Wind Turbine Power     Today
June 11, 2016 

This is a ridiculously low 1.59%, there is no wind in the Swansea area today (0 mph). The unique 
landscape of Mynydd y Gwair and Gwrhyd is about to be destroyed by huge turbines, forced on the 
people undemocratically. Betws has already been totally destroyed, and the disgusting contraptions put 
up there are not producing any power because there is no wind. I call for an all out resistance to 
turbines and for political movements to have them demolished at developer expense as soon as 
possible. In the meantime there are still no double yellow lines in Mawr, despite sixty years of frantic 
lobbying, and there are no traffic wardens.

Percentage of Wind Turbine Power Today

Daily Report 9/6/16
June 11, 2016 

The equivalent of 215,629 printed pages was downloaded during the day (786.182 megabytes) from 
3085 memory files downloaded (hits) and 631 distinct visits each averaging 3.9 memory pages and 12 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 69.90, main spiders cnsat (Chine), google, MSN and 
yahoo, site download from the unresolved domain. Top ten items 494, Collected ECE2 416, Evans / 
Morris 297, F3(Sp) 170, Collected scientometrics 165, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 102, Barddoniaeth / 
Collected Poetry 93, Principles of ECE 79, Autobiography volumes one and two 73, Proofs that no 
torsion means no gravitation 69, UFT88 38, CEFE 34, Engineering Model 31, UFT321 24, Evans 
Equations 22, UFT311 18, Self charging inverter 18, Llais 12, List of Prolific Authors 6, Lindstrom 
Idaho lecture 4, Three world records by MWE 3, UFT313 11, UFT314 6, UFT315 11, UFT316 12, 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/11/daily-report-9616/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/11/percentage-of-wind-turbine-power-today/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/a348thpapernotes3.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/11/3483-calculation-of-the-constant-angular-momentum-in-a-precessing-orbit/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/11/3483-calculation-of-the-constant-angular-momentum-in-a-precessing-orbit/


UFT317 11, UFT318 11, UFT319 18, UFT320 10, UFT322 18, UFT323 10, UFT324 21, UFT325 18, 
UFT326 11, UFT327 10, UFT328 12, UFT329 13, UFT330 13, UFT331 16, UFT332 13, UFT333 11, 
UFT334 11, UFT335 9, UFT336 13, UFT337 8, UFT338 12, UFT339 9, UFT340 8, UFT341 17, 
UFT342 11, UFT343 11, UFT344 8, UFT345 12, UFT346 10, UFT347 18 to date in June 2016. 
Queensland University of Technology UFT51; Association for the Rezo Union of Student Residence 
(Aurore) University of Paris South ECE Article; National Tsing Hua University Taiwan UFT25; 
University of Edinburgh UFT139, 143, 150, 157. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file 
attached for June 2016.

Unauthorized
This server could not verify that you are authorized to access the document requested. Either you 
supplied the wrong credentials (e.g., bad password), or your browser doesn’t understand how to supply 
the credentials required.

Additionally, a 401 Unauthorized error was encountered while trying to use an ErrorDocument to 
handle the request.

Daily Report 9/6/16

Trespass by S29     NRC
June 10, 2016 

The vehicle S29 NRC is again trespassing on the Newlands Estate, deliberately placed right next to my 
car on the portion of Mountain Road owned by myself as frontager. The owner resides at 65 Rhyddwen
Road and has no right to trespass on Mountain Road. I have observed that this vehicle has been parking
directly opposite the junction with Mountain Road for years. Parking directly opposite a junction is an 
offence. I request effective police action to remove this public nuisance permanently. Vehicles are not 
allowed to trespass on Mountain Road, an unadopted road. Trespass is not a felony but public nuisance 
and harassment are felonies. There is a squatter from 48 Rhyddwen Road trespassing on the same 
Estate. Clearly the squatter is not in sole possession. There is a newly constructed drive in 65 
Rhyddwen Road, but the owner of S29 NRC deliberately does not use this drive. The owner parks on 
someone else’s land or on the road, illegally too close to a junction, and has been reported many times. 
It seems that the authority of the police is being ignored and held in contempt, and has been for years.

cc MP Gower
Trustee, Newlands Family Trust

Trespass by S29 NRC

Proofing PECE 1 –     8
June 10, 2016 

Many thanks, this is right, it should be 2.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 10/06/2016 15:19:13 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Proofing PECE 1 – 8

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/10/proofing-pece-1-8-2/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/10/trespass-by-s29-nrc/


Please take a look at Eq. 6.82. Probably it should be a number 2 in the denominator at the 
far right, multiplying epsilon, instead of a partial derivative symbol.

Regards,

Proofing PECE 1 – 8

Proofing PECE 1 –     8
June 10, 2016 

This is excellently type set, very accurate. I can only find the following minor errors.

1) Page 200, gaps between paragraphs need to be closed up.
2) Eqs. (7.44) and (7.45) superscript mu for n.
3) Chapter eight, Eq. (149), capital D on the left hand side (my error)

The diagrams look excellent, and many thanks again to all concerned

PECE1-8.pdf

Proofing PECE 1 – 8

“The Principles of ECE     Theory”
June 10, 2016 

Many thanks indeed to all concerned in Muenich. This is a tremendous help and I will proof the 
chapters now. I can see that the preprint is beginning to be studied in preferance to the handwritten 
versions. When finished I will invest in its publication with New Generation of London and have 
copies distributed

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 10/06/2016 07:42:04 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Book Principles of ECE theory

This is the book with chapters 7 and 8 (only the part of Stephen
Crothers missing) for proofreading.

Horst 

PECE1-8.pdf

“The Principles of ECE Theory”

Continuing with UFT348
June 10, 2016 

The next stage is planned to be the use of the angular equation from the lagrangian to derive the 
precessional Binet equation. After that, UFT349 is planned to introduce the ECE2 spacetime equivalent

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/10/continuing-with-uft348/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/pece1-8.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/10/the-principles-of-ece-theory/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/pece1-81.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/10/proofing-pece-1-8/


to the equations of hydrodynamics, notably turbulent spacetime. Osamu Ide is probably seeing the 
effects of turbulent spacetime in his circuits.

Continuing with UFT348

Wind Contribution to British National Grid     Today
June 10, 2016 

This is a negligible 0.41%. The wind in the Swansea area is 5 mph, temperature 16 C. Wind turbines 
barely moving. As in one of my attached sonnets: “If it had not been known to be van Gogh / They 
would have thought it an insanity.” – in the manner of R. S. Thomas. Luckily we are not dependent on 
insanity. If this happened in the becalmed conditions of January, all three countries of Britain would 
freeze if they were ever dependent on wind turbines. Our own LENR and energy from spacetime are 
much preferable, together with hydroelectric. Only four miles away is the second highest tide in the 
world, over thirty feet. Over the sea is the dangerous Hinchley Point nuclear power station. 
Trawsfynydd is known to have caused a lot of cancer, and leaked badly. The cover up has been busted, 
it has been closed down and covered with soil, but it is probably still leaking radiation. I have always 
been completely opposed to nuclear power.

collectedpoetrybarddoniaeth_2406.pdf

Wind Contribution to British National Grid Today

Daily Report 8/6/16 24th Quarterly     Archive
June 10, 2016 

The 24th quarterly archive of www.aias.us took place yesterday at the National Library of Wales / 
British Library (www.webarchive.org.uk). The site and blog are also archived continuously on the 
wayback machine (www.archive.org) in San Francisco. The equivalent of 453,374 printed pages was 
downloaded during the day (1.643 gigabytes) from 2642 downloaded memory files (hits) and 547 
distinct visits each averaging 4.1 memory pages and 14 minutes, printed page to hits ratio of 171.60 for
the day, main spiders cnsat (China), google, MSN and Yahoo. Top ten items 534, Collected ECE2 323, 
Collected Evans / Morris 264, Collected scientometrics 162(est), F3(Sp) 161, Barddoniaeth / Collected 
Poetry 79, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 76, Principles of ECE 63, Autobiography volumes one and two 
63, Collected proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 62, Evans Equations 41, Engineering Model 
34, UFT88 33, CEFE 27, Self charging inverter 18, UFT311 16, UFT321 12(est), List of prolific 
authors 6, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 4, Three world records by MWE 3, UFT313 8, UFT314 4, UFT315 
9, UFT316 10, UFT317 8, UFT318 9, UFT319 13, UFT320 9, UFT322 14, UFT323 9, UFT324 15, 
UFT325 17, UFT326 9, UFT327 8, UFT328 13, UFT329 11, UFT330 13, UFT331 16, UFT332 9, 
UFT333 9, UFT334 11, UFT335 7, UFT336 10, UFT337 7, UFT338 12, UFT339 8, UFT340 7, 
UFT341 15, UFT342 10, UFT343 11, UFT344 6, UFT345 9, UFT346 9, UFT347 18 to date in June 
2016. Swiss Federal Institute (ETH) Zurich UFT175; Centre for Scientific Computing University of 
Heidelberg UFT88; Physics Rutgers University New Jersey general; University of Valencia Spain 
levitron; United States Oak Ridge National Laboratory potential waves; Mexican National Polytechnic 
Institute Zacatecas UFT154(Sp); University of Edinburgh UFT159; British Library / National Library 
of Wales 24th Quarterly Archive.

Daily Report 8/6/16 24th Quarterly Archive

http://www.archive.org/
http://www.webarchive.org.uk/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/10/daily-report-8616-quarterly-archive-24th-quarterly-archive/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/collectedpoetrybarddoniaeth_2406.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/10/wind-contribution-to-british-national-grid-today/


Correlation between wind and     output
June 9, 2016 

The wind at present in Swansea is about 14 mph, that is quite a lot, but the contribution of wind 
turbines to the grid is still a negligible 0.33%. So the giant turbines on Betws are not generating 
anything. I will monitor the output daily from now on. It would be easy to legally demolish them by 
blowing them up at the base, then demolishing the roads and putting back what remains of a 
horrendously damaged landscape. This is a fiasco brought about by subsidies. I do not know if there are
any birds left alive on Betws, which comes from the Latin beatus, blessed place of the early Celtic 
church founded by my ancestor St Eurgain ferch Caradog ap Bran ap Llyr in about 50 or 60 A. D. 
under the direct influence of St. Paul in Rome. He brother St. Linus was the first Bishop of Rome, 
before St. Peter. They would all have described this as desecration, because they were close to the land.
The further humankind drifts from the land, the less it is likely to survive. Labour and Plaid Cymru 
have been slavishly following pseudoscience for years, and in consequence have ruined their own 
country. No plague could ever have been as effective.

The ruler of the See of monstrous     anarchy
June 9, 2016 

This is how Patrick Kavanagh described morality: “The silenced Bishop of heathen fables/ The ruler of 
the See of monstrous anarchy”. The moral high ground is covered with turbines, and they will never 
ensure survival. Today their output is a pathetic 1.5%.

Sent: 09/06/2016 02:12:54 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Enquiry about the Gridwatch Website

Well said, in particular this: “I suspect we are about, as a Western society, to test the relative
importance of moral high ground versus plain survival.”
I would only have added “perceived” in front of “moral high ground”.

Best regards

Mark

Mark Duchamp +34 693 643 736
President, Save the Eagles International
www.SaveTheEaglesInternational.org

Chairman, World Council for Nature
www.wcfn.org

On 8 June 2016 at 12:05, webmaster <webmaster> wrote:

http://www.wcfn.org/
http://www.savetheeaglesinternational.org/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/09/the-ruler-of-the-see-of-monstrous-anarchy/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/09/correlation-between-wind-and-output/


On 08/06/16 10:02, EMyrone wrote:

To Postmaster at Templar:

I have recently been studying the site www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk
to try to make some sense of the real contribution of wind turbines. 
Today, the site records that only 0.64% of needs in the countries of 
Britain is being generated by wind turbines, more than half by gas / 
steam power stations, the rest by nuclear and coal, nothing recorded
about hydroelectricity and biorenewables, photoelectric devices and
so on. 

Ok. That’s not quite true. Hydroelectric is on Gridwatch, and so is biomass, 
when its big enough to be centrally metered.

The situation is broadly this. Big conventional power stations that are 
connected to the central grid backbone are recorded,. And that includes some 
smaller units that just happen to be too.

‘Embedded’ generation – that is essentially stuff like small scale wind farms, 
and local sized biomass burners and solar panels in fields or on roof tops, is not 
metered centrally, so escapes.

You can see the impact of at least solar by noting the midday dips in the 
‘demand’ All embedded power generations reflects in ‘lower demand’ 
essentially.

We can guess at solar and embedded wind by taking in the first case, a figure 
for installed capacity and doing calculations on average UK insolation.
Today is a fine almost windless midsummer day, and we probably will see up to
a 6GW ‘dip’ in demand due to embedded solar at midday. As far as wind goes, 
the efficiency of the smaller turbines is a little less than the bigger metered 
ones, so we can take the metered output and assign at best a further proportion 
to what is not metered, to get a reasonable guess.

I see that the site is based on BM Reports. Are these reports 
Government statistics? 

No. They are emphatically NOT ‘government statistics’, They are national 
GRID data., available as a result of the way the electricity market is auctioned.

“This BMRS website provides near real time and historic data about the 
Balancing Mechanism which is used by the National Grid (System Operator) as
a means of balancing power flows on to and off the electricity Transmission 
System in Great Britain.”

http://www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk/


In the small print about wind turbines I see that “a further 30% is 
generated by unmetered turbines”. Am I right in assuming that this 
means 30% of 0.64%, which is 0.19%? If this is the TRUTH about 
wind turbines they are totally useless and destroy economies 
through costs which run into trillions. 

Well yes. Of course sometimes they do generate a lot more.The proof of the 
pudding is of course finally in the ‘carbon intensity’ of electricity generation. 
Assuming the point of windmills and solar panels is to reduce carbon 
emissions, which is debatable.

That is the amount of carbon emissions per unit electricity generated on a 
country by country basis. Germany has spent enormous sum on renewable 
energy, yet its still a worse emitter than Britain. The data is clear (If you can get
your hands on it. There are many many sites telling you what they want you to 
hear, very few that report what is actually the case) and unequivocal. If you 
want low emissions (and whether in fact you do is another can of worms, as I 
am sure you are aware) you need hydroelectricity, and if you don’t have 
mountains you need nuclear power. Nothing else actually works.

France Switzerland and Sweden have both, and have thereby the most enviable 
emissions records. Which is why Hollande seems hell bent on destroying 
Frances nuclear program (nuclear electricity is Frances third largest export, 
too).

The best that can be done is to demolish them at developer expense.
Make them pay back the subsidies taken from taxation, and carry 
the cost of cleaning up the tremendous damage to environment, 
animals, birds and humans, culture and the quality of life. There 
should be an immediate stop to all new turbine projects and the 
restoration of democracy. This templar site is completely at odds 
with the claims of the wind industry. The latter claims to generate 
three times more than all the electricity needs of the countries of 
Britain. If so, why is the percentage contribution 0.64% to 0.83%? 
Something is wildly wrong. It seems to me that the wind turbine 
propaganda is completely deceptive, like any other propaganda.

Broadly speaking that is the case.

But I don’t think they have claimed that – maybe they claim it would and it 
could, but no one claims it has.

And even if it were correct, so what? If its several times more expensive than 
the next best alternative in terms of emissions.

If you are interested in an alternative view on intermittent renewables I have 



attached a rather old and not that great piece of analysis. Broadly speaking there
are two huge drawbacks to renewables: Low energy density (the need to deploy
huge tracts of land/sea to gather the rather diffuse sources, with its attendant 
ecological and social impacts) and for some sources (wind/solar/tidal/wave) 
intermittency.

The late Professor David Mackay produced a wonderful treatise on energy 
density really – Without the Hot air – available as a book and online as well at 
http:wwww.withouthotair.com

and I wrote a much shorter piece on the impact of intermittency,

http://www.templar.co.uk/downloads/Renewable%20Energy
%20Limitations.pdf

My reluctant conclusion is that modern ‘renewable’ energy is a cosmetic 
political solution to a problem that may well not even exist anyway: Namely the
implied negative impact of mild warming that may or may not be linked to 
anthropogenic sources.

And most government energy policy for the last ten years has been dominated 
by a global move to bring the while energy market under central national and 
international regulation.

There is now so much government control that it is scarcely possible to build a 
power station at all without direct government intervention.

However the tide may be turning, with renewable subsidies under the knife, and
with ministers actually being heard (I caught a BBC parliament broadcast about
‘new nuclear’ ) using the magic word ‘dispatch’ …so there are signs that even 
ministers at DECC have finally understood that the idea of power arriving on 
the grid when it feels like it, is about as handy as employees who take holidays 
when they feel like it, turn up when they feel like it, and demand to be paid 
more by virtue of..well being plain virtuous.

But really all becomes clear when you understand politics – especially industry 
lobby based EU politics – to be:

Create pseudo problem A
Invent Solution B to ostensibly ‘solve’ it
Bearing in mind the real agenda was to broaden centralised power, and to 
enrichen industry ‘C’
Using the concept of ‘political plausibility’ as a yardstick of excellence.

http://www.templar.co.uk/downloads/Renewable%20Energy%20Limitations.pdf
http://www.templar.co.uk/downloads/Renewable%20Energy%20Limitations.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/page/59/wwww.withouthotair.com


supporters of them want them to be about. Government today, especially of the 
Lefter sort, seems to be solely about virtue signalling to and on behalf of the 
electorate, rather than the older conservative (with a small c) idea of pragmatic 
provisions of those essential services that could not be delivered by other 
means, and the resolution by a moral means of conflicts arising between its (and
occasionally other peoples) citizens.

However desirable and morally virtuous this all may be, there still remains an 
actual need to – as in this case – keep the lights on without bankrupting the 
nation.

I suspect we are about, as a Western society, to test the relative importance of 
moral high ground versus plain survival.

Kind Regards

Leo Smith

Myron Evans

Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent., Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc., Ph. D., B. Sc. 
(Wales)

cc MP and Opposition Gower
prime Minister’s Office.

The ruler of the See of monstrous anarchy

Percentage of Wind 1.52%     Today
June 9, 2016 

It looks as if there has been a debate in the House of Commons, so the wind has picked up. This is a 
truly dismal performance.

Percentage of Wind 1.52% Today

Daily Report 7/6/16
June 9, 2016 

The equivalent of 177,076 printed pages was downloaded during the day (645.545 megabytes) from 
2114 downloaded memory files (hits) and 584 distinct visits each averaging 2.9 memory pages and 13 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 83.75, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten items 482, Collected ECE2 303, Evans / Morris papers 231, Collected scientometrics 
162, F3(Sp) 150, Collected proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 59, Autobiography volumes one
and two 57, Principles of ECE 55, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 52, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 48, 
Evans Equations 34, Engineering Model 34, UFT88 31, CEFE 23, UFT311 16, UFT321 9, Llais 6, List

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/09/daily-report-7616/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/09/percentage-of-wind-1-52-today/


of prolific authors 5, Three world records by MWE 2, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 2, UFT313 7, UFT314 
3, UFT315 7, UFT316 9, UFT317 6, UFT318 9, UFT319 13, UFT320 8, UFT322 13, UFT323 8, 
UFT324 13, UFT325 11, UFT326 7, UFT327 6, UFT328 9, UFT329 9, UFT330 13, UFT331 11, 
UFT332 8, UFT333 9, UFT334 9, UFT335 7, UFT336 8, UFT337 6, UFT338 10, UFT339 7, UFT340 
6, UFT341 14, UFT342 10, UFT343 9, UFT344 4, UFT345 9, UFT346 9, UFT347 16 to date in June 
2016. University of Bern UFT41; Regional Computer Centre University of Erlangen Nuremberg 
levitron; University of Minnesota Twin Cities Overview; University of Granada UFT170(Sp); 
University of Strasbourg UFT81; Institute of Industrial Science University of Tokyo general; 
University of Gazi Turkey UFT237; University of Edinburgh ECE Article. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for June 2016.

Daily Report 7/6/16

Biomass, Photoelectric, Hydroelectric
June 8, 2016 

I see now from www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk that biomass is producing 5.36% today, but photoelectric
is not metered. There are vast ugly sheets of photoelectric but probably nit much use, even in summer. 
Hydroelectric is producing only 0.15%. This is a very big weak point in Britain. All the effort wasted 
on wind should have gone into hydroelectric. I am confident that low energy nuclear reactors and 
energy from spacetime will contribute very soon. In fact they have to, otherwise there will be 
geopoliitcal instability as the world fights for scarce resources. Coal could be used for all kinds of 
useful products, without burning it. Wind turbines are a psychosis, idols of the market place (idola fori).
As Bacon wrote in “Novum Organum”, “Truth can hardly find entrance” without real science. 
Pseudoscience is worse than an idol, it glitters and deceives like a mirage. The British Isles, with so 
much national resource should never have even dreamed of wind turbines.

Biomass, Photoelectric, Hydroelectric

Fluid Dynamics and     Spacetime
June 8, 2016 

Agreed with this, the potential of a turbulent spacetime is W sub g = v sub g with the units of linear 
velocity, so the vortex or gravitomagnetic field is curl v sub g. If del v sub g = 0 (a kind of Lorenz 
gauge) the spacetime is inviscid. More generally it would probably be governed by well known 
equations of fluid dynamics and their boundary conditions.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 08/06/2016 11:23:21 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Half Life of the Proton

Another way I could imagine to describe the proton would be to start with the fermion 
equation with variable curvature term R. This would go beyond quantum mechanics where 
R is assumed to be constant. This constancy may not be the case in the sub-particle range. 
Perhaps one can find out what “quarks” are in this way.
But currently let’s concentrate on the fluid dynamics view, there can certainly be found a lot
of new results on the flow of spacetime.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/08/fluid-dynamics-and-spacetime/
http://www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/08/biomass-photoelectric-hydroelectric/


Horst

Am 08.06.2016 um 09:56 schrieb EMyrone:

This is an interesting question, we applied the Beltrami method to the internal 
structure of an elementary particle some time ago, and Norman Page suggests 
some useful lateral thinking, application of concepts to different areas of 
thought. A chapter of Principles of ECE is devoted to the Beltrami method. 
After finishing UFT348 I think I will start work on ECE2 spacetime as a fluid, 
the first step is to try to derive the Navier Stokes equation, having already 
derived the vorticity of spacetime from Cartan geometry. The W sub g potential 
has the units of linear velocity, and the gravitomagnetic field is the curl of the 
W sub g potential. The gravitomagnetic field is therefore a spacetime vortex.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 07/06/2016 15:56:27 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Flow of Spacetime

Myron Just thinking out aloud – If we consider a proton as a vortex 
– what are the orbital equations which would produce an essentially
eternal lifetime for the proton? Best Regards Norman

On 6/7/2016 1:58 AM, EMyrone wrote:

Agreed, the gravitomagnetic field in ECE2 is the curl of
a velocity, which is a vortex in hydrodynamics, and as 
in immediately preceding work, this is an inviscid flow 
of spacetime under well defined circumstances (see 
“Vector Analysis Problem Solver”). In other 
circumstances I can envisage Navier Stokes equations 
of spacetime and all the properties of hydrodynamics. 
This is an excellent set of slides. The circuit by Osamu 
Ide successfully takes power from spacetime, that is 
beyond reasonable doubt. It has become clear that wind 
power effectively does not exist, it is all deceptive 
propaganda, so the economy is still reliant on fossil duel
and nuclear and trillions have been wasted. Less than 
1% of power generated by thousands of useless turbines
is a crime.

Sent: 06/06/2016 19:47:24 GMT Daylight 
Time
Subj: Re: Latest Data from Osamu Ide

Hi Russell,



I support your view. I advocate the 
interpretation that the vector potential 
describes a flow of spacetime, or, in words 
of Tesla, a flow of ether. This defines an 
analogy between ECE spacetime and fluid 
flow. You hit the nail on the head by saying 
that the right boundary conditions are 
needed to direct the (turbulent) ether flow in
a direction useful for technical application. 
In a talk in Munich I brought this to the 
point: When we know how to impact the 
ether (or vector potential) flow, we are able 
to construct all kinds of space energy 
devices. So the main research direction 
should be to find these mechanisms. The 
Casimir effect could be a first step. I 
proposed constructing a sphere with a 
Casimir surface (probably quite difficult). 
Then the ehter flow in the sphere should be 
different, possibly showing a reduction in 
mass. See slides appended, I translated them
to English.

Horst

Am 06.06.2016 um 19:01 schrieb Russell 
Davis:

Hi Dr. Evans,

Dr. Ide’s remarks about variation
in his experimental results in the
absence of any known physical 
change to his circuit or its 
components prompts my 
questions below (many early, as 
well as recent, LENR 
experiments have reported 
varying results).

It has been offered that some 
aspects of spacetime invoke the 
idea of an energy flow. For 
example, the features of vector 
potential remind of the swirling 
of a fluid (rotational magnetic 
vector potential /magnetic force 



field).

Turbulence in a physical fluid 
(liquid or gas) is a complicated 
phenomenon. Could there be 
aspects of spacetime which are 
analogous to physical 
turbulence? Could there be 
“spacetime flows” which might 
be likened to an invicid fluid, 
and others which “mimic” a 
viscous flow?

If there is a type of spacetime 
“turbulence” (chaotic flow), this 
might offer an explanation for 
changing experimental results. 
And if so, could the limited 
knowledge we have about 
physical turbulence, provide 
some insight in better 
controlling circuit behavior? 
Physical fluid turbulence is 
highly influenced by boundaries;
maybe there are some sort of 
optimal configurations of the 
boundaries affecting the energy 
flow of spacetime (from the 
background of the vacuum to the
foreground), making it less 
chaotic. What are your 
thoughts?

Cheers,
Russ Davis

Fluid Dynamics and Spacetime

Many Thanks
June 8, 2016 

Many thanks, a prompt, useful and detailed reply confirming my understanding of the fact that today, 
wind produces less than 1% of power needs in the countries of Britain. I will monitor this useful site 
www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk to see how much turbines produce every day. Turbines have essentially 
destroyed the landscape of Mawr, in order to enrich a very wealthy absentee landlord, my cousin the 
Duke of Beaufort. Money is channelled to him from much poorer taxpayers whose land was taken from

http://www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/08/many-thanks-3/


them. In my opinion this land must be restored by Land Acts. The beautiful and ancient landscape of 
Gwrhyd is about to be obliterated for no reason at all. I urge an immediate moratorium on all further 
wind turbine construction.

In a message dated 08/06/2016 11:09:04 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

On 08/06/16 10:02, EMyrone wrote:

To Postmaster at Templar:

I have recently been studying the site www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk to try to 
make some sense of the real contribution of wind turbines. Today, the site 
records that only 0.64% of needs in the countries of Britain is being generated 
by wind turbines, more than half by gas / steam power stations, the rest by 
nuclear and coal, nothing recorded about hydroelectricity and biorenewables, 
photoelectric devices and so on. 

Ok. That’s not quite true. Hydroelectric is on Gridwatch, and so is biomass, when its big 
enough to be centrally metered.

The situation is broadly this. Big conventional power stations that are connected to the 
central grid backbone are recorded,. And that includes some smaller units that just happen 
to be too.

‘Embedded’ generation – that is essentially stuff like small scale wind farms, and local 
sized biomass burners and solar panels in fields or on roof tops, is not metered centrally, so 
escapes.

You can see the impact of at least solar by noting the midday dips in the ‘demand’ All 
embedded power generations reflects in ‘lower demand’ essentially.

We can guess at solar and embedded wind by taking in the first case, a figure for installed 
capacity and doing calculations on average UK insolation.
Today is a fine almost windless midsummer day, and we probably will see up to a 6GW 
‘dip’ in demand due to embedded solar at midday. As far as wind goes, the efficiency of the
smaller turbines is a little less than the bigger metered ones, so we can take the metered 
output and assign at best a further proportion to what is not metered, to get a reasonable 
guess.

I see that the site is based on BM Reports. Are these reports Government 
statistics? 

No. They are emphatically NOT ‘government statistics’, They are national GRID data., 
available as a result of the way the electricity market is auctioned.

“This BMRS website provides near real time and historic data about the Balancing 
Mechanism which is used by the National Grid (System Operator) as a means of balancing 
power flows on to and off the electricity Transmission System in Great Britain.”

http://www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk/


In the small print about wind turbines I see that “a further 30% is generated by 
unmetered turbines”. Am I right in assuming that this means 30% of 0.64%, 
which is 0.19%? If this is the TRUTH about wind turbines they are totally 
useless and destroy economies through costs which run into trillions. 

Well yes. Of course sometimes they do generate a lot more.The proof of the pudding is of 
course finally in the ‘carbon intensity’ of electricity generation. Assuming the point of 
windmills and solar panels is to reduce carbon emissions, which is debatable.

That is the amount of carbon emissions per unit electricity generated on a country by 
country basis. Germany has spent enormous sum on renewable energy, yet its still a worse 
emitter than Britain. The data is clear (If you can get your hands on it. There are many 
many sites telling you what they want you to hear, very few that report what is actually the 
case) and unequivocal. If you want low emissions (and whether in fact you do is another 
can of worms, as I am sure you are aware) you need hydroelectricity, and if you don’t have 
mountains you need nuclear power. Nothing else actually works.

France Switzerland and Sweden have both, and have thereby the most enviable emissions 
records. Which is why Hollande seems hell bent on destroying Frances nuclear program 
(nuclear electricity is Frances third largest export, too).

The best that can be done is to demolish them at developer expense. Make them
pay back the subsidies taken from taxation, and carry the cost of cleaning up the
tremendous damage to environment, animals, birds and humans, culture and the
quality of life. There should be an immediate stop to all new turbine projects 
and the restoration of democracy. This templar site is completely at odds with 
the claims of the wind industry. The latter claims to generate three times more 
than all the electricity needs of the countries of Britain. If so, why is the 
percentage contribution 0.64% to 0.83%? Something is wildly wrong. It seems 
to me that the wind turbine propaganda is completely deceptive, like any other 
propaganda.

Broadly speaking that is the case.

But I don’t think they have claimed that – maybe they claim it would and it could, but no 
one claims it has.

And even if it were correct, so what? If its several times more expensive than the next best 
alternative in terms of emissions.

If you are interested in an alternative view on intermittent renewables I have attached a 
rather old and not that great piece of analysis. Broadly speaking there are two huge 
drawbacks to renewables: Low energy density (the need to deploy huge tracts of land/sea to
gather the rather diffuse sources, with its attendant ecological and social impacts) and for 
some sources (wind/solar/tidal/wave) intermittency.



The late Professor David Mackay produced a wonderful treatise on energy density really – 
Without the Hot air – available as a book and online as well at 
http:wwww.withouthotair.com

and I wrote a much shorter piece on the impact of intermittency,

http://www.templar.co.uk/downloads/Renewable%20Energy%20Limitations.pdf

My reluctant conclusion is that modern ‘renewable’ energy is a cosmetic political solution 
to a problem that may well not even exist anyway: Namely the implied negative impact of 
mild warming that may or may not be linked to anthropogenic sources.

And most government energy policy for the last ten years has been dominated by a global 
move to bring the while energy market under central national and international regulation.

There is now so much government control that it is scarcely possible to build a power 
station at all without direct government intervention.

However the tide may be turning, with renewable subsidies under the knife, and with 
ministers actually being heard (I caught a BBC parliament broadcast about ‘new nuclear’ ) 
using the magic word ‘dispatch’ …so there are signs that even ministers at DECC have 
finally understood that the idea of power arriving on the grid when it feels like it, is about 
as handy as employees who take holidays when they feel like it, turn up when they feel like
it, and demand to be paid more by virtue of..well being plain virtuous.

But really all becomes clear when you understand politics – especially industry lobby based
EU politics – to be:

Create pseudo problem A
Invent Solution B to ostensibly ‘solve’ it
Bearing in mind the real agenda was to broaden centralised power, and to enrichen industry
‘C’
Using the concept of ‘political plausibility’ as a yardstick of excellence.

I could wax philosophical about the widening disjunct between what governments probably
should be about, and what they claim – and many supporters of them want them to be 
about. Government today, especially of the Lefter sort, seems to be solely about virtue 
signalling to and on behalf of the electorate, rather than the older conservative (with a small
c) idea of pragmatic provisions of those essential services that could not be delivered by 
other means, and the resolution by a moral means of conflicts arising between its (and 
occasionally other peoples) citizens.

However desirable and morally virtuous this all may be, there still remains an actual need 
to – as in this case – keep the lights on without bankrupting the nation.

I suspect we are about, as a Western society, to test the relative importance of moral high 

http://www.templar.co.uk/downloads/Renewable%20Energy%20Limitations.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/page/59/wwww.withouthotair.com


ground versus plain survival.

Kind Regards

Leo Smith

Myron Evans

Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent., Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc., Ph. D., B. Sc. (Wales)

cc MP and Opposition Gower
prime Minister’s Office.

Many Thanks

348(2): The ECE2 Equation for Any     Precession
June 8, 2016 

Subject to the usual checking by co author Horst Eckardt this is Eq. (37) under the given 
approximations. It is a combination of a Leibnitz equation of 1689 and Lorentz force equation, actually 
derived by my Civil List predecessor Oliver Heaviside in 1889 but attributed to Henrik Anton Lorentz. 
The ECE2 Precessional Equation has the great advantage that it contains the observed precession 
frequency omega, measured experimentally from astronomy. It gives the orbit (38), which is a 
precessing ellipse as shown in Note 348(1). Eqs. (39) define an invisicid ECE2 spacetime. The 
spacetime used in the derivation of Eq. (37) is an inviscid fluid, an idealization of the Navier Stokes 
equation (see “Vector Analysis Problem Solver”, Problem 11.19, pp.471 of the edition I have here.) 
This book is essential reading for ECE and ECE2 theory. I used it to lecture to a freshman class at 
UNCC, some members had no mathematical training at all at the start of the semester. The next step is 
to calculate the precessional Binet equation. The problem of precession of orbits has now been worked 
out exactly, because any observed orbital precession, of any type, appears in the equation of motion 
(37). The problem has also been developed to the point where an inviscid spacetime has been shown to 
be responsible for precession. It is well known from hydrodynamics that the inviscid fluid is an 
idealization. We need a turbulent spacetime in order to describe devices that take energy from 
spacetime. That will be the subject of UFT349.

a348thpapernotes2.pdf

348(2): The ECE2 Equation for Any Precession

Enquiry about the Gridwatch     Website
June 8, 2016 

To Postmaster at Templar:

I have recently been studying the site www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk to try to make some sense of the 
real contribution of wind turbines. Today, the site records that only 0.64% of needs in the countries of 
Britain is being generated by wind turbines, more than half by gas / steam power stations, the rest by 

http://www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/08/enquiry-about-the-gridwatch-website/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/a348thpapernotes2.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/08/3482-the-ece2-equation-for-any-precession/


nuclear and coal, nothing recorded about hydroelectricity and biorenewables, photoelectric devices and 
so on. I see that the site is based on BM Reports. Are these reports Government statistics? In the small 
print about wind turbines I see that “a further 30% is generated by unmetered turbines”. Am I right in 
assuming that this means 30% of 0.64%, which is 0.19%? If this is the TRUTH about wind turbines 
they are totally useless and destroy economies through costs which run into trillions. The best that can 
be done is to demolish them at developer expense. Make them pay back the subsidies taken from 
taxation, and carry the cost of cleaning up the tremendous damage to environment, animals, birds and 
humans, culture and the quality of life. There should be an immediate stop to all new turbine projects 
and the restoration of democracy. This templar site is completely at odds with the claims of the wind 
industry. The latter claims to generate three times more than all the electricity needs of the countries of 
Britain. If so, why is the percentage contribution 0.64% to 0.83%? Something is wildly wrong. It seems
to me that the wind turbine propaganda is completely deceptive, like any other propaganda.

Myron Evans

Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent., Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc., Ph. D., B. Sc. (Wales)

cc MP and Opposition Gower
prime Minister’s Office.

Enquiry about the Gridwatch Website

Turbulent Flow of Spacetime from     ECE2
June 8, 2016 

Looks interesting, I am forwarding to the group and will have a look shortly. This discussion is still 
based on the obsolete Einstein field equation, but might give some useful background information. The 
AIAS staff should apply the ECE2 equations themselves to problems of interest. Horst and I are always
here to help. They should also try to duplicate the Osamu Ide circuit and test it. That should not be 
difficult for the electrical engineers of the group. This is what I mean by networking – the economic 
principle of division of labour. Similarly, apprentices must become masters themselves. Graduate 
students must become Masters of Science, Doctors of Philosophy and Fellows.

To: EMyrone@aol.com, mail@horst-eckardt.de
Sent: 08/06/2016 04:37:19 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Fwd: Re: Flow of Spacetime

Further to my proton thoughts – scroll through all the posts and comments at 
http://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/221432/turbulent-spacetime-from-einstein-
equation

for many interesting thoughts. Regards Norman Page

Turbulent Flow of Spacetime from ECE2

Important New Results by Osamu     Ide
June 8, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/08/important-new-results-by-osamu-ide/
http://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/221432/turbulent-spacetime-from-einstein-equation
http://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/221432/turbulent-spacetime-from-einstein-equation
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/08/turbulent-flow-of-spacetime-from-ece2/


This is a definitive result – fifty times is beyond scientific doubt. It reminds me of the resonant spike 
seen by the Alex Hill group and demonstrated to Shelburne at al. at the U. S. Navy in Florida. I was 
asked by Shelburne to explain this spike, and spin connection resonance originated in this way. By now
SCR has been greatly developed in papers such as the Eckardt Lindstrom papers UFT292 to UFT299, 
now being intensively studied worldwide and reported on every morning in this blog. UFT311 is 
definitive proof of ECE and the Osamu Ide circuit, and the latest work in this area is UFT321 and 
papers present by Osamu Ide.. It should be possible to develop a turbulent flow theory for spacetime to 
account for these fluctuations. It is clear to me that the meticulous checking methods used by Osamu 
Ide remove artifact beyond scientific doubt. So circuits such as these are of an importance to new 
energy which cannot be over stated. I am also convinced that LENR is ready for mass production, 
especially if Congress gives it the go ahead. Congress will clear away any luddite resistance from the 
fossil energy lobby. Once Congress leads, the rest of the world usually follows. Then, Steve Bannister’s
second industrial revolution kicks in, and not before time, totally useless wind turbines can be 
demolished, and new factories set up to manufacture new energy items. There should be an awareness 
of these developments here in Wales, so they do not miss out.

cc M. P. Gower and Main Labour Opposition Gower (both against wind turbines)

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 07/06/2016 17:43:35 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: RE: Flow of Spacetime

Dear Dr. Evans,

I totally agree with the comment of Russell also Horst.

He understands well the result of my experiment.

The ether is very fuzzy until repeated many experiments.

It is like some creature rather than fluid. I call it “ Nurarihyon”. It is from one of Japanese 
blob phantom.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nurarihyon

I got new result of more than before.

The magnetic energy of the transformer reached at least 50 times or more than the lost 
static energy of the capacitor to induce it.

It is too incredible.

It has been increasing day by day. It is very unstable.

I have to repeat the experiment until it gets stable.

I know it looks very strange for electrical engineers as I am so.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nurarihyon


I never use DMM to measure the transient current input to transformer.

I don’t know how to use DMM to measure the transient current.

I am measuring it by digital oscilloscope of 100MHz sampling as I always show in my 
papers.

I am measuring the wave form of transient current and voltage of the capacitor.

Now, the frequency of the wave form is lower than 500Hz.

It is one of my aim to use low frequency as easy to control.

As I have shown in my report on AIAS site, I have many experimental data based on 
common electro-magnetic theory.

They probably make to be pleased electrical engineer. Because they are always smaller than
theoretical results as known well.

But I also have many completely different data of much larger than theoretical result.

Although they were taken by almost identical experimental condition.

Mostly electrical engineers also in Japan have quite same comment about my experiment.

I know their thinking pattern very well.

Sincerely,

Osamu

Flow of Spacetime

It will be most interesting. I am sure that the apparatus is reproducible and repeatable, both 
LENR and the Osamu Ide circuits. There are vastly experienced engineers already 
networking.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 07/06/2016 12:37:53 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Flow of Spacetime

There are some few on the foundations of hydrodynamics on basis of ECE 
theory. It would be very interesting to extend this subject to the Navier Stokes 
equtions of spacetime, I would greatly appreciate this.

Horst



Am 07.06.2016 um 08:58 schrieb EMyrone:

Agreed, the gravitomagnetic field in ECE2 is the curl of a velocity, 
which is a vortex in hydrodynamics, and as in immediately 
preceding work, this is an inviscid flow of spacetime under well 
defined circumstances (see “Vector Analysis Problem Solver”). In 
other circumstances I can envisage Navier Stokes equations of 
spacetime and all the properties of hydrodynamics. This is an 
excellent set of slides. The circuit by Osamu Ide successfully takes 
power from spacetime, that is beyond reasonable doubt. It has 
become clear that wind power effectively does not exist, it is all 
deceptive propaganda, so the economy is still reliant on fossil duel 
and nuclear and trillions have been wasted. Less than 1% of power 
generated by thousands of useless turbines is a crime.

Sent: 06/06/2016 19:47:24 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Latest Data from Osamu Ide

Hi Russell,

I support your view. I advocate the interpretation that 
the vector potential describes a flow of spacetime, or, in 
words of Tesla, a flow of ether. This defines an analogy 
between ECE spacetime and fluid flow. You hit the nail 
on the head by saying that the right boundary conditions
are needed to direct the (turbulent) ether flow in a 
direction useful for technical application. In a talk in 
Munich I brought this to the point: When we know how 
to impact the ether (or vector potential) flow, we are 
able to construct all kinds of space energy devices. So 
the main research direction should be to find these 
mechanisms. The Casimir effect could be a first step. I 
proposed constructing a sphere with a Casimir surface 
(probably quite difficult). Then the ehter flow in the 
sphere should be different, possibly showing a reduction
in mass. See slides appended, I translated them to 
English.

Horst

Am 06.06.2016 um 19:01 schrieb Russell Davis:

Hi Dr. Evans,

Dr. Ide’s remarks about variation in his 
experimental results in the absence of any 



known physical change to his circuit or its 
components prompts my questions below 
(many early, as well as recent, LENR 
experiments have reported varying results).

It has been offered that some aspects of 
spacetime invoke the idea of an energy flow.
For example, the features of vector potential
remind of the swirling of a fluid (rotational 
magnetic vector potential /magnetic force 
field).

Turbulence in a physical fluid (liquid or gas)
is a complicated phenomenon. Could there 
be aspects of spacetime which are analogous
to physical turbulence? Could there be 
“spacetime flows” which might be likened 
to an invicid fluid, and others which 
“mimic” a viscous flow?

If there is a type of spacetime “turbulence” 
(chaotic flow), this might offer an 
explanation for changing experimental 
results. And if so, could the limited 
knowledge we have about physical 
turbulence, provide some insight in better 
controlling circuit behavior? Physical fluid 
turbulence is highly influenced by 
boundaries; maybe there are some sort of 
optimal configurations of the boundaries 
affecting the energy flow of spacetime (from
the background of the vacuum to the 
foreground), making it less chaotic. What 
are your thoughts?

Cheers,

Russ Davis

Half Life of the     Proton
June 8, 2016 

This is an interesting question, we applied the Beltrami method to the internal structure of an 
elementary particle some time ago, and Norman Page suggests some useful lateral thinking, application

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/08/half-life-of-the-proton/


of concepts to different areas of thought. A chapter of Principles of ECE is devoted to the Beltrami 
method. After finishing UFT348 I think I will start work on ECE2 spacetime as a fluid, the first step is 
to try to derive the Navier Stokes equation, having already derived the vorticity of spacetime from 
Cartan geometry. The W sub g potential has the units of linear velocity, and the gravitomagnetic field is
the curl of the W sub g potential. The gravitomagnetic field is therefore a spacetime vortex.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 07/06/2016 15:56:27 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Flow of Spacetime

Myron Just thinking out aloud – If we consider a proton as a vortex – what are the orbital 
equations which would produce an essentially eternal lifetime for the proton? Best Regards 
Norman

On 6/7/2016 1:58 AM, EMyrone wrote:

Agreed, the gravitomagnetic field in ECE2 is the curl of a velocity, which is a 
vortex in hydrodynamics, and as in immediately preceding work, this is an 
inviscid flow of spacetime under well defined circumstances (see “Vector 
Analysis Problem Solver”). In other circumstances I can envisage Navier 
Stokes equations of spacetime and all the properties of hydrodynamics. This is 
an excellent set of slides. The circuit by Osamu Ide successfully takes power 
from spacetime, that is beyond reasonable doubt. It has become clear that wind 
power effectively does not exist, it is all deceptive propaganda, so the economy 
is still reliant on fossil duel and nuclear and trillions have been wasted. Less 
than 1% of power generated by thousands of useless turbines is a crime.

Sent: 06/06/2016 19:47:24 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Latest Data from Osamu Ide

Hi Russell,

I support your view. I advocate the interpretation that the vector 
potential describes a flow of spacetime, or, in words of Tesla, a flow
of ether. This defines an analogy between ECE spacetime and fluid 
flow. You hit the nail on the head by saying that the right boundary 
conditions are needed to direct the (turbulent) ether flow in a 
direction useful for technical application. In a talk in Munich I 
brought this to the point: When we know how to impact the ether 
(or vector potential) flow, we are able to construct all kinds of space
energy devices. So the main research direction should be to find 
these mechanisms. The Casimir effect could be a first step. I 
proposed constructing a sphere with a Casimir surface (probably 
quite difficult). Then the ehter flow in the sphere should be 
different, possibly showing a reduction in mass. See slides 
appended, I translated them to English.



Horst

Am 06.06.2016 um 19:01 schrieb Russell Davis:

Hi Dr. Evans,

Dr. Ide’s remarks about variation in his experimental 
results in the absence of any known physical change to 
his circuit or its components prompts my questions 
below (many early, as well as recent, LENR 
experiments have reported varying results).

It has been offered that some aspects of spacetime 
invoke the idea of an energy flow. For example, the 
features of vector potential remind of the swirling of a 
fluid (rotational magnetic vector potential /magnetic 
force field).

Turbulence in a physical fluid (liquid or gas) is a 
complicated phenomenon. Could there be aspects of 
spacetime which are analogous to physical turbulence? 
Could there be “spacetime flows” which might be 
likened to an invicid fluid, and others which “mimic” a 
viscous flow?

If there is a type of spacetime “turbulence” (chaotic 
flow), this might offer an explanation for changing 
experimental results. And if so, could the limited 
knowledge we have about physical turbulence, provide 
some insight in better controlling circuit behavior? 
Physical fluid turbulence is highly influenced by 
boundaries; maybe there are some sort of optimal 
configurations of the boundaries affecting the energy 
flow of spacetime (from the background of the vacuum 
to the foreground), making it less chaotic. What are 
your thoughts?

Cheers,
Russ Davis

Half Life of the Proton

Open Access
June 8, 2016 

Many thanks to Axel Westrenius, this is excellent news. AIAS / UPITEC were years ahead of their 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/08/open-access/


time. Our new publication method is completely accepted by the world’s best.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 07/06/2016 12:57:25 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Open Access

http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2016/05/dramatic-statement-european-leaders-call-
immediate-open-access-all-scientific-papers?utm_campaign=news_weekly_2016-05-
27&et_rid=33799724&et_cid=518691 

Open Access

UFT88 Read at Kyoto and     Warwick
June 8, 2016 

UFT88 was read at Warwick on 6/6/16 for the second or third time in a week or so, and at the 
University of Kyoto on 5/6/16. Kyoto is ranked 26 in the world by Shanghai, 35 by QS, 67 by 
Webometrics and 88 by Times and has 22,785 students, founded in 1897. UFT88 has been read in 
about two hundred of the world’s best universities in the past two years, including seventeen out of the 
world’s top twenty universities. It was published in 2007 and is accepted as bringing about the end of 
the Einsteinian era in gravitational physics, replacing it by ECE2 (UFT313 – UFT320, UFT322 – 
UFT347 to date). The reason for this is that the entire Einsteinian era was based on an incorrect 
geometry without torsion. UFT99 and the widely studied definitive proofs based on UFT99 show that 
without torsion, curvature also disappears. The Einsteinian era as based on curvature, so is 
meaningless. The UFT papers contain many ways of replacing the Einstein theory. The torsionless 
second Bianchi identity used in the incorrect Einstein field equation has been replaced by the JCE 
identity of UFT313.

UFT88 Read at Kyoto and Warwick

Daily Report 6/6/16
June 8, 2016 

The equivalent of 175,920 printed pages was downloaded (641.404 megabytes) from 2494 downloaded
memory files (hits) and 571 distinct visits each averaging 3.0 pp and 11 minutes, printed pages to hits 
ratio for the day of 70.54, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Top ten items 435, 
Collected ECE2 272, Collected Evans / Morris 198, F3(Sp) 144, Collected scientometrics 133, Proofs 
that no torsion means no gravitation 57, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 52, Autobiography volumes one 
and two 49, Principles of ECE 45, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 40, Evans Equations 31, UFT88 29,
UFT321 18, Engineering Model 18, CEFE 17, Self charging inverter 12, Llais 6, List of prolific 
authors 3, Three world records by MWE 2, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 2, UFT313 6, UFT314 3, UFT315 
7, UFT316 8, UFT317 6, UFT318 5, UFT319 11, UFT320 8, UFT322 9, UFT323 8, UFT324 12, 
UFT325 9, UFT326 7, UFT327 4, UFT328 9, UFT329 9, UFT330 11, UFT331 11, UFT332 8, UFT333
7, UFT334 7, UFT335 7, UFT336 7, UFT337 6, UFT338 9, UFT339 7, UFT340 6, UFT341 14, 
UFT342 10, UFT343 8, UFT344 3, UFT345 8, UFT346 6, UFT347 16 to date in June 2016. Iowa State
University home page; Government (Junta) of Andalucia UFT165; Universit of Valencia F13(Sp); 
Goddard Space Flight Center United States National Aeronautics and Space Administratin (NASA) 
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UFT273; Bose Institute Calcutta UFT175; University of Lagos Nigeria UFT213; Birmingham City 
Council Grid for Learning Johnson Magnets; University of Cambridge UFT213; University of 
Warwick UFT papers, UFT78, 88, 89, 241, 242, 304, 320, 321, 333, 336, 343, 347. Intense interest all 
sectors, updated usage file attached for June 2016.

Daily Report 6/6/16

Flow of Spacetime
June 7, 2016 

It will be most interesting. I am sure that the apparatus is reproducible and repeatable, both LENR and 
the Osamu Ide circuits. There are vastly experienced engineers already networking.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 07/06/2016 12:37:53 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Flow of Spacetime

There are some few on the foundations of hydrodynamics on basis of ECE theory. It would 
be very interesting to extend this subject to the Navier Stokes equtions of spacetime, I 
would greatly appreciate this.

Horst

Am 07.06.2016 um 08:58 schrieb EMyrone:

Agreed, the gravitomagnetic field in ECE2 is the curl of a velocity, which is a 
vortex in hydrodynamics, and as in immediately preceding work, this is an 
inviscid flow of spacetime under well defined circumstances (see “Vector 
Analysis Problem Solver”). In other circumstances I can envisage Navier 
Stokes equations of spacetime and all the properties of hydrodynamics. This is 
an excellent set of slides. The circuit by Osamu Ide successfully takes power 
from spacetime, that is beyond reasonable doubt. It has become clear that wind 
power effectively does not exist, it is all deceptive propaganda, so the economy 
is still reliant on fossil duel and nuclear and trillions have been wasted. Less 
than 1% of power generated by thousands of useless turbines is a crime.

Sent: 06/06/2016 19:47:24 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Latest Data from Osamu Ide

Hi Russell,

I support your view. I advocate the interpretation that the vector 
potential describes a flow of spacetime, or, in words of Tesla, a flow
of ether. This defines an analogy between ECE spacetime and fluid 
flow. You hit the nail on the head by saying that the right boundary 
conditions are needed to direct the (turbulent) ether flow in a 
direction useful for technical application. In a talk in Munich I 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/07/flow-of-spacetime-2/


brought this to the point: When we know how to impact the ether 
(or vector potential) flow, we are able to construct all kinds of space
energy devices. So the main research direction should be to find 
these mechanisms. The Casimir effect could be a first step. I 
proposed constructing a sphere with a Casimir surface (probably 
quite difficult). Then the ehter flow in the sphere should be 
different, possibly showing a reduction in mass. See slides 
appended, I translated them to English.

Horst

Am 06.06.2016 um 19:01 schrieb Russell Davis:

Hi Dr. Evans,

Dr. Ide’s remarks about variation in his experimental 
results in the absence of any known physical change to 
his circuit or its components prompts my questions 
below (many early, as well as recent, LENR 
experiments have reported varying results).

It has been offered that some aspects of spacetime 
invoke the idea of an energy flow. For example, the 
features of vector potential remind of the swirling of a 
fluid (rotational magnetic vector potential /magnetic 
force field).

Turbulence in a physical fluid (liquid or gas) is a 
complicated phenomenon. Could there be aspects of 
spacetime which are analogous to physical turbulence? 
Could there be “spacetime flows” which might be 
likened to an invicid fluid, and others which “mimic” a 
viscous flow?

If there is a type of spacetime “turbulence” (chaotic 
flow), this might offer an explanation for changing 
experimental results. And if so, could the limited 
knowledge we have about physical turbulence, provide 
some insight in better controlling circuit behavior? 
Physical fluid turbulence is highly influenced by 
boundaries; maybe there are some sort of optimal 
configurations of the boundaries affecting the energy 
flow of spacetime (from the background of the vacuum 
to the foreground), making it less chaotic. What are 
your thoughts?



Cheers,
Russ Davis

Flow of Spacetime

Elimination of Artifact
June 7, 2016 

This is a sensible note of caution by Simon Clifford. What I mean by networking is essentially the 
elimination of artifact prior to patenting. I assume that all these possible sources of artifact have been 
considered and eliminated. I know that the circuit in UFT311 has been replicated both by the Munich 
group and another worker in Japan. Has Simon Clifford attempted to replicate the circuit in UFT311? 
As many Fellows as possible should attempt replication. The agreement between theory and 
experiment in UFT311 is excellent. Considering the complete disaster of wind turbines, something has 
to be done soon. Either www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk is fabricating data, or the wind industry is 
fabricating data. I should look up the official government statistics on wind power to try to get some 
sense. In LENR I take an optimistic view, but for twenty five years I considered LENR to be an artifact 
(it used to be called “cold fusion”). Now it seems that LENR is not an artifact, because it is being 
considered by Congress, but it is still not being manufactured after a few years of promising. There are 
still no domestic LENR generators. So all I can do in this situation is to produce the best possible 
theory,starting with UFT326 ff. The theoretical work in UFT311 is excellent. In my opinion the entire 
Higgs thing is an artifact.

Latest Data from Osamu Ide

Hi Russell et al,
As ever, the experimental equipment is very very important. Many an experementer 
believes readings that a digital multimeter gives him, but few recognise that the bandwidth 
of cheaper AC meters is only a few kHz, and then attempts to measure currents with edges 
from sources having bandwidths in excess of several GHz. Not surprisingly, the amount of 
current “seen” flowing into a circuit appears to be very much lower than it actually is, the 
experimenter gleefully reports efficiencies in excess of 100% but is bemused that their 
circuits are incapable of giving more calorific heat out, than flows in, or worse, give 
exceptionally unreliable results depending on exactly how well the input rectifiers are 
working at any particular time.

I’d hope to see this specific situation of DMM current measurements addressed with 
particular care in any measurement presented here. The “golden method” of measuring 
power in these situations is by means of a bolometric method. Without attention to this 
matter, I would advise great caution in approving any such results from the experimental 
setup.

Sincerely,

Simon Clifford.

On 6 June 2016 at 18:01, Russell Davis <russdavis1234> wrote:

http://www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/07/elimination-of-artifact/


Hi Dr. Evans,

Dr. Ide’s remarks about variation in his experimental results in the absence of 
any known physical change to his circuit or its components prompts my 
questions below (many early, as well as recent, LENR experiments have 
reported varying results).

It has been offered that some aspects of spacetime invoke the idea of an energy 
flow. For example, the features of vector potential remind of the swirling of a 
fluid (rotational magnetic vector potential /magnetic force field).

Turbulence in a physical fluid (liquid or gas) is a complicated phenomenon. 
Could there be aspects of spacetime which are analogous to physical 
turbulence? Could there be “spacetime flows” which might be likened to an 
invicid fluid, and others which “mimic” a viscous flow?

If there is a type of spacetime “turbulence” (chaotic flow), this might offer an 
explanation for changing experimental results. And if so, could the limited 
knowledge we have about physical turbulence, provide some insight in better 
controlling circuit behavior? Physical fluid turbulence is highly influenced by 
boundaries; maybe there are some sort of optimal configurations of the 
boundaries affecting the energy flow of spacetime (from the background of the 
vacuum to the foreground), making it less chaotic. What are your thoughts?

Cheers,
Russ Davis

Elimination of Artifact

Numerical Results from Note 348(1) by Horst     Eckardt
June 7, 2016 

The numerical and graphical analysis is attached. It will go into Section 3 of UFT348 in prep.

348(1).zip

Numerical Results from Note 348(1) by Horst Eckardt

Precession from Note     348(1)
June 7, 2016 

This is excellent numerical work as usual by co author Horst Eckardt, especially the very difficult 
evaluation of the integral and the arctan function. The result is a clear demonstration of orbital 
precession in the last two graphs. This result means that orbital precession of any kind can be derived 
via the simplest route, the minimal prescription in the classical hamiltonian. As shown in the already 
popular UFT347, this analysis is equivalent to deriving precession of any kind as a Lorentz force 
equation, derived from the classical lagrangian. The earlier x theory used an assumed constant x, but 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/07/precession-from-note-3481/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/3481.zip
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/07/numerical-results-from-note-3481-by-horst-eckardt/


the true orbit is now known:

r = alpha / (1 + eps cos (x theta))

where x is a function of theta. This method has the great advantage of incorporating the experimentally 
observed precession in the hamiltonian. So the orbit is calculated from the exprimentally observed 
precession (of any kind). The next step is to calculate the force from the orbit, it is known that the force
must be a Lorentz force. The rigorously correct and fully relativistic method is that of UFT328, 
(simultaneous solution of the relativistic hamiltonian and lagrangian of ECE2 relativity) but that 
method is not analytical, it needed the numerical scatter plot method devised by Horst Eckardt. That 
method is very elegant and it may be possible to develop it further. This method of UFT348 is 
analytical in the non relativistic limit and links up with the Lorentz force equation of gravitomagnetism.

In a message dated 06/06/2016 19:51:46 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

I succeed in procucing graphics for the orbital presession. This was difficult because of the 
atan function in the solution of the integral which is the leading term. I had to exted this 
function beyond the definition range of +/- pi which was a bit tricky.
The orbit of theta_1 should be denoted by r_1 for consistency. The three graphs in section 3
show
1. r(theta) and r_1(theta_1) in phase shift presentation
2. the difference between theta and theta_1. Since this is not linear, there is no constant x 
factor.
3. A polar diagram of both orbits. Precession is clearly visible. A negative Omega would 
give a precession in the opposite direction.

Horst

Am 06.06.2016 um 18:06 schrieb EMyrone:

Thanks for going through this note. I would like to add that the lagrangian 
variables are r and theta sub 1, thus justifying Eq. (24).

To: EMyrone
Sent: 06/06/2016 16:01:25 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 348(1)

Obviously in eq.(15) the exponent 1/2 has to be omitted, this you 
did in the following.
The assumption (24) means that the orbit remains elliptic in the 
stretched theta coordinate. This may be jsutified since condition 
(14) restricts the orbit to small deviations. The factor x is defined as 
the “correct” x factor in this approximation.

Horst

Am 06.06.2016 um 08:37 schrieb EMyrone:

This integral looks very interesting as usual, I agree that



the x theory must be regarded as a first attempt to 
develop a gravitational theory free of the errors 
introduced by the twentieth century methods, I also 
agree that the x factor is not constant in general. 
UFT328 is the rigorously correct and most general 
method so it would be very useful to try to find all 
precessions from that method. Within its non-relativistic
limitations, this note will probably give some very 
interesting graphics, especially as the integral is 
analytical. The interesting thing is that the mathematics 
all come from a simple minimal prescription. UFT328 is
the most elegant solution of all, it uses only the 
relativistic hamiltonian and lagrangian of ECE2 
relativity – Lorentz covariant relativity in a space with 
finite torsion and curvature.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 05/06/2016 18:30:51 GMT Daylight 
Time
Subj: Re: 348(1): Planetary Orbit from the 
ECE2 Minimal Prescription

As a first check the integral is solvable 
analytically, although the result is very 
complicated, see attached.
I think that a x factor method makes less 
sense since we know from earlier 
calculations (and also from this note) that 
the x factor is not constant. The Lorentz 
force is non-relativistic while our 
calculations of paper 328 were relativistic, 
in so far I think that the numerical method 
of paper 328 ist the most precise method, 
although an analytical method is better for 
the text books. All precessions should derive
from paper 328.
The correct relativistic expression for the 
Lorentz force is given in Jackson, but this 
would probably make an analytical 
treatment very cumbersome. Insofar the new
method of this paper has its own right. One 
can separate single effects that is not 
possible in the numerical method of paper 
328.

I will study the note in detail tomorrow.



Horst

Am 05.06.2016 um 11:07 schrieb EMyrone:

The orbit is calculated from the 
ECE2 minimal prescription (2) 
which gives the hamiltonian (1) 
and orbit (8). This orbit can be 
expressed as r = alpha / (1 + eps 
cos (x theta)) provided that x is 
defined as in Eq. (36). 
Alternatively it can be written as
r = alpha / ( 1 + eps cos (theta 
sub 1)) provided that theta sub 1 
is defined by Eq. (31). Computer
algebra applied to these results 
should result in some very 
interesting graphics. It seems to 
me that this is the first time that 
the true planetary orbit has been 
worked out completely in an 
analytical way, and this is a step 
forward from UFT328 for 
example, which gave very 
interesting precessions from a 
numerical method. From 
previous work in many UFT 
papers it is known that the orbit 
of Einsteinian general relativity 
goes wildly wrong if angles are 
considered over the full range, 
instead of a minute range 
restricted to a few arc seconds. 
There are very many other basic 
flaws in Einsteinian general 
relativity. 

Precession from Note 348(1)

Flow of Spacetime
June 7, 2016 

Agreed, the gravitomagnetic field in ECE2 is the curl of a velocity, which is a vortex in 
hydrodynamics, and as in immediately preceding work, this is an inviscid flow of spacetime under well
defined circumstances (see “Vector Analysis Problem Solver”). In other circumstances I can envisage 
Navier Stokes equations of spacetime and all the properties of hydrodynamics. This is an excellent set 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/07/flow-of-spacetime/


of slides. The circuit by Osamu Ide successfully takes power from spacetime, that is beyond reasonable
doubt. It has become clear that wind power effectively does not exist, it is all deceptive propaganda, so 
the economy is still reliant on fossil duel and nuclear and trillions have been wasted. Less than 1% of 
power generated by thousands of useless turbines is a crime.

Sent: 06/06/2016 19:47:24 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Latest Data from Osamu Ide

Hi Russell,

I support your view. I advocate the interpretation that the vector potential describes a flow 
of spacetime, or, in words of Tesla, a flow of ether. This defines an analogy between ECE 
spacetime and fluid flow. You hit the nail on the head by saying that the right boundary 
conditions are needed to direct the (turbulent) ether flow in a direction useful for technical 
application. In a talk in Munich I brought this to the point: When we know how to impact 
the ether (or vector potential) flow, we are able to construct all kinds of space energy 
devices. So the main research direction should be to find these mechanisms. The Casimir 
effect could be a first step. I proposed constructing a sphere with a Casimir surface 
(probably quite difficult). Then the ehter flow in the sphere should be different, possibly 
showing a reduction in mass. See slides appended, I translated them to English.

Horst

Am 06.06.2016 um 19:01 schrieb Russell Davis:

Hi Dr. Evans,

Dr. Ide’s remarks about variation in his experimental results in the absence of 
any known physical change to his circuit or its components prompts my 
questions below (many early, as well as recent, LENR experiments have 
reported varying results).

It has been offered that some aspects of spacetime invoke the idea of an energy 
flow. For example, the features of vector potential remind of the swirling of a 
fluid (rotational magnetic vector potential /magnetic force field).

Turbulence in a physical fluid (liquid or gas) is a complicated phenomenon. 
Could there be aspects of spacetime which are analogous to physical 
turbulence? Could there be “spacetime flows” which might be likened to an 
invicid fluid, and others which “mimic” a viscous flow?

If there is a type of spacetime “turbulence” (chaotic flow), this might offer an 
explanation for changing experimental results. And if so, could the limited 
knowledge we have about physical turbulence, provide some insight in better 
controlling circuit behavior? Physical fluid turbulence is highly influenced by 
boundaries; maybe there are some sort of optimal configurations of the 
boundaries affecting the energy flow of spacetime (from the background of the 



vacuum to the foreground), making it less chaotic. What are your thoughts?

Cheers,
Russ Davis

Tesla-ether.pdf

Flow of Spacetime

Latest Data from Osamu     Ide
June 7, 2016 

In the absence of data on the variations I can say that ECE2 theory in some circumstances is a fluid 
flow without viscosity, as in recent papers. I think that further work is needed to stabilize the circuit, 
but the results are very exciting. It is possible that spacetime can be modelled hydrodynamically.

Latest Data from Osamu Ide

Hi Dr. Evans,

Dr. Ide’s remarks about variation in his experimental results in the absence of any known 
physical change to his circuit or its components prompts my questions below (many early, 
as well as recent, LENR experiments have reported varying results).

It has been offered that some aspects of spacetime invoke the idea of an energy flow. For 
example, the features of vector potential remind of the swirling of a fluid (rotational 
magnetic vector potential /magnetic force field).

Turbulence in a physical fluid (liquid or gas) is a complicated phenomenon. Could there be 
aspects of spacetime which are analogous to physical turbulence? Could there be 
“spacetime flows” which might be likened to an invicid fluid, and others which “mimic” a 
viscous flow?

If there is a type of spacetime “turbulence” (chaotic flow), this might offer an explanation 
for changing experimental results. And if so, could the limited knowledge we have about 
physical turbulence, provide some insight in better controlling circuit behavior? Physical 
fluid turbulence is highly influenced by boundaries; maybe there are some sort of optimal 
configurations of the boundaries affecting the energy flow of spacetime (from the 
background of the vacuum to the foreground), making it less chaotic. What are your 
thoughts?

Cheers,
Russ Davis

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/07/latest-data-from-osamu-ide-2/
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Wind power drops to 0.67%     Today
June 7, 2016 

According to www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk, wind power has dropped to a negligible 0.67% today. The 
blazingly obvious reason is that there is no wind. So if all these turbines were demolished at developer 
expense, it would stabilize the grid. Today these useless contraptions are actually taking power from the
grid, power needed to stabilize the grid and to restart them. So this is a complete, stupid disaster, and 
whoever is responsible should be made to pay. France has a much higher percentage of electricity 
generated by hydroelectric plants. That is what is needed in Wales, with its mountainous geography and
high tides. However France is dangerously over reliant on nuclear power, one accident will change all 
of that.

Wind power drops to 0.67% Today

Daily Report Sunday     5/6/16
June 7, 2016 

The equivalent of 209,920 printed pages was downloaded during the day (765.367 megabytes) from 
2498 downloaded memory files (hits) and 516 distinct visits each averaging 4.1 memory pages and 18 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 84.04, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten items 374, Collected ECE2 246, Collected Evans / Morris 165(est), F3(Sp) 121, 
Collected scientometrics 118, Collected Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 42, Eckardt / 
Lindstrom papers 41, Autobiography volumes one and two 39, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 37, 
Principles of ECE 35, Evans Equations 29, UFT88 27, CEFE 16, UFT321 15, UFT311 12, Self 
charging inverter 11, Llais 6, List of prolific authors 3, Three world records by MWE 2, Lindstrom 
Idaho lecture 2, UFT313 6, UFT314 3, UFT315 6, UFT316 7, UFT317 6, UFT318 5, UFT319 11, 
UFT320 7, UFT322 8, UFT323 8, UFT324 11, UFT325 9, UFT326 6, UFT327 4, UFT328 9, UFT329 
8, UFT330 11, UFT331 7, UFT332 8, UFT333 5, UFT334 6, UFT335 7, UFT336 5, UFT337 6, 
UFT338 9, UFT339 6, UFT340 5, UFT341 13, UFT342 10, UFT343 5, UFT344 3, UFT345 7, UFT346
5, UFT347 14 to date in June 2016. Czech National Library of Technology UFT142; Physics 
University of Freiburg UFT85; Faculty of Agriculture Hebrew University of Jerusalem general; 
Division of Physics and Astronomy, Graduate School of Science, University of Kyoto UFT88; Chelsea 
District Library Michigan UFT221. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for June 
2016.

Daily Report Sunday 5/6/16

The Plague
June 6, 2016 

“A monstrous flailing greed the land consumes.
The blades that execute democracy
Corrupt like a peaceful, deadly plague,
Takes all like war and leaves no stone unturned.”

From “Sonnet Against Wind Turbines” (attached book)

These turbines on Mynydd Betws are of an incredible ugliness and they are an insult to democracy and 
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ruin civilization. They should be legally demolished as soon as possible. Up to 17.40 BST today the 
relevant power data are as follows (www.gridwatch.templar.co.uk). These data make a pig’s breakfast 
out of the meaningless, cynically deceptive, propaganda of the turbine industry.

Demand today in Britain is 34.07 Gwatts, Coal supplies 3.34 Gwatts (9.80%), Nuclear supplies 7.54 
Gwatts (22.13%), Combined cycle gas turbines (CCGT’s) supply 16.77 Gwatts 49.22%, and wind 
turbines only 0.44 Gwatts (1.29%).

In some parts of Wales one can see these desecrating obscenities side by side with cleaned up coal 
mines and coal tips. The turbines are a hundred times more polluting and a thousand times less useful. I
urge the Labour Party and Plaid Cymru, indeed all parties in Wales, to adopt a policy of demolishing 
wind turbines throughout Wales, and look for far more intelligent solutions such as those on 
www.aias.us, www.upitec.org and www.et3m.net.

ENGLYNION.pdf

The Plague

Discussion of 348(1)
June 6, 2016 

Thanks for going through this note. I would like to add that the lagrangian variables are r and theta sub 
1, thus justifying Eq. (24).

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 06/06/2016 16:01:25 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 348(1)

Obviously in eq.(15) the exponent 1/2 has to be omitted, this you did in the following.
The assumption (24) means that the orbit remains elliptic in the stretched theta coordinate. 
This may be jsutified since condition (14) restricts the orbit to small deviations. The factor 
x is defined as the “correct” x factor in this approximation.

Horst

Am 06.06.2016 um 08:37 schrieb EMyrone:

This integral looks very interesting as usual, I agree that the x theory must be 
regarded as a first attempt to develop a gravitational theory free of the errors 
introduced by the twentieth century methods, I also agree that the x factor is not
constant in general. UFT328 is the rigorously correct and most general method 
so it would be very useful to try to find all precessions from that method. 
Within its non-relativistic limitations, this note will probably give some very 
interesting graphics, especially as the integral is analytical. The interesting thing
is that the mathematics all come from a simple minimal prescription. UFT328 is
the most elegant solution of all, it uses only the relativistic hamiltonian and 
lagrangian of ECE2 relativity – Lorentz covariant relativity in a space with 
finite torsion and curvature.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/06/discussion-of-3481-2/
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To: EMyrone
Sent: 05/06/2016 18:30:51 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 348(1): Planetary Orbit from the ECE2 Minimal 
Prescription

As a first check the integral is solvable analytically, although the 
result is very complicated, see attached.
I think that a x factor method makes less sense since we know from 
earlier calculations (and also from this note) that the x factor is not 
constant. The Lorentz force is non-relativistic while our calculations
of paper 328 were relativistic, in so far I think that the numerical 
method of paper 328 ist the most precise method, although an 
analytical method is better for the text books. All precessions should
derive from paper 328.
The correct relativistic expression for the Lorentz force is given in 
Jackson, but this would probably make an analytical treatment very 
cumbersome. Insofar the new method of this paper has its own 
right. One can separate single effects that is not possible in the 
numerical method of paper 328.

I will study the note in detail tomorrow.

Horst

Am 05.06.2016 um 11:07 schrieb EMyrone:

The orbit is calculated from the ECE2 minimal 
prescription (2) which gives the hamiltonian (1) and 
orbit (8). This orbit can be expressed as r = alpha / (1 + 
eps cos (x theta)) provided that x is defined as in Eq. 
(36). Alternatively it can be written as r = alpha / ( 1 + 
eps cos (theta sub 1)) provided that theta sub 1 is 
defined by Eq. (31). Computer algebra applied to these 
results should result in some very interesting graphics. It
seems to me that this is the first time that the true 
planetary orbit has been worked out completely in an 
analytical way, and this is a step forward from UFT328 
for example, which gave very interesting precessions 
from a numerical method. From previous work in many 
UFT papers it is known that the orbit of Einsteinian 
general relativity goes wildly wrong if angles are 
considered over the full range, instead of a minute range
restricted to a few arc seconds. There are very many 
other basic flaws in Einsteinian general relativity. 

Discussion of 348(1)



Networking
June 6, 2016 

Pleasure!

Networking

Networking
June 6, 2016 

I am fully in favour of this. With the loss of forty thousand jobs at Margam there would certainly be 
enough room for research labs and factories for all kinds of new energy devices. A similar catastrophe 
occurred at Ebbw Vale, a town which is experiencing a revival of industry and language. This is the 
constituency of Aneurin Bevan and later Michael Foot and Neil Kinnock. I have been to Ebbw Vale 
once or twice. The same is true of all small science parks and industrial parks. The Osamu Ide circuit 
used in UFT311 had already been replicated. LENR devices are being considered by Congress in 
Washington D. C. No real government would ever have allowed these closures.

cc M. P. Gower
Prime Minister’s Office

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 06/06/2016 10:50:29 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Latest Data from Osamu Ide

What would be useful, once the necessary patents etc are in place, would be for several 
groups to work in tandem replicating and developing this. The better we understand the 
nuances the better the devices that will be produced. Osamu is doing a great job and these 
are very exciting results.

Sent from my Samsung device

Networking

Articles on ECE and ECE2     Theories
June 6, 2016 

Prof. Carlos Nunez,
Department of Physics,
University College Swansea,

Dear Prof. Nunez,

Glad to make your acquaintance. These articles are all available open source on www.aias.us with the 
exception of M. W. Evans and A. A. Hasanein, “The Photomagneton in Quantum Field Theory” (World
Scientific 1994). They are either in the UFT section or the Omnia Opera section, where articles can be 
accessed by hyperlink. Alex Hill (www.et3m.net) has translated many articles, essays and books into 
Spanish. I have published about 1,900 articles and books, essays, broadcasts and so on in all. These are 

http://www.et3m.net/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/06/articles-on-ece-and-ece2-theories/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/06/networking/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/06/networking-2/


all on www.aias.us and www.upitec.org. The ECE / ECE2 unified field theories are based on Cartan 
geometry and they are studied open source and continuously in the best universities in the world. We 
can see this from accurate scientometrics. Our new open source methods have made a very significant 
impact on physics, so it may be claimed objectively that there exist two main schools of thought, 
standard model and ECE. I have donated many books to your main library in Swansea, so some of my 
books should be there. All my books are in the National Library of Wales and www.aias.us is archived 
on the wayback machine (www.archive.org) and from the National Library of Wales at the British 
Library (www.webarchive.org.uk). My scientometrics are very detailed, and all indicators show very 
significant impact of the new theory. This has been described by the eminent editor Prof. Emeritus 
Alwyn van der Merwe of the University of Denver, as “The Post Einsteinian Paradigm Shift”. For 
example UFT88 on the second Bianchi identity has been read in about two hundred of the best 
universities in the world in the past two years, including one visit from Swansea. UFT311 verifies the 
ECE theory precisely using a circuit by Osamu Ide that takes energy from spacetime, a radically new 
and important new source of energy. UFT226 ff. are dedicated to low energy nuclear reactors, another 
very important source of new energy.

Cyfarchion,
Cordially Yours

Myron Evans

Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent. (raised to the Gentry 2008), Civil List Pensioner (appointed 2005), D. Sc., Ph. 
D., B. Sc. (Wales)
AIAS Co President
www.aias.us

home address: 50 Rhyddwen Road, Craig Cefn Parc, Swansea, SA6 5RA

cc AIAS / UPITEC Fellows

In a message dated 05/06/2016 14:08:47 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dear Dr. Evans,
i saw a short resume from you in our common room.
Could you please send me a PDF of your articles

–the geometrization of Physics
–general covariant unified field theory
–the photomagneton in QFT
–classical and qunatum electrodynamics and the B3 field.

I intend to read them and did not find them in the arXiv.

thanks
carlos
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Prof. Carlos Nunez
Professor of Physics
Wolfson Fellow Royal Society
Physics Department

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.webarchive.org.uk/
http://www.archive.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/


Swansea University
Singleton Park
SA2 8PP
Swansea
United Kingdom
Email: c.nunez@swansea.ac.uk
Phone:+ 44 (0) 1792 602 287
Fax: + 44 (0) 1792 295 324
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

Articles on ECE and ECE2 Theories

No More Wind Turbines in     England
June 6, 2016 

The rotational godfather (turbine boss) Hugh McNeal has admitted that England is not windy enough 
for any more turbines (reported about two days ago). All they have to do is put a turbine in the House 
of Commons (half in humour). They should not be allowed to dump these useless contraptions in Wales
and Scotland, and those that do exist in Wales and Scotland should be demolished. So local opposition 
groups should redouble their efforts to stop the total destruction of Mynydd y Gwair for rotten pieces of
silver, and also to legally demolish all turbines on Betws at developer expense. A Bevanite Socialist 
Labour Government would be elected in England and Wales if a General Election were called now. As 
far as I am concerned Scotland is already independent. The Bevanite Labour Government (essentially a
Republican Government) should nationalize all land and introduce Land Acts to redistribute the 
Somerset Trust. The latter is responsible for the destruction of heritage and landscape.

No More Wind Turbines in England

Latest Data from Osamu     Ide
June 6, 2016 

These are very important results in my opinion, showing that it is possible to obtain a lot of electric 
power from spacetime. That would mean the end of wind turbines, and also the end of fossil fuel and 
nuclear power stations, not before time.

Sent: 05/06/2016 18:01:55 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: RE: Confidential to Group: Experiment update

Dear Dr. Evans,

Yes, it is no problem to let my report go on to your blog.

Today, I tried to confirm the data I reported yesterday and got the unexpected result.

The efficiency of the transformer was increased from 1.97 times to 3.47 times of the input 
energy.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/06/latest-data-from-osamu-ide/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/06/no-more-wind-turbines-in-england/


It is so incredible as the maximum data was 16.3 times of the input energy. I got the data 
around it not only one but several.

When I repeated the experiment, input current was suddenly increased within the identical 
time of the previous experiment.

Although the experimental condition was not changed.

Some uncertain state (mode) of the transformer seemed to be changed.

This looks to be so strange, however I sometimes have same kind of experiences before.

Sincerely,

Osamu

Many thanks, this is exceedingly important. I am keeping it confidential to the group at 
present but if you think it can go on to the blog I will be pleased to do so. If you wish to 
publish a report on the site I will be pleased to publish it.

In a message dated 04/06/2016 17:35:41 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dear Dr. Evans,

Recently, I made a new experiment to verify the 3rd positive EMF in this May.

It was on the different condition from the last one.

I have used a very high voltage power source (7.5 KV max ) to induce high 
power from the transformer in the last experiment.

However in this case, I used a low voltage power source (160V ), and got the 
possibility of Kilo-watt inverter.

Although the efficiency is not so large as the previous one (beyond 5 times of 
input ).

The output is supposed to be 2 times of the input.

It is so important that this is the 3rd replication of my first ACS paper to verify 
the 3rd positive EMF and it is on the line of the first replication of Dr. Eckardt 
et al.

I would like to make a brief report of this experiment.

BTW, my second replication of ACS paper (a kilo-watt inverter) shall be 



presented(poster) at ACS meeting again in Philadelphia, August.

I appreciate Dr. Eckardt checking and correcting of this ACS paper.

Sincerely,

Osamu Ide

Latest Data from Osamu Ide

Discussion of 348(1)
June 6, 2016 

This integral looks very interesting as usual, I agree that the x theory must be regarded as a first attempt
to develop a gravitational theory free of the errors introduced by the twentieth century methods, I also 
agree that the x factor is not constant in general. UFT328 is the rigorously correct and most general 
method so it would be very useful to try to find all precessions from that method. Within its non-
relativistic limitations, this note will probably give some very interesting graphics, especially as the 
integral is analytical. The interesting thing is that the mathematics all come from a simple minimal 
prescription. UFT328 is the most elegant solution of all, it uses only the relativistic hamiltonian and 
lagrangian of ECE2 relativity – Lorentz covariant relativity in a space with finite torsion and curvature.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 05/06/2016 18:30:51 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 348(1): Planetary Orbit from the ECE2 Minimal Prescription

As a first check the integral is solvable analytically, although the result is very complicated,
see attached.
I think that a x factor method makes less sense since we know from earlier calculations 
(and also from this note) that the x factor is not constant. The Lorentz force is non-
relativistic while our calculations of paper 328 were relativistic, in so far I think that the 
numerical method of paper 328 ist the most precise method, although an analytical method 
is better for the text books. All precessions should derive from paper 328.
The correct relativistic expression for the Lorentz force is given in Jackson, but this would 
probably make an analytical treatment very cumbersome. Insofar the new method of this 
paper has its own right. One can separate single effects that is not possible in the numerical 
method of paper 328.

I will study the note in detail tomorrow.

Horst

Am 05.06.2016 um 11:07 schrieb EMyrone:

The orbit is calculated from the ECE2 minimal prescription (2) which gives the 
hamiltonian (1) and orbit (8). This orbit can be expressed as r = alpha / (1 + eps 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/06/discussion-of-3481/


cos (x theta)) provided that x is defined as in Eq. (36). Alternatively it can be 
written as r = alpha / ( 1 + eps cos (theta sub 1)) provided that theta sub 1 is 
defined by Eq. (31). Computer algebra applied to these results should result in 
some very interesting graphics. It seems to me that this is the first time that the 
true planetary orbit has been worked out completely in an analytical way, and 
this is a step forward from UFT328 for example, which gave very interesting 
precessions from a numerical method. From previous work in many UFT 
papers it is known that the orbit of Einsteinian general relativity goes wildly 
wrong if angles are considered over the full range, instead of a minute range 
restricted to a few arc seconds. There are very many other basic flaws in 
Einsteinian general relativity. 

348(1).pdf

Daily Report Saturday     4/6/16
June 6, 2016 

The equivalent of 226,398 printed pages was downloaded during the day (825.447 megabytes) from 
2794 memory files downloaded and 503 distinct visits each averaging 4.7 memory pages and 27 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 81.03, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten items 306, Collected ECE2 213, Evans / Morris papers 132, Collected scientometrics 
107, F3(Sp) 102, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 37, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 37, 
Principles of ECE 32, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 30, Autobiography volumes one and two 27, 
Evans Equations 27, UFT88 18, UFT321 14, CEFE 13, UFT311 9, Engineering Model 6, Llais 4, 
Three world records by MWE 2, List of prolific authors 1, UFT313 6, UFT314 3, UFT315 5, UFT316 
7, UFT317 6, UFT318 2, UFT319 10, UFT320 5, UFT322 7, UFT323 8, UFT324 10, UFT325 8, 
UFT326 5, UFT327 3, UFT328 9, UFT329 7, UFT330 8, UFT331 7, UFT332 7, UFT333 5, UFT334 6,
UFT335 6, UFT336 3, UFT337 6, UFT338 7, UFT339 6, UFT340 5, UFT341 11, UFT342 7, UFT343 
5, UFT344 3, UFT345 6, UFT346 3, UFT347 11 to date in June 2016. University of California Santa 
Barbara UFT142. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for June 2016.

Unauthorized
This server could not verify that you are authorized to access the document requested. Either you 
supplied the wrong credentials (e.g., bad password), or your browser doesn’t understand how to supply 
the credentials required.

Additionally, a 401 Unauthorized error was encountered while trying to use an ErrorDocument to 
handle the request.

Daily Report Saturday 4/6/16

Pontardawe Grammar School     Dinners
June 5, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/05/pontardawe-grammar-school-dinners/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/06/daily-report-saturday-4616/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/3481.pdf


These were made up mysteriously of black potatoes, almost solid gravy, cabbage leaves floating in 
warm, green water, and prunes and cemented custard. They were made in cauldrons out of Macbeth. A 
friend of mine from the school told me recently that the left over food was fed to pigs, who frequently 
refused to eat it. Usually pigs will eat anything, wood, plastic gravel, tar, but not the remains of the 
school dinner. The only edible day was Friday, when there was fish and chips because the Catholics 
could not eat meat on Friday. So I ate fish and chips ever after. On “Pant y Bedw” we took the left over 
food from Craig Cefn Parc primary and experimented with it with the suspicious pigs, the rulers of the 
farm. The Grammar School or Gymnasium was very important to me, and I still use the methods I 
developed there. I remember now that my mathematics master was Mr Llewelyn, a young teacher just 
starting at the Grammar School.

Pontardawe Grammar School Dinners

Next Stage of     UFT348
June 5, 2016 

This will be to derive the Binet equation from the minimal prescription and to use it to define the force 
needed for the orbit. This would then allow the calculation of the Lorentz force of the ECE2 orbit.

Next Stage of UFT348

348(1): Planetary Orbit from the ECE2 Minimal     Prescription
June 5, 2016 

The orbit is calculated from the ECE2 minimal prescription (2) which gives the hamiltonian (1) and 
orbit (8). This orbit can be expressed as r = alpha / (1 + eps cos (x theta)) provided that x is defined as 
in Eq. (36). Alternatively it can be written as r = alpha / ( 1 + eps cos (theta sub 1)) provided that theta 
sub 1 is defined by Eq. (31). Computer algebra applied to these results should result in some very 
interesting graphics. It seems to me that this is the first time that the true planetary orbit has been 
worked out completely in an analytical way, and this is a step forward from UFT328 for example, 
which gave very interesting precessions from a numerical method. From previous work in many UFT 
papers it is known that the orbit of Einsteinian general relativity goes wildly wrong if angles are 
considered over the full range, instead of a minute range restricted to a few arc seconds. There are very 
many other basic flaws in Einsteinian general relativity.

a348thpapernotes1.pdf

348(1): Planetary Orbit from the ECE2 Minimal Prescription

Daily Report 3/6/16
June 5, 2016 
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The equivalent of 244,336 printed pages was downloaded during the day (890.848 gigabytes) from 
3404 memory files downloaded (hits) and 534 distinct visits each averaging 5.6 memory pages and 25 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 71.78, main spiders cnsat (China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten items 184, Collected ECE2 133, Collected Evans / Morris 99(est), Collected 
scientometrics 92, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 35, F3(Sp) 35, Principles of ECE 30, Collected Proofs 
that no torsion means no gravitation 26, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 22, Evans Equations 22, 
UFT88 22, Autobiography volumes one and two 21, CEFE 11, UFT321 8, Self charging inverter 5, 
Llais 4, Engineering Model 4, Three world records by MWE 2, List of Prolific Authors 1, UFT313 4, 
UFT314 2, UFT315 2, UFT316 2, UFT317 4, UFT318 1, UFT319 5, UFT320 3, UFT322 6, UFT323 5,
UFT324 9, UFT325 8, UFT326 3, UFT327 2, UFT328 6, UFT329 3, UFT330 5, UFT331 6, UFT332 2,
UFT333 2, UFT334 5, UFT335 2, UFT337 6, UFT338 7, UFT339 5, UFT340 3, UFT341 9, UFT342 4,
UFT343 4, UFT344 2, UFT345 5, UFT346 2, UFT347 8 to date in June 2016. University of Hannover 
general; University of St. Etienne Leviton; Government of Mexico UFT131(Sp); Mexican National 
Polytechnic Institute UFT166(Sp), UFT170(Sp); University of Edinburgh UFT142, 167; University of 
Kingston 2D paper. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for June 2016.

Daily Report 3/6/16

Archiving on June     8-9
June 5, 2016 

Many thanks again, the NLW / British Library quarterly archive will take place on or about 8-9 June on
www.webarchive.org.uk, and archiving of the blog on the wayback machine www.archive.org, takes 
place continuously. So over 24,000 postings are archived both sides of the Atlantic.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 05/06/2016 00:55:42 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: Daily Blog pdf Upload for June 2, 2016

Done today

Dave

On 6/2/2016 10:15 PM, EMyrone wrote:

Many thanks again, this is work of key importance as we can see from the rapid
rise in interest in our work to five record highs in a few months. I agree about 
serious crime. These people are caught in a trap of their own making. Attacks 
on key scientists should be treated as a kind of terrorism. I am sure that your 
Youtube Channel will be a great success. I can see from scientometrics that 
there si already great interest in the recent broadcasts.

In a message dated 03/06/2016 03:49:18 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dr Evans, please upload the attached Daily Blog pdf, which is 
current to June 2, 2016.

http://www.archive.org/
http://www.webarchive.org.uk/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/05/archiving-on-june-8-9/


My apologies for the delay with the youtube Essays. I am finally 
getting back to uploading them, in the next few days.

A certain person (or tiny group) sounds very shrill, and repetitive, 
lately, whenever LENR is discussed, LOL… Could they have a 
quota (of insults) to meet, whenever keywords are discussed? 
Actually, LENR is a life-and-death matter for the entire planet, so 
their attempted distraction should be treated as a serious crime, 
IMO.

Michael Jackson

Archiving on June 8-9

Objection to Planning     Permission
June 4, 2016 

This is typical of forced development, development that is heavily opposed yet forced through merely 
for profit.

OBJECTIONS TO PLANNING.docx

Objection to Planning Permission

Separation of Charge and Spin in a “Science” Article
June 4, 2016 

Many thanks to Horst for these comments, there may be a role of the spin connection in these effects.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 04/06/2016 10:55:44 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Separation of Charge and Spin in a “Science” Article

This is an interesting article from view of solid state magnetism. In the conventional view, 
only electron spin contributes, where opinions differ if one has to discern between localized
and de-localized moments. The Bloch states (used in theory) are all de-localized by 
definition, but it makes sense to speak of localized 4f orbital magnetic moments. The 
experiment has shown longitudinal excitations attributed to charge density effects similar to
classical magnetism (wires and coils). I have not heard of this in the field of solid state 
magnetism, it could be a key result to better understand high temperature superconductivity
in Lanthanide and Actinide alloys where the usual quantummechanical theory (phonon-
phonon coupling) is not completely able to describe these effects completely.

Horst

Am 04.06.2016 um 09:43 schrieb EMyrone:

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/04/separation-of-charge-and-spin-in-a-science-article-2/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/objections-to-planning.docx
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/04/objection-to-planning-permission/


Thanks for sending this on. I am forwarding it to the group. I am not sure how 
they define charge and spin. If they mean electron charge, then the electron is 
known to be homogenous. Some early UFT papers deal with charge and mass. 
One point of contemporary interest is that spin orbit interaction uses Thomas 
precession, which emerges from the fermion equation.

Sent: 03/06/2016 14:43:31 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Science Article

Myron . Thought this would interest you.

Orbitals and charge go their 
separate ways

1. Jelena Stajic 

Science 03 Jun 2016:
Vol. 352, Issue 6290, pp. 1185-1186
DOI: 10.1126/science.352.6290.1185-i

Jelena Stajic

• Find this author on Google Scholar 
• Find this author on PubMed 
• Search for this author on this site 

• Article 
• Info & Metrics 
• eLetters 
• PDF 

In certain materials at very low temperatures, an electron’s spin can 
separate from its charge, zooming through the crystal in the form of 
a “spinon.” Such materials are usually one-dimensional, and their 
atoms have spins of 1/2. Wu et al. observed related behavior in a 
three-dimensional metal, Yb2Pt2Pb, where the Yb ions have a large 
magnetic moment that has its origin in the electrons’ orbital motion 
rather than their spin. Neutron-scattering measurements indicated 
that these large magnetic moments can flip their direction through 
an exchange process similar to the one that occurs in spin 1/2 
systems. This process results in effective charge-orbital separation.

http://science.sciencemag.org/content/352/6290/1185.9.full.pdf+html
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/352/6290/1185.9.e-letters
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/352/6290/1185.9.article-info
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/352/6290/1185.9
http://science.sciencemag.org/search/author1%3AJelena%2BStajic
http://science.sciencemag.org/lookup/external-ref?access_num=Stajic%20J&link_type=AUTHORSEARCH
http://science.sciencemag.org/lookup/google-scholar?link_type=googlescholar&gs_type=author&author%5Bobject%201%5D=J.%2BStajic


Science, this issue p. 1206

Separation of Charge and Spin in a “Science” Article

Support for Welsh Language Secondary     Schools
June 4, 2016 

I think that tertiary support is needed – a new federal university operating wholly in Welsh, along the 
lines of the National Eisteddfod. There is a need for compulsory education in Welsh for all, of any 
ethnic origin, from age two onwards to seventeen. No one in Wales should be able to get a job of any 
responsibility without fluent, personal knowledge of the language. As Co President with Dr. Gareth 
John Evans of the most successful small institute in Wales by far, AIAS, affiliated with the Idaho based 
UPITEC, I refuse to recognise the dissolution of the University of Wales in 2011. I am the most senior 
Scientiae Doctor of the true University of Wales. Is there any need for giant universities in Wales, all 
made up of colonists? Their international quality is poor and they are hostile to the federal university. I 
think that they exist only to provide staff with large salaries from huge student fees. In the sixties, these
fees did not exist (Autobiography Volume Two). In 2011 there was a series of ghastly scandals 
stemming from the fact that the then UW had affiliated itself with anywhere at all in order to get 
students. Never mind the quality, grab the cash. In one example answers to examinations were sold in 
advance. The colonizing Vice Chancellors actually destroyed the federal university. Volume two of my 
autobiography describes the corruption that led to the closure of the Edward Davies Chemical 
Laboratories at Aberystwyth. I always found that that system was hostile to merit, particularly merit in 
their own native scholars. This is why Gwynfor Evans called Wales “the last colony”. He was 
sometime President of the League of Celtic Nations and first Plaid Cymru M. P. His daughter was 
imprisoned for work on behalf of the Welsh language and refused the use of a Welsh language Bible. 
One can recognize barbarism, it is much harder to build a civilization. The Welsh medium schools now 
springing up all over Wales must be supported by Broydd Iaith, or language nests, where indiscriminate
colonization by forced development is prohibited by law, and property profit mongering banned 
completely. Houses and entire communities must be reserved for fluent Welsh speakers. The products 
of the Welsh medium schools and university would not be forced by the colonists to speak English just 
because the colonists are too idle to learn Welsh. At present the system is so corrupt that small 
communities can be saturated with housing and utterly destroyed by the monoglots. There are laws 
against this, and they should be used – human rights laws. I have the right to speak my own language.

Support for Welsh Language Secondary Schools

Separation of Charge and Spin in a “Science” Article
June 4, 2016 

Thanks for sending this on. I am forwarding it to the group. I am not sure how they define charge and 
spin. If they mean electron charge, then the electron is known to be homogenous. Some early UFT 
papers deal with charge and mass. One point of contemporary interest is that spin orbit interaction uses 
Thomas precession, which emerges from the fermion equation.

Sent: 03/06/2016 14:43:31 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Science Article

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/04/separation-of-charge-and-spin-in-a-science-article/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/04/support-for-welsh-langugae-secondary-schools/
http://science.sciencemag.org/lookup/doi/10.1126/science.aaf0981


Myron . Thought this would interest you.

Orbitals and charge go their separate ways
1. Jelena Stajic 

Science 03 Jun 2016:
Vol. 352, Issue 6290, pp. 1185-1186
DOI: 10.1126/science.352.6290.1185-i

Jelena Stajic

• Find this author on Google Scholar 
• Find this author on PubMed 
• Search for this author on this site 

• Article 
• Info & Metrics 
• eLetters 
• PDF 

In certain materials at very low temperatures, an electron’s spin can separate from its 
charge, zooming through the crystal in the form of a “spinon.” Such materials are usually 
one-dimensional, and their atoms have spins of 1/2. Wu et al. observed related behavior in a
three-dimensional metal, Yb2Pt2Pb, where the Yb ions have a large magnetic moment that 
has its origin in the electrons’ orbital motion rather than their spin. Neutron-scattering 
measurements indicated that these large magnetic moments can flip their direction through 
an exchange process similar to the one that occurs in spin 1/2 systems. This process results 
in effective charge-orbital separation.

Science, this issue p. 1206

Frame Dragging Theory of     Precession
June 4, 2016 

This is an interesting interpretation. The Lense Thirring frame dragging is described with precision by 
the geometrically correct ECE2 gravitational field equations, and it is now possible to understand frame
dragging as a Lorentz force equation. The latter should apply in all circumstances. In the obsolete 
theory, frame dragging was described by an approximation to the incorrect Einstein field equation. That
appeared to work in the solar system, where relativistic effects are very tiny, but I doubt whether it 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/04/frame-dragging-theory-of-precession/
http://science.sciencemag.org/lookup/doi/10.1126/science.aaf0981
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/352/6290/1185.9.full.pdf+html
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/352/6290/1185.9.e-letters
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/352/6290/1185.9.article-info
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/352/6290/1185.9
http://science.sciencemag.org/search/author1%3AJelena%2BStajic
http://science.sciencemag.org/lookup/external-ref?access_num=Stajic%20J&link_type=AUTHORSEARCH
http://science.sciencemag.org/lookup/google-scholar?link_type=googlescholar&gs_type=author&author%5Bobject%201%5D=J.%2BStajic


would work in a fast spinning pulsar, where relativistic effects are large. It would be interesting to work
out all precessional effects in terms of a Lorentz force caused by the gravitomagnetic field. For 
example perihelion precession, geodetic effect, Lense Thirring precession, equinoctial precession and 
other precessions observed in astronomy. The Thomas precession could also be understood in terms of 
a Lorentz force. The Lorentz force equation can also be derived using a fully relativistic theory. 
UFT347 Section 1 and 2 uses a classical hamiltonian and lagrangian. The relativistic hamiltonian and 
lagrangian of UFT328 should be used in a fully relativistic theory. That paper already uses the 
canonical momentum and importantly and self consistently, produces orbital precession. It should also 
be possible to describe the earth’s various precessions in terms of a Lorentz force, and also the 
precession of a spinning top in the laboratory. Finally, molecular dynamics computer simulation code 
could be written to include the new Lorentz force equation in ensembles of molecules.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/06/2016 15:44:48 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: UFT347 Sections 1 and 2 and Notes

Can we interpret the general precession in that way that rotating objects drag spacetime in 
general? Then the potential v_g would be a rotation velocity of spacetime. The magnetic 
vector potential would be of the same nature but effects are much larger because of the 
difference of 20 orders in magnitude between both.

Horst

Am 01.06.2016 um 12:32 schrieb EMyrone:

This is an original and general theory of all observed precessions, which are 
shown to be due to a Lorentz force equation with a precession frequency equal 
to half the magnitude of the gravitomagnetic field. The gravitoelectric field is 
defined in Eq. (32). The Lorentz force equation is Eq.(36), which introduces 
corrections to the principal of equivalence, the Newtonian Eq. (38). It is shown 
that the gravitomagnetic orbital forces produce precession, and occur in 
addition to the well known centripetal and Coriolis forces. The latter do not 
produce precession. This paper is therefore a powerful synthesis of concepts, 
leading to an entirely new cosmology. It is something similar, historically, to the
discovery of his new forces by Coriolis in the early nineteenth century. Note 
carefully that this theory is Lorentz covariant in a classical limit, because the 
hamiltonian and lagrangian are defined in the classical limit. So it has been 
shown that orbital precession can be described by classical dynamics. A more 
complete theory must, however, be Lorentz covariant, because the gravitational 
field equations of ECE2 are Lorentz covariant in a space with finite torsion and 
curvature. Therefore several new ways of understanding precession have been 
developed in recent papers, without using the Einstein theory at all. Some 
physicists argue that the Lorentz force equation is one of special relativity, and 
that it is empirical, but as shown in this paper it can be derived from a classical 
hamiltonian and lagrangian. Care is needed in deriving the lagrangian from the 
hamiltonian.



Frame Dragging Theory of Precession

Discussion of Note     347(5)
June 4, 2016 

These are interesting remarks as usual by co author Horst Eckardt. It might be useful if Horst could use 
computer algebra with p goes to p – m v sub g in his section 3. The work by Cahill is interesting and he
has been cited by Crothers. Atkins is indirectly cited many times in refs {1 – 12} but I agree that it 
would be a good idea to write him in to Section 3. The purpose of this is to make sure that the readers 
understand the proof. Atkins is an ultra conservative, capable of behaving irrationally, and I stopped 
citing him directly after Horst Eckardt and I found errors in his work using computer algebra. Anyone 
can make mistakes, but he has not righted them. Similarly, CERN has ignored the errors found in 
UFT225, a paper sent to CERN, and again worked out with the help of computer algebra. Therefore I 
am not at all sure if CERN should continue to be funded at its present level. UFT225 refutes the Higgs 
boson completely. It is also refuted by B(3) and photon mass. Some time ago I was aked to post 
something refuting Higgs and UFT225 can be posted. By now it is a classic paper, meaning that the 
profession regards CERN in a critical light.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/06/2016 15:40:37 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of Note 347(5)

Thanks for the hints. In my fourth edition of Atkins the appendices are organized in a 
different ordering, it is “FI2”, but the subject is developed as you describe. Atkins went the 
inverse way of first guessing a Lagrangian and then deriving the formula from where you 
started: eq.(9) of the note. However your way is more constructive.
Atkins writes, one can replace p by p + eA where it occurs in the Hamiltonian. Considering 
the sign, this seems to imply that you should have used

p –> p – m v_g

but we had already discussed earlier that both methods are possible. Maybe this gives a 
different sign in the potentials and you could define Phi_g in eq.(29) with a plus sign at the 
RHS which would be more conventional.

Eqs.(24,25) are the definition of the total derivative and should be clear. This is the 
definition of a classical (non-Lorentzian) vector transformation and was used by Cahill to 
show that Maxwell’s equations are Galilei-invariant when the total time derivative is used.
For the reader it would be helpful if you could cite Atkins in the paper.

Horst

Am 03.06.2016 um 15:45 schrieb EMyrone:

This is an important discussion because the paper is based on this note. This is 
indeed a conceptually difficult derivation with new concepts, but it is based 
exactly on standard methods in classical dynamics and electrodynamics, for 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/04/discussion-of-note-3475-2/


example Landau and Lifshitz or Atkins, third edition, Appendix 21, pp. 454 ff. 
So I suggest looking at your edition of Atkins, and translate from 
electrodynamics to dynamics by replacing A by v sub g. For background see 
Marion and Thornton, “Classical Dynamics”. Eq. (15) is Eq. (A.21.5) of Atkins.
Eq. (16) is Eq. (A21.2) of Atkins. In this case Atkins gets it right because the 
derivation is entirely standard and he based it on textbooks such as Landau and 
Lifshitz, who developed it from other sources. Eq. (16) is self checking. The 
transformation from hamiltonian to lagrangian is well known and is done using 
the canonical momentum, Eq. (A21.3) of Atkins. The definition in Eq. (6) is 
exactly analogous to B = curl A in the old physics, or B = curl W in ECE2. We 
have omega sub g = curl W sub g, W sub g = v sub g. The self checking is 
carried out in exactly the same way as Eq. (A21.6) of Atkins, just replace A by 
v sub g. The del or nabla notation is again exactly the same as in Atkins, two 
equations down from his Eq. (A21.2). Eq. (16) is derived from the canonical 
momentum. The complete details of Eq. (16) are also given by Atkins. The 
basic idea and important conclusion is that the minimal prescription gives the 
Lorentz force equation, which gives any orbital precession. The precession 
frequency of the Lorentz force equation is the observed precession, which is 
half the magnitude of omega sub g. This is true for any precession. The most 
difficult part is the derivation of the total time derivative in terms of the partial 
time derivative. The key step is given by Atkins in his unnumbered equation, 
three equations down from his equation (A21.2). In the next note 348(1), I will 
derive the precessing orbit from the hamiltonian and use it in a Binet equation 
to calculate the Lorentz force.

To: Emyrone
Sent: 03/06/2016 12:25:55 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Discussion of Note 347(5)

This note needs further discussion so that I can understand it. Eq.
(15)
seems not to be valid for me and I do not understand eq. (16) too.
According to (12), the kinetic energy terms must all be positive. 
How
did you transform

bold L * bold Omega_g

in (12) into the term

– m bold rdot * bold v_g ?

According the definition of Omega_g in (6), a curl of v_g has to 
appear.



You can
use it as a short form of the spatial derivatives of the Lagrangian, 
but
doing vector operations with it I find “very courageous”. The RHS 
of
(17) has to be defined in vector form for this, this is obviously (23).

Before going into further details I would like to understand how 
(16) is
derived.

Horst

Discussion of Note 347(5)

UFT88 Read at the German National Research and Education 
Network     (DFN)
June 4, 2016 

These networks are beginning to emerge rapidly and study ECE theory regularly. UFT88 is one of the 
many classic papers of ECE theory, always judging objectively by the scientometrics. It should be read 
with UFT99, 109 and 313, together with the proofs that no torsion means no gravitation. Without 
torsion the entire twentieth century in gravitational physics collapses. This era was based on the 
Einstein field equation of Nov. 1915, based directly on a geometry without torsion, the second Bianchi 
identity of 1902. UFT88 shows that the identity changes completely if torsion is correctly considered. 
All metrics of the twentieth century are incorrect, so there was no Big Bang, there are no black holes 
and so on. In the UFT papers the Einstein theory is refuted in many ways, and replaced in many ways 
by the new ECE2 gravitational field equations. Recently it has been shown that there are many ways of 
describing precession. The meaningless media propaganda about the old Einstein theory is being 
rejected by our Invisible College of literally millions of students worldwide. Some of these are the 
brightest in the world, studying at the best universities in the world. There is more than one way to 
teach, there is the hyper efficient AIAS / UPITEC method, and the obsolete method of going to lectures
and teaching students, or going to classrooms and teaching pupils, many of them openly sleeping. That 
is a very inefficient method. The new method is similar to the renaissance, where art and sculpture 
emerged out of workshops based in ordinary houses. There is something inhuman about a gigantic 
university. UFT88 has been read in about two hundred of the world’s best universities, institutes and 
similar in the past two years alone. This is almost certainly the peak of a mountain of interest from staff
and students using private computers. I can only identify institutional URL’s. In the old method I would
have had to go around lecturing to every one of them, even if I were invited by closed minded 
dogmatists. That is like inviting a Bevanite socialist to become a tory cabinet member. Walls of 
dogmatic prejudice and vested interest have collapsed before the trumpet of new education and 
knowledge.

UFT88 Read at the German National Research and Education Network (DFN)

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/04/uft88-read-at-the-german-national-research-and-education-network-dfn/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/04/uft88-read-at-the-german-national-research-and-education-network-dfn/


Daily Report 2/6/16
June 4, 2016 

The equivalent of 234,084 printed pages was downloaded during the day from 3026 downloaded 
memory files (hits) and 504 distinct visits each averaging 4.9 memory pages and 25 minutes, main 
spiders google, MSN, yahoo, cnsat (China). Top ten items 136, Collected ECE2 88, Collected 
scientometrics 67, Evans / Morris papers 66(est); The Principles of ECE 24, F3(Sp) 22, Collected 
Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 19, Evans Equations 19, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 
18, Autobiography volumes one and two 14, UFT88 14, CEFE 9, UFT311 8, Three world records by 
MWE 2, Llais 2, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 2, UFT313 3, UFT314 2, UFT315 1, UFT316 2, UFT317 4, 
UFT320 1, UFT322 3, UFT323 6, UFT324 5, UFT325 4, UFT326 3, UFT327 2, UFT328 5, UFT329 3,
UFT330 1, UFT331 3, UFT333 2, UFT334 1, UFT335 5, UFT336 2, UFT337 3, UFT338 3, UFT339 1,
UFT340 3, UFT341 4, UFT342 2, UFT343 3, UFT344 1, UFT345 5, UFT346 2, UFT347 7 to date in 
June 2016. University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT87, 91, 94, 140, 160, 161, 347; Wolfram 
Organization Advantages of ECE over the standard model, results of metrical method; German 
National Research and Education Network (DFN) UFT88; University of Southern California general; 
National University Corporation of Japan (NITECH), Nagoya Institute of Technology UFT18; High 
Energy Accelerator Research Organization of Japan (KEK) UFT18; United States Army Training, 
Advising and Cunseling (TAC) Johnson Magnets; United States Naval Forces Europe UFT75; 
Birmingham City Council Grid for Learning general; Escue Multidisciplinary Laboratory Madrid 
general, University of Edinburgh UFT148,150, 151, 150-B,153; University of Wales Trinity St. David 
Home Page. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for June 2016.

Daily Report 2/6/16

Discussion of Note     347(5)
June 3, 2016 

This is an important discussion because the paper is based on this note. This is indeed a conceptually 
difficult derivation with new concepts, but it is based exactly on standard methods in classical 
dynamics and electrodynamics, for example Landau and Lifshitz or Atkins, third edition, Appendix 21, 
pp. 454 ff. So I suggest looking at your edition of Atkins, and translate from electrodynamics to 
dynamics by replacing A by v sub g. For background see Marion and Thornton, “Classical Dynamics”. 
Eq. (15) is Eq. (A.21.5) of Atkins. Eq. (16) is Eq. (A21.2) of Atkins. In this case Atkins gets it right 
because the derivation is entirely standard and he based it on textbooks such as Landau and Lifshitz, 
who developed it from other sources. Eq. (16) is self checking. The transformation from hamiltonian to
lagrangian is well known and is done using the canonical momentum, Eq. (A21.3) of Atkins. The 
definition in Eq. (6) is exactly analogous to B = curl A in the old physics, or B = curl W in ECE2. We 
have omega sub g = curl W sub g, W sub g = v sub g. The self checking is carried out in exactly the 
same way as Eq. (A21.6) of Atkins, just replace A by v sub g. The del or nabla notation is again exactly
the same as in Atkins, two equations down from his Eq. (A21.2). Eq. (16) is derived from the canonical
momentum. The complete details of Eq. (16) are also given by Atkins. The basic idea and important 
conclusion is that the minimal prescription gives the Lorentz force equation, which gives any orbital 
precession. The precession frequency of the Lorentz force equation is the observed precession, which is
half the magnitude of omega sub g. This is true for any precession. The most difficult part is the 
derivation of the total time derivative in terms of the partial time derivative. The key step is given by 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/03/discussion-of-note-3475/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/04/daily-report-2616/


Atkins in his unnumbered equation, three equations down from his equation (A21.2). In the next note 
348(1), I will derive the precessing orbit from the hamiltonian and use it in a Binet equation to 
calculate the Lorentz force.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/06/2016 12:25:55 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Discussion of Note 347(5)

This note needs further discussion so that I can understand it. Eq.(15)
seems not to be valid for me and I do not understand eq. (16) too.
According to (12), the kinetic energy terms must all be positive. How
did you transform

bold L * bold Omega_g

in (12) into the term

– m bold rdot * bold v_g ?

According the definition of Omega_g in (6), a curl of v_g has to appear.

In the following you used a very unsusual notation with nabla L. You can
use it as a short form of the spatial derivatives of the Lagrangian, but
doing vector operations with it I find “very courageous”. The RHS of
(17) has to be defined in vector form for this, this is obviously (23).

Before going into further details I would like to understand how (16) is
derived.

Horst

Discussion of Note 347(5)

Discussion of Note     347(4)
June 3, 2016 

Thanks for going through this note. For uniaxial its curl vanishes, but r here is the orbital vector, which 
is not uniaxial. In Eq. (13) the vorticity is being calculated, not the tiny additional precession. I agree 
with the third point, in general Eq. (18) gives precessing conical sections, and I am planning to show 
this in more detail in Note 348(1).

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/06/2016 11:54:56 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Discussion of Note 347(4)

I do not understand eqs.(8-10). In cartesian coordinates it is

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/03/discussion-of-note-3474/


curl(r) = 0

So from (8) follows

partial r / partial Z * bold e_theta = 1/r * partial r /
partial theta * bold k

If there is no Z dependence of the orbit, the orbit is reduced to a
circle. If there were a Z dependence, the equation is not solveable
because the unit vectors in (8) are not co-planar. The only possibility
is that both sides of the above equation vanish, so we have a circle.

Another point is that eq.(13) contains the ordinary angular velocity
omega = theta dot. This is not plausible because the precession
frequency must be much smaller than omega.

A third point: I am not sure that eq.(18) gives the conic section
solutions. This is only the case for v = v_0. Any additional constant
velocity v_g makes a distortion. However I agree to eqs.(26) ff. One has
to discern precisely between L and L_0.

Horst

Discussion of Note 347(4)

Discussion of Note     347(3)
June 3, 2016 

Agreed, the second order contribution in electrodynamics is proportional to A squared and leads to the 
magnetizability. In dynamics it is a kinetic energy.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/06/2016 10:13:36 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: note 347(3)

Applying the minimal prescription means that there is an external field
(or velocity potential) in spacetime which impacts the particle orbit.
In (16) this field has been assumed to be uniform. The electric
counterpart of

1/2 m v_g^2

in the Hamiltonian is obviously necglected in atomic physics.

Horst 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/03/discussion-of-note-3473/


Discussion of Note 347(3)

Discussion of Note     347(2)
June 3, 2016 

Agreed, Eq. (19) is based on Eq. (11), so Eq. (19) follows from Eq. (16).

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/06/2016 09:18:27 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: note 347(2)

I am not quite sure if eq.(19) is an exact equation for a given
precession Omega, but I think it is because the orbital eq.(11) holds
for any planar orbit r(theta).
There is a small typo in notes 1 and 2, sometimes Omega_g is denoted by
Omega_r, no problem.

Horst 

Discussion of Note 347(2)

Daily Report 1-2 / 6 / 16     Webalizer
June 3, 2016 

Top ten items 86, Evans / Morris 66 (est), Collected ECE2 47, Collected Scientometrics 32, Principles 
of ECE 12, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 11, Evans Equations 8, UFT311 7, Collected Proofs that no 
torsion means no gravitation 6, UFT321 4, UFT88 3, Llais 1, CEFE 1 to date in June 2016.

Unauthorized
This server could not verify that you are authorized to access the document requested. Either you 
supplied the wrong credentials (e.g., bad password), or your browser doesn’t understand how to supply 
the credentials required.

Additionally, a 401 Unauthorized error was encountered while trying to use an ErrorDocument to 
handle the request.

Daily Report 1-2 / 6 / 16 Webalizer

FOR POSTING: Audience of Recent Broadcasts Posted 
on     www.aias.us
June 3, 2016 

At present there is an audience of 15,744 a year off www.aias.us. In May 2016 the audience was as 
follows (WLR = Welsh Language Reading, E = Essay, PR = Poetry Reading, Bardd = Barddoniaeth, 

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/03/for-posting-audience-of-recent-broadcasts-posted-on-www-aias-us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/03/for-posting-audience-of-recent-broadcasts-posted-on-www-aias-us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/03/daily-report-1-2-6-16-webalizer/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/03/discussion-of-note-3472/


NP = New Poetry). WLR1 20, E105 19, WLR2 19, PR9 17, PR10 16, PR5 16, PR6 16, PR7 16, E60 
15, PR4 15, E103 14, E49 14, E107, 121, 6, 22, 39, 40, 44, 51, 54, 60, 76, 90, 93, 94 13 times each; NP
1, 2, 5 13 times each, E101,106,108, 117, 18, 21, 46, 47, 51, 59, 63, 65, 66, 82, 92 13 times each; PR1 
12; Bardd 1,2,3,4 12 each; E102,104,109, 112,114,116,118, 24, 25, 27, 44, 45, 5, 53, 57, 58, 61, 72, 83, 
86 11 times each; PR2, 3, 11 times each; E100, 111, 26, 29, 30, 42, 43, 48, 50, 54, 55, 56, 69, 70, 73, 
74,75, 77, 79, 81, 87, 89, 91 10 times each; E 110, 113, 115, 119, 120, 52, 76, 78, 84, 85, 88, 93, 94, 95,
96 ,97, 98, 99 9 times each; E90 8. This gives an idea of what can be expected from Youtube. In 
addition there are large audiences for broadcasts by Robert Cheshire and Alex Hill, and also a large 
number of readings of the pdf files of the essays. The Welsh language readings are doing well, in fact 
the most popular item is my reading (WLR1) of an extract from the introduction to “Gwaith Dafydd ap 
Gwilym” by Prof. Sir Thomas Parry, sometime Principal, UCW Aberystwyth. Then my reading of 
Dafydd ap Gwilym, “Englynion yr Offeiriad” (WLR2). This is in line with a great revival of the Welsh 
language which is taking place in schools all over Wales. Many thanks to Steve Dewitt for setting up 
the equipment. This is not bad at all. Unlike a TV or Radio broadcast people can come back and listen 
to these over and over again. My main book of poetry “Collected Poetry / Barddoniaeth” is being read 
about a thousand times every year. There are many other items of my own poetry on www.aias.us, the 
total readings and audience for these is 3,696 a year, off a science site, www.aias.us. Usually, books of 
poetry sell about 10 to 100 copies. R. S. Thomas might have reached 400 copies. The items of major 
interest are of course the scientific papers and articles. On a personal note I am delighted by all this 
interest and thanks to all concerned.

Rerun of Stats
June 3, 2016 

Many thanks! I can see that webalizer updated and I will record it now.

In a message dated 03/06/2016 07:38:05 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

I forced a rerun and it did an update. Not sure why it missed the last run time, but I reset the
time to see if it works as it has up till now.

Dave

On 6/2/2016 10:03 PM, EMyrone wrote:

Hello Dave, it looks as if webalizer did not update but weblogs did update, at 
least partially. So I sent out a partial report. Thanks in anticipation. 

Rerun of Stats

New paper on     Bibliometrics
June 3, 2016 

Many thanks to Axel Westrenius in Australia and good to hear from him. This article is from the journal
“Scientometrics”. The international interest in our own scientometrics is at a record high (e.g. filtered 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/03/new-paper-on-bibliometrics/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/03/rerun-of-stats/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/


statistics and UFT307). Our own scientometrics are easily the most detailed ever recorded. They rely 
on several indicators: gigabytes downloaded, memory files downloaded (hits), distinct visits, page 
views, average number of memory pages per distinct visit, average length of time spent on a distinct 
visit and other key indicators that I have developed myself, notably a detailed analysis of the quality 
and quantity of readings from the sector I describe as “universities, institutes and similar”, printed page 
equivalents and so on. All my indicators show intense interest from the best universities in the world 
ranked by webometrics, Times, Shanghai and QS. My indicators are always based on actual readings. 
Citations may take place endlessly without the source documents being ever read. One of the most 
important indicators is the one that shows which item is being read at which institution. I have also 
developed an indicator to show the quality of visits. This is the highest possible. My daily recording 
has been going on since 30th April 2004, more than twelve years of very detailed recording. In addition
there are blog statistics, showing interest in up to 182 countries of the 196 listed at the UN. In contrast 
the paper you kindly sent on is an infinitesimally small variation on an obsolete theme of citations. The 
latter can only take place for the obsolete standard model, because these keepers of infinite wisdom 
tried to censor everything we did, and failed very spectacularly. They have been over run by the march 
of ideas and the knowledge revolution. The standard model of physics, and the entire paraphenalia of 
censorship and false authority in physics is being ignored by the best minds. This censorship is has 
been accompanied by corruption, attempts at career destruction, reams of calumny, and in general a lot 
of kicking and shouting as they have been dragged into the twenty first century.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/06/2016 00:59:49 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: New paper on Bibliometrics

Perhaps of interest to you?

art%3A10.1007%2Fs11192-016-1908-3.pdf

New paper on Bibliometrics

FOR POSTING: Daily Blog pdf Upload for June 2,     2016
June 3, 2016 

Many thanks again, this is work of key importance as we can see from the rapid rise in interest in our 
work to five record highs in a few months. I agree about serious crime. These people are caught in a 
trap of their own making. Attacks on key scientists should be treated as a kind of terrorism. I am sure 
that your Youtube Channel will be a great success. I can see from scientometrics that there is already 
great interest in the recent broadcasts.

In a message dated 03/06/2016 03:49:18 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dr Evans, please upload the attached Daily Blog pdf, which is current to June 2, 2016.

My apologies for the delay with the youtube Essays. I am finally getting back to uploading 
them, in the next few days.

A certain person (or tiny group) sounds very shrill, and repetitive, lately, whenever LENR 
is discussed, LOL… Could they have a quota (of insults) to meet, whenever keywords are 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/03/for-posting-daily-blog-pdf-upload-for-june-2-2016/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/art3a10-10072fs11192-016-1908-3.pdf


discussed? Actually, LENR is a life-and-death matter for the entire planet, so their 
attempted distraction should be treated as a serious crime, IMO.

Michael Jackson

Evans2016DailyBlogtoJune2.pdf

FOR POSTING: Daily Blog pdf Upload for June 2, 2016

Hello Dave
June 3, 2016 

Hello Dave, it looks as if webalizer did not update but weblogs did update, at least partially. So I sent 
out a partial report. Thanks in anticipation.

Hello Dave

Daily Report 1/6/16 (Partial     Report)
June 3, 2016 

This is a partial report because Webalizer did not update. The equivalent of 240,908 printed pages was 
downloaded during the day (878.351 megabytes) from 2542 downloaded memory files (hits) and 389 
distinct visits each averaging 5.6 memory pages and 29 minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day 
of 94.77, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Iowa State University general; Institut 
Jean Lamour, Laboratory for Research into the Sciences of Materials University of Nancy France 
UFT2; University of Zagreb My CV; University of Edinburgh Essay 9, UFT155, UFT158. Intense 
interest all sectors, file attached for June 1st.

FOR POSTING: Fourteen Year     Statistics
June 2, 2016 

These show five new record highs of gigabytes downloaded since Sept. 2015. 38.03, 43,41, 46,85, 
52.12 and 58.30 gigabytes from www.aias.us and www.upitec.org respectively for September 2015, 
January, March, April and May 2016. In May 2002 0.02 gigabytes were downloaded from 
www.aias.us. The entire record is archived on the Wayback Machine (www.archive.org) and National 
Library of Wales / British Library (www.webarchive.org.uk). It is obvious that ECE and ECE2 are 
being intensively studied internationally alongside with the obsolete standard model of physics. “On 
resiste a l’invasion des armees, on ne resist pas a l’invasion des idees” (Victor Hugo). “One can resist 
the invasion of armies, one cannot resist the invasion of ideas”. All this is summed up by “Bid Ben Bid 

http://www.webarchive.org.uk/
http://www.archive.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/02/for-posting-fourteen-year-statistics/
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Bont”, of both Pontardawe Grammar School and University College of Wales Aberystwyth. “Learning 
is a bridge”. There is also great interest in the poetry and other areas on www.aias.us and its diary. So 
diolch yn fawr, many thanks, to all concerned.

Monthly_Feedback_Statistics_for_AIAS.pdf

on FOR POSTING: Fourteen Year Statistics

FOR POSTING: Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated 
to End of May     2016
June 2, 2016 

For combined sites there was a new fourteen year record high of 58.302 gigabytes downloaded, 
151,078 hits, 27,390 distinct visits, 114,635 page views from 94 countries, led by USA, China, 
Germany, Britain, Mexico, Russia, ….. There was a record high interest in these scientometrics. There 
were visits from seventeen of the world’s top twenty universities ranked by Webometrics, Times, 
Shanghai and QS (* denotes repeat or multiple readings): Caltech*, Berkeley, Penn State*, Wisconsin 
Madison, Illinois Urbana Champaign, Michigan, Harvard, Yale, UC San Diego, Oxford*, Cambridge*, 
Imperial, Edinburgh*, University College London, ETH Zurich*, EPF Lausanne and Toronto. Another 
record breaking performance and congratulations to all staffs.

BookofScientometricsVolumeTwo.pdf

on FOR POSTING: Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to End of May 2016

Hello Dave
June 2, 2016 

As you can see there was partial recording on 31/5/16 but I think the system may have righted itself. In 
May 2016 the number of gigabytes downloaded was a fourteen year record high by a long way. 
Weblogs and Webalizer always record close agreement about gigabytes downloaded and number of 
hits. There was also record high international interest in the scientometrics and filtered statistics, and 
many thanks for setting up these systems and maintaining them for a decade.

on Hello Dave

Daily Report 31/5/16 (Partial Recording) and 1/6/16 – Two New 
Record     Highs
June 2, 2016 

Weblogs recorded a new fourteen year record high of 36.439 gigabytes in May 2016, shattering the old 
record achieved in April 2016. Webalizer recorded 35.73 gigabytes, also a new record high. A new 
record high interest was also achieved in the scientometrics of www.aias.us, and therefore in combined 
site scientometrics. On May 31st there was partial recording only, due to the timer changing over from 
May to June. The partial webalizer record for 1/6/16 is as follows: Evans Equations 4, UFT311 4, Book
of Scientometrics 4, Eckardt / Lindstrom Papers 4, F3(Sp) 2, Proofs that no torsion means no 
gravitation 1, Engineering Model 1, Self charging inverter 1, UFT321 1, UFT313 2, UFT331 2, 
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UFT330 1, UFT324 1, UFT338 1, UFT345 1. University of Navarra Spain Essay 80(Sp); University of 
Zagreb general; Faculty of Agriculture Hebrew University of Jerusalem UFT2, 17, 338, AIAS Staff; 
University of Nottingham UNCC Saga. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for June 
2016.

on Daily Report 31/5/16 (Partial Recording) and 1/6/16 – Two New Record Highs

Common Assault in     Law
June 1, 2016 

To Review Manager, Local Authority Ombudsman

I will not deal with you further except insofar as to provide the following summing up.
Kindly address me by my earned title, which is Dr. Evans, I have two doctoral degrees. I ceased to be 
Mr. Evans in 1974. Common assault takes place when a person intentionally or recklessly puts another 
in fear of the use of force. You ought to know your common law. A verbal common assault is assault 
without battery. The assault took place precisely as I described it, otherwise I would not have 
complained. You initially asserted that you did not know where the assault took place, then asserted 
that you did. The assault took place about a year ago. I have waited for a formal apology from Richard 
but none was forthcoming. I sent you corroborative evidence but you did not take it into account. This 
is de facto evidence in the public domain of Richard using the same language precisely to a third party, 
Martyn Shrewsbury. Richard repeatedly described Shrewsbury as a liar, and posted the abuse openly. 
So if Richard uses this language habitually and in public, he is very likely to have used it against me. 
You are not a Judge, and you ought to make a decision on the grounds of balance of probability. You 
appear to accept my word that the assault took place, but at the same time will not initiate an enquiry. 
So there can be no confidence in your decision, it is based merely on subjective assertion with no shred 
of logic. I will make a formal written complaint to my Member of Parliament and to the U. S. Embassy 
in London, as a U. S. citizen, requesting a diplomatic protest for an act of hostility against a U. S. 
citizen. I conclude that any County Councillor can go up to a member of the public and start to abuse 
indiscriminately, without fear of being brought to any kind of justice. Finally I think that all members 
of the Local Authority Ombudsman’s Office should be fluent in Welsh, I mean personally fluent in 
Welsh. At present you merely hire translators. On the matter of the Community Council there is no 
evidence that it is keeping its accounts properly, even after two severe reprimands. This is a matter of 
public concern and a matter for the Local Authority Ombudsman. Public taxation was being used in a 
manner that is not compatible with auditing regulations and this may still be going on. That is 
misconduct. Gross abuse in public is misconduct and is a breach of the common law.
You have abdicated responsibility and there can be no confidence in your Office. Do you think that a 
person appointed by Crown and Parliament for distinguished service should be indiscriminately abused
by a County Councillor who has resigned from his Community Council, and who is elected by about 
20% of the register? If so there is no democracy, there is electoral dictatorship. I would describe this as 
troll democracy.

Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent., Civil List List Pensioner, D. Sc., Ph. D., B. Sc. (Wales)
www.aias.us

Arglwydd Glyn Tawe a Gw^yr.

on Common Assault in Law
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FOR POSTING: UFT347 Sections 1 and 2 and     Notes
June 1, 2016 

This is an original and general theory of all observed precessions, which are shown to be due to a 
Lorentz force equation with a precession frequency equal to half the magnitude of the gravitomagnetic 
field. The gravitoelectric field is defined in Eq. (32). The Lorentz force equation is Eq.(36), which 
introduces corrections to the principal of equivalence, the Newtonian Eq. (38). It is shown that the 
gravitomagnetic orbital forces produce precession, and occur in addition to the well known centripetal 
and Coriolis forces. The latter do not produce precession. This paper is therefore a powerful synthesis 
of concepts, leading to an entirely new cosmology. It is something similar, historically, to the discovery 
of his new forces by Coriolis in the early nineteenth century. Note carefully that this theory is Lorentz 
covariant in a classical limit, because the hamiltonian and lagrangian are defined in the classical limit. 
So it has been shown that orbital precession can be described by classical dynamics. A more complete 
theory must, however, be Lorentz covariant, because the gravitational field equations of ECE2 are 
Lorentz covariant in a space with finite torsion and curvature. Therefore several new ways of 
understanding precession have been developed in recent papers, without using the Einstein theory at 
all. Some physicists argue that the Lorentz force equation is one of special relativity, and that it is 
empirical, but as shown in this paper it can be derived from a classical hamiltonian and lagrangian. 
Care is needed in deriving the lagrangian from the hamiltonian.

a347thpaper.pdf

a347thpapernotes1.pdf

a347thpapernotes2.pdf

a347thpapernotes3.pdf

a347thpapernotes4.pdf

a347thpapernotes5.pdf

on FOR POSTING: UFT347 Sections 1 and 2 and Notes

Many thanks to     GJE
June 1, 2016 

Many thanks and much appreciated as ever.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 01/06/2016 08:49:52 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Writing Up UFT347

A great advance and clarification again. This is what happens when a subject moves out of 
“that darkness”!!

Sent from my Samsung device

on Many thanks to GJE
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Photograph of the     Parthenon
June 1, 2016 

Welcome back to Horst and thanks for the photograph of the Parthenon, greatly appreciated. I fully 
agree about the need to reconstruct ancient wisdom. I wonder whether contemporary thought of any 
kind will last two thousand five hundred years.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 01/06/2016 08:33:58 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Writing Up UFT347

i am back now from Greece and will go through the notes in the next days.
The Parthenon in Athens is a reconstruction site as you can see from the picture. Best 
would be if the ancient wisdom could be reconstructed with the stones.

Horst

Am 01.06.2016 um 08:52 schrieb EMyrone:

I will writ up UFT347 today, Sections 1 and 2 as a co authored paper with 
Section 3 pencilled in for co author Horst Eckardt as usual. He is currently on 
vacation in Greece. The paper shows that orbital precession of any kind can be 
attributed to the gravitomagnetic Lorentz force law of ECE2 spacetime. The 
Lorentz force law can be derived from the hamiltonian and lagrangian using a 
minimal prescription and the precession frequency is half the magnitude of the 
gravitomagnetic field. The lagrangian is obtained from the canonical 
momentum and care is needed in deriving the lagrangian in the presence of a 
vector potential. These are elegant results which tie together several new 
foundational concepts. Any undergraduate should be able to understand the 
paper because I remember preparing for my mathematics final examinations as 
a second year undergraduate in an awful cave called 8 Powell Street 
Aberystwyth (Auto Two), using exactly the same concepts by Lagrange and my
Civil List predecessor Hamilton. In order to engineer an enlightenment I 
climbed up a lampost, removed the street bulb, and plugged it in to the socket in
the digs – and all was light. A bit too much light. There was an elegant chapel 
right opposite the digs. In the infinite and ineluctable darkness of our times, it 
was demolished. Let’s hope the Parthenon is still standing.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/06/01/photograph-of-the-parthenon/


on Photograph of the Parthenon

Writing Up UFT347
June 1, 2016 

I will writ up UFT347 today, Sections 1 and 2 as a co authored paper with Section 3 pencilled in for co 
author Horst Eckardt as usual. He is currently on vacation in Greece. The paper shows that orbital 
precession of any kind can be attributed to the gravitomagnetic Lorentz force law of ECE2 spacetime. 
The Lorentz force law can be derived from the hamiltonian and lagrangian using a minimal 
prescription and the precession frequency is half the magnitude of the gravitomagnetic field. The 
lagrangian is obtained from the canonical momentum and care is needed in deriving the lagrangian in 
the presence of a vector potential. These are elegant results which tie together several new foundational
concepts. Any undergraduate should be able to understand the paper because I remember preparing for 
my mathematics final examinations as a second year undergraduate in an awful cave called 8 Powell 
Street Aberystwyth (Auto Two), using exactly the same concepts by Lagrange and my Civil List 
predecessor Hamilton. In order to engineer an enlightenment I climbed up a lampost, removed the 
street bulb, and plugged it in to the socket in the digs – and all was light. A bit too much light. There 
was an elegant chapel right opposite the digs. In the infinite and ineluctable darkness of our times, it 
was demolished. Let’s hope the Parthenon is still standing.

on Writing Up UFT347

Daily Report 30/5/16
June 1, 2016 

The equivalent of 248,348 printed pages was downloaded during the day (905.475 gigabytes) from 
3739 downloaded memory files (hits) and 576 distinct visits each averaging 6.4 memory pages and 20 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 66.42, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1767, Top ten items 1683, Evans / Morris papers 990 (est), Collected 
scientometrics 852, F3(Sp) 462, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 361(est), Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 
308, Principles of ECE 247, Autobiography volumes one and two 232, Proofs that no torsion means no 
gravitation 205, UFT88 179, Evans Equations 128, Engineering Model 112, CEFE 110, UFT311 102, 
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UFT321 65, Self charging inverter 58, Llais 52, Three world records by MWE 31, List of prolific 
authors 30, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 30, UFT313 44, UFT314 59, UFT315 52, UFT316 47, UFT317 
54, UFT318 61, UFT319 62, UFT320 47, UFT322 64, UFT323 51, UFT324 74, UFT325 65, UFT326 
47, UFT327 50, UFT328 58, UFT329 58, UFT330 63, UFT331 63, UFT332 53, UFT333 52, UFT334 
53, UFT335 43, UFT336 57, UFT337 49, UFT338 59, UFT339 56, UFT340 51, UFT341 52, UFT342 
48, UFT343 48, UFT344 58, UFT345 42, UFT346 37 to date in May 2016. Diponegoro University 
Indonesia general; University of Edinburgh UFT143, UFT171. Intense interest all sectors, updated 
usage file attached for May 2016.

Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to     29/5/16
May 31, 2016 

A fourteen year record high of gigabytes downloaded was reached on 26/5/16 and the international 
interest in these scientometrics is also at a record high. The complete returns for May 2016 will be 
available in two days as usual. There were readings from seventeen of the world’s top twenty 
universities as measured by Webometrics, Times, Shanghai and QS rankings (* denotes multiple visits):
Harvard, Yale, Caltech*, Berkeley, Penn State*, Wisconsin Madison, Illinois Urbana Champaign, 
Michigan, UC San Diego, Oxford*, Cambridge*, Imperial, Edinburgh*, University College London, 
ETH Zurich*, EPF Lausanne and Toronto. So the interest in www.aias.us is of the highest international 
quality and has been since April 2004 when these records began.

BookofScientometricsVolumeTwo.pdf

on Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to 29/5/16

Daily Report Sunday     29/5/16
May 31, 2016 

The equivalent of 273,181 printed pages was downloaded during the day (805.064) from 2947 
downloaded memory files (hits) and 528 distinct visits each averaging 4.6 memory pages and 22 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 92.70, main spiders cnsat (China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1686, Top ten items 1523, Collected Evans / Morris papers 957, Collected 
scientometrics 847, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 361(est), F3(Sp) 354, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 
287, Principles of ECE 229, Autobiography volumes one and two 220, Collected Proofs that no torsion 
means no gravitation 217, UFT88 169, Evans Equations 115 (est), Engineering Model 109, CEFE 100, 
UFT311 98, UFT321 60, Self charging inverter 58, Llais 48, Three world records by MWE 30, List of 
prolific authors 30, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 30, UFT313 41, UFT314 55, UFT315 50, UFT316 46, 
UFT317 52, UFT318 59, UFT319 56, UFT320 44, UFT322 60, UFT323 49, UFT324 61, UFT325 64, 
UFT326 42, UFT327 45, UFT328 57, UFT329 55, UFT330 61, UFT331 62, UFT332 47, UFT333 44, 
UFT334 48, UFT335 40, UFT336 55, UFT337 49, UFT338 56, UFT339 53, UFT340 47, UFT341 52, 
UFT342 48, UFT343 48, UFT344 55, UFT345 41, UFT346 34 to date in May 2016. Tezpur University 
India UFT18; Physics National Central University Taiwan UFT213. Intense interest all sectors, updated
usage file attached for May 2016.

on Daily Report Sunday 29/5/16
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Selected Feedback Interest:

Summary of May 2016: Two New Record Highs.

For www.aias.us there was a new record high of 36.439 gigabytes

downloaded, 94,424 hits, 17,119 distinct visits and 71,647 page views, 3213

documents read from 94 countries, led by USA, China, Germany, Britain, Mexico,

Russia, ..... There was a record high interest in these scientometrics.

For www.aias.us and www.upitec.org these results are increased by an

estimated 60%, giving 151,078 hits, 58.302 gigabytes downloaded, 27,390 distinct

visits and 114,635 page views.

All UFT papers read, led by: 24, 43, 177, 166(Sp), 88, 169, 142, 243,

177(Sp), 157(Sp), 18, 2, 155, 26, 63, 107, 169(Sp), 175, 94, 159(Sp), 85, 152(Sp),

35, 61, 86, 149, 46, 13, 152, 239, 4, 142(Sp), 158(Sp), 158, 293(Sp), 75, 171(Sp),

324, 150(Sp), 12, 15, 39, 119, 160(Sp), 140, 146, 99, 161(Sp), 170, 41, 57, 145, 11,

344, 68, .....

All essays read or heard, led by 24(Sp), 41(Sp), 40(Sp), 24, 87(Sp), 32,

25(Sp), 38(Sp), .....

All books and articles read, led by F3(Sp), Auto1, Bardd, Overview, ....

15 - 31 May

U .S. Universities, Institutes and Similar

Arizona, Berkeley, Caltech, Georgia Tech., Harvard, Iowa State, Penn

State, UC San Diego, U. S. Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, U. S. Fermi

National Laboratory, U. S. Department of Defense Nevada, San Francisco Internet

Archives (Wayback Machine), Austin Independent School District, Cinnoco

Phillips Corporation, Raytheon Corporation.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Ghent, CERN, ETH, Max Planck Institute of Colloids and Interfaces

Potsdam, Munich, Bonn, Tartu, Basque University, Gov. Andalucia, Cadiz,

Complutense Madrid, Granada, Madrid Tech., Salamanca, Valladolid, Spanish

Govt. EscueLab Madrid, Lacompany France, Strasbourg, Univ. Henri Poincare



Nancy, Ioannina, Excellence Organization Israel, INFN Florence, INFN Milan,

Milan Tech., Messina, Government of Luxembourg*, TU Delft, Extensive Russia

and Ukraine, Cambridge, Durham, Edinburgh*, Imperial, University College

London, Warwick*, Oxford*, Council for the Protection of Rural Wales,

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar

UNLP Argentina, CNEA Gov. Argentina, Australian Ministry of Defence,

York Region District School Board Ontario Canada, Perimeter Institute, British

Columbia*, Quebec Trois Rivieres*, Waterloo, Ministry of Defence Chile,

Bibliotheca Alexandrina Egypt, IIT Delhi India, Tezpur India, Akita Japan,

Waseda, Pohang Tech South Korea, Diponegero Indonesia, National Polytechnic

Institute Mexico, National Central Univ. Taiwan.

Relation of Queen Anne Stuart to George 1st of     Hanover
May 30, 2016 

The relation is through Elizabeth Stuart, the sister of Charles 1st Stuart, my ancestral cousin, executed 
by the Republic of 1649 for high treason. My ancestral cousin Oliver Cromwell Lord Protector was one
member of the Republic. Elizabeth Stuart was a Protestant who married Frederick of the Palatine. They
were elected Protestant King and Queen of Bohemia but after a year were pushed out by the Catholic 
Hapsburgs. Their youngest daughter Sophia was married to the Protestant Ernest Augustus Hannover in
1658. George 1st was descended from Ernest Augustus and was born in 1660 in Osnabruck, Hannover. 
George IV and his younger brother William IV died without issue, so Victoria Hannover became Queen
in 1837. She was the daughter of Edward Augustus Hannover, Duke of Kent, brother of George IV and 
William IV, and Marie Luise Victoire Prinzessin von Sachsen- Coburg-Saalfeld. Victoria married Franz 
August Karl Albert Emmanuel von Sachsen- Coburg und Gotha, (Prince Albert). Their son Edward 7th 
was Edevard von Sachsen-Coburg und Gotha. Elizabeth II Windsor is the great grandaughter of 
Edward 7th through George V and George VI. Charles 1st was descended from James IV of Scotland 
who married my ancestral cousin, the Princess Margaret Tudor, daughter of Henry VII, who was 
descended from my direct ancestor Tewdwr Mawr (Tudor the Great), King of the southern parts of 
Wales. As a lifelong republican, agnostic and adherent of Jefferson’s dictum The 1750 Statute of 
Vriginia for religious toleration, all of this is rather academic, because in my view monarchy ended in 
1649. This is the very well known Nonconformist Protestant point of view and has been since 1649. 
For example Quakers, Baptists, Independents, Trinitarians, Unitarians and so on. Methodists are 
conformist protestants and recognize monarchy. So my cousin Charles is Prince of Wales because of 
descent from James IV of Scotland, son in law of Henry VII whose son Arthur was Prince of Wales. 
Many people recognize Owain Glyndw^r (also my ancestral cousin), as the one who is most worthy of 
the title. So he is known as King Owain IV of Wales. Other recognize my ancestral cousin Llewelyn ap 
Gruffudd as the last genuine Prince of Wales. I feel that the Prince of Wales should be first and 
foremost a fluent Welsh speaker, must live in Wales, must have been born in Wales, and know all about 
Wales. Someone told me during a wind turbine protest that I should take on the job, as a direct 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/30/relation-of-queen-anne-stuart-to-george-1st-of-hanover/


descendant of Tewdwr Mawr. At the risk of being executed I wouldn’t mind. At least I have Wales at 
heart and am uncorrupted by power. If all good republicans took on the role of Prince of Wales they 
would all have Wales at heart, and be raised incorruptible. They wouldn’t sell their language, culture 
and country down the river for rotten pieces of silver.

on Relation of Queen Anne Stuart to George 1st of Hanover

347(5): Orbital Precession as a Gravitomagnetic Lorentz     Force
May 30, 2016 

This note presents an entirely new perspective on any orbital precession by deriving the 
gravitomagnetic Lorentz force equation from the minimal prescription and hamiltonian (9). The 
lagrangian (16) is derived from the canonical momentum and the Euler Lagrange equation (17) gives 
the gravitomagnetic Lorentz force equation (31) with precession frequency (33). So any precession can 
be derived from the minimal prescription using ECE2 relativity.

a347thpapernotes5.pdf

on 347(5): Orbital Precession as a Gravitomagnetic Lorentz Force

Daily Report Saturday     28/5/16
May 30, 2016 

The equivalent of 252,095 printed pages was downloaded during the day (919.140 megabytes) from 
2971 downloaded memory files and 502 distinct visits, each averaging 4.4 memory pages and 24 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 84.85 for the day, main spiders cnsat, google, MSSN and yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 1642, Top ten items 1479, Evans / Morris papers 924, Collected scientometrics 801, 
Eckart / Lindstrom papers 361, F3(Sp) 346, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 273, Principles of ECE 
219, Autobiography volumes one and two 213, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 201, UFT88
158, Evans Equations 115, Engineering Model 105, CEFE 98, UFT311 98, Self charging inverter 56, 
UFT321 57, Llais 47, List of Prolific Authors 30, Three world records by MWE 29, Lindstrom Idaho 
lecture 28. UFT313 41, UFT314 54, UFT315 49, UFT316 46, UFT317 48, UFT318 56, UFT319 55, 
UFT320 41, UFT322 60, UFT323 46, UFT324 67, UFT325 61, UFT326 42, UFT327 44, UFT328 56, 
UFT329 52, UFT330 60, UFT331 60, UFT332 47, UFT333 44, UFT334 48, UFT335 40, UFT336 53, 
UFT337 46, UFT338 52, UFT339 53, UFT340 46, UFT341 51, UFT342 48, UFT343 47, UFT344 53, 
UFT345 39, UFT346 34 to date in May 2016. Perimeter Institute Canada UFT18; University of 
Edinburgh galaxies, ECE article. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for May 2016.

on Daily Report Saturday 28/5/16

Many thanks to Robert Fritzius in the United     States
May 29, 2016 

Many thanks, and thanks for your interest over the years!

In a message dated 29/05/2016 03:00:45 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Sir!
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Happy Birthday Greetings!

RSF

on Many thanks to Robert Fritzius in the United States

Daily Report 27/5/16
May 29, 2016 

The equivalent of 253,420 printed pages was downloaded during the day (923.969 megabytes) from 
3270 downloaded memory files (hits) and 567 distinct visits each averaging 4.8 memory pages and 22 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 77.29, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1613, Top ten items 1436, Evans / Morris papers 891 (est), Collected 
scientometrics 737(est), F3(Sp) 339, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 300, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 
263, Principles of ECE 213, Collected proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 209, Autobiography 
volumes one and two 201, UFT88 153, Engineering Model 114, Evans Equations 109, CEFE 97, 
UFT311 96, Self charging inverter 56, UFT321 54, List of prolific authors 29, Three world records 29, 
Lindstrom Idaho lecture 28, UFT313 40, UFT314 54, UFT315 49, UFT316 45, UFT317 48, UFT318 
55, UFT319 55, UFT320 40, UFT322 59, UFT323 46, UFT324 66, UFT325 61, UFT326 40, UFT327 
44, UFT328 55, UFT329 53, UFT330 60, UFT331 60, UFT332 46, UFT333 44, UFT334 47, UFT335 
38, UFT336 52, UFT337 46, UFT338 54, UFT339 52, UFT340 46, UFT341 49, UFT342 47, UFT343 
45, UFT344 51, UFT345 35, UFT346 30 to date in May 2016. University of Chile Essay104(Sp); 
University of Warwick Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry, Autobiography Volume Two; University of 
Oxford UFT2. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for May 2016.

on Daily Report 27/5/16

Rankings of the Colleges in     Wales
May 28, 2016 

Having self destructed a few years ago amid well known scandal, the world rankings of the cut up and 
colonized remnants of the once distinguished and federal University of Wales are poor and are given as 
follows.

1) Aberystwyth: 579 (webometrics); 301-350 (Times); Shanghai, too poor to be ranked; QS 471 – 480.
2) Bangor: 635 (webometrics);, 301- 350 (Times); Shanghai, too poor to be ranked; QS 471 – 480.
3) Cardiff: 285 (webometrics); 182 (Times); Shanghai 151 – 200; QS 125 or lower.
4) Swansea: 770 (webometrics); 351 – 400 (Times); Shanghai too poor to be ranked; QS ~400

These are abysmal results. I also made an h index analysis recently and found very poor performances. 
This is not good enough for a National University and sweeping reforms are needed. The real talent of 
Welsh speaking Wales is locked out by poverty and age old prejudice. My case is the worst, but there 
are many others too. My own AIAS is probably the best in the world at present for a small research 
institute. It is run from a coal miner’s house.

on Rankings of the Colleges in Wales
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Recent Complaints
May 28, 2016 

To Review Manager,
Local Authority Ombudsman,

You appear not to have been given the attached corroborative evidence by your staff, evidence which 
shows clearly that Cllr. Richard is capable of the crudest type of personal abuse. This is de facto 
evidence on the internet. You also appear not to know that the assault took place on Rhyddwen Road, 
Craig Cefn Parc, SA6 5RA. I had already pointed this out to the Ombudsman very clearly. You asserted
incorrectly that I had not given the location. You appear to accept my word as a Member of the Gentry 
of Wales, and a descendant of the Princes, that Richard stopped his car directly alongside me while 
travelling in the direction of Llangyfelach, about twenty yards from my house at 50 Rhyddwen Road. 
He leaned over, wound down the window and started calling me a liar in an unreasonable, deeply 
hostile display of anger, entirely without warning. I was carrying a short stick which I use to fend off 
dogs. I have frequently been attacked by dogs while out walking and I use the stick to point at the dog 
without actually making any contact. It is just a sliver of wood, much lighter and shorter than a regular 
walking stick that many people carry around here. This is usually enough to fend off the dog. Richard 
threatened to call the police on 999 because he asserted that this short stick is an offensive weapon, a 
false accusation. This conduct is obviously a breach of the code of practice for County Councillors. The
behaviour verges on the unbalanced. I put the stick behind my back and started talking to him in Welsh.
After a while he drove off. The attached shows that he has abused people in this way before. The 
attached is crude, offensive abuse. I was appointed directly by Queen Elizabeth as a Civil List 
Pensioner, on the advice of the Prime Minister, and this abuse is in gross contempt of Crown and 
Parliament. If this happened in the Commons he would be expelled from the chamber. I do not want to 
be represented by a person like this, and have withdrawn recognition of him. I am also a U. S. Dual 
Citizen and will probably make a formal protest to the U. S. Embassy in London for an act of 
aggression against a U. S. citizen. I am also entitled to make formal complaint against the Ombudsman 
for failing to take evidence into account. If you have accepted my word as a Gentleman and Armiger, 
then you should open an enquiry. My ancient and distinguished Morgan Aubrey Family and I are 
outraged by these insults from a County Councillor. In the ancient law of Wales, an insult is a sarhad. 
In the law of my direct ancestor, King Hywel Dda, which was superior in many ways to Norman law, a 
deliberate insult resulted in payment to the family. An insult to one member was an insult to all the 
family. At least one member of my family has indicated to me in the past his outrage at Richard’s 
general language. Richard boasts emptily and falsely, of being a former coal miner, but no coal miner 
would ever behave like that. I come from generations of real, polite and cultured, Welsh speaking, coal 
miners.
In respect of Mawr Community Council, I have indicated as Armiger that I wish to distance myself 
from a Community Council that fails for five or six years to keep accounts. Does the Ombudsman 
condone this failure? If so the Ombudsman is irrelevant. The Council has been reprimanded severely 
by the Auditor of the Assembly, once in 2011 and once in 2015. This is public knowledge, given in 
copious detail in the public domain. Richard has resigned from the Community Council, and there is 
little or no governance in Mawr apart from my own voluntary efforts to control vandals, oppose wind 
turbines, press for double yellow lines and so on.

Yn Gywir iawn,

Myron Evans

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/28/recent-complaints/


(Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent. (raised to the Gentry 2008), Civil List Pensioner (appointed directly by the 
Head of State in 2005), D. Sc., Ph. D., B. Sc. (Wales).
www.aias.us

Arglwydd Glyn Tawe a Gw^yr (Lord of Glyn Tawe and Gower, my armigerous or honorary title for 
distinguished service)

cc M. P. and Labour Opposition Gower Constituency

Subj: Complaint against Ioan Richard

Local Authority Ombudsman

In my recent complaint against Cllr. Richard that your senior staff are currently 
considering, I mentioned that he had called me a liar several times by driving alongside me 
and winding down the window, holding a mobile primed to dial 999. In my opinion this 
verges on the unbalanced. There were no witnesses but it is well known that the Councillor 
behaves like this. For example google Ioan Richard “e mails” to find public examples as 
follows.

Oct 29th 2004
“As you know the lies are lies as you lied – liar!
Nov 24th 2004
“The point is that you are a liar – I tell everyone you are a liar — ……… you liar”.
Feb. 4th 2005
When will you get it through your numb stupid skull that wind ….. are no choices.

These are blatant violations of the code of conduct, made against Martyn Shrewsbury. He 
resigned from the Community Council and failed abysmally to stop wind turbines. In 
contrast we at AIAS / UPITEC have devised circuits to take energy from spacetime 
(UFT311 on www.aias.us). Ultimately these circuits might replace wind turbines. So it is 
time for him to resign, for the sake of his own health if nothing else. I have no history 
whatsoever of verbal abuse on my blog, all is reasoned criticism and lawful comment. I 
must press for a meaningful investigation. The balance of probability is that he acted as he 
did. The Ombudsman goes on balance of probability.

Myron Evans

Dr. M. W. Evans, Member of teh Gentry (2008), Civil List Pensioer (2005), D. Sc. (Wales)
50 Rhyddwen Road, Craig Cefn APrc, Swansea SA6 5RA

on Recent Complaints

Perihelion Precession as a Lorentz Force     Law
May 28, 2016 

In the next note 347(5), the gravitomagnetic minimal prescription will be used to show that the 
gravitomagnetic Lorentz force law for precession can be deduced from the hamiltonian and canonical 
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lagrangian of the minimal prescription. The result is that the inverse square force law of Newton is 
supplemented by a gravitomagnetic Lorentz force. The observed precession frequency is the 
gravitomagnetic Larmor frequency. This analysis brings together several concepts in an elegant way 
and the method gives any observed precession.

FOR POSTING: The Reason for Sixteen     Fellowships
May 28, 2016 

The reason for this is clearly described in volume two of my autobiography, in a truthful way. It was 
due to a corrupt system, an age old problem of the human condition. If you knew someone at 
Aberystwyth you would be appointed to tenure for life, and did not have to do very much on a nice safe
salary. My dedication to science meant that I was forced to compete many times over and ran up a 
world record. Even then they still could not find the common decency to award tenure. They had the 
money. I was always told that there was no money available. Even now, when I am among the best 
known and most influential of scientists in the world, they still cannot find the common sense to 
recognize any of my achievements. The recognition comes in n times over from the rest of the world 
via the objective scientometrics. This situation is due to my exposure of the ghastly Purnell scandal, 
when a job was offered to me via Mansel Davies, but simultaneously advertized. As a young man, I 
was utterly repelled and deeply angered by that corruption. I am even more repelled and angered now, 
because the corruption is condoned, no one can do anything about it, and it has destroyed the 
University of Wales, not my work. I resigned from this job as soon as I could, to take up an SERC 
Advanced Fellowship back at Aberystwyth, won in fierce open competition. Recently I found that some
contemporaries at the EDCL were appointed to tenure without any competition at all, one of them, A. J.
S. Williams, without a Ph. D. One prestigious post doctoral fellowship is enough for tenure, two at 
most, otherwise the young post doctoral will become disgusted by the system. I tried to reform this 
ridiculous merry-go-round by forming the European Molecular Liquids Group at the National Physical 
Laboratory near London, and tried to introduce into Britain a system similar to the French CNRS, the 
Deutch forschungsgemeinschaft (German Research Foundation), Max Planck system, or Italian CNR 
or INFN. In so doing, I consulted forty two research organizations across Europe in my role as 
scientific coordinator. I was consulted by the U. S. NSF and Tam Dalyell, Shadow Minister of 
Education. All of this was totally destroyed by Jeremy Jones in 1983, under orders from Purnell, who 
had a kind of shadowy presence, like a godfather. With a system like that, who needs Gaius Caligula? It
is probably unchanged since the days of the mad emperor.

on FOR POSTING: The Reason for Sixteen Fellowships

My Three World Records and List of Prolific Authors Studied 
at     Oxford
May 28, 2016 

These were studied at Oxford on the 26th May 2016.

These world records are:
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1) Sixteen Fellowships and Honorary Fellowships at the fiercely competitive post doctoral level. These 
are listed in the attached awards to the Room 262 group of EDCL (Autobiography Volume Two). I was 
invited into the Hall of Fame by Daniel Davies of BBC Mid Wales, so I call this the hall of fame group 
in honour of the group, which won nineteen prestigious fellowships in all. This record of mine is very 
unlikely to be broken. The group was initially part of the Mansel Davies environment, but he delegated 
the role of group leader to myself because he was about to retire. The group members were: Gareth 
Evans, Mauro Ferrario, Colin Reid and myself.

2) Youngest D. Sc. under modern rules, Thesis submitted when I was 26, awarded when I was 27. 
Omnia Opera number 44, National Library of Wales and Hugh Owen Library. “Studies of Molecular 
Dynamics in the Liquid and Plastic States of Matter”. Under the University of Wales rules there had to 
be a gap of two years between submission of Ph. D. and D. Sc. (Scientiae Doctor, intended by the 
University of London, which founded it, to be a distinction higher than full professor). The youngest 
ever is the famous Dr. Marie Stopes, aged about 25 or 26, who was allowed to submit the D. Sc. at the 
same time as the Ph. D. I have held the modern rules world record since 1978, and again it is likely 
never to be broken.

3) World record number of publications and broadcasts, currently 1,900 (attached) from 1973 to 
present. There are also over 24,000 diary entries (blog of www.aias.us)

I am sometime Junior Research Fellow of Wolfson College, Oxford, which I won in open international 
competition in 1975 (Autobiography, Volume Two).

LIST_OF_THE_MOST_PROLIFIC_CHEMISTS_AND_PHYSICISTS.ZIP

on My Three World Records and List of Prolific Authors Studied at Oxford

UFT88 Studied at the Universities of Strasbourg and     Warwick
May 28, 2016 

UFT88 was studied at Warwick a few days ago. Strasbourg or Strassburg is ranked 409 in the world by 
webometrics, 302-350 by Times, 87 by Shanghai and 226 by QS. It has 46,000 students and was 
founded as a Lutheran Gymnasium in 1538. Goethe was a student there for a year, 1770 – 1771. My 
former boss at IBM, Enrico Clementi, became a professor at Strasbourg for a while and was nominated 
for a Nobel Prize in chemistry by my Ph. D. supervisor, Mansel Davies. Mansel told me this while I 
was at Wolfson College Oxford. In terms of hits, UFT88 is being read about 2,400 times a year from 
www.ais.us, 3840 times a year from combined sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org. It was published 
in 2007 so has been read about 34,560 times in terms of hits. Yesterday a list of readings of UFT88 in 
the past two years at well over a hundred world leading universities was published on this blog. It 
corrects the second Bianchi identity of 1902 for torsion (either Riemannian or Cartan torsion). Torsion 
changes the structure of the second Bianchi identity completely, so Einstein’s general relativity is 
refuted because it is based on torsionless geometry. Torsionless geometry is meaningless because if 
torsion is zero, so is curvature. Einstein based his theory on curvature, so it is a meaningless theory. It 
has been replaced by ECE2, which is correctly based on non zero torsion and curvature. A large 
percentage of the best in the world accept this rigorous logic.

on UFT88 Studied at the Universities of Strasbourg and Warwick
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Many thanks to Osamu     Ide!
May 28, 2016 

Many thanks and keep up the great work!

In a message dated 27/05/2016 17:27:49 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dear Dr. Evans,

Happy Birthday and Congratulations on the 4th site record!

Osamu

on Many thanks to Osamu Ide!

Many thanks to     GJE!
May 28, 2016 

Many thanks, and happy birthday in anticipation! These days the entire surface area of the cake is 
covered with candles, threatening to set the house on fire.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 27/05/2016 17:01:06 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: New Record High of Gigabytes Downloaded for http://www.aias.us

Missed your birthday, sorry. Belated best wishes.

Sent from my Samsung device

on Many thanks to GJE!

Licenc(s)e to Think
May 28, 2016 

Life begins at ninety. At sixty five the official licens(c)e to think is issued.

In a message dated 27/05/2016 17:34:47 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Me too…

On 5/27/2016 8:57 AM, EMyrone wrote:

Many thanks! I am now over eighteen.

In a message dated 27/05/2016 15:55:58 GMT Daylight Time, writes:
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Happy Bday Myron

On 5/27/2016 1:56 AM, EMyrone wrote:

The site set a fourth record high in five months in 2016 
on my birthday, 26th May, showing an acceleration of 
worldwide interest in all aspects of the site and its diary,
or blog. By the end of the month the old record, set in 
April 2016, will be shattered, about 34 or 35 gigabytes 
will have been downloaded in May 2016. This 
compares with 0.02 gigabytes in May 2002. To consult 
the site as it was in 2002 see the Wayback Machine, 
www.archive.org, and type in www.aias.us.

on Licenc(s)e to Think

Thanks to Joachim     Althaus
May 28, 2016 

Joachim Althaus
Government of the City of Vienna,

Many thanks, I am forwarding this to the group and blog. I notice that the Government of Vienna has 
been involved in a couple of recent web conferences on ECE theory. My system could not open the link
but I will try to read it off the blog. I am sure it is very interesting.

Myron Evans

cc M. P. Gower

Sent: 28/05/2016 08:32:51 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: nice story

Hello,

There are a cople of stories I wanted to share with you, please, read more here 
http://thochyzune.failedfounders.com/aejfi

Kind regards, Joachim Althaus

on Thanks to Joachim Althaus

Daily Report 26/5/16 New Record High of 32.94     Gigabytes
May 28, 2016 

The equivalent of 207,875 printed pages was downloaded (757.912 megabytes) from 2646 downloaded
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memory files and 580 distinct visits each averaging 4.0 memory pages and 21 minutes, printed pages to
hits ratio for the day of 78.56, main spiders cnsat (China), google, MSN and yahoo. A new monthly 
record was set of 32.94 gigabytes up to 26th May 2016. Collected ECE2 1549, Top ten items 1362, 
Collected Evans / Morris papers 858, Collected scientometrics 737, F3(Sp) 302, Eckardt / Lindstrom 
papers 295, Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 253, Autobiography volumes one and two 215, Principles 
of ECE 210, Collected Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 198, UFT88 149, Evans Equations 
107, Engineering Model 98, UFT311 95, CEFE 93, UFT321 54, Self charging inverter 53, Llais 44, 
List of Prolific Authors 29, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 28, Three World Records 26, UFT313 39, 
UFT314 53, UFT315 49, UFT316 42, UFT317 47, UFT318 50, UFT319 52, UFT320 38, UFT322 58, 
UFT323 44, UFT324 64, UFT325 59, UFT326 39, UFT327 43, UFT328 50, UFT329 51, UFT330 54, 
UFT331 58, UFT332 43, UFT333 44, UFT334 44, UFT335 34, UFT336 50, UFT337 46, UFT338 51, 
UFT339 52, UFT340 44, UFT341 49, UFT342 45, UFT343 44, UFT344 51, UFT345 32, UFT346 30 
to date in May 2016. University of Ghent general; University of British Columbia Essay 116(Sp); 
University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT94; ConocoPhillips Corporation Essay 120; Physics of 
Electrotechnology University of Munich Edyn3; University of Strasbourg UFT88; United States 
Department of Energy Nevada Field Office Overview, advantages of ECE, Table of Differences, 
Definitive proofs that no torsion means no gravitation, obsolete concepts and errors of the standard 
phsics, UFT81, flow charts, AIAS selected for NLW archives, UFT146; Italian National Institute for 
Nuclear Physics (INFN) Milan Bicocca UFT42; Akita University Japan general; Mexican National 
Polytechnic Institute UFT169, UFT170; Saransk Russia Frequently asked questions; University of 
Warwick UFT88, 89, 90, 129; University of Oxford List of most prolific scientists, Three world records
by MWE, My CV, My page, UFT overview, UFT1. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file 
attached for May 2016.

on Daily Report 26/5/16 New Record High of 32.94 Gigabytes

Many thanks to Dave Burleigh, CEO of     Annexa
May 27, 2016 

Many thanks! I am now over eighteen.

In a message dated 27/05/2016 15:55:58 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Happy Bday Myron

On 5/27/2016 1:56 AM, EMyrone wrote:

The site set a fourth record high in five months in 2016 on my birthday, 26th 
May, showing an acceleration of worldwide interest in all aspects of the site and
its diary, or blog. By the end of the month the old record, set in April 2016, will 
be shattered, about 34 or 35 gigabytes will have been downloaded in May 2016.
This compares with 0.02 gigabytes in May 2002. To consult the site as it was in 
2002 see the Wayback Machine, www.archive.org, and type in www.aias.us.

on Many thanks to Dave Burleigh, CEO of Annexa
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347(4): Development of the Hamiltonian and Lagrangian for 
Precessing     Orbits
May 27, 2016 

This is a development of the hamiltonian and lagrangian of Note 347(3) to give the results (31) and 
(32). These equations show that the precession is due to the gravitomagnetic field. Various functions for
omega(r) can be tried, as in the next note.

a347thpapernotes4.pdf

Readings of UFT88 Over Two     Years
May 27, 2016 

I have been recording these readings in the daily reports for about two years and this is a list of well 
over one hundred studies of the paper in the past two years at the world’s best universities. So UFT88 
appears on page one of Google using the broadest possible keywords – Bianchi identity. The 
universities are, in reverse chronological order:

Caltech, Warwick, Durham, Cambridge, ENE Lyon, NCU Taiwan, Heidelberg, Reed, Valencia, PIAS 
Pakistan, Stanford, Heidelberg, Toledo, ENS Paris, Penn State, Waterloo, FU Goias Brazil, Kocaeli, 
Delaware, UC San Diego, Charles Univ. Prague, Heidelberg, UC Irvine, Helsinki, Western Ontario, 
Lisbon Tech, ICTP Trieste, Milan Tech, Belgrade, Hokkaido, Edinburgh, Penn State, Illinois Urbana 
Champaign, Birmingham, Max Planck Maths Bonn, QIA Pakistan, Manchester, CU Prague, Modena, 
TU Graz, Sepuluh, Woollongong, Nagoya, INAF Bologna, Students Bonn, US Naval Academy, 
Students Bonn, Imperial, Durham, Cambridge, UC Berkeley, Isfahan, Jesus College Cambridge, UC 
Berkeley, McGill, Sung Kuynkwan, Duisberg, Waseda, EPF Lausanne, Niels Bohr Institute, Toronto, 
Princeton, Penn State, Kwa Zulu Natal, Kobe, Case Western, NU Colombia, Bose Institute, Juis de 
Fora Brazil, Texas A and M, Aalto Finland, Manchester High Energy Group, Harvard Smithsonian, 
Bath, Penn State, FSM Chile, Saarland, Ecole Polytechnique, Zurich (second time), Zurich, UC Santa 
Bsrbara Kavli Institute, Impeerial, Lisbon,RWH Aachen, Student conference Bonn, National Tsing 
Hwa Taiwan, Bonn students, METU Ankara, National Taiwan, IMSC Chennai NUST Pakistan, U 
Mass, Princeton, McMaster, All Souls Oxford, Karlsruhe Tech, AGH Krakow, Warsaw, Dalhousie, City
Hong Kong, Auckland, Murcia, Oregon State, Turku, INFN Naples, Izmir Tech, Free Univ. Brussels, 
UC Swansea, Ohio State, Witwatersrand, Radboud, Ohio State, Stony Brook, INFN Rome 1, Notre 
Dame, Columbia, Texas Pan American, Scuola Normale Superiore Pisa, Cornell, US Naval Academy, 
Lancaster, Yale, Ulm, Rennes 1, Jena students, UC Irvine, Tokyo, Zurich, Edinburgh, Radboud, 
Warsaw, UC irvine, Monash, Melbourne, Quebec Trois Rivieres (UQTR), Canton of Valais, 
Cambridge, Azarbaijan, National Taiwan, National Taitung Taiwan, King’s College London, Korea, 
Cambridge, Tokyo, Caltech, Ioannina, Middle East Tech Ankara, Oxford, Amsterdam, QIA Pakistan, 
Indiana, Diliman, Woollongong, Windsor, Du Page, UQTR, Tuebingen, FU Brussels, Darmstadt Tech, 
City Hong Kong, UC Berkeley, Tokyo, Tokyo Tech, Cambridge, Szeged, Witwatersrand, Illinois State, 
Tsing Hua, Maths Oxford, U Penn, National Taiwan, Monash, Academia Sinica Taiwan, National 
Library Australia, ETH Zurich, Erlangen, Munich School of Philosophy, Paris Diderot, UC Santa 
Barbara Kavli Institute, Applied Mathematics and Physics Cambridge, ……….

There have been no objections to UFT88 since it was published in 2007. Of the above universities the 
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following are in the world’s top twenty according to webometrics, Times, Shanghai and QS rankings:

Caltech, Cambridge, Oxford, Imperial, King’s College London, Stanford, Penn State, UC San Diego, 
Edinburgh, Illinois Urbana Champaign, UC Berkeley, Harvard, Cornell, Princeton, Columbia, Yale, U 
Penn, EPF Lausanne, ETH Zurich, Toronto, Texas A and M and UC Santa Barbara.

There have been study visits from six out of the eight Ivy League Universities, and OxBridge, Imperial,
Edinburgh and King’s College London in Britain. There has been one visit from University of Wales 
Swansea. It is clear that this level of highest quality interest goes back to 2007 and will last indefinitely.
So the Einstein era in gravitational physics is over and the ECE2 era is beginning. The same pattern 
would emerge for any one of the leading ECE papers, of which there are about five hundred in English 
and Spanish.

on Readings of UFT88 Over Two Years

Study of UFT88 at the World’s Best Universities – Past 
Six     Months
May 27, 2016 

It has been studied sixty times in the past six months at the world’s best universities, studied more than 
once at some of them. This is almost certainly the summit of a mountain of interest, because the great 
majority of staff and students use private computers. I can only identify institutional URL’s and 
sometimes departments and research groups. I estimate that these sixty studies are a fraction of the total
interest in UFT88. This is because the morning reports records only about 2% of the vast total interest, 
a 2% selected manually from universities, institutes, corporations, government departments up to head 
of state seniority and military facilities. So the total number of readings of UFT88 in the past six 
months is probably much higher. UFT88 is the classic paper that brings the Einstein era in gravitational
physics to an end and replaces it by the ECE2 gravitational field equations. The teachings of the 
obsolete dogmatists are being rejected completely by a new generation of scientists.

on Study of UFT88 at the World’s Best Universities – Past Six Months

New Record High of Gigabytes Downloaded for     www.aias.us
May 27, 2016 

The site set a fourth record high in five months in 2016 on my birthday, 26th May, showing an 
acceleration of worldwide interest in all aspects of the site and its diary, or blog. By the end of the 
month the old record, set in April 2016, will be shattered, about 34 or 35 gigabytes will have been 
downloaded in May 2016. This compares with 0.02 gigabytes in May 2002. To consult the site as it was
in 2002 see the Wayback Machine, www.archive.org, and type in www.aias.us.

Monthly Feedback Statistics for AIAS.pdf

on New Record High of Gigabytes Downloaded for www.aias.us

Precession as a Gravitomagnetic Lorentz     Force
May 27, 2016 
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After finding the hamiltonian and lagrangian of gravitomagnetism in the preceding note, using the 
minimal prescription, I decided to develop precession in terms of the lagrangian that leads to the 
gravitomagnetic Lorentz force, Eq. (13) of UFT320:

F = m (g + v x omega)

where omega is the gravitomagnetic field. In the absence of omega there is no precession, and the orbit 
is Newtonian, a conic section. In the presence of omega the orbit precesses as observed experimentally.
Here v is the extra orbital linear velocity imparted by precession, as calculated in a previous note, and 
omega is the gravitomagnetic field defined by

curl omega = (4 pi G / c squared) J

where J is a localized mass current density. The gravitomagnetic Lorentz force law can be derived from
the gravitomagnetic minimal prescription.

on Precession as a Gravitomagnetic Lorentz Force

Measuring Readings by     Hits
May 27, 2016 

This is the measure that appears every morning, and is accurate, because most of the files consist of one
pdf or one mp3, so one file is one hit. By this measure the poetry is being read or heard 6,384 times a 
year off www.aias.us. The printed page equivalents measure is based on number of bytes downloaded. 
The docx file of Essay 71 for example is 13.2 kilobytes. The word count of Essay 71 is 832. When 
multiplied by the average number of letters in a world of English, 4.79, this gives 3.985 kilobytes. The 
printed page equivalent is a standardized measure of bytes downloaded divided by 3.646 kilobytes, the 
number of bytes in an A4 page, 12 point font, single spaced, using one character equals one byte. So 
the ppe is a measure of gigabytes downloaded. In March 2016, 2139 hits were recorded for the 
collected ECE2 papers off www.aias.us. For combined sites this is increased by 60% to give 3422 hits 
or readings in March, which is a rate of 41,069 readings a year.

on Measuring Readings by Hits

Daily Report 25/5/16
May 27, 2016 

The equivalent of 253,276 printed pages was downloaded during the day (923.442 gigabytes) from 
3100 downloaded memory files (hits) and 555 distinct visits each averaging 4.1 memory pages and 19 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 81.70 for the day, main spiders cnsat, google, MSN and yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 1495, Top ten items 1314, Evans / Morris papers 825 (est), Collected scientometrics 
706 (est), F3(Sp) 296, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 271, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 247, Principles
of ECE 197, Collected Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 191, Autobiography volumes one 
and two 186, UFT88 143, Evans Equations 102, Engineering Model 95, UFT311 90, CEFE 87, Self 
charging inverter 51, Llais 44, List of prolific authors 28, Idaho 26, Three world records by MWE 24, 
UFT313 36, UFT314 50, UFT315 48, UFT316 41, UFT317 46, UFT318 50, UFT319 48, UFT320 35, 
UFT322 54, UFT323 43, UFT324 63, UFT325 57, UFT326 35, UFT327 43, UFT328 50, UFT329 49, 
UFT330 52, UFT331 57, UFT332 43, UFT333 41, UFT334 41, UFT335 34, UFT336 50, UFT337 45, 
UFT338 48, UFT339 49, UFT340 42, UFT341 49, UFT342 45, UFT343 44, UFT344 51, UFT345 29, 
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UFT346 25 to date in May 2016. California Institute of Technology Definitive Proof Two that no 
torsion means no gravitation; Edu System Pakistan UFT169. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage 
file attached for May 2016.

on Daily Report 25/5/16

Thanks to Michael     Jackson!
May 26, 2016 

Agreed with Gareth, the blog back ups are of key importance and have been archived for a number of 
years at the British Library from the NLW (www.webarchive.org.uk). The entire blog is also archived 
on the Wayback Machine (www.archive.org). The Youtube channel directed by Michael Jackson will be
a very interesting experiment. I understand that he has plans for a channel on science and on literature. 
Michael also introduced me to Jeff Rense. ECE is the new avant garde physics and is here to stay.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 26/05/2016 12:26:44 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Thanks to Michael Jackson!

Michael ‘s contributions and his commentary on the home page are fantastic.

Sent from my Samsung device

on Thanks to Michael Jackson!

Thanks to Michael     Jackson!
May 26, 2016 

Many thanks, I think that 1st June is optimal to allow time to post on the site. I think that Doug 
Lindstrom is working on LENR at present, and it should be possible to adapt UFT226 ff. for this 
problem. I look forward to domestic generators as soon as feasible. I have not heard from Doug 
Lindstrom for some time, but I think he is working in Florida on a consultancy. I also look forward to 
domestic generators from devices such as those of Osamu Ide and UFT311.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 25/05/2016 18:16:42 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Message for Michael Jackson

Dr Evans, It seems even the Department of Defense is now interested in LENR: 
http://www.e-catworld.com/2016/05/11/us-secretary-of-defense-directed-to-provide-a-
briefing-on-lenr-to-the-us-house-armed-services-committee/

BTW, I believe the presence of large amounts of copper in the Earth’s mantle is proof of 
continuous LENR, happening inside the Earth. LENR would also be the heat source, which 
has kept the core molten for five billion years. (Copper is not formed inside exploding stars.
I believe it is only formed by a very slow process of proton, or neutron capture.)
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Has there ever been a calculation, to determine if the decay of Uranium would keep the 
core molten for five billion years? I would be surprised if there was enough Uranium! No 
other radioactive isotope has a long enough half life (2.5 billion years) to maintain the 
temperature.

I wonder how many trillion tons of Uranium would be needed? Why would only the Earth 
contain that much Uranium? Could the sun’s core contain a giant A-bomb? LOL… The 
standard modellers are so smug, just like they were in 1900…

LENR may be a major player in Earth’s evolution, but as yet, it is completely unknown!

Regarding the blog, no problem at all, which ever day you would like the blog pdf created, 
I will do it that day. Sorry, I’ve not been checking email very frequently. I also have to 
apologize about not getting the youtube essays uploaded. I will get to work on them shortly.

Michael Jackson

On Wed, May 25, 2016 at 6:06 AM, <EMyrone> wrote:

Hello Michael: It is time to back up the blog again. The next quarterly archive 
at the British Library is due on 8th/9th June. Many thanks in anticipation!

on Thanks to Michael Jackson!

Daily Report 24/5/16
May 26, 2016 

The equivalent of 239,228 printed pages was downloaded during the day (872.226 megabytes) from 
3771 downloaded memory files (hits) and 564 distinct visits each averaging 4.5 memory pages and 21 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 63.44, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1451, Top ten items 1262, Collected Evans / Morris 792, Collected 
scientometrics 706, F3(Sp) 278, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 269(est), Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 
242, Collected Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 186, Principles of ECE 185, Autobiography 
volumes one and two 182, UFT88 139, Evans Equations 102(est), Engineering Model 92, UFT311 89, 
CEFE 81, Self Charging Inverter 51, UFT321 49, Llais 44, List of prolific authors 26, Three world 
records 23, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 22, UFT313 36, UFT314 48, UFT315 44, UFT316 40, UFT317 
35, UFT318 50, UFT319 48, UFT320 34, UFT322 53, UFT323 43, UFT324 60, UFT325 55, UFT326 
30, UFT327 42, UFT328 49, UFT329 46, UFT330 49, UFT331 56, UFT332 43, UFT333 40, UFT334 
41 UFT335 34, UFT336 46, UFT337 44, UFT338 45, UFT339 49, UFT340 40, UFT341 48, UFT342 
45, UFT343 42, UFT344 50, UFT345 29, UFT346 23 to date in May 2016. University of Quebec Trois 
Rivieres UFT94, UFT346; University of Tartu Estonia Third proof with notes that no torsion means no 
gravitation; University of Granada Spain UFT151; Higher School of Engineering and 
Telecommunications Systems Polytechnic University of Madrid general; University of Ioannina Greece
UFT142; University of Messina Italy HSD27; Technical University of Delft UFT175; University of 
Edinburgh UFT151, Galaxies, ECE Article; University of Warwick extensive. Intense interest all 
sectors, updated usage file attached for May 2016.
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on Daily Report 24/5/16

Y Gorsedd in     Patagonia
May 25, 2016 

It was very interesting to see photographs of Y Gorsedd in Patagonia from Alex Hill. In Y Wladfa or 
Settlement they speak Welsh and Spanish, and the Welsh is often a purer form than in Wales itself. 
Maybe someone in Patagonia will read the poetry off www.aias.us. They are welcome to recite it in 
what I imagine to be long Patagonian winter nights. There have been many thousands of visits from 
Argentina to www.aias.us. I am sure that Gorseddau take place in the United States as well, notably 
Washington D. C. and Pennsylvania. They also take place in Cornwall and Brittany. It looks as if 
Gaelic is making a revival in the Islands and Highlands. Gaelic is similar to Irish and is now an official 
language of Scotland and all Britain. Some years ago it was spoken quite a lot in islands such as 
Benbecula and Bara. As in Auto Two I heard some children speaking Gaelic in Pen y Gael in Mull, on 
my way to Iona on a bike. Pen y Gael is half Brythonic (British Celtic, Pen y, head of the ) and half 
Goidelic (Irish Celtic, Gael). It could be that “Pen y” is Cumbric.

Using My method to Publish in     Welsh
May 25, 2016 

I would advocate a strong revival of the Welsh language by using my method of poetry publishing, 
making high quality poetry available open source in Welsh and if necessary, English. By using google 
keywords “Ceiriog, 20,000 books sold” there is a site called “the Welsh language a history”. This 
confirms that John Ceiriog Hughes could sell 30,000 books in Welsh in the nineteenth century, in 
Wales, Liverpool, other parts of England, Pennsylvania, Upstate New York and rural Wisconsin, as well
as in the Wladfa in Patagonia. Probably also North Carolina and Utah. In 1872 there were 384 Welsh 
language chapels in the United States and almost a hundred in Liverpool. I now know that thirty 
thousand readings of my poetry in Welsh will occur off www.aias.us in only about a couple of years, in 
up to 182 countries. These will also occur in English. John Ceiriog Hughes was born on a farm, and 
worked on the railway for a while before concentrating entirely on poetry and songs. Unfortunately he 
took to drinking heavily and died in poverty. I think that use should be made of the chapels, and they 
should be culturally revived and cared for. No one should be allowed to live in them. The Welsh 
language was tied to the chapels and to the radical and enlightened nonconformist way of life. These 
days it should be ecumenical, but Welsh speaking. The church also helped to revive the language, after 
all Dr. William Morgan, who produced the great Welsh language Bible in 1588, was a churchman. 
Chapels should not be abandoned or allowed to fall into the hands of developers. The Greeks would not
allow the Parthenon to be converted into a bingo parlour. Too often, those who should be looking after 
chapels abandon them and abandon their duties and heritage, leaving Wales with no thought for 
anyone. I give permission for any of my poetry to be read in any poetry gathering, without any form of 
payment. I don’t distinguish between denominations, preferring the simplicity of the earliest type of 
chapel, which arrived in Britain with my ancestral cousin, St. Eurgain ferch Caradog, almost two 
thousand years ago near what is now Llan Illtud Fawr. Her father, King Caradog (Caratacus), had 
fought against the Romans and had been captured. While in Rome the family met St. Paul, who had 
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travelled directly from the Middle East.. I am an agnostic (Greek for “not knowing”) but very much in 
favour of keeping tradition alive. St. Eurgain was the sister of my direct ancestor Cyllin ap Caradog (as 
in the attached descent from Llyr Llediaith, or King Lear). Their brother Lleyn (Pope St Linus the 
Martyr) was the first historical Bishop of Rome, followed by St. Peter.

afamilylinesancestryto1,100 BC.ZIP

on Using My method to Publish in Welsh

UFT175
May 25, 2016 

This is another classic by any standards, it introduces the quantum hamilton equations and refutes the 
indeterminacy principle of Heisenberg. The fairly broad keywords – quantum Hamilton equations – 
brings up the paper as site eight, page one of google out of twenty five million websites. The keywords 
– refutation Copenhagen – brings up ECE work as sites 2, 3, and 4 on the first page of google out of 
153,000 websites.

on UFT175

Keyword Analysis of     UFT177
May 25, 2016 

The broad ranging choice – quantum mechanics force – brings up UFT177 as the fifth site on the first 
page of google out of 1,850,000 results. This echoes the fact that it is being read about 44,000 times a 
year. This also means that our new method of publication has been completely accepted and has been 
for a decade. The method is to throw each book or paper into the pond and see if it sinks or swims. 
They all swim like swans – a dignified fleet of ideas.

on Keyword Analysis of UFT177

Analysis of UFT177 : The Force Equation of 
Quantum     Mechanics
May 25, 2016 

This is another classic paper by any standards, always very popular. By manual word count, using one 
word = 4.79 bytes, each printed page is about 1.563 kilobytes. In March 2016 0.75846 megabytes of 
UFT177 were downloaded from www.aias.us, meaning 48,526 printed pages. For www.aisa.us plus 
www.upitec.org this is increased by 60%, giving 931,699 printed pages read every year. The paper has 
21 pages so it is read 44,367 times a year, almost as much as UFT88. The force equation can be used to
give a great deal of new information in computational quantum mechanics. It is completely original 
because in the usual quantum mechanics there is no force equation.

on Analysis of UFT177 : The Force Equation of Quantum Mechanics
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Message for Michael     Jackson
May 25, 2016 

Hello Michael: It is time to back up the blog again. The next quarterly archive at the British Library is 
due on 8th/9th June. Many thanks in anticipation!

on Message for Michael Jackson

University Readings of UFT88 in the Past Six     Months
May 25, 2016 

In reverse chronological order these have taken place at: Caltech, Warwick, Durham, Cambridge, Ecole
Normale Superieure Lyon, NCU Taiwan, Heidelberg, Reed, Valencia, PIAS Pakistan, Stanford, 
Heidelberg, Toledo Ohio, Ecole Normale Superieure Paris, Penn State, Waterloo, FU Goias Brazil, 
Kocaeli Turkey, Delaware, Univ. California San Diego, Charles Univ. Prague, Heidelberg, Univ. 
California Irvine, Helsinki, Western Ontario, Otago, TU Lisbon, ICTP Trieste, Milan Tech., Belgrade, 
Hokkaido, Edinburgh, Penn State, Illinois Urbana Champaign, Max Panck Maths Bonn, QIA Pakistan, 
Manchester, CU Prague, Modena, TU Graz, Sepuluh Indonesia, Wollongong, Nagoya, INAF Bologna, 
Bonn Student Houses, US Naval Academy, Bonn Student Houses, Imperial, Durham, Cambridge, Univ.
California Berkeley, Isfahan Iran, Jesus College Cambridge, Univ California Berkeley, McGill, Sung 
Kyun Kwan, Duisberg, Waseda, EPF Lausanne, Niels Bohr Institute, Toronto, Princeton, Penn State, 
Kwa Zulu Natal, Kobe, ……………………. These have all been reported on in the daily reports, now 
well known throughout the world of science. Of these universities the following are in the world’s top 
twenty by Webometrics, Times, Shanghai and QS: Caltech, Cambridge, Stanford, Penn State, UC San 
Diego, Edinburgh, Illinois UC, Imperial, UC Berkeley, EPF Lausanne, Toronto and Princeton. The 
readership of UFT88 continues like this all the way back to its publication date, a total of about half a 
million readings with no objection. These URL’s represent the peak of a mountain of interest, many 
staff and students use private computers and cannot be identified. This is also typical of the readership 
of the entire set of about five hundred UFT papers in English and Spanish. So ECE and standard 
physics are co equal and each school is being studied.

on University Readings of UFT88 in the Past Six Months

FOR POSTING: Analysis of Books and Papers     Read
May 25, 2016 

The attached file begins this analysis, which brings out the full power of the work in literature and 
science in a way that everyone can understand, number of books and papers being read open source 
every year from www.aias.us and www.upitec.org. For example UFT88 is being read 54,000 times a 
year, “Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry” 14,000 times a year; “Principles of ECE” 6,000 times a year; 
“Autobiography volume one” 5,000 times a year; “Criticisms of the Einstein Field Equation” 3,000 
times a year; “Autobiography Volume Two” 1,000 times a year; “New Poetry” 1,000 times a year. To 
give an idea of how this compares with conventional book publishing, my award winning production of
“Modern Nonlinear Optics” has been selling from Wiley Interscience for a quarter century, and has sold
a few thousand volumes. We also know that the quality of the open source readership is the highest 
possible. So over the next few months I will continue this analysis. Congratulations to all staffs and co 
authors! They fully deserve this overwhelming international recognition. Good poetry is very popular. 
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The idea that few people read poetry is a myth. The problem is that poetry is sold by small publishers 
who cannot reach the readership. I am not saying that my poetry is any better than anyone else’s, but it 
certainly is popular in both languages. I am pleased that people like it. R. S. Thomas, a great poet by 
any measure, would typically sell five hundred copies of a book of poetry such as “H’m”. Typically, 
books of poetry sell from ten to a hundred copies. The well known revolutionary science is as fully 
accepted as any science in history.

Books_Sold.PDF

on FOR POSTING: Analysis of Books and Papers Read

Reanalysis of CEFE
May 25, 2016 

I have begun the task of working out how many books a year are being read off www.aias.us, some 
papers and other major items. “Criticisms of the Einstein Field Equation” is split into two files on 
www.aias.us, both containing the same UFT301. In March 2016, 170 megabytes were downloaded of 
the two files. UFT301 is single spaced, 12 point A4 with equations, so I guestimate that one printed 
page is three kilobytes for pages of this type. A large number of pages contain tabular matter in which 
the character count is much less. So the overall calibration factor is about two kilobytes a printed page. 
So 85,000 printed pages were downloaded off www.aias.us in March 2016. This gives 1,632,000 
printed pages a year off www.aias.us and www.upitec.org combined. The version on UFT301 is 540 
pages long, so over three thousand books a year are being read off combined sites (from UFT301). The 
large format hardback has less than 540 pages and is available from Cambridge International (CISP) 
and any good bookshop. Unfortunately for the publisher the AIAS Publishing method is so powerful 
that essentially no books will be sold. The CISP book is available free of charge (open source) on 
www.aias.us and www.upitec.org. This is an inevitable part of the knowledge revolution.

on Reanalysis of CEFE

FOR POSTIING: Section 3 of paper     346
May 25, 2016 

Agreed with Gareth. The graphics bring everything vividly alive.

To: EMyrone@aol.com, horsteck@aol.com
Sent: 25/05/2016 09:50:07 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: RE: FOR POSTIING: Section 3 of paper 346

Wonderful graphics Horst!!

Sent from Mail for Windows 10

From: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: Monday, May 23, 2016 8:20 AM
To: Subject: FOR POSTING: Section 3 of paper 346

These are brilliant graphics, providing a lot more information than the equations. They 
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show the fundamental origin of any precessions in the universe, solar system and binary 
systems for example. They show that Leonardo or Descartes were not far wrong. It is 
amazing how far simple equations go, and how the graphics bring them vividly to life. The 
torque analysis is particularly important in my opinion.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 22/05/2016 21:32:20 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Section 3 of paper 346

I finished section 3 with some graphics. In particular the torque of a
dipole moment is interisting, I do not believe that this has ever been
studied before. The vector potential directly corresponds to a velocity
vortex.

Horst

=

on FOR POSTIING: Section 3 of paper 346

Updated Number of     Publications
May 25, 2016 

This is now 1,900 books, reviews, papers, essays and broadcasts, a world record by a furlong in a mile 
and a quarter. The impact in printed page equivalents is of the order of a thousand million off 
www.aias.us and www.upitec.org since 2002. There are also 24,237 diary entries (blog postings) that I 
don’t count in the list of publications. So I propose a new impact factor – the PPE or printed page 
equivalents factor. In order to construct this factor a website or websites is needed, and years of 
feedback analysis daily. This is a lot of very hard work, but the result is far more meaningful that then 
the rather ridiculous h and g factors. However I also have h and g factors high enough for membership 
of the National Academy of Sciences, although I have never had much interest in such things, having 
never had a career. My Higgsino factor shows that I should have won eight five Nobel Prizes if 
someone can win a Nobel Prize for twenty papers and a lot of errors.

LIST_OF_THE_MOST_PROLIFIC_CHEMISTS_AND_PHYSICISTS.pdf

UFT88 read at Caltech (California Institute of     Technology)
May 25, 2016 

Caltech is ranked number one in the world by Times (fifth consecutive year), 5 by QS, 7 by Shanghai 
and 38 by webometrics. There have been many visits to www.aias.us for twelve years from Caltech, 
which runs the NASA Jet propulsion Laboratory. It has an 8% acceptance rate and only 2,255 students, 
so it is an elite school similar to Ecole Normale Superieure in Paris. It is associated with 34 Nobel 
Laureates, including Linus Pauling, double Laureate for chemistry and peace. It has an interesting 
honor system in which students are allowed to do examinations at home. Pauling was famously sacked 
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from Caltech for his political views in the McCarthy purges, and was a friend of my Ph. D. supervisor, 
Mansel Davies, a lifelong pacifist. UFT88 has been studied about half a million times without objection
since it was written by Horst Eckardt and myself in 2007, and it is well known in these morning reports
to do the rounds of all the best universities in the world. It corrects the second Bianchi identity for 
torsion, and shows that the inclusion of torsion changes the Einstein field equation completely. UFT99 
(and the well known collected proofs on www.aias.us) shows that neglect of torsion means that the 
curvature also vanishes, so without torsion there is no gravitation in the Einstein sense, a complete 
disaster for standard physics. This is because Einstein based his field equation directly on curvature 
without using torsion. It is now well known that any valid geometry needs non zero curvature and non 
zero torsion. The very high impact ECE2 series of papers (UFT313 – UFT320, UFT322 – UFT346 to 
date) are based on the JCE identity of UFT313, which is the rigorously correct second Bianchi identity. 
I think that Stanford is number one, judging by all four rankings combined, and again there have been 
many visits to www.aias.us from Stanford over twelve years, and indeed all of the world’s best 
universities based on all four work ranking systems. I was famously purged in 1995 for proposing B(3),
and like Pauling started my own institute, now the world famous AIAS. Pauling is number five in the 
world in the attached list of most prolific physicists and chemists in history. The top five are myself 
(Civil List and AIAS), Harold Scheraga (Cornell), Sir John Thomas (Cambridge), Leo Paquette and 
Linus Pauling. I introduce a bit of humour into this list because Higgs has published so few papers, 
there are many more adjustable parameters to Higgs than papers. One can adjust Higgs to do anything. 
I doubt whether this humour will be at all appreciated by the old dogmatists, but who cares about 
obsolete theories that are totally wrong?

LIST_OF_THE_MOST_PROLIFIC_CHEMISTS_AND_PHYSICISTS.pdf

on UFT88 read at Caltech (California Institute of Technology)

Daily Report 23/5/16
May 25, 2016 

The equivalent of 211,761 printed pages was downloaded during the day (772.079 megabytes) from 
2903 downloaded memory files (hits) and 507 distinct visits each averaging 4.8 memory pages and 21 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 72.95, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1412, Top ten items 1214, Evans / Morris papers 729 (est), Collected 
scientometrics 636 (est); Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 269, F3(Sp) 259, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 
237, Collected proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 178, Principles of ECE 184, Autobiography 
volumes one and two 169, UFT88 133, Evans Equations 102, UFT311 89, Engineering Model 87, 
CEFE 79, Self Charging Inverter 51, UFT321 47, Llais 41, List of prolific authors 25, Three world 
records by MWE 23, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 22, UFT313 35, UFT314 48, UFT315 44, UFT316 37, 
UFT317 44, UFT318 47, UFT319 47, UFT320 34, UFT322 51, UFT323 41, UFT324 59, UFT325 52, 
UFT326 33, UFT327 42, UFT328 49, UFT329 46, UFT330 49, UFT331 54, UFT332 40, UFT333 40, 
UFT334 41, UFT335 33, UFT336 43, UFT337 41, UFT338 45, UFT339 49, UFT340 40, UFT341 47, 
UFT342 42, UFT343 41. UFT344 50, UFT345 28, UFT346 21 to date in May 2016. Ministry of 
Defence Chile Essay 94(Sp); California Institute of Technology UFT88; Iowa State University general; 
Faculty of Science Henri Poincare University Nancy levitron; United States Fermi National Laboratory
UFT138, University of Warwick Definitive proofs, List of Civil List Pensioners, Royal Decree, Poetry 
Reading One, Welsh Language Reading One, Award of Civil List Pension, Royal Decree. Intense 
interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for May 2016.
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on Daily Report 23/5/16

Recovery from Single Event Clinical     Depression
May 24, 2016 

I just want to say that a complete recovery from single event major severe depression is possible, so I 
wish to encourage all those who suffer from it. About half the population suffers from depression, 
about 5% suffer from clinical depression. My best work has been done since 2003, when the illness 
started to clear up. I am lucky in having the scientometrics, which indicate vast interest in my work in 
science and literature, and of course that of co workers and in particular, some very good friends, in 
particular one new friend from Pontardawe Grammar School. Bipolar disorders are more difficult to 
cure, but medicine is advancing rapidly. One of my best productions, “Modern Nonlinear Optics” was 
produced right in the middle of the worst stages of the illness, where the acute catatonia made it 
difficult for me to move. Patients should never be left isolated in such a condition, and people should 
realize that it is a dangerous illness. Among those who suffered from bipolar disorder were Abraham 
Lincoln, Winston Churchill, Ernest Hemingway and many others. To any intelligent being, modern 
society is an assault – R. S. Thomas’ “exigency of the machine”.

on Recovery from Single Event Clinical Depression

347(3): The Gravitomagnetic Minimal     Prescription
May 24, 2016 

This note uses the gravitomagnetic minimal prescription to derive the hamiltonian and lagrangian for 
any observed precession frequency in astronomy. It is then possible to extend hamiltonian and 
lagrangian methods to calculate any precessing orbit. The gravitomagnetic field is a vorticity in ECE2 
spacetime.

a347thpapernotes3.pdf

on 347(3): The Gravitomagnetic Minimal Prescription

Readings of “New     Poetry”
May 24, 2016 

This is my third book of poetry, planned to consist of englynion, MIltonian sonnets and prose poetry. I 
consider this book to be in my mature style. The word count for the unfinished book to date is 4,433. 
This is multiplied by the average number of letters in a word in English, which is 4.79, to obtain 21,234
characters. One character is one byte, so there are 2.1234 ten power four bytes in the book so far. In 
March 2016, 1.880 megabytes of the book were downloaded, i.e. 89 books, giving 1068 books a year in
its unfinished state. Again this is far better than any book publisher could ever do with the average 
book of poetry. I will eventually add “Sonnet Against Wind Turbines” to this book. So it is clear that 
the seven poetry books combined are being read twenty thousand times plus a year in up to 182 
countries. There are many more readings of poetry off the blog. The most popular item in recent 
broadcast is “Sonnet against Wind Turbines”, which are loathed all over Europe, being the product of 
corruption. So as Milton wrote very famously: “……. for now I see / Peace to corrupt no less than war 
to waste”. New sources of energy would be “Paradise Regained”.
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NEW POETRY.docx

on Readings of “New Poetry”

Six More Books of Poetry on     www.aias.us
May 24, 2016 

Most but not all of the poetry in these books has been incorporated into Barddoniaeth / Collected 
Poetry with the exception of my third book, “New Poetry”, which I am working on now. The 
downloads in March 2016 were as follows:
1) Englynion 3.782 megabytes; 2) Collected poetry Barddoniaeth in pdf format 2.935 megabytes; 3) An
Autobiography Sonnets 1.289 megabytes; 4) Second Book of Poetry 1.522 megabytes; 5) New Poetry 
1.880 megabytes; 6) 2006 Poetry 0.486 megabytes.
The characters per page are different for each book, but it is clear that a couple of thousand readings of 
these books take place every year off www.aias.us. This started off as a science site but is now much 
more than that.

a2006poetryfileone.pdf

AnAutobiographySonnets.pdf

asecondbookofpoetry.pdf

collectedpoetrybarddoniaeth.pdf

ENGLYNION.pdf

NEW_POETRY.pdf

on Six More Books of Poetry on www.aias.us

Accurate Calculation of Readings of Poetry     Book
May 24, 2016 

I recalculated this total with a manual character per page count. For pages with sonnets there are about 
1110 characters per page, for pages with englynion there are 435 characters per page. So this averages 
to 0.773 kilobytes a page. In March 2016, 89.52 megabytes of the attached book were downloaded 
from www.aias.us. This is the equivalent of 115,812 printed pages, or 1,194 books of 97 printed pages 
each. This is 14,327 books a year. This is an astounding total because R. S. Thomas for example would 
sell about 500 copies of a typical book of poetry over years, and he was the greatest poet writing in 
English from Wales in the second half of the twentieth century, nominated several times for a Nobel 
Prize, Queen’s Gold Medal for Poetry, Medal of the Cymrodorion. Typically, about 10 to 100 copies of 
a book of poetry are sold. There are seven more books of poetry on www.aias.us. The total download of
poetry for March 2016 was 101.414 megabytes. About three or four times more copies of poetry than 
autobiography are being read every year. So AIAS Publishing has found a new and powerful method of
bringing literature to those who want to read it. Book publishers are going about things the wrong way, 
and in consequence the myth has arisen that few people read poetry. The truth is that poetry is very 
popular if people like it. This poetry is read in up to 182 countries off www.aias.us and its blog. A book 
publisher would never be able to achieve this. The Welsh language is being read in up to 182 countries 
as well as the English language. People may not be able to understand it, but there is a vast amount of 
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interest in it. They use the free translations but are aware of the great power and beauty of British 
Celtic.

collectedpoetrybarddoniaeth_2406.pdf

on Accurate Calculation of Readings of Poetry Book

Daily Report Sunday     22/5/16
May 24, 2016 

The equivalent of 396,324 printed pages was downloaded during the day (1.1445 gigabytes) from 3167
downloaded memory files (hits) and 526 distinct visits each averaging 4.9 memory pages and 21 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 125.14, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 papers 1365, Top ten items 1161, Collected Evans / Morris 726 (est), Collected 
scientometrics 636, F3(Sp) 245, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 240(est), Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 
229, Collected proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 197, Principles of ECE 181, Autobiography 
volumes one and two 158, UFT88 128, UFT311 87, Evans Equations 86, Engineering Model 83, CEFE
77, UFT321 47, Llais 36, List of Prolific Authors 23, Three world records by MWE 23, Lindstrom 
Idaho lecture 22, ECE313 35, UFT314 44, UFT315 43, UFT316 35, UFT317 43, UFT318 47, UFT319 
47, UFT320 32, UFT322 49, UFT323 41, UFT324 56, UFT325 51, UFT326 31, UFT327 40, UFT328 
43, UFT329 46, UFT330 45, UFT331 52, UFT332 39, UFT333 37, UFT334 39, UFT335 32, UFT336 
41, UFT337 41, UFT338 43, UFT339 49, UFT340 39, UFT341 43, UFT342 40, UFT343 41, UFT344 
49, UFT345 28, UFT346 18 to date in May 2016. Lacompany France extensive; Department of Physics
Center for Research and Advanced Studies of the National Polytechnic Institute of Mexico 
UFT142(Sp); Romanian National Institute for Physics and Nuclear Engineering UFT224; University of
Warwick extensive; University of Oxford award of Civil List Pension. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for May 2016.

on Daily Report Sunday 22/5/16

Books Being Read off     www.aias.us
May 23, 2016 

I decided to estimate the numbers accurately by manually counting the number of kilobytes on a page 
(one character = one byte). The results are astounding.

1) Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry: about 42,000 books a year (from one printed page = 287 bytes, 
0.895 megabytes downloaded in March 2016, 311,927 printed pages in March, 3,505 books of 97 pages
in March, 42,060 books read a year).
2) Autobiography volume one, 5,110 books a year (2.8067 megabytes in March, one printed page = 
2.257 kilobytes, 1,492,260 printed pages a year, one book = 312 pages).
3) Autobiography volume two 1,128 books a year (0.50623 megabytes downloaded in March, 1.726 
kilobytes per printed page, 351,960 printed pages a year, 1,128 volumes of 312 pages.)

These are all available from New Generation Publishing in London, at a very reasonable price tag, also 
Amazon and all good book shops. The three books are available open source from www.aias.us from 
the blue box above my coat of arms on the home page. It is well worth buying the books because they 
are obviously very popular off the computer. So the poetry is much more popular than the prose, which 
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is itself very popular. This stands on its head the old adage that few people read poetry. They read it in 
both Welsh and English in up to 182 countries. Unfortunately the huge “gravitational field” of 
www.aias.us means that it gives any publisher of books a very tough time by attracting all the readers 
into orbit. So Auto One has been read about thirty thousand times since it was first posted in about 
2011. This squares with the fact that people have told me personally how much they like it because it 
brings back memories of older and much better times here in Mawr, and in Wales in general. People 
don’t like modern society at all. I am very glad that they like the books.

on Books Being Read off www.aias.us

Reactions to the     Autobiography
May 23, 2016 

Reactions to volume one of the autobiography have been very positive, because it brings back a way of 
life that has been almost entirely destroyed by misgovernment of Mawr, the closure of the coal mines, 
uncontrolled monoglot immigraton, and overdevelopment. New laws are needed to prohibit such 
misgovernment. In fact the whole of Wales is completely misgoverned, it is well known that forty 
thousand jobs are about to be lost by the fact that the Margam steel works is bankrupt. The unelected, 
colonizing and far right regime in London allowed this to happen, whereas a Bevanite socialist 
government in Cardiff would never have allowed it to happen. Bevanite socialism is the natural 
government of Wales, named after Aneurin Bevan. Ebbw Vale steel works in Bevan’s old constituency 
was also closed. Autobiography volume one has been read a quarter million times off www.aias.us 
since about 2011. Autobiography volume two is truthful and is a devastating condemnation of 
corruption, with some technical material in it. I will work out how much volume two is being read 
shortly. My Canadian college Douglas Lindstrom liked volume two and said the same as many people 
about volume one, that they could not put it down. I am pleased that people like it. Contemporary 
Wales is a big bed and breakfast establishment, house prices have been inflated out of reach of anyone 
native to Wales, the poorest region in Europe, and its heavy industry has been deliberately destroyed. 
So there is a ridiculous bubble economy of senselessly inflated houses, with no supporting industry. So 
an ancient civilization is being destroyed before one’s eyes. Auto one brings back a much healthier era 
of high civilization. Worldwide condemnation of this state of affairs is beginning to be heard, for 
example Russian TV has condemned it outright, and I do not think that the U. S. Government is too 
happy with this kind of economic chaos in a major ally, chaos brought about by mindless austerity. Mr. 
Corbin of the Bevanite left would be elected were there a general election now. I hope that the Bevanite
left will demolish useless wind turbines and cap house prices, reducing them considerably in Welsh 
speaking areas. I have written over and over again that unless Wales takes its independence it will be 
treated as a doormat.

347(2): Vorticity of the Newtonian     Orbit
May 23, 2016 

This note calculates the vorticity of the Newtonian orbit.and calculates the effect of precession on the 
Newtonian orbit.

a347thpapernotes2.pdf
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on 347(2): Vorticity of the Newtonian Orbit

Typeset Version of “The Principles of ECE” beginning its     run
May 23, 2016 

The typeset book to date first began to appear in the feedback last Saturday. I like to describe this as 
“beginning its run” for the indefinite future. It is already archived in The Wayback Machine in San 
Francisco (www.archive.org). It will be archived next June 9th at the National Library of Wales 
(www.webarchive.org.uk) and British Library in London. Six of the planned nine chapters have been 
typeset with essentially perfect accuracy by Steve Bannister, Horst Eckardt and his colleagues in 
Munich (one retired and one a student). The old standard modellers would never have allowed this 
book to be published, because like van Gogh it is radically new and challenges dogma as never before. 
Chapter nine is pencilled in for Steve Crothers, probably the world’s leading scholar on methods of 
solution of the 1915 Einstein field equation. Again, the old dogmatists would never have allowed Steve 
Crothers to be published. When complete it will be published in a joint venture with New Generation 
Publishing in London as a softback. These are copies for colleagues and friends. The overwhelming 
power of our websites is such that no publisher can compete.(Open source material on www.aias.us and
www.upitec.org). A review of it by Co President Gareth Evans will be posted as the first item on the 
home page of www.aias.us.

on Typeset Version of “The Principles of ECE” beginning its run

Swirling motions of ECE2     Spacetime
May 23, 2016 

These are strikingly reminiscent of van Gogh’s “Starry Night”, and just as original. Leonardo sketched 
these motions in his notebooks and mirror image writing.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 22/05/2016 21:32:20 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Section 3 of paper 346

I finished section 3 with some graphics. In particular the torque of a
dipole moment is interisting, I do not believe that this has ever been
studied before. The vector potential directly corresponds to a velocity
vortex.

Horst 

paper346-3.pdf

on Swirling motions of ECE2 Spacetime

FOR POSTIING: Section 3 of paper     346
May 23, 2016 

These are brilliant graphics, providing a lot more information than the equations. They show the 
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fundamental origin of any precessions in the universe, solar system and binary systems for example. 
They show that Leonardo or Descartes were not far wrong. It is amazing how far simple equations go, 
and how the graphics bring them vividly to life. The torque analysis is particularly important in my 
opinion.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 22/05/2016 21:32:20 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Section 3 of paper 346

I finished section 3 with some graphics. In particular the torque of a
dipole moment is interisting, I do not believe that this has ever been
studied before. The vector potential directly corresponds to a velocity
vortex.

Horst 

paper346-3.pdf

on FOR POSTIING: Section 3 of paper 346

Discussion of 347(1)
May 23, 2016 

Many thanks and have a very good holiday in Greece! I will look at UFT346 Section 3 now.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 22/05/2016 15:15:51 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 347(1): Orbital Earth Velocity due to Precession

This is a very interesting development. We can say: the more elaborate the theory, the 
simpler the equations. This is a good example of a theory obeying Occam’s Razor.

I hope to finish part 3 of paper 346 today before I am going on holiday tomorrow. I am 
preparing some graphical examples giving insight into the dipole potential and torque.

Horst

Am 20.05.2016 um 13:34 schrieb EMyrone:

This simple derivation for an ECE2 spacetime corresponding to an inviscid 
fluid in hydrodynamics gives a precise explanation for the earth’s perihelion 
precession in terms of a small incremental orbital velocity due to precession of 
0.001149 metres per second per orbit. The earth’s orbital velocity around the 
sun is 27.786 kilometres per second. Therefore ECE2 gives a precise 
explanation of precession in a far simpler way than the incorrect Einstein 
theory.

on Discussion of 347(1)
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Daily Report Saturday     21/5/16
May 23, 2016 

The equivalent of 201,568 printed pages was downloaded during the day (734.916 megabytes) from 
2666 downloaded memory files (hits) and 505 distinct visits, each averaging 4.0 memory pages and 21 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 75.61, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1286, Top ten items 1125, Collected Evans / Morris 693, Collected 
scientometrics 614, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 240, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 224, F3(Sp) 233, 
Principles of ECE 174, Collected Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 172, UFT88 125, Evans 
Equations 85, UFT311 83, CEFE 73(est), Engineering Model 80, UFT321 43, Llais 35, List of Prolific 
authors 23, Three world records by MWE 23, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 23, UFT313 33, UFT314 43, 
UFT315 42, UFT316 31, UFT317 41, UFT318 45, UFT319 41, UFT320 29, UFT322 45, UFT323 40, 
UFT324 53, UFT325 47, UFT326 30, UFT327 39, UFT328 46, UFT329 44, UFT330 42, UFT331 50, 
UFT332 47, UFT333 34, UFT334 35, UFT335 31, UFT336 39, UFT337 39, UFT338 41, UFT339 44, 
UFT340 35, UFT341 42, UFT342 39, UFT343 40, UFT344 46, UFT345 25, UFT346 18 to date in May
2016. University of California Berkeley Equation flowcharts; University of Edinburgh galaxies. Intense
interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for May 2016.

on Daily Report Saturday 21/5/16

Severe Catatonia (1998 –     2003)
May 22, 2016 

Now that I have been officially “retired” for a year I don’t mind trying to help others who have suffered
the terrible illness of clinical, or major severe, depression. In my case I suffered from an almost 
complete inability to move very much, (severe catatonia), but the Omnia Opera shows that I managed 
to continue to work. That surely shows that I work for the sake of science. For two years I was isolated 
in Ithaca and lived in one room of the house, emerging only for athletics, which for some reason I 
could still do, and to get food. The onset was triggered by the sudden disappearance of my first wife, 
who was my one and only close friend in the world at the time, but I am sure it was triggered by years 
of cumulative depressing incidents such as those described in Autobiography Volume One. My first 
wife advised that I walk to Ithaca Clinic every week or so. I did this through two Ithaca winters. The 
New York winter is very harsh, and I survived under a pile of blankets and a sleeping bag. Major severe
depression is a life threatening illness. Only those who have gone through it can know what it means. 
After two years of this very dangerous existence I was brought back here, travelling in severe catatonia,
but able to eat and drink. The condition continued unabated for another two or three years, and both 
parents died when I was very ill. In the autumn of 2002 I was dangerously isolated, living in damp 
conditions. In January 2003 my second wife arrived just in the nick of time, to find me in a shocking 
condition. So she has become my closest friend. At that point ECE theory started. Gradually I 
recovered completely, or as completely as is ever possible. Alice Damp at the Ithaca Clinic talked over 
matters, but the illness had been caused by the very traumatic loss of my first wife. Those of us who 
have survived this dangerous illness help others in the same condition. Prof Alwyn van der Merwe was 
immensely kind and helpful during this time, and he knows the whole history. It was his letter which 
persuaded Tony Blair to advise Queen Elizabeth, resulting in the Civil List Pension of 2005. It took 
another five years to recover enough to travel to Buckingham Palace with my second wife. The Ithaca 
Clinic (notably the kindly Alice Damp) had never seen a case of severe catatonia in which the patient is
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still able to work productively. In fact several books were produced in this condition. It is a kind of 
grieving, or “Paradise Lost”. My years in academia have left a sense of great and deep injustice, 
particularly the sadistic interval 1978 to 1983 in which my entire work was destroyed most cynically. 
That must have led to an imbalance of neurotransmitters such as serotonin, I was certainly depressed 
very often, but not in clinical depression. Being forced to leave the EDCL was particularly brutal. I am 
still enraged by the corruption I found in that system, where one individual could destroy everything. 
Trolls, with their mile wide, deeply disturbed, transparently obvious, sadistic psychosis straight out of 
the Gulag, will have a great time laughing at this, but having gone through severe catatonia, one can 
laugh back at hell. This is why Auto Two is called “Hell or the Garden of Eden”.

on Severe Catatonia (1998 – 2003)

Definition of 50 Rhyddwen     Road
May 22, 2016 

To Whom it may concern,
The attached deed of 1933 defines the land of 50 Rhyddwen Road. This will go in to the Newlands 
Family Trust and will never be sold. I intend to put collapsible bollards on my tarmac surface to stop 
trespassing on the tarmac. As can be seen the area of 50 Rhyddwen Road is marked as 21.75 perches, 
and this is registered in my name at Land Registry Wales. The actual land area inside the hedges of my 
land is 15 perches, half of the 30 perches purchased in 1926 by William Newlands. He also purchased 
13.5 perches of Mountain Road in 1926. This is proven in the attached conveyance history drawn up by
Robert Craven, barrister at law, of Is Coed Chambers. So there are 6.75 perches of land registered in 
my name outside my south east hedge. This is the land on which a garage is currently situated. I 
purchased this land and garage in 1993 as part of the 21.75 perches and allowed my life long friend and
relative Cen Williams to continue to use it. Previously it had been owned by the Newlands Estate since 
1926, and never by Cen Williams or Ellis Williams. The tarmac is on my registered property in line 
with the southeast hedge, which I own completely, top and sides. The tarmac joins up with Mountain 
Road, an unadopted highway. There is a small rock garden outside my Gwrhyd Uchaf stone wall, 
which I also own. No one is allowed to obstruct access to my tarmac from Mountain Road. If there is 
any further interference with this work of constructing bollards I will call the police to stop a public 
disturbance developing. Firstly I will have my land very accurately resurveyed, down to the centimetre 
scale if possible. The tarmac is not disputed land and the bollards are intended to be a kind of hedge. It 
is well known that people parking on a private driveway and unadopted roads is a major problem 
throughout he country. It needs to be made into a criminal offence.

Dr. M. W. Evans, 50 Rhyddwen Road, Craig Cefn Parc, Swansea SA6 5RA
www.aias.us

cc M. P. Gower
Trustees

adeedsconveyancehistory.pdf

adeedsobjectionappendixoneitemthree.pdf

on Definition of 50 Rhyddwen Road
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Development of UFT347: The Concept of Orbital     Vorticity
May 22, 2016 

In the ECE2 gravitational field equations the concept of orbital vorticity is the curl of the linear orbital 
velocity, and this defines a gravitomagnetic field for any orbit. In the next note it will be shown that 
this concept is sufficient to produce any precessing orbit in the universe. The vorticity of any orbit can 
be worked out, including the orbit of a whirlpool galaxy. This is the simplest and strongest theory of 
precessions yet devised.

on Development of UFT347: The Concept of Orbital Vorticity

Co President’s Review of “Principles of     ECE”
May 22, 2016 

Hello Dave,
I would be most grateful of the Co President Gareth Evans’ review could be posted as the first item on 
the home page of http://www.aias.us. GJE is free to fix any typo’s and add to the review if he wishes. It
is always useful in my opinion to obtain another point of view of a book. The scientometrics show that 
this is indeed a major paradigm shift as noted by the Co President.

Protest to Warwick     University
May 22, 2016 

Prof. C Sparrow,
Head of Mathematics Institute,
University of Warwick,

Recently I received two e mails from Dr. Hugo van den Berg at Warwick, Mathematics concerning the 
spelling of Schroedinger and so on. He appears to have picked up a typo from somewhere, introduced 
by a typesetter, and gleefully attributed it to me. I was ticked off for getting my diacritic in a twist. I do 
not think he should be wasting the time of scientists while being paid at work, and using the University 
of Warwick URL. I calculated his h index to be about 13, just enough for a lecturer, and he works in an 
area completely unrelated to mine. I see from my scientometrics that someone at Warwick has been 
looking at my www.aias.us site in the past few days, maybe hoping to find some more typo’s. I have 
blocked him electronically and could you kindly ensure that he does not send my staff or myself any 
further e mail?

Thank you in anticipation,

Myron Evans
(Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent., Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc. (Wales)
www.aias.us

on Protest to Warwick University
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Daily Report 20/5/16
May 22, 2016 

The equivalent of 1,770,098 printed pages were downloaded during the day (6.457 gigabytes) from 
5252 downloaded memory files (hits) and 1045 distinct visits, each averaging 4.4 memory pages and 
17 minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 336.69, main spiders cnsat, google, MSN and 
yahoo. The large amount of download was caused by a private site in Serbia, with extensive downloads
from other sites. Collected ECE2 1244, Top ten items 1085, Collected Evans / Morris 660, Collected 
scientometrics 599, F3(Sp) 224, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 224, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 217, 
Principles of ECE 159, Collected proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 153, Autobiography 
volumes one and two 143, UFT88 114, UFT311 83, CEFE 78, Evans Equations 78, Engineering Model
78, Self charging inverter 46, UFT321 42, Llais 34, List of prolific authors 22, Three world records 22, 
Lindstrom Idaho lecture 19, UFT313 32, UFT314 41, UFT315 39, UFT316 30, UFT317 39, UFT318 
44, UFT319 41, UFT320 29, UFT322 45, UFT323 40, UFT324 51, UFT325 45, UFT326 30, UFT327 
37, UFT328 43, UFT329 42, UFT330 40, UFT331 49, UFT332 37, UFT333 34, UFT334 34, UFT335 
30, UFT336 37, UFT337 38, UFT338 39, UFT339 43, UFT340 34, UFT341 40, UFT342 37, UFT343 
38, UFT344 47, UFT345 24, UFT346 17 to date in May 2016. Max Planck Institute of Colloids and 
Interfaces Dusseldorf Levitron; University of Bonn UFT42; University of California San Diego 
UFT43; Faculty of Economics and Business Basque University UFT200; University of Cadiz Spain 
F9(Sp); Italian National Institute for Nuclear Research (INFN) Florence UFT85; Theoretical Physics 
University College London UFT177; University of Warwick extensive. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for May 2016.

on Daily Report 20/5/16

Setting up a Charitable     Foundation
May 21, 2016 

I think that this needs to be done soon, and I will look in to the paperwork. The Trustees of the 
Newlands Family Trust (a separate entity) are fully aware that this house must be administered by the 
Trustees as landlords and used on behalf of the Welsh language,and never sold. Such a foundation was 
set up by Lee Krasner in memory of Jackson Pollock, called the Pollock-Krasner Foundation in New 
York City. It administers grants for artists. That is a very rich foundation of course. Like van Gogh, 
Pollock sold very little in his own lifetime. Once the house of a Welsh speaking family is sold in a 
small community such as Craig Cefn Parc, a completely destructive chain of events is set in motion 
whereby all memory of the house and language is lost. Laws are needed to prevent this destruction of 
irreplaceable heritage merely for a few pieces of tarnished silver. I have preserved this memory in 
autobiography and poetry. Another example is the Maeght Foundation of Modern Art in Saint Paul de 
Vence near Nice. As in Auto volume two I visited this with the Brot group. Chagal, the artist and poet, 
worked there actively until he was almost a hundred years old. I have also lived in Long Island not far 
from where Pollock worked.

on Setting up a Charitable Foundation

Agreed about the     Preface
May 21, 2016 
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In general I would encourage all AIAS Fellows to write summaries and post them. If I had ever worried
about the idiotic things people say, I would have given up science as a first year graduate, when I was 
already being told that I published too much. Never by Mansel Davies, but by lesser minds. I just 
ignored them completely. What they really meant is that they could not publish at all. I would never go 
up to anyone to tell them that they publish too much, or too little. I have a cautious, lingering respect 
for academia, but at a distance. I would not like to go through all that again unless I found a really 
good, friendly department.

EMyrone
Sent: 21/05/2016 17:26:08 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: Preface to “Principles of ECE” by Dr. Gareth John Evans

You can use it in whatever way you want Horst. I understood your point and have no 
problems with it. As you say, the science speaks for itself and that is the way it should be. 
Myron and you have changed physics forever. You are both masters of your art.

Sent from my Samsung device

on Agreed about the Preface

Suggestion for an Extended Preface or Short Book by     GJE
May 21, 2016 

We can post the preface, no problem. I suggest that you extend the preface if you like, and add some 
history. Anything that any AIAS Fellow publishes is bound to get read thousands of times. I wouldn’t 
worry at all about the irrationality of people any more than an artist like Cezanne.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 21/05/2016 14:31:07 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: Preface to “Principles of ECE” by Dr. Gareth John Evans

I have no problem with whatever the authors decide and am happy if it is used as an 
external critique as Horst suggests (or not used at all). Usually the Welsh are accused of 
being too modest. We are certainly not an arrogant people. I honestly believe that you and 
Horst have set the scene for a new way of developing theoretical physics. ECE theory is a 
fantastic advance – hence the interest. But you publicise it as you see fit.

Sent from my Samsung device

on Suggestion for an Extended Preface or Short Book by GJE

FOR POSTING: Preface to “Principles of ECE” by Dr. Gareth 
John     Evans
May 21, 2016 

By coincidence I had already sent this for posting. I do not mind if it is external to the book if GJE 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/21/for-posting-preface-to-principles-of-ece-by-dr-gareth-john-evans-2/
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agrees. It is eloquently written in very good prose, and I encourage GJE to write a book of his own. I do
not think that anyone will see this as self praising, because GJE does not mention his own work at all, 
with the exception of a short sentence on the important Evans / Morris red shifts. The key criterion in 
science, in my opinion, is objectivity, and the scientometrics are 100% objective. I can think of some 
standard characters, with whom we have had a distant and antarctical acquaintance, who have egoes as 
large as an iceburg, with no scientometrics to back them up. Their sole intention was to sink good 
thought. Compared with them we are paragons of modesty. The Ph. D. supervisor of GJE and myself, 
Prof. Emeritus Mansel Davies, taught us to be objective and balanced. I think that the book is just that –
there is nothing more objective than geometry. Mansel advised not to be overly modest, and not to 
boast.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 21/05/2016 13:29:26 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: Preface to “Principles of ECE” by Dr. Gareth John Evans

This preface is well written, but I wonder if we really need two prefaces for a book of 300 
pages. The book covers special aspects of ECE theory and is not an all-encompassing work.
I would prefer instead using Gareth’s article as an external critique of the book that could 
be placed on the AIAS web site.
A second point is that the article contains some self-praising if placed in the book. This 
misfits serious conventions to my opinion. But this should not be interpreted as a negative 
critque of the article.

Horst

Am 20.05.2016 um 21:37 schrieb EMyrone:

Great thanks to my old friend Gareth Evans for this eloquent preface, or 
prolegomenon, to “The Principles of ECE”. He is an advocate of a clean 
environment and new sources of energy – the second industrial revolution.

Sent: 20/05/2016 15:06:08 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Fwd:

Sent from my Samsung device

on FOR POSTING: Preface to “Principles of ECE” by Dr. Gareth John Evans

FOR POSTING: Literary Output and Other Work in the Arts 
and     Humanities.
May 21, 2016 

This is as follows, in Welsh and English:

1) Autobiography volumes one and two (open source on www.aias.us and in book format).
2) Two books of Poetry (open source on www.aias.us), one book in preparation, together with poetry 
broadcasts open source on www.aias.us.

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
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3) Participation in two films: “All about Tesla”, and “The Universe of Myron Evans”.
4) Award winning animation with Chris Pelkie, open source on www.aias.us, from Cornell Theory 
Center.

5) TV and Radio interviews and broadcasts for BBC Radio 3, S4C and so on.
6) Genealogy and History items, open source on www.aias.us.
7) Collected Photography: open source on www.aias.us.
8) The www.aias.us website, of which I am owner. Associated with the Sean MacLachlan websites 
www.upitec.org and www.atomicprecision.com, and the Alex Hill website www.et3m.net.
9) All this work is archived on www.archive.org (The Wayback Machine in San Francisco), and 
www.webarchive.org.uk) from the National Library of Wales at the British Library in London.
10) Political campaigning and similar, notably for new energy and against wind turbines, a Land Act 
for Wales, complete independence for Wales. Republican nationalist, U. S. dual citizen, Bevanite 
Socialist from the Welsh speaking nonconformist, leveller and radical traditions in Wales, notably the 
Welsh speaking Baptists, with their emphasis on scholarship, peace and internationalism.

on FOR POSTING: Literary Output and Other Work in the Arts and Humanities.

FOR POSTING : List of Science     Publications
May 21, 2016 

To date, my co authors and myself have published 1,099 books, reviews and papers since 1973 in the 
English language. There are 766 items in the Omnia Opera and 346 items in the UFT Section, of which 
I have coauthored 333. In addition about 120 papers and books have been published in Castillian, 
(known as “Spanish”), translated by Alex Hill. This makes 1,320. In addition there are about 120 
scientific essays, all translated into Castillian (240 in all). This makes 1,540. Finally there are 240 
broadcasts of the essays by Robert Cheshire and Alex Hill, and I have recently broadcast another 120. 
So the total is 1,900 to date, give or take a few. This updates the attached list of the most prolific 
chemists and physicists in history. In addition there are 24,210 diary entries (the blog on www.aias.us 
and www.upitec.org) since Dec. 2006. I don’t count the diary entries when estimating the scientific 
total. This total of 1900 is easily a world record as the attached shows. In order to earn an assistant 
professorship in a leading research university such as Cornell, or a lectureship at Oxford, about twenty 
papers are expected, plus one post doctoral Fellowship. A tenured full professorship needs about fifty 
papers, and F. R. S., say about two hundred papers. The impact of my work is unprecedented in 
scientific history, it can be measured in printed page equivalents, and is order of magnitude a thousand 
million since 2002, increasing very rapidly. Before then there were thousands of reprint requests, 
representing the peak of a mountain of readership. The work has received copious recognition, notably 
the Civil List Pension of 2005 and Coat of Arms of 2008, many medals, honours, awards and 
nominations. These are higher (i.e. State) honours than any academic prize such as a Nobel prize. My 
ideas have always been radically new, so take a few years to assimilate. At first there is always the 
shock of the new, like a van Gogh or a Rodin, a book by Dylan Thomas or “Sacre du Printemps” by 
Stravinsky. These caused at least two Parisian riots. It is absolutely clear now that my ideas are famous 
worldwide in scientific circles. At present the establishment of physics is dominated by the obsolete 
school of thought, which is in danger of disappearing entirely. My other two world records are fifteen 
of the most prestigious Fellowships in open competition (something like international piano 
competitions in music for aspiring musicians), and the youngest recipient of the Scientiae Doctor 
degree (D. Sc.) under modern rules. I have held the D. Sc. since 1978, and it is a distinction higher than

http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
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full professor within the University of Wales or any university. Thanks once more to all co authors, 
colleagues and staffs!

LIST_OF_THE_MOST_PROLIFIC_CHEMISTS_AND_PHYSICISTS.pdf

on FOR POSTING : List of Science Publications

Feedback on Recent     Broadcasts
May 21, 2016 

Assuming that one file downloaded (hit) means one hearing or audience of an mp3 broadcast, the 
current rate of listening off www.aias.us is 16,602 a year. The most popular items are the poetry 
readings in Welsh, (Welsh Language Readings One and Two of extracts from Prof. Sir Thomas Parry 
and Dafydd ap Gwilym). These are followed by poetry readings five to nine in English, then by New 
Poetry One and Two, then Barddoniaeth 5 and 6 – readings of my own poetry in Welsh, then 
Barddoniaeth 1 to 4 and Poetry Reading 4. The poetry is followed by the essays, the most popular of 
which are 106, 107, 47, 4, 117, 21, 24, 45, 5, 57, 58, 6, 83, ……. These new broadcasts are not 
available on www.upitec.org, but will be posted on Youtube by Michael Jackson.

on Feedback on Recent Broadcasts

Preface to “Principles of ECE” by Dr. Gareth John     Evans
May 21, 2016 

I think that it is an eloquent preface, and GJE’s remarks are as generous as ever. This comes from 
someone who really knows my work, and who has known it in depth since 1974. GJE is of course a 
distinguished scientist in his own right, AIAS Co President, University of Wales Fellow, Sloan 
Foundation Fellow and SERC Advanced Fellow, all won in open competition with the best in the 
world. Also a Mathews Prizewinner of UCW Aberystwyth, offered a post doctoral at the Cavendish in 
Cambridge, and several lectureships. AIAS is essentially the old EDCL group at UCW Aberystwyth. 
Thanks again to all staffs! I would like to thank my best science teachers at Pontardawe and 
undergraduate lecturers Aberystwyth. These included Mr David Davies (Dai Bump chemistry), Mr 
Blackmore (physics), the mathematics teacher, and other teachers in the arts and humanities at 
Pontardawe. The best undergraduate lecturers at Aberystwyth, for me, were Dr. Sam Graham and Dr 
Alun Price (a Pontardawe Grammar School former pupil). My Ph. D. supervisor Prof. Mansel Davies 
allowed me to publish papers as a graduate, and could be most encouraging on a good day. So the 
EDCL at Aberystwyth never really closed at all, it became the AIAS, which is much more successful 
and much more efficient at research and teaching – because it has the advantages of the knowledge 
revolution.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 21/05/2016 10:10:57 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: Preface to “Principles of ECE” by Dr. Gareth John Evans

No problem. Hope it does your work justice. I think you stand alone in many ways because 
your advances affect all of physics and science. Newton and Einstein laid the earlier 
foundations and Cartan ‘s geometry provides the structure. Faraday was a master 
experimentalist but it needed someone like you, who could do both, to unify physics. 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/21/preface-to-principles-of-ece-by-dr-gareth-john-evans/
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Newton was also a great experimentalist – as are you.

There is never a last word in science. Nature has had billions of years to evolve – but you 
take us a step closer.

Sent from my Samsung device

UFT88 Read at the University of     Warwick
May 21, 2016 

Warwick is ranked 80 in the world by Times, 92 by Shanghai and QS, and 149 in the world be 
webometrics, and has 23,570 students. UFT88 is frequently reported on in these daily reports and is 
generally accepted as refuting the Einsteinian general relativity by refuting the second Bianchi identity 
with torsion. The knowledge revolution is gathering momentum very rapidly, and it is fair to claim that 
there is much more in depth knowledge and ability outside universities than inside. This has always 
been true in art, music and literature for example, but now it is also true of science. The scientometrics 
show this very clearly. The university sector is a tiny percentage of the total interest in ECE theory, I 
use it because it is a traditional measure of intellectual excellence in some limited ways, and it is 
physically impossible to report on more than this tiny percentage of the huge amount of feedback. 
UFT88 developed into ECE2 theory last year (2015), beginning with UFT313 and the Jacobi Cartan 
Evans (JCE) identity. This should be regarded as the final form of UFT88 and as the second Bianchi 
identity corrected rigorously for torsion and incorporating the Evans torsion identity of UFT109. ECE2 
is phenomenally successful, millions of printed page equivalents have been studied in only a year. The 
latest ECE2 papers on precession are already very popular. The ECE2 theory is successful because it 
rewrites traditional special relativity in a space with non zero torsion and curvature, which enter into 
the field equations of ECE2 through the tetrad and spin connection. These field equations are 
rigorously accurate, and the gravitational field equations of ECE2 are the first ones to give the correct 
description of astronomical precessions, notably the Lense Thirring precession. The Einstein theory of 
gravitation is wildly wrong, because half the geometry (torsion) is missing completely. This drastic 
failing has been revealed in many ways in the UFT papers, and becomes glaringly obvious to anyone in
the velocity curve of a whirlpool galaxy. The observed curve goes to a plateau, Einstein and Newton go
to zero, ECE2 succeeds elegantly in describing the outlines of the velocity curve. So ECE2 is number 
one on the first page of google when it comes to the problem of the velocity curve. The old physics 
went completely bananas when faced with the velocity curve, and introduced “dark matter”, a complete
nonsense, a throwback to the pre Baconian middle ages. In the solar system the Einstein theory gives a 
mirage of correctness, because the methods used to test it are highly selective and mindlessly repeated. 
It took scholars from outside the university system to show this, and it took an entirely new publication 
method the AIAS / UPITEC publishing house.

on UFT88 Read at the University of Warwick

Daily Report 19/5/16
May 21, 2016 
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The equivalent of 1,849,150 printed pages was downloaded during the day (6.742 gigabytes) from 
6289 downloaded memory files (hits) and 1135 distinct visits, each averaging 4.5 memory pages and 
10 minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 294.03 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN 
and yahoo. This was due mainly to a complete site download by a site in Serbia, together with other 
large downloads. Collected ECE2 1132, Top ten items 1051, Collected Evans / Morris 627(est), 
Collected scientometrics 562, F3(Sp) 214, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 214, Barddoniaeth / Collected 
Poetry 211, Principles of ECE 149(est), Collected proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 131, 
UFT88 107, UFT311 77, Engineering Model 74, Evans Equations 70(est), CEFE 65, Self charging 
inverter 44, UFT321 38, Llais 34, Three world records by MWE 22, List of most prolific authors 19, 
Lindstrom Idaho lecture 19, UFT313 30, UFT314 37, UFT315 32, UFT316 29, UFT317 37, UFT318 
40, UFT319 38, UFT320 26, UFT322 39, UFT323 37, UFT324 46, UFT325 43, UFT326 27, UFT327 
30, UFT328 40, UFT329 38, UFT330 35, UFT331 45, UFT332 35, UFT333 32, UFT334 29, UFT335 
26, UFT336 34, UFT337 35, UFT338 35, UFT339 37, UFT340 33, UFT341 37, UFT342 34, UFT343 
33, UFT344 42, UFT345 24, UFT346 17 to date in May 2016. University of Quebec Trois Rivieres 
UFT89, UFT346; Harvard Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, Harvard University UFT82, 
University of Warwick Award of Civil List Pension, Revival of the Cumbric Language, Principles of 
ECE, UFT88, UFT324, UFT346. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for May 2016.

on Daily Report 19/5/16

Obsolete Wind Turbines
May 20, 2016 

This is an eloquent piece of writing by Gareth Evans.

To: EMyrone@aol.com, Gareth.Evans2@ceredigion.gov.uk
Sent: 20/05/2016 15:06:08 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Fwd:

Sent from my Samsung device

PREFACEforMyron’sbook.docx

on Obsolete Wind Turbines

Draft Preface or Prolegomenon by Gareth     Evans
May 20, 2016 

Many thanks, it is eloquent and well written, any minor typographical slips can be ironed out at later 
stages in the production, and you can amend or add as you wish. You should write a book of your own 
on avant garde physics. There is a vast readership waiting for you. No one with an ounce of common 
sense and human dignity worries about minor typographical errors in words. By the time the book is 
finished they are all ironed out. We all know that the equations are highly accurate.

In a message dated 20/05/2016 19:37:32 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Draft preface sent when travelling today. Amend as you see fit (have noticed a couple of 
typos). Should perhaps add that your theory has the beauty that Einstein was looking for!!

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/20/draft-preface-or-prolegomenon-by-gareth-evans/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/prefaceformyronsbook1.docx
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Sent from my Samsung device

Subject: Preface or Prolegomenon by Gareth Evans

I think that it would be a good idea if Co President Gareth Evans wrote a preface, or 
prolegomenon, because he is familiar with my work since 1974, and because he has 
produced some important new effects with Trevor Morris. There is a huge amount of 
interest in these effects.

on Draft Preface or Prolegomenon by Gareth Evans

FOR POSTING: Preface to “Principles of ECE” by Dr. Gareth 
John     Evans
May 20, 2016 

Great thanks to my old friend Gareth Evans for this eloquent preface, or prolegomenon, to “The 
Principles of ECE”. He is an advocate of a clean environment and new sources of energy – the second 
industrial revolution.

Sent: 20/05/2016 15:06:08 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Fwd:

Sent from my Samsung device

PREFACEforMyron’sbook.docx

on FOR POSTING: Preface to “Principles of ECE” by Dr. Gareth John Evans

Sto Stare Steti     Statum
May 20, 2016 

This is a vivid memory of Miss Maude Daniel’s Latin lessons in Pontardawe Grammar. Sto – I stand; 
Stare – to stand; Steti, I have stood, Statum – Standing. It is Indo European, so we get stead in English, 
stad in Dutch, stadt in some forms of German, statt in other forms of German. “Hall” is easily 
recognizable as “halen” in modern Welsh, meaning “salt”. The word “state” comes from “statum”. It 
was the dwelling place near the salt deposits. The Hallstat or Hallstatt or Hallstadt culture is well 
known for its brilliant metalwork, inscribed with triskelions or triple spirals. The modern words eisen 
in German and iron in English are taken from haearn, the Celtic word for iron still used in modern 
Welsh.

on Sto Stare Steti Statum

347(1): Orbital Earth Velocity due to     Precession
May 20, 2016 

This simple derivation for an ECE2 spacetime corresponding to an inviscid fluid in hydrodynamics 
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gives a precise explanation for the earth’s perihelion precession in terms of a small incremental orbital 
velocity due to precession of 0.001149 metres per second per orbit. The earth’s orbital velocity around 
the sun is 27.786 kilometres per second. Therefore ECE2 gives a precise explanation of precession in a 
far simpler way than the incorrect Einstein theory.

a347thpapernotes1.pdf

on 347(1): Orbital Earth Velocity due to Precession

Erwin Schroedinger
May 20, 2016 

No I mean triskelion. The spelling of statt is incorrect, the correct Latin is status, as in status quo. Sto 
stare steti statum. I would appreciate it if you got on with what you are paid for at work.

In a message dated 20/05/2016 07:50:52 GMT Daylight Time, hugo@maths.warwick.ac.uk writes:

Perhaps you meant Hallstatt?

On 20/05/2016 07:17, EMyrone wrote:

This is a little known typo found inscribed in a in a Celtic triskelion in Hallstat 
and repeated ever since.

In a message dated 19/05/2016 17:49:49 GMT Daylight Time, hugo writes:

Dear Professor Evans,

One may render the Umlaut in Schroedinger’s name as a E, or as a 
diacritic (Schrödinger), but both (“Schröedinger”) is quite 
unnecessary.

Best wishes,

Hugo van den Berg 

on Erwin Schroedinger

UFT88 Read at     Durham
May 20, 2016 

The University of Durham was founded in 1832 and has over 17,000 students. It is ranked 222 in the 
world by webometrics, 70 by Times, 201-300 by Shanghai and 61 by QS. This is another reading of 
UFT88 at Durham. I posted an analysis of UFT88 on May 9th which showed that over five million 
printed page equivalents of the paper have been read since it was published in 2007. The paper shows 
that the structure of the second Bianchi identity is entirely changed if torsion is considered as it must 
be. If torsion is neglected, curvature also vanishes (UFT99 and collected proofs). So any theory of 
relativity must be based on a non zero torsion and curvature. This is the basic idea behind the ECE2 
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theory (UFT313 – UFT320, UFT322 – UFT346 to date). The rigorously correct second Bianchi 
identity is the Jacobi Cartan Evans (JCE) identity of UFT313. UFT88 signals the end of the Einstein 
era because Einstein based his field equation directly on the second Bianchi identity of 1902, which 
was inferred without knowledge of torsion, and is completely incorrect.

on UFT88 Read at Durham

Erwin Schroedinger
May 20, 2016 

This is a little known typo found inscribed in a in a Celtic triskelion in Hallstat and repeated ever since.

In a message dated 19/05/2016 17:49:49 GMT Daylight Time, hugo@maths.warwick.ac.uk writes:

Dear Professor Evans,

One may render the Umlaut in Schroedinger’s name as a E, or as a diacritic (Schrödinger), 
but both (“Schröedinger”) is quite unnecessary.

Best wishes,

Hugo van den Berg 

“Principles of ECE” Archived on the Wayback     Machine
May 20, 2016 

The typeset book to date (chapters 1 to 6) is safely archived on the Wayback Machine in San Francisco 
(www.archive.org). The www.aias.us site has been archived 255 times on www.archive.org since 2002. 
It has also been archived every quarter since 2010 from the National Library of Wales at 
www.webarchive.org.uk. The other sites are also archived on the Wayback Machine: www.upitec.org, 
www.atomicprecision.comn and www.et3m.net. Archiving on the Wayback Machine takes place in real
time: both site and blog. Therefore 24,197 blog postings since Dec. 2006 have been archived on 
www.archive.org. Since 1/1/2010 there have been 384,584 viewings of the blog in up to 182 countries.

on “Principles of ECE” Archived on the Wayback Machine

Daily Report 18/5/16
May 20, 2016 

The equivalent of 199,511 printed pages was downloaded during the day (727.418 megabytes) from 
2910 downloaded memory files (hits) and 587 distinct visits each averaging 4.4 memory pages and 18 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 67.18 for the day, main spiders cnsat (China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten items 971, Collected ECE2 939, Collected Evans / Morris 594(est), Collected 
scientometrics 540, F3(Sp) 202, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 191, Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 153, 
Collected proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 126, Principles of ECE 122, Autobiography 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/20/daily-report-18516/
http://www.archive.org/
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volumes one and two 105, UFT88 96, UFT311 67, Engineering Model 63(est), Evans Equations 
63(est), CEFE 57, Self charging inverter 38, UFT321 33, Llais 30, Three world records by MWE 19, 
List of most prolific authors 17, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 16, UFT313 28, UFT314 26, UFT315 24, 
UFT316 23, UFT317 29, UFT318 32, UFT319 32, UFT320 24, UFT322 33, UFT323 28, UFT324 44, 
UFT325 41, UFT326 24, UFT327 20, UFT328 32, UFT329 32, UFT330 25, UFT331 35, UFT332 24, 
UFT333 30, UFT334 22, UFT335 23, UFT336 28, UFT337 27, UFT338 29, UFT339 30, UFT340 29, 
UFT341 31, UFT342 31, UFT343 30, UFT344 40, UFT345 22, UFT346 11 to date in May 2016. Iowa 
State University general; Complutense University Madrid UFT166(Sp); Italian National Institute for 
Nuclear Research (INFN) Florence UFT85; Polytechnic University of Milan UFT142; Government of 
Luxembourg CEFE, Awards, IBM Code, Potential Waves; University of Cambridge UFT2, University 
of Durham UFT88. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for May 2016.

on Daily Report 18/5/16

FOR POSTING: PECE Chapters 1 to     6
May 19, 2016 

Many thanks again!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 19/05/2016 17:12:40 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: PECE Chapters 1 to 6

This is the version with preface for preliminary publishing.

Horst

Am 19.05.2016 um 12:44 schrieb EMyrone:

Many thanks again to all contributers. I will ask Dave to post the book to date 
because there is so much worldwide interest in it. The typeset version looks 
excellent, and we have certainly made our mark on history at AIAS and 
UPITEC. Have a very good time in Greece, the Parthenon is my favourite 
building.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 19/05/2016 11:32:01 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Proofing PECE Chapters 1 to 6

This is the corrected version chapters 1-6.

Next week I am on holiday in Greece with colleagues of our PC 
club. We will visit mainly central Greece and admire the landscape 
and ancient temples.

Horst

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/19/for-posting-pece-chapters-1-to-6-2/


Am 19.05.2016 um 11:49 schrieb EMyrone:

Many thanks! This is excellent work as usual and there 
are only three corrections.

1) Eq. (6.32) and line after, replace bold capital Q by 
bold capital phi.
2) There is a missing unnumbered equation as follows 
before Eq. (91), they can be labelled Eqs. (91a) and 
(91b):
omega sub 0 A bold = – partial (del phi) / partial t .
3) In Eq. (6.98) it is phi bold omega on the left hand 
side.

The book looks very good in typeset format and is 
already being read about eight thousand times a year.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 19/05/2016 09:48:51 GMT Daylight 
Time
Subj: Re: Chapter 6 of PECE

Thanks, chapter 6 has been added for 
proofreading now.
Horst

Am 19.05.2016 um 09:12 schrieb EMyrone:

Thanks for going through this 
chapter, I agree about Eq. (13). 
The examples of the general 
vector field (110) used in 
previous work in ECE theory 
include the space component of 
the tetrad. In Eq. (120) V sup a 
sup mu is used in the manner of 
a tetrad. So from the tetrad we 
can build the vector potential 
through the ECE hypothesis. 
Therefore one example at the 
foot of page (23) is A bold sup 
(i), i = 1, 2, 3. Any quantity built
from the tetrad can be used as an
example.



Sent: 18/05/2016 14:32:02 GMT
Daylight Time
Subj: Questions concerning 
chapter 6 of PECE

In eq.(13) of chapter 
6 it must probably 
read at the LHS:

[partial_mu,
A_nu]

instead of

[partial_mu,
D_nu]

After Eq.(115) there 
should come an 
equation with 
examples which is
missing. Could you 
place the examples 
here because 
“examples are 
always
good”?

Horst 

PECE1-6a.pdf

on FOR POSTING: PECE Chapters 1 to 6

Preface or Prolegomenon by Gareth     Evans
May 19, 2016 

Many thanks, much appreicated. Anything up to four weeks’ time would be fine. This would coincide 
with Steve Crothers’ contribution. I would also like to thank Steve Bannister for typesetting material.

on Preface or Prolegomenon by Gareth Evans

Proprietary Estopel
May 19, 2016 

To Trusteees, Newlands Family Trust.
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Public Notice

It has become clear that the area from hedge to hedge on Mountain Road from its junction with 
Rhyddwen Road to the fence behind the garage is the property of the Newlands Estate. This includes 
the garage. It can be proven beyond doubt from the attached 1929 conveyance from Beaufort to 
Phillips that the land upon which the garage was built by the Newlands Estate (and not by Cen 
Williams) was never part of the Phillips Estate. The boundary with the Phillips Estate in 1929 was 
behind the garage, and it is the same now. The garage was built on behalf of the Newlands Estate by 
Cen Williams and is owned by the Newlands Estate. Ellis Williams made the false claim that this land 
was “gifted” to his father Cen Williams by the Phillips Estate. This is a false claim because the land 
was never part of the Phillips Estate. So Ellis Williams had no title, and tried to sell land which does 
not belong to him. Ellis WIlliams, furthermore, had no claim to proprietary estopel because the 
Newlands Estate never gave assurance or representation to either Cen Williams or Ellis Williams that 
they would own the garage and land of the Newlands Estate. There could have been no reliance on any 
such assurance, and no detriment when assurance was never given. There was no unconscionable act by
the Newlands Estate because assurance was never given. The land was never in the sole possession of 
either Ellis nor Cen Williams. It was always in the possession of the Newlands Estate, currently the five
great grandchildren of William Newlands. Therefore there can be no legal claim of adverse possession 
by any person who has not been on the land against the will of the Newlands Estate for twelve years. 
Specifically C. Waters of 48 Rhyddwen Road has no claim of adverse possession because he has been 
on the land as a squatter for only a year and few months. I have repeatedly asked him and other 
squatters to move. All have gone except Waters. The car parked by Waters on the Newlands Estate is 
trespassing. The registered areas of 48 and 50 Rhyddwen Road are 15 perches each because William 
Newlands purchased 30 perches in 1926 and these were divided equally. In 1993 I purchased 21.75 
perches of land (attahced conveyeance history drawn up for me by Robert Craven, Barrister). This is 
the 15 perches of Rhyddwen Road plus another 6.75 perches. The latter are part of the 13.5 perches 
owned by the Newlands Estate, a part which includes the “disputed” land with the garage built upon it. 
These 13.5 perches of what is now Mountain Road plus “disputed” land were purchased by William 
Newlands in 1926 and remain in his Estate. This is the opinion of my solicitors and surveyor. So all 
these arguments will be put before the Lands Tribunal plus numerous other objections. By making an 
adverse possession claim, Waters has admitted that he does not own the land. He has repeatedly refused
to move his car.

adeedsproofofboundary.ZIP

on Proprietary Estopel

FOR POSTING: Final Version of the     Introduction
May 19, 2016 

Many thanks, and please feel free to add acknowledgments of your own to members of your 
intellectual circle. Your own contribution to ECE has of course been of key importance.

In a message dated 19/05/2016 13:29:09 GMT Daylight Time, mail@horst-eckardt.de writes:

ok, I will put this in the Preface section of the book.
Horst

Am 19.05.2016 um 14:27 schrieb EMyrone:

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/19/for-posting-final-version-of-the-introduction-2/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/adeedsproofofboundary.zip


This version cleans up a few typo’s and mentions Stephen Crothers, who has 
made important independent contributions to the criticism of the old 
gravitational physics.

on FOR POSTING: Final Version of the Introduction

Preface or Prolegomenon by Gareth     Evans
May 19, 2016 

I think that it would be a good idea if Co President Gareth Evans wrote a preface, or prolegomenon, 
because he is familiar with my work since 1974, and because he has produced some important new 
effects with Trevor Morris. There is a huge amount of interest in these effects.

on Preface or Prolegomenon by Gareth Evans

FOR POSTING: Final Version of the     Introduction
May 19, 2016 

This version cleans up a few typo’s and mentions Stephen Crothers, who has made important 
independent contributions to the criticism of the old gravitational physics.

INTRODUCTION TO THE PRINCIPLES OF ECE.docx

on FOR POSTING: Final Version of the Introduction

Introduction to the Principles of     ECE
May 19, 2016 

This is the introduction to “The Principles of ECE”.

INTRODUCTION TO THE PRINCIPLES OF ECE.doc

INTRODUCTION TO THE PRINCIPLES OF ECE.docx

INTRODUCTION_TO_THE_PRINCIPLES_OF_ECE.PDF

on Introduction to the Principles of ECE

FOR POSTING: PECE Chapters 1 to     6
May 19, 2016 

Many thanks again to all contributers. I will ask Dave to post the book to date because there is so much 
worldwide interest in it. The typeset version looks excellent, and we have certainly made our mark on 
history at AIAS and UPITEC. Have a very good time in Greece, the Parthenon is my favourite 
building.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 19/05/2016 11:32:01 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Proofing PECE Chapters 1 to 6

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/19/for-posting-pece-chapters-1-to-6/
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This is the corrected version chapters 1-6.

Next week I am on holiday in Greece with colleagues of our PC club. We will visit mainly 
central Greece and admire the landscape and ancient temples.

Horst

Am 19.05.2016 um 11:49 schrieb EMyrone:

Many thanks! This is excellent work as usual and there are only three 
corrections.

1) Eq. (6.32) and line after, replace bold capital Q by bold capital phi.
2) There is a missing unnumbered equation as follows before Eq. (91), they can 
be labelled Eqs. (91a) and (91b):
omega sub 0 A bold = – partial (del phi) / partial t .
3) In Eq. (6.98) it is phi bold omega on the left hand side.

The book looks very good in typeset format and is already being read about 
eight thousand times a year.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 19/05/2016 09:48:51 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Chapter 6 of PECE

Thanks, chapter 6 has been added for proofreading now.
Horst

Am 19.05.2016 um 09:12 schrieb EMyrone:

Thanks for going through this chapter, I agree about Eq.
(13). The examples of the general vector field (110) 
used in previous work in ECE theory include the space 
component of the tetrad. In Eq. (120) V sup a sup mu is 
used in the manner of a tetrad. So from the tetrad we 
can build the vector potential through the ECE 
hypothesis. Therefore one example at the foot of page 
(23) is A bold sup (i), i = 1, 2, 3. Any quantity built from
the tetrad can be used as an example.

To: Emyrone
Sent: 18/05/2016 14:32:02 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Questions concerning chapter 6 of PECE

In eq.(13) of chapter 6 it must probably read
at the LHS:



[partial_mu,
A_nu]

instead of

[partial_mu,
D_nu]

After Eq.(115) there should come an 
equation with examples which is
missing. Could you place the examples here 
because “examples are always
good”?

Horst 

PECE1-6.pdf

Readings Versus Spidering
May 19, 2016 

I checked that the readings of an established favourite such as Autobiography Volume One are almost 
all human readings, very few from spidering from Google, MSN and Yahoo, and a Chinese commercial
spider called Cnsat that appeared suddenly about a year ago. I went through the spidering feedback 
manually, and could find very few entries of Auto One for all four main spidering companies. The same
is true for all the scientific books and main items. In fact, I regard spidering as important activity, 
because it sets up indices for search engines that put our work on the first page of Google and often 
ahead of Wikipedia, with its tedious reiteration of obsolete dogma. Spiders concentrate on important 
websites, and many people would pay to have their stuff on the first page of Google. Another sign of 
human interest rather than spidering is that the daily stats settle down into a regular pattern, some items
being more popular than others month after month for years.

on Readings Versus Spidering

Proofing PECE Chapters 1 to     6
May 19, 2016 

Many thanks! This is excellent work as usual and there are only three corrections.

1) Eq. (6.32) and line after, replace bold capital Q by bold capital phi.
2) There is a missing unnumbered equation as follows before Eq. (91), they can be labelled Eqs. (91a) 
and (91b):
omega sub 0 A bold = – partial (del phi) / partial t .
3) In Eq. (6.98) it is phi bold omega on the left hand side.

The book looks very good in typeset format and is already being read about eight thousand times a 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/19/proofing-pece-chapters-1-to-6/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/19/readings-versus-spidering/
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year.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 19/05/2016 09:48:51 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Chapter 6 of PECE

Thanks, chapter 6 has been added for proofreading now.
Horst

Am 19.05.2016 um 09:12 schrieb EMyrone:

Thanks for going through this chapter, I agree about Eq. (13). The examples of 
the general vector field (110) used in previous work in ECE theory include the 
space component of the tetrad. In Eq. (120) V sup a sup mu is used in the 
manner of a tetrad. So from the tetrad we can build the vector potential through 
the ECE hypothesis. Therefore one example at the foot of page (23) is A bold 
sup (i), i = 1, 2, 3. Any quantity built from the tetrad can be used as an example.

To: Emyrone
Sent: 18/05/2016 14:32:02 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Questions concerning chapter 6 of PECE

In eq.(13) of chapter 6 it must probably read at the LHS:

[partial_mu, A_nu]

instead of

[partial_mu, D_nu]

After Eq.(115) there should come an equation with examples which 
is
missing. Could you place the examples here because “examples are 
always
good”?

Horst 

PECE1-6.pdf

on Proofing PECE Chapters 1 to 6

Hello Dave
May 19, 2016 

Thanks for setting up the table of top one hundred URL’s by kilobytes downloaded. This is very useful. 
Is it possible to add a footnote “view all URL’s” as in the table of URL’s by hits? It will then be 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/19/hello-dave-5/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/pece1-6.pdf


possible to have a complete record every month of the number of printed pages read of every item on 
www.aias.us.

on Hello Dave

Chapter 6 of     PECE
May 19, 2016 

Thanks for going through this chapter, I agree about Eq. (13). The examples of the general vector field 
(110) used in previous work in ECE theory include the space component of the tetrad. In Eq. (120) V 
sup a sup mu is used in the manner of a tetrad. So from the tetrad we can build the vector potential 
through the ECE hypothesis. Therefore one example at the foot of page (23) is A bold sup (i), i = 1, 2, 
3. Any quantity built from the tetrad can be used as an example.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 18/05/2016 14:32:02 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Questions concerning chapter 6 of PECE

In eq.(13) of chapter 6 it must probably read at the LHS:

[partial_mu, A_nu]

instead of

[partial_mu, D_nu]

After Eq.(115) there should come an equation with examples which is
missing. Could you place the examples here because “examples are always
good”?

Horst 

on Chapter 6 of PECE

Daily Report 17/5/16
May 19, 2016 

The equivalent of 210,948 printed pages was downloaded during the day (769.116 megabytes) from 
2626 downloaded memory files (hits) and 518 distinct visits each averaging 3.8 memory pages and 20 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 80.33 for the day, main spiders Cnsat (China), Google, MSN and 
Yahoo. Top ten items 913, Collected ECE2 831, Collected Evans / Morris 561 (est), Collected 
scientometrics 393 (est), F3(Sp) 193, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 191, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 
138, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 121, Principles of ECE 114, Autobiography volumes 
one and two 101, UFT88 92, Evans Equations 63, Engineering Model 63, UFT311 56, CEFE 53, Self 
Charging Inverter 32, UFT321 30, Llais 26, Three World Records by MWE 17, LIndstrom Idaho 
Lecture 14, List of Prolific Authors 13, UFT313 25, UFT314 23, UFT315 22, UFT316 22, UFT317 25,
UFT318 31, UFT319 29, UFT320 22, UFT322 28, UFT323 23, UFT324 43, UFT325 37, UFT326 21, 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/19/daily-report-17516/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/19/chapter-6-of-pece/
http://www.aias.us/


UFT327 19, UFT328 28, UFT329 28, UFT330 22, UFT331 33, UFT332 27, UFT333 25, UFT334 19, 
UFT335 20, UFT336 25, UFT337 23, UFT338 27, UFT339 25, UFT340 26, UFT341 27, UFT342 28, 
UFT343 25, UFT344 35, UFT345 18 to date in May 2016. Argentine National Atomic Energy 
Commission UFT169(Sp); University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT345; California Institute of 
Technology Essay 24; Georgia Institute of Technology UFT213; College of Information Sciences and 
Technology Pennsylvania State University UFT81; Junta (Government) of Andalucia F3(Sp); 
University of Salamanca P2(Sp); Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering University of 
Valladolid UFT169(Sp); High Energy Astrophysics Group University of Waseda Japan UFT213; 
Government of Luxembourg general; The Campaign for the Protection of Rural Wales Latest Family 
History; The Austin Independent School District Texas UFT249; University of Edinburgh UFT160. 
Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for May 2016.

on Daily Report 17/5/16

Readings of UFT311
May 18, 2016 

This is the key paper by Kurt Arenhold and Horst Eckardt that applies ECE theory to the circuit by 
Osamu Ide, finding precise agreement, a rare thing in science. It is currently being read about fifty 
thousand times a year off combined sites, www.aias.us and www.upitec.org. It verifies ECE and ECE2 
precisely, and also verifies the circuitry. In March 2016, 0.62810 megabytes of it were downloaded off 
www.aias.us. It is single spaced, typeset, twelve point A4 with diagrams. So I estimate roughly three 
kilobytes a printed page. Now that Dave Burleigh has made available the top hundred items in terms of 
kilobytes, it can be seen that all hundred of them are read many thousands of times a year in up to 182 
countries.

on Readings of UFT311

Sources of New Energy – “The Self Charging Inverter” by 
Osamu     Ide
May 18, 2016 

In the first half of May 2016, 0.53708 megabytes of this important paper were downloaded from 
www.aias.us. It is double spaced, twelve point, A4 with diagrams and so on, so I estimate that one page
is roughly 1.5 kilobytes. This gives a yearly rate of reading of this paper of over a hundred thousand 
from www.aias.us and www.upitec.org. It has already been replicated and its ECE theory is given in 
UFT311. It was given at a Royal Society of Chemistry conference in Tsukuba University as a poster. It 
is fully understood with Baconian science and verifies ECE and ECE2 theories precisely. It cannot be 
understood with the obsolete physics. The source of energy is the ECE2 spacetime. It is ubiquitous and 
infinite, and does not cause any pollution. Electrical power is transferred from the spacetime to the 
circuit, and full details of the circuit are given. Industrial and domestic scale generators can be made 
from these circuits. It is Steve Bannister’s second industrial revolution, with major economic 
implications. Prof. Bannister is an AIAS Fellow and an assistant professor in the Department of 
Economics, University of Utah. His Thesis was on the reasons why the first industrial revolution 
occurred in Britain. Roughly speaking it was driven by cheap sources of energy, combined with mineral
wealth, transport, cheap labour and so on. I gave him some samples of steam coal from the local tip 
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here as a memento of the first industrial revolution. The corporations which get these circuits going 
will make billions. Hopefully they will be helped by governments switching subsidy funding away 
from wind turbines. The latter have been a catastrophe and the only thing to do is to demolish them.

on Sources of New Energy – “The Self Charging Inverter” by Osamu Ide

Marquis Who’s Who in the World 2016,     VIP27507681
May 18, 2016 

Thank you very much, it looks fine, no corrections.

MWE

In a message dated 18/05/2016 13:37:13 GMT Daylight Time, Editorial@marquiswhoswho.com 
writes:

Good morning –

Please see below. I have added the information that I was able to add at this time, thank 
you.

EVANS, MYRON WYN, physicist, researcher; b. Craigcefnparc, Wales, May 26, 1950; 
arrived in U.S., 1986, naturalized, 2000; s. Edward Ivor and Mary (Jones) Evans; m. Laura 
Jean Joseph, Feb. 18, 1988; m. Larisa Voronchuk Evans, Mar. 30, 2004. BSc, 
AberystwythU., Wales, 1971, PhD, 1974, DSc, 1977. Fellow sci. rsch. coun. U. Oxford, 
1974; jr. rsch. fellow Wolfson Coll., Oxford, England, 1975; Ramsay Meml. fellow U. 
London, 1976; lectr. U. Wales Swansea, 1977–78; advanced fellow Sci. and Engring. Rsch. 
Coun., Aberystwyth, Wales, 1978-83; vis. scientist Cornell U., 1989-92; fellow U. Wales, 
1983, Pilcher sr. fellow, 1985; prof. IBM, Kingston, NY, 1986; vis. scientist U. Zurich, 
1989-90; prof. U. NC, Charlotte, 1992–95, Alpha Found., Budapest, Hungary, 1995–, dir., 
chmn. bd. dirs. Inst. Advanced Study, 1998–, Brit. Civil List Pensioner, 2005–. Mem. nat. 
com. Brit. Sci. and Engring. Rsch. Coun.; 1st sci. coord. European Molecular Liquids 
Group, 1980; rsch. assoc. Pa. State U., 1992, sr. assoc., 1990; sci.-tech. advisor Plaid 
Cymru, 1991; vis. scientist U. Pisa and Scuola Normale Superiore, 1980, Cornell U., 1989, 
1991, U. Zurich, 1990; vis. prof. Trinity Coll., Dublin, 1985, IBM, Kingston, NY, 1986, 
York U., Toronto, 1995, Indian Statis. Inst., Calcutta, 1995; pres. AIAS, 2007; chmn. 
Telesco Galilei Assn., 2007; dir. Steriwave, 2008, ECE Tech., 2008, chmn., 2009; hon. 
chmn. mgr., 2008; chmn., group chmn. Steriwave, 2008; civil list pensioner Crown and 
Parliament, 2005; Armiger with rank of gentleman, 2008. Author: Molecular Dynamics, 
1982, Molecular Diffusion, 1984, Memory Function Approaches to Stochastic Problems in 
Condensed Matter, 1985, Dynamical Processes in Condensed Matter, 1985, Simulation and 
Symmetry in Molecular Diffusion and Spectroscopy, 1992, The Photon’s Magnetic Field, 
1992, The Photomagneton in Quantum Field Theory, 1994, Water in Biology, Chemistry 
and Physics, 1996, Classical and Quantum Electrodynamics and the B(3) Field, 1999, 
Generally Covariant Unified Field Theory: The Geometrization of Physics, 2005, Ibid, vols.
2 and 3, 2006, vol. 4, 2007, Vol. 5, 2008, Vol. 6, 2009, Vol. 7, 2010, An Autobiography-
Sonnets, 2005, Entry in the Royal Section of Burke’s Peerage and Gentry, 2011, The Book 
of Scientometrics, 2015, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry, 2015, Audio Book, 2014–15, 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/18/marquis-whos-who-in-the-world-2016-vip27507681/


Monograph, 2016; co-author (with Kerry Pendergast): The Life of Myron Evans, 2010; 
editor, author: Enigmatic Photon, 5 vols., 1994–99; editor: Modern Nonlinear Optics, 1997,
2001, The Universe of Myron Evans, 2009, Criticisms of the Einstein Field Equation, 2010,
Autobiography Vol. One, 2012, Definitive Refutations of the Einsteinian General 
Relativity, 2012, Autobiography Volume Two, 2013, Principles of ECE Theory, 2014, 
(poetry book) Englynion, 2014; contbr. articles to profl. jours., numerous scientific papers 
in English and Spanish; editor: Jour. Found. Phys. Chmn., 2011, Collection of One Hundred
Broadcasts with Robert Cheshire, 2013, British and US National Archives; series editor 
Contemporary Chemical Physics, 1992–. Founder Civil List Pension, 2005, Newlands 
Family Trust, 2014, Supplementary Civil List Pension, 2007, 2009; raised to the gentry, 
2008; mem. Burke’s Peerage and Gentry Royal Sect., 2012. Recipient Harrison Meml. 
prize, Royal Soc. Chemistry, London, 1978, Meldola medal, 1979, Disting. Am. Scientist 
award, Assn. Disting. Am. Scientists, 2000, Brit. Civil List Scientist, 2005, Santilli Galilei 
Gold medal, 2008, award, Armorial Bearings, 2008; nominee Nobel Prize, Wolf Prize, 
Milner Award, Priestley Medal; Leverhulme fellow, 1985, 1991, Humboldt fellow, 1985, 
Brit. Imperial Chem. Industries fellow, 1974, NRC Can. fellow, 1974, Jr. Rsch. fellow, 
Wolfson Coll., Oxford, 1975, Brit. Ramsay Meml. fellow, 1976, IBM fellow, SERC 
Advanced fellow, fellow, Sci. Rsch. Coun., 1974, other numerous fellowships. Mem.: 
Gentry, Main Element of Arms: Golden Lion Rampant of Royal House of Dynevor, Brit. 
Civil List, Sigma Pi Sigma. Republican Nationalist. Avocations: poetry, landscape 
photography, athletics, genealogy, history. Home: 50 Rhyddwen Road SA6 5RA Swansea 
Wales Personal E-mail: emyrone@aol.com.
Alison C. Perruso

Marquis Who’s Who

Managing Editor

908-673-1144

alison.perruso

www.marquiswhoswho.com

on Marquis Who’s Who in the World 2016, VIP27507681

Analysis of Laurence Felker: “The Evans Equations of Unified 
Field     Theory”
May 18, 2016 

This book is phenomenally successful. Laurence Felker is a lecturer and engineer from Nevada and 
lectures in California. This book was first posted in about 2005 and first published in softback in 2007 
by Abramis Academic. The most successful chapter is the Spanish version of chapter three: “Quantum 
Mechanics”. I estimate that it is currently being read about 130,000 times a year off www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org. It was translated into Castillian by Alex Hill, along with the entire book, and is posted 

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/18/analysis-of-laurence-felker-the-evans-equations-of-unified-field-theory/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/18/analysis-of-laurence-felker-the-evans-equations-of-unified-field-theory/
http://www.marquiswhoswho.com/


in the Spanish section of www.aias.us. I estimate about two kilobytes a printed page for this book, 
because it has a font that is bigger than twelve point, and illustrations which leave blanks spaces. The 
page size is less than A4. In March 2016 2.39670 megabytes of the chapter were downloaded off 
www.aias.us alone. It is eighteen pages long. So in the decade and more since 2005 this chapter alone 
has been read more than one million three hundred thousand times. Abramis would be completely 
unable to compete with our publishing method, which makes books available open source for any 
scholar to study, however poor. The result is hyperbole defying interest in all aspects of the work of 
AIAS and UPITEC. Our work in new energy is also phenomenally popular. I hope that our devices 
make wind turbines obsolete so that they can be quickly demolished.

on Analysis of Laurence Felker: “The Evans Equations of Unified Field Theory”

FOR POSTING: UFT346, Sections 1 and 2, and 
Background     Notes
May 18, 2016 

This is UFT346 on a new theory of any precession to any precision, based on the gravitational field 
equations of ECE2, which are in turn based on Cartan geometry. Any precession is related to the tetrad 
and spin connection of Cartan geometry in a Lorentz covariant theory of relativity with finite torsion 
and curvature.

a346thpaper.pdf

a346thpapernotes1.pdf

a346thpapernotes2.pdf

a346thpapernotes3.pdf

a346thpapernotes4.pdf

a346thpapernotes5.pdf

Contribution of Stephen     Crothers
May 18, 2016 

Many thanks, I much look forward to seeing this contribution, we know from accurate scientometrics 
that it will be read thousands of times a year into the indefinite future, in common with all our work at 
AIAS / UPITEC. Stephen Crothers’ contribution is pencilled in as chapter nine, and it would be optimal
to have a review of the criticisms by him over the past decade of the incorrect methods used to solve 
the incorrect Einstein field equation. Stephen has produced many important contributions and it would 
be optimal to have them reviewed here in a manner that would be comprehensible to bright sixth 
formers or first year undergraduates. This book is widely accepted from scientometrics as signalling the
end of the Einstein era in gravitational physics, replacing it with correct geometry.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 17/05/2016 18:37:30 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Fwd: Re: Contribution for Book “Principles of ECE Theory”

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/18/contribution-of-stephen-crothers/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/a346thpapernotes51.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/a346thpapernotes41.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/a346thpapernotes31.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/a346thpapernotes21.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/a346thpapernotes11.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/a346thpaper.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/18/for-posting-uft346-sections-1-and-2-and-background-notes/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/18/for-posting-uft346-sections-1-and-2-and-background-notes/
http://www.aias.us/
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I contacted Stephen Crothers for his contributing chapter of the book. Currently he is 
travelling. I suggested that his contribution should be finished in about four weeks. If you 
have further advice to him please let me know.

Horst

Dear Steve,

your contribution should not exceed about 40 pages in order to be comparable with the 
other chapters.
We do not have a fixed deadline. If you can finish it within about 4 weeks that would be 
fine. I guess that it is easier for you to write your contribution at home.

Best regards,
Horst

Am 17.05.2016 um 18:27 schrieb Stephen Crothers:

Dear Horst,

Thanks for the files. I have two questions:

(1) What is the limit on the length of my contribution?
(2) What is the deadline date for sending my contribution?

I am currently travelling and will not be home for about 3 weeks.

Kind regards,
Steve

On Tuesday, 17 May 2016, 20:32, Horst Eckardt <mail wrote:

Dear Steve,

I am sending over three files, the Latex source is organized hierarchically. In 
PECE.tex the single chapters are called by include statement. I restricted the 
example to chapter 5. in PECE-Chp05.tex the text is contained and in PECE-
Bibliography.tex the references. All equations should be numbered. You can see
the numbering scheme in chapter 5. I can do some final editing by myself if 
some details are not understandable.
Your chapter is pencilled as chapter 9.

Thanks for contributing,
Horst

Am 17.05.2016 um 04:50 schrieb Stephen Crothers:



Dear Horst,

I don’t recall receiving an advice from Myron.

I’d be happy to contribute. Please send me the LaTeX example.

Kind regards,
Steve

On Tuesday, 17 May 2016, 5:47, Horst Eckardt <mail wrote:

Hi Steve, 

I am not sure if Myron already contacted you about a 
contibuting chapter for our book project "Principles 
of ECE Theory". We would be glad if you could 
contribute one of your latest articles or a new one on
refutation of Einsteinian general relativity. The 
typesetting for the book is ready, currently I am 
proofreading and adding some special graphics. If you 
like to contribute I would send you a Latex example so
that we can integrate your chapter without 
reformatting. Best regards, Horst 

on Contribution of Stephen Crothers

Daily Report 16/5/16
May 18, 2016 

The equivalent of 197,953 printed pages was downloaded during the day (721.736 megabytes) from 
3198 downloaded memory files (hits) and 574 distinct visits each averaging 3.6 memory pages and 18 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 61.90 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten items 863, Collected ECE2 782, Collected Evans / Morris 528 (est), Collected 
scientometrics 393, Collected Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 177, F3(Sp) 169, BArddoniaeth / Collected 
Poetry 127, Collected proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 111, Principles of ECE 105, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 97, UFT88 87, Engineering Model 62, Evans Equations 60, 
UFT311 55, CEFE 47, Self charging inverter 31, UFT321 30, Three world records by MWE 16, 
Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 14, List of Prolific Authors 13, UFT313 25, UFT314 21, UFT315 21, UFT 
316 22, UFT317 23, UFT318 29, UFT319 28, UFT320 21, UFT322 26, UFT323 23, UFT324 40, 
UFT325 33, UFT326 19, UFT327 18, UFT328 26, UFT329 25, UFT330 22, UFT331 31, UFT332 26, 
UFT333 24, UFT334 20, UFT335 20, UFT336 23, UFT337 21, UFT338 22, UFT339 25, UFT340 25, 
UFT341 26, UFT342 28, UFT343 23, UFT344 34, UFT345 14 to date in May 2016. Chemistry 
University of British Columbia UFT177; Swiss Federal Institute (ETH) Zuerich general; Raytheon 
Corporation UFT161; University of Edinburgh UFT139, UFT151; University of Wales Swansea My 
page, intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for May 2016.

on Daily Report 16/5/16

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/18/daily-report-16516/


Number of Bytes Per Printed     Page
May 17, 2016 

The calibration is one character is one byte. By use of a computer generated word count for a single 
spaced A4 twelve point essay, and the average number of characters in a word in English, 4.79, I 
worked out some months ago that one page of this type contains 3,646 characters, i.e. 3.646 kilobytes. 
For example the attached essay has 724 words, which is 3,468 characters in just over a page. Other 
essays have more words or less words per page, but this calibration factor is accurate enough. The 
number of printed pages being downloaded is hyperbole defying. This kind of publishing brings 
knowledge to people in up to 182 countries. The readership is the avant garde elite of universities, 
institutes and similar. Kilobytes mean next to nothing to most people, but printed pages can be 
converted into books read. Everyone can understand that.

ESSAY 106.docx

on Number of Bytes Per Printed Page

Reference
May 17, 2016 

OK thanks, this is

A. S. Goldhaber and M. M. Nieto, Rev. Mod. Phys., 82, 939 (2010)

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 17/05/2016 10:41:45 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Reference in Principles of ECE

I am looking for a reference you mention in chapter 4 after Eq.(4.67):
“A list of experiments used to determine photon mass is given in ref. \{1\}. ”

Which ref. do you mean? Is it already contained in the bibliography?

Horst

Am 17.05.2016 um 10:02 schrieb EMyrone:

Many thanks again! All this voluntray work by the typesetters in Muenich is 
greatly appreciated, one is retired and one is a student. Thanks also to Horst 
Eckardt and Steve Bannister who did some of the typesetting. The typesetting is
really excellent and I can find only one error in chapter 4:

Eq. (4.5), it should be partial sup mu cap omega sup a sub mu nu.

We know that the book is already being downloaded about eight thousand times
a year from www.aias.us and www.upitec.org, and that this will continue 
indefinitely into the future. We know this because we have twelve years of 
meticulous daily scientometrics of all kinds, enough to extrapolate into the 

http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/17/reference/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/essay-106.docx
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/17/number-of-bytes-per-printed-page/


future. I like and appreciate the illustrations to chapter one, beginning with two 
pages of the Book of Kells (Leabhar Cheanannais) in Trinity College Dublin 
where I used to work on regular visits from Aberystwyth. This book, with its 
intricate structure built on geometry, is similar to the Book of Kells, whose 
triskelions were also built on geometry. The Book was scribed on Iona, and 
required an advanced organization to obtain all the various dyes and minerals 
for the colours. The colours are still as vivid as ever, more than two thousand 
years later.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 16/05/2016 22:08:41 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Chapter 4: “Principles of ECE” (in prep.)

I added chapter 4, please check. The results of proofreading have 
been implemented into the other chapters. I added some illustratory 
images in chapter 1.

Horst

Am 16.05.2016 um 11:38 schrieb EMyrone:

The attached analysis shows that about eight thousand 
books a year of this advanced level monograph are 
being read off www.aias.us and www.upitec.org. It is 
available open source in UFT281 to UFT288 and in a 
zipped file. It is being typeset at present and will be 
published as a softback with New Generation of 
London. The first chapter has been translated into 
Spanish by Alex Hill, with illustrations. No 
conventional publisher could ever match AIAS / 
UPITEC Publishing. 

on Reference

FOR POSTING: Typeset Chapters 1 – 5 of Principles of     ECE
May 17, 2016 

Many thanks again! All this voluntray work by the typesetters in Muenich is greatly appreciated, one is 
retired and one is a student. Thanks also to Horst Eckardt and Steve Bannister who did some of the 
typesetting. The typesetting is really excellent and I can find only one error in chapter 4:

Eq. (4.5), it should be partial sup mu cap omega sup a sub mu nu.

We know that the book is already being downloaded about eight thousand times a year from 
www.aias.us and www.upitec.org, and that this will continue indefinitely into the future. We know this 
because we have twelve years of meticulous daily scientometrics of all kinds, enough to extrapolate 
into the future. I like and appreciate the illustrations to chapter one, beginning with two pages of the 

http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/17/for-posting-typeset-chapters-1-5-of-principles-of-ece/
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Book of Kells (Leabhar Cheanannais) in Trinity College Dublin where I used to work on regular visits 
from Aberystwyth. This book, with its intricate structure built on geometry, is similar to the Book of 
Kells, whose triskelions were also built on geometry. The Book was scribed on Iona, and required an 
advanced organization to obtain all the various dyes and minerals for the colours. The colours are still 
as vivid as ever, more than two thousand years later.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 16/05/2016 22:08:41 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Chapter 4: “Principles of ECE” (in prep.)

I added chapter 4, please check. The results of proofreading have been implemented into 
the other chapters. I added some illustratory images in chapter 1.

Horst

Am 16.05.2016 um 11:38 schrieb EMyrone:

The attached analysis shows that about eight thousand books a year of this 
advanced level monograph are being read off www.aias.us and www.upitec.org.
It is available open source in UFT281 to UFT288 and in a zipped file. It is 
being typeset at present and will be published as a softback with New 
Generation of London. The first chapter has been translated into Spanish by 
Alex Hill, with illustrations. No conventional publisher could ever match 
AIAS / UPITEC Publishing. 

PECE1-5.pdf

on FOR POSTING: Typeset Chapters 1 – 5 of Principles of ECE

Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to May 15th     2016
May 17, 2016 

The update for May 1 – 15, 2016, shows the usual intense and steady interest among the elite avant 
garde in the world’s best universities, institutes and similar, there were several visits from the world’s 
top twenty universities (* denotes repeat visits): Berkeley, Princeton, Penn State*, Stanford, UCLA, 
Texas Austin, Cambridge*, Imperial*, Edinburgh and Oxford, including the world’s number one at 
present, Stanford.

BookofScientometricsVolumeTwo.pdf

on Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to May 15th 2016

Daily Report Sunday     15/6/16
May 17, 2016 

The equivalent of 182,181 printed pages was downloaded during the day (664.232 megabytes) from 
2877 downloaded memory files (hits) and 524 distinct visits each averaging 9 memory pages and 14 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 63.32 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/17/daily-report-sunday-15616/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/bookofscientometricsvolumetwo2.pdf
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yahoo. Top ten items 841, Collected ECE2 749, Collected Evans / Morris 495 (est), Collected 
Scientometrics 358 (est), Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 156, F3(Sp) 147, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 
124, proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 107, Principles of ECE 102, Autobiography volumes 
one and two 93, UFT88 81, Engineering Model 61(est), UFT311 55, Evans Equations 53, CEFE 46, 
UFT321 27, Llais 24, Three world records 16, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 14, List of prolific authors 12, 
UFT313 25, UFT314 21, UFT315 21, UFT316 20, UFT317 22, UFT318 29, UFT319 26, UFT320 19, 
UFT322 25, UFT323 23, UFT324 39, UFT325 31, UFT326 18, UFT327 17, UFT328 26, UFT329 25, 
UFT330 21, UFT331 31, UFT332 24, UFT333 24, UFT334 19, UFT335 16, UFT336 22, UFT337 19, 
UFT338 21, UFT339 23, UFT340 23, UFT341 25, UFT342 25, UFT343 23, UFT344 32, UFT345 13 
to date in May 2016. Ministry of Defence Government of Australia UFT149; Israel Centre for 
Excellence through Education levitron; Bezeq International extensive site download; National Central 
University Taiwan UFT2. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for May 2016

on Daily Report Sunday 15/6/16

Original Comment by Horst     Eckardt
May 16, 2016 

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 16/05/2016 11:42:36 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of Notes 346(4) and 346(5)

This supports my view that the vector potential in the electrodynamic sector can be 
considered as a flow of anything, let’s call it Ether. There is a direct analogy of

B = curl A
and
Omega = curl v.

Horst

Am 16.05.2016 um 10:15 schrieb EMyrone:

Agreed about the structure of UFT346 and thanks again for checking Note 
346(4) by computer. The dipole approximation gives excellent agreement with 
the Lense Thirring precession, and good agreement with the precession of the 
perihelion, regarded as a type of geodetic precession. The two precessions are 
described by spin and orbital angular momentum respectively. In Note 346(5) 
an entirely new theory is developed in which any precession is regarded as half 
the magnitude of vorticity in a spacetime with the properties of an inviscid 
fluid. The spin connection and tetrad are introduced into precession theory. This
is an exact theory without any approximation, based directly on Cartan 
geometry. Therefore any gravitomagnetic field is a vorticity, the curl of a linear 
velocity. If the gravitomagnetic field is divergenceless the equations are:

omega = curl v
del omega = 0

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/16/original-comment-by-horst-eckardt/


which are the same as the equations of an inviscid fluid (“Vector Analysis 
Problem Solver” Problem 11.19). So I will proceed to write up my sections of 
UFT346 along these lines. Leonardo and Descartes thought of space in terms of
whirlpools, but did not have the mathematics to go further.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 15/05/2016 19:39:53 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Note 346(4): Gravitomagnetic Theory of the Perihelion 
Precession of the Earth

These clear descriptions should appear in paper 346. It would be 
important to separate these effects and give precise explanations. 
The numerical values in the note are correct.

Horst

Am 12.05.2016 um 13:03 schrieb EMyrone:

The perihelion precession is given by Eqs. (1) to (4) in 
terms of an angular momentum L. In this note it is 
assumed that this is the angular momentum of the sun as
seen from the earth. This assumption gives a reasonably 
good agreement in the rough approximation theta = 0 
and assuming a circular orbit in the first approximation. 
An exact description of any perihelion precession inside
or outside the solar system can be obtained using these 
simple equations and an effective L. Similarly the 
geodetic precession of the earth as seen from Gravity 
Probe B is described by the same equations, using the 
orbital angular momentum of the earth as seen from 
Gravity Probe B. The Lense Thirring precession of the 
earth about the sun is due to the spin angular 
momentum of the sun about its own axis. The Lense 
Thirring precession of Gravity Probe B in polar orbit 
around the earth is due to the spin angular momentum 
of the earth about its own axis (UFT345). This theory 
has a satisfactory simplicity and self consistency. It is 
the Lorentz covariant ECE2 theory in a space with finite
torsion and curvature. This theory has generated many 
millions of printed page readings in only a year. It can 
be made to be as precise as the Einstein theory, but the 
latter is completely wrong, the torsion is missing from 
the Einstein theory. In contrast ECE2 is based on a 
rigorously correct geometry. Any correct geometry must
always have finite torsion, otherwise both torsion and 
curvature vanish, and we are left with a vacuum – the 
ECE2 vacuum.



on Original Comment by Horst Eckardt

Writing Up UFT346
May 16, 2016 

Agreed with this, the electromagnetic vector potential is proportional to linear momentum through the 
minimal prescription. It is replaced in ECE2 by the W potential. The gravitomagnetic W potential has 
the units of linear velocity, so the theory is entirely self consistent. So I will proceed to write up 
Sections 1 and 2 along these lines.

on Writing Up UFT346

FOR POSTING: Summary of Book Downloads Estimated 
to     Date
May 16, 2016 

1) Myron Evans, “O Hudd ei Ddoe” (Autobiography Volume One, open source in the blue box above 
my coat of arms, thirty thousand books downloaded from www.aias.us since 2011). Published as a 
book and e book by “Authors Online” (2012).
2) M .W. Evans, S. J. Crothers, H. Eckardt and K. Pendergast, “Criticisms of the Einstein Field 
Equation” (open source as UFT301, and Cambridge International 2010), twenty nine thousand books 
downloaded since about 2010).
3) M .W. Evans, H. Eckardt, D. W. Lindstrom and S. J. Crothers, “The Principles of ECE” (open source
in UFT281 – 288 and in a zipped file on www.aias.us), currently being downloaded at the rate of eight 
thousand books a year, New Generation, London, in prep., 2016).

The order of magnitude ten thousand copies are being downloaded of every book produced since 2003, 
when ECE theory began. The readership is accurately known from our meticulous scientomertics to be 
the elite and avant garde in the best universities, institutes and similar in the world and will last 
indefinitely in to the future. No conventional publisher can compete with AIAS / UPITEC Publishing. 
So this is not only a major paradigm shift in natural philosophy, but also a revolution in publishing.

FOR POSTING: “Principles of ECE” (in     prep.)
May 16, 2016 

The attached analysis shows that about eight thousand books a year of this advanced level monograph 
are being read off www.aias.us and www.upitec.org. It is available open source in UFT281 to UFT288 
and in a zipped file. It is being typeset at present and will be published as a softback with New 
Generation of London. The first chapter has been translated into Spanish by Alex Hill, with 
illustrations. No conventional publisher could ever match AIAS / UPITEC Publishing.

Principles_of_ECE.PDF

on FOR POSTING: “Principles of ECE” (in prep.)
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Discussion of Notes 346(4) and     346(5)
May 16, 2016 

Agreed about the structure of UFT346 and thanks again for checking Note 346(4) by computer. The 
dipole approximation gives excellent agreement with the Lense Thirring precession, and good 
agreement with the precession of the perihelion, regarded as a type of geodetic precession. The two 
precessions are described by spin and orbital angular momentum respectively. In Note 346(5) an 
entirely new theory is developed in which any precession is regarded as half the magnitude of vorticity 
in a spacetime with the properties of an inviscid fluid. The spin connection and tetrad are introduced 
into precession theory. This is an exact theory without any approximation, based directly on Cartan 
geometry. Therefore any gravitomagnetic field is a vorticity, the curl of a linear velocity. If the 
gravitomagnetic field is divergenceless the equations are:

omega = curl v
del omega = 0

which are the same as the equations of an inviscid fluid (“Vector Analysis Problem Solver” Problem 
11.19). So I will proceed to write up my sections of UFT346 along these lines. Leonardo and Descartes 
thought of space in terms of whirlpools, but did not have the mathematics to go further.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 15/05/2016 19:39:53 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Note 346(4): Gravitomagnetic Theory of the Perihelion Precession of the Earth

These clear descriptions should appear in paper 346. It would be important to separate these
effects and give precise explanations. The numerical values in the note are correct.

Horst

Am 12.05.2016 um 13:03 schrieb EMyrone:

The perihelion precession is given by Eqs. (1) to (4) in terms of an angular 
momentum L. In this note it is assumed that this is the angular momentum of 
the sun as seen from the earth. This assumption gives a reasonably good 
agreement in the rough approximation theta = 0 and assuming a circular orbit in
the first approximation. An exact description of any perihelion precession inside
or outside the solar system can be obtained using these simple equations and an 
effective L. Similarly the geodetic precession of the earth as seen from Gravity 
Probe B is described by the same equations, using the orbital angular 
momentum of the earth as seen from Gravity Probe B. The Lense Thirring 
precession of the earth about the sun is due to the spin angular momentum of 
the sun about its own axis. The Lense Thirring precession of Gravity Probe B in
polar orbit around the earth is due to the spin angular momentum of the earth 
about its own axis (UFT345). This theory has a satisfactory simplicity and self 
consistency. It is the Lorentz covariant ECE2 theory in a space with finite 
torsion and curvature. This theory has generated many millions of printed page 
readings in only a year. It can be made to be as precise as the Einstein theory, 
but the latter is completely wrong, the torsion is missing from the Einstein 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/16/discussion-of-notes-3464-and-3465/


theory. In contrast ECE2 is based on a rigorously correct geometry. Any correct 
geometry must always have finite torsion, otherwise both torsion and curvature 
vanish, and we are left with a vacuum – the ECE2 vacuum.

346(4).pdf

on Discussion of Notes 346(4) and 346(5)

Discussion of 346(3): Lense Thirring Precession of the Earth 
about the     Sun
May 16, 2016 

Many thanks for this valuable check. These computer calculated results will go in to the final paper.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 15/05/2016 18:27:31 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 346(3): Lense Thirring Precession of the Earth about the Sun

I obtain a slightly different result for the Lense Thirring precession for eq. 27:

1.106 * 10 -19 rad/s

The experimental perihelion precession (31) has been converted correctly.

Horst

Am 11.05.2016 um 12:36 schrieb EMyrone:

This is calculated using the methods of UFT345 to be 3.741 ten power minus 
eight arcseconds a year. From Marion and Thornton the earth’s perihelion 
precession is 0.05 plus or minus 0.01 arcseconds a year. So the perihelion 
precession is given by Eq. (1) of this note with a much larger angular 
momentum L than that of the sun’s own spin, once every 27 days. Therefore the
perihelion precession is similar to the geodetic precession as calculated in 
UFT345. In other words the perihelion precession in ECE2 
gravitomagnetostatics is due to the sun as a gravitating object and not due to the
spin of the sun as in the Lense Thirring effect. 

346(3).pdf

on Discussion of 346(3): Lense Thirring Precession of the Earth about the Sun

Daily Report Saturday     14/6/14
May 16, 2016 

The equivalent of 179,400 printed pages was downloaded during the day (654.094 megabytes) from 
2573 downloaded memory files (hits) and 495 distinct visits each averaging 4.7 memory pages and 23 
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minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 69.72, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten items 766, Collected ECE2 666, Collected Evans / Morris 462, Collected scientometrics
358, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 138, F3(Sp) 135, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 102, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 83, Principles of ECE 85, UFT88 75, Engineering Model 61, 
UFT311 55, Evans Equations 51, CEFE 43, Llais 23, Three world records by MWE 15, Lindstrom 
Idaho lecture 13, List of Prolific Scientists 11, UFT313 22, UFT314 21, UFT315 22, UFT316 19, 
UFT317 22, UFT318 26, UFT319 24, UFT320 18, UFT322 21, UFT323 20, UFT324 36, UFT325 29, 
UFT326 17, UFT327 16, UFT328 23, UFT329 24, UFT330 20, UFT331 29, UFT332 23, UFT333 22, 
UFT334 17, UFT335 15, UFT336 19, UFT337 15, UFT338 20, UFT339 20, UFT340 21, UFT341 22, 
UFT342 23, UFT343 22, UFT344 28, UFT345 12 to date in May 2016. CERN (European Centre for 
Nuclear Research) UFT23; Students University of Goettingen general; European Knowledge Centre 
general; National Observatory of Athens Main weak points of the standard model; University of 
Cambridge UFT43. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for May 2016.

Selected Feedback Interest:

1 - 15 May

U. S. Universities, Institutes and Similar

Berkeley, Bucknell, Buffalo, Iowa State, Montgomery College, Miami

Univ. Ohio, North Carolina School of Science and Mathematics, North Carolina

State University, Oberlin, Princeton, Penn State*, Purdue, Reed, Stanford, Tufts,

UCLA, Nevada Las Vegas, Southern California, The University of Texas at

Austin,

Vermont, Fermilab, Oak Ridge, San Franciso Internet Archives, Chicago Public

Library, U. S. Naval Marine Command, Spartanburg School District Texas,

Institute for Orthopaedic Surgery Ohio, Lebanon Public Libraries New Hampshire.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Xtec Catalonia, CERN, GJBI Czechia, Fritz Haber / Max Planck Berlin,

Goettingen, Heidelberg, Mainz, Munich, Ecole Normal Superieure Lyon, French

National Particle Laboratory (In2p3), Autonomous Barcelona Spain, Valencia

Spain, Athens Obervatory, Centre for Excellence through Education Israel, Scuola

Normale Superiore Pisa Umea Sweden, Uppsala Sweden, Extensive Russia and

Ukraine including Institute for High Energy Physics Protvino, Aberystwyth, Bath,

Cambridge*, Edinburgh, Imperial*, Lancaster, Manchester, Oxford, Warwick,

Neath Port Talbot Council, Llyfrgell Genedlaethol Cymru.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar



UNLP Argentina, OBSBA Argentina, Monash, Defence Government

Australia, McGill, Quebec Trois Rivieres, INACAP Chile, Univ of the North Chile,

UTA Chile, Valle Colombia, Indian Institute of Technology Delhi, Kyoto, edu

Pakistan, IIU Pakistan, Government of Slovakia, National Central Taiwan*,

National Chiao Tung Taiwan.

Documentary Film
May 15, 2016 

In view of the fact that a quarter million copies of Autobiography Volume One have been read since 
2011, and a lot more for volume two and the Family History files on www.aias.us, I am beginning a 
search for documentary film makers in Wales and elsewhere who might be interested in making a film 
about volumes one and two, along with Kerry Pendergast’s biography, “The Life of Myron Evans”. 
This film would generate royalties, the books would remain open source. The film makers must be 
fluent in both languages. Michael Jackson may have some useful contacts in the United States, or the 
actress Sia^n Phillips or Huw Llywelyn Davies, former pupils at Pontardawe Grammar School, and 
other former pupils. The school will certainly not be forgotten. Sia^n Phillips played Livia Augusta in 
“I Claudius”, and probably poisoned the school dinners. They certainly tasted like cheese from a full 
moon. Robert Cheshire would be my choice for narrator. Sia^n Phillips was given her name by Eic 
Davies, and is now Dame Jane Elizabeth Ailwe^n Phillips. They are all like that in Gwaun Cae 
Gurwen, just over the Baran from here.

on Documentary Film

Number of Copies of Books     Read
May 15, 2016 

1) “Autobiography Volume One” has been read off www.aias.us about a quarter million times since 
2011.
2) “Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry” has been read over ten thousand times in a year off www.aias.us.
3) “Criticisms of the Einstein Field Equation” has been read about thirty thousand times off 
www.aias.us and www.upitec.org since 2010.
4) I will analyse other books in due course.

Our AIAS / UPITEC publishing method is tremendously powerful because we are open source and 
famous internationally, with a very strong gravitational field drawing readers towards AIAS / UPITEC 
and inducing them to orbit it indefinitely. In other words we have a hyperbole defying and permanent 
readership in up to 182 countries. There is a tremendous thirst for science and culture all over the 
world. Science and culture cross boundaries as if they do not exist. If people like books more than open
source websites the first two books are avaialble from “New Generation” in London, and the third one 
from Cambridge International Science Publishing, or Amazon or any good bookshop. The great poet R.
S. Thomas for example, whose work I deeply admire, would sell about 400 copies in total of a book of 
poetry. He was nominated a few times for a Nobel Prize in Literature and was a Queen’s Gold 
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Medallist for poetry. This is very encouraging for the Welsh language because both the autobiography 
and poetry books are in both languages. The poetry is all broadcast in the two languages by Robert 
Cheshire and myself on www.aias.us, a science site. So if this literature were on a stand alone site on 
youtube, it might generate a lot of interest. All the books I have produced have been kindly taken by the
British Library in London, and the National Library of Wales in Aberystwyth. Many thanks to New 
Generation for sending copies to the libraries. The books and websites are archived on 
www.archive.org, and www.webarchive.org.uk I have a few copies here for friends and colleagues. 
They will become valuable collectors’ items. I have donated copies to a few local libraries: University 
College Swansea, Swansea Central, Pontardawe, Llangiwg and Ystradgynlais. Let’s hope that these 
small local libraries will not be cut out of existence by crass philistinism. Even if they are the sites are 
safely archived. Thanks to the National Library of Wales for the archive of www.aias.us on 
www.webarchive.org.uk. Thanks to the Wayback Machine in San Francisco for the archive on 
www.archive.org.

on Number of Copies of Books Read

Number of Books Read “Barddoniaeth / Collected     Poetry”
May 15, 2016 

For March 2016, 8.952 ten power seven bytes were downloaded from www.aias.us. The book is in 
small format, with many spaces, so I estimate that one page is one kilobyte. It is about 100 pages long, 
so about nine hundred volumes were downloaded in March 2016, this means over ten thousand 
volumes a year. This book is only one out of many items of poetry on www.aias.us. On average a book 
of poetry would sell anything from about ten to five hundred copies in total for someone like R. S. 
Thomas, nominated several times for a Nobel Prize. It is written in the two languages and is read in up 
to 182 countries.

on Number of Books Read “Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry”

Hello Dave
May 15, 2016 

Could you please increase “Top ten of 3042 Total URL’s by Kilobytes” to the top 100. This appears as 
you know in new_stats (Webalizer 2.01). This is the really important feedback that shows the vast 
number of printed page readings because it lists in order of kilobytes downloaded. This is much more 
meaningful than hits. No book publisher can get anywhere near AIAS / UPITEC publishing, and we 
also know that our work is studied by the elite universities, institutes and similar around the world.

on Hello Dave

Daily Report 13/6/16
May 15, 2016 

The equivalent of 203,648 printed pages was downloaded during the day (742.501 megabytes) from 
2692 downloaded memory files and 503 distinct visits each averaging 4.8 memory pages and 21 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 75.65main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten items 734, Collected ECE2 633, Evans / Morris 396, Collected scientometrics 264, 
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Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 131, F3(Sp) 127, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 97, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 85, Autobiography volumes one and two 78, UFT88 72, UFT311 53, 
Engineering Model 51, Evans Equations 47, Self charging inverter 27, UFT321 26, Llais 22, Three 
world records by MWE 14, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 12, List of Prolific authors 11, UFT313 22, 
UFT314 18, UFT315 19, UFT316 19, UFT317 22, UFT318 25, UFT319 22, UFT320 15, UFT322 18, 
UFT323 18, UFT324 35, UFT325 23, UFT326 15, UFT327 16, UFT328 23, UFT329 22, UFT330 17, 
UFT331 28, UFT332 18, UFT333 18, UFT334 13, UFT335 15, UFT336 19, UFT337 15, UFT338 20, 
UFT339 17, UFT340 20, UFT341 20, UFT342 23, UFT343 21, UFT344 28, UFT345 11 to date in May
2016. Chilean Catholic University of the North UFT42; Valle University Colombia F3(Sp), 
UFT157(Sp); Pennsylvania State University general; University of Edinburgh Essay 9, UFT151, 
UFT152. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for May 2016.

on Daily Report 13/6/16

Readings of Autobiography Volume     One
May 14, 2016 

This is being read currently at the rate of about fifty thousand books a year from the blue box above my
coat of arms on www.aias.us in up to 182 countries. It is written in my own native tongue, British 
Celtic, and in the lingua franca English. It was first posted in about 2011 and published in book form in
2012. Our pioneering method of open source publishing is so powerful that no book publisher can 
compete. The autobiography has been a cultural ambassador for the Welsh language, for which there is 
profound support throughout the world. The language is opposed only by bloody minded bigots inside 
Britain. This infinitely twisted old mentality comes about by people being afraid to stand up for their 
own culture. Very strict new laws, and sweeping reforms, are needed to save the language from 
extinction. In particular, areas in which everyone is willing and able to speak the language. In these 
areas the inflation of house prices by buying and selling for profit would be stopped completely. A 
hundred years ago no one except a couple of coal mine owners spoke English in this village, now I am 
among the last to speak Welsh. There has been an appalling failure of Government and integrity. If it 
were not for this autobiography, an entire era would have been lost to history. It is very easy to save the 
Welsh language – start teaching everyone the language from age two or less, and keep on teaching 
them. I have recorded my Silurian accent of British Celtic on this site, in poetry readings in British 
Celtic and English. Very few speak this genuine accent and dialect. The Silurian accent may be as much
as six thousand years old. Any nation that lets its language become extinct is utterly worthless. This 
was emphasized to me in no uncertain terms by Christie O’Donovan Rossa, a fellow student at 
Aberystwyth. He was related to the great Jeremiah O’Donovan Rossa, who was exiled for life to the 
United States. Christie learnt Welsh in six months flat, and would just as flatly refuse to speak to me in 
English. The complete autobiography is split into volumes one and two, two family history files and a 
file called “O Hudd ei Ddoe” – “From yesterday’s shadows”, from a line of my own cynghanedd: 
“Heddiw ddaw o hudd ei ddoe”. “Today emerges from yesterday’s shadows”. I don’t think that anyone 
from Craig Cefn Parc, not even the Arch Druid Crwys, has made such an impact in literature. I flatly 
refuse to sell this house, and flatly refuse to forget my language. Once a house here is sold, its entire 
history is destroyed, its people forgotten as if they never existed, a crime against civilization. “They” 
can start by re establishing a Welsh speaking primary school in the village. This school in my time is 
described in the autobiography, and is evidently of interest worldwide.

http://www.aias.us/
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346(5): New General ECE2 Theory of     Precessions
May 14, 2016 

In this note an entirely new theory of any precession in the universe is derived from the ECE2 
equations of gravitomagnetostatics (UFT318 for example). It is shown that any precession is a vorticity,
Eq. (4), in a spacetime with the properties of an inviscid fluid of hydrodynamics. The new and general 
expression for precession is given by Eq. (15) in terms of the velocity (the gravitomagnetic vector 
potential) and the factor kappa of the ECE2 fiedl equations. This is defined in Eq. (8) in terms of a 
combination of the tetrad vector and the spin connection vector introduced in early ECE2 papers last 
year. The factor kappa is calculated in the dipole approximation in Eq. (21), in terms of the angular 
momentum of previous notes. So any precession can be described exactly by an astronomical 
measurement of the velocity v in Eq. (14). Knowing this velocity, kappa can be found exactly for any 
precession. Here kappa introduces the tetrad and spin connection of Cartan geometry

a346thpapernotes5.pdf

on 346(5): New General ECE2 Theory of Precessions

Keywords: Velocity Curve Whirlpool     Galaxy
May 14, 2016 

These bring up UFT198 as the first site on the first page of Google, meaning that it is a very heavily 
studied paper because these are broad ranging keywords. The same keywords bring up chapter six of 
“The Principles of ECE” (UFT281 – UFT288) on page three of Google and “Definitive Refutations of 
the Einsteinian General Relativity” on page four of Google. Using keywords “Essay 104 galaxy” brings
up Essay 104 as the first site on the first page of Google out of 395,000 sites. So if I were talking in 
Grand Prix language ECE would be in pole position for the next century in natural philosophy. When it 
comes to the velocity curve of a whirlpool galaxy it is clearly ahead of dark matter theory and all the 
stuff that dreams are made of. Dark matter is more like a nightmare than a dream, and a burping black 
hole sounds like an overhang. Sic transit gloria philosophiae naturalis.

on Keywords: Velocity Curve Whirlpool Galaxy

UFT88 Read at The University of     Cambridge
May 14, 2016 

Cambridge is currently ranked second in the world by QS, 4th by Times, 5th by Shanghai and 14 in the 
world by webometrics. It can trace its roots to 1209 when the University of Oxford stopped functioning
for a while after an incident in the city, students from Oxford went to Cambridge and elsewhere. The 
first college to be founded was Peterhouse in 1284. The university is older than any college. It taught 
canon law until the time of Henry VIII who ordered it to change its focus towards classics and 
mathematics. A hundred years later it became the centre of the Puritan movement. The University has 
been associated with ninety two Nobel Laureates who were students, faculty, staff and alumni. It has 
become fashionable for universities to record how many Nobel Laureates with whom they have had 
even the vaguest connection. UFT88 has been read about half a million times without objection since it 
was published in 2007 by Horst Eckardt and myself. It led to the ECE2 theory, ten million printed 
pages of which have been studied in only a year, during which the thirty two papers of the series have 
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been intensively studied. This means that the ECE2 papers have been studied about a million times in 
the first year of their existence, assuming that each paper is roughly ten pages long. So ECE and ECE2 
are as “established”, whatever that means, as any theory in the history of physics. Even the most 
conservative of places such as Cambridge are beginning to realize that all is not well with the obsolete 
Einstein theory.

on UFT88 Read at The University of Cambridge

Daily Report 12/6/16
May 14, 2016 

The equivalent of 227,945 printed pages was downloaded during the day (831.089 megabytes) from 
2603 downloaded memory files (hits) and 494 distinct visits each averaging 4.2 memory pages and 21 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 87.57 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten items 661, Collected ECE2 585, Collected Evans / Morris papers 396 (est), Collected 
scientometrics 259, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 131, F3(Sp) 119, Collected proofs that no torsion 
means no gravitation 93, Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 80, Autobiography volumes one and two 71, 
Principles of ECE 71, UFT88 70, UFT311 50, Evans Equations 48, Engineering Model 42, CEFE 39, 
UFT321 33, Self charging inverter 21, Llais 19, Three world records by MWE 14, List of prolific 
authors 10, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 10, UFT313 21, UFT314 18, UFT315 18, UFT316 18, UFT317 
15, UFT318 19, UFT319 19, UFT320 14, UFT322 18, UFT323 17, UFT324 27, UFT325 21, UFT326 
15, UFT327 15, UFT328 23, UFT329 20, UFT330 17, UFT331 27, UFT332 18, UFT333 18, UFT334 
13, UFT335 15, UFT336 17, UFT337 13, UFT338 18, UFT339 17, UFT340 19, UFT341 20, UFT342 
23, UFT343 20, UFT344 23, UFT345 10 to date in May 1016. Buenos Aires Social Services Argentina 
Essay 40 (Sp); University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT288, UFT345; College of Information 
Sciences and Technology Pennsylvania State University UFT71; United States Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory UFT175; San Francisco Internet Archives spidering; Canadian Association of 
Cardiovascular Prevention and Rehabilitation general; Open Access Internet Service Bellingham 
Washington State; University of Cambridge UFT88; Mathematics Imperial College London UFT215. 
Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for May 2016.

on Daily Report 12/6/16

Keywords: “Velocity Curve Whirlpool     Galaxy”
May 13, 2016 

This brings up UFT198 as the first site of the first page of Google out of 12,400 results, ahead of 
wikipedia. We are probably out impacting Wiki across several areas of physics and chemistry, and have
been for some years. Obviously ECE and ECE2 have been accepted as the new physics, de facto. Many
congratulations to all staffs! I noted that on the third or fourth pages of Google there is an allusion to a 
“burping black hole” generated by the velocity curve of a whirlpool galaxy. I assume that this is an 
Aberdeen Angus that has eaten too much clover, and is lying on its back in the field, using a telescope. 
We once had to get a vet to spike such a cow, and a huge amount of hot air came out. The standard 
model of physics looks more than a little crazy, or a joke coined by Fred Hoyle, a huge amount of hot 
air. All this stuff is fed to school children, who smile and look at AIAS / UPITEC.

on Keywords: “Velocity Curve Whirlpool Galaxy”
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Analysis of UFT324 for March     2016
May 13, 2016 

This is the most popular of the ECE2 papers. In March 2016 9.990 megabytes of the English language 
version were downloaded and 24.355 megabytes of the Spanish language version. The former version 
in this paper is all double spaced, A4, twelve point, with handwritten equations. One printed page made
up of 12 point, A4 single spaced occupies 3.646 kilobytes, so it is estimated that one printed page of 
UFT324 occupies about 1.5 kilobytes at most, because of spaces introduced by the handwritten 
equations. So this gives 6,660 printed pages downloaded in March off www.aias.us. The Spanish 
language version is single spaced, A4, 12 point, with handwritten equations, so one page occupies 
about 3.0 kilobytes, again allowing for spaces introduced by the handwritten equations. This gives 
16,237 printed pages downloaded of the Spanish version. This is a total of 22,897 printed pages of 
UFT324 downloaded in March 2016 from www.aias.us. From combined sites www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org this total is increased by 60% , giving a rate of 439,622 printed pages downloaded per 
year of UFT324. There are 32 ECE2 papers to date, so this gives 14,067,904 printed pages downloaded
every year for the complete set of ECE2 papers. Say ten million printed pages per year at a 
conservative estimate. No conventional publisher can match this. The downloading takes place 
manually, by site downloading and by spidering of various kinds, but the end result is the same, the 
papers are eventually studied all over the world. So in one year, the ECE2 papers have generated ten 
million printed pages at the least.

on Analysis of UFT324 for March 2016

Description of the Newlands     Estate
May 13, 2016 

The attached conveyance history was prepared by Robert Craven, barrister at law, on my behalf. It 
shows that William Newlands purchased 30 perches of land in 1897 and another 13.5 perches in 1926. 
The 30 perches have been registered at the Land Registry Wales as 48 and 50 Rhyddwen Road, 
approximately 15 perches each. The 13.5 perches is made up of all the land between the south east 
boundary of 50 Rhyddwen Road and the fence owned by Hubert Jones. These 13.5 perches have never 
been conveyed out of the Newlands Estate, and have always been owned by the Newlands Estate. The 
ownership of the 13.5 perches is determined by the law of inheritance. William Newlands died without 
making a will in 1933. The 13.5 perches were inherited in equal parts by his two daughters, my 
grandmother Martha Jane Jones and my great aunt Sarah Maude Hopkin. Thereafter the ownership 
descended to the son and daughter of Martha Jane Jones, William M. Jones and Mary Evans, in equal 
parts, because she died without making a will, and to Marbeth Williams, the only daughter of Sarah 
Maude Hopkin. Mary Evans died without making a will, and the 13.5 perches are now owned by my 
sister Gwenydd and myself, Lynwen nee Jones and Huw Jones, the son and daughter of William M. 
Jones, and Ellis Williams, the only son of Marbeth Williams. So there are five owners of this land – the 
Newlands Estate. It is clear that Ellis Williams was never in sole ownership, or any kind of ownership, 
and tried to sell land he did not own. I objected to this very strongly. There are people trespassing at 
present on the 13.5 perches and have repeatedly refused to move. The garage on this land is a corporeal
hereditament owned by the entire Newlands Estate, never by Cen Williams or Ellis Williams, who were
allowed to use the garage by permission of the Newlands Estate. It can be proven that Ellis Williams 
falsely claimed that this land was “gifted” to his father by the Philips Estate. A Deed of 1929 proves 
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that this claim is false because it defines the boundary between the two estates as the wire fence behind 
the garage. This boundary is the same as that marked by Land Registry Wales. Ellis Williams tried to 
register this land without the knowledge of the rest of the Newlands Estate. This is deceptive and 
unlawful. My objection to this has been accepted and the matter will go to a Lands Tribunal. Until then 
all squatters and trespassers are requested yet again not to park cars on these 13.5 perches. It is 
prolonged trespass on the Newlands Estate. I am the senior member of the Newlands Estate and the 
only frontiger. Swansea County Council has advised applying for a traffic regulation order to stop 
squatting and trespass and the Lands Tribunal will be made aware of all this trespass and hostile 
conduct and also of all traffic violations on Rhyddwen Road. My solicitors advised me that I purchased
the so called “disputed” land in 1993. By attempting an adverse possession, the squatters from 48 
Rhyddwen Road have admitted that they do not own the land. The hate mail crime currently being 
investigated will also be put before the Judge at the Lands Tribunal as part of the background to my 
objection. This is a very serious offence because I am a Civil List Pensioner appointed directly by the 
Head of State. It will been condemned outright internationally because I am one of the most well 
known of scientists and an internationalist and humanist. If the offender is identified and charged I will 
press for a prison sentence and a restraining order.

cc Trustees, Newlands Family Trust
.

adeedsconveyancehistory.pdf

on Description of the Newlands Estate

Corrected Proofs of Marquis Who’s Who in the World 
2016,     VIP27507681
May 13, 2016 

Many thanks for this reply. The updates are as follows:

1) In 2015 two books were published:
a) M. W. Evans, “The Book of Scientometrics” (New Generation, London, 2015, open source as 
UFT307 on www.aias.us).
b) Myron Evans “Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry” (New Generation, London, 2015, open source 
above my coat of arms on www.aias.us).

2) In 2016 we plan to publish a monograph:
M. W. Evans, H. Eckardt, D. W. Lindstrom and S. J. Crothers, (New Generation, London, in prep., 
open source as UFT281 to UFT288 on www.aias.us).

3) Numerous new scientific papers in English and Spanish have been published in the UFT section of 
www.aias.us from May 2015 to May 2016 and also on www.upitec.org.

4) We carried out an analysis showing that the equivalent of 500 to 1000 million printed pages of our 
work has been read from www.aias.us and www.upitec.org since 2002.

5) Nominations were made for the Wolf Prize, Dirac Medal, and Copley Medal of the Royal Society.

Cordially,

Myron Evans
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In a message dated 13/05/2016 12:27:51 GMT Daylight Time, World@marquiswhoswho.com writes:

Good morning –

Our company has gone through some changes, and we do not know at this time when we 
will be sending the official update forms out. Please let me know if you currently have 
changes to make to your biography, and I can e-mail you a copy of it.

Thank you.

Alison C. Perruso

Marquis Who’s Who

Managing Editor

alison.perruso

www.marquiswhoswho.com

on Corrected Proofs of Marquis Who’s Who in the World 2016, VIP27507681

Implementing the Spin Connection in precession     Theory
May 13, 2016 

The field equations of UFT318 contain the spin connection. To date it has not been used so its 
implementation may lead to interesting results. The gravitomagnetostatic field equations would then 
be:

del omega = 0
curl omega = kappa x omega = (4 pi G / c squared) J

on Implementing the Spin Connection in precession Theory

Note 346(4): Gravitomagnetic Theory of the Perihelion 
Precession of the     …
May 13, 2016 

Greatly appreciated as ever. It has become obvious even to contemporaries that we are forging a new 
enlightenmnent, sparks flying off the anvil.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 12/05/2016 17:03:30 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Note 346(4): Gravitomagnetic Theory of the Perihelion Precession of the Earth

I will probably go through notes 3 and 4 on Saturday because we have a working day in our
group tomorrow.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/13/note-3464-gravitomagnetic-theory-of-the-perihelion-precession-of-the/
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Horst

Am 12.05.2016 um 13:03 schrieb EMyrone:

The perihelion precession is given by Eqs. (1) to (4) in terms of an angular 
momentum L. In this note it is assumed that this is the angular momentum of 
the sun as seen from the earth. This assumption gives a reasonably good 
agreement in the rough approximation theta = 0 and assuming a circular orbit in
the first approximation. An exact description of any perihelion precession inside
or outside the solar system can be obtained using these simple equations and an 
effective L. Similarly the geodetic precession of the earth as seen from Gravity 
Probe B is described by the same equations, using the orbital angular 
momentum of the earth as seen from Gravity Probe B. The Lense Thirring 
precession of the earth about the sun is due to the spin angular momentum of 
the sun about its own axis. The Lense Thirring precession of Gravity Probe B in
polar orbit around the earth is due to the spin angular momentum of the earth 
about its own axis (UFT345). This theory has a satisfactory simplicity and self 
consistency. It is the Lorentz covariant ECE2 theory in a space with finite 
torsion and curvature. This theory has generated many millions of printed page 
readings in only a year. It can be made to be as precise as the Einstein theory, 
but the latter is completely wrong, the torsion is missing from the Einstein 
theory. In contrast ECE2 is based on a rigorously correct geometry. Any correct 
geometry must always have finite torsion, otherwise both torsion and curvature 
vanish, and we are left with a vacuum – the ECE2 vacuum.

UFT88 Read at Ecole Normale Superieure     Lyon
May 13, 2016 

ENS Lyon is considered to be one of the three most prestigious universities (grandes ecoles) in France, 
along with ENS in Paris and the Ecole Polytechnique. It is highly selective and has four hundred post 
graduates, founded in 1888. It is ranked 1385 in the world by webometrics (with its emphasis on web 
presence), 201 – 250 in the world by Times and 201 – 300 in the world by Shanghai. UFT88 was 
studied in ENS Paris a week or so ago and it has generated five million printed page readings since it 
was published in 2007. So it is a classic paper by any historic standards and signals the end of the 
Einstein era in gravitational physics among the elite and avant garde, such as those in the Ecoles 
Normales Superieures in France and Scuola Normale Superiore in Pisa and indeed all the leading 
universities in the world. The scientometrics of www.aias.us and www.upitec.org show this beyond 
reasonable doubt and in a 100% objective and scientific manner. UFT88 corrects the famous second 
Bianchi identity for torsion. The original identity was inferred at SNS Pisa by Bianchi in 1902, and 
perhaps by Ricci in 1885. The obsolete 1915 Einstein field equation was based directly on it. It is well 
known and accepted by now that no torsion means no curvature, the geometry collapses to that of a 
vacuum. So the Einstein theory is basically wrong, and only gives an illusion of precision, and then 
only in the solar system, where corrections to Newton are very tiny. In a whirlpool galaxy both Einstein
and Newton fail completely to describe the observed velocity curve, whereas ECE2 succeeds well in 

http://www.upitec.org/
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describing the velocity curve of a whirlpool galaxy. It follows that there is no dark matter, no black 
holes, there was no big bang and all that. In fact Prof. Sir Fred Hoyle coined the words “big bang” as a 
joke and resigned from Cambridge to work in Cardiff. UFT88 developed into UFT99, UFT109, and 
UFT313, catalyzing the ECE2 series UFT313-UFT320, UFT322 – UFT345, papers which have 
generated several million printed page readings in only a year. There has been no objection to any of 
these papers by the obsolete standard modellers, whose teachings are clearly being rejected by the 
contemporary elite. It follows that wikipedia in physics is also being rejected by the elite and avant 
garde. Wikipedia launched a venomous attack on ECE in its earlier years, the howler of the twenty first 
century to date. It will echo down the years like a wolf in the Arctic.

on UFT88 Read at Ecole Normale Superieure Lyon

Daily Report 11/6/16
May 13, 2016 

The equivalent of 282,227 printed pages was downloaded during the day (1.029 gigabytes) from 3,242 
downloaded memory files (hits) and 596 distinct visits each averaging 4.2 memory pages and 21 
minutes, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Top ten items 605, Collected ECE2 558, 
Collected Evans / Morris 363, Collected scientometrics 252, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 125, F3(Sp) 
101, Collected Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 90, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 77, 
UFT88 66, Principles of ECE 65, Autobiography volumes one and two 63, UFT311 49, Evans 
Equations 47, Engineering Model 40, CEFE 38, UFT321 22, Llais 19, Self charging inverter 19, Three 
world records by MWE 14, List of prolific authors 10, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 9, UFT313 21, UFT314
18, UFT315 18, UFT316 18, UFT317 15, UFT318 17, UFT319 17, UFT320 13, UFT322 17, UFT323 
17, UFT324 27, UFT325 20, UFT326 13, UFT327 14, UFT328 17, UFT329 19, UFT330 16, UFT331 
25, UFT332 17, UFT333 17, UFT334 14, UFT335 12, UFT336 17, UFT337 13, UFT338 17, UFT339 
19, UFT340 17, UFT341 20, UFT342 22, UFT343 19, UFT344 21, UFT 345 8 to date in May 2016. 
National University of La Plata Argentina Essay 57(Sp); University of Havana Cuba F3(Sp); College of
Information Sciences and Technology Pennsylvania State University UFT82; University of California 
Los Angeles UFT146; Ecole Normale Superieure Lyon UFT88; San Francisco Internet Archives, 
spidering and CEFE; Edu System Pakistan UFT2. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file 
attached for May 2016.

on Daily Report 11/6/16

The Key Conveyance of     1933
May 12, 2016 

This took place on 4/10/1933. The land of 48 and 50 Rhyddwen Road as presently registered in the 
Land Registry Wales was conveyed respectively to Sarah Maude Hopkin and my grandmother, Martha 
Jane Jones, the two daughters of William Newlands who died without making a will in 1933. The 13.5 
perches of roadway, all the area between the present hedges, including the “disputed” land, was NOT 
conveyed, it became the joint property of the two sisters. The roadway descended to the five great 
grandchildren of Willaim Newlands, of whom I am the eldest. There are no other living members of the
Newlands Estate. A small wedge of the roadway is in “dispute”, but this is purely because of a false 
claim by Ellis Williams that the land was “gifted” to this father Cen by the Philips Estate (10 Mountain 
Road). Such a false claim is illegal. No one from nos 48 and 65 Rhyddwen Road, or anywhere else, has
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the right to interfere with or park on the land of the Newlands Estate. This matter has been studied very
carefully in great detail by expert solicitors and barrister at law.

adeedsconveyancehistory.pdf

on The Key Conveyance of 1933

Problem of Trespass on Mountain     Road
May 12, 2016 

Swansea County Council has indicated that the Newlands Estate owns the entire width of Mountain 
Road, hedge to hedge, from the junction with Rhyddwen Road to the wire fence behind the garage. 
This is an area of 13.5 perches and as the attached conveyance history shows, prepared by Robert 
Craven Barrister at law, it was conveyed to my great grandfather William Newlands in 1926. There is 
no evidence that this roadway has ever been conveyed legally out of the Newlands Estate. Parking on 
this road is hereby prohibited in my capacity both as frontager and member of the Newlands Estate. 
Note carefully that the roadway is not in dispute. I sent the Council the entire set of Deeds to prove this.
The Police have indicated to me that they are not authorized to interfere in my maintenance of the road,
neither is anyone else. If people make false complaints to the police they are in breach of the law – it is 
false accusation. To define the legal situation google “Unadopted Road Parking”, third site, Hyndburn 
Borough Council. A frontager has right of access to an unadopted road and is responsible for its 
maintenance. All of Mountain Road is unadopted. There is no automatic right to park on Mountain 
Road without a frontager’s permission. The Council indicated that I may apply for a traffic regulation 
order to prevent parking on the road surface, so may all the frontagers. This road has always been 
owned by the Newlands Estate. Ellis Williams falsely claimed that it had been owned by the Philips 
Estate. An extant Deed of 1929 proves that it was not. This Deed will be placed before a Lands 
Tribunal. No one has the right to interfere with my construction of a fence along the side of the road 
surface, on land owned by the Newlands Estate. No one has the right to park on my tarmac drive. As 
the attached map shows, the tarmac drive is part of my land registered at the Land Registry Wales. This
is not in dispute. My workers attempted to put up a chain and posts on the drive, on my land, but were 
harassed by neighbours at 65 and 48 Rhyddwen Road. Next time I will ask the police to be present 
while the posts or bollards begin to be put up. Recently people have even trespassed on my tarmac 
drive, and I want to put up two or three collapsible bollards on the tarmac. This tarmac is indisputably 
my land as the attached map shows. I never park on someone else’s land, never park too close to a 
junction, and never park on pavements. As Armiger I am particularly responsible for upholding the law.
Every citizen must uphold the law. If people do not like the law ask Parliament to change it. Do not 
harass fellow citizens. Recently, stones were stolen from the boundary of the road, and this is theft of 
private property. Fortunately I found them and stored them.

adeedsconveyancehistory.pdf

adeedsresurvey1.pdf

on Problem of Trespass on Mountain Road

FOR POSTING: Final Version of UFT344 Sections 1 and     2
May 12, 2016 
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This final version makes it clear that the precession in UFT344 was calculated at the rim of the sun, 
using the radius R. The correct value of the perihelion precession of the earth is (Marion and Thornton) 
0.05 arcseconds a year. The final version of the calculation of the perihelion precession from 
gravitomagnetism has just been given in Note 346(4). These precession papers are already among the 
most read of the ECE2 series. The Lense Thirring precession of the earth about the sun has also been 
calculated in Notes for UFT346. It is very tiny, but in a fast spinning pulsar it is easily measurable and 
well known (see recent UFT papers).

a344thpaper.pdf

a344thpapernotes1.pdf

a344thpapernotes2.pdf

a344thpapernotes3.pdf

a344thpapernotes4.pdf

a344thpapernotes5.pdf

on FOR POSTING: Final Version of UFT344 Sections 1 and 2

Note 346(4): Gravitomagnetic Theory of the Perihelion 
Precession of the     Earth
May 12, 2016 

The perihelion precession is given by Eqs. (1) to (4) in terms of an angular momentum L. In this note it
is assumed that this is the angular momentum of the sun as seen from the earth. This assumption gives 
a reasonably good agreement in the rough approximation theta = 0 and assuming a circular orbit in the 
first approximation. An exact description of any perihelion precession inside or outside the solar system
can be obtained using these simple equations and an effective L. Similarly the geodetic precession of 
the earth as seen from Gravity Probe B is described by the same equations, using the orbital angular 
momentum of the earth as seen from Gravity Probe B. The Lense Thirring precession of the earth about
the sun is due to the spin angular momentum of the sun about its own axis. The Lense Thirring 
precession of Gravity Probe B in polar orbit around the earth is due to the spin angular momentum of 
the earth about its own axis (UFT345). This theory has a satisfactory simplicity and self consistency. It 
is the Lorentz covariant ECE2 theory in a space with finite torsion and curvature. This theory has 
generated many millions of printed page readings in only a year. It can be made to be as precise as the 
Einstein theory, but the latter is completely wrong, the torsion is missing from the Einstein theory. In 
contrast ECE2 is based on a rigorously correct geometry. Any correct geometry must always have finite
torsion, otherwise both torsion and curvature vanish, and we are left with a vacuum – the ECE2 
vacuum.

a346thpapernotes4.pdf

on Note 346(4): Gravitomagnetic Theory of the Perihelion Precession of the Earth

Proofing the First Four Chapters of     PECE
May 12, 2016 
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The typesetting is really excellent and I can find only five errors:

1) Eq. (4.40), (T) on RHS (my error).
2) RHS of Eq. (4.63), psi missing on the right, outside the brackets.
3) Eq. (4.140), m bold sub D.
4) Eq. (4.185), missing dr in the integral.
5) Following Eq. (4.254), “Hamilton” for “Hamlilton”.

The extra figures and tables increase the value of the text. The papers UFT175 and UFT177 are already
classics, on the quantum Hamilton and quantum force equations and definitive refutation of the 
indeterminacy principle. Their pages have been read several million times without objection. So the 
teachings of standard physics are rejected as they occur by a vast Invisible College recorded in the 
scientometrics. Francis Bacon contributed to the original Invisible College, the precursor to the 
enlightenment of the seventeenth century, and the Royal Society.

on Proofing the First Four Chapters of PECE

Typeset “Principles of ECE     theory”
May 12, 2016 

Many thanks indeed to all concerned, Horst Eckardt, Steve Bannister, Alex Hill and the two volunteer 
typesetters in Muenich. I will go through it carefully and proof it and ask when Steve’s contribution 
will be ready. He is welcome to add material of his own choice, including already prepared material to 
save him time. If he has the time and resources, Alex Hill can proceed to a Spanish translation. After 
proofing I will ask Dave Burleigh to post this preliminary version, and when the typescript is ready I 
will cover the costs of having it published in a joint venture. Copies can be sent by the publisher to 
some colleagues and the two National Libraries in London and Aberystwyth. Our very powerful 
publishing method will mean that few book copies will be sold, but will also mean a vast open source 
readership of avant garde physics.

Thanks again!

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 11/05/2016 15:13:02 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Principles of ECE theory

All chapters of the book have been typeset. Currently I am doing a full
check and will add some tables and graphics eventually. I am sending
over the chapters 1, 2, 3 and 5. The numbering of chapter 5 will change
automatically after chapter 4 has been inserted. I added a bit material
in chapter 5. Please do the final proofreading.

Please check if the bibliography is o.k. I found it from typesetting of
colleagues and removed references not related to this book. Or send me a
new list. There is often a reference to [1-10] so it would be good if 10
basic ECE references would remain.

What about the contribution of Stephen Crothers? Could you invite him to
contribute a chapter? It would be good if he could finish it in

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/12/typeset-principles-of-ece-theory/


reasonable time. Concerning formatting I will contact him then.

The whole book will be below 400 pages so the size is reasonable. This
is an open source project but I spent some significant money for
typesetting. So if there is any chance for selling e few exemplars I
would be glad to get back a part of these costs. If not it’s o.k. too.
But you colleagues need not pay me anything

Horst

PECE.pdf

on Typeset “Principles of ECE theory”

UFT88 Read at National Central University     Taiwan
May 12, 2016 

UFT88 has been read twice in recent days at NCU Taiwan, by staff and students. It is ranked 330 in the 
world by Webometrics and 401-500 in the world by Shanghai rankings. It has about 12,000 students 
and was founded in 1915, with roots in mainland China back to 258 A. D. in Nanking. In an analysis of
May 9th 2016 on this blog, an accurate estimate was made of the number of times UFT88 has been 
read since it was written, between June 15th and Sept. 14th. 2007 – five million printed pages, about 
half a million papers of eleven printed pages each, without a single objection. UFT88 introduces 
torsion into the second Bianchi identity and into gravitational physics and has been developed into 
UFT313, the Jacobi Cartan Evans (JCE) identity, introducing ECE2 theory (UFT313 – UFT320, 
UFT322 – UFT345 to date). The ECE2 gravitational field equations are Lorentz covariant in a space 
with finite torsion and curvature, unifying special and general relativity. Several million printed pages 
of the ECE2 series have been read in the last year or so, again without objection. Readings take place at
the best universities in the world and the scientometrics show that they will continue into the indefinite 
future in Prof. Emeritus Alwyn van der Merwe’s “post Einsteinian paradigm shift”. This is ECE and 
ECE2, the great paradigm shift of early twenty first century physics, now recognized throughout the 
world.

on UFT88 Read at National Central University Taiwan

Daily Report 10/6/16
May 12, 2016 

The equivalent of 220,363 printed pages was downloaded during the day (803.443 megabytes) from 
3476 memory files downloaded (hits) and 553 distinct visits each averaging 5.1 memory pages and 17 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 63.40, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten items 552, Collected ECE2 papers 474, Collected Evans / Morris 330(est), Collected 
scientometrics 238, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 105, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 79, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 76, UFT88 60, Autobiography volumes one and two 56, UFT311 49, 
Evans Equations 40, Engineering Model 35, CEFE 34, UFT321 18, Llais 18, Self charging inverter 18, 
Three world records by MWE 10, List of prolific authors 9, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 9, UFT313 19, 
UFT314 17, UFT315 16, UFT316 14, UFT317 13, UFT318 16, UFT319 15, UFT320 13, UFT322 16, 
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UFT323 15, UFT324 21, UFT325 18, UFT326 11, UFT327 12, UFT328 20, UFT329 12, UFT330 12, 
UFT331 19, UFT332 14, UFT333 13, UFT334 13, UFT335 12, UFT336 16, UFT337 10, UFT338 14, 
UFT339 12, UFT340 17, UFT341 16, UFT342 18, UFT343 15, UFT344 16, UFT345 3 to date in May 
2016. Ministry of Defence Australian Government UFT149, Site download from 173.192.34 
(unknown), Iowa State University general; College of Information Sciences and Technology 
Pennsylvania State University UFT11, UFT79; Physics University of Vermont UFT257; Umea 
University Sweden UFT235; Students National Central University Taiwan UFT88; University of 
Edinburgh UFT155, UFT160. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for May 2016.

Work of Dave Burleigh and others for     www.aias.us
May 12, 2016 

Pleasure, your work at Annexa is of key importance to avant garde physics: site maintenance, posting 
and above all, feedback software and maintenance. It has all been done voluntarily since early 2007. 
The work of Bob Gray, Sean MacLachlan, Horst Echardt, Giovanni Giacchetta and others was also of 
great importance in setting up www.aias.us, the Omnia Opera and blog. Last but not least, Alex Hill has
done a very large amount of translation and broadcasting work, and of course Robert Cheshire has done
a great deal of broadcasting work. All of this has been a voluntary international effort that has resulted 
in a vast readership of the sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org from the best universities in the 
world. Both sites are archived on www.archive.org, the Wayback Machine, and www.aias.us on 
www.webarchive.org.uk from the National Library of Wales.

In a message dated 11/05/2016 22:54:48 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Thanks, sounds good

Dave

On 5/11/2016 10:11 AM, EMyrone wrote:

I think that things are alright now. If it happens again just keep the excess. It is 
the least I can do for all your hard work. I will phone the bank tomorrow and 
ask them to fix the error.

on Work of Dave Burleigh and others for www.aias.us

LENR gets US Congress’     attention
May 11, 2016 

Many thanks to Steve Bannister, this is indeed good news! To talk about matters at length in a kind of 
AIAS conference, skype is always possible. I am myron.evans50 on skype. Also, UFT311 is being 
heavily studied and that is also a major breakthrough. The success of AIAS / UPITEC is overwhelming,
so congratulations to all!

In a message dated 11/05/2016 11:59:38 GMT Daylight Time, steve.bannister@gmail.com writes:
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Dear Myron. It appears LENR may start to get the attention of governments that can do 
something about it, as in the US Department of Defense:

http://www.e-catworld.com/2016/05/11/us-secretary-of-defense-directed-to-provide-a-
briefing-on-lenr-to-the-us-house-armed-services-committee/

Very best,

Steve 

on LENR gets US Congress’ attention

346(3): Lense Thirring Precession of the Earth about the     Sun
May 11, 2016 

This is calculated using the methods of UFT345 to be 3.741 ten power minus eight arcseconds a year. 
From Marion and Thornton the earth’s perihelion precession is 0.05 plus or minus 0.01 arcseconds a 
year. So the perihelion precession is given by Eq. (1) of this note with a much larger angular 
momentum L than that of the sun’s own spin, once every 27 days. Therefore the perihelion precession 
is similar to the geodetic precession as calculated in UFT345. In other words the perihelion precession 
in ECE2 gravitomagnetostatics is due to the sun as a gravitating object and not due to the spin of the 
sun as in the Lense Thirring effect.

a346thpapernotes3.pdf

on 346(3): Lense Thirring Precession of the Earth about the Sun

The Troll “Aaron     Vee”
May 11, 2016 

Many thanks! I agree, his associates and himself are trolling and face up to two years in prison if found 
guilty. Parliament should increase this to life in prison. They face up to life in prison for making death 
threats, evidence collected and sent to the police Hate Crime Unit. The psychology of trolls is such that 
they like responses, so I just ignore them completely. The effect of this obnoxious site on science is 
zero but in my opinion this type of crime must be stopped. This is also the opinion of the Police 
Commissioner Wales, Rt. Hon. Alun Michael. They attack and electronically beat up any new 
correspondent. New laws are needed to make carriers like WordPress responsible for making death 
threats, and to give the authorities powers to find hate blog owners using counter terrorist methods, to 
charge them, and shut down the blog. I know that this blog has instigated violence on a local level here.
They have been shadowing my world famous blog for two or three years, which is aggravated 
harassment, stalking, threatening conduct and hate crime, enough for many years in prison.

In a message dated 10/05/2016 20:40:10 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

I’ve just found the blog.. haha. He’s already posted this correspondence!

He seems like a miserable person. I guess thats what you’d expect from someone who hides
behind a pseudonym.
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https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/a346thpapernotes3.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/11/3463-lense-thirring-precession-of-the-earth-about-the-sun/
http://www.e-catworld.com/2016/05/11/us-secretary-of-defense-directed-to-provide-a-briefing-on-lenr-to-the-us-house-armed-services-committee/
http://www.e-catworld.com/2016/05/11/us-secretary-of-defense-directed-to-provide-a-briefing-on-lenr-to-the-us-house-armed-services-committee/


– Best of Luck!
John

Sent: Tue, May 10, 2016 12:00 am
Subject: The Troll “Aaron Vee”

Yes, the same person, suspected of being the owner of a vicious troll blog that has been 
reported to the hate crime unit of the police at Neath. He was also the instigator of a hate 
petition which he signed “Aaron Vee”, and which attacked my Civil List Pension, awarded 
directly by Queen Elizabeth II, the British Head of State from the Parliamentary Civil List. 
The hate petition was removed from view by it publishers and was signed by only two 
scientists: Peter Atkins and Waldyr Rodrigues. It was a very ignorant affair because a Civil 
List Pension can never be removed. It is a token of gratitude by the Head of State and 
countries of Britain for most distinguished service, in my case to science. The hate blog 
was signed by Phil Owen of Mawr Development Trust. Rodrigues has been associated in 
the past with Albert Reda, now serving a prison sentence for fraud. I think there were only 
six signatures after two years before it was removed. The hate petition is trolling and 
harassment so the signatories could and should be charged, because hate crime in the past 
has resulted in manslaughter or murder by driving unfortunate victims to suicide. The New 
Zealand Prime Minister stepped in after one such incident in Australia. Trolling in teh law 
of England and Wales now carries up to two years in prison. The hate blog suspected to be 
authorded by “Aaron Vee” contains thousands of hate e mails and veiled death threats. The 
evidence has been sent to the police hate crime unit, asking for an investigation. The author 
could be found by cooperation with the FBI because it is hosted by a U. S. company, 
WordPress of California. “Aaron Vee” is almost certainly British and after some detective 
work I found that he had been associated with UW Aberystwyth, physics at one point. The 
Einstein Cartan Evans (ECE and ECE2) unified field theories have been read about five 
hundred million to a thousand million times since 2002 off www.aias.su and 
www.upitec.org. So the trolls have, of course, been ignored by the professional colleagues 
worldwide. The Police Commissioner for Wales, Rt. Hon. Alun Michael, advised me that 
hate crime sent by trolls is punishable in the same way as hate crime sent by letter.

cc Prime Minister’s Office,
Byron Davies, M. P.,Gower,
Alun Michael.
Neath Hate Crime Unit.
In a message dated 09/05/2016 23:41:39 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

I came across your website while looking for the name Aaron Vee.

I’m wondering if the same person who was after you is also the person 
chastising Laithwaite in this youtube video…

You can read in the comments section his little rant our back and forth.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KnNUTOxHoto

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KnNUTOxHoto
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.su/


At any rate. I was looking into gyro’s as part of some ideas I’ve come across 
regarding the Ether Model. I’ll admit I’m just a layperson with an interest in 
Physics. But I do like to read up on it in my spare time.

You may or may not find this site fun – https://debunkingrelativity.com/

and also a weird unification theory that has some interesting ideas. –

http://www.seekingmedia.com.au/news.php?newsid=573

Best of luck on your unification quest!
John

on The Troll “Aaron Vee”

FOR POSTING: UFT345 sections 1 and     2
May 11, 2016 

Many thanks! These latest precession papers are already very popular.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 10/05/2016 17:33:18 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: UFT345 sections 1 and 2

Done today with section 3

Dave

On 5/5/2016 1:42 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This is UFT345 Sections 1 and 2 on the ECE2 theory of the Lense Thirring and 
geodetic precessions. Section 3 by Horst Eckardt will show how exact 
agreement with Gravity Probe B can be obtained with an averaging procedure 
for the Lense Thirring precession, and will also develop the geodetic precession
calculation with computer algebra to obtain as close an agreement with data as 
possible. So this is another triumph for ECE2, and in fact this paper is the first 
mathematically correct explanation of the Lense Thirring and geodetic 
precessions, using finite torsion and curvature in a Lorentz covariant theory. 
The obsolete Einstein theory is not used of course. By now ECE2 can produce 
everything formerly attributed to Einstein and in addition can produce the 
velocity curve of a whirlpool galaxy, where Einstein fails completely, and so 
does Newton. So logically ECE2 is the new physics and cosmology. What is 
more, this claim of mine is widely accepted at the best universities. We know 
this from our well known scientometrics over more than twelve years daily.

on FOR POSTING: UFT345 sections 1 and 2

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/11/for-posting-uft345-sections-1-and-2-2/
http://www.seekingmedia.com.au/news.php?newsid=573
https://debunkingrelativity.com/


Daily Report 9/5/16
May 11, 2016 

The equivalent of 222,134 printed pages was downloaded during the day (809.902 megabytes) from 
3230 downloaded memory files (hits) and 519 distinct visits, each averaging 4.4 memory pages and 22 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 68.77, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten items 479, Collected ECE2 399, Collected Evans / Morris 297, Collected scientometrics
214, F3(Sp) 85, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 85, Collected Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 
76, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 67, UFT88 50, Autobiography volumes one and two 45, Principles 
of ECE 42, CEFE 30, Engineering Model 26, Evans Equations 25, UFT311 24, Llais 15, Self charging 
inverter 14, Three world records 10, List of prolific authors 8, UFT321 7, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 6, 
UFT313 15, UFT314 12, UFT315 14, UFT316 13, UFT317 12, UFT318 13, UFT319 10, UFT320 12, 
UFT322 12, UFT323 12, UFT324 18, UFT325 16, UFT326 10, UFT327 10, UFT328 16, UFT329 16, 
UFT330 11, UFT331 18, UFT332 13, UFT333 10, UFT334 10, UFT335 8, UFT336 15, UFT337 9, 
UFT338 13, UFT339 8, UFT340 14, UFT341 15, UFT342 17, UFT343 13, UFT344 14 to date in May 
2016. Miami University Oxford Ohio UFT11; College of Information Sciences and Technology 
Pennsylvania State University UFT74; Pip Nicholas-Davies, University College of Wales Aberystwyth 
UFT25; University of Bath UFT25, University of Edinburgh UFT139, 145; University of Manchester 
UFT230; University of Warwick Marquis Entry, Autobiography volumes one and two, Gwaith Athro 
Myron Evans. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for May 2016.

on Daily Report 9/5/16

Complaint against Ioan     Richard
May 10, 2016 

Thank you in turn.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 10/05/2016 08:58:45 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: RE: Complaint against Ioan Richard

Dear Mr Evans,

Thank you for your email, which has been passed to the Review Manager for his attention.

Complaints Advice Team
Public Services Ombudsman for Wales
1 Ffordd yr Hen Gae
Pencoed
CF35 5LJ

Telephone/Ffôn: 01656 641150
Fax/Ffacs: 01656 641199
Email/Ebost: ask@ombudsman-wales.org.uk 

on Complaint against Ioan Richard

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/10/complaint-against-ioan-richard-2/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/11/daily-report-9516/


FOR POSTING: Section 3 of paper     345
May 10, 2016 

This is again an excellent section by Horst Eckardt, full of interest, and the result he obtains for the 
Lense Thirring effect is essentially exact agreement with Gravity Probe B, because the reported 
experimental uncertainty is 19%. The agreement is satisfactory for the geodetic precession bearing in 
mind that it is not known very clearly how NASA / Stanford resolved the two effects experimentally. 
The moment of inertia method used for the earth is impressive, and can be adopted for UFT346. Every 
single paper in the ECE2 series will eventually be read hundreds of thousands of times. The same is 
true of over three thousand items on www.aias.us. There has been a general rejection therefore, not 
only of some bad parts of the standard physics, but also of the obsolete and repressive regime that tried 
to prohibit new thought and publication. This rejection always happens in the history of ideas.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 09/05/2016 20:47:55 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Section 3 of paper 345

I finished section 3. I applied an improved method for calculating the
moment of inertia for the earth. This gives very good conformance of the
Lense Thirring effect with the experimental value.

Horst 

paper345-3.pdf

on FOR POSTING: Section 3 of paper 345

The Troll “Aaron     Vee”
May 10, 2016 

Yes, the same person, suspected of being the owner of a vicious troll blog that has been reported to the 
hate crime unit of the police at Neath. He was also the instigator of a hate petition which he signed 
“Aaron Vee”, and which attacked my Civil List Pension, awarded directly by Queen Elizabeth II, the 
British Head of State from the Parliamentary Civil List. The hate petition was removed from view by 
its publishers and was signed by only two scientists: Peter Atkins and Waldyr Rodrigues. It was a very 
ignorant affair because a Civil List Pension can never be removed. It is a token of gratitude by the Head
of State and countries of Britain for most distinguished service, in my case to science. The hate blog 
was signed by Phil Owen of Mawr Development Trust. Rodrigues has been associated in the past with 
Albert Reda, now serving a prison sentence for fraud. I think there were only six signatures after two 
years before it was removed. The hate petition is trolling and harassment so the signatories could and 
should be charged, because hate crime in the past has resulted in manslaughter or murder by driving 
unfortunate victims to suicide. The New Zealand Prime Minister stepped in after one such incident in 
Australia. Trolling in the law of England and Wales now carries up to two years in prison. The hate 
blog suspected to be authored by “Aaron Vee” contains thousands of hate e mails and veiled death 
threats. The evidence has been sent to the police hate crime unit, asking for an investigation. The author
could be found by cooperation with the FBI because it is hosted by a U. S. company, WordPress of 
California. “Aaron Vee” is almost certainly British and after some detective work I found that he had 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/10/the-troll-aaron-vee/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/paper345-3.pdf
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/10/for-posting-section-3-of-paper-345/


been associated with UW Aberystwyth, physics at one point. The Einstein Cartan Evans (ECE and 
ECE2) unified field theories have been read about five hundred million to a thousand million times 
since 2002 off www.aias.us and www.upitec.org. So the trolls have, of course, been ignored by the 
professional colleagues worldwide. The Police Commissioner for Wales, Rt. Hon. Alun Michael, 
advised me that hate crime sent by trolls is punishable in the same way as hate crime sent by letter.

cc Prime Minister’s Office,
Byron Davies, M. P.,Gower,
Alun Michael.
Neath Hate Crime Unit.
In a message dated 09/05/2016 23:41:39 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

I came across your website while looking for the name Aaron Vee.

I’m wondering if the same person who was after you is also the person chastising 
Laithwaite in this youtube video…

You can read in the comments section his little rant our back and forth.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KnNUTOxHoto

At any rate. I was looking into gyro’s as part of some ideas I’ve come across regarding the 
Ether Model. I’ll admit I’m just a layperson with an interest in Physics. But I do like to read
up on it in my spare time.

You may or may not find this site fun – https://debunkingrelativity.com/

and also a weird unification theory that has some interesting ideas. –

http://www.seekingmedia.com.au/news.php?newsid=573

Best of luck on your unification quest!
John

on The Troll “Aaron Vee”

Daily Report 8/5/16
May 10, 2016 

The equivalent of 220,708 printed pages was downloaded during the day (804.702 megabytes) from 
2529 downloaded memory files (hits) and 457 distinct visits each averaging 4.7 memory pages and 22 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 87.27, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten items 467, Collected ECE2 365, Collected Evans / Morris 264, Collected scientometrics
196, Eckardt / lindstrom papers 79, F3(Sp) 78, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 71, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 57, UFT88 46, Autobiography volumes one and two 42, Evans 
Equations 39, Principles of ECE 33, CEFE 22, Llais 15, UFT321 11, Self charging inverter 11, Three 
world records by MWE 10, List of Prolific Authors 6, UFT313 14, UFT314 12, UFT315 12, UFT316 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/10/daily-report-8516/
http://www.seekingmedia.com.au/news.php?newsid=573
https://debunkingrelativity.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KnNUTOxHoto
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.su/


12, UFT317 10, UFT318 13, UFT319 10, UFT320 11, UFT322 11, UFT323 11, UFT324 17, UFT325 
12, UFT326 8, UFT327 7, UFT328 16, UFT329 12, UFT330 10, UFT331 17, UFT332 10, UFT333 9, 
UFT334 10, UFT335 8, UFT336 14, UFT337 10, UFT338 12, UFT339 8, UFT340 13, UFT341 13, 
UFT342 17, UFT343 13, UFT344 12 to date in May 2016. McGill University Canada UFT239; 
Pennsylvania State University UFT8; Autonomous University of Barcelona Essay 24; International 
Islamic University Pakistan UFT25; Umea University Sweden “Fundamental Errors in the Einstein 
Field Equation” National Central University Taiwan UFT88; University of Bath UFT25; University of 
Edinburgh UFT147,160,169; University of Manchester UFT25. Intense interest all sectors, updated 
usage file attached for May 2016.

My Right to Line Mountain Road with     Fencing
May 9, 2016 

I have the right to line the road as the frontager and owner of the road in fifth part as a member of the 
Newlands Estate. The Newlands Estate owns the disputed and (attached). I checked with the police 
today and was advised that this is a civil matter as long as there is no public disorder. We were 
measuring up the land for posts today when a small crowd of people gathered, people who have no 
business to interfere in the Newlands Estate. The police 101 call centre advised that this is an instance 
of public disorder by the crowd of people. I park my car on the Estate now to make sure that the 
squatters from 48 Rhyddwen Road have no exclusive possession. I am clearing the matter with the 
County Council and await the Lands Tribunal case. However,the attached map shows that the tarmac 
my wife and I put down, and upon which I have parked my car for years, is INSIDE the boundary of 50
Rhyddwen Road on the Land Registry map. I have the obvious right to block trespassers on this 
boundary with for example a collapsible bollard. The people at the other side of Rhyddwen Road have 
no right whatsoever to interfere in any way at all with my land or my workers, and have no right to 
park within ten metres of a junction. If they call the police on my workers they will be committing a 
public disorder, not my workers. We decided to defuse the situation today but this is the lawful 
situation.

adeedsresurvey1.pdf

on My Right to Line Mountain Road with Fencing

Complaint against Ioan     Richard
May 9, 2016 

Local Authority Ombudsman

In my recent complaint against Cllr. Richard that your senior staff are currently considering, I 
mentioned that he had called me a liar several times by driving alongside me and winding down the 
window, holding a mobile primed to dial 999. In my opinion this verges on the unbalanced. There were 
no witnesses but it is well known that the Councillor behaves like this. For example google Ioan 
Richard “e mails” to find public examples as follows.

Oct 29th 2004
“As you know the lies are lies as you lied – liar!

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/09/complaint-against-ioan-richard/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/adeedsresurvey11.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/09/my-right-to-line-mountain-road-with-fencing/


Nov 24th 2004
“The point is that you are a liar – I tell everyone you are a liar — ……… you liar”.
Feb. 4th 2005
When will you get it through your numb stupid skull that wind ….. are no choices.

These are blatant violations of the code of conduct, made against Martyn Shrewsbury. He resigned 
from the Community Council and failed abysmally to stop wind turbines. In contrast we at AIAS / 
UPITEC have devised circuits to take energy from spacetime (UFT311 on www.aias.us). Ultimately 
these circuits might replace wind turbines. So it is time for him to resign, for the sake of his own health 
if nothing else. I have no history whatsoever of verbal abuse on my blog, all is reasoned criticism and 
lawful comment. I must press for a meaningful investigation. The balance of probability is that he acted
as he did. The Ombudsman goes on balance of probability.

Myron Evans

Dr. M. W. Evans, Member of the Gentry (2008), Civil List Pensioner (2005), D. Sc. (Wales)
50 Rhyddwen Road, Craig Cefn Parc, Swansea SA6 5RA

on Complaint against Ioan Richard

Discussion of 346(1) and     346(2)
May 9, 2016 

Many thanks, this is an excellent solution.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 09/05/2016 12:00:42 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 346(1) and 346(2)

The problem has been resolved now.
The factor 1/r^3 was missing in the vector potential. The magnetic moment is constant but 
the dipole potential is not.
I compared with the solution (5.56) of Jackson and obtained the same result (only x 
component tested, but the structure is the same for all components).
The same result will appear when replacing m by the angular momentum L. We obtain a 
dipole field.

Horst

Am 09.05.2016 um 10:55 schrieb EMyrone:

These are based directly on well known magnetostatics, notably Jackson, third 
edition, Eqs. (5.55) and (5.56), in which Jackson asserts that

curl m x r = 3n(n dot m) – m

where
n = bold r / r

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/09/discussion-of-3461-and-3462-4/
http://www.aias.us/


I checked that this cannot be true if m is a constant. This is always named the 
dipole approximation. On the other hand computer algebra gives

curl omega x r = constant

as just pointed out by Dr. Horst Eckardt. The dipole approximation is basic to 
magnetostatics. The magnetic dipole moment m is R dependent as in Jackson’s 
Eq. (5.54):

m = (1/2) integral R x J(R) d cubed R

where J(R) is the localized current density in magnetostatics. So all of these 
equations must be used self consistently in the computer algebra. What seems 
to have happened is that the gravitomagnetic field has been expressed in terms 
of principal axes of the moment of inertia of a localized distribution of mass, in 
which case L is parallel to omega. In this case curl omega x r = constant, a new 
and entirely unexpected result.

346(2).pdf

on Discussion of 346(1) and 346(2)

Discussion of 346(1) and     346(2)
May 9, 2016 

Agreed with this.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 09/05/2016 10:39:39 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 346(1) and 346(2)

In Jackson, third edition, eq. (5.55) the vector potential has a factor |x|^3 in the 
denominator. This factor has to be included in the curl operation. I will check this by 
computer.

Horst

Am 09.05.2016 um 10:55 schrieb EMyrone:

These are based directly on well known magnetostatics, notably Jackson, third 
edition, Eqs. (5.55) and (5.56), in which Jackson asserts that

curl m x r = 3n(n dot m) – m

where
n = bold r / r

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/09/discussion-of-3461-and-3462-3/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/3462.pdf


I checked that this cannot be true if m is a constant. This is always named the 
dipole approximation. On the other hand computer algebra gives

curl omega x r = constant

as just pointed out by Dr. Horst Eckardt. The dipole approximation is basic to 
magnetostatics. The magnetic dipole moment m is R dependent as in Jackson’s 
Eq. (5.54):

m = (1/2) integral R x J(R) d cubed R

where J(R) is the localized current density in magnetostatics. So all of these 
equations must be used self consistently in the computer algebra. What seems 
to have happened is that the gravitomagnetic field has been expressed in terms 
of principal axes of the moment of inertia of a localized distribution of mass, in 
which case L is parallel to omega. In this case curl omega x r = constant, a new 
and entirely unexpected result.

on Discussion of 346(1) and 346(2)

Discussion of 346(1) and     346(2)
May 9, 2016 

Agreed with this, the gravitomagnetic dipole moment is proportional to the angular momentum, which 
is proportional to the angular velocity through the moment of inertia. The total angular momentum is 
conserved, which means that it does not vary with time, but it may vary with distance.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 09/05/2016 10:30:02 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 346(1) and 346(2)

I think this is the same as I had in mind: if m is a constant vector then the curl is constant. If
m is a field varying in space, then the Jackson result holds. Will try to check this by 
computer algebra.
An angular momentum of a rigid body normally is a constant vector, in contrast to a dipole 
field. Maybe a constant vector has to be considered here as a (constant) vector field 
applicable at each point in space for mathematical reasons.

Horst

Am 09.05.2016 um 10:55 schrieb EMyrone:

These are based directly on well known magnetostatics, notably Jackson, third 
edition, Eqs. (5.55) and (5.56), in which Jackson asserts that

curl m x r = 3n(n dot m) – m

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/09/discussion-of-3461-and-3462-2/


where
n = bold r / r

I checked that this cannot be true if m is a constant. This is always named the 
dipole approximation. On the other hand computer algebra gives

curl omega x r = constant

as just pointed out by Dr. Horst Eckardt. The dipole approximation is basic to 
magnetostatics. The magnetic dipole moment m is R dependent as in Jackson’s 
Eq. (5.54):

m = (1/2) integral R x J(R) d cubed R

where J(R) is the localized current density in magnetostatics. So all of these 
equations must be used self consistently in the computer algebra. What seems 
to have happened is that the gravitomagnetic field has been expressed in terms 
of principal axes of the moment of inertia of a localized distribution of mass, in 
which case L is parallel to omega. In this case curl omega x r = constant, a new 
and entirely unexpected result.

on Discussion of 346(1) and 346(2)

Discussion of 346(1) and     346(2)
May 9, 2016 

These are based directly on well known magnetostatics, notably Jackson, third edition, Eqs. (5.55) and 
(5.56), in which Jackson asserts that

curl m x r = 3n(n dot m) – m

where
n = bold r / r

I checked that this cannot be true if m is a constant. This is always named the dipole approximation. On
the other hand computer algebra gives

curl omega x r = constant

as just pointed out by Dr. Horst Eckardt. The dipole approximation is basic to magnetostatics. The 
magnetic dipole moment m is R dependent as in Jackson’s Eq. (5.54):

m = (1/2) integral R x J(R) d cubed R

where J(R) is the localized current density in magnetostatics. So all of these equations must be used self
consistently in the computer algebra. What seems to have happened is that the gravitomagnetic field 
has been expressed in terms of principal axes of the moment of inertia of a localized distribution of 
mass, in which case L is parallel to omega. In this case curl omega x r = constant, a new and entirely 
unexpected result.

on Discussion of 346(1) and 346(2)

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/09/discussion-of-3461-and-3462/


UFT301 – CEFE
May 9, 2016 

This is:

M. W. Evans, S. J. Crothers, H. Eckardt and K. Pendergast, “Criticisms of the Einstein Field Equation” 
(Cambridge International 2010 and UFT301, acronym CISP).

About 136,000 printed pages of the book were read in March 2016, 1.63 million printed pages a year. It
was first posted in about 2009, so roughly thirteen million printed pages of the book have been read. It 
is 450 pages long so twenty nine thousand copies of the book have been read. It is therefore a classic 
science book by any standards. Cambridge International produced it in hardback and it is avialable in 
book format at about £100, maybe reduced by now. However no one will buy the book because AIAS 
Publishing makes it available free for the sake of science. We have been given copyright permission by 
CISP to post it as UFT301. The result is a huge international interest, interest which will remain for the 
foreseeable future. This book completely ends the Einstein era. All our books are as successful as this, 
some much more so. Conventional publishing is a thing of the past. My my most successful book by 
Wiley-Interscience, “Modern Nonlinear Optics”, has sold a few thousand copies, and that is a 
conventional award winning classic. The smaller publishers such as World Scientific, Abramis, Kluwer 
and New Generation have no hope against AIAS Publishing, but serve the useful purpose of producing 
books for colleagues and friends, and the National Libraries.

on UFT301 – CEFE

Analysis of the Classic     UFT88
May 9, 2016 

In March 2016, 49,360 printed pages of the paper were read in various ways, a rate of reading of 
592,320 pages a year from the two sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org. From the Wayback Machine 
www.archive.org it was published between June 15th and Sept. 14th 2007. So the number of pages read
to date is 592,320 x 8.5 = over five million printed pages. This makes it a classic by any standards. It 
has been read at most of the world’s top twenty universities and most of the top hundred universities. It 
has resulted in the replacement of the Einsteinian general relativity by ECE2 relativity, notably the 
gravitational field equations of ECE2 (e.g. UFT318). These equations unify special and general 
relativity. Not only is the Einstein era entirely obsolete but also the method of publication of physics 
papers. The paper is eleven pages long on www.aias.us, so it has been studied roughly half a million 
times without any objection. It appears on the first page of google with general keywords “Bianchi 
identity”.

on Analysis of the Classic UFT88

Discussion of Note 346(2): Development of the General 
Precession     Law
May 9, 2016 

This looks like an important result, this is a new type of constant in astronomy and in magnetostatics it 
simplifies the dipole approximation. It would be interesting to use the computer algebra to compare 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/09/discussion-of-note-3462-development-of-the-general-precession-law/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/09/discussion-of-note-3462-development-of-the-general-precession-law/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.archive.org/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/09/analysis-of-the-classic-uft88/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/09/uft301-cefe/


curl m x r with the dipole approximation. Under what conditions does the following hold:

curl m x r = m – 3n(m dot n)

where n = r bold / r. All the textbooks use the above result (e.g. Jackson chapter five).

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 09/05/2016 00:12:35 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Note 346(2): Development of the General Precession Law

The expression

nabla x (omega x r)

is a constant. This is irrespective of the directions of omega and r. The curl operator 
removes all dependencies on X,Y,Z.
Will send over the Maxima calculation details tomorrow.

Horst

Am 08.05.2016 um 13:55 schrieb EMyrone:

This note develops the law for the general moment of inertia (19) of a mass 
density such as the sun or earth, taking in to account irregularities in shape and 
density. If it is assumed that the angular momentum of the sun is in the k axis, 
and that r is in the plane perpendicular to k, then r is defined by Eq. (22) and the
dot product of L and r is zero. If the plane of the orbit is inclined to k then r is 
defined by Eq. (23). This law gives exact results for all precessions in terms of 
an effective L. Using principal axes for the moments of inertia the L is parallel 
to omega as Horst found by computer algebra.

on Discussion of Note 346(2): Development of the General Precession Law

UFT88 Read at Heidelberg     Again
May 9, 2016 

Heidelberg is generally regarded as one of the most eminent of northern European universities along 
with ETH Zuerich and EPF Lausanne. UFT88 has been read several times at Heidelberg, where a key 
conference took place in the summer of 1915 just before the emergence of the Einstein field equation in
November 1915, immediately rejected by Schwarzschild in December 1915. It is probable that UFT88 
has been read hundreds of thousands of times without objection, and gave rise to the ECE2 series of 
papers UFT313 – UFT320 and UFT322 – UFT344 to date. These have been read several million times 
in less than a year.

Daily Report Saturday     7/5/16

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/09/daily-report-saturday-7516/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/09/uft88-read-at-heidelberg-again/


May 9, 2016 

The equivalent of 227,771 printed pages was downloaded during the day (830.452 megabytes) from 
2440 downloaded memory files (hits) and 435 distinct visits each of 4.9 memory pages and 24 minutes,
main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Top ten items 389, Collected ECE2 337, Collected
Evans / Morris 231(est), Collected Scientometrics 179, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 72, F3(Sp) 68, 
Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 64, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 51, UFT88 35, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 34, Principles of ECE 28, Evans Equations 25, Engineering 
Model 22, CEFE 22, UFT311 20, Llais 13, UFT321 11, Self charging inverter 11, Three world records 
by MWE 9, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 6, List of prolific authors 5, UFT313 12, UFT314 12, UFT315 
12, UFT316 12, UFT317 10, UFT318 12, UFT319 9, UFT320 9, UFT322 10, UFT323 11, UFT324 15,
UFT325 12, UFT326 7, UFT327 7, UFT328 14, UFT329 12, UFT330 9, UFT331 17, UFT332 10, 
UFT333 9, UFT334 10, UFT335 7, UFT336 12, UFT337 7, UFT338 12, UFT339 7, UFT340 12, 
UFT341 13, UFT342 14, UFT343 11, UFT344 11 to date in May 2016. University of Edinburgh ECE 
Article, UFT166, 167, 170. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for May 2016.

on Daily Report Saturday 7/5/16

Discussion of 346(1)
May 8, 2016 

In general the alpha factor is curl L x r, which is the general moment of inertia I of a localized mass 
distribution multiplied by curl omega x r. The alpha factor has the units of angular momentum, J s. The 
details are given in Note 346(2). The angular momentum L is proportional to the magnetic dipole 
moment of the source. The result twice L is true if and only if L is perpendicular to r, or m is 
perpendicular to r.

mail
To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 08/05/2016 13:05:25 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 346(1)

So your factor alpha is twice the angular momentum and can be compared with it.

Horst

Am 08.05.2016 um 09:11 schrieb EMyrone:

I looked up Marion and Thornton, third edition, section 10.4, and for principal 
axes of inertia your result is true, it is given by Eq. (10.36) of Marion and 
Thornton, L bold = I omega bold, where I is the scalar moment of inertia 
defined with principal axes of inertia, discovered by Euler in 1750. So L bold is 
parallel to omega bold. In general the moment of inertia is a tensor but with 
principal axes it can always be reduced to a scalar. In molecular dynamics there 
are spherical tops, symmetric tops, and asymmetric tops whose principal axes 
can be found. Marion and Thornton give a useful account of the moment of 
inertia in their chapter ten of the third edition (“Classical Dynamics”, published 
1988). These principal axes are used in molecular dynamics computer 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/08/discussion-of-3461-3/


simulation. So we are on the right track.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 07/05/2016 20:09:38 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 346(1)

Thanks for the hints. Computer algebra gives that Omega is always 
parallel to L. Is this plausible?

curl (L x r) = 2 L

Horst

Am 07.05.2016 um 18:01 schrieb EMyrone:

The equivalent expression to Eq. (15) in 
electrodynamics is

A = (mu0 / (4 pi)) ( m x r) / r cubed

which is Jackson’s Eq. (5.55) third edition. So L in Eq. 
(20) is defined by

L = R x p

for a single particle, or by:

L = integral R x J(R) d cubed R

for a mass distribution. We have:

R = r’

in the note and in Figure (1). of the Note This means 
that the angular momentum is generated by the spin of 
the mass distribution. For a spinning sphere:

L = (2/5) M R squared omega

The distance R is therefore defined within the mass 
distribution. For a spinning sphere it is the radius. The 
distance r is the distance from a point within the mass 
distribution (for example the centre of gravity) to a far 
distant object such as a planet. So

r >> R



If you can do some graphics for this paper they will 
look very interesting.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 07/05/2016 15:47:55 GMT Daylight 
Time
Subj: Re: 346(1): The General Law of 
Precessions in ECE2

One has to be cautious with the definiton of 
bold r in the gravitomagnetic field and 
angular momentum. To my understanding 
eq.(19) describes the angular momentum of 
a local mass distribution, seen from outside 
with a distance bold r. Writing this as
L = r x p
means that bold r here is something 
different: the radius of a point mass spinning
around a local center. It has nothing to do 
with the vector r under which the spinning 
mass is seen (oberver frame). So L seems to 
be a spin momentum. If the local mass 
distribution moves as a whole in the frame 
of the observer, there is an additional orbital
momentum. This is included automatically 
in the vector potential (15).
So is the perihelion precession due to the 
spin momentum of the sun or the orbital 
momentum of the planet? In the latter case 
one would have to use a frame fixed in the 
planet and use a rotating sun as for the 
geodetic precession.

Horst

Am 07.05.2016 um 13:41 schrieb EMyrone:

This is given by Eq. (22) in 
terms of the precession factor

alpha = modulus curl L x r



distance between this localized 
system of mass and a mass m 
orbiting it. This law applies to 
any observable precession in the
universe and is as general as the 
now obsolete Einstein theory. 
The precession factor alpha has 
the units of h bar, the reduced 
Planck constant, i. e. angular 
momentum or Joules seconds. 
This unifies macroscopic and 
microscopic scales. The 
precession factor alpha can be 
worked out and graphed for 
model systems using computer 
algebra to prevent any 
possibility of human error. Two 
examples are given, the 
perihelion precession of the 
earth around the sun, and the 
Lense Thirring precession as 
observed by Gravity Probe B. 
The angular momentum L can 
be related to the angular velocity
omega through well known 
moment of inertia theory (see 
Marion and Thornton for 
example). For a sphere or 
spherical top:

L = I omega

where I is the moment of inertia 
of a sphere and omega is the 
angular velocity. The total 
orbital angular momentum L is a
constant of motion but omega is 
not a constent of motion. In 
general alpha will produce very 
interesting graphics depending 
on the particular moment of 
inertia of the localized mass 
system. These graphics depend 
in general on the direction of L 
and r. 

on Discussion of 346(1)



Note 346(2): Development of the General Precession     Law
May 8, 2016 

This note develops the law for the general moment of inertia (19) of a mass density such as the sun or 
earth, taking in to account irregularities in shape and density. If it is assumed that the angular 
momentum of the sun is in the k axis, and that r is in the plane perpendicular to k, then r is defined by 
Eq. (22) and the dot product of L and r is zero. If the plane of the orbit is inclined to k then r is defined 
by Eq. (23). This law gives exact results for all precessions in terms of an effective L. Using principal 
axes for the moments of inertia the L is parallel to omega as Horst found by computer algebra.

a346thpapernotes2.pdf

on Note 346(2): Development of the General Precession Law

Discussion of 346(1)
May 8, 2016 

I looked up Marion and Thornton, third edition, section 10.4, and for principal axes of inertia your 
result is true, it is given by Eq. (10.36) of Marion and Thornton, L bold = I omega bold, where I is the 
scalar moment of inertia defined with principal axes of inertia, discovered by Euler in 1750. So L bold 
is parallel to omega bold. In general the moment of inertia is a tensor but with principal axes it can 
always be reduced to a scalar. In molecular dynamics there are spherical tops, symmetric tops, and 
asymmetric tops whose principal axes can be found. Marion and Thornton give a useful account of the 
moment of inertia in their chapter ten of the third edition (“Classical Dynamics”, published 1988). 
These principal axes are used in molecular dynamics computer simulation. So we are on the right track.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 07/05/2016 20:09:38 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 346(1)

Thanks for the hints. Computer algebra gives that Omega is always parallel to L. Is this 
plausible?

curl (L x r) = 2 L

Horst

Am 07.05.2016 um 18:01 schrieb EMyrone:

The equivalent expression to Eq. (15) in electrodynamics is

A = (mu0 / (4 pi)) ( m x r) / r cubed

which is Jackson’s Eq. (5.55) third edition. So L in Eq. (20) is defined by

L = R x p

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/08/discussion-of-3461-2/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/a346thpapernotes2.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/08/note-3462-development-of-the-general-precession-law/


for a single particle, or by:

L = integral R x J(R) d cubed R

for a mass distribution. We have:

R = r’

in the note and in Figure (1). of the Note This means that the angular 
momentum is generated by the spin of the mass distribution. For a spinning 
sphere:

L = (2/5) M R squared omega

The distance R is therefore defined within the mass distribution. For a spinning 
sphere it is the radius. The distance r is the distance from a point within the 
mass distribution (for example the centre of gravity) to a far distant object such 
as a planet. So

r >> R

If you can do some graphics for this paper they will look very interesting.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 07/05/2016 15:47:55 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 346(1): The General Law of Precessions in ECE2

One has to be cautious with the definiton of bold r in the 
gravitomagnetic field and angular momentum. To my understanding
eq.(19) describes the angular momentum of a local mass 
distribution, seen from outside with a distance bold r. Writing this as
L = r x p
means that bold r here is something different: the radius of a point 
mass spinning around a local center. It has nothing to do with the 
vector r under which the spinning mass is seen (oberver frame). So 
L seems to be a spin momentum. If the local mass distribution 
moves as a whole in the frame of the observer, there is an additional
orbital momentum. This is included automatically in the vector 
potential (15).
So is the perihelion precession due to the spin momentum of the sun
or the orbital momentum of the planet? In the latter case one would 
have to use a frame fixed in the planet and use a rotating sun as for 
the geodetic precession.

Horst



Am 07.05.2016 um 13:41 schrieb EMyrone:

This is given by Eq. (22) in terms of the precession 
factor

alpha = modulus curl L x r

where L is defined in Eq. (19) as the orbital angular 
momentum of a localized system of mass, such as the 
sun, and r is the distance between this localized system 
of mass and a mass m orbiting it. This law applies to 
any observable precession in the universe and is as 
general as the now obsolete Einstein theory. The 
precession factor alpha has the units of h bar, the 
reduced Planck constant, i. e. angular momentum or 
Joules seconds. This unifies macroscopic and 
microscopic scales. The precession factor alpha can be 
worked out and graphed for model systems using 
computer algebra to prevent any possibility of human 
error. Two examples are given, the perihelion precession
of the earth around the sun, and the Lense Thirring 
precession as observed by Gravity Probe B. The angular
momentum L can be related to the angular velocity 
omega through well known moment of inertia theory 
(see Marion and Thornton for example). For a sphere or 
spherical top:

L = I omega

where I is the moment of inertia of a sphere and omega 
is the angular velocity. The total orbital angular 
momentum L is a constant of motion but omega is not a 
constent of motion. In general alpha will produce very 
interesting graphics depending on the particular moment
of inertia of the localized mass system. These graphics 
depend in general on the direction of L and r. 

on Discussion of 346(1)

Daily Report 6/5/16
May 8, 2016 

The equivalent of 287,300 printed pages was downloaded during the day (706.757 megabytes) from 
2460 downloaded memory files (hits) and 507 distinct visits each averaging 2.0 memory pages and 22 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 116.79, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten items 342, Collected ECE2 263, Collected Evans / Morris 198, Collected scientometrics

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/08/daily-report-6516/


148, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 56, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 54, Barddoniaeth / 
Collected Poetry 48, Autobiography volumes one and two 29, UFT88 28, UFT311 20, Engineering 
Model 18, Evans Equations 17, Llais 12, Self charging inverter 10, UFT321 9, Three world records by 
MWE 8, List of Prolific Authors 5, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 5, UFT313 11, UFT314 9, UFT315 8, 
UFT316 9, UFT317 6, UFT318 9, UFT319 6, UFT320 7, UFT322 6, UFT323 11, UFT324 11, UFT325
8, UFT326 7, UFT327 5, UFT328 11, UFT329 12, UFT330 7, UFT331 12, UFT332 9, UFT333 7, 
UFT334 10, UFT335 5, UFT336 9, UFT337 4, UFT338 8, UFT339 7, UFT340 10, UFT341 8, UFT342
10, UFT343 9, UFT344 10 to date in May 2016. Gymnazium Jana Blahoslava Ivancice Czech Republic
ECE Article; University of Heidelberg UFT88; Centre for Data Processing University of Mainz 
Diplomatic Objection to ‘t Hooft by AIAS Co President Gareth Evans; Endesa Utilities Company Spain
UFT166(Sp); United States Fermi National Laboratory My page; Institute for High Energy Physics 
Protvino Russian Federation ECE Theory. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for 
May 2016.

on Daily Report 6/5/16

FOR POSTING: Police Hate Crime     Unit
May 7, 2016 

As can be seen the Hate Crime Unit in Neath (Castell Nedd) has started its investigation. Any reader of 
this site or blog who can identify this handwriting should cooperate with and inform the police. If they 
knowngly withhold information they would be compounding a serious felony that carries up to seven 
years in prison, a heavy fine or both. The felony is in contempt of Crown and Parliament because I am 
appointed directly by the Head of State from the Civil List voted in by Parliament. I should think that 
forensic science has advanced to the point where DNA and fingerprints can be identified, together with 
traces of skin structure. The DNA comes from fingers and possibly saliva if the letter is sealed up that 
way. The police took away the letter and the envelope. The science of handwriting analysis can 
probably distinguish between a man’s writing and a woman’s writing, give some indications of 
character and so on. In my opinion this is a woman’s writing. I will request the police to keep all 
information from this forensic lab analysis in a data base, so if this person tries hate crime again, he or 
she will be immediately identified. Trolls fall into this category of hate crime and can be identified and 
charged using a Court Order in the United States. I have been sent thousands of hate letters by a troll 
blog run by WordPress in California. The Hate Crime Unit in Neath has all details of recent incidents in
Craig Cefn Parc recorded on this blog. These include threats of grievous bodily harm, an offence 
punishable by a long prison term. Last but not least the U. S. and Russian Federation may lodge 
diplomatic protests because I am a U. S. dual citizen and my wife is a Russian citizen, and has been a 
British permanent resident for about eight years. My wife has a very kind nature, which makes this hate
crime infinitely repulsive. No one has worked harder on behalf of the Welsh language than I have. My 
Welsh language poetry is well known in up to 182 countries.

cc Police Commissioner Wales
Trustees, Newlands Family Trust

ahatemailapril2016.pdf

ahatemailpoliceletter.pdf

on FOR POSTING: Police Hate Crime Unit
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Discussion of 346(1)
May 7, 2016 

The equivalent expression to Eq. (15) in electrodynamics is

A = (mu0 / (4 pi)) ( m x r) / r cubed

which is Jackson’s Eq. (5.55) third edition. So L in Eq. (20) is defined by

L = R x p

for a single particle, or by:

L = integral R x J(R) d cubed R

for a mass distribution. We have:

R = r’

in the note and in Figure (1). of the Note This means that the angular momentum is generated by the 
spin of the mass distribution. For a spinning sphere:

L = (2/5) M R squared omega

The distance R is therefore defined within the mass distribution. For a spinning sphere it is the radius. 
The distance r is the distance from a point within the mass distribution (for example the centre of 
gravity) to a far distant object such as a planet. So

r >> R

If you can do some graphics for this paper they will look very interesting.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 07/05/2016 15:47:55 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 346(1): The General Law of Precessions in ECE2

One has to be cautious with the definiton of bold r in the gravitomagnetic field and angular 
momentum. To my understanding eq.(19) describes the angular momentum of a local mass 
distribution, seen from outside with a distance bold r. Writing this as
L = r x p
means that bold r here is something different: the radius of a point mass spinning around a 
local center. It has nothing to do with the vector r under which the spinning mass is seen 
(oberver frame). So L seems to be a spin momentum. If the local mass distribution moves 
as a whole in the frame of the observer, there is an additional orbital momentum. This is 
included automatically in the vector potential (15).
So is the perihelion precession due to the spin momentum of the sun or the orbital 
momentum of the planet? In the latter case one would have to use a frame fixed in the 
planet and use a rotating sun as for the geodetic precession.

Horst

Am 07.05.2016 um 13:41 schrieb EMyrone:

This is given by Eq. (22) in terms of the precession factor

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/07/discussion-of-3461/


alpha = modulus curl L x r

where L is defined in Eq. (19) as the orbital angular momentum of a localized 
system of mass, such as the sun, and r is the distance between this localized 
system of mass and a mass m orbiting it. This law applies to any observable 
precession in the universe and is as general as the now obsolete Einstein theory. 
The precession factor alpha has the units of h bar, the reduced Planck constant, 
i. e. angular momentum or Joules seconds. This unifies macroscopic and 
microscopic scales. The precession factor alpha can be worked out and graphed 
for model systems using computer algebra to prevent any possibility of human 
error. Two examples are given, the perihelion precession of the earth around the
sun, and the Lense Thirring precession as observed by Gravity Probe B. The 
angular momentum L can be related to the angular velocity omega through well
known moment of inertia theory (see Marion and Thornton for example). For a 
sphere or spherical top:

L = I omega

where I is the moment of inertia of a sphere and omega is the angular velocity. 
The total orbital angular momentum L is a constant of motion but omega is not 
a constent of motion. In general alpha will produce very interesting graphics 
depending on the particular moment of inertia of the localized mass system. 
These graphics depend in general on the direction of L and r. 

on Discussion of 346(1)

346(1): The General Law of Precessions in     ECE2
May 7, 2016 

This is given by Eq. (22) in terms of the precession factor

alpha = modulus curl L x r

where L is defined in Eq. (19) as the orbital angular momentum of a localized system of mass, such as 
the sun, and r is the distance between this localized system of mass and a mass m orbiting it. This law 
applies to any observable precession in the universe and is as general as the now obsolete Einstein 
theory. The precession factor alpha has the units of h bar, the reduced Planck constant, i. e. angular 
momentum or Joules seconds. This unifies macroscopic and microscopic scales. The precession factor 
alpha can be worked out and graphed for model systems using computer algebra to prevent any 
possibility of human error. Two examples are given, the perihelion precession of the earth around the 
sun, and the Lense Thirring precession as observed by Gravity Probe B. The angular momentum L can 
be related to the angular velocity omega through well known moment of inertia theory (see Marion and
Thornton for example). For a sphere or spherical top:

L = I omega

where I is the moment of inertia of a sphere and omega is the angular velocity. The total orbital angular 
momentum L is a constant of motion but omega is not a constent of motion. In general alpha will 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/07/3461-the-general-law-of-precessions-in-ece2/


produce very interesting graphics depending on the particular moment of inertia of the localized mass 
system. These graphics depend in general on the direction of L and r.

a346thpapernotes1.pdf

on 346(1): The General Law of Precessions in ECE2

Daily Report 5/5/16
May 7, 2016 

The equivalent of 186,168 printed pages was downloaded during the day (678.768 megabytes) from 
2857 downloaded memory files (hits) and 523 distinct visits each averaging 4.0 memory pages and 19 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 63.16, main spiders cnsat, google, MSN and yahoo. 
Top ten items 337, Collected ECE2 224, Evans / Morris papers 165, Collected scientometrics 112, 
proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 49, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 41, Barddoniaeth / 
Collected Poetry 40, Autobiography volumes one and two 26, UFT88 24, Principles of ECE 23, Evans 
Equations 18, Engineering Model 15, UFT311 18, Llais 11, Self charging inverter 9, Three world 
records by MWE 8, List of prolific authors 5, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 3, UFT313 9, UFT314 5, 
UFT315 7, UFT316 9, UFT317 6, UFT318 9, UFT319 6, UFT320 5, UFT322 6, UFT323 8, UFT324 9,
UFT325 8, UFT326 5, UFT327 5, UFT328 11, UFT329 9, UFT330 6, UFT331 11, UFT332 7, UFT333
5, UFT334 6, UFT335 5, UFT336 9, UFT337 4, UFT338 8, UFT339 4, UFT340 8, UFT341 7, UFT342
8, UFT343 4, UFT344 9 to date in May 2016. Monash University Australia Injustices in Academia, 
Historical Source Documents 3, CV, Autobiography volume one, UFT324; University of Quebec Trois 
Rivieres UFT211, 227,238, 271 and 344; Scuola Normale Superiore Pisa UFT336; University of 
Edinburgh UFT147; University of Warwick home page, letter from R. S. Thomas, Injustices in 
Academia, “People’s University, Myth or Perception”, Historical Source Documents Parliament, 
UNCC Saga 4; Llyfrgell Genedlaethol Cymru / National Library of Wales general. Intense interest all 
sectors, updated usage file attached for May 2016.

on Daily Report 5/5/16

346(1): General Gravitomagnetic Theory of     Precession
May 6, 2016 

I will write this up later today or tomorrow, it is a theory of precession due to the dipole field of any 
object of mass M such as the sun, modelled in terms of a localized current distribution as in 
magnetostatics. The result is that any precession can be expressed in the dipole approximation as

omega (radians per second) = (G / (2 c squared r cubed) modulus curl L x r

where L is an angular momentum defined in terms of a current distribution and where r is the distance 
between the object M and an orbiting object m such as a planet. The modulus of curl L x r is 
complicated and best worked out with computer algebra to remove any human error. However the basic
method is simple, it uses the gravitomagnetic Ampere Law and gravitomagnetic Gauss law exactly as 
in magnetostatics. The angular momentum is twice the gravitomagnetic dipole moment. So any 
planetary precession can be described with an effective angular momentum, defined in terms of a 
localized current distribution. This removes the need for idealizations such as a spinning sphere.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/06/3461-general-gravitomagnetic-theory-of-precession/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/07/daily-report-5516/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/a346thpapernotes1.pdf


Multipole Development
May 6, 2016 

It is also possible to develop UFT345 using multipole corrections, instead of confining the magnetic 
field to the dipole approximation. There are quadrupole and octopole gravitomagnetic fields and so on. 
It would be very interesting to graph these in three dimensions. In general the earth’s gravitomagnetic 
field is a sum of multipoles because the earth (or any object) is not a perfect sphere and as Horst just 
mentioned, its density is not homogeneous. The worldwide avant garde readership of www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org has learned that the idea of trying to prove the obsolete Einstein theory to infinite 
precision is entirely wrong headed, and has accepted the fact that any valid geometry requires 
identically non zero torsion and curvature. In chemical physics a linear non dipolar molecule such as 
cyanogen, NCCN (Omnia Opera 1) has a large quadrupole moment. One of my early discoveries (early
Omnia Opera papers) was that of the hexadecapole moment of oxygen, OO. This molecule is non 
dipolar but has a quadrupole moment and hexadecapole moment. It does not have an octopole moment.

on Multipole Development

Plans for UFT346
May 6, 2016 

The plans for UFT346 are to apply the gravitomagnetic equation to other kinds of precession. More 
generally, there should be many new effects of the ECE2 gravitational field equations which exactly 
parallel effects of electromagnetism. The precessional work in UFT344 and UFT345 is based on the 
gravitational equivalent of magnetostatics, a highly developed area of work. The great advantage of 
ECE2 is that it is Lorentz covariant in a space with finite torsion and curvature. This means that the 
well known equations of special relativity can be applied. The ECE2 series is highly successful as can 
be seen from my analysis of UFT324 yesterday. The spin connection can also be brought into 
consideration in any development of ECE2 theory.

on Plans for UFT346

Discussion of Section 3 of     UFT345
May 6, 2016 

I think that a smaller effective spin angular momentum is plausible. Also, the claimed experimental 
Lense Thirring precession has a large uncertainty of 19%, and it is not clear how it was extracted 
experimentally from the much larger geodetic precession. So the agreement between theory and 
experiment is excellent in my view.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 05/05/2016 19:53:59 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: UFT345 sections 1 and 2

After re-checking my calculations, it seems that the theoretical value of Lense Thirring 
precession is greater than the experimental value for all angles, therefore an angle of 
coincidence cannot be computed. I can either assume a g factor greater than 2 or a smaller 
effective angular spin momentum of the earth. The latter could be justified because the 
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mass density in the earth core is much higher than in the mantle.

Horst

Am 05.05.2016 um 10:42 schrieb EMyrone:

This is UFT345 Sections 1 and 2 on the ECE2 theory of the Lense Thirring and 
geodetic precessions. Section 3 by Horst Eckardt will show how exact 
agreement with Gravity Probe B can be obtained with an averaging procedure 
for the Lense Thirring precession, and will also develop the geodetic precession
calculation with computer algebra to obtain as close an agreement with data as 
possible. So this is another triumph for ECE2, and in fact this paper is the first 
mathematically correct explanation of the Lense Thirring and geodetic 
precessions, using finite torsion and curvature in a Lorentz covariant theory. 
The obsolete Einstein theory is not used of course. By now ECE2 can produce 
everything formerly attributed to Einstein and in addition can produce the 
velocity curve of a whirlpool galaxy, where Einstein fails completely, and so 
does Newton. So logically ECE2 is the new physics and cosmology. What is 
more, this claim of mine is widely accepted at the best universities. We know 
this from our well known scientometrics over more than twelve years daily.

on Discussion of Section 3 of UFT345

Daily Report 4/5/16
May 6, 2016 

The equivalent of 211,498 printed pages was downloaded during the day (771.125 megabytes) from 
2818 downloaded memory files (hits) and 523 distinct visit each averaging 4.0 memory pages and 18 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 75.05, main spiders cnsat, google, MSN and yahoo. 
Top ten items 262, Collected ECE2 196, Evans / Morris papers 132(est), Collected scientometrics 107, 
Collected Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 38, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 29, Eckardt /
Lindstrom papers 26(est), Autobiography volumes one and two 24, Principles of ECE 20, F3(Sp) 20, 
UFT311 17, CEFE 16, Evans Equations 16, Llais 9, Self charging inverter 7, Three world records by 
MWE 7, List of prolific authors 4, UFT321 4, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 3, UFT313 7, UFT314 4, 
UFT315 7, UFT316 8, UFT317 6, UFT318 6, UFT319 5, UFT320 5, UFT322 6, UFT323 8, UFT324 5,
UFT325 8, UFT326 3, UFT327 5, UFT328 11, UFT329 8, UFT330 6, UFT331 11, UFT332 5, UFT333
4, UFT334 6, UFT335 5, UFT336 7, UFT337 4, UFT338 8, UFT339 4, UFT340 8, UFT341 7, UFT342
8, UFT343 4, UFT344 7 to date in May 2016. Max Planck Fritz Haber Institute Berlin UFT85; 
University of Tartu Finland UFT235; Nuclear Studies Centre Bordeaux Gradignan France 
UFT171(Sp); Yukawa Institute for Theoretical Physics University of Kyoto UFT169; Physics National 
Central University Taiwan UFT175; University of Warwick Prof. John B. Hart, my statement against 
wind farms, new positions and honours; Neath Port Talbot Council general. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for May 2016.

on Daily Report 4/5/16
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Kenneth Edward Davis, Uncle of Russ     Davis
May 5, 2016 

Many thanks for this, it seems as if Reed College is situated inside Portland, Oregon, and it has some 
really nice buildings and a relaxed atmosphere. Coleg Harlech was founded for coal miners and other 
mature students and is situated within view of Harlech Castle.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 05/05/2016 15:37:18 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: UFT88 Read at Reed College, Portland, Oregon

Hi Dr. Evans,

When I saw your reference to Reed college, I thought to mention that my late uncle (my 
father’s brother) was a professor of physics there for many years. Since lived in Miami, FL 
and he was in Portland, Oregon, I only saw him in person, a few times as a kid while 
growing up. I last saw him when he traveled to Florida for my father’s funeral (ca. Oct. 
1997).

Kenneth Edward Davis faculty | In Memoriam | Reed Magazine

Kenneth Edward Davis faculty | In Memoriam | Reed 
Magazine
Cheers,
Russ Davis

on Kenneth Edward Davis, Uncle of Russ Davis

Lands Tribunal Case
May 5, 2016 

The Lands Tribunal in London has accepted my response and numerous objections to an adverse 
possession claim to the land outlined in the attached, and the case will be heard before a Judge and two 
others. It has emerged by a Deed of 1929 that this land was always part of the Newlands Estate, and 
was never owned by Cen Williams or Ellis Williams. This Deed proves beyond reasonable doubt that 
Ellis Williams’ statement of truth in this case is false. This could be perjury, it is up to the Judge to 
decide. Ellis Williams had no right to try to sell land to which he had no title. Cen Williams was 
appointed a caretaker of the garage by its true owners, The Newlands Estate. Ellis Williams did not 
inherit the garage from Cen Williams, who never owned it. I purchased this land freehold in 1993 and 
allowed Cen and Ellis Williams to use it. No one has the right to trespass on, or damage, the land 
outlined by a chartered surveyor, Roger Roberts, in the attached. It is the opinion of Mr Roberts, and 
Messrs Peter Lynn and Partners, solicitors and trustees of the Newlands Family Trust, that I own this 
disputed land. I also own Mountain Road opposite my land to the south east as frontiger, up to its mid 
point. This is the universally accepted legal assumption. So I have a right to put up a fence and / or 
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bollards along my side of the road, to the boundary with the Philips Estate, to stop people damaging the
Estate by trespass, without in any way obstructing traffic. This will be done as soon as possible. The 
boundary is the wire fence behind the garage. This fence will not be built on the disputed land, but on 
the edge of the road. I am the frontiger from the junction with Rhyddwen Road to the fence behind the 
garage. I own the entire hedge next to the garage, both sides and top. It was owned before me by Sean 
O’Sullivan, and I have always arranged to maintain it. I also own a fifth part of the entire width of 
Mountain Raod by inheritance. I am one of five great grandchildren of William Newlands, who bought 
the land on which the road is built in 1926. The width is eighteen feet, and the length is from the 
junction with Rhyddwen Road to the wire fence behind the garage. All of this land was bought freehold
by William Newlands in 1926, and no conveyance of this land has ever been found. As frontiger I 
prohibit any trespass by parked cars on this part of Mountain Road. Cars may park there with my 
permission only. Of course people and cars are allowed to use it as a highway.

cc Trustees, Newlands Family Trust

adeedsresurvey1.pdf

on Lands Tribunal Case

Police Have Initiated a Forensic     Investigation
May 5, 2016 

Under Malicious Communications Incident 1600 160 494 the police have initiated a detailed forensic 
investigation of the attached hate mail letter and have taken away a detailed summary of incidents, 
including threats of violence and grievous bodily harm which violate the Public Order Act of 1986, 
Sections 4 and 5. The letter is an offence under the Prevention of Harassment Act 1997 and is the 
second incident of ethnically aggravated harassment within two years. These are all serious offences. If 
the evidence leads to identification I have asked for an arrest and restraining order on the basis of all 
the accumulated evidence over two years. I am also seeking an anti trespass injunction. The police 
asked me to report any further incidents immediately. Forensic testing includes fingerprint analysis, 
trace DNA analysis of saliva and skin, handwriting analysis, paper analysis and so on. There have been 
numerous incidents of trespass on Mountain Road and on the Newlands Estate. Cars are not allowed to 
park there without the consent of the frontagers because it is an unadopted road. Cars are not allowed to
park on my drive or directly adjacent to my car. Over time, this amounts to aggravated harassment in 
the first degree, compounded by stalking. The same laws apply to trolls, who are open to arrest if 
identified. It is illegal to park within ten metres of a junction, or directly opposite a junction. Find 
somewhere else to park such as a hired garage. Finally double yellow lines are urgently needed 
throughout Mawr.

cc Byron Davies M. P., Opposition Gower,
Prime Minister’s Office,
Mawr Community Council.
Trustees Newlands Family Trust
Police Commissioner Wales

Dr. M. W. Evans, Member of the Gentry, Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc. (Wales).

ahatemailapril2016.pdf

on Police Have Initiated a Forensic Investigation
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“Modern Nonlinear Optics” Still Selling Well after a 
Quarter     Century
May 5, 2016 

This three volume special topical issue is still selling well after 24 years. It was first published in 1992 
as a hardback in three volumes, reprinted in 1993, reprinted in softback in 1997 and a second edition 
produced in 2001 in three volumes. It is also available as an e book. It was one of the books that 
introduced the B(3) field from Cornell Theory Center, where B(3) was inferred in Nov. 1991. The 
contract for the book was received while I as working at the University of Zuerich and ETH Zuerich. 
The book was awarded a prize for excellence, featured by Wiley Interscience. It is

M. W. Evans and S. Kielich, Eds., “Modern Nonlinear Optics”, (Wiley Interscience, New York 1992, 
1993, 1997, 2001) in six volumes and two editions, special topical issues of I. Prigogine and S. A. Rice,
series editors of “Advances in Chemical Physics”, volumes 85(1), 85(2), 85(3), 119(1), 119(2), 119(3). 
A total of about five thousand pages in six volumes with many review articles.

All details on Amazon and the Wiley site. This is one of the transition era books, and still relied on the 
old way of publishing. Our famous open source method completely out powers even Wiley-
Interscience. Stanislaw Kielich sadly died shortly after the first edition was published, but was shown a 
copy. I edited the second edition myself from Ithaca, New York.

on “Modern Nonlinear Optics” Still Selling Well after a Quarter Century

Keyword Analysis
May 5, 2016 

1) Using fairly broad keywords – velocity curve light deflection – UFT324 appears as the third site on 
page two of Google out of 2,980,000 sites.
2) Using very broad keywords – light deflection due to gravitation – UFT322 appears as the third site 
on page four of Google out of 463,000 results.
This analysis confirms that ECE and ECE2 are among the most read theories of physics, probably the 
most read of all. This also shows that the attempted censorship of ECE and ECE2 by standard model 
physicists has failed spectacularly. Trolls, including wikipedia trolls, have of course been ignored 
completely by scientists of all persuasions, including ethical standard modellers. This scene begs many 
questions and is asking for an official enquiry into the activities of wikipedia, the way it tries to destroy
careers and so on.

on Keyword Analysis

Analysis of UFT324 for April     2016
May 5, 2016 

In April 8.183 megabytes were downloaded for the English language version and 52.66 megabytes for 
the Spanish language version. Using a conversion factor of one printed page = 2 kilobytes for the 
English language version and one printed page = 4 kilobytes for the Spanish language version it is 
found that 4092 pages of the English language version were read in April 2016 off www.aias.us, and 
13,165 pages of the Spanish language version off www.aias.us. This gives a total of 17,257 pages off 
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www.aias.us. For combined sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org this total is increased by an 
estimated 60% to give 27,611 pages of UFT324 read in April 2016. This is 331,332 printed pages a 
year for UFT324. There are 31 ECE2 papers to date, so roughly about ten MILLION pages of ECE2 
papers are currently being read every year. The readings take place in various ways, by direct reading, 
spidering, private and institutional spidering, complete site or partial site downloads and so on. 
UFT324 deals with the velocity curve of a whirlpool galaxy and a new and precise method for 
explaining light deflection due to gravitation. The numbers I send out each morning are hits, the printed
pages to hits ratio can be as high as one hundred on average and is given every day. UFT324 has twelve
pages so the paper is being read almost twenty eight thousand times a year. This rate of reading is true 
for all the UFT items in English and Spanish, roughly about five hundred items. This is why ECE and 
ECE2 is the new physics and cosmology. This rate of reading vastly exceeds the average for an 
academic.

Plans for UFT346
May 5, 2016 

I plan to apply the successful methods of UFT345 to the precession of the perihelion and the 
equinoctial precession, and perhaps have another look at the Thomas precession, which also takes place
in a Lorentz covariant theory.

on Plans for UFT346

UFT88 Read at Reed College, Portland,     Oregon
May 5, 2016 

Reed is a unique liberal arts college with a 23% acceptance rate and 1,394 students. Founded in 1908. 
One of its graduates was the late Steve Jobs of Apple. It is politically liberal and all students have to 
have a grounding in humanism, so it is my kind of College, not a degree mill. It is ranked 1502 by 
webometrics, mainly because it does not have a large web presence. The undergraduates run their own 
nuclear reactor, but remarkably, the place is still standing. It does not give grades as such, so there is no
grade inflation pressures from the students or pressures to increase student numbers. As a result there 
are no pressures to grind out the meaningless dogma. It reminds me of Coleg Harlech in Wales, which 
was founded for mature students. Steve Jobs was born into the San Francisco counter culture in 1955.

on UFT88 Read at Reed College, Portland, Oregon

UFT88 Read at the University of     Valencia
May 5, 2016 

Valencia is ranked 141 in the world by webometrics, 401-500 by Times, and 301-400 by Shanghai. It 
has 65,789 students and was founded by Innocent IV in 1246. University Statutes were awarded in 
1499 led by St. Vincent Ferrer and it taught Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Arabic, philosophy, mathematics, 
physics, canon law and medicine. Its libraries were burnt or badly damaged twice but now it is a 
modern European University, one of the best Spanish universities. Staff and students from Valencia 
have been studying ECE for twelve years due to the Spanish translations by Alex Hill. UFT88 is widely
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accepted as having refuted the Einstein theory, which is regarded as history of science among the avant 
garde. UFT88 developed into ECE2, whose latest paper UFT345 gives the first correct explanation of 
the Lense Thirring and geodetic precessions in a very precise way.

on UFT88 Read at the University of Valencia

FOR POSTING: UFT345 sections 1 and     2
May 5, 2016 

This is UFT345 Sections 1 and 2 on the ECE2 theory of the Lense Thirring and geodetic precessions. 
Section 3 by Horst Eckardt will show how exact agreement with Gravity Probe B can be obtained with 
an averaging procedure for the Lense Thirring precession, and will also develop the geodetic precession
calculation with computer algebra to obtain as close an agreement with data as possible. So this is 
another triumph for ECE2, and in fact this paper is the first mathematically correct explanation of the 
Lense Thirring and geodetic precessions, using finite torsion and curvature in a Lorentz covariant 
theory. The obsolete Einstein theory is not used of course. By now ECE2 can produce everything 
formerly attributed to Einstein and in addition can produce the velocity curve of a whirlpool galaxy, 
where Einstein fails completely, and so does Newton. So logically ECE2 is the new physics and 
cosmology. What is more, this claim of mine is widely accepted at the best universities. We know this 
from our well known scientometrics over more than twelve years daily.

a345thpaper.pdf

a345thpapernotes1.pdf

a345thpapernotes2.pdf

a345thpapernotes3.pdf

a345thpapernotes4.pdf

a345thpapernotes5.pdf

a345thpapernotes6.pdf

a345thpapernotes7.pdf

a345thpapernotes8.pdf

on FOR POSTING: UFT345 sections 1 and 2

Discussion of 345(8)
May 5, 2016 

In this calculation I followed the usual approach to the geodetic precession, and replaced the Einstein 
theory with ECE2. The earth is regarded as static (not rotating), the angular velocity is that of a rotating
frame, the passive rotation equivalent to the active rotation of Gravity Probe B in its polar orbit. So the 
angular momentum is that of an assumed circular orbit, and is defined by the mass of the earth as in Eq.
(4). I agree with your other remarks here and it will be interesting for Section 3. I have just finished 
writing up Sections 1 and 2, and will distribute these sections shortly. The Lense Thirring precession is 
defined by the spinning earth’s angular momentum, and in that case it is the angular momentum of a 
spinning sphere as in UFT117. So the Lense Thirring precession is that of a spinning earth in a static 
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frame.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 04/05/2016 14:47:04 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 345(8): General ECE2 Theory of Geodetic Precession

Shouldn’t the angular momentum (4) be that of a homogeneous sphere?

L = 2/5 M R omega ?

However the angular momentum does not enter the calculation. The angular factor in (1) 
gives a value between 1 and 2. So (9) comes nearer to the experimental value.
If I understand the effect right, bold omega is in a direction from the centre of earth to the 
equator, i.e. perpendicular to the spin axis (1 day rotation). So there is a change of the total 
rotation axis in time. We could make a vectorial addition of both angular velocities. This 
gives an effective omega (a tilt of the first axis described above) which could be put into eq.
(1). Then we could construct an angular average.

Horst

Am 04.05.2016 um 08:58 schrieb EMyrone:

This theory uses a static earth in a rotating frame defined by the passive rotation
of axes equivalent to the active rotation of Gravity Probe B in a polar orbit once
every ninety minutes with respect to a static frame. This simple theory produces
good agreement between theory and experiment, described in Eqs. (9) and (10).
So the theory is on the right track. If it is assumed that the rotating frame is 
defined more generally by Eq. (11), then the magnitude (13) can be worked out 
with computer algebra and graphed. Exact agreement with experiment can be 
obtained by choice of components in Eq. (11). The standard model due to de 
Sitter uses the incorrect Einstein field equation, which is defined in a space 
without torsion. This means that the space also has no curvature, and there is no
geometry and no physics, reductio ad absurdum. It is not clear how Gravity 
Probe B obtained the experimental result, and how it was filtered out from the 
Lense Thirring precession. It must have ben some kind of averaging.

on Discussion of 345(8)

Daily Report 3/1/16
May 5, 2016 

The equivalent of 250,696 printed pages was downloaded during the day (914.036 megabytes) from 
2759 downloaded memory files and 515 distinct visits, each of 4.5 memory pages and 21 minutes, 
printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 90.86, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. 
Top ten items 217, Collected ECE2 133, Collected Evans / Morris 99(est), Collected scientometrics 77,
Collected proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 31, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 26, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 24, Autobiography volumes one and two 19, UFT88 17, CEFE 13, 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/05/daily-report-3116/


Engineering Model 11, Evans Equations 10, Three world records by MWE 7, Llais 7, Self charging 
inverter 6, UFT311 6(est), UFT321 5, List of prolific authors 3, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 3, UFT313 5, 
UFT314 3, UFT315 5, UFT316 4, UFT317 3, UFT318 3, UFT319 5, UFT320 3, UFT322 5, UFT323 6,
UFT324 5, UFT325 8, UFT326 2, UFT327 4, UFT328 4, UFT329 3, UFT330 3, UFT331 6, UFT332 3,
UFT333 2, UFT334 4, UFT335 2, UFT336 7, UFT337 2, UFT338 6, UFT339 3, UFT340 6, UFT341 6,
UFT342 6, UFT343 3, UFT344 6 to date in May 2016. Monash University Australia general; Catholic 
University of Louvain Belgium Three world records by MWE, My CV, UFT1; Faculty for Chemistry 
and Pharmacy University of Muenich UFT149; State University of New York Buffalo UFT85; North 
Carolina School of Science and Mathematics UFT177; Reed College Oregon UFT88; Tufts University 
Medford UFT177; University of Valencia Spain UFT88; National Chiao Tung University Taiwan 
general; Mathematics University of Oxford UFT42. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file 
attached for May 2016.

on Daily Report 3/1/16

Working Out Number of Pages Read for the ECE2     Papers
May 4, 2016 

Some time ago I carried out an analysis of how many times the Evans / Morris papers were being read. 
The English language versions are A4 double spaced twelve point for Sections 1 and 2 and Single 
spaced twelve point for Section 3, so I used an estimate of one page occupies 1.823 kilobytes. The 
Spanish language versions are A4 single spaced twelve point and I estimate that one page 4.157 
kilobytes. So I intend to carry out a similar analysis of the ECE2 papers. I intend to finish writing 
UFT345 tomorrow. I will revise the above estimates so that one page of an ECE2 paper in English is 
two kilobytes, one page in Spanish is four kilobytes. One A4 page single spaced 12 point font is 3.646 
kilobytes, and estimate I obtained from the net.

on Working Out Number of Pages Read for the ECE2 Papers

UFT88 Read at PIAS     Pakistan
May 4, 2016 

The Pakistan Institute of Applied Sciences and Technology is ranked 12,676 in the world by 
webometrics and I think that this is its second identifiable reading of UFT88. There must be many 
readings by staff and students using private computers at universities all over the world.

on UFT88 Read at PIAS Pakistan

UFT88 Read at     Stanford
May 4, 2016 

Stanford is ranked second in the world by webometrics and Shanghai, and third in the world by Times 
and QS. It is therefore probably the best university in the world at present. Its acceptance rate is 4.7% 
and has 31 Nobel Laureates among its faculty past and present. Its full title is Leland Stanford Junior 
University, in memory of the only child of Leland and Jane Stanford, who died of typhus. UFT88 is the
classic paper that refutes the Einstein theory by refuting the second Bianchi identity of 1902 with 
torsion. UFT88 has been read hundreds of thousands of times without a single objection since it was 
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written in 2007. In UFT99 it was shown that without torsion there is no curvature. So a theory without 
torsion and based on curvature, such as the Einstein theory, collapses if torsion is left out of 
consideration. UFT99 developed into UFT109, in which I introduced a new torsion identity which was 
incorporated in the JCE identity of UFT313, the first of the ECE2 series UFT313 – UFT320, UFT322 –
UFT344 to date, currently being read millions of times a year.

on UFT88 Read at Stanford

Summary of Progress by Dr. Gareth     Evans
May 4, 2016 

Many thanks for these generous remarks. I think that this is similar to the enlightenment of 1600 
onwards mainly due to Copernicus, Galileo, Brahe, Kepler, Newton and Leibniz (Arthur Koestler, “The
Sleepwalkers” online). It is a variation on a theme of geometry so there is a firm basis in logic to 
physics on all scales. It is brought about by the knowledge revolution and open source publishing.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 04/05/2016 08:44:51 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING : Section 3 of UFT344

You keep on refining the work but it has been obvious for some time that ECE2 relativity is
a unified theory in the true and full sense. Nature behaves in the same way from the 
microscopic to macroscopic levels and all is described by the same sets of equations. So, no
need for ALL of the fixes that were introduced in modern physics to “describe and account 
for” anomalies, paradoxes and all the result. Unified physics is more simple and logical and
there is no uncertainty abd singularities. Nature is in a state of equilibrium within the 
bounds of the observations and measurements we can currently make (a deterministic 
state).

How did it all start and where it will it all end? We are probably no closer to answering 
these questions. The time scales involved are enormous compared to the snap shots we can 
take and analyse.

At least we have moved forward now in the right direction with a theory that does not 
mislead and confuse.

This is a brilliant achievement by two great geniuses that we are fortunate to live in the 
same time as and know.

Sent from my Samsung device

Daily Report 2/5/16
May 4, 2016 

The equivalent of 224,819 printed pages was downloaded during the day (819.689 megabytes) from 
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2792 memory files downloaded (hits) and 580 distinct visits each averaging 3.7 memory pages and 20 
minutes, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Top ten items 160, Collected ECE2 100, 
Collected scientometrics 58, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 26, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers
19, F3(Sp) 19, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 16, Autobiography volumes one and two 15, Principles 
of ECE 11, UFT88 10, Engineering Model 8, CEFE 7, UFT311 6, Self charging inverter 4, Llais 3, List
of prolific authors 3, Three world records by MWE 3, UFT321 1, UFT313 2, UFT314 3, UFT315 3, 
UFT316 3, UFT317 1, UFT318 2, UFT319 2, UFT320 2, UFT322 2, UFT323 5, UFT324 3, UFT325 7,
UFT326 2, UFT327 1, UFT328, UFT329 5, UFT331 6, UFT332 4, UFT333 2, UFT335 4, UFT336 4, 
UFT337 4, UFT338 5, UFT339 3, UFT340 5, UFT341 4, UFT342 3, UFT343 1, to date in May 2016. 
Xtec Catalonia Esay 49; Technical University of Chile, Professional Institute (INACAP) UFT169(Sp); 
University of Tarapaca Chile general; Montgomery College Alabama overview; Mathematics Princeton
University CV, Criticisms of the Einstein Field Equation, Life of Myron Evans; Stanford University 
UFT88; International Islamic University Pakistan UFT25, Indian Institute of Technology Chile UFT42;
Spartanburg School District 7 Texas UFT158; University of Cambridge UFT38. Intense interest all 
sectors, updated usage file attached for May 2016.

on Daily Report 2/5/16

Recording Stats
May 4, 2016 

Many thanks again! I will proceed to record stats.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 04/05/2016 06:33:01 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Hello Dave

They updated late afternoon, but stats process ran before the update. I ran the process 
manually and it looks like most if not all the data is intact. I adjusted the times a bit to see if
it works better.

Dave

On 5/3/2016 9:25 PM, EMyrone wrote:

The stats have not come through this morning. I think this is a problem caused 
by change over form April to May. Neither webalizer nor weblogs have come 
through this morning. 

on Recording Stats

345(8): General ECE2 Theory of Geodetic     Precession
May 4, 2016 

This theory uses a static earth in a rotating frame defined by the passive rotation of axes equivalent to 
the active rotation of Gravity Probe B in a polar orbit once every ninety minutes with respect to a static 
frame. This simple theory produces good agreement between theory and experiment, described in Eqs. 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/04/3458-general-ece2-theory-of-geodetic-precession/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/04/recording-stats/


(9) and (10). So the theory is on the right track. If it is assumed that the rotating frame is defined more 
generally by Eq. (11), then the magnitude (13) can be worked out with computer algebra and graphed. 
Exact agreement with experiment can be obtained by choice of components in Eq. (11). The standard 
model due to de Sitter uses the incorrect Einstein field equation, which is defined in a space without 
torsion. This means that the space also has no curvature, and there is no geometry and no physics, 
reductio ad absurdum. It is not clear how Gravity Probe B obtained the experimental result, and how it 
was filtered out from the Lense Thirring precession. It must have ben some kind of averaging.

a345thpapernotes8.pdf

on 345(8): General ECE2 Theory of Geodetic Precession

FOR POSTING : Section 3 of     UFT344
May 4, 2016 

This is indeed interesting, the gravitomagnetic field has properties of p and d orbitals and the graphics 
bring this out very clearly. Excellent work and graphics as usual by co author Horst Eckardt. All 
precessions in astronomy and cosmology can be described by the torque between the gravitomagnetic 
field of an object M and a gravitomagnetic dipole moment of an orbiting object m. This is a Lorentz 
covariant theory in a mathematical space with finite torsion and curvature, it unifies special and general
relativity and a Horst illustrates here, the macroscopic and microscopic worlds. This has also been 
pointed out by Gareth Evans. So far we have only scratched the surface of what is possible. This work 
is the gravitational equivalent of magnetostatics.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/05/2016 19:30:07 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Section 3 of paper 344

This is section 3 with some demonstrations of the gravitomagnetic dipole
field.

Horst 

paper344-3.pdf

on FOR POSTING : Section 3 of UFT344

PS to Horst
May 4, 2016 

The theory is getting more and more refined and hopefully will give precise results for both effects in 
the dipole approximation.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/05/2016 17:54:38 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: PS to Horst

yes, sounds very interesting.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/04/ps-to-horst-2/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/paper344-3.pdf
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Am 03.05.2016 um 18:29 schrieb EMyrone:

It will be very interesting to apply your averaging method to the geodetic effect,
I will set up the equations tomorrow. 

on PS to Horst

Hello Dave
May 4, 2016 

The stats have not come through this morning. I think this is a problem caused by change over form 
April to May. Neither webalizer nor weblogs have come through this morning.

on Hello Dave

Narrow Escape for     Wales
May 3, 2016 

We could have been plunged into a precession.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/05/2016 17:33:51 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Angle for Precise Agreement

Wales has been missed narrowly

Am 03.05.2016 um 18:26 schrieb EMyrone:

This looks very good, it is roughly the latitude of Edinburgh in the north.

To: Emyrone
Sent: 03/05/2016 16:40:59 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: recalculation for note 345(7)

As notified in the previous email I recalculated the angle of
conformance for the experimental value, it is

60.8 degrees.

Horst 

on Narrow Escape for Wales

Notification to Mr Byron Davies M.     P.
May 3, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/03/notification-to-mr-byron-davies-m-p/
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The law on parking too close to a junction is being openly flaunted on the junction of Mountain Road 
and Rhyddwen Road. The Bridgend Unit of the South Wales police asked me to keep on reporting 
violations. I have done this for a number of years now so it is easier to write that the law is being 
broken at will adn all the time. The local police force seem to have given up and cannot respond to the 
Bridgend call centre. The local police need to be augmented by wardens and by increasingly heavy 
fines,clamping and towing. The vehicle S29 NRC is again arrogantly flaunting the law by parking too 
close to the junction. Why are people allowed to get away with breaking the law? Double yellow lines 
are needed as a matter of urgency. I intensely dislike this lawlessness because I have never parked on 
pavements and have never parked too close to this junction.

on Notification to Mr Byron Davies M. P.

PS to Horst
May 3, 2016 

It will be very interesting to apply your averaging method to the geodetic effect, I will set up the 
equations tomorrow.

on PS to Horst

Angle for Precise     Agreement
May 3, 2016 

This looks very good, it is roughly the latitude of Edinburgh in the north.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/05/2016 16:40:59 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: recalculation for note 345(7)

As notified in the previous email I recalculated the angle of
conformance for the experimental value, it is

60.8 degrees.

Horst 

345(7).pdf

Note 345(7): Correct     solution
May 3, 2016 

Excellent result, we can use this in the final paper. I was in the course of writing it up when the method 
of Note 345(7) came to mind.

To: EMyrone@aol.com

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/03/note-3457-correct-solution/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/3457.pdf
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Sent: 03/05/2016 16:34:04 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 345(7): Correct solution

I think I found the solution: The gravitomagnetic field is maximal for the polar angle 
theta=0 and minimal for theta=pi/2. In the plot of the attachment you see the angular factor 
F(theta) and its square F^2(theta). This is minimal for theta=pi/2. Therefore our previous 
simplified calculation without angular factor was for theta=pi/2. In note 345(7), eq. (19) the
theoretical value has to be divided by 1.58. I will check if then a positive x comes out 
again.

Horst

Am 03.05.2016 um 12:14 schrieb EMyrone:

This note shows that the experimental result of 40.9 milliarcseconds per year 
claimed by Stanford / NASA is given exactly by ECE2 theory at two latitudes 
of the polar orbit of Gravity Probe B defined by Eq. (30). The result of Note 
345(5) is obtained when the polar orbit crosses the equator. It is by no means 
clear how Stanford / NASA differentiated experimentally between the Lense 
Thirring effect and the geodetic effect. Also it is not clear how they came up 
with one value for the Lense Thirring effect when the effect depends on the 
latitude being crossed by the polar orbit of Gravity Probe B. The result 40.9 
milliarseconds per year is accepted for the sake of argument. These ultra 
expensive experiments often come up with vague results. This one cost over 
$700 million paid for by taxation. ECE2 is the first correct theory of the Lense 
Thirring effect. In the next and final note for UFT345 this method will be 
applied to the geodetic effect. To me Gravity Probe B was motivated by dogma,
and the dogmatisst were determined to come up with magical precision. This 
precision has been matched by ECE2, with correct geometry.

345-averaging-theta.pdf

on Note 345(7): Correct solution

Averaging Note 345(7)
May 3, 2016 

Good idea, it could be that NASA / Stanford report some kind of average.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/05/2016 15:06:14 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Checking Note 345(7)

Concerning note 7 (Lense Thirring effect) it should be possible the average the theoretical 
value over the range of the polar angle for a given polar orbit (for example bold x = 0). Will
try this.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/03/averaging-note-3457/
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Horst

Am 03.05.2016 um 15:43 schrieb EMyrone:

Many thanks for this check. At these latitudes ECE2 gives exact agreement with
Gravity Probe B. The graph of the gravitomagnetic field will be very useful as 
usual. I will rework the geodetic effect tomorrow along the same lines as this 
note on the Lense Thirring effect, using the same representation of the polar 
orbit. In the geodetic effect the only source of angular momentum is the polar 
orbit of Gravity Probe B. For an observer on Gravity Probe B the earth rotates 
at the angular velocity of the spacecraft, which orbits once every ninety 
minutes. It should be possible to reproduce the experimentally observed 
geodetic precession precisely using a simplification of Note 345(6).

To: EMyrone
Sent: 03/05/2016 14:25:42 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Correction: Re: 345(7): Exact Lense Thirring Precession from
ECE2

Correction: not azimuthal angle, but polar angle.
Horst

Am 03.05.2016 um 15:17 schrieb Horst Eckardt:

You defined the angle theta as the complement to the 
azimut angle (normally measured from the North pole).
Your calculation is correct in 3 digits, the azimutal 
angles of coincidence of ECE2 Lense Thirring effect 
with the experimental value are:
53.7 degrees
67.3 degrees

I am preparing a graphical representation of the 
gravitomagnetic field in dipole approximation for paper 
344.

Horst

Am 03.05.2016 um 12:14 schrieb EMyrone:



polar orbit crosses the equator. It is by no 
means clear how Stanford / NASA 
differentiated experimentally between the 
Lense Thirring effect and the geodetic 
effect. Also it is not clear how they came up 
with one value for the Lense Thirring effect 
when the effect depends on the latitude 
being crossed by the polar orbit of Gravity 
Probe B. The result 40.9 milliarseconds per 
year is accepted for the sake of argument. 
These ultra expensive experiments often 
come up with vague results. This one cost 
over $700 million paid for by taxation. 
ECE2 is the first correct theory of the Lense 
Thirring effect. In the next and final note for
UFT345 this method will be applied to the 
geodetic effect. To me Gravity Probe B was 
motivated by dogma, and the dogmatisst 
were determined to come up with magical 
precision. This precision has been matched 
by ECE2, with correct geometry.

on Averaging Note 345(7)

Checking Note 345(7)
May 3, 2016 

Many thanks for this check. At these latitudes ECE2 gives exact agreement with Gravity Probe B. The 
graph of the gravitomagnetic field will be very useful as usual. I will rework the geodetic effect 
tomorrow along the same lines as this note on the Lense Thirring effect, using the same representation 
of the polar orbit. In the geodetic effect the only source of angular momentum is the polar orbit of 
Gravity Probe B. For an observer on Gravity Probe B the earth rotates at the angular velocity of the 
spacecraft, which orbits once every ninety minutes. It should be possible to reproduce the 
experimentally observed geodetic precession precisely using a simplification of Note 345(6).

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/05/2016 14:25:42 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Correction: Re: 345(7): Exact Lense Thirring Precession from ECE2

Correction: not azimuthal angle, but polar angle.
Horst

Am 03.05.2016 um 15:17 schrieb Horst Eckardt:

You defined the angle theta as the complement to the azimut angle (normally 
measured from the North pole).
Your calculation is correct in 3 digits, the azimutal angles of coincidence of 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/03/checking-note-3457/


ECE2 Lense Thirring effect with the experimental value are:
53.7 degrees
67.3 degrees

I am preparing a graphical representation of the gravitomagnetic field in dipole 
approximation for paper 344.

Horst

Am 03.05.2016 um 12:14 schrieb EMyrone:

This note shows that the experimental result of 40.9 milliarcseconds
per year claimed by Stanford / NASA is given exactly by ECE2 
theory at two latitudes of the polar orbit of Gravity Probe B defined 
by Eq. (30). The result of Note 345(5) is obtained when the polar 
orbit crosses the equator. It is by no means clear how Stanford / 
NASA differentiated experimentally between the Lense Thirring 
effect and the geodetic effect. Also it is not clear how they came up 
with one value for the Lense Thirring effect when the effect 
depends on the latitude being crossed by the polar orbit of Gravity 
Probe B. The result 40.9 milliarseconds per year is accepted for the 
sake of argument. These ultra expensive experiments often come up
with vague results. This one cost over $700 million paid for by 
taxation. ECE2 is the first correct theory of the Lense Thirring 
effect. In the next and final note for UFT345 this method will be 
applied to the geodetic effect. To me Gravity Probe B was 
motivated by dogma, and the dogmatisst were determined to come 
up with magical precision. This precision has been matched by 
ECE2, with correct geometry.

on Checking Note 345(7)

345(7): Exact Lense Thirring Precession from     ECE2
May 3, 2016 

This note shows that the experimental result of 40.9 milliarcseconds per year claimed by Stanford / 
NASA is given exactly by ECE2 theory at two latitudes of the polar orbit of Gravity Probe B defined 
by Eq. (30). The result of Note 345(5) is obtained when the polar orbit crosses the equator. It is by no 
means clear how Stanford / NASA differentiated experimentally between the Lense Thirring effect and 
the geodetic effect. Also it is not clear how they came up with one value for the Lense Thirring effect 
when the effect depends on the latitude being crossed by the polar orbit of Gravity Probe B. The result 
40.9 milliarseconds per year is accepted for the sake of argument. These ultra expensive experiments 
often come up with vague results. This one cost over $700 million paid for by taxation. ECE2 is the 
first correct theory of the Lense Thirring effect. In the next and final note for UFT345 this method will 
be applied to the geodetic effect. To me Gravity Probe B was motivated by dogma, and the dogmatists 
were determined to come up with magical precision. This precision has been matched by ECE2, with 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/03/3457-exact-lense-thirring-precession-from-ece2/


correct geometry.

a345thpapernotes7.pdf

on 345(7): Exact Lense Thirring Precession from ECE2

FOR POSTING : Updated Book of Scientometrics Volume     Two
May 3, 2016 

This is the final version updated to include April 2016.

BookofScientometricsVolumeTwo.pdf

on FOR POSTING : Updated Book of Scientometrics Volume Two

Daily Report Sunday     1/5/16
May 3, 2016 

The equivalent of 167,468 pages was downloaded during the day (610.589 megabytes) from 2145 
downloaded memory files and 476 distinct visits each averaging 3.8 memory pages and 18 minutes, 
printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 78.07, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. 
Top ten items 114, Collected ECE2 43, Book of scientometrics 38, Evans / Morris papers 33(est), 
Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 10, Principles of ECE 10, F3(Sp) 9, Barddoniaeth / 
Collected Poetry 9, Autobiography volumes one and two 9, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 8, Principles of 
ECE 8, UFT88 6, CEFE 6, Self charging inverter 4, UFT311 3, Llais 2, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 2, 
List of Prolific authors 1, UFT313 2, UFT315 3, UFT316 3, UFT317 1, UFT319 1, UFT322 2, 
UFT324 2, UFT325 3, UFT329 2, UFT331 4, UFT332 2, UFT336 3, UFT337 2, UFT338 2, UFT339 1,
UFT340 2, UFT341 1, UFT342 1, UFT343 1, UFT344 2 to date in May 2016. Information Technology 
Purdue University AIAS Fellows, University of Lancaster AIAS Fellows. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for May 2016.

on Daily Report Sunday 1/5/16

Weblogs back on     course
May 2, 2016 

Weblogs skipped 30/4/16 but 1/5/16 recorded normally. For some reason webalizer was unaffected. I 
will fill in one or two details and send the final version of the stats tomorrow for April 2016. As readers
can appreciate, the process of measuring the scientometrics is exceedingly intricate, which is why the 
twelve year span of daily recording is entirely unique. I have spent about nine thousand hours manually
filtering and recording these data over twelve years (30th April 2004 to present). This scientometric 
work is as important as the science itself. Otherwise no one would know the historic, hyperbole 
defying, impact and the standard boyo’s would never dare mention what is happening to them in our 
Invisible College. Dave Burleigh at Annexa is so reliable that only two months out of 144 months were 
lost, and that was a server crash out of his control. Dave also provided the feedback software and has 
done a huge amount of voluntary posting work. The result is Alwyn van der Merwe’s post Einsteinian 
historic paradigm shift in physics (filtered statistics section and UFT307 on www.aias.us). Thanks of 
course to all those who helped set up the sites and blog. The result is 500 to 1000 million readings since

http://www.aias.us/
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2002 in up to 182 countries out of 196 members of the United Nations. What is happening to the 
standard model is like Apollo and Daphne by Bernini, Daphne turns into a tree and is rooted in dogma 
as Apollo just begins to realize what is happening (Kenneth Clark, “Civilization”). Bernini captures this
in a magical way, the most technically brilliant sculptor.

on Weblogs back on course

Final Notes for     UFT345
May 2, 2016 

While writing up UFT345 I developed a method to give the exact experimental result for the Lenze 
Thirring precession, and this will probably also give the exact result for geodetic precession. Gravity 
Probe B was in a geocentric polar orbit, so the distance from the centre of the earth to the spacecraft 
was

r = Yj + Zk

At the North Pole, r = Zk, and at the equator r = plus or minus Yj. At the South Pole r = -Zk. The 
earth’s spin angular velocity is

omega = omega sub Z k

Subject to checking tomorrow this gives a Lenze Thirring precession proportional to:

omega sub Z (1 – 3 (Z / r) squared k – 3(YZ / r squared j

When Gravity Probe B was over the equator (Z = 0) the ECE2 theory gives 49.4 milliarcesconds a year,
compared with the experimental result of 40.9 milliarcseconds a year with 19% uncertainty claimed by 
NASA / Stanford. It is far from clear how this experimental claim was arrived at, or how it was 
distinguished from the geodetic effect experimentally, but it is accepted for the time being for the sake 
of argument. When the spacecraft is above or below the equator in its polar orbit, the theoretical result 
decreases, and can be chosen to be exactly 40.0 milliarseconds a year by choice of Z and Y. Then this 
method can be applied to the geodetic effect, simplifying Note 345(6).

on Final Notes for UFT345

UPITEC Statistics
May 2, 2016 

How are the upitec statistics doing? This is no problem, because the interest in the literature off 
www.aias.us is already phenomenal, and Michael Jackson will post the literature on youtube. As a 
matter of interest, Hamilton was a fairly good poet, Maxwell wrote fairly good poetry, Goethe was a 
very good poet and a botanist, Roald Hoffmann at Cornell is also a published poet. He was made 
“Professor of Letters” and has recently gone into plays in New York City. Fred Hoyle was a novelist 
(“A for Andromeda”) and I think he was also a poet. Lorenzo de Medici was a good poet according to 
Kenneth Clark. As you know this is the humanist approach to things. Jefferson was the humanist par 
excellence and the quality of his prose is well known.

In a message dated 01/05/2016 23:53:53 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Myron,

http://www.aias.us/
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We’d like to keep the Upitec sites strictly about science and technology. Those are off topic 
for the focus of our site. Links on your personal blog I think are the best outlet for you 
poetry and autobiography.

Sean

On Apr 30, 2016, at 10:58 AM, EMyrone wrote:

Is it possible to include the Autobiography volumes one and two, and the Book 
of Poetry, in the book shop on www.upitec.org? You are welcome to display the
complete texts of all three books if practicable. Similarly Michael Jackson is 
welcome to display the texts on youtube if this is practicable. I own copyright 
on all three books.

=

on UPITEC Statistics

Recurring Transaction Set     Up
May 2, 2016 

OK all set. Annexa Incorporated is the host company for the foreseeable future, and these payments 
will go on indefinitely and will continue via the Newlands Family Trust. The www.aisa.us site is 
phenomenally successful, and so is www.upitec.org

In a message dated 01/05/2016 18:55:56 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

I did finally get it to work. I put a page here with the code: http://aias.us/hosting.htm. When
you click the button it will take you to a paypal page where you can login to complete the 
transaction.

Sorry for all the failed attempts.

Dave

On 4/30/2016 1:14 PM, EMyrone wrote:

FOR POSTING: Fourteen Year     Feedback
May 2, 2016 

This feedback shows a sharp increase in the number of gigabytes downloaded, three fourteen year 
record highs have been reached in 2016, shattering the previous record set in 2015. This is due to very 
intense spidering activity from world leading search engines such as Cnsat (China), Google, MSN and 
Yahoo, the San Francisco internet archives and so on, combined with complete site downloads by 
visitors, in which the entire site is downloaded on to the visitor’s computer. Spidering software is very 
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carefully designed, and puts nearly all the items on www.aias.us and www.upitec.org on the first page 
of for example Google. Many companies pay large fees to have their items on the first page of 
Google.The items are then picked up from Google and intensely studied. In May 2002, as can be seen 
from the attached, 0.02 gigabytes were downloaded. So the gigabytes downloaded per month have 
increased by a factor of 2,650 in fourteen years.

Monthly_Feedback_Statistics_for_AIAS.pdf

on FOR POSTING: Fourteen Year Feedback

FOR POSTING : Statistics for April 2016, New Fourteen year 
Record     High
May 2, 2016 

For www.aias.us and www.upitec.org there were 24,786 distinct visits, 142,314 hits, a new record high 
of 52.12 gigabytes downloaded to 29/4/16, 3096 documents read off www.aias.us from 87 countries, 
led by USA, China, Germany, Sweden, Britain, Russian Federation, Ukraine, Austria, ……..

BookofScientometricsVolumeTwo.pdf

on FOR POSTING : Statistics for April 2016, New Fourteen year Record High

Daily Report Saturday     30/4/16
May 2, 2016 

The weblogs data were not available for 30/4/16 but the webalizer data are as follows. Collected ECE2 
1687, Top ten items 1519, Collected Evans / Morris 990(est); Collected scientometrics 555(est), 
Collected scientometrics 555(est); F3(Sp) 452, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 327(est), Barddoniaeth / 
Collected Poetry 301, Autobiography Volumes one and two 262, Collected proofs that no torsion means
no gravitation 245, UFT88 191, Principles of ECE 162, Evans Equations 134, Engineering Model 
104(est), Self charging inverter 107, CEFE 92, UFT311 77(est), UFT321 71, Llais 46, Three world 
records by MWE 23, List of prolific authors 22, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 22, UFT313 53, UFT314 49, 
UFT315 55, UFT316 54, UFT317 50, UFT318 62, UFT319 62, UFT320 52, UFT322 61, UFT323 42, 
UFT324 81, UFT325 72, UFT326 53, UFT327 45, UFT328 55, UFT329 58, UFT330 55, UFT331 68, 
UFT332 46, UFT333 48, UFT334 44, UFT335 41, UFT336 70, UFT337 48, UFT338 53, UFT339 67, 
UFT340 52, UFT341 63, UFT342 65, UFT343 43, UFT344 20 for April 2016. Intense interest all 
sectors, completed usage file attached for April 2016.

Selected Feedback Interest: 

Summary of April 2016 New Record High of Gigabytes downloaded.

For www.aias.us to 29/4/16 there were 15,491 distinct visits, 88,946 hits,

32.578 gigabytes downloaded (new record high), 3096 documents read from 87

countries, led by USA, China, Germany, Sweden, Britain, Russian Federation,
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Ukraine, Austria, ..........

For www.aias.us and www.upitec.org these figures increase on average by an

estimated 60%, giving 24,786 distinct visits, 142,314 hits, 52.12 gigabytes

downloaded (a new fourteen year record high).

All UFT papers read, led by: 169, 166(Sp), 88, 177, 177(Sp), 25, 85, 169, 159,

152, 155, 239, 157(Sp), 43, 152, 18, 107, 170(Sp), 142, 243, 158(Sp), 2, 94,

142(Sp), 145(Sp), 171(Sp), 63, 150(Sp), 140, 35, 119, 26, 228, 46, 140(Sp),

165(Sp), 76, 155(Sp), 324, 4, 146(Sp), 148(Sp), 167(Sp), 41, 144(Sp), 176(Sp),

149, ...........

All Essays read or heard including all new essay broadcasts, led by: 24(Sp),

41(Sp), 25(Sp), 104(Sp), 45(Sp), 108(Sp), 29(Sp), 32(Sp), ....

All books and articles read, led by F3(Sp), Autobiography volume one, Self

charging inverter, Space Energy (Sp), Space Energy, Barddoniaeth, ........

16 - 29 April

U. S. Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Buffalo*, Caltech, Colorado, Iowa State, Kansas State, Louisiana State,

Maine*, Princeton, Reed, UCLA, Illinois Urbana Champaign, U Mass., Southern

California, Georgia Institute of Technology, Toledo, Vermont, San Francisco

Internet Archives, Ford Corporation.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar

Innsbruck, Jacobs Univ Bremen, Max Planck Heidelberg, TU Berlin, TU

Dresden, Heidelberg*, Tuebingen, Basque University, Endesa Spain, Juan Carlos

III Madrid, Barcelona, Granada, Ecole Normal Superieure Paris, ENSMA France,

Weizmann Institute Israel, Itaprochim Italy, Utrecht, Birmingham City Council

Learning Grid, Extensive Russian Federation and Ukraine, Selwyn College

Cambridge, Durham, Edinburgh*, Lancaster, Middlesex University of London,

Sheffield, Sussex, Llyfrgell Genedlaethol Cymru (National Library of Wales).

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar

Quebec Trois Rivieres, Federico Santa Maria Chile, Antioquia Colombia,

Andes, Batna University Algeria, Bibliotheca Alexandrina Egypt, Cuenca Equador,



NITS India, Tohoku Japan, Tokyo, INAOEP Mexico, UPC Peru, NUST Pakistan,

UNA Paraguay, IESA Venezuela, UC Venezuela.

Summing Up by AIAS Co President Dr. Gareth     Evans
May 1, 2016 

Gareth is generous as usual, and it is a great pleasure for the entire AIAS / UPITEC to see this interest. 
I agree that no one could have predicted this phenomenon in 1996, around the time I was nominated for
a Nobel Prize or so I am told. I agree that the interest of the colleagues is far better than any prize.

cc Prime Minister’s Office,
Gower M. P. and main Opposition,
Mawr Community Council

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 01/05/2016 09:59:40 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Daily Report 29/4/16

I may repeat myself, but the sustained level of interest is astonishing. If someone had said 
your work would be read this often 20 years ago all would have laughed. It is complex 
physics after all (even though you have greatly simplified it). This is one of the great 
individual successes in the history of the intellectual development of the human race. So, as
you often say, who needs establishment awards!

Sent from my Samsung device

on Summing Up by AIAS Co President Dr. Gareth Evans

Daily Report 29/4/16
May 1, 2016 

The equivalent of 252,208 printed pages was downloaded during the day (919.549 megabytes) from 
2885 downloaded memory files (hits) and 555 distinct visits each averaging 4.2 printed pages and 20 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 87.42 for the day,main spiders cnsat, google, MSN and yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 1660, Top ten items 1486, Evans Morris papers 957 (est), Collected scientometrics 
555, F3(Sp) 443, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 327 (est), Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 300, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 260, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 243, UFT88 189,
Evans Equations 126, Self charging inverter 106, Engineering Model 104, UFT311 91, CEFE 91, 
UFT321 68, Llais 45, Three world records by MWE 23, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 22, List of prolific 
authors 21, UFT313 52, UFT314 49, UFT315 55, UFT316 55, UFT317 49, UFT318 62, UFT319 62, 
UFT320 50, UFT322 59, UFT323 42, UFT324 81, UFT325 72, UFT326 50, UFT327 45, UFT328 54, 
UFT329 57, UFT330 53, UFT331 65, UFT332 45, UFT333 47, UFT334 44, UFT335 41, UFT336 68, 
UFT337 48, UFT338 53, UFT339 66, UFT340 51, UFT341 62, UFT342 64, UFT343 41, UFT344 18 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/01/daily-report-29416/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/05/01/summing-up-by-aias-co-president-dr-gareth-evans/


to date in April 2016. Mechanical Engineering Federico Santa Maria Technical University Chile UFT2;
Georgia Institute of Technology Table of differences, UFT1, UFT20; University of Barcelona UFT101; 
University of Edinburgh UFT139, UFT151, UFT152; University College London UFT177. Intense 
interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for April 2016.

on Daily Report 29/4/16

Some Measures of Impact by Google     Keywords
April 30, 2016 

1) ECE2 unified field theory: first three sites first page of Google
2) Bianchi identity: first page of Google.
3) Proof of the Cartan identity: fourth site first page of Google.
4) Cartan identity: two sites first page of Google.
5) Barddoniaeth (broadest possible keyword), site on page six of 311,000 sites containing the best 
poetry produced in Wales and Scotland (Welsh and Cumbric languages) over 1,600 years.
6) Barddoniaeth Evans: three sites first page of Google, sites on page two, image of the poetry book.
7) Aharonov Bohm effect unified field theory many sites page one of Google.
8) Faraday disk unified field theory, many sites on pages one, two and four of Google.
9) Electrodynamics unified field theory, two sites on page two of Google.

on Some Measures of Impact by Google Keywords

Request to Sean     MacLachlan
April 30, 2016 

Is it possible to include the Autobiography volumes one and two, and the Book of Poetry, in the book 
shop on www.upitec.org? You are welcome to display the complete texts of all three books if 
practicable. Similarly Michael Jackson is welcome to display the texts on youtube if this is practicable. 
I own copyright on all three books.

on Request to Sean MacLachlan

Spot Check on     UFT336
April 30, 2016 

All the ECE2 papers are very intensely studied all the time by the best in the world, so taking one of 
them at random, UFT336, gives the following results. It is ECE2 applied to the Aharonov Bohm 
effects. It is mainly double spaced, fourteen pages long 12 point. So one page is 1823 bytes. In the first 
28 days of April 2016, 2.7043 megabytes of the paper were downloaded in English and Spanish from 
www.aias.us, which is 148,340 printed pages, i.e. 10,596 copies of the paper read in 29 days off 
www.aias.us. This total is increased by an estimated 60% for www.aias.us plus www.upitec.org, giving 
16,954 copies of the paper read in 28 days off combined sites in 28 days. This a rate of 221,008 copies 
of the paper read per year, a phenomenon of physics history for any era. There are current thirty one 
ECE2 papers so the number of readings run into millions per year, say five to ten million a year at a 
guestimate. Furthermore, this kind of readership is echoed for all 344 items to date on www.aias.us. My
early work was forged in the era of reprint requests, which was a slow, laborious method of getting 

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/30/spot-check-on-uft336/
http://www.upitec.org/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/30/request-to-sean-maclachlan/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/30/some-measures-of-impact-by-google-keywords/


results to the colleagues. The most I got was about a 100 reprint requests for a paper on the trochilics of
water molecules free of hydrogen bonding. The editor did not understand Greek so I was asked to 
change “trochilics” to “rotational dynamics”. I was forbidden from sending out the reprint requests 
because of postage costs, and because the administration refused to buy offprints of my papers because 
I was only a graduate student or post doc. So the system suppressed merit. This can no longer happen 
because no one can stop publication. Everyone knows that the old physics is obsolete.

on Spot Check on UFT336

Publishing Methods: www.aias.us and     www.upitec.org
April 30, 2016 

These methods have revolutionized the way in which culture reaches the world by making material 
freely available and going straight to the readers and audience without publishers or editors. The result 
is that material on these sites has been read an estimated 500 to 1000 million times since 2002, and read
by the best in the world, cutting out censorship and fashion. In order to give an idea of this historically 
unique phenomenon the following is a list of best selling books of all time, most of which I find 
completely unreadable, so I concentrate on those I have read, marked by an asterisk.

1) “The Lord of the Rings” (150 million copies in about fifty years), Harry Potter books and so on.

Good Books
2) “Lolita” by Vladimir Nabokov (50 million copies since 1955).
3) “Cien Anos de Solidad”, Gabriel Garcia Marquez (50 million copies since 1967).
4*) “To Kill a Mockingbird”, Harper Lee, 30 – 50 million copies since 1960.
5*) “1984”, George Orwell” , 20 – 30 million copies since 1949.
6*) “Kon Tiki”, Thor Heyerdahl, 20 million copies since 1950.
7*) “The Grapes of Wrath” John Steinbeck, 15 million copies since 1939.

It is very difficult to find the number of poetry books sold, even by the most famous poet of the 
twentieth century, Dylan Thomas. However I did find some information by googling “number of poetry
books sold on average”. This site comes up with about 30 to 800, an average say of about a hundred 
books of poetry sold on average. In comparison, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry” is already averaging 
about six thousand books read a year, estimated very accurately, and this is reflected on google using a 
balanced choice of keywords, bringing up the book the first page of Google. Our publishing methods 
completely out power any publisher, and out flank any censorship. The result is this vast readership. 
They like to read and hear the stuff. Vox Populi Vox Dei. The only science book that comes anywhere 
near us is Hawking’s “Short History of Time”, which I have never read and never intend to. This had 
sold about ten million copies, only the gods know why because it is bad prose and worse science, 
riddled with errors and fantasies. I remember seeing somewhere that Ceiriog sold 20,000 books of 
poetry in Welsh in the nineteenth century. R. S. Thomas would have had difficulty in selling 500 copies
in English, even though he was nominated several times for a Nobel Prize. I am glad to say that my 
Welsh language poetry reaches up to 182 countries. So prejudice against the Welsh language exists only
among bigots in Wales and crazy economists in Westminster. They have almost driven the language to 
extinction, a crime against humanity. To fight back, use our methods, and make the teaching of Welsh 
compulsory for all. Many urgently needed reform measures.

on Publishing Methods: www.aias.us and www.upitec.org

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/30/publishing-methods-www-aias-us-and-www-upitec-org/


Numerical Checking and Development of Note     345(6)
April 30, 2016 

Many thanks, I would say that this is the first time that the geodetic effect of Gravity Probe B has been 
evaluated correctly, using the methods of post Einsteinian physics based on correct geometry. The 
remaining discrepancy between theory and experiment can be attributed to a gravitomagnetic Lande 
factor. The obsolete theory claimed magical precision that cannot be true. A precise result can never be 
obtained from a geometry that is completely wrong. Evidently these conclusions are accepted at the 
world’s best universities, otherwise they would not have been studying ECE and ECE2 every day for 
twelve years. So now I will proceed to write up my sections of UFT345 and leave the numerical results 
for your Section as usual. The post Einsteinian physics also gives a precise explanation for energy from
spacetime in UFT311, and also produces the light deflection by gravitation precisely. It also gives a 
plausible explanation for LENR in UFT226 ff. We have developed several ways of explaining 
perihelion precession, Lense Thirring and geodetic precessions. All of these results are studied at the 
best universities in the world every day. The older Einsteinian theory of general relativity was a peak of
intellectual achievement, but is now obsolete as always happens in a healthy subject that does not 
stagnate.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 29/04/2016 15:12:47 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 345(6): ECE2 Theory of the Geodetic Effect

Your calculation is basically correct. The experimental value of the gravitomagnetic field is 
precisely

1.0418 * 10^ -12 rad/s

For the theoretical values of the gravitomagnetic field, I used r=7.02e6 as for the Lense-
Thirring effect. The result is about half the experimental value, the ratio varying between 
0.35 and 0.71. The precise values depend on the angles theta and phi. Since the j axis is 
chosen for the angular momentom of the probe, it makes sense to plot Omega(theta) for 
phi=90 degrees (see plot in attachment). Then the highest theta variance is seen. For phi=0 
the value is constant but this probably makes no sense since the angular momentum then 
would be in the bold i direction ratherin the bold j direction (where it was chosen by 
definition).

Horst

Am 28.04.2016 um 14:12 schrieb EMyrone:

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/30/numerical-checking-and-development-of-note-3456/


the taxpayer. The effect is described by a parameter x defined in Eq. (22). 
Values of theta and phi can be found by computer algebra from the 
experimental result. From the point of view of a frame of reference on Gravity 
Probe B, the earth rotates, and appears to be a rotating frame generating the 
angular momentum (11) in the j axis, because the orbit of Gravity Probe B is a 
polar orbit about an axis perpendicular to the rotation axis of the earth. The 
earth is considered to be a static shere in a spinning frame of reference for the 
purposes of the geodetic effect. In the Lense Thirring effect the earth is a 
spinning sphere in a static frame of reference. All metrics of the Einstein field 
equation are well known to be incorrect, the obsolete theory used these 
incorrect metrics, so could not have explained anything. The vast twenty first 
century avant garde school of physics around AIAS and UPITEC accepts that 
the Einstein field equation is completely wrong. We have replaced it with 
several theories, which are the truly accurate theoreis, and which can also 
describe the velocity curve of a whirlpool galaxy. The same theory has been 
used in the 345 UFT items. It is the first successful unified field theory.

345(6).pdf

Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to     28/4/30
April 30, 2016 

There was the usual intense interest from the best universities in the world. Essentially all visits are 
always from the best universities in the world measured by webometrics, Times, Shanghai and QS 
world university rankings given in the attached book. To date in April 2016 visits from universities in 
the top twenty in the world were as follows: Caltech, Duke, Illinois, Penn State, Michigan, Wisconsin 
Madison, Yale, Princeton, UCLA, ETH Zuerich, EPF Lausanne, Cambridge*, Edinburgh*, the * 
denoting repeat or multiple visits. Today is the twelfth anniversary of these scientometrics and this 
interest from the world’s best universities has been sustained unbroken for all twelve years. So it is 
overwhelmingly likely that it will continue indefinitely, in other words that the work is already historic.
It is also overwhelmingly likely that this kind of interest in my work existed back to 1973, when I 
began to publish as a graduate student at the EDCL in Aberystwyth. By “my work” in science I always 
mean the work of co workers, co authors and myself. In literature of course it is solely my work. These 
scientometrics are themselves very well known and also historic, a completely new and much more 
accurate and immediate way of measuring impact in any field of work. These are the most meticulous 
scientometrics ever prepared for a major new paradigm shift: ECE and ECE2 physics, described by the 
eminent editor Prof. Emeritus Alwyn van der Merwe as “The Post Einsteinian Paradigm Shift” akin to 
the emergence of quantum mechanics or relativity for example. Today the www.aias.us site set a new 
record high of over 31 gigabytes downloaded in the first 28 days of April. In May 2002, 0.02 gigabytes 
were downloaded. To view the site as it looked in 2002, use the amazing Wayback Machine, 
www.archive.org. So another outstanding performance and congratulations to all staffs!

BookofScientometricsVolumeTwo.pdf

on Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to 28/4/30

https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/04/bookofscientometricsvolumetwo2.pdf
http://www.archive.org/
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Daily Report 28/4/16 : New Record     High
April 30, 2016 

The equivalent of 665,112 printed pages was downloaded during the day (2.424 Gigabytes) from 3924 
downloaded memory files and 517 distinct visits each averaging 6.9 memory pages and 21 minutes, 
printed pages to hits ratio of 182.42 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. A 
new fourteen year record high of 31.670 gigabytes downloaded for the month of April to date was 
recorded, the third record high this year. Collected ECE2 1598, Top ten items 1455, Evans / Morris 
papers 924(est), Collected scientometrics 537, F3(Sp) 433, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 327, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 292, Autobiography volumes one and two 250, Collected proofs that 
no torsion means no gravitation 249, UFT88 186, Principles of ECE 157, Evans Equations 128, Self 
charging inverter 104, Engineering Model 101, CEFE 91, UFT311 80, UFT321 65, Llais 44, Lindstrom
Idaho lecture 21, UFT313 52, UFT314 48, UFT315 51, UFT316 51, UFT317 56, UFT318 57, UFT319 
56, UFT320 50, UFT322 57, UFT323 40, UFT324 66, UFT325 69, UFT326 50, UFT327 42, UFT328 
53, UFT329 57, UFT330 50, UFT331 63, UFT332 45, UFT333 45, UFT334 43, UFT335 37, UFT336 
65, UFT337 47, UFT338 52, UFT339 66, UFT340 51, UFT341 59, UFT342 61, UFT343 41, UFT344 
18 to date in April 2016. Site download from bb.sky.com 90.135.15. unknown; Machine Learning 
Group Technical University of Berlin My page, UFT69, 95 and 344, CV, Devices, Barddoniaeth; 
Chimborazo Higher Technical University Ecuador UFT169(Sp); Cardiothoracic Surgery University of 
Southern California UFT2; Birmingham City Council Grid for Learning UFT204, Space Energy; 
National University of Sciences and Technology Pakistan UFT88; Institute for Advanced Studies of 
Administration Venezuela UFT140(Sp), 198.50.205.unknown unresolved domain download of all 
recorded essays and other items. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for April 2016.

on Daily Report 28/4/16 : New Record High

Readings of Poetry     Book
April 30, 2016 

These are estimated to be six thousand times a year currently, open source off the home page of 
www.aias.us (blue box above my coat of arms). There are several more items of poetry in pdf files and 
mp3 files, giving many thousands of readings and audiences a year in up to 182 countries from a 
predominantly scientific site. The conversion factor is one A4 page single spaced 12 point font is 3646 
bytes. The poetry book is less than A4, with many spacings, so approximately, one page is 1823 bytes 
or less.

on Readings of Poetry Book

New Record High and Twelfth Anniversary of the     Scientometrics
April 30, 2016 

The www.aias.us site hit a new fourteen year record high on 28th April 2016 of over 31 gigabytes 
downloaded in those first 28 days of the month. Today, 30th April 2016, is the twelfth anniversary of 
the daily scientometrics, which began on 30th April 2004. In May 2002, 0.02 gigabytes were 
downloaded. The site as it was in May 2002 can be seen on the Wayback Machine in San Francisco 
(www.archive.org). Many thanks to the international colleagues!

http://www.archive.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/30/new-record-high-and-twelfth-anniversary-of-the-scientometrics/
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https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/30/daily-report-28416-new-record-high/


on New Record High and Twelfth Anniversary of the Scientometrics

Llyfrgell Genedlaethol Cymru: National Library of     Wales
April 29, 2016 

It will be, don’t worry, but at the cost of shedding jobs. In mid 2015 a new boss was appointed. This is 
our own Library. The University was supposed to be our own University. The landscape in Wales is one
of hugely inflated house prices, and high unemployment among young Welsh speakers who cannot 
afford even a deposit on a mortgage. All this must be reformed before all Wales is sold to the Devil 
himself. “Y Diawl i unan” in our dialect. “Y diafol ei hun” in classical.

cc Prime Minister’s office, Gower Constituency

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 29/04/2016 14:59:58 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Possible Insolvency of the National Library of Wales

This is really bad news. Needs to be saved whatever the cost!

Sent from my Samsung device

on Llyfrgell Genedlaethol Cymru: National Library of Wales

Checking 345(5)
April 29, 2016 

Many thanks again! I think that this is good enough agreement although it can be refined. The magical 
precision of the Einstein theory is a myth, as we all know by now, like the Beatles “Magical Mystery 
Tour”.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 29/04/2016 14:49:28 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 345(5): Final Version of the Calculation of the Lense Thirring Precession

The numbers are correct. I used slightly different constants from Wikipedia, but the results 
are the same in the first three digits.

Horst

Am 27.04.2016 um 15:26 schrieb EMyrone:

This version uses the methods of UFT117 and incorporates the factor 2 needed 
to define the gravitomagnetic dipole moment as in Eq. (19). The result is 49.4 
milliarcseconds a year. The experimental result is 40.9 plus or minus 7.8 
milliarcesconds a year. The gravitomagnetic field is defined in exact analogy 
with the magnetic flux density in the dipole approximation, Eq. (15). The 
observed angular velocity of the earth is used, omega = 7.2921150 ten power 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/29/checking-3455/
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minus five radians per second (2 p i / T, where T is 24 hours). The earth’s 
gravitomagnetic field as defined by Pfister is Eq. (1). In deriving this result he 
assumed that the gravitomagnetic dipole moment of the earth is its angular 
momentum L. However, the gravitomagnetic gyromagnetic ratio of 1/2 is 
needed as in Eq. (19). This is defined by replacing the electrodynamical 
gyromagnetic ratio – e / (2m) by m / (2m) = 1/2. In the obsolete Einstein theory 
the Einstein field equation is linearized to give a set of equations which look 
like the ECE2 field equations. However the Einstein theory’s geometry is 
torsionless, and completely wrong. The ECE2 field equations are rigorously 
correct. The next and final note will recalculate the geodetic precession with the
definitions of this note. The mysterious claims to magical accuracy of the 
Einstein theory collapse entirely in a whirlpool galaxy. The Einstein theory 
gives a velocity curve that goes to zero as r goes to infinity. The experimental 
result goes to a plateau, explained in several different ways by ECE and ECE2. 

345(5).pdf

on Checking 345(5)

Possible Insolvency of the National Library of     Wales
April 29, 2016 

This news is on the web, so I certainly hope that something will be done to stop this insolvency. It is 
one of the world’s great libraries and houses my entire collection of books and my Ph. D. and D. Sc. 
Theses. It also arranged to archive www.aias.us on www.webarchive.org.uk , something for which I am
very grateful. The reported problems are caused by the cost of repairing damage by a fire, and of 
excessive staff costs. The present Westminster Government’s cuts are severely damaging libraries in 
Wales.

on Possible Insolvency of the National Library of Wales

Readings of Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry in April 2016 
to     date
April 29, 2016 

This book of about 100 pages has been read 553 times off www.aias.us to date in April 2016 (0.10088 
gigabytes). So it is being read about 6,000 times a year in up to 182 countries, much more than Dylan 
Thomas in his time or R. S. Thomas in his time. There are several other files of poetry and readings of 
poetry on www.aias.us, readings by Robert Cheshire and myself. The book was published by New 
Generation in London in 2015 and is available at the National Library of Wales and the British library, 
and from the publishers. However the power of AIAS Publishing is such that almost all readings and 
audiences take place open source from the blue box above my coat of arms on the home page of 
www.aias.us. The book is a cultural ambassador for the Welsh language and English language poetry in
Wales throughout the world. There is plenty of support for the language and interest in it. Michael 
Jackson is welcome to put the book on youtube.

collectedpoetrybarddoniaeth_2406.pdf
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on Readings of Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry in April 2016 to date

FOR POSTING: Auction on 30th June by     Mullock’s
April 29, 2016 

Many thanks indeed!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 28/04/2016 15:22:53 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: Auction on 30th June by Mullock’s

Posted today

Dave

On 4/26/2016 5:44 AM, EMyrone wrote:

A collection of my medals, valued at about half a million pounds, and a sample 
folder valued at £50,000, will be auctioned by Mullock’s on 30th June, the 
catalogue will be ready in a few weeks. So I wish to support the auction using 
www.aias.us and www.upitec.org. Proceeds will be invested in the Newlands 
Family Trust and used for various good purposes, notably science and the 
Welsh language. The material is being kept in a vault at Mullock’s insured for 
up to ten million pounds. Al the material was transferred to Mullock’s today. I 
would be grateful if this notice could be posted on the home page of both sites, 
as the first item seen by the reader. Reference to the e bay auction on 
www.aias.us should be removed, because the e bay auction it is now out dated 
and expired, and e bay is not suitable for such prestigious material. Judging 
from James Joyce, a Civil List Pensioner, this material will be much more 
valuable in years to come.

cc Trustees. 

on FOR POSTING: Auction on 30th June by Mullock’s

Daily Report 27/4/16
April 29, 2016 

The equivalent of 276,687 printed pages was downloaded during the day (941.885 megabytes) from 
3025 downloaded memory files (hits) and 520 distinct visits each averaging 4.3 memory pages and 21 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 85.40, main spiders cnsat(China), Google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1538, Top ten items 1400, Evans / Morris papers 891, Collected scientometrics 
521(est), F3(Sp) 421, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 313, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 284, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 244, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 235, UFT88 180,
Principles of ECE 153, Evans Equations 122, Self charging inverter 102, Engineering Model 93, CEFE
88, UFT311 77, UFT321 65, Llais 43, Three World records by MWE 22, List of Prolific authors 20, 
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Lindstrom Idaho lecture 19, UFT313 52, UFT314 45, UFT315 50, UFT316 50, UFT317 46, UFT318 
57, UFT319 54, UFT320 56, UFT322 54, UFT323 38, UFT324 73, UFT325 66, UFT326 48, UFT327 
42, UFT328 51, UFT329 53, UFT330 48, UFT331 61, UFT332 41, UFT333 44, UFT334 40, UFT335 
27, UFT336 63, UFT337 44, UFT338 51, UFT339 62, UFT340 48, UFT341 55, UFT342 61, UFT343 
44, UFT344 17 to date in April 2016. University of the Andes Colombia F13(Sp), University of Cuenca
Ecuador UFT170(Sp); California Institute of Technology(Caltech) UFT18; Texas Southern University 
UFT177; Tohoku University Japan UFT70; British Awareness in Schools Project general. Intense 
interest all sectors, updated usage files attached for April 2016.

345(6): ECE2 Theory of the Geodetic     Effect
April 28, 2016 

This is a theory of the geodetic precession of 6.6144 arc seconds a year measured by Gravity Probe B, 
which cost $700 million dollars. The geodetic effect is explained using the same starting equation as 
the Lense Thirring effect (Note 345(5)), taking into account that Gravity Probe B was in a polar orbit at
an inclination of almost exactly 90 degrees, orbiting once every 90 minutes. Gravity Probe B did not 
“verify” the incorrect Einstein field equation. In fact this paper will be the first correct explanation of 
Gravity Probe B, at no cost to the taxpayer. The effect is described by a parameter x defined in Eq. 
(22). Values of theta and phi can be found by computer algebra from the experimental result. From the 
point of view of a frame of reference on Gravity Probe B, the earth rotates, and appears to be a rotating 
frame generating the angular momentum (11) in the j axis, because the orbit of Gravity Probe B is a 
polar orbit about an axis perpendicular to the rotation axis of the earth. The earth is considered to be a 
static shpere in a spinning frame of reference for the purposes of the geodetic effect. In the Lense 
Thirring effect the earth is a spinning sphere in a static frame of reference. All metrics of the Einstein 
field equation are well known to be incorrect, the obsolete theory used these incorrect metrics, so could
not have explained anything. The vast twenty first century avant garde school of physics around AIAS 
and UPITEC accepts that the Einstein field equation is completely wrong. We have replaced it with 
several theories, which are the truly accurate theories, and which can also describe the velocity curve of
a whirlpool galaxy. The same theory has been used in the 345 UFT items. It is the first successful 
unified field theory.

a345thpapernotes6.pdf

on 345(6): ECE2 Theory of the Geodetic Effect

Daily Report 26/4/16
April 28, 2016 

The equivalent of 240,837 printed pages was downloaded during the day (878.091 megabytes) from 
2624 downloaded memory files (hits) and 491 distinct visits each averaging 4.3 memory pages and 21 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 91.78, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1501, Top ten items 1366, Evans / Morris papers 858, Collected scientometrics 
516, F3(Sp) 412, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 278. Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 276, Autobiography 
volumes one and two 236, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 228, UFT88 175, Principles of 
ECE 147, Evans Equations 123, Engineering Model 99, Self charging inverter 99, CEFE 84, UFT311 
77, UFT321 63, Llais 42, Three world records by MWE 20, List of prolific authors 20, Lindstrom 
Idaho lecture 17, UFT313 49, UFT314 44, UFT315 49, UFT316 49, UFT317 45, UFT318 56, UFT319 
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54, UFT320 46, UFT322 54, UFT323 38, UFT324 71. UFT325 64, UFT326 48, UFT327 41, UFT328 
49, UFT329 51, UFT330 48, UFT331 58, UFT332 40, UFT333 43, UFT334 40, UFT335 37, UFT336 
61, UFT337 42, UFT338 47, UFT339 62, UFT340 46, UFT341 53, UFT342 60, UFT343 39, UFT344 
17 to date in April 2016. University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT344, UFT49; Princeton University 
UFT142; Faculty of Economics and Business Basque University Educational Note Two; University of 
Utrecht UFT42; San Francisco Internet Archives (wayback machine) spidering; University of Lancaster
UFT18. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for April 2016.

on Daily Report 26/4/16

345(5): Final Version of the Calculation of the Lense 
Thirring     Precession
April 27, 2016 

This version uses the methods of UFT117 and incorporates the factor 2 needed to define the 
gravitomagnetic dipole moment as in Eq. (19). The result is 49.4 milliarcseconds a year. The 
experimental result is 40.9 plus or minus 7.8 milliarcesconds a year. The gravitomagnetic field is 
defined in exact analogy with the magnetic flux density in the dipole approximation, Eq. (15). The 
observed angular velocity of the earth is used, omega = 7.2921150 ten power minus five radians per 
second (2 p i / T, where T is 24 hours). The earth’s gravitomagnetic field as defined by Pfister is Eq. 
(1). In deriving this result he assumed that the gravitomagnetic dipole moment of the earth is its angular
momentum L. However, the gravitomagnetic gyromagnetic ratio of 1/2 is needed as in Eq. (19). This is 
defined by replacing the electrodynamical gyromagnetic ratio – e / (2m) by m / (2m) = 1/2. In the 
obsolete Einstein theory the Einstein field equation is linearized to give a set of equations which look 
like the ECE2 field equations. However the Einstein theory’s geometry is torsionless, and completely 
wrong. The ECE2 field equations are rigorously correct. The next and final note will recalculate the 
geodetic precession with the definitions of this note. The mysterious claims to magical accuracy of the 
Einstein theory collapse entirely in a whirlpool galaxy. The Einstein theory gives a velocity curve that 
goes to zero as r goes to infinity. The experimental result goes to a plateau, explained in several 
different ways by ECE and ECE2.

a345thpapernotes5.pdf

on 345(5): Final Version of the Calculation of the Lense Thirring Precession

Cross Checking Notes
April 27, 2016 

Cross checking notes for UFT117 and for UFT345 it is found that the method used in UFT345 is 
correct, but a more accurate expression was given in online Note 117(8) Eq. (42), based on H. Pfister, 
Institute of Theoretical Physics, University of Tuebingen:

http://philsci-archive.pitt.edu/archive/00002681/01/Lense.pdf

The result of UFT119 and UFT345 is half the value given in Eq. (24.26) of UFT117, This gives a 
theoretical result of 49.5 milliarcseconds a year , compared with 40.9 plus or minus 7.8 milliarcseconds
per year experimentally from Gravit yprobe B. The list of experimental values used in UFT117 is used. 
These are the ones which should be used. This means that the calculation of the geodetic effect in 

http://philsci-archive.pitt.edu/archive/00002681/01/Lense.pdf
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UFT345 is also correct, and this has been checked by computer algebra, again very close to the 
experimental result. The factor half applied to UFT117 is due to the fact that the Larmor precession (the
experimentally observed effect) is half the magnitude of the gravitomagnetic field. What has happened 
between UFT117 and UFT345 is that the complete set of ECE gravitational equations has been derived.
This gives great confidence in ECE and ECE2 theories, in our scholarship and checking procedures.

on Cross Checking Notes

Proceeding with Recalculating     UFT345
April 27, 2016 

The gravitomagnetic field will be evaluated as in UFT117, with the additional input that the Larmor 
precession is half its value. This will give a Lense Thirring effect very close to its experimental value. 
Then I will attempt to extend the method to the geodetic effect. There is something badly wrong with 
Arbab’s calculation of the gravitomagnetic field of a spinning sphere, because on careful checking it 
gives a value that is too high by two orders of magnitude. This teaches me once again never to accept 
anything uncritically, but always work it out from the beginning. Each UFT paper is “tested to 
destruction” before it is posted, using computer algebra whenever possible to check my initial hand 
calculations. The notes are like sketches for a painting, i.e. are drafts and not the final result. When this 
is testing is done 345 times, a very sold new scholarship emerges, peppering the old physics with 
refutations in the process.

on Proceeding with Recalculating UFT345

Comment on Summary by Steve     Bannister
April 27, 2016 

Seconded, Steve Bannister has been following ECE theory since inception, fourteen years and is the 
leading economic expert on energy from spacetime and LENR.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 26/04/2016 16:17:02 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: Summary by Steve Bannister

Agreed, it is so good to have someone like Steve in the group. Very interesting comments! 
Puts the significance of the work into context.

Sent from my Samsung device

on Comment on Summary by Steve Bannister

Legal Scrutiny of Waste of Public Funds on     Pseudoscience
April 27, 2016 

As one of the acknowledged leaders of the avant garde ECE physics. I agree that there should be 
international legal scrutiny and enquiries about the waste of funding on the obsolete standard model of 
physics, now overturned by the ECE physics. Also legal scrutiny of how ECE scientists are locked out 
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of funding and jobs, and of gutter abuse of ECE scientists. I feel that prosecutions for malfeasance and 
fraud are in order, and lawsuits for libel. It is very well known that AIAS / UPITEC has undermined the
entire rotten facade built around the Einstein field equation, to which dogmatists are fixated. There is a 
difference between making an error and deliberately ignoring very well known refutations. The former 
is human, if quickly corrected it is fine, but the latter is fraud. The same type of thing happens in 
climatology and wind turbine scamming.

Sent: 26/04/2016 15:39:29 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: The Germans on LIGO

Dear Jocelyne Lopez,

Betr.: Messgenauigkeit bei dem LIGO-Experiment zur Messung von 
Gravitationswellen, Datum: 01.04.2016

Professor Dr. Hermann Nicolai, Stellvertretender Geschäftsführender und Direktor 
(AEI Potsdam-Golm) 
Prof. Dr. Alessandra Buonanno, Direktorin AEI 
Prof. Dr. Bruce Allen, Direktor AEI 
Prof. Dr. Karsten Danzmann – Direktor AEI 
Prof. Dr. Bernard F. Schutz, Direktor AEI 
Dr. Elke Mueller, Pressereferentin AEI Potsdam 
Prof. Dr. Johanna Wanka, Bundesministerin für Bildung und Forschung – 
Information 

http://www.kritik-relativitaetstheorie.de/Anhaenge/Anfrage%20LIGO-
Experiment.pdf

http://www.kritik-
relativitaetstheorie.de/Anhaenge/Wolfgang_Engelhardt_an_Stratmann_24_04_16.pdf

I write concerning the recent request by you and Dr. Wolfgang Engelhardt (as above) for 
information, at German Law, from the German scientists involved in detection of Einstein’s
gravitational waves and related reports that the LIGO-Virgo Collaborations detected such 
waves, generated by the spiral merger of two black holes within some assumed Big Bang 
universe.

There are two broad categories subject to public scrutiny:

(a) The design, operation and performance of the apparatus involved;
(b) The theoretical physics upon which the apparatus rests for its construction and 
deployment.

I present to you certain issues concerning (b), the theoretical physics. As I am not a German
citizen I suppose that I am not entitled under German Law to put similar requests as yours 
directly to the relevant German scientists. I would therefore be much obliged if you could 
add to your request for information the following, as they are pertinent to concerned 
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German citizens no less than to concerned foreigners such as I.

1. Since General Relativity is a nonlinear mathematical theory, a solution to any 
particular set of Einstein’s so-called ‘field equations’ cannot be superimposed upon 
any other solution to any other sets of Einstein ‘field equations’, or upon itself. In 
brief, if X is some solution and Y is some solution, be X the same as Y or not, then 
X + Y is not a solution. It has been reported widely by scientists, including the 
Germans, that the LIGO apparatus detected two black holes spiralling to merger, 
forming a single black hole. Presumably these alleged black holes are inside a Big 
Bang universe since there have been no reports that the scientists have abandoned 
their Big Bang Cosmology. Neither the cosmologists at large nor the Germans in 
particular have ever provided a sound theoretical basis for their reported two black 
holes and gravitational waves within some assumed Big Bang universe. Without 
such a theoretical basis all talk of black holes and gravitational waves within some 
Big Bang universe is wishful thinking. Cosmologists at large, and the Germans in 
particular, have merely superimposed two alleged individual black hole solutions 
with one another, and with an assumed Big Bang universe solution for a completely 
different set of Einstein ‘field equations’, along with a solution for gravitational 
waves (i.e. X+Y+Z+W), thereby violating the very mathematical form of Einstein’s 
nonlinear General Theory of Relativity. Therefore, Upon what set of Einstein field 
equations do the German scientists in particular rely for two black holes within
a Big Bang universe, and the alleged associated gravitational waves, they have 
reported? 

2. All reports, and hence those too of the Germans, concerning the LIGO allegations of
detection of Einstein gravitational waves and black holes within some assumed Big 
Bang universe, assert that the waves generated by the two black holes, travel at the 
speed of light, as ‘ripples in the fabric of spacetime itself’. The alleged waves are 
extracted not from the nonlinear Einstein field equations but from a linearisation of 
the said ‘field equations’. Each of the two black holes allegedly generating these 
waves are individually extracted not from the linearisation of the field equations but 
from a common set or two different sets of nonlinear Einstein ‘field equations’. The 
Big Bang universe in which the two black holes and the gravitational waves they 
allegedly generated reside, is extracted from a completely different set of nonlinear 
Einstein ‘field equations’. The linear and the nonlinear Einstein ‘field equations’ and
their respective solutions have nothing whatsoever to do with one another. 
Moreover, the speed of propagation of these alleged waves is essentially a matter of 
pure mathematics. The said speed of propagation is not unique at all, because it 
depends entirely upon the mathematical coordinates selected. Einstein and his 
followers simply assert that the alleged waves travel at the speed of light in vacuum 
and then deliberately select a set of mathematical coordinates within the ambit of 
the linearisation of the nonlinear field equations, in order to make the speed of these 
waves fit the presumption. The argument thus constitutes a vicious circle and is 
consequently false. Therefore, Did the German scientists know that the speed of 
the alleged waves is arbitrary despite reporting to the public in Germany, and 
beyond, that the speed is that of light in vacuum, or did the German scientists 
not know until now that the speed of the alleged waves is entirely coordinate 
dependent and therefore arbitrary? If the German scientists knew that the 



speed of the said waves is coordinate dependent why did they report that they 
travel at the speed of light? If they did not know until now that the speed of the
said waves is arbitrary, subject entirely to mere selection of mathematical 
coordinates in the equations, why did they not know? What will they now do 
about their false reports? 

I refer you to a recent paper that explains in all required mathematical detail the issues I 
have raised above so that you can present these facts in full scientific and mathematical 
format before the German scientists involved and the German administrative authorities as 
well, if and when needed. Here is the full citation for the paper, which is available free 
online:

Crothers, S.J., A Critical Analysis of LIGO’s Recent Detection of Gravitational Waves 
Caused by Merging Black Holes, Hadronic Journal, Vol. 39, 2016, 
http://viXra.org/abs/1603.0127 

I look forward to receiving your advice.

Yours faithfully,
Stephen J. Crothers
(Australia)

on Legal Scrutiny of Waste of Public Funds on Pseudoscience

Daily Report 25/4/16
April 27, 2016 

The equivalent of 245,645 printed pages was downloaded during the day (895.621 megabytes) from 
2918 downloaded memory files and 513 distinct visits, each averaging 4.6 memory pages and 24 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 84.18, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1443, Top ten items 1307, Collected Evans / Morris 825, Collected 
scientometrics 497(est), F3(Sp) 391, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 270(est), Barddoniaeth Collected 
Poetry 262, proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 241, Autobiography volumes one and two 223, 
UFT88 168, Evans Equations 121, Self charging inverter 98, Engineering Model 89, CEFE 79, 
UFT311 72, UFT321 58, Llais 42, Three world records by MWE 20, List of prolific authors 19, 
Lindstrom Idaho lecture 16, UFT313 45, UFT314 43, UFT315 48, UFT316 45, UFT317 34, UFT318 
53, UFT319 52, UFT320 44, UFT322 52,UFT323 37, UFT324 68, UFT325 62, UFT326 43, UFT327 
40, UFT328 48, UFT329 51, UFT330 47, UFT331 56, UFT332 39, UFT333 41, UFT334 40, UFT335 
36, UFT336 60, UFT337 41, UFT338 46, UFT339 58, UFT340 45, UFT341 50, UFT342 57, UFT343 
38, UFT344 14 to date in April 2016. University of Antoquia Colombia Second proof that no torsion 
means no gravitation; Astronomical Calculation Institute University of Heidelberg UFT213; Physics 
State University of New York Buffalo Essay 24; Kansas State University UFT177; Reed College 
Implications of Finite Photon Mass; Faculty of Economics and Business The Basque University 
F4(Sp); Llyfrgell Genedlaethol Cymru, National Library of Wales Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry, My
Page, Autobiography Sonnets; Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for April 2016.

on Daily Report 25/4/16
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Recalculating UFT345
April 26, 2016 

The problem is Arbab’s starting expression for the gravitomagnetic field of a spinning sphere. After 
careful consideration this gives entirely the wrong answer for the Lense Thirring effect. I found this by 
using a consideration of Horst’s computer protocol and my own recalculations. So I intend to 
recalculate everything and develop the method of UFT117 which gave a result of 49 milliarcseconds 
per year from the Lorentz force equation of gravitomagnetism. This compares with 40.9 plus or minus 
7.8 milliarcseconds a year from Gravity Probe B. UFT117 went into considerable detail and is a very 
good paper written in about 2008. We now know that this result of 49 milliarcseconds per year comes 
out of ECE2. This overall conclusion is unchanged. I also need to apply the method of UFT117 to the 
geodetic precession.

on Recalculating UFT345

Complaint against Ioan Richard     Reopened
April 26, 2016 

This case has been reopened by the Ombudsman.

Book of Scientometrics
April 26, 2016 

I gave a copy of the Book of Scientometrics (UFT307) to Ben Jones of Mullock’s today and he was 
completely astonished at the vast interest. So am I in fact, because this is tough theoretical physics, 
difficult even for a specialist. Very similar to James Joyce, whose two novels “Ulysses” and 
“Finnegan’s Wake” are also very difficult avant garde prose poetry but sell by the millions.

on Book of Scientometrics

FOR POSTING: Summary by Steve     Bannister
April 26, 2016 

I think that this is another important summary, by Prof. Steve Bannister of the Department of 
Economics, University of Utah, and AIAS Fellow. We can discuss these summaries by skype or 
telephone at any time. The latest results back up UFT311, which explains the circuit by Osamu Ide 
precisely. If Steve wishes to see the Trevithick steam engine I can still show it him in the Swansea 
Museum. The Osamu Ide circuit can certainly light a bulb, by trapping a new infinite source of energy 
– spacetime. Osamu Ide is now working on a one kilowatt domestic generator from spacetime. I can 
certainly see a future without wind turbines or fossil fuel. Horst and I are putting together the finishing 
touches to checking notes for UFT345. It is very well known internationally that we always check very 
carefully.

cc Prime Minister’s Office,
Gower Constituency
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To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 26/04/2016 14:32:03 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: Summary by Co President Gareth Evans

Beyond the continued, to me, astonishing results from ECE2, Gareth has important 
insights. I do know something about the long run as one of my research foci is population, 
economic activity, and energy consumption in the long run.

From my models, I know population is on the negative second derivative sector of its 
millennia–long time–path. Absolute peak global population should be reached this century, 
by mid–century in one of my models. This is a major event.

One very strong correlate of reduced population growth is per–capita income growth. The 
wealthier we become, the fewer children we have. This result holds across time and space, 
including Sub-Saharan Africa. And even, with a lag, in Utah. The strongest correlate of 
increased per–capita income is increased per–capita energy consumption.

Hence the enormous importance of the ECE2 energy source implications: Make everyone 
wealthy, reduce the resource pressure on the planet. Very cheap, clean energy is the most 
important advance I can think of.

Very best,

Steve

Steve Bannister Stephen C. Bannister, Ph.D. Assistant Professor 
Department of Economics University of Utah

On 4/26/2016 6:28 AM, EMyrone wrote:

I think that this is an important summary by Gareth and could be posted on 
www.aias.us. Wind turbines are a disaster and could be removed entirely by 
circuits such as that of Osamu Ide.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 26/04/2016 12:45:32 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Exact Agreement with Gravity Probe B by Computer 
Algebra

Congratulations, fantastic result. To get agreement to this precision 
is some achievement. This again shows that Einstein and his 
followers are totally redundant.

What is even more important, however, is the new knowlege that 
remains to be found using ECE2 right across the field of physics. 
Spacetime energy devices, LENR, new optical effects etc are just 
the start.

http://www.aias.us/


Let us hope that some physicists and engineers who follow are 
touched by the same spark of genius as yourself so that this great 
progress is mintained. Already a lot of the old physics and 
engineering, that is so wasteful of finite resources and pollutes so 
unnecessisarily, looks archaic.

This is a new scientific and industrial revolution that may just save 
the planet (if population growth can be controlled). Hopefully, a 
fairer and more equal world can also evolve if energy production is 
cheaper and cleaner and does not have to be controlled by greedy 
multi nationals. Spacetime energy and LENR units can be small 
serving single households (including in poorer countries) and will 
not need to be connected to local and national grids run by big 
companies serving the interests of the few.

Sent from my Samsung device

on FOR POSTING: Summary by Steve Bannister

Earth’s Radius and Height of Gravity Probe     B
April 26, 2016 

This looks OK, the earth’s radius is 6.371 ten power six metres (6371 kilometres). The height of 
Gravity Probe B is 650 km, so the distance of Gravity Probe B to the centre of the earth is 7.021 ten 
power six metres as used in the calculation. Note 345(1) is not being used in the paper, the orbital 
radius of the earth about the sun is 93 million miles, which is 1.4959787 ten power eleven metres. This 
will be used in the next paper (UFT346) to estimate the perihelion precession using the same method as
UFT345. So now I will write up UFT345 if we are agreed.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 26/04/2016 13:50:30 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Exact Agreement with Gravity Probe B by Computer Algebra

what about the radius of earth orbit? The value you used seems to be too small by 2 orders 
of magnitude.

Horst

Am 26.04.2016 um 10:48 schrieb EMyrone:

Many thanks again, much appreciated! The Larmor precession is half the 
gravitomagnetic field, so your result is halved, giving 4pi gr / (5 c squared T). 
This gives by computer algebra:

Omega (ECE2) = 39.6 milliarcseconds per year
Omega (exptl.) = 40.9 plus or minus 7.8 milliarcseconds per year

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/26/earths-radius-and-height-of-gravity-probe-b/


which is exact agreement within the experimental uncertainty of 19%. We have 
also checked by computer algebra that the geodetic precession is essentially in 
exact agreement. So this is a triumph for ECE2 theory, introducing a new and 
original method of calculating the geodetic precession and Lense – Thirring 
precession from the ECE2 gravitational field equations. I have assumed that the
Gravity Probe B orbit was a polar orbit every 90 minutes in a plane essentially 
perpendicular to the earth’s axis of spin. This assumes that wikipedia is right. If 
we are agreed I can proceed to write this up.

To: Emyrone
Sent: 25/04/2016 20:21:39 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Calculations for notes 345(1-4)

Maybe I have made some faults or overlooked something. The 
results are as follows:

note 1, eq.(14): omega_L = 0.013 arcsec / year

note 2, eq.(11): Omega =

note 3, eq.(6): Omega = 0.79 milli arcsec / year

note 4, eq.(15): Omega_L = 5.801 arcsec / year

For notes 1-3 I obtained results differing from yours. Note 4 is in 
agreement. Perhaps we have to go through the calculation again in 
detail. I hope you can decipher from the protocol what I calculated.

Horst

on Earth’s Radius and Height of Gravity Probe B

FOR POSTING: Auction on 30th June by     Mullock’s
April 26, 2016 

A collection of my medals, valued at about half a million pounds, and a sample folder valued at 
£50,000, will be auctioned by Mullock’s on 30th June, the catalogue will be ready in a few weeks. So I 
wish to support the auction using www.aias.us and www.upitec.org. Proceeds will be invested in the 
Newlands Family Trust and used for various good purposes, notably science and the Welsh language. 
The material is being kept in a vault at Mullock’s insured for up to ten million pounds. All the material 
was transferred to Mullock’s today. I would be grateful if this notice could be posted on the home page 
of both sites, as the first item seen by the reader. Reference to the e bay auction on www.aias.us should 
be removed, because the e bay auction it is now out dated and expired, and e bay is not suitable for 
such prestigious material. Judging from James Joyce, a Civil List Pensioner, this material will be much 

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/26/for-posting-auction-on-30th-june-by-mullocks/


more valuable in years to come.

cc Trustees.

on FOR POSTING: Auction on 30th June by Mullock’s

FOR POSTING: Summary by Co President Gareth     Evans
April 26, 2016 

I think that this is an important summary by Gareth and could be posted on www.aias.us. Wind turbines
are a disaster and could be removed entirely by circuits such as that of Osamu Ide.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 26/04/2016 12:45:32 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Exact Agreement with Gravity Probe B by Computer Algebra

Congratulations, fantastic result. To get agreement to this precision is some achievement. 
This again shows that Einstein and his followers are totally redundant.

What is even more important, however, is the new knowlege that remains to be found using
ECE2 right across the field of physics. Spacetime energy devices, LENR, new optical 
effects etc are just the start.

Let us hope that some physicists and engineers who follow are touched by the same spark 
of genius as yourself so that this great progress is mintained. Already a lot of the old 
physics and engineering, that is so wasteful of finite resources and pollutes so 
unnecessisarily, looks archaic.

This is a new scientific and industrial revolution that may just save the planet (if population
growth can be controlled). Hopefully, a fairer and more equal world can also evolve if 
energy production is cheaper and cleaner and does not have to be controlled by greedy 
multi nationals. Spacetime energy and LENR units can be small serving single households 
(including in poorer countries) and will not need to be connected to local and national grids 
run by big companies serving the interests of the few.

Sent from my Samsung device

on FOR POSTING: Summary by Co President Gareth Evans

Concerns about safety in     Mawr
April 26, 2016 

In view of recent events I am concerned about safety in Mawr, especially as I am responsible for the 
safety of distinguished international visitors. We can always convene conferences and discussions by 
skype. A real conference can be convened at some safe location such as Aberystwyth or Craig y Nos 
Castle, but I realize that these are locations which involve a lot of travel. Everyone is welcome here if 
they wish but I realize that recent events give a terrible international impression. If a County Councillor

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/26/concerns-about-safety-in-mawr/
http://www.aias.us/
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is capable of a verbal common assault in the road, there can be no international confidence whatsoever. 
A half century ago things such as this would never have happened. I would like the occasional 
discussion by Skype.

cc M. P., Opposition Gower, and Prime Minister’s Office.

on Concerns about safety in Mawr

Quack Consultants
April 26, 2016 

Fully agreed, this is also a problem in the dogmatic part of theoretical physics.

In a message dated 25/04/2016 14:33:53 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Hi

The bottom line is that there is NO SEA done. In Ireland or the UK,. That is my cry.

Dept. of Energy are doing one post 2020 for renewable energy. Boy, did they get responses.

Another problem here is quack consultants who refuse steer groupos into court but refuse to
do it on the SEA

Val

Val

On 25 April 2016 at 14:21, <EMyrone> wrote:

I would say that it takes a large and illegal turbine to switch on your car, or light
bulb (only just in humour), and only if there is sufficient wind, or not too much 
wind. We could do that with the circuit built by Osamu Ide. I was deeply 
angered by the off hand way in which the concerns of so many groups were 
casually dismissed by the Luxembourg Court without a hearing. The South East
of England is as different from Wales as the Antarctic, and always has been. I 
have never recognized the United Kingdom, coming from a four hundred year 
old Republican tradition from which the United States emerged.

In a message dated 25/04/2016 14:04:07 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Hi Myron
One thing I have a good understanding of is law and I learned even 
more as part of the campaign. UK, US and Irish law had one good 
feature. It applied to all, including government. The only exception 
was national defense which was understandable and the Monarch, 
(the queen),. After that everyone was treated the same.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/26/quack-consultants/


With EU law, its applied to the citizen but the member state can 
take it or leave it. EU law itself is poorly written, with non 
commencement dates and failing to repeal existing laws replaced by
it. In the Statutory Instrument to transpose the Internal electricity 
market (445/2000) (Irish), it makes it an offence to generate 
electricity (simple). So in effect, every time I start my car, I commit 
an offence. Our case too was corrupt, the ECJ gave us the short 
straw, that may be all right to do on ordinary people, but not on Val 
Martin who (exceptionally) is revengeful. If they walk on me, they 
can expect clever timely intervention by me in response.

If the UK vote to leave there will be mayhem, that is why I can’t 
understand why the EU did not engage with the UK peoples 
honestly in an attempt to sort out their concerns, They did not do so.
It may be their undoing.

Val

On 25 April 2016 at 10:49, <EMyrone> wrote:

Val Martin,
Farmer and Anti Wind Turbine Activist,
Ireland,

Good to hear from you. I have always been a European 
and founded the European Molecular Liquids Group at 
the National Physical Laboratory. I think that there 
should be three referenda, for England, Scotland and 
Wales, because the needs of the three countries are 
completely different. Economically it will make things 
much worse, but it might ease the pressures to build 
more useless wind turbines and to have those already 
built demolished as entirely useless. Our experience 
fighting wind turbines at the Luxembourg Court showed
up considerable corruption in the system. As a U. S. 
citizen I should remain neutral, however, the economists
are all agreed that pulling out will damage the economy.
Scotland will become independent soon, and after 
independence should seek its own referendum on the 
EU. There are some EU laws that are supposed to 
protect ecology and language and minority cultures in 
Europe, and that is a good thing if they worked in 
practice. I am overwhelmingly concerned with the state 
of the language here in Wales.

Myron



cc M.P. and Opposition Gower,
Prime Minister’s Office

In a message dated 25/04/2016 09:57:54 GMT Daylight 
Time, writes:

Hi

How do you feel about the EU referendum? 
I voted for it always,but having second 
thoughts now.

Val

On 25 April 2016 at 09:14, <EMyrone> 
wrote:

The attached traces some of my 
ancestry back to 1,100 B. C., 
authentic to about 150 B. C. 
There were many marriages to 
people outside Wales, this did 
not affect the Welsh language in 
any way. For example Prince 
Einion ab Owain (933 – 984) 
married Nest Dyfnaint (Nest of 
Devon, born 934). Gwilym ap 
Meurig (born 1186) married the 
Norman Cristin de Turbeville, 
Nest ferch Owain Gethin (bc. 
1304) married the Norman 
Thomas Aubrey (born about 
1299), and my great great 
grandmother Rachel Morgan 
(1838 – 1907) married David 
Potter of Sussex (1831 – 1891). 
My grandmother Gwenllian 
Potter was fluent in Welsh, but 
my grandfather William John 
Evans, could not speak Welsh, 
or very little. My father Edward 
Ivor was a fluent Welsh speaker,
so was my mother, Mary Jones 
of Craig Cefn Parc. We never 
spoke English in the family at 
all. So I have a very heavy 



Silurian accent as can be heard 
in the readings. Similarly Kepler
had a heavy Schwabian accent. I
speak fluent Welsh in the 
Silurian dialect, and I am almost
the last to be able to do so. This 
shows the devastating harm 
being done to the language by 
uncontrolled monoglot 
immigration and uncontrolled 
inflation of house prices without
a sustaining industrial economy. 
The whole of Wales is up for 
sale. The fault is that of people 
who sell their family homes, and
who do not teach their children 
Welsh. It is up to the Assembly 
to deal with this disaster. My 
ancestral cousin Llewelyn ap 
Gruffudd, Prince of Wales, 
married the Norman Eleanor de 
Montfort for the sake of 
alliance. She died in childbirth, 
but their daughter the Princess 
Gwenllian ferch Llewelyn spoke
Welsh in Gwynedd dialect. She 
was imprisoned for life and not 
allowed to marry. There is now 
the Princess Gwenllian Society, 
and Carnedd Gwenllian in Eryri.
One of my princely ancestors 
married Ragnhildr Olaf Dochter,
a Dublin Viking princess 
descended from Brian Boru, and
so on. A language survives if 
and only if there is a sufficient 
number of people to speak it. It 
will not survive if people 
mindlessly sell their own 
heritage, and this must be 
prohibited by legislation. So the 
fault is that of the Welsh people, 
not foreign people from abroad. 
I mention this because I was 
recently anonymously 
denounced, stalinist style for not
having a Welsh wife. That is an 



offence against human rights 
legislation. Bigotry against the 
Welah language is also an 
offence in law. This house is to 
be put in trust and is a four 
generation family home and will
not be sold out of the family. 
This method should be taken up 
by the government, the Welsh 
Assembly. My wife’s 
grandmother was denounced as 
an enemy of the People in 
Stalinist times, and was 
transported to Siberia. Ten of her
thirteen children died, and she 
buried them at each railway 
station. If that is the kind of 
society you want, keep on 
sending anonymous letters. The 
evidence will accumulate. I am 
in favour of an alliance between 
NATO and the Russian 
Federation, in order to combat 
terrorism. You will not do that 
by denouncing your allies. The 
overwhelming majority in this 
village are decent people, there 
is always the bad apple.

on Quack Consultants

Exact Agreement with Gravity Probe B by Computer     Algebra
April 26, 2016 

Many thanks again, much appreciated! The Larmor precession is half the gravitomagnetic field, so your
result is halved, giving 4pi gr / (5 c squared T). This gives by computer algebra:

Omega (ECE2) = 39.6 milliarcseconds per year
Omega (exptl.) = 40.9 plus or minus 7.8 milliarcseconds per year

which is exact agreement within the experimental uncertainty of 19%. We have also checked by 
computer algebra that the geodetic precession is essentially in exact agreement. So this is a triumph for 
ECE2 theory, introducing a new and original method of calculating the geodetic precession and Lense –
Thirring precession from the ECE2 gravitational field equations. I have assumed that the Gravity Probe
B orbit was a polar orbit every 90 minutes in a plane essentially perpendicular to the earth’s axis of 
spin. This assumes that wikipedia is right. If we are agreed I can proceed to write this up.

To: Emyrone@aol.com

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/26/exact-agreement-with-gravity-probe-b-by-computer-algebra/


Sent: 25/04/2016 20:21:39 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Calculations for notes 345(1-4)

Maybe I have made some faults or overlooked something. The results are as follows:

note 1, eq.(14): omega_L = 0.013 arcsec / year

note 2, eq.(11): Omega =

note 3, eq.(6): Omega = 0.79 milli arcsec / year

note 4, eq.(15): Omega_L = 5.801 arcsec / year

For notes 1-3 I obtained results differing from yours. Note 4 is in agreement. Perhaps we 
have to go through the calculation again in detail. I hope you can decipher from the 
protocol what I calculated.

Horst

345(1-4).pdf

on Exact Agreement with Gravity Probe B by Computer Algebra

Discussion of Note     345(1)
April 26, 2016 

Thanks again, this was a preliminary calculation, the concept was refined in Note 345(4).

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 25/04/2016 16:54:53 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: PS: Re: note 345(1)

PS: if you insert your value of r=6.957*10^9 m, there is an error in the
exponent in eq. (11), you get

omega_L = 5.92 arcsec per year

which is very near to the observed value of 6.6144.
However with the radius of earth orbit inserted, the result is 0.012
arcsec per year. Inserted into (15) this gives

3 (bold k * bold r / r) bold r / r = -0.11

Relating this to the gravitomagnetic field, it means that this factor is

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/26/discussion-of-note-3451-2/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/04/3451-4.pdf


quite small, indicating that bold k and bold r are nearly perpendicular
to each other, this seems to be reasonable for the geodetic precession
due to the sun.

Horst

Am 25.04.2016 um 17:14 schrieb Horst Eckardt:
> If the radius in eq. (8) should be the distance between sun and earth,
> it should be the average radius of the earth orbit which is
>
> 1.496 * 10^11 m
>
> Horst

on Discussion of Note 345(1)

Discussion of Note     345(1)
April 26, 2016 

Many thanks for going through this, the calculation of Note 345(4) superceded this calculation and 
gave an accurate result.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 25/04/2016 16:14:32 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: note 345(1)

If the radius in eq. (8) should be the distance between sun and earth,
it should be the average radius of the earth orbit which is

1.496 * 10^11 m

Horst 

UFT88 Studied at the Universities of Heidelberg and     Toledo
April 26, 2016 

Heidelberg was founded in 1386 and is associated with 56 Nobel Laureates. It is currently ranked 37 in 
the world by Times, 46 by Shanghai and 65 by Webometrics. In the summer of 1915 there was a 
conference there which led to the Einstein field equation of November 1915, refuted in UFT88. UFT88 
has been studied at Heidelberg several times and hundreds of thousands of times since it was written in 
2007 by Horst Eckardt and myself. The University of Toledo, Ohio was founded in 1872 and is ranked 
672 in the world by webometrics and 501 – 600 by Times, with over 23,000 students. UFT88 is a 
classic that is well known for refuting the Einstein theory by refuting the geometry of the second 
Bianchi identity. It has developed into UFT313 and the high impact ECE2 series of papers, UFT313 – 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/26/uft88-studied-at-the-universities-of-heidelberg-and-toledo/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/26/discussion-of-note-3451/


UFT320, UFT322 – UFT344. These papers unify special and general relativity and we are currently 
working on UFT345, giving the first exact theory of the results of Gravity Probe B.

on UFT88 Studied at the Universities of Heidelberg and Toledo

Daily Report Sunday     24/11/16
April 26, 2016 

The equivalent of 223,962 printed pages was downloaded during the day (816.566 megabytes) from 
3022 downloaded memory files (hits) and 514 distinct visits each averaging 4.99 memory pages and 22
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 74.11 for the day. Collected ECE2 1400, Top ten items 1240, 
Collected Evans / Morris papers 792, Collected scientometrics 497, F3(Sp) 377, Eckardt / Lindstrom 
papers 270, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 254, Autobiography volumes one and two 219, Proofs that
no torsion means no gravitation 210, UFT88 160, Principles of ECE 137, Evans Equations 121, 
Engineering Model 81, CEFE 75, UFT311 70, UFT321 54, Self charging inverter 54, Llais 42, Three 
world records by MWE 20, List of prolific authors 17, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 15, UFT313 45, 
UFT314 43, UFT315 44, UFT316 42, UFT317 42, UFT318 52, UFT319 51, UFT320 44, UFT322 52, 
UFT323 36, UFT324 66, UFT325 62, UFT326 43, UFT327 37, UFT328 46, UFT329 50, UFT330 44, 
UFT331 55, UFT332 37, UFT333 41, UFT334 39, UFT335 35, UFT336 57, UFT337 41, UFT338 45, 
UFT339 58, UFT340 45, UFT341 47, UFT342 53, UFT343 35, UFT344 13 to date in April 2016. 
University of Heidelberg UFT88; University of Edinburgh H Bonding, ECE article; University of 
Sussex UFT291. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for April 2016.

on Daily Report Sunday 24/11/16

Text of “A Sonnet Against Wind     Turbines”
April 25, 2016 

This sonnet appears on the penultimate page of the attached, I wrote it after “Barddoniaeth / Collected 
Poetry” was published. It is preceded by a sonnet in the manner of Shakespeare. I recorded it two or 
three weeks ago. These recordings are not meant to be Oscar winning Dylan Thomas performances, but
to read out the poem or essay with emphasis on meaning, as in a seminar at university, or Paris salon 
type gathering of cultured people, or a gathering of bards and poets here in Wales. I began to read 
extensively in both languages when about six or seven years old, and there is a vast amount of literature
that I like a lot, in both languages. This includes some translations into English of poets such as 
Machado and Jimenez from Spanish, Anna Akhmatova and Solzhenitzyn from Russian, Jean-Paul 
Sartre and Albert Camus from French and so on. The American school, notably Steinbeck and 
Hemingway. Some poets like R. S. Thomas and W. B. Yeats resonate very strongly. Also some poems 
in ancient Welsh and Cumbric. The even more ancient British Celtic is very difficult to understand, but 
well known to scholars. Dylan Thomas is mixed, sometimes very good, as in “Over Sir John’s Hill”, 
sometimes too dense for good poetry. Dafydd ap Gwilym is always brilliant in fourteenth century 
technique.

collectedpoetrybarddoniaeth.pdf

on Text of “A Sonnet Against Wind Turbines”

https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/04/collectedpoetrybarddoniaeth.pdf
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Sonnet Against Wind     Turbines
April 25, 2016 

This is already the first site on the first page of Google out of 165,000 results using keywords “sonnet 
wind turbines”. My cousin Vivienne Swaby, who had a discerning knowledge of literature, liked this 
sonnet, a variation on Milton. It expresses my deep hatred of wind turbines on Mynydd y Gwair and 
Betws, along with nearly all us native peasants.

on Sonnet Against Wind Turbines

Comments by Val     Martin
April 25, 2016 

I would say that it takes a large and illegal turbine to switch on your car, or light bulb (only just in 
humour), and only if there is sufficient wind, or not too much wind. We could do that with the circuit 
built by Osamu Ide. I was deeply angered by the off hand way in which the concerns of so many 
groups were casually dismissed by the Luxembourg Court without a hearing. The South East of 
England is as different from Wales as the Antarctic, and always has been. I have never recognized the 
United Kingdom, coming from a four hundred year old Republican tradition from which the United 
States emerged.

In a message dated 25/04/2016 14:04:07 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Hi Myron
One thing I have a good understanding of is law and I learned even more as part of the 
campaign. UK, US and Irish law had one good feature. It applied to all, including 
government. The only exception was national defense which was understandable and the 
Monarch, (the queen),. After that everyone was treated the same.

With EU law, its applied to the citizen but the member state can take it or leave it. EU law 
itself is poorly written, with non commencement dates and failing to repeal existing laws 
replaced by it. In the Statutory Instrument to transpose the Internal electricity market 
(445/2000) (Irish), it makes it an offence to generate electricity (simple). So in effect, every
time I start my car, I commit an offence. Our case too was corrupt, the ECJ gave us the 
short straw, that may be all right to do on ordinary people, but not on Val Martin who 
(exceptionally) is revengeful. If they walk on me, they can expect clever timely 
intervention by me in response.

If the UK vote to leave there will be mayhem, that is why I can’t understand why the EU 
did not engage with the UK peoples honestly in an attempt to sort out their concerns, They 
did not do so. It may be their undoing.

Val

On 25 April 2016 at 10:49, <EMyrone> wrote:

Val Martin,
Farmer and Anti Wind Turbine Activist,

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/25/comments-by-val-martin/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/25/sonnet-against-wind-turbines/


Ireland,

Good to hear from you. I have always been a European and founded the 
European Molecular Liquids Group at the National Physical Laboratory. I think 
that there should be three referenda, for England, Scotland and Wales, because 
the needs of the three countries are completely different. Economically it will 
make things much worse, but it might ease the pressures to build more useless 
wind turbines and to have those already built demolished as entirely useless. 
Our experience fighting wind turbines at the Luxembourg Court showed up 
considerable corruption in the system. As a U. S. citizen I should remain 
neutral, however, the economists are all agreed that pulling out will damage the 
economy. Scotland will become independent soon, and after independence 
should seek its own referendum on the EU. There are some EU laws that are 
supposed to protect ecology and language and minority cultures in Europe, and 
that is a good thing if they worked in practice. I am overwhelmingly concerned 
with the state of the language here in Wales.

Myron

cc M.P. and Opposition Gower,
Prime Minister’s Office

In a message dated 25/04/2016 09:57:54 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Hi

How do you feel about the EU referendum? I voted for it always,but
having second thoughts now.

Val

On 25 April 2016 at 09:14, <EMyrone> wrote:

The attached traces some of my ancestry back to 1,100 
B. C., authentic to about 150 B. C. There were many 
marriages to people outside Wales, this did not affect 
the Welsh language in any way. For example Prince 
Einion ab Owain (933 – 984) married Nest Dyfnaint 
(Nest of Devon, born 934). Gwilym ap Meurig (born 
1186) married the Norman Cristin de Turbeville, Nest 
ferch Owain Gethin (bc. 1304) married the Norman 
Thomas Aubrey (born about 1299), and my great great 
grandmother Rachel Morgan (1838 – 1907) married 
David Potter of Sussex (1831 – 1891). My grandmother 
Gwenllian Potter was fluent in Welsh, but my 
grandfather William John Evans, could not speak Welsh,



or very little. My father Edward Ivor was a fluent Welsh
speaker, so was my mother, Mary Jones of Craig Cefn 
Parc. We never spoke English in the family at all. So I 
have a very heavy Silurian accent as can be heard in the 
readings. Similarly Kepler had a heavy Schwabian 
accent. I speak fluent Welsh in the Silurian dialect, and I
am almost the last to be able to do so. This shows the 
devastating harm being done to the language by 
uncontrolled monoglot immigration and uncontrolled 
inflation of house prices without a sustaining industrial 
economy. The whole of Wales is up for sale. The fault is
that of people who sell their family homes, and who do 
not teach their children Welsh. It is up to the Assembly 
to deal with this disaster. My ancestral cousin Llewelyn 
ap Gruffudd, Prince of Wales, married the Norman 
Eleanor de Montfort for the sake of alliance. She died in
childbirth, but their daughter the Princess Gwenllian 
ferch Llewelyn spoke Welsh in Gwynedd dialect. She 
was imprisoned for life and not allowed to marry. There 
is now the Princess Gwenllian Society, and Carnedd 
Gwenllian in Eryri. One of my princely ancestors 
married Ragnhildr Olaf Dochter, a Dublin Viking 
princess descended from Brian Boru, and so on. A 
language survives if and only if there is a sufficient 
number of people to speak it. It will not survive if 
people mindlessly sell their own heritage, and this must 
be prohibited by legislation. So the fault is that of the 
Welsh people, not foreign people from abroad. I 
mention this because I was recently anonymously 
denounced, stalinist style for not having a Welsh wife. 
That is an offence against human rights legislation. 
Bigotry against the Welah language is also an offence in
law. This house is to be put in trust and is a four 
generation family home and will not be sold out of the 
family. This method should be taken up by the 
government, the Welsh Assembly. My wife’s 
grandmother was denounced as an enemy of the People 
in Stalinist times, and was transported to Siberia. Ten of 
her thirteen children died, and she buried them at each 
railway station. If that is the kind of society you want, 
keep on sending anonymous letters. The evidence will 
accumulate. I am in favour of an alliance between 
NATO and the Russian Federation, in order to combat 
terrorism. You will not do that by denouncing your 
allies. The overwhelming majority in this village are 
decent people, there is always the bad apple.



on Comments by Val Martin

Assault Complaint your ref.     4618/201600256
April 25, 2016 

Ombudsman Wales,
Dear Mr Thomas,
I repeat that this common assault took place. You have my word as an Armiger (Member of the Gentry)
and Civil List Pensioner, appointed directly by Queen Elizabeth, and my word as a U. S. citizen. Why 
should I make a complaint if the assault did not take place? I informed you honestly that there were no 
witnesses because the Councillor deliberately drew up alongside me in the road so that there were no 
witnesses. At least one other has complained to me of direct experience of abusive conduct by Cllr. 
Richard. The Ombudsman must judge who is telling the truth. Have you asked the Councillor whether 
or not he called me a “a liar”. This is very deeply offensive to society and myself and an obvious 
breach of the code of conduct whereby a Councillor must behave politely. It also holds Crown and 
Parliament in contempt. The United States Embassy may make a formal diplomatic objection to the 
British Government if I complain as a U. S. citizen. I have withdrawn recognition of the Councillor and
have asked for his resignation. On the matter of accounts irregularities I have already complained to the
Audit Office Wales. I am complaining to you about years of maladministration by Mawr Cummunity 
Council. This maladministration has already been severely censured by the Assembly’s Audit Office. In
my view nothing effective was done. It is public knowledge, all over the media, that the Community 
Council was reprimanded twice by the Audit Office, in 2011 and 2015. It is up to you to apply balance 
of probability, because you are not a court. Otherwise there can be no confidence in the Ombudsman. 
You must decide who is telling the truth, Councillor Richard or myself. On the face of it you are 
abdicating responsibility. So as a U. S. citizen I conclude that anyone can be assaulted in the road by 
any Councillor, and that nothing will be done about it by the Ombudsman. If this matter went to court, 
the jury would decide who is telling the truth in open court. You have decided arbitrarily without due 
consideration of anything. So society of this kind is totalitarianism.

Myron Evans

Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent., Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc. (Wales).
www.aias.us

cc MAwr Community Council,
Prime Minister’s Office.

on Assault Complaint your ref. 4618/201600256

Writing Up UFT345
April 25, 2016 

I think I will proceed to writing up UFT345 because a clear and accurate result has already been 
obtained. There is immediate worldwide interest in each new UFT paper as it appears. This will be in 
co authorship with Dr. Horst Eckardt as usual because he has checked the notes.

on Writing Up UFT345
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Referendum on Europe
April 25, 2016 

Val Martin,
Farmer and Anti Wind Turbine Activist,
Ireland,

Good to hear from you. I have always been a European and founded the European Molecular Liquids 
Group at the National Physical Laboratory. I think that there should be three referenda, for England, 
Scotland and Wales, because the needs of the three countries are completely different. Economically it 
will make things much worse, but it might ease the pressures to build more useless wind turbines and to
have those already built demolished as entirely useless. Our experience fighting wind turbines at the 
Luxembourg Court showed up considerable corruption in the system. As a U. S. citizen I should remain
neutral, however, the economists are all agreed that pulling out will damage the economy. Scotland will
become independent soon, and after independence should seek its own referendum on the EU. There 
are some EU laws that are supposed to protect ecology and language and minority cultures in Europe, 
and that is a good thing if they worked in practice. I am overwhelmingly concerned with the state of the
language here in Wales.

Myron

cc M.P. and Opposition Gower,
Prime Minister’s Office

In a message dated 25/04/2016 09:57:54 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Hi

How do you feel about the EU referendum? I voted for it always,but having second 
thoughts now.

Val

On 25 April 2016 at 09:14, <EMyrone> wrote:

The attached traces some of my ancestry back to 1,100 B. C., authentic to about
150 B. C. There were many marriages to people outside Wales, this did not 
affect the Welsh language in any way. For example Prince Einion ab Owain 
(933 – 984) married Nest Dyfnaint (Nest of Devon, born 934). Gwilym ap 
Meurig (born 1186) married the Norman Cristin de Turbeville, Nest ferch 
Owain Gethin (bc. 1304) married the Norman Thomas Aubrey (born about 
1299), and my great great grandmother Rachel Morgan (1838 – 1907) married 
David Potter of Sussex (1831 – 1891). My grandmother Gwenllian Potter was 
fluent in Welsh, but my grandfather William John Evans, could not speak 
Welsh, or very little. My father Edward Ivor was a fluent Welsh speaker, so was
my mother, Mary Jones of Craig Cefn Parc. We never spoke English in the 
family at all. So I have a very heavy Silurian accent as can be heard in the 
readings. Similarly Kepler had a heavy Schwabian accent. I speak fluent Welsh 
in the Silurian dialect, and I am almost the last to be able to do so. This shows 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/25/referendum-on-europe/


the devastating harm being done to the language by uncontrolled monoglot 
immigration and uncontrolled inflation of house prices without a sustaining 
industrial economy. The whole of Wales is up for sale. The fault is that of 
people who sell their family homes, and who do not teach their children Welsh. 
It is up to the Assembly to deal with this disaster. My ancestral cousin Llewelyn
ap Gruffudd, Prince of Wales, married the Norman Eleanor de Montfort for the 
sake of alliance. She died in childbirth, but their daughter the Princess 
Gwenllian ferch Llewelyn spoke Welsh in Gwynedd dialect. She was 
imprisoned for life and not allowed to marry. There is now the Princess 
Gwenllian Society, and Carnedd Gwenllian in Eryri. One of my princely 
ancestors married Ragnhildr Olaf Dochter, a Dublin Viking princess descended 
from Brian Boru, and so on. A language survives if and only if there is a 
sufficient number of people to speak it. It will not survive if people mindlessly 
sell their own heritage, and this must be prohibited by legislation. So the fault is
that of the Welsh people, not foreign people from abroad. I mention this 
because I was recently anonymously denounced, stalinist style for not having a 
Welsh wife. That is an offence against human rights legislation. Bigotry against 
the Welah language is also an offence in law. This house is to be put in trust and
is a four generation family home and will not be sold out of the family. This 
method should be taken up by the government, the Welsh Assembly. My wife’s 
grandmother was denounced as an enemy of the People in Stalinist times, and 
was transported to Siberia. Ten of her thirteen children died, and she buried 
them at each railway station. If that is the kind of society you want, keep on 
sending anonymous letters. The evidence will accumulate. I am in favour of an 
alliance between NATO and the Russian Federation, in order to combat 
terrorism. You will not do that by denouncing your allies. The overwhelming 
majority in this village are decent people, there is always the bad apple.

on Referendum on Europe

Marriages of my Ancestors of the Royal Celtic     Line
April 25, 2016 

The attached traces some of my ancestry back to 1,100 B. C., authentic to about 150 B. C. There were 
many marriages to people outside Wales, this did not affect the Welsh language in any way. For 
example Prince Einion ab Owain (933 – 984) married Nest Dyfnaint (Nest of Devon, born 934). 
Gwilym ap Meurig (born 1186) married the Norman Cristin de Turbeville, Nest ferch Owain Gethin 
(bc. 1304) married the Norman Thomas Aubrey (born about 1299), and my great great grandmother 
Rachel Morgan (1838 – 1907) married David Potter of Sussex (1831 – 1891). My grandmother 
Gwenllian Potter was fluent in Welsh, but my grandfather William John Evans, could not speak Welsh, 
or very little. My father Edward Ivor was a fluent Welsh speaker, so was my mother, Mary Jones of 
Craig Cefn Parc. We never spoke English in the family at all. So I have a very heavy Silurian accent as 
can be heard in the readings. Similarly Kepler had a heavy Schwabian accent. I speak fluent Welsh in 
the Silurian dialect, and I am almost the last to be able to do so. This shows the devastating harm being 
done to the language by uncontrolled monoglot immigration and uncontrolled inflation of house prices 
without a sustaining industrial economy. The whole of Wales is up for sale. The fault is that of people 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/25/marriages-of-my-ancestors-of-the-royal-celtic-line/


who sell their family homes, and who do not teach their children Welsh. It is up to the Assembly to deal
with this disaster. My ancestral cousin Llewelyn ap Gruffudd, Prince of Wales, married the Norman 
Eleanor de Montfort for the sake of alliance. She died in childbirth, but their daughter the Princess 
Gwenllian ferch Llewelyn spoke Welsh in Gwynedd dialect. She was imprisoned for life and not 
allowed to marry. There is now the Princess Gwenllian Society, and Carnedd Gwenllian in Eryri. One 
of my princely ancestors married Ragnhildr Olaf Dochter, a Dublin Viking princess descended from 
Brian Boru, and so on. A language survives if and only if there is a sufficient number of people to speak
it. It will not survive if people mindlessly sell their own heritage, and this must be prohibited by 
legislation. So the fault is that of the Welsh people, not foreign people from abroad. I mention this 
because I was recently anonymously denounced, stalinist style for not having a Welsh wife. That is an 
offence against human rights legislation. Bigotry against the Welsh language is also an offence in law. 
This house is to be put in trust and is a four generation family home and will not be sold out of the 
family. This method should be taken up by the government, the Welsh Assembly. My wife’s 
grandmother was denounced as an enemy of the People in Stalinist times, and was transported to 
Siberia. Ten of her thirteen children died, and she buried them at each railway station. If that is the kind
of society you want, keep on sending anonymous letters. The evidence will accumulate. I am in favour 
of an alliance between NATO and the Russian Federation, in order to combat terrorism. You will not do
that by denouncing your allies. The overwhelming majority in this village are decent people, there is 
always the bad apple.

afamilylinesancestryto1,100 BC.pdf

on Marriages of my Ancestors of the Royal Celtic Line

International Audience Beginning to Build of the 
New     Broadcasts
April 25, 2016 

The new essays have already been heard 652 times in about three weeks or so, led by Essays 82, 78, 79 
and 91. Essay 82 is entitled “The Cult Physics”. The most popular item is Poetry Reading Three 
“Sonnet Against Wind Turbines” a variation on some of John Milton’s famous lines in “Paradise Lost” 
around : “…. for now I see / Peace to corrupt no less than war to waste”. Welsh Language Reading 1, 
(Prof. Sir Thomas Parry, Rhagymadrodd (introduction) to “Gwaith Dafydd ap Gwilym”) and Welsh 
Language Reading 2 “Englynion yr Offeren” (Englyion of the Fourteenth Century Mass) (my ancestral 
cousin Dafydd ap Gwilym, variations in englyn metre on lines of the Latin mass). The broadcasts of 
“Barddoniaeth” in my 2015 book “Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry” have all been broadcast in my 
Silurian accent reading classical Welsh and are beginning to be heard now. The written version of the 
book in the blue box above my coat of arms is very popular, more so than Dylan Thomas in his time or 
R. S. Thomas in his time. Of course they did not have the advantage of the internet. The book has 
kindly been taken by the National Library of Wales, and is also in the British Library in London. As a 
result of the famous www.aias.us site and blog there is interest in the Welsh language in up to 182 
countries. This shows that if everyone in Wales were educated in Welsh from age two the language 
would quickly revive. It is matter of creating a language nest throughout Wales, educating everyone in 
Welsh, wherever they come from. This should be done throughout the whole of Wales. Monoglot 
immigration without education in Welsh is destroying the language, so legislation is needed to protect 
Welsh very strictly. This can be done by the Welsh Assembly without reference to the Westminster 
Government. So I am Wales’ cultural ambassador to the world in a sense. Milton was Foreign Minister 

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/25/international-audience-beginning-to-build-of-the-new-broadcasts/
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in the Republic of 1649 under my ancestral cousin Oliver Cromwell, descended from Tewdwr Mawr ap
Cadell, my own Tudor ancestor.

Daily Report Saturday     23/4/16
April 25, 2016 

The equivalent of 225,492 printed pages was downloaded during the day (822.145 megabytes) from 
3389 memory files downloaded (hits) and 493 distinct visits each averaging 5.2 memory pages and 24 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 66.54, main spiders cnsat(China), Google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1342, Top ten items 1200, Collected Evans / Morris 759, Collected 
scientometrics 439, F3(Sp) 368, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 262, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 255, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 215, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 198, UFT88 153,
Principles of ECE 132, Evans Equations 120, Engineering Model 81, CEFE 74, UFT311 67, Self 
charging inverter 54, UFT321 53, Llais 40, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 15, UFT313 45, UFT314 40, 
UFT315 44, UFT316 42, UFT317 42, UFT318 50, UFT319 49, UFT320 42, UFT322 49, UFT323 34, 
UFT324 64, UFT325 59, UFT326 41, UFT327 37, UFT328 45, UFT329 47, UFT330 43, UFT331 55, 
UFT332 35, UFT333 39, UFT334 37, UFT335 34, UFT336 56, UFT337 37, UFT338 41, UFT339 56, 
UFT340 42, UFT341 44, UFT342 50, UFT343 34, UFT344 11 to date in April 2016. State University 
of New York at Buffalo UFT85; Physics University of Vermont UFT257; University of Antwerp 
Experimental advantages of ECE; University of Edinburgh UFT139, 148. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for April 2016.

on Daily Report Saturday 23/4/16

FOR POSTING: Poetry Reading Ten, “The Ancients of the 
World” R. S.     Thomas
April 24, 2016 

This is a poem by the Nobel Nominee R. S. Thomas.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING: Poetry Reading Ten, “The Ancients of the World” R. S. Thomas

FOR POSTING: Poetry Reading Nine, The Eemis Stane by 
Hugh     MacDiarmaid
April 24, 2016 

This is a poem in Scots by my Civil List predecessor Hugh MacDairmaid, who revived the borders 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/24/for-posting-poetry-reading-nine-the-eemis-stane-by-hugh-macdiarmaid/
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Scots language.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING: Poetry Reading Nine, The Eemis Stane by Hugh MacDiarmaid

FOR POSTING: Poetry Reading 8, “The Second Coming” by W.
B.     Yeats
April 24, 2016 

This poem needs no introduction, probably the best known work by Yeats.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING: Poetry Reading 8, “The Second Coming” by W. B. Yeats

Precession
April 24, 2016 

Many thanks for this comment. In this case the orbit of Gravity Probe B around the earth has been 
assumed to be approximately a circle. In UFT344 the precession of a planet around the sun was being 
considered. In all cases the basic method is the same, a torque generated between the field and the 
dipole.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 24/04/2016 13:16:10 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Precession

So far you always spoke of a precession of the axes of the orbital
ellipse (paper 344). Shouldn’t there also be a precession of the
rotation axis? A torque acting on a gyro (as well as a linear momentum)
leads to a precession of the angular momentum axis of the gyro.
Maybe this has already been discussed in the latest notes (am going to
study them now).

Horst 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/24/precession-2/
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on Precession

FOR POSTING: Poetry Reading 7, “In Memory of W. B. Yeats” 
by W. H.     Auden.
April 24, 2016 

I first read this poem as a graduate at Aberystwyth.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING: Poetry Reading 7, “In Memory of W. B. Yeats” by W. H. Auden.

FOR POSTING: Poetry Reading Six, “H’m” by R. S.     Thomas
April 24, 2016 
Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING: Poetry Reading Six, “H’m” by R. S. Thomas

Poetry Reading Five, “La Belle Dame Sans     Merci”
April 24, 2016 

This is the famous poem by John Keats that needs no further introduction.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on Poetry Reading Five, “La Belle Dame Sans Merci”

Precession of Planets
April 24, 2016 

This well known phenomenon can be thought of in a new way now that ECE2 has been shown to have 
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reproduced the Lense Thirring and geodetic precessions of the Earth to satisfactory precision. Inte 
hcase of the Lense Thirring effect agreement is precise within the experimental uncertainty of 19% 
reported for Gravity probe B. The planetary precession can be thought of as a combination of the 
geodetic and Lense Thirring precessions due to the torque between the gravitomagnetic field of the sun 
and the planet, thought of as a gravitomagnetic dipole moment. Recall that the ECE2 method is based 
directly on Cartan geometry, with non zero torque and curvature.

on Precession of Planets

345(4): Calculation of the Earth’s Geodedic Precession 
from     ECE2
April 24, 2016 

The method used is to regard the earth as a static sphere in a rotating frame defined by the Gravity 
Probe B satellite which orbited once every ninety minutes. The orbit generates the angular momentum 
(4) and the geodedic precession frequency in radians per second of omega(Larmor) = gv / c squared 
where g is the magnitude of the acceleration due to gravity and v the orbital velocity of Gravity probe 
B. The ECE2 theory gives a geodedic precession of 5.80 arcseconds a year, which compares with the 
experimental result from Gravity Probe B of 6.6144 arcseconds a year. This is a satisfactory agreement 
bearing in mind the simplifying assumptions. The same starting equation (3) gives the Lense Thirring 
precession from ECE2 as 36.3 milliarcseconds a year, which compares with the experimental result 
from Gravity Probe B of 40.9 plus or minus 7.8 milliarcseconds a year, exact agreement within the 
experimental uncertainty. The Lense Thirring effect is due to a spinning earth in a static frame. This is 
the first correct description of the geodedic and Lense Thirring precessions, because the Einstein theory
is based on a completely incorrect geometry. This is an example of the post Einsteinian paradigm shift: 
ECE and ECE2 theories.

a345thpapernotes4.pdf

345(3): Recalculation of Note     345(2)
April 24, 2016 

I recalculated Note 345(2) to give a theoretical 36.3 milliarcseconds per year for an orbit in a plane 
perpendicular to the earth’s axis of rotation. The experimental result from Gravity Probe B is 40.9 
milliarcseconds per year according to one website. So ECE2 gives the measured Lense Thirring 
precession very accurately. The next step is to apply ECE2 to the earth’s geodedic precession as 
measured by Gravity Probe B using a static sphere to represent the earth, and a spinning frame with 
orbital velocity v.

a345thpapernotes3.pdf

on 345(3): Recalculation of Note 345(2)

Daily Report 22/4/16
April 24, 2016 
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The equivalent of 188,970 printed pages was downloaded during the day (688.983 megabytes) from 
2479 downloaded memory files (hits) and 509 distinct visits each averaging 3.9 memory pages and 18 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 76.23, main spiders cnsat (China), Goggle, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1304, Top ten items 1150, Collected Evans / Morris papers 726 (est), Collected 
scientometrics 431, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 262 (est), Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 227, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 209, proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 189, UFT88 148,
Principles of ECE 120, Evans Equations 113, CEFE 65, UFT311 65, UFT321 52, Self charging inverter
51, Llais 36, Three world records by MWE 19, List of prolific authors 17, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 12, 
UFT313 44, UFT314 39, UFT315 42, UFT316 40, UFT317 41, UFT318 49, UFT319 48, UFT320 42, 
UFT322 49, UFT323 33, UFT324 60, UFT325 57, UFT326 40, UFT327 36, UFT328 43, UFT329 44, 
UFT330 43, UFT331 54, UFT332 35, UFT333 37, UFT334 37, UFT335 33, UFT336 55, UFT337 37, 
UFT338 43, UFT339 52, UFT340 41, UFT341 42, UFT342 49, UFT343 31, UFT344 11 to date in 
April 2016. Jacobs University Bremen diplomatic objection to ‘t Hooft; Physics University of 
California Los Angeles UFT235; University of Toledo Ohio UFT88; Internet Archives San Francisco 
AIAS staff and spidering; Selwyn College Cambridge UFT43; University of Durham UFT177; 
University of Edinburgh UFT139, 141, 143, 147, 152, 155, 160, 170, 171, ECE Article; University of 
Carabobo Venezuela UFT170(Sp). Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for April 
2016.

on Daily Report 22/4/16

Some Gothic Poetry
April 23, 2016 

I think I will continue with some Gothic poetry in English and more of Dafydd ap Gwilym in early 
renaissance Welsh (1320 – 1380). Dafydd was probably the most accomplished, technically, of all early
renaissance poets, including Dante and Chaucer, because of the intricacies of cynghanedd. Dante may 
have been more accomplished in depth of Florentine philosophy, and Chaucer was strong in ideas, both
Dante and Chaucer were way short of Dafydd on technique. So were Shakespeare and Milton, who 
were very strong in ideas. I know that my old friend Dai (David) Daniels of Pontardawe Grammar likes
the famous “La Belle Dame Sans Merci” by John Keats based on the Gothic ballad of that name in the 
age of chivalry. He now lives in South Carolina. There is also Tennyson’s “Lady of Shalott”, based on 
Arthurian legend. Also some Yeats, for example “The Second Coming” and some more of R .S. 
Thomas, notably “H’m” on the Somalian famine. I bought this book In Blackwells’ bookshop when I 
was at Oxford. Also I like passages of “Silas Marner” by George Eliot (Mary Anne Evans) and the 
elegy for Yeats by Wystan Auden, the Scots language of Hugh MacDiarmaid and so on.

on Some Gothic Poetry

Discussion of Note     345(2)
April 23, 2016 

Many thanks, agreed with these remarks. This calculation is the same as in the standard model, using 
the gravitomagnetic field of a spinning sphere in the dipole approximation, but it is mathematically 
correct. The standard model is based on an approximation or linearization of the incorrect Einstein 
equation, giving a result that happens to be the same, mathematically, as the rigorously correct ECE2 
gravitational field equations. This base line calculation is a warm up for the calculation of the geodedic 
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effect from the ECE2 field equations. The so called precision of the Einstein theory collapses entirely 
in whirlpool galaxies and its precessing orbit degenerates into a wild shambles when looked at over 
ranges greater than arc seconds. The UFT papers contain many refutations of the Einstein theory, all 
classic papers by now.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 23/04/2016 18:08:45 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 345(2): Base Line Calculation of the Lense Thirring Precession of the Earth

Very interesting. Computer algebra, and a more accurate orbit, may take it closer to the 
experimental result. The experiment itself may not be as accurate as believed. There should 
be very good agreement so this is another great test. Baconian science at its best!

Well done as ever!

Sent from my Samsung device

on Discussion of Note 345(2)

New Poetry Section     Ready
April 23, 2016 

This is ready at the foot of my page on www.aias.us, all kindly prepared and posted by Dave Burleigh. 
They can be downloaded and listened to at any poetry / prose gathering or society.

on New Poetry Section Ready

FOR POSTING: New Poetry     One
April 23, 2016 

Many thanks!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 23/04/2016 17:21:05 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: New Poetry One

Posted

On 4/10/2016 3:23 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This is the last broadcast for today, it begins to narrate my latest book of poetry,
called “New Poetry”. This first broadcast is scathingly critical of remote 
misgovernment and wind turbines. Again it can be read out at literary 
gatherings at any locality or literary gathering using a laptop and linking in to 
www.aias.us. The scientometrics show that my poetry is read in up to one 
hundred and eighty two countries, it is as important to me as my scientific 
work. 

http://www.aias.us/
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on FOR POSTING: New Poetry One

FOR POSTING: “Over Sir John’s Hill” by Dylan     Thomas
April 23, 2016 

Many thanks!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 23/04/2016 17:20:42 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: “Over Sir John’s Hill” by Dylan Thomas

Posted

On 4/10/2016 3:54 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This is an elegy for humankind under the shadow of the hawk on fire, the newly
created atomic bomb of 1945. It was written in about 1948 in the writing shed 
at Laugharne and is influenced by the metaphysical poets, among whom were 
my ancestral cousins Henry Vaughan and George Herbert, and John Donne (or 
Dwn). It consists of long lines alternating with short lines and uses alliteration 
to great effect, especially the powerful last line: for the sake of the souls of the 
slain birds sailing. Dylan Marlais never learned cynghanedd, if he had written 
in bardic Welsh he would have been a master I am sure. His parents were both 
fluent in Welsh, but for some reason thought that Dylan should be brought up in
English. The same was true of Vernon Watkins who came from Maesteg.

on FOR POSTING: “Over Sir John’s Hill” by Dylan Thomas

FOR POSTING : Second Reading from New     Poetry
April 23, 2016 

Many thanks!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 23/04/2016 17:20:35 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING : Second Reading from New Poetry

Posted

On 4/17/2016 6:25 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This is the second reading form “New Poetry”, consisting of a sonnet,”The 
Plague”, and prose poetry. 

on FOR POSTING : Second Reading from New Poetry
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FOR POSTING: Barddoniaeth     6
April 23, 2016 

Many thanks!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 23/04/2016 17:03:43 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: Barddoniaeth 6

Posted

On 4/17/2016 6:10 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This completes my broadcasts of my poetry in the Welsh language, this 
broadcast includes part of the cywydd “Mai” by Dafydd ap Gilym, “Gw^r a 
Welais yn Henwr”, “Y Ceffyl Gwyn” and a Villanelle to Dylan Thomas. 

on FOR POSTING: Barddoniaeth 6

FOR POSTING : Barddoniaeth     5
April 23, 2016 

Many thanks!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 23/04/2016 17:03:16 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING : Barddoniaeth 5

Posted

On 4/10/2016 2:44 AM, EMyrone wrote:

These are sonnets of the eighties, in a more intricate style than the englynion, 
whose very nature constrains the poetry to four lines. These four lines can be 
very powerful in the hands of a master. This completes my broadcasting of the 
Welsh language poetry. Anyone is welcome to arrange for these readings of 
poetry to be read out to an audience, using a laptop computer to link in to 
www.aias.us. These readings could take place at Llang Giwg for example, or 
anywhere in Wales and the world. This method would soon lead to a Welsh 
language revival.

FOR POSTING: Barddoniaeth     4
April 23, 2016 
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Many thanks!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 23/04/2016 17:03:04 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: Barddoniaeth 4

Posted

On 4/10/2016 2:19 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This contains a poem in Triban Morganwg metre which is an elegy for my 
grandfather Thomas Elim Jones, and other free metre poetry. 

on FOR POSTING: Barddoniaeth 4

FOR POSTING: Barddoniaeth     3
April 23, 2016 

Many thanks!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 23/04/2016 17:02:53 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: Barddoniaeth 3

Posted

On 4/10/2016 2:05 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This contains free metre poetry and a cywydd with cynghanedd, a traditional 
marwnad or elegy for my father Edward Ivor Evans Y Grithig, Cwm Tawe, 
(1922 – 2000). Some of the free metre poetry was published in “Poetry Wales” 
in the early eighties, before I emigrated in 1986.

on FOR POSTING: Barddoniaeth 3

FOR POSTING: Barddoniaeth     2
April 23, 2016 

Many thanks again!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 23/04/2016 17:02:37 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: Barddoniaeth 2

Posted today

On 4/10/2016 1:06 AM, EMyrone wrote:
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This contains the ode or awdl in free style which sounds like cynghanedd, but 
does not use the rules of cynghanedd, devised by my ancestral cousin, Dafydd 
ap Gwilym (1320 – 1380). For a free translation please see the book in the blue 
box above my coat of arms on the home page of www.aias.us. This classical 
Welsh in Silurian accent (Morganwg, Gwent, ancient Powys, Gloucester, 
Devon, and mid southern regions of England). It evolved into Cornish in the 
south west. 

on FOR POSTING: Barddoniaeth 2

FOR POSTING : Barddonieth     1
April 23, 2016 

Many thanks!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 23/04/2016 17:02:19 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING : Barddonieth 1

Posted today

On 4/10/2016 12:37 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This is a reading of the englynion, for a free translation please see the book in 
the blue box above my coat of arms on the home page of www.aias.us. I read 
them in the Silurian dialect of the Seisyllwyr, or Silures of Roman times. 
Sometimes I pronounce in the dialect, but mostly it is classical proununciation. 

on FOR POSTING : Barddonieth 1

FOR POSTING: Essay Broadcast     121
April 23, 2016 

Many thanks!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 23/04/2016 16:14:53 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: Essay Broadcast 121

Posted with 119 audio today

Dave

On 4/23/2016 3:51 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This is the broadcast of Essay 121 on the Evans Eckardt Theorem of ECE2 
relativity. 
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on FOR POSTING: Essay Broadcast 121

345(2): Base Line Calculation of the Lense Thirring Precession 
of the     Earth
April 23, 2016 

This is a base line calculation which gives a Lense Thirring precession from ECE2 theory of 33.2 
milliarcseconds a year compared with the experimental claim of Gravity Probe B of 40.9 
milliarcseconds a year. The theoretical result is for an orbit perpendicular to the axis of rotation of the 
earth, chosen juts for convenience of calculation. Computer algebra can be used to produce a more 
accurate result using the experimental Gravity Probe B orbit.The Gravity Probe B orbit is probably a 
little different from this simplifying assumption. This is the first correct calculation of the Lense 
Thirring effect, because the ECE2 gravitational field equations are correct and exact. The older 
calculation by Lense and Thirring was based on a linearization, or approximation, to the incorrect 
Einstein field equation. The next step is to attempt to produce the earth’s geodedic precession of 6.6144
arc seconds a year from Gravity Probe B by adapting the method of this note using the gravitomagnetic
field of a static sphere in a rotating frame.

a345thpapernotes2.pdf

on 345(2): Base Line Calculation of the Lense Thirring Precession of the Earth

FOR POSTING: Essay Broadcast     121
April 23, 2016 

This is the broadcast of Essay 121 on the Evans Eckardt Theorem of ECE2 relativity.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING: Essay Broadcast 121

FOR POSTING: Essay 121, The Evans Eckardt     Theroem
April 23, 2016 

This is Essay 121 on the Evans / Eckardt Theorem.

ESSAY_121.PDF

on FOR POSTING: Essay 121, The Evans Eckardt Theroem
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FOR POSTING:Essay Broadcast     119
April 23, 2016 

This is essay broadcast 119 for posting on the site and youtube.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING:Essay Broadcast 119

Various Ways of Developing     UFT345
April 23, 2016 

I intend to build on the exact result of UFT344, in which ECE2 describes the Lense Thirring effect 
precisely. The aim is to describe the geodedic and perihelion precessions in a closely analogous way. 
The Lense Thirring precession was described in UFT344 as the effect of a torque between the sun, 
spinning on its own axis every 27 days, and the magnetic dipole moment or gyroscope situated on the 
surface of the earth or in orbit (Gravity Probe B). The Lense Thirring precession picked up by Gravity 
Probe B is the Larmor precession created by this torque and is therefore precise evidence for ECE2 
theory. The Larmor precession frequency is half the magnitude of the gravitomagnetic field of the 
spinning sun multiplied by the Lande factor. The sun spins once every 27 days about an axis tilted at 
about 7 degrees to the axis of the earth’s orbit. For Lense Thirring precession, the gravitomagnetic 
Lande factor is one. This suggests that the perihelion precession and geodedic precession can be 
described in exactly the same way, with different Lande factors. This is radically different from the 
Einstein theory, but this theory is completely wrong, so should no longer be thought of as science. The 
censorship mechanism of the standard model has been outflanked, so it is now possible to try out 
radical but correct theories on the colleagues worldwide, and let them decide for themselves. The active
rotation of the sun about its axis is equivalent to a passive rotation of the axes, the sun remaining static. 
This rotation of the frame was the method used by de Sitter in the original explanation of the Lense 
Thirring effect. Without radical, and mathematically correct, new thought there is never any progress.

Napoleon’s Threat to the United     States
April 23, 2016 

On April 18th 1802, my distant ancestral cousin Thomas Jefferson, Third President, wrote to the 
diplomat Robert Livingston warning of probable invasion of the United States by Napoleon: “The 
cession of Lousiana and the Florida’s by Spain to France weighs most sorely on the U. S.” This threat 
was removed by the Lousiana purchase, which was due almost entirely to Jefferson. However the threat
to the United States from both Britain and France remained, until Napoleon was defeated at Waterloo, 
and only just defeated, because Wellington and Bluecher had lost coordination of (i.e. divided) their 
armies. Bluecher arrived just in time to throw back the Old Guard of Napoleon after having been 
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heavily defeated in a previous battle. After Waterloo there were no further wars between the United 
States and Britain or between the United States and France, or between Britain and France. Britain had 
overwhelming naval power. Wellington summed up the horrendous carnage as follows: “Save for a 
battle lost, nothing is as melancholy as a battle won”. This carnage was amplified many times over in 
the Civil War in the United States and in the wars of the twentieth century. So one day, humankind 
might learn to live in peace. They were: Sir Arthur Wellesley, Duke of Wellington, an Irish aristocrat, 
and Prince Gebhart Leberecht von Bluecher, Prussian Field Marshal Prince of Wahlstaff. The Austrians 
and Russians were not present at Waterloo, and Napoleon had surprised the British and Prussians.

on Napoleon’s Threat to the United States

On Course for New Record     High
April 23, 2016 

The www.aias.us site is on course for a new record high of gigabytes downloaded again in April. It is 
setting a series of new record highs due mainly to complete site downloads and intensive spidering 
from Google, MSN and Yahoo, combined with Cnsat (China), which started spidering about a year ago.
The spidering puts nearly all items of the site on the first page of Google for example given a balanced 
choice of keywords: not too broad, not too precise. Yesterday more than a million printed pages were 
downloaded in one day (over four gigabytes in one day). In May 2002 about 0.02 gigabytes were 
downloaded in the entire month (attached). All indicators show that ECE and ECE2 has taken over 
from the standard physics. Many of the items appear above wikipedia. For example a very broad choice
of keywords such as second Bianchi identity (without inverted comma’s or with inverted comma’s) 
puts UFT88 on the first page of Google. Similarly for keywords The Bianchi Identity. Keywords 
Bianchi identity geometry puts UFT88 in third position on the first page of google behind Wolfram and
Wikipedia, plus another UFT paper. The complete title “The Bianchi Identity of Differential Geometry”
put it in number one position on the first page of google. Each of these sets of keywords brings up 
hundreds of thousands of sites. UFT88 has become a classic by any standards in the history of science, 
and has done so in only nine years, outflanking the wall of censorship that would have been put by the 
obsolete journal system. The latter publishes only the dogma of gravitational physics, and as such, is a 
complete failure because it is subjective and completely unscientific. Dogma should never be publicly 
funded.

Monthly Feedback Statistics for AIAS.pdf

on On Course for New Record High

Daily Report 21/4/16
April 23, 2016 

The equivalent of 1,147,285 printed pages was downloaded during the day, (4.183 gigabytes) mainly 
from a complete site download from telenor.se, 522 distinct visits each averaging 6.8 memory pages 
and 12 minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 284.40 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, 
MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 1270, Top ten items 1063, Collected Evans / Morris 693, Collected 
scientometrics 418(est), F3(Sp) 340, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 262, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 
224, Autobiography volumes one and two 200, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 185, UFT88
133, Principles of ECE 105, Evans Equations 104, Engineering Model 78, CEFE 63, UFT311 61, 
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UFT321 49, Self Charging Inverter 50, Llais 35, Three world records by MWE 18, List of prolific 
authors 15, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 13, UFT313 44, UFT314 39, UFT315 42, UFT316 40, UFT317 
41, UFT318 48, UFT319 46, UFT320 40, UFT322 45, UFT323 33, UFT324 58, UFT325 55, UFT326 
39, UFT327 36, UFT328 43, UFT329 42, UFT330 42, UFT331 53, UFT332 34, UFT333 35, UFT334 
35, UFT335 32, UFT336 55, UFT337 37, UFT338, UFT339 51, UFT340 41, UFT341 40, UFT342 47, 
UFT343 29, UFT344 8 to date in April 2016. Kansas State University UFT177, University of Maine 
UFT213, Carlos III University Madrid UFT170(Sp); Welsh Networking UNCC Saga 4; Edu system 
Pakistan UFT169; telenor.se complete site download. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file 
attached for April 2016.

on Daily Report 21/4/16

Further Development of     UFT345
April 22, 2016 

In order to develop a self consistent approach expressions can be derived in terms of effective Lande 
factors for each type of precession. In the Lense Thirring precession the Lande factor is one.

on Further Development of UFT345

345(1): Geodedic Precession from     ECE2
April 22, 2016 

The observed geodedic precession of 6.6133 arcseconds per year (Gravity Probe B), is reproduced 
exactly with the geometry (15). The method used is closely analogous to the calculation of the Lense 
Thirring precession in UFT344, but the angular momentum of the sun’s gravitomagnetic field is given 
by Eq. (7). The orbit of the earth about the sun is an active rotation in a fixed frame, equivalent to the 
passive rotation of the frame. The orbital linear velocity of the rotating frame is the earth’s velocity 
around the sun and the distance r defining the angular momentum is the earth sun distance because the 
geodedic precession is observed on earth in precise analogy with the Lense Thirring precession. Finally
the axis of the frame rotation is defined experimentally by Eq. (15). In precise analogy with the Lense 
Thirring effect an effective Lande factor of one has been used. The precession of the perihelion can also
be defined using this type of theory, and that will be the subject of the next note. The Einstein theory is 
nowhere used.

a345thpapernotes1.pdf

on 345(1): Geodedic Precession from ECE2

UFT88 Read at Ecole Normale Superieure in     Paris
April 22, 2016 

Ecole Normale Superieure in Paris is a famous Grande Ecole founded in 1794 in the post revolutionary 
National Convention under Robespierre and refounded under Napoleon. It is generally considered as 
one of the best schools in France. Currently it is ranked 54 in the world by Times, 72 by Shanghai and 
321 by webometrics, with the latter’s emphasis on web presence. It has a small number of elite 
undergraduates and post graduates. The Scuola Normale Superiore in Pisa was founded as a branch of 
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ENS by Napoleon. ENS has produced thirteen Nobel laureates, eight in physics, ten Fields medallists in
mathematics, several prime ministers, more than half the recipients of the CNRS Gold Medal, and 
many writers and philosophers such as Jean-Paul Sartre, who refused a Nobel Prize. UFT88 has already
been read a few times at SNS Pisa. After 1945 ENS was the centre of the Communist left in France and
participated in the student protests of the sixties when some marches were led by Jean-Paul Sartre. 
UFT88 is a famous paper written by Horst Eckardt and myself in 2007, the first paper to refute the 
Einstein theory by incorporating torsion in the second Bianchi identity of 1902, inferred at SNS Pisa. I 
was invited to be a visiting academic at SNS in the eighties but the EDCL scandal and fiasco destroyed 
that opportunity and greatly harmed science (Autobiography Volume Two). By incorporating torsion, 
UFT88 shows that the structure of the second Bianchi identity is changed completely, so the Einstein 
field equation cannot be correct because it does not incorporate torsion. The field equation is based 
directly on the second Bianchi identity without torsion (Ricci 1885, Bianchi 1902, both from SNS 
Pisa). Subsequently in UFT99 it was shown that forcing the torsion to vanish by means of an arbitrarily
assumed symmetric connection (the usual practice in the standard mdoel) results in a null commutator 
and null curvature, so all geometry vanishes, a disaster for the standard model. Cartan and Maurer 
showed in their structure relations that all geometry is based on torsion and curvature in any 
mathematical space of any dimension. Cartan notified Einstein of this but no notice was taken of 
Cartan until I inferred ECE in 2003 and ECE2 in 2015. Cartan was one of the most able of all 
mathematicians. In UFT109 I inferred the Evans torsion identity, and the final form of the second 
Bianchi identity was inferred in UFT313 – the Jacobi Cartan Evans (JCE) identity, leading to the ultra 
high impact ECE2 series of papers, UFT313 – 320, 322 – 344 to date. UFT88 has been read hundreds 
of thousands of times without a single objection and comes up on the first page of Goggle for almost 
any reasonable choice of keywords. The way in which it was accepted signals not only the end of the 
Einstein theory, but also the end of the obsolete journal system with its heavy bias towards the standard
model and its notorious censorship system called “refereeing”. It is a revolution in science akin to the 
French Revolution, but without the Terror. Robespierre became a victim of this Terror and Napoleon 
terrorized Europe until defeated at Waterloo by Wellington and Bluecher and their allies.

on UFT88 Read at Ecole Normale Superieure in Paris

Daily Report 20/4/16
April 22, 2016 

The equivalent of 178,434 printed pages was downloaded during the day (650.571 megabytes) from 
2635 downloaded memory files and 556 distinct visits each averaging 3.5 memory pages and 14 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 67.72, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1181, Top ten items 1015, Collected Evans / Morris papers 660 (est), Collected 
scientometrics 418, F3(Sp) 326, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 229(est), Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 
194, Autobiography volumes one and two 188, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 173, UFT88
125, Evans Equations 107, Principles of ECE 99, Engineering Model 72, CEFE 60, UFT311 57, Self 
charging inverter 47, UFT321 43, Llais 31, Three world records 16, List of Prolific Authors 14, 
Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 12, UFT313 42, UFT314 35, UFT315 39, UFT316 37, UFT317 37, UFT318 
45, UFT319 43, UFT320 38, UFT322 42, UFT323 30, UFT324 56, UFT325 50, UFT326 37, UFT327 
34, UFT328 41, UFT329 38, UFT330 40, UFT331 48, UFT332 31, UFT333 33, UFT334 33, UFT335 
29, UFT336 53, UFT337 34, UFT338 37, UFT339 47, UFT340 39, UFT341 37, UFT342 43, UFT343 
27, UFT344 6 to date in April 2016. University of Innsbruck UFT175; University of Tuebingen 
general, University of Maine Implications of Finite Photon Mass; Ecole Normale Superieure Paris 
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UFT88; Weizmann Institute Israel ECE Article; Institute of Industrial Science University of Tokyo 
spidering and downloading of site; National University of Paraguay at Ascuncion F3(Sp); University of
Edinburgh UFT170, ECE Article. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file atatched for April 
2016.

on Daily Report 20/4/16

Many thanks to Alex     Hill!
April 21, 2016 

CC: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 21/04/2016 16:39:22 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Spanish version of Essays 119 & 120

Hello Dave,

Please find enclosed the Spanish version of Essays 119 & 120, for posting.

Thanks.

Regards,

volucion del conocimiento.pdf

precesión gravitomagnetica.pdf

on Many thanks to Alex Hill!

Reply from Ombudsman
April 21, 2016 

Diolch yn fawr!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 21/04/2016 15:50:20 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: RE: Public Order Act 1986

Dear Mr Evans

Thank you for contacting the Ombudsman’s office. I am afraid that the Ombudsman does 
not act on copy emails.

However, I have copied your email to Mr Thomas, who is assessing your code of conduct 
complaint, for reference.

Yours sincerely

Heather Coutanche
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CAT Casework Officer/Swyddog Gwaith Achos

Tel/Ffôn: 01656 641150

Public Order Act 1986

Mr Byron Davies, M. P.

I would like to make the law clear and request immediate and effective action by the police 
to finally stop any further assaults such as those listed as per attached. The attached is a list 
of serious offences over two years. Under Section 4 of the Public Order Act 1986 it is an 
offence to use threatening, abusive or insulting language with the intention of making 
someone else believe that immediate violence will be used against them, or of attempting to
provoke an immediate violent response. Up to six months in prison and £5,000 fine. 
Section 4A states that it is an offence to use such behaviour with the intention of causing 
harassment, alarm or distress. I have been alarmed by such conduct several times. Up to six
months in prison and £5,000 fine. The punishment is increased for an ethnically aggravated 
common assault. Section 5 states that it is an offence to use such behaviour within the 
hearing of within the hearing of someone likely to be caused harassment, alarm and 
distress, Up to £1,000 fine. The prosecution only has to prove that someone might have 
been alarmed, distressed or harassed. All these offences have been made repeatedly for two 
years and urgent and effective action is needed to prevent it by charging the assailants and 
obtaining a restriction order, whether or not they are convicted. I am taking steps to take out
a civil no contact and no trespass injunction. I have been working with the police to prevent
traffic violations and trespass at the request of the police 101 Unit in Bridgend. This unit 
requests that I keep them informed of all traffic violations. I am particularly concerned to 
prevent any further ethnic abuse of my wife, and will have no further contact of any kind 
with the assailants. If I attempt to warn them again myself there will be further offences of 
this type. Approaching them is a matter for the police. This law also applies to trolls, who 
could be fined and imprisoned. These trolls have committed many offences of this type 
against me. Wildly pejorative language such as “psycho” or “crackpot” is an offence under 
the Public Order Act, 1986, whether or not the abuse is carried out in the street or on a troll 
site.

Finally, the recent verbal common assault by Cllr. I Richard, when I was repeatedly called a
“liar”, is currently being considered by the Ombudsman as a result of a formal complaint. 
This is an offence under the Public Order Act of 1986 and obvious misconduct by a County
Councillor. I am carrying out work of internationally acknowledged importance in this 
house, and I do not want to be assaulted in the street, or my rank of Armiger being 
subjected to pejorative comment. This was awarded on merit, and I am employed directly 
by Queen Elizabeth as a Civil List Pensioner, an appointment and high honour, akin to 
Order of Merit. I am also a U. S. citizen entitled to make a formal diplomatic protest to the 
U. S. Embassy. My wife is a Russian Citizen.

Myron Evans



cc Trustees, Newlands Family Trust

cc Police Commissioner Wales.

Prime Minister’s Office,

Mawr Community Council.

on Reply from Ombudsman

Attacks by Dogs
April 21, 2016 

I have been attacked many times by dogs when out on my daily walk, and also when I was training 
regularly as an athlete. They could inflict serious wounds of course, and I am allowed in law to fend 
them off with a short stick made of wood, which I always carry with me. I am allowed in law to hit 
them hard in self defence and wrestle them to the ground, with a hand over the muzzle. However, I just 
point the stick that is enough to deter them without even touching them. I have never touched any such 
dog with the stick, although fangs were within a fraction of an inch with the dog dancing around me. I 
was brought up on a farm and I am used to seeing working dogs. Sometimes sheepdogs can be 
unpredictable and noisy, and can attack people, going for the throat. Cllr. Ioan Richard made the 
ludicrous comment that this short little stick is an offensive weapon. In law, it is only offensive if used 
offensively. So I put it behind my back to make him feel at ease and until he had stopped calling me a 
liar in the street. Obviously he should come under investigation by the Ombudsman. He was never a 
coal miner, my entire family were coal miners for generations. He spent about six months underground 
as a fitter, then moved into a steel works. My family worked for generations in very dangerous 
conditions, many were killed by these conditions. They repeatedly told me to work hard at my studies 
and never to go underground. I would not have lasted long there because of massive surgery as an 
infant (Autobiography Volume One). So what I have earned has been earned, no favours from society. I
am the most prolific chemist / physicist in history, so certainly work hard, but not down a coal mine. 
Anyone can read www.aias.us and www.upitec.org any time.

Comment by Co President Gareth     Evans
April 21, 2016 

Many thanks, I will probably start work on this today or tomorrow. It is becoming clear that there are 
several ways of describing observations to the same precision as the obsolete Einstein theory, and, 
furthermore, to describe the velocity curve of a whirlpool galaxy. In this respect the Einstein theory 
fails qualitatively, i.e. completely. So the standard model is schizophrenic, on the one hand it fails 
completely and is totally wrong geometrically, and on the other claims magical precision. It funds itself
and seems to expect that taxpayers go on paying for rubbish.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 21/04/2016 10:42:08 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Plans for UFT345: Gravitomagnetic Theory of Geodedic Precession
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To get close to this experimental result will be another great success. Looking forward to 
seeing the outcome. The Standard Model is hopelessly inaccurate

Sent from my Samsung device

on Comment by Co President Gareth Evans

Public Order Act     1986
April 21, 2016 

Mr Byron Davies, M. P.

I would like to make the law clear and request immediate and effective action by the police to finally 
stop any further assaults such as those listed as per attached. The attached is a list of serious offences 
over two years. Under Section 4 of the Public Order Act 1986 it is an offence to use threatening, 
abusive or insulting language with the intention of making someone else believe that immediate 
violence will be used against them, or of attempting to provoke an immediate violent response. Up to 
six months in prison and £5,000 fine. Section 4A states that it is an offence to use such behaviour with 
the intention of causing harassment, alarm or distress. I have been alarmed by such conduct several 
times. Up to six months in prison and £5,000 fine. The punishment is increased for an ethnically 
aggravated common assault. Section 5 states that it is an offence to use such behaviour within the 
hearing of someone likely to be caused harassment, alarm and distress, Up to £1,000 fine. The 
prosecution only has to prove that someone might have been alarmed, distressed or harassed. All these 
offences have been made repeatedly for two years and urgent and effective action is needed to prevent 
them by charging the assailants and obtaining a restriction order, whether or not they are convicted. I 
am taking steps to take out a civil no contact and no trespass injunction. I have been working with the 
police to prevent traffic violations and trespass at the request of the police 101 Unit in Bridgend. This 
unit requests that I keep them informed of all traffic violations. I am particularly concerned to prevent 
any further ethnic abuse of my wife, and will have no further contact of any kind with the assailants. If 
I attempt to warn them again myself there will be further offences of this type. Approaching them is a 
matter for the police. This law also applies to trolls, who could be fined and imprisoned. These trolls 
have committed many offences of this type against me. Wildly pejorative language such as “psycho” or
“crackpot” is an offence under the Public Order Act, 1986, whether or not the abuse is carried out in the
street or on a troll site.
Finally, the recent verbal common assault by Cllr. I Richard, when I was repeatedly called a “liar”, is 
currently being considered by the Ombudsman as a result of a formal complaint. This is an offence 
under the Public Order Act of 1986 and obvious misconduct by a County Councillor. I am carrying out 
work of internationally acknowledged importance in this house, and I do not want to be assaulted in the
street, or my rank of Armiger being subjected to pejorative comment. This was awarded on merit, and I
am employed directly by Queen Elizabeth as a Civil List Pensioner, an appointment and high honour, 
akin to Order of Merit. I am also a U. S. citizen entitled to make a formal diplomatic protest to the U. S.
Embassy. My wife is a Russian citizen.

Myron Evans

cc Trustees, Newlands Family Trust
cc Police Commissioner Wales.
Prime Minister’s Office,

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/21/public-order-act-1986/


Mawr Community Council.

LIST OF VERBAL COMMON ASSAULTS.docx

on Public Order Act 1986

Plans for UFT345: Gravitomagnetic Theory of 
Geodedic     Precession
April 21, 2016 

The de Sitter precession theory was based originally on rotating a Schwarzschild metric, and is well 
known to be incorrect for a number of reasons. The most glaring one is that Schwarzschild did not 
deduce this metric. My intention is to adapt the theory of UFT344, in which the gravitomagnetic field 
of a rotating sphere interacted with a gravitomagnetic dipole moment to give the Lense Thirring effect 
to exact precision using the ECE2 gravitational field equations. This is a triumph for ECE2 theory 
because it is an exact result of the theory. No other theory gives the Lense Thirring precession exactly. 
Gravity Probe B seems to have measured the earth’s Lense Thirring precession to be 40.0 
milliarcseconds per year. The geodedic precession was found to be 6614.4 milliarcseconds per year. 
The former effect is due to a spinning mass, the latter is due to the mass itself. So in UFT345 I intend to
construct a gravitomagnetic field from a static spherical mass in a spinning frame, which generates the 
required angular momentum needed for a non-zero gravitomagnetic field. The result will be compared 
with the experimental 6614.4 milliarcseconds a year, and the geodedic effect expressed as a 
gravitomagnetic Lande factor of a Larmor precession.

on Plans for UFT345: Gravitomagnetic Theory of Geodedic Precession

Conversion Factors from Hits to Printed     Pages
April 21, 2016 

These are a very rough guide to the number of printed pages downloaded, A4, single spacing, 12 point 
font. The accurate way is to convert bytes downloaded for each item to printed pages of this type using 
one printed page = 3,646 bytes. The printed pages to hits ratios for 2016 to date are as follows: January 
71.58; February 58.39; March 70.92; April 93.43. Up to 19th April the collected ECE2 papers have 
generated 1137 hits, which means 106,230 printed pages of ECE2 theory have been studied in 19 days. 
The papers are written double spaced with handwritten equations so one printed page single spaced is 
about two printed pages double spaced. this means 212,460 double spaced pages read off www.aias.us. 
Multiply by 1.6 to get the total for www.aias.us plus www.upitec.org to find that 339,936 pages of 
ECE2 theory have been read or spidered in the first nineteen days of April. The spidering is controlled 
by skilled staffs of organizations such as Google, MSN and Yahoo, so the papers all come up on their 
first pages with sensible choice of keywords. Lately cnsat from China has been spidering www.aias.us 
very intensively.

on Conversion Factors from Hits to Printed Pages

Study of ECE and ECE2 at     Caltech
April 21, 2016 
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There have been numerous identifiable studies of ECE and ECE2 from The California Institute of 
Technology (Caltech), in Pasadena, California, currently ranked number one in the world by Times, 
number 5 by QS, number 7 by Shanghai and number 38 by webometrics, 8% acceptance rate and 34 
Nobel Prizes, including two to Linus Pauling and one to Mulliken. On 19/4/16 there was a study of 
“Criticisms of the Einstein Field Equation” by Steve Crothers, Horst Eckardt, Kerry Pendergast and 
myself (UFT301, available in hardback from Cambridge International, published 2010). This book 
gives many detailed refutations of the obsolete Einstein theory, and refutes nearly all the metrics 
produced by the Einstein field equation. This is done in great detail in meticulously prepared tabular 
matter by Horst Eckardt and myself, with detailed and extensive refutations. Steve Crothers shreds the 
methods used to solve the incorrect field equation, so the standard model is like a ship in a hurricane, 
no sails and bare poles. So it is pointless to use the media to promote the Einstein theory just for the 
sake of funding. I think that many governments are well aware of this by now. The metrics of Big 
Bang, dark holes and all the solar system claims of the obsolete Einstein theory are refuted, all replaced
by ECE and ECE2. So there was no big bang, and there are no black holes. It has become very easy to 
prove this, and the proofs are very well known. So this incorrect work should not be funded, whatever 
Einstein’s prestige may be. Prestige is an idol of the cave. Dogmatists can say anything they like, but 
they are being rejected in the world’s best universities. Dogma should not be publicly funded. It can be 
privately funded if people want to waste their money. There is no longer a science establishment, 
because its control of thought has been countered by www.aias.us and www.upitec.org, whose material 
has been read an order of magnitude a billion times.

on Study of ECE and ECE2 at Caltech

Daily Report 19/4/16
April 21, 2016 

The equivalent of 205,059 printed pages was downloaded during the day (747.646 megabytes) from 
2537 downloaded memory files and 541 distinct visits, each averaging 4.0 memory pages and 20 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 80.33, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1137, Top ten items 995, Collected Evans / Morris 627(est), Collected 
scientometrics 363(est), F3(Sp) 311, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 229(est), Autobiography volumes one 
and two 185, Collected Poetry / Barddoniaeth 180. Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 164, 
UFT88 121, Evans Equations 98, Principles of ECE 93, Engineering Model 63, CEFE 60, UFT311 55, 
Self Charging Inverter 46, UFT321 41, Llais 30, List of prolific authors 14, Three world records by 
MWE 14, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 11, UFT313 41, UFT314 34, UFT315 36, UFT316 34, UFT317 37,
UFT318 44, UFT319 40, UFT320 37, UFT322 41, UFT323 30, UFT324 51, UFT325 50, UFT326 36, 
UFT327 33, UFT328 40, UFT329 37, UFT330 38, UFT331 46, UFT332 31, UFT333 33, UFT334 32, 
UFT335 29, UFT336 50 UFT337 33, UFT338 36, UFT339 47, UFT340 38, UFT341 37, UFT342 41, 
UFT343 26 to date in April 2016. University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT94, 125, 222, 343; Ford 
Company LCR resonant; California Institute of Technology, “Criticisms of the Einstein Field Equation”
(UFT301); Iowa Sate University Home page; University of Granada UFT137(Sp); French National 
School of Aeronautics and Space Mechanics, Poitier UFT213; Indian National Institute of Technology 
Silchar UFT166; Technical University Delft AIAS Fellows; Middlesex University of London general. 
Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for April 2016.

on Daily Report 19/4/16
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FOR POSTING: Essay Broadcast     120
April 20, 2016 

This is the broadcast of Essay 120 just posted, describing perihelion precession as a Lense Thirring 
effect with its characteristic gravitomagnetic Lande factor.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING: Essay Broadcast 120

FOR POSTING: Essay 120 in pdf     format
April 20, 2016 

ESSAY_120.PDF

on FOR POSTING: Essay 120 in pdf format

FOR POSTING: Essay     120
April 20, 2016 

This is an essay on perihelion precession understood as a Lense Thirring precession.

ESSAY 120.docx

on FOR POSTING: Essay 120

Daily Report 18/4/16
April 20, 2016 

The equivalent of 209,033 printed pages was downloaded during the day (762.133 megabytes) from 
2458 downloaded memory files (hits) and 540 distinct visits each averaging 3.8 memory pages and 19 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 85.04 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1086, Top ten items 937, Collected Evans Morris papers 594, Collected 
scientometrics 363, F3(Sp) 302, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 235(est), Autobiography volumes one and 
two 178, Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 171, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 159, UFT88 
113, Evans Equations 97, Principles of ECE 90, Engineering Model 63, UFT311 54, CEFE 53, 
UFT321 41, Llais 29, Three world records by MWE 14, List of prolific authors 13, Lindstrom Idaho 
lecture 11, UFT313 37, UFT314 33, UFT315 33, UFT316 33, UFT317 36, UFT318 43,UFT319 40, 
UFT320 37, UFT322 41, UFT323 30, UFT324 47, UFT325 48, UFT326 34, UFT327 30, UFT328 39, 
UFT329 35, UFT330 38, UFT331 39, UFT332 29, UFT333 30, UFT334 33, UFT335 29, UFT336 48, 
UFT337 32, UFT338 35, UFT339 45, UFT340 34, UFT341 36, UFT342 40, UFT343 21 to date in 
April 2016. Chemistry Technical University Dresden UFT177; University of Maine system 
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Implications of Finite Photon Mass; Reed College Oregon UFT2, University of Massachusetts 
UFT142, University of Applied Sciences Peru F3(Sp); University of Edinburgh UFT155; University of 
Sheffield UFT158. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for April 2016.

Plans for UFT345
April 19, 2016 

These are to use the methods of UFT344 to describe the geodedic precession observed in Gravity Probe
B. The geodedic or de Sitter precession is caused by rotating the frame of reference in which m 
interacts with M. It does not involve a spinning mass M in a static frame as does the Lense Thirring 
precession. The obsolete standard model described the geodedic precession by rotating the so called 
Schwarzschild metric. This again relied on the incorrect Einstein field equation. The Thomas 
precession does not rely on the Einstein field equation and is correctly described by rotating the 
Minkowski metric, which is also the metric of ECE2 relativity. The Thomas factor of a half also comes 
out of the fermion equation, the corrected Dirac equation. It was discovered by Llewellyn Thomas in 
1926 at the Niels Bohr Institute.

on Plans for UFT345

FOR POSTING : UFT344 Sections 1 and 2 and     Notes
April 19, 2016 

This is UFT344 on the explanation of perihelion precession with the gravitomagnetic torque between 
the gravitomagnetic field of the sun and the earth’s gravitomagnetic dipole moment. This is gives an 
exact and radically new theory of perihelion precession which is geometrically correct and much 
simpler than the Einstein theory, based on incorrect geometry. The same theory exactly gives the Lense 
Thirring precession of Gravity Probe B, a satellite in orbit around the earth. In general any precession 
in astronomy can be described by a gravitomagnetic torque.

a344thpaper.pdf

a344thpapernotes1.pdf

a344thpapernotes2.pdf

a344thpapernotes3.pdf

a344thpapernotes4.pdf

a344thpapernotes5.pdf

on FOR POSTING : UFT344 Sections 1 and 2 and Notes

Discussion of 344(5) Part     Two
April 19, 2016 

Pleasure!

Sent: 19/04/2016 10:51:27 GMT Daylight Time
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Subj: Re: 344(5) : Gravitomagnetic Larmor Precession

Thanks for the hints, I did not see these points before.
Horst

Am 19.04.2016 um 09:41 schrieb EMyrone:

By comparison of Eq. (13) of Note 344(1) and Eqs. (4) and (5) of Note 344(5) 
it is seen that the gravitomagnetic field of the sun is defined by Eq. (4), via its 
own gravitomagnetic dipole which is half the sun’s angular momentum. The 
sun’s angular momentum L is due to its rotation once every 27 days or so about 
an axis tilted to that of the earth’s rotation axis. This rotation of the sun is 
observed by analysis of sunspots. Then the sun’ gravitomagnetic field creates a 
torque with the earth’s gravitomagnetic dipole meoment, which is half the 
earth’s angular momentum due to its rotation about its own axis once every 24 
hours. The torque results in a Larrmor precession, which is the perihelion 
precession. This is far simpler than the Einstein theory and is a theory of ECE2 
relativity. The theory gives an effective gravitomagnetic Lande factor for each 
planet or any object m in orbit about an object M.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 18/04/2016 17:13:19 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 344(5) : Thomas Precession as a Gravitomagnetic Larmor
Precession

I thought that bold m_g in eq.(4) is the dipole moment of the planet,
not of the sun. The sun rotates but is at rest so there is no orbital 
dipole moment.
Furthermore, the sun is a massive sphere so eq. (6) cannot apply for 
the sun radius r_s.

Horst

Am 17.04.2016 um 14:13 schrieb EMyrone:

In this note it is shown that perihelion precession for an 
initially circular orbit is a Thomas precession with an 
effective orbital velocity, which is the orbital velocity at 
which the Minkowski frame of ECE2 relativity is 
rotated. The Minkowski frame is fixed to the earth and 
the orbital motion rotates the frame, giving a Thomas 
precession. The effective velocity of the Thomas 
precession is given by Eq. (23). The perihelion 
precession is developed in this note in terms of the 
torque between the gravitomagnetic field of the sun, Eq.
(4), and the earth’s gravitomagnetic dipole moment. The



experimental result is given by the effective Lande 
factor of 1.638 ten power eight. This characterizes the 
earth’s precession in its orbit. Every planet has its 
characteristic gravitomagnetic Lande factor, and every 
precessional phenomenon.

on Discussion of 344(5) Part Two

Basing UFT344 on Note     344(4)
April 19, 2016 

I decided to develop the theory in direct analogy with the Lense Thirring effect by using Notes 344(1) 
and 344(4). ECE2 relativity is the first exact theory of the Lense Thirring effect, observed clearly in 
fast spinning pulsar PSR J1748-2446ad, whose gravitomagnetic field is 1043.0 radians per second. The
Earth’s gravitomagnetic field is 1.011 ten power minus fourteen radians per second. The original theory
of Lense and Thirring (J. Lense and H. Thirring, 1918 – 1921) is based on an approximation or 
linearization of the incorrect Einstein field equation of Nov. 1915, rejected by Schwarzschild in Dec. 
1915, but adhered to dogmatically in the incorrect standard model of physics, producing blatantly false 
claims of precision. These claims are easily rebutted by the fact that the Einstein theory fails 
completely to describe the velocity curve of a whirlpool galaxy. This fact has been known for sixty 
years, but the dogmatic claims to precision still continue. The Lense Thirring precession is due to the 
rotation of an object of mass M attracting an object of mass m in orbit around M. The de Sitter or 
geodedic precession is due simply to the mass M. The geodedic precession was observed by Gravity 
Probe B, but apparently the de Sitter precession was lost in the noise. This is because Gravity probe B 
set out to observe a very tiny effect. The linearized Einstein equations happen to look like the precisely 
correct ECE2 gravitational field equations, but the latter are correctly derived in exact analogy with 
electromagnetism, whereas the former are derived from an incorrect theory in an approximation, or 
linearization of the non linear Einstein field equation.

on Basing UFT344 on Note 344(4)

Earthquakes in Japan: My Opposition to Nuclear     Power
April 19, 2016 

I have always been completely opposed to nuclear power stations. They are banned in the United 
States. I trust that all is as well as can be in this situation, which dramatically illustrates the need for 
spacetime energy, and LENR. I am in favour of an international conference to drastically reduce the 
number of nuclear missiles and to ban nuclear proliferation entirely. All this is summed up in my sonnet
sequence “False Philosophers Fall” which opens “Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry”, now a very 
popular book. It has been broadcast by Robert Cheshire. My Ph. D. supervisor Mansel Davies was a 
member of CND and Pugwash, so was the Nobel Laureate Bertrand Russell of the Russell / Einstein 
Manifesto. Two ancestral cousins of my mine, John F. Kennedy and David Ormsby-Gore, Lord 
Harlech, (descended from Llewelyn ap Gruffudd, Prince of Wales) engineered the first nuclear test ban 
treaty after the Cuban missile fiasco described in Autobiography volume one.

Dear Dr. Evans,
Almost nuclear plants(about 50 reactors) in Japan are just stopped for checking safety.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/19/earthquakes-in-japan-my-opposition-to-nuclear-power/
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I hope they are closed down as the oil cost is cheap now.

But one nuclear plant close to KUMAMOTO(100km away) is unfortunately only one 
moving plant.

The count of quakes became 588 today. Sometimes they are as strong as first one.

People living in the area cannot sleep.

The scientists of quakes in Japan said they have no recording of such quakes.

One of my friend foretold this quakes before a week.

Sincerely,

Osamu

 

on Earthquakes in Japan: My Opposition to Nuclear Power

Comment from Co     President
April 19, 2016 

This is an incisive comment as usual from Gareth, everything about physics is being developed in a 
unification of previously disparate ideas, in this case three dimensional orbits of planets and orbitals of 
electrons in an atom. This international group has completely changed physics in just over a decade. 
GJE, Horst and I are chemists by training, and so are used to dealing with things in a simpler way than 
physicists, who go off into mathematical abstraction, frequently incomprehensible and full of 
adjustable variables. It is a pleasure to work with this group, and a pleasure to see the unprecedented 
interest in the work of the group. So I will now proceed to write up UFT344 on the ECE 
gravitomagnetic explanation of perihelion precession. The four fields of nature have been unified, 
general and special relativity have been unified, and so on. The standard model has been shown to be 
riddled with all kinds of errors, and is still stuck in its incorrect dogma. These are historic advances 
acknowledged by the best in the world. The scientometrics show this in detail. UFT311 shows that this 
theory describes energy from spacetime precisely, using the circuit designed by Osamu Ide, presented 
recently at a Royal Society of Chemistry meeting and accepted without objection. So these circuits 
should make wind turbines obsolete, nuclear power stations, and so on. This is Dr. Stephen Bannister’s 
second industrial revolution. He is an AIAS Fellow and assistant professor of economics in the 
University of Utah. He has worked out the momentous consequences of clean energy from spacetime 
and from low energy nuclear reactors. The Alex Hill company (www.et3m.net) has been manufacturing
and selling such devices for a quarter century. The details of the Osamu Ide circuit are out in the open, 
it has been replicated already.

cc Prime Minister’s Office.

To: EMyrone@aol.com

http://www.et3m.net/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/19/comment-from-co-president/


Sent: 19/04/2016 08:01:53 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of Note 344(3) and Evidence for 3-D Orbits

A consistency in physics has emerged from microscopic to macroscopic levels. Orbits and 
orbitals are now treated in the same way. This is very pleasing, convincing and as it should 
be.

Sent from my Samsung device

on Comment from Co President

344(5) : Gravitomagnetic Larmor     Precession
April 19, 2016 

By comparison of Eq. (13) of Note 344(1) and Eqs. (4) and (5) of Note 344(5) it is seen that the 
gravitomagnetic field of the sun is defined by Eq. (4), via its own gravitomagnetic dipole which is half 
the sun’s angular momentum. The sun’s angular momentum L is due to its rotation once every 27 days 
or so about an axis tilted to that of the earth’s rotation axis. This rotation of the sun is observed by 
analysis of sunspots. Then the sun’ gravitomagnetic field creates a torque with the earth’s 
gravitomagnetic dipole meoment, which is half the earth’s angular momentum due to its rotation about 
its own axis once every 24 hours. The torque results in a Larrmor precession, which is the perihelion 
precession. This is far simpler than the Einstein theory and is a theory of ECE2 relativity. The theory 
gives an effective gravitomagnetic Lande factor for each planet or any object m in orbit about an object
M.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 18/04/2016 17:13:19 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 344(5) : Thomas Precession as a Gravitomagnetic Larmor Precession

I thought that bold m_g in eq.(4) is the dipole moment of the planet, not of the sun. The sun
rotates but is at rest so there is no orbital dipole moment.
Furthermore, the sun is a massive sphere so eq. (6) cannot apply for the sun radius r_s.

Horst

Am 17.04.2016 um 14:13 schrieb EMyrone:

In this note it is shown that perihelion precession for an initially circular orbit is
a Thomas precession with an effective orbital velocity, which is the orbital 
velocity at which the Minkowski frame of ECE2 relativity is rotated. The 
Minkowski frame is fixed to the earth and the orbital motion rotates the frame, 
giving a Thomas precession. The effective velocity of the Thomas precession is 
given by Eq. (23). The perihelion precession is developed in this note in terms 
of the torque between the gravitomagnetic field of the sun, Eq. (4), and the 
earth’s gravitomagnetic dipole moment. The experimental result is given by the 
effective Lande factor of 1.638 ten power eight. This characterizes the earth’s 
precession in its orbit. Every planet has its characteristic gravitomagnetic Lande

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/19/3445-gravitomagnetic-larmor-precession/


factor, and every precessional phenomenon.

on 344(5) : Gravitomagnetic Larmor Precession

Discussion of 344(4)
April 19, 2016 

Thanks for going through this note. The field is used in the dipole approximation exactly as for the 
Lense Thirring effect in Note 344(1). In the Lense Thirring effect the gravitomagnetic field is that of 
the earth, so r is effectively the earth radius plus the height above the earth of Gravity Probe B. In Note 
344(4) the gravitomagnetic field is that of the sun as observed on the earth. So by analogy r is the earth 
sun distance. The complete equation should be used in general, agreed with that. I just used an 
approximation. It would be interesting to calculate with the complete field using computer algebra.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 18/04/2016 17:07:03 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 344(4): Perihelion precession as a gravitomagnetic torque

Some questions for understanding: the radius r in the gravitomagnetic field of the sun (2) 
should be the point of the observer where the gravitomagnetic field is experienced. This 
should be the orbital radius of earth which is about 1.49 * 10^11 m. You seem to have 
inserted the sun radius in eq.(10), which correctly is 6.9 * 10^8 m (not 10^9 m).
The rotation axis of the sun is tilted by 7.25 degrees from the axis of earth orbit, so bold r is
not perpendicular to the angular momentum of the sun and the full equation for the 
gravitomagnetic field has to be used.
The Larmor precession depends on the distance of the planet to the sun.

Horst

Am 14.04.2016 um 18:29 schrieb EMyrone:

Many thanks again! These remarks are no less generous. I decided to use ECE2 
relativity a few papers ago, although it should be called Evans Eckardt 
relativity, because it is Lorentz covariant in a space with finite torsion and finite
curvature, as demanded by the geometry. I agree that we have advanced well 
beyond Einsteinian general relativity, but he must take the credit for the idea of 
basing general relativity on geometry. Cartan’s role with Maurer was to devise 
the structure equations defining torsion and curvature. Now we are advancing 
into gravitomagnetism.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 14/04/2016 13:54:22 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 344(4):Explanation of Perihelion precession as a 
gravitomagnetic torque

Is this the first time you have called it ECE2 relativity? It gives a lot
of credit to Einstein and Cartan – demonstrating what a generous 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/19/discussion-of-3444/


man you are. ECE2 relativity is by now, of course, far removed 
from the ideas and insights provided by Einstein. Cartan also could 
not have imagined these sorts of developments in such a relatively 
short period of time. The ideas flow non-stop from your pen now. A 
wonderful achievement.

Sent from my Samsung device

on Discussion of 344(4)

Discussion of Note 344(3) and Evidence for 3-D     Orbits
April 19, 2016 

The experimentally observed deviation from a planar orbit can be explained with the 3-D orbital theory
of previous UFT papers. The gravitomagnetic torque in this case would have components in each 
dimension. The torque can exist if and only if the magnetic dipole moment and the field are not 
parallel. This means that the axis about which the sun rotates and that about which the earth rotates 
cannot be parallel. The remarks about the Lagrange equations are interesting and this calculation could 
be carried out. Klaus Witzel’s remarks are also very interesting, showing that orbits are in general three 
dimensional, further evidence for the work in the UFT papers.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 18/04/2016 16:19:04 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 344(3): Gravitomagnetic Larmor Precession of Orbits

For a planar motion of a planet, obviously the gravitomagnetic field of a central star gives a
torque that lies in the plane of motion. This demonstrates the reason for precession of 
elliptical orbits. For the moon (email of K. Witzel) deviations from planar motion have 
been found. What can be the reason for 3-dimensional orbits? Since the ecliptic of the 
moon deviates from that of the earth, I guess that both the Newtonian attraction and the 
gravitomagnetic field of the earth/sun will produce orbital perturbations. This should be 
computable precisesely by 3-dimensional relativistic Lagrange equations where the 
gravitomagnetic fields enter as additional external forces.

Horst

Am 13.04.2016 um 12:21 schrieb EMyrone:

This note shows that any orbital precession can be defined as a gravitomagnetic
Larmor precession. The orbit generates the gravitomagnetic dipole moment (5), 
which is half the orbital angular momentum and is therefore a constant of 
motion. In the dipole approximation this dipole moment produces the 
gravitomagnetic field (15) in radians per second, and for a planar orbit the 
orbital Larmor precession frequency (24). The next note will apply this result to
perihelion precession. It could also be applied to other types of precession such 
as the equinoctial precession. This theory can also be developed into an ECE2 
theory of relativistic gravitomagnetism.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/19/discussion-of-note-3443-and-evidence-for-3-d-orbits/


on Discussion of Note 344(3) and Evidence for 3-D Orbits

Daily Report Sunday     17/4/16
April 19, 2016 

The equivalent of 237,312 printed pages was downloaded during the day (865.239 megabytes) from 
2994 downloaded memory files (hits) and 475 distinct visit, averaging 4.8 memory pages and 23 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 79.26 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1041, Top ten items 895, Evans / Morris papers 561(est), Collected 
scientometrics 339(est), F3(Sp) 293, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 235, Autobiography volumes one and 
two 171, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 161, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 155, UFT88 
110, Principles of ECE 87, Engineering Model 77, UFT311 52, CEFE 50, Evans Equations 43, Self 
charging inverter 43, UFT321 41, Llais 29, Three world records by MWE 12, List of prolific authors 
11, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 11, UFT313 37, UFT314 30, UFT315 35, UFT316 33, UFT317 36, 
UFT318 40, UFT319 39, UFT320 37, UFT322 39, UFT323 28, UFT324 46, UFT325 45, UFT326 33, 
UFT327 28, UFT328 37, UFT329 35, UFT330 38, UFT331 39, UFT332 28, UFT333 29, UFT334 29, 
UFT335 29, UFT336 46, UFT337 30, UFT338 29, UFT339 44, UFT340 32, UFT341 30, UFT342 40, 
UFT343 20 to date in April 2016. The Illinois School of Architecture, University of Illinois at Urbana 
Champaign UFT43; North-West University South Africa UFT168. Intense interest all sectors, updated 
usage file attached for April 2016.

Book of Scientometrics Updated to April 16th     2016
April 18, 2016 

There was the usual intense interest in the past two weeks, I have also updated the world rankings of 
universities, and the book now includes four rankings: Webometrics, Times, QS and Shanghai and the 
top twenty universities in the world from the four rankings. Of these universities there were visits from:
Caltech, Duke, Illinois Urbana Champaign, Penn State, Michigan, Wisconsin Madison, Yale, ETH, EPF
Lausanne, Cambridge, Edinburgh and Toronto. Therefore the quality of readership is the highest 
possible. We are coming up to the twelfth anniversary of these world renowned scientometrics, the 
thirteenth anniversary of ECE theory. The quality of readership has been sustained for these years. The 
top universities in the world have long accepted ECE and the rest of my work back to 1971.

BookofScientometricsVolumeTwo.pdf

on Book of Scientometrics Updated to April 16th 2016

Daily Report Saturday     16/4/16
April 18, 2016 

The equivalent of 418,267 printed pages was downloaded during the day (1.525 gigabytes) from 3302 
memory files downloaded (hits) and 510 distinct visits each averaging 5.8 printed pages and 20 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 126.70 for the day, main spiders google, MSN, cnsat(China) and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1004, Top ten items 865, Collected Evans / Morris 528(est), Collected 
scientometrics 339, F3(Sp) 284, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 208, Autobiography volumes one and two 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/18/daily-report-saturday-16416/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/04/bookofscientometricsvolumetwo1.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/18/book-of-scientometrics-updated-to-april-16th-2016/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/19/daily-report-sunday-17416/


166, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 143, UFT88 105, Principles of ECE 87, Engineering Model 57, 
CEFE 50. UFT311 49, Evans Equations 42, Self charging inverter 39, UFT321 38, Llais 27, 3WR by 
MWE 11, List of prolific authors 10, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 9, UFT313 36, UFT314 30, UFT315 31, 
UFT316 31, UFT317 33, UFT318 37, UFT319 39, UFT320 35, UFT322 39, UFT323 27, UFT324 43, 
UFT325 44, UFT326 33, UFT327 28, UFT328 34, UFT329 35, UFT330 35, UFT331 37, UFT332 28, 
UFT333 28, UFT334 28, UFT335 28, UFT336 46, UFT337 29, UFT338 29, UFT339 42, UFT340 32, 
UFT341 30, UFT342 37, UFT343 18 to date in April 2016. telered.com.ar download; University of 
Batna Algeria Spacetime Devices; University of Edinburgh galaxies. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for April 2016.

on Daily Report Saturday 16/4/16

Application for Double Yellow     Lines
April 17, 2016 

The Community Council and the police, working in coordination, can make an application for double 
yellow lines throughout Mawr, so a thousand pound fine would be imposed on cars parking on double 
yellow lines. I have no idea why double yellow lines were not put down fifty years ago. I repeat that 
Mountain Road is an unadopted road owned by frontigers all along the road, cars are allowed to park 
there only with the permission of a frontiger. Otherwise it is trespassing. Neither the Council nor the 
police object to my fencing the boundary and sealing off my driveway. They cannot interfere with 
private land. Yesterday I marked the boundary with heavy stones. These were stolen within twenty four
hours, but I found them and have stored them. They are valuable granite stones given to me by my 
lifelong friend Peter Harris. This theft is another serious offence. I am hereby reporting this theft to PC 
Jamie Grey, and to the Member of Parliament with a request for an investigation. A small wedge of 
land and garage are in dispute, and coming up to a Land Tribunal, but the ownership of Mountain Road
is not disputed. I have owned it since 1993 as frontiger and by purchase in fee simple in 1993, and also 
by inheritance, and I am responsible for maintenance of its surface. Fencing along its edge is 
maintenance. Currently the edges are being damaged by trespassers. Any interference with this 
maintenance will be reported to the police immediately, as will any property damage to the fence. In 
legal and surveyor opinion I also own the small wedge of land. It was never owned by Ellis Williams, 
and never owned by Cen Williams. I have made this clear to the Lands Tribunal in my detailed 
response. ALL trespassers are instructed to keep off this land and to keep off my part of Mountain Road
unless they are my visitors.

on Application for Double Yellow Lines

FOR POSTING : Second Reading from New     Poetry
April 17, 2016 

This is the second reading form “New Poetry”, consisting of a sonnet,”The Plague”, and prose poetry.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/17/for-posting-second-reading-from-new-poetry/
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Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING : Second Reading from New Poetry

FOR POSTING: Barddoniaeth     6
April 17, 2016 

This completes my broadcasts of my poetry in the Welsh language, this broadcast includes part of the 
cywydd “Mai” by Dafydd ap Gilym, “Gw^r a Welais yn Henwr”, “Y Ceffyl Gwyn” and a Villanelle to 
Dylan Thomas.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING: Barddoniaeth 6

PS Corrigendum
April 17, 2016 

Eq. (12) of the last note should have been multiplied by 365.25 x 24 x 3600 to give the result in radians
per earth year instead of radians per second. This gives an effective Lande factor of 0.0519 for the orbit
of the earth around the sun. So this method can now be anomalous precessions which cannot be 
described by the standard model.

on PS Corrigendum

344(5) : Thomas Precession as a Gravitomagnetic 
Larmor     Precession
April 17, 2016 

In this note it is shown that perihelion precession for an initially circular orbit is a Thomas precession 
with an effective orbital velocity, which is the orbital velocity at which the Minkowski frame of ECE2 
relativity is rotated. The Minkowski frame is fixed to the earth and the orbital motion rotates the frame, 
giving a Thomas precession. The effective velocity of the Thomas precession is given by Eq. (23). The 
perihelion precession is developed in this note in terms of the torque between the gravitomagnetic field 
of the sun, Eq. (4), and the earth’s gravitomagnetic dipole moment. The experimental result is given by 
the effective Lande factor of 1.638 ten power eight. This characterizes the earth’s precession in its orbit.
Every planet has its characteristic gravitomagnetic Lande factor, and every precessional phenomenon.

a344thpapernotes5.pdf

on 344(5) : Thomas Precession as a Gravitomagnetic Larmor Precession
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Thomas and de Sitter precession (ECE2     theory)
April 17, 2016 

Dear Klaus Witzel,

Many thanks for your kind remarks, Horst Eckardt will write to you about this interesting problem and 
I will see if I can develop a gravitomagnetic theory for lunar nodical precession. I have just posted a 
new general law for all precessions on the blog. They are described in terms of a gravitomagnetic 
Lande factor.

Cordially Yours,

Myron Evans

In a message dated 15/04/2016 10:23:45 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dear Prof. Myron Evans and Horst Eckhardt,
[b]cc: Dear Scientists,

I first want to thank you very much for making the results of your hard honest work 
available for students on the internet.

Now that your syndicate has well leveled precession to insightfully graphed functions [1], 
I’d like to report on my research on lunar nodical precession, for which implications I seek 
the physicist advice.

Dogmatic explanations about lunar nodical precession appear to cherry-pick 
(observational-) intervals which in turn can be used for mathematical prophecy about lunar 
nodical precession if _calculated_ against the fixed stars. In this way for 1° precession is 
found 18.599~ years.

But verification / falsification of such figure can not be based on observational evidence, 
because after such interval Lady Luna does not reach a specifically recurring position in her
orbital path (neither for the line-of-nodes or the line-of-apsides, nor syzygy): it’s just that a 
number of days have miraculously passed in 18.599~ years and virtually no such thing as 
an empirically observable suspension hook was on her orbital path.

This made me pondering on the phenomenae of the lunar orbit which are indeed 
observable, and one of this is the occurrence of ±max declination (practically same advance
as lunar nodes). Using JPL ephemeris data (and numerical integration as provided by Solex 
astron. simulation) it turned out that the _flip_ of sign of lunar ±max declination occurs 
_exclusively_ in the ecliptic solstice position ±int(±13.~) days. This was plotted [2] over 
~500 years and also over ~6000 years time-frames, virtually no change over centuries and 
millennia. Looking back at the denomination “precession of the lunar nodes”, this appears 
unanticipated to say the least.

For the time being I think of the Foucault pendulum which “knows” its starting vector 
regardless of the Earth’s motion.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/17/thomas-and-de-sitter-precession-ece2-theory/


Yours truthfully,

Klaus D. Witzel

Lower Saxony,
Germany

[1] https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/15/for-posting-section-3-of-paper-343/

[2] diagrams are attached, for the millennia time-frame the plotter tool barked and some 
data points had to be dropped.

on Thomas and de Sitter precession (ECE2 theory)

Magnetic field of rotating     conductors
April 17, 2016 

Dear Jean de Climont,

Many thanks, we have looked at this device, and our assessment has been posted on the blog, in 
cooperation with Dr. Horst Eckardt and the group of experimentalists with whom he works in Muenich.

Myron Evans

In a message dated 15/04/2016 10:13:12 GMT Daylight Time,

Dear Sir,

As a consequence of the Rowland effect in a rotating conductor, the motion of electrons can
not be the cause of magnetic fields and the intrinsic magnetic field of electrons is not a 
dipole.

The experiment just performed to verify this alternative view of electron magnetic field 
topology is presented in a new video.

The video may be seen either from the producer home page :

http://editionsassailly.com/assailly_english.htm

or directly in YouTube

English https://youtu.be/Vhrwlypxk9Q
Français https://youtu.be/fcZHGNBRxws
Deutsch https://youtu.be/ziR30kAWm5o

The PDF format of the report (Fr, En, De) may be found in clicking here.

Yours very sincerely,

http://editionsassailly.com/report_rotation.htm
https://youtu.be/ziR30kAWm5o
https://youtu.be/fcZHGNBRxws
https://youtu.be/Vhrwlypxk9Q
http://editionsassailly.com/assailly_english.htm
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/17/magnetic-field-of-rotating-conductors-2/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/15/for-posting-section-3-of-paper-343/


Jean de Climont

on Magnetic field of rotating conductors

Thomas Precession and Lande     Factor
April 17, 2016 

I plan to continue UFT344 by describing the phase shift of Thomas precession in terms of the 
gravitomagnetic field and Lande factor, and then develop a gravitomagnetic theory of anomalous 
precessions.

Magnetic field of rotating     conductors
April 17, 2016 

Many thanks, I will post this on the blog. In ECE2 the magnetic field is generated by the Ampere Law 
in a space with finite torsion and curvature as you know, with extra insight and structure. The 
gravitomagnetic field is generated by the mass current density.

Sent: 16/04/2016 19:57:36 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Fwd: Re: [EN]Re: Fwd: Fwd: magnetic field of rotating conductors

Some comments of the Munich group (translated):

The experiment is interesting and well documented in general. Some special questions 
remain concerning the diagrams. Why are there no error bars in the diagrams? They have 
been repeated several times.
All known sensors can discern the direction of a magnetic field, why not in this 
experiment?
The conclusion on the magnetic field structure of an electron needs further explanation, it is
not so clear what this would have to do with the experiment. Another point is that there are 
no free electrons in a solid.

Horst

Bernhard Foltz wrote:
Hallo Horst

Klingt sehr interessant und scheint auch recht gut dokumentiert. Gern können wir ja einmal 
eine eigene Reproduktion überlegen.

Stehst du mit Climont in Verbindung?

Einige Stellen seiner Dokumentation sind mir unklar:

Das durch den Strom verursachte Magnetfeld verläuft – laut Physik – um den Leiter herum.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/17/magnetic-field-of-rotating-conductors/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/17/thomas-precession-and-lande-factor/


Das von einem geladenen (nicht stromdurchflossenen!) rotierenden Körper erzeugte 
Magnetfeld verläuft radial und axial, steht also jedenfall zu ersterem senkrecht. Einerseits 
scheint dem Autor das klar zu sein, andererseits vermischt er doch irgendwie beides.

“Das Drehrohr wird mit 9V Wechselstrom gespeist, aber ungefiltert.” Bei 9 V an dem 
Kupferrohr würden Hunderte Ampere fließen. Gibt es demnach einen Vorwiderstend oder 
eine Regelung?

“Dies führt zu einem Stromimpuls bei 100 Hz in dem Rohr. .. Der Sensor kann die 
Richtung des Magnetfeldes .. nicht unterscheiden.”
Jedes mir bekannte Verfahren unterscheidet die Richtung. Gibt es hier Gleichrichter? Wie 
verträgt sich das mit der Angabe “Der Offset wird nicht
korrigiert.”?

Das Diagramm der Sensorspannung in Abhängigkeit vom Strom im stillstehenden Leiter 
zeigt annähernd eine Gerade durch den Nullpunkt, jedoch mit deutlichen Abweichungen. 
Woher kommt die Abweichung?

“Die Messungen wurden Dutzende Male in jeder Drehrichtung und jeder Stromrichtung im 
Leiter wiederholt.” Die Diagramme zeigen nur eine Kurve ohne Fehlerbalken. Wieso 
kommen keine Streuungen vor?

“Der Intensitätsabfall im Leiter infolge der Rotation ist etwa 0,5 A, entsprechend zur 
Erhöhung des Kontaktwiderstandes.” Wurde der Strom demnach nicht geregelt?

Im Diagramm der Sensorspannung in Abhängigkeit vom Strom im stillstehenden und im 
rotierenden Leiter wäre interessant, wie die Kurve für den rotierenden Leiter bei 
verschiedenen Drehzahlen aussieht. Die aus meiner Sicht besonders interessanten 
Messpunkte für Ströme zwischen 0 und 0,5A fehlen leider. Somit ist nicht erkennbar, wie 
die Kurve den Nullpunkt durchläuft.

“Der Tolman-Stewart-Effekt .. kann nicht die Ursache für das beobachtete Phänomen 
sein ..” Der Ausschluss der genannten Effekte als Ursache des beobachteten Effektes 
scheint mir ordentlich durchgeführt und somit zutreffend zu sein.

“Es ist daher notwendig, dass das Magnetfeld des Elektrons eine Rotationsstruktur hat .. 
Die Maxwell-Ampere-Gleichung ist falsch.” Dieses vorschnelle Aufstellen einer ‘neuen 
Physik’ ist zwar offensichtlich sehr beliebt, aber erst sollte man einmal die Ergebnisse 
hinterfragen. Wie hoch ist das Magnetfeld des Motors im Vergleich zum Magnetfeld des 
Leiters? Wie sieht eine ordentliche Messung in Abhängigkeit der Drehzahl aus? Wie nähert 
sich die Kurve des Magnetfeldes der Null für gegen Null gehende Ströme? Wie genau 
liegen die Kurven mehrerer Messungen aufeinander?

Aber – trotz aller Kritik fände ich es interessant, einmal mit Climont in Verbindung zu 
treten und seine Versuche zu reproduzieren.



schöne Grüße,
Bernhard

Horst Eckardt schrieb am 16.04.2016 um 13:02:

Hallo alle,

hier bringt jemand eine alternative Herleitung magnetischer Effekte, die auf 
dem Rowland-Effekt beruht: Nach Wikipedia:
Rowland gelang schließlich der Nachweis, dass ein rotierender, elektrisch 
geladener Körper ein Magnetfeld erzeugt.

Er geht von einer speziellen Form des Magnetfeldes um Elektronen herum aus, 
das nicht dem eines Dipols entspricht. Das untenstehende Video in deutsch ist 
eine maschinelle Übersetzung, aber vielleicht lohnt es sich einmal da 
hineinzuschauen.

Viele Grüße
Horst

Forwarded for discussion if there is any interest.

Sent: 15/04/2016 10:13:12 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: magnetic field of rotating conductors

Dear Sir,

As a consequence of the Rowland effect in a rotating conductor, the 
motion of electrons can not be the cause of magnetic fields and the 
intrinsic magnetic field of electrons is not a dipole.

The experiment just performed to verify this alternative view of 
electron magnetic field topology is presented in a new video.

The video may be seen either from the producer home page :

http://editionsassailly.com/assailly_english.htm

or directly in YouTube

English https://youtu.be/Vhrwlypxk9Q
Français https://youtu.be/fcZHGNBRxws
Deutsch https://youtu.be/ziR30kAWm5o

The PDF format of the report (Fr, En, De) may be found in 
clicking here.

http://editionsassailly.com/report_rotation.htm
http://editionsassailly.com/report_rotation.htm
https://youtu.be/ziR30kAWm5o
https://youtu.be/fcZHGNBRxws
https://youtu.be/Vhrwlypxk9Q
http://editionsassailly.com/assailly_english.htm
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetismus


Yours very sincerely,
Jean de Climont

powered by *Mailster* – the flexible mailing list solution for Joomla, more information: 
http://www.brandt-oss.com/products/mailster

on Magnetic field of rotating conductors
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The equivalent of 315,688 printed pages was downloaded during the day (1.151 gigabytes) from 3244 
memory files downloaded (hits) and 574 distinct visits each averaging 4.0 memory pages and 20 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 97.31 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 915, Top ten items 863, Evans / Morris papers 495, Collected scientometrics 
312(est), F3(Sp) 275, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 222, Autobiography volumes one and two 155, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 136, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 130, UFT88 103, 
Principles of ECE 78, Engineering Model 52, UFT311 48, CEFE 44, Evans Equations 38, Self 
charging inverter 37, UFT321 34, Llais 24, List of prolific authors 10, Three world records by MWE 
10, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 9, UFT313 33, UFT314 29, UFT315 29, UFT316 28, UFT317 32, UFT318
34, UFT319 34, UFT320 31, UFT322 35, UFT323 24, UFT324 42, UFT325 40, UFT326 31, UFT327 
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16 to date in April 2016. Aurore Federation University Paris Psud levitron, Secretariat of Health 
Government of Mexico Spanish Section, Edu system Pakistan Self charging inverter; University of 
Edinburgh Galaxies, Space Energy, Space Energy Devices. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage 
file attached for April 2016.
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Russia and Ukraine, Mari El Russian Federation, St. Petersburg Net, Kiev,

Cambridge, Durham, Edinburgh, Sussex, Warwick, Cynghor Llyfrau Cymru.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar

Batna Algeria, Adelaide, Queensland, UFSJ Brazil, UFSM Brazil, Sao

Paolo, McGill*, UQTR, Toronto, York, Inacap Chile, Bio Bio Chile, Univ. Chile,

NJU China, Gov. Mexico, National Institute of Physics Mexico, UNAM Mexico,

UTHM Malaysia, UNP Peru, UPD Philippines. Edu system Pakistan, Bibliotheca

Alexandrina Egypt, NSYSU Taiwan, North-West Univ. South Africa.

Various Trespassers Spoken to by the Police     Today
April 16, 2016 

Some semblance of normality seems to have returned, I await the response of the M. P. for Gower to 
my list of common assaults, which include serious offences. I hope that something effective will be 
done because the work carried out here at 50 Rhyddwen Road is world famous as is well known. The 
work is all on www.aias.us and www.upitec.org, so no one has the excuse not to know that it is going 
on, it is very important and acclaimed work, and must not be disturbed. I never disturb anyone and I 
expect the same from others.

on Various Trespassers Spoken to by the Police Today

Superconducting levitation thruster
April 16, 2016 

This may be of interest to the group, especially the development of ECE2 theory for the idea.

To: ethericgate@gmail.com
Sent: 16/04/2016 14:06:44 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: superconducting levitation thruster

Dear All,

I am writing to ask your help on a project to build and test a levitation thruster technology 
that has the potential to completely transform society for the better. Over the past few years 
I have been working together with Professor Athanassios Nassikas of the Technological 
Educational Institute of Thessaly in Larissa, Greece to develop and test his superconducting
reactionless thruster invention. I have created an Indiegogo crowd funding campaign, 
accessible at: https://igg.me/at/levitation-thruster, to help raise money for this project. At 
this link, you can view an 11 minute video about this amazing new technology and also 
read an accompanying story about it. After learning about it, I would encourage you to 
make a contribution to our fund raising campaign, to help us reach our $32,000 goal, which

https://igg.me/at/levitation-thruster
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/16/superconducting-levitation-thruster/
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is the amount we will need to build and test this new thruster prototype. Any amount you 
can donate should help.

I first heard Dr. Nassikas speak about his earlier thruster invention at a scientific conference
in 2012 and found it extremely fascinating. It seems that it may have the potential to 
completely transform deep space travel to our solar system’s planets and beyond to the 
stars. Tests have shown that his original conical maglev thruster invention, which we call 
the Nassikas superconducting thruster-I, can deliver 1000 times more thrust per unit mass 
than the Xenon ion propulsion engine that NASA has used to propel its Dawn spacecraft 
beyond Mars to Ceres. It is no wonder that one NASA scientist who is involved in the 
search for advanced innovative concepts has asked us to keep him informed of our progress
in its development. What is amazing is that this novel device is able to accomplish its 
propulsion with absolutely no physical energy input. It just needs to be cooled to liquid 
nitrogen temperatures or below, conditions that are readily available in space behind a sun 
shield. To say the least, the Nassikas thruster will require that physics undergo a major 
revision of its laws as applied to superconductors.

But it gets better than this. Last month, Dr. Nassikas filed a PCT patent application on a 
second generation superconducting reactionless thruster, termed the Nassikas thruster-II, 
which is predicted to develop over 30,000 times more thrust than his first version. Hence it 
should be able to lift heavy payloads off the ground. We have thoroughly researched this 
thruster design, and have engaged a superconducting coil manufacturer to carry out 
computer simulations of its electrical and magnetic characteristics. By employing straight 
forward Lorentz force equations commonly used by physicists and superconducting coil 
designers, we find that this special conical design should develop a tremendous lift force. In
fact, we find that it should be capable of delivering 9 times more thrust, per unit thruster 
weight, than the Space Shuttle main engine. Given the success of Dr. Nassikas’ first conical
thruster design, and these more recent simulation results, we are quite confident that our 
planned prototype should work as expected and self-levitate off the ground.

Moreover like his first version, it is predicted to accomplish this feat with essentially no 
energy input other than what is needed to initially energize the coil. The thruster design is 
simple and elegant, and many may find all this almost incredible. Anyway, I know most of 
you will want to learn more about it. Remember the self-levitating hoverboard in the movie 
Back to the Future? If it works, this invention should make this a real possibility, including 
even pollution free electrical generators, and spaceships able to travel to the nearest stars. 
We hope you will get involved and help us to do something really important. Please take 
time to read about what we are doing, spread the word to your friends, and post our 
campaign link on your social media pages. Tell everyone to visit: 
https://igg.me/at/levitation-thruster.

All the best,

Paul LaViolette

Collaborator

https://igg.me/at/levitation-thruster


NTCo (Nassikas Thruster Cooperation)
Athens, Greece

Director
The Starburst Foundation
Niskayuna, NY / Athens, Greece
=

on Superconducting levitation thruster

Setting and Example
April 16, 2016 

Many thanks to Stuart Davies, I try to set an example as a Member of the Welsh speaking Gentry and 
Civil List Pensioner appointed by Crown and Parliament, even though I have no formal duties.

Actions By The Police, Illegal Off Roading

At least it sets an example for South Wales Police to follow.

Stuart Davies

Subject: Actions By The Police, Illegal Off Roading

To my cousin Stuart Davies:

This is good progress. I fought bikers and four wheelers for eight years on Gelliwastad 
virtually single handed, in all weathers and very dangerous conditions, with no help from 
either the County or Community Council, and certainly no help from the Somerset Trust. I 
was threatened and assaulted many times by bikers, grazed at forty or fifty miles an hour 
and so on, mud spun all over me and so on. Others also worked courageously to get rid of 
these destructive vandals. I think that the bikers have left Gelliwastad but may come back at
any time. The horses continue to ruin the ecology. Let them ruin their own land. The 
County Councillor Ioan Richard was completely ineffective for many years. The bikers 
would just ride past his house with no number plates, insurance or taxation, and he did 
absolutely nothing about it. The four wheelers caused horrendous damage, and I have 
posted about a hundred photographs on this blog of the ruts and other damage that have 
completely ruined the protected ecology. The ecology has also been subjected to regular 
arson, almost every year. The stables and horse riders are as much to blame as the bikers 
and four wheelers, because they regularly stray off the one bridle path and blatantly violate 
the law. The bridle path should be removed by relevant authority. So the County Council 
could take out an injunction against the stables, prohibiting horse riding on any part of 
Gelliwastad. I would extend this ban to all parts of Mawr because the horses regularly 
disrupt traffic and evidently have caused great damage to the ecology. The same methods as
outlined in this newspaper article could be used against the stables, and any others who 
think that they are above the law. The horses also foul the roads regularly, and people have 
to clear up their mess for years on end. People have complained bitterly to me as Armiger 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/16/setting-and-example/


about this disgusting public nuisance. Riding horses for no purpose is pure decadence, a 
complete waste of time. Bridle paths were meant for working horses, led on foot. Horses 
are often galloped dangerously on Gelliwastad, and they could break a leg and have to be 
shot.

Myron Evans.

cc M. P. and Opposition Gower

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 15/04/2016 15:05:31 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Actions By The Police

I thought that you would be interested in the attached from the Brecon paper.

Stuart Davies

on Setting and Example

ECE2 Relativity
April 16, 2016 

Since this name has been in use for a year I think it is best to stay with it. ECE has been in use for 
twelve or thirteen years. I appreciate Gareth’s suggestion, and take the point that the theory has evolved
completely away from Einsteinian general relativity.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 15/04/2016 19:52:05 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Evans Eckardt Relativity

To my opinion the name “ECE2 relativity” is well suited and unique and differs enough 
from “Einsteinian relativity”.

Horst

Am 15.04.2016 um 15:38 schrieb EMyrone:

If the AIAS / UPITEC staff and others are agreed I can proceed in this way. 
There is already tremendous interest in it worldwide.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 15/04/2016 09:47:40 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: Section 3 of paper 343

ECE2 theory should probably now be called Evans / Eckardt (EE) 
Relativity to properly distinguish it from Einstein Relativity.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/16/ece2-relativity/


Sent from my Samsung device

on ECE2 Relativity

Discussion of UFT343
April 16, 2016 

This is an article on lunar nodical precession from Klaus Witzel which I am making available for 
comment from the AIAS / UPITEC staff and others.

From: chaeremon@t-online.de
To: emyrone@aol.com, mail@horst-eckardt.de
CC: steve@plasmaresources.com
Sent: 15/04/2016 10:23:45 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Thomas and de Sitter precession (ECE2 theory)

Dear Prof. Myron Evans and Horst Eckhardt,
[b]cc: Dear Scientists,

I first want to thank you very much for making the results of your hard honest work 
available for students on the internet.

Now that your syndicate has well leveled precession to insightfully graphed functions [1], 
I’d like to report on my research on lunar nodical precession, for which implications I seek 
the physicist advice.

Dogmatic explanations about lunar nodical precession appear to cherry-pick 
(observational-) intervals which in turn can be used for mathematical prophecy about lunar 
nodical precession if _calculated_ against the fixed stars. In this way for 1° precession is 
found 18.599~ years.

But verification / falsification of such figure can not be based on observational evidence, 
because after such interval Lady Luna does not reach a specifically recurring position in her
orbital path (neither for the line-of-nodes or the line-of-apsides, nor syzygy): it’s just that a 
number of days have miraculously passed in 18.599~ years and virtually no such thing as 
an empirically observable suspension hook was on her orbital path.

This made me pondering on the phenomenae of the lunar orbit which are indeed 
observable, and one of this is the occurrence of ±max declination (practically same advance
as lunar nodes). Using JPL ephemeris data (and numerical integration as provided by Solex 
astron. simulation) it turned out that the _flip_ of sign of lunar ±max declination occurs 
_exclusively_ in the ecliptic solstice position ±int(±13.~) days. This was plotted [2] over 
~500 years and also over ~6000 years time-frames, virtually no change over centuries and 
millennia. Looking back at the denomination “precession of the lunar nodes”, this appears 
unanticipated to say the least.

For the time being I think of the Foucault pendulum which “knows” its starting vector 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/16/discussion-of-uft343/


regardless of the Earth’s motion.

Yours truthfully,

Klaus D. Witzel

Lower Saxony,
Germany

[1] https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/15/for-posting-section-3-of-paper-343/

[2] diagrams are attached, for the millennia time-frame the plotter tool barked and some 
data points had to be dropped.

lundecln 1600ce ce2100 

lunlng 3999bce ce2999 

on Discussion of UFT343

Daily Report 14/4/16
April 16, 2016 

The equivalent of 194,064 printed pages was downloaded during the day (707.556 megabytes) from 
2722 memory files downloaded (hits) and 568 distinct visits each averaging 4.4 pp and 15 minutes, 
printed pages to hits ratio of 71.29 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), Google, MSN and yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 papers 856, Top ten items 766, Collected Evans / Morris papers 462, Collected 
scientometrics 312, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 196; Autobiography volumes one and two 148, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 132, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 121, UFT88 93, 
Principles of ECE 69, Engineering Model 50, UFT311 47, Evans Equations 37, Self charging inverter 
36, UFT321 34, Llais 23, List of prolific authors 8, Idaho 8, Three world records by MWE 7, UFT313 
29, UFT314 28, UFT315 28, UFT316 27, UFT317 29, UFT318 33, UFT319 30, UIFT320 29, UFT322 
33, UFT323 23, UFT324 36, UFT325 38, UFT326 31, UFT327 23, UFT328 29, UFT329 31, UFT330 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/16/daily-report-14416/
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30, UFT331 32, UFT332 25, UFT333 25, UFT334 36, UFT335 20, UFT336 37, UFT337 25, UFT338 
27, UFT339 37, UFT340 25, UFT341 26, UFT342 29, UFT343 16 to date in April 2016. Institute of 
Physics University of Sao Paolo Brazil UFT88; Swiss Federal Institute Lausanne UFT175; Duke 
University UFT262; Electrical Engineering and Computer Science University of Michigan general; 
Ecole Polytechnique UFT235; Sura Ionospheric Heating Facility Russian Federation Book of 
Scientometrics; University of Edinburgh Essay 9, ECE Article, UFT171. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for April 2016.

on Daily Report 14/4/16

Actions By The Police, Illegal Off     Roading
April 15, 2016 

To my cousin Stuart Davies:

This is good progress. I fought bikers and four wheelers for eight years on Gelliwastad virtually single 
handed, in all weathers and very dangerous conditions, with no help from either the County or 
Community Council, and certainly no help from the Somerset Trust. I was threatened and assaulted 
many times by bikers, grazed at forty or fifty miles an hour and so on, mud spun all over me and so on. 
Others also worked courageously to get rid of these destructive vandals. I think that the bikers have left
Gelliwastad but may come back at any time. The horses continue to ruin the ecology. Let them ruin 
their own land. The County Councillor Ioan Richard was completely ineffective for many years. The 
bikers would just ride past his house with no number plates, insurance or taxation, and he did 
absolutely nothing about it. The four wheelers caused horrendous damage, and I have posted about a 
hundred photographs on this blog of the ruts and other damage that have completely ruined the 
protected ecology. The ecology has also been subjected to regular arson, almost every year. The stables 
and horse riders are as much to blame as the bikers and four wheelers, because they regularly stray off 
the one bridle path and blatantly violate the law. The bridle path should be removed by relevant 
authority. So the County Council could take out an injunction against the stables, prohibiting horse 
riding on any part of Gelliwastad. I would extend this ban to all parts of Mawr because the horses 
regularly disrupt traffic and evidently have caused great damage to the ecology. The same methods as 
outlined in this newspaper article could be used against the stables, and any others who think that they 
are above the law. The horses also foul the roads regularly, and people have to clear up their mess for 
years on end. People have complained bitterly to me as Armiger about this disgusting public nuisance. 
Riding horses for no purpose is pure decadence, a complete waste of time. Bridle paths were meant for 
working horses, led on foot. Horses are often galloped dangerously on Gelliwastad, and they could 
break a leg and have to be shot.

Myron Evans.

cc M. P. and Opposition Gower

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 15/04/2016 15:05:31 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Actions By The Police

I thought that you would be interested in the attached from the Brecon paper.

Stuart Davies

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/15/actions-by-the-police-illegal-off-roading/


on Actions By The Police, Illegal Off Roading

EE Relativity
April 15, 2016 

OK many thanks again!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 15/04/2016 14:51:10 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Evans Eckardt Relativity

Credit where it is due. You have moved the theory on tremendously recently and I think it 
needs to be properly distinguished now from the old and defunct general relativity. I doubt 
that even Einstein would disagree. EE Relativity is not a refinement of Einstein Relativity 
but a whole new package.

Sent from my Samsung device

(Case Ref: ZA17756)HIGHWAY     ISSUES
April 15, 2016 

Mr Byron Davies, M. P.
Dear Mr Davies

The parking too close to the junction of Rhyddwen Road and Mountain Road continues unabated, 
today a car belonging to the house just opposite trespassed directly on my driveway, without my 
permission, and also trespassed on Mountain Road. I insisted that this car be removed from my 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/15/case-ref-za17756highway-issues/
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driveway, and it was removed. There was further incidents of verbal abuse from occupants of 65 
Rhyddwen Road when I informed them that N55 PNC is again trespassing on my land as a member of 
the Newlands Estate. I was subjected repeatedly to verbal abuse by the same assailants at 65 Rhyddwen
Road. This is the fourth incident of its kind. They have also been trespassing habitually on Mountain 
Road. The owner of N55 PNC, currently trespassing on Mountain Road, refused to move his car. He is 
a heavyweight kick boxer, so I requested that he stay away from my house, my family and Mountain 
Road. This request was met with further verbal abuse, repeated many times, so this amounts to another 
verbal common assault. All of these problems are caused by a lack of double yellow lines. Double 
yellow lines would force offenders off the road, and to find their own parking spaces off the road. 
Parking within ten metres of a junction is an offence, parking opposite a junction is an offence. I have 
reported these incidents many times because the police centre in Bridgend ask me to. The local police 
must act effectively in repsonse to the Bridgend call centre. Accordingly I intend to take measures to 
construct a fence along the edge of Mountain Road, which I own as frontiger. I own the surface of the 
road by inheritance. The police call centre in Bridgend have asked me to keep them informed of these 
multiple offences. However, I can now communicate directly with Jamie Grey unless he objects. The 
police and Community Council want double yellow lines throughout Mawr. I agree with them as 
Armiger. I have monitoring these traffic violations for some years.
Once more I request that effective measures be taken to prevent these traffic violations. The police 
inform me that I am entitled to tow any trespassing cars provided fair warning is given.

Myron Evans

Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent., Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc. (Wales)
www.aias.us

In a message dated 13/04/2016 13:44:06 GMT Daylight Time, gill.davies@parliament.uk writes:

Dear Sir,

Please find attached a copy of a letter sent to both the police and Swansea council regarding
your concerns.

Once I receive a response I will revert back to you.

Yours faithfully,

Gill Davies
Communications Officer
for and on behalf of
H Byron Davies MP – Gower

on (Case Ref: ZA17756)HIGHWAY ISSUES

RAMSAY MEMORIAL CENTENARY DINNER – Thursday 30 
June     2016
April 15, 2016 

The satisfaction of winning an elite British Ramsay Memorial Fellowship in 1974 in fair and open 
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international competition is plenty enough for me. I saw the advert in the corridor of the EDCL on a 
visit from Oxford where I was Junior Research Fellow of Wolfson College, Oxford. The Ramsay was 
already my fifth open competition Fellowship. This is akin to an international piano competition in 
music. I know of appointments being made directly to tenure without even a Ph. D., and without a 
single Fellowship. As usual there was no attempt by John Thomas or Mansel Davies to find me tenure. 
John Thomas was using up all the opportunities. When I won it Mansel told me I had won it by a 
furlong in a mile and a quarter thoroughbred sprint. Mansel at least agreed to be a referee. So why no 
tenure? This means that tenure was being misused completely, and there was no accountability outside 
the university. AIAS has gone above all that, morally and ethically, and has left its mark on history, but 
I think I am entitled to millions in compensation for years of financial hardship. I hold the world record
of thirteen prestigious Fellowships in open international competition and two honorary prestigious 
Fellowships from the Universities of London and Lancaster, fifteen in all. These are early career 
Fellowships when the competition is very fierce, not soft honorary degrees given by your friends in 
academic power. All of this misuse of tenure has to be reformed completely by the Assembly, now in 
charge of education in Wales. The University of Wales has to be reformed completely before the 
language becomes extinct. The Westminster Parliament is no longer in charge of education in Wales. To
be fair, it was the Westminster Parliament that awarded me two open competition fellowships, the SRC 
in 1974 and the SERC Advanced in 1978.

g.hawes
To: g.hawes@ucl.ac.uk
Sent: 15/04/2016 13:45:42 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: RE: RAMSAY MEMORIAL CENTENARY DINNER – Thursday 30 June 2016

TO: CURRENT AND FORMER BRITISH AND OVERSEAS RAMSAY 
MEMORIAL FELLOWS

*Please ignore this message if you have already RSVPed to indicate that you will not 
be coming to this year’s Ramsay Dinner*

Dear Ramsay Fellow

Further to my previous email, please be advised that those Fellows who are planning to 
attend this year’s Ramsay Dinner on 30 June 2016 may now additionally book their places 
and submit their payment via the UCL Online store at:

http://onlinestore.ucl.ac.uk/browse/product.asp?compid=1&modid=2&catid=257

GARY HAWES
Executive Secretary
Ramsay Memorial Fellowships Trust
Academic Services

Student and Registry Services
UCL

9th Floor, 1-19 Torrington Place

http://onlinestore.ucl.ac.uk/browse/product.asp?compid=1&modid=2&catid=257


London WC1E 7HB

Tel: +44(0)20 3108 8215

Int ext: 58215

E-mail: g.hawes

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/ramsay-trust/

**Please note that I currently work from home on Mondays and am not available on the 
above telephone number, only by email**

From: Hawes, Gary
Sent: 05 April 2016 13:22
To: Undisclosed recipients (g.hawes@ucl.ac.uk)
Subject: RAMSAY MEMORIAL CENTENARY DINNER – Thursday 30 June 2016

TO: CURRENT AND FORMER BRITISH AND OVERSEAS RAMSAY 
MEMORIAL FELLOWS

Dear Ramsay Fellow

Please see the attached invitation to this year’s Ramsay Memorial Dinner, which will take 
place at the Royal Society in London on the evening of Thursday 30 June 2016.

You are invited to RSVP, please, by 27 May 2016 – either by replying to this email (see 
RSVP information at the foot of this email), or by returning the RSVP slip that is included 
with the attached letter.

We’re always delighted to receive the latest news from all of our former Ramsay Fellows – 
so please do feel free to include a few lines with your response to update us on your latest 
achievements. We’d be very pleased to feature some of these on the Ramsay Trust 
webpages.

With very best wishes

GARY HAWES
Executive

Secretary
Ramsay Memorial Fellowships Trust
Academic Services

Student and Registry Services
UCL

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/ramsay-trust/


9th Floor, 1-19 Torrington Place

London WC1E 7HB

Tel: +44(0)20 3108 8215

Int ext: 58215

E-mail: g.hawes

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/ramsay-trust/

**Please note that I currently work from home on Mondays and am not available on the 
above telephone number, only by email**

RSVP

I shall/shall not (delete as appropriate) be attending the 85th Ramsay Memorial Centenary 
Dinner at The Royal Society, 6-9 Carlton House Terrace, London SW1Y 5AG, on the 
evening of Thursday 30 June 2016.

Title and name:

Current appointment:

Address:

E-mail:

I shall be bringing (if applicable):

Special dietary requirements (You and/or Partner/Guest):

on RAMSAY MEMORIAL CENTENARY DINNER – Thursday 30 June 2016

Evans Eckardt Relativity
April 15, 2016 

If the AIAS / UPITEC staff and others are agreed I can proceed in this way. There is already 
tremendous interest in it worldwide.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 15/04/2016 09:47:40 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: Section 3 of paper 343

ECE2 theory should probably now be called Evans / Eckardt (EE) Relativity to properly 
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distinguish it from Einstein Relativity.

Sent from my Samsung device

on Evans Eckardt Relativity

The Law of     Precessions
April 15, 2016 

The astronomically measured rate of precession in radians per second is half the gravitomagnetic Lande
factor multiplied by the magnitude of the gravitomagnetic field of Evans Eckardt relativity. For the 
Lense Thirring precession (“frame dragging”) the Lande factor is one. For other precessions it is 
different from one in general and characterizes the precession. for example the precession of the 
perihelion, Thomas precession, the geodedic or de Sitter precession, the equinoctial precession, the 
earth’s precession or spinning top precession or “wobbling” of the earth’s axis. Some of these 
precessions are responsible for climate changes, notably the Milankovitch cycles. The precessions were
well known to ancient astronomers and are now known to be due to the gravitomagnetic field. This 
does not exist in Newtonian gravitation and exists in the obsolete Einstein theory as an incorrect artifact
of an incorrect theory, derived by linearizing the Einstein field equation of Nov. 1915, immediately 
rejected by Schwarzschild in Dec 1915 and by many notable scientists since then. The EE relativity is 
rigorously correct.

on The Law of Precessions

General Gravitomagnetic Theory of Any 
Astronomical     Precession
April 15, 2016 

This can describe all precessions in terms of the gravitomagnetic Lande factor. This is a characteristic 
property of all precessions, and this theory is automatically Lorentz covariant because it is ECE2 or 
Evans Eckardt relativity in a space with finite torsion and curvature. So from now on it should be 
known as Evans Eckardt or EE relativity. It can produce all that Einstein produced and can also 
describe the velocity curve of a whirlpool galaxy. The claims made by the dogmatists of great precision
cannot be true because the geometry of the Einstein theory is totally wrong. The way to test the 
Einstein theory is to apply it to the velocity curve of a whirlpool galaxy, and it fails that test completely.
It therefore cannot be precise under any circumstances. This is one of the great myths of the dogmatists,
or idol of the cave in the words of my ancestral cousin, Francis Bacon. So EE is the new relativity for 
almost all enlightened scientists. This is a rigorously objective or scientific conclusion based on twelve 
years of daily monitoring (see for example UFT307). To get an idea of the number of actual readings of
the ECE2 or EE papers multiply the hits total recorded every morning for each paper by the printed 
pages to hits factor. This is very roughly about fifty on average at a conservative estimate. It fluctuates 
a lot every day, but over time averages out to about fifty or so. So two or three thousand hits means 
hundred to a hundred and fifty thousand printed pages. This is roughly the total for the EE papers every
month. This means well over a million printed pages a year. The EE papers are UFT313-320, UFT322-
343 to date. We are working on UFT344. We know that the readings occur in the world’s best 
institutions, and that this is the peak of an Everest of private readings. I can identify readings only if 
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they have URL’s. Normally this would result in one or more Nobel prizes, but the physics system is 
locked up in dogma at present. This cannot last because everyone knows that the dogma is totally 
wrong. “One can resist armies, but not ideas.” (Victor Hugo). So the Nobel prize system is under 
pressure to reform itself.

on General Gravitomagnetic Theory of Any Astronomical Precession

FOR POSTING: Section 3 of paper     343
April 15, 2016 

Many thanks! This is a clear and incisive section 3, using an iterative scheme developed by co author 
Horst Eckardt to show Thomas and de Sitter precessions in ECE2 or Evans Eckardt relativity. The 
precessions are graphed clearly This is a major advance on the obsolete and incorrect Einstein relativity
because ECE2 is Lorentz covariant in a space with finite torsion and curvature as demanded by correct 
geometry. The Thomas precession is the rotation of the Minkowski infinitesimal line element. In the 
old method the de Sitter precession was the rotation of the incorrect Schwarzschild metric, incorrect 
because it neglected torsion and was not in fact derived by Schwarzschild. These are acknowledged 
major advances as seen by the scientometrics of the collected ECE2 papers every morning. The de 
Sitter precession is also known as the geodedic precession and has been observed in Gravity Probe B, 
which therefore verifies ECE2 relativity and not Einstein relativity. All astronomical measurements 
verify ECE2 rather than Einstein because the former has correct geometry and the latter has incorrect 
geometry.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 14/04/2016 14:33:53 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Section 3 of paper 343

This is section 3 with comparison of Thomas and de Sitter precession. A
numerical computation scheme has been used.

Horst 

paper343-3.pdf

on FOR POSTING: Section 3 of paper 343

Daily Report 13/4/16
April 15, 2016 

The equivalent of 251,376 printed pages was downloaded during the day (916.518 megabytes) from 
3465 memory files downloaded (hits) and 557 distinct visits each averaging 4.9 memory pages and 22 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 72.55, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 800, Top ten items 709, Evans / Morris papers 429, Collected scientometrics 
279(est), Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 170, Autobiography volumes one and two 134, Barddoniaeth / 
Collected Poetry 123, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 116, UFT88 81, Principles of ECE 
56, Engineering Model 56, UFT311 43, Evans Equations 33, Self charging inverter 33, UFT321 33, 
CEFE 31, Llais 18, List of prolific authors 8, Three world records by MWE 7, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 
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6(est), UFT313 28, UFT314 26, UFT315 26, UFT316 23, UFT317 27, UFT318 31, UFT319 28, 
UFT320 28, UFT322 30, UFT323 22, UFT324 34, UFT325 36, UFT326 28, UFT327 22, UFT328 27, 
UFT329 27, UFT330 27, UFT331 30, UFT332 22, UFT333 24, UFT334 23, UFT335 19, UFT336 36, 
UFT337 24, UFT338 26, UFT339 34, UFT340 24, UFT341 24, UFT342 28, UFT343 15 to date in 
April 2016. University of Queensland UFT25; Swiss Federal Institute (ETH) Zurich UFT175; 
Michigan State University Omnia Opera 663; Palau, Micronesia My Page; University of Warwick My 
page, rebuttals of Bruhn; Site 104.131.217.unknown extensive download. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for April 2016.

on Daily Report 13/4/16

Discussion of 344(4): Perihelion precession as a 
gravitomagnetic     torque
April 14, 2016 

Many thanks again! These remarks are no less generous. I decided to use ECE2 relativity a few papers 
ago, although it should be called Evans Eckardt relativity, because it is Lorentz covariant in a space 
with finite torsion and finite curvature, as demanded by the geometry. I agree that we have advanced 
well beyond Einsteinian general relativity, but he must take the credit for the idea of basing general 
relativity on geometry. Cartan’s role with Maurer was to devise the structure equations defining torsion 
and curvature. Now we are advancing into gravitomagnetism.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 14/04/2016 13:54:22 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 344(4):Explanation of Perihelion precession as a gravitomagnetic torque

Is this the first time you have called it ECE2 relativity? It gives a lot of credit to Einstein 
and Cartan – demonstrating what a generous man you are. ECE2 relativity is by now, of 
course, far removed from the ideas and insights provided by Einstein. Cartan also could not
have imagined these sorts of developments in such a relatively short period of time. The 
ideas flow non-stop from your pen now. A wonderful achievement.

Sent from my Samsung device

on Discussion of 344(4): Perihelion precession as a gravitomagnetic torque

344(4):Explanation of Perihelion precession as a 
gravitomagnetic     torque
April 14, 2016 

The gravitomagnetic torque between the sun and the earth is defined in Eq. (5) and is non zero because 
the sun’s axis of rotation is tilted by 7.25 degrees to the earth’s orbital axis. The gravitomagnetic field 
of the sun is given by Eq. (8). The gravitomagnetic torque produces the gravitomagnetic Larmor 
precession frequency (12) in terms of the effective gravitomagnetic Lande factor, a characterisitic 
property of any object of mass m in orbit about any object of mass M. The observed perihelion 
precession is therefore the gravitomagnetic Larmor precession due to the gravitomagnetic torque 
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between the gravitomagnetic dipole moment of m and the gravitomagnetic field of M. The effective g 
factor of the Earth is calculated straightforwardly, and is 3.08 within the simplifying assumptions of 
this first theory. So ECE2 has been used to produce perihelion precession in terms of ECE2 
gravitoamagnetism. Any precession can be calculated and this is a general method. For example 
perihelion, Lense Thirring, geodedic, equinoctial and Thomas precessions, spinning top precession and 
so on are all gravitomagnetic Larmor precessions. This is a result of ECE2 relativity, which unifies 
special and general relativity.

a344thpapernotes4.pdf

on 344(4):Explanation of Perihelion precession as a gravitomagnetic torque

Continuing with UFT344
April 14, 2016 

I intend to develop various ways of calculating the gravitomagnetic field from the gravitomagnetic 
dipole moment of a mass m in orbit about a mass M, and explain the precession of the perihelion with 
the gravitomagnetic field in terms of the Larmor precesion due to the torque between the 
gravitomagnetic field and the gravitomagnetic dipole. The field and dipole do not generate a torque if 
they are aligned in the same axis. They must be differently aligned. The gravitomagnetic dipole 
moment due to a planar orbit is in the k axis perpendicular to the plane of the orbit so the 
gravitomagnetic field must have i and j components in general. I think that a theory must be developed 
whereby this planetary gravitomagnetic dipole moment creates a torque with the gravitomagnetic field 
of the sun. This can be calculated using the magnetic field of the sun, which can be modelled as a 
spinning sphere, whose gravitomagnetic field is known from the Lense Thirring effect, which is due to 
the torque generated between the gravitomagnetic field of the Earth and a gyroscope (the 
gravitomagnetic dipole moment) on board a spacecraft. I think that this is a much better approach than 
the dipole approximation of Note 344(3). The award winning Evans Pelkie animation shows the effect 
of a torque on an ensemble of 108 chiral molecules, and directly animates a Larmor precession. One 
can see various molecular dynamic vectors precessing: velocity, angular velocity, rotational velocity, 
angular momentum, dipole moment and so on. In the animation, the torque is between the electric field 
of an electromagnetic field and the molecular electric dipole moment. Many papers using my torque 
method (field applied molecular dynamics simulation) are available in the Omnia Opera from about 
1980 to 1992. The method correctly reproduced the Langevin and Kielich functions. These papers 
include the torque necessary to generate the inverse Faraday effect from which B(3) was inferred in 
Nov. 1991, later nominated several times for a Nobel Prize. The huge interest in ECE and ECE2 shows 
that these nominations were good ones and should result in a Prize if the system means anything. The 
well known Evans Pelkie animation is now available on www.aias.us and on youtube, posted under the 
direction of AIAS Fellow Michael Jackson. The gravitational field equations of ECE2 result directly in 
the existence of a planetary gravitomagnetic dipole moment, a completely new concept.

On Course for New Record     High
April 14, 2016 

The www.aias.us site is on course for a third new record high of gigabytes downloaded in 2016. Daily 

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/14/on-course-for-new-record-high/
http://www.aias.us/
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recording of scientometrics started on April 30th 2004, so almost twelve years of daily scientometrics 
are available, a huge amount of detailed data showing sustained and intense interest from literally the 
best in the world (for example the world’s top twenty universities by webometrics, Times, Shanghai 
and QS rankings). On 12th April 2016 the equivalent of over half a million printed pages was 
downloaded in one day (1.903 gigabytes). This has been a voluntary international cooperation from the 
outset, so congratulations to all staffs. The site is archived on the Wayback Machine (www.archive.org)
back to 2002, when about 0.02 gigabytes were downloaded in May 2002.

cc Prime Minister’s Office,
M. P. and Opposition, Gower

on On Course for New Record High

Daily Report 12/4/16
April 14, 2016 

The equivalent of 521,942 printed pages was downloaded during the day (1.903 gigabytes) from 3241 
memory files downloaded (hits) and 611 distinct visits each averaging 4.2 printed pages and 21 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 161.04 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), Google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 734, Top ten items 665, Evans / Morris papers 396, Collected scientometrics 
279, F3(Sp) 224, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 145, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 111, Proofs that no 
torsion means no gravitation 105, Autobiography volumes one and two 94, UFT88 56, Principles of 
ECE 54, Engineering Model 45, UFT311 41, CEFE 32, Evans Equations 30, Self charging inverter 29, 
UFT321 28, Llais 15, List of prolific authors 8, Three world records by MWE 7, Lindstrom Idaho 
lecture 6, UFT313 28, UFT314 23, UFT315 22, UFT316 20, UFT317 23, UFT318 27, UFT319 26, 
UFT320 27, UFT322 26, UFT323 20, UFT324 33, UFT325 34, UFT326 25, UFT327 20, UFT328 26, 
UFT329 26, UFT330 26, UFT331 26, UFT332 20, UFT333 21, UFT334 21, UFT335 17, UFT336 34, 
UFT337 23, UFT338 24, UFT339 32, UFT340 23, UFT341 23, UFT342 26, UFT343 15 to date in 
April 2016. Computer Centre University of Chile Essay 104; Mathematics University of Miami UFT2; 
University of Texas – Pan American Essay 11; Junta of Andalucia F3(Sp); United States Naval Forces 
Europe / Africa Sixth Fleet UFT75; Science Museum Autonomous National University of Mexico 
UFT166(Sp); Maritime University Peru F3(Sp); Polish State University of Applied Sciences 
Engineering Model; University of Warwick Award of Civil List Pension, Royal Decree, Autobiography 
Volume Two, AIAS Staff, top ten papers, extensive visit. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file 
attached for April 2016.

on Daily Report 12/4/16

Cantref Gwaelod
April 13, 2016 

This is the legendary cantref, or hundred, that was drowned by the sea. In legend, Seithenyn left the 
gates open and the sea came in. Scientifically, Ynys Las (Green Island) near Borth has 5,000 year old 
petrified trees preserved by anaerobic conditions, such as oak, pine, birch, willow, hazel and so on. I 
lived in Borth from 1978 to 1983. It is thought that Cantref Gwaelod is a half memory of events at the 
end of the ice age, when the sea level rose. At Defynog there are living yew trees that have been dated 
to five thousand years old. These were Druidical, arranged in an oval, similar to the rest of Britain and 
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Europe in Druidical times (stone age to iron age to sub Roman). The Celtic Llan (from the Latin cella, 
meaning cell) was build inside the yew trees, and the Norman church built on the Llan, often made of 
wood or wodd and stone. My ancestral cousin Dewi Sant (St. David) gathered a Synod against the 
Druids in early sub Roman times, but much earlier, about 50 or 60 A. D. my ancestral cousin 
St.Eurgain ferch Cardog had introduced Christianity, which existed throughout the Roman occupation, 
in secrecy or semi secrecy. Caradog, the British hero Caratacus, was my direct ancestor, and fought the 
Roman superpower. He appears in “I Claudius” by Robert Graves. The genealogy shows that the 
British Celtic names of my ancestors remained unchanged from 150 B. C. to the end of the Roman 
occupation, (415 A. D.) and remained unchanged under the Norman occupation. Each one of us (of 
whatever origin) has a clear duty to protect and revive the Welsh language.

on Cantref Gwaelod

Response from MP for Gower: (Case Ref: 
ZA17756)HIGHWAY     ISSUES
April 13, 2016 

This is a response from the M. P., for Gower asking the a Community Officer to investigate these 
matters and to reply to the M. P. The Swansea Highways Department is also copied. The police have 
already asked me to inform the Community Council of the urgent need for double yellow lines and that 
the police were invited by the Community Council to attend a meeting. I have been pursuing these 
matters for many years, and the recent repaving shows that the Council has plenty of money of double 
yellow lines. So the Member of Parliament has replied and is fully aware of the acute traffic problems 
in Mawr. I was informed by Clydach Police Station that a Community Officer will come to see me to 
discuss these matters. I am beginning to take what limited action I can as Armiger, such as attempting 
to get a Court injunction. Very soon there will have to be car and petrol rationing. The M. P., Mr Byron 
Davies, is vehemently opposed to wind turbines, and of course I agree with him on this. I am a 
Bevanite Socialist and U. S. dual Citizen whereas Mr Davies is a Conservative, but we agree on wind 
turbines. Mr Davies is a former police officer.

cc Mawr Community Council

From: gill.davies@parliament.uk
To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 13/04/2016 13:44:06 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: (Case Ref: ZA17756)HIGHWAY ISSUES

Dear Sir,

Please find attached a copy of a letter sent to both the police and Swansea council regarding
your concerns.

Once I receive a response I will revert back to you.

Yours faithfully,

Gill Davies

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/13/response-from-mp-for-gower-case-ref-za17756highway-issues/
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Communications Officer
for and on behalf of
H Byron Davies MP – Gower

letter3301(2).pdf

on Response from MP for Gower: (Case Ref: ZA17756)HIGHWAY ISSUES

Villanelles in Honour of Dylan Marlais     Thomas
April 13, 2016 

There are two villanelles in honour of Dylan Marlais Thomas in the attached “Barddoniaeth / Collected
Poetry”, one in Welsh on page 93, one in English on page 94, developed on the same theme. The 
villanelle consists of decasyllabic lines, as in a sonnet, and consists of two rhymes in two alternating 
refrains arranged in five tercets (three line stanzas), and a concluding quatrain in which the refrains are 
brought together in the concluding rhyming couplet. So it is technically difficult, and the poetry can 
easily be drowned by technique. Dylan Marlais mastered it in his famous poem, said to be to his father, 
David John Thomas (1876 – 1952), the English master at Swansea Grammar School and a lifelong 
Communist and fluent Welsh speaker. However it was written five years before DJT died,so it could be 
to humankind or to Dylan himself. Dylan failed everything except English Literature. So the famous 
first three lines are:

Do not go gentle into that good night,
Old age should burn and rage at close of day,
Rage, rage against the dying of the light.

even more famously narrated by Dylan Thomas on youtube. The famous voice mesmerized the campi 
and radio listeners. My first three lines are as follows:

Ble gleddaist dy galon Dylan Eildon?
Beth gwrddaist yn iach ar y ddeilen hon
Yng nghantref d’afallon dan f^or creulon?

and

Now why did Dylan sea son leave the land?
He came from waters of the wave’s blue brow,
He left a living imprint in the sand.

The famous villanelle by Dylan Marlais was written in Florence in 1947 and first published in Botteghe
Oscure in 1951. It is a masterly villanelle, one hardly notices the intricate mediaeval technique. It rages 
against the inevitability of fate, something that the Nobel nominee R. S. Thomas described as the 
exigency of the machine, the mechanical destruction of the small birds of the bay, or humankind, by the
machine, or out of control materialism, or war, Cuban missile crisis, or what have you. The English 
language villanelle is a variation on the Welsh language villanelle. The literal translation of the Welsh is
as follows (without attempt at rhyme or syllabic structure): “Where did you bury your heart Dylan 
Eildon/ What did you meet when vivid on this leaf/ In your cantref (hundred), your Avalon, under the 
cruel sea?” Dylan Eildon or Dylan son of the second wave, was a Celtic half god or god in human 
form. Cantref Gwaelod was drowned by the sea in Celtic mythology, a land between Wales and Ireland,
possibly Tir na nOg, Tir y Ieuanc, or Land of the Young, and Afallon or Avalon was the semi mythical 
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home of the legendary King Arthur (my ancestral cousin Prince Owain Ddantgwyn Arth of early 
mediaeval times just as the Romans were leaving). Avalon was probably Viroconium, rebuilt by the 
British after the Romans abandoned Britain to its fate.

collectedpoetrybarddoniaeth_2406.pdf

on Villanelles in Honour of Dylan Marlais Thomas

Formal Complaint against Cllr. Ioan     Richard
April 13, 2016 

This has ref. number PSAM586278 and the complaint is of verbal common assault on a roadway, and 
irregularities in accounting at Mawr Community Council when Richard was a Community Councillor 
as well as a County Councillor. He subsequently resigned from the Community Council but the 
Assembly uncovered numerous irregularities, in 2011 and 2015, describing the Community Council 
has having failed in its duty. This was all over the media. The assault was made in such a way that there
could be no witnesses, but the Ombudsman acts on balance of probability not on proof beyond 
reasonable doubt. Cllr Richard should resign, and in the next election should not stand. If he does, a 
compromise candidate should be found to make sure he is defeated. A County Councillor should not 
indulge in verbal common assault of the Gentry. It is a contempt of Crown and Parliament.

on Formal Complaint against Cllr. Ioan Richard

Remarks by Co President Gareth     Evans
April 13, 2016 

The recognition of all the work is already overwhelming, that includes science and literature, and both 
pure and applied science. There is a kind of literary establishment but poetry goes straight to the 
People. So does science.

Sent: 13/04/2016 08:58:13 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Usage File

Yes, the interest is astonishing and sustained. When new energy devices (including LENR) 
are in full production, Einstein’s era will be over and the establishment will have no choice 
but to officially recognise this.

Sent from my Samsung device

on Remarks by Co President Gareth Evans

344(3): Gravitomagnetic Larmor Precession of     Orbits
April 13, 2016 

This note shows that any orbital precession can be defined as a gravitomagnetic Larmor precession. 
The orbit generates the gravitomagnetic dipole moment (5), which is half the orbital angular 
momentum and is therefore a constant of motion. In the dipole approximation this dipole moment 
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produces the gravitomagnetic field (15) in radians per second, and for a planar orbit the orbital Larmor 
precession frequency (24). The next note will apply this result to perihelion precession. It could also be 
applied to other types of precession such as the equinoctial precession. This theory can also be 
developed into an ECE2 theory of relativistic gravitomagnetism.

a344thpapernotes3.pdf

on 344(3): Gravitomagnetic Larmor Precession of Orbits

Guide to “Barddoniaeth” and     Recordings
April 13, 2016 

Many thanks again. There are Five Recordings to date

1) Barddoniaeth 1, mainly Englynion, pp. 39 ff.
2) Barddoniaeth 2, Mainly Awdl Heb Gynghanedd.
3) Barddoniaeth 3, Starting at Bysaidd Amser (hirathoddaid metre without cynghanedd).
4) Barddonaieth 4, starting from “Y Filltir Scwa^r (triban Morganwg metre).
5) Barddoniaeth 5, starting from “Sonedau” (sonnet metre).

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 12/04/2016 19:45:11 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Guide to “Barddoniaeth” Section and Broadcasts in Welsh

This looks like it will help and I can certainly put it on the website. Please advise which 
recordings correspond to the list.

Thanks

Dave

On 4/12/2016 12:26 AM, EMyrone wrote:

Good advice and many thanks, judging by the scientomerics, there is no 
problem in getting readers in the lingua franca, English, to read the poetry in up
to 182 countries. Yesterday there was a large spike on the blog, suggesting a 
large latent interest building up in the poetry readings in Welsh around the 
world. Also there are many courses for learners of British Celtic, of which 
Welsh is one extant language, along with Cornish and Breton. Cumbric, the 
ancient language of Scotland, is being revived, and is very similar to Welsh. 
Cornish and Breton are quite a bit different. The poems are probably too 
difficult for early learners, but should be comprehensible to advanced learners 
and Welsh speakers. The following guide will help. I suggest listening to the 
broadcasts with the book in front, downloaded from the blue box. All the 
translations have already been broadcast by Robert Cheshire. The translations 
are in fact new poems, not literal translations.

1) Sonedau, Sonnets, page 13, English translations page 18 ff.
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2) Awdl / Ode, page 22, translation page 26, “Bysaidd Amser”, p. 30 plus 
translation.
3) “Y Domen Waedlyd Ddu” (with a quote from Dylan Thomas”) p. 31, 
translated same page.
4) Awdl / ode variation on Yeats, “The Second Coming”, p. 35, translated page 
36.
5) Englynion pp. 39 ff., immediately followed by translations.
6) Cywydd, “Marwnad”, or “Elegy”, p 52, followed by translation.
7) Free metrical poetry first published in “Poetry Wales”, pp. 57 ff. translations 
follow each poem.
8) Triban Morganwg metre, “Y Filltir Scwa^r”, “The Square Mile”, p. 64, 
followed by translation.
9) Still to be broadcast: “Gw^r a Welais yn Henwr”, p. 74, followed by 
translation.
10) A translation of part of “Mai”, a cywydd by Dafydd ap Gwilym, “May”. 
Marwnad page 82, translation follows; “Y Ceffyl Gwyn”, “The Celtic White 
Horse” translation follows.
11) Villanelle to Dylan Thomas, p. 93, translation follows.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 11/04/2016 16:53:29 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Guide to “Barddonieth” Section

I understand the general intent you express here. I am suggesting 
that a visitor is unlikely to make the time to hear a poem and try to 
find the written version or translation unless each broadcast is for a 
specific poem easily identified in whatever document already found
on the website. For example the name of the reading in Welsh and 
English and the document name & page number in which it is 
written.

If your intent is to simply make the readings available and let the 
visitor fend for him/herself, then I will post the readings as you 
suggest with the introduction you provided here. If you wish for the 
non-welsh speaker to find some interest in them, more needs to be 
done to make them accessible to same.

Dave

On 4/10/2016 11:50 PM, EMyrone wrote:

Many thanks again. The following is a guide.

The “Barddoniaeth” section consists of readings of the 
Welsh language poems in “Barddoniaeth / Collected 
Poetry” in the blue box above my coat of arms on the 



home page of www.aias.us. They are not read in any 
particular order, and are meant for Welsh speakers 
worldwide, and for literary gatherings. They should 
simply be listened to on a laptop or phone, and the book
read at the same time if desired. The titles of the 
readings are the same as the titles in the book, which is 
very popular worldwide. The broadcasts can be matched
with the book by comparing titles. These broadcasts will
be useful in schools and universities in Wales, and in the
many Welsh and English language literary gatherings 
that take place in Wales. Expatriates all over the world 
can tune in to www.aias.us using a laptop or phone. 
Welsh learners can read the poetry and their translations
in the blue box, and listen to them being read out.

The “New Poetry” section is meant to broadcast my 
third book of poetry, available on www.aias.us. It is in 
preparation and not in the blue box as yet. It will take a 
couple of years to complete.

The Poetry Readings and Welsh Language Section is 
meant to collect readings of works by other poets, in 
both languages.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 10/04/2016 21:16:57 GMT Daylight 
Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING : Barddonieth 1

Myron,

Sorry but I can’t figure out how to use these.
I need them to align with titles on the poetry
section. I was able to follow some of this 
while reading along with Engylion. I lost 
track at minute 9:20. You might consider 
adding English descriptions in the recording
to lead the listener to the appropriate written
poem and translation.

Help me place these appropriately by 
matching them to something a visitor can 
relate to on the website. Look over the titles 
in the poetry section and match your 
broadcasts to what is there now or define 
what needs to be added if it is new.

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
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Thanks,

Dave

On 4/10/2016 12:37 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This is a reading of the 
englynion, for a free translation 
please see the book in the blue 
box above my coat of arms on 
the home page of www.aias.us. I
read them in the Silurian dialect 
of the Seisyllwyr, or Silures of 
Roman times. Sometimes I 
pronounce in the dialect, but 
mostly it is classical 
proununciation. 

on Guide to “Barddoniaeth” and Recordings

Daily Report 11/4/16
April 13, 2016 

The equivalent of 233,852 printed pages was downloaded during the day (852.625 megabytes) from 
2946 memory files downloaded (hits) and 561 distinct visits each averaging 4.0 memory pages and 18 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 79.38 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 689, Top ten items 586, Evans / Morris papers 363 (est), Collected 
scientometrics 251, F3(Sp) 198, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 135, Autobiography volumes one and two 
107, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 97, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 96, UFT88 67, 
The Principles of ECE 51, Engineering Model 41, UFT311 39, CEFE 30, Evans Equations 27, UFT321
26 (est), SCI 24, Llais 14, List of prolific authors 7, Three world records by MWE 6, Lindstrom Idaho 
lecture 5, UFT313 24, UFT314 22, UFT315 20, UFT316 19, UFT317 20, UFT318 26, UFT319 25, 
UFT320 25, UFT322 24, UFT323 19, UFT324 29, UFT325 32, UFT326 25, UFT327 20, UFT328 26, 
UFT329 26, UFT330 24, UFT331 26, UFT332 20, UFT333 21, UFT334 21, UFT335 15, UFT336 33, 
UFT337 21, UFT338 22, UFT339 29, UFT340 21, UFT341 22, UFT342 25, UFT343 15 to date in 
April 2016. Institute of Automatic Control and Control Systems Technology University of Linz 
UFT169; Extensive download from Nessus Austria; Federal University of Brazil at Sao Joao del Rei 
UFT325; University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT343; University of Colorado UFT122; University of
Illinois Urbana Champaign UFT2, 281; University of Notre Dame UFT88; Polytechnic University of 
Cartagena Spain UFT169, Rosatom Enterprise State Corporation Russian Federation HPexp2; St 
Petersburg Cultural, Education and Science Network UFT168; Intense interest all sectors, updated 
usage file attached for April 2016.

Proceeding with UFT344
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April 12, 2016 

I will probably proceed by calculating the gravitomagnetic field due to the gravitomagnetic dipole 
moment generated by the orbit of a planet around the sun. This is m sub g = L / 2, where L is the 
angular momentum of the orbit, then calculating the gravitomganetic field and Larmor precession. The 
latter is identified with the observed perihelion precession.

on Proceeding with UFT344

New Essay Broadcasts Beginning their     Run
April 12, 2016 

These are all being head now around the world, so the combined essays and broadcasts in English and 
Spanish create thousands of readings and audiences every month, all very critical of the standard model
and the physics establishment.

on New Essay Broadcasts Beginning their Run

Some Inconsistencies in     Arbab
April 12, 2016 

Agreed, this is self inconsistent. I found a few more self inconsistencies in Arbab’s paper, so as usual I 
decided to forge a completely new approach, but keeping some of his interesting ideas. I am working 
on this now. In general , one can pick up a textbook on magnetism and translate it directly into 
gravitomagnetism. Once a gravitomagnetic field is found, a precession is defined. So the general law is 
that a precession rate in radians per second is proportional to the gravitomagnetic field.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 11/04/2016 13:36:22 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 344(2): Development of Gravitomagnetism (ref. Arbab 2010)

On a circle we have

partial v/partial r = 0.

I guess that eq.(27) has to be derived differently.

The integral in eq.(16) gives Omega * 2 pi r for a circle. The factor pi seems to be missing 
in (17).
How did you obtain eq. (32)? Obviously you used

V_g = Phi_g / (2 pi)

Why did you introduce the factor 1/(2 pi)?

Horst

Am 09.04.2016 um 14:02 schrieb EMyrone:
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This note develops a number of concepts based on the ECE2 gravitational field 
equations: the gravitomagnetic Lorentz force; the magnitude of the 
gravitomagnetic field; the gravitomagnetic Ampere law; the gravitomagnetic 
permeability; the gravitomagnetic current for orbital motion; the 
gravitomagnetic dipole moment; the gravitomagnetic Faraday law of induction; 
the gravitomotive force; the gravitomagnetic flux; the gravitomagnetic Ohm 
law, the gravitomagnetic resistance, the gravitomagnetic voltage; and the 
gravitomagnetic power that gives gravitomagnetic radiation. The calculation by 
Arbab (2010) is cited to show that the origin of the heat inside the Earth is 
gravitomagnetic power, (the analogue of volts times amps), which is the energy 
consumed per year, converted to heat inside the earth. The precession of the 
perihelion is interpreted as the Larmor precession due to the torque between the
gravitomagnetic field and the gravitomagnetic dipole moment. This idea was 
used in Note 344(1) to explain the Lense Thirring precession. Arbab uses some 
simplifying assumptions but gives interesting new concepts. In this note, these 
are used to develop the rigorously Lorentz covariant ECE2 gravitational field 
equations in formal analogy with magnetostatics. Clearly the whole of 
electrodynamics can now be adopted for gravitational theory, giving a myriad 
of new insights. In the next note a short summary will be given of the 
explanation of the perihelion precession with ECE2. The latter also gives 
gravitational radiation. The simplest example being plane waves. In certain 
cosmological objects (Arbab (2010)), the gravitomagnetic power and energy is 
enormous, so gravitomagnetism is an important part of cosmology missing 
completely from the standard model. It was first develoed in UFT117 and 
UFT119 to explain equinoctial precession and to calculate the Earth’s 
gravitomagnetic field. The latter is given in this note as:

omega = v cubed / (c squared r) hertz

where v is the orbital velocity and r the radial distance. For the Earth itself, v is 
the velocity at the equator and r the Earth’s radius. This is responsible for the 
heat inside the Earth.

on Some Inconsistencies in Arbab

Guide to “Barddoniaeth” Section and Broadcasts in     Welsh
April 12, 2016 

Good advice and many thanks, judging by the scientomerics, there is no problem in getting readers in 
the lingua franca, English, to read the poetry in up to 182 countries. Yesterday there was a large spike 
on the blog, suggesting a large latent interest building up in the poetry readings in Welsh around the 
world. Also there are many courses for learners of British Celtic, of which Welsh is one extant 
language, along with Cornish and Breton. Cumbric, the ancient language of Scotland, is being revived, 
and is very similar to Welsh. Cornish and Breton are quite a bit different. The poems are probably too 
difficult for early learners, but should be comprehensible to advanced learners and Welsh speakers. The
following guide will help. I suggest listening to the broadcasts with the book in front, downloaded from

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/12/guide-to-barddoniaeth-section-and-broadcasts-in-welsh/


the blue box. All the translations have already been broadcast by Robert Cheshire. The translations are 
in fact new poems, not literal translations.

1) Sonedau, Sonnets, page 13, English translations page 18 ff.
2) Awdl / Ode, page 22, translation page 26, “Bysaidd Amser”, p. 30 plus translation.
3) “Y Domen Waedlyd Ddu” (with a quote from Dylan Thomas”) p. 31, translated same page.
4) Awdl / ode variation on Yeats, “The Second Coming”, p. 35, translated page 36.
5) Englynion pp. 39 ff., immediately followed by translations.
6) Cywydd, “Marwnad”, or “Elegy”, p 52, followed by translation.
7) Free metrical poetry first published in “Poetry Wales”, pp. 57 ff. translations follow each poem.
8) Triban Morganwg metre, “Y Filltir Scwa^r”, “The Square Mile”, p. 64, followed by translation.
9) Still to be broadcast: “Gw^r a Welais yn Henwr”, p. 74, followed by translation.
10) A translation of part of “Mai”, a cywydd by Dafydd ap Gwilym, “May”. Marwnad page 82, 
translation follows; “Y Ceffyl Gwyn”, “The Celtic White Horse” translation follows.
11) Villanelle to Dylan Thomas, p. 93, translation follows.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 11/04/2016 16:53:29 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Guide to “Barddonieth” Section

I understand the general intent you express here. I am suggesting that a visitor is unlikely to
make the time to hear a poem and try to find the written version or translation unless each 
broadcast is for a specific poem easily identified in whatever document already found on 
the website. For example the name of the reading in Welsh and English and the document 
name & page number in which it is written.

If your intent is to simply make the readings available and let the visitor fend for 
him/herself, then I will post the readings as you suggest with the introduction you provided 
here. If you wish for the non-welsh speaker to find some interest in them, more needs to be 
done to make them accessible to same.

Dave

On 4/10/2016 11:50 PM, EMyrone wrote:

Many thanks again. The following is a guide.

The “Barddoniaeth” section consists of readings of the Welsh language poems 
in “Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry” in the blue box above my coat of arms on 
the home page of www.aias.us. They are not read in any particular order, and 
are meant for Welsh speakers worldwide, and for literary gatherings. They 
should simply be listened to on a laptop or phone, and the book read at the same
time if desired. The titles of the readings are the same as the titles in the book, 
which is very popular worldwide. The broadcasts can be matched with the book
by comparing titles. These broadcasts will be useful in schools and universities 
in Wales, and in the many Welsh and English language literary gatherings that 
take place in Wales. Expatriates all over the world can tune in to www.aias.us 
using a laptop or phone. Welsh learners can read the poetry and their 

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/


translations in the blue box, and listen to them being read out.

The “New Poetry” section is meant to broadcast my third book of poetry, 
available on www.aias.us. It is in preparation and not in the blue box as yet. It 
will take a couple of years to complete.

The Poetry Readings and Welsh Language Section is meant to collect readings 
of works by other poets, in both languages.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 10/04/2016 21:16:57 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING : Barddonieth 1

Myron,

Sorry but I can’t figure out how to use these. I need them to align 
with titles on the poetry section. I was able to follow some of this 
while reading along with Engylion. I lost track at minute 9:20. You 
might consider adding English descriptions in the recording to lead 
the listener to the appropriate written poem and translation.

Help me place these appropriately by matching them to something a
visitor can relate to on the website. Look over the titles in the poetry
section and match your broadcasts to what is there now or define 
what needs to be added if it is new.

Thanks,

Dave

On 4/10/2016 12:37 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This is a reading of the englynion, for a free translation 
please see the book in the blue box above my coat of 
arms on the home page of www.aias.us. I read them in 
the Silurian dialect of the Seisyllwyr, or Silures of 
Roman times. Sometimes I pronounce in the dialect, but
mostly it is classical proununciation. 

on Guide to “Barddoniaeth” Section and Broadcasts in Welsh

Daily Report 10/4/16
April 12, 2016 

The equivalent of 227,468 printed pages was downloaded during the day (829.350 megabytes) from 
2574 memory bytes downloaded and 554 distinct visits, each averaging 4.0 memory pages and 17 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/12/daily-report-10416/
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minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 87.72 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), Google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 603, Top ten items 528, Evans / Morris papers 330 (est), Collected 
Scientometrics 233, F3(Sp) 172, Eckardt Lindstrom papers 116, Autobiography volumes one and two 
92, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 89, proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 82, UFT88 58, 
Principles of ECE 45, Engineering Model 36, UFT311 32, UFT321 26, Evans Equations 24(est), CEFE
24, Llais 13, List of Prolific Authors 6, Three world records by MWE 6, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 5, 
UFT313 19, UFT314 20, UFT315 18, UFT316 17, UFT317 16, UFT318 24, UFT319 21, UFT320 22, 
UFT322 23, UFT323 17, UFT324 24, UFT325 22, UFT326 23, UFT327 16, UFT328 22, UFT329 23, 
UFT330 21, UFT331 21, UFT332 16, UFT333 18, UFT334 18, UFT335 13, UFT336 28, UFT337 20, 
UFT338 20, UFT339 27, UFT340 20, UFT341 19, UFT342 22, UFT343 12 to date in April 2016. Yale 
University, My page, Three World Records, Relation to J. P. Morgan; San Francisco Internet Archives 
(Wayback Machine) spidering. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for April 2016.

on Daily Report 10/4/16

Patterns of Feedback to     www.aias.us
April 11, 2016 

These are familiar worldwide from our well known scientometrics. The pattern establishes itself 
quickly each month, meaning that it is stable over the long term. The readership of www.aias.us is 
essentially the best in the world, and the feedback shows that it is interested mainly in the source papers
and books, the detailed scholarship. It is well known that readings run into the hundreds of millions. 
Such high quality readership is able to understand every technical detail and can see that the quality of 
scholarship of Horst Eckardt and myself is impeccable, not forgetting important contributions by 
Douglas Lindstrom and others. So the ECE and ECE2 theories are world leaders. The essays have also 
been read and heard an order of magnitude a million times since I started to write them. We now know 
that the literature and so on is also very popular. It will be very interesting to see how the youtube 
experiment goes. It is under the direction of AIAS Fellow Michael Jackson of Texas. We know now 
how to take energy from spacetime (UFT311) so I hope that the revolting desecration of the landscape 
by wind turbines will stop, and that hyper dangerous nuclear power plants will be decommissioned. We
also know how LENR works. ECE and ECE2 has been accepted as being able to explain these all 
important new sources of energy. Wind turbines were greed driven and have been a catastrophic failure.

on Patterns of Feedback to www.aias.us

Latest World University Top Twenty     Rankings
April 11, 2016 

Webometrics : Harvard, Stanford, MIT, Berkeley, Cornell, Michigan, Washington, Wisconsin Madison, 
U Penn, Columbia, UCLA, Penn State, Oxford, Cambridge, Yale, Toronto, Texas Austin, UC San 
Diego, Illinois Urbana Champaign, ETH.
Times (2016): Caltech, Oxford, Stanford, Cambridge, MIT, Harvard, Princeton, Imperial, ETH, 
Chicago, Johns Hopkins, Yale, Berkeley, University College London (UCL), Columbia, UCLA, U 
Penn, Cornell, Toronto, Duke.
QS: MIT, Harvard, Cambridge, Stanford, Caltech, Oxford, UCL, Imperial, ETH, Chicago, Princeton, 
NU Singapore, Nanyang Tech Singapore, EPF Lausanne, Yale, Johns Hopkins, Cornell, U Penn, King’s
College London, Australian National, Edinburgh.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/11/latest-world-university-top-twenty-rankings/
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ARWU (Shanghai): Harvard, Stanford, MIT, Berkeley, Cambridge, Princeton, Caltech, Columbia, 
Chicago, Oxford, Yale, UCLA, Cornell, UC San Diego, Washington, Johns Hopkins, U Penn, UC 
London, UC San Francisco, ETH.

There have been numerous study visits from ALL of these top ranking universities to www.aias.us for 
fourteen years. This means complete acceptance of our work at AIAS / UPITEC, and complete 
rejection of the obsolete parts of the old standard physics. Five of my former universities are in these 
world rankings: University College London; Oxford, Cornell, ETH and Penn State. I am a D. Sc. in the 
federal University of Wales. This is the true and original 1893 University.

on Latest World University Top Twenty Rankings

UFT88 Read at Penn     State
April 11, 2016 

UFT88 has been read again at the Institute of Science and Technology, Penn State, which is ranked 12 
in the world by webometrics, 60 by Shanghai and 75 by Times, enrolling about 100,000 students, 
founded in 1855. UFT88 is a well known classic paper which refutes the second Bianchi identity using 
torsion, and should be read with UFT99 and UFT109. Its final form appears in UFT313, the Jacobi 
Cartan Evans identity. A great deal of progress has been made in the thirty ECE2 papers to date 
(UFT313 – UFT320, UFT322 – UFT343), in which special and general relativity have been unified. It 
has become clear that the ECE2 gravitational field equations are responsible for all observed 
precessions in astronomy, and not the Einstein field equation. The latter is incorrect due to neglect of 
torsion. All valid geometries must use a non zero torsion and curvature. Einstein used an incorrect 
geometry in which torsion was missing. We know from scientometrics that the standard model of 
gravitation is being entirely rejected, and conversely, that ECE2 is being entirely accepted.

on UFT88 Read at Penn State

Guide to “Barddoniaeth” Section
April 11, 2016 

Many thanks again. The following is a guide.

The “Barddoniaeth” section consists of readings of the Welsh language poems in “Barddoniaeth / 
Collected Poetry” in the blue box above my coat of arms on the home page of www.aias.us. They are 
not read in any particular order, and are meant for Welsh speakers worldwide, and for literary 
gatherings. They should simply be listened to on a laptop or phone, and the book read at the same time 
if desired. The titles of the readings are the same as the titles in the book, which is very popular 
worldwide. The broadcasts can be matched with the book by comparing titles. These broadcasts will be
useful in schools and universities in Wales, and in the many Welsh and English language literary 
gatherings that take place in Wales. Expatriates all over the world can tune in to www.aias.us using a 
laptop or phone. Welsh learners can read the poetry and their translations in the blue box, and listen to 
them being read out.

The “New Poetry” section is meant to broadcast my third book of poetry, available on www.aias.us. It 
is in preparation and not in the blue box as yet. It will take a couple of years to complete.

The Poetry Readings and Welsh Language Section is meant to collect readings of works by other poets,

http://www.aias.us/
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in both languages.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 10/04/2016 21:16:57 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING : Barddonieth 1

Myron,

Sorry but I can’t figure out how to use these. I need them to align with titles on the poetry 
section. I was able to follow some of this while reading along with Engylion. I lost track at 
minute 9:20. You might consider adding English descriptions in the recording to lead the 
listener to the appropriate written poem and translation.

Help me place these appropriately by matching them to something a visitor can relate to on 
the website. Look over the titles in the poetry section and match your broadcasts to what is 
there now or define what needs to be added if it is new.

Thanks,

Dave

On 4/10/2016 12:37 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This is a reading of the englynion, for a free translation please see the book in 
the blue box above my coat of arms on the home page of www.aias.us. I read 
them in the Silurian dialect of the Seisyllwyr, or Silures of Roman times. 
Sometimes I pronounce in the dialect, but mostly it is classical proununciation.

on Guide to “Barddoniaeth” Section

Daily Report 9/4/16
April 11, 2016 

The equivalent of 278,662 printed pages was downloaded (1.016 gigabytes) from 2872 memory files 
downloaded and 492 distinct visits each averaging 4.1 printed pages and 21 minutes, printed pages to 
hits ratio of 97.03 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), MSN, google and yahoo. Collected ECE2 
552, Top ten items 466, Collected Evans Morris 297(est), Collected scientometrics 212, F3(Sp) 133, 
Eckardt / Lindstrom papes 109, Autobiography volumes one and two 82, Barddoniaeth / Collected 
Poetry 77, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 74, UFT88 53, Principles of ECE 39, 
Engineering Model 34, UFT311 28, UFT321 24, Evans Equations 24, CEFE 22, Self charging inverter 
21, List of prolific authors 6, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 5, Three world records by MWE 4, UFT313 17, 
UFT314 18, UFT315 18, UFT316 17, UFT17 16, UFT318 23, UFT319 20, UFT320 19, UFT322 20, 
UFT323 14, UFT324 22, UFT325 21, UFT326 20, UFT327 16, UFT328 20, UFT329 20, UFT330 19, 
UFT331 21, UFT332 15, UFT333 17, UFT334 13, UFT335 13, UFT336 26, UFT337 18, UFT338 15, 
UFT339 25, UFT340 17, UFT341 19, UFT342 22, UFT343 11 to date in April 2016. College of 
Information Sciences and Technology Pennsylvania State University UFT88; San Francisco Internet 
Archives (Wayback Machine) general spidering; University of Edinburgh Essay 9, UFT155, ECE 
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Article. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for April 2016.

Future Broadcasts of Poetry and     Prose
April 10, 2016 

I intend to broadcast all of the book “Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry” and poetry and prose, mainly in 
Welsh, which I admire most, for example the magnificent prose and poetry of the Dr. William Morgan 
Bible of 1588, 1620 online edition. The Psalms for example are pure poetry, Psalm 23 starts as follows:
“Yr Arglwydd yw fy mugail, ni fu eisiau arnaf, efe a’m wna i mi orwedd mewn porfeydd gwelltog, 
…….” This is magnificent piece of literature, Welsh translated directly from Greek and Hebrew 
without Latin, whether one is an agnostic (not knowing) like myself, or not. It is written for the People, 
whereas the masterly fourteenth century poetry of Dafydd ap Gwilym is difficult, and a sixth century 
Cumbric poem of ancient Scotland is recognizable as being very similar to Welsh, but even more 
difficult.

on Future Broadcasts of Poetry and Prose

FOR POSTING: “Over Sir John’s Hill” by Dylan     Thomas
April 10, 2016 

This is an elegy for humankind under the shadow of the hawk on fire, the newly created atomic bomb 
of 1945. It was written in about 1948 in the writing shed at Laugharne and is influenced by the 
metaphysical poets, among whom were my ancestral cousins Henry Vaughan and George Herbert, and 
John Donne (or Dwn). It consists of long lines alternating with short lines and uses alliteration to great 
effect, especially the powerful last line: for the sake of the souls of the slain birds sailing. Dylan 
Marlais never learned cynghanedd, if he had written in bardic Welsh he would have been a master I am 
sure. His parents were both fluent in Welsh, but for some reason thought that Dylan should be brought 
up in English. The same was true of Vernon Watkins who came from Maesteg.

Audio Player
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Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING: “Over Sir John’s Hill” by Dylan Thomas

“Over Sir John’s Hill” by Dylan     Thomas
April 10, 2016 

I think I will read this famous poem to finish off for today. My Civil List Predecessor Vernon Watkins 
and myself both thought and think that this is Dylan Thomas’ best poem. Vernon Watkins was of course
a very fine poet in his own right, and was being considered for Poet Laureate when he died at a 
relatively young age. The Pension was awarded to his widow, Gwen Watkins, also a fine author.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/10/over-sir-johns-hill-by-dylan-thomas/
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on “Over Sir John’s Hill” by Dylan Thomas

FOR POSTING: New Poetry     One
April 10, 2016 

This is the last broadcast for today, it begins to narrate my latest book of poetry, called “New Poetry”. 
This first broadcast is scathingly critical of remote misgovernment and wind turbines. Again it can be 
read out at literary gatherings at any locality or literary gathering using a laptop and linking in to 
www.aias.us. The scientometrics show that my poetry is read in up to one hundred and eighty two 
countries, it is as important to me as my scientific work.

Audio Player
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Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING: New Poetry One

FOR POSTING : Barddoniaeth     5
April 10, 2016 

These are sonnets of the eighties, in a more intricate style than the englynion, whose very nature 
constrains the poetry to four lines. These four lines can be very powerful in the hands of a master. This 
completes my broadcasting of the Welsh language poetry. Anyone is welcome to arrange for these 
readings of poetry to be read out to an audience, using a laptop computer to link in to www.aias.us. 
These readings could take place at Llang Giwg for example, or anywhere in Wales and the world. This 
method would soon lead to a Welsh language revival.
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on FOR POSTING : Barddoniaeth 5

FOR POSTING: Barddoniaeth     4
April 10, 2016 

This contains a poem in Triban Morganwg metre which is an elegy for my grandfather Thomas Elim 
Jones, and other free metre poetry.

Audio Player
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on FOR POSTING: Barddoniaeth 4

FOR POSTING: Barddoniaeth     3
April 10, 2016 

This contains free metre poetry and a cywydd with cynghanedd, a traditional marwnad or elegy for my 
father Edward Ivor Evans Y Grithig, Cwm Tawe, (1922 – 2000). Some of the free metre poetry was 
published in “Poetry Wales” in the early eighties, before I emigrated in 1986.

Audio Player
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on FOR POSTING: Barddoniaeth 3

FOR POSTING: Barddoniaeth     2
April 10, 2016 

This contains the ode or awdl in free style which sounds like cynghanedd, but does not use the rules of 
cynghanedd, devised by my ancestral cousin, Dafydd ap Gwilym (1320 – 1380). For a free translation 
please see the book in the blue box above my coat of arms on the home page of www.aias.us. This 
classical Welsh in Silurian accent (Morganwg, Gwent, ancient Powys, Gloucester, Devon, and mid 
southern regions of England). It evolved into Cornish in the south west.
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on FOR POSTING: Barddoniaeth 2

FOR POSTING : Barddonieth     1
April 10, 2016 

This is a reading of the englynion, for a free translation please see the book in the blue box above my 
coat of arms on the home page of www.aias.us. I read them in the Silurian dialect of the Seisyllwyr, or 
Silures of Roman times. Sometimes I pronounce in the dialect, but mostly it is classical proununciation.
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on FOR POSTING : Barddonieth 1

Broadcasting “Englynion”
April 10, 2016 

I will begin to broadcast the Welsh language parts of the book “Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry” today 
in readings of reasonable file size.

Visit from Cyngor Llyfrau Cymru (Welsh Books     Council)
April 10, 2016 

The Council studied “Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry”, a copy of which is available in the National 
Library of Wales. This is a very popular book, as popular as Dylan Thomas in his time. I know this 
from meticulous scientometrics. Both the Council and Library are in Aberystwyth. So although it seems
that few people read newspapers in the Welsh language, there is a huge amount of material in Welsh on 
the web and in books. A lot of this is in the United States, where the Welsh language started to be 
spoken in the seventeenth century. So it is a matter of educating everyone in Wales in Welsh, very 
simple. This should be done from age about two or three. Monoglots will become bilingual, wherever 
they come from. If they refuse to learn Welsh they will not get a job. I am in favour of deportation if 
they refuse to learn Welsh or refuse to respect our customs. However that would need complete 
independence. As a descendant of the Princes and a Member of the Gentry of Wales I have never 
recognized that Wales is not independent. This educational policy must be combined with Bevanite 
Socialist principles that include nationalization of land, redistribution of land, the establishment of 
areas into which no immigration would be allowed without a fluent knowledge of Welsh, a cap on 
house prices, any house on the market in these areas (Broydd Iaith) would be bought by the 
government and its price capped or cut to a level at which Welsh speakers can buy it and move in and 
revive the language and culture, the schools the chapels and churches and the whole lot. To enable this 
there would be heavy taxation of those rich monoglot outsiders who seek to purchase Wales at a 
supermarket, move in and take over. I think that Switzerland is already enacting such a policy. That 
would be an extension of my own Newlands Family Trust policy. The Minister Alun Cairns has 
recently indicated in a speech to University College Cardiff that everyone in Wales has a duty and 
responsibility to keep the language alive. Hostility towards the language is a serious offence in 
common law. The People of Wales should realize that they are not “wealas”, or a “stranger”, they are 
Cymry, i.e. Britons or “our people”. When Maggie Thatcher destroyed the coal industry, people used to
use helicopters to spot houses for sale in places like the Rhondda to try to initiate a wholesale monoglot
take over. The unemployed former coal miners were to be booted out. This is totally illegal, a complete 
violation of human rights.
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on Visit from Cyngor Llyfrau Cymru (Welsh Books Council)

Daily Report 8/4/16
April 10, 2016 

The equivalent of 234,742 printed pages was downloaded during the day (855.871 megabytes) from 
2859 memory files downloaded and 505 distinct visits each averaging 4.6 memory pages and 23 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 82.11, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 520, Top ten items 432, Collected Evans / Morris 264, F3(Sp) 120, Eckardt / 
Lindstrom papers 103, Autobiography volumes one and two 77, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 70 
(New Readings 11), proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 61, UFT88 49, Principles of ECE 37, 
Engineering Model 28, Evans Equations 26, UFT311 26, CEFE 21, Self charging inverter 19, UFT321 
17, Llais 10, List of prolific authors 5, Three world records by MWE 4, Lindstom Idaho Lecture 3, 
UFT313 16, UFT314 16, UFT315 18, UFT316 17, UFT317 16, UFT318 21, UFT319 19, UFT320 18, 
UFT322 20, UFT323 12, UFT324 21, UFT325 21, UFT326 18, UFT327 15, UFT328 19, UFT329 18, 
UFT330 18, UFT331 17, UFT332 15, UFT333 17, UFT334 13, UFT335 11, UFT336 19, UFT337 18, 
UFT338 14, UFT339 24, UFT340 17, UFT341 19, UFT342 22, UFT343 11 to date in April 2016. 
California Institute of Technology UFT43; University of Colorado UFT235; University of Paris 
Diderot UFT6; The International School for Advanced Studies Trieste Diplomatic Objection to ‘t Hooft
by AIAS Co President Gareth Evans; University of the Philippines Diliman UFT2; University of 
Cambridge general; Cyngor Llyfrau Cymru / Welsh Books Council Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry. 
Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for April 2016.

on Daily Report 8/4/16

Popularity of Essays
April 9, 2016 

This is obvious using Google keywords Essay n Evans. For example n = 24 and n = 89 come up as site 
one on the first page of Google out of about twenty million sites, ahead of Walker Evans and Chris 
Evans. Over the half dozen years or so since I started writing them, they have obviously made a 
tremendous impact. Thanks to all, notably Robert Cheshire, Alex Hill, Dave Burleigh and Michael 
Jackson. So over years, the impact on youtube should be commensurate. Walker Evans was the famous 
American photographer.

on Popularity of Essays

344(2): Development of Gravitomagnetism (ref. Arbab     2010)
April 9, 2016 

This note develops a number of concepts based on the ECE2 gravitational field equations: the 
gravitomagnetic Lorentz force; the magnitude of the gravitomagnetic field; the gravitomagnetic 
Ampere law; the gravitomagnetic permeability; the gravitomagnetic current for orbital motion; the 
gravitomagnetic dipole moment; the gravitomagnetic Faraday law of induction; the gravitomotive 
force; the gravitomagnetic flux; the gravitomagnetic Ohm law, the gravitomagnetic resistance, the 
gravitomagnetic voltage; and the gravitomagnetic power that gives gravitomagnetic radiation. The 
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calculation by Arbab (2010) is cited to show that the origin of the heat inside the Earth is 
gravitomagnetic power, (the analogue of volts times amps), which is the energy consumed per year, 
converted to heat inside the earth. The precession of the perihelion is interpreted as the Larmor 
precession due to the torque between the gravitomagnetic field and the gravitomagnetic dipole moment.
This idea was used in Note 344(1) to explain the Lense Thirring precession. Arbab uses some 
simplifying assumptions but gives interesting new concepts. In this note, these are used to develop the 
rigorously Lorentz covariant ECE2 gravitational field equations in formal analogy with magnetostatics.
Clearly the whole of electrodynamics can now be adopted for gravitational theory, giving a myriad of 
new insights. In the next note a short summary will be given of the explanation of the perihelion 
precession with ECE2. The latter also gives gravitational radiation. The simplest example being plane 
waves. In certain cosmological objects (Arbab (2010)), the gravitomagnetic power and energy is 
enormous, so gravitomagnetism is an important part of cosmology missing completely from the 
standard model. It was first develoed in UFT117 and UFT119 to explain equinoctial precession and to 
calculate the Earth’s gravitomagnetic field. The latter is given in this note as:

omega = v cubed / (c squared r) hertz

where v is the orbital velocity and r the radial distance. For the Earth itself, v is the velocity at the 
equator and r the Earth’s radius. This is responsible for the heat inside the Earth.

a344thpapernotes2.pdf

on 344(2): Development of Gravitomagnetism (ref. Arbab 2010)

General Precession Theory
April 9, 2016 

In general, all precessions in astronomy and in pendula such as the Foucault pendulum, can be 
described by the gravitomagnetic field: the perihelion precession, Thomas precession, geodedic 
precession, Lense Thirring precession, equinoctial precession and so on, and the precession of the 
Foucault pendulum due to the Earth’s rotation. The latter is very small but has been observed 
experimentally in The Netherlands. The first attempt to apply the gravitomagnetic field of ECE was 
made in UFT117 and UFT119. The ECE2 equations are rigorously Lorentz covariant in a space with 
finite torsion and curvature. The original approach to precession was made in a space with curvature 
and no torsion, and used the then new Einstein field equation, now known to be completely wrong. The
Lense Thirring precession, or “frame dragging” in the obscure jargon was first worked out by 
linearizing the Einstein equation into the Maxwell Einstein equations, which have the same structure as
the ECE2 gravitational field equations, but which are not Lorentz covariant. This is a triumph for ECE2
theory because its basic philosophy has worked perfectly. A. I. Arbab derived the same structure as the 
ECE2 gravitational field equations from quaternions applied to hydrodynamics, Astrophys. Space Sci., 
330, 61 – 68 (2010) online with google keywords “Gravitomagnetic field and precession”. Precession 
is directly proportional to the gravitomagnetic field, both of whose units are radians per second. The 
well known methods of magnetostatics can be applied directly to the gravitomagnetic field. The Lense 
Thirring effect adopts the methods used to calculate the magnetic flux density of a spinning sphere, or 
more generally a spinning object of any shape. The gyroscope is modelled on the magnetic dipole 
moment. Many new magnetogravitational effects can now be predicted using a direct adoption of 
magnetostatics, or more generally, electrodynamics. For example there is a gravitomagnetic B(3) field 
and a gravitomagnetic inverse Faraday effect. These points have already been made in recent papers of 
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the EC2 series. There is a gravitomagnetic Lorentz force, used in UFT320, 323 and 324. This 
gravitomagnetic Lorentz force law was also derived by Arbab in an entirely different way.

on General Precession Theory

Graphics for paper 343 by co author Horst     Eckardt
April 9, 2016 

These are excellent graphics once more by Horst, who carried out the very difficult inversion of theta(r)
to r(theta) to give the orbit of the geodedic precession. The rotation of the frame results in a rotating or 
precessing ellipse as in Image Two. This is usually referred to as the geodedic or de Sitter precession, 
correctly derived here from ECE2 relativity in a space with finite torsion and curvature. There is a 
tremendous international interest building up in the ECE2 papers and Evans / Morris papers. The 
original derivation by de Sitter is based on the incorrect Einstein field equation. In this paper the basic 
method is simple, despite the complexity of the algebra. In Note 344(1) it has become clear that the 
ECE2 gravitational field equations describe the Lense Thirring precession exactly. Gravity Probe B was
put in orbit to test these precessions. It found the geodedic precession, but the results on the much 
smaller Lense Thirring precession were not clear. However, ECE2 is verified exactly in the Lense 
Thirring precession of a fast spinning pulsar as in Note 344(1). So the latest papers amount to a triumph
for ECE2 unified field theory. Craig Cefn Parc is not quite culturally extinct. In fact there is a chaired 
bard living here, in the old school. The chairs awarded to Crwys are still here. Good physics is poetry.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 08/04/2016 21:31:11 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Graphics for paper 343

With the time function of paper 238 adopted to here, the functions
t(theta) and r(theta) can be computed. Both are shown in the first
figure for omega_theta=0 and omega_theta>0.
In the second figure the orbits are shown in a polar diagram. The
rotation in the second case (blue line) can clearly be seen. All was
computed for x=1, I expect a similar precession effect for x<>1. I Will
write up section 3 in the next days.

Horst 

image1 
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on Graphics for paper 343 by co author Horst Eckardt

Discussion of 344(1): ECE2 Theory of the Lense 
Thirring     Precession
April 9, 2016 

Many thanks for going through this note, it is a typo, and the factor 2 should be in the numerator of Eq. 
(15).

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 08/04/2016 15:10:33 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 344(1): ECE2 Theory of the Lense Thirring Precession

Between eqs. (13) and (15), the factor of 2 went from the numerator to the denominator. 
Was this intended?
The numerical calculation is o.k.

Horst

Am 07.04.2016 um 11:38 schrieb EMyrone:

This note shows that the ECE2 gravitational equations (1) to (4) produce the 
exactly correct Lense Thirring precession of the fast spinning pulsar J1748-
2446ad, 1043 radians per second, within the given assumptions. 

on Discussion of 344(1): ECE2 Theory of the Lense Thirring Precession

Essay and Readings Audience for April 2016 to     Date
April 9, 2016 

Essentially all 118 essays have already been heard for April 2016 in broadcasts by Robert Cheshire, 
Alex Hill and myself, all my recent essay readings have already been heard. My poetry readings of 
work by Dafydd ap Gwilym, R. S. Thomas and myself are already being heard. So over time they will 
be heard all over the world a very large number of times. In pdf format the essays in English and 
Spanish have been read perhaps a million times since they were written. My recent broadcasts of the 
essays have already all been heard. So this looks good for the very important Youtube experiment by 
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AIAS Fellow Michael Jackson of Texas. Therefore Welsh speakers can fight back against language loss
in this way. If their work is good enough it will get a worldwide audience and readership. My sonnet 
against wind turbines is beginning its run now. By this I mean that each posted item begins to be heard 
or read as soon as it is posted.

on Essay and Readings Audience for April 2016 to Date

Daily Report 7/4/16
April 9, 2016 

The equivalent of 270,344 printed pages was downloaded during the day (936.471 megabytes) from 
2980 memory files downloaded (hits) and 581 distinct visits, each averaging 4.1 memory pages and 18 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 90.72, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 papers 464, Top ten items 388, Evans Morris papers 231, Collected 
scientometrics 181, Collected Evans / Morris papers 116, F3(Sp) 109, Autobiography volumes one and 
two 63, proofs that no torsion means no curvature 57, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 52, UFT88 40, 
Principles of ECE 32, UFT311 24, CEF 18, Self charging inverter 15, UFT321 13, Llais 10, List of 
prolific authors 4, Three world records by MWE 4, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 2, UFT313 16, UFT314 
16, UFT315 18, UFT316 13, UFT317 16, UFT318 17, UFT319 17, UFT320 18, UFT322 15, UFT323 
11, UFT324 16, UFT325 17, UFT326 16, UFT327 15, UFT328 18, UFT329 17, UFT330 14, UFT331 
17, UFT332 12, UFT333 15, UFT334 12, UFT335 10, UFT336 16, UFT337 16, UFT338 14, UFT339 
17, UFT340 16, UFT341 19, UFT342 21, UFT343 9 to date in April 2016. McGill University Canada 
My page; European Centre for Nuclear Research (CERN) UFT157; Bio-Bio University Chile Nobody’s
Perfect; University of Tuebingen UFT1, UFT12, Evans Equations; United States Los Alamos National 
Laboratory UFT25; Regional Joint Computer Network of Education, Science and Culture of St. 
Petersburgh UFT168; University of Edinburgh UFT152, 165, 167 and 170. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for April 2016.

on Daily Report 7/4/16

Recent Speech by Alun Cairns on the Welsh     Language
April 8, 2016 

This is on the net and echoes my own view, that education in Welsh medium schools is all important. 
The standards in Welsh medium schools are higher, that is well known. The problem is that houses are 
being sold indiscriminately on the open market, and inevitably bought by monoglots, who are much 
richer. Similarly for farms, they must not be put on the market. This led to the Betws turbine disaster, 
caused by a small group of profiteering people who bought farms in the area. The Mynydd y Gwair 
disaster is about to be caused by an absentee aristocrat. Surely this is one of the most backward 
countries in the world when it comes to land. People should follow my example and set up a Trust. The 
Government must curb profiteering sales as I outlined in my earlier message. In Mawr the language has
been almost totally destroyed in about seventy years by complete misgovernment by Swansea County. 
Mawr should have been conserved as a Bro Iaith, or Gealtacht area. The strongest areas are Mo^n and 
Gwynedd, Ceredigion also has a strong Welsh language policy, Caerfyrddin must be strongly defended.
The number of Welsh speakers in Cardiff is increasing, but Swansea is lagging behind. In order to have 
a real community of Welsh speakers, everyone in a small area must be able and willing to converse in 
Welsh. This was Mawr only seventy years ago, it was a living, Welsh speaking, coal mining community
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that exported steam coal. Now it is culturally extinct with the exception of a few individuals. There 
must be no reactionary attitudes against the language. Welsh speakers have human rights. Above all 
individuals must have the integrity and strength of mind to keep the language. If possible the children 
should be brought up fluent in the language. U. S. dual citizens like myself should strive to keep Welsh 
language societies going in the United States, and similarly in all other countries.

Less than 5% of people in Wales read a Welsh     newspaper
April 8, 2016 

Obviously, the language is being destroyed by tory misrule, rule by a rich, foreign, colonizing minority.
As a Welsh speaker it is obvious that a tide of monoglot immigration is destroying the language almost 
completely. UNESCO has warned against this repeatedly. To counter this destruction, compulsory 
teaching in Welsh for all in Wales must be introduced as an emergency measure, and Gealtacht type 
areas established into which no immigration is allowed without fluent knowledge of Welsh. This 
creates an area where Welsh would be spoken naturally. In those areas, any house put on the market 
would be bought by the Government and its price capped and offered to the poorest sector, first priority
to Welsh speakres. This would stop price inflation out of the reach of Welsh speakers, usually the 
poorest sector of the population. This language destruction is completely illegal, it violates every law 
on human rights ever written. I plan to record a lot in Welsh to leave a permanent archive. Land owned 
by foreign aristocrats such as Beaufort must be nationalized according to Bevanite Socialist principles 
and divided fairly, Welsh speakers being given precedent. Many measures like this are needed. I have 
found that many monoglot immigrants are actually supportive of the language. The problem is with 
ethnic bigots from Wales itself who have lost the language, and are deeply hostile to it – the psychology
of the defeated. The overwhelming majority of Welsh native people who have lost the language are 
deeply sympathetic to it. There are some immigrant bigots of the UKIP (fascist) variety. So education is
the answer, and also laws which make it impossible to get a job without fluent personal knowledge of 
Welsh, and impossible to become a representative without fluent personal knowledge of Welsh. Most 
bureaucrats pretend to know Welsh and hire translators. They produce a kind of “machine Welsh” 
totally remote from the way in which it is actually spoken. I will record in the way in which it is 
actually spoken.

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 07/04/2016 16:16:13 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Less than 5% of people in Wales read a Welsh newspaper

BBC Wales Today is the most widely consumed Welsh media outlet, with 37% of people 
frequently watching. …. “People will be going to the elections on 5 May potentially voting 
for things that aren’t under the control of the government in Wales,”
Low Welsh media consumption creates ‘democratic deficit’ – BBC News

Low Welsh media consumption creates ‘democratic deficit’… 
“Striking” figures show the low number of people in Wales who
read a Welsh newspaper.
View on   www.bbc.com Preview by Yahoo
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on Less than 5% of people in Wales read a Welsh newspaper

Further Problems with S29     NRC
April 8, 2016 

To Mawr Community Council
This vehicle again moved on to my land today as I was out getting food in Pontardawe. Obviously its 
owner is keeping my movements under observation. It has now moved off again. This is another act of 
harassment, one of many. In the opinion of my solicitors, Peter Lynn and Partners, and Roger Roberts, 
Chartered Surveyor, this is my land, and both as frontiger and by source Deed I own Mountain Road 
opposite my land. So I am entitled to put down a chain and posts along the edge of Mountain Road, 
right on the edge of the road, to block trespassing. I informed the owner of S29 NRC today that she was
trespassing, she continued to talk on the phone and ignored my advice that she is trespassing. I 
infomred her that she understood my words then called the police. She lives at 65 Rhyddwen Road, and
has a record of being warned by the police, for ethnically aggravated common assault with many 
threats, and public nuisance. The police describe these are serious offences. I phoned 101 again today 
about S29 NRC and was advised by the police that cars that trespass on any part of Mountain Road can 
be towed after fair warning. I expect that as soon as the repairs to pavements on Rhyddwen Road are 
complete, people will begin to park too close to the junction again, there being no double yellow lines. 
Cllr I Richard is completely ineffective in dealing with the situation and has been ineffective for many 
years, for example against wind turbines. His role in the accounts irregularities of Mawr Community 
Council is not clear. These occurred from 2011 to 2015. It seems that the Community and County 
Councils were responsible for housing the multiple murderer Dai Morris in Craig Cefn Parc, after 
which an epidemic of house and car theft and car burning took place. Morris is now serving life 
imprisonment for four brutal murders. In my opinion he must serve the full term without remission. 
Government of Mawr by Swansea County is not only non existent but very harmful to the language.

on Further Problems with S29 NRC

Poetry Reading Three : Sonnet Against Wind     Turbines
April 8, 2016 

Greatly appreciated as ever!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 08/04/2016 02:50:52 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING : Poetry Reading Three : Sonnet Against Wind Turbines

Posted these three poems and 4 additional essays I had misplaced.

Dave

On 4/5/2016 5:51 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This is one of my recent sonnets, a variation on famous lines from John 
MiIlton, “Paradise Lost”, Book Eleven, “… for now I see/ Peace to corrupt no 
less than war to waste.” John Milton was what we would now call Foreign 
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Minister of the Republic of 1649. Later he wrote “Paradise Regained” in the 
same manner as the final rhyming couplet of Shakespeare’s Sonnet 60. They 
both knew that their works would survive them down the centuries. I hope that 
wind turbines will not survive more than a few years as new sources of energy 
come online. I would like to ask Dave Burleigh and Michael Jackson to post 
today’s poetry readings. I will gradually build up many readings in both 
languages. 

on Poetry Reading Three : Sonnet Against Wind Turbines

UFT88 Read at Waterloo and FU     Goias
April 8, 2016 

Recently UFT88 has been read at the University of Waterloo in Canada, ranked 111 in the world by 
Webometrics, 179 by Times and 201-300 by Shanghai, and at the Federal University of Brazil at Goias,
ranked 832 by Webometrics. Waterloo was founded in 1957 and has 35,900 students, Goias was 
founded in 1960 and has 20,289 students. UFT88 has bean read hundreds of thousands of times without
objection and is the classic refutation of the geometry of the Einstein field equation using torsion. It is 
widely accepted that the Einstein field equation is obsolete and that there are no black holes and no big 
bang. UFT88 should be read with UFT99, UFT109, UFT313 and the very high impact ECE2 series, 
UFT313 to UFT343 to date. UFT313 gives the Jacobi Cartan Evans identity, the corrected second 
Bianchi identity. ECE2 is a Lorentz covariant relativity with finite torsion and curvature, and elegantly 
unifies special and general relativity. In consequence its papers are immensely popular worldwide.

on UFT88 Read at Waterloo and FU Goias

Daily Report 6/4/16
April 8, 2016 

The equivalent of 386,177 printed pages was downloaded during the day (1.408 gigabytes) from 3217 
memory files downloaded (hits) and 568 distinct visits each averaging 4.3 memory pages and 16 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 120.04, main spiders cnsat, google, MSN and yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 390, Top ten items 332, Collected Evans / Morris 198, Collected Scientometrics 162, 
Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 93, Autobiography volumes one and two 56, proofs that no torsion means 
no gravitation 48, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 47, UFT88 34, Principles of ECE 25, UFT311 20, 
Engineering Model 19, Evans Equations 14, UFT321 13, CEFE 12, Llais 9, List of prolific authors 3, 
Three world records by MWE 3, Lindstrom Idaho talk 2, UFT313 12, UFT314 14, UFT315 11, 
UFT316 11, UFT317 11, UFT318 16, UFT319 14, UFT320 16, UFT322 15, UFT323 9, UFT324 13, 
UFT325 13, UFT326 14, UFT327 10, UFT328 17, UFT329 15, UFT330 12, UFT331 13, UFT332 12, 
UFT333 14, UFT334 12, UFT335 9, UFT336 11, UFT337 13, UFT338 13, UFT339 15, UFT340 16, 
UFT341 15, UFT342 19, UFT343 5(est) to date in April 2016. Paul Scherrer Institute Switzerland 
general; University of Konstanz UFT175; Rice University Texas UFT177; University of North 
Carolina Chapel Hill Second proof that neglect of torsion means no gravitation; Universit of Turku 
Finland UFT80, Museum National Autonomous University of Mexico UFT142(Sp); San Francisco 
Internet Archives (Wayback Machine) general; University of Cambridge UFT142; University of 
Edinburgh Fifth proof that no torsion means no gravitation, UFT167. Intense interest all sectors, 
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updated usage file attached for April 2016.

on Daily Report 6/4/16

Ombudsman
April 7, 2016 

Diolch yn fawr. Rwyf wedi ateb yn barod, anfonaf y cwyn cyn bo hir. Nid wyf yn gweithredu ar ran yr 
Ombwdsman. Thank you very much, I have answered already and will send in the complaint.

Arglwydd Glyn Tawe a Gw^yr

In a message dated 07/04/2016 13:58:23 GMT Daylight Time, John.Parkin@ombudsman-wales.org.uk 
writes:

Annwyl Dr Evans

Mae’r Ombwdsmon yr un mor hapus i gyfathrebu â phobl yn y Gymraeg neu’r Saesneg. 
Felly, isod ceir yr un cais i chi yn y Gymraeg a hwnnw yn y Saesneg yn fy e-bost yn 
gynharach heddiw. Yn ogystal, hoffwn ychwanegu nad oes angen am ddeialog pellach hyd 
nes y byddwn yn derbyn oddi wrthych y gŵyn am y Cynghorwyr yn Mawr yr ydych yn 
bwriadu ei yrru at yr Ombwdsmon.

Isod ceir cyfieithiad o’r ebost oddi wrthyf i atoch chi am 09.36:42 y bore ‘ma:

“Mae wedi cael ei ddwyn at sylw’r Ombwdsmon eich bod wedi cyfeirio at yr Ombwdsmon 
ar wefan, yn ôl pob golwg mae hyn yn awgrymu eich bod yn gweithredu ar ei ran.”

Buasawn yn ddiolchgar pe byddech yn cael gwared at y cyfeiriad.

Diolch.

John Parkin

Investigation Manager/Rheolwr Ymchwiliadau

Tel/Ffôn: 01656 641184
Subject: Ombudsman

Kindly write to me in the Welsh language, an official language of Great Britain and the 
senior language of Wales. You should have a fluent personal grasp of the Welsh language. 
The person or persons unknown who contacted you did not notify me. No such reference 
has been made and I do not act on behalf of the Ombudsman. I am about to bring formal 
complaints against two Councillors in Mawr as is my right, and a general complaint against
the County Council for failure to govern. This is also my statutory right. Looking through 
my blog it is easy to see that the person who contacted you was Cllr. Ioan Richard, against 
whom I am about to make a complaint for verbal common assault on Rhyddwen Road. 
Your office asked me to fill in a complaints form and you should have known this. It is 
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absurd to suggest that I am acting on behalf of the Ombudsman, and I have grounds for 
further complaint against Richard for interference in my statutory right. The Ombudsman 
has no right to interfere in freedom of reportage or opinion, or with my website. You did 
not look up this reference, and still do not know of its content. So you have acted on 
hearsay, and have tried to withhold the right of reply from me as a member of the general 
public. Richard has resigned from the Community Council and I call for his resignation 
from the County Council. My other complaint will be against Cllr. Harris for refusal to 
accept e mail. As a Councillor it is his duty to read and reply to e mail from constituents. 
Cllr. Richard would do us all a favour by painting double yellow lines himself instead of 
glueing himself to my blog. He has seen the chaotic traffic conditions every day for about a 
quarter century or more. The police asked me to convey a message to the Community 
Council on the urgent need for double yellow lines. I did so because police warnings are 
being ignored adn the police are becoming angry and frustrated. As Armiger I am unelected
but responsible.

Armiger, Mawr.

cc Prime Minister’s Office, M. P. and Opposition Gower.

In a message dated 07/04/2016 09:36:42 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dear Dr Evans

It has been brought to the Ombudsman’s attention that you have made reference
to the Ombudsman on a website, seemingly implying that you are acting on his 
behalf.

We would be grateful if you would remove the reference.

Thank you.

Yours sincerely

John Parkin

Investigation Manager/Rheolwr Ymchwiliadau

Tel/Ffôn: 01656 641184

on Ombudsman

Filthy Big Bang
April 7, 2016 

Plenty of evidence here for an Adelaide police enquiry. Jeremy Jones used to behave like this almost 
every day, and promptly closed the EDCL. Almost all his script was made up of expletives, so if they 
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were deleted, there would be a blank page. Difficult to find WJJ’s publications with an electron 
microscope, and he has disappeared into utter obscurity. Long may he dwell there. Although there were
no witnesses except for Graham Williams, he could still come under investigation. Witnesses would not
come forward, they were too scared or cynically wanted to get rid of me for publishing too much. One 
or two people such as Cecil Monk accidentally heard his tirades of abuse, but kept silent. Others heard 
him ranting in the corridor. It only takes good men to be silent …………. Gareth Evans once saw me 
staggering out of a three hour two to one interrogation in 1983, and on September 26th I saved the 
EDCL from burning to the ground. I was predictably accused by A. J. S. Williams of starting the fire 
until David Parry admitted that he had started it accidentally (Autobiography Volume Two). The 
morning after the fire, WJJ offered me some biscuits and two fingers. So this ugly common assault is 
by no means new. It is not Raphael’s “School of Athens” because there is money and power involved. 
So the gravy tap has to be turned off.

Sent: 07/04/2016 11:58:43 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Fw: Some Front Page News

On Thursday, 7 April 2016, 19:28, Stephen Crothers <thenarmis@yahoo.com> wrote:

Dear Viewers,

This has hit the front page of the Adelaide Advertiser (lower right side, with Einstein’s 
photograph):

Adelaide Uni researcher’s filthy big bang email blast : 

http://www.adelaidenow.com.au

Here is a mirror site, for free:

University academic’s embarrassing email

University academic’s embarrassing email YOU wouldn’t think
you would ever hear a university academic call somebody a 
“poo brain”, but yep, it happened.
View on   www.news.com.au Preview by Yahoo

Yours faithfully,
Steve Crothers

on Filthy Big Bang

Ruling Requested from Ombudsman and Complaints, Our 
ref     201600039
April 7, 2016 

To John Parkin,
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This is the request from your office. You should have known about this. In my e mail I referred to this 
request, stating that I had been asked to respond as below. Instead of indulging in triviality the Swansea
Councils would do better to govern. Mawr should never have been governed by Swansea. Very soon, 
all bureaucrats will have to have a fluent knowledge of the Welsh language. In Mawr the language has 
been almost completely destroyed by monoglot misgovernment. I will respond on the form in due 
course. My complaints are

1) Common assault against Cllr. I. Richard, who drew up alongside of me in his car while I was 
walking on Rhyddwen Road, wound down the window, and repeatedly called me a liar. This is well 
known behaviour by him, so although there were no witnesses, there is evidence that he behaves like 
this. I replied reasonably, without abuse, and eventually he drove away. I had previously criticised him 
for MA008 and many other things. I was carrying a short walking stick to fend off dogs, and he 
threatened to call the police on 999 to report me for carrying an offensive weapon. He is not fit to be a 
County Councillor in my opinion and that of many others
2) Against Cllr. Harris for attempting to tell me that I cannot communicate with a Community 
Councillor.

Meanwhile traffic chaos gets worse.

Armiger

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 04/04/2016 12:16:56 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: RE: Ruling Requested from Ombudsman and Complaints, Our ref 201600039

Dear Dr Evans

Thank you for contacting the Ombudsman’s office. I am sorry to tell you that based on the 
information you have provided I can only give you a general reply at this time.

If you wish to make a complaint that a community or county councillor has breached the 
code of conduct please may I direct you to the online complaint form at the following link

http://www.ombudsman-wales.org.uk/en/Making%20a%20complaint.aspx

Alternatively, if you wish, a complaint form can be sent by post.

I hope that the above information is helpful to you at this time.

Yours sincerely

Carol Westmoreland

Casework Officer/Swyddog Gwaith Achos

Tel/Ffôn: 01656 641150

on Ruling Requested from Ombudsman and Complaints, Our ref 201600039

http://www.ombudsman-wales.org.uk/en/Making%20a%20complaint.aspx


Ombudsman
April 7, 2016 

Kindly write to me in the Welsh language, an official language of Great Britain and the senior language
of Wales. You should have a fluent personal grasp of the Welsh language. The person or persons 
unknown who contacted you did not notify me. No such reference has been made and I do not act on 
behalf of the Ombudsman. I am about to bring formal complaints against two Councillors in Mawr as is
my right, and a general complaint against the County Council for failure to govern. This is also my 
statutory right. Looking through my blog it is easy to see that the person who contacted you was Cllr. 
Ioan Richard, against whom I am about to make a complaint for verbal common assault on Rhyddwen 
Road. Your office asked me to fill in a complaints form and you should have known this. It is absurd to 
suggest that I am acting on behalf of the Ombudsman, and I have grounds for further complaint against 
Richard for interference in my statutory right. The Ombudsman has no right to interfere in freedom of 
reportage or opinion, or with my website. You did not look up this reference, and still do not know of 
its content. So you have acted on hearsay, and have tried to withhold the right of reply from me as a 
member of the general public. Richard has resigned from the Community Council and I call for his 
resignation from the County Council. My other complaint will be against Cllr. Harris for refusal to 
accept e mail. As a Councillor it is his duty to read and reply to e mail from constituents. Cllr. Richard 
would do us all a favour by painting double yellow lines himself instead of glueing himself to my blog. 
He has seen the chaotic traffic conditions every day for about a quarter century or more. The police 
asked me to convey a message to the Community Council on the urgent need for double yellow lines. I 
did so because police warnings are being ignored and the police are becoming angry and frustrated. As 
Armiger I am unelected but responsible.

Armiger, Mawr.

cc Prime Minister’s Office, M. P. and Opposition Gower.

In a message dated 07/04/2016 09:36:42 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dear Dr Evans

It has been brought to the Ombudsman’s attention that you have made reference to the 
Ombudsman on a website, seemingly implying that you are acting on his behalf.

We would be grateful if you would remove the reference.

Thank you.

Yours sincerely

John Parkin

Investigation Manager/Rheolwr Ymchwiliadau

Tel/Ffôn: 01656 641184

on Ombudsman

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/07/ombudsman/


344(1): ECE2 Theory of the Lense Thirring     Precession
April 7, 2016 

This note shows that the ECE2 gravitational equations (1) to (4) produce the exactly correct Lense 
Thirring precession of the fast spinning pulsar J1748-2446ad, 1043 radians per second, within the given
assumptions.

a344thpapernotes1.pdf

Call for Arrest of Chen for Common     Assault
April 7, 2016 

I call for a police investigation and the arrest of Chen for de facto common assault on AIAS Fellow 
Stephen Crothers, probably the leading scholar of Einsteinian general relativity based on the Einstein 
field equation. Not only is the latter incorrect, its methods of solution are also incorrect. Chen’s gutter 
abuse should lead to instant dismissal. The establishment of general relativity is abusive totalitarianism,
it has no credibility and has been reduced to gutter trolling. It is being shredded intellectually, without 
any kind of rational reply, by AIAS / UPITEC. This shows that billions are being wasted on 
pseudoscience. They are desperately needed for new energy research.

cc Prime Minister’s Office
Gower MP and Opposition

Sent: 07/04/2016 06:55:55 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Front Page News

Dear Friends,

The Chen Affair at the University of Adelaide is on the front page of Adelaide’s largest 
newspaper (see down the right side of the webpage):

http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/

Kind regards,
Steve

on Call for Arrest of Chen for Common Assault

Seeking a Court     Injunction
April 7, 2016 

They would have no legal force on an unadopted road, the only way to stop the trespassers is to put 
down heavy stones, barriers and bollards along the side of the road. At present people dump cars on 
Newlands Estate land. I advise all frontagers to do the same. I think that barriers should be put down on
Rhyddwen Road as well as double yellow lines. Swansea County Council is as inert as helium and has 
been for fify years. In consequence people do what they like, park where they like, block roads and so 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/07/seeking-a-court-injunction-2/
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/
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on. These chaotic traffic conditions exist all over Swansea City and County. This is a historic house so 
it should be heavily protected against lawbreakers.

In a message dated 06/04/2016 18:35:07 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Myron,
if you own a private road, and presumably, as its landlord, being fully responsible for its 
upkeep and maintenance, wouldn’t it be best to arrange for the painting of your own yellow
lines on your property?
All the best,
Simon.

On 6 Apr 2016 13:39, <EMyrone> wrote:

To Mawr Community Council

I am making initial enquiries about seeking a Court Injunction to stop cars 
trespassing on my road as frontager. I own Mountain Road opposite 50 
Rhyddwen Road, both as frontager, and in part, by inheritance. I must allow 
passage by cars, but that is all. I will not allow trespass by cars. Cars are not 
allowed to park on this unadopted road without permission of the frontagers. 
The County Council has no right to direct that cars park on this road. I am also 
looking in to a no contact injunction against the owners of S29 NRC and N55 
PNC, who have trespassed and parked illegally too close to a junction for years.
It may be that this injunction will prohibit them from parking too close to the 
junction. There have been several police warnings but they have all been 
ignored. The police have become very angry at the fact that cars return after 
being warned. That is why the police wants to talk with the Community 
Council. The police want double yellow lines, and have been pressing for them 
for many years. I will also make a strong formal complaint to the Local 
Authority Ombudsman about the inability of Swansea County Council to 
govern chaotic traffic violations. I have the right to enclose my land to protect 
myself against this trespass. Neither the police nor the County Council will deal
with it. Any car parked on any part of Mountain Road is trespassing, causing an
obstruction, and being a public nuisance, unless it is allowed to be there by 
consent of the frontagers. All these people could easily park somewhere else. 
Trespassers are not allowed to park on my part of Mountain Road. They are not 
allowed by law to park within 33 feet of a junction or opposite a junction, but 
they have been doing so for years. Double yellow lines are needed throughout 
the whole of Mawr, and pavement parking prohibited. Cars can easily be taken 
off the roads. I myself have always done so.

Myron Evans,
Armiger

on Seeking a Court Injunction



The 1,133 UFT Items and     Essays
April 7, 2016 

There are currently 343 UFT items, about 200 or more Spanish translations of these items, and about 
590 essays, 118 in pdf in English and Spanish (translated by Alex Hill), and about 354 broadcasts by 
Robert Cheshire, Alex Hill (in Spanish) and myself. This makes about 1,133 items in all. All of them 
are being read or heard around the world in up to 182 countries. These have all been produced since 
2003. From 1971 to 2003 my output is recorded on the Omnia Opera of www.aias.us, all hyperlinked to
the originals. So I am approaching two thousand publications and broadcasts, a world record by a long 
way. In addition there are over twenty three thousand postings in my diary (the blog of www.aias.us) 
since 2006. This is all archived in real time since 2002 on the Wayback Machine in San Francisco 
(www.archive.org), and from the National Library of Wales at the British Library 
(www.webarchive.org.uk). AIAS Fellow Michael Jackson of Texas is in charge of loading my own 
essay broadcasts on youtube, very valuable work, and also backs up the diary. Dave Burleigh of 
Annexa Inc., Arizona, has done a tremendous amount of voluntary posting work. In second place 
(attached) is Harold Scheraga of Cornell, and in third place John Thomas, my former boss at the 
Edward Davies Chemical Laboratories in Aberystwyth, which holds first and third places for the most 
productive physicists and chemists in history. The NLW has kindly taken all my books. Since 2002 my 
work has been read an accurately estimated five hundred to a thousand million times in up to 182 
countries. I have started to broadcast poetry readings in Welsh and English. An all out effort should be 
made to protect the Welsh language by those who care for civilization.

LIST_OF_THE_MOST_PROLIFIC_CHEMISTS_AND_PHYSICISTS.pdf

on The 1,133 UFT Items and Essays

Daily Report 5/4/16
April 7, 2016 

The equivalent of 225,264 printed pages was downloaded during the day (821.312 megabytes) from 
505 distinct visits each averaging 4.3 memory pages and 21 minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 82.45
for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 285, Top ten items 
272, Collected Evans / Morris 165, Collected scientometrics 148; F3(Sp) 74, Eckardt / Lindstrom 
papers 65, Autobiography volumes one and two 41, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 37, Proofs that no 
torsion means no gravitation 28, UFT88 28, Principles of ECE 19, Engineering Model 17, Self 
charging inverter 13, Evans Equations 12, CEFE 9, UFT311 12, UFT321 9, Llais 7, Three world 
records by MWE 3, List of most prolific authors 2, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 2, UFT313 9, UFT314 12, 
UFT315 9, UFT316 9, UFT317 10, UFT318 12, UFT319 9, UFT320 11, UFT322 11, UFT323 6, 
UFT324 11, UFT325 11, UFT326 10, UFT327 9, UFT328 11, UFT329 9, UFT330 9, UFT331 9, 
UFT332 8, UFT333 9, UFT334 8, UFT335 7, UFT336 10, UFT337 9, UFT338 9, UFT339 11, UFT340
10, UFT341 11, UFT342 11, UFT343 5 to date in April 2016. University of Adelaide Essay 89; 
University of Toronto UFT43, European Centre for Nuclear Research (CERN) My page; Technological
University of Chile Professional Institute (INACAP) resonance circuit; University of Wisconsin 
Madison UFT18; United States Fermi National Laboratory CV, Photographs, Cumbric Language; 
University of Messina CV; San Francisco Internet Archives (Wayback Machine) spidering; University 
of Edinburgh UFT152, 154, 155, 157, 167, 160,168, 169, ECE Article; University of Sussex UFT2. 
Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for April 2016.
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on Daily Report 5/4/16

Seeking a Court     Injunction
April 6, 2016 

To Mawr Community Council

I am making initial enquiries about seeking a Court Injunction to stop cars trespassing on my road as 
frontager. I own Mountain Road opposite 50 Rhyddwen Road, both as frontager, and in part, by 
inheritance. I must allow passage by cars, but that is all. I will not allow trespass by cars. Cars are not 
allowed to park on this unadopted road without permission of the frontagers. The County Council has 
no right to direct that cars park on this road. I am also looking in to a no contact injunction against the 
owners of S29 NRC and N55 PNC, who have trespassed and parked illegally too close to a junction for
years. It may be that this injunction will prohibit them from parking too close to the junction. There 
have been several police warnings but they have all been ignored. The police have become very angry 
at the fact that cars return after being warned. That is why the police wants to talk with the Community 
Council. The police want double yellow lines, and have been pressing for them for many years. I will 
also make a strong formal complaint to the Local Authority Ombudsman about the inability of Swansea
County Council to govern chaotic traffic violations. I have the right to enclose my land to protect 
myself against this trespass. Neither the police nor the County Council will deal with it. Any car parked
on any part of Mountain Road is trespassing, causing an obstruction, and being a public nuisance, 
unless it is allowed to be there by consent of the frontagers. All these people could easily park 
somewhere else. Trespassers are not allowed to park on my part of Mountain Road. They are not 
allowed by law to park within 33 feet of a junction or opposite a junction, but they have been doing so 
for years. Double yellow lines are needed throughout the whole of Mawr, and pavement parking 
prohibited. Cars can easily be taken off the roads. I myself have always done so.

Myron Evans,
Armiger

on Seeking a Court Injunction

Lense Thirring Precession and the Gravitomagnetic     Field
April 6, 2016 

Many thanks!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 06/04/2016 12:30:07 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Plans for UFT344: Lense Thirring Precession and the Gravitomagnetic Field

Excellent developments again and more definitive proof of the validity, and great 
significance, of ECE theory – the first unified theory of physics.

Sent from my Samsung device

on Lense Thirring Precession and the Gravitomagnetic Field
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Plans for Section 3 of     UFT343
April 6, 2016 

Many thanks, I think that this was Eq. (138) of UFT238. Any optimal method would do fine.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 06/04/2016 12:07:50 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: UFT343 Sections 1 and 2 and Notes

Concerning solving the simultaneous equations (11,12): there is an analytical solution for 
the integral in (12) but the result seems to be wrong since it does not fit to the known 
orbital motion. The equation is certainly right, it is the same as in Marion-Thornton. I 
remember that we investigated the time function of elliptic orbits r(t) in an earlier paper. Do
you remember which one?
Alternatively I could do a numerical solution.

Horst

is not independent but is constrained by (11)

Am 03.04.2016 um 11:37 schrieb EMyrone:

This is on the precisely accurate description of the Thomas and de Sitter 
precessions with the Evans Eckardt Theorem. 

on Plans for Section 3 of UFT343

Confirmations of ECE2
April 6, 2016 

Fully agreed! It would be interesting to draw up a list of confirmations in the Engineering Model.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 06/04/2016 10:58:43 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Plans for UFT344: Lense Thirring Precession and the Gravitomagnetic Field

The paper of Arbab is interesting, so we can say that there is another number of 
experimental confirmations of ECE theory, namely the experimental values of precession of
planets and binary pulsars given in tables 1 and 2 of the paper.

Horst

Am 06.04.2016 um 11:43 schrieb EMyrone:

The Lense Thirring precession, or frame dragging, is explained directly by the 
ECE2 gravitomagnetic field equations. The Lense Thirring precession is half 
the gravitomagnetic field of ECE2, thus proving the ECE2 equations 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/06/confirmations-of-ece2/
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immediately. The gravitomagnetic field of a rotating body produces an effect on
a gyroscope called “frame dragging”. This is exactly analogous to a magnetic 
field producing a change of orientation of a compass needle. The gyroscope is a
circle of mass in a loop and is exctly analogous to a magnetic dipole moment 
(electric current in a loop). A literature search using google keywords 
“Gravitomagnetic field and precession” produces the following paper on the 
first page of the Google results:

A. I. Arbab, “Gravitomagnetism: A Novel Explanation of the Precession of 
Planets and Binary Pulsars” Astrophys. Space Sci., 330, 61 – 68 (2010).

This paper gives gravitational field equations with precisely identical structure 
to those in UFT318, but the latter contain more, inherent, information. It is 
shown in the Arbab paper that the precession of planets can be described by the 
gravitomagnetic field. In pulsar PSR J1748-2446ad the gravitomagnetic field is 
easily observable, thus proving ECE2 precisely. The earth’s gravitomagnetic 
field is fifteen orders of magnitude weaker, and Gravity Probe B was designed 
to measure it. The gravitational field equations used by Arbab are derived in a 
well defined approximation to the incorrect (torsionless) Einstein field 
equation, but the ECE2 field equations are correctly derived from geometry 
with torsion and curvature. So Arbab uses the well known Einstein Maxwell 
equations, which are not, however, Lorentz covariant, they are derived by 
linearizing the incorrect Einstein field equation. The ECE2 gravitational field 
equations are precisely correct, based on correct geometry, and are Lorentz 
covariant. Therefore they are the precise analogies of the Maxwell Heaviside 
field equations in ECE2 unified field theory. Therefore we have found clear 
experimental proof for the basic philosophy of ECE and ECE2, the philosophy 
of unification that leads to gravitational and electromagnetic field equations of 
the same structure, based on Cartan geometry. It follows that any relevant 
precession can be described by the ECE2 gravitomagnetic field, including the 
precession of the perihelion and the precession of the Foucault pendulum due to
the earth’s rotation. This has also been observed experimentally, giving further 
proof of ECE2 theory. The results derived by Arbab were in fact first derived in 
UFT117, on the Earth’s gravitomagnetic field, and UFT119, on equinoctial 
precession. Their dates of publication can be looked up on the Wayback 
Machine, about 2009. So I will develop UFT344 in this way.

on Confirmations of ECE2

Plans for UFT344: Lense Thirring Precession and the 
Gravitomagnetic     Field
April 6, 2016 

The Lense Thirring precession, or frame dragging, is explained directly by the ECE2 gravitomagnetic 
field equations. The Lense Thirring precession is half the gravitomagnetic field of ECE2, thus proving 
the ECE2 equations immediately. The gravitomagnetic field of a rotating body produces an effect on a 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/06/plans-for-uft344-lense-thirring-precession-and-the-gravitomagnetic-field/
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gyroscope called “frame dragging”. This is exactly analogous to a magnetic field producing a change of
orientation of a compass needle. The gyroscope is a circle of mass in a loop and is exactly analogous to 
a magnetic dipole moment (electric current in a loop). A literature search using google keywords 
“Gravitomagnetic field and precession” produces the following paper on the first page of the Google 
results:

A. I. Arbab, “Gravitomagnetism: A Novel Explanation of the Precession of Planets and Binary Pulsars” 
Astrophys. Space Sci., 330, 61 – 68 (2010).

This paper gives gravitational field equations with precisely identical structure to those in UFT318, but 
the latter contain more, inherent, information. It is shown in the Arbab paper that the precession of 
planets can be described by the gravitomagnetic field. In pulsar PSR J1748-2446ad the gravitomagnetic
field is easily observable, thus proving ECE2 precisely. The earth’s gravitomagnetic field is fifteen 
orders of magnitude weaker, and Gravity Probe B was designed to measure it. The gravitational field 
equations used by Arbab are derived in a well defined approximation to the incorrect (torsionless) 
Einstein field equation, but the ECE2 field equations are correctly derived from geometry with torsion 
and curvature. So Arbab uses the well known Einstein Maxwell equations, which are not, however, 
Lorentz covariant, they are derived by linearizing the incorrect Einstein field equation. The ECE2 
gravitational field equations are precisely correct, based on correct geometry, and are Lorentz 
covariant. Therefore they are the precise analogies of the Maxwell Heaviside field equations in ECE2 
unified field theory. Therefore we have found clear experimental proof for the basic philosophy of ECE
and ECE2, the philosophy of unification that leads to gravitational and electromagnetic field equations 
of the same structure, based on Cartan geometry. It follows that any relevant precession can be 
described by the ECE2 gravitomagnetic field, including the precession of the perihelion and the 
precession of the Foucault pendulum due to the earth’s rotation. This has also been observed 
experimentally, giving further proof of ECE2 theory. The results derived by Arbab were in fact first 
derived in UFT117, on the Earth’s gravitomagnetic field, and UFT119, on equinoctial precession. Their
dates of publication can be looked up on the Wayback Machine, about 2009. So I will develop UFT344
in this way.

on Plans for UFT344: Lense Thirring Precession and the Gravitomagnetic Field

typo: RAMSAY MEMORIAL CENTENARY DINNER – 
Thursday 30 June     2016
April 6, 2016 

P. S. I became AIAS Director in 1998, not 1978.

In a message dated 05/04/2016 13:21:37 GMT Daylight Time, g.hawes@ucl.ac.uk writes:

TO: CURRENT AND FORMER BRITISH AND OVERSEAS RAMSAY 
MEMORIAL FELLOWS

Dear Ramsay Fellow

Please see the attached invitation to this year’s Ramsay Memorial Dinner, which will take 
place at the Royal Society in London on the evening of Thursday 30 June 2016.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/06/typo-ramsay-memorial-centenary-dinner-thursday-30-june-2016/
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You are invited to RSVP, please, by 27 May 2016 – either by replying to this email (see 
RSVP information at the foot of this email), or by returning the RSVP slip that is included 
with the attached letter.

We’re always delighted to receive the latest news from all of our former Ramsay Fellows – 
so please do feel free to include a few lines with your response to update us on your latest 
achievements. We’d be very pleased to feature some of these on the Ramsay Trust 
webpages.

With very best wishes

GARY HAWES
Executive Secretary
Ramsay Memorial Fellowships Trust
Academic Services

Student and Registry Services
UCL

9th Floor, 1-19 Torrington Place

London WC1E 7HB

Tel: +44(0)20 3108 8215

Int ext: 58215

E-mail: g.hawes

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/ramsay-trust/

**Please note that I currently work from home on Mondays and am not available on the 
above telephone number, only by email**

RSVP

I shall/shall not (delete as appropriate) be attending the 85th Ramsay Memorial Centenary 
Dinner at The Royal Society, 6-9 Carlton House Terrace, London SW1Y 5AG, on the 
evening of Thursday 30 June 2016.

Title and name:

Current appointment:

Address:

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/ramsay-trust/


E-mail:

I shall be bringing (if applicable):

Special dietary requirements (You and/or Partner/Guest):

RAMSAY MEMORIAL CENTENARY DINNER – Thursday 30 
June     2016
April 6, 2016 

Dear Dr. Hawes,
Many thanks for this kind invitation. I would much like to attend the dinner, but following a severe 
illness from 1998 to 2003 I am not allowed to travel far on medical advice. However, AIAS Fellow 
Kerry Pendergast has indicated that he could attend on my behalf. He is a Hauksbee Medallist of the 
Royal Society. I hope that he can be allowed to attend.

Updating List of Achievements
My biographical details are found on www.aias.us , notably the blue box above my coat of arms on the 
home page. The blue box contains an autobiography in two volumes. I am currently the President of the
Alpha Institute for Advanced Studies (AIAS), our work has been read an estimated five hundred 
million times or more since 2002. I became a “triple world record holder” in science: the youngest D. 
Sc. under modern rules, most prolific chemist / physicist in history, and winner of the largest number of
prestigious open competition fellowships. The British Ramsay Memorial Fellowship from 1976 to 
1978 was one of these. In 1986 I became full professor at IBM, Kingston, New York State, then moved 
to Cornell Theory Center in Ithaca, New York State. I was full professor at University of North 
Carolina Charlotte then became Director of AIAS in 1998. This is probably the most prestigious small 
institute in the world, in the sense that it is making an unprecedented impact. I was naturalized a U. S. 
citizen in 2000. My Omnia Opera and other publications are all on www.aias.us, and my work was 
recognized by an appointment, directly by Queen Elizabeth II, as a Civil List Pensioner in 2005 as a 
token of her gratitude for distinguished service to science. Predecessors on the Civil List include 
Newton (a form of sinecure at the Mint), Herschel, Ivory, Dalton, Faraday, Joule, Brown, Fairfax 
Somerville, Hamilton and Heaviside. I was raised to the Gentry in 2008 for voluntary services to 
science and the community. My coat of arms is on the home page of www.aias.us. I am a Tudor by 
descent and so the main element is the golden lion rampant of the Tudor House – Dunefwr or Dynevor. 
The attached list of achievements summarizes the work of my colleagues and myself. The work has 
been nominated several times for the Wolf Prize and other big prizes. I am told that it has been 
nominated several times for a Nobel Prize. I was awarded the D.Sc. degree in early 1978, while I was 
Ramsay Memorial Fellow, and I am in about thirty or more editions of Marquis Who’s Who. One of the
most important aspects of the work is Einstein Cartan Evans (ECE) unified field theory, which proves 
that energy is available from spacetime. A circuit able to trap energy from spacetime has been designed 
by AIAS Fellow Osamu Ide, and is described in UFT311 on www.aias.us. It was proven by Horst 
Eckardt et alii in that paper (UFT311) that ECE theory describes this circuit exactly.

Many thanks again and Cordially Yours,

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/06/ramsay-memorial-centenary-dinner-thursday-30-june-2016-2/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/06/ramsay-memorial-centenary-dinner-thursday-30-june-2016-2/


Myron Evans

In a message dated 05/04/2016 13:21:37 GMT Daylight Time, g.hawes@ucl.ac.uk writes:

TO: CURRENT AND FORMER BRITISH AND OVERSEAS RAMSAY 
MEMORIAL FELLOWS

Dear Ramsay Fellow

Please see the attached invitation to this year’s Ramsay Memorial Dinner, which will take 
place at the Royal Society in London on the evening of Thursday 30 June 2016.

You are invited to RSVP, please, by 27 May 2016 – either by replying to this email (see 
RSVP information at the foot of this email), or by returning the RSVP slip that is included 
with the attached letter.

We’re always delighted to receive the latest news from all of our former Ramsay Fellows – 
so please do feel free to include a few lines with your response to update us on your latest 
achievements. We’d be very pleased to feature some of these on the Ramsay Trust 
webpages.

With very best wishes

GARY HAWES
Executive Secretary
Ramsay Memorial Fellowships Trust
Academic Services

Student and Registry Services
UCL

9th Floor, 1-19 Torrington Place

London WC1E 7HB

Tel: +44(0)20 3108 8215

Int ext: 58215

E-mail: g.hawes

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/ramsay-trust/

**Please note that I currently work from home on Mondays and am not available on the 
above telephone number, only by email**

RSVP

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/ramsay-trust/


I shall/shall not (delete as appropriate) be attending the 85th Ramsay Memorial Centenary 
Dinner at The Royal Society, 6-9 Carlton House Terrace, London SW1Y 5AG, on the 
evening of Thursday 30 June 2016.

Title and name:

Current appointment:

Address:

E-mail:

I shall be bringing (if applicable):

Special dietary requirements (You and/or Partner/Guest):

LIST OF AWARDS TO THE SEVENTIES.pdf

LIST_OF_MAIN_ACHIEVEMENTS_FOR_BIG_PRIZE_NOMINATORS.pdf

LIST_OF_THE_MOST_PROLIFIC_CHEMISTS_AND_PHYSICISTS.pdf

on RAMSAY MEMORIAL CENTENARY DINNER – Thursday 30 June 2016

Ramsay Memorial Trust Centenary Dinner at the Royal     Society
April 6, 2016 

I will reply to them now and request that Kerry be allowed to attend on my behalf. It is a pity we 
missed each other at the NLW. I went up too early. Anyway all are welcome here or Craig y Nos Castle 
Hotel any time.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 05/04/2016 18:00:03 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Kerry Pendergast at the Centenary Dinner

Excellent news and hope Kerry can go and enjoys it. A good advert for AIAS.

Sent from my Samsung device

on Ramsay Memorial Trust Centenary Dinner at the Royal Society

All Essay Recordings Posted on     wwww.aias.us
April 6, 2016 

Great thanks to CEO of Annexa Inc., Dave Burleigh of Arizona!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 06/04/2016 05:36:54 GMT Daylight Time

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/06/all-essay-recordings-posted-on-wwww-aias-us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/06/ramsay-memorial-trust-centenary-dinner-at-the-royal-society/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/04/list_of_the_most_prolific_chemists_and_physicists.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/04/list_of_main_achievements_for_big_prize_nominators.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/04/list-of-awards-to-the-seventies.pdf


Subj: Re: Essay 41

Essays posted today

Dave

On 4/5/2016 4:08 AM, EMyrone wrote:

on All Essay Recordings Posted on wwww.aias.us

Daily Report 4/4/16
April 6, 2016 

The equivalent of 267,453 printed pages was downloaded during the day (975.132 megabytes) from 
2723 memory files downloaded and 544 distinct visits each averaging 4.1 memory pages and 20 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 98.22, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 246, Top ten items 237, Collected Evans / Morris 132, Collected scientometrics
122,  F3(Sp) 69,Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 51, Autbiography volumes one and two 43, Barddoniaeth / 
Collected poetry 29, Collected proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 20, UFT88 20, Principles of 
ECE 18, Engineering Model 13, CEFE 9, Self charging inverter 8, Evans Equations 7, Llais 7, UFT321
6, UFT311 5, Three world records by MWE 3, List of prolific authors 2, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 2, 
UFT313 9, UFT314 10, UFT315 9, UFT316 8, UFT317 9, UFT318 12, UFT319 9, UFT320 11, 
UFT322 9, UFT323 4, UFT324 8, UFT325 9, UFT326 8, UFT327 8, UFT328 9, UFT329 9, UFT330 7,
UFT331 8, UFT332 6, UFT333 9, UFT334 6, UFT335 7, UFT336 10, UFT337 8, UFT338 7, UFT339 
10, UFT340 10, UFT341 10, UFT342 11, UFT343 3 to date in April 2016. Swiss Federal Institute 
Lausanne Levitron; Oriente University Cuba F3(Sp); Physics University of Ioannina Greece UFT42; 
Interdisciplinary Institute for Health Sciences, Mexican National Polytechnic Institute F3(Sp); Textile 
Engineering, Mexican National Polytechnic Institute F13(Sp); Edu system Pakistan Essay 15; North-
West University South Africa UFT239. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for April
2016.

on Daily Report 4/4/16

Ramsay Memorial Dinner
April 5, 2016 

I will update the list of achievements certainly, as you know there is a file already prepared for this. I 
returned from Oxford in the Spring of 1976, when I was JRF of Wolfson College, and as you remember
the new interferometer was delivered as in Auto Two. Then the group really took off.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 05/04/2016 14:36:57 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: RAMSAY MEMORIAL CENTENARY DINNER – Thursday 30 June 2016

I have never visited the Royal Society but can’t make it Myron. I would certainly suggest 
that you update your list of achievements to place on their website.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/05/ramsay-memorial-dinner/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/06/daily-report-4416/


Perhaps Kerry would be interested if available?

Thanks for the offer, very much appreciated.

Sent from my Samsung device

on Ramsay Memorial Dinner

RAMSAY MEMORIAL CENTENARY DINNER – Thursday 30 
June     2016
April 5, 2016 

This is an invitation to the Royal Society for the Ramsay Memorial Centenary Dinner. I was appointed 
Ramsay Fellow in 1976 at the Edward Davies Chemical Laboratories, Aberystwyth. I am not able to 
travel a lot due to work load, the last time I travelled to London was in 2010, when my wife and I were 
invited to attend a Buckingham Palace Garden Party. If any one here would like to substitute please let 
me know. Dr Gareth John Evans is the best one, because he remembers the appointment in 1976. Prof. 
Mansel Davies told me I won it by four furlongs in a mile. I think that they would allow anyone to 
substitute. If Gareth can’t make it any AIAS member could substitute, I should think.

Sent: 05/04/2016 13:21:37 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: RAMSAY MEMORIAL CENTENARY DINNER – Thursday 30 June 2016

TO: CURRENT AND FORMER BRITISH AND OVERSEAS RAMSAY 
MEMORIAL FELLOWS

Dear Ramsay Fellow

Please see the attached invitation to this year’s Ramsay Memorial Dinner, which will take 
place at the Royal Society in London on the evening of Thursday 30 June 2016.

You are invited to RSVP, please, by 27 May 2016 – either by replying to this email (see 
RSVP information at the foot of this email), or by returning the RSVP slip that is included 
with the attached letter.

We’re always delighted to receive the latest news from all of our former Ramsay Fellows – 
so please do feel free to include a few lines with your response to update us on your latest 
achievements. We’d be very pleased to feature some of these on the Ramsay Trust 
webpages.

With very best wishes

GARY HAWES
Executive Secretary
Ramsay Memorial Fellowships Trust
Academic Services

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/05/ramsay-memorial-centenary-dinner-thursday-30-june-2016/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/05/ramsay-memorial-centenary-dinner-thursday-30-june-2016/


Student and Registry Services
UCL

9th Floor, 1-19 Torrington Place

London WC1E 7HB

Tel: +44(0)20 3108 8215

Int ext: 58215

E-mail: g.hawes

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/ramsay-trust/

**Please note that I currently work from home on Mondays and am not available on the 
above telephone number, only by email**

RSVP

I shall/shall not (delete as appropriate) be attending the 85th Ramsay Memorial Centenary 
Dinner at The Royal Society, 6-9 Carlton House Terrace, London SW1Y 5AG, on the 
evening of Thursday 30 June 2016.

Title and name:

Current appointment:

Address:

E-mail:

I shall be bringing (if applicable):

Special dietary requirements (You and/or Partner/Guest):

sayDinner,invitationletter-currentandformerRamsayFellows.pdf

on RAMSAY MEMORIAL CENTENARY DINNER – Thursday 30 June 2016

FOR POSTING : Poetry Reading Three : Sonnet Against 
Wind     Turbines
April 5, 2016 

This is one of my recent sonnets, a variation on famous lines from John Milton, “Paradise Lost”, Book 
Eleven, “… for now I see/ Peace to corrupt no less than war to waste.” John Milton was what we would

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/05/for-posting-poetry-reading-three-sonnet-against-wind-turbines/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/05/for-posting-poetry-reading-three-sonnet-against-wind-turbines/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/04/saydinnerinvitationletter-currentandformerramsayfellows.pdf
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/ramsay-trust/


now call Foreign Minister of the Republic of 1649. Later he wrote “Paradise Regained” in the same 
manner as the final rhyming couplet of Shakespeare’s Sonnet 60. They both knew that their works 
would survive them down the centuries. I hope that wind turbines will not survive more than a few 
years as new sources of energy come online. I would like to ask Dave Burleigh and Michael Jackson to 
post today’s poetry readings. I will gradually build up many readings in both languages.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING : Poetry Reading Three : Sonnet Against Wind Turbines

Poetry Reading 2
April 5, 2016 

“Yr Adfail”, Dafydd ap Gwilym, (Prof. Sir Thomas Parry, “Gwaith Dafydd ap Gwilym”)

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on Poetry Reading 2

Poetry Reading 1 : R. S.     Thomas
April 5, 2016 

This is “I was Vicar of Large Things” by R. S. Thomas, Nobel Prize nominee in literature. There is a 
recording of this on youtube but it is almost drowned out by wind and crashing noises.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on Poetry Reading 1 : R. S. Thomas

Calls for Dismissal
April 5, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/05/calls-for-dismissal/
javascript:void(0);
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/05/poetry-reading-1-r-s-thomas/
javascript:void(0);
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/05/poetry-reading-2/
javascript:void(0);


This is an Australian internal affair, but the behaviour is so outrageous that it grossly offends 
internationally. It is a felony, a verbal common assault. An assault does not have to be accompanied by 
battery to be a felony in the law of England and Wales, and most common laws. Instant dismissal is in 
order. Otherwise the University of Adelaide is brought into deep disrepute. The easiest way to deal with
this abusive arrogance is to turn off the gravy tap. Stephen Crothers is one of the ablest scholars known 
to me.

Apology

Associate Professor Gary Glonek,
Head of School,
School of Mathematical Sciences,
The University of Adelaide,

Dear Sir,

I’m confident that neither you nor the Vice-Chancellor would have written to me if not for 
my response to Dr. Chen’s ‘apology’, as I am sufficiently experienced with academic 
scientists and university bureaucracy to understand their modus operandi.

I am fully aware that it is not within your authority to direct your academics to respond to 
the scientific content of any particular scientific paper and at no time did I say or imply that
you are, or that any other university official is. Notwithstanding, your email clearly reveals 
that neither you nor Dr. Chen, or anybody else at the School of Mathematical Sciences of 
the University of Adelaide, will address the mathematical facts I have presented to all of 
you, instead choosing to ignore the facts and be silent. This is now typical of the haughty 
unaccountability that Academia has constructed for itself, compounded by its squandering 
of vast sums of public money on demonstrably false ‘scientific projects’, also without any 
accountability to the taxpayers who fund it. It is a fact of the rules of pure mathematics that 
the mathematical theories replied upon by the LIGO-Virgo Collaborations and their 
Australian counterparts violate the rules of pure mathematics and so they are utterly false. 
LIGO-Virgo did not therefore detect Einstein gravitational waves or black holes. The 
LIGO-Virgo report is patently false, possibly even fraudulent. Academics at the University 
of Adelaide solve this problem by closing their eyes and ears to the truth and ignoring 
criticism. It’s disgraceful.

This matter of Dr. Chen has already gone far beyond your office. Today I received the 
following email from an Australian high-school science teacher:

“This is outrageous for a so called academic to reply in this manner. He should be 
immediately dismissed from his position at the University of Adelaide. It highlights the 
arrogance of these people. If I replied to a parent in this way I know that I would be 
immediately dismissed from my school. This is abuse which is not acceptable. I hope 
Professor Bebbington takes appropriate action against Mr Michael Chen. If he was a top 
sportsman this would be front page news.”

You have provided yet another example of Academia thumbing its nose at criticism and 



doing as it pleases. Rules apply to society at large but academics hold them selves above 
those rules. Dr. Chen should be summarily fired as he would have been had he been in 
industry or commerce.

I will consider my further action on the science and Dr. Chen’s misconduct.

Yours faithfully,

Stephen J. Crothers

On Tuesday, 5 April 2016, 7:30, Garique Glonek <gary.glonek@adelaide.edu.au> wrote:

Dear Stephen

Thank you for your email. My name is Gary Glonek and I am the Head of the School of 
Mathematical Sciences at the University of Adelaide. I am writing on behalf of the School 
of Mathematical Sciences to apologise for the conduct of Michael Chen in his recent 
interaction with you. It is my responsibility as Head of School to address this issue but I 
thought it important to discuss the matter with Michael and allow him to apologise to you 
before contacting you.

As a general principle, academics should be free to participate in academic debate and 
critique published work as they see fit and is not my role to direct this activity one way or 
the other. The views expressed in Michael’s emails of 1st April are not those of the School 
and were clearly presented in an unprofessional manner that is unacceptable and contrary to
the code of conduct at the University of Adelaide. I have counselled Michael about his 
behaviour and can assure you that he is deeply remorseful.

I very much regret that such an email was sent by a member of my School and hope that 
you will accept my sincere apology.

Kind regards

Gary Glonek 

Essays Recorded
April 5, 2016 

Essentially all 118 essays have now been recorded in my own voice and sent to Dave Burleigh and 
Michael Jackson, and nearly all have already been posted by Dave Burleigh. Thanks to Steve Dewitt 
for helping me set up the apparatus. There are also recordings available by Robert Cheshire and by 
Alex Hill in Spanish, over three hundred recordings in all. The recordings made me realize that I need 
to write and record a few more essays on the major advances made by ECE2. The chronological 
ordering and dates of the essays can be found from the Wayback Machine, (www.archive.org) which 

http://www.archive.org/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/05/essays-recorded/


archives www.aias.us since 2002. Just look up the publications section at any given date to find how 
many essays were available at the time. To do this type www.aias.us into the Wayback Machine. I make
no pretence whatsoever to Oscar winning performances, I just read out the essays for the sake of 
historical archiving, in seminar style. The glitches can be edited out if necessary. In the poetry readings 
there will be more emphasis on narrative style. Great thanks to Dave Burleigh and Michael Jackson!

on Essays Recorded

Welsh Language Reading     2
April 5, 2016 

Greatly appreciated. I will eventually go through the classic by Prof. Sir Thomas Parry, collecting the 
work of Dafydd ap Gwilym – meticulous scholarship of many years..

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 05/04/2016 04:02:48 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING : Welsh Language Reading 2

Posted in the poetry section of your page

Dave

On 4/2/2016 6:52 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This is “Englynion yr Offeren” (Dafydd ap Gwilym, Syr Tomos Parry, “Gwaith 
Dafydd ap Gwilym”). The Latin mass of the fourteenth century is answered line
by line by a masterly englyn in mediaeval Welsh. With some effort it is 
understandable by modern Welsh native speakers with the help of scholarship. 
Dafydd was born near Llanbadarn Fawr, Aberystwyth, in about 1320, and died 
about 1380. I was taught to pronounce Latin the North European style, thought 
to be the way in which Latin was originally pronounced.

on Welsh Language Reading 2

Latest Essays Posted and also UFT343 Sections 1 and     2
April 5, 2016 

Many thanks again.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 05/04/2016 03:44:56 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: UFT343 Sections 1 and 2 and Notes

Posted today with essays

Dave

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/05/latest-essays-posted-and-also-uft343-sections-1-and-2/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/05/welsh-language-reading-2/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/


On 4/3/2016 2:37 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This is on the precisely accurate description of the Thomas and de Sitter 
precessions with the Evans Eckardt Theorem. 

on Latest Essays Posted and also UFT343 Sections 1 and 2

Daily Report Sunday     3/4/16
April 5, 2016 

The equivalent of 266,728 printed pages was downloaded during the day (972.494 megabytes) from 
3299 memory files downloaded (hits) and 489 distinct visits each averaging 5.3 printed pages and 24 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 80.85 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten items 166, Collected ECE2 163, Collected Evans / Morris 99, Eckardt / Lindstrom 
papers 45, F3(Sp) 38, Autobiography volumes one and two 34, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 26, 
proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 18, Principles of ECE 16, Engineering Model 8, Llais 7, 
CEFE 7, UFT311 7, Self charging inverter 6, Evans Equations 4, UFT321 3, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 
1, UFT313 7, UFT314 7, UFT315 4, UFT316 5, UFT317 6. UFT318 9, UFT319 6, UFT320 8, UFT322
7, UFT323 3, UFT324 7, UFT325 3, UFT326 6, UFT327 7, UFT328 8, UFT329 6, UFT330 1, UFT331
5, UFT332 5, UFT333 5, UFT334 2, UFT335 4, UFT336 8, UFT337 5, UFT338 4, UFT339 5, UFT340
10, UFT341 9, UFT342 10 to date in April 2016. Swiss Federal Institute (EPF) Lausanne Levitron; 
North Carolina School of Science and Mathematics UFT257; Tun Hussein Onn University Malaysia 
LCR Resonant; University of Edinburgh UFT150, 150B, 139, 157, 166, galaxies, Educational Note 1. 
Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for April 2016.

on Daily Report Sunday 3/4/16

Demand for Apology     Seconded
April 4, 2016 

Agreed with Co President Gareth Evans. As Co President I demand a police investigation and dismissal
for aggravated misconduct. What kind of example does this set for staff and students? If Australian law 
is similar to the common law here it is up to the police to decide whether or not to prosecute. In this 
case the evidence is written down, de facto.

cc Prime Minister’s Office.

Apology Demanded by Stephen Crothers

Seconded. The correspondence from Michael Chen is a disgrace and a sad reflection on the 
state of modern day physics. Any University deserves better than this from the staff it 
employs. It is the role of scientists to be objective – to evaluate and discuss. Gutter abuse 
should have no place in modern science. It hurts and harms the individuals it is directed at 
and reflects badly on Institutes that employ the individuals who hurl unnecessary abuse. 
There was a time when scince was undertaken by gentlemen – often as a hobby and on a 
part time basis. The aim was to get closer to the truth and learn a little bit more about 
nature. A lot of modern day physics is confused and wrong. Many good scientists can see 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/04/demand-for-apology-seconded/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/05/daily-report-sunday-3416/


this. Defending bad science, at whatever cost and in whatever way, hinders progress and 
must stop for the good of mankind. We live in an uncertain and increasingly dangerous 
world and scientists must work together again in ways that benefit society – and not only 
themselves and their false philosophies.

Sent from my Samsung device

on Demand for Apology Seconded

Universe of Myron Evans movie, edited and uploaded 
to     Youtube
April 4, 2016 

Many thanks to Michael Jackson, not bad for a couple of coal miners, Kerry and myself.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 04/04/2016 14:53:08 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Universe of Myron Evans movie, edited and uploaded to Youtube

Dear Myron,

The film has been viewed more than two hundred times in less than two weeks.

Best Wishes

Kerry

—-Original message—-
From : EMyrone@aol.com
Date : 24/03/2016 – 07:55 (GMTDT)
To : bo.lehnert@alfvenlab.kth.se, avanderm@du.edu, 
dblake@no10.x.gsi.gov.uk, pennbonvivant@yahoo.com, 
raydela@sbcglobal.net, corbis@bigpond.net.au, normanpage@comcast.net, 
fritzius@bellsouth.net, garethjohnevans@hotmail.co.uk, 
rpmc_6@hotmail.com, burleigh.personal@gmail.com, alexhillgtz@yahoo.com,
ccefalas@eie.gr, simon.cliffy@googlemail.com, fdamador@comcast.net, 
steve.bannister@econ.utah.edu, graham.hall@gllm.ac.uk, 
alwyn.vandermerwe@du.edu, henryk.ratajczak@gmail.com, croca@fc.ul.pt, 
dwlindstrom@gmail.com, cr1460solarinc@gmail.com, sean@somewhere.ws, 
norpag@att.net, kp.phys@btinternet.com, mail@horst-eckardt.de, 
simon@mrclifford.net, rob@rfmicrosystems.co.uk, thenarmis@yahoo.com, 
Alwyn.VanDerMerwe@du.edu, dendavis@aol.com, daphne@myad.jp, 
k.pendergast@btinternet.com, mcp358@gmail.com, 
russdavis1234@yahoo.com, dewi.lewis1@btinternet.com, 
wsd@axenus.plus.com, arthur.turnerthomas@live.com, sianifan@sky.com, 
meirion66@yahoo.com, save.the.eagles2@gmail.com, vivswaby@gmail.com

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/04/universe-of-myron-evans-movie-edited-and-uploaded-to-youtube-3/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/04/universe-of-myron-evans-movie-edited-and-uploaded-to-youtube-3/


Subject : Universe of Myron Evans movie, edited and uploaded to Youtube

Many thanks again! This is an excellent idea and a great help. In order to 
include the comments by Horst Eckardt may I suggest that a second short edited
version be posted concentrating on his comments. I can ask Dave Burleigh to 
cross link to both your youtube links. Other edited versions can be made that 
would all be protected from any copyright infringement by “fair use”. Only the 
remarks by Kerry, Horst and myself need be posted. I intend to record the entire
original film script which I wrote for the film.

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 24/03/2016 04:00:51 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Universe of Myron Evans movie, edited and uploaded to 
Youtube

Dr Evans,

I have edited “The Universe of Myron Evans”, and put the 
shortened version on Youtube.

I think this 15 minute version is excellent, and will help educate 
thousands of people.

https://youtu.be/G394vhx-b9E

My apologies to Dr Eckardt, but there was not enough time to 
include all the speakers. His points were excellent, but the 
shortened version explains the basics very well.

Please review it, and I can make any changes you recommend. 
Some of the edits are too quick, and I can do another version.

By putting a “Fair Use Notice” in the video description, I am 
protected from any legal problems. Aias.us can link to the video, 
without fear of legal problems, which will be extremely helpful for 
new students to understand the basis of ECE theory.

I added some “free energy” words to the title to increase interest. 
The link to this video should be distributed as widely as possible 
(after the final version is agreed on).

I hope it meets with your approval,

Michael Jackson

on Universe of Myron Evans movie, edited and uploaded to Youtube

https://youtu.be/G394vhx-b9E


Reply from Ombudsman’s Office
April 4, 2016 

To Mawr Community Council

I have been asked to make a detailed complaint of the common assault by Cllr. Ioan Richard on a form 
of complaint, by the Ombudsman, and a detailed complaint about Harris on a form of complaint. I 
reported S29 NRC and N55 PNC for parking for two or three days too close to the junction. The police 
in Bridgend asked me to monitor them continuously. Today the County Council told vehicles to 
trespass on Mountain Road. The police asked me to report further incidents instantly. So the conditions 
in Mawr are totally chaotic and have been for fifty years. I think that whoever is elected the conditions 
will continue to be chaotic unless central government takes over Mawr, and not Swansea County 
Council. At present people do what they like and Councillors do nothing to stop them. As Armiger I do 
my duty and distance myself from this inability to govern. No one has been able to put down double 
yellow lines ever since they were invented, or ever since Richard was elected, many many years ago.

on Reply from Ombudsman’s Office

Discussion of Verbal Common Assault on Stephen     Crothers
April 4, 2016 

I have forwarded these e mails to the Prime Minister’s Office, certainly they are April Fools’ day, the 
Fool being the standard model. Stephen Crothers is always accurate. So who needs skinheads?

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 04/04/2016 14:31:49 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Verbal Common Assault on Stephen Crothers

Myron I would be slightly suspicious about these Emails Note the Date???, Norman

On 4/4/2016 8:09 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This is a felony ion common law and Chen (of whom I have never heard, 
should be reported to the police and dismissed for misconduct. This is by no 
means the first time that Stephen has been assaulted. The overwhelming interest
in ECE shows that Stephen is regarded as a leading scholar by the vast majority
of the profession worldwide. This is indeed serious academic misconduct, 
outright gutter abuse by people who want billions form the tax payer and 
produce nothing scientific.

Sent: 04/04/2016 13:15:35 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Fw: Serious Academic Misconduct – complaint

On Saturday, 2 April 2016, 1:14, Stephen Crothers <thenarmis 
wrote:

Professor Warren Bebbington
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Vice-Chancellor and President,
University of Adelaide,

Dear Sir,

I sent the following email to a number of 
faculty members, School of Mathematical 
Sciences, University of Adelaide:

“Dear Scientists and Mathematicians,
The following paper revealing the false mathematics of LIGO has 
been accepted for publication in the next issue of the Hadronic 
Journal:

Crothers, S.J., A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF LIGO’S RECENT 
DETECTION OF GRAVITATIONAL WAVES CAUSED BY 
MERGING BLACK HOLES, 

Yours faithfully, 
Steve Crothers”

Within hours I received the following 
three emails from Dr. Michael Chen, of the
School of Mathematical Sciences, 
University of Adelaide, from his university
email account ():

<a title="mailto:michael.chen
To
Stephen Crothers 
Apr 1 at 11:05 PM
Fuck off cunt ?));#%6

Michael Chen 
To
Stephen Crothers 
Apr 1 at 11:07 PM
I mean really you’re diminishing what really smart people have 
been doing for the last 40 years idiot spam arse. Poo brain. Dick.

Michael Chen 
To

mailto:michael.chen@adelaide.edu.au
mailto:thenarmis@yahoo.com
mailto:michael.chen@adelaide.edu.au
mailto:thenarmis@yahoo.com


Stephen Crothers 
Apr 1 at 11:08 PM
Scum

Such a response is astonishing, and far from befitting anybody 
holding an academic position at the University of Adelaide. As a 
taxpayer, and as the University of Adelaide is a public university, I 
request from you an explanation as to the behaviour of Dr. Chen 
and what you intend to do about it.

Yours faithfully,
Stephen J. Crothers
(Queensland)
PS. I will forward to you the three emails I received from Dr. Chen, 
so that there is no contest.

on Discussion of Verbal Common Assault on Stephen Crothers

Essays 41 –     59
April 4, 2016 

I intend to broadcast these tomorrow, so that would complete the broadcast of about 120 essays in my 
own voice. I need to write up four or five new essays on the tremendous advances being made by 
ECE2, which is the refinement of the earlier theories. There are also broadcasts by Robert Cheshire and
Alex Hill in Spanish, all very popular around the world. As we have just seen in the vicious verbal 
common assault on Stephen Crothers by a University “Vice Chancellor”, the tiny group of rich 
dogmatists hang on to power by using methods reminiscent of a street fight. This cannot continue and 
their funding must be curtailed. I cannot imagine Sir Thomas Parry or Sir Goronwy Daniel ever 
resorting to such conduct. These people ask for billions, then put the boot in anyone who does not agree
with their pseudoscientific ideas. They are taken to the laundry in the essays.

on Essays 41 – 59

Verbal Common Assault on Stephen     Crothers
April 4, 2016 

This is a felony in common law and Chen (of whom I have never heard), should be reported to the 
police and dismissed for misconduct. This is by no means the first time that Stephen has been 
assaulted. The overwhelming interest in ECE shows that Stephen is regarded as a leading scholar by 
the vast majority of the profession worldwide. This is indeed serious academic misconduct, outright 
gutter abuse by people who want billions form the tax payer and produce nothing scientific.

Sent: 04/04/2016 13:15:35 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Fw: Serious Academic Misconduct – complaint

On Saturday, 2 April 2016, 1:14, Stephen Crothers <thenarmis@yahoo.com> wrote:

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/04/verbal-common-assault-on-stephen-crothers/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/04/essays-41-59/
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Professor Warren Bebbington
Vice-Chancellor and President,
University of Adelaide,

Dear Sir,

I sent the following email to a number of faculty 
members, School of Mathematical Sciences, University of
Adelaide:

“Dear Scientists and Mathematicians,
The following paper revealing the false mathematics of LIGO has been accepted for 
publication in the next issue of the Hadronic Journal:

Crothers, S.J., A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF LIGO’S RECENT DETECTION OF 
GRAVITATIONAL WAVES CAUSED BY MERGING BLACK HOLES, 
http://viXra.org/abs/1603.0127

Yours faithfully, 
Steve Crothers”

Within hours I received the following three emails from 
Dr. Michael Chen, of the School of Mathematical 
Sciences, University of Adelaide, from his university 
email account (michael.chen):

Michael Chen <michael.chen
To
Stephen Crothers 
Apr 1 at 11:05 PM
Fuck off cunt ?));#%6

Michael Chen <michael.chen
To
Stephen Crothers 
Apr 1 at 11:07 PM
I mean really you’re diminishing what really smart people have been doing for the last 40 
years idiot spam arse. Poo brain. Dick.

Michael Chen <michael.chen
To
Stephen Crothers 
Apr 1 at 11:08 PM

mailto:thenarmis@yahoo.com
mailto:thenarmis@yahoo.com
mailto:thenarmis@yahoo.com
http://vixra.org/abs/1603.0127


Scum

Such a response is astonishing, and far from befitting anybody holding an academic 
position at the University of Adelaide. As a taxpayer, and as the University of Adelaide is a 
public university, I request from you an explanation as to the behaviour of Dr. Chen and 
what you intend to do about it.

Yours faithfully,
Stephen J. Crothers
(Queensland)
PS. I will forward to you the three emails I received from Dr. Chen, so that there is no 
contest.

Apology Demanded by Stephen     Crothers
April 4, 2016 

I fully support Stephen Crothers’ demand because LIGO is an attempt to verify a basically incorrect 
equation, the Einstein field equation adn because Stephen Crothers has demolished the logic behind 
LIGO. If gravitational waves exist they must come form ECE theory and can be detected with the 
GASER (UFT341, already a popular papers). The GASER consumes a lot less taxation and is a lot 
more elegant than LIGO.

Apology

Dr. Michael Chen,

Dear Sir,

I am not satisfied with your apology. Any person working in industry or commerce sending 
emails in the fashion you have would no longer have a job. If the Vice-Chancellor’s 
secretary sent such emails that person would no longer have a job. Why should Academia 
be any different? Neither the Vice-Chancellor nor the Head of School, the Dean, or even 
their deputies, have even had the courtesy to contact me concerning my complaint about 
your appalling misconduct, and so they have been derelict in their duties. Leaving it to you,
perhaps after a word in your ear, is not acceptable by any standards of public or private 
enterprise codes of practice or expectation. The University of Adelaide is a publicly funded 
university, notwithstanding student fees. I am therefore contemplating what to do next, 
should none of the University authorities, copied to this email, fail to contact me directly. 
You and the authorities at the University of Adelaide are accountable for their acts and 
omissions.

Furthermore, your misconduct and apology should not be now used as an excuse to ignore 
the science. My notice to the School of Mathematics and Statistics at the University of 
Adelaide concerns a very important scientific matter. Any response from you should have 
addressed the contents of my paper in the first place. As the report by the LIGO-Virgo 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/04/apology-demanded-by-stephen-crothers/


Collaborations, announced by them with much international media fanfare, is ultimately 
founded upon violations of the rules of pure mathematics, it is a matter for mathematicians 
to address, as well as physical scientists. Accordingly I request you to send me your 
comments on the mathematical issues raised in my paper. The sending of my paper to 
faculty and other members of the School of Mathematics and Statistics at the University of 
Adelaide constitutes, ipso facto, invitation to scientific and mathematical examination of 
the LIGO report and its bases, not an invitation to ignore the facts or otherwise act without 
any accountability to anybody, the latter unfortunately now a common ‘scientific method’ 
of Academia. Professor Barney Glover, Vice-Chancellor, Western Sydney University, 
recently delivered a speech at the National Press Club in Melbourne, espousing a code of 
ethics and conduct by which Australian Academia must abide. Not a single university 
faculty in Australia has ever abided by such codes and show no signs of ever doing so, as 
Professor Glover himself very well knows. In his speech Professor Glover specially 
mentioned Australian contributions to the LIGO-Virgo Collaborations and their alleged 
discoveries. Australian academics are accountable for their contributions to and claims for 
the LIGO-Virgo project and report, and their spending of Australian taxpayers’ money on 
related paraphernalia. As both an Australian citizen and a scientist I am requesting 
Australian academics, those at the University of Adelaide in particular, to give account for 
Australian involvement in the LIGO and related projects on the basis that these publicly 
funded projects are founded upon mathematical theories that violate the very rules of pure 
mathematics and therefore false.

Yours faithfully,
Stephen J. Crothers

Crothers, S.J., A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF LIGO’S RECENT DETECTION OF 
GRAVITATIONAL WAVES CAUSED BY MERGING BLACK HOLES, Hadronic 
Journal, Vol. 39, 2016, http://viXra.org/abs/1603.0127

On Monday, 4 April 2016, 19:21, Michael Chen <michael.chen@adelaide.edu.au> wrote:

Dear Stephen,

I can’t apologise enough for my for emails on Friday night. Both the language and 
sentiment were very inappropriate and were far from the standards of conduct I expect of 
myself, let alone those of the University of Adelaide. Please accept my heartfelt apologies 
for any distress my behaviour has caused.

Yours sincerely,

Michael Chen

on Apology Demanded by Stephen Crothers

http://vixra.org/abs/1603.0127


FOR POSTING : Essay     64
April 4, 2016 
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Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING : Essay 64

Skipping Essay 64
April 4, 2016 

I will go on to essay 63 because essay 64 is a summary of the biography by Kerry Pendergast and has 
been expanded into Auto Two.

on Skipping Essay 64

FOR POSTING : Essay 65 Part     5
April 4, 2016 

This is part five of the essay “Meaningless Relativity”.
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on FOR POSTING : Essay 65 Part 5

For Posting : Essay 65 Part     Four
April 4, 2016 

This is the forth part of the long essay, “Meaningless Relativity”
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Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on For Posting : Essay 65 Part Four
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FOR POSTING : Essay 65 Part     Three
April 4, 2016 

This is part three of the long essay “Meaningless Relativity”.

Audio Player
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Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING : Essay 65 Part Three

FOR POSTING : Essay 65 Part     2
April 4, 2016 

This is part twp of the long essay, “Meaningless Relativity”
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on FOR POSTING : Essay 65 Part 2

FOR POSTING : Essay 65 Part     One
April 4, 2016 

This is part one of a long essay called “Meaningless Relativity”.
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FOR POSTING: Essay     66
April 4, 2016 

This is on criticisms of the Higgs boson and deception in science.
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on FOR POSTING: Essay 66

Skipping Essay 67
April 4, 2016 

This essay is by Robert Cheshire, so I will move on to Essay 66.

Not Recording Essay     68
April 4, 2016 

This is a paper rather than an Essay, so I will skip that and go on to Essay 67.

on Not Recording Essay 68

FOR POSTING: Essay     69
April 4, 2016 

This is an essay on low energy nuclear reactions.
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FOR POSTING : Essay     70
April 4, 2016 

This is on a simple and powerful new cosmology.
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on FOR POSTING : Essay 70

FOR POSTING : Essay     71
April 4, 2016 

This is on the emergence of a new school of science.
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FOR POSTING : Essay     72
April 4, 2016 

This is on the all important archiving of my work back to 1971.
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FOR POSTING : Essay     73
April 4, 2016 

This is on the didactic development of scientific thought.
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FOR POSTING : Essay     74
April 4, 2016 
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This is on the new industrial revolution, heavily criticising wind turbines and luddites.
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FOR POSTING : Essay     75
April 4, 2016 

This is on the new system of education pioneered by AIAS and UPITEC.
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FOR POSTING : Essay     75
April 4, 2016 

This is on the new system of education pioneered by AIAS and UPITEC.

on FOR POSTING : Essay 75

New Essay Broadcasts     Successful
April 4, 2016 

Early returns show that the new essay broadcasts have been heard 98 times in the first two days of 
April 2016, and have catalyzed renewed interest in other essay broadcasts. It is early days yet but it 
looks as if the experiments will be successful on youtube. Since 2010 the essay broadcasts have been 
read or heard hundreds of thousands of times, perhaps a million times or more. I will press ahead today,
starting with Essay 75 backwards to 41.

Daily Report Saturday     2/4/16
April 4, 2016 

The equivalent of 289,083 printed pages was downloaded during the day (1.054 gigabytes) from 2855 
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memory files downloaded (hits) and 474 distinct visits each averaging 5.0 pages and 19 minutes, 
printed pages to hits ratio of 101.25 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. 
Top ten items 141, Collected ECE2 99, Collected New Essay Boadcasts 98, Evans / Morris papers 66, 
Collected scientometrics 62, Eckart / Lindstrom papers 30, F3(Sp) 28, Autobiography volumes one and
two 23, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 16, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 10, UFT88 10, 
Principles of ECE 8, Engineering Model 5, Llais 4, UFT311 4, Evans Equations 3, UFT321 2, UFT313 
4, UFT314 3, UFT315 2, UFT316 2, UFT317 2, UFT318 5, UFT319 3, UFT320 5, UFT322 5, UFT323
1, UFT324 3, UFT325 4, UFT326 5, UFT327 1, UFT328 5, UFT329 4, UFT330 1, UFT331 2, UFT332
5, UFT333 5, UFT334 3, UFT336 2, UFT337 4, UFT338 5, UFT339 4, UFT340 6, UFT341 6, UFT342
4 to date in April 2016. Stony Brook University Essay 24; Students National Taiwan University of 
Science and Technology Levitron. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for April 
2016.

on Daily Report Saturday 2/4/16

FOR POSTING: Essay     76
April 3, 2016 

This is a letter to the Royal Society making it aware of the impact of ECE.
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on FOR POSTING: Essay 76

FOR POSTING : Essay     77
April 3, 2016 

This is essay 77, being resent.
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FOR POSTING : Essay     77
April 3, 2016 

This is a philosophical essay on the march of ideas.
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ESSAY 77.docx

on FOR POSTING : Essay 77

Ruling Requested from Ombudsman and     Complaints
April 3, 2016 

To Local Authority Ombudsman

As Armiger (Member of the Gentry of Wales on merit) I am seriously concerned about the lack of 
government in Mawr as can be seen from my posts on the blog of www.aias.us. In response to a request
from the police I am monitoring traffic violations, and pressing for double yellow lines. I obtained this 
boorish, nonsensical response from a community councillor called Harris. I have the statutory right to e
mail any representative on matters of public concern, especially if I an asked to do so by the police. 
Can the Ombudsman confirm this right and discipline Harris? The Community Council in Mawr has 
been severely reprimanded twice by the Assembly, in 2011 and 2015, for about seventy accounts 
irregularities. It was described as dysfunctional and a complete failure. I think that only one or two 
Councillors are responsible, the others, native Welsh speakers, are not responsible. Incomers are 
responsible. How is it possible for these irregularities to go on for years? Why are traffic violations 
allowed to go on in Mawr for many years? For example parking too close to a junction, obstruction of 
pavements and so on? The police want double yellow lines and all cars off the roads on to parking areas
and garages for hire. This is also my view as Armiger. None of the Community Council is elected, they 
just sign on without opposition in uncontested elections. They must surely all see the traffic violations 
every day. Harris responded by claiming that he talks to hereditary nobility. This is dubiously reflected 
pseudoglory which has nothing to do with Mawr. I am a Bevanite Socialist and a U. S. Citizen 
completely uninterested in talking to nobility. In fact I woud like to nationalize their land in Wales and 
demolish their turbines. Being raised to Armiger (Member of the Genrty) is a traditional high honour, 
earned on my own merit, many years of distinguished service. I was appointed by Queen Elizabeth as 
Civil List pensioner in 2005, again a high honour. I was born in this house, into a pure Welsh speaking 
family of highly cultured people who were obliged to be coal miners. Cannot a coal miner become a 
Gentleman? I can assure all that the coal miners of Mawr were perfect Welsh speaking gentlemen and 
gentlewomen, in great contrast to current society or lack thereof. In fact I am of Royal descent from the
Royal Tudor House of Dunefor (Dynevor) and a Tudor cousin of Queen Elizabeth, who kindly invited 
me to a Garden Party in 2010 at Buckingham Palace. Aneurin Bevan was also a coal miner. By 
persuasion I am a dissenter and Bevanite socialist. I am an Uchelwr (Nobleman) by descent and look 
down on Dukes from a Princely height.
I am also gravely concerned by the complete, long drawn out, inability of the County Councillor, I. 
Richard, to govern. He has resigned from the Community Council. He must surely be aware of all these
traffic violations, but does nothing at all. This is a neglect of duty. Recently, Richard drew up alongside 
of me on Rhyddwen Road, and began a prolonged verbal common assault. I answered him in Welsh, 
the language of heaven, and withdrew recognition of Richard as a County Councillor. He should come 
investigation by an impartial police force for verbal common assault. There were no witnesses, but it is 
widely known that Richard often indulges in verbal common assault. He should come under 
investigation by the Ombudsman. I wish to have no further contact with him of any kind.
As Armiger I am not part of the County and Community Councils, and I am free to criticise a complete 
lack of ability to govern. The police seem to be angry and frustrated in that they cannot ticket cars, that 
must be left to the County Council, which has NEVER sent wardens to Mawr and which has never 
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made an attempt to put down double yellow lines in Mawr.
I think that the Assembly should take over the government of Mawr and restore law and order. Some 
parts of Goveernment are still the prerogative of Westminster, notably the police.

Myron Evans,
Arglwydd Glyn Tawe a Gw^yr

(Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent., Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc. (Wales)),
www.aias.us,
50 Rhyddwen Road, Craig Cefn Parc, Mawr, Swansea SA6 5RA.

Right to e mail a Councillor

To Mawr Community Council

I have the right to e mail Community Councillors and do so at police request. This is an 
unacceptable and ill mannered response from Cllr. Harris to long drawn out police concerns
about traffic problems in Mawr, and not an appropriate response to any member of the 
general public. The question of traffic problems in Mawr will not be solved with this kind 
of reply, an abdication of responsibility from an unelected person, a minor councillor who 
signed on without opposition. The vehicle S29 NRC is again causing an unnecessary 
obstruction. It was moved from the junction on my demand. I informed the owners that 
they are trespassing on my land, and was ignored. Double yellow lines and public order are 
urgently needed and this is police opinion. I am a Civil List Pensioner appointed by Crown 
and Parliament, and raised to the Gentry in 2008 on merit. I have just had to deal personally
once more with yet another incident of traffic violation and harassment, and the 
Community Council has the duty to cooperate with the police. Cllr, Harris abdicates 
responsibility on the pretext of having received just one e mail by error. He ignored a 
request not to e mail me again. This is misconduct by a Community Councillor. I discussed 
these matters at length with Elizabeth Evans, when she stood for Labour at the last election.
She listened politely for over an hour, and has received many e mails form me without 
objection. So has the M. P. Byron Davies, himself a former police officer. Even though I 
disagree with the politics of Mr Byron Davies M. P. he would never be as grotesquely ill 
mannered as Cllr. Harris. Once more, effective action is requested to resolve traffic 
problems in Mawr, notably double yellow lines. It is the basic duty of a Councillor to 
represent and to listen to views. There also remains the question of why the Community 
Council was reprimanded twice for failing to keep proper accounts, in 2011 and 2015. This 
means about five years of failing to keep proper accounts.

Myron Evans,
Armiger

cc Member of Parliament Gower, and Labour Opposition
PC Birch Clydach Police Station.

I can tell that you have been raised up into the nobility, as the hereditary 
nobility that I have met have excellent manners.

http://www.aias.us/


Don’t contact me again please

Mark Harris

You will deal with issues concerning Mawr. this was obviously sent 
in error. Do no te mail me again.

In a message dated 28/03/2016 15:22:54 GMT Daylight Time, 
mdharris1969 writes:

Dear Sir,

I am please to receive issues to do with Mawr 
Community but do not appreciate being on your general
distribution list.

Please remove me forthwith.

Regards

Mark Harris

on Ruling Requested from Ombudsman and Complaints

UFT343 : The Lense Thirring     Effect
April 3, 2016 

Every effect attributed to the obsolete Einstein theory has been described by ECE2 theory with the 
exception of the Lense Thirring effect, and I intend to start work on this in UFT344. The gravitational 
red shift can also be described by ECE2 as shown some tie ago in a UFT paper in ECE theory. The 
cosmological red shift is an Evans / Morris effect, and not due to Big Bang. The entire edifice of Big 
Bang collapses completely when torsion is considered. There is a great amount of current interest in all 
the ECE2 papers as they appear. There was a sharply increased interest in UFT311 in March. This 
paper proves the ECE theory with great precision using the circuit by Osamu Ide.. So ECE has now 
superceded the standard model, in the same way that quantum mechanics superceded classical 
mechanics. The difference is that classical mechanics is correct within its limits, whereas large sections 
of the standard model are completely wrong. The teachings of the standard model are being entirely 
rejected as they occur.

on UFT343 : The Lense Thirring Effect

FOR POSTING: UFT343 Sections 1 and 2 and     Notes
April 3, 2016 

This is on the precisely accurate description of the Thomas and de Sitter precessions with the Evans 
Eckardt Theorem.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/03/for-posting-uft343-sections-1-and-2-and-notes/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/03/uft343-the-lense-thirring-effect/


a343rdpaper.pdf

a343rdpapernotes1.pdf

a343rdpapernotes2.pdf

a343rdpapernotes3.pdf

a343rdpapernotes4.pdf

on FOR POSTING: UFT343 Sections 1 and 2 and Notes

New Essay Broadcasts     Posted
April 3, 2016 

Many thanks again, years of voluntary work by Dave Burleigh, CEO of Annexa Inc., Arizona, is 
greatly appreciated by myself and worldwide. The new essay broadcasts were heard fifty times in one 
day, and also catalyzed international interest in the essay broadcasts by Robert Cheshire and Alex Hill 
and in the pdf files and translations of the essays. Today I will write up my Sections of UFT343 and 
return to the broadcasts tomorrow. Probably, the new essay broadcasts will become popular on the 
famous www.aias.us site and increasingly on youtube. It may be slow at first on youtube, because of 
the gigantic “gravitational field” of www.aias.us and www.upitec.org, (i.e. they attract great interest). 
This intense international interest is permanent and will last indefinitely. This is well known from the 
scientometrics. Thanks to Steve Dewitt for helping to set up the apparatus. I intend to build up a library
of poetry readings, where I can use my own language, (much more natural for me), and could broadcast
the entire output of Dafydd ap Gwilym for example to an international audience with great interest in 
the Welsh language. Dafydd is considered to be the foremost early renaissance bard in Europe, along 
with Dante and Chaucer, and hi swork was collected by the great scholar and bard, Prof. Sir Thomas 
Parry, sometime Principal of UCW Aberystwyth (“Gwaith Dafydd ap Gwilym”, Gwasg Prifysgol 
Cymru). I will start with broadcasting my entire output of poetry in Welsh and English. The first 
priority of Michael Jackson on youtube is the science but he will set up a new poetry section. All this 
counteracts the immense and deliberate cultural damage done to Wales by the tory cut backs. All the 
new broadcasts are already archived on the wayback machine in San Francisco (www.archive.org) and 
will be archived from the National Library of Wales next quarter (www.webarchive.org.uk). There is no
prejudice against the Welsh language internationally, in fact it is held in high respect as a living 
classical language, the oldest continuously spoken language in Europe. It should be much more heavily
protected by legislation and immigration control. Many of my poems heavily criticise wind turbines for
example.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/04/2016 06:42:55 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: New Essay Broadcasts Posted

Posted the next 5 essays tonight

Dave

On 4/2/2016 2:25 AM, EMyrone wrote:

http://www.webarchive.org.uk/
http://www.archive.org/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/03/new-essay-broadcasts-posted-2/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/04/a343rdpapernotes4.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/04/a343rdpapernotes3.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/04/a343rdpapernotes2.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/04/a343rdpapernotes1.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/04/a343rdpaper.pdf


Many thanks to Dave Burleigh for such fast work! This means that they have 
already been safely archived at San Francisco on the Wayback Machine 
(www.archive.org), in association with the Library of Congress in Washington 
D. C., and will be archived next quarter at the British Library from the National
Library of Wales, Aberystwyth (www.webarchive.org.uk). They will be posted 
in Michael Jackson’s organization on youtube.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 02/04/2016 04:18:41 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING : Essay 24 Final Version

Posted essays 118 thru 78 + 24 today

Dave

On 3/30/2016 2:52 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This version can be posted on the www.aias.us site and 
youtube. I have got rid of the microphone saturation and
the sound is now OK. I will eventually record all the 
essays and poetry for the site and youtube. 

on New Essay Broadcasts Posted

Daily Report 1/4/16
April 3, 2016 

The equivalent of 245,493 printed pages was downloaded during the day (895.067 megabytes) from 
3155 memory files downloaded (hits) and 565 distinct visits each averaging 3.8 memory pages and 11 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 77.84, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten items 97, Collected ECE2 46, Collected Scientometrics 38, Evans Morris 33(est), 
F3(Sp) 16, Autobiography volumes one and two 9, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 7, 
UFT88 7, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 6, Engineering Model 6, Self charging inverter 4, Evans 
Equations 2, CEFE 2, UFT311 1, UFT313 2, UFT314 3, UFT315 1, UFT316 1, UFT317 2, UFT318 3, 
UFT320 2, UFT322 2, UFT323 1, UFT324 1, UFT325 1, UFT326 2, UFT327 1, UFT328 1, UFT329 2,
UFT330 1, UFT331 1, UFT333 2. UFT335 1, UFT336 1, UFT337 2, UFT338 1, UFT339 1, UFT340 2,
UFT341 2, UFT342 2 for 1/4/16. York University Canada UFT275; University of Durham Relabelling 
of Summation Indices; University of Edinburgh UFT143, 145, 147, 152. Intense interest all sectors, 
usage file attached for 1/4/16.

on Daily Report 1/4/16

FOR POSTING : Welsh Language Reading     2
April 2, 2016 

This is “Englynion yr Offeren” (Dafydd ap Gwilym, Syr Tomos Parry, “Gwaith Dafydd ap Gwilym”). 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/02/for-posting-welsh-language-reading-2/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/03/daily-report-1416/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.webarchive.org.uk/
http://www.archive.org/


The Latin mass of the fourteenth century is answered line by line by a masterly englyn in mediaeval 
Welsh. With some effort it is understandable by modern Welsh native speakers with the help of 
scholarship. Dafydd was born near Llanbadarn Fawr, Aberystwyth, in about 1320, and died about 1380.
I was taught to pronounce Latin the North European style, thought to be the way in which Latin was 
originally pronounced.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00
Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.

FOR POSTING: Welsh Language Reading     One
April 2, 2016 

This is the beginning of the preface from Prof. Sir Thomas Parry, “Gwaith Dafydd ap Gwilym”, my 
ancestral cousin. This is the Silurian accent in my own native tongue, reading classical Welsh. It is 
immediately clear that I am much more natural in Welsh than English, because Welsh was the language
of all my family and nearly all the village in the early fifties. Language loss is utterly devastating to the 
older people in the village, and I speak to them in our own dialect of Welsh as much as possible. As 
soon as I detect by ear that someone can speak Welsh I switch immediately from English to Welsh. 
There are many people here who want to send their children to Welsh schools, many English and other 
people among them. Only a few mindless bigots oppose the language. The entire Welsh Nation should 
be fluently bilingual.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING: Welsh Language Reading One

Continuing with Essays 41 – 77 at a later     date
April 2, 2016 

Essay 31 is one by Robert Cheshire, so I feel that I need not narrate that. I will continue with Essays 41 
– 77 at a later date, probably Monday or Tuesday. Tomorrow I will write up UFT343.

on Continuing with Essays 41 – 77 at a later date

FOR POSTING : Essay     30
April 2, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/02/for-posting-essay-30/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/02/continuing-with-essays-41-77-at-a-later-date/
javascript:void(0);
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This is a short history of the B(3) field and its implementation in Kurata / B(3) technology, used in the 
Space Shuttle.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING : Essay 30

FOR POSTING : Essay     29
April 2, 2016 

This essay is on the crisis in physics discovered in UFT158 ff, now all classic papers.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING : Essay 29

FOR POSTING: Essay     27
April 2, 2016 

This is on the quantum force equation, discovered in UFT177 and now a classic paper that appears on 
the first page of Google, read hundreds of thousands of times.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING: Essay 27

FOR POSTING: Essay     26
April 2, 2016 

This is a short description of UFT177 on the quantum Hamilton equations. This is also by now a classic
paper, having been read hundreds of thousands of times.

Audio Player

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/02/for-posting-essay-26/
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00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING: Essay 26

FOR POSTING : Essay     25
April 2, 2016 

This is a short description of UFT175, which has become a classic, read hundreds of thousands of times
without objection. UFT175 is a definitive theoretical refutation of indeterminacy. Prof. Jose Croca of 
Lisbon University gives the definitive experimental refutation. Jose Croca’s Ph. D. supervisor worked 
with Louis de Broglie, as did Jean-Pierre Vigier.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING : Essay 25

FOR POSTING : Essay     21
April 2, 2016 

This is an essay on Graduate studies at Aberystwyth.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING : Essay 21

FOR POSTING : Essay     18
April 2, 2016 

Open letter of September 2010 to the Prime Minister, Rt. Hon. David Cameron, advocating major cut 
backs of CERN funding and demolition of wind turbines. Major cut backs of physics funding in Britain
have begun (albeit for the wrong reasons). In this letter I advocate a Bevanite socialist government and 
complete independence for Wales and Scotland. I am sure that Mr Cameron would have agreed with 
every word if he has only bothered to read the letter, just as my remote cousin Winston Churchill would

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/02/for-posting-essay-18/
javascript:void(0);
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/02/for-posting-essay-21/
javascript:void(0);
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/02/for-posting-essay-25/
javascript:void(0);


have agreed wholeheartedly with Aneurin Bevan. Just to be clear, this is written in humour. Mr Corbyn 
a Bevanite or true socialist, has now gone ahead of Mr Cameron. I hope that Labour will demolish 
wind turbines.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING : Essay 18

FOR POSTING : Essay     16
April 2, 2016 

This is a call for an enquiry on my lifelong exclusion from the University of Wales and denial of salary

Audio Player

00:00
00:00
Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.

FOR POSTING : Essay     6
April 2, 2016 

This was written about six years ago and gives a summary description of the ECE sites.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING : Essay 6

FOR POSTING: Essay     5
April 2, 2016 

This is an essay on the reform of the University of Wales

Audio Player
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00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING: Essay 5

New Essay Broadcasts     Posted
April 2, 2016 

Many thanks to Dave Burleigh for such fast work! This means that they have already been safely 
archived at San Francisco on the Wayback Machine (www.archive.org), in association with the Library 
of Congress in Washington D. C., and will be archived next quarter at the British Library from the 
National Library of Wales, Aberystwyth (www.webarchive.org.uk). They will be posted in Michael 
Jackson’s organization on youtube.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 02/04/2016 04:18:41 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING : Essay 24 Final Version

Posted essays 118 thru 78 + 24 today

Dave

On 3/30/2016 2:52 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This version can be posted on the www.aias.us site and youtube. I have got rid 
of the microphone saturation and the sound is now OK. I will eventually record 
all the essays and poetry for the site and youtube. 

on New Essay Broadcasts Posted

Fourteen Year Feedback
April 2, 2016 

The Wayback Machine (www.archive.org) can be used to find out what www.aias.us looked like in 
2002, when it was first constructed. In May 2002 there were 859 hits, 155 distinct visits, 592 page 
views and 0.02 Gigabytes downloaded. In March 2016 (for www.aias.us and www.upitec.org) there 
were 181,162 hits, 28,400 distinct visits, 139,330 page views (record high) and 46.85 gigabytes 
downloaded (record high). Gigabytes downloaded has increased by a factor of 2342.5 (234,250%), 
page views by a factor of 235.354 (23,535%), hits by a factor of 210.90 (21,090%) and distinct visits 
by a factor of 183.226 (18,323%).

cc Prime Minister’s Office

Monthly_Feedback_Statistics_for_AIAS.pdf

on Fourteen Year Feedback
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Book of Scientometrics Vol. Two to end of March 2016, TWO 
RECORD     HIGHS
April 2, 2016 

In March 2016 the www.aias.us set two new fourteen year record highs, again shattering the old 
records set in January 2016: 29.279 Gbytes downloaded and 87,081 page views. For combined sites 
www.aias.us and www.upitec.org the figures for www.aias.us are increased by an estimated 60% to 
give 181,162 hits, 46.85 gigabytes downloaded (record high), 28,400 distinct visits, and 139,330 page 
views (record high). In March 2016 3,103 documents were read off the site from 103 countries, led by 
USA, China, Germany, Britain, Russian Federation, Mexico, …….. The quality of visits was 
outstanding. From the world’s top twenty universities from webometrics, Times and QS rankings there 
were visits from: Caltech, MIT, UCLA*, UC San Diego, Texas Austin, Washington, Yale, Cambridge*, 
Oxford*, Edinburgh*, Toronto, Texas A and M, Michigan, Tokyo, Kyoto, and National University of 
Singapore. The * denotes multiple visits. Nearly all university visits were from the world’s best 
(roughly top hundred and fifty). This has been the pattern for well over a decade, signalling complete 
acceptance of ECE theory. Congratulations to all staffs! This also signals complete rejection of the 
wikipedia troll sites on ECE and myself, and complete rejection of the already long forgotten 
Lakhtakia, Bruhn, Rodrigues and ‘t Hooft. It also signals complete professional rejection of those who 
tried to censor B(3) theory (later nominated several times for a Nobel Prize) and those who tried to 
censor ECE theory. I once again call for a Government Enquiry into the illegal activities of these trolls.

cc Prime Minister’s Office

BookofScientometricsVolumeTwo.pdf

on Book of Scientometrics Vol. Two to end of March 2016, TWO RECORD HIGHS

Daily Report 31/3/16
April 2, 2016 

The equivalent of 229,561 printed pages was downloaded during the day (836.978 megabytes) from 
2899 memory files downloaded (hits) and 514 distinct visits each averaging 4.0 memory pages and 15 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 79.19 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 2139, Top ten items 1792, Evans / Morris papers 1023 (est), Barddoniaeth / 
Collected Poetry 526, Eckardt Lindstrom Papers 464, Autobiography volumes one and two 404, F3(Sp)
393, Principles of ECE 338, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 292, UFT311 208, UFT88 204,
Evans Equations 175, Engineering Model 158, CEFE 125, Self charging inverter 116, Llais 72, 
Lindstrom Idaho lecture 45, List of prolific authors 35, Three world records by MWE 32, UFT313 75, 
UFT314 58, UFT315 77, UFT316 77, UFT317 87, UFT318 79, UFT319 88, UFT320 61, UFT322 74, 
UFT323 56, UFT324 99, UFT325 83, UFT326 80, UFT327 76, UFT328 69, UFT329 87, UFT330 75, 
UFT331 87, UFT332 74, UFT333 66, UFT334 84, UFT335 79, UFT336 80, UFT337 57, UFT338 72, 
UFT339 72, UFT340 51, UFT341 81, UFT342 35 for March 2016. Science Museum National 
Autonomous University of Mexico UFT166; University of Waterloo Canada UFT88, Proof 5; 
Administration University of Bordeaux UFT177, Consortium RFX Italian National Research Council 
(CNR) Homopolar paper; Physics University of Groningen UFT42; Southwest Research Institute San 
Antonio Texas UFT80; Computer and Information Networking Center National Taiwan University 
UFT121; University of Edinburgh Proof Five, UFT139, UFT167; University of Leeds general, 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/02/daily-report-31316/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/04/bookofscientometricsvolumetwo.pdf
http://www.aias.us/
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Autobiography volume one, invitation to Buckingham Palace, CV, Historical Source Documents 6, 
Photographs, Album One of photographs the sixties; University of Warwick AIAS staff, CV. Intense 
interest all sectors, completed usage file attached for March 2016.

Selected Feedback Interest:

Summary of March 2016 : Two New Record Highs.

For www.aias.us there were 113,227 hits, 29.279 gigabytes downloaded

(record high), 17,750 distinct visits, 83,434 page views (record high) and 3,103

documents read from 103 countries, led by USA, China, Germany, Britain, Russia,

Mexico, ......

For combined sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org these figures are

increased by an estimated 60% to give 181,162 hits, 46.85 Gigabytes downloaded

(record high), 28,400 distinct visits and 139,330 page views (record high)

All UFT papers read, led by: 311, 177, 25, 88, 243, 166(Sp), 169, 43, 85,

155, 46, 175, 177(Sp), 157(Sp), 239, 94, 169(Sp), 140, 159(Sp), 149, 214, 324, 2,

341, 35, 107, 142, 145, 170, 140, 158, 137, 168, 167 (Sp), 152, 158, 4, 68, 99, 142,

67, 152(Sp), 55, 42, 102, 150(Sp), 165(Sp), 160, 146, 13, 120, 144(Sp), ........

Al l Articles read, led by F3(Sp), Auto1, levitron, LCR resonant, Self

charging inverter, CV, Space Energy, Evans Equations, Barddoniaeth, .......

All essays read or heard, led by 24, 41(Sp), 24(Sp), 24(pdf), 41(Spanish,

pdf), 49(Sp), 32, .....

16-31 March

U.S. Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Apollo Education Network, Boston, Duke, Graceland, Iowa State, MIT,

TAMU, UC Riverside, UC San Diego, Michigan, Stony Brook, Northern

Michigan, Vermont, Sandia, Naval Research Laboratory, San Francisco Internet

Archives, Los Alamos Public Library, Southwest Research Institute San Antonio

Texas.



Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Innsbruck, City Govt. Vienna, Paul Scherrer Institute Switzerland, Max

Planck Heidelberg, Max Planck Duesseldorf, TU Chemnitz, Hannover, Tuebingen,

Autonomous Madrid, Bordeaux, Pierre et Marie Curie Paris, Tours, Tel Aviv,

INFN GSSI Italy, INFN Rome 1, Turin Tech, IGR CNR Italy, Amsterdam*,

Groningen, UBBKluj Romania, St Petersburg Network, extensive Russian

Federation and Ukraine, KTH Stockholm, University of Stockholm, Lund Tech.,

Cambridge*, Cardiff, Edinburgh, Nottingham, Oxford, Leeds, Warwick,York,

Awareness in Schools Project.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar

Queensland, Gov. Quebec, Waterloo, UFG Brazil, Sao Paolo, Alberta,

UQTR, Windsor, Engineering University Colombia, PUCE Ecuador, City

University Hong Kong, UST Hong Kong, Undip Indonesia, IPR India, Pune India,

PIEAS Pakistan, KUIS Japan, Tokyo, Kyoto, Museum UNAM, IPB Namibia, NU

Singapore, NTHU Taiwan, NTU Taiwan*, NWU South Africa.

List of Essays which still need to be     recorded
April 2, 2016 

Thanks for this list. I should be able to record all of them within a week at most, and also write up 
UFT343. There is a tremendous interest building up in the work. I am sure that Horst will give 
permission.

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 01/04/2016 20:09:54 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: List of Essays which still need to be recorded

Dr Evans,

These are the essays, which still need to be recorded: 5, 6, 16, 18, 25 to 31, 41 to 77.

I would like to upload them in chronological order, so they are in sequence on the Youtube 
web page. Essay 25 would be the next upload.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/02/list-of-essays-which-still-need-to-be-recorded/


I also have the 2009 PCAG lecture, by Dr Horst Eckardt. It would be a great addition to the 
Youtube channel, but only with his permission. It still needs english subtitles, but I could 
upload the video now, as a “german only” version, and request help on the subtitles later. 
Youtube allows adding subtitles later, but I would need an english text file of his discussion.

Thank you again for your hard work,

Michael Jackson

on List of Essays which still need to be recorded

Logging S29 NRC
April 1, 2016 

To Mawr Community Council: This vehicle is still trespassing on Mountain Road. In this public notice 
I wish to make it clear that it is there WITHOUT my permission and that I have asked for it to be 
removed. I am tracking it on behalf of the police at their request. It is parked right in front of my 
Gwrhyd Stone Quarry wall, constructed with great care by local craftsmen. I will report the matter 
again tomorrow. In general I advise all frontigers of Mountain Road to construct bollards and to report 
any vehicle trespassing without permission. It is an unadopted road. Trespassing should become a 
criminal offence so that the police could tow it. I may be able to get the County Council to tow it as an 
abandoned vehicle. The owners live in 65 Rhyddwen Road, and they could easily park legally 
elsewhere.

on Logging S29 NRC

Recording Essays Back to Join Up with Previously 
Recorded     Ones
April 1, 2016 

I should be finished within about two or three days. Then all the essays will be available in my own 
voice and kindly posted on www.aias.us and youtube by Dave Burleigh and Michael Jackson. I can 
broadcast new essays as I write them and also plan to extemporize a few short lectures and talks from 
time to time, speaking without notes. Then will come the poetry readings. Michael Jackson kindly has 
plans to post the poetry in both languages on youtube in a separate, stand alone, section of youtube. I 
can also broadcast items in my own Silurian dialect of Welsh, which will be recorded for posterity and 
archived. I am not sure if the essays can be heard off the blog, there is a long black line. If anyone can 
hear them off the blog, please let me know. I need to write up UFT343 and plan new papers as usual.

on Recording Essays Back to Join Up with Previously Recorded Ones

FOR POSTING : Essay     78
April 1, 2016 

This is on the new system of science, written in the belles lettres style rather than the scientific style.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/04/01/for-posting-essay-78/
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Audio Player

00:00
00:00
Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.

FOR POSTING: Essay     79
April 1, 2016 

This is on the kinematic approach to orbital theory, work of about 2012 to 2014 now updated.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING: Essay 79

FOR POSTING: Essay     80
April 1, 2016 

This is a long list of some of the refutations of Einsteinian GR. By now many more are known. The 
dogmatists ignore all the refutations, and have done for a century. If medicine worked like that there 
would be an epidemic.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING: Essay 80

FOR POSTING: Essay     81
April 1, 2016 

This is on the inference of the heavy photon.

Audio Player

00:00
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00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING: Essay 81

FOR POSTING: Essay     82
April 1, 2016 

This is an essay on what Feynman called “cult physics”.
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FOR POSTING: Essay     83
April 1, 2016 

Violation of conservation of energy in particle physics.
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FOR POSTING: Essay     84
April 1, 2016 

This is on the censorship system of the obsolete cult physics.
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FOR POSTING : Essay     85
April 1, 2016 

This is an essay on the photon mass.
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FOR POSTING : Essay     86
April 1, 2016 

This essay is on the new ECE of July 2013.
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FOR POSTING : Essay     87
April 1, 2016 

This is on inelastic collisions. There is a slight noise disturbance a few minutes in to the broadcast,and 
probably this can be edited out.
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FOR POSTING : Essay     87
April 1, 2016 

This is on inelastic collisions.
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FOR POSTING : Essay     88
April 1, 2016 

This is an analysis of the troll or predatory stalker.
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FOR POSTING : Essay     89
April 1, 2016 

This is on the notorious Higgs boson.
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FOR POSTING: Essay     90
April 1, 2016 

This essay is a short summary of many new developments of the fermion equation of about 2013 to 
2014 which lead to several new spectroscopies.
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FOR POSTING : Essay     91
April 1, 2016 

This is on energy from spacetime and low energy nuclear reactors. If developed these would bring in a 
major new industrial revolution and get rid of useless wind turbines.
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FOR POSTING: Essay     92
April 1, 2016 

This describes the book of sceintometrics
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FOR POSTING: Essay     93
April 1, 2016 

This essay gives a short account of how the B(3) and ECE theory overwhelmed the early dogmatic 
censorship of a few individuals now forgotten.
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FOR POSTING : Essay     94
April 1, 2016 
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This is a description of tyranny over the mind – dogmatism.
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FOR POSTING: Essay     95
April 1, 2016 

This is on the geometrical structure of charge / current density.
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FOR POSTING: Essay     96
April 1, 2016 

This is the opening essay of chapter one of “The Principles of ECE”, now popular around the world.
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Daily Report 30/3/16
April 1, 2016 

The equivalent of 258,551 printed pages was downloaded during the day (942.676 megabytes) from 
3636 memory files downloaded (hits) and 522 distinct visits each averaging 4.5 memory pages and 19 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 71.30. main spiders cnsat(China), Google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 2097, Top ten items 1756, Evans Morris 990, Collected Scientometrics 696, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 521, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 426, Autobiography volumes one and 
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two 395, F3(Sp) 384, Principles of ECE 335, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 274, UFT311 
207, UFT88 202, Evans Equations 165, Engineering Model 153, CEFE 122, Self charging inverter 116,
UFT321 85, Llais 72, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 45, List of Prolific Authors 43, Three world records by 
MWE 20, UFT313 73, UFT314 58, UFT315 77, UFT316 72, UFT317 86, UFT318 78, UFT319 86, 
UFT320 61, UFT322 73, UFT323 55, UFT324 99, UFT325 82, UFT326 77, UFT327 74, UFT328 67, 
UFT329 86, UFT330 72, UFT331 82, UFT332 72, UFT333 66, UFT334 84, UFT335 77, UFT336 80, 
UFT337 57, UFT338 71, UFT339 69, UFT340 51, UFT341 80, UFT342 31 to date in March 2016. 
Ministry of Transport of Quebec Space Energy; Northern Michigan University UFT43; Stony Brook 
University UFT85; University of Pune India UFT18; Los Alamos Public Library Essay 24; Pakistan 
Institute of Engineering and Applied Sciences ECE and spacetime; Multi-Center of Provision 
Novosibirsk general; Mathematical Physics Lund University Sweden UFT335; University of 
Edinburgh UFT144, 155, 168 and galaxies. Intense interest all sectors, usage file attached for March 
2016.

Log of S29     NRC
March 31, 2016 

This vehicle is again trespassing directly opposite my land as frontager, it habitually broken the law for 
many years by parking too close to a junction, commits the felonies of public nuisance and obstruction,
and the tort of trespass. The only answer is to block it with heavy duty bollards. We can begin work on 
bollards as soon as possible. I can do this on my own land because I own the surface of Mountain Road
opposite my land. I will ask the County Council to put down heavy duty bollards on Rhyddwen Road 
either side of the junction and opposite the junction. I have done this many times before, even offering 
to pay for them myself. The County Council is to blame for these traffic problems. The Community 
Council has little or no powers. The police are not able to ticket cars, I was told yesterday that that is up
to the County Council, but there have NEVER been wardens in Mawr. This means no Government. 
However, the police can make an arrest for ethnically aggravated common assault, and aggravated 
harassment. I have even offered to ticket cars myself as a voluntary traffic warden. The County Council
has plenty of money to put down a new pavement, as soon as it was finished cars began to park on it 
again, an began to damage it again. This is the felony of obstructing pedestrians. In London for 
example the practice is completely forbidden, bit the situation in Swansea City and County is 
completely out of control. Anyone can see cars dumped everywhere on pavements, often right across 
them.

on Log of S29 NRC

FOR POSTING: Essay     97
March 31, 2016 

This is the introductory essay of chapter 8 of “The Principles of ECE” – on cosmology.
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FOR POSTING : Essay     98
March 31, 2016 

This essay is on the x theory of orbits and refutations of the Einsteinian general relativity.
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FOR POSTING: Essay     99
March 31, 2016 

This is on the application of x theory to orbital phenomena.
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FOR POSTING : Essay     100
March 31, 2016 

This is on the description of planetary precession with Thomas precession, currently being developed 
further in notes for UFT343.
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FOR POSTING : Essay     101
March 31, 2016 

This essay is an introductory overview to the newly discovered three dimensional orbit theory.
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FOR POSTING: Essay     102
March 31, 2016 

This Essay is on three dimensional orbits and application to galaxies.
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FOR POSTING: Essay     103
March 31, 2016 

This is Essay 103 on the inference of the three dimensional conic sections
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FOR POSTING : Essay     104
March 31, 2016 

This is the Essay describing the inference of the three dimensional Binet equation.
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FOR POSTING : Essay     105
March 31, 2016 

This is Essay 105 on three dimensional orbits and precession on a classical level.
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FOR POSTING: Essay     106
March 31, 2016 

This is Essay 106 on the discovery of a new Schroedinger equation.
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FOR POSTING: Essay     107
March 31, 2016 

This is essay 107 on the Evans / Morris effects.
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Book of Scientometrics Volume     Two
March 31, 2016 

This is the Book of Scientometrics Volume Two updated to 29/3/16. Two new record highs were 
achieved. Up to this date, 27.857 Gigabytes, and 83,434 page views. Up to 19/3/16 there were 108,196 
hits and 16,852 distinct visits. From the top twenty universities in the world by Webometrics, Times 
and QS there were visits from: Caltech, MIT, UCLA*, UC San Diego, Texas Austin, Washington, Yale, 
Cambridge*, Oxford*, Edinburgh*, Toronto, Texas A and M, Michigan, Tokyo, and National 
University of Singapore. The final returns for March will be available shortly as usual.

BookofScientometricsVolumeTwo.pdf

on Book of Scientometrics Volume Two

Editing the Recordings
March 31, 2016 

This is a good idea, it would be useful if they could be edited into a format where they can go on the 
blog. I know that the recordings made by Robert Cheshire went on the blog, so there must be a way of 
doing it. This is not critical because Dave will post them on the site and Michael on youtube. The 
background noise is the fan of the computer. The Sony recorder itself makes virtually no noise.

In a message dated 31/03/2016 09:09:45 GMT Daylight Time writes:

Let me give another hint:
Before start and after ending of the talk you should leave some seconds of silence. This 
avoids hearable clicking of buttons and so on. I guess that Michael Jackson will edit the 
sound file anyway, so he can cut these parts suitably.
There is a slight background noise, I guess that this is due to the recording apparatus and 
cannot be avoided so easily.

Horst

Am 29.03.2016 um 17:57 schrieb EMyrone:

With the expert help of Steve Dewitt some sound tests have been completed, 
and the quality is very good. One essay with be a manageable size and each 
item can be distributed to the entire listing and put on the blog and wayback 
machine and simultaneously sent to Dave Burleigh and Michael Jackson for 
posting on www.aias.us and youtube. Steve gave some tuition on broadcasting. 
The main idea is to broadcast them in my own voice.

on Editing the Recordings

Two New Fourteen Year     Records
March 31, 2016 

The www.aias.us site again set record highs in March 2016 to date (up to 29/2/16): 27.856 gigabytes 
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downloaded and 83,434 page views in March up to 29th. This indicates a rapidly increasing worldwide 
interest in the work of AIAS and UPITEC. Internet conferencing patterns and complete site downloads 
are becoming regular features. The total number of items read runs into hundred of millions from May 
2002 to present. This is an international cooperation and congratulations to all staffs. The quality of 
readership is the highest possible.

on Two New Fourteen Year Records

Essay 24 uploaded to     Youtube
March 31, 2016 

Many thanks again, looks excellent, and all your work is much appreciated by a worldwide readership 
and audience.

In a message dated 30/03/2016 21:47:10 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dr Evans,

Here is Essay 24: https://youtu.be/FKVW3f0kVvE

Please review it, and see if there are any improvements to be made. I tried a different 
format, which makes the print much larger (but is much more work, as I have to use a word
processor). This way is better, as I can edit out the control characters in the Essay pdfs.

Also, my Einstein picture is not really appropriate, but I got a chuckle out of the concept of 
many physicists violating the exclusion principle.

Michael Jackson

on Essay 24 uploaded to Youtube

Essay 24, First     Take
March 31, 2016 

Many thanks for your kind remarks. I did a second take of the Essay with the microphone further away.
I think that the shortened version looks good. If trolls can be trashed on sight that is OK with me. We 
all know who they are and their scientific contribution is of course zero.

In a message dated 30/03/2016 19:02:54 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dr Evans,

The shortened version of “The Universe of Myron Evans” on Youtube has 155 views, and 
four Thumbs Up: https://youtu.be/G394vhx-b9E

The trolls gave themselves away, when all the Thumbs Down appeared immediately after 
the videos were uploaded. That is typical of an organized disinformation campaign.

https://youtu.be/G394vhx-b9E
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Thank you for the new recording, but it is best to keep the microphone slightly off to the 
side, and to have a foam covering for the mic, to avoid “popping your P’s”. The best sound 
quality occurs when the mic is a couple of inches off to the side of the mouth.

A headset mic is best for this type of narration, so there is no distraction from holding the 
microphone. Also, the more you can relax, and be at ease, the better the recordings will be. 
You are amongst friends, and we all support you 100%. I have found that is the best way to 
avoid anxiety, by realizing the listener is eager to hear what you have to say, wants to learn 
the material, and completely supports you, and your research. If they don’t, then they 
deserve no respect at all, and their irrational criticisms should be of zero concern to anyone.

All your essays are amazing insights, and the world will be happy to have these historical 
recordings.

regards,

Michael Jackson

On Wed, Mar 30, 2016 at 4:27 AM, <EMyrone> wrote:

I held the microphone too close in this take and so there is saturation a some 
points as the microphone winces. In the next take I will place the microphone 
further away. Essay 24 is very popular because it gets rid of so much dogma in 
a simple way. It is one of the most technical essays.

on Essay 24, First Take

Suggested Conference
March 31, 2016 

You are welcome any time, I would like to see your circuit in action, and also other devices. I will start 
phoning around to gauge the interest in the conference. The easiest way is to one of the London airports
then by train to Swansea from Paddington. It is easy to get to the Castle from Swansea.

In a message dated 30/03/2016 16:57:58 GMT Daylight Time, writes:

Dear Dr, Evans,

Yes, I would like to go AIAS conference. I examined the various way to go to Cardiff and 
Craig Nos Castle.

However I have not received any information from LENR conference in Stockholm. It 
looks hard and quite expensive even from Stockholm and also Japan.

So I will give up to go this summer. I would like to go next summer.

Then I might find much reasonable way to go.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/31/suggested-conference/


Sincerely,

Osamu

From: EMyrone@aol.com [mailto:EMyrone@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2016 4:58 PM
To: bo.lehnert@alfvenlab.kth.se; avanderm@du.edu; dblake@no10.x.gsi.gov.uk; 
pennbonvivant@yahoo.com; raydela@sbcglobal.net; corbis@bigpond.net.au; 
normanpage@comcast.net; fritzius@bellsouth.net; garethjohnevans@hotmail.co.uk; 
rpmc_6@hotmail.com; burleigh.personal@gmail.com; alexhillgtz@yahoo.com; 
ccefalas@eie.gr; simon.cliffy@googlemail.com; fdamador@comcast.net; 
steve.bannister@econ.utah.edu; graham.hall@gllm.ac.uk; alwyn.vandermerwe@du.edu; 
henryk.ratajczak@gmail.com; croca@fc.ul.pt; dwlindstrom@gmail.com; 
cr1460solarinc@gmail.com; sean@somewhere.ws; norpag@att.net; 
kp.phys@btinternet.com; mail@horst-eckardt.de; simon@mrclifford.net; 
rob@rfmicrosystems.co.uk; thenarmis@yahoo.com; Alwyn.VanDerMerwe@du.edu; 
dendavis@aol.com; daphne@myad.jp; k.pendergast@btinternet.com; mcp358@gmail.com;
russdavis1234@yahoo.com; dewi.lewis1@btinternet.com; wsd@axenus.plus.com; 
arthur.turnerthomas@live.com; sianifan@sky.com; meirion66@yahoo.com; 
save.the.eagles2@gmail.com; vivswaby@gmail.com; valamhic@gmail.com; 
byron.davies.mp@parliament.uk; lizevanscampaign@hotmail.com; 
felker.larry@gmail.com; sightings@mindspring.com; ddangd@sc.rr.com; 
cynthiamullan@tiscali.co.uk; rajpalkl@physicsphotons.org; lindaframe@btinternet.com; 
RobertGlynJones@btinternet.com; dorian@mawrcommunity.org.uk; 
brigitterowlands@googlemail.com; blaenmyddfai@googlemail.com; 
gillianejones@yahoo.co.uk; mwjew@btinternet.com
Subject: Replacing Wind Turbines: Conferencing on UFT311 and Self Charging Inverter

The daily scientometrics today show that there has been international internet conferencing 
on this important paper and on the Ide circuit. The participants included Engineering at 
Windsor University Canada, the Apollo Education network in Arizona, Graceland 
University Idaho, the U. S. Naval Research Laboratory in Washington D. C. and a number 
of private sites that I cannot identify. There was also a visit from the City Government of 
Vienna, which may have participated. This all happened on the same day and the number of
hits for UFT311 went up to 175 for the month of March to date. I will work out the number 
of readings. The number of hits for the SCI paper went up to 112 and there was also 
increased interest in the Lindstrom Idaho Lecture. This paper and circuit will also be 
discussed at a conference in Stockholm in the summer. The circuit was designed and built 
by Osamu Ide who presented it at a Royal Society of Chemistry conference recently in 
Japan. All details are given in UFT311, which proves that Einstein Cartan Evans (ECE) 
unified field theory describes the experimental results exactly, whereas the standard model 
of physics fails. This is a major breakthrough which should be followed up by government 
and corporate funding. I hope that Horst Eckardt and Osamu Ide can present the circuit and 
paper at an AIAS / UPITEC Craig y Nos Castle conference in the summer. AIAS Fellow 
Dr. Steve Bannister of the Department of Economics, University of Utah will also be an 
invited speaker at the Stockholm conference, adn wishes to discuss matters with me next 
summer. All are welcome here any time. There is a huge amount of international interest in 



ECE theory, now proven experimentally to high precision. The Ide circuit takes energy 
from spacetime (www.aias.us, www.upitec.org and ww.wet3m.net). ECE also gives a 
plausible qualitative explanation of low energy nuclear reactors (LENR) originally 
discovered in the University of Utah.

cc Prime Minister’s Office, Gower Constituency (M. P. and main Labour Opposition), 
Mawr Community Council

on Suggested Conference

Daily Report 29/3/16
March 31, 2016 

The equivalent of 252,268 printed pages was downloaded during the day (921.260 megabytes) from 
3035 memory files downloaded (hits) and 530 distinct visits each averaging 5.0 pages and 19 minutes, 
main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 2029, Top ten items 1713, 
Collected Evans / Morris 957(est), Collected scientometrics 663(est), Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 
517, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 414, Autobiography volumes one and two 392, F3(Sp) 373, Principles 
of ECE 328, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 267, UFT311 201, UFT88 197, Evans 
Equations 161, Engineering Model 150, CEFE 122, Self charging inverter 115, UFT321 85, Llais 68, 
Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 45, List of prolific authors 34, Three world records by MWE 30, UFT313 73, 
UFT314 58, UFT315 76, UFT316 72, UFT317 85, UFT318 77, UFT319 84, UFT320 60, UFT322 73, 
UFT323 50, UFT324 95, UFT325 82, UFT326 76, UFT327 64, UFT328 67, UFT329 85, UFT330 72, 
UFT331 81, UFT332 70, UFT333 64, UFT334 69, UFT335 75, UFT336 79, UFT337 55, UFT338 70, 
UFT339 65, UFT340 51, UFT341 73, UFT342 28 to date in March 2016. Iowa State University 
general; University of California Riverside UFT142; Universite Pierre et Marie Curie general; 
University of Science and Technology Hong Kong UFT142; Tel Aviv University UFT11; United States 
Airforce Academy Essay 24; Condensed Matter Physics Group University of Cambridge Suggested 
combined strategy, three world records by MWE, UFT342, My CV, ECE Devices. Intense interest all 
sectors, updated usage file attached for March 2016.

on Daily Report 29/3/16

Incident Number 673 Involving S29     NRC
March 30, 2016 

To Mawr Community Council:

I had to phone 101 again today because this vehicle is again parked within 10 metres of a junction – 
that of Mountain Road and Rhyddwen Road. A whole series of incidents involving this vehicle has 
been logged, and two police warnings have been given, one for ethnically aggravated verbal common 
assault with multiple threats, another for disorderly conduct. The police at the Bridgend 101 call centre 
informed me that I am doing the right thing in reporting each incident and making this harassing 
behaviour public. I asked for the owner to be ticketed and charged with aggravated harassment. There 
is now plenty of evidence for the latter. The police informed me that the ethnic abuse of my wife in the 
first common assault is a serious offence. So were the ethnically hostile remarks against the Welsh 
language and speakers, and so were the threats and prolonged verbal abuse. There were no witnesses 
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but there is now an accumulation of incidents and overwhelming circumstantial evidence, witnessed by
the police. There is clear evidence of harassment. I am scheduled to discuss these matters with a police 
officer or officers. The police demand effective action from the Councils, notably double yellow lines, 
ticketing, towing and wardens. It is an offence to park within ten metres of a junction, and directly 
opposite a junction. This junction is clearly marked with standard double white dashed lines. At the 
request of the police I have been logging these traffic offences for nearly two years. The situation in 
Mawr is out of control, and urgent action is needed, notably double yellow lines, car parks made by the 
Council, garages for hire and so on – to get cars completely off the pavements and roads. It is an 
offence to park on a pavement – that of unnecessary obstruction of pedestrians. Pavements are made for
pedestrians, not cars.

cc MP and Labour Opposition Gower.

Myron Evans,
Armiger

Continuing Tomorrow
March 30, 2016 

I will continue with Essay broadcasts tomorrow, starting with Essay 107. I would like to ask both Dave 
Burleigh and Michael Jackson to post the poetry and prose as well as the essay in view of the 
tremendous worldwide popularity of the poetry in Welsh and English as well as the science. 
Unfortunately the blog does not appear to accept mp3 format, whatever the size of the file, but they will
all be available soon on youtube and www.aias.us, from which they go on to the Wayback Machine 
(www.archive.org) for permanent archiving. Today I broadcast twelve essays and started the poetry 
broadcasts. Many thanks to Steve Dewitt for setting up the apparatus.

on Continuing Tomorrow

FOR POSTING: “New Poetry:     Englyn”
March 30, 2016 

This is the first poetry broadcast. The first englyn of “New Poetry”.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING: “New Poetry: Englyn”

FOR POSTING: Essay     108
March 30, 2016 
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This essay describes a new test of the quantum theory and derives the Evans / Morris and cosmological 
red shifts by equating the Planck and Beer Lambert laws.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING: Essay 108

Essay 109: The Discovery of the Jacobi Cartan Evans     Identity
March 30, 2016 

This describes the discovery of the JCE identity reported in UFT313, the second Bianchi identity 
corrected for torsion. Essays up to 110 have also been broadcast by Robert Cheshire and Alex Hill. I 
was asked to lecture on them in my own voice for historical interest, and I am glad to do so.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on Essay 109: The Discovery of the Jacobi Cartan Evans Identity

FOR POSTING: Essay     110
March 30, 2016 

This Essay deals with the vector formats of the Evans torsion and JCE identities and relates them to 
physics.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING: Essay 110

FOR POSTING: Essay     111
March 30, 2016 

This essay overviews the many major advances made by ECE2 up to November 2015, the time of 
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writing of the Essay.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING: Essay 111

FOR POSTING : Essay     112
March 30, 2016 

This is a short description of Felker’s chapter three in Spanish, which is immensely popular.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING : Essay 112

FOR POSTING : Essay     113
March 30, 2016 

This is a conclusive refutation of the Einstein theory of perihelion precession and a description of 
UFT328, in which perihelion precession was shown to exist in ECE2 relativity. The latest advance is 
UFT342.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING : Essay 113

FOR POSTING : Essay     114
March 30, 2016 

This Essay contains a short description of some conclusive refutations of Einsteinian General 
Relativity, and criticisms of the experimental methods used to measure perihelion precession.

Audio Player
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00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING : Essay 114

Essay 115: The True Orbitals of the Sommerfeld     Atom
March 30, 2016 

This essay contains a short biography of Arnold Sommerfeld, nominated more than eighty times for a 
Nobel Prize.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00
Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.

FOR POSTING: Essay     115
March 30, 2016 

This essay describes the discovery of new hyperfine structure in the Dirac equation.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING: Essay 115

FOR POSTING: Essay     117
March 30, 2016 

The sound quality is fine, but right at the end there is a cough which can be edited out if necessary.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
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on FOR POSTING: Essay 117

FOR POSTING: Essay     118
March 30, 2016 

This contains one or two clicks which can be edited out if necessary.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING: Essay 118

FOR POSTING : Essay 24 Final     Version
March 30, 2016 

This version can be posted on the www.aias.us site and youtube. I have got rid of the microphone 
saturation and the sound is now OK. I will eventually record all the essays and poetry for the site and 
youtube.

Audio Player

00:00
00:00

Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.
on FOR POSTING : Essay 24 Final Version

Recording Does Not Go on the     Blog
March 30, 2016 

Unfortunately the recording does not go on to the blog, probably because it is too large. However it can
be posted on youtube and the www.aias.us site when I get the quality tuned.

on Recording Does Not Go on the Blog

343(4): Calculation of the Thomas Angular Velocity and 
Phase     Shift
March 30, 2016 

This calculation gives the relativistic Thomas angular velocity as Eq. (13), self consistently using only 
the definition of the relativistic momentum, as for the de Sitter precession. The effect of the Thomas 
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rotation on the Newtonian orbit is given by Eq. (24), in terms of theta versus r. This can be inverted 
numerically to give a plot of r versus theta, the Newtonian orbit subjected to Thomas frame rotation:

theta’ = theta + omega sub theta t

where omega sub theta is the angular velocity of the rotation of the plane polar coordinate system (r, 
theta).

a343rdpapernotes4.pdf

on 343(4): Calculation of the Thomas Angular Velocity and Phase Shift

Replacing Wind Turbines: Conferencing on UFT311 and Self 
Charging     Inverter
March 30, 2016 

The daily scientometrics today show that there has been international internet conferencing on this 
important paper and on the Ide circuit. The participants included Engineering at Windsor University 
Canada, the Apollo Education network in Arizona, Graceland University Idaho, the U. S. Naval 
Research Laboratory in Washington D. C. and a number of private sites that I cannot identify. There 
was also a visit from the City Government of Vienna, which may have participated. This all happened 
on the same day and the number of hits for UFT311 went up to 175 for the month of March to date. I 
will work out the number of readings. The number of hits for the SCI paper went up to 112 and there 
was also increased interest in the Lindstrom Idaho Lecture. This paper and circuit will also be discussed
at a conference in Stockholm in the summer. The circuit was designed and built by Osamu Ide who 
presented it at a Royal Society of Chemistry conference recently in Japan. All details are given in 
UFT311, which proves that Einstein Cartan Evans (ECE) unified field theory describes the 
experimental results exactly, whereas the standard model of physics fails. This is a major breakthrough 
which should be followed up by government and corporate funding. I hope that Horst Eckardt and 
Osamu Ide can present the circuit and paper at an AIAS / UPITEC Craig y Nos Castle conference in the
summer. AIAS Fellow Dr. Steve Bannister of the Department of Economics, University of Utah will 
also be an invited speaker at the Stockholm conference, and wishes to discuss matters with me next 
summer. All are welcome here any time. There is a huge amount of international interest in ECE theory,
now proven experimentally to high precision. The Ide circuit takes energy from spacetime 
(www.aias.us, www.upitec.org and http://www.et3m.net). ECE also gives a plausible qualitative 
explanation of low energy nuclear reactors (LENR) originally discovered in the University of Utah.

cc Prime Minister’s Office, Gower Constituency (M. P. and main Labour Opposition), Mawr 
Community Council

on Replacing Wind Turbines: Conferencing on UFT311 and Self Charging Inverter

Daily Report 28/3/16
March 30, 2016 

The equivalent of 289,084 printed pages was downloaded during the day (1.054 gigabytes) from 3886 
memory files downloaded (hits) and 647 distinct visits each averaging 4.6 pages and 18 minutes, main 
spiders nsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 1929, Top ten items 1663, Evans / 
Morris papers 924(est), Collected scientometrics 663, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 505, Eckardt / 
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Lindstrom papers 406(est), Autobiography volumes one and two 380, F3(Sp) 362, Principles of ECE 
310, Proofs that no torsion mean no gravitation 284, UFT88 192, UFT311 175, Evans Equations 153, 
Engineering Model 147, CEFE 116, Self charging inverter 112, UFT321 80, Llais 66, Lindstrom Idaho 
Lecture 45, List of prolific authors 33, Three world records by MWE 27, UFT313 70, UFT314 54, 
UFT315 74, UFT316 70, UFT317 81, UFT318 74, UFT319 80, UFT320 56, UFT322 68, UFT323 49, 
UFT324 93, UFT325 75, UFT326 72, UFT327 69, UFT328 61, UFT329 81, UFT330 70, UFT331 78, 
UFT332 66, UFT333 61, UFT334 75, UFT335 71, UFT336 77, UFT337 51, UFT338 60, UFT339 64, 
UFT340 47, UFT341 68, UFT342 24 to date in March 2016. City Government of Vienna general; 
Brazilian Federal University Goias UFT88; Institute of Physics University of Sao Paolo UFT166(Sp); 
Engineering Windsor University Canada Self Charging Inverter; Apollo Education Group Phoenix 
Arizona Self Charging Inverter; Graceland University Iowa Self Charging Inverter; University of 
Michigan UFT146; Naval Research Laboratory Self Charging Inverter; Science Museum National 
Autonomous University of Mexico Essay 24; University of Edinburgh UFT139, 146, 167, 152, H 
bonding; Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for March 2016.

on Daily Report 28/3/16

Vehicle S29 NRC     Moved
March 29, 2016 

This has been moved now about fifty feet, where it is now trespassing and blocking half of Mountain 
Road. The owner is a pain in the expletive for law abiding people, and has been for years

on Vehicle S29 NRC Moved

Did Some Sound Quality     Tests
March 29, 2016 

With the expert help of Steve Dewitt some sound tests have been completed, and the quality is very 
good. One essay with be a manageable size and each item can be distributed to the entire listing and put
on the blog and wayback machine and simultaneously sent to Dave Burleigh and Michael Jackson for 
posting on www.aias.us and youtube. Steve gave some tuition on broadcasting. The main idea is to 
broadcast them in my own voice.

Incident Number 899
March 29, 2016 

This was given by the police call centre yesterday. The car S29 NRC is still trespassing and causing 
obstruction, for example it obstructed a visitor today who came to set up recording apparatus. So this 
incident illustrates the fact that the authorities are completely ineffective in dealing with traffic 
problems. The police seem to be angry and frustrated at the fact that their hands are tied by legislation. 
No one can remove trespassers and no one can put down double yellow lines. As soon as cars are told 
to move off a junction they are back again the next day. There are no traffic wardens in Mawr. The 
police asked me to inform the Community Council that one of them will attend the next community 
council meeting. So at present visitors cannot park in the place I allocate to them on Mountain Road 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/29/incident-number-899/
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because it is being deliberately blocked by S29 NRC. I hope to be able to discuss this at length with the
police soon. I think that the international readership will find this unbelievable.

on Incident Number 899

Ready to Record
March 29, 2016 

I am ready to record, and think I will start with Essay 24, which is very popular.

on Ready to Record

Daily Report Sunday     27/3/16
March 29, 2016 

The equivalent of 206,844 printed pages was downloaded during the day (754.155 megabytes) from 
2516 memory files downloaded (hits) and 489 distinct visits each averaging 4.6 memory pages and 23 
minutes, main spiders cnsat(China), Google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 1850, Top ten items 
1532, Collected Evans / Morris papers 891(est), Collected scientometrics 650(est), Barddoniaeth / 
Collected poetry 485, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 406, Autobiography volumes one and two 366, 
F3(Sp) 354, Principles of ECE 304, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 278, UFT88 183, 
Evans Equations 166, Engineering Model 141, CEFE 113, UFT311 76, UFT321 73, Self charging 
inverter 66, Llais 64, List of prolific authors 33, Three world records by MWE 26, Lindstrom Idaho 
lecture 25, UFT313 66, UFT314 53, UFT315 69, UFT316 64, UFT317 76, UFT318 41, UFT319 78, 
UFT320 54, UFT322 64, UFT323 49, UFT324 88, UFT325 71, UFT326 68, UFT327 68, UFT328 60, 
UFT329 76, UFT330 66, UFT331 72, UFT332 64, UFT333 61, UFT334 75, UFT335 71, UFT336 72, 
UFT337 50, UFT338 59, UFT339 63, UFT340 46, UFT341 65, UFT342 21 to date in March 2016. 
Duke University UFT213; HKFree Network Czech Republic general. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for March 2016.

on Daily Report Sunday 27/3/16

Right to e mail a     Councillor
March 28, 2016 

To Mawr Community Council

I have the right to e mail Community Councillors and do so at police request. This is an unacceptable 
and ill mannered response from Cllr. Harris to long drawn out police concerns about traffic problems in
Mawr, and not an appropriate response to any member of the general public. The question of traffic 
problems in Mawr will not be solved with this kind of reply, an abdication of responsibility from an 
unelected person, a minor councillor who signed on without opposition. The vehicle S29 NRC is again 
causing an unnecessary obstruction. It was moved from the junction on my demand. I informed the 
owners that they are trespassing on my land, and was ignored. Double yellow lines and public order are
urgently needed and this is police opinion. I am a Civil List Pensioner appointed by Crown and 
Parliament, and raised to the Gentry in 2008 on merit. I have just had to deal personally once more with
yet another incident of traffic violation and harassment, and the Community Council has the duty to 
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cooperate with the police. Cllr. Harris abdicates responsibility on the pretext of having received just 
one e mail by error. He ignored a request not to e mail me again. This is misconduct by a Community 
Councillor. I discussed these matters at length with Elizabeth Evans, when she stood for Labour at the 
last election. She listened politely for over an hour, and has received many e mails from me without 
objection. So has the M. P. Byron Davies, himself a former police officer. Even though I disagree with 
the politics of Mr Byron Davies M. P., he would never be as grotesquely ill mannered as Cllr. Harris. 
Once more, effective action is requested to resolve traffic problems in Mawr, notably double yellow 
lines. It is the basic duty of a Councillor to represent and to listen to views. There also remains the 
question of why the Community Council was reprimanded twice for failing to keep proper accounts, in 
2011 and 2015. This means about five years of failing to keep proper accounts.

Myron Evans,
Armiger

cc Member of Parliament Gower, and Labour Opposition
PC Birch Clydach Police Station.

I can tell that you have been raised up into the nobility, as the hereditary nobility that I have
met have excellent manners.

Don’t contact me again please

Mark Harris

You will deal with issues concerning Mawr. This was obviously sent in error. 
Do not e mail me again.

In a message dated 28/03/2016 15:22:54 GMT Daylight Time, mdharris1969 
writes:

Dear Sir,

I am please to receive issues to do with Mawr Community but do 
not appreciate being on your general distribution list.

Please remove me forthwith.

Regards

Mark Harris

on Right to e mail a Councillor

PS
March 28, 2016 

The incident was witnessed by a neighbour.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/28/ps-11/


on PS

Further Incident Involving S29     NRC
March 28, 2016 

This vehicle parked right in the junction of Rhyddwen Road and Mountain Road today, and I reported 
the owners for harassment and another traffic offence. I told them that they are not allowed to park 
within ten metres of a junction or opposite a junction, and not allowed to park on my frontage. This is 
trespass on an adopted road. They insolently stood in the doorway and I was told that they could park 
anywhere they liked. This is the fourth incident of harassment. They appeared to move the car but 
could easily start trespassing again. I have requested the police to deal with the matter.

Myron Evans,
Armiger,
50 Rhyddwen Road,
cc PC Birch of Clydach Police Station.

on Further Incident Involving S29 NRC

Lack of Socks
March 28, 2016 

Generous remarks by Gareth as ever. Einstein turned up at his citizenship ceremony without any socks 
and long, wild hair, a perfect vagrant. There is a photograph of him, looking bored and vacant. I used to
dry my athletics socks on the radiator, resulting in complaints of academic misconduct due to excessive
odour. Or as the Speaker puts it: “Odour, Odour”. All the ECE papers were produced without any 
socks.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 28/03/2016 14:32:00 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Recalibration of Evans / Morris Estimate

The interest in all of recent work is phenomenal – as it should be for the most advanced 
theory of physics. The credit is down to your great genius. Very little, if anything, now 
remains unchanged. This basic physics cascades outwards and affects all of physics, all of 
chemistry, all of biology, all of known science.

Not bad for someone who “didn’t wear socks”!!

Sent from my Samsung device

on Lack of Socks

Total Number of Readings Per Year : Evans / Morris     Papers
March 28, 2016 

For the UFT versions in English this is 68,775 readings per year, using one page = 1.823 kilobytes. So 
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the effect and its theoretical description has been accepted internationally. There are thirteen papers, so 
each paper is read on average 5,290 times every year, and astounding rate of reading, far higher rate 
than would ever be achieved if the papers were published in a journal. So AIAS / UPITEC has greatly 
improved the obsolete publishing system of physics, which was often intolerant and censorious. The 
obsolete physics employment system meant that Gareth Evans and Trevor Morris carried out the 
experiments privately, in the manner of Rayleigh for example, in the nineteenth century. Rayleigh had 
the funds to carry out his experiments, so did Darwin for example. The obsolete refereeing system has 
been replaced by meticulous checks before publication, followed by intense international scrutiny by 
the readership. The result is intense interest in every single item on www.aias.us and www.upitec.org. 
The obsolete physics conference system has been replaced by continuous conferencing on the internet. 
The very wasteful consumption of fuel involved in getting together a major conference has been 
replaced by efficient use of the internet. There is only a need for an AIAS conference every year or so, 
or occasional private visits. I sometimes wonder whether the old system ever meant anything very 
much. I measure impact by the number of times an item is read every year, measured by megabytes 
downloaded per item divided by a conversion factor from megabytes to printed pages, finally divided 
by the number of pages per item. This is very accurate and perfectly objective. If it were not for the 
scientometrics I would not know that my work is making such a massive impact, both science and 
poetry in both languages. So is that of co authors of course. This is because the obsolete physics system
does not like being criticised, tried to cover up and censor all of the ECE theory, and failed 
spectacularly. The overall conclusion is that there is no need for huge public expenditure to fund 
physics, and the expenditure is being cut back considerably. There is simply no money available to 
waste on egotism and fantasy, i.e. pseudoscience. The next Labour Government should use expenditure
to reverse idealistic and very damaging tory cut backs by an increase in borrowing – Keynesian 
economics. The Labour government should demolish wind turbines and implement sweeping reforms 
in the manner of Bevanite socialism, especially the nationalization of land. Essentially complete 
independence should be given to Wales and Scotland.

cc Prime Minister’s Office.

on Total Number of Readings Per Year : Evans / Morris Papers

Recalibration of Evans / Morris     Estimate
March 28, 2016 

This has currently gone up to 33 hits a day, so the Collected Evans / Morris papers are in third place 
behind Collected ECE2 and the Top ten items. I will start using this recalibration tomorrow. There are 
thirteen Evans / Morris effect papers: UFT278, 279, 280, 289, 290, 291, 300, 304, 306, 308, 309, 310, 
and 312, all translated into Spanish, giving a total of 26.

on Recalibration of Evans / Morris Estimate

Intense International Interest in the Evans / Morris     Papers
March 28, 2016 

This would be a conference of world leaders in science. I am just beginning my calculation of the 
number of times the Evans / Morris papers are being read. This will take me some time because the 
font size of the Spanish versions is about 9 or 10 point, single spaced, A4, and the font size of the 
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English versions is 12 point double spaced, A4. The conversion factor for the English language 
versions is one page = 1.823 kilobytes. There are 13 papers, the total readings of the English language 
versions per year is currently 68,755.

cc Prime Minister’s Office

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 28/03/2016 09:37:59 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: Summer/conferences , Dr. Steve Bannister Invited Speaker

Looks like a useful line up! Osamu and Horst should also give presentations at Stockholm 
this summer. They are amongst the leaders in LENR.

Sent from my Samsung device

Demonstrations of the Evans Morris     Effects
March 28, 2016 

These should definitely be given at the proposed Craig y Nos Conference in late June. I will recalibrate 
the estimate I use for the Evans / Morris papers shortly. They are UFT278 – UFT280, UFT289 – 291, 
UFT300 – 304, UFT306 – UFT312. I will chose a sample paper to see how many times it has been read
now that I know how to change storage to printed pages. Trevor Morris is of course very welcome at 
the conference. So Gareth Evans and Trevor Morris can give demonstration lectures of a range of 
effects. Alex Hill and colleagues are welcome to attend and give demonstrations of free energy devices.
Steve Bannister will be in Stockholm on June 21/22, and it is a long and arduous overnight flight from 
Utah. So he could take a flight from Stockholm to Cardiff Airport if possible. This is much better than a
flight to Heathrow, but unfortunately Cardiff Airport is still very expensive. Naturally Steve Crothers is 
welcome to attend, and I know that the flight from Australia is very long, very expensive, and arduous, 
so if Steve Crothers is invited to a conference in Europe in the summer he could also combine visits. In 
general all are welcome, especially the AIAS Fellows in range of the Castle. My cousin Meirion Jones 
may like to make sketches of a few Fellows and cousins. He is a famous artist by now and a fluent 
Welsh speaker.

on Demonstrations of the Evans Morris Effects

Summer/conferences , Dr. Steve Bannister Invited     Speaker
March 28, 2016 

Congratulations to AIAS Fellow Dr. Steve Bannister, Department of Economics, University of Utah, 
who is a leading economic expert on the second industrial revolution now underway, a revolution 
fuelled by new sources of energy, notably low energy nuclear reactors, (LENR), discovered at the 
University of Utah, and energy from spacetime, notably the Ide circuits and UFT311 which explains 
them exactly using ECE theory. Osamu Ide is now developing a kilowatt domestic generator. In my 
opinion governmental and industrial resources should be poured into these new sources of energy, 
which make fossil fuel and wind turbines obsolete. The vast international interest in the work of AIAS 
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and UPITEC indicates this clearly. I propose a much needed AIAS conference at Craig y Nos Castle 
Hotel about the same time, so Steve can be a keynote speaker. Every AIAS Fellow is invited of course, 
notably the Co President, Gareth Evans, and the Directors: Horst Eckardt, Doug Lindstrom, Robert 
Cheshire, Alex Hill, Sean MacLachlan and others. I know that it is a long journey for international 
participants but an AIAS conference is along overdue. We are making a tremendous impact and I would
like to see various free energy devices on display. I could go ahead and book the Patti Theatre for June. 
I would also like to see another gathering of cousins and friends on this listing if this can be arranged. 
There could also be a small exhibition of art by my cousin Meirion Jones. During the conference a visit
to Swansea Museum could be arranged to see Trevithick’s original steam engine as requested by Steve 
Bannister.

cc Prime Minister’s Office

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 27/03/2016 21:14:28 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Summer/conferences

Hi Myron. I just heard that I will be invited to speak at the Mats Lewan LENR seminar in 
Stockholm on June 21/22. I am scheduled to be the “financial expert,” whatever that means.

http://new-symposium.org/

In any case, are you still thinking about have an AIAS conference this summer? If so, if the 
dates somewhat overlap, I would love to attend.

Very best,

Steve

on Summer/conferences , Dr. Steve Bannister Invited Speaker

Daily Report 26/3/16
March 28, 2016 

The equivalent of 544,432 printed pages was downloaded during the day (1.985 gigabytes) from 3488 
memory files downloaded (hits) and 579 distinct visits each averaging 4.6 memory pages and 20 
minutes, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 1816, Top ten items 
1480, Collected scientometrics 650, Collected Poetry / Barddoniaeth 464, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 
387, Autobiography volumes one and two 357, F3(Sp) 344, Principles of ECE 301, Proofs that no 
torsion means no gravitation 268, Evans / Morris papers 260(est), UFT88 178, Evans Equations 153, 
Engineering Model 140, CEFE 111, UFT311 75, UFT321 72, self charging inverter 65, Llais 63, List of
prolific scientists 31, Three world records by MWE 26, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 25, UFT313 65, 
UFT314 51, UFT315 68, UFT316 63, UFT317 76, UFT318 58, UFT319 77, UFT320 54, UFT322 62, 
UFT323 49, UFT324 87, UFT325 67, UFT326 68, UFT327 66, UFT328 60, UFT329 75, UFT330 64, 
UFT331 71, UFT332 62, UFT333 58, UFT334 72, UFT335 69, UFT336 72, UFT337 48, UFT338 58, 
UFT339 60, UFT340 45, UFT341 61, UFT342 20 to date in March 2016. Regional Joint Computer 
Network of Education, Science and Culture of St. Petersburg UFT168, University of Edinburgh 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/28/daily-report-26316/
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UFT139, UFT147. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for March 2016.

on Daily Report 26/3/16

The Law on Unnecessary     Obstruction
March 27, 2016 

Regulation 103 of the Road Vehicles (Construction and Use) regulations 1986 creates the offence of 
unnecessary obstruction. “No person in charge of a motor vehicle or trailer shall cause or permit the 
vehicle to stand on a road so as to cause any unnecessary obstruction”.

www.ukpoliceonline.co.uk

Removal and Disposal of Vehicles Regulations 1986 provide for the removal and disposal of broken 
down, illegally parked, and abandoned vehicles. The police or wardens can tow the vehicle and the 
owner must pay recovery costs. Obstruction is a simple offence, if the car is blocking ANY PART of 
private property, it can be ticketed and towed. So the police can tow S29 NRC and fine the owner. 
Harassment and assault are also felonies. The more the number of offences the heavier the punishment. 
S29 NRC could also be towed from its usual parking position right opposite a junction. This is 
completely illegal. As Armiger I have to obey the law, so does everyone else. There is also a vehicle 
obstructing access to the southern part of my hedge, and trespassing on the Newlands Estate, and this 
could also be towed. I just received my County Council tax bill for the next year, it has gone up sharply
again.

on The Law on Unnecessary Obstruction

Request to Table a Resolution at Mawr Community Council / 
Public     Notice
March 27, 2016 

Further to the request of the police, made to me as Armiger, to attend a Community Council meeting to 
discuss very urgent traffic problems, notice is hereby given to the owner of black Vauxhall S29 NRC, 
N. Maplethorpe of 65 Rhyddwen Road, that the vehicle is obstructing the lawful use of my private land
and is trespassing, causing a public nuisance. “Obstruction” means that: obstructing the use of my land.
The offence is a felony and is not restricted to obstructing my car. The vehicle S29 NRC is parked 
insolently right next to my car, a foot or two away, preventing the lawful use of my private land and 
trespassing. The police are within their rights to tow it. Maplethorpe could park in any number of other 
places on an adopted highway or in a hired garage. I request the Community Council to table a 
resolution to ask for the traffic regulation authority (Swansea County Council) to impose a general ban 
on vehicle trespassing on Mountain Road, an unadopted road. This ban should empower the police and 
wardens to have such cars towed, and owners heavily fined. Mountain Road from the junction with 
Rhyddwen Road all along my south east frontage was conveyed in fee simple to my great grandfather 
William Newlands by the Dyffryn Estate in 1926. I come into possession of this part of the road by law
of inheritance. As frontager I also own the road to its mid point, according to standard legal 
assumption, so I own it in two ways. The Highways Act of 1980 requires the frontager to maintain the 
surface of the road. I arrange for this to be done. With reference to

www.hyndburnbc.gov.uk/downloads/unadopted-street-leaflet.pdf

http://www.hyndburnbc.gov.uk/downloads/unadopted-street-leaflet.pdf
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Contrary to common belief, there is no automatic right to park on any road whether it is a highway or 
unadopted. On adopted roads the police and highway authority tolerate parking, but on an unadopted 
road, long term parking is trespass. Maplethorpe has been warned twice for a prolonged common 
assault, multiple verbal threats and ethnic abuse of my wife, and for public nuisance (P. C. Davies and 
Birch of Clydach police station, on police record). This deliberate obstruction to the lawful use of my 
land constitutes deliberate harassment, a third incident. She was warned to have no contact with my 
family and myself, so I will ask the police to deliver this notice to her. She has been warned for fly 
dumping by Swansea County Council, and has illegally parked S29 NRC opposite the junction of 
Mountain and Rhyddwen Road for years, on a blind bend on a narrow road. The only way to stop 
trespassing on Mountain Road is to empower the police and wardens in this way. Private landowners 
are no longer allowed to tow or clamp cars, and do not have the financial resources to take a trespasser 
to court, the result is chaos, cars are dumped everywhere. The only thing that a landowner can do is to 
block as much of the land as practicable. I have experienced a car being dumped right on a drive that I 
constructed at considerable expense. I may have to block it with stones. If double yellow lines are put 
down on Rhyddwen Road, it is likely that many cars will just be dumped on Mountain Road, so to 
anticipate this, the police must be empowered to fine trespassers and tow and impound their cars. Car 
parks and garages can be provided to take all cars off the roads of Mawr. The entire length of Mountain
Road is owned by frontagers, any car dumped on any part of Mountain Road is trespassing unless they 
are there by permission of a frontager. Obviously the law must be reformed to make trespass a criminal 
offence. Squatting on residential land is now a criminal offence.

Myron Evans, Armiger (Member of the Gentry)
Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent., Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc. (Wales)
www.aias.us

50 Rhyddwen Road, Craig Cefn PArc, Swansea, SA6 5RA.

cc PC Birch Clydach Police station,
M. P. and opposition Gower.

on Request to Table a Resolution at Mawr Community Council / Public Notice

Note 343(3): The de Sitter or Geodedic     Precession.
March 27, 2016 

This is evaluated from the Evans Eckardt Theorem (12) to contemporary experimental precision by 
using the definition of relativistic velocity of ECE2 relativity. This is a far simpler method than the 
standard model, which is riddled with errors. In the next and final note for this paper the orbit of the 
Thomas precession will be evaluated and the properties of Eq. (1) of this note developed.

a343rdpapernotes3.pdf

on Note 343(3): The de Sitter or Geodedic Precession.

Film on Youtube
March 27, 2016 

Thank you very much for your kind remarks, much appreciated! This shortened and edited version was 
made and posted by AIAS Fellow Michael Jackson. I can send you the complete 52 minute film for 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/27/film-on-youtube/
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your private viewing as a complimentary copy. Horst Eckardt appears in the complete edition. Robert 
Cheshire has broadcast my complete and original film script an that is posted on www.aias.us in the 
essay section.

 

Dear Dr. Evans,

I have been so busy to apply patent and preparing paper that I couldn’t watch the video 
program.

I have just watched “Universe of Myron Evans movie” on YOUTUBE. It is very beautiful 
and well made to learn ECE.

I’ll watch it more!

Sincerely,

Osamu

on Film on Youtube

Discussion of 343(2)
March 27, 2016 

Interesting remarks. There is a way of working out theta(t) and I will calculate this next. It is described 
by Marion and Thornton chapter seven for the Newtonian case. It is also possible to make a two 
dimensional plot of r versus theta and t. The next step is to relate the relativistic precessing orbit of the 
Thomas precession to this Newtonian limit. Our ECE2 papers and also UFT311 and UFT321 arre 
phenomenally successful as the daily stats show, and UFT311 as you know verifies ECE exactly.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 26/03/2016 15:18:00 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Re: 343(2): Thomas Precession on the Newtonian Level

The equations (18) resp. (23) contain theta and t. For an orbit plot we additionally need the 
function theta(t). I experimented a bit with some arbitrary functions, besides precession this
gives a deformation of the ellipse.

Horst

Am 25.03.2016 um 14:43 schrieb EMyrone:

Thomas precession is a well known relativistic effect, but its basic asumption is 
a rotation of the plane polar coordinate frame. This note shows that this rotation
on the Newtonian level is enough to produce a precessing conic section, Eq. 
(22). It would be very interesting to graph this conic section. It gives precession
of orbits simply by rotating the frame on the Newtonian level, without using 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/27/discussion-of-3432/
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relativity at all. Without other data one would conclude naively that the 
precession of the perihelion of planets can be explained by Newton using a 
constant rotation of the plane polar coordinate frame of reference. However we 
know that light deflection is not given by a Newtonian theory. The next note 
will develop this note on the relativistic level in preparation for a new theory of 
Thomas precession and de Sitter precession.

on Discussion of 343(2)

Happy Easter to Horst     Eckardt
March 27, 2016 

Happy Easter to Horst Eckardt from Larisa and myself and all at AIAS, cousins and friends! Today is 
the most important day of the Christian calendar.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 26/03/2016 15:15:51 GMT Daylight Time
Subj: Absence

I will be out of Munich from Sunday to Wednesday, will try to read
emails by my mobile.

I wish you, Larisa and all AIAS colleagues a Happy Easter.

Horst 

on Happy Easter to Horst Eckardt

Daily Report 25/3/16
March 27, 2016 

The equivalent of 661,547 printed pages was downloaded during the day, from 2.412 gigabytes, 4008 
memory files downloaded (hits) and 775 distinct visits, each averaging 4.2 memory pages and 16 
minutes, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 1761, Top ten items 
1453, Collected scientometrics 576, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 460, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 
376, Autobiography volumes one and two 347, F3(Sp) 340, Principles of ECE 285, Proofs that no 
torsion means no gravitation 260, Evans / Morris papers 250 (est), UFT88 174, Evans Equations 150, 
Engineering Model 137, CEFE 110, UFT311 75, UFT321 72, Self charging inverter 64, Llais 63, List 
of most prolific authors 28, Three world records by MWE 26, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 25, UFT313 75, 
UFT314 50, UFT315 67, UFT316 63, UFT317 74, UFT318 67, UFT319 77, UFT320 52, UFT322 62, 
UFT323 47, UFT324 82, UFT325 65, UFT326 66, UFT327 62, UFT328 58, UFT329 62, UFT330 61, 
UFT331 69, UFT332 62, UFT333 54, UFT334 72, UFT335 67, UFT336 69, UFT337 45, UFT338 52, 
UFT339 59, UFT340 44, UFT341 58, UFT342 17 to date in March 2016. University of Innsbruck 
levitron; Iowa State University general; complete download from 200.1.1.122.platt; San Francisco 
internet archives (Wayback Machine) spidering; University of Edinburgh UFT157, UFT161. Intense 
interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for March 2016.
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Acute Traffic Problems in     Mawr
March 26, 2016 

To Mawr Community Council, cc Byron Davies M. P., Labour Opposition Gower

There was a further incident today in that S29 NRC has been parked right in front of my car, preventing
me from getting out of my drive without having to make a difficult reverse. This is a deliberately 
offensive gesture, and this car is owned by Nicola Maplethorpe of 65 Rhyddwen Road, who was 
warned twice by P. C. Anthony Davies and Suzanne Birch of Clydach Police Station. Once for an 
ethnically aggravated common assault with threats, once for public nuisance. She has been parking 
illegally opposite the junction of Mountain Road for years, and has also been warned for fly dumping, 
so has a long history of being warned. The Morriston police have already observed the car and have 
asked me to refer the case to the local police, who know Maplethorpe’s history of verbal abuse. I 
believe that Maplethorpe should be given a final warning, or charged, for aggravated harassment, 
public nuisance and obstruction. She is also trespassing on Mountain Road, directly opposite my 
frontage. I own the surface of the road on this frontage. A chaotic situation developed a few days ago 
when cars moved off Rhyddwen Road on to Mountain Road and all started to trespass, committing 
felonies of obstruction and public nuisance. This was caused by road works. As soon as the new 
pavement was put down at least one car parked right across it again. This illustrates the very urgent 
need for double yellow lines and car parks. There is a loophole in the law in that neither the police nor 
the council will deal with trespass, this makes life almost intolerably difficult for land owners. 
Dumping cars on Mountain Road is the felony of public nuisance which should be dealt with by the 
police. There is also a squatter on Newlands Estate land, and again, neither the police nor council will 
remove him. So the traffic situation is degenerating into complete chaos. I make further points below 
and distribute this to the entire Community Council with a request for urgent and effective action. I 
think that there is a need for a meeting of the Community and County Councils with the M. P., 
Assembly Member, and Euro M. P. to get double yellow lines put down as soon as possible throughout 
Mawr. The County Council has funds to mend pavements so has funds to put down double yellow 
lines. The police regard the need for double yellow lines as a matter of great urgency because a large 
amount of police time is wasted by people breaking the law, parking illegally too close to junctions, on 
pavements and so on. There is a need to take cars completely off the roads on to parking spaces or 
make people build their own driveways. The authorities are ineffective because the County Council 
does not govern Mawr effectively, does not patrol with wardens, and does not cooperate with the 
police.

Myron Evans,
Armiger

cc PC Suzanne Birch, Clydach Police Station

Acute Traffic Problems in Mawr

Brigitte Rowlands, Chair Mawr Cammunity Council.

The police at Clydach have asked me to inform Mawr Commuinity Council that one of its 
members would like to attend a Community Council meeting to discuss double yellow 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/26/acute-traffic-problems-in-mawr-2/


lines. Another member will come here to discuss measures against traffic offenders and so 
on. There are acute traffic problems in Mawr, and I have been working with the police for 
nearly a decade to try to get double yellow lines on all roads, establish parking areas or 
garages for hire, and to shift cars off pavements. I understand that the Community Council 
tabled a resolution at my request two or three years ago to ask the County Council for 
double yellow lines, but nothing happened as usual. Whenever I ask the County Council for
anything I get nonsensical replies. So thre is no government in Mawr. I have been asking 
the M. P. to restore law and order to Mawr, but received no reply. I have discussed these 
problems with the Labour opposition as a Bevanite socialist. There is an acute, long drawn 
out, problem of parking too close to the junction of Mountain Road and Rhyddwen Road, 
and trespass on the Newlands Estate. There is a precedural nonsense in which neither the 
police not County Council will deal with trespass. However in cases of obstruction and 
public nuisance the police can act. For about twenty two years I have experienced cars 
parking right on the afoermentioned junction, right opposite and even directly on my land. 
The police have had to be called out many times. They have issued many warnings but they
are ignored. So ticketing and towing and crushing will become necessary, possibly by local 
volunteer traffic wardens working with the police. I have also fought bike and horse 
vandals on Gelliwastad at considerable personal risk, assaulted many times, but the ecology
has been almost destroyed by horse vandals, bikes, four wheelers and arson. The stables 
should be heavily fined for blatant violation of environmental by laws. It looks as if the 
bikes have gone, leaving a huge amount of damage. I was born in this house and spent a lot 
of time away. There has been a terrible, shocking deterioration in values in Mawr. The 
Welsh language has been almost completely destroyed by remote government. Roads are 
choked with cars. Why is government so ineffective and so inert? Why is it so difficult to 
establish car parks and put down double yellow lines? The reason is that Mawr was placed 
under Swansea. I have also fought turbines and continue to fight them as often as I can. I 
will now make complaints to the Assembly Member, Euro M. P. and others until something 
is at last done. I notice that the County Councillor, I Richard, alias I Claudius, is not on the 
Community Council. he has resigned under pressure. Very many think he should resign 
from the County Council, and I have experienced a vulgar verbal common assault from 
him. So have many others. I think that he is the weak link, he does not fight for double 
yellow lines and so on. It seems that people have been asking for double yellow lines in 
Mawr ever since they were invented, maybe fifty years. I have been subjected to various 
verbal common assault for trying to uphold the law. People have also taken to trespassing 
on Mountain Road and the Newlands Estate. They do this with blatant disregard of the fact 
that Mountain Road is owned by the people who live each side of it. It is not a public road, 
it is an unadopted road.
Despite all this harassment, assault and nuisance, I have developed AIAS into one of the 
best institutes in the world (see www.aias.us). I was appointed directly by my distant Tudor 
cousin, Elizbaeth II, as a Civil List Pensioner in 2005 and raised to the Gentry in 2008. I am
also a Tudor, descended from the Prince Tewdwr Mawr. As a member of the Gentry I have 
social responsibility. I am a fluent Welsh speaker, poet and bard, and if anyone wishes to 
talk to me or write to me in Welsh I much prefer to. I am not one to turn my back on my 
own language and my poetry in Welsh and English is popular in up to 182 countries. Even 
if the people of Wales turn their backs on their own language, it is appreciated in almost 
every other country in the world, as is my science, having been nominated for a Nobel 
Prize. I was born into the poorest strata of coal miners right here in this house. They were 

http://www.aias.us/


poor, worked in very dangerous conditions, but were highly cultured, pious and impeccably
polite, ALL fluent Welsh speakers. This abysmal loss of language must be put right by 
educating everyone in Welsh, double quick. There must be areas where the Government 
would prohibit monoglot immigration entirely, and buy houses from sellers in those areas to
have them populated by Welsh speakers. Otherwise this brilliant language and culture will 
be competely destroyed, a holocaust, a grotesque violation of human rights. “Intellectual 
disgrace / Stares from every human face” (W. H. Auden).

Myron Evans
Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent., Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc., Ph. D., B.Sc. (Wales)
www.aias.us
50 Rhyddwen Road, Craig Cefn Parc, Mawr.

on Acute Traffic Problems in Mawr

All Books Doing very     Well
March 26, 2016 

Now that I have worked out how to calculate the number of books read from the downloaded storage, I 
can see clearly that all the books and papers, articles and so on posted on www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org are doing very well, in English and Spanish. So congratulations to all authors. “En 
resiste a l’invasion des armees, en ne resiste pas a l’invasion des idees” (Victor Hugo, “History of a 
Crime”). “The invasion of armies can be resisted, one cannot resist the invasion of ideas”. This is 
usually translated as “One cannot stop the march of ideas”.

on All Books Doing very Well

Googling Autobiography Sonnets
March 26, 2016 

This is my first book of poetry consisting of Miltonian sonnets. It was incorporated in “Barddoniaeth / 
Collected Poetry”, my second book of poetry. Googling autobiography sonnets brings up 411,000 sites,
of which site eight on the first page of Google brings up my second book, after some sites discussing 
whether or not Shakespeare’s sonnets were autobiographical. There are some nice images, including the
covers of my two books of poetry, the sonnets of Lorenzo de Medici and Salvador Nova, and some 
sites on John Donne and so on. I am currently working on a third book, “New Poetry”, consisting of 
sonnets and prose poetry, and new englynion. My distant cousin Shakespeare (attached) has been 
described by Kenneth Clark in “Civilization” as the most undogmatic of all poets. This is why he can 
be so cuttingly accurate in describing human folly. In Sonnet 60 he describes the passage of time 
without any pathos, but with great beauty, and the sonnet is a famous masterpiece. I intend to write a 
variation on it soon, emphasizing its optimistic final couplet in which Shakespeare offers his work as 
timeless. I think that Kenneth Clark also described Lorenzo de Medici as a good poet, and I recall that 
Dylan Thomas wrote to Lord Clark to ask for help in the forties. Thomas eventually got a job with the 
BBC and started his famous broadcasts (FitzGibbon biography).

afamilylinesrelationtowilliamshakespeare.pdf
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on Googling Autobiography Sonnets

“Barddoniaeth / Collected     Poetry”
March 26, 2016 

This is being read currently at the rate of 5,441 books a year, which completely astounds me, but the 
calculations are accurate. R. S. Thomas, a fellow Nobel nominee, was a great poet but had trouble 
selling 500 copies. This again shows the power of our open source publishing house. The book is A5 
format with a lot of spaces so I used a conversion factor of one page = 1.215 kilobytes. It is 97 pages 
long and is only one out of many poetry files and broadcasts by Robert Cheshire and myself, making 
my poetry the single most popular item on www.aias.us, a scientific site. The book is available at the 
National Library of Wales and British Library, and I donated copies to various small, local libraries 
under threat of closure by a philistine tory regime which has never had a Parliamentary majority in 
Wales in modern times. They are making a direct assault on the Welsh language by destroying libraries,
so all of Wales will resist fiercely. Put all your stuff on the Wayback Machine www.archive.org, and on 
www.webarchive.org.uk. All my own poetry is safely archived on www.archive.org and 
www.webarchive.org.uk. This rate of reading makes me a major poet in both languages, (page one of 
Google), at the risk of increasing my hat size. I dislike vanity very intensely and rely on perfectly 
objective scientometrics. I never wear a hat in any case. Again this shows the great international 
interest in the LIVING Welsh language and a great thirst for culture and civilization. I intend to 
broadcast the poetry gradually in my own, six thousand year old, Silurian accent. I think that Robert 
Cheshire’s broadcasts are excellent, and there is intense interest in them. However I have been asked to 
broadcast in my own voice and archive the results.

on “Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry”

Autobiography – Number of Books a     Year
March 26, 2016 

Currently the rate is 7178 books a year, 6220 books a year for volume one and 958 books a year for 
volume two. Volume One was first published in 2012 and posted about 2011, so it has “sold” about 
31,300 copies. Of course it is available open source on www.aias.us. It is not available on 
www.upitec.org. Obviously there is a lot of international interest in the original and unspoilt village of 
Craig Cefn Parc in the fifties and sixties, and in Pontardawe Grammar School, together with the 
genealogy. This rate of reading is enough to put it high on the top rank of autobiographies across the 
world, i.e. page one of Google with suitable keywords. Bear in mind that a lot of it is in the Welsh 
language.

on Autobiography – Number of Books a Year

My Poetry Books
March 26, 2016 

These are also doing very well internationally, for example using the broadest possible keyword 
Barddoniaeth brings it up on page five of Google out of 308,000 results. Bearing in mind all the great 
bards and poets in the Welsh language down the centuries I am honoured to be on page five. Keywords 
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Barddoniaeth Evans brings up my books on the third and fourth sites out of 138,000 results on the first 
page of Google following David Evans and Ellis Humphrey Evans (Hedd Wyn) who was awarded the 
empty Chair draped in a black sheet at the National Eisteddfod after being killed at Passchendaele in 
1917. He had won the Chair in September 1917 at the National Eisteddfod for strict metre bardic poetry
but was killed before he could be awarded the chair. His name was called out three times by Dyfed, the 
Arch Druid, (Yr Arch Dderwydd), who then announced that he had been killed six weeks before. He 
had enlisted to stop his younger brother being conscripted. The Great War can be described as the 
pointless slaughter of the innocent and conscripted on all sides. Using the keywords Collected Poetry 
Evans brings up my books as the first and seventh sites on page one of Google out of 185,000 results 
followed by J. D. Evans, John Ormond collected by Ria Evans, and so on. My entire collection of 
poetry was almost lost in the chaos following UNCC, but was put back together again painstakingly. I 
will start broadcasting them soon in Welsh and English. They are now safely archived and published.

on My Poetry Books

Next Stage of     UFT343
March 26, 2016 

This is to use the results of the last note for UFT343 in the Evans Eckardt Theorem of UFT342, i.e. to 
find the effect of a frame rotation on the precessing orbit of ECE2 theory. This gives another 
explanation of the de Sitter precession. The experimental data on de Sitter or geodetic precession will 
be used.

on Next Stage of UFT343

My Autobiography
March 26, 2016 

This is doing very well, volumes one and two are in the blue box above my coat of arms, and there are 
three more files, “Latest Family History one and two” and “O Hudd ei Ddoe”. It has been published in 
book format. If one uses fairly broad keywords Autobiography Volume One Evans the book comes up 
as the fourth site on page one of Google out of 561,000 sites, behind Charles Evans, Bill Evans and 
Chris Evans. Using keywords Autobiography Volume Two Evans the book comes up as the first three 
sites on page one of google out of 475,000 sites, followed by Mark Twain, Charles Evans and Margiad 
Evans. I can work out how many pages are being read a year, and how many books, for volumes one 
and two. Volume one contains a large fraction of my poetry in Welsh and English, showing once more 
that Welsh is appreciated all over the world. It is kept alive by less than a million people in Wales, but I 
am sure that there are many millions of expatriates anxious to see it not only survive, but to flourish.

on My Autobiography

“The Principles of     ECE”
March 26, 2016 

The attached analysis shows that the book is being read 1,994 times a year at present. This is 723,947 
double spaced printed pages a year from combined sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org. It is 363 
double spaced pages long to date, mainly my own contribution and a contribution from Horst Eckardt 
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to date. I completed my draft about two years ago, and Horst added contributions to chapter three. So it 
has already “sold” about four thousand copies, very good for an advanced level monograph in preprint 
format. The most popular chapter in March 2016 to date is chapter four on photon mass, followed by 
chapter three on Beltrami fields, then chapter five on the unification of quantum mechanics and 
gravitation, then chapter eight on cosmology, then chapter one, the introduction, then chapter six on 
antisymmetry, then chapter seven on energy from spacetime and LENR, then chapter two on 
electrodynamics and gravitation. The double spaced conversion factor is one page is 1.823 kilobytes. 
This book completely overturns the old physics, and is radically new. It is to be published in book 
format in a joint venture with New Generation Publishing, but that is just for friends and a small group 
of colleagues, because our own publishing house is so much more powerful than any but the very best 
book publisher and our hugely successful open source system means that no publisher will be able to 
sell any books. We provide free education to all who are interested.

The_Principles_of_ECE.PDF

on “The Principles of ECE”

“The Principles of     ECE”
March 26, 2016 

This is UFT281 – UFT288 on www.aias.us and is an advanced level monograph which is in 
preparation. Chapter one has been translated into Spanish by Alex Hill. The authors are M. W. Evans, 
H. Eckardt, D. W. Lindstrom and S. J. Crothers. I deeply appreciate the voluntary typesetting carried 
out by Horst Eckardt, Steve Bannister, and two colleagues of Horst. I will shortly work out how many 
pages of the monograph are being read a year from combined sites (www.aias.us and www.upitec.org).

The Animation Safely Archived on the Wayback     Machine
March 26, 2016 

I can confirm that this historic animation by Chris Pelkie from my code and animation script is safely 
archived on the wayback machine (www.archive.org), and next quarter will also be archived at the 
National Library of Wales / British Library (www.webarchive.org.uk). I have another historic 
animation here which will shortly be made in to a DVD which can also be archived. This was made in 
1987 / 1988 at IBM Kingston on the experimental 3090-6S LCAP cluster, and again shows molecular 
dynamics from my code. The code itself is also safely archived along with all my other computer code 
back to 1971.

on The Animation Safely Archived on the Wayback Machine

UFT88 Read at the Universities of Kyoto and     Vermont
March 26, 2016 

Kyoto is a world ranking university, number 26 in the world by Shanghai rankings, number 67 by 
webometrics and 88 by Times. It was founded in 1897 and has 22,765 students. Vermont was founded 
in 1791 and is ranked 265 by webometrics, 301 – 400 by Shanghai and 351 – 400 by Times. Vermont 
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has about 12,000 students and is one of the original Public Ivies (public universities that were 
considered to be on par in quality with the Ivy League). The original Public Ivies were College of 
William and Mary Virginia (founded 1691); The University of Virginia, Miami University Oxford 
Ohio; University of California; University of Michigan Ann Arbor; University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill; University of Texas Austin and the University of Vermont Burlington. Of these, UC 
Berkeley, UCLA and UC San Diego are currently in the world top twenty, together with Texas Austin 
and parts of the University of Michigan. There have been many visits from all of them to www.aias.us. 
The Ivy League is Harvard, Yale, Princeton, U Penn, Columbia, Cornell, Brown and Radcliffe. Of these
the first six are in the world top twenty. There have been many visits from the entire Ivy league to 
www.aias.us and many of the Ivy league have studied the classic UFT88, which refutes the 1902 
second Bianchi identity by incorporating torsion. UFT88 was written by Horst Eckardt and myself in 
2007 and has been read several hundred thousand times without a single objection. This means that the 
Einsteinian general relativity is obsolete because it is a torsionless theory. UFT88 should be read with 
UFT99, the proof that no torsion means no curvature and no gravitation at all, UFT109 (inferring the 
Evans torsion identity) and UFT313 inferring the final form of UFT88, The Jacobi Cartan Evans (JCE 
identity). The ECE2 papers, UFT313 – 320, 322 – 342 are currently being read at the rate of 24,592 
hits a year off www.aias.us and 39,347 hits a year off combined sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org.
One hit is anything from about 30 to over a 100 printed pages. The average printed pages to hits ratio 
for www.aias.us is given every day in the early morning report. If we assume that one hit is fifty printed
pages on average for the ECE2 papers, the number of printed pages read every year for the ECE2 series
is about two million, single spaced, A4, twelve point font. Bearing in mind that the ECE2 papers are 
written double spaced with handwritten equations in a larger font, then the number of pages being read 
per year of the ECE2 series is roughly about four million. Finally, assume that each paper is about ten 
pages long, then it is concluded that the ECE2 papers are being read about 400,000 times a year in the 
world’s best universities, institutes, government departments, corporations, military facilities and by 
staff and students in up to 182 of the world’s 196 countries. Therefore AIAS is the best small institutes 
in the world by impact, by some measures the best. It is entirely voluntary and international, run from 
Craig Cefn Parc, Mawr.

on UFT88 Read at the Universities of Kyoto and Vermont

Daily Report 24/3/16
March 26, 2016 

The equivalent of 236,019 printed pages was downloaded during the day (860.526 megabytes) from 
2943 memory files downloaded (hits) and 497 distinct visits each averaging 4.7 memory pages and 20 
minutes, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 1617, Top ten items 
1385, Collected scientometrics 560, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 450, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 
348, Autobiography volumes one and two 339, F3(Sp) 330, Principles of ECE 254, Evans / Morris 
papers 240(est), Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 224, UFT88 166, Evans Equations 142, 
Engineering Model 130, CEFE 106, UFT321 69, UFT311 69, Llais 61, Self Charging Inverter 60, List 
of Prolific Authors 26, Three world records by MWE 24, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 24, UFT313 59, 
UFT314 46, UFT315 63, UFT316 61, UFT317 69, UFT318 64, UFT319 71, UFT320 47, UFT322 54, 
UFT323 57, UFT324 77, UFT325 58, UFT326 63, UFT327 57, UFT328 52, UFT329 68, UFT330 58, 
UFT331 63, UFT332 57, UFT333 51, UFT334 64, UFT335 62, UFT336 64, UFT337 39, UFT338 48, 
UFT339 53, UFT340 40, UFT341 53, UFT342 13 to date in March 2016. Paul Scherrer Institute 
Switzerland Non-Maxwellian solutions; University of Vermont UFT88; Italian National Institute for 
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Nuclear Research (INFN) Rome 1 UFT40; San Francisco National Archives (Wayback Machine) 
extensive spidering; Department of Engineering Science and Ocean Engineering National Taiwan 
University Table of differences, equation flowcharts; British Mindfulness in Schools Project My page. 
Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for March 2016.

on Daily Report 24/3/16

Acute Traffic Problems in     Mawr
March 25, 2016 

Brigitte Rowlands, Chair Mawr Cammunity Council.

The police at Clydach have asked me to inform Mawr Commuinity Council that one of its members 
would like to attend a Communty Council meeting to discuss double yellow lines. Another member 
will come here to discuss measures against traffic offenders and so on. There are acute traffic problems 
in Mawr, and I have been working with the police for nearly a decade to try to get double yellow lines 
on all roads, establish parking areas or garages for hire, and to shift cars off pavements. I understand 
that the Community Council tabled a resolution at my request two or three years ago to ask the County 
Council for double yellow lines, but nothing happened as usual. Whenever I ask the County Council for
anything I get nonsensical replies. So there is no government in Mawr. I have been asking the M. P. to 
restore law and order to Mawr, but received no reply. I have discussed these problems with the Labour 
opposition as a Bevanite socialist. There is an acute, long drawn out, problem of parking too close to 
the junction of Mountain Road and Rhyddwen Road, and trespass on the Newlands Estate. There is a 
procedural nonsense in which neither the police not County Council will deal with trespass. However 
in cases of obstruction and public nuisance the police can act. For about twenty two years I have 
experienced cars parking right on the aforementioned junction, right opposite and even directly on my 
land. The police have had to be called out many times. They have issued many warnings but they are 
ignored. So ticketing and towing and crushing will become necessary, possibly by local volunteer 
traffic wardens working with the police. I have also fought bike and horse vandals on Gelliwastad at 
considerable personal risk, assaulted many times, but the ecology has been almost destroyed by horse 
vandals, bikes, four wheelers and arson. The stables should be heavily fined for blatant violation of 
environmental by laws. It looks as if the bikes have gone, leaving a huge amount of damage. I was born
in this house and spent a lot of time away. There has been a terrible, shocking deterioration in values in 
Mawr. The Welsh language has been almost completely destroyed by remote government. Roads are 
choked with cars. Why is government so ineffective and so inert? Why is it so difficult to establish car 
parks and put down double yellow lines? The reason is that Mawr was placed under Swansea. I have 
also fought turbines and continue to fight them as often as I can. I will now make complaints to the 
Assembly Member, Euro M. P. and others until something is at last done. I notice that the County 
Councillor, I Richard, alias I Claudius, is not on the Community Council. He has resigned under 
pressure. Very many think he should resign from the County Council, and I have experienced a vulgar 
verbal common assault from him. So have many others. I think that he is the weak link, he does not 
fight for double yellow lines and so on. It seems that people have been asking for double yellow lines 
in Mawr ever since they were invented, maybe fifty years. I have been subjected to various verbal 
common assault for trying to uphold the law. People have also taken to trespassing on Mountain Road 
and the Newlands Estate. They do this with blatant disregard of the fact that Mountain Road is owned 
by the people who live each side of it. It is not a public road, it is an unadopted road.
Despite all this harassment, assault and nuisance, I have developed AIAS into one of the best institutes 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/25/acute-traffic-problems-in-mawr/


in the world (see www.aias.us). I was appointed directly by my distant Tudor cousin, Elizbaeth II, as a 
Civil List Pensioner in 2005 and raised to the Gentry in 2008. I am also a Tudor, descended from the 
Prince Tewdwr Mawr. As a member of the Gentry I have social responsibility. I am a fluent Welsh 
speaker, poet and bard, and if anyone wishes to talk to me or write to me in Welsh I much prefer to. I 
am not one to turn my back on my own language and my poetry in Welsh and English is popular in up 
to 182 countries. Even if the people of Wales turn their backs on their own language, it is appreciated in
almost every other country in the world, as is my science, having been nominated for a Nobel Prize. I 
was born into the poorest strata of coal miners right here in this house. They were poor, worked in very 
dangerous conditions, but were highly cultured, pious and impeccably polite, ALL fluent Welsh 
speakers. This abysmal loss of language must be put right by educating everyone in Welsh, double 
quick. There must be areas where the Government would prohibit monoglot immigration entirely, and 
buy houses from sellers in those areas to have them populated by Welsh speakers. Otherwise this 
brilliant language and culture will be completely destroyed, a holocaust, a grotesque violation of human
rights. “Intellectual disgrace / Stares from every human face” (W. H. Auden).

Myron Evans
Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent., Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc., Ph. D., B.Sc. (Wales)
www.aias.us
50 Rhyddwen Road, Craig Cefn Parc, Mawr.

on Acute Traffic Problems in Mawr

343(2): Thomas Precession on the Newtonian     Level
March 25, 2016 

Thomas precession is a well known relativistic effect, but its basic assumption is a rotation of the plane 
polar coordinate frame. This note shows that this rotation on the Newtonian level is enough to produce 
a precessing conic section, Eq. (22). It would be very interesting to graph this conic section. It gives 
precession of orbits simply by rotating the frame on the Newtonian level, without using relativity at all.
Without other data one would conclude naively that the precession of the perihelion of planets can be 
explained by Newton using a constant rotation of the plane polar coordinate frame of reference. 
However we know that light deflection is not given by a Newtonian theory. The next note will develop 
this note on the relativistic level in preparation for a new theory of Thomas precession and de Sitter 
precession.

a343rdpapernotes2.pdf

on 343(2): Thomas Precession on the Newtonian Level

Greetings on Easter Day from the Co President, Gareth     Evans
March 25, 2016 

I first met Gareth Evans on a visit from Oxford in 1974 when his Ph. D. under Mansel Davies was 
stalled, and the attached shows his list of Fellowships and awards, which include the Mathews Prize for
best first year undergraduate results. He evolved out of the university system in Wales, which failed and
continues to fail to recognize and reward the talent of native Wales. All of that must be changed by the 
Assembly. So AIAS evolved from “Goodbye to all that” (Robert Graves). I think that Gareth was 
treated in an utterly disgraceful way, his only crime was to be associated with me, and I committed no 
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crime at all. In other words there was complete lack of accountability, an out of control closed shop 
leading to poor to mediocre world rankings. There are many visits to AIAS from the University of 
Wales now, and that is a good thing. The latest is from UW Cardiff – studying spacetime energy and 
spacetime devices.

LIST OF AWARDS TO THE SEVENTIES.pdf

on Greetings on Easter Day from the Co President, Gareth Evans

The Thomas and de Sitter     Precessions
March 25, 2016 

The Thomas precession can be worked out in various ways, the clearest way is to solve the fermion 
equation. However as in UFT110 and other UFT papers it can be worked out by rotating the 
infinitesimal line element of ECE2 relativity. The de Sitter precession is worked out dogmatically by 
rotating the obsolete “Schwarzschild” line element. The aim of UFT343 is to work out the de Sitter 
precession without using the incorrect “Schwarzschild” line element at all. In UFT 324, 328 and 342, 
light deflection due to gravitation and perihelion precession were worked out using ECE2 relativity. In 
UFT328 perihelion precession was worked out numerically by solving simultaneously the ECE2 
lagrangian and hamiltonian. In UFT342 it was worked out analytically to exact experimental precision. 
These are major advances because all that is used is the definition of relativistic momentum and the 
observed experimental data. The aim is to use just the relativistic momentum to deduce all the effects 
attributed to the incorrect Einstein theory, to the same precision and in a much simpler way, and also to 
describe other phenomena. ECE2 is capable of doing this, while Einstein and Newton are totally wrong
in whirlpool galaxies. The method is to use the experimentally observed de Sitter line element to define
the relativistic velocity, and the unrotated line element to define the Newtonain velocity v sub N, then 
follow UFT342.

on The Thomas and de Sitter Precessions

“Universe of Myron Evans” Downloaded on to my     computer
March 25, 2016 

Again it was just a matter of waiting for the download. So I have copies both of the complete film and 
animation on my computer. I do not know why or how they disappeared from Google and youtube, but 
now there are multiple backups. Thanks to all again.

on “Universe of Myron Evans” Downloaded on to my computer

Downloaded the Animation
March 25, 2016 

I worked out the problem, it was just a matter of waiting for it to transfer. It is now downloaded on to 
my computer and anyone can download it from the blog or the drop box. So there are multiple backups.
Thanks to all!

on Downloaded the Animation
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Animation Opens from the     Blog
March 25, 2016 

I have checked that the animation opens from the blog and runs fine. It takes about five minutes to open
on my system and hen runs. This means that it is already archived on the Wayback Machine. Thanks to 
all!

Continuing with UFT343
March 25, 2016 

I will continue with UFT343 today – deriving the de Sitter precession from the definition of relativistic 
velocity.

on Continuing with UFT343

Animation Now on the     Blog
March 25, 2016 

on Animation Now on the Blog

Cornell Supercomputer Animation download     link
March 25, 2016 

Many thanks again! It downloads on my computer after about five minutes and runs fine, but my 
system cannot save it, possibly because the file is too large. However we know that it is safe on 
youtube and in the drop box at the foot of my page onwww.aias.us and already archived on the 
Wayback Machine. We will try to sort out the problem locally. In the meantime I am forwarding and 
attempting to post on the blog. Kerry was a teacher who was awarded the Royal Society Hauksbee 
Medal. Someone in Hollywood should make a film out of his biography and my autobiography.

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 24/03/2016 18:45:27 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Cornell Supercomputer Animation download link

Dr Evans,

I previously sent you a link to download the 276 megabyte file for the “Universe of” movie,
so I assume you are having trouble downloading the Laser Zeeman video.

Here is the download link, using “google drive” (about 170 megabytes).

Please let me know if this doesn’t work.

I’m extremely happy with the edited version of the “Universe” video. After ten years of 
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trying to get the word out, this Youtube video has a real chance of going viral. It’s been an 
honor to help you in this fight.

Kerry Pendergast’s contribution is terrific. Someone had to explain it in simple words, and 
he did a great job!

Michael Jackson 1990 Laser FX-Evans,Pelkie H264.mov

on Cornell Supercomputer Animation download link

Daily Report 23/3/16
March 25, 2016 

The equivalent of 221,192 printed pages was downloaded during the day (809.124 megabytes) from 
2991 downloaded memory files (hits) and 536 distinct visits each averaging 4.7 memory pages and 19 
minutes, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 1563, top ten items 
1357, collected scientometrics 545, Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 441, Eckardt / Linstrom papers 
344, Autobiography volumes one and two 335, F3(Sp) 325, Principles of ECE 251, Evans / Morris 
papers 230 (est), Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 221, UFT88 159, Evans Equations 140, 
Engineering Model 127, CEFE 102, UFT321 65, Llais 59, UFT311 56, Self charging inverter 54, List 
of prolific authors 25, Three world records 24, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 23, UFT313 57, UFT314 45, 
UFT315 62, UFT316 59, UFT317 64, UFT318 61, UFT319 69, UFT320 44, UFT322 54, UFT323 43, 
UFT324 74, UFT325 56, UFT326 62, UFT327 55, UFT328 51, UFT329 61, UFT330 53,UFT331 60, 
UFT332 57, UFT333 61, UFT334 64, UFT335 61, UFT336 62, UFT337 37, UFT338 45, UFT339 52, 
UFT340 39, UFT341 50, UFT342 12 to date in March 2016. Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(MIT) UFT85; Physics City University of Hong Kong UFT214; San Francisco Internet Archives 
extensive spidering; Babes Bolyia University Romania UFT149; University of Wales Cardiff 
Spacetime devices and spacetime energy. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for 
March 2016.

on Daily Report 23/3/16

NEW CROSS LINKS: To Youtube Animation and Film     Links
March 24, 2016 

Many thanks again. Unfortunately I cannot open the animation from drop box for some reason, and it 
will not download. However it may open for other viewers. I know that Horst and Michael managed to 
open it. It is safe enough on youtube under Michael’s control, and maybe Michael or Horst will send 
me an mp4 file so I can save it on my computer and distribute it.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 24/03/2016 15:47:05 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: NEW CROSS LINKS: To Youtube Animation and Film Links

I linked the animation from your dropbox account to the MWE page where it has been. The
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mp4 animation does not work correctly when linked from the website directly. Both firefox 
and internet explorer have problems showing it as a raw video.

Dave

On 3/24/2016 1:23 AM, EMyrone wrote:

I would be most grateful if Dave could cross link to the animation and film 
links by Michael Jackson. I would prefer no comments allowed on youtube 
either on the animation or film because a tiny minority of idiots might spoil the 
enjoyment of the vast majority. 

on NEW CROSS LINKS: To Youtube Animation and Film Links

“Universe of Myron Evans” movie, edited and uploaded 
to     Youtube
March 24, 2016 

I am pleased that Kerry Pendergast likes it. The complete film became very popular on youtube and 
vimeo before it was suddenly removed by a person or persons unknown.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 24/03/2016 14:27:47 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Universe of Myron Evans movie, edited and uploaded to Youtube

Dear Myron and Michael,

This is a punchy and harder hitting version of the film. The shortness of the film gives the 
viewer more reward to view the shortened film in full.

Other editted versions would again boost the impact of the film.

Best Wishes

Kerry

—-Original message—-
From : EMyrone@aol.com
Date : 24/03/2016 – 07:55 (GMTST)
To : bo.lehnert@alfvenlab.kth.se, avanderm@du.edu, 
dblake@no10.x.gsi.gov.uk, pennbonvivant@yahoo.com, 
raydela@sbcglobal.net, corbis@bigpond.net.au, normanpage@comcast.net, 
fritzius@bellsouth.net, garethjohnevans@hotmail.co.uk, 
rpmc_6@hotmail.com, burleigh.personal@gmail.com, alexhillgtz@yahoo.com,
ccefalas@eie.gr, simon.cliffy@googlemail.com, fdamador@comcast.net, 
steve.bannister@econ.utah.edu, graham.hall@gllm.ac.uk, 
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alwyn.vandermerwe@du.edu, henryk.ratajczak@gmail.com, croca@fc.ul.pt, 
dwlindstrom@gmail.com, cr1460solarinc@gmail.com, sean@somewhere.ws, 
norpag@att.net, kp.phys@btinternet.com, mail@horst-eckardt.de, 
simon@mrclifford.net, rob@rfmicrosystems.co.uk, thenarmis@yahoo.com, 
Alwyn.VanDerMerwe@du.edu, dendavis@aol.com, daphne@myad.jp, 
k.pendergast@btinternet.com, mcp358@gmail.com, 
russdavis1234@yahoo.com, dewi.lewis1@btinternet.com, 
wsd@axenus.plus.com, arthur.turnerthomas@live.com, sianifan@sky.com, 
meirion66@yahoo.com, save.the.eagles2@gmail.com, vivswaby@gmail.com
Subject : Universe of Myron Evans movie, edited and uploaded to Youtube

Many thanks again! This is an excellent idea and a great help. In order to 
include the comments by Horst Eckardt may I suggest that a second short edited
version be posted concentrating on his comments. I can ask Dave Burleigh to 
cross link to both your youtube links. Other edited versions can be made that 
would all be protected from any copyright infringement by “fair use”. Only the 
remarks by Kerry, Horst and myself need be posted. I intend to record the entire
original film script which I wrote for the film.

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 24/03/2016 04:00:51 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Universe of Myron Evans movie, edited and uploaded to 
Youtube

Dr Evans,

I have edited “The Universe of Myron Evans”, and put the 
shortened version on Youtube.

I think this 15 minute version is excellent, and will help educate 
thousands of people.

https://youtu.be/G394vhx-b9E

My apologies to Dr Eckardt, but there was not enough time to 
include all the speakers. His points were excellent, but the 
shortened version explains the basics very well.

Please review it, and I can make any changes you recommend. 
Some of the edits are too quick, and I can do another version.

By putting a “Fair Use Notice” in the video description, I am 
protected from any legal problems. Aias.us can link to the video, 
without fear of legal problems, which will be extremely helpful for 
new students to understand the basis of ECE theory.

https://youtu.be/G394vhx-b9E


I added some “free energy” words to the title to increase interest. 
The link to this video should be distributed as widely as possible 
(after the final version is agreed on).

I hope it meets with your approval,

Michael Jackson

on “Universe of Myron Evans” movie, edited and uploaded to Youtube

NEW CROSS LINKS: To Youtube Animation and Film     Links
March 24, 2016 

I would be most grateful if Dave could cross link to the animation and film links by Michael Jackson. I 
would prefer no comments allowed on youtube either on the animation or film because a tiny minority 
of idiots might spoil the enjoyment of the vast majority.

on NEW CROSS LINKS: To Youtube Animation and Film Links

Universe of Myron Evans movie, edited and uploaded 
to     Youtube
March 24, 2016 

Many thanks again! This is an excellent idea and a great help. In order to include the comments by 
Horst Eckardt may I suggest that a second short edited version be posted concentrating on his 
comments. I can ask Dave Burleigh to cross link to both your youtube links. Other edited versions can 
be made that would all be protected from any copyright infringement by “fair use”. Only the remarks 
by Kerry, Horst and myself need be posted. I intend to record the entire original film script which I 
wrote for the film.

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 24/03/2016 04:00:51 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Universe of Myron Evans movie, edited and uploaded to Youtube

Dr Evans,

I have edited “The Universe of Myron Evans”, and put the shortened version on Youtube.

I think this 15 minute version is excellent, and will help educate thousands of people.

https://youtu.be/G394vhx-b9E

My apologies to Dr Eckardt, but there was not enough time to include all the speakers. His 
points were excellent, but the shortened version explains the basics very well.

Please review it, and I can make any changes you recommend. Some of the edits are too 

https://youtu.be/G394vhx-b9E
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/24/universe-of-myron-evans-movie-edited-and-uploaded-to-youtube/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/24/universe-of-myron-evans-movie-edited-and-uploaded-to-youtube/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/24/new-cross-links-to-youtube-animation-and-film-links/


quick, and I can do another version.

By putting a “Fair Use Notice” in the video description, I am protected from any legal 
problems. Aias.us can link to the video, without fear of legal problems, which will be 
extremely helpful for new students to understand the basis of ECE theory.

I added some “free energy” words to the title to increase interest. The link to this video 
should be distributed as widely as possible (after the final version is agreed on).

I hope it meets with your approval,

Michael Jackson

on Universe of Myron Evans movie, edited and uploaded to Youtube

Animation in DropBox     Directory
March 24, 2016 

Many thanks, I assume we are now ready to post it under the Spanish flag on the home page, so the 
general reader can see it.

Re: Animation Downloaded

I uploaded the mp4 version of the animation back to the dropbox directory. Some players 
may have problems with the sound.

Horst

Am 23.03.2016 um 15:57 schrieb EMyrone:

Many thanks! This is a great help, and either Dave or yourself could load it on 
to www.aias.us and www.upitec.org in a prominent place on the home pages of 
both sites. If you send me an mp4 file I could also try to post it on the blog. I 
favour just after the “espanol” and Spanish flag on the home page. It will then 
go on to the Wayback Machine and be permanently archived in a safe way. 
Chris spent about a year or more making it and the animation consumed a great 
amount of array processor time at the Cornell Theory Center. About half the 
enire animation unit was dedicated to the animation. The paper accompanying 
the animation was published in J. Am. Chem. Soc as in the Omnia Opera. The 
copyright is owned by Chris Pelkie and myself. The Cornell Theory Center was
founded by the Nobel Laureate Ken Wilson but unfortunately was closed down 
some years ago.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 23/03/2016 14:04:12 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Animation

http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/24/animation-in-dropbox-directory/


I downloaded the file. It is a Quicktime-video (184 MB), can be 
displayed without problems.
The files was deleted in the Dropbox. I restored it. I think Chris 
Pelkie will permanently delete it later.

Horst

Am 23.03.2016 um 08:32 schrieb EMyrone:

Sure, my own password for drop box is mbba1950. I log
in with emyrone .

In a message dated 22/03/2016 23:47:57 GMT Standard
Time, mail writes:

Can you forward me the password for 
Dropbox? I will see if the video runs with 
the VLC player.

Horst

Am 22.03.2016 um 08:57 schrieb EMyrone:

OK many thanks, as you see 
Chris Pelkie already kindly sent 
it by drop box and you are 
welcome to post it on youtube. I 
cannnot open the drop box 
animation here with my 
software but I am sure others 
can and it can be posted back on
www.aias.us in an easy to read 
visible format. “The Universe of
Myron Evans” also disappeared 
from youtube. I am sure that 
someone somewhere has a copy,
for example Kerry or Horst. I 
will hunt around to see if I have 
a copy of the film here. I know 
that a colleague from Austria 
posted it on youtube and he 
would have a copy if he could 
be traced. I am glad that youtube
is safe for your work

In a message dated 22/03/2016 

http://www.aias.us/


00:06:00 GMT Standard Time, 
cr1460solarinc writes:

Dr Evans,

The ECE Theory 
youtube videos are 
very small in size, 
only about 15 
megabytes (each), so
they could be hosted
on aias.us, if you 
like. I can email 
them all to you, for 
safe keeping. Just let
me know, and I will 
zip them into a 
single file. But, I 
still feel they are 
preliminary, until the
new recordings are 
made. I would like 
to improve the 
video, also, for the 
final versions.

The videos are very 
safe on youtube, and
I’m keeping multiple
backup copies. 
There is a specific 
process, before 
youtube can delete a 
video, so, as long as 
there are no 
copyright violations,
or claims of 
ownership by a third
party, the videos 
should stay up, as 
long as youtube 
exists.

I hope you can 
convert your 1990 
VHS video tape, to 
AVI, or DVD 

http://aias.us/


format, for emailing,
or uploading to 
aias.us. After you 
upload a copy, I will 
add it to the youtube 
channel. If need be, 
you could send the 
video tape to me, 
and I will convert it 
to digital format. 
But, the tape is too 
valuable to trust it to
overseas mail.

It would be best for 
Chris Pelkie to 
upload a high 
resolution version to 
youtube. With his 
permission, I will 
copy it to your 
youtube channel.

The ECE Theory 
youtube channel has 
200 views, so far, 
and the “thumbs 
down” have stopped,
since there are only 
a few trolls, who 
subscribe to the hate 
blog (less than six, 
apparently).

Looking forward to 
seeing your Cornell 
video again (it was 
basically the 
discovery of a 
magnetic monopole, 
that travels at the 
speed of light – 
amazing!),

Michael Jackson

On Mon, Mar 21, 

http://aias.us/


2016 at 12:51 PM, 
<EMyrone> wrote:

I have 
video 
cassettes 
of two 
historic 
animatio
ns here, 
one 
made in 
the 
Clementi
environ
ment at 
IBM 
Kingston
in 1988, 
one of 
the first 
compute
r 
animatio
ns ever 
made, 
and a 
prelimin
ary 
version 
of the 
prize 
winning 
Evans / 
Pelkie 
animatio
n of 
1989 – 
1990, 
certainly 
one of 
the best 
animatio
ns of that
era. 
These 
can be 



converte
d to 
DVD 
and 
loaded 
up on 
my 
compute
r and 
sent out 
for 
posting 
directly 
on 
www.aia
s.us. 
After 
what has
happene
d, I can 
envisage 
a 
scenario 
where 
Youtube 
would 
arbitraril
y delete 
all 
essays 
without 
warning,
so I will 
send 
them to 
the blog 
an 
Wayback
Machine 
and also 
post on 
www.aia
s.us. 
Michael 
Jackson 
can also 
post on 

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/


his 
youtube 
site in 
the hope 
that they 
will not 
be lost 
by 
youtube. 
I will try 
to reach 
Chris 
Pelkie by
phone to 
ask if he 
has a 
pristine 
copy in 
his 
archives 
in his 
personal 
archives 
in Ithaca.
From 
memory 
the 
prelimin
ary 
version 
is almost
as good 
as the 
final 
version. 
Chris has
a pristine
copy a 
few 
years 
ago 
when I 
asked 
him if I 
could 
post the 
animatio



n on 
www.aia
s.us. It is
not 
entirely 
clear to 
me what 
happene
d and 
why the 
animatio
n also 
disappea
red from 
both 
archives.
This 
should 
never 
have 
happene
d, so we 
must 
learn the 
lessons –
not to 
entrust 
material 
to 
youtube 
or 
Google.

on Animation in DropBox Directory

Cornell Supercomputer Animation is on     Youtube
March 24, 2016 

Many thanks indeed to AIAS Fellow Michael Jackson in Texas! I am immensely pleased to see the 
animation again and hereby post this message and link on to the blog. I think that the Essays posted by 
Michael on youtube are excellent. When I start recording here I think I will start with Essay 24, which 
is very popular: “Derivation of the Pauli Exclusion Principle from the ECE Fermion Equation” adn 
gradually record all the essays and poetry which I have not yet recorded.

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 23/03/2016 18:29:59 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Cornell Supercomputer Animation is on Youtube

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/24/cornell-supercomputer-animation-is-on-youtube/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/


Dr Evans,

I’m pleased to tell you, that the Cornell Supercomputer animation is online now.

Many thanks to Chris Pelkie, for rescuing this important video from obscurity!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k7Voxczw7mY

Please review the description, and I’ll be happy to edit the comments, as you wish.

Hooray!

M. Jackson

Daily Report 22/3/16
March 24, 2016 

The equivalent of 159,704 printed pages was downloaded during the day (582.282 megabytes) from 
2369 memory files downloaded (hits) and 556 distinct visits each averaging 3.0 memory pages and 14 
minutes, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 1522, Top ten items 
1325, Collected scientometrics 537, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 429, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 
339, Autobiography volumes one and two 323, Principles of ECE 248, Collected Evans / Morris papers
220(est), Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 215, UFT88 150, Evans Equations 136, 
Engineering Model 121, UFT311 66, UFT321 64, Llais 56, Three world records by MWE 24, List of 
prolific authors 24, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 22, UFT313 58, UFT314 43, UFT315 58, UFT316 55, 
UFT317 64, UFT318 58, UFT319 70, UFT320 43, UFT322 53, UFT323 42, UFT324 74, UFT325 56, 
UFT326 60, UFT327 55, UFT328 49, UFT329 63, UFT330 50, UFT331 60, UFT332 53, UFT333 48, 
UFT334 64, UFT335 60, UFT336 61, UFT337 37, UFT338 46, UFT339 49, UFT340 36, UFT341 50, 
UFT342 11 to date in March 2016. Boston University Essay 24 “Derivation of the Pauli Exclusion 
Principle from the Fermion Equation”, Texas A and M University UFT81; University of Kyoto UFT88;
Regional Joint Computer Network of Education, Science and Culture St Petersburg UFT168; 
University of Edinburgh UFT142, UFT153, UFT155. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file 
attached for March 2016.

Additionally, a 401 Unauthorized error was encountered while trying to use an ErrorDocument to 
handle the request.

on Daily Report 22/3/16

Severe Traffic Problems
March 23, 2016 

Byron Davies M. P. Gower,
Dear Mr Davies,
The severe traffic problems due to roadworks continue on the junction of Mountain Road and 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/23/severe-traffic-problems/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/24/daily-report-22316/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k7Voxczw7mY


Rhyddwen Road. Today I reported to Police number 101 cars Y724 BEO, CV15 GFY and S29 NRC for
parking on Newlands Estate Land. Mountain Road is half blocked. I think that severe measures are 
needed, namely ticketing. Warnings are not enough. One vehicle parked on my drive so I blocked the 
drive with my car. I again asked for double yellow lines 10 metres either side of the junction and 
opposite the junction. In my opinion habitual trespass becomes public nuisance. As Armiger I demand 
firm and effective action. The police have asked that no one park on this land (P. C. Davies, Clydach 
Police Station) until a land dispute is resolved. Even after it is resolved the situation will continue to be 
anarchic until double yellow lines are put down. I have been working with the police for two years or 
more towards this aim.

Myron Evans
50 Rhyddwen Road, Craig Cefn Parc, Swansea, SA6 5RA.

on Severe Traffic Problems

Illustrations in Chapter One of “Principles of ECE” (translated 
by Alex     Hill)
March 23, 2016 

They start with the chi rhi iota page of the Book of Kells, Mathew 1.8: “Christi autem generatio sic erat
cum esset desponsata mater eius Maria Ioseph antequam convenirent inventa est in utero habens de 
Spiritu Sancto.” Chi rho” in early mediaeval scribed manuscripts stood for “Christus” and i was added 
to give Christi – “of Christ”. This is described by Kenneth Clark in episode one of “Civilization”, on 
youtube in HD. Then there is an illustration of the Celtic triskeles, which were constructed 
geoemetrically with precision. They appear from Ireland to Anatolia and from Iberia to the Rhine and 
beyond to Czechia. Then Sceilig Mhichil (Skellig Michael) and its Anchorite beehive cells and rough 
stone Monastery, then a manuscript by Copernicus, then portraits and photographs of Lorentz, 
Rutherford, Christoffel, Levi Civita, Ricci, Grossmann, Einstein and Elie Cartan giving a lecture. After 
the collapse of the Roman Empire there was great instability all over Europe, and civilization hung on 
by the skin of its teeth in places like Sceilig Mhichil and Iona, and Bangor Tewdos near Llanilltud 
Fawr, which grew into a large international university. These illustrations can be viewed in the Spanish 
language section of www.aias.us. Christianity was first established in Britain by my ancestral cousin St.
Eurgain ferch Caradog (Caratacus) in about 50 A. D.. This site became Bangor Tewdos about three 
hundred years later, the oldest university in Europe.

on Illustrations in Chapter One of “Principles of ECE” (translated by Alex Hill)

Typesetting “Principles of ECE     theory”
March 23, 2016 

This is a very great help and many thanks to all! I will arrange to have the book published with New 
Geneation in a joint venture in a limited edition for friends and colleagues, one copy for the National 
Library of Wales, one copy for the British Library and complimentary copies to the colleagues. The 
book is the usual outstanding success in open source as the daily reports show. Stephen Crothers is 
pencilled in for chapter nine. Alex Hill has translated chapter one with original photographs and 
artwork.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/23/typesetting-principles-of-ece-theory/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/23/illustrations-in-chapter-one-of-principles-of-ece-translated-by-alex-hill/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/23/illustrations-in-chapter-one-of-principles-of-ece-translated-by-alex-hill/


To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 22/03/2016 23:19:44 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Book “Principles of ECE theory”

I found two persons (a student and a pensioner) who will do the Latex
layout. I hope that the book will be finished in about 1-2 months.

Horst

on Typesetting “Principles of ECE theory”

Daily Report 21/3/16
March 23, 2016 

The equivalent of 226,607 printed pages was downloaded during the day (826.210 megabytes) from 
2718 downloaded memory files (hits) and 495 distinct visits each averaging 3.0 pp and 18 minutes, 
main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 papers 1502, Top ten items 1302, 
Collected scientometrics 493(est), Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 423; Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 
324, Autobiography volumes one and two 322, F3(Sp) 314, Principles of ECE 239, Proofs that no 
torsion means no gravitation 230, Evans / Morris papers 210(est), UFT88 146, Evans Equations 129 
(est), Engineering Model 120, CEFE 97, UFT321 64, UFT311 63, Llais 55, Self Charging Inverter 52, 
Three world records by MWE 24, List of prolific authors 23, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 22, UFT313 56, 
UFT314 43, UFT315 58, UFT316 55, UFT317 63, UFT318 58, UFT319 67, UFT320 42, UFT322 53, 
UFT323 39, UFT324 73, UFT325 56, UFT326 58, UFT327 37, UFT328 48, UFT329 61, UFT330 50, 
UFT331 60, UFT332 53, UFT333 47, UFT334 64, UFT335 57, UFT336 61, UFT337 37, UFT338 46, 
UFT339 49, UFT340 34, UFT341 49, UFT342 10 to date in March 2016. University of Quebec Trois 
Rivieres UFT342; Iowa State University home page and general; University of Amsterdam, 
“Diplomatic Objection to ‘t Hooft” by AIAS Co President Gareth Evans; San Francisco Internet 
Archives (Wayback Machine) spidering; Royal Institute of Technology Stockholm CV and general; 
North-West University South Africa UFT239. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached 
for March 2016.

on Daily Report 21/3/16

343(1): Thomas Precession and the Evans Eckardt     Theorem
March 22, 2016 

These are calculations that develop the Thomas precession in a lagrangian formalism and which relate 
the results to the Evans Eckardt Theorem and to the phase shift calculated in UFT110. The Thomas 
precession is a rotating Minkowski line element and the de Sitter precession in the old view is a 
rotating Schwarzschild line element. This is a radically new theory based on ECE2 relativity. This is 
needed because de Sitter’s theory is completely wrong due to neglect of torsion, so cannot reproduce 
any experimental data.

a343rdpapernotes1.pdf

on 343(1): Thomas Precession and the Evans Eckardt Theorem

https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/a343rdpapernotes1.pdf
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Molecular Dynamics on the LCAP1     Supercomputer
March 22, 2016 

I hope to be able to hand this pristine cassette over to Steve Dewitt today for translation to a DVD 
which can be posted on www.aias.us. It contains animations of my molecular dynamics simulation 
code, showing the code to work perfectly. It contains some of the first animations ever made by 
computer (about 1987 when I was a professor at IBM, Kingston, New York State). The animation at 
Cornell of my code is a masterpiece by Chris Pelkie, who fortunately archived his copy carefully. Both 
animations can be displayed on www.aias.us and youtube in a way that any member of the general 
public can use to view them. Once this is done they will be on the Wayback Machine. IBM’s linear 
combination of array processors (LCAP) was one of the first of its type, built around an IBM 3090 – 6S
supercomputer in the Clementi environment. IBM had a presence at Cornell Theory Center with an 
array processor. ETH Zuerich also had an IBM 3090 which I used from the University. My collected 
code back to 1971 is all on www.aias.us and archived on the Wayback Machine. I started with Algol on 
the Elliott 4130.

on Molecular Dynamics on the LCAP1 Supercomputer

Wayback Machine Downloader
March 22, 2016 

This is easily googled up and is a service that restores a website that has been hacked, lost or destroyed.
So it looks as if the contents of the following archived websites are indeed safe: www.aias.us, 
www.upitec.org, www.atomicprecision.com and www.et3m.net. Type them in to www.archive.org to 
look them up, and also their history. To be double sure, the blog is backed up on pdf and posted on 
www.aias.us. So if someone hacks the blog and destroys it completely, it is still on pdf and on the 
Wayback Machine and in the NLW. The www.aias.us website is also safe on www.webarchive.org.uk. 
Thanks to all! These websites have completely overturned the old physics, and as such are archived for 
new generations of scientists and scholars. We hope to archive the poetry of the late Ceinwen Procter 
shortly. There may also be a way of making high very quality scans of my mature black and white 
photographic work, which uses a special high contrast technique. The colour Taughannock sequence is 
already archived – Taughannock State Park, New York, one of Roosevelt’s projects to create work. I 
did donate a collection of photographs to the Library of UC Swansea, but they have been destroyed 
almost completely by placing them in direct sunlight. I have donated many books to UC Swansea 
which presumably have not been thrown out. The small libraries in the Swansea Valley are under threat
of closure, so the books I donated to them recently may be thrown out in double quick time. This is due
to total tory misgovernment and attempted colonization and destruction of the language and culture of 
Wales. This must be resisted fiercely as we have always done for centuries. Let’s hope that the National
Library of Wales will not be thrown out. With government like this who needs apocalypse? In areas 
such as Mawr there are chaotic traffic conditions and essentially no government.

Arglywdd Glyn Tawe a Gw^yr,

on Wayback Machine Downloader

FOR POSTING : The Prize Winning Animation by Chris Pelkie 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/22/for-posting-the-prize-winning-animation-by-chris-pelkie-and-myself/
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and     Myself
March 22, 2016 

Many thanks to Chris Pelkie for sending the animation and kindly making it freely available for a 
couple of weeks. I would like to ask Dave Burleigh to post it directly on www.aias.us.

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 21/03/2016 20:44:11 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Chris Pelkie wants to share “Myron” with you

Chris (cpelkie@me.com) invited you to a Dropbox shared folder called “Myron” and left
you this message:

“I’ll leave this shared for a couple weeks, so please download and acknowledge receipt
Cheers Chris”

View folder

© 2016 Dropbox

on FOR POSTING : The Prize Winning Animation by Chris Pelkie and Myself

Daily Report Sunday     20/3/16
March 22, 2016 

The equivalent of 256,441 printed pages was downloaded during the day (934.983 megabytes) from 
3503 downloaded memory files (hits) each averaging 5.0 memory pages and 23 minutes, main spiders 
cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 1398, Top ten items 1267, Collected 
scientometrics 493(est), Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 417, Autobiography volumes one and two 
315, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 310, F3(Sp) 303, principles of ECE 235, proofs that no torsion means 
no gravitation 222, Evans / Morris papers 200(est), UFT88 139, Evans Equations 124, Engineering 
Model 120, CEFE 93, UFT321 63, UFT311 62, Llais 54, Self charging inverter 50, Three world 
records by MWE 24, List of most prolific authors 23, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 22, UFT313 53, 
UFT314 43, UFT315 54, UFT316 53, UFT317 60, UFT318 58, UFT319 61, UFT320 39, UFT322 47, 
UFT323 39, UFT324 69. UFT325 54, UFT326 56, UFT327 54, UFT328 46, UFT329 59, UFT330 50, 
UFT331 57, UFT332 48, UFT333 46, UFT334 61, UFT335 55, UFT336 61, UFT337 37, UFT338 46, 
UFT339 49, UFT340 34, UFT341 49, UFT342 6 to date in March 2016. City University of Hong Kong
UFT2; Institute of Industrial Science The University of Tokyo spidering / download; International 
Peace Bureau Namibia UFT213; University of Edinburgh UFT165, ECE Hydrogen Bonding Theory. 
Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for March 2016.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/22/daily-report-sunday-20316/
https://www.dropbox.com/l/NSbzjVViwaKXjPdAxTLzGu/invite
http://www.aias.us/
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Plans for UFT343
March 21, 2016 

These are to apply the Evans Eckardt Theorem to the Thomas and de Sitter precessions.

on Plans for UFT343

FOR POSTING: Section 3 of paper     342
March 21, 2016 

This is an excellent and comprehensive section by co author Horst Eckardt, achieving complete 
agreement with UFT328. There are many analytical lines of research that can be pursued now that it is 
realized that both precession and light deflection due to gravitation can be described precisely and self 
consistently from the fundamental relativistic velocity, which when multiplied by m becomes the 
relativistic momentum. This was first deduced by Einstein from considerations of conservation of 
momentum, and when rewritten becomes the Einstein energy equation. In summary, the highly accurate
experimental data on light deflection due to gravitation can be explained in ECE2 relativity by 
imposing an upper bound on the Lorentz factor of root two. This also allows a massive particle to travel
at c, including a massive photon. These are revolutionary changes in physics. Agreement with the 
highly accurate data on orbital precession is obtained directly from the definition of relativistic 
momentum via the Evans Eckardt Theorem. We may now go on to investigate other types of 
precession. The revolutionary conclusion is that the Einstein theory is completely wrong due to neglect 
of torsion, and can be completely replaced by ECE2 relativity, which is special relativity in a space 
with finite torsion and curvature.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 20/03/2016 20:20:19 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Section 3 of paper 342

This is the section with analytical and numerical results based on the
Evans Eckardt theorem. I found a way so that the results compare
sufficiently well with the “exact” numerical solution of paper 328.

Horst 

paper342-3.pdf

on FOR POSTING: Section 3 of paper 342

New Theorem
March 21, 2016 

Pleasure!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 20/03/2016 20:16:36 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING : UFT342 Sections 1 and 2 and background notes

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/21/new-theorem/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/paper342-3.pdf
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Thanks for naming the theorem in this way. My namesake writes his name without a “d”, a 
very subtle difference even for native German speakers.

Horst

Am 19.03.2016 um 12:26 schrieb EMyrone:

This paper uses ECE2 relativity to give an exact explanation both of light 
deflection and orbital precession using only the definition of the relativistic 
velocity. It is a tremendous simplification of relativity and is preferred in 
comparison with al predecessor theories by Ockham’s Razor and the Baconian 
principles of science. It shows that these well known phenomena are due Cartan
geometry with finite torsion and curvature. Einstein’s elaborate gravitational 
theory is well known and accepted internationally to be incorrect due to neglect 
of torsion and so cannot predict anything. Incorrect mathematics can never 
result in correct physics. I propose that the new constraint equation (19) be 
named “the Evans Eckardt Theorem”, not to be confused with the well known 
Wigner Eckardt Theorem of quantum mechanics. 

on New Theorem

Daily Report Saturday     19/3/16
March 21, 2016 

The equivalent of 244,021 printed pages was downloaded during the day (889.702 megabytes) from 
2726 downloaded memory files (hits) and 569 distinct visits each averaging 4.5 memory pages and 25 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 89.52 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1380, Top ten items 1270, Collected scientometrics 493(est), Barddoniaeth / 
Collected poetry 399, Autobiography volumes one and two 311, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 306, 
F3(Sp) 298, Principles of ECE 219, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 213, Evans / Morris 
papers 190(est), UFT88 135, Engineering Model 113, Evans Equations 110(est), UFT311 58, UFT321 
57, Self charging inverter 50, Three world records by MWE 24, List of prolific authors 23, Lindstrom 
Idaho Lecture 22, UFT313 50, UFT314 42, UFT315 51, UFT316 49, UFT317 56, UFT318 54, 
UFT319 61, UFT320 39, UFT322 47, UFT323 39, UFT324 67, UFT325 51, UFT326 54, UFT327 51, 
UFT328 44, UFT329 59, UFT330 46, UFT331 54, UFT332 46, UFT333 46, UFT334 59, UFT335 53, 
UFT336 56, UFT337 33, UFT338 43, UFT339 48, UFT340 33, UFT341 48 to date in March 2016. 
United States Sandia National Laboratory UFT243; University of Edinburgh UFT148. Intense interest 
all sectors, updated usage file attached for March 2016.

on Daily Report Saturday 19/3/16

FOR POSTING: relation to Franklin Delano Roosevelt, 
32nd     President
March 20, 2016 

President Franklin Delano Roosevelt was my ancestral cousin, he was descended from my direct 
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ancestor King Tewdwr Mawr ap Cadell, (born 997), Brenin Deau Cymru (King of Southern Wales). 
Roosevelt was also descended from John of Gaunt Duke of Lancaster, whose great grandson Sir Henry 
Stradling, Knight of the Holy Sepulchre, married my ancestral cousin Elsbeth ferch William ap Thomas
of Raglan Castle (sometimes known as Elizabeth Herbert (born 1427)). She is not to be confused with 
my ancestral cousin Elizabeth Herbert (born 1476) who was married to Charles Somerset, Earl of 
Worcester (born 1460) also descended from John of Gaunt. In my opinion Roosevelt was the greatest 
President of the twentieth century, and perhaps the greatest President of all, bearing in mind that he was
elected to four terms, fought the Great Depression, and was effective in safeguarding democracy with 
the allies. His wife and cousin Eleanor Roosevelt was not descended from Tewdwr Mawr. The latter’s 
ancestry is known authentically to 150 B. C. So I have traced Roosevelt’s ancestry to 150 B. C. Of 
course this is also the ancestry of the Morgan Aubrey Family of Glyn Tawe.

afamilylinesrelationtofranklindelanoroosevelt.pdf

on FOR POSTING: relation to Franklin Delano Roosevelt, 32nd President

New Photographs
March 20, 2016 

Many thanks again!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 20/03/2016 16:40:23 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING on http://www.aias.us: Some Photographs for Youtube

Added to photos page today

Dave

On 3/14/2016 6:49 AM, EMyrone wrote:

on New Photographs

Latest Version of “New     Poetry”
March 20, 2016 

Much appreciated as ever.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 20/03/2016 16:06:48 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: Latest version of “New Poetry”

Posted today

Dave

On 3/11/2016 2:54 AM, EMyrone wrote:
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This is the latest version, in which a section on new englynion is added to the 
Miltonian sonnets and prose poetry. 

on Latest Version of “New Poetry”

My Relation to Franklin Delano     Roosevelt
March 20, 2016 

He was my direct ancestral cousin, being descended from Tewdwr Mawr ap Cadell through Dafydd 
Gam to the marriage of Gwladys ferch Dafydd Gam to Sir William ap Thomas of Raglan Castle to the 
marriage of their daughter Elizabeth Herbert to Sir Henry Stradling to the marriage of Jane (Sia^n) 
Stradling to Sir William Gruffudd. There is a famous elegy by Tudur Aled, “Marwnad Sia^n Stradling”.
Some of it is as follows

Cilio’r lloer, cloi’r llan,
Cyfrif rhif a rhan
Can gwin ac arian cyn ei gorwedd
Ceirw ogawg creigiau
Agwrdd beneigiau
Seigiau o’r eigiau, a’r ewigedd.

This is in strict metre, in fifteenth century Welsh. Tudur Aled was a master of the strict metre and 
cynghanedd, and here he uses a particularly defined metre. I can translate it loosely as follows:

Moon flees, llan locked,
Counting numbers, dividing,
Wine and silver before she rests
Stags glorious on crags
Strong, bountiful,
A course of fish and young deer.

The line descends through the Coytmore family. The name is “Coed Mawr” , meaning “big trees”. The 
first Roosevelt (a Dutch name meaning red or brown coloured field) is his grandfather Isaac Daniel. I 
will give the complete genealogy in due course.

on My Relation to Franklin Delano Roosevelt

FOR POSTING: Relation to Thomas Jefferson Third     President
March 20, 2016 

This is a distant relation through the marriage of Charles Somerset Earl of Worcester to Elizabeth 
Herbert, a direct descendant of Tewdwr Mawr ap Cadell of the Royal House of Dunefwr my own direct
ancestor and that of Henry VII Tudor. Thomas Jefferson Third President was the author of the 
Declaration of Independence (1776) and the Statute of Virginia for religious freedom (1750), Founder 
of the University of Virginia, architect of Monticello, scientist and inventor. Authorized the Louisiana 
Purchase of 1803, his most important act as President. As Vice President served in the patent office. 
Advocate of States’ rights, became an opponent of Alexander Hamilton and John Adams.

afamilylinesrelationtoThomasJefferson.pdf
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on FOR POSTING: Relation to Thomas Jefferson Third President

FOR POSTING: My Relation to Charles     Darwin
March 20, 2016 

Charles Darwin was my distant ancestral cousin by marriage of Charles Somerset Earl of Worcester (b. 
1460) to Elizabeth Herbert (born 1476), who was descended from my direct ancestor Tewdwr Mawr ap 
Cadell, King of the Southern Regions of Wales, also the ancestor of Henry VII Tudor.

afamilylinesrelationtocharlesdarwin.pdf

UFT88 Read at Kocaeli University     Turkey
March 20, 2016 

Kocaeli is a new university founded in 1976 and destroyed in an earthquake. It was later rebuilt. It has 
about 52,000 students and is ranked 1610 in the world on webometrics. UFT88 was the first paper to 
refute the 1902 second Bianchi identity with use of torsion, and appears on the first page of Google 
with any suitable choice of keywords. It has been read many hundreds of thousands of times and 
challenges not only the dogma of gravitational physics but also its blatantly false and intolerant 
authority. The latter continues to teach the Einstein theory but the teachings are being rejected 
completely. UFT88 was written in 2007 as can be seen by typing www.aias.us in to the Wayback 
Machine (www.archive.org). It was followed by UFT99 which uses the usual commutator method 
(Carroll chapter three, online) to prove that if torsion is zero, the commutator is a null operator and 
curvature is zero. In fact, this is well known in mathematics. The dogmatists of gravitational physics 
cover it up by using a symmetric connection. This is absurd, because a symmetric connection means a 
symmetric commutator which is zero, and curvature and torsion vanish, meaning no gravitation, 
reduction to absurdity. UFT99 was broken out in to easy to follow proofs that have become very 
popular around the world. UFT99 was followed by UFT109 in which I infer the torsion identity. This 
was used in UFT313 to infer the Jacobi Cartan Evans (JCE) identity, the rigorous second Bianchi 
identity. Again the appellation is used not out of empty vanity but to distinguish the theory from older 
theories. AIAS and UPITEC have made many new discoveries, so as in voyages of discovery new 
features are named after the officers and crew. An example is Mount Darwin on the voyage of “The 
Beagle”. Science free of politics is a voyage of discovery.

on UFT88 Read at Kocaeli University Turkey

Precession from UFT342
March 20, 2016 

Many thanks indeed! These results are full of interest, especially in that the constraint equation or EE 
Theorem is itself a precessing ellipse. This is a modified precessing ellipse as Horst points out here. So 
the major advance has been made that light deflection and orbital precession can be described from the 
definition of relativistic velocity or momentum. None of Einstein’s erroneous ideas are needed at all, 
and the experimental results are described exactly. I am sure that these graphics and section three will 
once more generate a lot of interest. The EE Theorem is the theorem needed to relate the precessing to 
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the classical orbit. As usual the appellation is used simply to distinguish this theory from older theories 
such as the Einstein theory that have failed completely.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 19/03/2016 17:59:41 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING : UFT342 Sections 1 and 2 and background notes

From the numerical analysis it comes out that there is precession, but obtaining a 
reasonably looking orbit is difficult since the orbit is deformed by the “Evans Eckardt 
Theorem”. There are additional “node points”. Results become much better if an angular 
dependence of x is considered. The preliminary figures are:

1: r(theta) from theorem with constant x
2: enlargement of a section of Fig. 1, there is indeed precession.
3: r(theta) with improved x function.

I will describe the details in section 3 of the paper now.

Horst

Am 19.03.2016 um 12:26 schrieb EMyrone:

This paper uses ECE2 relativity to give an exact explanation both of light 
deflection and orbital precession using only the definition of the relativistic 
velocity. It is a tremendous simplification of relativity and is preferred in 
comparison with al predecessor theories by Ockham’s Razor and the Baconian 
principles of science. It shows that these well known phenomena are due Cartan
geometry with finite torsion and curvature. Einstein’s elaborate gravitational 
theory is well known and accepted internationally to be incorrect due to neglect 
of torsion and so cannot predict anything. Incorrect mathematics can never 
result in correct physics. I propose that the new constraint equation (19) be 
named “the Evans Eckardt Theorem”, not to be confused with the well known 
Wigner Eckardt Theorem of quantum mechanics. 

fig2 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/20/precession-from-uft342/fig2-9/


fig1 

fig3 

on Precession from UFT342

Daily Report 18/3/16
March 20, 2016 

The equivalent of 178,112 printed pages was downloaded during the day (649.397 megabytes) from 
4910 memory files downloaded (hits) and 694 distinct visits each averaging 5.3 memory pages and 13 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 36.28 for the day, main spiders cnast(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1329, Top ten items 1195, Collected scientometrics 493, Barddoniaeth / 
Collected Poetry 393, Autobiography volumes one and two 303, F3(Sp) 290, Eckardt / Lindstrom 
papers 271, Principles of ECE 214, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 191, Evans Morris 
papers 180(est), UFT88 131, Evans Equations 116, Engineering Model 112, CEFE 84, UFT311 57, 
UFT321 54, Llais 50, Self charging inverter 49, Three world records by MWE 22, List of prolific 
authors 21, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 21, UFT313 50, UFT314 37, UFT315 51, UFT316 48, UFT317 
54, UFT318 52, UFT319 58, UFT320 38, UFT322 44, UFT323 37, UFT324 65, UFT325 48, UFT326 
50, UFT327 51, UFT328 44, UFT329 56, UFT330 45, UFT331 52, UFT332 45, UFT333 42, UFT334 
59, UFT335 49, UFT336 55, UFT337 32, UFT338 43, UFT339 43, UFT340 33, UFT341 48 to date in 
March 2016. Computer Centre University of Hannover general download; Pontifical Catholic 
University of Ecuador UFT136, F3(Sp); University of California San Diego UFT175; Electric and 
Electronic Engineering of Paris (CNRS Laboratory, French National Centre for Scientific Research) 
UFT131; Diponegoro University Indonesia general; St Petersburg Regional Joint Computer Network of
Education, Science and Culture UFT168; University of Edinburgh ECE Article, Department of 
Psychiatry University of Oxford My Page. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for 
March 2016.

on Daily Report 18/3/16
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Principal Sir Goronwy Daniel (1914 –     2003)
March 19, 2016 

He was born in Ystrad Gynlais, the son of a mining official, and was educated at Pontardawe Grammar 
School and Amman Valley School, then at UCW Aberystwyth where he earned a first in geology. He 
took a University of Wales Fellowship to Jesus College Oxford, where he earned a D. Phil. in 
economics and statistics. In 1940 he married the Honourable Valerie Lloyd-George and became a chief 
statistician in Whitehall, turning up for work in a duffle coat and Land Rover. He was appointed 
Permanent Under Secretary at the Welsh Office and succeeded the great scholar and bard, Prof. Sir 
Thomas Parry, as Principal in 1969, when he was knighted. He retired in 1978 but before then Sir 
Goronwy and Lady Daniels invited me to reception to celebrate my world record D. Sc. which 
shattered all records and still stands now. I was dressed in a warm, highland type, woollen jumper 
knitted by my late mother, and a leather jacket, so began to sublimate when I was offered a glass of 
sherry, being a non drinker. They both looked on in obvious warm hearted amusement. Sir Goronwy 
broke into a broad smile when he handed me my D. Sc. certificate in 1978 at the degree ceremony. 
Usually he had formidable craggy features like his rocky Glyn Tawe where my own ancestors came 
from. He held Senate meetings without any heating, so that kept them short. He was responsible for 
Pant y Celyn Welsh medium hall and the Arts Centre. They retired to their farm in Letterston but he 
quickly became bored and worked to establish Channel Four. By coincidence some of my Penfro 
relatives came from Letterston. In outlook he was international and a fervent supporter of the language,
being fluently bilingual himself. This is the same as my outlook. After him, no Principal has been able 
to speak a word of Welsh, and this is part of a deliberate colonization process which must be reversed 
by the Assembly and public opinion. The present Principal does not come from Wales and speaks a few
words of Gaelic. This is not good enough, and sweeping reform is necessary before the language is 
destroyed completely.

on Principal Sir Goronwy Daniel (1914 – 2003)

World Rankings of Oxford and     Cornell
March 19, 2016 

University Webometrics Times Shanghai

Cornell 5 18 18
Oxford 13 2 10

These are the current world rankings of two of the Universities in which I have worked. They are 
among the top twenty in the world and have regularly studied ECE and ECE2 since 2003. This is what 
I mean by world ranking. I was appointed a Junior Research Fellow of Wolfson College Oxford in 
1975 in open international competition, interviewed by the President, Sir Henry Fisher, and about a 
dozen Fellows as in Autobiography Volume Two. I was recommended by Prof. Sir John Rowlinson as a
referee. I was appointed at Cornell Theory Center in 1988 after being interviewed by its Director, Prof. 
Malvin Kalos. I would have been happy to stay at Cornell, but I was not paid. The Center devoted an 
entire appendix of one of its NSF reports to my work and that helped to get it refunded. I would say 
that truly world ranking universities are those in the top fifty to a hundred or so. Throughout my entire 
career I many times tried to get back to Aberystwyth but was always rejected by mindless prejudice, 
verging on outright hatred. My experience from 1978 to 1983 was less than delightful, and all of that is 
recorded in Auto Two and archived on the Wayback Machine. In a way I am back at Aberystwyth 
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because the National Library of Wales has kindly taken all my books and archived all my work on 
www.webarchive.org.uk, and because staff and students there regularly study my work. One does not 
have to be physically present there to be back there. Aberystwyth flew in the face of the opinion of Sir 
Goronwy Daniel, (see www.aias.us) and refused every offer of help from me. The result is abysmal 
world ranking.

on World Rankings of Oxford and Cornell

World Rankings of Aberystwyth, Bangor, Cardiff and     Swansea
March 19, 2016 

These are very low, as follows:

College Webometrics Times Shanghai
Aberystwyth 579 301-350 Has never been good enough for ranking
Bangor 635 301-350 Last ranked 2006 at 401-500
Cardiff 285 182 151 – 200
Swansea 770 351-400 Last ranked 2012 at 401-500

The reason for this abysmal performance is that the true University of Wales has been destroyed by 
corruption and broken up into fragments. They all call themselves “universities” and all describe 
themselves as excellent. They fool no one. These rankings reflect the poor quality of colonists imported
into Wales and given tenure by other colonists. The true quality of scholarship of native Wales is much 
higher. As in my case it is seen clearly that there is systematic prejudice against merit, and obvious 
prejudice against native Wales (Welsh speaking or not). So the Welsh Assembly should shut down the 
entire system, and retrain everyone to be bilingual. It should impose rigorous standards of appointments
in open competition with the added requirement of being fully bilingual. There must be a quota of say 
80% staff and students from Wales. I am a member of the Guild of Graduates of the true University of 
Wales, holding a distinction higher than full professor, the Scientiae Doctor degree. I have not been 
paid since 1978, the year I was awarded the distinction. No modern European country should accept 
this state of affairs – it is a gross and complete violation of human rights and completely illegal. There 
has also been a well known scandal recently in the mutilated University of Wales system. It is pointless 
trying to cover that up because of Google and the Wayback Machine. The University of Wales should 
be reestablished, and parts of it should be run as the National Eisteddfod is run, exclusively in the 
Welsh language. The Eisteddfod is one of the largest cultural festivals in all Europe, even though less 
than a million people speak Welsh. Very soon, it will not be possible to find a job of any responsibility 
without knowledge of Welsh, and I mean fluent and personal knowledge of Welsh. People are anxious 
to send their children to Welsh medium schools. Those few paisley like bigots who oppose this 
renaissance are being swept aside. Some of the better quality settlers in Wales are anxious to learn 
Welsh.

on World Rankings of Aberystwyth, Bangor, Cardiff and Swansea

My Three World     Records
March 19, 2016 

These are the youngest D. Sc. under modern rules; the greatest number of distinguished post doctoral 
fellowships in open international competition, and the most prolific chemical physicist in history. These
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are not likely ever to be broken. The greatest number of post doctorals shows up the complete lack of 
accountability to government of the academic system of the time. When I exposed the Purnell scandal 
in 1978 the system retaliated mindlessly by locking me out for life. The system consisted of a 
freemasonry of people who were appointed in smoke filled rooms. Maybe like the masons they had to 
stand on one leg and supplicate to Isis and Osiris. Several that I know of did not have a Ph. D. degree, 
several might have a Ph. D. degree but not one post doctoral. I won one after another of the most 
prestigious fellowships and prizes and was met with a wall of corruption and abuse, all recorded in 
Auto Two in the blue box above my coat of arms. The only way to clean up that corruption is drastic 
governmental reform. There are no world ranking colleges in Wales, they are way down the list. It is 
not known how people are appointed, the system is flooded with students just for fees. There are 
meaningless systems of false equality, all must be five foot eight exactly, never mind merit. Such a 
system has no meaning for anyone who has any concern for Wales. If it were shut down it no one 
would notice its absence. It greatly harms the Welsh language by flooding Wales with monoglots. I 
regard the AIAS as the true University of Wales and work on behalf of the Welsh language all the time. 
AIAS is number one in the world by impact for a small and voluntary group of scientists.

on My Three World Records

Other Types of     Precession
March 19, 2016 

Apart from orbital precession there are other types of precession, such as geodedic precession, Thomas 
precession, precession of the equinox and so on. Several UFT papers have been applied to these. It 
should be possible to describe all precessions with the Evans Eckardt Theorem. Thomas precession also
comes out of the ECE fermion equation, the corrected Dirac equation. ECE2 also describes the velocity
curve of a whirlpool galaxy. These velocity curve data show conclusively that the Einstein theory is 
totally wrong in general. So is the Newton theory. The ECE2 graviton and vacuum particle can be used 
to describe the mass of the universe. It is now known that a photon with mass can travel at c, and that 
there is an upper bound on the Lorentz factor of root two, corresponding to v sub N = c / root two. 
These upper bounds produce the precisely correct deflection due to gravitation, delta zeta = 4MG / (c 
squared R0). A finite photon mass changes the whole of physics and there are many photon mass UFT 
papers. It it is also known now why electrons can be accelerated to the speed of light. In the old 
relativity this is not possible, yet it happens. These are a few of many major advances made by ECE 
and ECE2. These claims of mine are accepted by the best in the world (world’s top ranking universities
and so on). If anyone asks why I am not a Nobel Laureate, the answer is that the system is still 
controlled by obsolete dogmatists with vested interest in funding. There has been a conspiracy to 
prevent me winning a Nobel Prize, but that has been brushed aside by the profession. Dogmatists are 
not accountable at present and can essentially fund themselves. That has nothing to do with science, it 
is just human nature. Everyone knows that, so there is no point in asking why I am not a Nobel 
Laureate, or why Horst is not a Laureate or any AIAS staff member, several of whom deserve a prize. 
The Nobel Prize system is in danger of complete collapse into politics.

on Other Types of Precession

UFT342 Permanently Archived
March 19, 2016 
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The paper is already permanently archived on the Wayback Machine, www.archive.org. This can be 
seen by typing in www.aias.us or www.upitec.org adn looking at the blog. The mathematicians may 
like to investigate systematically all the properties of the Evans Eckardt Theorem, to classify its 
mathematical structure and so on. Co author Dr. Horst Eckardt plans to start this investigation in 
Section 3 using incisive numerical and graphical methods which have become famous in the world of 
science. This can be seen from the number of Horst’s graphics that have been displayed and archived 
by Google. They are all archived of course on www.archive.org.

on UFT342 Permanently Archived

FOR POSTING : UFT342 Sections 1 and 2 and 
background     notes
March 19, 2016 

This paper uses ECE2 relativity to give an exact explanation both of light deflection and orbital 
precession using only the definition of the relativistic velocity. It is a tremendous simplification of 
relativity and is preferred in comparison with al predecessor theories by Ockham’s Razor and the 
Baconian principles of science. It shows that these well known phenomena are due Cartan geometry 
with finite torsion and curvature. Einstein’s elaborate gravitational theory is well known and accepted 
internationally to be incorrect due to neglect of torsion and so cannot predict anything. Incorrect 
mathematics can never result in correct physics. I propose that the new constraint equation (19) be 
named “the Evans Eckardt Theorem”, not to be confused with the well known Wigner Eckardt 
Theorem of quantum mechanics.

a342ndpaper.pdf

a342ndpapernotes1.pdf

a342ndpapernotes2.pdf

a342ndpapernotes3.pdf

a342ndpapernotes4.pdf

a342ndpapernotes5.pdf

a342ndpapernotes6.pdf

a342ndpapernotes7.pdf

a342ndpapernotes8.pdf

a342ndpapernotes9.pdf

Electric current definition and other relativistic/astronomical 
topics…..
March 19, 2016 

I advise electrodynamicists to take note of B(3), nominated for a Nobel Prize several times, or so I am 
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told. B(3) put a spanner in the works in 1993, and resulted in a tremendous advance in physics. There 
are many other theories by many able people over two hundred years or more that challenge the 
standard model of electrodynamics. This is due to many people, notably: Coulomb, Ampere, Gauss, 
Weber, Faraday, Maxwell, and importantly my Civil List predecessor Oliver Heaviside.

emyrone
Sent: 18/03/2016 22:55:16 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Electric current definition and other relativistic/astronomical topics…..

Electric current definition and other relativistic/astronomical subjects…..

Electromagnetism is considered the most trustful part of physics. There are still a lot of 
physicists contesting the special and/or general theory of relativity, there were a smaller 
number contesting quantum mechanics, but none has been contesting the actual 
electromagnetism.

Therefore, I would like to start this newsletter with some cut off experiments performed in 
the last decade or even earlier which questions the actual definition of electric current seen 
as a movement of electric charges in a circuit or in a space region.

Although it seems a bit paradoxical, the most elegant experiment to test the actual 
definition for electric current can be made with radioactive sources.

The nutshell of such experiment is quite simple: electric charges emitted by a radioactive 
source are conducted into an electric circuit and some specific effects are to be observed.

I performed the experiment only with a 60Co TELETHERAPY source with actual 
characteristic 400 Tbq (~10,8 kCi), which emits electrons. Passing the captured electrons 
through a micro electrolysis device, no release of gases (i.e. no electrolysis) was observed 
as expected.



If a flow of electrons is not consistent with expected effects of an electric current anyone 
can imagine what results are obtained if a proton or alfa radioactive source is used in 
experiment.

I preferred to not work a lot with radioactive sources and therefore some magnetic effects 
of an ,,electrons flow” into a circuit were made with a variation of this experiment using a 
cathode tube with some adaptations; more precisely the flow of electrons is extracted and 
instead of generating a point on the screen, it is directed into an electric circuits.

The links for these experiments:

http://elkadot.com/index.php/en/books/electromagnetism/radioactive-source-experiment

http://elkadot.com/index.php/en/books/electromagnetism/cathode-ray-tube-experiments

Not only mainstream science, but even fringe scientists (look after electric universe theory),
are going into a wrong direction considering a flow of charged particles (positive or 
negatives) equivalent with an electric current ………..

If the definition of electric current is a blunder, even a layman can imagine what the value 
of what has been written in physics in the last centuries is ……

The main topic of today newsletter is still relativity and astronomy/astrophysics.

The work of Ole Römer is reminded as first proof for a estimating the light speed, but we 
are interested more in a ,,foundation for a new theory of relativity”.

Actually, Römer found, for several months the eclipses lagged more and more behind the 
expected time, but then they began to pick up again. He was further able to predict the time 
of eclipses based on the relative distance between Earth and Jupiter. The light from Io 
(actually reflected sunlight) took time to reach the Earth, and took the longest time when 
the Earth was furthest away. When the Earth was furthest from Jupiter, there was an extra 
distance for light to travel equal to the diameter of the Earth’s orbit compared with the point
of closest approach.

Later on other periodic phenomena were observed in Universe starting with binary stars, 
pulsars and now exoplanets.

As it is well known the speed of light is considered a ,,fundamental constant of nature” and 
is invariable and independent of the motion of source or the motion of observer.

If this is the case, even in a layman mind should pop up at least two questions:

1. Why there is a change in perceived time of Io eclipses for an Earth observer, depending 
on the relative distance up to Jupiter but in case of multiple stars, pulsars and exoplanets 
there is no such dependency?

http://tracking.elkadot.com/tracking/click?msgid=nhcu4u-5egetjbn7jmz4c&target=http%3A%2F%2Felkadot.com%2Findex.php%2Fen%2Fbooks%2Felectromagnetism%2Fcathode-ray-tube-experiments%3Futm_source%3Dnewsletter_85%26utm_medium%3Demail%26utm_campaign%3Delectric-current-definition-and-other-relativistic-astronomical-topics
http://tracking.elkadot.com/tracking/click?msgid=nhcu4u-5egetjbn7jmz4c&target=http%3A%2F%2Felkadot.com%2Findex.php%2Fen%2Fbooks%2Felectromagnetism%2Fradioactive-source-experiment%3Futm_source%3Dnewsletter_85%26utm_medium%3Demail%26utm_campaign%3Delectric-current-definition-and-other-relativistic-astronomical-topics


2. Are these far away periodic systems having a relative motion relative to Earth or are they
stationary? If they move away or come toward Earth, then again their perceived periodicity 
seen by an Earth observer should have still another second factor of variability.

Why these effects are not observed in measurements? Are all these far away objects 
plotting a conspiration in order to fool us?

The link with details:

http://elkadot.com/index.php/en/books/astrophysics/periodic-motion-in-universe

In fact, because we have assumed light speed is a universal constant, there is also an 
,,spatial aberration”, i.e. all distances across universe are crooked but this, Hubble law and 
dark energy are the topic of the next presentation…

http://tracking.elkadot.com/tracking/click?msgid=nhcu4u-5egetjbn7jmz4c&target=http%3A%2F%2Felkadot.com%2Findex.php%2Fen%2Fbooks%2Fastrophysics%2Fperiodic-motion-in-universe%3Futm_source%3Dnewsletter_85%26utm_medium%3Demail%26utm_campaign%3Delectric-current-definition-and-other-relativistic-astronomical-topics


As I have said in other previous messages the entire astronomy must start again everything 
from scratch …. and many of astronomical absurdities are caused by a wrong foundation of
science and especially of relativity.

Best regards,

Sorin Cosofret

Unsubscribe

You are new on this distribution list and I cannot crowd you with all the previous messages,
but I would like to take the opportunity and attach still another older newsletter published 
in 2015.

Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation or how billions are spent for nothing…

Has someone ever tried to measure how much radio and microwave are emitted by a 
cooled body in laboratory conditions?
The cost of the experiment is about 1000 euro and it was performed quite a decade ago and 
already published on site and in a previous book .The results are completely negative on the
entire interval of actual radio and microwave electromagnetic waves.

Has someone ever tried to measure how much radio and microwave are emitted by a 
cooled body in cosmic conditions?

In astronomy, the experiment can be replicated as a student task and it can be proven than 
other cosmic bodies do not fit to a black-body – it means at cooling do not emit radio and 
microwave. I have made the experiment for Moon more than a decade ago, but with actual 
devices even for Mercury the replicate of the experiment is a piece of cake. The experiment
was intended to detect the shift of emission for Moon from IR toward radio and microwave 
in correlation with Sun illumination.
The conclusion is again astonishing and straightforward: a cooled cosmic body does not 
want to emit radio or microwave defying the black body model.

In order to avoid future meaningless and expensive experiment it is necessary to present 
some new concepts from the new theory of thermodynamics and of course the new theory 
of magneticity.

Postulate 1: It is impossible to produce electromagnetic waves (radio, microwaves, ) 
by any kind of thermodynamic experiments.

As consequence the observed cosmic microwave background radiation has nothing to do 
with a previous hot state of the universe and by sure this fact rule out the idea of an early 
big bang event. The actual accepted idea that interstellar and galactic medium with a 
temperature of 2,7 K, has a maximum emission in microwave radiation is a fake, and the 
discussion was made in Relativity book published in 2009. With actual technique, it is very

http://tracking.elkadot.com/tracking/click?msgid=nhcu4u-5egetjbn7jmz4c&target=http%3A%2F%2Felkadot.com%2Findex.php%3Fsubid%3D68029%26option%3Dcom_acymailing%26ctrl%3Duser%26task%3Dout%26mailid%3D85%26key%3Dx3KszV01awWxnT%26lang%3Den


easy to cool down a body up to that temperature and to measure the microwave emission of
such body, and of course the result will be negative.

<!–[endif]–>

Postulate 2: It is impossible to have a thermal equilibrium between radio, microwave 
radiation and matter.
For a common sense mind the postulate is straightforward: as soon the radio or microwave 
source stops to emit, the radiation dissapiers immediately. It is not important at what 
temperature the matter has arrived or other conditions. How much microwave was released 
when you opened the door of an microwave oven when the source was already closed? You
had to be careful to the infrared radiation emitted by the body inside microwave oven and 
not at microwave…..
Some cut off experiments will be described in the thermodynamic book beside a detailed 
description of this postulate.

On the other hand, if astronomers had been a bit more mindful with some simple data, by 
sure the the big bang model of Universe wouldn’t have been accepted.
If we leave aside the up presented new information, solely on available information 
published in popularization books and leaflets about big bang model of Universe, a 
,,common sense” mind will rule it out as internally inconsistent and contradictory.
Here are only few new paradoxes to be explained by big bang theoreticians….
I pointed out only a few because there is no need to spend another precious time on dead 
horses….

Paradox 1. Inflation and space expansion
It is accepted that space expansion does not take place in galaxies and clusters of galaxies, 
becausegravitational force somehow restricts this space expansion.
If this is the situation, the ,,inflation period” who took place short after big bang is a 
complete non sense. The entire matter of the universe we see today, was at the time of 
inflation so crowded and confined in an minuscule space thatgravitational force was by 
sure much higher as we see in this moment in galaxies and clusters of galaxies. In order to 
have such ,,inflation” working we have to suppose thatgravitational force was not working
during this period of inflation and this will lead to other absurdities…..

Paradox 2. Matter agglomerations and space expansion

If organized matter ( galaxies, clusters of galaxies, walls of galaxies) has the ,,strange 
property ” to block the space expansion, then some particular effects should be observed for
microwave and even for light coming from long distances.In these condition Cosmic 
Microwave Background Radiation must has have a strong dependency with the direction 
where is coming from ……Another problem which has to be solved regards the distance a 
CMB traveled through different ,,percentages” of expanded space. As far for some CMB, 
measuread in different directions, space between their origin and Earth expanded more than
for other, the horizon limit is not a sphere, and it must have a different shape.



Paradox 3 Expansion bubbles and Hubble Law
The existence of these islands inside observable universe without space expansion rule out 
the Hubble relation and it can be demonstrated that measured distances across Universe are 
meaningless and flawed.

A simple example is provided…

The link:

http://elkadot.com/index.php/en/books/astrophysics/cosmic-microwave-background-
radiation

Best Wishes for the Holiday Season!

Sorin Cosofret

Unsubscribe

on Electric current definition and other relativistic/astronomical topics…..

Preparing for Computation
March 19, 2016 

I think that this is a reasonable approach, and it is also interesting to plot r versus theta from the new 
constraint equation (14) of Note 342(9) for a range of L0 and L. This is a generally valid equation 
which allows ECE2 relativity to produce the experimental perihelion precession exactly. ECE2 
relativity can also produce precisely the experimental light deflection due gravitation. This is major 
progress away from the Einstein era.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 18/03/2016 20:38:12 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 342(9): Resolution of the Problem

From the orbits (1) and (7) I conclude that we have

theta = x*theta_0

which, inserted into (13), gives

x = 1/gamma * L/L0. (*)

With

gamma approx. constant

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/19/preparing-for-computation/
http://tracking.elkadot.com/tracking/click?msgid=nhcu4u-5egetjbn7jmz4c&target=http%3A%2F%2Felkadot.com%2Findex.php%3Fsubid%3D68029%26option%3Dcom_acymailing%26ctrl%3Duser%26task%3Dout%26mailid%3D85%26key%3Dx3KszV01awWxnT%26lang%3Den
http://tracking.elkadot.com/tracking/click?msgid=nhcu4u-5egetjbn7jmz4c&target=http%3A%2F%2Felkadot.com%2Findex.php%2Fen%2Fbooks%2Fastrophysics%2Fcosmic-microwave-background-radiation%3Futm_source%3Dnewsletter_85%26utm_medium%3Demail%26utm_campaign%3Delectric-current-definition-and-other-relativistic-astronomical-topics
http://tracking.elkadot.com/tracking/click?msgid=nhcu4u-5egetjbn7jmz4c&target=http%3A%2F%2Felkadot.com%2Findex.php%2Fen%2Fbooks%2Fastrophysics%2Fcosmic-microwave-background-radiation%3Futm_source%3Dnewsletter_85%26utm_medium%3Demail%26utm_campaign%3Delectric-current-definition-and-other-relativistic-astronomical-topics


eq.(14) is correct, otherwise we would have to introduce derivatives of x. Assuming 
constance of gamma is reasonable because we use an equation of an ellipse in (1) and x is 
near to unity.
For control reasons, we can compute gamma from vN.
We can compute x from Eq.(2) first. Replacing MG by L0 gives (please check)

x = 1 – 3 * ( L0/(c m alpha) )^2

So the parameters to be inserted are L0, m, c and alpha.

For a numerical evaluation we need values for L and L0. From (*) follows

L = gamma x L0.

Since L is a constant of motion, we assum (as reasoned above)

gamma = const.

and if relativistic effects are small, we assume

L approx. L0

which leads to

gamma = 1/x.

I will do some calculations and plots with this approach if you agree.

Horst

Am 18.03.2016 um 10:53 schrieb EMyrone:

To Horst:

I think that the problem is the assumption L = gamma L0. In fact both L and L0 
are constants of motion by definition, and can be used as constants in Eq. (14). 
Your expression for r in terms of theta can therefore be graphed with L and L0 
constant. If you agree I can write up Sections 1 and 2. 

on Preparing for Computation

Daily Report 17/3/16
March 19, 2016 

The equivalent of 223,474 printed pages was downloaded during the day (814.786 megabytes) from 
3211 memory files downloaded (hits) and 567 distinct visits each averaging 5.6 memory pages and 17 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/19/daily-report-17316/


minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 69.60 for the day, main spiders cnsat, google, MSN and yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 1246, Top ten items 1139, Collected scientometrics 438, Barddoniaeth / Collected 
poetry 354, Autobiography volumes one and two 289, F3(Sp) 274, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 260, 
Principles of ECE 199, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 170, Evans / Morris papers 170 
(est), UFT88 125, Evans Equations 113, Engineering Model 104, CEFE 81, UFT311 52, UFT321 48, 
Llais 47, Self charging inverter 45, List of prolific authors 21, Three world records by MWE 20. 
Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 20, UFT313 55, UFT314 33, UFT315 48, UFT316 43, UFT317 51, UFT318 
48, UFT319 58, UFT320 33, UFT322 42, UFT323 30. UFT324 61, UFT325 45, UFT326 44, UFT327 
47, UFT328 39, UFT329 52, UFT330 40, UFT331 49, UFT332 42, UFT333 41, UFT334 54, UFT335 
45, UFT336 50, UFT337 29, UFT338 38, UFT339 40, UFT340 32, UFT341 47 to date in March 2016. 
University of Queensland Australia UFT175; Colombian Engineering University Essay 86, extensive 
download from 148.251.0.unknown; Max Planck Institute for Nuclear Physics Heidelberg UFT80; Max
Planck Institute for Iron Research Duesseldorf Idaho New Energy Report; Library University of 
Tuebingen Overview of ECE Theory; Laboratory for Mathematics and Theoretical Physics Universite 
Francois Rabelais Tours and CNRS (French National Centre for Scientific Research) UFT99; Institute 
for Plasma Research India Essay 24; Polytechnic University of Turin UFT137; Science Museum 
National Autonomous University of Mexico F7(Sp); University of York my page. Intense interest all 
sectors, updated usage file attached for March 2016.

on Daily Report 17/3/16

AW: 342(9): Resolution of the     Problem
March 18, 2016 

Many thanks, the result will be very important.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 18/03/2016 12:17:21 GMT Standard Time
Subj: AW: 342(9): Resolution of the Problem

Ok, this looks good, will do the calculations tonight.
Horst

Von meinem Samsung Gerät gesendet.

on AW: 342(9): Resolution of the Problem

Essays and Poetry Very Popular on     www.aias.us
March 18, 2016 

I am fully prepaped to record some more essays and poetry, and much appreciate the initiative by 
Michael Jackson. Anyone who has been following the scientometrics knows that the poetry and essays 
are very popular on www.aias.us, the science is of course the most popular. So the essays and poetry 
should be popular on youtube in due course. It takes time to get up steam and the huge impact of 
www.aias.us and www.upitec.org means that the vast majority will go to them first. I did not know that 
youtube has subscriptions and so on. I have no choice but to disallow comments. I do so on 
www.aias.us and it does not inhibit the huge popularity in any way. There are millions who appreciate 

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/18/essays-and-poetry-very-popular-on-www-aias-us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/18/aw-3429-resolution-of-the-problem/


my work, and these must not be disturbed by criminals. Let there be no doubt that trolls are criminals. 
In fact my poetry is more popular than that of Dylan Thomas in his time, or R. S. Thomas in his time. 
This is an accurate and objective statement from about fourteen years of scientometrics.

on Essays and Poetry Very Popular on www.aias.us

342(9): Resolution of the     Problem
March 18, 2016 

To Horst:

I think that the problem is the assumption L = gamma L0. In fact both L and L0 are constants of motion
by definition, and can be used as constants in Eq. (14). Your expression for r in terms of theta can 
therefore be graphed with L and L0 constant. If you agree I can write up Sections 1 and 2.

a342ndpapernotes9.pdf

on 342(9): Resolution of the Problem

Note 342(8): some     calculations
March 18, 2016 

Many thanks, these are very useful calculations. UFT328 should be used as a guide I think. Eq. (15) of 
UFT328 gives the relativistic angular momentum from the relativistic lagrangian. Eq. (13) of UFT328 
is
v = gamma v sub 0
which is the equation being used in UFT342. The simultaneous solution of the lagrangian and 
hamiltonian UFT328 gives precession, so I will try to use this clue to develop the calculations further. it
should not be too difficult to solve teh problem and the basic idea is sound.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 17/03/2016 16:13:16 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 342(8): some calculations

I did some caculations. Calculating v^2 with variable x(theta) gives eq. o11/o12 in the 
protocol.
Resolving eq. (10) for x gives a transcendent eqution which has to be solved numerically 
(o15).
Resolving for r is possible, gives two complicated solutions for r^2 (o20, o21).
Replacing L^2 by L0^2 gamma^2 at the LHS of (10) leads to the same gamma factor of 
both sides which leads to the trivial result x=1. Obviously some approximations have to 
remain to give meaningful results.

Horst

Am 17.03.2016 um 13:21 schrieb EMyrone:

This note shows that ECE2 relativity produces the precisely correct orbital 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/18/note-3428-some-calculations/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/a342ndpapernotes9.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/18/3429-resolution-of-the-problem/


precession of planets and other objects in the universe provided that Eq. (15) is 
true. This is a relation between r and theta and r can be graphed in terms of 
theta from this equation using computer algebra. Eq. (15) is entirely new, it is 
not an orbit, but a new constraint equation of cosmology. So ECE2 produces 
both the precisely correct orbital precession and precisely correct deflection of 
light due to gravitation. This is achieved using the definition of relativistic 
velocity and nothing else. This theory is rigorously correct and is of course 
preferred to the obsolete Einstein theory. Importantly, this new equation 
contains a non zero m, so in theory the precession of a photon would give its 
mass m. It is known that the precessing ellipse (2) is valid for small 1 – x only, 
but in all cosmological contexts this is the case experimentally. For large 1 – x 
it develops the fractal conical sections discovered a few years ago. These are 
very interesting for mathematics. This note confirms the work of UFT328, 
where precession in ECE was shown to be the result of the simultaneous 
solution of the hamiltonian and lagrangian, and nothing else. In this note an 
extra factor x appears, but this is found from experiment. This is therefore a 
rigorously Baconian theory that uses Ockham’s Razor.

342(8).pdf

on Note 342(8): some calculations

Daily Report 16/3/16
March 18, 2016 

The equivalent of 275,096 printed pages was downloaded during the day (1.003 gigabytes) from 3053 
downloaded memory files (hits) and 479 distinct visits each averaging 5.4 memory pages and 27 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 90.14, main spiders cnsat, google, MSN and yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 1141, Top ten items 1089, Collected scientometrics 408, Barddoniaeth / Collected 
Poetry 330, F3(Sp) 266, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 262, Principles of ECE 186, Proofs that no torsion 
means no gravitation 164, Collected Evans / Morris 160(est), UFT88 115, Evans Equations 112, 
Engineering Model 98, CEFE 78, UFT311 48, Self charging inverter 44, UFT321 44, Llais 44, Three 
world records by MWE 20, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 19, List of prolific authors 18, UFT313 42, 
UFT314 33, UFT315 44, UFT316 43, UFT317 45, UFT318 46, UFT319 49, UFT320 30, UFT322 39, 
UFT323 30, UFT324 56, UFT325 43, UFT326 43, UFT327 46, UFT328 35, UFT329 50, UFT330 37, 
UFT331 45, UFT332 37, UFT333 36, UFT334 48, UFT335 40, UFT336 50, UFT337 26, UFT338 37, 
UFT339 38, UFT340 32, UFT341 46 to date in March 2016. Faculty of Science Centennial Centre for 
Interdisciplinary Science University of Alberta UFT85; Autonomous University of Madrid UFT169, 
UFT170; Gran Sasso Science Institute of the Italian National Foundation for Nuclear Research (INFN) 
UFT80; Kanda University of International Studies Japan general; Science Museum Autonomous 
University of Madrid UFT175; San Francisco Internet Archives (Wayback Machine) UFT82; National 
University of Singapore UFT198; University of Edinburgh UFT142, 155, galaxies. Intense interest all 
sectors, updated usage file attached for March 2016.

on Daily Report 16/3/16
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Discussion of Note 342(8) Part     Three
March 17, 2016 

The basic idea is that the relativistic v on the left hand side is generated from the non relativistic v sub 
N on the right hand side, the basic equation is v = gamma v sub N, or L = gamma L sub 0. So I think 
that the best way forward is to keep things simple and from Eq. (10) find:

gamma = L / L sub 0 = f(r, theta)

and simply make a three dimensional plot of gamma plotted against r and theta. This method 
essentially solves the problem entirely in terms of the above constraint equation.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 17/03/2016 15:50:47 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 342(8): Orbital Precession from ECE2

I just realized that replacing L0 by L implies a gamma factor which contains L0 in turn. 
This seems not to be viable.

Horst

Am 17.03.2016 um 13:21 schrieb EMyrone:

This note shows that ECE2 relativity produces the precisely correct orbital 
precession of planets and other objects in the universe provided that Eq. (15) is 
true. This is a relation between r and theta and r can be graphed in terms of 
theta from this equation using computer algebra. Eq. (15) is entirely new, it is 
not an orbit, but a new constraint equation of cosmology. So ECE2 produces 
both the precisely correct orbital precession and precisely correct deflection of 
light due to gravitation. This is achieved using the definition of relativistic 
velocity and nothing else. This theory is rigorously correct and is of course 
preferred to the obsolete Einstein theory. Importantly, this new equation 
contains a non zero m, so in theory the precession of a photon would give its 
mass m. It is known that the precessing ellipse (2) is valid for small 1 – x only, 
but in all cosmological contexts this is the case experimentally. For large 1 – x 
it develops the fractal conical sections discovered a few years ago. These are 
very interesting for mathematics. This note confirms the work of UFT328, 
where precession in ECE was shown to be the result of the simultaneous 
solution of the hamiltonian and lagrangian, and nothing else. In this note an 
extra factor x appears, but this is found from experiment. This is therefore a 
rigorously Baconian theory that uses Ockham’s Razor.

on Discussion of Note 342(8) Part Three

Discussion of 342(8), Part     Two
March 17, 2016 

Thanks again! This minor typo also occurs in Eq. (7).

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/17/discussion-of-3428-part-two/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/17/discussion-of-note-3428-part-three/


To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 17/03/2016 15:15:37 GMT Standard Time
Subj: PS: Re: 342(8): Orbital Precession from ECE2

PS: in eq.(4) the first factor should be L^2/m^2, not L^2/(m^2 r^2).

Am 17.03.2016 um 13:21 schrieb EMyrone:

This note shows that ECE2 relativity produces the precisely correct orbital 
precession of planets and other objects in the universe provided that Eq. (15) is 
true. This is a relation between r and theta and r can be graphed in terms of 
theta from this equation using computer algebra. Eq. (15) is entirely new, it is 
not an orbit, but a new constraint equation of cosmology. So ECE2 produces 
both the precisely correct orbital precession and precisely correct deflection of 
light due to gravitation. This is achieved using the definition of relativistic 
velocity and nothing else. This theory is rigorously correct and is of course 
preferred to the obsolete Einstein theory. Importantly, this new equation 
contains a non zero m, so in theory the precession of a photon would give its 
mass m. It is known that the precessing ellipse (2) is valid for small 1 – x only, 
but in all cosmological contexts this is the case experimentally. For large 1 – x 
it develops the fractal conical sections discovered a few years ago. These are 
very interesting for mathematics. This note confirms the work of UFT328, 
where precession in ECE was shown to be the result of the simultaneous 
solution of the hamiltonian and lagrangian, and nothing else. In this note an 
extra factor x appears, but this is found from experiment. This is therefore a 
rigorously Baconian theory that uses Ockham’s Razor.

Discussion of 342(8): Orbital Precession from     ECE2
March 17, 2016 

The first point is just a typo, agreed. I agree with the rest of the analysis, in my opinion the constant of 
relativistic motion is L, and L becomes variable for relativistic motion. The resulting equation is more 
complicated but soluble with computer algebra. The other ideas are very good ones and there is a lot of 
development possible here.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 17/03/2016 14:59:36 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 342(8): Orbital Precession from ECE2

In note 5, eq.(34) we used

L0^2 = m^2 M G alpha

with a squared m. You didn’t use this in eq. (14) of note 8, probably a typo.
From eq.(13) follows that L0 cannot be constant, if L is constant. This probably reflects the 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/17/discussion-of-3428-orbital-precession-from-ece2-2/


fact that the orbit is not an exact ellipse anymore in the relativistic case. To be consistent, 
we could replace L by gamma L0 at the LHS of (10). This introduces an additional gamma 
factor but makes the calculation more consistent. The constants m, M and L (or L0) are 
related in a fixed way and this would have to be respected in a numerical analysis of the 
formulas. It is better to use L or L0 exclusively.

Eq.(10) can then be used for different purposes, for example:
– an improved version of the orbit r(theta) can be determined (gives probably an equation 
of fourth order)
(a kind of perturbational approach)
– the value of x could be determined from the orbit (giving a variable value)
– if x(theta) is used in the definition equation (2), then dr/d theta will give additional terms 
with dx/d theta, producing a differential equation for x to be solved.

Will try some calculations in this way by computer.

Horst

Am 17.03.2016 um 13:21 schrieb EMyrone:

This note shows that ECE2 relativity produces the precisely correct orbital 
precession of planets and other objects in the universe provided that Eq. (15) is 
true. This is a relation between r and theta and r can be graphed in terms of 
theta from this equation using computer algebra. Eq. (15) is entirely new, it is 
not an orbit, but a new constraint equation of cosmology. So ECE2 produces 
both the precisely correct orbital precession and precisely correct deflection of 
light due to gravitation. This is achieved using the definition of relativistic 
velocity and nothing else. This theory is rigorously correct and is of course 
preferred to the obsolete Einstein theory. Importantly, this new equation 
contains a non zero m, so in theory the precession of a photon would give its 
mass m. It is known that the precessing ellipse (2) is valid for small 1 – x only, 
but in all cosmological contexts this is the case experimentally. For large 1 – x 
it develops the fractal conical sections discovered a few years ago. These are 
very interesting for mathematics. This note confirms the work of UFT328, 
where precession in ECE was shown to be the result of the simultaneous 
solution of the hamiltonian and lagrangian, and nothing else. In this note an 
extra factor x appears, but this is found from experiment. This is therefore a 
rigorously Baconian theory that uses Ockham’s Razor.

on Discussion of 342(8): Orbital Precession from ECE2

Discussion of 342(8): Orbital Precession from     ECE2
March 17, 2016 

Many thanks! I would like to add that L squared is a constant of relativistic motion, so Eq. (15) can be 
solved for r in terms of theta for inputted constant L. The other effects (e.g. Lense Thirring and 
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geodedic precession) usually attributed to Einstein can also be deduced with ECE2. Einstein’s theory is 
COMPLETELY wrong and there are no black holes or big bang and so on. There are no singularities in
ECE2, so no black holes and big bang. I notice that anyone who dares to disagree with the dogmatists 
are labelled as “deniers” and so on. This means that they have a totalitarian mindset which is 
completely intolerant, and they have very little imagination. They just grind out the adjustables and 
unobservables .Alice in a land populatedby clouds and cuckoos. According to them all the best 
universities in the world are populated with “deniers”. Maybe there are no “them” any more.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 17/03/2016 13:01:36 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 342(8): Orbital Precession from ECE2

An excellent piece of deduction by you and Horst. Congratulations!!

Sent from my Samsung device

on Discussion of 342(8): Orbital Precession from ECE2

Youtube Photographs
March 17, 2016 

Many thanks to Kerry Pendergast, who appears in “The Life of Myron Evans”

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 17/03/2016 12:14:27 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: NEW CROSS LINK AND ANNOUNCEMENT

The thumbnail photos are splendid.

Kerry

—-Original message—-
From : EMyrone@aol.com
Date : 17/03/2016 – 09:49 (GMTST)
To : bo.lehnert@alfvenlab.kth.se, avanderm@du.edu, 
dblake@no10.x.gsi.gov.uk, pennbonvivant@yahoo.com, 
raydela@sbcglobal.net, corbis@bigpond.net.au, normanpage@comcast.net, 
fritzius@bellsouth.net, garethjohnevans@hotmail.co.uk, 
rpmc_6@hotmail.com, burleigh.personal@gmail.com, alexhillgtz@yahoo.com,
ccefalas@eie.gr, simon.cliffy@googlemail.com, fdamador@comcast.net, 
steve.bannister@econ.utah.edu, graham.hall@gllm.ac.uk, 
alwyn.vandermerwe@du.edu, henryk.ratajczak@gmail.com, croca@fc.ul.pt, 
dwlindstrom@gmail.com, cr1460solarinc@gmail.com, sean@somewhere.ws, 
norpag@att.net, kp.phys@btinternet.com, mail@horst-eckardt.de, 
simon@mrclifford.net, rob@rfmicrosystems.co.uk, thenarmis@yahoo.com, 
Alwyn.VanDerMerwe@du.edu, dendavis@aol.com, daphne@myad.jp, 
k.pendergast@btinternet.com, mcp358@gmail.com, 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/17/youtube-photographs/


russdavis1234@yahoo.com, dewi.lewis1@btinternet.com, 
wsd@axenus.plus.com, arthur.turnerthomas@live.com, sianifan@sky.com, 
meirion66@yahoo.com, save.the.eagles2@gmail.com, vivswaby@gmail.com
Subject : NEW CROSS LINK AND ANNOUNCEMENT

I would be most grateful if Dave Burleigh could cross link to this important 
new initiative by Michael Jackson. As owner of www.aias.us I have given him 
permission to put the entire site and blog on youtube.

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 13/03/2016 18:40:55 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Youtube Uploads – Please review and critique

Dr Evans,

It’s my great pleasure to tell you, your audio essays (up to essay 41)
are on youtube now.

Would you please review them, and if they meet with your 
approval, you can begin to share the youtube channel on your blog.

If there are any changes you would like, please let me know, so I 
can fix the errors, before you give out the link on your blog.

I have disabled all comments, since I don’t have the time to referee 
hundreds of comments, and most physics professionals won’t stick 
their necks out, anyway.

Here is the youtube channel:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1LlhERLMwyV9l1VjnRskI
Q/videos?shelf_id=0&view=0&sort=dd

BTW, you can tell I ran out of photos, to use as thumbnails, but I 
can use google to find some generic physics diagrams, if need be. 
Obviously, more portraits would be better, so please email, or post 
them on your blog.

Also, your audio recordings stop at Essay 41, so whenever you are 
able to do new recordings, I can quickly upload more narrated 
videos (my PC is working again). You could email them to me, as 
attachments, when they are completed.

I’m greatly honored to finally bring your work to the public, in this 
way. Let’s hope these videos will make ECE theory more 
CREDIBLE, and more accessible to the public, entrepreneurs, and 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1LlhERLMwyV9l1VjnRskIQ/videos?shelf_id=0&view=0&sort=dd
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1LlhERLMwyV9l1VjnRskIQ/videos?shelf_id=0&view=0&sort=dd
http://www.aias.us/


physics professionals, alike. I apologize for not doing this several 
years ago!!!

Best regards,

Michael Jackson

on Youtube Photographs

342(8): Orbital Precession from     ECE2
March 17, 2016 

This note shows that ECE2 relativity produces the precisely correct orbital precession of planets and 
other objects in the universe provided that Eq. (15) is true. This is a relation between r and theta and r 
can be graphed in terms of theta from this equation using computer algebra. Eq. (15) is entirely new, it 
is not an orbit, but a new constraint equation of cosmology. So ECE2 produces both the precisely 
correct orbital precession and precisely correct deflection of light due to gravitation. This is achieved 
using the definition of relativistic velocity and nothing else. This theory is rigorously correct and is of 
course preferred to the obsolete Einstein theory. Importantly, this new equation contains a non zero m, 
so in theory the precession of a photon would give its mass m. It is known that the precessing ellipse 
(2) is valid for small 1 – x only, but in all cosmological contexts this is the case experimentally. For 
large 1 – x it develops the fractal conical sections discovered a few years ago. These are very 
interesting for mathematics. This note confirms the work of UFT328, where precession in ECE was 
shown to be the result of the simultaneous solution of the hamiltonian and lagrangian, and nothing else.
In this note an extra factor x appears, but this is found from experiment. This is therefore a rigorously 
Baconian theory that uses Ockham’s Razor.

a342ndpapernotes8.pdf

on 342(8): Orbital Precession from ECE2

NEW CROSS LINK AND     ANNOUNCEMENT
March 17, 2016 

I would be most grateful if Dave Burleigh could cross link to this important new initiative by Michael 
Jackson. As owner of www.aias.us I have given him permission to put the entire site and blog on 
youtube.

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 13/03/2016 18:40:55 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Youtube Uploads – Please review and critique

Dr Evans,

It’s my great pleasure to tell you, your audio essays (up to essay 41) are on youtube now.

Would you please review them, and if they meet with your approval, you can begin to share

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/17/new-cross-link-and-announcement/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/a342ndpapernotes8.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/17/3428-orbital-precession-from-ece2/


the youtube channel on your blog.

If there are any changes you would like, please let me know, so I can fix the errors, before 
you give out the link on your blog.

I have disabled all comments, since I don’t have the time to referee hundreds of comments, 
and most physics professionals won’t stick their necks out, anyway.

Here is the youtube channel:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1LlhERLMwyV9l1VjnRskIQ/videos?
shelf_id=0&view=0&sort=dd

BTW, you can tell I ran out of photos, to use as thumbnails, but I can use google to find 
some generic physics diagrams, if need be. Obviously, more portraits would be better, so 
please email, or post them on your blog.

Also, your audio recordings stop at Essay 41, so whenever you are able to do new 
recordings, I can quickly upload more narrated videos (my PC is working again). You could
email them to me, as attachments, when they are completed.

I’m greatly honored to finally bring your work to the public, in this way. Let’s hope these 
videos will make ECE theory more CREDIBLE, and more accessible to the public, 
entrepreneurs, and physics professionals, alike. I apologize for not doing this several years 
ago!!!

Best regards,

Michael Jackson

on NEW CROSS LINK AND ANNOUNCEMENT

Computational Work on Note     342(7)
March 17, 2016 

Many thanks again, this is a significant advance by computer. It would take many hours to work this 
out by hand. The solution is clear now, and I will write it up shortly with the required additional factor 
x which can be expressed in terms of this solution. Note carefully that the basic equation is based 
directly on the fundamental expression for relativistic velocity and nothing else. Everything has been 
reduced to the simplest possible theory that can produce orbital precession. The same theory produces 
precisely the correct light deflection due to gravitation and the same theory produces precession from 
the simultaneous solution of the hamiltonian and lagrangian (UFT328). Einstein’s theory is nowhere 
used. The latter theory is almost universally accepted now as being riddled with errors (see many UFT 
papers).

To: Emyrone@aol.com

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/17/computational-work-on-note-3427/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1LlhERLMwyV9l1VjnRskIQ/videos?shelf_id=0&view=0&sort=dd
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1LlhERLMwyV9l1VjnRskIQ/videos?shelf_id=0&view=0&sort=dd


Sent: 16/03/2016 15:12:58 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Fwd: 342(7) : Precession

There is no precession because the function r(theta) is periodic in theta:

r(theta) = r(theta + 2 pi)

What we need is an additional factor in front of theta or something like that.

Am 16.03.2016 um 11:47 schrieb EMyrone:

This is excellent work as usual by Horst, and the results are full of interest. It is 
clear that the relativistic orbit is not a static ellipse. The aim now should be to 
plot r against theta to find the orbit and to see how it precesses. It would be 
optimal if the results could be animated. I will develop the theory by hand to 
see if I can find an analytical expression for r as a function of theta, the usual 
orbit.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 16/03/2016 08:48:20 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 342(7) : General Expression for Precession

The results seem to look good now, see plots. Delta_theta is 
negative at the perihelion. There remains the feature that x 
(replacing cos(theta)) is greater than 1 at the angular borders. This 
seems to be a probelm in the plot Delta_theta(theta) but the orbits 
are defined everywhere. Deviations are only visible for a 
ultrarelativistic case which is certainly outside this approximation 
(second plot of r(theta).
Will explain more later.

Horst

Am 15.03.2016 um 16:05 schrieb EMyrone:

This is Eq. (9). It is known that this must produce 
precession from UFT328, and the precession of the 
perihelion is claimed to be known experimentally with 
precision. In Eq. (9), the relativistic angular momentum 
is used self consistently. This is a constant of motion of 
ECE2 relativity. Eq. (8) is the limit of Eq. (9) for a static
ellipse. It can be seen that the two equations are 
different in structure, so it can be concluded by 
inspection that the ECE2 orbit is not a static ellipse. It 
has to be shown specifically now that it is a precessing 
ellipse. To start with, Eqs. (8) and (9) can be compared 



graphically as plots of dr / dtheta versus theta. The same
epsilon and alpha can be used for both plots, and L sub r
is a constant. This analysis will continue tomorrow.

on Computational Work on Note 342(7)

Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to 15th 
March     2016
March 17, 2016 

This update is found at the end of the file as usual. From the webometrics, Times and QS world top 
twenty ranking there were visits from: Caltech, MIT, UCLA*, UC Santa Barbara, Texas Austin, 
Washington, Yale, Toronto, Cambridge*, Oxford* and Edinburgh*. The * denotes repeat or multiple 
study visits. Nearly all the other university visits were from upper world ranking universities (roughly 
the top hundred in the world). This has been going on since 2003, so ECE is as accepted a theory as 
any and making an unprecedented impact as is very well known by now. This means a complete 
rejection of the bad parts of the standard model of physics. Of course there are still some good parts of 
the standard model such as classical physics and the Schroedinger equation and a lot of good 
experimental work.

BookofScientometricsVolumeTwo.pdf

on Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to 15th March 2016

Daily Report 15/3/16
March 17, 2016 

The equivalent of 209,967 printed pages was downloaded during the day (765.541 megabytes) from 
3068 memory files downloaded (hits) and 519 distinct visits each averaging 4.9 memory pages and 20 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 43.79 for the day, main spiders cnsat, google, MSN and Yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 1065, Top ten items 1046, Collected scientometrics 394, Barddoniaeth / Collected 
poetry 349, Autobiography volumes one and two 274, F3(Sp) 254, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 234, 
Principles of ECE 176, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 158, Evans Morris papers 150(est), 
UFT88 111, Engineering Model 95, Evans Equations 83, CEFE 73, UFT311 49, Llais 43, Self charging
inverter 42, UFT321 39, Three world records by MWE 20, List of prolific authors 19, Lindstrom Idaho 
lecture 16, UFT313 37, UFT314 32, UFT315 41, UFT316 38, UFT317 42, UFT318 40, UFT319 48, 
UFT320 28, UFT322 37, UFT323 30, UFT324 52, UFT325 37, UFT326 42, UFT327 42, UFT328 29, 
UFT329 48, UFT330 35, UFT331 40, UFT332 35, UFT333 34, UFT334 48, UFT335 38, UFT336 45, 
UFT337 24, UFT338 34, UFT339 33, UFT340 30, UFT341 46 to date in March 2016. UK2group 
extensive download; Physics University of Bonn UFT149; Steinbuch Centre for Computing University 
of Karlsruhe UFT177; Horsholm Municipality Denmark Experimental advantages of ECE over the 
standard model; San Francisco Internet Archives (Wayback Machine) spidering including poetry and 
errors in the Einstein field equation; St Petersburg State University of Information Technology, Optics 
and Mechanics UFT81; Physics University of Stockholm Sweden general; University of Edinburgh 
UFT139, 153 and 156. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for March 2016.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/17/daily-report-15316/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/bookofscientometricsvolumetwo1.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/17/book-of-scientometrics-volume-two-updated-to-15th-march-2016/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/17/book-of-scientometrics-volume-two-updated-to-15th-march-2016/


Selected Feedback Interest:

1 - 15 March

U.S. Universities, Institutes and Similar

Caltech, Chapman, Geogia Tech., Iowa State, Colorado School of Mines,

MIT, Minnesota State, Northwestern, New York, Penn State*, Reed, Sonoma,

UCLA*, UC Santa Barbara, UC San Diego, Delaware, Georgia, Houston, Chapel

Hill, Texas Austin, Washington, Yale, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, San

Francisco Internet Archive (Wayback Machine), Los Alamos Public Library,

Multicare, Honeywell Corporation.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Charles Univ. Prague, Xtec Catalonia, Bosch Company, Bonn, Karlsruhe,

Wuerzberg, Horsholm Municipality Denmark, Autonomous Barcelona,

Complutense Madrid, Almeria, Granada, Malaga, HQGmbh Europe, French

National Institute for Nuclear and Particle Physics, French Hydrographic Service,

Scuola Normale Superiore Pisa, Univ. Pisa, Genoa, NTNU Trondheim Norway,

Glasgow Caledonian at Oman, Extensive Russia and Ukraine including ITMO and

Cultural Network St Petersburg, Institute for Theoretical and Experimental Physics

Moscow, Kiev, Stockholm Sweden, Jozef Stefan Institute Slovenia, St Petersburg

Lyceum, Kocaeli Turkey, Birmigham City, Bristol, Clare Hall Cambridge, Cardiff,

Edinburgh*, Essex, Luton, Chemistry Oxford, University of Oxford, Queen s‟

Belfast, British Library.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Tasmania, Paulista State Barzil, Montreal Tech., Quebec Trois Rivieres,

Toronto, Waterloo, NJU China, extensive spidering cnsat China, National

Colombia, Valle Colombia, Science and Technology Hong Kong, ITB Indonesia,

Marta Abreu Cuba, IIT Delhi India, Indian Railtech, CUDI Mexico, UAEM

Mexico, National Autonomous Mexico, Edu system Pakistan, National Chung

Cheng Taiwan*, Witwatersrand South Africa.



Computing 342(7) Part     Two
March 16, 2016 

This will be very interesting and important. These equations are essentially the definition of relativistic 
velocity and nothing more. From UFT328 the simultaneous solution of hamiltonain and lagrangian 
gives precession, so logically this method should give the same precession because the basic ECE2 
theory is the same.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 16/03/2016 14:28:17 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Computing 342(7) : General Expression for Precession

I think that eq.(15) of note 7 is the right orbital equation. It is

r = alpha/(1 + eps x)

with x defined in eq.(13). However it does not make sense to equate it with an angle 
theta_1 in the form

x = cos(theta_1)

because x takes values larger than unity.
The orbital derivative dr/d theta is given in eq.(9) but contains both variables theta and r. I 
have replaced r by the above orbit r(x) of dq.(15). This gives a pure theta dependence that is
plotted in the last graph. It is defined for the whole theta range and looks reasonable.
Next I will do polar plots to see if there is precession.

Horst

Am 16.03.2016 um 11:47 schrieb EMyrone:

This is excellent work as usual by Horst, and the results are full of interest. It is 
clear that the relativistic orbit is not a static ellipse. The aim now should be to 
plot r against theta to find the orbit and to see how it precesses. It would be 
optimal if the results could be animated. I will develop the theory by hand to 
see if I can find an analytical expression for r as a function of theta, the usual 
orbit.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 16/03/2016 08:48:20 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 342(7) : General Expression for Precession

The results seem to look good now, see plots. Delta_theta is 
negative at the perihelion. There remains the feature that x 
(replacing cos(theta)) is greater than 1 at the angular borders. This 
seems to be a probelm in the plot Delta_theta(theta) but the orbits 
are defined everywhere. Deviations are only visible for a 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/16/computing-3427-part-two/


ultrarelativistic case which is certainly outside this approximation 
(second plot of r(theta).
Will explain more later.

Horst

Am 15.03.2016 um 16:05 schrieb EMyrone:

This is Eq. (9). It is known that this must produce 
precession from UFT328, and the precession of the 
perihelion is claimed to be known experimentally with 
precision. In Eq. (9), the relativistic angular momentum 
is used self consistently. This is a constant of motion of 
ECE2 relativity. Eq. (8) is the limit of Eq. (9) for a static
ellipse. It can be seen that the two equations are 
different in structure, so it can be concluded by 
inspection that the ECE2 orbit is not a static ellipse. It 
has to be shown specifically now that it is a precessing 
ellipse. To start with, Eqs. (8) and (9) can be compared 
graphically as plots of dr / dtheta versus theta. The same
epsilon and alpha can be used for both plots, and L sub r
is a constant. This analysis will continue tomorrow.

on Computing 342(7) Part Two

Open Letter to Byron Davies M.     P.
March 16, 2016 

Dear Mr Davies,
Although you are theoretically a Member of Parliament for Gower you have far less than a majority 
vote and a tiny majority. I wish to report chaotic traffic conditions on the junction of Mountain Road 
and Rhyddwen Road, and I have received a bitter complaint from a postal worker today who has 
difficulty in getting the mail through. The road is almost completely blocked by a combination of 
pavement mending and parked cars. The pavement is being repaired, so the Council does have money 
after all. In fact it has just told us that it has millions, and so we are going to be treated to a feast of road
works. The people who habitually break the law by parking too close to the junction have at last been 
moved, or so it seems. They should be permanently shifted off the road on to parking lots, but of course
there will be no money available again. On past experience however these will quickly be back again in
a completely illegal way. People are getting very angry at them. So the Council has plenty of money, 
after all, to put down double yellow lines. When I write to the Council, as I frequently do, I am told that
there is no money available, or just ignored. I am yet to receive a reply from you as an M. P., even 
though I am a member of the Gentry. So there is effectively no Government in Mawr. The County 
Councillor is inert and ineffective. He sees this chaos every day and drives straight past it. Repairing 
the pavement is futile because as soon as it is repaired cars will be driven on to it again, and the damage
will begin all over again. Common sense is not a commodity with which the Council is familiar, but 
common sense indicates that double yellow lines will prevent people from parking illegally and 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/16/open-letter-to-byron-davies-m-p/


damaging the pavements by driving heavy vehicles on to them at high velocity. This will actually save 
the Council money, and since it has no money, it will have a negative economy, the first in history. 
Contemptuous treatment of the colonies led to the American revolution, and I am a U. S. dual citizen. 
The law abiding citizens of Mawr are being treated in a contemptuous and insulting way. I can 
remember an era when there were no cars in Mawr at all, and I can prove it with a photograph which I 
will send you. People got along very well without cars. They used a little known method of transport, 
walking. Double yellow lines will restore those road conditions in double quick, yellow coloured time. 
If someone is killed by a car I will not be responsible, I have warned about this many times. I am 
unelected but I am responsible. Usually the M. P. refers everything back to the Council, which either 
does nothing, having no money, or refers people to the police, who refer back to the Council. This has 
been going on since time immemorial and it is all paid for by the tax payer. Until parking spaces are 
constructed and allocated, the problem will get worse and worse. The people shifted off Rhyddwen 
Road dumped their cars on Mountain Road, a private road upon which they are trespassing. So 
Mountain Road is beginning to be blocked. Neither the Council or the police will deal with trespass, 
although I can try once more.

Myron Evans
Armiger, www.aias.us

Computing 342(7) : General Expression for     Precession
March 16, 2016 

This is excellent work as usual by Horst, and the results are full of interest. It is clear that the 
relativistic orbit is not a static ellipse. The aim now should be to plot r against theta to find the orbit and
to see how it precesses. It would be optimal if the results could be animated. I will develop the theory 
by hand to see if I can find an analytical expression for r as a function of theta, the usual orbit.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 16/03/2016 08:48:20 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 342(7) : General Expression for Precession

The results seem to look good now, see plots. Delta_theta is negative at the perihelion. 
There remains the feature that x (replacing cos(theta)) is greater than 1 at the angular 
borders. This seems to be a probelm in the plot Delta_theta(theta) but the orbits are defined 
everywhere. Deviations are only visible for a ultrarelativistic case which is certainly outside
this approximation (second plot of r(theta).
Will explain more later.

Horst

Am 15.03.2016 um 16:05 schrieb EMyrone:

This is Eq. (9). It is known that this must produce precession from UFT328, and
the precession of the perihelion is claimed to be known experimentally with 
precision. In Eq. (9), the relativistic angular momentum is used self 
consistently. This is a constant of motion of ECE2 relativity. Eq. (8) is the limit 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/16/computing-3427-general-expression-for-precession/
http://www.aias.us/


of Eq. (9) for a static ellipse. It can be seen that the two equations are different 
in structure, so it can be concluded by inspection that the ECE2 orbit is not a 
static ellipse. It has to be shown specifically now that it is a precessing ellipse. 
To start with, Eqs. (8) and (9) can be compared graphically as plots of dr / 
dtheta versus theta. The same epsilon and alpha can be used for both plots, and 
L sub r is a constant. This analysis will continue tomorrow.

342(6-7).pdf

on Computing 342(7) : General Expression for Precession

Proceeding with Calculations for     UFT342
March 16, 2016 

There are various ways of developing Eq. (9) of the last note and I will proceed with those. In the 
meantime Horst can develop the equation numerically to find solutions which give precession. This is 
the same theory as that used in UFT328 to demonstrate precession from a simultaneous solution of the 
hamiltonian and lagrangian of ECE2 in UFT328, a very important advance. The purpose of this work is
to try to find an analytical expression for the orbit. That has already been achieved in Eq. (9) of the last 
note.

on Proceeding with Calculations for UFT342

Daily Report 14/3/16
March 16, 2016 

The equivalent of 159,575 printed pages was downloaded during the day (581.811 megabytes) from 
2498 memory files downloaded (hits) and 510 distinct visits each averaging 3.9 memory pages and 19 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 63.88 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 994, Top ten items 984, Collected scientometrics 367, Barddoniaeth / Collected
poetry 325, Autobiography volumes one and two 255, F3(Sp) 236, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 224, 
Principles of ECE 163, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 155, Evans / Morris papers 140, 
UFT88 106, Engineering Model 90, Evans Equations 80, CEFE 68, UFT311 47, Self charging inverter 
41, UFT321 37, Three world records by MWE 18, Prolific authors 17, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 14, 
UFT313 35, UFT314 28, UFT315 40, UFT316 36, UFT317 40, UFT318 37, UFT319 46, UFT320 25, 
UFT322 34, UFT323 28, UFT324 48, UFT325 36, UFT326 37, UFT327 40, UFT328 27, UFT329 45, 
UFT330 31, UFT331 39, UFT332 32, UFT333 33, UFT334 46, UFT335 35, UFT336 42, UFT337 22, 
UFT338 32, UFT339 29, UFT340 28, UFT341 42 to date in March 2016. Mathematics University of 
Tasmania UFT213; University of Quebec Trois Rivieres “Criticisms of the Einstein Field Equation”; 
University of Houston 2D paper; French Hydrographic and Marine Oceanographic Service UFT 
Section; Glasgow Caledonian University in Oman AIAS Fellows; The Regional Associated Computer 
Network for Eeducation, Science and Culture of St Petersburg UFT168; Kocaeli University Turkey 
UFT88; Clare Hall Cambridge My page, Wales and Welsh affairs; University of Edinburgh UFT167, 
168; University of Essex UFT257; University of Oxford general. Intense interest all sectors, updated 
usage file attached for March 2016.

on Daily Report 14/3/16

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/16/daily-report-14316/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/16/proceeding-with-calculations-for-uft342/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/3426-7.pdf


342(7) : General Expression for     Precession
March 15, 2016 

This is Eq. (9). It is known that this must produce precession from UFT328, and the precession of the 
perihelion is claimed to be known experimentally with precision. In Eq. (9), the relativistic angular 
momentum is used self consistently. This is a constant of motion of ECE2 relativity. Eq. (8) is the limit 
of Eq. (9) for a static ellipse. It can be seen that the two equations are different in structure, so it can be 
concluded by inspection that the ECE2 orbit is not a static ellipse. It has to be shown specifically now 
that it is a precessing ellipse. To start with, Eqs. (8) and (9) can be compared graphically as plots of dr / 
dtheta versus theta. The same epsilon and alpha can be used for both plots, and L sub r is a constant. 
This analysis will continue tomorrow.

a342ndpapernotes7.pdf

on 342(7) : General Expression for Precession

Comment on 342(6)
March 15, 2016 

I can see that Eq. (7) of Note 342(6) produces a cosine greater than one, which is impossible, so this 
means that the first guess:

r = alpha / ( 1 + eps cos theta sub 1))

cannot be the right solution. This is why Horst did not find precession numerically. So one can try a 
solution

r = alpha / (1 + eps f(theta))

where f(theta) is a general function of theta. In the first instance one can try:

f(theta) = x theta

and this is known to produce a precessing ellipse.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 15/03/2016 11:08:30 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Fwd: Computer Check of 342(5)

Yes, I can see that from the exchange of comments. As you say, working through it 
systematically will provide the solution. This is how theoretical physics has to be done in 
the future and this is how teams should be set up and resources allocated. This is a new 
approach that reduces errors and the chance of ending up in a black hole and producing 
pseudo-science!

Sent from my Samsung device

on Comment on 342(6)

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/15/comment-on-3426/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/a342ndpapernotes7.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/15/3427-general-expression-for-precession/


342(6): Precession Formulae and General     Orbit
March 15, 2016 

The precession of the complete orbit (theta = 2 pi) is given by Eq. (12). The precession of any point in 
the orbit is given by Eq. (14), and the orbital equation in general is Eq. (15). So all seems OK.

a342ndpapernotes6.pdf

on 342(6): Precession Formulae and General Orbit

Computer Check of     342(5)
March 15, 2016 

Many thanks again, we are close to getting precession but not quite there. It is known from UFT328 
that precession comes out of the simultaneous solution of the lagrangian and hamiltonian of ECE2 
relativity, so it is a matter of finding where it is hidden in the mathematics. A systematic approach is 
necessary, I think that the first step is to set theta = 2 pi and solve for theta1. I agree that Horst has deep
insight and so we are able to get to the root of a problem quickly.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 15/03/2016 09:01:47 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Computer Check of 342(5)

Agreed with Horst. This is physics stripped back and taken forward in a much simpler and 
accurate way. All the flaws and inconsistencies then disappear.

We witness two maestros at work here!! Only a great physicist in his own right could 
double check and develop Myron’s work in the meticulous way that Horst does. Two 
individuals, from different backgrounds and countries, working in perfect harmony 
together.

Sent from my Samsung device

on Computer Check of 342(5)

“Blaen Cwm”
March 15, 2016 

Very interesting. They sold the farm and moved. They were a big family.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 15/03/2016 08:48:07 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Picture on the Tractor

The Llandysul connection is interesting. Blaencwm farm is in Capel Dewi and only a10 
minute drive from my wife’s family home near Penrhiwllan. Small world. Do you still have
family in Blaencwm?

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/15/blaen-cwm/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/15/computer-check-of-3425-2/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/a342ndpapernotes6.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/15/3426-precession-formulae-and-general-orbit/


Sent from my Samsung device

on “Blaen Cwm”

Graphics of relativisitic precessing     ellipse
March 15, 2016 

Many thanks for these graphics. I would suggest setting theta = 2 pi and investigate what happens to 
theta1. For each complete orbit, theta 1 will be different from 2 pi, indicating that the orbit does not 
return to the same point. I will think about this and make a few suggestions.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 14/03/2016 19:50:48 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Graphics of relativisitic precessing ellipse

The graphics results are as follows: (numbering consecutively in protocol)

Fig. 1: v(epsilon), all other parameters constant. there is an asymptote
for larger epsilons, not defined above.

Fig. 2: v(theta) for several epsilon parameters:
eps=0: circle, constant v
eps=1: parabola, velocity goes exactly to zero for theta=pi.
higher epsilon means higher kinetic energy –> larger v

Fig. 3: v(theta) for several alpha parameters:
higher alpha means lower kinetic energy (smaller v) because angular
momentum is fixed.

Fig. 4: cos(theta_1(theta)) for several values of c (the lower c, the
higher the relativistic effects)
relativistically corrected angular cos term, values >1 mean that
there is no solution.

Fig 5: theta_1(theta) for several values of c:
curve bends down for theta>pi due to principal values of asin function.
undefined theta regions in strongly relativistic cases, according
to Fig. 4

Fig. 6: orbit r(theta(theta_1)) for several values of c:
Problem: there is no precession.

Figs. 7 and 8: inverse function theta(theta_1) and orbit r(theta_1(theta))
also here is no precession.

Question: why do we see no precession effects? has the “gap” in the

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/15/graphics-of-relativisitic-precessing-ellipse/


definition range of angles to be interpreted in a different way?

Horst

342(5)-graphics.pdf

on Graphics of relativisitic precessing ellipse

Plans for UFT342
March 15, 2016 

Agreed, the result justifies a paper and the notes on the graviton can be posted for reference as usual.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 14/03/2016 17:45:02 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Final Version of Note 342(5)

Should we make this to a separate paper? The importance of the result could require this.

Am 14.03.2016 um 17:48 schrieb EMyrone:

This is the final version with a few factors of c squared reinstated. 

Discussion of Final Version of Note     342(5)
March 15, 2016 

Agreed, this first calculation can be refined in many ways, and these assumptions were made just for 
the sake of tractability.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 14/03/2016 17:02:06 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Final Version of Note 342(5)

PS: In equating eqs. (34) and (36) we have to assume that the orbit parameters alpha and 
epsilon are the same. This can be assumed for small deviations from the ellipse. In cases 
with strong relativistic effects we would at least have to consider the relativistic angular 
momentum, a numerical solution is certainly required then.

Horst

Am 14.03.2016 um 17:48 schrieb EMyrone:

This is the final version with a few factors of c squared reinstated. 

on Discussion of Final Version of Note 342(5)

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/15/discussion-of-final-version-of-note-3425/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/15/plans-for-uft342/
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Final Version of Note     342(5)
March 15, 2016 

Fully agreed.

In a message dated 14/03/2016 16:54:44 GMT Standard Time, writes:

I just realized this

Am 14.03.2016 um 17:48 schrieb EMyrone:

This is the final version with a few factors of c squared reinstated. 

on Final Version of Note 342(5)

Computer Check of     342(5)
March 15, 2016 

Many thanks for this meticulous checking and for the generous words. This method of computer 
checking is working very well by now. The overall result is that both light deflection and perihelion 
precession can be produced by ECE2 relativity. The Einstein theory was a masterpiece in its time but 
now we make progress. This always happens in physics.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 14/03/2016 16:54:05 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 342(5): Analytical Calculation of the Orbit of ECE2 Relativity

These are indeed interesting results. From eq.(29) onwards the factor 1/c^2 is missing in the
denominator.
In eqs.(33,34) there seems to be a typo, the squared cosine term vanishes, simplifying the 
result, see eq. o78 in my protocol. Equating this with the LHS of (31) allows for an analytic
expression of the function theta_1(theta) that gives the precession effects. The result is o11 
in section 7. Dividing nominator and denominator by c^2 should show that we have the 
Newtonian result

theta_1 = theta

in the non-relativistic limit. I will plot this and some other interesting curves. Please ignore 
the plot so far, they were preliminary.
The approach in (31) is a good idea, “physics of the finest”. This is a big progress again for 
ECE2 physics.

Horst

Am 14.03.2016 um 12:32 schrieb EMyrone:

This note confirms the computational methods of UFT328, and shows that in 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/15/computer-check-of-3425/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/15/final-version-of-note-3425-2/


ECE2 relativity the orbit of m around M is no longer a static conic section. It is 
given by the conic section (30) of a plane polar coordinate system (r, theta sub 
1), where theta sub 1 is defined in terms of theta of the static conic section by 
Eq. (37), which is a quadratic in cos theta1. Therefore the orbit is given by Eq. 
(43), and can be plotted as r versus theta. It is a moving ellipse. After checking 
this note by computer algebra and after plotting the result, it will be clear that 
ECE2 unifies light deflection due to gravitation and precession of the perihelion
in a space with finite torsion and curvature. Of course Einstein’s ideas are no 
longer used, and have not been for a decade. ECE2 also gives the outline 
features of the velocity curve of a whirlpool galaxy, whereas Einstein fails 
completely to so. After some discussions with Horst I have given complete 
details of the well known velocity calculation of Newtonian orbital theory. The 
check confirms the result (12), which can be expressed as the result (14), Eq. 
(7.72) of the third edition of Marion and Thornton. There was a minor typo in 
note 342(4), m should have been m squared. This note gives more details (see 
UFT216) of the angle of deflection, which is in general the angle between the 
asymptotes of a hyperbola, Eq. (21). For small deflections it simplifies as 
shown. The orbit of a photon around the sun is a hyperbola with a very large 
eccentricity. The rest of the note from Eq. (25) onward develops UFT324 to 
give the analytical result (37). So we are seeing powerful developments, light 
deflection due to gravitation and perihelion precession can be easily explained 
with ECE2 relativity. In my initial calculations any minor slip up is always 
caught and corrected by Horst’s meticulous checking work with Maxima. Both 
UFT324 and UFT328 are already classic papers, as the scientometrics show 
clearly. They are being studied by the best in the world without a single 
objection.

342(5).pdf

on Computer Check of 342(5)

Picture on the     Tractor
March 15, 2016 

Many thanks, this was at “Blaen Cwm”, a small hill farm with a traditional fire place. Cen Williams 
was my life long friend and you may remember him when you played the organ at Elim.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 14/03/2016 14:51:31 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING on http://www.aias.us: Some Photographs for Youtube

The picture on the tractor is nice!

Horst

Am 14.03.2016 um 14:49 schrieb EMyrone:

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/15/picture-on-the-tractor/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/3425.pdf


1) Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies 1976 Conference which I opened, 
sitting front row left as you look at the photo. to the right front row, James 
McConnell, Jack Powles, DIAS Director, James Calderwood, George Wyllie, 
Brendan Scaife, American delegate. Second Row from left Dominic Tildesley, 
unknown, unknown, secretary, Wolfram Schroer, Paul Madden, John Lewis. 
Back row unkown, unknown, William Coffey, unknown, unknown.
2) Graduate June 1971, aged 21.
3) Christ’s College Cambridge aged 17 with my father, the late Edward Ivor 
Evans.
4) Freshman undergraduate 1968, aged 18, playing around with digs students in
a photo booth.
5) A Level student at “Pant y Bedw” aged 17.
6) At 48 Rhyddwen Road, aged about 15.
7) Thinking of string theory, aged 18, playing around with digs students in a 
photo booth.
8) Jumping off the coal shed at “Pant y Bedw”, about fourteen.
9) After bringing in the loose hay at “Pant y Bedw”, aged about twelve or 
thirteen.
10) With my first wife Laura and Prof Sisir Roy at JFK Airport after Vigier One
in 1995, aged 45.
11) Aged four with my late mother Mary and my sister aged two.
12) Aged five and three.
13) Summer of 1974, with a group of post doctorals from the EDCL, and 
family, aged 24 or 25, back row left.
14) Aged about three, just after surviving major surgery, and very thin. The 
stress and worry in my late mother is apparent, my sister aged one.
15) “Blaen Cwm”, Llandysul, aged about nine or ten, with the family of the late
Cen Williams, sometime Prif Ddiacon or Head Deacon of Elim, Craig Cefn 
Parc.
16) In the field at “Pant y Bedw” aged about thirteen or fourteen, with my late 
mother Mary and the sheepdog, Jo, who was fluent in Welsh.
17) Aged about three or four, thumbing my nose at black holes.

on Picture on the Tractor

Daily Report Sunday     13/3/16
March 15, 2016 

The equivalent of 180,798 printed pages was downloaded during the day (659.190 megabytes) from 
3105 memory files downloaded (hits) and 561 distinct visits each averaging 4.4 memory pages and 15 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 32.23 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 966, Top ten items 922, Collected sceintometrics 327(est), Barddoniaeth / 
Collected Poetry 300, Autobiography volumes one and two 240, F3(Sp) 220, Eckardt / Lindstrom 
papers 219, Principles of ECE 159, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 151, Evans / Morris 
papers 130(est), UFT88 99, engineering Model 88, Evans Equations 76, CEFE 64, UFT311 43, Self 
charging inverter 40, Llais 39, UFT321 37, Three world records by MWE 18, List of prolific authors 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/15/daily-report-sunday-13316/


17, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 14, UFT313 34, UFT314 27, UFT315 40, UFT316 36, UFT317 38, 
UFT318 37, UFT319 44, UFT320 25, UFT322 33, UFT323 26, UFT324 46, UFT325 36, UFT326 35, 
UFT327 40, UFT328 27, UFT329 44, UFT330 31, UFT331 39, UFT332 32, UFT333 33, UFT334 45, 
UFT335 34, UFT336 41, UFT337 21, UFT338 30, UFT339 26, UFT340 27, UFT341 39 to date in 
March 2016. University of Edinburgh ECE article. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file 
attached for March 2016.

on Daily Report Sunday 13/3/16

Final Version of Note     342(5)
March 14, 2016 

This is the final version with a few factors of c squared reinstated.

a342ndpapernotes5.pdf

on Final Version of Note 342(5)

Discussion of Note     342(5)
March 14, 2016 

Many thanks again! This is a problem that I had been trying to solve for a long time. It was solved 
numerically by Horst and myself in UFT328, but now there is an analytical solution. It will be very 
interesting to see what the orbit looks like. In the next note I will probably return to graviton mass.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 14/03/2016 13:07:50 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 342(5): Analytical Calculation of the Orbit of ECE2 Relativity

Gets better and better!

Sent from my Samsung device

on Discussion of Note 342(5)

FOR POSTING on www.aias.us: Some Photographs for     Youtube
March 14, 2016 

1) Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies 1976 Conference which I opened, sitting front row left as you 
look at the photo. to the right front row, James McConnell, Jack Powles, DIAS Director, James 
Calderwood, George Wyllie, Brendan Scaife, American delegate. Second Row from left Dominic 
Tildesley, unknown, unknown, secretary, Wolfram Schroer, Paul Madden, John Lewis. Back row 
unknown, unknown, William Coffey, unknown, unknown.
2) Graduate June 1971, aged 21.
3) Christ’s College Cambridge aged 17 with my father, the late Edward Ivor Evans.
4) Freshman undergraduate 1968, aged 18, playing around with digs students in a photo booth.
5) A Level student at “Pant y Bedw” aged 17.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/14/for-posting-on-www-aias-us-some-photographs-for-youtube/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/14/discussion-of-note-3425/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/a342ndpapernotes51.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/14/final-version-of-note-3425/


6) At 48 Rhyddwen Road, aged about 15.
7) Thinking of string theory, aged 18, playing around with digs students in a photo booth.
8) Jumping off the coal shed at “Pant y Bedw”, about fourteen.
9) After bringing in the loose hay at “Pant y Bedw”, aged about twelve or thirteen.
10) With my first wife Laura and Prof Sisir Roy at JFK Airport after Vigier One in 1995, aged 45.
11) Aged four with my late mother Mary and my sister aged two.
12) Aged five and three.
13) Summer of 1974, with a group of post doctorals from the EDCL, and family, aged 24 or 25, back 
row left.
14) Aged about three, just after surviving major surgery, and very thin. The stress and worry in my late 
mother is apparent, my sister aged one.
15) “Blaen Cwm”, Llandysul, aged about nine or ten, with the family of the late Cen Williams, 
sometime Prif Ddiacon or Head Deacon of Elim, Craig Cefn Parc.
16) In the field at “Pant y Bedw” aged about thirteen or fourteen, with my late mother Mary and the 
sheepdog, Jo, who was fluent in Welsh.
17) Aged about three or four, thumbing my nose at black holes.

aphotographsforyoutube.pdf

on FOR POSTING on www.aias.us: Some Photographs for Youtube

Sending Over Some     Photographs
March 14, 2016 

Shakespeare’s sonnet 60 summarizes things perfectly.

“Time doth transfix the flourish set on youth
And delves the parallels in beauty’s brow,
Feeds on the rarities of nature’s truth,
And nothing stands but for his scythe to mow.
And yet to times in hope, my verse shall stand,
Praising thy worth, despite his cruel hand.”

The photographs follow one by one with a description. These are the last six lines of a very famous 
sonnet, using the iambic, alternative rhyming, ending with the couplet, mainly ten syllables a line – the 
classical sonnet. Simple, precise, immensely powerful and timeless imagery and metaphor, typical of 
Shakespeare and all the best poets in any language.

on Sending Over Some Photographs

Forty One Essays on     Youtube
March 14, 2016 

Many thanks indeed to Michael Jackson! This is tremendous help and most generous. As soon as Steve 
and I fix up the recording apparatus here I will begin recording a lot more material, and will dig up 
some more photographs. The ECE theory is as accepted now as any theory, one cannot stop the march 
of ideas. The standard model looks like a lead sieve trying to float on hydrogen. Also many thanks once
more for your vitally important blog back up work.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/14/forty-one-essays-on-youtube/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/14/sending-over-some-photographs/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/aphotographsforyoutube.pdf


To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 13/03/2016 18:40:55 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Youtube Uploads – Please review and critique

Dr Evans,

It’s my great pleasure to tell you, your audio essays (up to essay 41) are on youtube now.

Would you please review them, and if they meet with your approval, you can begin to share
the youtube channel on your blog.

If there are any changes you would like, please let me know, so I can fix the errors, before 
you give out the link on your blog.

I have disabled all comments, since I don’t have the time to referee hundreds of comments, 
and most physics professionals won’t stick their necks out, anyway.

Here is the youtube channel:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1LlhERLMwyV9l1VjnRskIQ/videos?
shelf_id=0&view=0&sort=dd

BTW, you can tell I ran out of photos, to use as thumbnails, but I can use google to find 
some generic physics diagrams, if need be. Obviously, more portraits would be better, so 
please email, or post them on your blog.

Also, your audio recordings stop at Essay 41, so whenever you are able to do new 
recordings, I can quickly upload more narrated videos (my PC is working again). You could
email them to me, as attachments, when they are completed.

I’m greatly honored to finally bring your work to the public, in this way. Let’s hope these 
videos will make ECE theory more CREDIBLE, and more accessible to the public, 
entrepreneurs, and physics professionals, alike. I apologize for not doing this several years 
ago!!!

Best regards,

Michael Jackson

342(5): Analytical Calculation of the Orbit of ECE2     Relativity
March 14, 2016 

This note confirms the computational methods of UFT328, and shows that in ECE2 relativity the orbit 
of m around M is no longer a static conic section. It is given by the conic section (30) of a plane polar 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/14/3425-analytical-calculation-of-the-orbit-of-ece2-relativity/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1LlhERLMwyV9l1VjnRskIQ/videos?shelf_id=0&view=0&sort=dd
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coordinate system (r, theta sub 1), where theta sub 1 is defined in terms of theta of the static conic 
section by Eq. (37), which is a quadratic in cos theta1. Therefore the orbit is given by Eq. (43), and can 
be plotted as r versus theta. It is a moving ellipse. After checking this note by computer algebra and 
after plotting the result, it will be clear that ECE2 unifies light deflection due to gravitation and 
precession of the perihelion in a space with finite torsion and curvature. Of course Einstein’s ideas are 
no longer used, and have not been for a decade. ECE2 also gives the outline features of the velocity 
curve of a whirlpool galaxy, whereas Einstein fails completely to so. After some discussions with Horst
I have given complete details of the well known velocity calculation of Newtonian orbital theory. The 
check confirms the result (12), which can be expressed as the result (14), Eq. (7.72) of the third edition 
of Marion and Thornton. There was a minor typo in note 342(4), m should have been m squared. This 
note gives more details (see UFT216) of the angle of deflection, which is in general the angle between 
the asymptotes of a hyperbola, Eq. (21). For small deflections it simplifies as shown. The orbit of a 
photon around the sun is a hyperbola with a very large eccentricity. The rest of the note from Eq. (25) 
onward develops UFT324 to give the analytical result (37). So we are seeing powerful developments, 
light deflection due to gravitation and perihelion precession can be easily explained with ECE2 
relativity. In my initial calculations any minor slip up is always caught and corrected by Horst’s 
meticulous checking work with Maxima. Both UFT324 and UFT328 are already classic papers, as the 
scientometrics show clearly. They are being studied by the best in the world without a single objection.

a342ndpapernotes5.pdf

on 342(5): Analytical Calculation of the Orbit of ECE2 Relativity

UFT88 Read at the University of     Delaware
March 14, 2016 

Delaware is ranked 154 in the world by Webometrics, 251-300 by Times and 151-200 by Shanghai 
rankings. It has 24,000 students and an acceptance rate of 68%. So it is a medium sized and medium 
world ranking university. It traces its origins to the 1743 Free School of Presbyterian Minister Francis 
Alison, opened in his own home in London, Pennsylvania. Until 1776 Delaware was part of the British 
Colony of Pennsylvania. In 1921 Delaware College became the University of Delaware. UFT88 is the 
famous refutation of the entire twentieth century in gravitational physics, and has been read about half 
a million times since it was published by Horst Eckardt and myself in 2007. UFT88 is a firm favourite 
in the best universities in the world and in medium world ranking universities such as Delaware. It 
should be read with UFT99, the various proofs based on UFT99 that no torsion means no curvature and
no gravitation at all, UFT109 (the Evans torsion identity) and UFT313, the Jacobi Cartan Evans 
identity. The proofs are meant to be easy to follow, the full blown papers are technically very difficult 
but by no means impossibly difficult. As a Welsh speaking Baptist by upbringing and cultural, 
historically radical, dissenter and republican affinity, I cannot let a Presbyterian get the better of me, (in
humour), so I developed ECE theory in my own home as a Free School. Learning freely available to 
all. This could only have been achieved with invaluable international help.

on UFT88 Read at the University of Delaware

Daily Report Saturday     12/3/16
March 14, 2016 
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https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/a342ndpapernotes5.pdf


The equivalent of 196,713 printed pages was downloaded during the day (717.215 megabytes) from 
2790 downloaded memory files (hits) and 495 distinct visits, each averaging 4.5 memory pages and 20 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 70.51 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 926, Top ten items 865, Collected scientometrics 327, Barddoniaeth / Collected
poetry 295, Autobiography volumes one and two 230, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 208, F3(Sp) 200, 
Principles of ECE 155, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 149, Evans / Morris papers 
120(est), UFT88 98, Engineering Model 79, Evans Equations 73, CEFE 64, UFT311 43, Self charging 
inverter 40, UFT321 36, Llais 31, Prolific authors 16, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 15, Three world records 
by MWE 14, UFT313 33, UFT314 26, UFT315 37, UFT316 36, UFT317 36, UFT318 36, UFT319 41, 
UFT320 23, UFT322 32, UFT323 24, UFT324 44, UFT325 33, UFT326 33, UFT327 40, UFT328 27, 
UFT329 41, UFT330 31, UFT331 39, UFT332 32, UFT333 32, UFT334 42, UFT335 31, UFT336 41, 
UFT337 21, UFT338 29, UFT339 26, UFT340 26, UFT341 37 to date in March 2016. Sonoma State 
University California “Criticisms of the Einstein Field Equation”; University of Delaware UFT88; Los 
Alamos Public Library Essay 24; MultiCare Health System, based in Washington general; British 
Library Statistics programs. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for March 2016.

on Daily Report Saturday 12/3/16

Analysis of UFT25 on     www.aias.us
March 13, 2016 

In the eleven months from April 2015 to February 2016, 398,712 printed pages of the paper were 
downloaded off www.aias.us. The paper is fifteen pages long, A4 single spaced, so a conversion of one 
printed page = 3.646 kilobytes was used. So the paper was read 26,581 times in eleven months. For 
combined sites it was read 42,530 times in eleven months, which is 46,396 times a year. It was written 
in 2004, so from 2004 to 2016 it has been read 510,350 times, about half a MILLION times. This 
shows up clearly on Google scholar using keywords “Gauss Law of Magnetism” (with inverted 
commas) where it is number four on the first page of Google out of 7080 results. Without inverted 
commas it is on the second page of Google out of 109,000 results. Similar types of analysis can be 
made for all the UFT papers, of which there are about five hundred to date in English and Spanish, all 
written since 2003. So it becomes obvious that the papers have been read an order of a hundred million 
times and that a vigorous new school of physics has emerged. They are continuously read and studied 
at the world’s best universities and institutes, large and small corporations, government departments up 
to Head of State seniority, military facilities, and by literally millions of individual scholars.

cc Prime Minister’s Office

on Analysis of UFT25 on www.aias.us

Spanish version of UFT 25 &     341
March 13, 2016 

Many thanks to Alex Hill, who has recently translated all the most popular UFT papers into Spanish, a 
very good idea. UFT341 is on the gaser, and UFT25 has been immensely popular ever since it was 
written. It was the first paper ever to derive the laws of electrodynamics from geometry.

Sent: 12/03/2016 18:44:12 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Spanish version of UFT 25 & 341

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/spanish-version-of-uft-25-341/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/analysis-of-uft25-on-www-aias-us/


Hello Dave:

Please find attached the Spanish version of UFT25 and UFT 341, for posting.

Thanks.

Regards,

Documento25.pdf

Documento341.pdf

on Spanish version of UFT 25 & 341

Daily Report 11/3/16
March 13, 2016 

The equivalent of 185,135 printed pages was downloaded during the day (675.003 megabytes) from 
2318 downloaded memory files (hits) and 482 distinct visits each averaging 3.9 memory pages and 21 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 79.87 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 880, Top ten items 826, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 289, Collected 
scientometrics 260, Autobiography volumes one and two 216, F3(Sp) 193, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 
178, Principles of ECE 147, proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 143, Collected Evans / Morris 
110, UFT88 90, Engineering Model 77, Evans Equations 69, CEFE 55, UFT311 42, Self charging 
inverter 38, UFT321 34, Llais 28, Prolific authors 16, Three world records by MWE 14, Lindstrom 
Idaho lecture 14, UFT313 29, UFT314 22, UFT315 34, UFT316 32, UFT317 33, UFT318 34, UFT319 
40, UFT320 23, UFT322 32, UFT323 24, UFT324 43, UFT325 32, UFT326 33, UFT327 38, UFT328 
26, UFT329 38, UFT330 29, UFT331 35, UFT332 29, UFT333 32, UFT334 41, UFT335 30, UFT336 
37, UFT337 19, UFT338 28, UFT339 25, UFT340 26, UFT341 34 to date in March 2016. University 
of Malaga Spain F10(Sp); Students National Chung Cheng University Taiwan UFT38; Birmingham 
City University Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry; University of Edinburgh UFT157. Intense interest all 
sectors, updated usage file attached for March 2016.

on Daily Report 11/3/16

Harmful Effects of     Mescaline
March 12, 2016 

These days anyone can look these up on google. The harmful effects include brain damage, psychosis, 
panic, terror and so on, long term harmful effects very similar to LSD and pot of the sixties, leading on 
to heroin and so on. Aldous Huxley wrote a book called “The Doors of Perception” from his experience
with mescaline in 1952. It is a little known fact that supersymmetry is a biproduct of chewing 
mescaline, a completely unobservable super heavy twin particle appears out of eight eight dimensions, 
borrowed from and cloning UFT88. If medicine were practiced like that none of us would survive it. 
When Mansel really lost it, it was a frenzy of rage, staff and students flying in all directions. He never 
sounded off directly at me but on one occasion I got a furious glance when I put a photo on my ill lit 
half office of those executed in the Easter Rising. He himself had sent me to Ireland and I just picked 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/12/harmful-effects-of-mescaline/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/daily-report-11316/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/documento341.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/documento25.pdf


up the page as a tourist. On occasions such as that I rather leaned towards thinking that he was a bit 
crazy. However that is infinitely preferable to the cold rattlesnakes who took after the EDCL and 
promptly destroyed it. Mansel was also political enough when he wanted to be. I think he did a couple 
of post docs and was appointed without competition. I did a world record and avoided all corruption 
like all bad smells.

on Harmful Effects of Mescaline

“The art itself is nature”,     Shakespeare
March 12, 2016 

I still remember Mansel Davies drumming this into us as undegraduates, along with comparison with 
data. In “The Winter’s Tale”, Shakespeare writes a few lines about hybridization in plants:

” Yet nature is made better by no mean
But nature makes that mean, so, over that art,
Which you say adds to nature, is an art
That nature makes ………
……………………….. This is an art
Which does not mend nature, change it rather, but
The art itself is nature.”

Technically he keeps to the sonnet structure but does not use rhyme (there are usually ten or eleven 
syllables a line, with a short one at the end). This means that totally insignificant humankind cannot 
take on nature and hope to win. If it imposes too much of itself on physics, it will land up as stone age 
dogma chanters. So I would say of dogmatists:

” ………………………………… over that fart,
Which you say adds to nature, is a fart
That dogma makes …..”

This reminds me strongly of carbon disulphide and Pauling’s hybridization theory. Linus Pauling was 
an acquaintance of Mansel Davies, so the latter started to gobble down ascorbic acid for breakfast. 
There was a jar of it on his desk, borrowed from the store room, with a deflagrating spoon stuck in it, 
also borrowed from the store room. Following Aldous Huxley, another of his friends, he gobbled down 
mescaline, and actually survived. This is in one of his later papers. Probably that was also borrowed 
from the store room. I was told to borrow two kilograms of potassium cyanide as in Autobiography 
Volume Two. That would have finished off the whole of West Wales. Finally I persuaded him to buy a 
lecture bottle of cyanogen, ergo Omnia Opera One. That would also have finished off the whole of 
West Wales. So I decided to become theoretical.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 12/03/2016 12:57:40 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Ockham’s Razor

Right philosophy followed all your career – totally agree!

Sent from my Samsung device

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/12/the-art-itself-is-nature-shakespeare/


on “The art itself is nature”, Shakespeare

342(4): Complete Details of Orbital Deflection     Theory
March 12, 2016 

This is a review of the Newtonian theory of light deflection, which gives completely the wrong result 
(18) in comparison with the experimental result (19), now known to great precision. The Newtonian 
hamiltonian and lagrangian (20) and (21) are replaced by those of ECE2 relativity eqs. (22) and (23). It 
was shown by Horst Eckardt and myself in UFT328 that simultaneous solution of Eqs. (22) and (23) 
results in the precession of the perihelion, a key achievement of ECE2. ECE2 unifies special and 
general relativity by developing a Lorentz covariant theory in a space with finite torsion and curvature. 
This is another one of its key achievements to date. So from now on I will refer simply to “ECE2 
relativity”. The reasons are discussed for the definitions of relativistic momentum and velocity. These 
are highly counter intuitive concepts, yet ECE2 relativity has been tested experimentally to 
unbelievable precision. So for specialists I strongly suggest switching to equations instead of trying to 
think things out from the beginning. Without knowledge of mathematics it is impossible to understand 
modern physics. In fact Leonardo knew that in the fifteenth century: “there is no physics without 
mathematics”. Only a supremely great intuitive experimentalist like Faraday could make progress 
without mathematics. My own Ph. D. supervisor, Mansel Davies, gradually admitted to me, in great 
and sheepish secrecy, that he did not understand quantum mechanics and special relativity. That was no
news to me, although he was considered to be a good chemist and was head and shoulders above all the
other staff. I actually admired him for being honest, and I admired him for many things, despite a child 
of nature temper. He blew up like Vesuvius but in an hour had forgotten everything. However it is still 
possible for an experienced mind to appreciate modern physics. In the same way it is possible to 
appreciate music without knowledge of music theory, or being able to read music. The reason for the 
existence of relativistic momentum is that the force equation of Newton, Eq. (28), is covariant under 
Galilean transformation, but not under Lorentz transformation. It is shown that the defining equation of
the relativistic momentum is the same thing exactly as the Einstein energy equation (33), which 
introduces the rest energy E = m c squared. It is shown that the Einstein energy equation can be written 
as Eq. (37), which in the limit (39) gives EXACTLY the correct deflection due to gravitation. This is a 
completely new and very powerful interpretation, one which in my opinion is of foundational 
importance. It shows that relativistic momentum gives precisely the correct deflection due to 
gravitation. This means that Lorentz covariance does so. The Einsteinian general relativity is known 
widely now to be completely wrong in many ways (e.g. the classic UFT150 and UFT155, and many 
other rebuttals). From the scientometrics, UFT324 is already a classic. There have been no objections 
to the new interpretation from the best in the world. The old method of allowing the Newtonian 
velocity to become c resulted in an infinite Lorentz factor, and the completely incorrect conclusion that 
a particle travelling at c must be “massless”. This obsolete method also led to zero light deflection as 
shown in this note. It also led to a mathematically indeterminate Eq. (44) and was known as “the hyper 
relativistic limit”, tongue firmly in cheek. The new interpretation (45), first introduced in UFT324, 
allows a particle with mass to propagate at c. So much for the Higgs boson. In fact this is well verified 
experimentally by experiments which accelerate electrons to the speed of light. In the old theory this is 
impossible, yet it happens.

a342ndpapernotes4.pdf

on 342(4): Complete Details of Orbital Deflection Theory

https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/a342ndpapernotes4.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/12/3424-complete-details-of-orbital-deflection-theory/


Family tree for Sir Alexander Fleming in relation to the 
Flemings of     Hawk…
March 12, 2016 

We have certainly learned a lot from William Fleming, who has been a great help. For example we 
have found the link to the Somervilles, and it may well turn out that we are related to Mary Fairfax 
Somerville and also to the Fairfax family. Thomas, Third Lord Fairfax of Cameron was the commander
in chief of the Parliamentary forces in the Civil War of 1642 to 1649 and became military governor. He 
won the key battle of Naseby. Our mutual ancestral cousin Oliver Cromwell was originally a cavalry 
colonel, who was promoted Lieutenant General, subordinate to Fairfax. In 1647 the Levellers 
introduced “The Agreement of the People”, making the outrageous suggestion of democracy. Cromwell
and Ireton debated this with the New Model Army in the Putney Debates of 1647. Cromwell and Ireton
were against too much power for the people, being Grandees, the other side was led by Colonel 
Rainborough of the New Model Army, and consisted of radicals: Levellers, early forms of Quakers, 
Shakers, Diggers, Ranters, Anabaptists and so on, my intellectual antecedents. In 1647 Charles 1st 
escaped and started the second Civil War but was again defeated. In 1649 the Republic was declared, 
and in 1653 Oliver Cromwell became Lord Protector after being infuriated by Parliament. Oliver 
Cromwell was my ancestral cousin, (attached), his ancestors included the Tudors and Tewdwr Mawr ap
Cadell as the attached shows. The family changed their name from Williams to Cromwell in honour of 
Thomas Cromwell, who was promptly executed by our mutual ancestral cousin, Henry VIII, probably 
the most powerful and ruthless king in British history. Cromwell refused to become King Oliver 1st. He
had an excellent way of dealing with vaporous M.P.’s: “You have sat here too long for the good you 
have done, in the name of God go!” and made sure that they went. Fairfax eventually resigned in 
favour of Cromwell, who held the Republic together as long as he could. His son Richard Cromwell 
was betrayed by General George Monck, a turncoat Parliamentarian, made First Duke of Albermarle. 
The U. S. Declaration of Independence is modelled directly on “The Agreement of the People”. I am 
also distantly related to Thomas Jefferson and many U. S. Presidents, I will have to write this up one 
day. So Charles 1st and Oliver Cromwell were cousins, and our mutual ancestral cousins, both 
descended from Tewdwr Mawr ap Cadell. (Christopher Hill, sometime Master of Balliol College 
Oxford, and Marxist historian, “God’s Englishman: Oliver Cromwell and the English Revolution”). For
South Wales and Mawr in particular the Restoration was a disaster because the fair distribution of land 
under Cromwell in 1650 was destroyed and given to the grasping Dukes of Beaufort. This led to 
monstrous turbines that make a mockery of us all every day. I know how Cromwell would have dealt 
with them and their instigators.

In a message dated 11/03/2016 15:50:45 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Hello Myron,

Based on the information provided by William Fleming, we have concluded that the link 
we originally made to John Fleming of Hawkwood born in 1748/49, as a direct ancestor of 
Sir Alexander Fleming was incorrect.

We are grateful to William for his breadth and depth of knowledge about the Flemings of 
Avondale and the time/trouble he has taken to share it with us.

Best wishes,

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/12/family-tree-for-sir-alexander-fleming-in-relation-to-the-flemings-of-hawk/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/12/family-tree-for-sir-alexander-fleming-in-relation-to-the-flemings-of-hawk/


Vivienne

afamilylinesrelationtoOliverCromwell.pdf

Sony ICD-UX
March 12, 2016 

Many thanks to Alex Hill. Steve plans to order a Sony ICD-UX and to fix up a system to transfer the 
digital files into the computer here so that quality is optimized and size is minimized. The broadcasts 
by Robert Cheshire and yourself have made a huge impact worldwide over about five years. In the 
initial stages many thanks also to Simon Clifford. The first broadcasts were carried out here at home, 
with Simon in charge of the recording apparatus and computer interface. Then they were taken up by 
Robert Cheshire and then by Alex Hill. The idea now is to amplify the impact using youtube. The 
broadcasts will all be instantly archived by the Wayback Machine (www.archive.org) off the blog, all 
posted on www.aias.us, and every quarter archived at the NLW / British Library 
(www.webarchive.org.uk). My scientometrics are of course the window to the world, and ECE has split
physics into two major schools of thought. We know this with complete precision. If it were not for the 
scientometrics we would know nothing at all. It is in the interests of the lavishly funded to keep 
funding themselves, and this must be stopped now that it is known and accepted that much of their stuff
is meaningless junk. This is very similar to the split in quantum mechanics at the 1927 Solvay 
Conference into Copenhagen and others: Bohr / Heisenberg and their followers and Einstein / de 
Broglie and their followers. There is no way now in which ECE can ever be censored or covered up. 
ECE is the “descendant” of the Einstein / de Broglie School of quantum mechanics.

In a message dated 11/03/2016 19:21:43 GMT Standard Time, writes:

I have been using a Sony ICD-UX200 to tape most of my essay broadcasts and it is small 
and of excellent quality. Good choice!

Regards,

Sony ICD-UX

After some discussions with Steve Dewitt, I chose the Sony ICD-UX digital voice recorder,
voted best of 2016, so all that remains to do now is to interface this with the computer here,
to produce sound files that I can send out and copy to the blog, from which they will be 
permanently archived. Permission is granted for Michael Jackson to put them all on 
youtube. I will also send copies to Robert Cheshire for editing. Over the next few years I 
can record hundreds of items in both languages in my own Silurian dialect.

on Sony ICD-UX

Gravitons
March 12, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/12/gravitons/
http://www.webarchive.org.uk/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.archive.org/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/12/sony-icd-ux-2/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/afamilylinesrelationtoolivercromwell.pdf


In ECE2 theory the graviton plays the role of photon in electromagnetism, so it is the spin one boson 
that mediates gravitational attraction, for example the gravitational attraction of two masses. In exact 
analogy two charges of opposite sign attract, and an oscillating charge (e.g. a spark or transmitter) 
radiates the electromagnetic field, which quantizes into photons. The photon itself has no charge, but it 
has mass because of the B(3) field. So an oscillating mass in ECE2 radiates a gravitational field, which 
quantizes into gravitons with mass. There is gravitational dipole radiation, gravitational quadrupole 
radiation and so on, exactly as in electromagnetism. If there is an oscillating negative charge 
(transmitter), located a metre from a receiver, the two charges attract, but at the same time the 
transmitter radiates. The complete process obeys the laws of conservation of energy / momentum and 
charge current density. See for example UFT168 to UFT171 on the gravitational Poynting theorem.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 11/03/2016 19:04:15 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Checking 342(3) : Light Deflection by a Gas of Massive Gravitons

I’m conceptually confused by this statement.

So the atoms and molecules inside any mass radiate gravitons.

All observation is that gravity moves towards atoms and molecules, but radiation is a form 
of emission moving away from mass. In my mind atoms absorb gravitons not radiate them. 
What am I misunderstanding?

Sean

On Mar 11, 2016, at 1:26 AM, EMyrone wrote:

Many thanks for this check, much appreciated as usual. The theory is at a stage 
where a systematic application can be made of ECE2 to gravitation. In this 
theory an oscillating mass radiates gravitons in the same way as an oscillating 
charge radiates photons (radiation theory). So the atoms and molecules inside 
any mass radiate gravitons.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 10/03/2016 15:43:01 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 342(3) : Light Deflection by a Gas of Massive Gravitons

The calculations are o.k. except eq.(35) where the exponent has to 
be -15.

The graviton mass (25) is relatively high, but we do not have a 
comparison since this is a new theory.

Horst

Am 10.03.2016 um 14:42 schrieb EMyrone:



This is a very simple calculation of the light deflection 
due to gravitation, giving the precisely correct 
experimental result, Eq. (19) from special relativity 
(UFT324). The sun is regarded as a gas of massive 
gravitons obeying the Planck distribution, so the 
number of gravitons in the sun is given by integrating 
over all graviton frequencies (black body assumption). 
The number of gravitons in a given volume V is 
proportional to the cube of temperature. This simple 
first theory gives 5.536 ten power forty five gravitons in
the volume occupied by the sun, assumed to be a sphere
at 5,778 K. The mean graviton mass is 3.59 ten power 
minus sixteen kilograms. Repeating the calculation for a
laboratory mass of one kilogram occupying one cubic 
metre at 293 K gives 5.104 ten power fourteen gravitons
and a mean graviton mass of 1.96 ten power minus 
fourteen kilograms. Precisely the same considerations 
apply to a gas made up of massive photons. In this 
theory the graviton and photon mass become the same 
concept. This is the result of a unified field theory in 
which the field equations of electromagnetism and 
gravitation are the same. The mass of the sun is not 
made of photons, but of gravitons. However, any object 
made up of massive photons (e.g. black body radiator or
laser beam) would also obey these same equations. The 
mass of the universe is made up of gravitons, photons 
and vacuum particles with mass, and other elementary 
particles. There is a zoo of them in standard physics 
There is no fictitious “dark matter”.

<342(3).pdf><342(3).wxm> 

=

on Gravitons

Ockham’s Razor
March 12, 2016 

Many thanks, this is the application of Ockham’s Razor of philosophy, the simpler theory is preferred. 
Shakespeare described it as the art that nature makes. The art is to simplify as much as possible but not 
too much, otherwise one runs into absurdities and contradictions.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 11/03/2016 10:31:40 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Checking 342(3) : Light Deflection by a Gas of Massive Gravitons

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/12/ockhams-razor-2/


This is excellent and, as Horst says, the graviton mass is much larger than might have been 
expected? This is physics made simple for the new student and layman (as well as the rest 
of us)! Remarkable developments.

Sent from my Samsung device

on Ockham’s Razor

UFT88 read at University of California San     Diego
March 12, 2016 

UC San Diego is a frequent visitor to www.aias.us and is currently ranked 18 in the world by 
webometrics, 39 by Times and 14 by Shanghai, so it is one of the best universities in the world, with 
twenty Nobel Laureates, two Fields Medallist and 70 Members of the National Academy of Sciences 
asociated with it in one way or another. It was founded in 1960 and has 33,735 students, with an 
acceptance rate of 33.4%. Staff and students from UCSD have been studying ECE theory from its 
inception in 2003, so there are many ECE scientists there. UFT88 is a famous paper which was the first
to show that the second Bianchi identity of 1902, used by Einstein in his theory of general relativity, is 
completely incorrect because it does not include torsion. In UFT99 (and in a series of well known 
proofs reported every early morning) it was shown that no torsion means no curvature, and in 
consequence the Einstein theory collapses completely. In UFT109 the Evans torsion identity was 
inferred, and in UFT313 the Jacobi Cartan Evans identity replaced the old second Bianchi identity, 
bringing in the very high impact ECE2 series of papers, UFT313 – UFT320, UFT322 – UFT341 to 
date. So physics is completely split into the old standard model and the ECE school.

on UFT88 read at University of California San Diego

Daily Report 10/3/16
March 12, 2016 

The equivalent of 165,863 printed pages was downloaded during the day (604.735 megabytes) from 
2523 downloaded memory files (hits) and 559 distinct visits, each averaging 5.5 memory pages and 16 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 65.74 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 838, Top ten items 710, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 284, Collected 
scientometrics 260, Autobiography volumes one and two 208, F3(Sp) 182, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 
166, Principles of ECE 144, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 139, Collected Evans / Morris 
Papers 100 (est), UFT88 86; Evans Equations 75, Engineering Model 74, CEFE 51, UFT311 42, Self 
charging inverter 37, UFT321 32, Llais 28, Prolific authors 16, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 14, Three 
world records by MWE 14, UFT313 28, UFT314 23, UFT315 34, UFT316 30, UFT317 28, UFT318 
31, UFT319 39, UFT320 23, UFT322 29, UFT323 23, UFT324 41, UFT325 29, UFT326 31, UFT327 
38, UFT328 26, UFT329 37, UFT330 28, UFT331 35, UFT332 29, UFT333 31, UFT334 41, UFT335 
29, UFT336 36, UFT337 17, UFT338 27, UFT339 24, UFT340 23, UFT341 28 to date in March 2016. 
Chapman University California UFT95; Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Crothers debate; 
Minnesota State University Mankato infinite solenoid in ECE theory; University of California San 
Diego UFT88; University of Washington UFT158; French National Institute for Nuclear and Particle 
Physics UFT85; San Francisco Internet Archives (Wayback Machine) spidering; Pakistan Universities 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/12/daily-report-10316/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/12/uft88-read-at-university-of-california-san-diego/


edu system UFT88; University of Wales Cardiff Autobiography Volume Two; University of Edinburgh 
UFT151, UFT154. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for March 2016.

on Daily Report 10/3/16

Sony ICD-UX
March 11, 2016 

After some discussions with Steve Dewitt, I chose the Sony ICD-UX digital voice recorder, voted best 
of 2016, so all that remains to do now is to interface this with the computer here, to produce sound files
that I can send out and copy to the blog, from which they will be permanently archived. Permission is 
granted for Michael Jackson to put them all on youtube. I will also send copies to Robert Cheshire for 
editing. Over the next few years I can record hundreds of items in both languages in my own Silurian 
dialect.

on Sony ICD-UX

Lamentable State of Standard     Physics
March 11, 2016 

Pleasure! Your work is famous throughout the scientific world for its integrity, so the zealots have been 
utterly routed.

The Schwarzschild solution

Dear Myron,

Thanks for your action on this matter.

Corda’s paper is another example of just how low the gatekeepers will stoop to defend their
fallacies. The editors of the Electronic Journal of Theoretical Physics are culpable. They are
between the proverbial rock and a hard place now. If they publish my paper they will admit 
Corda is a plagiarist and incompetent, that they are incompetent, and that LIGO has 
nothing. If they send me a letter of rejection they will compound their offence and I will 
publish my paper elsewhere, as I already have an offer. Accordingly, I suspect that the 
editors will do nothing, and hope that it all goes away. I will wait for a month or two more 
before I move to publish elsewhere.

Yours faithfully,
Steve

On Friday, 11 March 2016, 18:28, “EMyrone@aol.com” <EMyrone@aol.com> wrote:

Many thanks, I am posting this on the blog and it will be archived in real time on the 
Wayback Machine, so there will be a permanent record.

The Schwarzschild solution

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/11/lamentable-state-of-standard-physics/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/11/sony-icd-ux/


Dear Readers,
On 18 Feb. 2016 the following paper was sent to all the editors of the 
Electronic Journal of Theoretical Physics (http://ejtp.com/), which published 
Corda’s paper:

Crothers, S.J., On Corda’s ‘Clarification’ of Schwarzschild’s Solution,
http://vixra.org/abs/1602.0221

Receipt was acknowledged within 24 hours, but silence since.

Stephen J. Crothers

on Lamentable State of Standard Physics

FOR POSTING: Latest version of “New     Poetry”
March 11, 2016 

This is the latest version, in which a section on new englynion is added to the Miltonian sonnets and 
prose poetry.

NEW_POETRY.pdf

on FOR POSTING: Latest version of “New Poetry”

Accelerating Worldwide Interest in the ECE2     Papers
March 11, 2016 

There is accelerating worldwide interest in the ECE2 papers as can be seen from my close monitoring 
in the early morning daily reports. There is also accelerating interest in my poetry and broadcasts of the
poetry by Robert Cheshire. The ECE2 theory is entering a radically new phase at present. Even though 
the ideas are radical, there is intense interest. This means a wholesale rejection of the standard model of
gravitation.

on Accelerating Worldwide Interest in the ECE2 Papers

The Schwarzschild solution
March 11, 2016 

Many thanks, I am posting this on the blog and it will be archived in real time on the Wayback 
Machine, so there will be a permanent record.

The Schwarzschild solution

Dear Readers,
On 18 Feb. 2016 the following paper was sent to all the editors of the Electronic Journal of 
Theoretical Physics (http://ejtp.com/), which published Corda’s paper:

http://ejtp.com/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/11/the-schwarzschild-solution/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/11/accelerating-worldwide-interest-in-the-ece2-papers/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/new_poetry1.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/11/for-posting-latest-version-of-new-poetry-5/
http://vixra.org/abs/1602.0221
http://ejtp.com/


Crothers, S.J., On Corda’s ‘Clarification’ of Schwarzschild’s Solution,
http://vixra.org/abs/1602.0221

Receipt was acknowledged within 24 hours, but silence since.

Stephen J. Crothers

Checking 342(3) : Light Deflection by a Gas of 
Massive     Gravitons
March 11, 2016 

Many thanks for this check, much appreciated as usual. The theory is at a stage where a systematic 
application can be made of ECE2 to gravitation. In this theory an oscillating mass radiates gravitons in 
the same way as an oscillating charge radiates photons (radiation theory). So the atoms and molecules 
inside any mass radiate gravitons.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 10/03/2016 15:43:01 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 342(3) : Light Deflection by a Gas of Massive Gravitons

The calculations are o.k. except eq.(35) where the exponent has to be -15.

The graviton mass (25) is relatively high, but we do not have a comparison since this is a 
new theory.

Horst

Am 10.03.2016 um 14:42 schrieb EMyrone:

This is a very simple calculation of the light deflection due to gravitation, 
giving the precisely correct experimental result, Eq. (19) from special relativity 
(UFT324). The sun is regarded as a gas of massive gravitons obeying the 
Planck distribution, so the number of gravitons in the sun is given by 
integrating over all graviton frequencies (black body assumption). The number 
of gravitons in a given volume V is proportional to the cube of temperature. 
This simple first theory gives 5.536 ten power forty five gravitons in the 
volume occupied by the sun, assumed to be a sphere at 5,778 K. The mean 
graviton mass is 3.59 ten power minus sixteen kilograms. Repeating the 
calculation for a laboratory mass of one kilogram occupying one cubic metre at 
293 K gives 5.104 ten power fourteen gravitons and a mean graviton mass of 
1.96 ten power minus fourteen kilograms. Precisely the same considerations 
apply to a gas made up of massive photons. In this theory the graviton and 
photon mass become the same concept. This is the result of a unified field 
theory in which the field equations of electromagnetism and gravitation are the 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/11/checking-3423-light-deflection-by-a-gas-of-massive-gravitons/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/11/checking-3423-light-deflection-by-a-gas-of-massive-gravitons/
http://vixra.org/abs/1602.0221


same. The mass of the sun is not made of photons, but of gravitons. However, 
any object made up of massive photons (e.g. black body radiator or laser beam) 
would also obey these same equations. The mass of the universe is made up of 
gravitons, photons and vacuum particles with mass, and other elementary 
particles. There is a zoo of them in standard physics There is no fictitious “dark 
matter”.

342(3).pdf

on Checking 342(3) : Light Deflection by a Gas of Massive Gravitons

Daily Report 9/3/16
March 11, 2016 

The equivalent of 209,001 printed pages was downloaded during the day (762.019 megabytes) from 
4384 downloaded memory files (hits) and 709 distinct visits each averaging 4.9 memory pages and 16 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 29.48 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 824, Top ten items 703, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 274, Collected 
Scientometrics 231(est); Autobiography volumes one and two 189, F3(Sp) 168, Eckardt / Lindstrom 
papers 159, Principles of ECE 140, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 134, Collected Evans / 
Morris 90 (est), UFT88 79, Engineering Model 73, Evans Equations 61, CEFE 49, UFT311 41, Self 
charging inverter 37, UFT321 32, Llais 27, List of most prolific authors 15, Lindstron Idaho lecture 14,
Three world records by MWE 13, UFT313 28, UFT314 21, UFT315 32, UFT316 30, UFT317 28, 
UFT318 31, UFT319 39, UFT320 22, UFT322 29, UFT323 24, UFT324 39, UFT325 29, UFT326 31, 
UFT327 35, UFT328 24, UFT329 37, UFT330 28, UFT331 34, UFT332 29, UFT333 31, UFT334 41, 
UFT335 29, UFT336 36, UFT337 17, UFT338 26, UFT339 24, UFT340 22, UFT341 28 to date in 
March 2016. Institute of Chemistry Brazilian Federal University of Paulista general; Marta Abreu 
University Cuba Essay 24; Reed College Oregon UFT149; Chemistry Complutense University Madrid 
UFT157; University of Granada UFT166; Department of Computer and Information Science National 
Technical University of Norway Trondheim AIAS Staff; San Francisco Internet Archives (Wayback 
Machine) extensive spidering; Josef Stefan Institute Slovenia Potential Waves, University of Edinburgh
UFT139, 143, 147, 154, Educational Note One. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached 
for March 2016.

on Daily Report 9/3/16

Catastrophe of Wind     Turbines
March 10, 2016 

Is this Rt. Hon. Edward Davey? I did not realize that there were any Lib Dems left and he is certainly 
out of office now. In any case I am mailing off this letter to Byron Davies M. P. – my e mails to him are
all ignored, same pattern as Caton before him and this is a general pattern. M. P.’s never answer e 
mails. So as a U. S dual citizen I conclude as an observer that there is no government at all in Mawr, 
only steadily increasing taxation. My Welsh speaking relative Dewi Lewis, the distinguished editor, 
concludes the same about Clydach, A Dirac delta function, infinite requests with infinitesimal response.
At least they have double yellow lines in Clydach. I think that these turbines cannot last.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/10/catastrophe-of-wind-turbines/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/11/daily-report-9316/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/3423.pdf


In a message dated 10/03/2016 11:28:38 GMT Standard Time, valamhic@gmail.com writes:

Gif they give Ed Davies a knighthood?

On 10 March 2016 at 10:05, <EMyrone> wrote:

Mr Byron Davies, M. P.,
House of Commons,

Dear Mr Davies
As Armiger I have made yet another urgent request to Swansea County Council
for double yellow lines extending ten metres either side of the junction of 
Rhyddwen Road with Mountain Road, and for double yellow lines opposite the 
junction as the law demands. Ten metres or 33 feet is almost the entire frontage 
of 48 and 50 Rhyddwen Road, a frontage of about 40 feet. Double yellow lines 
and bollards are needed along almost all of this frontage. I also made a request 
to the Council for heavy duty bollards to accompany double yellow lines 
throughout Mawr, and for the vehicle trespassing and blocking my southern 
hedge to be towed and impounded by the police. It has been causing an 
obstruction for months, obstruction is a felony and a matter for the police, not a 
civil matter. I own the entire hedge and I cannot maintain it due to this 
obstruction. Law breaking has been going on for years in Mawr because people 
park cars too close to this junction and other junctions. Until recently they also 
blocked the entire width of pavements, forcing the elderly, disabled and 
children into the paths of frequently speeding vehicles on narrow, hyper 
congested roads. The police and I managed to get them to move a little, but cars
need to be cleared completely from pavements and special parking areas 
established throughout the whole of Mawr. Almost the entire road network in 
Mawr needs double yellow lines, sleeping policemen and static and mobile 
speed cameras. In fact the entire area of Mawr is saturated with large vehicles, 
which push their way into even the narrowest of roads, adopted or unadopted. 
This makes life very difficult for pedestrians, who are just shoved aside. If the 
drivers of illegally parked cars are merely warned by the police they quickly 
return again. So ticketing and heavy fines are needed, followed by a prison term
for persistent offenders. I have volunteered to be given the authority to act as an
auxilliary traffic warden so I can ticket offenders myself. Offences on the 
Mountain Raod junction happened again this week as usual with KV11 VMX 
which I reported twice to 101 in incident number 954 and reference number 
1600074563. They park direct on the junction, right in front of my historic 
house, which has been tastefully renovated at considerable expense using local 
stone and craftsmen. I myself always park off the road and never park too close 
to the junction. So there is one law for me, which I have to obey, and one law 
for offenders, which they don’t have to obey. This is an intolerable situation that
makes a mockery of society. After being warned by the police the vehicle KV11
VMX was moved a little but then another car quickly started to park right on 
the junction in total defiance of the law and society. Every time this happens the
police have to be called on 101. So these people cause a great deal of trouble. 



they could easily park elsewhere, or make spaces on their own land. I have read
in the newspapers that Swansea Councils are to spend millions of pounds on 
services such as putting down double yellow lines. On past experience the 
money never reaches Mawr, in which I am the only resident Armiger. We have 
been told for about sixty years that there is no money for double yellow lines. 
Can you table a question in the Commons to ask for a special Parliamentary 
audit of the two Swansea Councils? Recently Mawr Community Council has 
been audited and severely reprimanded twice (2011 and 2015) by the Welsh 
Assembly for failing to keep proper accounts. So who controls what happens to 
tax payers’ money in Mawr? Where does it all go if there is never any 
available? Many people and organizations have made many requests over sixty 
years or so to have double yellow lines in Mawr, special parking areas, 
volunteer wardens to ticket cars parking on pavements and too close to 
junctions and so on. As is my clear duty as Armiger I fought utterly 
irresponsible horse and biker vandals who have nearly completely destroyed the
protected ecology of Gelliwastad. Every year the ecology is razed to the ground
by arsonists. I have asked the Council for gates and fences to stop access to 
Gelliwastad. No one would be allowed there with the exception of walkers and 
service vehicles. I once asked the theoretical County Councillor, I. Richard, for 
gates to be put up, but of couese was told that there was no money available. 
Richard was recently forced to resign from the Community Council. There has 
been a disatrous decline in the Welsh language in Mawr over the past sixty 
years, and no new local industry of any worth has been created since the drift 
mines closed in about 1960.
With Government like this, who needs the plague of Albert Camus? We are 
about to be finished off by huge and useless wind turbines, of ghastly and 
glaring ugliness, put up by the other non resident Armiger – the Duke of 
Beaufort. I have never seen Beaufort. So Mawr has been turned into a colonized
wasteland. T. S. Eliot could not have done better.

Myron Evans, Armiger,
50 Rhyddwen Raod, Craig Cefn Parc, Swansea SA6 5RA

on Catastrophe of Wind Turbines

342(3) : Light Deflection by a Gas of Massive     Gravitons
March 10, 2016 

This is a very simple calculation of the light deflection due to gravitation, giving the precisely correct 
experimental result, Eq. (19) from special relativity (UFT324). The sun is regarded as a gas of massive 
gravitons obeying the Planck distribution, so the number of gravitons in the sun is given by integrating 
over all graviton frequencies (black body assumption). The number of gravitons in a given volume V is 
proportional to the cube of temperature. This simple first theory gives 5.536 ten power forty five 
gravitons in the volume occupied by the sun, assumed to be a sphere at 5,778 K. The mean graviton 
mass is 3.59 ten power minus sixteen kilograms. Repeating the calculation for a laboratory mass of one
kilogram occupying one cubic metre at 293 K gives 5.104 ten power fourteen gravitons and a mean 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/10/3423-light-deflection-by-a-gas-of-massive-gravitons/


graviton mass of 1.96 ten power minus fourteen kilograms. Precisely the same considerations apply to 
a gas made up of massive photons. In this theory the graviton and photon mass become the same 
concept. This is the result of a unified field theory in which the field equations of electromagnetism and
gravitation are the same. The mass of the sun is not made of photons, but of gravitons. However, any 
object made up of massive photons (e.g. black body radiator or laser beam) would also obey these same
equations. The mass of the universe is made up of gravitons, photons and vacuum particles with mass, 
and other elementary particles. There is a zoo of them in standard physics There is no fictitious “dark 
matter”.

a342ndpapernotes3.pdf

on 342(3) : Light Deflection by a Gas of Massive Gravitons

Open Letter to Mr. Byron Davies, M. P.     Gower
March 10, 2016 

Mr Byron Davies, M. P.,
House of Commons,

Dear Mr Davies
As Armiger I have made yet another urgent request to Swansea County Council for double yellow lines
extending ten metres either side of the junction of Rhyddwen Road with Mountain Road, and for 
double yellow lines opposite the junction as the law demands. Ten metres or 33 feet is almost the entire
frontage of 48 and 50 Rhyddwen Road, a frontage of about 40 feet. Double yellow lines and bollards 
are needed along almost all of this frontage. I also made a request to the Council for heavy duty 
bollards to accompany double yellow lines throughout Mawr, and for the vehicle trespassing and 
blocking my southern hedge to be towed and impounded by the police. It has been causing an 
obstruction for months, obstruction is a felony and a matter for the police, not a civil matter. I own the 
entire hedge and I cannot maintain it due to this obstruction. Law breaking has been going on for years 
in Mawr because people park cars too close to this junction and other junctions. Until recently they also
blocked the entire width of pavements, forcing the elderly, disabled and children into the paths of 
frequently speeding vehicles on narrow, hyper congested roads. The police and I managed to get them 
to move a little, but cars need to be cleared completely from pavements and special parking areas 
established throughout the whole of Mawr. Almost the entire road network in Mawr needs double 
yellow lines, sleeping policemen and static and mobile speed cameras. In fact the entire area of Mawr 
is saturated with large vehicles, which push their way into even the narrowest of roads, adopted or 
unadopted. This makes life very difficult for pedestrians, who are just shoved aside. If the drivers of 
illegally parked cars are merely warned by the police they quickly return again. So ticketing and heavy 
fines are needed, followed by a prison term for persistent offenders. I have volunteered to be given the 
authority to act as an auxilliary traffic warden so I can ticket offenders myself. Offences on the 
Mountain Raod junction happened again this week as usual with KV11 VMX which I reported twice to
101 in incident number 954 and reference number 1600074563. They park direct on the junction, right 
in front of my historic house, which has been tastefully renovated at considerable expense using local 
stone and craftsmen. I myself always park off the road and never park too close to the junction. So 
there is one law for me, which I have to obey, and one law for offenders, which they don’t have to 
obey. This is an intolerable situation that makes a mockery of society. After being warned by the police 
the vehicle KV11 VMX was moved a little but then another car quickly started to park right on the 
junction in total defiance of the law and society. Every time this happens the police have to be called on

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/10/open-letter-to-mr-byron-davies-m-p-gower/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/a342ndpapernotes3.pdf


101. So these people cause a great deal of trouble. They could easily park elsewhere, or make spaces on
their own land. I have read in the newspapers that Swansea Councils are to spend millions of pounds on
services such as putting down double yellow lines. On past experience the money never reaches Mawr, 
in which I am the only resident Armiger. We have been told for about sixty years that there is no money
for double yellow lines. Can you table a question in the Commons to ask for a special Parliamentary 
audit of the two Swansea Councils? Recently Mawr Community Council has been audited and severely
reprimanded twice (2011 and 2015) by the Welsh Assembly for failing to keep proper accounts. So who
controls what happens to tax payers’ money in Mawr? Where does it all go if there is never any 
available? Many people and organizations have made many requests over sixty years or so to have 
double yellow lines in Mawr, special parking areas, volunteer wardens to ticket cars parking on 
pavements and too close to junctions and so on. As is my clear duty as Armiger I fought utterly 
irresponsible horse and biker vandals who have nearly completely destroyed the protected ecology of 
Gelliwastad. Every year the ecology is razed to the ground by arsonists. I have asked the Council for 
gates and fences to stop access to Gelliwastad. No one would be allowed there with the exception of 
walkers and service vehicles. I once asked the theoretical County Councillor, I. Richard, for gates to be 
put up, but of course was told that there was no money available. Richard was recently forced to resign 
from the Community Council. There has been a disastrous decline in the Welsh language in Mawr over 
the past sixty years, and no new local industry of any worth has been created since the drift mines 
closed in about 1960. With Government like this, who needs the plague of Albert Camus? We are about
to be finished off by huge and useless wind turbines, of ghastly and glaring ugliness, put up by the 
other non resident Armiger – the Duke of Beaufort. I have never seen Beaufort. So Mawr has been 
turned into a colonized wasteland. T. S. Eliot could not have done better.

Myron Evans, Armiger,
50 Rhyddwen Raod, Craig Cefn Parc, Swansea SA6 5RA

on Open Letter to Mr. Byron Davies, M. P. Gower

FOR POSTING: Blog backup, first quarter of     2016
March 10, 2016 

Many thanks again to Michael Jackson!

Evans2016DailyBlogtoMar9.pdf

on FOR POSTING: Blog backup, first quarter of 2016

Daily Report 8/3/15: 24th Quarterly Archive At National Library
of     Wales
March 10, 2016 

The equivalent of 444,048 printed pages was downloaded during the day (1.619 gigabytes) mainly 
from the twenty fourth quarterly archive of www.aias.us at the National Library of Wales / British 
Library. There were 3874 downloaded memory files (hits) and 565 distinct visits each averaging 6.2 
memory pages and 19 minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 114.62, main spiders 
cnsat(China), google, MSN and Yahoo. Collected ECE2 714, Top ten items 637, Collected 
scientometrics 231, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 212, Autobiography volumes one and two 204, 

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/10/daily-report-8315-24th-quarterly-archive-at-national-library-of-wales/
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Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 139, F3(Sp) 134, Principles of ECE 117, Proofs that no torsion means no 
gravitation 114, Collected Evans / Morris 80 (est), UFT88 67, Engineering Model 64, Evans Equations 
50, CEFE 43, UFT311 33, Self charging inverter 32, UFT321 25, Llais 25, Most prolific scientists 14, 
Lindstrom Idaho lecture 13, Three world records by MWE 10, UFT313 23, UFT314 17, UFT315 30, 
UFT316 25, UFT317 24, UFT318 25, UFT319 32, UFT320 17, UFT322 25, UFT323 18, UFT324 34, 
UFT325 27, UFT326 24, UFT327 28, UFT328 24, UFT329 31, UFT330 24, UFT331 31, UFT332, 
UFT333 29, UFT334 33, UFT335 24, UFT336 32, UFT337 17, UFT338 25, UFT339 24, UFT340 19, 
UFT341 26 to date in March 2016. University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT236; Physics University of
Toronto My page; Iowa State University general; New York University My Page; Indian Institute of 
Technology Delhi UFT213, My page, top ten papers; San Francisco Internet Archives (Wayback 
Machine) extensive spidering; British Library from National Library of Wales, 24th quarterly archive 
of www.aias.us. University of Witwatersrand South Africa UFT175. Intense interest all sectors, updated
usage file attached for March 2016.

Discussion of Note     342(1)
March 9, 2016 

Pleasure. Yes, essentially it is the description of an ensemble of photon masses interacting with an 
ensemble of graviton masses. The elementary boson mediating gravitation is the ECE2 graviton with 
mass to ECE scientists. The elementary boson mediating electromagnetism is the photon with mass to 
ECE scientists. So the bending of light by gravitation on the most fundamental level is the interaction 
of a graviton mass with a photon mass. The ensemble of photons is the Planck distribution, the 
ensemble of gravitons is also a Planck distribution in this theory. The source of gravitons is the sun if 
the light is deflected by the sun. An ensemble of photons has a given mass, worked out from <h bar 
omega> of the Planck distribution. Similarly for an ensemble of gravitons. To standard physicists the 
smallest unit of mass is the quark. The strong field mediates quark quark interaction in standard 
physics. In UFT5 the gravitational and strong fields were unified. So a quark in ECE physics may be 
gravitationally attracted to another quark, the graviton is the boson that mediates the interaction. The 
working hypothesis is that the graviton mediates interaction between any two masses, from quark to 
galaxy cluster. “Dark matter” is replaced by graviton mass, photon mass and vacuum particle mass. The
graviton also mediates interaction between two photons with mass. Finally the graviton mass is 
attracted to the photon mass. The Newton law is one of the ECE2 gravitational equations, the 
equivalent of the Coulomb law.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 09/03/2016 11:10:32 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of Note 342(1)

Many thanks for this clarification, so the potentials and force-fields of note 342(1) and (2) 
refer to effects of photons and gravitons, not of ordinary matter.

Am 09.03.2016 um 08:03 schrieb EMyrone:

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/09/discussion-of-note-3421-3/
http://www.aias.us/


Many thanks for these comments. As you know, the connection between the 
photon and mass of the photon is the wave particle dualism of de Broglie, as we
have used in previous UFT papers:

E = h bar omega = gamma m c squared
p = h bar kappa = gamma m v sub 0

These equations are the same for the graviton in ECE2. The term “photon” 
comes from the Greek “phos” meaning light, phi omicron sigma. It was 
introduced by Gilbert in the late twenties. Planck, Einstein and de Broglie never
used the term. So I agree that what is usually meant by “photon” or “graviton is 
E = h bar omega, or p = h bar kappa. However my line of thought is that the 
photon and graviton are also defined with the mass m, the mass of the photon 
and the mass of the graviton. So to be clear I mean “graviton mass” whenever I 
use “graviton”. The hypothesis is that mass density is accumulated from point 
graviton masses. Charge density is accumulated from point charges. The point 
mass of the graviton or photon is:

m = h bar omega / (gamma c squared)

Mass density can also be accumulated from point photon masses. This gives the
mass density of an esnemble of photons obeying the Planck distribution 
(corrected for the error by Rayleigh as first pointed out in UFT291). The first to
consider photon mass was Poincare, in 1905, whose work greatly influenced de 
Broglie. In “The Enigmatic Photon” various aspects of the photon are 
considered in five volumes, but the concept of photon charge is not used. Some 
authors have proposed photon charge.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 08/03/2016 19:59:02 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Note 342(1): Definition of mass as an ensenble of 
gravitons

You derived the g field in analogy to the electric E field. This is 
correct with a density rho_m in full analogy to the electric charge 
density rho. However we have to be precise in what we are 
comparing. In electrodynamics rho consist of point charges that are 
accumulated with delta functions. This gives a charge distribution. 
In the gravitational analogue, we have point masses that are 
accumulated to the mass density rho_m. This has nothing to do with
gravitons. Gravitons are the equivalent to photons, and the electric 
charge does not consist of photons. We know that photons have a 
mass, so we have an equivalent, but I do not see a connection with 
gravitons. As charges are not made up by photons, so masses are not
made up by gravitons.
Of course we can set up a photon-graviton scattering theory with 



graviton waves but this is not connected to charges or masses in my 
view. Maybe I am wrong but I wanted to discuss this.

Horst

Am 07.03.2016 um 14:06 schrieb EMyrone:

In this note it is argued that any mass m of volume V is 
the integral of mass density of gravitons over V. This 
result is derived from the ECE2 law of gravitation 
analogous to the ECE2 Coulomb law of electrostatics. 
In addition to the elementary unit of charge, the charge 
on the proton, there exists the elementary unit of mass, 
the mass of the ECE2 graviton, a boson that obeys wave
/ particle dualism. So in light deflection by the sun for 
example, photons in a light beam are deflected by the 
sun’s mass density, made up of elementary graviton 
masses. The essence of light deflection is the 
gravitational interaction of a graviton of mass m with a 
photon of mass m1. The deflection in the orbit of the 
photon can be worked out as in papers such as UFT324. 
The orbit of a massive photon about a massive graviton 
is a precessing ellipse as in UFT328. In the special case 
of a spherical mass M, its interaction with a mass m a 
distance R outside its centre can be described by a 
potential – MG / R, as first shown by Newton. The mass
M behaves as if it were concentrated at the origin. 
Newton took from 1665 to 1687 to prove this. This 
demonstration will be given in detail in the next note.

end of comment Discussion of Note 342(1)

Daily Report will Resume     Tomorrow
March 9, 2016 

I am “one day ahead” in the usual early morning report because the stats arrive here about mid morning
and are reported early the following morning. The feedback is ultra important in trying to persuade the 
powers that be to stop wasting our tax payers’ money on ideas that are complete rubbish. There is a 
vast, silent college of colleagues who completely reject the totalitariansim of the dogmatists – the 
Ministry of Truth. They are wisely silent because they will be subjected to harassment of they speak 
out. They would probably land up losing their jobs. Such is the real nature of our society, and it is 
dangerously unhealthy. Very close to Orwell in “Animal Farm” and “1984”.

end of comment Daily Report will Resume Tomorrow
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LIGO Rebutted by     Crothers
March 9, 2016 

This is an important new paper by the scholar Stephen Crothers. There is no basis whatsoever for any 
of the twentieth century concepts built on the erroneous Einstein theory, because the latter is built on a 
fundamentally erroneous geometry. This conclusion has swept the world of science. There are no black 
holes, no big bang, no dark matter. This has been known for years so a combined Congressional and 
Parliamentary investigation is needed into the way in which the media keeps turning out this very 
expensive rubbish. This investigation MUST be completely impartial and MUST consider all points of 
view. The general public and its elected representativies must start to think for themselves, and must 
NOT be instantly turned off by mathematics. The important criticisms of Stephen Crothers and the rest 
of AIAS show that the LIGO is a monumental waste of money badly needed elsewhere. It has been 
easy to deceive the general public and ministers up to now, because the advisors they consult are people
with vested interest in funding ideas that are completely wrong. This is called “musical chairs”. Those 
who are about to be self funded please leave the committee room in order to give the impression of 
impartiality. This has always been the case in science funding, which has always been notoriously 
corrupt. So has the academic system of appointments in my experience. The AIAS / UPITEC is 
consulted all the time – we know this in immense detail from the scientometrics. At present, physics 
has split completely into ECE and standard. There are hundreds of thousands of ECE scientists and 
engineers in all the best places around the world: universities, institutes, government departments, large
and small corporations, military facilities, up to Head of State seniority. The ECE2 theory is a new 
theory of gravitational waves that proposes that they have the same properties as electromagnetic 
waves. The GASER has been proposed and is already being intensely studied worldwide. This is 
designed to produce a beam of gravitation intense enough to be detected in the laboratory, without 
much expense.

Sent: 08/03/2016 18:14:49 GMT Standard Time
Subj: LIGO – its gravitiatonal waves and black holes

Dear Readers,

The following paper has been accepted for publication in the next issue of the Hadronic 
Journal:

Crothers, S.J., A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF LIGO’S RECENT DETECTION OF 
GRAVITATIONAL

WAVES CAUSED BY MERGING BLACK HOLES, http://viXra.org/abs/1603.0127

It is proven in this paper that the LIGO report has no theoretical basis whatsoever.

LIGO did not detect black holes or Einstein gravitational waves.

Steve Crothers

end of comment LIGO Rebutted by Crothers

http://vixra.org/abs/1603.0127
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/09/ligo-rebutted-by-crothers/


Discussion of Note     342(1)
March 9, 2016 

Many thanks for these comments. As you know, the connection between the photon and mass of the 
photon is the wave particle dualism of de Broglie, as we have used in previous UFT papers:

E = h bar omega = gamma m c squared
p = h bar kappa = gamma m v sub 0

These equations are the same for the graviton in ECE2. The term “photon” comes from the Greek 
“phos” meaning light, phi omicron sigma. It was introduced by Gilbert in the late twenties. Planck, 
Einstein and de Broglie never used the term. So I agree that what is usually meant by “photon” or 
“graviton” is E = h bar omega, or p = h bar kappa. However my line of thought is that the photon and 
graviton are also defined with the mass m, the mass of the photon and the mass of the graviton. So to 
be clear I mean “graviton mass” whenever I use “graviton”. The hypothesis is that mass density is 
accumulated from point graviton masses. Charge density is accumulated from point charges. The point 
mass of the graviton or photon is:

m = h bar omega / (gamma c squared)

Mass density can also be accumulated from point photon masses. This gives the mass density of an 
esnemble of photons obeying the Planck distribution (corrected for the error by Rayleigh as first 
pointed out in UFT291). The first to consider photon mass was Poincare, in 1905, whose work greatly 
influenced de Broglie. In “The Enigmatic Photon” various aspects of the photon are considered in five 
volumes, but the concept of photon charge is not used. Some authors have proposed photon charge.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 08/03/2016 19:59:02 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Note 342(1): Definition of mass as an ensenble of gravitons

You derived the g field in analogy to the electric E field. This is correct with a density 
rho_m in full analogy to the electric charge density rho. However we have to be precise in 
what we are comparing. In electrodynamics rho consist of point charges that are 
accumulated with delta functions. This gives a charge distribution. In the gravitational 
analogue, we have point masses that are accumulated to the mass density rho_m. This has 
nothing to do with gravitons. Gravitons are the equivalent to photons, and the electric 
charge does not consist of photons. We know that photons have a mass, so we have an 
equivalent, but I do not see a connection with gravitons. As charges are not made up by 
photons, so masses are not made up by gravitons.
Of course we can set up a photon-graviton scattering theory with graviton waves but this is 
not connected to charges or masses in my view. Maybe I am wrong but I wanted to discuss 
this.

Horst

Am 07.03.2016 um 14:06 schrieb EMyrone:

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/09/discussion-of-note-3421-2/


gravitation analogous to the ECE2 Coulomb law of electrostatics. In addition to
the elementary unit of charge, the charge on the proton, there exists the 
elementary unit of mass, the mass of the ECE2 graviton, a boson that obeys 
wave / particle dualism. So in light deflection by the sun for example, photons 
in a light beam are deflected by the sun’s mass density, made up of elementary 
graviton masses. The essence of light deflection is the gravitational interaction 
of a graviton of mass m with a photon of mass m1. The deflection in the orbit of
the photon can be worked out as in papers such as UFT324. The orbit of a 
massive photon about a massive graviton is a precessing ellipse as in UFT328. 
In the special case of a spherical mass M, its interaction with a mass m a 
distance R outside its centre can be described by a potential – MG / R, as first 
shown by Newton. The mass M behaves as if it were concentrated at the origin. 
Newton took from 1665 to 1687 to prove this. This demonstration will be given
in detail in the next note.

end of comment Discussion of Note 342(1)

Further Criticisms by Steve     Crothers
March 8, 2016 

I certainly hope they accept it. In the past some radical ideas have come from the Ivy league, notably 
Compton’s experimental proof of wave particle dualism at Princeton, and our very own B(3) field from
Cornell, currently the world number four by webometrics. It would do any university a power of good 
to have Professor Crothers on the faculty.

Crothers’ “Black Hole Catastrophe” read at Yale

Dear Myron,

Thanks for your comments.

The Electronic Journal of Theoretical Physics (http://www.ejtp.com/) is now between the 
proverbial rock and a hard place:

Crothers, S.J., On Corda’s ‘Clarification’ of Schwarzschild’s Solution,

All the editors received my paper. They acknowledged receipt of my paper within 24 hours 
of submission (submitted 18 Feb.), but silent since.

Kind regards,
Steve

On Tuesday, 8 March 2016, 23:35, “EMyrone@aol.com” <EMyrone@aol.com> wrote:

This is not exactly a wildly radical university, it was Woodrow Wilson’s university with 
many Presidents, Congressional Members, Nobel Laureates Fields Medallists and so on. 

http://www.ejtp.com/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/08/further-criticisms-by-steve-crothers/


They should appoint Steve as full professor. The media are still stuck in the past, and I 
recommend against watching the T.V. or reading trendy media articles cross correlating 
black matter with Caerphilly cheese in a drift mine. The entire Ivy league has studied 
essentially all of ECE theory n times over: Harvard, Princeton, Yale, Brown, Cornell, 
Columbia, U Penn and Dartmouth. So have all the best Canadian universities and 
essentially all the best universities in the world. If anyone wants to know why black holes 
do not exist, just take the time to seriously study Steve’s work and many UFT papers. There
is a strange stand off at present. As this mediaeval junk is pumped out all over the media, a 
vast and silent readership rejects it within all the best universities. There was a stand off 
between Owain Glyndw^r and Henry IV in one battle. That went on for a few days before 
both armies retired. I see ECE as being more like Bosworth.

end of comment Further Criticisms by Steve Crothers

Crothers’ “Black Hole Catastrophe” read at     Yale
March 8, 2016 

This is not exactly a wildly radical university, it was Woodrow Wilson’s university with many 
Presidents, Congressional Members, Nobel Laureates Fields Medallists and so on. They should appoint
Steve as full professor. The media are still stuck in the past, and I recommend against watching the T.V.
or reading trendy media articles cross correlating black matter with Caerphilly cheese in a drift mine. 
The entire Ivy league has studied essentially all of ECE theory n times over: Harvard, Princeton, Yale, 
Brown, Cornell, Columbia, U Penn and Dartmouth. So have all the best Canadian universities and 
essentially all the best universities in the world. If anyone wants to know why black holes do not exist, 
just take the time to seriously study Steve’s work and many UFT papers. There is a strange stand off at 
present. As this mediaeval junk is pumped out all over the media, a vast and silent readership rejects it 
within all the best universities. There was a stand off between Owain Glyndw^r and Henry IV in one 
battle. That went on for a few days before both armies retired. I see ECE as being more like Bosworth.

end of comment Crothers’ “Black Hole Catastrophe” read at Yale

Gaser Paper UFT341 read at Georgia     Tech
March 8, 2016 

It looks as if this is being taken seriously, Georgia Tech is ranked fifty in the world by webometrics. 
Technology is advancing so quickly that we may see gravitational beams within a few years.

end of comment Gaser Paper UFT341 read at Georgia Tech

Discussion of 342(2)
March 8, 2016 

Many thanks again I was once a left leaning goalkeeper for Craig Cefn Parc All Stars last ditch 
reserves. The goal posts were two sticks in a bog, and could be adjusted at random, like the standard 
model. There was no cross bar. It depends on getting two equations for two unknowns, and equations 
for the number of gravitons and number of photons. These numbers could be estimated from assuming 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/08/discussion-of-3422/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/08/gaser-paper-uft341-read-at-georgia-tech/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/08/crothers-black-hole-catastrophe-read-at-yale/


a Planck distribution. The light deflection is easily calculated for one graviton one photon. Don’t 
mention evaton in Liverpool.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 08/03/2016 11:27:25 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 342(2): Interaction of n photons with m gravitons

This is fantastic. Photon mass should come out with same order of magnitude as in the past.
Graviton mass will be something much smaller (by orders of magnitude). What is also 
important is that this classic experiment becomes supporting evidence for these new 
concepts (phorons and gravitons with mass) and for gravitational waves (through wave 
particle duality).

A new name is needed for vacuum particles. I would suggest that all reference to vacuum is
removed. Perhaps something like an EVaton. After Evans and ever present (and with 
apologies to Liverpool FC fans)!

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Discussion of 342(2)

Daily Reports Sunday 6th and 7th March     2016
March 8, 2016 

On Sunday 6th March the equivalent of 173,707 printed pages was downloaded from 2813 memory 
files downloaded (hits) and 555 distinct visits each averaging 4.3 memory pages and 18 minutes, 
printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 61.78. On Monday 7th March the equivalent of 154,622 
printed pages was downloaded from 17,324 hits, and 582 distinct visits, each averaging 15.4 memory 
pages and 12 minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 8.92, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 632, Top ten items 539, Collected scientometrics 210, Barddoniaeth / Collected
Poetry 183, Autobiography volumes one and two 143, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 127, F3(Sp) 121, 
Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 100. The Principles of ECE 96, Collected Evans / Morris 
70 (est); UFT88 57; Engineering Model 47, CEFE 36, Evans Equations 34, UFT311 33, Self charging 
inverter 28, UFT321 24, Llais 23, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 11, Prolific authors 11, Three world records 
by MWE 8, UFT313 20, UFT314 16, UFT315 25, UFT316 23, UFT317 20, UFT318 23, UFT319 28, 
UFT320 16, UFT322 23, UFT323 18, UFT324 28, UFT325 22, UFT326 24, UFT327 23, UFT328 20, 
UFT329 29, UFT330 22, UFT331 24, UFT332 22, UFT333 25, UFT334 29, UFT335 21, UFT336 29, 
UFT337 16, UFT338 23, UFT339 23, UFT340 18, UFT341 22 to date in March 2016. Nanjing 
University China Omnia Opera 141; Institute for Political Studies and International Relations National 
University of Colombia UFT159; Martu Abreu University Cuba F9(Sp); California Institute of 
Technology UFT2; Georgia Institute of Technology my page, UFT section, UFT341 (gaser); University
of North Carolina Chapel Hill general; Yale University, “Black Hole Catastrophe” by Stephen Crothers;
Lenguas Centre University of Almeira Spain Educational Note Two; Hong Kong University of Science 
and Technology UFT177; University of Pisa Italy UFT155; Mexican University Cooperation for 
Internet Development F3(Sp); Materials Research Institute National Autonomous University of Mexico
UFT137; San Francisco Internet Archives (Wayback Machine) extensive spidering; University of 
Edinburgh UFT140, 143, 155. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for March 2016.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/08/daily-reports-sunday-6th-and-7th-march-2016/


end of comment Daily Reports Sunday 6th and 7th March 2016

Summary by Co President Gareth     Evans
March 8, 2016 

Excellent summary as usual, the geometry always guides the equations in a perfectly logical way, 
completely free of dogma, as indeed was Shakespeare (Kenneth Clark, “Civilization”).

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 08/03/2016 10:15:55 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of Note 342(1)

It is the building blocks of physics redrafted (or drafted properly for the first time). It really 
is as fundamental as that. The structure is now the same for ALL the fields of physics. Wave
particle duality is correctly understood (at last) and all mass can be developed into an 
ensemble of gravitons using the Dirac delta function. This is precisely what a unified field 
theory had to be able to deliver. From this, all the branches of physics and all its laws are 
desribed from the smallest, microscopic levels up to the macroscopic, universal scale – and 
for all time periods.

I think you said somewhere that the old physics is in tatters. We can see and state this with 
total confidence. “Uncertainty” really is a thing of the past.

Sent from my Samsung device

Comments Off

Stats Arrived
March 8, 2016 

The stats arrived and I will proceed to record them now. Thanks again to Dave Burleigh!

end of comment Stats Arrived

342(2): Interaction of n photons with m     gravitons
March 8, 2016 

The deflection of light by gravity can be worked out using n massive photons in a light beam 
interacting with a mass M made up of m gravitons. The overall equation looks like the equation (16) 
for the Newtonian attraction of a point mass m and a point mass M. So the Newtonian deflection can be
calculated as in UFT324. However the detailed theory considers the linear superposition of the 
attraction of n photons and m gravitons. So the fundamental attraction is that of one photon and one 
graviton, QED. All details of the theory are given. The precisely observed deflection is “twice Newton”
and the orbit is a precessing ellipse as shown in UFT328. The next stages of UFT342 will calculate the 
experimenal deflection. It should be possible to estimate the photon and graviton masses.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/08/3422-interaction-of-n-photons-with-m-gravitons/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/08/stats-arrived/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/08/summary-by-co-president-gareth-evans-2/


a342ndpapernotes2.pdf

end of comment 342(2): Interaction of n photons with m gravitons

Standard Model Mythology
March 8, 2016 

Good to hear from Frank Snape, former pupil of Pontardawe Grammar School. This is just the usual 
propaganda, by now it has been entirely refuted by AIAS / UPITEC. I started to read it, but saw at a 
glance that is just the same old stuff. For example Big Bang, refuted in the UFT papers many times 
over in many different ways. The New York media just repeats the mythology. At AIAS / UPITEC we 
work a lot harder and dig a lot deeper than that. I would not like to be back at school now and have all 
this junk stuffed down my throat every day. Fortunately this drivel can be ignored and we can set things
straight via the Wayback Machine. The writing is bad poetry, full of cliche and fizzled metaphor. There 
was more wit in describing the aftermath of school dinners – “Wild Wind” (“Y Bont” 1962), a variation
on “Big Bang”. Not only this, but it is widely known that refutations are being deliberately ignored. 
This is scientific fraud.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 07/03/2016 21:05:48 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Article

Hi Myron

Thought you might like to read this

Frank

NYReviewofBooksMarch102016-theuniverse.pdf

end of comment Standard Model Mythology

Archiving www.aias.us
March 8, 2016 

Thanks again, these are my scientific and cultural colleagues and other friends. I think that the 
Wayback Machine is of very great importance, and an amazing device. I know that it is privately 
funded at present and that you are not actually employed in Washington. I have also been archiving on 
www.webarchive.org.uk at the National Library of Wales and British Library in London. This network 
of national library archivists was set up under a Library of Congress initiative in 2000 and I think in 
2003 to conserve the world wide web. It includes the various national libraries of the countries of 
Britain. Without this vitally important archiving, a vast amount of work would be lost. So all who can 
should archive their work as soon as possible on websites, with control software adjusted to allow 
visibility on the Wayback Machine, which archives in real time. This is especially true of small libraries
in Wales threatened by closure and loss of their books. The Wayback Machine should be liberally 
funded by the Federal Government and rigorously protected from hackers and so on.

Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent., Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc., Ph. D., B. Sc. (Wales)

http://www.webarchive.org.uk/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/08/archiving-www-aias-us-2/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/nyreviewofbooksmarch102016-theuniverse.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/08/standard-model-mythology/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/a342ndpapernotes2.pdf


www.aias.us

cc Prime Minister’s Office
Gower Constituency

US Dual Citizen

In a message dated 08/03/2016 05:54:15 GMT Standard Time, mark@archive.org writes:

Myron,
It is my pleasure to help you.

I am not sure who all the people are on the CC of your message to me (and this reply) but I 
want to assure you, and everyone, that while I work for the Internet Archive I do not (also) 
work of the Library of Congress. :-)

Take care,

– Mark Graham
Director, Wayback Machine, Internet Archive
(917) 697-0110

On Mar 7, 2016, at 9:18 PM, EMyrone wrote:

Mark Graham,
Director, Wayback Machine,
San Francisco Internet Archive / Library of Congress,

Many thanks for this swift and helpful reply. There is probably a need for us to 
do some control software adjustment that will allow the sites to be fully 
archived but that will also prevent link spamming. The feedback sites contain a 
vast amount of data back to Dec. 2006.

Myron Evans www.aias.us site owner

In a message dated 07/03/2016 19:28:51 GMT Standard Time, mark writes:

Dear Friends,
The 1st and 3rd of your URLs below present an authentication 
challenge. The 2nd one times out.

That is why those URLs are not being archived.

I would love to you ensure your site is fully archived but need your 
help to do that :-)

– Mark Graham
Director, Wayback Machine, Internet Archive
(917) 697-0110

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/


Begin forwarded message:

=

=

end of comment Archiving www.aias.us

Second Discussion of     342(1)
March 8, 2016 

Yes I think that I could convert these interesting ideas into equations, for example the annihilation of 
two vacuum particles could produce a graviton and anti graviton, and also a photon and anti photon. 
The process must conserve C, P. T, CP, PT, TC and CPT. What this means is easily googled up. Once 
the photon is thought of as a particle with mass there exists a distinct anti photon. A massless photon is 
its own anti particle. Similarly for the graviton. The latter is defined by the wave particle duality E = h 
bar omega = gamma m c squared, one of the de Broglie / Einstein equations. Obviously this equation 
immediately runs into difficulty if m = ? 0 as in the standard model. By now the latter is shredded into 
ossified dog biscuits and no self respecting sheep dog or hunting hound would ever attempt to chew it 
further without breaking its teeth on the stalactites of Bacon’s idols of the cave. The entire system is 
saturated with ECE scientists. It is essential to be totally wrong, then realize it and use the waste paper 
basket to gradually iterate into something solid. This is like that film by Jean Monet, son of Claude 
Monet, He set up a transparent screen and photographed Picasso at work. The painting went through 
endless variations. The same is true of theoretical physics, or poetry. Beethoven is all variation.

Sent: 07/03/2016 19:47:20 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Note 342(1): Definition of mass as an ensenble of gravitons

A little further with this analogy which of course could be totally wrong but here is what I 
picture.

A particle needs energy over a delta of time, it consumes gravitons to power itself, mass is 
the ratio of this current of absorption of gravitons. Vacuum particles are typically neutral 
and unobserved. When mass absorbs gravitons this creates a current which which causes 
background vacuum particles to convert to gravitons due to the local imbalance of 
spacetime. When a particle has consumed a graviton as energy over a delta of time that 
energy is returned to background vacuum particles somewhat like a the hydrological cycle 
of water evaporating from the oceans and returning to the earth as rain. There is a 
continuous cycles of vacuum particles to gravitons used as energy and returned to vacuum 
particles.

It never made sense to me that we have to expend enormous amounts of energy in rocketry 
to escape gravity to reach space but gravity is never counted as energy consumed despite 
the so called action and reaction balance of energy. But if gravity is a actually like a river 
current of particles and particles themselves consume energy and it is continuously recycled
then the equations all balance in my mind.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/08/second-discussion-of-3421/


Hope my picture and narrative are understandable enough to convert into proper scientific 
equations.

Sean

On Mar 7, 2016, at 12:15 PM, Sean MacLachlan <sean> wrote:

I wonder by analogy if the mass of an object whether a particle or the sun can 
be thought of as the absorption ratio of gravitons converted to energy used by 
the particle over a delta of time. Thus deflection is like a current in a river or 
ocean of gravitons. When I visualize what you describe that is what I picture.

Sean

On Mar 7, 2016, at 6:06 AM, EMyrone wrote:

In this note it is argued that any mass m of volume V is the integral 
of mass density of gravitons over V. This result is derived from the 
ECE2 law of gravitation analogous to the ECE2 Coulomb law of 
electrostatics. In addition to the elementary unit of charge, the 
charge on the proton, there exists the elementary unit of mass, the 
mass of the ECE2 graviton, a boson that obeys wave / particle 
dualism. So in light deflection by the sun for example, photons in a 
light beam are deflected by the sun’s mass density, made up of 
elementary graviton masses. The essence of light deflection is the 
gravitational interaction of a graviton of mass m with a photon of 
mass m1. The deflection in the orbit of the photon can be worked 
out as in papers such as UFT324. The orbit of a massive photon 
about a massive graviton is a precessing ellipse as in UFT328. In 
the special case of a spherical mass M, its interaction with a mass m
a distance R outside its centre can be described by a potential – MG
/ R, as first shown by Newton. The mass M behaves as if it were 
concentrated at the origin. Newton took from 1665 to 1687 to prove
this. This demonstration will be given in detail in the next note.

<a342ndpapernotes1.pdf> 

=

end of comment Second Discussion of 342(1)

Discussion of Note     342(1)
March 8, 2016 

There are some interesting ideas here which I am forwarding to the group. The fundamental advance 
made in 342(1) is the development of any mass m into an ensemble of gravitons using the Dirac delta 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/08/discussion-of-note-3421/


function. This is one of the very first things taught in a course of electrostatics. Without ideas there 
would be no progress. Ideas must be turned into equations, which is what I do every day. The Dirac 
delta function is used here to define the concept of mass density, exactly as in Jackson, “Classical 
Electrodynamics” (3rd edition, mainly but not all in the international S. I. units). I could go through the 
whole of Jackson now, translating it into gravitational theory, because the structures of the basic 
equations of electrodynamics and gravitation in ECE2 are exactly the same. Obviously I must not get 
carried away and have to chose the most relevant and fruitful ideas of electrodynamics, updating them 
with ECE and ECE2. Also Jackson as been rewritten many times over by books such as “The 
Enigmatic Photon”, and ECE / ECE2, so Jackson is obsolete but useful for basics. The best method in 
theoretical physics is always to reduce things to the simplest possible, the deflection of a photon from a
graviton.This can be worked out as in UFT324. The work in UFT328 shows that the orbit of a photon 
around a graviton is a precessing ellipse. This can be worked out by solving simultaneously the 
hamiltonian and lagrangian of ECE2 special relativity. The hamiltonian is a constant of motion and is 
conserved. Rocketry is developed by Marion and Thornton in their third edition of 1988, it is based 
entirely on Newtonian ideas. By now, Marion and Thornton has been developed in many ways in the 
UFT papers. This is “Classical Dynamics”. It contains a chapter on special relativity, which by now has
been developed into ECE2 relativity. Most importantly the deflection theory can be tested against 
experimental data. Without this test there is no science, only speculation or empty dogmatism.

Sent: 07/03/2016 19:35:18 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Note 342(1): Definition of mass as an ensenble of gravitons

I wonder by analogy if the mass of an object whether a particle or the sun can be thought of
as the absorption ratio of gravitons converted to energy used by the particle over a delta of 
time. Thus deflection is like a current in a river or ocean of gravitons. When I visualize 
what you describe that is what I picture.

Sean

On Mar 7, 2016, at 6:06 AM, EMyrone wrote:

In this note it is argued that any mass m of volume V is the integral of mass 
density of gravitons over V. This result is derived from the ECE2 law of 
gravitation analogous to the ECE2 Coulomb law of electrostatics. In addition to
the elementary unit of charge, the charge on the proton, there exists the 
elementary unit of mass, the mass of the ECE2 graviton, a boson that obeys 
wave / particle dualism. So in light deflection by the sun for example, photons 
in a light beam are deflected by the sun’s mass density, made up of elementary 
graviton masses. The essence of light deflection is the gravitational interaction 
of a graviton of mass m with a photon of mass m1. The deflection in the orbit of
the photon can be worked out as in papers such as UFT324. The orbit of a 
massive photon about a massive graviton is a precessing ellipse as in UFT328. 
In the special case of a spherical mass M, its interaction with a mass m a 
distance R outside its centre can be described by a potential – MG / R, as first 
shown by Newton. The mass M behaves as if it were concentrated at the origin. 
Newton took from 1665 to 1687 to prove this. This demonstration will be given
in detail in the next note.



<a342ndpapernotes1.pdf>

end of comment Discussion of Note 342(1)

Autobiography Sonnets
March 7, 2016 

These keywords without inverted commas bring up my relevant books on page one of google along 
with Shakespeare whose sonnets are also thought to be autobiographical. I did not know this when I 
wrote the books. Attached shows that Shakespeare was my distant ancestral cousin. Francis Bacon was 
also my distant ancestral cousin as attached. Some scholars appear to think that Shakespeare was 
Bacon, but the genealogies and styles are completely different. Bacon was a mediocre poet compared 
with most, and certainly compared with Shakespeare. Bacon’s strength was of course philosophical. 
Shakespeare had some knowledge of my direct ancestor Llyr Llediaith, (attached), grandfather of 
Caradog (Caratacus). Llyr became King Lear.

afamilylinesdescentfromKingLear.pdf

afamilylinesrelationtofrancisbacon.pdf

afamilylinesrelationtowilliamshakespeare.pdf

end of comment Autobiography Sonnets

Long Term Favourites of the www.aias.us     Readership
March 7, 2016 

These favourites are very constant from year to year and have generated several million printed page 
equivalents. They include: F3(Sp), UFT88, UFT25, UFT43, UFT169, UFT166(Sp), UFT175, UFT177, 
UFT175, the levitron, Space Energy devices and many others, recently collected ECE2 and collected 
Evans / Morris. On the literary side my autobiography in two volumes, Barddoniaeth / Collected 
Poetry, my CV, and essays such as 24 and 41. In general all the items on www.aias.us are 
overwhelmingly popular and safely archived.

end of comment Long Term Favourites of the www.aias.us Readership

Diary Feedback (blog     stats)
March 7, 2016 

There have been 23,592 postings since Dec. 2006. These are all archived in real time now on the 
Wayback Machine, www.archive.org. The blog is also archived quarterly on www.webarchive.org.uk. 
As an additional precaution it is downloaded to high quality pdf by AIAS Fellow Michael Jackson and 
the pdf is posted by the webmaster Dave Burleigh. Since 1/1/10 there have been 371,915 viewings of 
the blog from up to 182 countries out of the 196 that are members of the United Nations. The following
table gives more details

Year Views Posts Countries

2010 26,991 1365 Not recorded by wordpress.
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2011 41,027 2487 Not recorded by wordpress
2012 71,498 3098 153 led by Britain, USA and Canada
2013 71,454 2892 158 led by Britain, USA and Canada
2014 83,452 2929 142 led by Britain, USA and Australia
2015 66,729 2538 139 led by Britain, USA and Japan
2016 10,764 410 87 led by Britain, USA and Germany

WordPress recently changed the way it recorded the number of countries, but as on the blog postings 
the old system gave a maximum of 182 different countries. All 23,592 postings have also been backed 
up by Michael Jackson on to pdf, and all are also posted on www.aias.us.

end of comment Diary Feedback (blog stats)

Archiving www.aias.us
March 7, 2016 

San Francisco Internet Archive / Library of Congress

Thank you very much for archiving www.aias.us , creating a permanent record for future generations of
scholars. I note that two of its feedback sites were archived in 2006, but not since then.

The current, completely up to date, versions appear when they are typed in to the Wayback Machine, 
but they have not been archived since 2006. So if for some reason they were lost, there would be no 
permanent record past 2006. The sites appear with a username / password protection screen. Is it 
possible to take steps to archive the two sites in 2016 and regularly thereafter so they are permanently 
safe? I can see that the archiving of the main site www.aias.us is carried out regularly, and many thanks
for this. It is very important for science and history. The www.aias.us webmaster Dave Burleigh took 
some steps to prevent link spamming in about 2006, so this may be the reason why no archive has 
taken place since then. A third feedback site does not appear at all on the Wayback Machine at present. 
Can this also be archived?

Comments Off

Note 342(1): Definition of mass as an ensenble of     gravitons
March 7, 2016 

In this note it is argued that any mass m of volume V is the integral of mass density of gravitons over V.
This result is derived from the ECE2 law of gravitation analogous to the ECE2 Coulomb law of 
electrostatics. In addition to the elementary unit of charge, the charge on the proton, there exists the 
elementary unit of mass, the mass of the ECE2 graviton, a boson that obeys wave / particle dualism. So
in light deflection by the sun for example, photons in a light beam are deflected by the sun’s mass 
density, made up of elementary graviton masses. The essence of light deflection is the gravitational 
interaction of a graviton of mass m with a photon of mass m1. The deflection in the orbit of the photon 
can be worked out as in papers such as UFT324. The orbit of a massive photon about a massive 
graviton is a precessing ellipse as in UFT328. In the special case of a spherical mass M, its interaction 
with a mass m a distance R outside its centre can be described by a potential – MG / R, as first shown 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/07/note-3421-definition-of-mass-as-an-ensenble-of-gravitons/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
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by Newton. The mass M behaves as if it were concentrated at the origin. Newton took from 1665 to 
1687 to prove this. This demonstration will be given in detail in the next note.

a342ndpapernotes1.pdf

end of comment Note 342(1): Definition of mass as an ensenble of gravitons

Daily Report Saturday     5/3/16
March 7, 2016 

The equivalent of 184,289 printed pages was downloaded during the day (671.916 megabytes) from 
2494 downloaded memory files (hits) and 493 distinct visits, each averaging 4.3 memory pages and 18 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 73.89 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten items 342, Collected ECE 323, Collected scientometrics 106, Barddoniaeth / Collected 
Poetry 89, Autobiography volumes one and two 83, F3(Sp) 73, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 65, 
Principles of ECE 58, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 57, UFT88 33, Engineering Model 
25, CEFE 24, UFT311 22, Evans Equations 21, Self charging inverter 21, UFT311 21, Llais 13, 
Lindstrom Idaho lecture 6, List of prolific authors 5, Three world records by MWE 3, UFT313 11, 
UFT314 7, UFT315 14, UFT316 12, UFT317 11, UFT318 10, UFT319 17, UFT320 7, UFT322 12, 
UFT323 9, UFT324 14, UFT325 10, UFT326 14, UFT327, UFT328 7, UFT329 16, UFT330 12, 
UFT331 13, UFT332 12, UFT333 14, UFT334 17, UFT335 12, UFT336 18, UFT337 7, UFT338 12, 
UFT339 12, UFT340 11 to date in March 2016. Honeywell Corporation HPexp2; College of 
Information Sciences and Technology Pennsylvania State University UFT87; San Francisco Internet 
Archives / Library of Congress Wayback Machine, spidering, Table of Differences, UFT75, general. 
Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for March 2016.

33 EST

end of comment Daily Report Saturday 5/3/16

Thanks to the South Wales     Police
March 6, 2016 

Many thanks to the South Wales police for getting KV11 VMX to move in incident number 954 of 
3/3/16 and reference 1600074563 of 4/3/16. The offences being committed were parking right on a 
junction, crudely selfish and anti social behaviour which has become habitual. I park off the road and I 
am deeply irritated by cars being parked right in front of this historical house. The young sounding 
operator dealing with 1600074563 was a fluent Welsh speaker from a farm near Llanwrtyd, and I was 
delighted at this because there are so few of us left who can speak the ancient Silurian dialect or 
genuine accent of any kind. I had not realized that Welsh was still spoken around Llanwrtyd adn I was 
truly delighted that it is. This is the ancient Brycheiniog dialect, which I initially mistook for a Dyfed 
accent. It is a finer accent than my rougher but pure hearted working class Swansea Valley accent that I 
speak. It is difficult to describe the utter devastation caused in people of all ages by language loss. This 
operator is welcome to continue off duty an interesting discussion in Welsh on the origin of “Meirion” 
(Marianus) as opposed to “Myron” (Greek). It reminded me of the Royal Welsh show of my boyhood 
and this must also have been the accent of Cleirwy, my ancestral village. In the same way Saunders 
Lewis has an interesting discussion on the finer points of cynghanedd with a policeman form whom he 
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and two others borrowed a box of matches to set fire to an Aerodrome. He lost his job and was in 
prison for a while but was quickly reinstated as a professor in Bangor. He then founded Plaid Cymru 
and was also a fine poet.

end of comment Thanks to the South Wales Police

Discussion of UFT342
March 6, 2016 

Many thanks, the main idea is to try to use the theory for light deflection due to gravitation using a 
graviton representation of the attracting mass, which is a source for graviton radiation.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 06/03/2016 12:31:27 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Plans for UFT342, Interaction of Photon with Mass with Graviton with Mass

Sounds very interesting, an original idea.
Horst

Am 05.03.2016 um 14:37 schrieb EMyrone:

The approach to this problem will be through the metric of ECE2 special 
relativity. By solving the ECE2 lagrangian and hamiltonian simultaneously as 
in UFT328 it can be shown that they orbit each other in a precessing ellipse. 
Light deflection due to gravitation will be shown to be due to the same metric. 
None of Einstein’s ideas are used, and have not been used in ECE2 for about a 
decade or more.

end of comment Discussion of UFT342

FOR POSTING : Historical     Summary
March 6, 2016 

Many thanks to Dave Burleigh in anticipation.

Some Historical Analysis

My detailed scientometrics over nearly fourteen years, and the real time archiving on 
www.archive.org, have established ECE and ECE2 physics as the successor to the standard 
model. The development of ECE2 started with the inference of the B(3) field in Nov. 1991, 
published in Physica B. At first this was received without criticism, and I was promoted to 
full professor with tenure, but the idea was subjected to organized abuse that can be 
summed up in a 2009 website. “Dr Evans has been subjected for years to sustained abuse: 
wholly unprecedented in an academic setting.” I met and defeated this psychosis by 
continuing to work steadily with the invaluable, vitally important, help of colleagues at 
AIAS and UPITEC, who have come in for a fair amount of disgraceful calumny 
themselves. By now it is known that ECE has been studied for nearly fifteen years at the 
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best universities in the world. This is typical of the shock of a new idea, for example the 
Impressionists and post Impressionists, “Les Fauves”, “The Wild Animals”. “Le Sacre du 
Printemps” by Igor Stravinsky caused a riot in 1913. Rodin’s sculpture of Balzac caused 
another Paris riot. No one understood the first cubist art by Picasso and Braque, no one 
understood Jackson Pollock. Most people have still not read a word of Dylan Thomas, and 
pretend to know him well. Due to my close monitoring of the scientometrics, the reception 
of ECE and ECE2 is known with great precision, and it is overwhelmingly positive. It 
sweeps aside the control mechanisms and thought censorship of the old standard model. 
Anyone who denies these meticulous data is delusional, or psychotic. History has shown 
that a tiny group of people used criminal methods as described by an independent author of 
a 2009 website: aggravated harassment, usurpation of e mail listings and spamming, 
destruction of journals, e mailing of editors, contract breaking and outright gutter abuse of 
my family and myself. They used wikipedia in a futile attempt to distort my career and 
work. This caused a huge controversy as my supporters fought back. Wikipedia finally 
removed most of its cynical attempt to distort history, like the removal by Stalin of Trotsky 
from that famous photograph. Stalin was a mass murderer and a most brutal psychotic, who
felt no remorse whatsoever at killing. I suspect that the same group of my very own 
psycho’s worked with criminal trolls, who are wide open to criminal prosecution under new
laws on trolling. The cool scientometrics show that both wikipedia and trolls have been 
utterly ineffective. No scientist worth the name is ever influenced by a troll, a criminal. The
scientometrics and permanent archiving are of key importance, because they show patterns 
of interest. An estimated 500 to 1000 MILLION printed pages of our work at AIAS / 
UPITEC have been read since 2002. The history of our websites is recorded on the 
Wayback Machine (www.archive.org) and this is a permanent record. It is no longer 
possible to bend history. At present the ideas of the standard model are still being taught to 
the faithful, in a quasi theological manner, and the faithful are prohibited from thinking at 
pain of excommunication, but these ideas are being rejected by a vast invisible college of 
rational thinkers. The personal attacks resulted in the loss of my full professorship to a 
corrupt administration as evil as any totalitarianism. It resulted in loss of salary in 1995, 
loss of my first wife, and an almost complete ostracism until I was awarded a Civil List 
Pension by Queen Elizabeth in 2005. The Queen was subjected to the same psychotic 
abuse, which of course was deflected by security. So was the Welsh Assembly on more than
one occasion, also deflected by security. I was awarded a small amount of compensation on
advice of an independent barrister, who found the zealots to be “wildly pejorative”. The 
zealots came under various kinds of investigation and disappeared into the historical alley 
of a thousand dustbins. I was raised to the Gentry in 2008 and included in “Burke’s Peerage
and Gentry” in 2012. These are traditional high honours. At present I am being considered 
by the British Government for criminal damage compensation. I would say that sweeping 
reforms of the academic system are needed to prevent this kind of criminal conduct being 
ever repeated. It is true that the funding of physics is being curtailed heavily, but that is not 
enough, a system of accountability and impartial assessment is needed to stop the process 
of self funding. This means stopping the funding of obsolete theory by government advisors
who are confined to one particular school of thought. Not only has the science of my 
colleagues and myself become hugely successful but so has my poetry, a very pleasant 
surprise for me.

end of comment FOR POSTING : Historical Summary
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Some Historical Analysis
March 6, 2016 

My detailed scientometrics over nearly fourteen years, and the real time archiving on www.archive.org,
have established ECE and ECE2 physics as the successor to the standard model. The development of 
ECE2 started with the inference of the B(3) field in Nov. 1991, published in Physica B. At first this was
received without criticism, and I was promoted to full professor with tenure, but the idea was subjected 
to organized abuse that can be summed up in a 2009 website. “Dr Evans has been subjected for years to
sustained abuse: wholly unprecedented in an academic setting.” I met and defeated this psychosis by 
continuing to work steadily with the invaluable, vitally important, help of colleagues at AIAS and 
UPITEC, who have come in for a fair amount of disgraceful calumny themselves. By now it is known 
that ECE has been studied for nearly fifteen years at the best universities in the world. This is typical of
the shock of a new idea, for example the Impressionists and post Impressionists, “Les Fauves”, “The 
Wild Animals”. “Le Sacre du Printemps” by Igor Stravinsky caused a riot in 1913. Rodin’s sculpture of
Balzac caused another Paris riot. No one understood the first cubist art by Picasso and Braque, no one 
understood Jackson Pollock. Most people have still not read a word of Dylan Thomas, and pretend to 
know him well. Due to my close monitoring of the scientometrics, the reception of ECE and ECE2 is 
known with great precision, and it is overwhelmingly positive. It sweeps aside the control mechanisms 
and thought censorship of the old standard model. Anyone who denies these meticulous data is 
delusional, or psychotic. History has shown that a tiny group of people used criminal methods as 
described by an independent author of a 2009 website: aggravated harassment, usurpation of e mail 
listings and spamming, destruction of journals, e mailing of editors, contract breaking and outright 
gutter abuse of my family and myself. They used wikipedia in a futile attempt to distort my career and 
work. This caused a huge controversy as my supporters fought back. Wikipedia finally removed most 
of its cynical attempt to distort history, like the removal by Stalin of Trotsky from that famous 
photograph. Stalin was a mass murderer and a most brutal psychotic, who felt no remorse whatsoever 
at killing. I suspect that the same group of my very own psycho’s worked with criminal trolls, who are 
wide open to criminal prosecution under new laws on trolling. The cool scientometrics show that both 
wikipedia and trolls have been utterly ineffective. No scientist worth the name is ever influenced by a 
troll, a criminal. The scientometrics and permanent archiving are of key importance, because they show
patterns of interest. An estimated 500 to 1000 MILLION printed pages of our work at AIAS / UPITEC 
have been read since 2002. The history of our websites is recorded on the Wayback Machine 
(www.archive.org) and this is a permanent record. It is no longer possible to bend history. At present 
the ideas of the standard model are still being taught to the faithful, in a quasi theological manner, and 
the faithful are prohibited from thinking at pain of excommunication, but these ideas are being rejected 
by a vast invisible college of rational thinkers. The personal attacks resulted in the loss of my full 
professorship to a corrupt administration as evil as any totalitarianism. It resulted in loss of salary in 
1995, loss of my first wife, and an almost complete ostracism until I was awarded a Civil List Pension 
by Queen Elizabeth in 2005. The Queen was subjected to the same psychotic abuse, which of course 
was deflected by security. So was the Welsh Assembly on more than one occasion, also deflected by 
security. I was awarded a small amount of compensation on advice of an independent barrister, who 
found the zealots to be “wildly pejorative”. The zealots came under various kinds of investigation and 
disappeared into the historical alley of a thousand dustbins. I was raised to the Gentry in 2008 and 
included in “Burke’s Peerage and Gentry” in 2012. These are traditional high honours. At present I am 
being considered by the British Government for criminal damage compensation. I would say that 
sweeping reforms of the academic system are needed to prevent this kind of criminal conduct being 
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ever repeated. It is true that the funding of physics is being curtailed heavily, but that is not enough, a 
system of accountability and impartial assessment is needed to stop the process of self funding. This 
means stopping the funding of obsolete theory by government advisors who are confined to one 
particular school of thought. Not only has the science of my colleagues and myself become hugely 
successful but so has my poetry, a very pleasant surprise for me.

end of comment Some Historical Analysis

UFT88 Read at Charles University     Prague
March 6, 2016 

CUP is ranked 113 in the world by webometrics, 401-500 by Times and 201-300 by Shanghai. It has 
about 50,000 sudents and was founded in 1348, the third oldest university on the continent of Europe 
after Bologna and the Sorbonne. The oldest University in the world is Bangor Tewdos (early 
mediaeval), but this was destroyed by illiterate raiders and rebuilt as Llanilltud Fawr. The earliest 
Christian establishment in Britain was founded there by my ancestor St. Eurgain ferch Caradog in 
about 40 or 50 A. D. CUP is a frequent visitor to www.aias.us and this is its third study of UFT88, a 
classic paper that refutes Einsteinian general relativiy with torsion, and which evolved into UFT313 
and ECE2 theory. It is known that UFT88 has been read hundreds of thousands of times without 
objection. Many of the best universities in the world now contain ECE and ECE2 physicists, staff and 
students who reject the standard model, including Einsteinian general relativity, now known to be 
riddled with errors. Einstein spent 1911 – 1912 in Prague and wrote sixteen papers during his stay 
there. His friends in the Salon Bertha Fanta included the writers Max Brod and Franz Kafka, the 
philosopher Hugo Bergmann and the physicist Philipp Frank. They were also musicians, Einstein 
himself played the violin. He had only six students, but apparently gave well attended public lectures. 
His wife Mileva Maric was Serbian in origin and did not like Prague very much. The family returned to
Zuerich after a stay of about eighteen months in Prague, when Einstein was elected full professor at 
ETH.

end of comment UFT88 Read at Charles University Prague

Daily Report 4/3/16
March 6, 2016 

The equivalent of 166,461 printed pages was downloaded during the day (606.918 megabytes) from 
2286 memory files downloaded (hits) each averaging 3.4 memory pages and 14 minutes, main spiders 
cnsat(China), Google, MSN and yahoo, printed pages to hits ratio of 72.82 for the day. Top ten items 
312, Collected ECE2 286, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 89, Collected scientometrics 80, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 72, F3(Sp) 67, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 55, The Principles of 
ECE 52, Collected Evans / Morris 40(est), Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 40, UFT88 28, 
Evans Equations 21, Engineering Model 21, Self Charging Inverter 21, UFT311 21, CEFE 21, UFT321
11, Llais 10, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 5, Prolific authors 5, Three world records by MWE 3, UFT313 
10, UFT314 7, UFT315 12, UFT316 10, UFT317 11, UFT318 10, UFT319 12, UFT320 6, UFT322 12,
UFT323 9, UFT324 14, UFT325 10, UFT326 10, UFT327 10, UFT328 5, UFT329 14, UFT330 11, 
UFT331 13, UFT332 9, UFT333 12, UFT334 14, UFT335 9, UFT336 16, UFT337 7, UFT338 12, 
UFT339 11, UFT340 10 to date in March 2016. Physics and Mathematics Charles University Prague 
UFT88; Physics University of Wuerzberg LCR Resonant; Iowa State University general; University of 
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Texas Austin UFT214; U. S. National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Goddard Space 
Flight Center LCR resonant; San Francisco Internet Archives / Library of congress Wayback Machine 
AIAS staff; Royal Society of Chemistry Award of a Civil List Pension, Institute for Theoretical and 
Experimental Physics Moscow Diplomatic Objection to ‘t Hooft by AIAS Co President Gareth Evans; 
University of Edinburgh UFT139, UFT165; University of Luton UFT215. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for March 2016.

 
end of comment Daily Report 4/3/16

Plans for UFT342, Interaction of Photon with Mass with 
Graviton with     Mass
March 5, 2016 

The approach to this problem will be through the metric of ECE2 special relativity. By solving the 
ECE2 lagrangian and hamiltonian simultaneously as in UFT328 it can be shown that they orbit each 
other in a precessing ellipse. Light deflection due to gravitation will be shown to be due to the same 
metric. None of Einstein’s ideas are used, and have not been used in ECE2 for about a decade or more.

end of comment Plans for UFT342, Interaction of Photon with Mass with Graviton with Mass

The Amazing Wayback Machine (www.archive.org)
March 5, 2016 

The latest paper UFT341 and notes on the gaser are already permanently archived on the wayback 
machine in San Francisco, and on 9th March www.aias.us will be archived again on 
www.webarchive.org.uk.

Comments Off

FOR POSTING: UFT341 and Background     Notes
March 5, 2016 

This paper introduces the theory of the gaser, based on the development of quantum and classical 
gravitation in precise analogy with quantum and classical electrodynamics. The analogy is made 
possible by the fact that the ECE2 field equations of gravitation and electromagnetism are the same in 
structure, making possible a huge development of gravitational theory based on electromagnetic theory.
It is shown that to produce an acceleration between a one kilogram test mass and a gaser beam 
separated by one metre the gaser must produce 9.807 joules of gravitational energy. The gaser is made 
in exactly the same way as a laser with one fully reflecting and one half reflecting mirror.

a341stpaper.pdf

a341stpapernotes1.pdf

a341stpapernotes2.pdf
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a341stpapernotes3.pdf

a341stpapernotes4.pdf

end of comment FOR POSTING: UFT341 and Background Notes

Hopkin / Morgan     Family
March 5, 2016 

Diolch yn fawr, good to hear from you. My autobiography in the blue box above my coat of arms on 
the home page of www.aias.us contains extensive and accurate genealogy, collected together on my 
page “Myron Evans”. Extensive details of the Morgan Family of Glyn Tawe were kindly given to me 
by my cousin Stuart Davies, a direct descendant of Morgan Morgan of Craig y Nos. I also received 
generous help from Dewi Lewis, Arthur Turner-Thomas, Vivienne Swaby and others. I descend from 
the younger brother William of Morgan Morgan. Extensive details are given of the Hopkin Family of 
RhyndwyClydach, who may well be related to you. Eliphaz Morgan is mentioned in the genealogy. I 
traced the ancestry of the Morgan Family back to Tewdwr Mawr ap Cadell, King of Southern Wales 
(Brenin Deau Cymru) of the Royal House of Dunefwr (Dynevor). This the Tudor House, the ancestors 
of Henry VII, whose ancestry can be traced back to 150 B. C. and beyond. In one line I trace them back
to 1100 B.C., but past about 150 B. C. the data become mythological. I descend from William Hopkin 
Cwm Nant y Moel and Daniel Hopkin Fagwr. The Hopkin Family were Dissenters and can be traced 
back to 1628 in RhyndwyClydach. My well known cousins Carole and Mary Hopkin descend from 
William Hopkin Cwm Nant y Moel. Capel y Baran was established on land of Nant y Moel Uchaf, and 
became a distinguished centre of Dissenter learning in the nineteenth century, when no one spoke 
English.

In a message dated 04/03/2016 17:11:30 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Hi
I was trying to find some information on my family tree , and came across a page of details 
on AIAS.

In there I found many references to the ‘other’ side of my family – the Morgans – Morgan 
Morgan and Eliphaz Morgan of Ty Mawr and Craig y Nos.
Im a bit sketchy on this, but can remember very well my grandmother, Charlotte Hopkin 
(Lewis) mentioning their names (unlce Eliphaz ) many times, plus my fathers cousins (of 
some sort!) lived in Ty Mawr at some point, and ran the Dan yr ogof caves- we used to visit
when I was young.

Was just wondering if you had any other details ?

I know my grandmother did start doing a lot of writing about the Morgans, so I will see if 
my mum still has that anywhere.

regards

John
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end of comment Hopkin / Morgan Family

New Evidence for the B(3)     Field
March 5, 2016 

Many thanks to Franklin Amador for this reference. This new evidence adds to the inverse Faraday 
effect and I would say that it is a plasma inverse Faraday effect. This evidence supports the various 
Nobel Prize nominations for B(3).

Sent: 04/03/2016 17:12:54 GMT Standard Time
Subj: UFT: Spin Connection Resonance in the Faraday Disk Generator (Paper107) further 
reference

Dear Horst and Myron,

I just thought you should now, but we can indeed expect the electrons to behave as fluid in 
metal as explained in our Paper 107. Perhaps we need to go back an update with a foot note
this reference to support this paper and also add “PLASMA” as another medium for the 
experimentation.

Reference:
[1] http://news.mit.edu/2016/negative-resistance-electrons-behave-liquid-0222

Regards,
Franklin

Copyright Â© 2014 Franklin Amador – All Rights Reserved –
This message is intended for the addressed recipient(s) only. If you have received this, and 
are not the intended recipient(s), please contact the sender/author immediately and delete 
this message and any attachments.

This communication and any documents or files attached constitutes an electronic 
communication subject to the Electronic Communication Privacy Act, 18 USCA 2510. This 
communication is confidential, subject to copyright protection and may contain 
information that is non-public, legally privileged and sensitive in nature. Further, to be 
considered under the law privileged, proprietary, intellectual property and exempt from 
disclosure under applicable law. Unlawful or unintended interception, use, dissemination, 
distribution, or copying of this communication, documents, files, attachments and, or 
excerpts of this communication is strictly prohibited, without the express written permission
of the sender/author or the intended recipient(s), as authorized, in writing by the 
sender/author. Information herein or attached, is subject to the terms and conditions of any
duly executed Proprietary Information Agreement (PIA) between the sender/author and the
intended recipient(s) and hereby deemed “Proprietary Information”.

Electronic transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error free as information 
could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late, incomplete, or contain viruses. 
The sender/author therefore does not accept liability for errors or omissions in the content 

http://news.mit.edu/2016/negative-resistance-electrons-behave-liquid-0222
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/05/new-evidence-for-the-b3-field/


of this message or attachments, which may arise as a result of e-mail transmission.

If verification is required, please contact the sender/author and request a hard copy.

end of comment New Evidence for the B(3) Field

Daily Report 3/3/16
March 5, 2016 

The equivalent of 181,539 printed pages was downloaded during the day (661.891 megabytes) from 
2646 downloaded memory files (hits) and 581 distinct visits each averaging 3.5 memory pages and 12 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 68.61 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten items 268, Collected ECE2 241, Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 82, Collected 
scientometrics 76, F3(Sp) 62, Autobiography volumes one and two 54, Principles of ECE 47, Eckardt / 
Lindstrom papers 45, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 39, Collected Evans / Morris 30 (est),
UFT88 23, Self charging inverter 19, CEFE 18, UFT311 15, Engineering Model 15, Evans Equations 
15, UFT321 11, Llais 8, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 5, Prolific authors 4, Three world records by MWE 
3, UFT313 10, UFT314 7, UFT315 11, UFT316 9, UFT317 11, UFT318 9, UFT319 8, UFT320 6, 
UFT322 10, UFT323 8, UFT324 9, UFT325 9, UFT326 10, UFT327 9, UFT328 9, UFT329 11, 
UFT330 10, UFT331 9, UFT332 8, UFT333 9, UFT334 11, UFT335 8, UFT336 13, UFT337 5, 
UFT338 9, UFT339 9, UFT340 8 to date in March 2016. College of Information Sciences and 
Technology Pennsylvania State University UFT85; National University of Engineering Nicaragua 
F3(Sp); San Francisco Internet Archives (Wayback Machine) general spidering, Autobiography 
Sonnets; Korolev Lyceum of Science and Engineering Russia general; University of Edinburgh 
UFT147; Department of Chemistry University of Oxford My page. Intense interest all sectors, updated 
usage file attached for March 2016.

 
end of comment Daily Report 3/3/16

Open Letter to Byron Davies M. P. for Gower cc 
Opposition     Gower
March 4, 2016 

As Armiger I have been working with the police for years to bring some order into the chaotic traffic 
conditions in Mawr. Cars are parked randomnly on pavements and I have never seen a traffic warden. 
At the request of the police I have been logging traffic offences on Rhyddwen Road, especially the 
problem of parking right on the junction with Mountain Road, and directly opposite. This is a regular 
double dashed line junction. The two offences this week involve KVH VMX, incident number 954, and
1600074563 today. So the police will either ticket the owner or order the owner to move. This is 
symptomatic of a chaotic lack of traffic regulation. Can you arrange for double yellow lines to be put 
down in Mawr, residents’ boxes and bollards? Many people have asked the County Council to do this 
for up to sixty years, and have always been told that there is no money. This is a deeply insulting 
abnegation of governance. The Community Council has been severely reprimanded twice by the 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/04/open-letter-to-byron-davies-m-p-for-gower-cc-opposition-gower/
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Assembly’s Auditor for failing to keep proper accounts (2011 and 2015). The County Councillor is 
unable to govern, and has resigned from the Community Council. There have been many complaints 
about him. I suggest that a compromise candidate be found to stand again him if he ever stands again.

Myron Evans, Gent.,
www.aias.us

end of comment Open Letter to Byron Davies M. P. for Gower cc Opposition Gower

Planning to Write up     UFT341
March 4, 2016 

I am planning to write up UFT341 today or tomorrow, I am just putting the finishing touches to the 
proof of the correction of the Raleigh Jeans law using a new method that complements UFT291.

end of comment Planning to Write up UFT341

Reform of the Tax Laws for     Pensioners
March 4, 2016 

Further to my recent note on taxation of pensions, there is now no income tax on the basic State 
pension, but there is income tax for a combination of state and other type of pension. This tax is taken 
off at source by the independent pension provider, who also takes off any tax due on the state pension. 
Any income above the personal allowance of £11,000 for a pensioner is taxed. Most State pensioners 
exist well below the poverty line (the basic State Pension is a tiny £115 a week) and reforms to 
eliminate this disgraceful state of affairs are needed. The present government is idealistically imposing 
abject poverty on large sections of the population, and is not elected by a majority in Scotland and 
Wales, which would immediately reverse its policies were they independent. Aneurin Bevan’s NHS is 
in danger of being destroyed, so the appalling conditions of the thirties’ slums may reappear, rampant 
disease, people unable to afford doctors. M. P.’s are very rich and do not appear to care about poverty.

end of comment Reform of the Tax Laws for Pensioners

One watt of gravitational     power
March 4, 2016 

Good point, they achieved that kind of laser power by using very small areas in the Hercules laser at 
Ann Arbor Michigan.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/03/2016 22:48:07 GMT Standard Time
Subj: AW: Discussion of 341(4): Absorption and Emission of Gravitons

In principle a laser would also be a gaser due to the equivalence of electromagnetism and 
gravitation in ece theory. A laser with 10^22 W would give 1 W of gravitational power.

Horst

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/04/one-watt-of-gravitational-power/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/04/reform-of-the-tax-laws-for-pensioners/
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Von meinem Samsung Gerät gesendet.

end of comment One watt of gravitational power

Gravitational Sources
March 4, 2016 

In theory, gravitational waves of any frequency can be produced by an oscillating mass density.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/03/2016 17:32:39 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 341(4): Absorption and Emission of Gravitons

The last sentence is very thought provoking!!

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Gravitational Sources

Daily Report 2/3/16
March 4, 2016 

The equivalent of 475,315 printed pages was downloaded during the day (1.733 gigabytes) mainly 
from complete site downloads in the unresolved domain, 4815 memory files downloaded (hits) and 779
distinct visits each averaging 4.8 memory pages and 13 minutes, main spiders cnast(China), google, 
MSN and yahoo. Top ten items 212, Collected ECE2 183, Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 79, 
Collected scientometrics 61, F3(Sp) 44, Principles of ECE 44, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 44, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 42, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 38, Collected 
Evans / Morris 20 (est), UFT88 16, Self charging inverter 16, CEFE 14, Evans Equations 13, UFT311 
11, UFT321 7, Engineering Model 6, Three world records by MWE 3, UFT313 9, UFT314 6, UFT315 
10, UFT316 9, UFT317 3, UFT318 9, UFT319 8, UFT320 6, UFT322 6, UFT323 6, UFT324 9, 
UFT325 9, UFT326 5, UFT327 8, UFT328 5, UFT329 6, UFT330 4, UFT331 4, UFT332 3, UFT333 9,
UFT334 5, UFT335 3, UFT336 10, UFT337 5, UFT338 4, UFT339 7, UFT340 7 to date in March 
2016. University of Waterloo UFT81; Valle University Colombia F3(Sp); Pennsylvania State 
University general; Letters and Science Information Technology University of California Santa Barbara
Essay 24; University of Georgia UFT140; University of Washington spidering of site; Autonomous 
University of Barcelona Spain Second proof that no torsion means no curvature and refutation of the 
Einsteinian general relativity; University of Valencia UFT199; Scuola Normale Superiore Pisa 
UFT215, UFT216; Chemistry University of Genoa UFT85; Department of Computer and Engineering 
Science National Technical University of Norway Trondheim, Family History; National Chung Cheng 
University Taiwan general; University of Bristol my page, injustices in academia, “People’s University,
Myth or Perception?”; University of Edinburgh ECE Article. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage 
file attached for March 2016.
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Comments Off

Meaning of the Civil List     Pension
March 3, 2016 

The Civil List Pension is an appointment made by the Prime Minister’s Office on behalf of the Queen, 
Elizabeth II. The word “pension” is used in the mediaeval sense of “payment”, from the Latin pendere, 
to pay. It is a payment directly from the Queen to a scholar, scientist, artist, musician, poet, novelist, 
architect and so on to enable the Pensioner to carry on work deemed to be of public value and 
outstanding merit. The Queen makes the appointment out of the Civil List, which is voted in by 
Parliament. The payment is made via the Treasury, and is taxable at 20%. My payment at present is 
£2,400 a year. This is why I am described as being appointed by Crown and Parliament in “Burke’s 
Peerage and Gentry”. In Britain, even old age pensions are taxed, something which is very 
controversial. The old age pension was introduced by Lloyd-George, who certainly did not intend for it 
to be taxed. In the phrase “old age pension”, the word is used in the modern sense, and an old age 
pensioner is not employed and does not pay national insurance. A Civil List Pensioner on the other 
hand is employed, directly by Queen Elizabeth, and allowed complete freedom of intellectual 
development for life. The Civil List Pension is a higher honour than the Nobel Prize, and is very rarely 
awarded. The old age pension is of course available to anyone with sufficient national insurance 
contributions. As a Bevanite or true socialist I would like the old age pension not to be taxed. This is 
very distasteful because old age pensioners have worked hard all their lives to earn their pensions.

end of comment Meaning of the Civil List Pension

Discussion of 341(4): Absorption and Emission of     Gravitons
March 3, 2016 

The graviton, the quantum h bar omega of gravitational radiation, is defined by wave particle dualism:

E = h bar omega = gamma m c squared

so the quantum is defined by the mass m of the graviton. This is pure energy, so an electron in an atom 
or molecule is promoted from one orbital to another following the same selection rules as the 
absorption of a quantum of electromagnetic energy, in the same frequency range. Experiment must 
show whether there exists a source that produces gravitational waves of the right frequency, from radio 
to ultra violet.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/03/2016 10:23:33 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 341(4): Absorption and Emission of Gravitons

The notes are straightforward.
Concerning the stimulated emission: In the electromagnetic case this comes from 
occupation of atomic/molecular energy levels. For the gravitational case you have assumed 
that such levels exist for graviton radiation. Have you an idea on the kind of energy level 
which is involved here? Obviously it is not electromagnetic.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/03/discussion-of-3414-absorption-and-emission-of-gravitons/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/03/meaning-of-the-civil-list-pension/


Horst

Am 02.03.2016 um 13:34 schrieb EMyrone:

This note gives the theory of absorption and emission of gravitons by atoms and
molecules, defines stimulated absorption and emission of gravitons, 
spontaneous emission of gravitons, the A and B coefficients, the gravitational 
Beer Lambert law, the gravitational Evans Morris effects, and the theory of 
gravitational amplification by stimulated emission of gravitons (GASER). The 
gaser works in exact analogy with the laser, using a mechanism of population 
inversion. A simple three level system is given for illustration. A gaser beam 
would attract a test mass m in the laboratory, because it is so much more intense
than gravitational radiation at thermal equilibrium. The idea is to amplify 
gravitational radiation to the point where it becomes observable in the 
laboratory. I suggest making a gaser following the principles used in making the
most intense lasers known at present. Having a quick google, the most intense 
laser known at present has a power of order ten power twenty two watts, the 
HERCULES laser at Ann Arbor. So one could make a gravitational beam in the 
laboratory with the gravitational attraction of a very massive cosmological 
object. All these completely new ideas are based on the fact that the field 
equations of ECE2 are the same for electromagnetism and gravitation. The 
graviton in ECE2 is a boson with quantum of energy h bar omega and Planck 
distribution. Gravitational radiation does not exist in the Einstein theory, which 
is mathematically completely wrong due to neglect of torsion. Nothing can be 
predicted from grossly erroneous mathematics, whatever the dogma and icons 
say. LIGO appears to be very controversial, and is certainly very expensive, so I
am looking for a clear and much more economical way of detecting 
gravitational radiation. There are many revolutionary ideas in UFT341, but 
progress in technology is so rapid now that we may see someone building a 
gaser within a few years. It takes imagination, determination and experimental 
skill. Counter gravitation is also possible in ECE2, so in theory a counter 
gravitational gaser could be built.

end of comment Discussion of 341(4): Absorption and Emission of Gravitons

Discussion of 341(1) The Gravitational Plane Waves and B(3) 
Field     Equivalent
March 3, 2016 

This is one out of a myriad of new possibilities, to start with I decided to use gaser theory to amplify 
the gravitational radiation.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/03/2016 10:23:25 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 341(1): The Gravitational Plane Waves and B(3) Field Equivalent

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/03/discussion-of-3411-the-gravitational-plane-waves-and-b3-field-equivalent/
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Concerning your last statement, are you thinking about working out an Euler Bernoulli 
resonance for gravitational waves?

Horst

Am 23.02.2016 um 13:21 schrieb EMyrone:

These are developed straightforwardly from UFT318, already an intensely 
studied paper. They are given by Eqs. (39) to (41). The gravitational equivalent 
of the B(3) field is given in Eq. (42). It is shown that gravitational waves are 
twenty one orders of magnitude weaker than electromagnetic waves. It may be 
possible to detect them in the laboratory via an Euler Bernoulli equation, i. e. 
using resonant amplification of an infinitesimally small gravitational driving 
force. Some development along these lines is given in UFT318, part of the very
high impact ECE2 series of papers (UFT313 – UFT320, UFT322 – UFT340). 
The hugely expensive and controversial LIGOS experiment does not use 
resonance. In general a vast literature on electromagnetic radiation can all be 
adopted for gravitational radiation and to look for cross effects between 
electromagnetism and gravitation. The plane waves are idealized solutions. 
Gravitational plane waves also have a Beltrami structure. It is of key 
importance to note that these field equations are developed in a mathematical 
space in which both torsion and gravitation are correctly non zero, and are 
equations of general relativity. They can be thought of as the corrected Einstein 
theory. Superficially, they look like the Maxwell Heaviside equations, but are a 
huge advance on the latter. They are all developed in a rigorously self consistent
way from the Jacobi Cartan Evans identity of UFT313, the second Bianchi 
identity of 1902 corrected rigorously for torsion. The first Bianchi identity 
corrected for torsion is the Cartan identity, as is well known in mathematics.

end of comment Discussion of 341(1) The Gravitational Plane Waves and B(3) Field Equivalent

Domestic Spacetime Generators
March 3, 2016 

Agreed with Franklin, in the service of humankind

EMyrone
Sent: 03/03/2016 04:33:55 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Domestic SCI Generators

Horst,

I had the pleasure to read and re-read your paper. I understand and agree with your analysis.
I would further like to see how the dL/dt will in turn become a driving force in the system, 
similarly with capacitors. If you expand on this in your paper then it take a stronger stand.

Very much in service to our higher goals for humanity,

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/03/domestic-spacetime-generators/


Franklin

Sent from Xfinity Connect Mobile App 

end of comment Domestic Spacetime Generators

Daily Report 1/3/16
March 3, 2016 

The equivalent of 478,332 printed pages was downloaded during the day (1.744 gigabytes) mainly due 
to complete site downloads in the unresolved domain. There were 4408 downloaded memory files 
(hits) and 908 distinct visits each averaging 4.7 memory pages and 12 minutes, printed pages to hits 
ratio of 108.51 for the day, main spiders cnsat (China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 119, 
Top ten items 118, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 43, Collected scientometrics 37, Principles of ECE 
28, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 25, F3(Sp) 22, Autobiography volumes one and two 22, Proofs that no 
torsion means no curvature and no gravitation 15, Evans / Morris papers 10(est), Self charging inverter 
10, Evans Equations 10, Engineering Model 9, CEFE 9, UFT311 7, UFT321 5, UFT88 4, Lindstrom 
Idaho Lecture 3, Three world records by MWE 2, UFT313 3, UFT314 1, UFT315 4, UFT316 1, 
UFT317 5, UFT318 1, UFT319 7, UFT320 2, UFT322 3, UFT323 2, UFT324 5, UFT325 2, UFT326 8,
UFT327 5, UFT328 6, UFT329 7, UFT330 6, UFT331 4, UFT332 3, UFT333 6, UFT334 7, UFT335 6,
UFT336 3, UFT337 2, UFT338 3, UFT339 6, UFT340 6 for the first day of March 2016. Mechanical 
Engineering Montreal Polytechnic UFT140; Bosch Company Germany LCR resonant; Northwestern 
University 2D Paper; Rail Tel India UFT169. Intense interest all sectors, usage file attached for 1/3/16

 
end of comment Daily Report 1/3/16

341(4): Absorption and Emission of     Gravitons
March 2, 2016 

This note gives the theory of absorption and emission of gravitons by atoms and molecules, defines 
stimulated absorption and emission of gravitons, spontaneous emission of gravitons, the A and B 
coefficients, the gravitational Beer Lambert law, the gravitational Evans Morris effects, and the theory 
of gravitational amplification by stimulated emission of radiation (GASER). The gaser works in exact 
analogy with the laser, using a mechanism of population inversion. A simple three level system is given
for illustration. A gaser beam would attract a test mass m in the laboratory, because it is so much more 
intense than gravitational radiation at thermal equilibrium. The idea is to amplify gravitational radiation
to the point where it becomes observable in the laboratory. I suggest making a gaser following the 
principles used in making the most intense lasers known at present. Having a quick google, the most 
intense laser known at present has a power of order ten power twenty two watts, the HERCULES laser 
at Ann Arbor. So one could make a gravitational beam in the laboratory with the gravitational attraction
of a very massive cosmological object. All these completely new ideas are based on the fact that the 
field equations of ECE2 are the same for electromagnetism and gravitation. The graviton in ECE2 is a 
boson with quantum of energy h bar omega and Planck distribution. Gravitational radiation does not 
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exist in the Einstein theory, which is mathematically completely wrong due to neglect of torsion. 
Nothing can be predicted from grossly erroneous mathematics, whatever the dogma and icons say. 
LIGO appears to be very controversial, and is certainly very expensive, so I am looking for a clear and 
much more economical way of detecting gravitational radiation. There are many revolutionary ideas in 
UFT341, but progress in technology is so rapid now that we may see someone building a gaser within a
few years. It takes imagination, determination and experimental skill. Counter gravitation is also 
possible in ECE2, so in theory a counter gravitational gaser could be built.

a341stpapernotes4.pdf

end of comment 341(4): Absorption and Emission of Gravitons

Feedback Activity May 2002 to February     2016
March 2, 2016 

The history of www.aias.us from 2002 onwards may now be seen on the Wayback Machine, 
www.archive.org, showing a tremendous development and impact, making AIAS / UPITEC the leading
small research institute in the world by far. The other sites www.upitec.org, www.atomicprecision.com 
and www.et3m.net are also archived permanently on the wayback machine. The blog or diary of 
www.aias.us is also archived permanently on the wayback machine. The www.aias.us site and its diary 
are also archived permanently on www.webarchive.org.uk back to 2010.

Monthly_Feedback_Statistics_for_AIAS.pdf

end of comment Feedback Activity May 2002 to February 2016

Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to End of 
February     2016
March 2, 2016 

For combined sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org there were 26,501 distinct visits, 142,933 hits, 
30.43 gigabytes downloaded (8,346,686 printed pages), 106,357 page views and 3,048 documents read 
off www.aias.us. For www.aias.us there were visits from 97 countries, led by : USA, China, Germany, 
Latvia, Mexico, Italy, Romania, Russian Federation, Britain, Netherlands, Austria ……. There was a 
very high quality of readership, there were visits from nineteen of the top twenty universities in the 
world as ranked by webometrics, Times and Shanghai. These were as follows, * denotes multiple visits:
Berkeley*, MIT, Princeton, UC San Diego, UC Los Angeles, Washington*, Wisconsin Madison, 
Oxford*, Cambridge*, Imperial*, Edinburgh*, Caltech, Columbia, Harvard, National Univ. Singapore, 
Chicago, Univ. Pennsylvania*, Texas Austin and Minnesota Twin Cities. The Ivy League Universities 
in this list are Columbia, Harvard, Princeton and U. Penn. The other four Ivy League Universities are 
Brown, Cornell, Dartmouth and Yale. Over fourteen years the entire Ivy League plus OxBridge have 
studied ECE theory many times over without objection. It has been clear for some years that ECE 
physicists are taking the intellectual lead throughout the world, and that the obsolete standard model is 
being rejected, indeed swept away by a huge tide of interest in ECE theory. Another first class 
performance, and congratulations to all staffs!

BookofScientometricsVolumeTwo.pdf

end of comment Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to End of February 2016
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Daily Report 29/2/16
March 2, 2016 

The equivalent of 152,030 printed pages was downloaded during the day (554.300 megabytes) from 
2205 downloaded memory files (hits) and 594 distinct visits, each averaging 3.0 memory pages and 10 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 68.95 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten items 1606, Collected ECE2 1497, Collected scientometrics 541, F3(Sp) 384, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 367, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 303, Collected Evans / Morris papers 
290 (est), The Principles of ECE 281, Autobiography volumes one and two 239, Collected proofs that 
no torsion means no curvature and no gravitation 195, UFT88 171, Evans Equations 109, Engineering 
Model 100, CEFE 96, Self charging inverter 74, UFT311 66, UFT321 64, Llais 66, Lindstrom Idaho 
Lecture 30, Most prolific authors 22, Three world records by MWE 21, UFT313 60, UFT314 45, 
UFT315 46, UFT316 62, UFT317 58, UFT318 65, UFT319 60, UFT320 46, UFT322 50, UFT323 39, 
UFT324 65, UFT325 72, UFT326 51, UFT327 32, UFT328 79, UFT329 51, UFT330 59, UFT331 52, 
UFT332 56, UFT333 45, UFT334 65, UFT335 64, UFT336 73, UFT337 51, UFT338 71, UFT339 59, 
UFT340 21 for February 2016. Physics University of Wuerzburg LCR Resonant; Iowa State University
Home Page; Pennsylvania State University Abington UFT328; Eberly College of Science Pennsylvania
State University general; University of Minnesota Twin Cities UFT313; University of Washington 
general; Bandung Institute of Technology Indonesia UFT42; Radboud University Netherlands UFT320;
Institute of Science and Technology University of Lisbon Fourth definitive proof that neglect of torsion
refutes Einsteinian general relativity; Students at National Taiwan University of Science and 
Technology Second definitive proof that neglect of torsion means that curvature also vanishes, and that 
there is no Einsteinian gravitation; University of Bath UFT128; University of Durham UFT239, 267 
and 276. Intense interest all sectors, completed usage file attached for February 2016.

 
end of comment Daily Report 29/2/16

New Sonnet on St. David’s     Day
March 1, 2016 

This is found at the end of this file, the first eight lines are a translation of famous lines from Gruffudd 
ab yr Ynad Coch, “Marwnad Llewelyn ap Gruffudd” (written in about 1283). He was probably a court 
poet of my ancestral cousin Prince Llewelyn ap Gruffudd, and his name is Gruffudd son of the Red 
Haired Judge. I first came across these lines in “Blodeugerdd Cerddi Cymru” , “The Oxford Book of 
Welsh Verse” edited by Prof. Sir Thomas Parry, sometime Principal of UCW Aberystwyth, and a great 
bard in his own right. This elegy is considered to be among the most profoundly moving ever written in
any language, and one day I will translate the entire elegy, trying to do it justice. I use the modern 
Welsh version of the original mediaeval Welsh. The remaining six lines of the sonnet use the imagery 
of a frozen being walking through several hundred years of time among Antarctic like wilderness, 
piecing the shards of language together into the brilliant pattern of a snow flake symbolizing a 
reinvigorated culture. The ice man searches among our contemporary materialistic wilderness for the 
People of Llewelyn. I intend to add a prose cameo as usual to echo the sonnet, and will then send the 
latest version for posting. Eventually I will publish it as a book for The National Libraries in 
Aberystwyth and London, and it is already going on to the Wayback Machine (www.archive.org).
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https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/02/daily-report-29216/


NEW_POETRY.pdf

Comments Off

Dydd Gwyl Dewi. Y Gwir yn Erbyn y Byd – A Oes     Heddwch?
March 1, 2016 

This means “St David’s Day, The truth against the world, is there peace?” This rhetorical question is 
put to the Eisteddfod three times by the Arch Druid, yr Arch Dderwydd. The Eisteddfod answers 
“Heddwch” in unison. On this day the children of Wales (of any age up to a hundred or even beyond, 
and of any origin) send a message to the children of the world urging peace and good will. Dewi Sant 
ap Sandde (St. David son of Sandde) was my ancestral cousin as attached. He was was both a Celtic 
and Catholic Saint and studied at Bangor Tewdos with Padrig ap Mowon (St Patrick or Patricius son of 
Mowon). I have a tradition of my own on Dydd Gwyl Dewi in sending out my englyn to Mawrth 
(March) as in the attached book of poetry, now very popular throughout the world in up to 182 
countries.

Y mae rhith ia^l y Mawrth oer – yn gyllell,
Yn gell llymder di-loer.
Ar y byd yr eira boer
Ar faes is, ar fis iasoer.

This is scanned roughly as follows:

The surface of cold March’s soil – is a knife,
A cell of moonless poverty,
The snow spits on the world,
On the field below, on the shiver-cold month

The Lloyds of Wisconsin had the family motto “Y Gwir yn Erbyn y Byd”, they were the maternal 
family of the great architect Frank Lloyd-Wright, whose famous works of art include “Taliesin” – “He 
of the Shining Brow”, a Cumbric bard, probably a court bard of my own ancestors, the Kings of 
Gododdin, around modern Edinburgh. Long may the old language thrive! Long may all the languages 
of humankind thrive!

afamilylinerelationtodewisant.pdf

collectedpoetrybarddoniaeth_2406.pdf

end of comment Dydd Gwyl Dewi. Y Gwir yn Erbyn y Byd – A Oes Heddwch?

Dydd Gwyl Dewi Hapus i chi     Gyd
March 1, 2016 

Diolch yn fawr i Vivienne a phob dymuniad da ar Ddydd Gwyl Dewi! Every Good wish on St. David’s 
Day.

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 01/03/2016 11:16:40 GMT Standard Time

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/01/dydd-gwyl-dewi-hapus-i-chi-gyd/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/collectedpoetrybarddoniaeth_2406.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/afamilylinerelationtodewisant.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/01/dydd-gwyl-dewi-y-gwir-yn-erbyn-y-byd-a-oes-heddwch/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/new_poetry.pdf


Subj: Dydd Gŵyl Dewi Hapus i chi gyd

Vivienne

end of comment Dydd Gwyl Dewi Hapus i chi Gyd

Daily Report Sunday     28/2/16
March 1, 2016 

The equivalent of 165,755 printed pages was downloaded during the day (604.341 megabytes) from 
2664 downloaded memory files (hits) and 516 distinct visits each averaging 3.8 memory pages and 13 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio for the day of 62.22, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo, complete site spidering from 185.5.44.unknown in the unresolved domain. Top ten items 1550, 
Collected ECE2 1466, Collected Scientometrics 531(est), F3(Sp) 368, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 
359, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 296, Collected Evans / Morris 280(est), The Principles of ECE 279, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 233, UFT88 169, Evans Equations 107, Engineering Model 98, 
CEFE 94, Self charging inverter 74, Llais 64, UFT311 64, UFT321 64, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 30, 
Prolific authors 22, Three world records by MWE 21, UFT313 58, UFT314 44, UFT315 46, UFT316 
61, UFT317 58, UFT318 64, UFT319 58, UFT320 55, UFT322 49, UFT323 38, UFT324 65, UFT325 
69, UFT326 51, UFT327 30, UFT328 77, UFT329 51, UFT330 57, UFT331 51, UFT332 53, UFT333 
45, UFT334 63, UFT335 63, UFT336 63, UFT337 49, UFT338 69, UFT339 57, UFT340 21 to date in 
February 2016. Technical University of Vienna LCR Resonant; Dalhousie University Canada UFT146; 
University of California Los Angeles UFT214; University of Science and Technology Hong Kong 
UFT107; Chennai Mathematical Institute India UFT85; Indian Institute of Technology Delhi UFT213. 
Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for February 2016.

 
end of comment Daily Report Sunday 28/2/16

Discussion of Control over     Gravitation
February 29, 2016 

Fully agreed.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 29/02/2016 10:28:02 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Control over Gravitation

Fully agreed, a lot can be speculated. It should be possible to overcome gravity and levitate 
etc using an amplified gravitational field but, as you say, first of all a Gaser has to be built 
and the theory tested. It all makes good sense within a unified field theory as you are now 
showing.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/29/discussion-of-control-over-gravitation/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/03/01/daily-report-sunday-28216/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/images-1.jpeg


Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Discussion of Control over Gravitation

The Gunter Family     History
February 29, 2016 

Diolch yn fawr iawn! Many thanks. I follow “The Annals and Antiquities of the Counties and County 
Families of Wales” in attributing the name “Peter Gunter” as Pierre Gaunt d’Or. Others attribute it to 
Norse or other origins. Basically, my ancestral cousin, the French speaking Norman Peter Gunter, 
attacked Brycheiniog under Bernard de Neufmarche. They were met by our ancient British ancestral 
cousins Bleddyn ap Maenarch Prince of Brycheiniog and Rhys ap Tewdwr Prince of Deheubuarth who 
strengthened the Roman fort outside modern Brecon, and surprised the Normans. This was the Battle of
Brecon in 1093. The Normans won that particular battle but were more or less confined to their castles 
and towns and lost as many battles as they won, until our ancestral cousins the Tudors finally defeated 
them at Bosworth in 1485 and took the English crown. The latter has remained in the hands of Tudor 
descendants ever since. The editor of “Burke’s Peerage and Gentry”, William Bortrick, talks to the 
Queen quite frequently about her ancestors. William Bortrick mentioned to me that she is descended in 
about fifty different ways from the Tudors and Stuarts. So the Queen is our distant cousin. Being a 
republican, I think that the modern Parliamentary era started in 1642, followed by the Republic of 
1649. To many of us this is still the legitimate Republic. The protocol for a U. S. citizen like myself is 
to address the Queen as “Queen Elizabeth”. Our ancestral cousin Oliver Cromwell, Lord Protector, was
descended from Rhys ap Tewdwr of the Royal House of Dynevor (Dunefwr). I was awarded the main 
element of the House of Dunefwr (the Tudor House) in 2008. This is the Lion of Scotland, or golden 
lion rampant, because the ancestors of the House were Kings of Gododdin, whose capital was 
Edinburgh to time immemorial, at least 150 B. C. The Royal House of Dynefor (Dunefwr) is by far the 
oldest ancestry of our distant cousin, Elizabeth II. On my arms on the home page of www.aias.us the 
golden lion is embellished, as you know, with other heraldic elements, in heraldry no two coats of arms
can be the same. I am descended from Peter Gunter in a number of ways, recently I found (attached) 
that my great great great great great grandfather Edward Evans married Elizabeth Gunter at St. Mary’s 
Cusop on 27th Dec. 1737. Cusop is right on the modern Powys Hereford border, just inside Hereford 
County. I am very interested in hiring the services of a good genealogist to trace back further. It is 
almost certain that Elizabeth Gunter was descended from Peter Gunter. It is very probable that both 
Edward Evans and Elizabeth Gunter originated near Hay on Wye (Y Gelli Gandryll). The Gunter line 
apparently lost its aristocratic rank and it could be that I am the first to be awarded arms in that family 
for several hundred years. These early Normans were essentially Vikings in origin and some of my 
Norman ancestors were less than entirely delightful. They could be a little cutting on occasions. Some 
sources claim that Peter Gunter married the daughter of Reginald Aubrey, my other Norman ancestor. 
Hovever Bartrum stops his Awbrey line at Thomas Aubrey born 1299,who married Nest ferch Owain 
Gethin (born 1304), who was descended from Bleddyn ap Maenarch and Tewdwr Mawr ap Cadell. 
Nest was a gentlewoman and had her own coat of arms. According to Ariciu this was a leaping deer. I 
have not been able to authenticate this however. The Gunter Family spoke Welsh by the second 
generation, so in the Celtic Royal genealogy site of Arthur Turner Thomas you see Gunter Hen and so 
on. Another of my Norman lines is Havard, another is Somerville, and so on. We are both descended 
from the Edinburgh Somervilles.

In a message dated 28/02/2016 20:20:05 GMT Standard Time, writes:

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/29/the-gunter-family-history/


Hello Myron. I don’t know whether you are familiar with this article. Vivienne

afamilylinesdirectline16thMay2014.pdf

end of comment The Gunter Family History

Control over Gravitation
February 29, 2016 

The possibilities are limited only by imagination, provided as ever that the theory is always tested at 
each stage against reproducible experimental data – Baconian science suggested by my distant 
ancestral cousin Francis Bacon. In ECE2 the graviton and photon are both bosons, (spin one particles), 
they are both quanta of energy, respectively gravitational and electromagnetic. So there is a Planck 
distribution of gravitons and the Einstein theory of absorption and stimulated emission can be applied, 
producing the theory of the gaser. The latter produces a beam of gravitation in exact analogy with the 
laser beam. So there is a beam of gravitation. The initial idea is to use a test mass, and if the latter is 
attracted to the beam, it proves the existence of gravitational radiation. After working out the theory of 
the gaser, I wish to try to explain light deflection by gravitation through the interaction of gravitons and
photons, because that theory can be tested by experimental data. These new ideas also introduce the 
absorption of gravitons by atoms and molecules, and their re emission. The early ECE2 papers UFT314
to about UFT318, contain ideas on counter gravitation. In ECE2 this is possible. ECE2 is general 
relativity using the correct geometry. The idea of basing physics on geometry goes back to the Greeks 
and Celts.

Sent: 29/02/2016 04:47:30 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 341(3): Corrected Rayleigh Jeans Density of States of Gravitational Radiation

I was wondering about Mass with all these GEM like effects.
Can mass be considered a ratio of the absorption of gravitons to the underlying particle 
such as electron or photon?
Does amplification alter the mass or even cause emission if some kind of saturation and 
overflow point is reached through amplification? Can it be tuned to be columnar like the 
famous star trek Tractor Beams or broadened into a sheet such as their Force Fields or 
perhaps shaped into an imbalanced torus for directed propulsion?

The mind wanders at the possibilities with control over local gravity. Also does this affect 
how a craft would approach the limit c if it fired a GASER ahead of itself along its 
trajectory creating a tunnel through spacetime of sorts pulling itself forward and pushing 
with a repulsive GASER behind as a means for the famed WARP drive of science fiction?

Sean

On Feb 28, 2016, at 6:32 AM, EMyrone wrote:

A gross error in the Rayleigh Jeans density of states of radiation was corrected 
in UFT291 for electromagnetic radiation, and the calculation is given here for 
gravitational radiation. Rayleigh assumed Eq. (3), which seems to be reasonable

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/29/control-over-gravitation/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/afamilylinesdirectline16thmay2014.pdf


on the surface, but becomes untenable when the integrations are carried out 
correctly. This was first done in UFT291. A new theorem of integral calculus 
appears as a by product, and is given in Eq. (25) directly from the basic 
definition of an integral, first given by Riemann in the nineteenth century. The 
Riemann definition of an integral in calculus is the well defined limit of an 
infinite sum of infinitesimal areas. This error in the Rayleigh Jeans density of 
states affects the Planck distribution and the Stefan Boltzmann law, and the 
whole of quantized black body radiation theory and quantum mechanics, so a 
complete rethink is needed, as pointed out in UFT291, already studied many 
thousands of times. I am ready to proceed to the theory of absorption and 
emission of quanta of gravitational radiation, defining the Einstein A and B 
coefficients for absorption and emission of gravitons by atoms and molecules. 
Then the theory of the GASER will be developed (gravitational amplification 
by stimulated emission of radiation) in an effort to design and build a gaser, 
which would amplify gravitational radiation by many orders of magnitude in 
the laboratory. This is an effort to amplify gravitational radiation to the point 
where it can be detected by a test mass in the laboratory. Similarly the laser 
(now well known to the general public) amplifies light by many orders of 
magnitude, and the maser amplifies far infra red / microwave radiation by many
orders of magnitude. The EDCL Room 262 group worked with a far infra 
tunable red laser made in California.

<a341stpapernotes3.pdf>

=

end of comment Control over Gravitation

Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Udpated to     27/2/16
February 29, 2016 

This is the last day of the month, so the second volume of The Book of Scientometrics is updated as 
attached using data from 16 to 27 February because it takes two days to collect the huge amount of data
from ECE scientists all around the world. The final returns for February 2016 will be available in two 
days’ time. To 27/2/16 the quality of interest from ECE scientists was led by visits from seventeen of 
the top twenty universities in the world by Webometrics, Times and Shanghai rankings, including most 
of the Ivy League and Oxbridge (* denotes multiple visits): Berkeley*, MIT, Princeton, University of 
California San Diego, Washington*, Wisconsin Madison, Oxford*, Cambridge*, Imperial*, 
Edinburgh*, Caltech, Columbia, Harvard, National University of Singapore, Chicago, Pennsylvania* 
and Texas Austin. Nearly all other university visits were from world ranking universities (very roughly 
the top hundred). This has actually been the case for fourteen years, so ECE science has taken over 
from the obsolete standard model in van der Merwe’s “Post Einsteinian Paradigm Shift”, a profound 
revolution in thought. ECE scientists are still locked out of prizes, jobs, funding and all the worldly 
things, but what really matters is the paradigm shift. There is no going back in time. In order to unlock 
the well deserved big prizes etc for AIAS / UPITEC, the ECE scientists around the world have to 
become influential enough on key committees. That’s how the human world works, but does it really 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/29/book-of-scientometrics-volume-two-udpated-to-27216/


matter? One cannot stop the march of ideas. We all know that AIAS / UPITEC is being prevented from 
winning the Nobel Prize etc. by obsolete prejudice. Our work at AIAS / UPITEC has been read an 
estimated five hundred to a thousand million times since 2002 in up to one hundred and eighty two 
countries.

BookofScientometricsVolumeTwo.pdf

end of comment Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Udpated to 27/2/16

Daily Report Saturday     27/2/16
February 29, 2016 

The equivalent of 169,662 printed pages was downloaded during the day (618.589 megabytes) from 
2244 downloaded memory files (“hits”) and 570 distinct visits, each averaging 3.6 memory pages and 
15 minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 75.61 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), Google, MSN 
and yahoo. Top ten items 1496, Collected ECE2 1443, Collected scientometrics 531, Barddoniaeth / 
Collected Poetry 359, F3(Sp) 346, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 291, Principles of ECE 275, Collected 
Evans / Morris 270(est), Autobiography volumes one and two 228, UFT88 167, Proofs that no torsion 
means no gravitation 183, Evans Equations 103, Engineering Model 93, CEFE 91, Self charging 
inverter 74, UFT311 61, Llais 61, UFT321 60, Lindstrom Idaho talk 30, Most prolific authors 22, Three
world records by MWE 20, UFT313 58, UFT314 42, UFT315 46, UFT316 61, UFT317 56, UFT318 
63, UFT319 57, UFT320 45, UFT322 48, UFT323 37, UFT324 63, UFT325 69, UFT326 50, UFT327 
30, UFT328 77, UFT329 51, UFT330 54, UFT331 51, UFT332 53, UFT333 44, UFT334 63, UFT335 
63, UFT336 71, UFT337 48, UFT338 69, UFT339 54, UFT340 20 to date in February 2016. Machine 
Learning Department Carnegie Mellon University UFT161; University of Washington spidering of site;
National University of Singapore Stephen Crothers’ criticisms of vacuum big bang; University of 
Edinburgh UFT140, Cape Peninsula University of Technology South Africa UFT25. Intense interest all
sectors, updated usage file attached for January 2016.

 
end of comment Daily Report Saturday 27/2/16

Selected Feedback Interest:

Summary of February 2016

For www.aias.us there were 89,333 hits, 16,563 distinct visits, 19.02 gigabytes

downloaded (5,216,679 printed pages), 66,473 page views, and 4048 documents

read from 97 countries, led by USA, China, Germany, Latvia, Mexico, Italy,

Romania, Russian Federation, Britain, Netherlands, Austria, ......

For combined sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org there were 26,501 distinct

visits, 142,933 hits, 30.43 gigabytes downloaded (8,346,686 printed pages) and

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/29/daily-report-saturday-27216/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/bookofscientometricsvolumetwo2.pdf


106,357 page views.

All UFT papers read, ledd by 25, 43,169, 166(Sp), 88, 177, 140, 175, 155, 239,

284, 166, 85, 55, 46, 328, 157(Sp), 141, 35, 41, 142, 149, 152, 107, 228, 159(Sp),

338, 67, 99, 325, 169(Sp), 119, 120, 83, 94, 176(Sp), 158, 2, 4, 142(Sp), 214-1b,

177(Sp), 214, 324, 168, 170, 267, 5, 68, 102, 18, 144, 170(Sp), 339, 76, 140(Sp),

158(Sp), 139, .......

All Essays read or heard, led by 41(Sp), 24, 24(Sp), 32, 19(Sp), 80(Sp), ....

All articles read, led by F3(Sp), Auto Volume One, Levitron, Barddoniaeth /

Collected Poetry, My CV, Potential Waves, LCR Resonant, Self Charging Inverter

.....

16 - 29 February

US Universities, Institutes and Similar

Berkeley*, Boston University, Carnegie Mellon*, Georgia Tech., Illinois,

Indiana, Mayo Clinic, MIT, Iowa State, Maharishi Iowa, Penn State*, Princeton,

Swarthmore, UC Irvine, UC Riverside, UC Santa Barbara, UC San Diego, UC Los

Angeles Arizona Medical Center, Maryland, Minnesota Twin Cities, Chapel Hill,

New Mexico, Washington*, Wisconsin Madison, William and Mary, US Army

AMRDEC, US Army Research Laboratory, Internet Archives San Francisco

(Wayback Machine), Los Angeles Public Library.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar

TU Vienna, Czech Technical Prague, RWTH Aachen, Bayreuth, Heidelberg,

Lueneberg, Wuerzburg, Niels Bohr Institute, Spanish Ministry of Defence*,

Barcelona Tech., Seville, Valencia, Helsinki, Rennes One, Pierre et Marie Curie

Paris, UC Cork Ireland, TNO Netherlands, Utrecht, Radboud, NTNU Norway,

Tech Institute Lisbon*, extensive Russia and Ukraine, Kiev, King Faisal Saudi

Arabia, Aberystwyth, Edinburgh*, Imperial, St. Anne s Oxford, Bath, Durham.‟

Rest of World, Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Mar del Plata Argentina, UNR Argentina, UNESP Brazil, Perimeter

Institute Canada, Quebec Trois Rivieres, Western Ontario, Dalhousie, XJTU

China, extensive China, Bibliotheca Alexandrina Egypt, UAM Mexico, Otago New

Zealand, National University of Singapore, UST Hong Kong, National Taiwan

Univ Science and Technology, Chennai Maths Institute India, IIT Delhi India,



Cape Peninsula Tech South Africa.

Youtube Recording of     Yeats
February 28, 2016 

This seems to be one of a very few recordings of the great Yeats. He was an old man when he recorded 
it, reading “The Lake Isle of Inisfree” with very heavy emphasis on rhythm, so to me the meaning and 
nuance is obscured. He mentioned that it had taken a devil of lot of hard work to write it, and that it 
was not “cold”. He seems to have had a West of Ireland accent, not a Dublin accent. He mentions that 
he grew up in Sligo. Civil List Pensioner, Nobel Prize for literature, 1923, Senator of the Irish Free 
State, regarded as one of the foremost poets in English of the twentieth century.

end of comment Youtube Recording of Yeats

“I was Vicar of Large Things” by R. S.     Thomas
February 28, 2016 

It has the lines: ” ….I was there, / I felt , to blow on ashes / That were too long cold …”. This is in his 
famous minimalist style, a description of his efforts to blow life into the once verdant and brilliant 
culture and language of Wales. He learnt Welsh and wrote his Autobiography in that language, entitled 
“Neb”, “A Nobody”. The recording on youtube is made in a howling wind by a lake near a parked car, 
but the great poetry resonates through. He was ordained an Anglican or Church of Wales priest, I am 
not sure which. Rector of Manafon, Vicar of Aberdaron, Queen’s Gold medallist for poetry, nominated 
several times for a Nobel Prize in literature, Medal of the Cymrodorion. However, he would have found
all that to be of very little importance compared with purity and profundity of thought. He was a very 
shy man, but fiercely honest, and of iron integrity, a Welsh republican nationalist. I have a letter from 
him which I have posted on www.aias.us, written of course in Welsh.

Comments Off

Recording Apparatus
February 28, 2016 

We are researching the optimal apparatus and will probably set it up next week. We need to know from 
Robert Cheshire what kind of files he needs. This house is free of street noises and so on, so the 
recordings will be of good quality although not of studio quality. The idea is to minimize file size and 
maximize quality. So the plan is to record all the essays and poetry in both languages. Poets are 
notorious for producing truly awful, flat voiced, recordings of great poetry, but that does not matter, 
because it is their own voice, trapped for posterity, the proverbial fly in the amber. An example is R. S. 
Thomas “I was Vicar of Large Things”, recorded in a howling wind near a car parked in the wilderness 
of Eryri. Yeats also made some awful recordings in his own style of narration, which was strangely 
mechanical. The great bard Gerallt Lloyd Owen made a very noisy recording of “Cilmeri” while 
smoking a fag and swigging wine. By the time he had finished the bottle was empty and the script was 
on fire. These great poets were too familiar with their own work. The exception is of course the 
timeless BBC broadcasts by Dylan Thomas, who recorded in Alexandra Road, Swansea and in London.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/28/recording-apparatus-3/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/28/i-was-vicar-of-large-things-by-r-s-thomas/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/28/youtube-recording-of-yeats/


He was always 100% professional in his work. Branding him as a drunk is just one of those dogmatic 
utterances by people who never knew him and who never read his work. Sadly, there are no TV 
recordings of Dylan Thomas. He was planning a libretto for a Stravinsky opera when he was given a 
massive overdose of morphine by some quack in 1953 in NYC. He died aged 39, and Caitlin 
accompanied his body all the way back to Laugharne, beside herself and cursing him bitterly for 
leaving her on her own “Leftover Life to Live”, her own book. The Constantine Fitzgibbon biography 
of Dylan Thomas is a very fine one. I read it many times over when I was a student, and all the books 
of Dylan Thomas.

end of comment Recording Apparatus

341(3): Corrected Rayleigh Jeans Density of States of 
Gravitational     Radiation
February 28, 2016 

A gross error in the Rayleigh Jeans density of states of radiation was corrected in UFT291 for 
electromagnetic radiation, and the calculation is given here for gravitational radiation. Rayleigh 
assumed Eq. (3), which seems to be reasonable on the surface, but becomes untenable when the 
integrations are carried out correctly. This was first done in UFT291. A new theorem of integral 
calculus appears as a by product, and is given in Eq. (25) directly from the basic definition of an 
integral, first given by Riemann in the nineteenth century. The Riemann definition of an integral in 
calculus is the well defined limit of an infinite sum of infinitesimal areas. This error in the Rayleigh 
Jeans density of states affects the Planck distribution and the Stefan Boltzmann law, and the whole of 
quantized black body radiation theory and quantum mechanics, so a complete rethink is needed, as 
pointed out in UFT291, already studied many thousands of times. I am ready to proceed to the theory 
of absorption and emission of quanta of gravitational radiation, defining the Einstein A and B 
coefficients for absorption and emission of gravitons by atoms and molecules. Then the theory of the 
GASER will be developed (gravitational amplification by stimulated emission of radiation) in an effort 
to design and build a gaser, which would amplify gravitational radiation by many orders of magnitude 
in the laboratory. This is an effort to amplify gravitational radiation to the point where it can be 
detected by a test mass in the laboratory. Similarly the laser (now well known to the general public) 
amplifies light by many orders of magnitude, and the maser amplifies far infra red / microwave 
radiation by many orders of magnitude. The EDCL Room 262 group worked with a far infra tunable 
red laser made in California.

a341stpapernotes3.pdf

end of comment 341(3): Corrected Rayleigh Jeans Density of States of Gravitational Radiation

“Autobiography Sonnets” Read at the University of     Washington
February 28, 2016 

This was my first book of poetry and has been incorporated in “Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry”, 
currently being read or heard about twelve thousand times a year. This is much more than Dylan 
Thomas in his time, or R. S. Thomas in his time. The reason is our powerful open source method, 
which has shown a tremendous thirst for culture and knowledge in up to one hundred and eighty two 
countries. I write poetry because it is the distilled wisdom of humankind. It has a life and power of its 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/28/autbiography-sonnets-read-at-the-university-of-washington/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/a341stpapernotes3.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/28/3413-corrected-rayleigh-jeans-density-of-states-of-gravitational-radiation/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/28/3413-corrected-rayleigh-jeans-density-of-states-of-gravitational-radiation/


own. If people like it they read it and I am pleased that they like it, if not they don’t have to read it or 
listen to it. The same goes for my science. People are forced to study the standard model, or else. I am 
most grateful to Robert Cheshire for broadcasting the English language poetry. I have read out quite a 
lot of it in my native language. Once the apparatus is ready here I will start recording items in my own 
voice. They are Miltonian sonnets of fourteen lines, ten syllables a line, mainly blank verse, used 
mainly without iambic pentameter for the sake of rhythm, which is sometimes abruptly broken for 
effect. However there are always ten syllables to a line, and the rhyming couplet at the end is often but 
not always used, more in the manner of Shakespeare (my distant ancestral cousin). The University of 
Washington is ranked among the top twenty universities in the world and staff and students from there 
often study ECE science. Shakespeare and Milton are the two most influential writers in English. I 
write in both my languages. I speak in a heavy Silurian Celtic accent, so people who have lost their 
own language often think I come from abroad, maybe the Beardmore glacier. A lot of people want to 
see paradise regained, so everyone in Wales must be taught the old language.

end of comment “Autobiography Sonnets” Read at the University of Washington

Satirical Article about     LIGO
February 28, 2016 

I read it off the blog, and it seems to be sharp satire, I remember my sheepdog putting its nose into a 
hedgehog and rebounding elastically. If we can design and build a gaser, things would clarify a lot at a 
tiny fraction of the cost. In the meantime I advise Governments to discontinue funding hugely 
expensive experiments that take an enormously protracted amount of time to produce satire.

end of comment Satirical Article about LIGO

LIGO
February 28, 2016 

Many thanks, unfortunately my system cannot read this, but I will try putting it on the blog and reading
it from there.

In a message dated 27/02/2016 18:33:07 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Neat Demonstration Norman
http://motls.blogspot.com/2016/02/brian-greenes-ligo-colbert-lecture-was.html?
utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed
%3A+LuboMotlsReferenceFrame+%28Lubos+Motl%27s+reference+frame%29 

end of comment LIGO

Daily Report 26/2/16
February 28, 2016 

The equivalent of 142,533 printed pages was downloaded during the day (519.674 megabytes) from 
2472 memory files downloaded (hits) and 503 distinct visits each averaging 3.5 memory pages and 14 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 57.66 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
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yahoo. Collected ECE2 1392, Top ten items 1389, Collected scientometrics 474, Barddoniaeth / 
Collected Poetry 352, F3(Sp) 340, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 277, The Principles of ECE 268, Evans /
Morris papers 260 (est), Autobiography Volumes One and Two 222, Proofs that no torsion means no 
gravitation 180, UFT88 159, Evans Equations 100, Engineering Model 91, CEFE 91, Self charging 
inverter 72, UFT321 60, Llais 59, UFT311 58, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 30, Most prolific authors 22, 
Three world records by MWE 19, UFT313 55, UFT314 39, UFT315 43, UFT316 58, UFT317 55, 
UFT318 58, UFT319 57, UFT320 43, UFT322 37, UFT323 37, UFT324 61, UFT325 67, UFT326 50, 
UFT327 30, UFT328 77, UFT329 50, UFT330 50, UFT331 49, UFT332 53, UFT333 40, UFT334 62, 
UFT335 59, UFT336 68, UFT337 46, UFT338 68, UFT339 53, UFT340 18 to date in February 2016. 
Perimeter Institute general; Physics University of Bayreuth general, UFT177, publications section, 
IBM and collected computer code, refutation of Copenhagen with classical Young interferometer 
(double slit) theory (Eckardt and Bruchholtz), LCR resonant, non linearity and the ECE field equations;
Students at the University of Lueneberg my armorial bearings and armorial badge; University of 
Washington Autobiography Sonnets (my autobiography in Miltonian sonnets); Spanish Ministry of 
Defence Educational note two; Autonomous Metropolitan University of Mexico City Iztapalapa 
F2(Sp), F4(Sp). Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for February 2016.

Usage Statistics for aias.us aias.us
Summary Period: February 2016 – URL
Generated 12-Feb-2016 05:04 EST

end of comment Daily Report 26/2/16

Quick Keyword Analysis
February 27, 2016 

The ever popular UFT25, UFT43 and UFT88 have made it on to the first pages of google using the 
broadest of keywords. They deal with the Gauss law of magnetism, Faraday law of induction, the 
Faraday disc generator, and the second Bianchi identity. They have been read an order of magnitude a 
million times since they were written. UFT88 for example has been read an estimated 630,000 times 
since August 2007. So using keywords “second Bianchi identity”, “Gauss law of magnetism” and 
“Faraday disc generator” with inverted commas brings all three papers up on the first page of google. 
Without inverted commas they come up on the second and third pages out of hundreds of thousands of 
results. These keywords are the broadest possible without losing relevance, they do not even mention 
ECE theory. This pattern is true for all the items on www.aias.us, indicating a quiet revolution in 
thought, or major paradigm shift, in physics (natural philosophy) and to a certain extent chemistry, 
engineering and mathematics. So my heartiest congratulations to the staffs of AIAS and UPITEC who 
have forged a place in history.

end of comment Quick Keyword Analysis

Reflection of Gravitational Waves by Superconducting     Sheets
February 27, 2016 

I did a quick lit search on google. It seems that superconducting sheets can reflect gravitational waves. 
The idea is that a gaser would be made in the same way as a laser, with a fully reflecting and half 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/27/reflection-of-gravitational-waves-by-superconducting-sheets/
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reflecting mirror. It assumes that the graviton can be absorbed and emitted following the A and B 
coefficient theory. I cannot see any fundamental objection to this because the quantum of gravitational 
wave energy in ECE2 is h bar omega = gamma m c squared where m is the graviton mass. In the next 
note I will finish the Rayleigh Jeans calculation, with the corrections introduce din UFT291, then 
proceed to the Einstein absorption and stimulated emission theory of a graviton interacting with an 
atom or molecule.

Subj: Re: Discussion of Systematic Approach to Gravitational Radiation Theory

Have you an idea how GASERs can be made? What is the mechanism to reflect 
gravitational waves? Which size has a GASER to be?

Horst

Am 27.02.2016 um 09:13 schrieb EMyrone:

Many thanks to AIAS Co President Gareth Evans. Advances in technology are 
so rapid now that these ideas may be realized within a generation. They will 
drive the dogmatists crazy, just at the time when they think they have verified 
Einstein (wrong again). I think that most physicists are now ECE physicists to 
some degree. In ECE2 the graviton is a boson, so is governed by the Planck 
distribution. There is a gravitational Stefan Boltzmann law so the energy 
density of gravitational radiation is proportional to the fourth power of 
temperature for black body gravitational radiation. The idea of the gaser is to 
amplify gravitational radiation so that it can be detected. In theory, very 
powerful gasers can be made, so gravitational waves are detected by attracting a
sample mass with a gaser. In this way Jeremy Jones could be sucked into the 
apparatus, and never seen again.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 26/02/2016 18:26:07 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Systematic Approach to Gravitational Radiation Theory

These are astonishing advances, totally unexpected but making 
complete sense in the context of a unified theory. The idea of a 
Gaser that can project a beam of gravitional radiation is mind 
boggling with all sorts of possible ramifications and potential uses 
including for levitation and transportation. Science fiction turning 
into science and technological fact – “Beam me up Scotty” !!

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Reflection of Gravitational Waves by Superconducting Sheets

Top Five Items for February 2016 To     Date
February 27, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/27/top-five-items-for-february-2016-to-date/


These are listed below, x indicates printed pages to hits ratio.

1) F3(Sp) (322 hits, 202.93 megabytes, 55,658 printed pages, x = 172.85).
2) UFT25 (176 hits, 139.477 megabytes, 38,256 printed pages, x = 217.36).
3) UFT43 (127 hits, 38.441 megabytes, 10,543 printed pages, x = 83.01).
4) UFT169 (115 hits, 40.291 megabytes, 11,051 printed pages, x = 96.10).
5) UFT88 (107 hits, 48,270 megabytes, 13,239 printed pages, x = 123.73).

These are always very popular, and have been for years. There are two more files for UFT88 so the 
total number of hits is 151 (18,683 printed pages off www.aias.us). These figures are increased by 60% 
for combined sites (www.aias.us and www.upitec.org). So there is a huge amount of studying by ECE 
scientists and engineers. The 25th UFT paper is 16 pages long, A4 single spaced, so one printed page = 
3.646 kilobytes of memory. So the paper has been read 2,391 times off www.aias.us in February to date
and 3,826 times off combined sites in just over three weeks. This phenomenal amount of interest is 
echoed by all the three thousand or so items on www.aias.us, which is why Prof. Emeritus Alwyn van 
der Merwe describes this profound change in thought as the post Einsteinian paradigm shift. Note that 
the printed pages to hits ratio (denoted x) is very high, and varies a lot for each item. The bytes 
downloaded and printed page measures are much more meaningful than hits. In my opinion it does not 
matter how the item is read, i.e. whether it is read manually by an user or by computer or by spidering. 
Spidering software is very sophisticated and is meant to index items for search engines. The result is 
that very many ECE items are on the first page of google. Although the standard model still gets the 
media attention, prizes, jobs, grants and so on, it is being rejected almost entirely in favour of ECE by 
hundreds of thousands around the world. It has become clear that prizes and jobs and grants are a 
closed shop, reserved for politically correct thought. We all know this, and the more profound thinkers 
are going over to ECE in droves. There is only one kind of thought in physics – experimentally testable
logic. Anything else is meaningless dogma, especially if it cannot be experimentally tested. So on a 
profound level, standard physics is in a terrible condition.

end of comment Top Five Items for February 2016 To Date

Historical Details from the Wayback Machine     www.archive.org
February 27, 2016 

The www.aias.us site was reorganized between February 2nd and February 19th 2007 into its present 
form, which has become centrally important to new physics. UFT88 was written in about August 2007 
and is now a historic paper by any measure. So many thanks to all concerned with building and 
maintaining the websites, especially to Dave Burleigh, Sean MacLachlan, Horst Eckardt, Alex Hill and 
Robert Cheshire. The www.aias.us site became visible on the wayback machine www.archive.org last 
month after some important changes to the site software by Dave Burleigh. The websites 
www.upitec.org, www.atomicprecision.com, and www.et3m.net are all visible on the wayback 
machine. The website www.aias.us is also visible on www.webarchive.org.uk from the National 
Library of Wales and British Library.

Comments Off
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Discussion of Systematic Approach to Gravitational 
Radiation     Theory
February 27, 2016 

Many thanks to AIAS Co President Gareth Evans. Advances in technology are so rapid now that these 
ideas may be realized within a generation. They will drive the dogmatists crazy, just at the time when 
they think they have verified Einstein (wrong again). I think that most physicists are now ECE 
physicists to some degree. In ECE2 the graviton is a boson, so is governed by the Planck distribution. 
There is a gravitational Stefan Boltzmann law so the energy density of gravitational radiation is 
proportional to the fourth power of temperature for black body gravitational radiation. The idea of the 
gaser is to amplify gravitational radiation so that it can be detected. In theory, very powerful gasers can 
be made, so gravitational waves are detected by attracting a sample mass with a gaser. In this way 
Jeremy Jones could be sucked into the apparatus, and never seen again.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 26/02/2016 18:26:07 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Systematic Approach to Gravitational Radiation Theory

These are astonishing advances, totally unexpected but making complete sense in the 
context of a unified theory. The idea of a Gaser that can project a beam of gravitional 
radiation is mind boggling with all sorts of possible ramifications and potential uses 
including for levitation and transportation. Science fiction turning into science and 
technological fact – “Beam me up Scotty” !!

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Discussion of Systematic Approach to Gravitational Radiation Theory

UFT88 Read at Theoretical Physics Heidelberg and UC     Irvine
February 27, 2016 

Heidelberg is currently ranked 65 in the world by webometrics, 37 by Times and 46 by Shanghai, it is a
famous university founded in 1386 by Ruprecht 1st, Elector Palatine. It has 30,898 students and an 
acceptance rate of 16.3%, associated with fifty five Nobel Laureates. University of California Irvine is 
ranked 53 by webometrics, 106 by Times and 50 by Shanghai. It was founded in 1965 and has an 
acceptance rate of 38.7% and 30,757 students. Staff and students from both universities have studied 
the www.aias.us site frequently for almost fourteen years. So both universities contain many ECE 
physicists, staff and students. The university visits reported in the scientometrics are only the peak of a 
mountain, most staff and students study www.aias.us with private computers, (I can identify only 
institutional URL’s), and there are very many complete site downloads. This means that everything on 
the site is downloaded by an individual for in depth study. This has been going on for about sixteen 
years. UFT88 is a famous paper that refutes the Einstein theory of gravitation completely. It does this 
by incorproating torsion in the 1902 second Bianchi identity. UFT99 and the various proofs based on 
this paper show that torsion and curvature always appear together in geometry. If one is zero both are 
zero. The proofs are easy to understand and have been heavily studied for almost a decade. Einstein 
used zero torsion from 1905 to 1915 simply because torsion was unknown at that time. The Einstein 
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field equation of 1915 was based directly on the torsionless second Bianchi identity of 1902, so the 
Einstein field equation collapses because it uses a fundamentally incorrect geometry. UFT109 develops
the Evans torsion identity, which is incorporated in the elegant Jacobi Cartan Evans identity of 
UFT313, catalyzing the intensely studied ECE2 series UFT313 – UFT320, UFT322 – UFT340 to date. 
UFT313 is the final version of UFT88. I would say that the majority of physicists are now ECE 
physicists. There has been a quiet but profound revolution, the paradigm shift described by the 
distinguished editor Alwyn van der Merwe as the post Einsteinian paradigm shift. Many chemists and 
engineers, notably spacetime energy engineers, have gone over to ECE from standard physics. What 
you see on TV is just obsolete propaganda. The general public knows essentially nothing about 
advanced physics and will not learn much from the TV. Staff and students should not be looking at the 
TV or wikipedia, they should be studying.

end of comment UFT88 Read at Theoretical Physics Heidelberg and UC Irvine

Daily Report 25/2/16
February 27, 2016 

The equivalent of 170,813 printed pages was downloaded during the day (622.783 megabytes) from 
5259 memory files downloaded (“hits”) and 564 distinct visits each averaging 8.3 memory pages and 
12 minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 32.48 for the day, complete site downloads leaseweb.com and 
your-server.de. Collected ECE2 1343, Top ten items 1343, Collected scientometrics 464(est), 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 341, F3(Sp) 322, The Principles of ECE 267, Eckardt / Lindstrom 
papers 265, Collected Evans / Morris 250 (est), Autobiography volumes one and two 217, Proofs that 
no torsion means no gravitation 179, UFT88 151, Evans Equations 100, Engineering Model 90, CEFE 
91, Self charging inverter 67, UFT321 57, UFT311 57, Llais 57, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 30, Most 
prolific authors 21, Three world records by MWE 19, UFT313 53, UFT314 38, UFT315 43, UFT316 
58, UFT317 55, UFT318 55, UFT319 53, UFT320 41, UFT322 47, UFT323 35, UFT324 59, UFT325 
66, UFT326 45, UFT327 30, UFT328 74, UFT329 50, UFT330 50, UFT331 48, UFT332 48, UFT333 
36, UFT334 58, UFT335 57, UFT336 67, UFT337 46, UFT338 65, UFT339 51, UFT340 15 to date in 
February 2016. Institute of Theoretical Physics University of Heidelberg UFT88; Machine Learning 
Department Carnergie Mellon University F4(Sp); School of Physical Sciences University of California 
Irvine UFT88; Center for High Technology Materials University of New Mexico Albuquerque UFT60; 
University of Valencia Spain UFT166; University College Cork Etherington anti turbine report; Taras 
Shevchenko National University of Kyiv Ukraine Infinite Solenoid. Intense interest all sectors, updated
usage file attached for February 2016

 
end of comment Daily Report 25/2/16

341(2): The Fundamental Laws of Gravitational     Radiation
February 26, 2016 

In this note the Rayleigh Jeans law, density of states, Planck distribution and Stefan Boltzmann law are 
deduced for gravitational radiation, together with the equation for the number of gravitons in a given 
volume V of gravitational radiation. These laws follow directly from the ECE2 field equations of 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/26/3412-the-fundamental-laws-of-gravitational-radiation/
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gravitation. They can be tested experimentally by comparing gravitational radiation from sources of a 
known temperature T. The higher the temperature the greater the energy density of gravitational 
radiation, and the greater the number of gravitons. Note carefully that this theory uses finite graviton 
mass and the Proca equation of the graviton, a limit of the ECE wave equation of UFT2. The ECE2 
graviton is a boson of finite mass. The ECE2 photon is also a boson of finite mass. In the next note the 
Rayleigh theory will be corrected as in UFT291 for electromagnetic radiation.

a341stpapernotes2.pdf

end of comment 341(2): The Fundamental Laws of Gravitational Radiation

Systematic Approach to Gravitational Radiation     Theory
February 26, 2016 

My intended approach over the next few papers is to adapt the hugely successful Evans / Morris papers 
to gravitation, starting with UFT290 and UFT291, which developed and corrected the Rayleigh Jeans 
law and the Planck distribution for electromagnetic radiation. These papers can be adapted now for 
gravitational radiation and the new concept of the gravitational Planck distribution, introducing the new
concept of the quantum of gravitational energy, together with the new concept of de Broglie / Einstein 
wave particle dualism as in the parallel de Broglie / Einstein equation for electromagnetism:

E = h bar omega = gamma m c squared

where m is the graviton mass. There will be a variety of gravitational Evans / Morris effects. After this 
initial work the well known Einstein theory of absorption and stimulated emission will be adopted for 
gravitation, developing the theory of gravitational amplification by stimulated emission of radiation 
(GASER) in order to design a beam of gravitational radiation and to detect it in the laboratory. The 
GASER works using a fully reflecting and half reflecting mirror as for the LASER or MASER. This 
means that the new concepts of reflection, refraction and diffraction of gravitational radiation must be 
introduced. The structure of the gravitational theory is exactly the same as the well known 
electromagnetic theory, both on a classical and quantum level. In so doing the concepts are introduced 
of gravitational absorption by atoms and molecules, and stimulated emission of gravitons from atoms 
and molecules, Einstein A and B coefficients for gravitation and so on. None of these concepts exist as 
yet in physics, as far as I know, but are the direct result of ECE2 theory, which shows that the classical 
field equations of electromagnetism and gravitation are the same. In parallel, other AIAS Fellows are 
developing the theory of the Ide device, (UFT311, UFT321, Self Charging Inverter paper) which shows
beyond reasonable doubt, and in a rigorously Baconian manner, that an unlimited source of clean 
energy exists in spacetime, and can be used by well designed circuits, notably the self charging inverter
of Osamu Ide, rigorously replicated in two other laboratories and maybe others. There is exact 
agreement between ECE and experimental data (see and hear Doug Lindstrom’s Idaho Lecture on 
www.aias.us). Therefore ECE is preferred to the Maxwell Heaviside theory, which cannot explain 
energy from spacetime. These facts of science are true even beyond unreasonable doubt, or dogma, and
are of paramount importance if humankind is to survive as a species. It continues to waste vast amounts
of fuel and to destroy nature. In so doing it will destroy itself if it does not come to its senses. These are
phenomenal advances made by AIAS / UPITEC.

end of comment Systematic Approach to Gravitational Radiation Theory
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Article on Memories of Madam Patti at Craig-y-nos     Castle
February 26, 2016 

Many thanks again! this is full of interest because of my family’s long and close association with the 
Castle and Patti herself. It is clear that this cultural masterpiece has been more or less destroyed by the 
barbarism of our times, its remains exist starkly in a materialistic wilderness. If I had the money I 
would restore the castle to the condition described in this article and in other historical articles and 
photographs. The latter show the avenue of trees which was recently obliterated by chain saw. I was 
asked to stand aside by a barbarian dressed in yellow wielding a motorized axe. Uncle Olaf wants you. 
I think that they are busily chopping down the unique trees in the garden. I am very glad that I 
photographed some of them before they were hacked apart. Cederstrom takes nearly all of the blame 
for the destruction of the castle, because he allowed it to be sold off. He should have presented it to the 
Welsh Nation, and the latter should have looked after it. At present all the houses of Wales are going 
cheap, for example Trawsgoed. This is mindless destruction. From the point of view of music it is 
interesting to read that the records of her voice do not do justice to it. I agree with this, but when Patti 
made these records she was sixty three and coming out of retirement and the voice was way past its 
best. She could not reach the top notes and lost breath for example. However there are moments of 
what the voice must have been, and the recordings are unique and of great historical importance 
because they record a style that went back to Mozart, with whom Patti’s teacher worked as far as I 
understand. From the engineering point of view it is interesting that the castle made its own gas and 
electricity. In fact it was the first private house in Britain to be lit by electricity. I feel like our ancestors 
the Clan na Chattan at Culloden as described by John Prebble in his book, slashing in rage at the 
heather with their claymores (broad swords), when I think of all this mindless destruction of heritage. 
Never mind the landscape and beauty- wind turbines are modern art.

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 26/02/2016 00:30:00 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Article on Memories of Madam Patti at Craig-y-nos Castle

I found this one most enjoyable. Best wishes. Vivienne

000024220.pdf

end of comment Article on Memories of Madam Patti at Craig-y-nos Castle

Daily Report 24/2/16
February 26, 2016 

The equivalent of 177,516 printed pages was downloaded during the day (647.207 megabytes) from 
2767 downloaded memory files (hits) and 557 distinct visits each averaging 3.6 memory pages and 15 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 64.15 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Top ten items 1294, Collected ECE2 1274, Collected scientometrics 464(est), F3(Sp) 311, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 310, The Principles of ECE 257, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 245, 
Evans / Morris papers 240 (est), Autobiography volumes one and two 206, Proofs that no torsion means
no gravitation 167, UFT88 141, Evans Equations 91, CEFE 87, Engineering Model 87, Self charging 
inverter 63, UFT311 55, UFT321 55, Llais 54, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 29, Most prolific authors 20, 
Three world records by MWE 15, UFT313 49, UFT314 36, UFT315 41, UFT316 56, UFT317 53, 
UFT318 53, UFT319 51, UFT320 39, UFT322 45, UFT323 35, UFT324 57, UFT325 64, UFT326 42, 
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UFT327 26, UFT328 72, UFT329 46, UFT330 48, UFT331 45, UFT332 46, UFT333 36, UFT334 55, 
UFT335 52, UFT336 64, UFT337 44, UFT338 61, UFT339 47, UFT340 13 to date in February 2016. 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) UFT2; Swarthmore College Pennsylvania UFT228; 
University of California San Diego UFT237; Los Angeles Public Library Essay 24; University of 
Edinburgh UFT148. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for February 2016.

 
end of comment Daily Report 24/2/16

Discussion of Some Ideas for Development of     UFT341
February 25, 2016 

Many thanks. I think that one of the first aims should be to try to explain the experimentally well 
known light deflection by gravitation in terms of gravitons and photons. In this view an oscillating 
mass M for example becomes a radiating source of gravitons, off which photons scatter. So photons in 
a light beam are deflected by the mass M. Oscillating mass radiates gravitational waves and gravitons 
in the same way as oscillating charge radiates electromagnetic waves and photons.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 25/02/2016 13:26:07 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Some Ideas for Development of UFT341

This is very new and exciting but to be expected from a unified field theory. The 
gravitational affects may be orders of magnitude less than their electromagnetic equivalent 
but are nevertheless very significant providing, as one example, a means of abstracting 
energy from spacetime itself. There will be many other important new effects and 
consequences including counter gravity and levitation effects that will have applications in 
the transport field.

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Discussion of Some Ideas for Development of UFT341

Discussion of Some Ideas for Development of     UFT341
February 25, 2016 

Many thanks. The exact analogy should in theory result in a vast amount of new work that could be 
tested experimentally, to date we have just scratched the surface of what is possible, e.g. in UFT117 
and UFT119 using the gravitational Ampere law. In theory, atoms and molecules can absorb quanta of 
energy described by:
E = h bar omega = gamma m c squared

where m is the graviton mass. After development of the absorption and emission mechanisms the 
GASER theory follows, this is precisely parallel to LASER and MASER theory. The idea is to amplify 
gravitational radiation into a beam of gravitation. There would be a Rayleigh Jeans law of gravitational 
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waves, a Planck distribution of gravitons, a Stefan Boltzmann law of gravitons and so on. To start with,
I think I will develop the Einstein energy equation for the graviton, and develop a Compton scattering 
theory of gravitons from photons. It is known that light is deflected by gravitation, so it may be 
possible to develop this as a theory of gravitons interacting with photons. There should be gravitational 
reflection, refraction, diffraction and scattering, gravitational Evans / Morris effects and so on. The 
graviton could also interact with the newly inferred vacuum wave particle. The graviton is itself a wave
particle.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 25/02/2016 11:03:09 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Some Ideas for Development of UFT341

This is a very good proposition for the next papers. The analogy between gravitation and 
electromagnetism could be fully utilized. I currently cannot assess how far a quantum 
structure (gravitons) is needed to realize this but for the effects in full analogy to quantized 
photons it is certainly required. Proposals for experiments would highly be welcome.
In the meantime I will think a bit about the origins of gravitation. Tesla thought about it as a
kind of compensation effect for electrical polarisation in atoms. Then it would even not be a
principal force of nature, the electromagnetic force would be the only one (at least 
macroscopically).

Horst

Am 25.02.2016 um 11:46 schrieb EMyrone:

In order to detect gravitational waves in the laboratory I would suggest the 
development of the theory of the GASER, gravitational amplification by 
stimulated emission of radiation. The GASER would emit a beam of gravitation
which should be easily detectable by interaction with a laboratory sample mass.
In order to do this the PLanck theory of photons must be developed into the 
Planck theory of gravitons, and the Einstein theory of absorption and emission 
of photons adapted for the absorption and emission of gravitons in atoms and 
molecules. The gravitational Evans / Morris effects could then be developed 
systematically. The Beltrami theory of gravitation could be developed, giving 
the gravitational Helmholtz equation. The theory of electromagnetic radiation 
could be developed to give various types of gravitational radiation. There would
be a gravitational Beer Lambert law, gravitational Rayleigh and Raman 
scattering, and so on, graviton scattering and so on. The gravitational Poynting 
Theorem was fist developed in UFT168 and UFT169. There are gravitational 
Aharonov Bohm effects and so on. It will be assumed from the outset that the 
graviton has mass. It is a spin one boson in ECE and ECE2 theory. There is an 
unlimited number of ideas such as these. We simply apply parallel thinking to 
electromagnetism because the field equations of electromagnetism and 
gravitation in ECE and ECE2 have the same structure. Interaction of gravitation
and electromagetism can be treated as the scattering of a graviton from a 
photon, or vice versa. Experiments hav ealready been made to try to detect 
gravitational Faraday induction. in UFT117 and UFT119 the gravitomagnetic 



field was used to describe precessional effects in astronomy. There should be 
gravitational magnetism akin to magnetostatics. Gravitational attraction is the 
equivalent of electrostatics.

end of comment Discussion of Some Ideas for Development of UFT341

Some Ideas for Development of     UFT341
February 25, 2016 

In order to detect gravitational waves in the laboratory I would suggest the development of the theory 
of the GASER, gravitational amplification by stimulated emission of radiation. The GASER would 
emit a beam of gravitation which should be easily detectable by interaction with a laboratory sample 
mass. In order to do this the Planck theory of photons must be developed into the Planck theory of 
gravitons, and the Einstein theory of absorption and emission of photons adapted for the absorption and
emission of gravitons in atoms and molecules. The gravitational Evans / Morris effects could then be 
developed systematically. The Beltrami theory of gravitation could be developed, giving the 
gravitational Helmholtz equation. The theory of electromagnetic radiation could be developed to give 
various types of gravitational radiation. There would be a gravitational Beer Lambert law, gravitational 
Rayleigh and Raman scattering, and so on, graviton scattering and so on. The gravitational Poynting 
Theorem was first developed in UFT168 and UFT169. There are gravitational Aharonov Bohm effects 
and so on. It will be assumed from the outset that the graviton has mass. It is a spin one boson in ECE 
and ECE2 theory. There is an unlimited number of ideas such as these. We simply apply parallel 
thinking to electromagnetism because the field equations of electromagnetism and gravitation in ECE 
and ECE2 have the same structure. Interaction of gravitation and electromagetism can be treated as the 
scattering of a graviton from a photon, or vice versa. Experiments have already been made to try to 
detect gravitational Faraday induction. in UFT117 and UFT119 the gravitomagnetic field was used to 
describe precessional effects in astronomy. There should be gravitational magnetism akin to 
magnetostatics. Gravitational attraction is the equivalent of electrostatics.

Comments Off

Daily Report 23/2/16
February 25, 2016 

The equivalent of 191,349 printed paged was downloaded (697.659 megabytes) from 2818 memory 
files downloaded (hits) and 637 distinct visits each averaging 3.8 memory pages and 16 minutes, 
printed pages to hits ratio of 67.90 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Top
ten items 1246, Collected ECE2 1236, Collected scientometrics 464, Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 
298, F3(Sp) 295, The Principles of ECE 248, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 240, Collected Evans / Morris
230, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 163, UFT88 135, Evans Equations 86, Engineering 
Model 85, CEFE 79, Self charging inverter 62, UFT311 55, UFT321 53, List of proliofic authors 17, 
three world records by MWE 17, UFT313 38, UFT314 35, UFT315 41, UFT316 53, UFT317 50, 
UFT318 52, UFT319 49, UFT320 37, UFT322 43, UFT323 35, UFT324 55, UFT325 61, UFT326 42, 
UFT327 26, UFT328 59, UFT329 46, UFT330 46, UFT331 45, UFT332 45, UFT333 34, UFT334 54, 
UFT335 41, UFT336 61, UFT337 42, UFT338 59. UFT339 45, UFT340 10 to date in February 2016. 
Czech Technical University in Prague ECE Article; Electrical and Computer Engineering University of 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/25/daily-report-23216/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/25/some-ideas-for-development-of-uft341/


Wisconsin Madison First proof that neglect of torsion means that there is no curvature and no 
gravitation; University of Helsinki UFT43; Institute of Mathematics and Physics University College of 
Wales Aberystwyth general; University of Edinburgh UFT 139, UFT147; Department of Mathematics 
Imperial College London Fundamental Errors in the Einstein Field Equation; Intense interest all 
sectors, updated usage file attached for February 2016

 
end of comment Daily Report 23/2/16

Daily Report 22/2/16
February 24, 2016 

The equivalent of 161,607 printed pages was downlaoded during the day (589.219 megabytes) from 
2142 downloaded memory files (hits) and 614 distinct visits each averaging 2.6 memory pages and 12 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 75.45 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1198, Top ten items 1189, Collected scientometrics 426(est), Barddoniaeth / 
Collected poetry 288, F3(Sp) 276, The Principles of ECE 240, Eckardt Lindstrom papers 226, 
Collected Evans / Morris 220(est), Autobiography volumes one and two 197, UFT88 130, Evans 
Equations 84, Engineering Model 82, CEFE 76, Self charging inverter 58, UFT311 54, UFT321 52, 
Llais 49, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 26, List of prolfici authors 17, three world records by MWE 16, 
UFT313 46, UFT314 34, UFT315 38, UFT316 52, UFT317 48, UFT318 49, UFT319 47, UFT320 37, 
UFT322 43, UFT323 35, UFT324 51, UFT325 59, UFT326 42, UFT327 25, UFT328 71, UFT329 45, 
UFT330 44, UFT331 42, UFT332 44, UFT333 34, UFT334 52, UFT335 49, UFT336 58, UFT337 41, 
UFT338 59, UFT339 45, UFT340 8 to date in February 2016. University of Mar del Plata Argentina 
Second proof that no torsion means no curvature and collapse of the Einstein theory of gravitation; 
University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT340; Library University of California Riverside AIAS staff; 
University of Maryland UFT18; University of North Carolina Chapel Hill UFT2; Mesh Corporation 
Japan UFT88; Department of Physics, Center for Research and Advanced Studies, National 
Polytechnic Institute of Mexico UFT211, UFT213; University of Utrecht Netherlands, Diplomatic 
Objection to ‘t Hooft by Gareth Evans; Cocoon Group Moscow My page; University of Edinburgh 
UFT143, UFT148; St. Anne’s College Oxford UFT25. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file 
attached for February 2016.

 
end of comment Daily Report 22/2/16

The Best Portrait of     Mozart
February 23, 2016 

This famous unfinished portrait captures what my Civil List predecessor, the great poet and Scottish 
Nationalist Hugh MacDiarmaid, called the narrowing intensity of genius in an equally famous essay on 
William Butler Yeats which I read in the guest room of Trinity College Dublin.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/23/the-best-portrait-of-mozart/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/24/daily-report-22216/


end of comment The Best Portrait of Mozart

My Entry in “Burke’s Peerage and     Gentry”
February 23, 2016 

This is my entry in “Burke’s Peerage and Gentry”.

evans (1).docx

end of comment My Entry in “Burke’s Peerage and Gentry”

Discussion of 341(1)
February 23, 2016 

This is an excellent summary as usual by Co President Dr Gareth Evans. Thousands of textbooks on 
electromagnetism can be translated into gravitation.

To: EMyrone@aol.com

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/23/discussion-of-3411/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/evans-1.docx
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/23/my-entry-in-burkes-peerage-and-gentry/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/mozart-sanguigno.jpg


Sent: 23/02/2016 15:59:25 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 341(1): The Gravitational Plane Waves and B(3) Field Equivalent

Excellent, gravitional waves must exist and are 21 orders of magnitude less than 
electromagnetic waves. This is why they are so difficult to detect and it may require 
resonance techniques to convincingly identify them. At least this should be able to be tried 
and tested in different laboratories using relatively simple and inexpensive equipment. At 
the moment no one else can confirm the claims that ate being made about the detection of 
gravitational waves so there is a huge element of doubt.

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Discussion of 341(1)

Broadcasting System
February 23, 2016 

This idea will be discussed on Thursday with the aim of setting up a system that can do radio type 
broadcasts and TV type broadcasts using my computers here. Over the coming years it will be possible 
to broadcast a substantial amount of work in Welsh and English, both scientific and literary.

end of comment Broadcasting System

Some aspects of the history of     Aberystwyth
February 23, 2016 

Many thanks, this is very interesting because it shows that the course of the Rheidol used to be 
different and was changed to construct the Aberystwyth harbour just behind Sea View Place, where my 
first digs were situated in “Brig y Don”. The Rheidol used to join the Ystwyth just before the two rivers
ran in to the sea. There are many other points of interest. A wall was built across the Rheidol, and the 
Aberystwyth Swansea line was constructed along the former course of the Rheidol. Being in an 
exhausted condition after finishing my finals in 1971 I walked along the course of the Ystwyth taking 
some photographs. Earlier I took photographs of the Rheidol. On Saturdays I did a ten mile road run 
which brought me back to Aberystwyth along the Rheidol valley and the main road.

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 23/02/2016 10:58:43 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Some aspects of the history of Aberystwyth

Hello Myron. You may find this article of interest. Vivienne

000025760.pdf

end of comment Some aspects of the history of Aberystwyth

341(1): The Gravitational Plane Waves and B(3) 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/23/3411-the-gravitational-plane-waves-and-b3-field-equivalent/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/000025760.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/23/some-aspects-of-the-history-of-aberystwyth/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/23/broadcasting-system/


Field     Equivalent
February 23, 2016 

These are developed straightforwardly from UFT318, already an intensely studied paper. They are 
given by Eqs. (39) to (41). The gravitational equivalent of the B(3) field is given in Eq. (42). It is 
shown that gravitational waves are twenty one orders of magnitude weaker than electromagnetic 
waves. It may be possible to detect them in the laboratory via an Euler Bernoulli equation, i. e. using 
resonant amplification of an infinitesimally small gravitational driving force. Some development along 
these lines is given in UFT318, part of the very high impact ECE2 series of papers (UFT313 – 
UFT320, UFT322 – UFT340). The hugely expensive and controversial LIGOS experiment does not 
use resonance. In general a vast literature on electromagnetic radiation can all be adopted for 
gravitational radiation and to look for cross effects between electromagnetism and gravitation. The 
plane waves are idealized solutions. Gravitational plane waves also have a Beltrami structure. It is of 
key importance to note that these field equations are developed in a mathematical space in which both 
torsion and gravitation are correctly non zero, and are equations of general relativity. They can be 
thought of as the corrected Einstein theory. Superficially, they look like the Maxwell Heaviside 
equations, but are a huge advance on the latter. They are all developed in a rigorously self consistent 
way from the Jacobi Cartan Evans identity of UFT313, the second Bianchi identity of 1902 corrected 
rigorously for torsion. The first Bianchi identity corrected for torsion is the Cartan identity, as is well 
known in mathematics.

a341stpapernotes1.pdf

end of comment 341(1): The Gravitational Plane Waves and B(3) Field Equivalent

Recording Apparatus
February 23, 2016 

Many thanks for this advice from Henry Bickel and Doug Lindstrom, much appreciated! I will see if 
we can set up such as system here by hiring the help of Steve Dewitt who is a presenter at Alexandra 
Road Studio, the one used by Dylan Thomas. It will be useful for recording items over the next few 
years and we can aim at optimal sound quality and minimized file size. We just need a microphone and 
software. This house is acoustically very good, with three feet thick stone walls and double glazing all 
round.

23/02/2016 02:35:51 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Educational Series

Hello Dr. Evans,

I took note of your recent post about:

Recording Direct in to the Computer
February 22, 2016

We can probably fix up a system where I can record direct in to the
computer, automatically generating files. The quality may not be the
highest , but it will be my own authentic voice, proving that I exist.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/23/recording-apparatus-2/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/a341stpapernotes1.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/23/3411-the-gravitational-plane-waves-and-b3-field-equivalent/


Cogito ergo sum.

I beleive very good quality can be achieved with a (DIY) Do It Yourself
Mini Sound Booth. There are many DIY YouTubes on this subject but I
believe this one fits the best with the setup you have in mind:

DIY $23.00 Mini Sound Booth build in under an hour.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UTeUeRxAS7M

There is also a free recording/editing software called Audacity.

This video explains how to set it up with the Blue Yeti USB Microphone
referenced in the above video.

UPNTV: Best Audacity Settings for Blue Yeti Microphone
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OktggClrKWk

There is also a site called Go Fund Me:
https://www.gofundme.com/tour

where you could create different funding requests as the need comes up.

Hope these references will in some way support a higher quality recording
within a budget that is affordable.

Thank you for your continued persistence,

Henry Bickel
Sarasota, FL USA

On Sat, September 26, 2015 1:03 am, EMyrone@aol.com wrote:
> Glad to make your acquaintance. This is the inner circle e mail listing.
> I
> think that an educational series of films is an excellent idea, especially
> if they were made for TV.
>
> Myron Evans
>
>
>
> In a message dated 26/09/2015 05:42:39 GMT Daylight Time,
> services@msas.info writes:
>
> Hi Dr. Lindstrom,
>
>

https://www.gofundme.com/tour
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OktggClrKWk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UTeUeRxAS7M


> Glad to hear contact was made and I think you will be pleasantly
> surprised with what this connection will have to offer ECE Theory!
>
> Thank you so much for the Evans movie download!
>
>
> I know what it takes to do video and a very professional job was done
> with this one. I can see a whole educational series being created to
> help all better understand ECE Theory.
>
> Is it OK to share this video?
>
>
> Thanks for your persistence on bringing about a better Earth!
>
>
> Henry
>
>
> On Fri, September 25, 2015 5:40 pm, DOC wrote:
>
>> Henry:
>> Thank you. Contact has been made with Mr. Campbell.
>>
>>
>>
>> I’ve sent a link to the Evans movie that you had requested in a
>> separate email. If you don’t get it or have difficulties downloading
>> it from Drop box, please let me know.
>>
>> Thanks
>> Doug
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> On 09/25/2015 01:39 PM, Henry wrote:
>>
>>
>>> Dear Dr. Lindstrom,
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> Have passed your conact info along with Professor Evans info to my
>>> colleague Devon Meyers who in turn will hand it to his spokesperson,
>>> Keith
>>> Campbell representing Magnetic Miles, LLC



>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> Best regards,
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> Henry Bickel
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> On Fri, September 25, 2015 6:47 am, DOC wrote:
>>>
>>>
>>>> Henry:
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>> I am sorry for the delay in replying to your email. I have been
>>>> traveling, and will soon be traveling again. This email is the
>>>> best means of contacting me at the moment. Please feel free to
>>>> pass it on to your colleague. Should verbal communication become
>>>> necessary, we can perhaps use Skype.
>>>>
>>>> Regards
>>>> Doug Lindstrom
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>> On 09/23/2015 08:04 PM, Henry wrote:
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>> Hello Dr. Lindstrom,
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>> What a couple wonderful weeks to have come across you and the
>>>>> aias.us website. Have been absorbing the information with great
>>>>> interest!
>>>>>
>>>>> Am under an NDA but would like to pass your contact information
>>>>> on to what I believe will be a very interested party to connect
>>>>> with you and your group.



>>>>>
>>>>> Did order your Bio from Marquis Who’s Who but it did not have
>>>>> contact info.
>>>>>
>>>>> Is this a good email address to pass on?
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>> Also, do you have a phone number you can provide?
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>> All the best,
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>> Henry Bickel
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>
>>
>>
>
>

end of comment Recording Apparatus

Daily Report Sunday     21/2/16
February 23, 2016 

The equivalent of 149,037 printed pages was downloaded during the day (543.389 megabytes) from 
2751 downlaoded memory files (hits) and 572 distinct visits each avergaing 3.6 memory pages and 14 
minutes, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 1154, Top ten 1110, 
Collected scientometrics 400, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 281, F3(Sp) 258, The Principles of ECE 
234, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 223, Collected Evans / Morris 210 (est), Proofs that no torsion means 
no gravitation 152, UFT88 124, Evans Equations 83, Engineering Model 82, CEFE 73, Self charging 
inverter 57, UFT311 51(est), UFT321 51, Llais 49, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 25,Most prolific authors 
16, Three world records by MWE 15, UFT313 45, UFT314 34, UFT315 36, UFT316 52, UFT317 48, 
UFT318 49, UFT319 45, UFT320 34, UFT322 43, UFT323 29, UFT324 49, UFT325 57, UFT326 39, 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/23/daily-report-sunday-21216/


UFT327 25, UFT328 69, UFT329 34, UFT330 44, UFT331 42, UFT332 40, UFT333 34, UFT334 50, 
UFT335 46, UFT336 58, UFT337 41, UFT338 59, UFT339 44 to date in February 2016. Xi’an Jiao 
Tong University China UFT18; University of Arizona UFT146; University of Indiana UFT177; 
University of Edinburgh UFT138, 139, 144, 148, 155, ECE H Bonding theory, UFT165, Site 
185.53.44.unknown extensive spidering / downloading. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file 
attached for February 2016.

 
Comments Off

Recording Direct in to the     Computer
February 22, 2016 

We can probably fix up a system where I can record direct in to the computer, automatically generating 
files. The quality may not be the highest , but it will be my own authentic voice, proving that I exist. 
Cogito ergo sum.

end of comment Recording Direct in to the Computer

Welsh Town Leads a British Revolt Against the Tax System 
and     Corporations
February 22, 2016 

The Princes and Gentry still govern the real Wales, and any revolt is always a lot of fun. In this village 
there is no government at all, they cannot even put down a double yellow line, and have allowed the 
Welsh language to become almost extinct. They have failed to fight wind turbines and their accounts 
are as obscure as string theory. There is more fight in my little finger. Very soon, no one will be able to 
get a job in Wales without knowledge of Welsh. Would you get a job in England or the U. S. without 
knowledge of English? Both Scotland and Wales are seething with anger at the way in which the 
People is being reduced to abject poverty by etonite millionaires. The ancient British regions of 
England (the large majority of England) are also seething with revolt. Westminster governs the regions 
around Eton.

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 22/02/2016 17:42:04 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Welsh Town Leads a British Revolt Against the Tax System and Corporations

Welsh Town Leads a British Revolt Against the Tax System and Corporations

Welsh Town Leads a British Revolt Against the Tax System… 
Crickhowell, population 2,063, has become famous for being 
one of Britain’s last holdouts against the encroachment of big 
retail chains.

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/21/world/europe/welsh-town-leads-a-british-revolt-against-the-tax-system-and-corporations.html?emc=edit_ae_20160221&nl=todaysheadlines-asia&nlid=54749993
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/21/world/europe/welsh-town-leads-a-british-revolt-against-the-tax-system-and-corporations.html?emc=edit_ae_20160221&nl=todaysheadlines-asia&nlid=54749993
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/22/welsh-town-leads-a-british-revolt-against-the-tax-system-and-corporations/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/22/welsh-town-leads-a-british-revolt-against-the-tax-system-and-corporations/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/22/recording-direct-in-to-the-computer/


View on   www.nytimes.com Preview by Yahoo

end of comment Welsh Town Leads a British Revolt Against the Tax System and Corporations

American Physical Society/LENR and Rydberg     Phases
February 22, 2016 

This is a major breakthrough for LENR, which is explained by UFT226 ff and the latest developments 
in ECE2, where the vacuum is seen to be made up of wave particles which transfer energy and 
momentum to elementary particles. The extra energy needed for LENR is contained in spacetime. As in
your recent slide set, UFT311 is a precise agreement between ECE and the Ide circuit. I think that 
Horst Eckardt, Doug Lindstrom, Alex Hill and Osamu Ide could be invited to this APS conference, or 
you could present your slide set on behalf of AIAS at any conference you may attend if you see fit. 
Rydberg phase theory is a development to which ECE has not yet been applied. Perhaps Horst Eckardt 
and Doug Lindstrom could apply the new vacuum theory to these developments. At this stage, after 340
papers and books, I encourage the colleagues to apply ECE and ECE2 independently to any new 
problem of interest. My Ph. D. supervisor , Prof. Mansel Davies, expected me to be able to do that from
day one as graduate student. Even before I started I was given a Thesis to study. He would suggest a 
problem by scribbling it out on a piece of paper, and I then was on my own. Some fingers of his right 
hand had been blown off in an explosion, so his scribbling was hard to read. We students gradually got 
used to it. My own supervision of Gareth Evans and Colin Reid was much more detailed, I would make
sure they got an M. Sc. and two Ph. D.’s by producing high quality papers, and then looked after them 
well to make sure they got post doctorals and jobs. This was all screwed up deliberately by undeleted 
expletives, as in volume two of my autobiography, but I did the job well. My own Ph. D. was 
essentially done on my own, I was the first graduate ever to publish papers before submitting a Ph. D. I 
recommend this method of working to anyone who wishes to obtain an in depth knowledge of ECE and
ECE2. Only then will they be able to gobble up the dogmatists. Until then they will always be at the 
mercy of propaganda and are liable to fall into any one of a myriad crevasses. I think that you have an 
excellent knowledge of physics bearing in mind that you are an economist. You have studied ECE and 
ECE2 for more than a decade, and also studied Carroll chapters one to three, essential background 
reading. Lar Felker also built up an excellent knowledge of ECE up to 2005.

Reply-to: steve.bannister@econ.utah.edu
To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 22/02/2016 13:25:25 GMT Standard Time
Subj: American Physical Society/LENR

Hello Myron. I do not recall what ECE/ECE2 have to say about Rydberg phases; in any 
case this is a remarkable event, and in Salt Lake City. How ironic.

http://meetings.aps.org/Meeting/APR16/Session/E11.9

I am currently scheduled to be presenting at an econ conference in Reno that weekend, but 
will see if the schedule allows both. If not, I have a tough choice, but am leaning toward 
APS.

Very best,

http://meetings.aps.org/Meeting/APR16/Session/E11.9
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/22/american-physical-societylenr-and-rydberg-phases/
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/21/world/europe/welsh-town-leads-a-british-revolt-against-the-tax-system-and-corporations.html?emc=edit_ae_20160221&nl=todaysheadlines-asia&nlid=54749993
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/21/world/europe/welsh-town-leads-a-british-revolt-against-the-tax-system-and-corporations.html?emc=edit_ae_20160221&nl=todaysheadlines-asia&nlid=54749993


Steve

end of comment American Physical Society/LENR and Rydberg Phases

Recording and Editing
February 22, 2016 

This is most generous as usual. We can do the recordings here, put them in to the computer and send 
them to you if that will not degrade the sound quality. Finally they can be posted and sent to Michael 
Jackson for his youtube programme.

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 22/02/2016 10:25:15 GMT Standard Time
Subj: RE: Idea of recording Essays – p.s.

Apologies Myron, I sent my last email under the wrong subject! My p.s. was to say That I’d
be happy to do the editing of any recordings you make. The fact that files created by “vox-
pop” recorders are already formatted for PC transfer, means that editing never leaves the 
virtual world and transfer is a doddle compared to my own system – which means burning 
CD’s (iffily on my own gear) to get into the PC editing suite – a ladder of many broken 
rungs!

Best regards,

Robert

end of comment Recording and Editing

Recording Apparatus
February 22, 2016 

Dear Robert,

Many thanks for this advice! Much appreciated. I am sure that we can sort out this problem, Sam 
Hinton did some recordings of Ceinwen Procter reading her poetry and I will ask advice on whether I 
can use the BBC Studio at Alexandra Road, the one used by Dylan Thomas. I think that between us we 
already have recording apparatus, it is just a matter arranging things for optimal quality as you suggest. 
I think that your recordings are excellent, and world famous by now.

Myron

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 22/02/2016 09:07:07 GMT Standard Time
Subj: RE: FOR POSTING: UFT340 and Background Notes

Dear Myron,
Unfortunately I have no portable recording equipment as my gear is of the older, multi-
track variety (2×16 track units) so outside broadcasts (portability) are not really viable with 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/22/recording-apparatus/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/22/recording-and-editing/


that gear.

For the vocal work you have in mind, I would suggest the hiring of a “vox-pop” recorder as
used by journalists, as such a unit can be both hand held or stand alone on a desk or table. 
The buy cost of such an item (of resilience and good quality) would be around £300-500 
but they can be hired for a much smaller cost – from good music shops usually.

All clear recordings rely on their surroundings being non invasive soundwise. The best 
microphones in the world cannot get rid of Nature! In fact, the better the mic., the more 
Nature you’ll get. For “BBC standard” you would need to record in a studio, but in a quiet 
room of the house (not the bathroom!), very reasonable results can still be achieved. On 
another hand, the “Live sound” could incorporate birdsong, slight wind, the odd car in the 
distance and aircraft if done outside the house and, so long not too invasive, can create a 
“homely” feel to the narration.

Having said that, and should you wish continue to record your spoken works in the longer 
term, (and subject to funds), it might be a better idea to buy such a unit – which would be a 
“press record- start talking” unit, that stores the digital recording to miniature, industry std. 
memory card(s). All very easy to operate and memory cards may be sent by post for edit/ 
cutting, or if small enough (memorywise), can be sent via email as a file in a variety of 
formats. 3rd party sites such as DropBox etc., can handle much bigger audio files for 
transfer.

These units usually have the microphone(s) built in and require no “setup” other than being 
pointed in the direction of the narrator. The modern “vox-pop” recorder is very high fidelity
and could turn out to be a valuable tool to use for archive and posterity.

This is the kind of unit I mean – http://www.shift-4.com/equipment/sound-
equipment/zoom-h4n-handheld-digital-audio-recorder/

Best regards,

Robert

end of comment Recording Apparatus

Article on Edgar     Evans
February 22, 2016 

Many thanks again! This article described the discovery of the Polar Plateau by Scott, Evans and one 
other by ascent of the Ferrar Glacier but shows the weaknesses in Scott’s planning, a diet that brought 
on scurvy, not enough calories, no dogs used on the ascent of the Beardmore Glacier. A naval captain 
should have known that scurvy must be eliminated, or he would lose his crew. Captain Cook knew that 
more than a hundred years prior to the expedition and effectively eliminated scurvy using sauerkraut. 
Cook’s crew initially refused to eat it, but the officers ate it and set and example, so Cook lost no one to
scurvy. Also, the Franklin expedition was a complete disaster due to poor planning. In contrast 
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Amundsen got rid of scurvy, and used dogs effectively. The Norwegians had no problem in eating dog 
meat, and I have no problem in gobbling up dog(matists), a scientific in joke. Amundsen also found the
North West passage with the Goya, just a small fishing boat. He wintered with the native people. Both 
Franklin and Shackleton became iced in. Lt. Edward Evans later became Admiral Sir Edward Evans 
and a Baron, he was commissioner for civil defence in London. He was of Welsh descent, born in 
London. He was not on good terms with Edgar Evans, who was initially dismissed by Scott for being 
drunk on duty, but Scott relented and took Edgar Evans back in to the expedition. Cape Evans is named
after Edward Evans, who almost died of scurvy. I cannot understand why an early twentieth century 
expedition would be so badly afflicted by scurvy when the antidote was known to Captain Cook more 
than a hundred years earlier. The Franklin expedition was of course a complete disaster, there were no 
survivors. This shows that the Antarctic is a very dangerous place, and so is the Arctic – stating the 
obvious.

Sent: 21/02/2016 18:43:08 GMT Standard Time
Subj: One more article from the Gower Magazine on Edgar Evans for you

Best wishes. Vivienne

000059698.pdf

end of comment Article on Edgar Evans

Daily Report Saturday     20/2/16
February 22, 2016 

The equivalent of 140,851 printed pages were downloaded during the day (513.543 megabytes) from 
2462 downloaded memory files (“hits”) and 544 distinct visits each averaging 3.7 memory pages and 
12 minutes, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 1124, Top ten items 
1032, Collected scientometrics 385, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 274, F3(Sp) 237, Principles of 
ECE 232, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 217, Evans / Morris papers 200(est), Proofs that no torsion 
means no gravitation 148, UFT88 123, Engineering Model 81, Evans Equations 78, CEFE 67, Self 
charging inverter 55,  UFT311 51(est), Llais 47, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 25, Most prolific authors 16, 
three world records by MWE 15, UFT313 44, UFT314 33, UFT315 35, UFT316 50, UFT317 38, 
UFT318 48, UFT319 34, UFT320 33, UFT322 39, UFT323 28, UFT324 45, UFT325 55, UFT326 39, 
UFT327 25, UFT328 68, UFT329 42, UFT330 44, UFT331 39, UFT332 39, UFT333 34, UFT334 49, 
UFT335 45, UFT336 48, UFT337 40, UFT338 58, UFT339 42 to date in February 2016. Banner 
University Medical Center Arizona general; Complete site download from 45.22.210.(unknown). 
Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for February 2016

 
end of comment Daily Report Saturday 20/2/16

Edgar Evans – A Gower     Hero
February 21, 2016 
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Many thanks indeed! Edgar Evans was also one of my boyhood heroes. The fact that Scott reached the 
Pole at all was due entirely to Edgar Evans. The decision to drag the sleds manually was a mistake, and
Scott’s logistics were not the best. For example the use of ponies and untried motor vehicles instead of 
dogs and expert dog handlers. Scott also ran into a lot of bad luck. Amundsen reached the Pole with 
dogs trained by Olympic athletes, but even then, they were very lucky to survive crevasses. They were 
prepared to kill the dogs for food, and Scott et al were not. Amundsen went straight at the Antarctic 
Mountains without knowing of a way through and found the Axel Heiberg glacier by luck. Scott knew 
of the existence of the Beardmore Glacier discovered by Shackleton, but was also on bad terms with 
Shackleton on an earlier expedition. Amundsen had a sharp temper and at one point almost disrupted 
his entire expedition by quarrelling stupidly with his second in command, the older and more 
experienced Hjalmar Johansen. Commander John Robert Francis Wild (Frank Wild) was a Civil List 
predecessor and was on the same expeditions as Edgar Evans, and also the Shackleton expedition. He 
was awarded the Polar Medal with four bars. Unfortunately Scott’s attitude towards the injured Petty 
Officer Evans leaves a lot to be desired. That is easily seen by Scott’s diary. Those expeditions asked 
for trouble, one injury would have meant big trouble.

To: emyrone@aol.com
CC: w.fleming217@btinternet.com
Sent: 21/02/2016 09:30:40 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Edgar Evans – A Gower Hero

Hello there. I thought you would find this article, from an old Gower Magazine, of interest.

Best Wishes.

Vivienne

000066117-2.pdf

end of comment Edgar Evans – A Gower Hero

Discussion of UFT340
February 21, 2016 

Thanks again! The People of Wales, and any People worth anything, always throws off the habit of 
adversity. I plan to write a sonnet translation of Gruffudd ab yr Ynad Coch, his profound elegy to my 
ancestral cousin, Prince Llewelyn ap Gruffudd. It was written in about 1283, and contains the famous 
lines, translated into modern from thirteenth century Welsh:

“Oni welwch chi hynt y gwynt a’r glaw?
Oni welwch goed derw’n ymdaro?”

These lines were meant to convey the devastation caused by a seeming loss of independence. So in a 
sonnet type poetic licence translation they would go something as follows:

“See the wild wind and rain lash bitterly
At oak trees that rage and crash in fury”

I am optimistic about the Welsh language provided that it is taught to everyone in Wales, in a way that 
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will make them want to learn, and provided that each individual finds the strength of character to 
preserve, protect and defend, as in the Presidential oath.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 21/02/2016 13:56:41 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: UFT340 and Background Notes

Excellent set of results and conclusions again. Out of adversity……

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Discussion of UFT340

Idea of recording     Essays
February 21, 2016 

Anyone is welcome here any time, GJE and I were both students of Mansel Davies, along with Colin 
Reid. GJE has indeed been immensely helpful for forty two years (1974 to present), and is a well 
known scientist in his own right. I am ready to record essays here at any time if Robert Cheshire can 
deal with the technical side. The idea is to preserve history on the Wayback Machine 
(www.archive.org). I don’t think that there is any recording of Mansel Davies, I may be wrong, so that 
shows how things can be lost. In my view the recordings by Robert Cheshire are excellent, but Michael
Jackson asked me to record in my own voice. I think that this is a good idea. As many ordinary people 
should be recorded as possible, because that will preserve dialects and small languages for the future.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 21/02/2016 10:35:29 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Recording Essays for Michael Jackson’s Youtube Program

You will be remembered through written word and voice whatever happens from now on 
and that is all that matters. My only contribution has been to help a great scientist and true 
friend as best as I could. I have never expected anything in return and have had no 
ambitions of my own. I am a simple man from what I think is a good and well intended 
family.

Sent from my Samsung device

Comments Off

FOR POSTING: UFT340 and Background     Notes
February 21, 2016 

In this paper it is shown that the well known radiative corrections are due to transfer of energy 
momentum from ECE2 vacuum particles to elementary particles such as the electron. Momentum 
transfer from a single ECE2 vacuum wave particle results in a novel frequency shift, Eq. (6), and the 
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Lamb shift of the 2S1/2 energy level of atomic hydrogen is shown to be due to a universal mean 
angular frequency of the ECE2 vacuum, 3.96750 ten power eight radians per second. This is nine 
orders of magnitude smaller than the vacuum angular freqeuncy of one vacuum wave particle derived 
in immediately preceding papers, 1.80058 ten power eighteen radians per second. This is interpreted to 
mean that there is a tiny energy ( i.e. angular frequency) anisotropy in the universe itself. This could 
account for the experimental claim that there is an anisotropy in the background microwave radiation. 
The structure of the ECE2 vacuum is developed with Eq. (29), and the B(3) field defined. The useful 
result (30) is obtained, and Eq. (31) indicates that if torsion is zero so is curvature. This means that the 
Einstein theory is completely wrong because its assumes zero torsion and non zero curvature, (see 
UFT88, UFT99, UFT109, UFT313 for example).

a340thpaper.pdf

a340thpapernotes1.pdf

a340thpapernotes2.pdf

a340thpapernotes3.pdf

a340thpapernotes4.pdf

a340thpapernotes5.pdf

a340thpapernotes6.pdf

end of comment FOR POSTING: UFT340 and Background Notes

Recording Essays for Michael Jackson’s Youtube     Program
February 21, 2016 

I think that the idea by Michael Jackson of recording essays in my own voice is a very good one, not 
out of vanity but out of historical interest. Also I think it is important that the voices of other AIAS staff
members be recorded, so I would like to ask whether Robert Cheshire has portable recording apparatus 
to make recordings that could be refined in his personal studio. We could convene an AIAS meeting 
and record some essays and interviews at the same time, in a good acoustic environment such as the 
Patti Theatre of Craig y Nos Castle, or simply here at home. Some cousins could be invited at the same 
time. Interviews could be posted on the sites. I have a number of books here that could be distributed. 
The voices of Horst Eckardt, Kerry Pendergast and myself are recorded for history in the film, “The 
Universe of Myron Evans”, and the voices of Alex Hill and myself in the film “All About Tesla”. 
However the voices of Gareth Evans and others have not been recorded. They could read out some 
essays. The recordings made by Simon Clifford and myself here of my poetry have been hugely 
successful around the world, in both languages. The AIAS is objectively the small institute making by 
far the biggest impact in the world, and the impact of my poetry is commensurate with Dylan Thomas 
or R. S. Thomas in their time, or Dic Jones or Gerallt Lloyd Owen in the bardic Welsh language. These 
recordings will all go on the Wayback Machine and will not be lost. Tragically, the books and 
recordings of the very fine poet Ceinwen Procter were lost. It is difficult to define civilization, but easy 
to recognize barbarism. My fellow American citizens of AIAS are of course welcome here at any time, 
together with AIAS Fellows all around the world, but I realize that it is a long way to travel. The Rense 
interviews mean that my own voice and heavy Silurian accent in English are well recorded. However I 
would like to record some more in my native Welsh language, in which I am much more at home, 
because I am one of the last to speak the genuine Silurian accent. One of the most barbaric aspects of 
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our times is the destruction of small languages, cultures and entire civilizations. I did read out some of 
my bardic poetry in Welsh during a wind turbine protest in which I took part, and it was very well 
received. Our beautiful countryside around here, described in a lot of my poetry, is about to be 
obliterated for money – by the wind turbines of cousin Beaufort. However I cannot see these disgusting
contraptions lasting very long. Much of my protest poetry is well read around the world. Almost all 
around here loath the sight of wind turbines.

end of comment Recording Essays for Michael Jackson’s Youtube Program

Daily Report 19/2/16
February 21, 2016 

The equivalent of 142,859 printed pages was downloaded during the day (520.864 megabytes) from 
2298 downloaded memory files (hits) and 593 distinct visits each averaging 3.6 memory pages and 16 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 62.17 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 1100, Top ten items 1028, Collected scientometrics 378, Barddoniaeth / 
Collected Poetry 269,  F3(Sp) 230, The Principles of ECE 224, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 213, 
Collected Evans / Morris 190(est), Autobiography volumes one and two 179, Proofs that no torsion 
means no gravitation 146, UFT88 117, Engineering Model 80, Evans Equations 71, CEFE 64, Self 
charging inverter 55, UFT321 48, UFT311 48, Llais 44, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 25, List of prolific 
authors 16, Three world records by MWE 15, UFT313 42, UFT314 32, UFT315 32, UFT316 48, 
UFT317 48, UFT318 47, UFT319 44, UFT320 33, UFT322 36, UFT323 28, UFT324 45, UFT325 55, 
UFT326 39, UFT327 25, UFT328 67, UFT329 41, UFT330 42, UFT331 39, UFT332 39, UFT333 34, 
UFT334 48, UFT335 45, UFT336 46, UFT337 39, UFT338 56, UFT339 39 to date in February 2016. 
Niels Bohr Institute University of Copenhagen Classical explanation of the double split experiment and
refutation of the Bohr / Heisenberg indeterminacy; University of California Berkeley UFT25; Mayo 
Clinic Minnesota Double split explanation; University of North Carolina Chapel Hill UFT175; 
Polytechnic University of Catalonia (Barcelona Tech) UFT146; San Francisco Internet Archives 
(www.archive.org, the Wayback Machine) spidering. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file 
attached for February 2016.

 
end of comment Daily Report 19/2/16

Media Articles
February 20, 2016 

I think that the media, and those who swallow it intact, should do the hard work of scholarship, they 
will then find that Einstein and Rosen actually predicted that gravitational waves do NOT exist. 
Norman Page and Doug Lindstrom pointed this out. The ECE School of Thought in physics knows that
the Einstein theory is incorrect due to neglect of torsion. However, gravitational waves are predicted by
ECE2 and ECE, so these waves, if they are not artifact of experimental design, are generated in exactly 
the same way as electromagnetic radiation. This media propaganda is made with the obvious intent of 
asking for more billions and trying to buy a Nobel Prize. I think that Governments around the world 
should err on the safe side and discontinue funding of wildly expensive projects that are perennially 
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controversial. The money is needed to alleviate poverty and starvation, and the development of new 
energy devices. This captive media never reports on ECE and ECE2, so it gives a distorted, one sided 
picture. The propaganda is refuted in real time on www.aias.us and www.upitec.org. This illustrates 
clearly the importance of archiving on www.archive.org and www.webarchive.org.uk, and the 
importance of accurate scientometrics. These threaten the standard model dogmatists by striking at 
their funding. The can no longer cover up the existence of scholars who show their work to be mostly 
obsolete. They also try to cover up the fact that Einstein and Rosen predicted that gravitational waves 
do NOT exist from the Einstein theory. We still see a statue of Einstein being rolled out on TV. Einstein
would have described this tedious BBC propaganda with an undeleted expletive. He described the 
Physical Review in similar undiluted terms and the mind boggles at what he would have thought of 
Hawking. In UFT341 I will probably explain the gravitational waves, if they exist, with a very simple 
radiation type theory based directly on electrodynamics. I try to avoid applying ECE and ECE2 to 
artifact of poor experimental design. In fact, as Stephen Crothers points out, LIGOS is very 
controversial experimentally. Assuming that they did manage to get their act together, I can easily 
explain their results with ECE2 and Horst will check my calculations and add some thoughts of his 
own.

cc Prime Minister’s Office

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 19/02/2016 16:44:30 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Gravitational waves: Numbers don’t do them justice

Gravitational waves: Numbers don’t do them justice

http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-35553549

end of comment Media Articles

UFT88 Read at the University of     Helsinki
February 20, 2016 

The University of Helsinki was founded as the Royal Academy of Turku in 1640 in the Swedish 
Empire, it is currently ranked 65 in the world by webometrics, 67 by Shanghai and 76 by Times, it has 
34,833 students and has an acceptance rate of 15%. Staff and students have been frequent visitors to 
www.aias.us for nearly twelve years. It number two or three Nobel Laureates and a Fields Medallist 
among its alumni, one President and several Prime Ministers of Finland. So it is a world ranking 
university. UFT88 by Horst Eckardt and myself was written about a decade ago and is regarded as the 
definitive refutation of Einsteinian general relativity. It is the first paper to correct the second Bianchi 
identity for torsion, and was developed into UFT 313, which is also a heavily studied paper, then 
developed into the intensely studied ECE2 series, UFT313 – UFT320, UFT322 – UFT339. So the ECE 
school of thought in physics, chemistry, mathematics and engineering is well established in leading 
universities throughout the world. The teaching methods of AIAS and UPITEC are also well accepted. 
ECE and ECE2 are well accepted in the world’s top twenty universities. This means that many staff and
students and others around the world reject Einsteinian general relativity and reject the entire twentieth 
century era of gravitational physics, including big bang, black holes, dark matter, and all the claims to 
precision made by the standard model. They also reject gravitational radiation from the Einstein theory 
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and accept that ECE and ECE2 provide valid and precise explanations, and that ECE and ECE2 
succeed in describing the essential features of whirlpool galaxies. This is a healthy development in 
physics, and ECE and ECE2 are permanently archived on www.archive.org and 
www.webarchive.org.uk via www.aias.us and www.upitec.org. The Wayback Machine shows the entire
history of both sites, and archives the sites permanently in real time. The NLW and British Library 
archive www.webarchive.org.uk archives every quarter, and is another very important development. 
This history is very important for a balanced view of physics.

end of comment UFT88 Read at the University of Helsinki

Daily Report 18/2/16
February 20, 2016 

The equivalent of 157,651 printed pages was downloaded during the day (574.795 megabytes) from 
4696 downloaded memory files (hits) and 734 distinct visits each averaging 4.5 memory pages and 11 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 33.57 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 papers 1058, Top ten items 983, Collected scientometrics 378(est); 
Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 264, F3(Sp) 225, The Principles of ECE 217, Collected Eckardt / 
Lindstrom in English and Spanish 216, Collected Evans / Morris 180, Proofs that no torsion means no 
gravitation 146, UFT88 98, Engineering Model 75, Evans Equations 71, CEFE 62, Self Charging 
Inverter 53, UFT311 48, UFT321 47, Llais 44, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 23, Most polific authors 16, 
Three world records by MWE 15, UFT313 42, UFT314 30, UFT315 31, UFT316 43, UFT317 44, 
UFT318 44, UFT319 43, UFT320 33, UFT322 34, UFT323 28, UFT324 41, UFT325 50, UFT326 38, 
UFT327 25, UFT328 67, UFT329 39, UFT330 40, UFT331 36, UFT332 39, UFT333 34, UFT334 48, 
UFT335 44, UFT336 54, UFT337 37, UFT338 56, UFT339 38 to date in February 2016. Biochemical 
and Pharmaceutical Science Argentine National University Rosario UFT169, UFT170; Georgia 
Institute of Technology general; University of California Santa Barbara Essay 24; College of William 
and Mary Virginia UFT85; Spanish Ministry of Defence Educational Note Two; University of Seville 
Second Proof that neglect of torsion means that curvature and gravitation also disappear; University of 
Helsinki UFT88; Scuola Normale Superiore Pisa UFT42; United States Army Research Laboratory 
Home page, AIAS staff, ECE overview and article; University of Edinburgh UFT139 and UFT144; 
University of Oxford UFT158. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for February 
2016.

 
end of comment Daily Report 18/2/16

Notes 340(6): Cyclic Symmetry and the B(3) Field with the 
W     Potentials
February 19, 2016 

This note results in a new definition of the Aharonov Bohm vacuum, or ECE2 vacuum, in Eq. (7), the 
cyclic relations (15) to (17) between spin connections, the W Cyclic Theorem (21) and a new definition
of the B(3) field and inverse Faraday effect as the cross product of W vector potentials plane waves, 
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equivalent to a cross product of spin connection plane waves, these are waves of spacetime itself. There
is an entirely parallel theory for gravitation, so this theory predicts gravitational plane waves, first 
predicted in UFT2. There is considerable doubt about LIGOS, but not about the basic Cartan geometry 
of ECE and ECE2.

a340thpapernotes6.pdf

end of comment Notes 340(6): Cyclic Symmetry and the B(3) Field with the W Potentials

UFT88 read at Western Ontario and     Otago
February 19, 2016 

The University of Otago is located in Dunedin, New Zealand and is ranked 357 in the world by 
webometrics, 201 – 250 by Times, and 201 – 300 by Shanghai rankings, it was founded in 1869 and 
has 20,942 students. The University of Western Ontario in Canada is ranked 200 in the world by 
webometrics, and 201 – 300 by Shanghai. It was founded in 1878 and has 28,386 students. A former 
faculty memrber Frederick Banting was awarded a share in a Nobel Prize for the discovery of insulin. 
Physics is now split into two main schools of thought, standard model and ECE physics. ECE 
physicists all over the world accept that UFT88 is the first paper to refute the entire twentieth century in
general relativity by refuting the 1902 second Bianchi identity of geometry, upon which Einstein based 
his field equation directly. UFT88, UFT99, UFT109 and UFT313 replace the second Bianchi identity 
with one that includes torsion. The final result is ECE2 theory, currently making a very high impact 
(UFT313 – UFT320, UFT322 – UFT339). UFT99 has been broken out into a series of easy to 
understand definitive proofs that no torsion means no curvature, and no gravitation at all. Therefore 
ECE physicists reject a large percentage of standard physics, and reject all conclusions based on the 
geometrically incorrect Einstein theory of gravitation. The standard modellers adhere stubbornly to 
obsolete dogma, not a scientific attitude at all. Fourteen years of meticulous scientometrics support this 
state of history beyond reasonable doubt. Splits in physics tend to last for many years, and ECE and 
ECE2 are now entrenched on www.aias.us and www.upitec.org, permanently archived on 
www.archive.org and www.webarchive.org.uk.

end of comment UFT88 read at Western Ontario and Otago

Daily Report 17/2/16
February 19, 2016 

The equivalent of 142,301 printed pages was downloaded during the day (518.830 megabytes) from 
3324 downloaded memory files (hits) and 578 distinct visits each averaging 5.2 memory pages and 12 
minutes, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 953, Top ten items 926, 
Collected scientometrics 370, Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 231, F3(Sp) 204, Principles of ECE 200,
Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 181, Collected Evans / Morris 170 (est), Proofs that no torsion means no 
gravitation 129, UFT88 89, Engineering Model 70, Evans Equations 65, CEFE 57, UFT321 53, 
UFT311 43, Llais 40, Self charging inverter 37, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 22, Most prolific authors 15, 
Three world records by MWE 13, UFT313 37, UFT314 24, UFT315 28, UFT316 36, UFT317 42, 
UFT318 40, UFT319 41, UFT320 27, UFT322 31, UFT323 26, UFT324 41, UFT325 46, UFT326 32, 
UFT327 21, UFT328 65, UFT329 33, UFT330 36, UFT331 32, UFT332 36, UFT333 34, UFT334 43, 
UFT335 41, UFT336 49, UFT337 35, UFT338 50, UFT339 29 to date in February 2016. Mathematics 
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University of Western Ontario UFT88, Plasma Physics Laboratory University of Pierre and Marie 
Curie Paris levitron; TNO Innovation Netherlands UFT166, University of Otago UFT88. Intense 
interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for February 2016.

 
end of comment Daily Report 17/2/16

Obsolete Gravity Wave     Theory
February 18, 2016 

Many thanks to Doug Lindstrom, the basic equations of ECE and ECE2 are the same exactly as those 
of Carroll chapters 1 – 3 of the online “Spacetime and Geometry: an Introduction to General 
Relativity”. In the course of the UFT development I have given many, many details and proofs left out 
by Carroll. The latter describes the commutator method of UFT99 in his book, but leaves out details 
which I have reinstated. The entire Einstein method is wrong because it relies on the second Bianchi 
identity without torsion, and if torsion is forced to zero, curvature also vanishes and we are left with no 
geometry at all. Recently, Horst and Doug have done some excellent work which again shows that the 
Einstein method is wrong. We must publish this sometime soon. Any refinement of the Einstein theory 
is futile, for example quantum gravity. As usual, I have found that an open minded approach results in 
great clarification and simplification, so if gravitational waves exist, they have the same structure as 
electromagnetic waves, and quantize to quantum optics in exactly the same way. The graviton becomes 
a boson. Douglas Lindstrom and Horst Eckardt have become world leading experts in ECE and Cartan 
geometry so know precise details of all aspects. In a communication to the late Prof. John B. Hart, Sean
Carroll accepted ECE theory as a plausible theory. It is indeed true that Einstein became deeply 
angered with “The Physical Review” and never published there after 1935. None of Einstein’s great 
papers of the early twentieth century were refereed, as was then the custom. In 1992 Physical Review 
accepted a paper of mine on B(3), and then “unaccepted” it in a completely unethical way, so I never 
published there again either, same as Einstein. It is now known that I was shortly thereafter nominated 
one or more times for a Nobel Prize. I developed the spectacularly successful website method, through 
which an estimated five hundred to a thousand million printed pages have been read since 2002. If I 
sent a paper to any of the dogmatic journals now they would still reject it, so the dogmatic journals 
have made themselves irrelevant. There cannot be gravitational waves from the Einstein theory because
its geometry is fatally flawed. There can be gravitational waves from ECE2.

Obsolete Gravity Wave Theory

Myron:

Here is a pdf version of Sean Carrol’s historical review.

Doug

On Wed, Feb 17, 2016 at 2:44 AM, <EMyrone> wrote:

Many thanks, unfortunately my carrier does not highlight the link in blue so I 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/18/obsolete-gravity-wave-theory-2/


cannot click on it. I am forwarding therefore to the group for comment if any. 
We all know that the Einstein theory is obsolete and thanks for this further 
discussion.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 17/02/2016 00:43:37 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Gravity Waves -Einstein

Myron You might find this discussion of interest, Norman
http://motls.blogspot.com/2016/02/corrected-title-einstein-was-
wrong.html?
utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed
%3A+LuboMotlsReferenceFrame+%28Lubos+Motl
%27s+reference+frame%29

corrected_title.pdf

Comments Off

UFT88 Read at the Institute of Science and Technology 
University of     Lisbon
February 18, 2016 

There have been very many study visits from this Institute to www.aias.us over the past twelve years of
daily monitoring, and several studying UFT88. The University of Lisbon was founded in 1911 and has 
46,989 students. It is ranked 262 in the world by webometrics, 501-600 by Times and 201-300 by 
Shanghai rankings. UFT88 is the accepted and definitive refutation of the Einsteinain era in which 
gravitational physics has been incorrectly developed without torsion. The commutator method of 
UFT99, and the definitive proofs, show that it is not correct to assume that torsion vanishes, because if 
so, curvature also vanishes and there i no geometry at all. UFT88 has been developed via UFT109 
(Evans torsion identity) to its final version in UFT313, the JCE identity, or second Bianchi identity with
torsion. These famous papers and notes amount to a famous reduction to absurdity proof that the 
Einstein theory is obsolete. Its apparent successes were illusory, a mirage, and it has been corrected 
with ECE and ECE2. The way in which this has been accepted is through the new method of research 
publishing and education using websites: www.aias.us and www.upitec.org, archived permanently on 
www.archive.org and www.webarchive.org.uk. Type www.aias.us into the Wayback Machine 
www.archive.org to see the history of the development of ECE and ECE2. The vast amount of 
scientometrics that I have collected for fourteen years proves beyond reasonable doubt that the Einstein
era is over, and that this fact is unanimously accepted in all the best universities, institutes and similar. 
So the propaganda blasted out on wikipedia and the captive media is being ignored, like all propaganda
that seeks to reduce human intelligence to sawdust.The infamous personal attacks by wikipedia, and its 
distortion of my work and career, no longer generate any interest, and apparently wikipedia is in 
financial difficulty. It may be useful sometimes in othe areas of life, but in theoretical physics it is a 
disaster.
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end of comment UFT88 Read at the Institute of Science and Technology University of Lisbon

Daily Report 16/2/16
February 18, 2016 

The equivalent of 161,143 printed pages was downloaded during the day (587.527 megabytes) from 
2479 downloaded memory files (hits) and 554 distinct visits each averaging 3.4 memory pages and 12 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 50.03 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN, 
yahoo and yandex. Collected ECE2 905, Top ten items 879, Collected scientometrics 324, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 206, F3(Sp) 194, The Principles of ECE 187, Eckardt / Lindstrom 
papers 176, Collected Evans / Morris 160(est), Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 110, UFT88 
81, Engineering Model 65, Evans Equations 61, CEFE 56, UFT311 44, UFT321 39, Llais 37, Self 
charging inverter 36, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 20, Mostprolific authors 13, three world records by 
MWE 12, UFT313 37, UFT314 24, UFT315 26, UFT316 36, UFT317 38, UFT318 38, UFT319 27, 
UFT320 27, UFT322 28, UFT323 24, UFT324 36, UFT325 44, UFT326 31, UFT327 21, UFT328 64, 
UFT329 37, UFT330 35, UFT331 30, UFT332 31, UFT333 29, UFT334 41, UFT335 37, UFT336 49, 
UFT337 35, UFT338 48, UFT339 29 to date in February 2016. University of Mar del Plata Argentina 
Royal Decree; Federal University of Brazil Paulista F13(Sp); Astronomy University of Illinois Urbana 
Champaign UFT85; U. S. Army aviation, missile, research, development and engineering center 
(AMRDEC) general; Institute of Science and Technology University of Lisbon UFT88; University of 
Edinburgh UFT139, 143,158, 159,160, 164, Essay 9, ECE Article, Educational Note One and 
extensive. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for February 2016.

Usage Statistics for aias.us aias.us
Summary Period: February 2016 – URL
Generated 12-Feb-2016 05:04 EST

end of comment Daily Report 16/2/16

340(5): Development of ECE2 for the Aharonov Bohm     Vacuum
February 17, 2016 

This note shows that the ECE2 definition B = curl W is too simple to describe the AB vacuum, and 
must be developed into Eq. (25) of the attached. A new concept is introduced in Eq. (21)

A sup a = – e sup b W sup a sub b

resulting in Eq.(29), which shows that curvature and torsion become the same within a proportionality. 
This is another refutation of the Einsteinian theory, because its omission of torsion implies that both 
torsion and curvature are zero, as in the heavily studied definitive proofs on www.aias.us. This means 
no gravitation at all, reductio ad absurdum, or reduction to absurdity refutation of the Einstein theory. 
As soon as the correct geometry is used, Einsteinian general relativity falls apart mathematically, 
meaning that there was no big bang, and there are no black holes. It is widely recognized that these 
claims have degenerated into media propaganda that deliberately ignores advanced scholarship. That is 
a very dangerous thing for science. The next note will introduce the derivation of the B(3) field in 
terms of complex W potentials, showing that the 1991 B(3) field can eb defined in terms of torsion, or 

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/17/3405-development-of-ece2-for-the-aharonov-bohm-vacuum/
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in terms of curvature. Both torsion and curvature must be non zero in any correct geometry. Cartan 
geometry reduces to all correct geometries. Omission of torsion means that all geometries are incorrect.

a340thpapernotes5.pdf

end of comment 340(5): Development of ECE2 for the Aharonov Bohm Vacuum

Obsolete Gravity Wave     Theory
February 17, 2016 

Many thanks, unfortunately my carrier does not highlight the link in blue so I cannot click on it. I am 
forwarding therefore to the group for comment if any. We all know that the Einstein theory is obsolete 
and thanks for this further discussion.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 17/02/2016 00:43:37 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Gravity Waves -Einstein

Myron You might find this discussion of interest, Norman
http://motls.blogspot.com/2016/02/corrected-title-einstein-was-wrong.html?
utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed
%3A+LuboMotlsReferenceFrame+%28Lubos+Motl%27s+reference+frame%29 

end of comment Obsolete Gravity Wave Theory

Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to 15th 
February     2016
February 17, 2016 

This is the half monthly update as usual. The quality of the study was outstanding as usual, with visits 
from the following universities ranked in the world top twenty by Webometrics, Times and QS: 
Berkeley, Caltech, Columbia, Harvard, MIT, Chicago, University of Pennsylvania, Texas Austin, 
Washington, Wisconsin Madison, Cambridge*, Oxford*, Imperial* and Edinburgh*, where the * 
denotes multiple visits. Nearly all the other universities are world ranking, top fifty or a hundred for 
example. This shows that the best in the world have accepted ECE and ECE2 , and by implication, 
rejected the standard model. All that is left of the latter is the captive media propaganda which many 
find to be tedious fantasy, not science at all. In fact, this pattern of study by the best in the world goes 
back to the beginning of www.aias.us in May 2002, and before that I received order of magnitude of 
ten thousand reprint requests right back to 1973. I was often prevented from sending out these reprints 
by a corrupt and psychologically twisted, and colonizing university administration, already long 
forgotten by history. The nearest college in Wales to world ranking status is Cardiff, ranked 182 by 
Times, about 350 by webometrics. Aberystwyth, Bangor and Swansea are now completely obscure by 
world standards, while AIAS / UPITEC is the small institute making by far the biggest impact in the 
world, a rigorously objective conclusion based on very detailed scientometrics which also well known 
internationally. We must make far better use of our native Welsh and English speaking talent.

BookofScientometricsVolumeTwo.pdf

https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/bookofscientometricsvolumetwo1.pdf
http://www.aias.us/
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http://motls.blogspot.com/2016/02/corrected-title-einstein-was-wrong.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+LuboMotlsReferenceFrame+(Lubos+Motl's+reference+frame)
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end of comment Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to 15th February 2016

Daily Report 15/2/16
February 17, 2016 

The equivalent of 193,795 printed pages was downloaded during the day (706.576 megabytes) from 
2846 downloaded memory files (hits) and 595 distinct visits each averaging 3.3 memory pages and 15 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 68.09 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN, 
yahoo and seznam. Collected ECE2 876, Top ten items 837, Collected Scientometrics 302, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 200, Principles of ECE 185, F3(Sp) 177, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 
174, Collected Evans / Morris 150(est); Autobiography volumes one and two 150, UFT88 74, 
Engineering Model 70(est); Evans Equations 58, CEFE 52, UFT311 41, UFT321 39, Self charging 
inverter 35, Llais 34, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 18, Most prolific authors 12, Three world records by 
MWE 12; UFT313 37, UFT314 24, UFT315 23, UFT316 35, UFT317 38, UFT318 37, UFT319 36, 
UFT320 27, UFT322 26, UFT323 23, UFT324 34, UFT325 42, UFT326 30, UFT327 20, UFT328 46, 
UFT329 31, UFT330 33, UFT331 30, UFT332 31, UFT333 28, UFT334 40, UFT335 36, UFT336 45, 
UFT337 34, UFT338 46, UFT339 27 to date in February 2016. Argentine National University Mar del 
Plata Civil List Pension, CV; University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT339; Bochum University of 
Applied Sciences 2D paper; Rhine Westphalia Technical University Essay 24; Technical University 
Braunschweig Spacetime devices; Columbia University UFT177; Students Harvard University UFT25;
University of Pennsylvania UFT235; University of Vermont Spacetime devices CV; Spanish Ministry 
of Defence Educational Notes 1 and 2; Mathematics University of Rennes 1 UFT152; University of 
Oxford UFT2. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for February 2016.

 
end of comment Daily Report 15/2/16

23andMe Lab North     Carolina
February 16, 2016 

Many thanks indeed, this is most generous and much appreciated! I will give them a few of my lines 
known from documents and ask if they can confirm them by DNA, to see if they can push back further. 
It looks as if they can now do mixed line analysis and they should be able to find whether the great 
Fleming and yourself have the same DNA pattern somewhere in the maze. The neanderthal analysis 
shows that they were not very different from us, we are called sapiens sapiens as you know, but I 
wonder where we are any wiser after many thousands of years. I regard genealogy as a strictly 
scholarly and scientific exercise. I do not much care whether my ancestors were labourers or kings.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 16/02/2016 13:42:07 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: DNA Profile of William Fleming

Hello Myron,
The laboratory that carried out the test was in North Carolina. It is called “23andMe” and 
you will be able to find there website. A friend recommended that I use them as there 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/16/23andme-lab-north-carolina/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/17/daily-report-15216/


results provided much more information than a previous test in another laboratory had 
provided. As I said already, they also provided me with an initial list of 970 people who 
shared a common ancestor with me. This list is always being added to. Of course only some
of the people on the list have said that they do not mind being contacted.

I am not as well versed as you are on genetics and DNA, but what I already emailed to you 
was listed as my paternal line. I also received similar for my maternal line. All the people 
on the list sharing a common ancestor were not just from a direct male line, but from all 
lines stemming from both my parents. It was interesting that 2.9% of my DNA was from 
Neanderthals. The average European has 2.7% from Neanderthals. I was very impressed 
with the amount of information that they were able to give me. Apparently there is a 
website where results from one laboratory can be linked to results from other laboratories, 
thus linking more people with a common ancestor. However I found great difficulty trying 
to join up to this and finally gave up.

William

Subject : DNA Profile of William Fleming

Hello William,
This is full of interest, and thank you very much! I assume that this is a Y 
chromosome type of test giving the direct paternal line back thirty thousand 
years. Can you please tell me which laboratory carried out this test? It would be
very interesting to find whether or not they have advanced to the point where 
they can detect ancient lineage through a mixed line. The vast majority of 
genealogies are of course mixed lines. The direct paternal line is only one of 
very very many. I am descended from a Scottish Fleming through a mixed line, 
and from a Scottish Newlands through a mixed line. I could ask the laboratory 
whether a very ancient Y chromosome line can be detected via an initially 
mixed line. For example I am descended from my great great grandfather Twm 
Havard in a mixed line: Twm (or Thomas) Havard, Mary Havard, Thomas Elim
Jones, Mary Jones and myself. However, Twm Havard would have carried a Y 
chromosome that goes back to Norway many thousand years ago. It would be 
the same Y chromosome as the eleventh century Sir Walter Havard. Any known
direct male descendant of Sir Walter Havard would have the same Y 
chromosome, a distinctive Norse type. In that case my DNA would have the 
usual ancient British elements, very similar to yours, but also a distinctive 
Norman and Norse elements. If we are both related to the great Fleming there 
would be elements of DNA that would be identical. The question is, can the 
laboratory identify these elements? Sir Alexander himself would not have been 
tested for DNA, but a direct male descendant of his would have his Y 
chromosome pattern. You may have this same Y chromosome pattern.

Myron

In a message dated 15/02/2016 18:52:23 GMT Standard Time, writes:



Hello Myron,

I had my DNA checked in 2014. However this may not be much 
help to you as there is no guarantee that I am closely related to Sir 
Alexander Fleming, although I do believe that we will share a 
common ancestor at some point in the distant past. When I received 
the result I was given a list of 970 other people who had been tested
at the same laboratory and who were closely related to me. One of 
the people that I contacted lived in Canada and turned out be a 
second cousin twice removed. I was able to fit her in to our family 
tree. However she was not a Fleming, but was related through my 
father’s mother.

My DNA Paternal Line is a s follows:

R1b1b2a1a2f2 : This is a subgroup of R1b1b2

Introduction

Haplogroup R is a widespread and diverse branch of the Y-
chromosometree that is extremely common in Europe, where it 
spread after the end of the Ice Age about 12,000 years ago. The 
haplogroup appears to have originated in southwestern Asia about 
30,000 years ago. It then split into two main branches. R1 
ultimately spread widely across Eurasia , from Iceland to Japan , 
whereas R2 mostly remained near its region of origin. Today it can 
be found in southwestern Asia and India .

Because of recent immigration, both branches of R are now found 
worldwide among men of European, Middle Eastern and South 
Asian descent – though our haplogroup maps indicate only their 
pre-colonial distributions.

Haplogroup R1

R1 is the dominant haplogroup in Europe today, accounting for well
over half of all men. After being confined to the continent’s 
southern fringes during the Ice Age, it expanded rapidly in the wake
of the receding glaciers about 12,000 years ago. Various branches of
R1 also trace the many migrations that have shaped Europe since 
then, from the arrival of farmers between about 10,000 and 7,000 
years ago to the movements of ethnic groups such as the Anglo-
Saxons and Vikings.

Haplogroup R1b

https://btmail.bt.com/cp/applink/mail/LoadMessageContent?cKey=1455561628452-3937&iframeID=x-mail-msg-iframe-box-1455561620410&cw=693#Haplogroup
https://btmail.bt.com/cp/applink/mail/LoadMessageContent?cKey=1455561628452-3937&iframeID=x-mail-msg-iframe-box-1455561620410&cw=693#Chromosome
https://btmail.bt.com/cp/applink/mail/LoadMessageContent?cKey=1455561628452-3937&iframeID=x-mail-msg-iframe-box-1455561620410&cw=693#Haplogroup


Haplogroup R1b was confined during the Ice Age to pockets of 
territory in Mediterranean Europe. The largest was in the Iberian 
peninsula and southern France , where men bearing the haplogroup 
created the famous cave paintings at Lascaux and Altamira . They 
also hunted mammoth, bison and other large game in a climate that 
was more like present-day Siberia ‘s than the mild conditions 
prevailing in southern Europe today.

Some men bearing R1b Y-chromosomes also seem to have spent the
Ice Age in the Balkans and Anatolia , where the haplogroup is still 
present today.

After the Ice Age, the haplogroup expanded rapidly in the wake of 
the retreating glaciers. Today R1b is by far the most common 
haplogroup in the western half of the continent.

Haplogroup R1b1b2

R1b1b2 is the most common haplogroup in western Europe, where 
it is found in more than 50% of men. Ancient representatives of the 
haplogroup were among the first people to repopulate the western 
part of Europe after the Ice Age ended about 12,000 years ago. In 
the process the haplogroup differentiated into even more distinct 
groups that can trace the details of the post-Ice Age migrations.

Haplogroup R1b1b2a1a2b

R1b1b2a1a2b arose about 20,000 years ago, when the Ice Age was 
at its peak. It appears to have originated among the ancestors of the 
present-day Basque, because of the relatively high diversity of the 
haplogroup in that population compared to neighboring ones. Today
R1b1b2a1a2b is found in about 5% of Basque and 1% of Iberians.

Haplogroup R1b1b2a1a2f2

R1b1b2a1a2f2 reaches its peak in Ireland , where the vast majority 
of men carry Y-chromosomes belonging to the haplogroup. 
Researchers have recently discovered that a large subset of men 
assigned to the haplogroup may be direct male descendants of an 
Irish king who ruled during the 4th and early 5th centuries. 
According to Irish history, a king named Niall of the Nine Hostages 
established the Ui Neill dynasty that ruled the island country for the
next millennium.

https://btmail.bt.com/cp/applink/mail/LoadMessageContent?cKey=1455561628452-3937&iframeID=x-mail-msg-iframe-box-1455561620410&cw=693#Haplogroup
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signature associated with him are most common. About 17% of men
in northwestern Ireland have Y-chromosomes that are exact matches
to the signature, and another few percent vary from it only slightly. 
In New York City , a magnet for Irish immigrants during the 19th 
and early 20th century, 2% of men have Y-chromosomes matching 
the Ui Neill signature. Genetic analysis suggests that all these men 
share a common ancestor who lived about 1,700 years ago. Among 
men living in northwestern Ireland today that date is closer to 1,000 
years ago. Those dates neatly bracket the era when Niall is 
supposed to have reigned.

Outside Ireland , R1b1b2a1a2f2 is relatively common only along 
the west coast of Britain .

Haplogroup R1b1b2a1a1

Today R1b1b2a1a1 is found mostly on the fringes of the North Sea 
in England , Germany and the Netherlands , where it reaches levels 
of one-third. That distribution suggests that some of the first men to 
bear the haplogroup in their Y-chromosomes were residents of 
Doggerland, a real-life Atlantis that was swallowed up by rising 
seas in the millennia following the Ice Age.

Doggerland was a low-lying region of forests and wetlands that 
must have been rich in game; today, fishing trawlers in the North 
Sea occasionally dredge up the bones and tusks of the mastodons 
that roamed there. Doggerland had its heyday between about 12,000
years ago, when the Ice Age climate began to ameliorate, and 9,000 
years ago, when the meltwaters of the gradually retreating glaciers 
caused sea levels to rise, drowning the hunter’s paradise. 
Doggerland’s inhabitants retreated to the higher ground that is now 
the North Sea coast.

William

end of comment 23andMe Lab North Carolina

DNA Profile of William     Fleming
February 16, 2016 

Hello William,
This is full of interest, and thank you very much! I assume that this is a Y chromosome type of test 
giving the direct paternal line back thirty thousand years. Can you please tell me which laboratory 
carried out this test? It would be very interesting to find whether or not they have advanced to the point 
where they can detect ancient lineage through a mixed line. The vast majority of genealogies are of 
course mixed lines. The direct paternal line is only one of very very many. I am descended from a 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/16/dna-profile-of-william-fleming/
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Scottish Fleming through a mixed line, and from a Scottish Newlands through a mixed line. I could ask
the laboratory whether a very ancient Y chromosome line can be detected via an initially mixed line. 
For example I am descended from my great great grandfather Twm Havard in a mixed line: Twm (or 
Thomas) Havard, Mary Havard, Thomas Elim Jones, Mary Jones and myself. However, Twm Havard 
would have carried a Y chromosome that goes back to Norway many thousand years ago. It would be 
the same Y chromosome as the eleventh century Sir Walter Havard. Any known direct male descendant
of Sir Walter Havard would have the same Y chromosome, a distinctive Norse type. In that case my 
DNA would have the usual ancient British elements, very similar to yours, but also distinctive Norman 
and Norse elements. If we are both related to the great Fleming there would be elements of DNA that 
would be identical. The question is, can the laboratory identify these elements? Sir Alexander himself 
would not have been tested for DNA, but a direct male descendant of his would have his Y 
chromosome pattern. You may have this same Y chromosome pattern.

Myron

In a message dated 15/02/2016 18:52:23 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Hello Myron,

I had my DNA checked in 2014. However this may not be much help to you as there is no 
guarantee that I am closely related to Sir Alexander Fleming, although I do believe that we 
will share a common ancestor at some point in the distant past. When I received the result I 
was given a list of 970 other people who had been tested at the same laboratory and who 
were closely related to me. One of the people that I contacted lived in Canada and turned 
out be a second cousin twice removed. I was able to fit her in to our family tree. However 
she was not a Fleming, but was related through my father’s mother.

My DNA Paternal Line is a s follows:

R1b1b2a1a2f2 : This is a subgroup of R1b1b2

Introduction

Haplogroup R is a widespread and diverse branch of the Y-chromosometree that is 
extremely common in Europe, where it spread after the end of the Ice Age about 12,000 
years ago. The haplogroup appears to have originated in southwestern Asia about 30,000 
years ago. It then split into two main branches. R1 ultimately spread widely across Eurasia ,
from Iceland to Japan , whereas R2 mostly remained near its region of origin. Today it can 
be found in southwestern Asia and India .

Because of recent immigration, both branches of R are now found worldwide among men 
of European, Middle Eastern and South Asian descent – though our haplogroup maps 
indicate only their pre-colonial distributions.

Haplogroup R1

R1 is the dominant haplogroup in Europe today, accounting for well over half of all men. 
After being confined to the continent’s southern fringes during the Ice Age, it expanded 
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rapidly in the wake of the receding glaciers about 12,000 years ago. Various branches of R1
also trace the many migrations that have shaped Europe since then, from the arrival of 
farmers between about 10,000 and 7,000 years ago to the movements of ethnic groups such 
as the Anglo-Saxons and Vikings.

Haplogroup R1b

Haplogroup R1b was confined during the Ice Age to pockets of territory in Mediterranean 
Europe. The largest was in the Iberian peninsula and southern France , where men bearing 
the haplogroup created the famous cave paintings at Lascaux and Altamira . They also 
hunted mammoth, bison and other large game in a climate that was more like present-day 
Siberia ‘s than the mild conditions prevailing in southern Europe today.

Some men bearing R1b Y-chromosomes also seem to have spent the Ice Age in the Balkans
and Anatolia , where the haplogroup is still present today.

After the Ice Age, the haplogroup expanded rapidly in the wake of the retreating glaciers. 
Today R1b is by far the most common haplogroup in the western half of the continent.

Haplogroup R1b1b2

R1b1b2 is the most common haplogroup in western Europe, where it is found in more than 
50% of men. Ancient representatives of the haplogroup were among the first people to 
repopulate the western part of Europe after the Ice Age ended about 12,000 years ago. In 
the process the haplogroup differentiated into even more distinct groups that can trace the 
details of the post-Ice Age migrations.

Haplogroup R1b1b2a1a2b

R1b1b2a1a2b arose about 20,000 years ago, when the Ice Age was at its peak. It appears to 
have originated among the ancestors of the present-day Basque, because of the relatively 
high diversity of the haplogroup in that population compared to neighboring ones. Today 
R1b1b2a1a2b is found in about 5% of Basque and 1% of Iberians.

Haplogroup R1b1b2a1a2f2

R1b1b2a1a2f2 reaches its peak in Ireland , where the vast majority of men carry Y-
chromosomes belonging to the haplogroup. Researchers have recently discovered that a 
large subset of men assigned to the haplogroup may be direct male descendants of an Irish 
king who ruled during the 4th and early 5th centuries. According to Irish history, a king 
named Niall of the Nine Hostages established the Ui Neill dynasty that ruled the island 
country for the next millennium.
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signature, and another few percent vary from it only slightly. In New York City , a magnet 
for Irish immigrants during the 19th and early 20th century, 2% of men have Y-
chromosomes matching the Ui Neill signature. Genetic analysis suggests that all these men 
share a common ancestor who lived about 1,700 years ago. Among men living in 
northwestern Ireland today that date is closer to 1,000 years ago. Those dates neatly bracket
the era when Niall is supposed to have reigned.

Outside Ireland , R1b1b2a1a2f2 is relatively common only along the west coast of Britain .

Haplogroup R1b1b2a1a1

Today R1b1b2a1a1 is found mostly on the fringes of the North Sea in England , Germany 
and the Netherlands , where it reaches levels of one-third. That distribution suggests that 
some of the first men to bear the haplogroup in their Y-chromosomes were residents of 
Doggerland, a real-life Atlantis that was swallowed up by rising seas in the millennia 
following the Ice Age.

Doggerland was a low-lying region of forests and wetlands that must have been rich in 
game; today, fishing trawlers in the North Sea occasionally dredge up the bones and tusks 
of the mastodons that roamed there. Doggerland had its heyday between about 12,000 years
ago, when the Ice Age climate began to ameliorate, and 9,000 years ago, when the 
meltwaters of the gradually retreating glaciers caused sea levels to rise, drowning the 
hunter’s paradise. Doggerland’s inhabitants retreated to the higher ground that is now the 
North Sea coast.

William

end of comment DNA Profile of William Fleming

Classical E_LS of note     340(3)
February 16, 2016 

Many thanks indeed, these are most interesting results as usual, and can be used in the final paper. I 
think that constant phi dot is plausible.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 15/02/2016 17:29:14 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Classical E_LS of note 340(3)

The integral in eq. (10) can be evaluated for constant phi dot, see
attachment. If we know what to insert for phi dot we can evaluate the
expression. whithout this factor it is about -10 power -24 eV.
The result is different from zero for all angular momenta as expected.

Horst 
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340(3).pdf

end of comment Classical E_LS of note 340(3)

Discussion of UFT340(4)
February 16, 2016 

Many thanks! As a rough value I used the minimum of the radial wavefunction for 2S. I think that your 
expectation values are preferable and the computer calculation is of course the right one which will be 
used in the final paper. The calculation is of the mean vacuum frequency needed to give the observed 
shift in 2S1/2. This is a non-zero isotropic average. I think that the result makes sense because the 
average is much lower than the value for a single mode. It is consistent with your earlier suggestion 
that an average is needed of many vacuum modes. In the Bethe calculation, a Fourier series of modes is
used – essentially the same idea. In the calculation I assumed that <r> is zero but <r squared> is non 
zero. This idea is also used in the Bethe calculation of 1947.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 15/02/2016 16:49:13 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: UFT340(4): Explanation of the Lamb Shift with the Mean Vacuum Frequency

What does eq. (31) mean? Is it the expectation value of r? Then

<r> / a0 = 4.

I calculated these expectation values for the Hydrogen wave functions. I obtained different 
values:

1s: <r> / a0 = 3/2
2s: <r> / a0 = 6
3s: <r> / a0 = 27/2

How did you get the factor 3072 in eq.(32)? My result from Computeralgebra is

where r3a3 is (r/a0)^3. This gives

with (r/a0)^3 = 4^3 the result is
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which is quite low for a vacuum frequency. The de Broglie frequency of the vacuum 
particle is

.

Horst

Am 15.02.2016 um 14:36 schrieb EMyrone:

In this note the well known experimental Lamb shift of the 2S12 state of atomic
hydrogen (H) is shown to be due to the mean vacuum angular frequency the 
mean vacuum potential divided by h bar of ECE2 theory. this is a far simpler 
and therefore far more powerful theory than the deeply obscure and vastly over 
complicated quantum electrodynamics, or any other theory of the Lamb shift. 
The mean ECE2 vacuum frequency is 1.62509 ten power twelve radians per 
second in the microwave range. This is a precise value of the vacuum energy 
transferred to the 2S1/2 state of the H atom. In the next note the ECE2 vacuum 
potentials will be developed further. The essence of this note is that the ECE 
vacuum potential fluctuates, giving the well known zitterbewegung 
(jitterbugging) of the electron in H. This jitterbugging is due to the vacuum as is
well known, and is due fundamentally to a fluctuating or jitterbugging spin 
connection of the Aharonov Bohm type vacuum, and not the Bethe vacuum.

340(4).pdf

Comments Off

UFT88 Read at ITCP     Trieste
February 16, 2016 

The classic UFT88 continues to be read at the best places in the world because it is the first paper to 
correct the second Bianchi identity for torsion, this can be Riemann torsion or Cartan torsion. The 
International Centre for Theoretical Physics was founded in 1964 and operates under a tripartite 
agreement involving UNESCO, the Italian Government and the International Atomic Energy Agency. I 
have recently been nominated for its prestigious Dirac Medal. UFT88 should be read with UFT99 
describing the very fundamental commutator method of generating Riemannian curvature and torsion 
(and therefore the two Maurer Cartan structure equations), the definitive proofs that the rigorously 
correct consideration of torsion completely refutes the obsolete Einsteinian general relativity, UFT109 
(the Evans torsion identity) and UFT313 (Jacobi Cartan Evans identity which is essentially the final 
version of UFT88). UFT313 led to the very high impact ECE2 series of papers, UFT313 – UFT320, 
UFT322 – UFT339. It is important to note that the conservative physics establishment (for example 
ICTP, one example out of very many) has accepted ECE and ECE2. This is clear beyond doubt through
use of meticulous scientometrics over fourteen years daily, which show ECE and ECE2 being studied 
continuously all over the world in the best places (universities, institutes, big and small corporations, 
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government departments, military facilities, government laboratories and individual scholars, many of 
whom are staffs and students of major universities using private computers). Only a small minority of 
dogmatists now adhere to the Einstein theory. Unfortunately these have control of a captive media, but 
that control is continuously counterbalanced by www.aias.us and www.upitec.org on www.archive.org 
and www.webarchive.org.uk . This very well known counterbalance will last indefinitely into the future
and is a very healthy thing. Recently I have been nominated also for the Wolf Prize, (second to the 
Nobel Prize), and I am told that I have been nominated several times for the Nobel Prize. Who am I to 
deny it? (In humour). These are very conservative establishment awards. The AIAS / UPITEC system 
of education is accepted de facto (i.e. as a fact), because it is used all the time all over the world, 
24/7/365.25. No theory or small institute could be asked to do more and many thanks and 
congratulations to all staffs! They have an honourable place in history.

end of comment UFT88 Read at ITCP Trieste

Daily Report Sunday     14/2/16
February 16, 2016 

The equivalent of 170,354 printed pages was downloaded during the day (621.110 megabytes) from 
2468 downloaded memory files (hits) and 524 distinct visits each averaging 3.6 memory pages and 13 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 69.03 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSB and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 833, Top ten items 755, Collected scientometrics 284(est), Barddoniaeth / 
Collected poetry 194, The Principles of ECE 176, F3(Sp) 166, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 148, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 146, Evans / Morris papers 140(est), Proofs that no torsion means
no gravitation 101, UFT88 70, Engineering Model 65, Evans Equations 57, CEFE 51, UFT311 37, 
UFT321 35, Llais 33, Self charging inverter 32, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 18, Most prolific sceintists 12,
Three world records by MWE 11, UFT313 34, UFT314 22, UFT315 22, UFT316 32, UFT317 35, 
UFT318 35, UFT319 34, UFT320 25, UFT322 25, UFT323 21, UFT324 31, UFT325 41, UFT326 30, 
UFT327 20, UFT328 61, UFT329 30, UFT330 30, UFT331 26, UFT332 29, UFT333 28, UFT334 40, 
UFT335 37, UFT336 44, UFT337 34, UFT338 45, UFT339 22 to date in February 2016. Higher 
Polytechnic Centre University of Zaragoza Spain UFT166(Sp); International Centre for Theoretical 
Physics Trieste UFT88; Romanian National Institute of Materials Physics UFT177; Russian Network 
Information Centre general; Merton College Oxford UFT18, intense interest all sectors, updated usage 
file attached for February 2016.

ted 12-Feb-2016 05:04 EST

end of comment Daily Report Sunday 14/2/16
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Carolina State, New Mexico State, Purdue, Southern Illinois, Chicago, UC Santa

Barbara, UC Santa Cruz, Chapel Hill, U Pennsylvania*, U. S. Naval Academy,

Texas Austin, Tennessee Knoxville, Vermont, Washington. Wisconsin Madison,

Internet Archives San Francisco, Calyx Institute, World Wide Net Consortium.
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TU Vienna, Innsbruck, Basel, Vitkovice Machinery Group Czechia,

Bochum Technical University; Rhine Westphalia Technical University Aachen,

Braunschweig Technical University, Darmstadt Technical University, Tuebingen,

Spanish Energetics Research Centre Madrid, Ministry of Defence, Complutense

Madrid, Zaragoza, French Atomic Energy Commission, Mulhouse, Rennes 1,

Szeged, Bar Ilan Israel, ICTP Trieste, IAPS INAF Astrophysics Institute Rome

Italy, MESAR Engineering Italy, Milan Polytechnic, Scuola Normale Superiore
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NTNU Trondheim Norway, AGH University Krakow Poland, National Institute of

Materials Science Romania, extensive Russian Federation and Ukraine, DFRI

Internet Freedom Sweden, Uppsala, Birkbeck, Bristol, Cambridge*, Cardiff,

Cranfield, Edinburgh*, Imperial*, Keele, Lancaster, Merton College Oxford,

Somerville College Oxford, eduroam Oxford, Reading, Sheffield.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar

Mar del Plata Argentina, Gov. South Australia, McGill, Montreal, Quebec

Trois Riviere, National University Colombia*, Hokkaido Japan, ITESM Mexico,

National Autonomous Mexico, Biblioteca Alexandrina Egypt.

UFT340(4): Explanation of the Lamb Shift with the Mean 
Vacuum     Frequency
February 15, 2016 

In this note the well known experimental Lamb shift of the 2S1/2 state of atomic hydrogen (H) is 
shown to be due to the mean vacuum angular frequency, the mean vacuum potential divided by h bar of
ECE2 theory. This is a far simpler and therefore far more powerful theory than the deeply obscure and 
vastly over complicated quantum electrodynamics, or any other theory of the Lamb shift. The mean 
ECE2 vacuum frequency is 1.62509 ten power twelve radians per second in the microwave range. This 
is a precise value of the vacuum energy transferred to the 2S1/2 state of the H atom. In the next note the
ECE2 vacuum potentials will be developed further. The essence of this note is that the ECE vacuum 
potential fluctuates, giving the well known zitterbewegung (jitterbugging) of the electron in H. This 
jitterbugging is due to the vacuum as is well known, and is due fundamentally to a fluctuating or 
jitterbugging spin connection of the Aharonov Bohm type vacuum, and not the Bethe vacuum.
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a340thpapernotes4.pdf

end of comment UFT340(4): Explanation of the Lamb Shift with the Mean Vacuum Frequency

Family History Read at NTNU Trondheim,     Norway
February 15, 2016 

This is the area from which it is thought that our Newlands family originated. What is urgently needed 
is a Y chromosome test on a relevant male Newlands of our family in the Edinburgh region and 
surroundings. If they came from Trondheim the Y chromosome would show Norse DNA, which is 
distinctive, it is different from Swedish and Danish DNA. Similarly my Havard line is known to be 
Norse (from the Norse “Hoy Vard”, which means “of high worth”), so will almost certainly show Norse
DNA. Many Havards still live in Normandy and Norway. The first Norman regent of Normandy Hrolf 
Rollo Wendalong, the Viking, came from the Trondheim area, where they were Iarls or Earls. I suggest 
that the Flemings and Somervilles organize a DNA data bank, if they have not already done so. That 
would very quickly settle the question of possible relation to Sir Alexander Fleming, whose work I 
greatly admire. There is a strong probability that Vivienne and I are related to Mary Fairfax-Somerville,
who translated and made commentaries on the great classic “Celestial Mechanics” by Pierre-Simon, 
Marquis de Laplace, born in Normandy. The etymology of Havard is completely different from that of 
Harvard, which comes from “hereward” and is not Norse.

end of comment Family History Read at NTNU Trondheim, Norway

Literature Search on the Lamb     Shift
February 15, 2016 

This literature on the Lamb shift would all refer to the Bethe type vacuum and theory. The entire theory
is given in UFT170, and in the next note I intend to develop UFT170 by recalculating it with the ECE2 
vacuum instead of the Bethe vacuum. This means replacing the fluctuating electric fields of the vacuum
with fluctuating ECE2 potentials. In the Dirac theory 2S1/2 and 2P1/2 are degenerate, the developed 
Bethe type theory of UFT170 gives the Lamb shift, which is 1058 MHz. In the Bethe theory only the 
2S1/2 state is affected by the Lamb shift and not the 2P1/2 state. The new UFT340 theory predicts new 
vacuum effects all across the spectrum of atomic hydrogen. One wavenumber (the spectral unit of 
inverse centimetres) is about 30 GHz (see earliest Omnia Opera papers on the far infra red). So the 
Lamb shift is 1.058 / 30 wavenumbers which is about 0.04 wavenumbers. In the Bethe theory it is a 
shift only of the 2S1/2 state. This shift is easily within the resolution of contemporary spectroscopy. 
The new theory of UFT340 predicts more and different spectral effects of the ECE2 vacuum. It is true 
that the theory of UFT170 gives the shift of 2S1/2 very precisely. It is a semi classical theory which 
does not use quantum electrodynamics. I have no confidence in QED because it seems to me to be just 
adjustment of entirely ad hoc assumptions.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 14/02/2016 13:49:58 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Lamb shift

I did a small recherche on the Lamb shift. Some sources say that also S
states of Hydrogen are affected, this is a deviation from Dirac theory.
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Ok, we also found a deviation due to faulty approximations.
The energy shift between 2s 1/2, 2p 1/2 is 1058 MHz, It is not quite
clear how this is to be translated to an energy. In
http://www.pha.jhu.edu/~rt19/hydro/node8.html
I read
E / hbar = 1058 MHz

which gives 7*10 power -13 eV, this is VERY small. Calculations from QED
give anything wiht alpha power 5 (fine structure constant), reportedly a
“very good agreement”.
I wonder what happened with spin-orbit coupling. Is it true that the
states 2 s 1/2 and 2 p 1/2 have the same relativistic energy?

Horst

end of comment Literature Search on the Lamb Shift

Discussion of 340(3)
February 15, 2016 

I think that the quantized angular momentum must be the quantization of the classical value in Eq. (10) 
in spherical polar coordinates, a value that was used in the UFT papers on three dimensional orbital 
theory. These 3D orbital papers have been very intensely studied worldwide. I agree that Eq. (11) 
seems to be too simple. Therefore, the expectation value must be worked out rigorously from Eq. (10), 
and that would need some method of determining phi dot. If phi dot cannot be worked out 
independently in some way, the calculation can be worked out in terms of phi dot. We would then 
expect shifts and splittings of energy levels due to this entirely new phenomenon of the ECE2 vacuum. 
This calculation goes well beyond Bethe’s calculation. I assume that phi dot in Eq. (10) can be taken 
outside the integral, because dtau depends only on r, phi and theta and has no functional dependence on
phi dot (i.e. dphi / dt). Any computations that you can make will be very interesting.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 14/02/2016 13:16:40 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 340(3): Other Aspects of the Lamb Shift Due to Momentum of the Vacuum 
Particle

The quantization of vacuum angular momentum (11) is the same as for the orbital 
momentum L_Z which is

L_Z psi = m_L h_bar psi

too. This means that both are of same order of magnitude. This seems to be problematic. In 
the classical momentum expression (10) the mass of the vacuum particle enters which 
reduces E_LS considerably, this seems more plausible. However a quantized version seems 
more consistent to me.
I assume that the expectation value of 1/r^3 cannot be taken from net 340(2), eq.(41), 
because it is for S*L. We computed the expectation value in (12) for hydrogen atoms in 
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earlier papers, I can reactivate this and see what comes out for E_LS.

Horst

Am 12.02.2016 um 14:54 schrieb EMyrone:

These are some more results, strictly speaking this is an entirely new effect of 
the vacuum on spectra, due to the momentum of the vacuum particle. The 
traditional Lamb shift theory can also be pursued with vacuum scalar potential, 
but without using a vacuum electric field. 

end of comment Discussion of 340(3)

Discussion of 340(2): Calculation of the Lamb     Shift
February 15, 2016 

Thanks for going through this note in detail. This is important checking work that has been going on 
for about ten years as can be seen from the Wayback Machine (www.archive.org). The inclusion of g 
can be justified by rigorous arguments as in the immediately preceding notes and papers. This 
development is entirely new and original, because the original Lamb shift theory, worked out by Hans 
Albrecht Bethe, a student of Sommerfeld and professor at Cornell for many years, relies on vacuum 
fluctuations. In Bethe’s type of vacuum, electric fields exist, and his type of Lamb shift theory is 
developed with ECE theory in UFT170. As you know we are now using an Aharonov Bohm vacuum, 
in which there are no electric and magnetic fields, but there are potentials. So in the next note I intend 
to develop the Bethe calculation of the Lamb shift for use with fluctuating potentials without 
fluctuating electric fields, and introduce the idea of a complex W potential which defines the B(3) field.
It turns out that A = W. In order to forge a self consistent and unified physics the ECE2 vacuum must 
replace all previous ideas of the vacuum, these include the first ideas about the vacuum by many 
people, including Einstein and Tesla, Bethe’s vacuum, and the Aharonov Bohm vacuum, and also the 
vacuum of quantum electrodynamics, Feynman’s dippy hocus pocus vacuum or the Alice in 
Wonderland vacuum full of ideas which can never be tested, and full of adjustables which are hocuses 
and pocused in any way you like to obtain entirely mystical high precision. No misty druid, working 
six thousand years ago, could have done better by invoking the half gods of lakes and rivers. The 
Eckardt / Lindstrom papers are key background reading (UFT292 – UFT299 and Spanish language 
versions). The vacuum is of course the key to new energy technology.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 14/02/2016 13:06:47 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 340(2): Calculation of the Lamb Shift

Interesting, the calculation goes along the line we have often used now, fits well into this 
kind of theory.
Concerning the spin equation (39), replacing the factor 2 by g, is this for formal reasons, or 
can this justified also by other arguments?
The expectation value in Eq.(43) can be quantized, this is done in the next note.

Horst

http://www.archive.org/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/15/discussion-of-3402-calculation-of-the-lamb-shift/


Am 11.02.2016 um 11:36 schrieb EMyrone:

This is the calculation of the Lamb shift.

end of comment Discussion of 340(2): Calculation of the Lamb Shift

Daily Report Saturday     13/2/16
February 15, 2016 

The equivalent of 216,662 printed pages was downloaded during the day (789.950 megabytes) from 
2992 downloaded memory files (hits) and 617 distinct visits each averaging 3.5 memory pages and 10 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 72.41 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo, download of all UFT papers and other material from hinet.net. Collected ECE2 801, Top ten 
items 719, Collected scientometrics 284, Barddoniaeth / collected poetry 193, Principles of ECE 176, 
F3(Sp) 150, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 145, Autobiography volumes one and two 137, Evans / Morris 
papers 130(est); Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 100, UFT88 64, Engineering Model 50, 
Evans Equations 50(est), CEFE 50, UFT311 35, UFT321 33, Llais 31, Self charging inverter 29, 
Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 17, List of most prolific authors 12, three world records by MWE 11, UFT313
33, UFT314 22, UFT315 22, UFT316 32, UFT317 34, UFT318 34, UFT319 31, UFT320 23, UFT322 
24, UFT323 21, UFT324 30, UFT325 40, UFT326 47, UFT327 20, UFT 328 66, UFT329 28, UFT330 
30, UFT331 26, UFT332 26, UFT333 27, UFT334 36, UFT335 33, UFT336 42, UFT337 33, UFT338 
42, UFT339 19 to date in February 2016. Department of Computer and Information Science Norwegian
University of Science and Technology Trondheim Family History; Russian Federation and Ukraine 
extensive interest; Department of Mathematics University of Bristol My page, Autobiography volumes 
one and two, photographs, photograph albums, international condemnation of UNCC, UNCC Saga, 
injustices in academia, historical source document, letter to Buckingham, letter to Robin Williams; 
University of Edinburgh UFT143; University of Sheffield Essay 24. Intense interest all sectors, updated
usage file attached for February 2016.

 
end of comment Daily Report Saturday 13/2/16

Summary by Co President Gareth     Evans
February 14, 2016 

Precisely so, a much better way of detecting gravitational waves is by some kind of spin connection 
resonance. This could be done in a laboratory at a small fraction of the costs of the LIGOS experiment. 
There would be no doubt about a resonance peak in a gravitational wave. Spacetime waves were 
predicted in UFT2, almost thirteen years ago, via the ECE wave equation. As GJE mentions we are 
now entering the era of vacuum wave particle duality, so all this points towards the vacuum itself being
made up of waves. The proofs that Einstein’s theory is flawed have been read tens if not hundreds of 
thousands of times without objection in the best places in the world, and they are all visibly archived 
permanently on the Wayback Machine (www.archive.org) in San Francisco in cooperation with Library
of Congress, and in the National Library of Wales (www.webarchive.org.uk) in cooperation with the 

http://www.webarchive.org.uk/
http://www.archive.org/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/14/summary-by-co-president-gareth-evans/
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British Library. In the medical field things have to work, notably antibiotics, but some aspects of 
standard model physics are quackery, like treating TB by pushing children out into the bitter cold of a 
Craig y Nos winter with the snow piled up on Pen y Fan and Llyn y Fan Fawr. Many unfortunate 
children died, or more accurately, were subjected to manslaughter. My late father Edward Ivor saw 
these children for himself. He was born across the Tawe in Grithig in 1922. His mother was born 
Gwenllian Potter, now known to have been a descendant of King Tewdwr Mawr ap Cadell, and she 
would have had vivid memories of the Patti era. Many of the Potters worked in the Castle.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 14/02/2016 11:19:30 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Gravitational Waves, if they exist, are evidence for ECE2 Theory

I agree with you Myron. In fact I would say gravitational ways should exist on the basis of 
ECE theory and the fact that the same field equations are obeyed. What you are showing 
now is that wave particle duality is a general phenomenon even present in “vacuum” itself. 
All the forces of nature are unified by ECE theory and all follow the same underlying 
principles. This is what unification implies and demands. What gravitational waves do not 
“confirm” is Einstein’s flawed relativity. Nevertheless, if gravitational waves have been 
observed they are still important in an ECE theory context. We keep an open mind.

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Summary by Co President Gareth Evans

Gravitational Waves, if they exist, are evidence for ECE2     Theory
February 14, 2016 

If gravitational waves are ever found they are more evidence for ECE2 theory, in which gravitational 
waves obey the same field equations as electromagnetic waves. By now our AIAS / UPITEC system of 
education has much more credibility than the crude media propaganda upon which the dogmatists rely. 
Scholars never rely on media reports, they do the hard work of scholarship. In my opinion, it is not 
justifiable or humane to spend billions on obscure research which is perennially controversial at best, 
fraudulent at worst. I have always found the media to be shallow and tedious, because they do not 
know what they are doing. It is very well known and accepted that the Einstein era is over. This is 
proven by nearly twelve years of the best quality scientometrics ever produced. So I advise 
Governments to err on the safe side and to discontinue the funding of any wildly expensive projects 
which are known to be controversial. I am not interested in failed dogma. I am the most prolific 
physicist / chemist in history, and have always been positive, forward looking and creative. I went in to 
science to get away from politics. Contrast this ghastly failure with the work of Fleming on penicillin 
or Laplace in mathematics and celestial mechanics. It becomes very clear that these dogmatists will 
never benefit humankind. They use their media fantasies to ask for yet more billions. I am much more 
interested in the breakthrough by Osamu Ide, who is close to producing a domestic generator working 
on energy from spacetime. Think of the hunger and suffering that that generator will alleviate.

In a message dated 14/02/2016 05:26:17 GMT Standard Time writes:

Gravitational wave detection could be a false alarm

https://www.theguardian.com/science/across-the-universe/2016/jan/12/gravitational-wave-detection-could-be-a-false-alarm
mailto:Time@physicsphotons.org
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/14/gravitational-waves-if-they-exist-are-evidence-for-ece2-theory/


Gravitational wave detection could be a false alarm Caution is 
needed over claims that gravitational waves have been found. It
could be a fake to test the detectors and scientists involved – it 
has been before
View on   www.theguardian.com Preview by Yahoo

Comments Off

Daily Report 12/2/16
February 14, 2016 

The equivalent of 219,324 printed pages were downloaded during the day (799.658 megabytes) from 
3443 downloaded memory files (hits) and 728 distinct visits each averaging 3.1 memory pages and 11 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 63.73 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 papers 777, Top ten items 678, Collected scientometrics 261, Barddoniaeth / 
Collected poetry 180, Principles of ECE 162, F3(Sp) 143, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 136, Evans / 
Morris papers 120(est), Autobiography volumes one and two 119, UFT88 60, Evans Equations 49(est), 
Engineering Model 46, CEFE 39, UFT321 32, UFT311 32, Llais 31, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 17, 
Three world records by MWE 11, List of prolific authors 10, UFT313 32, UFT314 22, UFT315 20, 
UFT316 29, UFT317 31, UFT318 32, UFT319 28, UFT320 21, UFT322 22, UFT323 18, UFT324 28, 
UFT325 46, UFT326 26, UFT327 19, UFT328 57, UFT329 25, UFT330 29, UFT331 24, UFT332 24, 
UFT333 25, UFT334 35, UFT335 31, UFT336 41, UFT337 32, UFT338 39, UFT339 17 to date in 
February 2016. Max Planck Institute for the Chemical Physics of Solids Dresden general; North 
Carolina State College of Textiles My page, Autobiography, poetry; University of Chicago My page. 
Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for February 2016.

Usage Statistics for aias.us aias.us – February 2016 – URL

Usage Statistics for aias.us aias.us
Summary Period: February 2016 – URL
Generated 12-Feb-2016 05:04 EST

end of comment Daily Report 12/2/16

Many thanks to William     Fleming
February 13, 2016 

Many thanks again to William Fleming, this is all valuable information. I live in Craig Cefn Parc near 
Swansea and my website is www.aias.us. I was born in this house, and all the history is in two volumes 
of my autobiography in the blue box above my coat of arms on the home page of www.aias.us. I am a 
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fluent Welsh speaker, and so can understand the ancient and original language of Scotland and most of 
Britain, Cumbric, a form of Brythonic Celtic. I am a Civil List Pensioner, appointed directly by my 
distant cousin Queen Elizabeth in 2005, raised to the Gentry in 2008. Mary Fairfax Somerville was a 
famous Civil List Pensioner. Somerville College Oxford is named after her. I admire Fleming’s work 
on penicillin because my ancestral cousin Morgan Morgan owned Craig y Nos Castle, which later 
became a TB hospital. Fleming discovered accidentally the antibiotic properties of unrefined penicillin,
it was later synthesized by two chemists at Oxford, and immediately distributed, or as fast as humanly 
possible. Later, streptomycin was synthesized and by now many antibiotics. The suffering due to T.B. 
was abominable as we all know. I descend from Morgan Morgan’s younger brother, William Morgan, 
and from the eleventh century Prince of Brycheiniog, Bleddyn ap Maenarch, whose genealogy goes 
back authentically to 150 B. C., via Gododdin, whose capital was Edinburgh, then semi mythologically 
to 1100 B. C. This is the same as the most ancient Scottish genealogy. Prince Bleddyn married Princess
Elinor ferch Tewdwr Mawr ap Cadell, Brenin Deau Cymru, King of Southern Wales, ancestor of Henry
VII Tudor. All the genealogy is on www.aias.us. In the direct line I am from a long line of farm 
labourers, back to Edward Evans who married the Norman Elizabeth Gunter (or Gaunt d’Or, golden 
gauntlet) in December 1737 in St. Mary’s Cusop, just inside Hereford County. That line has been stuck 
there for a couple of years, but Sir Peter Gunter goes back to the eleventh century in Normandy and 
further back. My Norman ancestors include Havard, Aubrey (Alberic), Gunter or Gaunt d’Or, de 
Turbeville, and Somerfield, and by Princely marriage for alliance, de Montfort, Plantagenet and so on. 
Vivienne and I are descended from all the main Princes of Wales and Ancient British Kings, for 
example Cunedda Wledig Gododdin, styled the Emperor Kenneth, whose capital was Edinburgh.He 
lived just at the time when the Romans were leaving (415 A D.). All my cousins share the same 
genealogy of course. My immediate family were all coal miners.

In a message dated 13/02/2016 10:13:38 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Queries regarding Genealogical Research on Scottish Fleming Families

Hello Vivienne,
Thank your for your lengthy reply, and I certainly know how difficult it is to get
definite proof about people from many generations back as records are 
sometimes very sketchy. I also have a few question marks against some of the 
info that I have gathered that I hope I might be able to verify at some point. For 
instance I think I said that the John Fleming who married Janet Fleming was a 
son of Hugh Fleming in Glengavel. At the time of writing that is my belief, but 
there is a possibility that John may have been a son of Hugh’s brother also 
named John in Glengavel. There was also a third brother Robert in Glengavel at
the same time, but I have ruled him out as being John’s father for several 
reasons that I will not bore you with all the details. I think that these three 
brothers were the sons of an earlier Hugh Fleming in Glengavel. I am quite sure
that everything that I have on the families is not necessarily 100% correct but it 
is to the best of my knowledge. That is why I wondered if I had missed out on 
something that you had unearthed. I hope you do not see me as someone who 
was trying to prove you wrong, because I know that I am not always 100% 
correct. That is why I wanted to discuss it with you.

I would be interested to know if your Somervilles were from the Carnwath 
family. There is quite a bit of history attached to that family and they were in 

http://www.aias.us/


the area for a very long period. If they are, then I may to able to pass on 
information to you about the family. Two years ago a lady from the United 
States was over looking for everything she could find out about the 
Somervilles, and to visit the places where they had lived. It was actually her late
husband who was a descendant. I did not know it at the time, but he had been a 
very high ranking officer in the US Military and was buried in Arlington 
Cemetery. She had made contact with the local family history society, and they 
passed her on to me to give her a guided tour around the places.

Now a bit about myself. My father was a tenant farmer and I succeeded him 
until a new landlord took over with ideas very different to the old landlord. I 
will not bore you with details, but as a result all the tenants on the estate have 
now given up their tenancies, and I was the last one to go. I spent the first 28 
years of my working life on the farm and when I gave up the tenancy I began 
working for Caledonian Produce (a Geest Company). Our farm was midway 
between Biggar (where some of the earliest Flemings in Scotland settled) and 
Lanark where I now stay. I am now retired and spend a lot of time on local 
history and genealogy. Strathaven, which is the only town in the parish of 
Avondale is about 15 miles west of Lanark. Carnwath and all the Somerville 
lands at Carnwath and Libberton are only a few miles from Lanark.

All I know about Myron is that he lives in Wales. Is it North Wales or South 
Wales? Do you live in Wales also. As far as I am aware it is much easier to 
access the genealogical records in Scotland than anywhere else in Britain. I am 
a regular at Register House in Edinburgh where it costs £15 a day and you can 
look up as many records as you can squeeze in between 9am and 4.30pm. Also 
in the same building are the Scottish Archives where wills, kirk session records,
estate records and a host of other documents are available to look at. It is free to
do research work in that department although you first have to be registered 
with them. There is a Scotland’s People website where you can gain much of 
the information available at Register House, but I have found it to be a very 
expensive way of doing it, and you can also spend a lot of money looking up 
births, marriages, etc, only to discover it was not the one that you wanted. 
Edinburgh is about 30 miles to the east of Lanark and is a city that I just love.

I hope I have not bored you too much.

William

—-Original message—-

Subject : Re: Queries regarding Genealogical Research on Scottish 
Fleming Families

Hello William. Thanks very much for contacting me directly.



First of all, I want to make sure that you are made fully aware of the
contextual background for the research that my colleague and I did 
on Scottish Fleming Families especially in relation to Sir Alexander
Fleming.

Back in 2013, after we discovered that we were descended from 
Scottish people with the Fleming surname…. Myron asked me if I 
would look at Sir Alexander Fleming’s family tree/ancestors and see
if there were any possible links to the Flemings in our Comb 
Newlands family tree.

I discussed this with my colleague, we acknowledged to each other 
that we knew very little about Scottish history and we did some 
exploratory work. We concluded that this would be a project that 
should definitely be “filed in the too difficult basket” as we say in 
business!

So I advised Myron that we didn’t feel we could do a good job 
because we had big information gaps, data on wesbites may be 
inaccurate/unreliable and with so many Flemings in databases… 
trying to find the right Fleming in our searches/linkages with other 
Flemings/families would be like looking for a needle in a haystack!

Myron accepted all these issues, but nevertheless still wanted us “to
have a go” and just “try our best”.

As a favour to Myron and due to my high regard for him, we 
eventually agreed to “have a go”….as long as he accepted all the 
potential problems with historical genealogical data etc. and that we
would be making assumptions at times to fill in gaps.

Here ends the contextual background …where our brief from 
Myron was to look into the ancestors of Sir Alexander Fleming and 
see if we could find a link with our ancestor Margaret Fleming 
(born circa 1735 Edinburgh Livingston) who married John 
Newlands of Edinburgh Bathgate (born circa 1736).

Moving on…………………….
So in order to look for a possible link with Sir Alexander’s 
ancestors, we needed to identify his ancestors as far back as 
possible. Working from the bottom upwards, we got to Hugh 
Fleming (born in 1773 and married to Mary Craig ) being the son of
a John Fleming who married a Janet Fleming.
but no further…This was a key issue that needed addressing.

On the internet we came across a couple of websites that claimed 



Sir Alexander Fleming was a direct descendant of Thomas Fleming 
the Covenanter (born circa1630) who died at the Battle of 
Drumclog. We assumed that this was a fact and so then focused on:-

a. Trying to trace the ancestors of Thomas Fleming the Covenanter
b. Working downwards from Thomas Fleming the Covenanter to try
and find a link to the Flemings in Avondale.

Moving on to your query about where we got the information about 
the John Fleming born 1748/9 in Hawkwood, Avondale being the 
son of John Fleming born 1720 and grandson of Walter Fleming and
Christian Somerville……

In answer to this query we tried to trace descendants of Thomas 
Fleming, the Covenanter, using OPR’s and website data which led 
us via Walter Fleming/ Christian Somerville to lots of male 
Flemings including a John Fleming born 1720.
We then trawled through websites and OPR’s looking for a John 
Fleming of Avondale born 1740 – 1750 who had a father called 
John Fleming (who would have been born circa 1720) 
…………..until we found a match to our criteria.

So we went through website data and a list of Birth/Baptismal 
records on John Flemings in Edinburgh Bathgate/St. Cuthbert, 
Avondale and adjacent areas between 1720 and 1750 and looked for
a ‘match’ for the 2 John Flemings. (There certainly were so many 
John Flemings that we went through!) For the younger John 
Fleming ‘slot’, we eventually found a site reference to a John 
Fleming, born 1748 in Hawkwood, Avondale, son of another John, 
but nothing else on him. We also found an OPR for John Fleeming 
born 1749 in Avondale, son of another John Fleeming/mother 
unknown. So these data were a ‘good fit’.

I trust this answer addresses your query. In summary, we did not 
find definitive links…We essentially just went through an exercise 
that led us to finding a match.

On the issue of a Janet Fleming being the mother of Hugh Fleming 
(born 1773 and married to Mary Craig)…we felt that the Janet 
Fleming, younger sister of Margaret Fleming in our Comb 
Newlands family tree was a good match in terms of age. We 
screened approximately 30 Janet/Jonet Flemings from OPR’s 
covering Avondale and wider, (most of whom didn’t have a maiden 
name of Fleming but achieved the surname after marrying a John 
Fleming) and didn’t find
strong candidates.



Just to recap here William ….

What I have given you is essentially an explanation of what sources
we used, some assumptions we made and our reasons for following 
a certain route in looking for relationships.

Now in terms of whether we were confident that from the parents of
Hugh Fleming (b.1773) upwards we had got Sir Alexander’s family 
tree right? Absolutely not….We never were.

I do not dispute any of the claims you have made or reasons why 
you think we may have got things wrong. Thank you for all the time
and trouble you have taken to explain why you have problems with 
the Fleming family tree we put together. Also thank you for 
supporting why you have the problems in such an excellent manner 
in terms of evidence, logic and your knowledge of the big 
picture/local history.

I will address your queries on Christian Somerville in a separate 
email as I want you to get this one tonight.

Otherwise, If there are any additional specific queries that you think
I haven’t answered, please let me know.

Best wishes. Vivienne

end of comment Many thanks to William Fleming

Queries regarding Genealogical Research on Scottish 
Fleming     Families
February 13, 2016 

Many thanks to all concerned for taking all the trouble to research a possible link with Sir Alexander 
Fleming. This was a lot of work, and I am most grateful for it. The question is easily settled by 
comparing the Y chromosome DNA of a known male Fleming relation of Sir Alexander Fleming with 
the Y chromosome DNA of a known male Fleming ancestor of Vivienne and myself. This just needs 
sample from two volunteers. The Y chromosome DNA is carried down from father to son unchanged as
you know, so there may well be a common ancestor named Fleming in the distant past. If not then the 
two groups are unrelated. It is also very interesting to find a Somerville link, the ancestors of Alexander
Somerville, father of Christiana Somerville who married Walter Fleming are probably the same ancient 
Norman Somerville family of the Celtic royal genealogy site. This is a very accurate site by Arthur 
Turner-Thomas. Somerville College Oxford is named after the Civil List Pensioner Mary Fairfax-
Somerville, who may well be descended from a common ancestor of Alexander Somerville.

In a message dated 12/02/2016 21:19:18 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Hello William. Thanks very much for contacting me directly.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/13/queries-regarding-genealogical-research-on-scottish-fleming-families/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/13/queries-regarding-genealogical-research-on-scottish-fleming-families/


First of all, I want to make sure that you are made fully aware of the contextual background
for the research that my colleague and I did on Scottish Fleming Families especially in 
relation to Sir Alexander Fleming.

Back in 2013, after we discovered that we were descended from Scottish people with the 
Fleming surname…. Myron asked me if I would look at Sir Alexander Fleming’s family 
tree/ancestors and see if there were any possible links to the Flemings in our Comb 
Newlands family tree.

I discussed this with my colleague, we acknowledged to each other that we knew very little 
about Scottish history and we did some exploratory work. We concluded that this would be 
a project that should definitely be “filed in the too difficult basket” as we say in business!

So I advised Myron that we didn’t feel we could do a good job because we had big 
information gaps, data on wesbites may be inaccurate/unreliable and with so many 
Flemings in databases… trying to find the right Fleming in our searches/linkages with other
Flemings/families would be like looking for a needle in a haystack!

Myron accepted all these issues, but nevertheless still wanted us “to have a go” and just 
“try our best”.

As a favour to Myron and due to my high regard for him, we eventually agreed to “have a 
go”….as long as he accepted all the potential problems with historical genealogical data 
etc. and that we would be making assumptions at times to fill in gaps.

Here ends the contextual background …where our brief from Myron was to look into the 
ancestors of Sir Alexander Fleming and see if we could find a link with our ancestor 
Margaret Fleming (born circa 1735 Edinburgh Livingston) who married John Newlands of 
Edinburgh Bathgate (born circa 1736).

Moving on…………………….
So in order to look for a possible link with Sir Alexander’s ancestors, we needed to identify 
his ancestors as far back as possible. Working from the bottom upwards, we got to Hugh 
Fleming (born in 1773 and married to Mary Craig ) being the son of a John Fleming who 
married a Janet Fleming.
but no further…This was a key issue that needed addressing.

On the internet we came across a couple of websites that claimed Sir Alexander Fleming 
was a direct descendant of Thomas Fleming the Covenanter (born circa1630) who died at 
the Battle of Drumclog. We assumed that this was a fact and so then focused on:-

a. Trying to trace the ancestors of Thomas Fleming the Covenanter
b. Working downwards from Thomas Fleming the Covenanter to try and find a link to the 
Flemings in Avondale.

Moving on to your query about where we got the information about the John Fleming born 



1748/9 in Hawkwood, Avondale being the son of John Fleming born 1720 and grandson of 
Walter Fleming and Christian Somerville……

In answer to this query we tried to trace descendants of Thomas Fleming, the Covenanter, 
using OPR’s and website data which led us via Walter Fleming/ Christian Somerville to lots
of male Flemings including a John Fleming born 1720.
We then trawled through websites and OPR’s looking for a John Fleming of Avondale born 
1740 – 1750 who had a father called John Fleming (who would have been born circa 1720) 
…………..until we found a match to our criteria.

So we went through website data and a list of Birth/Baptismal records on John Flemings in 
Edinburgh Bathgate/St. Cuthbert, Avondale and adjacent areas between 1720 and 1750 and 
looked for a ‘match’ for the 2 John Flemings. (There certainly were so many John Flemings
that we went through!) For the younger John Fleming ‘slot’, we eventually found a site 
reference to a John Fleming, born 1748 in Hawkwood, Avondale, son of another John, but 
nothing else on him. We also found an OPR for John Fleeming born 1749 in Avondale, son 
of another John Fleeming/mother unknown. So these data were a ‘good fit’.

I trust this answer addresses your query. In summary, we did not find definitive links…We 
essentially just went through an exercise that led us to finding a match.

On the issue of a Janet Fleming being the mother of Hugh Fleming (born 1773 and married 
to Mary Craig)…we felt that the Janet Fleming, younger sister of Margaret Fleming in our 
Comb Newlands family tree was a good match in terms of age. We screened approximately 
30 Janet/Jonet Flemings from OPR’s covering Avondale and wider, (most of whom didn’t 
have a maiden name of Fleming but achieved the surname after marrying a John Fleming) 
and didn’t find
strong candidates.

Just to recap here William ….

What I have given you is essentially an explanation of what sources we used, some 
assumptions we made and our reasons for following a certain route in looking for 
relationships.

Now in terms of whether we were confident that from the parents of Hugh Fleming 
(b.1773) upwards we had got Sir Alexander’s family tree right? Absolutely not….We never 
were.

I do not dispute any of the claims you have made or reasons why you think we may have 
got things wrong. Thank you for all the time and trouble you have taken to explain why you
have problems with the Fleming family tree we put together. Also thank you for supporting 
why you have the problems in such an excellent manner in terms of evidence, logic and 
your knowledge of the big picture/local history.

I will address your queries on Christian Somerville in a separate email as I want you to get 



this one tonight.

Otherwise, If there are any additional specific queries that you think I haven’t answered, 
please let me know.

Best wishes. Vivienne

end of comment Queries regarding Genealogical Research on Scottish Fleming Families

Proceeding with UFT340
February 13, 2016 

I intend to develop a vacuum fluctuation theory of the Lamb shift with the ECE2 scalar potential. It is 
also necessary to develop the ECE2 theory of the Aharonov Bohm effect with a complex W potential in
order to define the vacuum completely. This will also allow definition of the B(3) field. In the past two 
days the usual interest in the blog has doubled, probably due to this new Lamb shift theory and the 
breakthrough by Osamu Ide.

end of comment Proceeding with UFT340

Daily Report 11/2/16
February 13, 2016 

The equivalent of 147,960 printed pages was downloaded during the day (539.463 megabytes) from 
3259 downloaded memory files (hits) and 523 distinct visits each averaging 4.9 memory pages and 15 
minutes, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN, and yahoo, complete download of all OO items 
from 141.8.143.(unknown) and extensive download of all UFT papers from 45.55.51.(unknown), 
printed pages to hits ratio of 45.40 for the day. Collected ECE2 713, Top ten items 623, Collected 
scientometrics 249, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 172, The Principles of ECE 157, F3(Sp) 134, 
Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 131, Autobiography volumes one and two 112, Proofs that no torsion 
means no gravitation 88, UFT88 57, Evans Equations 49, Engineering Model 46, CEFE 38, UFT321 
28, UFT311 28, Self charging inverter 24, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 16, Three world records by MWE 
11, Most prolific authors 10, UFT313 31, UFT314 20, UFT315 18, UFT316 29, UFT317 29, UFT318 
30, UFT319 27, UFT320 21, UFT322 20, UFT323 18, UFT324 26, UFT325 34, UFT326 25, UFT327 
18, UFT328 57, UFT329 24, UFT330 28, UFT331 22, UFT332 24, UFT333 24, UFT334 34, UFT335 
31, UFT336 39, UFT337 31, UFT338 37, UFT339 16 to date in February 2016. University of Quebec 
Trois Rivieres UFT337, UFT338, UFT339; Ubiquitous Knowledge Project, Technical University 
Darmstadt Home page general download; University of North Carolina Chapel Hill Home page 
extensive; Italian National Institute of Astrophysics, Institute of Astrophysics and Space Planetology 
Rome BB paper; Internet Archives San Francisco (Wayback Machine) UFT323; Calyx Institute 
Overview of ECE; rdsnet Romania complete download of all UFT papers; Department of 
Psychological Sciences Birkbeck College London CV, UFT90, rebuttals, historical source documents, 
AIAS staff; University of Edinburgh UFT148, UFT159, UFT170; Imperial College London UFT216. 
Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for February 2016.
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end of comment Daily Report 11/2/16

340(3): Other Aspects of the Lamb Shift Due to Momentum of 
the Vacuum     Particle
February 12, 2016 

These are some more results, strictly speaking this is an entirely new effect of the vacuum on spectra, 
due to the momentum of the vacuum particle. The traditional Lamb shift theory can also be pursued 
with vacuum scalar potential, but without using a vacuum electric field.

a340thpapernotes3.pdf

end of comment 340(3): Other Aspects of the Lamb Shift Due to Momentum of the Vacuum Particle

Response to Announcement of Gravity     Waves
February 12, 2016 

Yes I have posted two responses on the blog of www.aias.us. There is considerable scholarly doubt 
about the experimental validity of these claims, these doubts are ably summarized by Stephen Crothers 
and other scholars of integrity. Data from a single experiment do not amount to Baconian science, the 
findings must be tested in another laboratory. The wild expense prohibits this and the same is true of 
CERN. Even if the data were reproducible and repeatable they do not constitute evidence for the 
Einstein theory of gravitation. By now it is overwhelmingly accepted among avant garde professionals 
worldwide that the Einstein theory is fatally flawed by its omission of torsion. I have proven that 
omission of torsion means that gravitation vanishes entirely. The relevant papers and proofs have been 
heavily studied for years in all the best universities, notably UFT88, UFT99, UFT109, UFT313 and the 
definitive proofs. There are many other definitive criticisms of the Einstein theory in the UFT papers. 
The propagandists try to ignore everything, and seem to use their captive media as if they have the 
monopoly of wisdom. Not any more, the opposition on www.aias.us and www.upitec.org is well 
organized and archived on the Wayback Machine, www.archive.org, in real time. The opposition can no
longer be buried. In my opinion, public funding of such incorrect and tedious fantasies should stop and 
be transferred into new energy research.

In a message dated 12/02/2016 07:29:31 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Dear Professor Myron.
Have you a response to the news of gravity waves?

Best regards.
Clynton Allen.

end of comment Response to Announcement of Gravity Waves

Agreed with Criticism by Steve     Crothers
February 12, 2016 

All these concepts are immediately negated by the fact that they ignore torsion. This is very well 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/12/agreed-with-criticism-by-steve-crothers/
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https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/12/3403-other-aspects-of-the-lamb-shift-due-to-momentum-of-the-vacuum-particle/


known now among real professionals because the opposition to this media propaganda is well 
organized and permanently archived. The funding of these luxurious and boring fantasies should be 
stopped and used for major breakthroughs in energy research such as the one by Osamu Ide just 
announced on this blog.

Sent: 12/02/2016 06:09:33 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Fw: Tim Dean&apos;s (The Conversation) report on Gravitational Waves

On Friday, 12 February 2016, 14:48, Stephen Crothers <thenarmis@yahoo.com> wrote:

Dear Readers,

The latest report on LIGO’s ‘discovery’ of Einstein gravitational waves is no more 
connected to reality than the fictitious black hole:

Crothers, S.J., The Painlevé-Gullstrand ‘Extension’ – A Black Hole Fallacy, American 
Journal of Modern Physics, 5, Issue 1-1 , February 2016, Pages:33-39, 
http://vixra.org/pdf/1512.0089v1.pdf

no more real than the fictitious Cosmic Microwave Background:

Robitaille P.-M., WMAP: A Radiological Analysis, Progress in Physics, v.1, pp.3-18, 
(2007),

http://www.ptep-online.com/index_files/2007/PP-08-01.PDF

Robitaille P.-M., COBE: A Radiological Analysis, Progress in Physics, v.4, pp.17-42, 
(2009),

http://www.ptep-online.com/index_files/2009/PP-19-03.PDF

no more real than the fictitious gaseous Sun:

Robitaille P.-M., Forty Lines of Evidence for Condensed Matter — The Sun on Trial: 
Liquid Metallic Hydrogen as a Solar Building Block, Progress in Physics, v.4, pp.90-142, 
2013, http://www.ptep-online.com/index_files/2013/PP-35-16.PDF

and no more real than the fictitious Kirchhoff’s Law of Thermal Emission:

Robitaille, P.-M., Crothers, S. J., “The Theory of Heat Radiation” Revisited: A Commentary
on the Validity of Kirchhoff’s Law of Thermal Emission and Max Planck’s Claim of 
Universality, Progress in Physics, v. 11, p.120-132, (2015),
http://vixra.org/pdf/1502.0007v1.pdf

Those who believe in ghosts and goblins see them lurking in the shadows and assign their 
action to what they don’t understand. Cosmologists likewise see their beliefs lurking in 
their shadows and assign the action of their beliefs to what they don’t understand.

http://vixra.org/pdf/1502.0007v1.pdf
http://www.ptep-online.com/index_files/2013/PP-35-16.PDF
http://www.ptep-online.com/index_files/2009/PP-19-03.PDF
http://www.ptep-online.com/index_files/2007/PP-08-01.PDF
http://vixra.org/pdf/1512.0089v1.pdf


Mass-media induced mass-hysteria over ghosts and goblins, holes and bangs, Einstein 
gravitational waves, Higgs bosons and higgsinos, CMB, etc. does not constitute science. 
The BICEP2 report was also surrounded with similar hysterical scientists and mass-media 
induced mass-hysteria. That science is now done but mass media hysteria is a symptom of 
its decay, not a sign of achievement. Rational thought no longer prevails.

We now await Hawking et al to announce their contact with the aliens:

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/australasia/scientist-warns-world-to-think-twice-
before-replying-to-alien-signals-from-outer-space-10408201.html

They must be out there too; after all, the scientists have a journal for them: The 
International Journal of Astrobiology, published by Cambridge University, Mr. Hawking’s 
learned school.

Stephen J. Crothers

end of comment Agreed with Criticism by Steve Crothers

Kilowatt Ide Generator and Domestic Generators 
from     Spacetime
February 12, 2016 

Many congratulations! This breakthrough is of an importance that cannot be overemphasized, and may 
well pull humankind back from the brink, caused by its vast overconsumption of fuel. This device 
verifies ECE and ECE2 in complete detail, so these theories can be used to design yet more powerful 
devices. This is the first time that spacetime device engineering has passed the test of Baconian science.
This is a new industrial revolution, and canny investors can get in the lift or elevator. I recommend an 
immediate international effort to fund this work. It would be very interesting to apply ECE and ECE2 
to these results, by tuning the spin connection as in UFT311 and UFT321.

cc Prime Minister’s Office,
Gower Constituency M. P. and main opposition party

 12/02/2016 04:49:46 GMT Standard Time
Subj: The experiment of KW generator

Dear Dr. Evans,

I have succeeded the experiment to show that it is possible to make more than 10 KW 
generator by the small transformer of just to be on the hand in 11th February.

The results of the test show that the magnetic energy of 1.654(J) was induced by the static 
energy of 0.178(J) in the transient moment of 10 micro sec.

If it is repeated in every 50 micro sec it might be estimated to generate the power of 33.08 
KW by the small transformer made of silicon steel.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/12/kilowatt-ide-generator-and-domestic-generators-from-spacetime/
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Then the input power is 3.56 KW. I used 6 KV DC power source of Tesla Coil for the test.

I also tested by 4 KV power source.

The result shows 16.3 KW power output could be generated by 1.723 KW input power.

The test was repeated so many times that the data was almost averaged value.

These are clear replications of UFT311 and my ACS papers in the different condition.

Because every cases show the input current acceleration to the transformer by the 3rd 
positive EMF.

The input current is beyond more than 3 times of the ordinary theoretical calculated value.

I suppose Nicola Tesla should noticed this phenomenon. But he had no means and devices 
to measure the very high speed transient phenomenon.

I could be able to design no input generator of several KW to be practical for the generator 
of house and EV.

However I need to get the electrical switching elements as identical as using in Shinkansen 
for motor controlling.

I will try to prepare a brief report of this experiment.

Sincerely,

Osamu Ide

end of comment Kilowatt Ide Generator and Domestic Generators from Spacetime

Daily Report 10/2/16
February 12, 2016 

The equivalent of 160,233 printed pages was downloaded during the day (584.211 megabytes) from 
3073 downloaded memory files and 714 distinct visits each averaging 3.4 memory pages and 14 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 52.14 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 623, Top ten items 595, Collected scientometrics 231(est), Barddoniaeth / 
Collected poetry 167, Principles of ECE 143, F3(Sp) 121, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 110, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 101, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 75, UFT88 50, 
Engineering Model 41, CEFE 32, Evans Equations 28, Llais 28, UFT321 27, UFT311 26, Self charging
inverter 22, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 13, Three world records by MWE 11, Prolific authors 10, 
UFT313 21, UFT314 17, UFT315 17, UFT316 25, UFT317 24, UFT318 27, UFT319 26, UFT320 20, 
UFT322 17, UFT323 14, UFT324 23, UFT325 28, UFT326 22, UFT327 17, UFT328 54, UFT329 21, 
UFT330 24, UFT331 24, UFT332 22, UFT333 23, UFT334 33, UFT335 29, UFT336 34, UFT337 24, 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/12/daily-report-10216/


UFT338 31, UFT339 10 to date in February 2016. University of Innsbruck UFT175; University of 
Montreal “Criticisms of the Einstein Field Equation”; Physics University of Basel Autobiography, 
home page, my page, poetry, CV, historical source documents, Proofs 1 and 5 that zero torsion means 
the disappearance of gravitation; National University of Colombia Medellin UFT166; Ubiquitous 
Knowledge Processing Laboratory, Technical University Darmstadt extensive, home page; Institute for 
Ophthalmic Research University of Tuebingen, Criticism of ‘t Hooft; University of Pennsylvania 
UFT235; United States Naval Academy UFT291; University of Mulhouse Levitron; Scuola Normale 
Superiore Pisa UFT217; World Wide Web Consortium general; Edu system Pakistan UFT35; 
University of Cambridge Essay 104 “The Three Dimensional Binet Equation”; University of Edinburgh
UFT139, UFT156, UFT168, ECE Article; University of Oxford UFT166. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for February 2016.

Comments Off

Continuing with the Lamb Shift     Calcuation
February 11, 2016 

I will continue with this shortly and put numbers to the result.

end of comment Continuing with the Lamb Shift Calcuation

340(2): Calculation of the Lamb     Shift
February 11, 2016 

This is the calculation of the Lamb shift.

a340thpapernotes2.pdf

end of comment 340(2): Calculation of the Lamb Shift

Two Important Recent     Advances
February 11, 2016 

The most important advance in the fourteen year history of www.aias.us is the one made last month by 
Dave Burleigh in making it visible on the Wayback Machine of the San Francisco Internet Archives, 
www.archive.org. This means that www.aias.us and its blog are now archived permanently in real time,
i.e. as soon as anything is posted it is archived immediately and permanently. The second important 
advance is the calibration factor between an A4 single spaced, twelve point font, printed page and bytes
of storage. One such page is 3.646 kilobytes. This allows all to see the vast amount of interest in 
combined sites, www.aias.us and www.upitec.org, both archived and visible on the Wayback Machine. 
This could be of the order of thousand million printed pages in fourteen years. The other two relevant 
sites are also archived: www.atomicprecision.com and www.et3m.net. So AIAS and UPITEC are as 
powerful as anything in physics , including Wikipedia. Some years ago, the latter posted deeply 
offensive defamation about AIAS and UPITEC, but this bitter personal animosity has had no effect, and
will never have any effect, and in the past year I can see from the scientometrics that all interest in 
Wikipedia’s grotesque distortion has disappeared entirely. There should be a Government enquiry into 
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Wikipedia.

cc Prime Minister’s Office, M. P. Gower

end of comment Two Important Recent Advances

Queries from William Fleming on our genealogical research on 
the     Scottish…
February 11, 2016 

Thanks again, Vivienne’s e mail address is here. Her colleagues and herself did almost all the work in 
tracing back the Newlands line to Scotland and I am sure that further important discoveries can be 
made by cooperative research and use of DNA. She wishes to explain to you the reasoning behind the 
possible link to Sir Alexander Fleming, who alleviated a huge amount of suffering as you know, 
together with those at Oxford who synthesized penicillin. That is what I call science. In my opinion the 
question of a link to Sir Alexander Fleming can be settled by DNA. It is an excellent idea to have a 
centralized Registry House. I agree about the need for accurate genealogy, with documents for each 
generation. All the genealogy on www.aias.us is backed up by documentation for every generation, and
by use of the well known ancient British genealogies. My genealogy is frequently used as a consulting 
source by people in up to 182 countries, and I have received help from many excellent genealogists, 
notably Stuart Davies, Dewi Lewis, Arthur Turner-Thomas, Vivienne Swaby and William Bortrick. I 
am very interested in your excellent work, and in particular, tracing back the Somerville line from the 
ancestor of Vivenne and myself, Alexander Somerville, to link up perhaps with Somerville ancestors of 
the nineteenth century Civil List Pensioner, Mary Fairfax Somerville, known as “The Queen of 
Science”. Laplace described her as being one of the very few people who really understood his work, 
“Celestial Mechanics”. All this genealogical work is visible on www.aias.us , which is permanently 
archived on the Wayback Machine, www.archive.org, and in the National Library of Wales / British 
Library, www.webarchive.org.uk. Every year a lot of valuable material is lost: thrown away, or lost or 
stolen from libraries, chapels and churches destroyed, libraries closed and so on. Once it is on the 
Wayback Machine it is safe from loss.

In a message dated 10/02/2016 14:54:45 GMT Standard Time,  writes:

Hello Myron, The only emails that I have received are the ones that have come from you. I 
have not received any emails direct from Vivienne and do not have an email address to send
one direct. Some of your emails have been follow ons from ones that you have received 
from Vivienne, but they all concern your family tree and do not make mention of the 
Fleming part (Hawkwood and Sir Alexander) that I am querying. Most of my research is 
done in Register House in Edinburgh where all the Scottish records are kept. I am always a 
bit wary of what is on the internet because there are a lot of assumptions being made with 
no actual proof in some cases.
William

 Queries from William Fleming on our genealogical research on the Scottish…

Fascinating research! I think that the answers were sent and I forwarded them to
you.

http://www.webarchive.org.uk/
http://www.archive.org/
http://www.aias.us/
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In a message dated 10/02/2016 14:18:54 GMT Standard Time writes:

Hello Myron.

If William has any queries for me then please could he email them 
directly to me? I will answer them.

I sent him 2 emails last week on the subject (that you were copied 
in on) but I have not, to date, received any acknowledgement or 
reply. So I don’t even know if he has received them.

Best wishes. Vivienne

end of comment Queries from William Fleming on our genealogical research on the Scottish…

Discussion of 340(1)
February 11, 2016 

Agreed, this will need the thermodynamics and statistical mechanics of vacuum particles.

Sent: 10/02/2016 14:53:18 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 340(1)

ok, there had to be a method of determining N.

Horst

Am 10.02.2016 um 15:24 schrieb EMyrone:

I think that this is N particle model is an improvement, and can be incorporated 
in future theories. I have just finished the Lamb shift calculation and a classical 
vacuum p produces the Lamb shift in the fine structure of the H atom. Each 
energy level of the H atom fine structure is affected by the vacuum particle 
momentum in a way that depends on J, L and S of the energy level and on <1 / r
cubed> of the energy level. I will send over details tomorrow.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 10/02/2016 13:50:39 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 340(1): Explanation of the g Factor and Lamb Shift with 
the Vacuum Particle

Eq.(6) means that the vacuum potential is mediated by a single 
vacuum mass. In my suggestion it is more realistic to assume an 
interaction of N vacuum particles with an electron, so the vacuum 
energy and mass of a single vacuum particle would be

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/11/discussion-of-3401-3/
mailto:Time@gmail.com


E_vac1 –> hbar omega_1/N
and
m_vac1 –> m_vac/N.

This could possibly explain the different g factors of different 
elementary particles.

The modified angular momentum (26) is a good explanation of the 
Lamb shift. Would a constant bold p1 already be sufficient to 
explain this?

Horst

Am 08.02.2016 um 13:25 schrieb EMyrone:

This note gives a combined theory of the g factor and 
Lamb shift with the vacuum particle theory. It is shown 
that the anomalous g factor of the electron is

g = 1 + H / mc squared

where H is the relativistic hamiltonian, a constant of 
motion. The Dirac g factor of two is obtained with the 
Dirac approximation, H =? m c squared. The Dirac 
approximation is incorrect as argued in recent ECE2 
papers. The Lamb shift is explained through the fact that
orbitals of the H atom are affected by the momentum of 
the vacuum particle. In S orbitals there is no angular 
momentum. So the P orbitals are affected and the S 
orbitals are not, giving the Lamb shift. The magnitude 
of the Lamb shift is given by the effective momentum of
the incoming vacuum particle. This theory will be 
developed in the next note. 

end of comment Discussion of 340(1)

Daily Report 9/2/16
February 11, 2016 

The equivalent of 127,068 printed pages was downloaded during the day (463.289 megabytes) from 
3371 downloaded memory files (“hits”) and 686 distinct visits each averaging 3.8 memory pages and 
10 minutes, printed pages to hits ratio of 37.69 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN 
and yahoo. Collected ECE2 590, Top ten items 544, Collected scientometrics 231, Barddoniaeth / 
Collected Poetry 163,
Principles of ECE 140, F3(Sp) 111, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 105, Autobiography volumes one and 
two 92, Collected Evans / Morris 90(est), Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 77, UFT88 44, 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/11/daily-report-9216/


Engineering Model 38, CEFE 28, Evans Equations 27, UFT311 26, Llais 25, UFT321 24, Self charging
inverter 21, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 13(est), Most prolific authors 10, three world records by MWE 9, 
UFT313 20, UFT314 16, UFT315 16, UFT316 24, UFT317 24, UFT318 27, UFT319 24, UFT320 17, 
UFT322 17, UFT323 14, UFT324 23, UFT325 26, UFT326 19, UFT327 17, UFT328 52, UFT329 20, 
UFT330 24, UFT331 20, UFT332 19, UFT333 23, UFT334 29, UFT335 26, UFT336 31, UFT337 23, 
UFT338 8 to date in February 2016. Technical University of Vienna EDyn3; Informatics University of 
Darmstadt general; Arizona State University UFT177; University of California Berkeley UFT25; 
Machine learning Department Carnegie Mellon University F13(Sp); University of Missouri general; 
University of California Santa Barbara general; The University of Tennessee, Knoxville UFT175; 
Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Wisconsin Madison UFT149; Mesar Group Italy 
general; Science Museum National Autonomous University of Mexico UFT149; Komi Scientific 
Centre Russian Federation V9Poster; Society for Digital Freedoms and Rights Sweden general; 
University of Edinburgh UFT152, UFT160. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for 
February 2016.

end of comment Daily Report 9/2/16

Discussion of 340(1)
February 10, 2016 

I think that this is N particle model is an improvement, and can be incorporated in future theories. I 
have just finished the Lamb shift calculation and a classical vacuum p produces the Lamb shift in the 
fine structure of the H atom. Each energy level of the H atom fine structure is affected by the vacuum 
particle momentum in a way that depends on J, L and S of the energy level and on <1 / r cubed> of the 
energy level. I will send over details tomorrow.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 10/02/2016 13:50:39 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 340(1): Explanation of the g Factor and Lamb Shift with the Vacuum Particle

Eq.(6) means that the vacuum potential is mediated by a single vacuum mass. In my 
suggestion it is more realistic to assume an interaction of N vacuum particles with an 
electron, so the vacuum energy and mass of a single vacuum particle would be

E_vac1 –> hbar omega_1/N
and
m_vac1 –> m_vac/N.

This could possibly explain the different g factors of different elementary particles.

The modified angular momentum (26) is a good explanation of the Lamb shift. Would a 
constant bold p1 already be sufficient to explain this?

Horst

Am 08.02.2016 um 13:25 schrieb EMyrone:

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/10/discussion-of-3401-2/


This note gives a combined theory of the g factor and Lamb shift with the 
vacuum particle theory. It is shown that the anomalous g factor of the electron 
is

g = 1 + H / mc squared

where H is the relativistic hamiltonian, a constant of motion. The Dirac g factor 
of two is obtained with the Dirac approximation, H =? m c squared. The Dirac 
approximation is incorrect as argued in recent ECE2 papers. The Lamb shift is 
explained through the fact that orbitals of the H atom are affected by the 
momentum of the vacuum particle. In S orbitals there is no angular momentum.
So the P orbitals are affected and the S orbitals are not, giving the Lamb shift. 
The magnitude of the Lamb shift is given by the effective momentum of the 
incoming vacuum particle. This theory will be developed in the next note. 

end of comment Discussion of 340(1)

Slide Set with Technical     Appendix
February 10, 2016 

Many thanks, I think it is worth a brief mention of how the acceptance has been measured scientifically
and very accurately because I think that that will help convince the investors and funding agencies. If 
they look at UFT307 for example they will see a mass of study visits from the best universities in the 
world and so on.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 10/02/2016 12:48:00 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Slide Set with Technical Appendix

Hello Myron. The last part of the introduction slide talks about the acceptance without 
mentioning scientometrics, and hyperlinks to http://www.aias.us. I can beef that part up. Do
you think adding in the word and concept of scientometrics is helpful?

Steve

Steve Bannister Stephen C. Bannister, Ph.D. Assistant Professor 
Department of Economics University of Utah

On 2/10/2016 1:06 AM, EMyrone wrote:

The only suggestion I have is a one line mention of the overwhelming 
acceptance of the theory via the scientometrics and refer to www.aias.us for a 
huge amount of data, recorded daily over nearly twelve years. I think that a 
discerning investor or funding agency will find this set of slides to be 
persuasive, because it is accurately scientific and honest. In my understanding 
the Munich group has tested out many devices that claim to trap the energy in 
spacetime, and have narrowed down the field to these devices, particularly the 

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/10/slide-set-with-technical-appendix-3/


Ide device tested in UFT311 against theory, reaching excellent agreement as 
demanded by Baconian principles. The Ide device has also been found to be 
reproducible and repeatable. So in Baconian science, ECE and ECE2 must be 
accpeted as a valid scientific theory, and the Ide device must be accepted as 
valid experimental apparatus. As a matter of interest, I looked up the definition 
of “sceptic” in the online Cambridge dictionary, and it means a person who 
doubts the value of a belief. As an Oxford man I am sceptical of Cambridge (in 
humour), as an Aberystwyth man I am sceptical of both and as an AIAS man I 
am sceptical of all three. However, scepticism is not valid in Baconian science, 
because Baconian science is not a belief, it tests a mathematically correct theory
and valid ideas or principles against experimental data that are reproducible and
repeatable. Cartan geometry is mathematically correct within its axioms, the 
structure equations of Mauer and Cartan, and so ECE and ECE2 are correct, 
being based directly on Cartan geometry. It is well known and well proven in 
many well known ways that Einsteinian or torsionless general relativity is 
mathematically incorrect because omission of torsion means that both curvature
and torsion vanish, reductio ad absurdum, reduction to absurdity proof that 
omission of torsion means the complete loss of gravitation. That is not 
scepticism either, it is rigorous logic. Scepticism is ultimately an 
anthropomorphic prejudice (i.e. judgment without facts) and has no place in 
science or mathematics.

Sent: 09/02/2016 18:11:30 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Slide Set with Technical Appendix

I added Horst’s suggestion to this version of the document.

Steve

Steve Bannister Stephen C. Bannister, Ph.D. Assistant 
Professor Department of Economics University of Utah

On 2/9/2016 2:13 AM, Horst Eckardt wrote:

Steve,
perhaps you should add the range on which the 
Hamiltonian of vacuum is considered:

On the quantum level, the total Hamiltonian is the sum 
of the Hamiltonian for matter
and for the vacuum, H total = H matter + H vacuum

Horst

Am 09.02.2016 um 07:57 schrieb EMyrone:

The technical appendix looks fine. I assume 



that this talk will be given to discerning 
investors and funding agencies. In my 
opinion all these new devices should be 
manufactured and distributed free of charge 
with all despatch in an organized worldwide
effort.

cc Prime Minister’s Office

To: EMyrone
Sent: 09/02/2016 04:03:52 GMT
Standard Time
Subj: Re: Technical Appendix

Please check the technical 
appendix slides.

Thanks,

Steve

Steve Bannister Stephen C.
Bannister, Ph.D. Assistant
Professor Department of 
Economics University of 
Utah

On 2/8/2016 10:14 AM, 
EMyrone wrote:

Excellent idea and 
very fine set of 
slides.

In a message dated 
08/02/2016 16:14:13
GMT Standard 
Timewrites:

Hello 
Myron. I
am 
thinking 
of 
adding a 
“technic
al 

mailto:Time@gmail.com


appendix
” to the 
slide 
show 
incorpor
ating 
these 
comment
s. Does 
that 
make 
sense to 
you?

Thanks,

Steve

Steve 
Bannist
er 
Stephen
C. 
Bannist
er, 
Ph.D. 
Assista
nt 
Profess
or 
Departm
ent of 
Economi
cs 
Univers
ity of 
Utah

On 
2/8/2016
2:28 
AM, 
EMyron
e wrote:
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end of comment Slide Set with Technical Appendix

The Norman Somerville Family of     Scotland
February 10, 2016 

This is full of interest and many thanks! They also appear on the Celtic Royal Genealogy site and I 
think that there are some Stuart marriages on that site. This is an important find for our Newlands 
Comb family adn I am most grateful for this information.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 10/02/2016 10:04:43 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Somervilles

Please see the four attachments regarding the Somervilles in Carnwath. They are copies of 
pages taken from a local history book on Carnwath written by George Paul. I have 
numbered them 1 to 4 so that you can read them in the correct order. The Somervilles of 
Carnwath whose seat was originally at Couthally Castle were one of the leading families in 
the land in the early days. Some of them married into royalty and some of the kings were 
known to have attended banquets at Couthally Castle. This castle is now very much a ruin. 
The last time that I saw it was two years ago when I was showing an American lady round 
whose husband was descended from the Somervilles.
I have not researched the Christian Somerville who married Walter Fleming, but it is very 
possible that she may be one of the Carnwath Somervilles, especially as Carnwath is not far
from Edinburgh. I mentioned in an earlier email about the naming pattern of children in 
Scotland – first son after paternal grandfather, second son after maternal grandfather, etc. 
This was generally strictly adhered to among the more common families, but in the nobility
families it was sometimes reversed, that is first son named after the maternal grandfather. 
This occurred when the mother’s family were seen to have a higher position in the nobility 
ranking than the father’s family. This appears to have been the case with Walter Fleming 
and Christian Somerville whose first son was named after Christian’s father Alexander 
Somerville.
In my last email I mentioned Lord Fleming and Sir Robert Robert Fleming being witnesses 
at the birth of William Fleming in 1663. This of course should have read witnesses at the 
baptism of William. Apologies for my mistake.
William 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/10/the-norman-somerville-family-of-scotland/


no4 

no3 

no2 

no1 

end of comment The Norman Somerville Family of Scotland

Question for Genealogists
February 10, 2016 

What is the most efficient way of finding the ancestry of Edward Evans and Elizabeth Gunter, who 
were married at St. Mary’s Cusop, Hereford County, on December 27th., 1737? The Hereford registry 
could not come up with the accurate answer. I assume that not all of the Parish records have been 
transferred to the Powys or Hereford registries. Is there an online system to which all the relevant 
Parish records have been transferred? My guess is that they were born about 1715 in one of the villages
around Hay on Wye in Powys. Any information from a reader of this blog would be greatly 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/10/question-for-genealogists/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/10/the-norman-somerville-family-of-scotland/no4/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/10/the-norman-somerville-family-of-scotland/no3/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/10/the-norman-somerville-family-of-scotland/no2/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/10/the-norman-somerville-family-of-scotland/no1/


appreciated. I know that Sir Peter Gunter was a Norman knight of Bernard de Neufmarche in the 
eleventh century and that the Gunter family was localized for centuries in Powys or Hereford County. 
If Gunter participated in the Battle of Brecon in 1093, he must have died later than 1093. Sir Peter 
Gunter (or Gaunt d’Or) was born in Normandy and according to the Ariciu site married Joan Aubrey, 
daughter of Sir Reginald Aubrey in Normandy. However the accuracy of this is apparently 
questionable. If accurate then Sir Peter Gunter married my direct ancestor, Joan Aubrey, daughter of the
eleventh century NormanSir Reginald Aubrey or Alberic. My guess is that Edward Evans may have 
been born in Cleirwy (Clyro) or Llanigon or nearby. They were church goers so their baptismal records 
may be in the churches around Hay on Wye. Bartrum goes back only to Thomas Aubrey, born about 
1299.

Comments Off

Chart of David Colston Crawford’s family     tree
February 10, 2016 

This looks like excellent work!

Sent: 09/02/2016 22:54:34 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Chart of David Colston Crawford&apos;s family tree

Hello Myron. This is the chart you need on John Newlands born around 1809. It failed to 
attach to the email I just sent you. Vivienne

dcc-anc-1.pdf

end of comment Chart of David Colston Crawford’s family tree

Another brother for James Combe Newlands – John 
Brown     Newlands
February 10, 2016 

Many thanks, the Scottish records seem to be in excellent shape and as William Fleming has just 
discovered, our ancestry in this line may be related to the Scottish nobility. Mary Fairfax Somerville 
was born in Jedburgh, the daughter of Vice Admiral Sir William George Fairfax, probably descended in
some way from Lord Fairfax, the Parliamentary commander. Her mother’s Somerville family was also 
descended from the Scottish nobility. So we can trace back from Christiana Somerville.

In a message dated 09/02/2016 22:48:24 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Hello Myron.

In December, I came across a family tree chart on the Internet for a David Colston 
Crawford and saw that James Newlands and Elizabeth Comb were on it as his ancestors. 
Although they were down as both being born after 1794, I suspected that this was an error 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/10/another-brother-for-james-combe-newlands-john-brown-newlands/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/10/another-brother-for-james-combe-newlands-john-brown-newlands/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/dcc-anc-1.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/10/chart-of-david-colston-crawfords-family-tree/


on the chart (and it should have said born before 1794)

A COPY OF THE COLSTON CRAWFORD CHART IS ATTACHED.

The chart showed that they had a son called John, born around 1809 in Edinburgh 
Midlothian.

So I compared the information on this chart with what we have on our Comb Newlands 
Family tree. The information on John fitted in so well with our family tree e.g…

John was born approx. 2 years after James Newlands married Elizabeth Comb and a year 
before the birth of their first daughter Christian(a). As the first born son…the naming 
pattern for the children would follow the traditional practice of first born son named after 
father’s father (John) and second born son named after mother’s father (David Comb).

So I asked my colleague to check out official records for John Newlands born about 1809 
to James Newlands and Elizabeth Comb.

I received the following information from her today confirming what I suspected…

“James Newlands Private in the Lancashire Regiment of Militia and Elizabeth Comb his 
spouse residing in this Parish (Dalmeny) had a son born on the 23rd day of August 1808 
and baptized on the 4th day of September 1808 – named John Brown”

I find the the use of the middle name Brown intriguing… we have never come across 
Brown in the family tree before……also that John went on to marry a Betsy Brown 
according to the Colston Crawford family tree.
It is also great news to discover that our ancestor James Newlands was in the Lancashire 
regiment of the Militia.

All for now, but I will be in touch again soon.

Best wishes.

Vivienne

end of comment Another brother for James Combe Newlands – John Brown Newlands

Ancestry of Walter     Fleming
February 10, 2016 

Many thanks indeed, this is very interesting! My Civil List predecessor Mary Fairfax Somerville was 
descended from many distinguished Scottish families on her mother’s side, and Somerville College 
Oxford was named after her. I would not be surpised if she were related to Christiana Somerville, 
which would explain the presence of the Scottish nobility at the wedding. She was one of my 
predecessors as a Civil List Pensioner and translated Laplace’s “Celestial Mechanics” from the French. 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/10/ancestry-of-walter-fleming/


Thomas, third Lord Fairfax of Cameron, was Parliamentary commander in chief during the Civil War. 
Oliver Cromwell, Lord Protector, is an ancestral cousin of Vivienne and myself. He was descended 
from our ancestor Tewdwr Mawr ap Cadell. Cromwell and James 1st of Scotland and England (James 
VI of Scotland) were cousins, because Margaret Tudor, daughter of my ancestral cousin Henry VII, was
married to James IV of Scotland to try to forge an alliance. There is a program on youtube about Henry 
VII, called “The Winter King”. The genealogy in this program is lamentable, it swallows the Yorkist 
propaganda, because Henry VII is described as the grandson of a servant, Owain Tudur, who married 
Queen Catherine de Valois. Owain Tudur was obviously a courtier, not a servant. In fact Henry VII and 
Owain Tudur were descended from Tewdwr Mawr, Hywel Dda, Rhodri Mawr, Urien Rheged and 
Cunedda (Kenneth) of the Kingdom of Gododdin, whose capital was Dun Edin, Edinburgh. The 
genealogy of the Kings of Gododdin goes back to ancient Celtic times, authentic to 150 B. C. This is all
on www.aias.us and archived on http://www.webarchive.org , the Wayback Machine. I can easily 
pronounce the names of ancient Gododdin, because I am a fluent Welsh speaker. English is very much 
my second language.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 09/02/2016 20:27:09 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Many thanks to William Fleming

I have been having a look at the ancestry of Walter Fleming who married Christian 
Somerville. I see that when Walter’s father William was born in 1663 there were numerous 
witnesses including Lord Fleming and Sir Robert Fleming, so they must have been a family
with connections to the nobility families. Walter Fleming who married Christian Somerville
in 1705 was a merchant in Edinburgh and I found two daughters in addition to the six sons 
mentioned on your tree. All the children were born in St Cuthbert, which is a district in 
Edinburgh. The eldest son Alexander was named after Christian’s father. As I already 
pointed out, the family were still in Edinburgh when at least four or five generations of 
Flemings had already been in Hawkwood, therefore Walter’s son John could not have been 
the progenitor of the Hawkwood family. When I did a search for John Flemings in Scotland
born around the 1740s / 1750s I found hundreds of them and that was why I was wondering
why Vivienne had chosen the Hawkwood one to be a son of John and grandson of Walter. 
William

—-Original message—-
From : EMyrone@aol.com
Date : 06/02/2016 – 17:46 (GMTST)
To : w.fleming217@btinternet.com, vivswaby@gmail.com
Subject : Many thanks to William Fleming

Many thanks again, I recall that Vivienne sent a message some time ago on the 
reasoning that led to a possible link with Sir Alexander. This is impressively 
researched information, and so is the work of Vivienne and her colleague. I 
should think that more and more material will be archived on the internet soon, 
so a clue may come up.

Myron

http://www.webarchive.org/
http://www.aias.us/


In a message dated 04/02/2016 16:43:50 GMT Standard Time writes:

Looking at the family tree for Sir Alexander Fleming, and regarding
his great grandparents, John Fleming and Janet Fleming, they were 
married in 1768 and their eight known children were James 
(b.1769), Mary (b.1771), Hugh (b.1773), James (b.1775), John 
(b.1778), Andrew (b.1780), William (b.1782) and Matthew 
(b/1784). If John was a grandson of Walter Fleming and Christian 
Somerville then I would have thought that one of the sons (usually 
the eldest) would have been named Walter. As John and Janet had 
only one daughter it is difficult to know if a second daughter would 
have been named Christian. but in all the succeeding generations no
daughter was ever named Christian.
When William Fleming in Plewland died about 1589 there was a 
hint that he may have originated from Tweeddale in Peeblesshire 
where a Fleming family had lived from an early period. I have 
never been able to prove this. The names of Robert, Alexander, 
John and William all featured in that family which made me think 
that there really might be a connection there. That family had 
connections to the nobility Fleming family who originally settled in 
Lanarkshire and built Boghall Castle at Biggar, the seat of the 
family for a lengthy time.

The connection with the Peeblesshire Flemings should not be taken 
as gospel, but it is something that I have often tried to find more 
evidence for.

If only more records were available it would make the job much 
easier.

William

Possible Link to Sir Alexander Fleming

Many thanks again! I attach the Comb / Newlands line 
and line of Sir Alexander Fleming with which you are 
familiar. These were prepared by Vivienne Swaby and 
her colleague. I think that a link proven by documents 
must be established between Christiana Fleming (born 
1740 in Blackburn), who married David Comb (born 
1729 in Dunbar), and any one of the Flemings of the 
line of Sir Alexander Fleming. Also attached is the 
extrapolation of the line of Patrick Comb to Thomaidh 
Mor, descended from Clan Mac an Taoiseach. Looking 
for accurate Fleming ancestry must be like looking for 
accurate Evans ancestry here in Wales.



In a message dated 04/02/2016 09:43:19 GMT Standard
Time, writes:

Dear Myron,
Thank you for your reply. The family tree 
on the website for Sir Alexander Fleming 
back to John Fleming and his spouse Janet 
Fleming who were married in 1768 is in 
total agreement with the tree that I have. 
However it is the lineage before that where 
we differ. I believe that the aforementioned 
John possibly came from the branch of the 
family who farmed in Glengavel, a 
neighbouring farm to Plewland and 
Martinholm. The family names of the 
Glengavel family were Hugh, John, Andrew,
William and Alexander and most of those 
names were prominent in Sir Alexander’s 
family. I also found a record of a William 
Fleming who died in Plewland about 1589. 
Plewland was the farm that Sir Alexander’s 
family were in before they moved to 
Lochfield at Darvel where Sir Alexander 
was born.

William

Possible Link to Sir Alexander 
Fleming

Many thanks to William 
Fleming. The genealogy was 
worked out by my cousin 
Vivienne Swaby and her 
colleague, and we are interested 
in establishing an accurate link 
to Sir Alexander Fleming. I have
always greatly admired 
Fleming’s work on penicillin.

Myron Evans

Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent., Civil 
List Pensioner, D. Sc., Ph.D., B. 
Sc. (Wales)
www.aias.us

http://www.aias.us/


In a message dated 03/02/2016 
20:53:35 GMT Standard Time, 
writes:

ANCESTRY OF 
SIR ALEXANDER 
FLEMING

I am not sure if I am 
contacting the 
correct person, but 
this was the only 
email address that I 
have found on the 
website by Dr 
Myron Evans. I 
would just like to 
clarify a few points 
regarding the family 
tree of Sir Alexander
Fleming and his 
connection to the 
Flemings in 
Hawkwood. The 
family tree that I 
have differs from the
one on the website. I
just wanted to 
discuss it as what I 
have may not be 
correct, although a 
lot of it has come 
from members of the
Hawkwood family.
I note that you have 
Sir Alexander as a 
descendant of John 
Fleming in 
Hawkwood, born in 
1749. I have a 
family tree for the 
Hawkwood 
Flemings. I was 
wondering where 
you gathered the 
information about 
this John Fleming 



being a grandson of 
Walter Fleming and 
Christian 
Somerville. I was 
under the impression
that this John 
Fleming was a son 
of John Fleming and
Jean Leiper. The 
four generations 
before that were 
Robert, Robert, 
William and John, 
with the last named 
being recorded in 
Hawkwood when he 
died in 1652.

I have often tried to 
link Sir Alexander 
Fleming’s family to 
the Hawkwood 
family, but have as 
yet not found any 
proof. I do think that
there may be a link 
but if there is then it 
was from much 
earlier than the John 
born in 1749.

The Walter Fleming 
that appears on the 
family tree on the 
website I would say 
was from a 
completely different 
family. The names of
Walter, Thomas and 
George never 
featured in the 
Hawkwood family.

Being a Fleming 
myself I am very 
keen to make sure 
that I have my 



information correct 
and I would be 
interested to know 
your sources for 
linking John 
Fleming in 
Hawkwood with the 
family of Walter 
Fleming. I have 
always believed that 
the Hawkwood 
family were most 
probably descended 
from either the 
Robert Fleming 
recorded in 
Strathaven in the 
12th century or the 
William Fleming 
recorded in 
Stonehouse at a 
similar time. The 
four predominant 
names in the 
Hawkwood family 
were Robert, 
William, John and 
James. There were 
so many Flemings 
related to the 
Hawkwood family 
in the 17th century 
in Avondale parish 
that I feel that the 
family had been in 
the area for a long 
time. Walter 
Fleming came from 
a family whose 
origins were not in 
Avondale.

I will keep an open 
mind on this, and if I
can find proof that I 
am wrong then I will
change the family 



tree.

Although I am a 
Fleming, I am from 
a different family 
from both 
Hawkwood and Sir 
Alexander, but I 
gather information 
on all the Fleming 
families in the 
parishes of 
Avondale, 
Stonehouse, 
Glassford, East 
Kilbride and Dalserf,
which was the main 
area of the Flemings 
in Lanarkshire. 
There were a great 
number of different 
Fleming families 
and over the years I 
have been trying to 
link as many of them
as possible. In the 
17th century 
Fleming was the 
commonest name in 
the parish of 
Avondale. I also 
know quite a few 
members of the 
Hawkwood family, 
and because of that I
am very keen that 
the family tree 
drawn up for them is
correct.

William Fleming

end of comment Ancestry of Walter Fleming



Slide Set with Technical     Appendix
February 10, 2016 

The only suggestion I have is a one line mention of the overwhelming acceptance of the theory via the 
scientometrics and refer to www.aias.us for a huge amount of data, recorded daily over nearly twelve 
years. I think that a discerning investor or funding agency will find this set of slides to be persuasive, 
because it is accurately scientific and honest. In my understanding the Munich group has tested out 
many devices that claim to trap the energy in spacetime, and have narrowed down the field to these 
devices, particularly the Ide device tested in UFT311 against theory, reaching excellent agreement as 
demanded by Baconian principles. The Ide device has also been found to be reproducible and 
repeatable. So in Baconian science, ECE and ECE2 must be accepted as a valid scientific theory, and 
the Ide device must be accepted as valid experimental apparatus. As a matter of interest, I looked up the
definition of “sceptic” in the online Cambridge dictionary, and it means a person who doubts the value 
of a belief. As an Oxford man I am sceptical of Cambridge (in humour), as an Aberystwyth man I am 
sceptical of both and as an AIAS man I am sceptical of all three. However, scepticism is not valid in 
Baconian science, because Baconian science is not a belief, it tests a mathematically correct theory and 
valid ideas or principles against experimental data that are reproducible and repeatable. Cartan 
geometry is mathematically correct within its axioms, the structure equations of Maurer and Cartan, 
and so ECE and ECE2 are correct, being based directly on Cartan geometry. It is well known and well 
proven in many well known ways that Einsteinian or torsionless general relativity is mathematically 
incorrect because omission of torsion means that both curvature and torsion vanish, reductio ad 
absurdum, reduction to absurdity proof that omission of torsion means the complete loss of gravitation. 
That is not scepticism either, it is rigorous logic. Scepticism is ultimately an anthropomorphic prejudice
(i.e. judgment without facts) and has no place in science or mathematics.

Sent: 09/02/2016 18:11:30 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Slide Set with Technical Appendix

I added Horst’s suggestion to this version of the document.

Steve

Steve Bannister Stephen C. Bannister, Ph.D. Assistant Professor 
Department of Economics University of Utah

On 2/9/2016 2:13 AM, Horst Eckardt wrote:

Steve,
perhaps you should add the range on which the Hamiltonian of vacuum is 
considered:

On the quantum level, the total Hamiltonian is the sum of the Hamiltonian for 
matter
and for the vacuum, H total = H matter + H vacuum

Horst

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/10/slide-set-with-technical-appendix-2/


Am 09.02.2016 um 07:57 schrieb EMyrone:

The technical appendix looks fine. I assume that this talk will be 
given to discerning investors and funding agencies. In my opinion 
all these new devices should be manufactured and distributed free 
of charge with all despatch in an organized worldwide effort.

cc Prime Minister’s Office

To: EMyrone
Sent: 09/02/2016 04:03:52 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Technical Appendix

Please check the technical appendix slides.

Thanks,

Steve

Steve Bannister Stephen C. Bannister, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor Department of Economics 
University of Utah

On 2/8/2016 10:14 AM, EMyrone wrote:

Excellent idea and very fine set of slides.

In a message dated 08/02/2016 16:14:13 
GMT Standard Timewrites:

Hello Myron. I am thinking of 
adding a “technical appendix” to
the slide show incorporating 
these comments. Does that make
sense to you?

Thanks,

Steve

Steve Bannister Stephen C.
Bannister, Ph.D. Assistant
Professor Department of 
Economics University of 
Utah

On 2/8/2016 2:28 AM, EMyrone
wrote:

mailto:Time@gmail.com


The conservation of 
energy in this case is
expressed through 
the hamiltonian of 
ECE2 special 
relativity, denoted H.
This is a constant of 
motion. ECE2 
special relativity is 
special relativity 
with finite torsion 
and curvature, and it 
is making a massive,
delta function 
impact. The total 
hamiltonian is the 
sum of the 
hamiltonian for 
matter and for the 
vacuum, H = H 
(matter) + H 
(vacuum). The 
individual parts 
H(matter) and 
H(vacuum) can 
fluctuate, and 
interchange into 
each other, but the 
total H is always 
constant for what is 
known as “a 
conservative 
system” (a well 
defined system 
consisting of matter 
plus vacuum). This 
is the correct 
interpretation of 
conservation of 
TOTAL hamiltonian 
H, or total energy. 
The transfer of 
H(vacuum) to 
H(matter) does not 
violate any law of 
physics. It is



not “perpetual 
motion”. That is an 
absurd distortion put
forward by 
dogmatists. No 
ethical scientist 
would put forward 
the idea. The 
transfer of 
H(vacuum) to 
H(matter) is what is 
meant by the 
vernacular “energy 
from the vacuum”. 
This should be 
blazingly obvious to 
an eleven year old 
pupil. I always refer 
to this transfer as 
“energy from 
spacetime”. The 
latter is Cartan 
geometry. Alexander
Pope wrote that a 
little learning is a 
dangerous thing, and
it is exceedingly 
dangerous to have 
no knowledge of 
physics at all. There 
is no excuse to have 
no knowledge, it is 
all on Google, a vast
library available to 
everyone. The 
hamiltonian was 
inferred by my Civil 
List predecessor Sir 
William Rowan 
Hamilton, a full 
professor at the age 
of twenty three and a
child prodigy in both
science and classics. 
However, he wrote 
truly terrible poetry. 
Never mind, the 



hamiltonain became 
the basis of quantum
mechanics. Any kind
of rubbishy standard 
model idea can be 
hoisted on a general 
public that knows 
nothing about 
science at all. With 
all the schooling 
available to them 
now, completely 
free, there is no 
excuse to know 
nothing. In fact it is 
absurd to know 
nothing. It is well 
nigh impossible.

directElectricityAdvanced.pdf

end of comment Slide Set with Technical Appendix

Daily Report 8/2/16
February 10, 2016 

The equivalent of 145,168 printed pages was downloaded during the day (529.282 megabytes) from 
2826 downloaded memory files (“hits”) and 502 distinct visits each averaging 4.7 memory pages and 
13 minutes, printed page to hits ratio of 51.37 for the day, main spiders cnsat (China), google, MSN 
and yahoo, major download from amazonaws.com. Collected ECE2 573, Top ten items 508, Collected 
scientometrics 203(est), Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 152, Principles of ECE 137, F3(Sp) 106, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 86, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 83, Proofs that no torsion means 
no gravitation 70, UFT88 41, Engineering Model 38, UFT311 26, Evans Equations 25, CEFE 24, 
UFT321 23, Self charging inverter 21, Llais 20, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 13, Prolific authors 10, Three 
world records by MWE 9, UFT313 19, UFT314 15, UFT315 16, UFT316 24, UFT317 25, UFT318 26,
UFT319 24, UFT320 17, UFT322 16, UFT323 14, UFT324 25, UFT325 27, UFT326 18, UFT327 17, 
UFT328 52, UFT329 20, UFT330 23, UFT331 19, UFT332 18, UFT333 23, UFT334 23, UFT335 23, 
UFT336 30, UFT337 23, UFT338 28, UFT339 7 to date in February 2016. Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT) UFT1, UFT283, UFT339, UFT333; Michigan State University general; physics 
Southern Illinois University UFT175; Spanish National Fusion Laboratory UFT137; Physics Uppsala 
University Sweden UFT81; University of Edinburgh UFT151, UFT154, UFT155, H Bonding, ECE 
article. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for February 2016.

end of comment Daily Report 8/2/16

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/10/daily-report-8216/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/directelectricityadvanced1.pdf


Media Deception
February 9, 2016 

Agreed – some method other than the failed LIGOS is needed to detect gravitational waves, a very 
difficult procedure because they are about twenty three orders of magnitude weaker than 
electromagnetic waves. It is certainly unacceptable to spend thousands of millions of dollars on 
pseudoscience, while millions die of starvation every year. Let them eat dark matter. They make Marie 
Anointette look like a Trustee of a Charitable Trust. In ECE2, essentially the new physics, both types 
are described by the same field equations. In my opinion, one feasible method is UFT64, published 
open source on www.aiss.us and in Acta Physica Polonica, a standard model journal. Since then 
UFT311 has exactly verified the spin connection method. It has become very clear that the old guard is 
blankly refusing to study refutations, while everyone else does so, pupils, undergraduates, graduates, 
post docs, staff, governments, military staff, institutions, and literally millions of scholars. So we just 
bypass the idolatry and use Francis Bacon’s enlightened ideas about nature.

c Priem Minister’s Office

u, EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 09/02/2016 14:46:45 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Have gravitational waves FINALLY been found?

Dear Axel,

Thanks for the alert.

The report is mass-media induced mass hysteria, pop-science and deception. Einstein’s 
gravitational waves do not exist. Gravitational energy cannot be localised in General 
Relativity and so there are no Einstein gravitational waves. General Relativity is riddled 
with fatal logical inconsistencies and physical impossibilities. The cosmologists see black 
holes all over the Cosmos yet nobody has ever found one (that’s because they don’t exist). 
In similar fashion they wish for their Einstein gravitational waves all over the Universe. 
They see them because they believe in them, just as people who believe in ghosts and 
goblins see their actions in the shadows. The Higgs boson had to be found, for two reasons:
(1) to salve the pious souls of the particle physicists and the cosmologists, (2) to justify the 
vast public money spent on contraptions and wages for sinecures. LIGO has the very same 
feckless objectives.

It will be interesting to see all the event horizons that the Event Horizon Telescope reports 
in the near future. It’s just another piece of space junk. LIGO is just another piece of 
terrestrial junk (costing more than $4,000,000,000.00).

Kind regards,
Steve

On Tuesday, 9 February 2016, 21:47, Axel Westrenius <corbis@bigpond.net.au> wrote:

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3437846/Have-gravitational-waves-

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3437846/Have-gravitational-waves-FINALLY-Thursday-press-conference-expected-unveil-Albert-Einstein-s-theory-ripples-space-time-proved.html
mailto:s@bigpond.net.au
http://www.aiss.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/09/media-deception/


FINALLY-Thursday-press-conference-expected-unveil-Albert-Einstein-s-theory-ripples-
space-time-proved.html

end of comment Media Deception

Damage done to physics by the     media
February 9, 2016 

This is typical of the damage done to physics by media propaganda. However, this propaganda is 
defused very effectively by www.aias.us and www.upitec.org, archived continuously and in real time 
on the Wayback Machine, www.archive.org. The media never report in any kind of balanced manner, 
and always invoke the name of Einstein as if he were some idol or god in human guise. Einstein 
himself would have disliked this idolatry very intensely. Stephen Crothers has argued conclusively 
against the experimental techniques that are used to claim the existence of gravitational radiation. If 
such radiation is ever found to be reproducible and repeatable, it would be due to the ECE2 
gravitational equations, and certainly not due to the incorrect Einstein theory. ECE and ECE2 can no 
longer be covered up, because they are being permanently archived in real time on the Wayback 
Machine. The huge interest in ECE and ECE2 means that media propaganda is ignored by the real 
professionals, and more importantly, young minds.

To: EMyrone@aol.com,
Sent: 09/02/2016 11:47:43 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Have gravitational waves FINALLY been found?

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3437846/Have-gravitational-waves-
FINALLY-Thursday-press-conference-expected-unveil-Albert-Einstein-s-theory-ripples-
space-time-proved.html

end of comment Damage done to physics by the media

Discussion of 340(1)
February 9, 2016 

Many thanks again!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 09/02/2016 11:21:31 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 340(1): Explanation of the g Factor and Lamb Shift with the Vacuum Particle

This is a very convincing, new explanation of the Lamb Shift!!

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Discussion of 340(1)

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/09/discussion-of-3401/
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3437846/Have-gravitational-waves-FINALLY-Thursday-press-conference-expected-unveil-Albert-Einstein-s-theory-ripples-space-time-proved.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3437846/Have-gravitational-waves-FINALLY-Thursday-press-conference-expected-unveil-Albert-Einstein-s-theory-ripples-space-time-proved.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3437846/Have-gravitational-waves-FINALLY-Thursday-press-conference-expected-unveil-Albert-Einstein-s-theory-ripples-space-time-proved.html
http://www.archive.org/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/09/damage-done-to-physics-by-the-media/
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3437846/Have-gravitational-waves-FINALLY-Thursday-press-conference-expected-unveil-Albert-Einstein-s-theory-ripples-space-time-proved.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3437846/Have-gravitational-waves-FINALLY-Thursday-press-conference-expected-unveil-Albert-Einstein-s-theory-ripples-space-time-proved.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3437846/Have-gravitational-waves-FINALLY-Thursday-press-conference-expected-unveil-Albert-Einstein-s-theory-ripples-space-time-proved.html


The Greatest Dangers to     Humankind
February 9, 2016 

The greatest danger remains the same as it was in 1949, nuclear war. There is a program on youtube 
called “On the Brink, Doomsday” which outlines many occasions when nuclear war was averted by a 
hair’s breadth, starting in 1949 when Stalin first tested the nuclear bomb in Kamchatka. From 1945 to 
1949 the United States had a monopoly of nuclear weapons, and by 1949 already had hundreds of 
bombs. So it could have annihilated any enemy. However, Truman stopped this happening, for obvious 
reasons, overruling Curtis LeMay who wanted to destroy the entire Soviet Union in retaliation for 
Stalin’s bomb. Stalin and LeMay were two devils of a kind, unstable and murderous psychopaths. The 
Cuban missile crisis came within a few hours of triggering nuclear warfare, Kennedy over-ruled the 
military who wanted to bomb Cuba: Taylor and LeMay among them. The military intelligence was so 
poor that they did not know that there was a missile build up, and did not know that there were 
battlefield nuclear weapons in Cuba. I went through the Cuban Missile crisis as a twelve year old in 
October 1962 as in my Autobiography volume one. The decision of nuclear war has been in the hands 
of leaders who were frequently inebriated, devious, corrupt and unstable: Nixon, Brezhnev and Yeltsin. 
One false alarm came within a hair’s breadth of a strike by fighters carrying nuclear weapons. Jimmy 
Carter did not even know about it until it was all over, and he was not in control. This is why Albert 
Einstein and Bertrand Russell produced the Russell Einstein manifesto. The H bomb was invented by 
Edward Teller, who seems to have been a psychopath. Einstein was against the H bomb. If a nuclear 
war is initiated by some muderous idiot, the entire human race will be extinct within one hour. Far 
tighter controls on nuclear proliferation are needed, far stricter multiple fail safe mechanism, and a 
much greater effort towards greatly reducing the number of nuclear weapons. The second greatest 
danger is geopolitical instability due to shortage of fuel. Spacetime devices ought to be manufactured 
as quickly as humanly possible. At present, people are merrily burning fuel as if there were no 
tomorrow, and if they are not careful there won’t be.

cc Prime Minister’s Office

end of comment The Greatest Dangers to Humankind

Slides for Frank     Acland
February 9, 2016 

I add my thanks to all concerned!

Sent: 08/02/2016 16:10:23 GMT Standard Time
Subj: RE: Slides for Frank Acland

Dear Dr. Evans,

Thank you to be up the document for Frank Acland on AIAS site. It is very helpful to 
understand our new energy research of space time.

Dear Steve, Dear Horst,

I have watched the document for Frank Acland. I think it is very easy to understand for 
everyone to have interest in new energy.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/09/slides-for-frank-acland-2/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/09/the-greatest-dangers-to-humankind/


Thank you so much to explain well my device. I expect the investors to have more interest 
and understanding.

Sincerely,

Osamu Ide

From: EMyrone@aol.com [mailto:EMyrone@aol.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 7, 2016 4:31 PM
To: bo.lehnert@alfvenlab.kth.se; avanderm@du.edu; dblake@no10.x.gsi.gov.uk; 
pennbonvivant@yahoo.com; raydela@sbcglobal.net; corbis@bigpond.net.au; 
normanpage@comcast.net; fritzius@bellsouth.net; garethjohnevans@hotmail.co.uk; 
rpmc_6@hotmail.com; burleigh.personal@gmail.com; alexhillgtz@yahoo.com; 
ccefalas@eie.gr; simon.cliffy@googlemail.com; fdamador@comcast.net; 
steve.bannister@econ.utah.edu; graham.hall@gllm.ac.uk; alwyn.vandermerwe@du.edu; 
henryk.ratajczak@gmail.com; croca@fc.ul.pt; dwlindstrom@gmail.com; 
cr1460solarinc@gmail.com; sean@somewhere.ws; norpag@att.net; 
kp.phys@btinternet.com; mail@horst-eckardt.de; simon@mrclifford.net; 
rob@rfmicrosystems.co.uk; thenarmis@yahoo.com; Alwyn.VanDerMerwe@du.edu; 
dendavis@aol.com; daphne@myad.jp; mcp358@gmail.com; russdavis1234@yahoo.com; 
dewi.lewis1@btinternet.com; wsd@axenus.plus.com; arthur.turnerthomas@live.com; 
fsnape@sympatico.ca; sianifan@sky.com; meirion66@yahoo.com; 
save.the.eagles2@gmail.com; vivswaby@gmail.com; byron.davies.mp@parliament.uk; 
lizevanscampaign@hotmail.com; sightings@mindspring.com; 
cynthiamullan@tiscali.co.uk; ddangd@sc.rr.com
Subject: Slides for Frank Acland

I think that this is an outstanding set of slides by Horst Eckardt and Steve Bannister, do I 
have permission to post it on the blog? Once posted it will be immediately and permanently
archived on www.archive.org, a very important thing. I agree that the work in UFT311 and 
UFT321 is outstanding, providing perfect agreement with data. I would just like to point 
out that conservation of energy in the old type of Einsteinian general relativity (torsionless 
theory) also relies directly on the energy in spacetime. Conservation of energy momentum 
and charge current density in ECE2 and EC has been proven in many different ways in 
many papers. This mean conservation of total energy momentum. Energy can be 
transformed from one form to another, total energy is conserved. The scientometrics show 
overwhelming acceptance of the ideas of ECE and ECE2 and perhaps a line or two can be 
used to mention the scientometrics. Only those who know nothing at all about physics 
would deny these facts.

Sent: 06/02/2016 15:55:35 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Document for Frank Acland

Hello Myron. Horst and I cooperated on this for Frank Acland’s largely non-
technical audience. I sent it to Frank and asked him to attribute it to AIAS. I 
anticipate updating this as appropriate, so if you or anyone in the group has 

http://www.archive.org/


input, I will happilly incorporate.

Comments Off

Slide Set with Technical     Appendix
February 9, 2016 

The technical appendix looks fine. I assume that this talk will be given to discerning investors and 
funding agencies. In my opinion all these new devices should be manufactured and distributed free of 
charge with all despatch in an organized worldwide effort.

cc Prime Minister’s Office

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 09/02/2016 04:03:52 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Technical Appendix

Please check the technical appendix slides.

Thanks,

Steve

Steve Bannister Stephen C. Bannister, Ph.D. Assistant Professor 
Department of Economics University of Utah

On 2/8/2016 10:14 AM, EMyrone wrote:

Excellent idea and very fine set of slides.

In a message dated 08/02/2016 16:14:13 GMT Standard Timewrites:

Hello Myron. I am thinking of adding a “technical appendix” to the 
slide show incorporating these comments. Does that make sense to 
you?

Thanks,

Steve

Steve Bannister Stephen C. Bannister, Ph.D. Assistant 
Professor Department of Economics University of Utah

On 2/8/2016 2:28 AM, EMyrone wrote:

mailto:Time@gmail.com
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/09/slide-set-with-technical-appendix/


The conservation of energy in this case is expressed 
through the hamiltonian of ECE2 special relativity, 
denoted H. This is a constant of motion. ECE2 special 
relativity is special relativity with finite torsion and 
curvature, and it is making a massive, delta function 
impact. The total hamiltonian is the sum of the 
hamiltonian for matter and for the vacuum, H = H 
(matter) + H (vacuum). The individual parts H(matter) 
and H(vacuum) can fluctuate, and interchange into each 
other, but the total H is always constant for what is 
known as “a conservative system” (a well defined 
system consisting of matter plus vacuum). This is the 
correct interpretation of conservation of TOTAL 
hamiltonian H, or total energy. The transfer of 
H(vacuum) to H(matter) does not violate any law of 
physics. It is not “perpetual motion”. That is an absurd 
distortion put forward by dogmatists. No ethical 
scientist would put forward the idea. The transfer of 
H(vacuum) to H(matter) is what is meant by the 
vernacular “energy from the vacuum”. This should be 
blazingly obvious to an eleven year old pupil. I always 
refer to this transfer as “energy from spacetime”. The 
latter is Cartan geometry. Alexander Pope wrote that a 
little learning is a dangerous thing, and it is exceedingly 
dangerous to have no knowledge of physics at all. There
is no excuse to have no knowledge, it is all on Google, a
vast library available to everyone. The hamiltonian was 
inferred by my Civil List predecessor Sir William 
Rowan Hamilton, a full professor at the age of twenty 
three and a child prodigy in both science and classics. 
However, he wrote truly terrible poetry. Never mind, the
hamiltonain became the basis of quantum mechanics. 
Any kind of rubbishy standard model idea can be 
hoisted on a general public that knows nothing about 
science at all. With all the schooling available to them 
now, completely free, there is no excuse to know 
nothing. In fact it is absurd to know nothing. It is well 
nigh impossible.

directElectricityAdvanced.pdf

end of comment Slide Set with Technical Appendix

Daily Report Sunday     7/2/16
February 9, 2016 

The equivalent of 183,015 printed pages was downloaded during the day (667.274 megabytes) from 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/09/daily-report-sunday-7216/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/directelectricityadvanced.pdf


3103 downloaded memory files (hits) and 591 distinct visits each averaging 4.2 memory pages and 13 
minutes, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo, major download from 007ac9.net, printed
pages to hits ratio of 58.98 for the day. Collected ECE2 547, Top ten items 474, Collected 
scientometrics 196, Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 149, Teh Principles of ECE 133, F3(Sp) 88, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 80, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 78, proofs that no torsion means 
no gravitation 64, UFT88 37, Engineering model 36, UFT311 26, UFT321 24, CEFE 22, Self charging 
inverter 21, Llais 19, Most prolific authors 9, Three world records by MWE 8, UFT313 19, UFT314 
15, UFT315 15, UFT316 24, UFT317 20, UFT318 26, UFT319 24, UFT320 16, UFT322 15, UFT323 
14, UFT324 27, UFT325 26, UFT326 18, UFT327 16, UFT328 52, UFT329 19, UFT330 22, UFT331 
18, UFT332 18, UFT333 21, UFT334 27, UFT335 26, UFT336 29, UFT337 23, UFT338 26, UFT339 
3 to date in February 2016. University of Edinburgh Spacetime Devices. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for February 2016.

end of comment Daily Report Sunday 7/2/16

Technical Appendix
February 8, 2016 

Excellent idea and very fine set of slides.

In a message dated 08/02/2016 16:14:13 GMT Standard Timewrites:

Hello Myron. I am thinking of adding a “technical appendix” to the slide show 
incorporating these comments. Does that make sense to you?

Thanks,

Steve

Steve Bannister Stephen C. Bannister, Ph.D. Assistant Professor 
Department of Economics University of Utah

On 2/8/2016 2:28 AM, EMyrone wrote:

The conservation of energy in this case is expressed through the hamiltonian of 
ECE2 special relativity, denoted H. This is a constant of motion. ECE2 special 
relativity is special relativity with finite torsion and curvature, and it is making 
a massive, delta function impact. The total hamiltonian is the sum of the 
hamiltonian for matter and for the vacuum, H = H (matter) + H (vacuum). The 
individual parts H(matter) and H(vacuum) can fluctuate, and interchange into 
each other, but the total H is always constant for what is known as “a 
conservative system” (a well defined system consisting of matter plus vacuum).
This is the correct interpretation of conservation of TOTAL hamiltonian H, or 
total energy. The transfer of H(vacuum) to H(matter) does not violate any law 
of physics. It is not “perpetual motion”. That is an absurd distortion put forward
by dogmatists. No ethical scientist would put forward the idea. The transfer of 
H(vacuum) to H(matter) is what is meant by the vernacular “energy from the 
vacuum”. This should be blazingly obvious to an eleven year old pupil. I 

mailto:Time@gmail.com
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/08/technical-appendix/


always refer to this transfer as “energy from spacetime”. The latter is Cartan 
geometry. Alexander Pope wrote that a little learning is a dangerous thing, and 
it is exceedingly dangerous to have no knowledge of physics at all. There is no 
excuse to have no knowledge, it is all on Google, a vast library available to 
everyone. The hamiltonian was inferred by my Civil List predecessor Sir 
William Rowan Hamilton, a full professor at the age of twenty three and a child
prodigy in both science and classics. However, he wrote truly terrible poetry. 
Never mind, the hamiltonain became the basis of quantum mechanics. Any kind
of rubbishy standard model idea can be hoisted on a general public that knows 
nothing about science at all. With all the schooling available to them now, 
completely free, there is no excuse to know nothing. In fact it is absurd to know
nothing. It is well nigh impossible.

end of comment Technical Appendix

340(1): Explanation of the g Factor and Lamb Shift with the 
Vacuum     Particle
February 8, 2016 

This note gives a combined theory of the g factor and Lamb shift with the vacuum particle theory. It is 
shown that the anomalous g factor of the electron is

g = 1 + H / mc squared

where H is the relativistic hamiltonian, a constant of motion. The Dirac g factor of two is obtained with
the Dirac approximation, H =? m c squared. The Dirac approximation is incorrect as argued in recent 
ECE2 papers. The Lamb shift is explained through the fact that orbitals of the H atom are affected by 
the momentum of the vacuum particle. In S orbitals there is no angular momentum. So the P orbitals 
are affected and the S orbitals are not, giving the Lamb shift. The magnitude of the Lamb shift is given 
by the effective momentum of the incoming vacuum particle. This theory will be developed in the next 
note.

a340thpapernotes1.pdf

end of comment 340(1): Explanation of the g Factor and Lamb Shift with the Vacuum Particle

Conservation of Energy and Momentum in ECE 
Special     Relativity
February 8, 2016 

The conservation of energy in this case is expressed through the hamiltonian of ECE2 special relativity,
denoted H. This is a constant of motion. ECE2 special relativity is special relativity with finite torsion 
and curvature, and it is making a massive, delta function impact. The total hamiltonian is the sum of the
hamiltonian for matter and for the vacuum, H = H (matter) + H (vacuum). The individual parts 
H(matter) and H(vacuum) can fluctuate, and interchange into each other, but the total H is always 
constant for what is known as “a conservative system” (a well defined system consisting of matter plus 
vacuum). This is the correct interpretation of conservation of TOTAL hamiltonian H, or total energy. 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/08/conservation-of-energy-and-momentum-in-ece-special-relativity/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/08/conservation-of-energy-and-momentum-in-ece-special-relativity/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/a340thpapernotes1.pdf
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The transfer of H(vacuum) to H(matter) does not violate any law of physics. It is not “perpetual 
motion”. That is an absurd distortion put forward by dogmatists. No ethical scientist would put forward
the idea. The transfer of H(vacuum) to H(matter) is what is meant by the vernacular “energy from the 
vacuum”. This should be blazingly obvious to an eleven year old pupil. I always refer to this transfer as
“energy from spacetime”. The latter is Cartan geometry. Alexander Pope wrote that a little learning is a 
dangerous thing, and it is exceedingly dangerous to have no knowledge of physics at all. There is no 
excuse to have no knowledge, it is all on Google, a vast library available to everyone. The hamiltonian 
was inferred by my Civil List predecessor Sir William Rowan Hamilton, a full professor at the age of 
twenty three and a child prodigy in both science and classics. However, he wrote truly terrible poetry. 
Never mind, the hamiltonian became the basis of quantum mechanics. Any kind of rubbishy standard 
model idea can be hoisted on a general public that knows nothing about science at all. With all the 
schooling available to them now, completely free, there is no excuse to know nothing. In fact it is 
absurd to know nothing. It is well nigh impossible.

end of comment Conservation of Energy and Momentum in ECE Special Relativity

Plans for UFT340
February 8, 2016 

These are to attempt to develop a theory of the Lamb shift and Casimir effect with the newly 
discovered fundamental vacuum particle of precisely known mass and velocity with respect to a static 
elementary particle. The vacuum particle is also a wave by wave particle dualism. The g factor of the 
electron has already been described with precision by a vacuum particle theory.The g factor of the 
proton, muon and neutron must also be described by a vacuum particle theory for complete self 
consistency. Energy from spacetime can now be understood on the fundamental level through the 
endoergic (energy emitting), inelastic, collision of a vacuum particle with an elementary particle. The 
Dirac formalism is in deep trouble because its approximation is unphysical, and when this 
approximation is not used, there is no spin orbit fine structure. In order to describe the Lamb shift, a 
systematic attempt must be made to find a new theory of spin orbit fine structure without using the 
Dirac approximation. This was initiated in notes for UFT339, now posted, and the first note for 
UFT340 will develop this method.

end of comment Plans for UFT340

Most Read ECE2 Papers To date in February     2016
February 8, 2016 

These are as follows, the figures give downloaded memory files to date (hits) and printed pages.

UFT328 Precessing Elliptical Orbits, 49, 6231.
UFT334 Test of Relativistic Quantum Mechanics, 28 5878.
UFT326 Aharanov Bohm Effect 26, 9530
UFT338 The Fundamental Vacuum Particle 25 5239

In this quick check, the number of printed pages refers to the English language versions, there are many
more in the Spanish language versions. The printed page is A4 single spaced (one page = 3.646 
kilobytes), whereas the papers are prepared mainly in double spaced. So one can double the above 
figures for printed pages downloaded and increase by 60% for combined sites, www.aias.us and 

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/08/most-read-ece2-papers-to-date-in-february-2016/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/08/plans-for-uft340/


www.upitec.org. This gives 19,939, 18,810, 30,496, and 16,765 paper pages for the leading four papers 
in the first six days of February 2016. Each paper is about ten pages long, so each paper has already 
been read roughly two to three thousand times in six days. This is an unprecedented impact by any 
measure, and this impact goes on and on, every one of the three thousand plus items on www.aias.us is 
making this kind of impact on average. The importance of very accurate, long term, scientometrics 
becomes clear and obvious, without them the self styled establishment of the obsolete physics could 
claim that none of this ever happened. The importance of archiving becomes equally obvious, because 
the same pseudoestablishment has repeatedly tried to censor this entire output. So the faded 
establishment has tried to harm physics as much as it could. There is no way in which such an 
establishment should be funded by the tax payer without far stricter controls. It should be made much 
more accountable, and should not be allowed to fund itself, or award itself jobs, promotion and large 
amounts of prize money at the expense of the great majority of the profession. Above all it should not 
be allowed to blankly and mindlessly censor ideas that it does not like, and history has shown that it 
can no longer do so. Those who produce high impact work professionally acknowledged to be very 
important should be funded by governments and industry, and be fairly assessed for the big prizes.

end of comment Most Read ECE2 Papers To date in February 2016

Daily Report Saturday     6/2/16
February 8, 2016 

The equivalent of 160,174 printed pages was downloaded during the day (583.994 megabytes) from 
2318 downloaded memory files (“hits”) and 384 distinct visits each averaging 4 memory pages and 12 
minutes, printed page to hits ratio of 69.10 for the day, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 505, Top ten items 429, Collected scientometrics 146, Barddoniaeth / Collected
poetry 125, The Principles of ECE 122, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 83, F3(Sp) 77, Autobiography 
volumes one and two 75, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 63, Engineering Model 34, 
UFT88 34, Evans Equations 22, UFT311 22, Self charging inverter 19, CEFE 19, UFT321 17, Llais 17,
Most prolific authors 9, Three world records by MWE 8, UFT313 16, UFT314 13, UFT315 13, 
UFT316 20, UFT317 19, UFT318 24, UFT319 24, UFT320 16, UFT322 15, UFT323 14, UFT324 18, 
UFT325 23, UFT326 17, UFT327 16, UFT328 49, UFT329 17, UFT330 18, UFT331 16, UFT332 18, 
UFT333 19, UFT334 28, UFT335 22, UFT336 26, UFT337 20, UFT338 25, UFT339 1 to date in 
February 2016. University of Colorado UFT85; Complutense University Madrid Essay 104. Intense 
interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for February 2016.

end of comment Daily Report Saturday 6/2/16

Happy Chinese New Year to you all at     aias
February 7, 2016 

Happy New Year! ‘as yuer munkee a leecance?

In a message dated 07/02/2016 19:43:22 GMT Standard Time, writes:

The year of the Monkey!
Vivienne

end of comment Happy Chinese New Year to you all at aias
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Slides for Frank     Acland
February 7, 2016 

Hello Steve,
Many thanks for this permission to post. These important slides will be archived permanently on the 
Wayback Machine.
Myron

Slides for Frank Acland

Hello Myron,

Yes, of course, please post it. Please make sure you have the latest version, and I have 
attached it here as well.

Let me think about whether adding your comments will add to understanding for the 
audience Frank has, and that is why we did a much simplified version.

My thought was if we can get people understanding that the boundaries of energy 
momentum systems are not constrained as in the old thinking, and that ECE provides the 
link, this will be a major accomplishment. I worked with Horst to make sure I wasn’t 
saying anything wrong, but am most interested in any improvements.

I will add a point about the scientometrics–that is very important.

Steve

Steve Bannister Stephen C. Bannister, Ph.D. Assistant Professor 
Department of Economics University of Utah

On 2/7/2016 12:30 AM, EMyrone wrote:

I think that this is an outstanding set of slides by Horst Eckardt and Steve 
Bannister, do I have permission to post it on the blog? Once posted it will be 
immediately and permanently archived on www.archive.org, a very important 
thing. I agree that the work in UFT311 and UFT321 is outstanding, providing 
perfect agreement with data. I would just like to point out that conservation of 
energy in the old type of Einsteinian general relativity (torsionless theory) also 
relies directly on the energy in spacetime. Conservation of energy momentum 
and charge current density in ECE2 and EC has been proven in many different 
ways in many papers. This mean conservation of total energy momentum. 
Energy can be transformed from one form to another, total energy is conserved. 
The scientometrics show overwhelming acceptance of the ideas of ECE and 
ECE2 and perhaps a line or two can be used to mention the scientometrics. 
Only those who know nothing at all about physics would deny these facts.

Sent: 06/02/2016 15:55:35 GMT Standard Time

http://www.archive.org/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/07/slides-for-frank-acland/


Subj: Document for Frank Acland

Hello Myron. Horst and I cooperated on this for Frank Acland’s 
largely non-technical audience. I sent it to Frank and asked him to 
attribute it to AIAS. I anticipate updating this as appropriate, so if 
you or anyone in the group has input, I will happilly incorporate. 

directElectricity.pdf

Comments Off

Flemings of Midlothian
February 7, 2016 

Thanks again, this is impressive research. I would say that DNA testing should be able to settle some 
aspects of the lineage, comparison of DNA from the Fleming families. Sir Alexander would have 
approved of that scientific approach. The Y chromosome is passed on from father to son unchanged as 
you know, so there might be similarities between the two groups of Flemings. These days they might be
able to do mixed line DNA testing. I am descended from a Fleming of Scotland in a mixed (i.e. male / 
female) line over many generations. Originally, “Fleming” must have been a name given to anyone 
from Flanders, so the name in itself does not indicate a family relation as you infer. My Newlands 
cousin Vivienne, and her colleague, made great progress in getting back as far as they did, and I am 
glad that there is agreement up to a point. In my direct Evans line I am descended from generations of 
farm labourers from the Hay on Wye region, (Y Gelli Gandryll) and I grew up on a smallholding as in 
my autobiography in the blue box above my coat of arms on the home page of www.aias.us. That direct
line goes back to the early eighteenth century, to the marriage of Edward Evans with Elizabeth Gunter 
(Gaunt d’Or or Golden Gauntlet) of an old Norman family in St. Mary’s Cusop, just inside Hereford 
county. The name “Evans” was originally ab Ifan (Brythonic Celtic) or mac Ewan (Goidelic Celtic), a 
name given by the church, from the ancient Greek Ioan or John, or possibly an ancient Celtic warrior 
name meaning “fearless”. In another line I am descended from Tewdwr Mawr ap Cadell, Brenin Deau 
Cymru, King of Southern Wales, the Tudor ancestor of Henry VII, my ancestral cousin. The genealogy 
of Tewdwr Mawr (Tudor or Theodoric the Great) goes back to the Kings of Gododdin, whose capital 
was Dun Edin (Edinburgh). The name was taken from the Visigoth Roman Emperor Theodoric the 
Great and transliterated to Tewdwr, or Tudur, which became Tudor. As a fluent Welsh speaker I am able
to understand the ancient language of Scotland, Cumbric, with the help of some scholarship online. It is
of coruse British Celtic, spoken up to Aberdeen as Caledonian Celtic. All the genealogy is on 
www.aias.us as you probably know. I was fortunate in obtaining the help of excellent genealogists, 
notably Stuart Davies, Dewi Lewis, Arthur Turner-Thomas and my cousin Vivienne Swaby. The Comb 
side of our family goes back to Clan mac Tomaidh (mac Thomas) and Clan mac an Taoiseach 
(Mackintosh), the leaders of Clan na Chattan. Any male Newlands of relevance in your area could do a 
DNA test and it might lead back to Norse DNA, from Trondheim in Norway. Similarly the Flemings 
could group together and collect DNA profiles.

To: EMyrone@aol.com

http://www.aias.us/
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Sent: 06/02/2016 21:21:41 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Many thanks to William Fleming

The reason that I contacted you was because one of Sir Alexander’s descendants had seen 
your website and he contacted me to see what I thought about it. The family tree that we 
have for Sir Alexander goes back to the John Fleming and Janet Fleming as yours does. The
difference is from that point. As far as we understand, John was a son of Hugh Fleming in 
Glengavel and the name Hugh appeared in every generation after that (Sir Alexander was a 
son of Hugh Fleming). John also had a brother Hugh who remained in Glengavel. The 
farms of Plewland, Glengavil, Martinholm and Templeland were all neighbouring farms.
The Hawkwood family was a different family in the same parish and they can be traced 
back to John Fleming who died in Hawkwood in 1658. He was married to Barbara 
Torrence. The John (that you have as a son of a John born in 1720 and grandson of Walter) 
was a son of John Fleming and Jean Leiper in Hawkwood and that John was a son of 
Robert Fleming in Hawkwood. There was a strict naming pattern for children in Scotland. 
The eldest son was generally named after the paternal grandfather and the second son after 
the maternal grandfather. The eldest daughter was named after the maternal grandmother 
and the second daughter named after the paternal grandmother. John Fleming and Jean 
Leiper named their eldest son Robert after John’s father. The Fleming family were tenants 
in Hawkwood until just recently (within the last 10 years) when they gave up the tenancy 
after a period of about 400 years. In all that time they were always tenants.

I have transcribed the entire Avondale Old Parish Registers and this information has all 
come from them, the Kirk Session Records for the parish, from old gravestones and from 
members of the families concerned. From the end of the 1600s until 1854 there were about 
800 Fleming births recorded in the parish and also a large number of marriages. I believe 
that the estate records for the Duke of Hamilton who owned many of these farms confirms 
that the Flemings had been in Hawkwood from the time that I have mentioned and possibly 
earlier.

I have tried to link the Hawkwood family with Sir Alexander’s family, but have never 
found any link. Having been involved in farming myself for most of my life I knew a lot of 
the Flemings from both families. The second last generation of Flemings in Hawkwood had
four sons, Robert, William, James and Andrew, and the second son married my cousin. 
These four names were typical of the family throughout the generations. Another 
descendant of the Hawkwood family was in the neighbouring farm to us. I am also friendly 
with Ian Fleming, the son of John Fleming in Kinnox who was descended from Sir 
Alexander’s family. Like the Hawkwood family they spread out to many other farms.

The family tree that you have starting with George Fleming (b.1540) is one of the Mid 
Lothian / Edinburgh families. Walter and Christian’s children were born roughly between 
1706 and 1720, by which time the Hawkwood family were well established in the area and 
had spread out to several other farms. There were lots of different Fleming families in the 
parish and not all of them were involved in farming. A large number of them in Strathaven 
were weavers and in fact as there were so many of them that part of the town was named 
Flemingtown (later Flemington) and is still known by that name today.



My reasons for thinking that the Edinburgh family are unconnected are as follows. Firstly 
the Hawkwood and Sir Alexander’s families were well established in Avondale long before 
the time that you have made the link. Secondly the forenames of the Edinburgh family of 
George, Thomas and Walter do not appear in the two Avondale families. Thirdly there was 
no mention in the Old Parish Records or the Kirk Session records of any members of the 
Edinburgh family and lastly I think that the Edinburgh family may have been landowners 
rather than farmers.

I would be interested to hear Vivienne’s case for making the link to the Edinburgh family.

William

—-Original message—-
From : EMyrone@aol.com
Date : 06/02/2016 – 17:46 (GMTST)
To : w.fleming217@btinternet.com, vivswaby@gmail.com
Subject : Many thanks to William Fleming

Many thanks again, I recall that Vivienne sent a message some time ago on the 
reasoning that led to a possible link with Sir Alexander. This is impressively 
researched information, and so is the work of Vivienne and her colleague. I 
should think that more and more material will be archived on the internet soon, 
so a clue may come up.

Myron

In a message dated 04/02/2016 16:43:50 GMT Standard Time writes:

Looking at the family tree for Sir Alexander Fleming, and regarding
his great grandparents, John Fleming and Janet Fleming, they were 
married in 1768 and their eight known children were James 
(b.1769), Mary (b.1771), Hugh (b.1773), James (b.1775), John 
(b.1778), Andrew (b.1780), William (b.1782) and Matthew 
(b/1784). If John was a grandson of Walter Fleming and Christian 
Somerville then I would have thought that one of the sons (usually 
the eldest) would have been named Walter. As John and Janet had 
only one daughter it is difficult to know if a second daughter would 
have been named Christian. but in all the succeeding generations no
daughter was ever named Christian.
When William Fleming in Plewland died about 1589 there was a 
hint that he may have originated from Tweeddale in Peeblesshire 
where a Fleming family had lived from an early period. I have 
never been able to prove this. The names of Robert, Alexander, 
John and William all featured in that family which made me think 
that there really might be a connection there. That family had 
connections to the nobility Fleming family who originally settled in 



Lanarkshire and built Boghall Castle at Biggar, the seat of the 
family for a lengthy time.

The connection with the Peeblesshire Flemings should not be taken 
as gospel, but it is something that I have often tried to find more 
evidence for.

If only more records were available it would make the job much 
easier.

William

Possible Link to Sir Alexander Fleming

Many thanks again! I attach the Comb / Newlands line 
and line of Sir Alexander Fleming with which you are 
familiar. These were prepared by Vivienne Swaby and 
her colleague. I think that a link proven by documents 
must be established between Christiana Fleming (born 
1740 in Blackburn), who married David Comb (born 
1729 in Dunbar), and any one of the Flemings of the 
line of Sir Alexander Fleming. Also attached is the 
extrapolation of the line of Patrick Comb to Thomaidh 
Mor, descended from Clan Mac an Taoiseach. Looking 
for accurate Fleming ancestry must be like looking for 
accurate Evans ancestry here in Wales.

In a message dated 04/02/2016 09:43:19 GMT Standard
Time, writes:

Dear Myron,
Thank you for your reply. The family tree 
on the website for Sir Alexander Fleming 
back to John Fleming and his spouse Janet 
Fleming who were married in 1768 is in 
total agreement with the tree that I have. 
However it is the lineage before that where 
we differ. I believe that the aforementioned 
John possibly came from the branch of the 
family who farmed in Glengavel, a 
neighbouring farm to Plewland and 
Martinholm. The family names of the 
Glengavel family were Hugh, John, Andrew,
William and Alexander and most of those 
names were prominent in Sir Alexander’s 
family. I also found a record of a William 



Fleming who died in Plewland about 1589. 
Plewland was the farm that Sir Alexander’s 
family were in before they moved to 
Lochfield at Darvel where Sir Alexander 
was born.

William

Possible Link to Sir Alexander 
Fleming

Many thanks to William 
Fleming. The genealogy was 
worked out by my cousin 
Vivienne Swaby and her 
colleague, and we are interested 
in establishing an accurate link 
to Sir Alexander Fleming. I have
always greatly admired 
Fleming’s work on penicillin.

Myron Evans

Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent., Civil 
List Pensioner, D. Sc., Ph.D., B. 
Sc. (Wales)
www.aias.us

In a message dated 03/02/2016 
20:53:35 GMT Standard Time, 
writes:

ANCESTRY OF 
SIR ALEXANDER 
FLEMING

I am not sure if I am 
contacting the 
correct person, but 
this was the only 
email address that I 
have found on the 
website by Dr 
Myron Evans. I 
would just like to 
clarify a few points 

http://www.aias.us/


regarding the family 
tree of Sir Alexander
Fleming and his 
connection to the 
Flemings in 
Hawkwood. The 
family tree that I 
have differs from the
one on the website. I
just wanted to 
discuss it as what I 
have may not be 
correct, although a 
lot of it has come 
from members of the
Hawkwood family.
I note that you have 
Sir Alexander as a 
descendant of John 
Fleming in 
Hawkwood, born in 
1749. I have a 
family tree for the 
Hawkwood 
Flemings. I was 
wondering where 
you gathered the 
information about 
this John Fleming 
being a grandson of 
Walter Fleming and 
Christian 
Somerville. I was 
under the impression
that this John 
Fleming was a son 
of John Fleming and
Jean Leiper. The 
four generations 
before that were 
Robert, Robert, 
William and John, 
with the last named 
being recorded in 
Hawkwood when he 
died in 1652.



I have often tried to 
link Sir Alexander 
Fleming’s family to 
the Hawkwood 
family, but have as 
yet not found any 
proof. I do think that
there may be a link 
but if there is then it 
was from much 
earlier than the John 
born in 1749.

The Walter Fleming 
that appears on the 
family tree on the 
website I would say 
was from a 
completely different 
family. The names of
Walter, Thomas and 
George never 
featured in the 
Hawkwood family.

Being a Fleming 
myself I am very 
keen to make sure 
that I have my 
information correct 
and I would be 
interested to know 
your sources for 
linking John 
Fleming in 
Hawkwood with the 
family of Walter 
Fleming. I have 
always believed that 
the Hawkwood 
family were most 
probably descended 
from either the 
Robert Fleming 
recorded in 
Strathaven in the 
12th century or the 



William Fleming 
recorded in 
Stonehouse at a 
similar time. The 
four predominant 
names in the 
Hawkwood family 
were Robert, 
William, John and 
James. There were 
so many Flemings 
related to the 
Hawkwood family 
in the 17th century 
in Avondale parish 
that I feel that the 
family had been in 
the area for a long 
time. Walter 
Fleming came from 
a family whose 
origins were not in 
Avondale.

I will keep an open 
mind on this, and if I
can find proof that I 
am wrong then I will
change the family 
tree.



in Lanarkshire. 
There were a great 
number of different 
Fleming families 
and over the years I 
have been trying to 
link as many of them
as possible. In the 
17th century 
Fleming was the 
commonest name in 
the parish of 
Avondale. I also 
know quite a few 
members of the 
Hawkwood family, 
and because of that I
am very keen that 
the family tree 
drawn up for them is
correct.

William Fleming

end of comment Flemings of Midlothian

UFT339 Permanently Archived
February 7, 2016 

As can be seen from using www.aias.us in www.archive.org, UFT339 is permanently archived in the 
Wayback Machine.

end of comment UFT339 Permanently Archived

Discussion of UFT339
February 7, 2016 

Many thanks again, and to co author Horst Eckardt for some important ideas.

Another great paper and advance Myron. Congratulations!!

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Discussion of UFT339

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/07/discussion-of-uft339/
http://www.archive.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/07/uft339-permanently-archived/


Daily Report 5/2/16
February 7, 2016 

The equivalent of 256,743 printed pages was downloaded during the day (936.087 megabytes) from 
4673 memory files downloaded (hits) and 536 distinct visits each averaging 7.8 memory pages and 14 
minutes, printed page to hits ratio of 54.94, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN, yandex and 
yahoo. Collected ECE2 475, top ten items 394, Collected scientometrics 123, Barddoniaeth / Collected 
poetry 120, Principles of ECE 118, F3(Sp) 73, Autobiography volumes one and two 71, Eckardt / 
Lindstrom papers 67, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 58, Evans / Morris papers 50(est); 
Engineering Model 31, UFT88 29, UFT311 22, Evans Equations 21, CEFE 19, UFT321 15, Llais 14, 
Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 11, Most prolific authors 7, Three world records by MWE 7, UFT313 16, 
UFT314 13, UFT315 13, UFT316 19, UFT317 15(est), UFT318 19, UFT319 21, UFT320 16, UFT322 
14, UFT323 13, UFT324 18, UFT325 23, UFT326 16, UFT327 15, UFT328 48, UFT329 17, UFT330 
16, UFT331 15, UFT332 18, UFT333 19, UFT334 24, UFT335 21, UFT336 24, UFT337 18, UFT338 
24 to date in February 2016. University of Innsbruck Levitron; National University of Colombia 
UFT166; Michigan State University UFT175; University of Washington general; University of Wales 
Cardiff overview. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for February 2016.

end of comment Daily Report 5/2/16

Many thanks to William     Fleming
February 6, 2016 

Many thanks again, I recall that Vivienne sent a message some time ago on the reasoning that led to a 
possible link with Sir Alexander. This is impressively researched information, and so is the work of 
Vivienne and her colleague. I should think that more and more material will be archived on the internet 
soon, so a clue may come up.

Myron

In a message dated 04/02/2016 16:43:50 GMT Standard Time writes:

Looking at the family tree for Sir Alexander Fleming, and regarding his great grandparents, 
John Fleming and Janet Fleming, they were married in 1768 and their eight known children
were James (b.1769), Mary (b.1771), Hugh (b.1773), James (b.1775), John (b.1778), 
Andrew (b.1780), William (b.1782) and Matthew (b/1784). If John was a grandson of 
Walter Fleming and Christian Somerville then I would have thought that one of the sons 
(usually the eldest) would have been named Walter. As John and Janet had only one 
daughter it is difficult to know if a second daughter would have been named Christian. but 
in all the succeeding generations no daughter was ever named Christian.
When William Fleming in Plewland died about 1589 there was a hint that he may have 
originated from Tweeddale in Peeblesshire where a Fleming family had lived from an early 
period. I have never been able to prove this. The names of Robert, Alexander, John and 
William all featured in that family which made me think that there really might be a 
connection there. That family had connections to the nobility Fleming family who 
originally settled in Lanarkshire and built Boghall Castle at Biggar, the seat of the family 
for a lengthy time.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/06/many-thanks-to-william-fleming/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/07/daily-report-5216/


The connection with the Peeblesshire Flemings should not be taken as gospel, but it is 
something that I have often tried to find more evidence for.

If only more records were available it would make the job much easier.

William

Possible Link to Sir Alexander Fleming

Many thanks again! I attach the Comb / Newlands line and line of Sir 
Alexander Fleming with which you are familiar. These were prepared by 
Vivienne Swaby and her colleague. I think that a link proven by documents 
must be established between Christiana Fleming (born 1740 in Blackburn), who
married David Comb (born 1729 in Dunbar), and any one of the Flemings of 
the line of Sir Alexander Fleming. Also attached is the extrapolation of the line 
of Patrick Comb to Thomaidh Mor, descended from Clan Mac an Taoiseach. 
Looking for accurate Fleming ancestry must be like looking for accurate Evans 
ancestry here in Wales.

In a message dated 04/02/2016 09:43:19 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Dear Myron,
Thank you for your reply. The family tree on the website for Sir 
Alexander Fleming back to John Fleming and his spouse Janet 
Fleming who were married in 1768 is in total agreement with the 
tree that I have. However it is the lineage before that where we 
differ. I believe that the aforementioned John possibly came from 
the branch of the family who farmed in Glengavel, a neighbouring 
farm to Plewland and Martinholm. The family names of the 
Glengavel family were Hugh, John, Andrew, William and 
Alexander and most of those names were prominent in Sir 
Alexander’s family. I also found a record of a William Fleming who
died in Plewland about 1589. Plewland was the farm that Sir 
Alexander’s family were in before they moved to Lochfield at 
Darvel where Sir Alexander was born.

William

Possible Link to Sir Alexander Fleming

Many thanks to William Fleming. The genealogy was 
worked out by my cousin Vivienne Swaby and her 
colleague, and we are interested in establishing an 
accurate link to Sir Alexander Fleming. I have always 
greatly admired Fleming’s work on penicillin.



Myron Evans

Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent., Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc., 
Ph.D., B. Sc. (Wales)
www.aias.us

In a message dated 03/02/2016 20:53:35 GMT Standard
Time, writes:

ANCESTRY OF SIR ALEXANDER 
FLEMING

I am not sure if I am contacting the correct 
person, but this was the only email address 
that I have found on the website by Dr 
Myron Evans. I would just like to clarify a 
few points regarding the family tree of Sir 
Alexander Fleming and his connection to 
the Flemings in Hawkwood. The family tree
that I have differs from the one on the 
website. I just wanted to discuss it as what I 
have may not be correct, although a lot of it 
has come from members of the Hawkwood 
family.
I note that you have Sir Alexander as a 
descendant of John Fleming in Hawkwood, 
born in 1749. I have a family tree for the 
Hawkwood Flemings. I was wondering 
where you gathered the information about 
this John Fleming being a grandson of 
Walter Fleming and Christian Somerville. I 
was under the impression that this John 
Fleming was a son of John Fleming and 
Jean Leiper. The four generations before 
that were Robert, Robert, William and John,
with the last named being recorded in 
Hawkwood when he died in 1652.

I have often tried to link Sir Alexander 
Fleming’s family to the Hawkwood family, 
but have as yet not found any proof. I do 
think that there may be a link but if there is 
then it was from much earlier than the John 
born in 1749.

The Walter Fleming that appears on the 

http://www.aias.us/


family tree on the website I would say was 
from a completely different family. The 
names of Walter, Thomas and George never 
featured in the Hawkwood family.

Being a Fleming myself I am very keen to 
make sure that I have my information 
correct and I would be interested to know 
your sources for linking John Fleming in 
Hawkwood with the family of Walter 
Fleming. I have always believed that the 
Hawkwood family were most probably 
descended from either the Robert Fleming 
recorded in Strathaven in the 12th century or
the William Fleming recorded in Stonehouse
at a similar time. The four predominant 
names in the Hawkwood family were 
Robert, William, John and James. There 
were so many Flemings related to the 
Hawkwood family in the 17th century in 
Avondale parish that I feel that the family 
had been in the area for a long time. Walter 
Fleming came from a family whose origins 
were not in Avondale.

I will keep an open mind on this, and if I 
can find proof that I am wrong then I will 
change the family tree.

Although I am a Fleming, I am from a 
different family from both Hawkwood and 
Sir Alexander, but I gather information on 
all the Fleming families in the parishes of 
Avondale, Stonehouse, Glassford, East 
Kilbride and Dalserf, which was the main 
area of the Flemings in Lanarkshire. There 
were a great number of different Fleming 
families and over the years I have been 
trying to link as many of them as possible. 
In the 17th century Fleming was the 
commonest name in the parish of Avondale. 
I also know quite a few members of the 
Hawkwood family, and because of that I am 
very keen that the family tree drawn up for 
them is correct.

William Fleming



end of comment Many thanks to William Fleming

FOR POSTING: UFT339 and Background     Notes
February 6, 2016 

This is UFT339 and background notes, on the development of the dynamics of vacuum particles, 
reinterpretation of the Hubble constant, Compton scattering processes and the synthesis of matter 
particles from the interaction of vacuum particles.

a339thpaper.pdf

a339thpapernotes1.pdf

a339thpapernotes2.pdf

a339thpapernotes3.pdf

a339thpapernotes4.pdf

a339thpapernotes5.pdf

a339thpapernotes6.pdf

a339thpapernotes7.pdf

end of comment FOR POSTING: UFT339 and Background Notes

Discussion of 339(7)
February 6, 2016 

Agreed with this, initially the theory should be kept as simple as possible, as always in physics, so 
UFT339 will deal with the initial stages of Compton type scattering of vacuum and matter particles. 
UFT338 reported a precise result, the existence and precise mass and velocity of the vacuum particle, 
so the idea is to build on UFT338 with the minimum of speculation, if possible no speculation at all. At 
present it is known experimentally that electron positron pairs are produced by the vacuum, so the first 
idea is to assume that these are produced by collision and transmutation of two vacuum particles. 
Propulsion by the vacuum is produced by the collision of a vacuum particle with a matter particle such 
as an electron. Initially Compton type theory is used. This will evolve into a new theory of the Casimir 
effect.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 05/02/2016 15:36:10 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 339(7): Summary of Vacuum Particle Collision Processes

The probablility for existance of vacuum-antipartiles is quite low because annihilation 
would occur immediately, but this is similar to electron-positron pairs. They can exist but 
will be annihilated after a short time.

Horst

Am 05.02.2016 um 13:00 schrieb EMyrone:

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/06/discussion-of-3397-2/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/a339thpapernotes71.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/a339thpapernotes61.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/a339thpapernotes51.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/a339thpapernotes4.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/a339thpapernotes3.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/a339thpapernotes2.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/a339thpapernotes1.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/a339thpaper.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/06/for-posting-uft339-and-background-notes/


This is a short summary of the myriad of processes involving the newly 
discovered vacuum particle. It is assumed in this note that there is also a 
vacuum antiparticle, so the evolution of the universe is due fundamentally to 
the annihilation of vacuum particles and vacuum antparticles to give pairs of 
elementary particles and antiparticles. These evolve into stars, galaxies and 
planets. The reverse process involves annihilation of particles and antiparticles 
to give pairs of vacuum particles and antiparticles. The universe has no 
beginning and no end, these processes evolve infinitely.

end of comment Discussion of 339(7)

Discussion of 339(7)
February 6, 2016 

Many thanks, I will start to write up UFT339 today along these lines, the vacuum is as richly structured
as material matter so the equations of material matter can be adopted for the vacuum, as long as the 
theory is checked at every stage against experimental data.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 05/02/2016 12:57:41 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 339(7): Summary of Vacuum Particle Collision Processes

Fantastic. Much better than invisible and never to be detected dark matter! No beginning 
and no end, no big bang and no all consuming black holes.

This has really stirred things up!

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Discussion of 339(7)

UFT88 Read at the Polytechnic University of Milan (Milan     Tech)
February 6, 2016 

There have been very many study visits to www.aias.us from staff and students at Milan Tech., founded
in 1863. It is situated on Piazza Leonardo da Vinci, and has two main campi in Milan, with others 
throughout Lombardy and Emilia Romagna, a total of 40,000 students. It is ranked 151 – 200 in the 
world by ARWU (Shanghai rankings), 177 by webometrics, and 201-250 by Times. Giulio Natta, a 
Nobel Laureate in chemistry, is an Alumnus and its university logo is a preparatory sketch from 
Raphael’s “School of Athens”. UFT88 is considered internationally to be the first definitive correction 
for Cartan or Riemannian torsion of the second Bianchi identity used in Einstein’s theory of general 
relativity. UFT88 has developed into UFT99, UFT109, and UFT313, the Jacobi Cartan Evans identity, 
and the high impact ECE2 series UFT313 – UFT320, and UFT322 – UFT338 to date. It is well 
accepted internationally that the twentieth century era in gravitational physics is refuted entirely by use 
of torsion, which was unknown to Einstein. The Einsteinian equations have been replaced by ECE to 
unprecedented international interest. Anyone who has been following the evolution of www.aias.us and

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/06/uft88-read-at-the-polytechnic-university-of-milan-milan-tech/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/06/discussion-of-3397/


www.upitec.org on the Wayback Machine (www.archive.org) in association with Library of Congress, 
is well aware of the fact that the Einstein theory is thoroughly obsolete. It is taught by dogmatists and 
accepted only by dogmatists. Avant garde scholars study the AIAS / UPITEC combined sites and reject 
the Einstein theory. This would be very similar to the original School of Athens, where philosophers 
debated each other with in what is probably the highest peak of civilization of ancient times, still very 
influential now, about 2,500 years later. This is what natural philosophy is really about, a civilized and 
uncensored discussion between schools of thought. It is not about chasing the taxpayer for perennial 
billions. The level of funding of philosophers in Periclean Athens was zero, the idea would have been 
laughed out of town.

end of comment UFT88 Read at the Polytechnic University of Milan (Milan Tech)

Daily Report 4/2/16
February 6, 2016 

The equivalent of 99,724 printed pages was downloaded (363.594 megabytes) from 3810 downloaded 
memory files (“hits”) and 555 distinct visits each averaging 6.1 memory pages and 10 minutes, printed 
page to hits ratio of 26.17, main spiders cnsat(China),google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 365, 
Top ten items 341, Collected scientometrics 114, The Principles of ECE 104, Barddoniaeth / Collected 
Poetry 103; Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 61, F3(Sp) 56, Autobiography volumes one and two 47, Proofs 
that no torsion means no gravitation 40, Evans / Morris papers 40 (est); Engineering Model 25, UFT88 
18, Evans Equations 17, CEFE 16, UFT311 15, Self charging inverter 15, UFT321 11, Llais 8, Prolific 
authors 6, Three world records by MWE 6, UFT313 10, UFT314 11, UFT315 11, UFT316 14, UFT317
14, UFT318 13, UFT319 16, UFT320 5, UFT322 11, UFT323 10, UFT324 14, UFT325 18, UFT326 
12, UFT327 13, UFT328 41, UFT329 12, UFT330 10, UFT331 13, UFT332 14, UFT333 14, UFT334 
19, UFT335 17, UFT336 18, UFT337 14, UFT338 21 to date in February 2016. McGill University 
UFT2; University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT334 to UFT338; Major download of www.aias.us from
amazonaws.com; Polytechnic University of Milan UFT88; Trieste Electron Synchrotron International 
Centre UFT81; University of Hokkaido Japan general; Pakistan Institute of Engineering and Applied 
Sciences UFT81; Mitchell Student Hall of Residence Cranfield University HPexpa; University of 
Edinburgh UFT139; Somerville College Oxford UFT177. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file
attached for February 2016

Comments Off

339(7): Summary of Vacuum Particle Collision     Processes
February 5, 2016 

This is a short summary of the myriad of processes involving the newly discovered vacuum particle. It 
is assumed in this note that there is also a vacuum antiparticle, so the evolution of the universe is due 
fundamentally to the annihilation of vacuum particles and vacuum antparticles to give pairs of 
elementary particles and antiparticles. These evolve into stars, galaxies and planets. The reverse 
process involves annihilation of particles and antiparticles to give pairs of vacuum particles and 
antiparticles. The universe has no beginning and no end, these processes evolve infinitely.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/05/3397-summary-of-vacuum-particle-collision-processes/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/06/daily-report-4216/
http://www.archive.org/
http://www.upoitec.org/


a339thpapernotes7.pdf

end of comment 339(7): Summary of Vacuum Particle Collision Processes

Coming Up to Eight Years as a Member of the     Gentry
February 5, 2016 

I was awarded arms in mid 2008, becoming an Armiger and raised to the Gentry, so I use Gent. as first 
after my name, followed by Civil List Pensioner, followed by the D. Sc., Ph. D. and B. Sc. degrees of 
the University of Wales. I use “Doctor” because D. Sc. is a higher distinction than “Professor”, which is
my title in the Civil List in the Library of Parliament. In early 2008 there is an archive of www.aias.us 
on the Wayback Machine showing 101 UFT papers completed. I was featured in the College of Arms 
Newsletter because I had been appointed directly by Queen Elizabeth as Civil List Pensioner, akin to 
Oder of Merit (based on the Prussian Blue Max, the Pour le Merite). The www.aias.us had been 
redesigned to its present form and Dave Burleigh was beginning his historic voluntary work as 
webmaster helped by several other colleagues. The blog had been constructed in 2006, and now has 
over twenty three thousand postings. Augustus John and Paul Dirac for example, were recipients of the 
O. M. In the military sector Field Marshal Sir John French for example was O. M. and Field Marshal 
August von Mackensen was Pour le Merite (Blue Max) with oak leaves. Five star General of the Army 
Dwight D. Eisenhower was awarded the O. M.

end of comment Coming Up to Eight Years as a Member of the Gentry

Eleven Years as Civil List     Pensioner
February 5, 2016 

Using the Wayback Machine (www.archive.org) in San Francisco it is seen that www.aias.us was 
archived just before I was appointed Civil List Pensioner by Queen Elizabeth and Prime Minister Tony 
Blair on February 29th 2005. At that point twenty six UFT papers had been completed, currently Horst 
Eckardt and I are working on UFT339. The blog had not yet been started, and there was no Omnia 
Opera, and no essays or broadcasts or poetry. From August to December 2005 the interest in 
www.aias.us rose very sharply. So if anyone wishes to write an accurate history of AIAS they have all 
the archives on the Wayback Machine.

end of comment Eleven Years as Civil List Pensioner

Daily Report 3/2/16
February 5, 2016 

The equivalent of 181,904 printed pages was downloaded during the day (663.223 magabytes) from 
3597 downloaded memory files (“hits”) and 572 distinct visits each averaging 9 memory pages and 14 
minutes, printed page to hits ratio of 50.57, major downloads of www.aias.us from as13285.net and 
192.243.55.unknown. Main spiders cnsat (China), google. MSN and yahoo. Top ten items 277, 
Collected ECE2 271, Collected scientometrics 95, The Principles of ECE 89, Barddoniaeth / Collected 
Poetry 63, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 46, F3(Sp) 45, Autobiography volumes one and two 37, 
Collected Evans / Morris papers 30 (est), Engineering Model 16, UFT88 14, CEFE 11, Self charging 
inverter 11, UFT311 10, UFT321 6, Llais 6, Most prolific authors 5, Three world records by MWE 4, 

http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/05/daily-report-3216/
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UFT313 6, UFT314 6, UFT315 7, UFT316 8, UFT317 5, UFT318 11, UFT319 12, UFT320 8, UFT322
8, UFT323 5, UFT324 9, UFT325 13, UFT326 9, UFT327 8, UFT328 33, UFT329 9, UFT330 8, 
UFT331 11, UFT332 12, UFT333 14, UFT334 18, UFT335 13, UFT336 11, UFT337 13, UFT338 14 
to date in February 2016. University of the Andes Colombia F13(Sp); California Institute of 
Technology (Caltech) UFT166(Sp); Iowa State University Home page and general; University of 
California Santa Cruz UFT18, Poetry One (audio), CV, UFT338; The University of Texas at Austin 
UFT214; Bar Ilan University Israel UFT170; Monterey Institute of Technology Mexico UFT142(Sp); 
San Francisco Internet Archives (Library of Congress) General and Historical Note Two; University of 
the Philippines Diliman UFT25; University of Reading UFT2. Intense interest all sectors, updated 
usage file attached for February 2016.

end of comment Daily Report 3/2/16

Possible Link to Sir Alexander     Fleming
February 4, 2016 

Many thanks again! I attach the Comb / Newlands line and line of Sir Alexander Fleming with which 
you are familiar. These were prepared by Vivienne Swaby and her colleague. I think that a link proven 
by documents must be established between Christiana Fleming (born 1740 in Blackburn), who married 
David Comb (born 1729 in Dunbar), and any one of the Flemings of the line of Sir Alexander Fleming. 
Also attached is the extrapolation of the line of Patrick Comb to Thomaidh Mor, descended from Clan 
Mac an Taoiseach. Looking for accurate Fleming ancestry must be like looking for accurate Evans 
ancestry here in Wales.

In a message dated 04/02/2016 09:43:19 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Dear Myron,
Thank you for your reply. The family tree on the website for Sir Alexander Fleming back to
John Fleming and his spouse Janet Fleming who were married in 1768 is in total agreement
with the tree that I have. However it is the lineage before that where we differ. I believe that
the aforementioned John possibly came from the branch of the family who farmed in 
Glengavel, a neighbouring farm to Plewland and Martinholm. The family names of the 
Glengavel family were Hugh, John, Andrew, William and Alexander and most of those 
names were prominent in Sir Alexander’s family. I also found a record of a William 
Fleming who died in Plewland about 1589. Plewland was the farm that Sir Alexander’s 
family were in before they moved to Lochfield at Darvel where Sir Alexander was born.

William

Possible Link to Sir Alexander Fleming

Many thanks to William Fleming. The genealogy was worked out by my cousin
Vivienne Swaby and her colleague, and we are interested in establishing an 
accurate link to Sir Alexander Fleming. I have always greatly admired 
Fleming’s work on penicillin.

Myron Evans

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/04/possible-link-to-sir-alexander-fleming-2/


Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent., Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc., Ph.D., B. Sc. (Wales)
www.aias.us

In a message dated 03/02/2016 20:53:35 GMT Standard Time, writes:

ANCESTRY OF SIR ALEXANDER FLEMING

I am not sure if I am contacting the correct person, but this was the 
only email address that I have found on the website by Dr Myron 
Evans. I would just like to clarify a few points regarding the family 
tree of Sir Alexander Fleming and his connection to the Flemings in
Hawkwood. The family tree that I have differs from the one on the 
website. I just wanted to discuss it as what I have may not be 
correct, although a lot of it has come from members of the 
Hawkwood family.
I note that you have Sir Alexander as a descendant of John Fleming 
in Hawkwood, born in 1749. I have a family tree for the Hawkwood
Flemings. I was wondering where you gathered the information 
about this John Fleming being a grandson of Walter Fleming and 
Christian Somerville. I was under the impression that this John 
Fleming was a son of John Fleming and Jean Leiper. The four 
generations before that were Robert, Robert, William and John, 
with the last named being recorded in Hawkwood when he died in 
1652.

I have often tried to link Sir Alexander Fleming’s family to the 
Hawkwood family, but have as yet not found any proof. I do think 
that there may be a link but if there is then it was from much earlier 
than the John born in 1749.

The Walter Fleming that appears on the family tree on the website I 
would say was from a completely different family. The names of 
Walter, Thomas and George never featured in the Hawkwood 
family.

Being a Fleming myself I am very keen to make sure that I have my
information correct and I would be interested to know your sources 
for linking John Fleming in Hawkwood with the family of Walter 
Fleming. I have always believed that the Hawkwood family were 
most probably descended from either the Robert Fleming recorded 
in Strathaven in the 12th century or the William Fleming recorded 
in Stonehouse at a similar time. The four predominant names in the 
Hawkwood family were Robert, William, John and James. There 
were so many Flemings related to the Hawkwood family in the 17th
century in Avondale parish that I feel that the family had been in the
area for a long time. Walter Fleming came from a family whose 

http://www.aias.us/


origins were not in Avondale.

I will keep an open mind on this, and if I can find proof that I am 
wrong then I will change the family tree.

Although I am a Fleming, I am from a different family from both 
Hawkwood and Sir Alexander, but I gather information on all the 
Fleming families in the parishes of Avondale, Stonehouse, 
Glassford, East Kilbride and Dalserf, which was the main area of 
the Flemings in Lanarkshire. There were a great number of different
Fleming families and over the years I have been trying to link as 
many of them as possible. In the 17th century Fleming was the 
commonest name in the parish of Avondale. I also know quite a few
members of the Hawkwood family, and because of that I am very 
keen that the family tree drawn up for them is correct.

William Fleming

combenewlandsfamilytree.ZIP

end of comment Possible Link to Sir Alexander Fleming

Statistics of Vacuum     Particles
February 4, 2016 

I agree with Horst that the electron might be subjected to a continuous series of collisions with vacuum 
particles, a good analogy is Brownian motion, and the Langevin equation, or Einstein equation of 
Brownian motion (1905), Fokker Planck equation, Smoluchowski and Kramers equations, memory 
function equations and so on as in Omnia Opera 108, “Molecular Dynamics”. Monte Carlo and 
molecular dynamics computer simulation can be applied to vacuum particles given a model for their 
interaction potentials, interaction among themselves and with matter particles. We are right at the 
beginning of a new theory of the vacuum. The scattering of one vacuum particle off a static electron is 
the subject of my next note, then I think I will write up UFT339. Then in UFT340 I think I will proceed
to the Rayleigh scattering of photons from vacuum particles. LENR can be developed with a model of 
vacuum particles causing transmutation along the lines of the last note, combined with quantum 
tunnelling theory as in UFT226 ff. So there are plenty of ideas to work out. Ultimately all the radiative 
corrections will be described using vacuum particles, notably the g factors of elementary particles, (e.g.
electron, muon, proton and neutron), the Lamb shift and Casimir effect.

end of comment Statistics of Vacuum Particles

Possible Link to Sir Alexander     Fleming
February 4, 2016 

Many thanks to William Fleming. The genealogy was worked out by my cousin Vivienne Swaby and 
her colleague, and we are interested in establishing an accurate link to Sir Alexander Fleming. I have 
always greatly admired Fleming’s work on penicillin.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/04/possible-link-to-sir-alexander-fleming/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/04/statistics-of-vacuum-particles/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/combenewlandsfamilytree.zip


Myron Evans

Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent., Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc., Ph.D., B. Sc. (Wales)
www.aias.us

In a message dated 03/02/2016 20:53:35 GMT Standard Time, writes:

ANCESTRY OF SIR ALEXANDER FLEMING

I am not sure if I am contacting the correct person, but this was the only email address that I
have found on the website by Dr Myron Evans. I would just like to clarify a few points 
regarding the family tree of Sir Alexander Fleming and his connection to the Flemings in 
Hawkwood. The family tree that I have differs from the one on the website. I just wanted to
discuss it as what I have may not be correct, although a lot of it has come from members of 
the Hawkwood family.
I note that you have Sir Alexander as a descendant of John Fleming in Hawkwood, born in 
1749. I have a family tree for the Hawkwood Flemings. I was wondering where you 
gathered the information about this John Fleming being a grandson of Walter Fleming and 
Christian Somerville. I was under the impression that this John Fleming was a son of John 
Fleming and Jean Leiper. The four generations before that were Robert, Robert, William 
and John, with the last named being recorded in Hawkwood when he died in 1652.

I have often tried to link Sir Alexander Fleming’s family to the Hawkwood family, but have
as yet not found any proof. I do think that there may be a link but if there is then it was 
from much earlier than the John born in 1749.

The Walter Fleming that appears on the family tree on the website I would say was from a 
completely different family. The names of Walter, Thomas and George never featured in the
Hawkwood family.

Being a Fleming myself I am very keen to make sure that I have my information correct 
and I would be interested to know your sources for linking John Fleming in Hawkwood 
with the family of Walter Fleming. I have always believed that the Hawkwood family were 
most probably descended from either the Robert Fleming recorded in Strathaven in the 12th
century or the William Fleming recorded in Stonehouse at a similar time. The four 
predominant names in the Hawkwood family were Robert, William, John and James. There 
were so many Flemings related to the Hawkwood family in the 17th century in Avondale 
parish that I feel that the family had been in the area for a long time. Walter Fleming came 
from a family whose origins were not in Avondale.

I will keep an open mind on this, and if I can find proof that I am wrong then I will change 
the family tree.

Although I am a Fleming, I am from a different family from both Hawkwood and Sir 
Alexander, but I gather information on all the Fleming families in the parishes of Avondale,
Stonehouse, Glassford, East Kilbride and Dalserf, which was the main area of the Flemings
in Lanarkshire. There were a great number of different Fleming families and over the years 
I have been trying to link as many of them as possible. In the 17th century Fleming was the 

http://www.aias.us/


commonest name in the parish of Avondale. I also know quite a few members of the 
Hawkwood family, and because of that I am very keen that the family tree drawn up for 
them is correct.

William Fleming

end of comment Possible Link to Sir Alexander Fleming

Second Discussion of     339(4)
February 4, 2016 

Eq. (44) is the de Broglie / Einstein equation resulting from an increase of frequency omega goes to 
omega(vac) and and increase of electron mass to m + m(vac). It comes from the addition of two de 
Broglie / Einstein equations, one for m and omega, and one for m(vac) and omega(vac). Rigorously, the
two de Broglie Einstein equations have two different Lorentz factors. It is assumed in Eq. (44) that one 
Lorentz factor can be used in order to simplify the problem.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/02/2016 14:55:50 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 339(4)

After some thinking it is not clear to my why m(vac) in eq.(45) can be identified with the 
mass of the vacuum particle. This equation (derived from (44)) says that the “naked mass” 
m of an electron is increased by an amount m(vac). This is similar as in QED. An electron 
comes into contact with a lot of vacuum particles when bound in an atom. So the g factor 
describes an effective velocity of the electron against this background. How is this mass 
increase related to a single particle?

Horst

Am 30.01.2016 um 15:09 schrieb EMyrone:

Good point, in fact photons may appear as a kind of Hoyle type synthesis from 
annihilation of two vacuum particles.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 30/01/2016 12:32:40 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 339(4): Summary of Concepts to Date: Number of 
Vacuum Particles in the Universe

Plus photon mass of course – again not understood in the Standard 
Model and again contributing to that so called “missing mass”.

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Second Discussion of 339(4)

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/04/second-discussion-of-3394/


Daily Report 2/2/16
February 4, 2016 

The equivalent of 569,940 printed pages was downloaded during the day (2.078 gigabytes) mainly 
from three extensive downloads of www.aias.us from private sites: balticom Latvia, 
104.236.212.unknown and 141.8.143.unknown, There were 477 distinct visits each averaging 8.6 
memory pages and 14 minutes, main spiders cnsat (China), google, MSN and yahoo. Printed page to 
hits ratio of 119.43. Top ten items 194, Collected ECE2 153, The Principles of ECE 77, Collected 
Scientometrics 75, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 52, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 29, Autobiography 
volumes one and two 27, F3(Sp) 22, Evans / Morris papers 20(est), Engineering Model 19, Proofs that 
no torsion means no gravitation 16, Evans Equations 9, CEFE 9, Self charging inverter 6, Llais 6 
UFT88 5, Lindstrom Idaho talk 5, UFT311 4, UFT321 4, Prolific scientists 3, Three world records 2, 
UFT313 4, UFT314 4, UFT315 3, UFT316 4, UFT317 5, UFT318 6, UFT319 7, UFT320 4, UFT322 6,
UFT323 4, UFT324 5, UFT325 8, UFT326 4, UFT327 5, UFT328 21, UFT329 4, UFT330 4, UFT331 
4, UFT332 7, UFT333 6, UFT334 11, UFT335 8, UFT336 6, UFT337 9, UFT338 7 to date in February 
2016. New Mexico State University My page, top ten papers; Chemistry Purdue University Essay 24 
on the derivation of the Pauli exclusion principle from the geometry of the fermion equation; French 
Atomic and Alternative Energy Commissariat UFT142; SLEGT Financial Netherlands My page; The 
Calyx Institute New York City general; University of Cambridge UFT239; Imperial College London 
UFT25; University of Keele general. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for 
February 2016

end of comment Daily Report 2/2/16

AIAS Publishing
February 3, 2016 

Dear Dr. Topolska,

Thank you very much. At AIAS publishing we have developed an entirely new and very powerful 
method of open source website publishing which we monitor by computer based feedback software. In 
January 2016 the equivalent of one hundred million printed pages of our work was downloaded from 
www.aias.us and www.upitec.org, and it reaches up to 182 countries. There are regular reports on it on 
the blog of www.aias.us just below my coat of arms. It is known (e.g. UFT307 on www.aias.us) that the
work has been read for fourteen years by staff and students at the best universities in the world. I think 
that the old anonymous peer review system is obsolete, especially when it comes to radically new 
ideas. In the paper you mention for example, (UFT15), attempts were made to censor it by G. ‘t Hooft, 
even after it was published by Prof. Alwyn van der Merwe in “Foundations of Physics Letters”. There 
followed attacks on van der Merwe and his journals. These atatcks are seen by history to be grossly 
unethical. Furthermore, we sometimes publish papers without typesetting the equations, and this very 
accurate method has been found to be satisfactory by entire professions. Typesetting frequently 
introduces many errors and much additional work for the author. If you think that your system has any 
advantages over ours, please let me know and I will consider it, but on the condition that any work we 
submit is not censored in anonymity by standard model referees who know nothing about the work. We
have shown that such censorship is completely ineffective, we have outflanked a wall of dogma, and 
forged ahead in history.

Myron Evans

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/03/aias-publishing/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/04/daily-report-2216/


Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent. Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc., Ph. D., B. Sc. (Wales)
Nobel adn Wolf Nominee.
www.aias.us

Dear Dr. M. W. Evans,

It is my pleasure to share the news that your work ‘Spinning and Curving of Spacetime: 
The Electromagnetic and Gravitational Fields in the Evans Field Theory’ has been cited in 
the recently published book ‘Microwave and Radio-Frequency Technologies in Agriculture.
An Introduction for Agriculturalists and Engineers’ 
(http://www.degruyter.com/view/product/466435).

‘Microwave and Radio-Frequency Technologies in Agriculture’ is a peer-reviewed, Open 
Access book giving a glimpse of what is possible and encourage practitioners in the 
engineering and agricultural industries to explore how radio-frequency and microwave 
systems might further enhance the agricultural industry.

I would also like to invite you to publish your future work with De Gruyter Open. We seek 
submissions for monographs, edited volumes and reference works, as well as articles for 
Open Agriculture journal. If you are interested, please don’t hesitate to contact me.

Enjoy the reading!

Best regards,
Agnieszka Topolska 

Comments Off

Matter from Vacuum     Particles
February 3, 2016 

This note crossed with 339(6), which uses the idea of annihilation of two vacuum particles to create 
particle antiparticle pairs plus energy E from the vacuum. It is known experimentally that matter is 
produced from “nothing”, i.e. spacetime.

Sent: 03/02/2016 11:57:48 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Mchelson Morley Experiment

In addition to Myron’s answer: We do not understand the process yet how matter is created 
out of vacuum particles. It seems to be a structuring of vacuum particles into stable 
configurations. Some people believe that a lot of “information” is contained in this “fine 
structure of matter”.

Horst

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/03/matter-from-vacuum-particles/
http://www.degruyter.com/view/product/466435
http://www.aias.us/


Am 02.02.2016 um 20:01 schrieb Sean MacLachlan:

I have to wonder if all matter is just an imprint of information on a vast ocean 
of energy and particles. Perhaps its time for the information revolution to enter 
into physics. All objects are complex configurations of elements. Can elements 
be formed from these vacuum particles?

Sean

On Feb 2, 2016, at 6:50 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This was widely discussed at Vigier One in Toronto in 1995, the 
result is now being questioned deeply, and not before time. The 
vacuum can be thought of as moving with respect to an electron at 
0.068c.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 02/02/2016 13:39:17 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Summary by Gareth Evans

PS the MM experiment is what started the problems – 
followed by the errors and omissions introduced by 
Einstein et al. Then dark matter that is invisible and all 
the rest.

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Matter from Vacuum Particles

FOR POSTING: Section 3 of     UFT323
February 3, 2016 

OK many thanks! All the ECE2 papers are very successful, and all the Sections 3.

Sent: 03/02/2016 11:58:09 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Sections 3 of UFT323 and 324 Missing

For 324 no section was planned by me, for 323 please find attached.

Horst

Am 03.02.2016 um 10:55 schrieb EMyrone:

I have gone through the ECE2 papers, they are all OK except for UFT323 and 
UFT324, whose Sections 3 are missing. 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/03/for-posting-section-3-of-uft323/


paper323-3.pdf

end of comment FOR POSTING: Section 3 of UFT323

339(6): Annihilation of Two Vacuum     Particles
February 3, 2016 

This is a theory of the annihilation of two vacuum particles to give a particle / antiparticle pair plus 
energy from the vacuum. This is an inelastic, endoergic process, i.e. energy from the vacuum is 
released by the annihilation. The end result is that many different types of particle antiparticle pairs 
appear from the vacuum, for example electron / positron. Energy / momentum is conserved, together 
with charge current density, overall parity symmetry, motion reversal symmetry and charge conjugation
symmetry.

a339thpapernotes6.pdf

end of comment 339(6): Annihilation of Two Vacuum Particles

Collisions of Vacuum     Particles
February 3, 2016 

Yes, the basic idea is that inelastic, endoergic, annihilation of vacuum particles can produce C neutral 
pairs of elementary particles of all kinds (e.g. electron and positron). The vacuum particle is assumed to
be C neutral (uncharged). The endoergic (energy producing) feature produces energy from the vacuum. 
The Ide circuit can trap this energy. The excess energy observed in LENR is from the same endoergic 
process. Energy quanta of the vacuum wave/particle can also be transferred directly to matter. One 
manifestation of this is the anomalous g factor. All the radiative corrections are due to processes such as
this. There was no “early” universe, these synthetic processes are taking place all the time. Conversely, 
two matter particles can annihilate to produce two vacuum particles. So galaxies are synthesized from 
“nothing” and disappear into “nothing”. “Nothing” is another anthropomorphic concept. The “nothing” 
is spacetime full of structure and energy. Big bang is so completely absurd that Hoyle described it in 
the most scathing terms, resigned and went to work in Cardiff.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 03/02/2016 10:18:12 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Plans for Further Development of UFT339

So we wiil see how energy is obtainable from spacetime and, in a completely new way, 
how matter, eventually up to the size of stars, may be synthesised from these starting 
elementary particles in a universe that is always in a state of dynamic equilibrium (with no 
missing matter and need for big bang etc).

This is how most of the great minds of science always perceived it.

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Collisions of Vacuum Particles

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/03/collisions-of-vacuum-particles/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/a339thpapernotes6.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/03/3396-annihilation-of-two-vacuum-particles/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/paper323-3.pdf


Plans for Further Development of     UFT339
February 3, 2016 

These are based on Eq. (62) of UFT247, which is an example of inelastic scattering theory, UFT246 – 
UFT248 are important for the understanding of endoergic collision processes and transmutation as in 
LENR, i.e. of inelastic collision processes such as A + B = C + D + E, where E is energy released. So 
the inelastic collision of two vacuum particles A and B may result in transmutation into an electron C 
and positron D with release of energy E from the vacuum. UFT246 – UFT248 also forge a link between
scattering theory and the Dirac type theory with transmutation. Their background notes give a great 
deal of detail. The papers point out that in UFT171 it was shown that the elastic theory of electron 
positron collisions collapses into total nonsense because it is an equal mass theory. By lucky chance, 
the Compton theory with zero photon mass is the only elastic theory that works, but we know that the 
photon mass is not zero. So the collision of a massive photon with a static electron must be an inlestic 
process and endoergic. As soon as photon mass is included the Compton type theory collapses if it 
developed as elastic scattering. It has to be developed as inelastic scattering with release of energy E. 
So Eq. (62) of UFT247 will now be developed for the collision of an incoming vacuum particle with a 
stationary vacuum particle. This is an inelastic equal mass scattering with transmutation into other 
elementary particle pairs PLUS energy E from the vacuum.

end of comment Plans for Further Development of UFT339

Synthesis of the     Universe
February 3, 2016 

These are interesting ideas. In preparing for the new theory of vacuum particle collisions the starting 
point is UFT247, which was the most advanced stage reached of LENR theory and particle collision 
theory initiated in UFT158. It could be that colliding vacuum particles transmute into C neutral pairs of
elementary particles of matter, such as electron and positron, and over time the elementary particles of 
matter evolve into stars and planets. All these processes must obey the symmetry laws of physics, C, P, 
T, CP, PT, CT and CPT. Here C denotes charge conjugation, P denotes parity inversion and T denotes 
motion reversal symmetry. So charge conjugation symmetry for example must be conserved, for 
example electron plus positron annihilate to two photons. Reversing the process, two vacuum particles 
could annihilate to give an electron and positron. These processes must also conserve energy – 
momentum and charge current density. The universe has no anthropomorphic “beginning” and no 
anthropomorphic “end”, it is essentially an equilibrium process. If you like it, matter comes out of 
nothing, but “nothing” is a richly structured vacuum or sea of information as you describe it. It is 
widely known worldwide from www.aias.us and www.upitec.org that the big bang metric is 
irretrievably incorrect due to neglect of torsion. This alone is enough to refute all the ideas about big 
bang and black holes. Dark matter is a quick fix and has no meaning except on a purely empirical level.
UFT301 contains extensive tabular matter that refutes all the metrics of the Einstein field equation. 
What appears on your TV is crass propaganda rolled out by people who refuse to study refutations. 
This is of course grossly unethical.

Sent: 02/02/2016 19:21:13 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Mchelson Morley Experiment

I have to wonder if all matter is just an imprint of information on a vast ocean of energy 

http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/03/synthesis-of-the-universe/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/03/plans-for-further-development-of-uft339/


and particles. Perhaps its time for the information revolution to enter into physics. All 
objects are complex configurations of elements. Can elements be formed from these 
vacuum particles?

Sean

On Feb 2, 2016, at 6:50 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This was widely discussed at Vigier One in Toronto in 1995, the result is now 
being questioned deeply, and not before time. The vacuum can be thought of as 
moving with respect to an electron at 0.068c.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 02/02/2016 13:39:17 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Summary by Gareth Evans

PS the MM experiment is what started the problems – followed by 
the errors and omissions introduced by Einstein et al. Then dark 
matter that is invisible and all the rest.

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Synthesis of the Universe

Discussion of 339(5)
February 3, 2016 

In papers such as UFT12 and UFT49 the way in which distance is measured is discussed. In this 
respect astronomy is a primitive subject, because it depends on parallax or Cepheid brightness. Much 
of cosmology is science fiction. For example there is propaganda today of “signs of alien life”. This is 
just an attempt to get more funding. The question addressed by vacuum particles of finite mass is 
whether there was ever a big bang. The answer is in the negative. The main arguments are in UFT49, 
based on the Assis theory, and resulting in H = v(vac) alpha(universal).

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 02/02/2016 19:16:13 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 339(5): Compton Scattering by Vacuum Particles

Does this effect our interpretation of the distance of stars and galaxies from us as 
observers? Perhaps we are way off in our estimate of the spatial size of the universe?

Sean

On Feb 2, 2016, at 6:44 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This is the theory of Compton scattering of a hypothetically massless photon by

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/03/discussion-of-3395/


a static vacuum particle, showing that the scattering produces frequency shifts 
of light. Over billions of light years of propagation the light becomes diffuse 
from countless collisions with vacuum particles, and develops an Evans / 
Morris red shift as in UFT309. The cosmological red shift is an example of an 
Evans Morris effect. Big Bang is nowhere used because its metric is 
irretrievably erroneous due to neglect of torsion. The collision of a photon with 
mass with a vacuum particle can be developed as in the UFT series 158 ff. This 
type of theory can also be used for the collision of a propagating vacuum 
particle with a static electron. The latter gains momentum from the collision, 
and is propelled by the vacuum. This leads into Casimir effect theory but 
developed with the vacuum particle. The vacuum particles may also be 
undergoing Brownian motion, and may be governed either by Fermi Dirac or 
Bose Einstein statistics or some entirely new statistics. So many new ideas can 
be developed.

<a339thpapernotes5.pdf> 

end of comment Discussion of 339(5)

Daily Report 1/2/16
February 3, 2016 

The equivalent of 158,526 printed pages was downloaded during the day (577.985 megabytes) from 
2201 downloaded memory files (hits) and 435 distinct visits, each averaging 5 memory pages and 12 
minutes, printed page to hits ratio of 72.02, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo. Top ten items 82, 
Collected ECE2 51, Collected scientometrics 24, Autobiography volumes one and two 11, Collected 
Evans / Morris 10 (est), F3(Sp) 9, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 6, Principles of ECE 4, Proofs that no 
torsion means no gravitation 2, CEFE 2, Evans Equations 2, Barddoniaeth 2, Lindstrom Idaho Talk 2, 
Llais 1, UFT313 1, UFT314 2, UFT315 1, UFT316 1, UFT317 2, UFT318 2, UFT319 2, UFT320 3, 
UFT322 1, UFT324 3, UFT325 4, UFT326 2, UFT327 1, UFT328 10, UFT329 1, UFT330 1, UFT331 
1, UFT332 1, UFT333 1, UFT334 5, UFT335 1, UFT336 1, UFT337 2, UFT338 2 for the first day of 
February 2016. Government of South Australia Autobiography volume one; University of Maine 
UFT149. Intense interest all sectors, usage file attached for 1/2/16.

end of comment Daily Report 1/2/16

Mchelson Morley Experiment
February 2, 2016 

This was widely discussed at Vigier One in Toronto in 1995, the result is now being questioned deeply, 
and not before time. The vacuum can be thought of as moving with respect to an electron at 0.068c.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 02/02/2016 13:39:17 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Summary by Gareth Evans

PS the MM experiment is what started the problems – followed by the errors and omissions

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/02/mchelson-morley-experiment/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/03/daily-report-1216/


introduced by Einstein et al. Then dark matter that is invisible and all the rest.

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Mchelson Morley Experiment

The Relativistic Ether
February 2, 2016 

Agreed, the velocity of the vacuum particle is a frame velocity that defines the Hubble constant, giving 
the red shift without universal expansion.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 02/02/2016 13:28:17 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Summary by Gareth Evans

It is compatible with relativity. This is a revolution as you say.

Sent from my Samsung device

Comments Off

339(5): Compton Scattering by Vacuum     Particles
February 2, 2016 

This is the theory of Compton scattering of a hypothetically massless photon by a static vacuum 
particle, showing that the scattering produces frequency shifts of light. Over billions of light years of 
propagation the light becomes diffuse from countless collisions with vacuum particles, and develops an
Evans / Morris red shift as in UFT309. The cosmological red shift is an example of an Evans Morris 
effect. Big Bang is nowhere used because its metric is irretrievably erroneous due to neglect of torsion. 
The collision of a photon with mass with a vacuum particle can be developed as in the UFT series 158 
ff. This type of theory can also be used for the collision of a propagating vacuum particle with a static 
electron. The latter gains momentum from the collision, and is propelled by the vacuum. This leads into
Casimir effect theory but developed with the vacuum particle. The vacuum particles may also be 
undergoing Brownian motion, and may be governed either by Fermi Dirac or Bose Einstein statistics or
some entirely new statistics. So many new ideas can be developed.

a339thpapernotes5.pdf

end of comment 339(5): Compton Scattering by Vacuum Particles

Summary by Gareth     Evans
February 2, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/02/summary-by-gareth-evans-4/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/a339thpapernotes5.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/02/3395-compton-scattering-by-vacuum-particles/
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This is a very good summary by Gareth, the ether is one that is compatible with relativity, a 
revolutionary idea in physics. The dogma asserts that the Micheslon Morley experiment disproved the 
ether, but the structure of the vacuum particle theory is ECE2 special relativity, with identically non-
zero torsion and curvature. In the dogma, special relativity exists in flat spacetime with no torsion and 
no curvature. The vacuum particle obeys the de Broglie Einstein equations and is also a wave as Gareth
mentions here. The key point is that the mass of the vacuum particle is known with the experimental 
precision of the anomalous g factor of the electron, so is very precisely known. The vacuum is defined 
by the spin connection four vector cap omega sup mu, so the four potential is W sup mu = (h bar / e) 
cap omega sup mu. The vacuum is an Aharonov Bohm vacuum, in which there are potentials but no 
electric or magnetic fields. So now I will proceed to scattering theory, using the most important results 
of UFT158ff, now all classic papers. Anyone can play around with google keywords and see that these 
papers pop up on the first page. Some companies pay a lot to have their stuff on the first page of 
google.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 02/02/2016 12:22:46 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Comments by the AIAS Co President

Yes, the interest is phenomenal – and growing. What is really pleasing is the consistency 
that emerges in the new structure. This is much more credible than the need in the Standard 
Model for “invisible” dark matter (that makes up five times more of the mass of the 
universe than the mass we can see)! It revives the idea of an “aether”, that dates back to 
Aristotle and appears in Newton’s “Optiks”, but in a fundamentally new way. 
Electromagnetic and gravity fields move through this new ether in a wave – like way and 
energy is available from spacetime itself. All of this is much easier to understand than some
of the concepts introduced in modern physics.

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Summary by Gareth Evans

Fourteen Year Feedback     Activity
February 2, 2016 

This file shows that in 2015 there were 1,434,913 hits and 238,717 distinct visits. It is important to note
the rising trend in gigabytes downloaded, because this shows the number of printed pages downloaded. 
There are now 3108 documents on the www.aias.us site. Private users use software to download the 
whole lot automatically, and the site is heavily spidered by leading search engines. So almost all items 
appear on the first page of Google with well chosen keywords, not too precise, not too vague. The 
overall conclusion is that the standard model of physics has a powerful and permanently archived rival 
in AIAS / UPITEC (www.aias.us, www.upitec.org, www.et3m.net all archived on www.archive.org). 
This is very healthy, as Jean Pierre Vigier used to say, physics is a civilized debate between schools of 
thought, as in Raphael’s “School of Athens”. It is not a street fight in a dark alley as some dubious and 
anonymous sages would lead us to believe. The total of gigabytes downloaded in 2015 was 324.12, 
which is 88,808,880 printed pages or nearly a hundred million printed pages. The university interest in 
2015 was from the best universities in the world. This means that every point made by the dogmatists is
instantly enlightened by ECE and ECE2. It is overwhelmingly important to keep good statistics, and 

http://www.archive.org/
http://www.et3m.net/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/02/fourteen-year-feedback-activity/


there are none better than my scientometrics. It is also of the utmost importance to permanently 
archive.

Monthly_Feedback_Statistics_for_AIAS.pdf

end of comment Fourteen Year Feedback Activity

Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to End of 
January     2016
February 2, 2016 

For combined sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org there were 166,360 hits, 43.41 gigabytes 
downloaded (record high since 2002), 30,034 distinct visits, and 124,069 page views (record high since
2002 excluding data affected by link spamming in 2006) 3108 documents read from 96 countries, led 
by USA, China, Czech Republic, Germany, Russian Federation, Mexico, Japan, Britain, ……. of the 
top twenty universities in the world ranked by Webometrics, Times and QSC there were study visits 
from the following, * denotes multiple visits: Princeton, Minnesota, Cambridge*, Oxford*, Imperial*, 
Edinburgh*, Berkeley*, Columbia, MIT, Michigan, Washington, NU Singapore and UCLA. The 
previous record of gigabytes downloaded was completely shattered. The massive total of 43.41 
gigabytes is 10,722,270 printed pages A4, single spaced, 12 point in one month. Many congratulations 
to all staffs!

BookofScientometricsVolumeTwo.pdf

end of comment Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to End of January 2016

Comments by the AIAS Co     President
February 2, 2016 

This looks like very promising research. All good ideas must cause shock and horror, otherwise 
something is wrong. In our case though our ideas are resulting in record high interest.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 02/02/2016 10:41:40 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: First version of a vacuum engineering proposition

Agreed, excellent Horst. A lot of eye brows will be raised at the idea of vacuum particles 
but it is possible to see ways in which this is manifested in nature. Vacuum particle mass 
needs to be added to the table of particle masses. The structure that is emerging is 
fascinating. Ground breaking science at its very best. Congratulations yet again to you 
both!!

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Comments by the AIAS Co President
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Video of the Lecture by Doug     Lindstrom
February 2, 2016 

Agreed, this is an important lecture which opened the recent Coeur d’Alene New Energy Conference in
Kootenai County, Idaho. This looks like a very nice city with lakes and mountains, and is the kind of 
environment which we would like to conserve for posterity, along with www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org on the Wayback Machine (www.archive.org). On the Wayback MAchine one can see 
the www.aias.us website as it was in October 2002. The www.atomicprecision.com and www.et3m.net 
sites are also conserved on the Wayback Machine in San Francisco, the result of an initiative by the 
Library of Congress to archive the entire world wide web.

CC: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 01/02/2016 16:13:02 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Lecture video

Dear Dr. Lindstrom,

I watched the video of your lecture on Idaho.

I suppose it is very helpful to understand ECE theory, and Congratulations to be 
permanently archived!

I appreciate to introduce my experiment.

Regards,

Osamu

end of comment Video of the Lecture by Doug Lindstrom

First version of a vacuum engineering     proposition
February 2, 2016 

These are all excellent practical ideas by Horst that should be worked out systematically by regarding 
the vacuum as an ensemble of relativistic particles of known mass and velocity – the fundamental 
vacuum particle. The illustrations are insightful. A deep space propulsion device based on the Casimir 
effect could be designed, and in the future, aircraft could operate on these principles, without burning 
kerosene at all, similarly ships, trains and vehicles. I think that Governments and companies would be 
very interested in funding these projects. The final version of these ideas can be posted on www.aias.us 
and perhaps included in UFT303, The Engineering Model. The Hubble constant is now understood to 
be H = v (vacuum frame) multiplied by the universal power absorption coefficient.

Sent: 01/02/2016 21:21:56 GMT Standard Time
Subj: first version of a vacuum engineering proposition

This is a synopsis of effects that could be used for realizing the
missing link: a method for modifying the vacuum or ether flow, based on
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the Casimir effect. I will probably add something on vacuum polarization.

Horst 

Vacuum-Eng.pdf

end of comment First version of a vacuum engineering proposition

Discussion of Scattering Theory and Vacuum     Particles
February 2, 2016 

I would anticipate that Rayleigh scattering of photons off vacuum particles (e.g. UFT309 on the Evans 
Morris shifts and Rayleigh scattering) is more realistic than Compton scattering in this context. This 
would provide an explanation of why light becomes scattered as it propagates through deep space. 
However I will first develop the theory of scattering of photons and electrons off vacuum particles, and 
vice versa. This can be elastic or inelastic scattering. Deep space iis full of vacuum particles. I meant 
UFT158 ff in the following, not UFT258 ff. These are the by now famous scattering papers of ECE 
theory. Photons with mass can scatter off vacuum particles. Every one of the UFT papers is now a 
classic, due to the massive amount of downloading. Your idea of making slides is an excellent one, they
can be incorporated in the Engineering Model UFT303 – the collected equations of ECE and ECE2.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 01/02/2016 12:16:56 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Scattering Theory and Vacuum Particles

Very interesting. Some opponents of tired light theory argue that scattering processes of star
light should lead to an unsharp image because of the scattering angle. There must be a 
reason why <1 – cos theta> is not significantly changed of billions of kilometers.

BTW, I am preparing some slides about vacuum, the Casimir effect and Tesla. Scattering of
radiation with vacuum particles could explain some of Tesla’s claims. Will send over this 
probably tonight.

Horst

Am 01.02.2016 um 13:03 schrieb EMyrone:

At this stage in UFT339 it is possible to adapt previous work on scattering for 
use with vacuum particles of mass m(vac). The relevant papers are UFT258 ff 
and some of the Evans / Morris papers, notably UFT309. For example.

1) Propulsion of a static matter particle of mass m by an incident vacuum 
particle of mass m(vac).
2) Compton and Rayleigh scattering of photons from a static vacuum particle, 
leading to absorption of light by the vacuum, and scattering of light by the 
vacuum in a cosmological context.
3) Combination of the Beer Lambert Law and Planck Law as in UFT309.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/02/discussion-of-scattering-theory-and-vacuum-particles/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/vacuum-eng.pdf


4) Annihilation of two vacuum particles to give two photons.

Considering the usual Compton scattering for example, light propagating 
through billions of light years of space should exhibit a change in frequency:

1 / omega’ – 1 / omega = (h bar / (m(vac) c squared) <1 – cos theta>

where m(vac) is the mass of the vacuum particle and <1 – cos theta> is an 
average made up of many collisions of the photon with the vacuum particle. 
This is a plausible explanation for the cosmological red shift in terms of 
Compton scattering of the photon off the vacuum particle. The frequency 
change is such that

omega’ < omega

an Evans Morris type shift to the red caused by the vacuum mass m(vac). The 
cosmological red shift is an example of an Evans / Morris shift. Elastic and 
inelastic scattering theory can be applied.

end of comment Discussion of Scattering Theory and Vacuum Particles

Vacuum polarization
February 2, 2016 

This is an interesting idea, the minimal prescription is defined by e W sup mu, so W sup mu could be C
negative or C positive.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 01/02/2016 12:15:32 GMT Standard Time
Subj: vacuum polarization

Another point from Tesla is a possible polarization of the vacuum. Is there any info about 
the electric field (not potential) within atoms? I wonder if there is a sign change between 
nucleus and outer electronic boundary.

Horst

Am 01.02.2016 um 13:03 schrieb EMyrone:

At this stage in UFT339 it is possible to adapt previous work on scattering for 
use with vacuum particles of mass m(vac). The relevant papers are UFT258 ff 
and some of the Evans / Morris papers, notably UFT309. For example.

1) Propulsion of a static matter particle of mass m by an incident vacuum 
particle of mass m(vac).
2) Compton and Rayleigh scattering of photons from a static vacuum particle, 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/02/vacuum-polarization/


leading to absorption of light by the vacuum, and scattering of light by the 
vacuum in a cosmological context.
3) Combination of the Beer Lambert Law and Planck Law as in UFT309.
4) Annihilation of two vacuum particles to give two photons.

Considering the usual Compton scattering for example, light propagating 
through billions of light years of space should exhibit a change in frequency:

1 / omega’ – 1 / omega = (h bar / (m(vac) c squared) <1 – cos theta>

where m(vac) is the mass of the vacuum particle and <1 – cos theta> is an 
average made up of many collisions of the photon with the vacuum particle. 
This is a plausible explanation for the cosmological red shift in terms of 
Compton scattering of the photon off the vacuum particle. The frequency 
change is such that

omega’ < omega

an Evans Morris type shift to the red caused by the vacuum mass m(vac). The 
cosmological red shift is an example of an Evans / Morris shift. Elastic and 
inelastic scattering theory can be applied.

end of comment Vacuum polarization

Daily Report Sunday 31/1/16, Two New 14 Year     Records
February 2, 2016 

There have been two fourteen year monthly record highs in January 2016, 27.134 gigabytes 
downloaded (7,434,716 printed pages downloaded in January 2016 from www.aias.us), and 77,543 
page views. During 31/1/16 the equivalent of 151,486 printed pages was downloaded (552.319 
megabytes) from 2456 downloaded memory files (hits) and 466 distinct visits each averaging 2.8 
memory pages and 9 minutes, printed page to hits ratio of 61.68, main spiders cnsat(China), google, 
MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 3370, Top ten items 2173, Collected Evans / Morris 1312 (est), 
Collected scientometrics 638, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 393, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 366, 
F3(Sp) 321, Autobiography volumes one and two 315, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 284,
Principles of ECE 220, UFT88 195, UFT311 130, Engineering Model 127, Evans Equations 102, 
UFT321 101, Llais 85, CEFE 85, Self Charging Inverter 76, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 33, List of most 
prolific authors 16, Three world records by MWE 15, UFT313 98, UFT314 85, UFT315 78, UFT316 
94, UFT317 49, UFT318 119, UFT319 83, UFT320 75, UFT322 70, UFT323 187, UFT324 69, 
UFT325 80, UFT326 244, UFT327 231, UFT 328 264, UFT329 233, UFT330 220, UFT331 178, 
UFT332 194, UFT333 186, UFT334 190, UFT335 197, UFT336 75, UFT337 51, UFT338 21 in 
January 2016. University of Szeged Hungary Historical Source Document 27; University of Twente 
Netherlands UFT169, UFT170; AGH University of Science and Technology Poland general; University
of Lancaster UFT137. Intense interest all sectors, completed usage file attached for January 2016.

Comments Off
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Scattering Theory and Vacuum     Particles
February 1, 2016 

At this stage in UFT339 it is possible to adapt previous work on scattering for use with vacuum 
particles of mass m(vac). The relevant papers are UFT158 ff and some of the Evans / Morris papers, 
notably UFT309. For example.

1) Propulsion of a static matter particle of mass m by an incident vacuum particle of mass m(vac).
2) Compton and Rayleigh scattering of photons from a static vacuum particle, leading to absorption of 
light by the vacuum, and scattering of light by the vacuum in a cosmological context.
3) Combination of the Beer Lambert Law and Planck Law as in UFT309.
4) Annihilation of two vacuum particles to give two photons.

Considering the usual Compton scattering for example, light propagating through billions of light years
of space should exhibit a change in frequency:

1 / omega’ – 1 / omega = (h bar / (m(vac) c squared) <1 – cos theta>

where m(vac) is the mass of the vacuum particle and <1 – cos theta> is an average made up of many 
collisions of the photon with the vacuum particle. This is a plausible explanation for the cosmological 
red shift in terms of Compton scattering of the photon off the vacuum particle. The frequency change is
such that

omega’ < omega

an Evans Morris type shift to the red caused by the vacuum mass m(vac). The cosmological red shift is 
an example of an Evans / Morris shift. Elastic and inelastic scattering theory can be applied.

end of comment Scattering Theory and Vacuum Particles

Nine Hundred Books of Poetry Downloaded in January     2016
February 1, 2016 

The poetry is split into eight pdf files and fourteen mp3 files on www.aias.us. The mp3 files are read by
myself and contain a record of my own voice. They are all permanently archived on www.archive.org 
and www.webarchive.org.uk . The total number of poetry hits in January 2016 is 388, and total 
downloaded in January 2016 is 0.32926 gigabytes. The written files occupy 24,690 printed pages of 
A4, single spaced 12 point font, using one page = 3.646 kilobytes. However the font size of the poetry 
book is larger than 12 point, and there are far fewer characters per page, so we can guestimate one 
poetry page equal to one kilobyte, so 24,690 x 3.646 = about ninety thousand pages of printed poetry 
have been downloaded in January 2016. One character (i. e a letter, number, comma etc.) is one byte. 
The poetry book is about 100 pages long, so nine hundred volumes were read in January 2016. In 
addition, 0.239152 gigabytes of mp3 sound files of poetry were downloaded. These were recorded by 
Simon Clifford and myself here at home. So in one year, about ten thousand poetry books will have 
been read. This is much more than even Dylan Thomas, Yeats or R. S. Thomas would have achieved in 
their own lifetimes. The poetry is in both languages, Welsh and English, some of it is bardic poetry. 

http://www.webarchive.org.uk/
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People in Wales appreciate poetry a lot more than theoretical physics, especially the nonsense into 
which standard physics has degenerated. The poetry is read in up to 182 countries, in both languages. 
This shows how important it is to make an all out effort to safeguard the spoken Welsh language. It is 
appreciated all over the world as a great classic language. I think that the only poet approaching this 
kind of number of volumes read was Ceiriog in the nineteenth century. Even a Nobel nominee like the 
great poet R. S. Thomas could manage only about 400 copies sold in the philistine twentieth century. 
The book is available in the National Library of Wales and British Library and appears open source in 
the blue box above my coat of arms on the home page of www.aias.us. It is possible that Sam Hinton 
will help me record some essays in my own voice. He is one of those who is learning the Welsh 
language.

end of comment Nine Hundred Books of Poetry Downloaded in January 2016

Readings of Autobiography in January     2016
February 1, 2016 

The numbers following every item I send out in each early morning report on the blog of www.aisa.us 
are in terms of downloaded memory files (“hits”) as given by Webalizer Mark 2.01, which also gives 
kilobytes downloaded for every item on www.aias.us. I have referred to this hits as “number of times 
read”. However, the actual readings are measured in terms of printed pages, each page is 3.646 
kilobytes when a page is defined as A4, single spaced, 12 point font. In January 0.41323 gigabytes of 
the Autobiography volumes one and two were downloaded, this means 113,225 printed pages single 
spaced 12 point font. The printed pages to hits ratio for the autobiography is 366.74, because there have
been 309 hits. This is a small font and the printed books use a large font, with about 1.5 spacing with 
tighter margins. They can be seen in the blue box above my coat of arms on the home page of 
www.aias.us. So roughly about 200,000 pages as they appear in the blue box have been downloaded in 
January 2016. This means 2,400,000 pages a year. This gives an idea of the great success of AIAS 
publishing, culture and education. Therefore since 2012 many thousands of volumes have been 
downloaded or read in up to 182 countries. Both volumes of the autobiography are available in the 
National Library of Wales and British Library, and are permanently archived on http://www.archive.org
and www.webarchive.org.uk. They are also available in local libraries: Swansea Central, Ystrad 
Gynlais, Pontardawe and Llangiwg, and read in up to 182 countries in Welsh and English. Every one of
the 3085 items on www.aias.us is enjoying the same level of readership. This makes traditional 
publishing obsolete, authors are increasingly willing to offer their work free of charge (i.e. open 
source). In my case this has resulted in a huge amount of interest. If I published in the traditional way I 
would get a very small amount of royalty and make much less impact than I am able to do via 
www.aias.us, which I own. Many thanks to all concerned, diolch yn fawr iawn! Poets and theoretical 
physicists ought not to be in it for the money, but for civilization.

end of comment Readings of Autobiography in January 2016

Video of Doug Lindstrom’s Idaho     Lecture
February 1, 2016 

In my opinion this is a very important lecture on ew sources of energy by Dr. Douglas Lindstrom, 
retired from the Canadian Government, and graduate of the University of British Columbia, a world 
leading university. This is now permanently archived on www.archive.org.
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Myron, Michael:

In response to Michael’s request for a copy of the Lindstrom Idaho lecture, the conference 
organizers have made it available for free (sorry for the lengthy delay).

From the organizers

“Here is a zip with the MP4 video in it: http://energyscienceforum.com/files/ECE-AIAS.zip
If there can be some notice that it is for private use and is not to be distributed online, that 
would be very helpful.”

Feel free to post it on the website or blog as you wish.

Sincerely

Doug Lindstrom

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 07/01/2016 20:23:58 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Bad Link on “Equations Flowchart” page

Dr Evans, the image is missing on your Equations Flowchart webpage:

http://www.aias.us/index.php?goto=showPageByTitle&pageTitle=Equations_flowcharts If 
the flowchart is a work in progress, the older version could still be shown, with a 
disclaimer.

Also, I wanted to watch Doug Lindstrom’s Idaho presentation, but it can only be seen by 
paying $37 here: http://emediapress.com/ece/

Is there a way Dr Lindstrom could provide the video to ECE students? Surely, he could 
upload it to YouTube, since he is the author and presenter?

Is the pdf of his presentation available on Aias.us?

All of us dislike paywalls, but even worse, anything that slows the acceptance of ECE 
Theory is extremely dangerous for the entire planet.

Thanks,

Michael Jackson

On Sat, Jan 9, 2016 at 8:16 AM, Doug Lindstrom <dwlindstrom> wrote:

Concerning the video, I do not own the video. I can contact the organization 
that does. Perhaps if. It is not selling anymore they would be willing to release 

http://emediapress.com/ece/
http://www.aias.us/index.php?goto=showPageByTitle&pageTitle=Equations_flowcharts
http://energyscienceforum.com/files/ECE-AIAS.zip


it. I can ask. Doug

On Friday, 8 January 2016, <EMyrone> wrote:

Many thanks for this note. Agreed, for some reason the image has 
reduced to a small square. I looked up the archives and the image is 
in the archives. The lecture has been posted as a pdf and the number
of readings of it in terms of files downloaded is recorded every 
early morning.

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 07/01/2016 20:23:58 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Bad Link on “Equations Flowchart” page

Dr Evans, the image is missing on your Equations 
Flowchart webpage:

http://www.aias.us/index.php?
goto=showPageByTitle&pageTitle=Equations_flowchar
ts If the flowchart is a work in progress, the older 
version could still be shown, with a disclaimer.

Also, I wanted to watch Doug Lindstrom’s Idaho 
presentation, but it can only be seen by paying $37 here:
http://emediapress.com/ece/

Is there a way Dr Lindstrom could provide the video to 
ECE students? Surely, he could upload it to YouTube, 
since he is the author and presenter?

Is the pdf of his presentation available on Aias.us?

All of us dislike paywalls, but even worse, anything that
slows the acceptance of ECE Theory is extremely 
dangerous for the entire planet.

Thanks,

Michael Jackson

end of comment Video of Doug Lindstrom’s Idaho Lecture

Video on Degoichi, energy from     spacetime
February 1, 2016 

Many thanks again, much appreciated. The video is now permanently archived on www.archive.org.

http://www.archive.org/
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end of comment Video on Degoichi, energy from spacetime

Daily Report Saturday     30/1/16
February 1, 2016 

The equivalent of 106,348 printed pages was downloaded during the day (387.746 megabytes) from 
1827 downloaded memory files (hits) and 452 distinct visits each averaging 3.5 memory pages and 10 
minutes, printed pages to hits ratio 58.21, main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo 
download of all essays from ono.com. Collected ECE2 3347, Top ten items 2161, Collected Evans / 
Morris 1292(est), Collected scientometrics 571(est), Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 388, Eckardt / 
Lindstrom papers 361, F3(Sp) 312, Autobiography volumes one and two 309, proofs that no torsion 
means no gravitation 253, Principles of ECE 219, UFT88 192, UFT311 126, Engineering Model 123, 
Evans Equations 105, UFT321 100, Llais 85, CEFE 84, Self Charging Inverter 74, Lindstrom Idaho 
Lecture 32, Most prolific scientists 15, Three world records by MWE 14, UFT313 98, UFT314 83, 
UFT315 78, UFT316 92, UFT317 49, UFT318 117, UFT319 83, UFT320 74, UFT322 70, UFT323 
187, UFT324 69, UFT325 80, UFT326 242, UFT327 230, UFT328 257, UFT329 232, UFT330 220, 
UFT331 178, UFT332 194, UFT333 185, UFT334 189, UFT335 194, UFT336 75, UFT337 51, 
UFT338 20 to date in January 2016. Maharishi University of Management Iowa UFT43; School of 
Engineering and Applied Science, University of California Los Angeles (UCLA) UFT175; Warsaw 
International Airport Overview of ECE; Imperial College London Overview of ECE. Intense interest all
sectors, updated usage file attached for January 2016.

end of comment Daily Report Saturday 30/1/16

Selected Feedback Interest:

Summary of January 2016: Two Fourteen Year Record Highs for Gigabytes

downloaded and Page Views downloaded during the month.

For www.aias.us there were 103,975 hits, 27.134 Gigabytes downloaded (recrod

high for fourteen years), 18,771 distinct visits and 77,543 page views (record high

for fourteen years).

For combined sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org these figures are scaled up

by an estimated 60% to give 166,360 hits, 43.414 Gbytes downloaded, 30,034

distinct visits, 124,069 page views and 3108 documents read from 96 countries, led

by USA, China, Czechia, Germany, Russian Federation, Mexico, Japan, Britain,

......

All UFT papers read, led by 304, 326,308, 328, 309, 329, 327, 300, 305, 330,

323, 332, 335, 334, 33, 88, 333, 280, 289, 279, 222, 276, 169, 224, 25, 277, 275,

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/02/01/daily-report-saturday-30116/


278, 274, 223, 217, 215, 218, 177, 175, 219, 221, 220, 318, 155,239, 41, 99, 157,

35, 291, 239, 299, 313, 119, 296, 312, 316, 107, 116, 216, 238, 152, 138, 290, 4,

142, 325, 314, 146, 170, 280, .....

All Essays read, led by 41, 115, 112, 87, 91, 23, 25, 56, 111, 116, 16, 84, 93, ....

All Articles read, led by F3(Sp), Auto1, Levitron, Space Energy, CV, Llais,

Potential Waves, Self Charging Inverter, Barddoniaeth, ......

16 - 31 January

U. S. Universities, Institutes and Similar

Berkeley*, Brigham Young, Columbia, Georgia Tech., Iowa State, UCLA,

Louisiana State, Quinsigamond CC, MIT, Missouri Univ. Science and Technology,

Ohio State, Penn State, Maharishi Univ Management Ohio, Michigan, Utah,

Vermont, Washington, Argonne, Los Alamos, US Airforce Network Operations

Command, US Missile Defense Agency, Honeywell Corporation, San Francisco

Internet Archives.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar

Bosch Company Germany, Lenord Company, Cologne, DONG Energy

Denmark, Oviedo, Helsinki, IMAG Grenoble, Polytechnique Palaiseau, Budapest

Univ Technology and Economics, Scoop Media Italy, Amsterdam*, Twente, EQE

Education Britain, UK Youth, Coimbra Portugal, Serbian National Research and

Education Networking Organization, Belgrade University (AMRES), Szeged

Hungary, AGH Tech. Poland, Extensive Russian Federation and Ukraine

including National Research Nuclear University Moscow, Omsk, Ransk, Kiev etc.,

Izmir Institute of Technology Turkey, Edinburgh*, Hope Univ. Liverpool,

Imperial*, Manchester, Lancaster, Oriel College Oxford, Eduroam Oxford,

Portsmouth, University of the Highlands and Islands.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Monash, MP Brazil, Clear Hills County Alberta, McGill, NCF Ottawa,

Perimeter Institute, Quebec Trois Rivieres, Waterloo, Andes Colombia, IPR India,

Hokkaido Japan, Kobe, Waseda, UNAM Mexico, UTM Mexico, Biblioteca

Alexandrina Egypt, BUU Thailand, NU Singapore.



Discussion of 339(4)
January 31, 2016 

Fully agreed, the earliest work in the UFT series is UFT12, using an oscillatory universe. The big bang 
metric is entirely wrong due to neglect of torsion. All the old metrics were refuted in UFT301, CEFE. 
Vacuum dynamics and thermodynamics work in the same way as for material matter. I will proceed 
along these lines tomorrow.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 31/01/2016 12:12:26 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 339(4)

PS A completely new picture of the evolution of the universe emerges not involving the 
massive amounts of “localised” energy following a “big bang”. The universe evolves in a 
slow and steady way and is likely much older than Standard Model ideas suggest. 
Something new for Cosmologists to ponder!

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Discussion of 339(4)

Discusion of Note     339(3)
January 31, 2016 

OK many thanks, this makes alpha(universal) = 1.1144 ten power minus 25 neper wavneumbers. This 
typo will be fixed in the final paper.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 30/01/2016 16:53:13 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Discusion of Note 339(3)

In eq.(5) the sum of exponents is 6-22 = -16.

Horst

Am 30.01.2016 um 07:13 schrieb EMyrone:

Thanks, I think that Eq. (8) is OK: alpha(universal) = 2.333 /(2.998 x 0.068) x 
ten power minus 28 / ten power 8. It is a very small power absorption 
coefficient. In the laboratory, some typical power absorption coefficients are 
given in the early Omnia Opera papers. In spectroscopic terms this means that 
the space between an object and an observer contains almost no matter on 
average. This is all developed in detail in UFT49, based on the Assis theory.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 29/01/2016 14:00:33 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 339(2): The Vacuum Hamiltonian and Velocity of the 
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Vacuum Particle

There is obviously an error in the exponent of the universal 
absorption coefficient. This is

Horst

Am 27.01.2016 um 14:51 schrieb EMyrone:

This note gives the vacuum energy equation and 
hamiltonian (10), and the velocity of the vacuum 
particle is calculated to be 0.068c from the anomalous g 
factor of the static electron. A lot of background detail is
given. 

end of comment Discusion of Note 339(3)

UFT88 Read at Maths Ohio     State
January 31, 2016 

Ohio State is currently ranked 90 in the world by Times and 109 in the world by QSU. It was founded 
in 1870 and has 64,868 students, a library of 5.8 million volumes and 35,000 serial titles. UFT88 is 
currently being read 3786 times a year off combined sites (www.aias.us and www.upitec.org, both 
archived on www.archive.org) and has developed into the high impact ECE2 sreies of papers, UFT313 
– 320, and UFT322 – 338 to date. The ECE2 series is currently being read 67,945 times a year. There 
are 26 papers in the series so every one of them is being read 2613 times a year on average. UFT88 
should be read with UFT99, UFT109, the ECE2 series, and the definitive proofs that no torsion means 
no gravitation and the irretrievable and complete collapse of twentieth century gravitational physics. 
This is being rapidly realized now around the world, and is part of Alwyn van der Merwe’s post 
Einsteinian paradigm shift, a great change in physics like a bend in the Ohio river. Most if not all of the
methods of the Einstein era have been replaced by ECE and ECE2. There is no going back in time, and 
this phenomenon is unique and completely new in that it is brought about by a readership that studies 
the internet without being hindered by censorship or empty headed propaganda.

end of comment UFT88 Read at Maths Ohio State

Gigabytes Downloaded in January     2016
January 31, 2016 

Up to 30/1/16, 26.71 gigabytes have been downloaded from www.aias.us alone. This is 7,316,074 
printed pages. For combined sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org the total is increased by an 
estimated 60%, giving 11,705,718 printed pages downloaded in thirty days. So we have achieved our 
aim of promoting adn teaching ECE and ECE2 in every subject area at all levels of education, and of 
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completely refuting the obsolete dogma of the standard model. This is a very healthy development in 
physics. The public funding of the obsolete physics is being rapidly decreased. It is still taught of 
course, but any bright pupil or student also studies ECE and ECE2 along with staffs and students from 
the best universities in the world. My work (1973 to present) has always caused intense interest in the 
best places, now the interest is greater than ever before. Thanks to all concerned!

Comments Off

Book of Scientometrics Updated to     29/1/16
January 31, 2016 

Today is the last day of the month so the Book of Scientometrics is updated as usual. The site will 
probably hit two fourteen year record highs when the complete stats are in: for gigabytes downloaded 
(previous record shattered) and page views. To date the visits from the top twenty universities in the 
world by webometrics, Times and QS are: Princeton, Minnesota Twin Cities, Cambridge*, Oxford*, 
Imperial*, Edinburgh*, Berkeley*,Columbia, MIT, Michigan, Washington and National University of 
Singapore. The * denotes repeat visits, sometimes many visits. So this is a fantastic performance and 
congratulations once again to all staffs.

BookofScientometricsVolumeTwo.pdf

end of comment Book of Scientometrics Updated to 29/1/16

Daily Reports 28/1/16 and     29/1/16
January 31, 2016 

On 28/1/16 the equivalent of 201,126 printed pages was downloaded from 2543 downloaded memory 
files (hits) and 536 distinct visits each averaging 4.1 memory pages and 15 minutes, printed page to hit 
ratio of 79.09. On 29/1/16 the equivalent of 479,144 printed pages was downloaded from 2878 memory
files downloaded and 478 distinct visits each averaging 2.7 memory pages and 8 minutes, printed page 
to hit ratio of 166.49. Main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 papers 
3300, Top ten items 2149, Collected Evans / Morris 1282 (est), Collected scientometrics 577(est), 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 372, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 332, F3(Sp) 305, Autobiography 
volumes one and two 304, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 248, Principles of ECE 213, 
UFT88 188; UFT311 125, Engineering Model 123, Evans Equations 102, Llais 84, CEFE 82, Self 
charging inverter 71, UFT321 70, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 32, Three world records by MWE 15, List 
of most prolific scientists 14, UFT313 98, UFT314 82, UFT315 78, UFT316 92, UFT317 47, UFT318 
116, UFT319 82, UFT320 72, UFT322 69, UFT323 186, UFT324 67, UFT325 78, UFT326 240, 
UFT327 229, UFT328 249, UFT329 230, UFT330 220, UFT331 177, UFT332 183, UFT333 182, 
UFT334 188, UFT335 193, UFT336 64, UFT337 48, UFT338 17 to date in January 2016. National 
Capital Freenet Ottawa Canada UFT Section; University of the Andes Colombia UFT166(Sp); 
Honeywell Corporation UFT177; ono.com extensive site download; Brigham Young University 
UFT278; Columbia University UFT134; Mechanical Engineering Georgia Institute of Technology; 
Quinsigamond Community College Massachusetts UFT201; Mathematics Ohio State University 
UFT88; Physics National Technical University of Athens UFT42; Physics Kobe University Japan 
UFT85; Burapha University Thailand general; University of Edinburgh UFT148, 152. Intense interest 
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all sectors, updated usage file attached for January 2016.

e request.
end of comment Daily Reports 28/1/16 and 29/1/16

Discussion of 339(1)
January 30, 2016 

Agreed, the quantization scheme of the Schroedinger equation as you know, is H psi = E psi where for 
the hydrogen atom:

H psi = (T + U) psi = ( p squared / (2m)) – e squared / (4 psi epso r)) psi

The energy levels are actually <H>, denoted E in quantum mechanics. Most students still ask: “Why 
can’t you cross out the psi?” The answer is that

p squared psi = – h bar squared del squared psi

is a differential operator. Many people have immense difficulty in understanding this. We also have

<H> = – h squared integral psi* del squared psi d tau

and del squared also operates on psi. One could quantize the Sommerfeld hamiltonian as

H psi = (gamma m c squared + U) psi

As recent papers show there are hundreds of ways of proceeding once the Dirac approximation is 
discarded.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 30/01/2016 10:38:12 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 339(1)

In quantum mechanics the expectation value of the Hamiltonian is often denoted as total 
energy, then E would be the kinetic total energy or so, but we know what we mean.
Horst

Am 30.01.2016 um 06:39 schrieb EMyrone:

Agreed, the hamiltonian H = E + U is always the starting point of the theory, 
where E = gamma m c squared is the total relativistic energy. For a free particle 
H = E, but any elementary particle is always interacting with vacuum, so U is 
always non zero.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 29/01/2016 12:48:19 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 339(1): Development of the Correct Theory of Spin Orbit 
Structure

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/30/discussion-of-3391-2/


To recapitulate the concept of potential energy in general relativity: 
the “relativistic” energy
gamma m c^2
contains the kinetic and rest energy only. Any potential energy has 
to be introduced as an extra energy. I assume that we used this 
consistently in this way in all earlier papers on Dirac and similar 
theory.

Horst

Am 25.01.2016 um 13:31 schrieb EMyrone:

This note suggest the development of the correct theory 
of spin orbit fine structure before going on to a new 
theory of the Lamb shift. Some computer algebra is 
needed to evaluate Eq. (19) for the Coulomb potential.

end of comment Discussion of 339(1)

Discussion of 339(4)
January 30, 2016 

This would be a process similar to electron + positron = two photons, there can also be many types of 
scattering processes

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 30/01/2016 14:15:38 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 339(4)

Very interesting suggestion!!

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Discussion of 339(4)

Discussion of 339(4)
January 30, 2016 

Good point, in fact photons may appear as a kind of Hoyle type synthesis from annihilation of two 
vacuum particles.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 30/01/2016 12:32:40 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 339(4): Summary of Concepts to Date: Number of Vacuum Particles in the 
Universe

Plus photon mass of course – again not understood in the Standard Model and again 
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contributing to that so called “missing mass”.

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Discussion of 339(4)

Stats came through, will report     tomorrow
January 30, 2016 

The fourteen year record for gigabytes downloaded or printed pages, will be completely shattered, and 
we will get close to record highs for hits, distinct visits and page views.

end of comment Stats came through, will report tomorrow

339(4): Summary of Concepts to Date: Number of Vacuum 
Particles in the     Universe
January 30, 2016 

This note gives a summary and careful check of concepts to date, and shows that the gyromagnetic 
ratio as well as the electron g factor depends on the vacuum angular frequency. The relativistic 
gyromagnetic ratio is given in Eq. (18) for the Zeeman effect in a relativistic particle. Previous 
calculations of the velocity and mass of the vacuum particle are checked. It is shown that it is possible 
to develop a new type of scattering theory in which vacuum particles scatter off matter particles and 
vice versa. So there can be Compton scattering of a photon from the vacuum particle for example. This 
means that light travelling billions of light years through deep space will be scattered and will become 
diffuse, scattered apparently off nothing, however the light is scattered by vacuum particles. Given an 
estimate of the mass of the universe, and the mass of the vacuum particle (about 2 ten power minus 33) 
the number of vacuum particles in the universe can be calculated. This assumes that the universe is 
made up overwhelmingly of non visible matter, with galaxies situated in the deep space far apart from 
each other. The mass of visible matter in the universe (galaxies) is ten power 53 kilograms, which 
according to same old dogma (sod all or nothing in it) is 20% of the total mass. The rest being made up 
of “dark matter” and “dark energy” or “missing mass”. The missing mass is therefore 4 x ten power 53 
kilograms. So there are about 2 x ten power 86 vacuum particles in the universe. These are all 
gravitating particles. So dark mass and all that stuff is replaced by the far more sensible vacuum 
particle. being sensible it is not dogma.

a339thpapernotes4.pdf

end of comment 339(4): Summary of Concepts to Date: Number of Vacuum Particles in the Universe

Discusion of Note     339(3)
January 30, 2016 

Thanks, I think that Eq. (8) is OK: alpha(universal) = 2.333 /(2.998 x 0.068) x ten power minus 28 / ten
power 8. It is a very small power absorption coefficient. In the laboratory, some typical power 
absorption coefficients are given in the early Omnia Opera papers. In spectroscopic terms this means 
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that the space between an object and an observer contains almost no matter on average. This is all 
developed in detail in UFT49, based on the Assis theory.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 29/01/2016 14:00:33 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 339(2): The Vacuum Hamiltonian and Velocity of the Vacuum Particle

There is obviously an error in the exponent of the universal absorption coefficient. This is

Horst

Am 27.01.2016 um 14:51 schrieb EMyrone:

This note gives the vacuum energy equation and hamiltonian (10), and the 
velocity of the vacuum particle is calculated to be 0.068c from the anomalous g 
factor of the static electron. A lot of background detail is given. 

339(2,4).pdf

end of comment Discusion of Note 339(3)

Discussion of 339(2)
January 30, 2016 

Many thanks for checking this.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 29/01/2016 13:45:12 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 339(2): The Vacuum Hamiltonian and Velocity of the Vacuum Particle

The numerical value of

v0 = 0.068 c

is correct. The general result is

or
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Horst

Am 27.01.2016 um 14:51 schrieb EMyrone:

This note gives the vacuum energy equation and hamiltonian (10), and the 
velocity of the vacuum particle is calculated to be 0.068c from the anomalous g 
factor of the static electron. A lot of background detail is given. 

end of comment Discussion of 339(2)

Discussion of 339(1) Part     Two
January 30, 2016 

Yes, H is always a constant of motion and so del in Eq. (19) acts only on U(r) for a central potential 
energy. So f1(r) can be calculated.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 29/01/2016 13:08:35 GMT Standard Time
Subj: PS: Re: 339(1): Development of the Correct Theory of Spin Orbit Structure

PS: in eq.(21) the functions f(r) or f1(r) contain H. Therefore H appears on both sides of 
eqs.(12) of (10). One can construct an approximate solution as we did earlier.
Concerning the general form of f(r) in eq.(19): Does only U depend on r and can we assume
that H is constant in general?

Horst

Am 25.01.2016 um 13:31 schrieb EMyrone:

This note suggest the development of the correct theory of spin orbit fine 
structure before going on to a new theory of the Lamb shift. Some computer 
algebra is needed to evaluate Eq. (19) for the Coulomb potential. 

Comments Off

Discussion of 339(1)
January 30, 2016 

Agreed, the hamiltonian H = E + U is always the starting point of the theory, where E = gamma m c 
squared is the total relativistic energy. For a free particle H = E, but any elementary particle is always 
interacting with vacuum, so U is always non zero.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 29/01/2016 12:48:19 GMT Standard Time
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Subj: Re: 339(1): Development of the Correct Theory of Spin Orbit Structure

To recapitulate the concept of potential energy in general relativity: the “relativistic” energy
gamma m c^2
contains the kinetic and rest energy only. Any potential energy has to be introduced as an 
extra energy. I assume that we used this consistently in this way in all earlier papers on 
Dirac and similar theory.

Horst

Am 25.01.2016 um 13:31 schrieb EMyrone:

This note suggest the development of the correct theory of spin orbit fine 
structure before going on to a new theory of the Lamb shift. Some computer 
algebra is needed to evaluate Eq. (19) for the Coulomb potential. 

end of comment Discussion of 339(1)

Copyright Permission from Alex     Hill
January 30, 2016 

Many thanks to Alex Hill! I will look in to the possibility of recording some of them myself, but no 
promises because I have no recording apparatus. I will ask around to see if an expert will help.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 29/01/2016 17:18:41 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Question for Robert Cheshire and Alex Hill

Copyright permission granted to your colleague to copy the Spanish essay recordings to a 
youtube new channel.

Regards,

Alex Hill

end of comment Copyright Permission from Alex Hill

Comparison with Bob     Dylan
January 29, 2016 

He has sold one hundred million albums, compared with our thousand million printed pages order of 
magnitude. I mention this because Bob Dylan is a good poet, indeed he has been nominated for a Nobel
Prize in literature. The most sold book in history is Charles Dickens “A Tale of Two Cities” about 200 
million. Miss Harper Lee of Alabama sold 25 million copies of “To Kill a Mockingbird”. Google “List 
of best selling books”. Assuming that a book is a hundred pages we have made the equivalent of about 
ten million books available free of charge in fourteen years. So this puts things in context. The standard
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model standeth and turneth its face to the wall, O God, Oh sod it all!” With apologies to “Discobolus 
standeth and turneth his face to the wall, Oh God, Oh Montreal” (“A Psalm of Montreal” by Samuel 
Butler). Dylan Thomas as a poet would have sold at a rough guestimate no more than a million books 
in all since about 1933, but all his work is now online free. The sculptor of Discobolus was Myron, but 
it wasn’t me.

end of comment Comparison with Bob Dylan

FOR POSTING: Growth in Printed Pages Downloaded 
from     www.aias.us
January 29, 2016 

As can be seen from this table, the number of printed pages downloaded from www.aias.us has grown 
by almost 300% from 2007 to 2015. The year 2013 is missed out because of a server crash. The year 
2006 is omitted because of distortion by link spamming. So in eight years, 239,366,400 printed pages 
were downloaded from www.aias.us alone. May I ask Horst or Doug to produce a graph of this growth 
for display on the home pages of www.aias.us and www.upitec.org? For combined sites the total is 
increased by an estimated 60% to 382,986,240 printed pages. A printed page is 3.646 kilobytes and is 
defined as A4, single spaced, twelve point font. There are readers in up to 182 countries. The 
institutional readership is of the highest possible quality (e.g. UFT307). I think that this is the most 
significant feedback and this feedback will be recorded permanently and immediately on 
www.archive.org (The Wayback Machine). It means that our new school of thought is educating people
worldwide at all levels without the need for formal courses, and it means that the interest is rapidly 
increasing. It is not a plateau as previously thought, it has been rapidly increasing since 2002. The other
main school of thought – “standard” physics is known to be obsolete. It keeps ignoring refutations and 
endlessly repeating the same old dogma (or SOD for short). We have a saying in Wales, sod it all, and 
this now applies to the sod of calcified earth known as standard physics. In other words it is as ossified 
as a stalactite in Plato’s Cave. Extrapolating linearly from eight to fourteen years produces 670,225,920
printed pages over the lifetime of www.aias.us (early 2002 to present). The www.aias.us site is archived
on the Wayback Machine from October 2002 onwards. The site really began to take off in 2004, when 
43.82 gigabytes were downloaded, 12,006,132 printed pages. However as early as May 2002, 0.02 
gigabytes were downloaded, 5,480 printed pages of pre ECE material in that month. ECE made a delta 
function impact in 2003, with the 2004 result already cited. All the best universities in the world took 
an immediate interest, which has grown rapidly.

Growth in Megabytes Downloaded from www.doc

Monthly Feedback Statistics for AIAS.pdf

end of comment FOR POSTING: Growth in Printed Pages Downloaded from www.aias.us

Permission from Robert     Cheshire
January 29, 2016 

Dear Robert,
This is very generous and greatly appreciated. So the transfer to youtube of all material broadcast by 
Robert Cheshire can now begin, plus all material broadcast in Welsh by myself. In order to record more
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material myself I will need the interest of a studio here in Wales.
Many thanks,
Myron

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 29/01/2016 11:55:44 GMT Standard Time
Subj: RE: Question for Robert Cheshire and Alex Hill

Dear Myron,

All permissions granted!

Please distribute as you wish and see fit. This applies to all my vocal work of your essays 
etc, and indeed, all works that I have submitted to AIAS.
The only drawback may be in recording quality if the works get compressed further 
(particularly the longer, unsegmented ones. I believe I have already compressed several 
essays for broadcast (reduced memory size of voice files from CD quality, down to 
“sendable” quality, i.e. getting them thru the hotmail 25 meg, send window!) so they will 
distort on further compressions.

Studio quality in music would use about 5 meg per minute per track. So a 4 minute stereo 
music track would be about 40 megabytes as a “Master”. Mono track vocals (narrations) 
would use a lot less than this rate but nevertheless, some essays already posted (the longer 
ones) suffer from this compression distortion [ a
slow “rifled”, tube distortion]. This was one of the things that prompted me to offer my 
services – I then realised that it was caused by the compression necessary to get the works 
thru the then current send window of 10 meg max!

Best regards,

Robert

end of comment Permission from Robert Cheshire

339(3): New Fundamental Constants of     Physics
January 29, 2016 

This note introduces the equation

H = v(vac) alpha (universal)

where H is the Hubble constant, v(vac) is the velocity of the vacuum particle, or moving frame of the 
vacuum particle with respect to the static electron or static observer frame, and alpha(universal) a 
proposed universal power absorption coefficient. In SI units:

H = 2.333 ten power minus 28 inverse seconds
alpha(universal) = 1.1444 ten power minus 35 inverse metres
v(vac) = 0.068c metres per second

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/29/3393-new-fundamental-constants-of-physics/


In spectroscopic units,

alpha (universal) = 1.1444 ten power minus 37 neper wavenumbers or inverse centimetres

The universal power absorption coefficient is the constant which is responsible for the cosmological 
red shift once Big Bang is abandoned as a theory (see UFT49 and Evans / Morris papers). So this 
unifies cosmological scales and scales of elementary particles. The v(vac) is known with the same 
precision as that of the anomalous g factor of the electron. It is claimed that this is

g(electron) = – 2.00231930436182

but UFT85 contests this precision. It is also claimed that

g(muon) = – 2.0023318414
g(neutron) = – 3.82608545
g(proton) = 5.585694702

The electron does not have a sub structure, but the proton has a sub structure, so does the neutron. The 
basic Dirac theory is applied to the electron.

a339thpapernotes3.pdf

end of comment 339(3): New Fundamental Constants of Physics

Cyfeiriad e bost Daniel Davies,     BBC
January 29, 2016 

Ydi hi’n bossib i gysylltu gyda Daniel Davies trwy’r e bost? Enillodd e y wobr Daniel Owen am novel 
amdano’r hen EDCL. Gallaf gyhoeddi’r novel ar www.aias.us . Is it possible to kindly advise me of the 
e mail address of Daniel Davies, BBC Mid Wales? He won the Daniel Owen Prize at the National 
Eisteddfod for a novel about Prof Mansel Edwards and Dr Paul Price. I can publish the novel on 
www.aias.us These were my Ph. D. supervisor Prof Mansel Davies and Dr. Alun Price, Daniel’s 
supervisor at the Edward Davies Chemical Laboratories in Aberystwyth. I am interested in doing 
recordings as below, at the request of an American colleague. Is it possible to do these recordings at the 
Alexandra Road Studio? Daniel kindly included me ion the BBC mid Wales Hall of Fame. The BBC at 
Alexandra Road asks for any photographs, items, videos and so on that may be of interest. There is a 
collection of over three thousand items on the www.aias.us site. BBC Radio Cymru has been interested 
in a Desert Island Disks type of programme in which I would choose music. Perhaps Daniel Davies 
could do this programme in Welsh and English.

Myron Evans

www.aias.us
(Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent. (raised to the Gentry 2008), Civil List Pensioner (2005), D. Sc. (Wales))

Sent: 29/01/2016 08:59:30 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Question for Robert Cheshire and Alex Hill

A colleague has suggested that all the essay broadcasts and pdf’s on www.aias.us in English
and Spanish, be loaded on to youtube in a new channel, plus all the broadcasts of poetry in 
Welsh and English. He can load them in a new youtube channel if copyright permission is 
given to him by Robert Cheshire, Alex Hill and myself. I am prepared to give my copyright
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permission. He has also suggested that I should record all the material myself in order to 
augment the excellent work by Robert Cheshire, because that will be the only recordings of 
my own voice, apart form a few radio and TV interviews I have made. I do not have any 
recording apparatus here so it might be possible to use the BBC Alexandra Road Studio, the
one used by Dylan Thomas. I will ask them but they will probably say no or charge 
mightily. Some other method might be possible such as recording at Llangiwg, but a studio 
is by far the best. I anticipate that this recording of my own voice would take a few months 
to complete. I would like to encourage Robert Cheshire to keep on making broadcasts 
because over teh years they are very popular. He can do this from his own studio. To my 
surprise, people seem to like the sound of my voice. I dislike it very much, like Richard 
Burton. Most poets narrate their own stuff in an offhand kind of way because they are too 
familiar with it, for example there is one very noisy recording by R. S. Thomas, with the 
wind blowing wildly, and one recording by Yeats, who had his own ideas about narration, 
one recording in Meirionydd Welsh by the great bard Gerallt Lloyd Owen while smoking a 
fag and drinking a bottle of wine. Dylan Thomas used the bardic style, and was able to 
powerfully throw his voice. He was highly professional and worked for the BBC as is well 
known. Most librivox recordings are very flat and boring. The exception is Sir Derek 
Jacobi, who uses the actors’ technique. There are some truly terrible youtube recordings 
done by amateurs.

end of comment Cyfeiriad e bost Daniel Davies, BBC

Discussion of Vacuum     Propulsion
January 29, 2016 

It is always essential to throw ideas around in public.

Emyrone
Sent: 29/01/2016 03:41:27 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Discussiom of 339(2):Galactic Motion

I see what you mean. I think a B(3) interferometer at the microwave frequencies should do 
the trick. We can then phase shift between these two B(3) fields for either push or pull 
configuration. The antennas can be as described by dr Evans b(3) electrodynamics journal 
or perhaps try to figure out how tesla did it with microwave bulbs. According to his notes, 
tesla talked about a high vacuum bulb with high voltage fields that interacted with a type of
matter, which could as simple of the right frequency & high voltage thresh hold from the 
m(vac) particles. I’m just thinking out loud here.

– Franklin

Sent from Xfinity Connect Mobile App 

end of comment Discussion of Vacuum Propulsion

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/29/discussion-of-vacuum-propulsion/


Age of the     Universe
January 29, 2016 

It certainly does, in early papers such as UFT12 and UFT49, big bang was rejected in favour of other 
concepts of the evolution of the universe. The universe does not have an “age”, that is an 
anthropomorphic concept, and big bang grew out of the bad type of zealot theology – creation theory 
from Genesis to which Hawking was apparenrly an adherent. In Welsh, “Yn y dechread yr oedd y gair, 
a’r gair oedd Duw, a Duw oedd y gair”. “In the beginning there was the word, and the word was God, 
and God was the word”. So big bang set out to find the beginning. It has been refuted very many times 
by many people, but the power of the dogmatists is such that they are able to blast out the propaganda 
like any pulpit thumpers or terrorist. In my enlightened Welsh Baptist background I never saw the 
pulpit being thumped, it was intellectual and enlightened. Recall that “big bang” is a term of extreme 
derision and disgust by Sir Fred Hoyle, a complete opponent of Hawking. It must be emphasized that 
big bang is irretrievably wrong because it omits torsion. All black hole theory is incorrect for the same 
reason. The record high downloading of ECE theory means that the elite propagandists are being 
ignored completely. As in UFT49 and the Evans / Morris papers, the cosmological red shift is explained
by absorption. The new fundamental equation is

H = v(vacuum) alpha (universal)

where H is the Hubble constant, v(vacuum) is the velocity of the vacuum particle given by the 
anomalous g factor of the electron, and where alpha is the universal power absorption coefficient in SI 
units of inverse metres. I will put numbers to these constants today.

To: EMyrone@aol.com,
Sent: 28/01/2016 19:10:51 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: New constants of physics

Does this result change how we estimate the age of the universe?

Sean

On Jan 28, 2016, at 6:36 AM, EMyrone wrote:

Many thanks again, the fundamental vacuum particle velocity is indicative of a 
mechanism that replaces “big bang”. The usual view is that the further away a 
galaxy the greater its velocity, and that this is indicative of an “expanding 
universe”, but in UFT49 the Hubble constant is developed as H0 = alpha c, 
where alpha is a power absorption coefficient in units of inverse metres. This is 
just the same as the power absorption coefficient in the far infra red. So we can 
have:

H0 = 0.068 alpha1 c = v0 alpha1

where v0 is the velocity of the vacuum particle. So you are right, it is a very 
fundamental result. This is an absorption mechanism for the cosmological red 
shift. So:

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/29/age-of-the-universe/


Hubble constant = vacuum particle velocity (v0) x universal power absorption 
coefficient (alpha1)

Many thanks for all the encouragement! The above are new constants of 
physics, and we can forget big bang. Horst has a deep insight in physics.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 28/01/2016 13:20:41 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Hubble Constant and Speed of the Vacuum Particle

PS

Seriously, this is a remarkable result. It should be apparent to 
anyone how fundamentally significant this is. Vacuum particles 
with mass that move at 0.068c, as does the galaxy that we exist in. 
Others may ponder any deeper significance to this 0.068c etc but 
this is another major discovery – “Evans’s vacuum particle speed 
and the translational speed of galaxies”. A wonderful result from 
yourself and Horst!!

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Age of the Universe

Vacuum Propulsion
January 29, 2016 

Agreed, a vacuum propulsion system would be interesting for aircraft and spacecraft when fossil fuel is
exhausted. At present people are merrily using tons of fuel to go to a beach to do nothing, and cities are
choked with cars.

Sent: 28/01/2016 19:58:36 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Discussiom of 339(2):Galactic Motion

We need some kind of effective interaction mechanism with the vacuum particles. The 
Casimir effect could be interesting, another method could be electric polarization of the 
vacuum. Tesla is reported to have used microwaves to achieve this. There are enough ideas 
now to develop this subject further.

Horst

Am 28.01.2016 um 10:50 schrieb fdamador:

This could also be the introduction of a new way of propulsion by using m(vac)
in positive (push) or negative (pull) in space. The question is, how can we 
engineer an increase or decrease of this background field in space? – Franklin

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/29/vacuum-propulsion/


Sent from Xfinity Connect Mobile App 

Comments Off

Daily Report 27/1/16, New Record High of 6,527,707 printed 
pages     downloaded
January 29, 2016 

The equivalent of 105,862 printed pages was downloaded during the day (385.975 megabytes) from 
2014 files downloaded (hits) and 559 distinct visits, each averaging 2.7 memory pages and 8 minutes, 
printed pages to hits ratio of 52.59. A new fourteen year record high was achieved of 23.800 gigabytes 
downloaded to date in January 2016 (6,527,707 printed pages, ratio of printed pages to hits averaging 
68.86). Main spiders cnsat (China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 3179, Top ten 2080, 
Collected Evans / Morris 1272 (est), Collected scientometrics 577 (est), Barddoniaeth / Collected 
Poetry 367, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 338, Autobiography volumes one and two 289, F3(Sp) 267, 
Proofs that no torsion mans no gravitation 228, Principles of ECE 202, UFT88 171, UFT311 118, 
Engineering Model 115, Evans Equations 99, UFT321 94, Llais 79, CEFE 75, Self charging inverter 
66, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 31, Three world records by MWE 15, List of Most prolific authors 14, 
UFT313 93, UFT314 79, UFT315 75, UFT316 87, UFT317 41, UFT318 108, UFT319 76, UFT320 68,
UFT322 65, UFT323 186, UFT324 61, UFT325 71, UFT326 236, UFT327 223, UFT328 240, UFT329
224, UFT330 215, UFT331 172, UFT332 186, UFT333 179, UFT334 180, UFT335 178, UFT336 69, 
UFT337 43, UFT338 15 to date in January 2016. Bosch Company Germany UFT107; Lenord and 
Bauer Engineering UFT238b; University of California Berkeley UFT85; Department of Economics 
University of Utah UFT311 and UFT321; Faculty of Humanities University of Amsterdam UFT325; 
National University of Singapore My CV; University of Edinburgh UFT147. Intense interest all sectors,
updated usage file attached for January 2016.

end of comment Daily Report 27/1/16, New Record High of 6,527,707 printed pages downloaded

Fourteen Year Record High for     www.aias.us
January 28, 2016 

The site hit a fourteen record high of 23.88 gigabytes downloaded on 28th January 2016 with four days
still to go. So the previous record will be shattered. It may also hit a new record high for hits, or files 
downloaded. I will report this in detail early tomorrow morning GMT as usual.

end of comment Fourteen Year Record High for www.aias.us

Discussion of new constants of     physics
January 28, 2016 

Pleasure! I would say that the velocity is the one appearing in the Lorentz factor, so it is defined with 
respect to the static electron, or in the case of the Hubble constant with respect to the earth or satellite 
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observer.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 28/01/2016 14:29:18 GMT Standard Time
Subj: AW: New constants of physics

Thanks Myron, for me it is not clear in reference to what the velocity of the vacuum 
particle (reference frame) is to be taken. Maybe that this is an absolut velocity in any sense.
Will comment the notes tommorrow.
Horst

Von meinem Samsung Gerät gesendet.

end of comment Discussion of new constants of physics

New constants of     physics
January 28, 2016 

Many thanks again, the fundamental vacuum particle velocity is indicative of a mechanism that 
replaces “big bang”. The usual view is that the further away a galaxy the greater its velocity, and that 
this is indicative of an “expanding universe”, but in UFT49 the Hubble constant is developed as H0 = 
alpha c, where alpha is a power absorption coefficient in units of inverse metres. This is just the same 
as the power absorption coefficient in the far infra red. So we can have:

H0 = 0.068 alpha1 c = v0 alpha1

where v0 is the velocity of the vacuum particle. So you are right, it is a very fundamental result. This is 
an absorption mechanism for the cosmological red shift. So:

Hubble constant = vacuum particle velocity (v0) x universal power absorption coefficient (alpha1)

Many thanks for all the encouragement! The above are new constants of physics, and we can forget big 
bang. Horst has a deep insight in physics.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 28/01/2016 13:20:41 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Hubble Constant and Speed of the Vacuum Particle

PS

Seriously, this is a remarkable result. It should be apparent to anyone how fundamentally 
significant this is. Vacuum particles with mass that move at 0.068c, as does the galaxy that 
we exist in. Others may ponder any deeper significance to this 0.068c etc but this is another
major discovery – “Evans’s vacuum particle speed and the translational speed of galaxies”. 
A wonderful result from yourself and Horst!!

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment New constants of physics

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/28/new-constants-of-physics/


Hubble Constant and Speed of the Vacuum     Particle
January 28, 2016 

Looks promising! The simplicity of the g factor calculation is convincing.

end of comment Hubble Constant and Speed of the Vacuum Particle

Hubble Constant and Speed of the Vacuum     Particle
January 28, 2016 

After a quick google I found that the Hubble constant H0 is 0.024c per megaparsec. The speed of the 
vacuum particle is 0.068c, calculated from the anomalous g factor of the electron. The velocity of a 
galaxy is conventionally v = H0 D, where D is known as the proper distance to a galaxy from the 
observer. In UFT49, big bang is not used and the Hubble constant H0 is defined as alpha c, where alpha
is the power absorption coefficient. So a velocity of 0.068c corresponds to an object 2.833 megaparsecs
away. A megaparsec is 3.086 ten power 22 metres. Googling “distance of some galaxies from the earth”
shows that Galaxy UGC9240 is 2.80 megaparsecs from the earth, so it is moving at 0.068c with respect
to the earth. In the alpha interpretation this means alpha = v / (c D)= 0.068 / D. This is just a rough back
of the computer calculation to show that a motion of 0.068c is plausible. The idea is that the frame of 
the vacuum is moving at 0.068c, so the galaxy and vacuum particle are carried by the same vacuum 
motion. In calculating 0.068c it was assumed that the electron is static. A refinement of the calculation 
is of course possible.

end of comment Hubble Constant and Speed of the Vacuum Particle

Gaia Spacecraft
January 28, 2016 

Many thanks to AIAS Fellow Kerry Pendergast, a Hauksbee Medallist of the Royal Society. Are there 
accurate data on the translational velocity of the Milky Way and other galaxies? I will google around 
shortly. ECE2 predicts the translational velocity of the vacuum particle to be 0.068c, i.e. 6.8% of the 
the vacuum velocity of light. Data on velocity curves received from Gaia would be very interesting, 
and any data that refute big bang and black holes yet further.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 28/01/2016 10:28:13 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Measuring the Positions and motion of Stars and Galaxies.

Dear Myron,

The European Space Observatory ‘Gaia’ was launched in December 2013 to construct a 3D
space catalogue of our Milky Way galaxy. Incidently, it will also accurately locate and 
measure the directions and positions and spectra of a host of other objects including other 
galaxies. It is located at the second Lagrangian point, which is beyond the orbit of the 
Moon. Its fuel should allow it to function for 5 years, before it is propelled out of the 
Lagrangian point, to keep that point available for future spacecraft.
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The measurements will give the data to allow the origin, structure and evolution of our 
galaxy to be discussed with greater clarity and for the merits of the various theories to be 
assessed from a more discerning viewpoint.

Gaia has not been well publicised and has thus far been the Cinderella of space 
observatories. However, this will change in 2016 as the vast data being produced is made 
public on a daily basis!

This data has the potential to open up a new era in cosmology.

Best Wishes

Kerry 

end of comment Gaia Spacecraft

Space Propulsion from Exchange of     Momentum
January 28, 2016 

Good to hear from Franklin! This momentum is always there, for example the Casimir effect between 
two uncharged plates. Some kind of resonance would be needed to amplify the small driving force. The
Ide circuit could perhaps be modified to show propulsion, and millions of such circuits put together 
would propel a vehicle. I will see if I can replace the Casimir theory with ECE2.

Sent: 28/01/2016 09:50:26 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Discussiom of 339(2):Galactic Motion

This could also be the introduction of a new way of propulsion by using m(vac) in positive 
(push) or negative (pull) in space. The question is, how can we engineer an increase or 
decrease of this background field in space? – Franklin

Sent from Xfinity Connect Mobile App 

end of comment Space Propulsion from Exchange of Momentum

Discussion of 339(2):Galactic     Motion
January 28, 2016 

Many thanks again to the AIAS Co President, Gareth Evans! I will do a lit search with google to dig up 
any data I can find on this rigorously Baconian interpretation by UPITEC President Horst Eckardt.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 28/01/2016 08:50:46 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Discussiom of 339(2):Galactic Motion

This is very interesting and astonishing agreement if confirmed.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/28/discussion-of-3392galactic-motion/
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Your work has always been of a uniquely high standard but progress in this last year has 
taken physics to another level (as this current piece of work seems to be demonstrating in 
an unexpected and remarkable new way).

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Discussion of 339(2):Galactic Motion

Attempts to Stop Stephen Crothers     Speaking
January 28, 2016 

This is attempted censorship at work again, it cannot succeed, because Steve’s work is famous 
throughout the world of science. He has consistently and comprehensively out argued the dogmatists. 
Big bang and black hole theory are based on zero torsion, and are mathematical nonsense. The dogma 
of Einsteinian general relativity is being rejected by the best minds as it is taught, in all the best 
universities in the world. This Alwyn van der Merwe’s post Einsteinian paradigm shift, a historic 
change in thought in physics. Continuous worldwide conferencing goes on all the time via www.aias.us
and www.upitec.org , and complete records of thousands of discussions are permanently archived on 
www.archive.org and www.webarchive.org.uk, right back to October 2002.

Myron Evans, Civil List Pensioner, appointed by Queen Elizabeth 2005.

Subj: Re: Re[2]: International conference GRAVITATION, COSMOLOGY AND 
CONTINUUM MECHANICS

The Organising Committee,
International Conference GRAVITATION, COSMOLOGY AND CONTINUUM 
MECHANICS,
Moscow, Russia

It is evident by the long delay applied to the processing of my invitation and visa, thereby 
deliberately obstructing me from attending, that certain members of the Organising 
Committee do not want me to speak at the conference in Moscow. I have experienced such 
tactics in the past at conferences outside Russia. It does not matter: without Kirchhoff’s 
Law of Thermal Emission and Planck’s universality, Big Bang Cosmology is dead and 
buried:

Robitaille, P.-M., Crothers, S. J., “The Theory of Heat Radiation” Revisited: A Commentary
on the Validity of Kirchhoff’s Law of Thermal Emission and Max Planck’s Claim of 
Universality, Progress in Physics, v. 11, p.120-132, (2015),
http://vixra.org/pdf/1502.0007v1.pdf

And so too the black hole phantasm:

Crothers, S.J., The Painlevé-Gullstrand ‘Extension’ – A Black Hole Fallacy, American 
Journal of Modern Physics, 5, Issue 1-1 , February 2016, Pages:33-39, 
http://vixra.org/pdf/1512.0089v1.pdf
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Yours faithfully,
Stephen J. Crothers

On Wednesday, 27 January 2016, 20:08, павел антонюк <mathphys@bk.ru> wrote:

Dear Prof. Stephen J. Crothers,

Today we pass your documents to the international department of our University in order to
prepare an official invitation to the Russian Federation for a visa for you. Since the 
documents in the visa application center will be made about three weeks, your invitation 
will be ready only in the 20 of February. After we ship it by fast mail delivery service DHL.
As a result, you can only get it somewhere February 25.

Since the conference will be held March 3-4, the question arises, whether you will have 
enough time to apply for a visa in your country or not. If you think that you will be able to 
get a visa to Russia in your country for one week, we will be very happy to see you on our 
conference and we will continue to prepare for you an official invitation. If you understand 
that you can’t get a visa with getting our Invitation only in 25 February, then unfortunately 
we can only offer you to register a tourist visa to Russia, for which this official invitation 
from the university will be unnecessary.

Please inform us about your decision about preparing an official Invitation. If you still need
it, we continue to prepare it you get it approximately on 25 February. If you choose to get a 
tourist visa please also inform us about it.

With best regards,
The Organizing Committee



>On Saturday, 23 January 2016, 12:48, павел антонюк < mathphys > wrote:
>
>
>Dear Prof. Steve Crothers,
>
>You send us a letter where you inform us that you are ready to visit our conference
>”GRAVITATION, COSMOLOGY AND CONTINUUM MECHANICS”.
>
>We will be very glad if you find an opportunity to come to our conference.
>
>In order we can prepare a formal letter for your getting visa to Russia, you should send us 
the following information:
>*First name, middle name and surname;
>* A scanned copy of your passport (by e-mail or fax);
>* Place of work (institution, university, etc.). If you haven’t got any, please write down 
“housekeeper”.
>* The address of the institution, university, etc.;
>* Position ;
>* Dates of stay in Russia (arrival and departure);
>* Cities and towns to be visited (Moscow and others);
>* Date of birth ;
>* Place of birth ;
>* Dates of issue and expiry of your passport;
>* Knowledge of Russian language;
>* Information about your studying or living in Russia.
>
>The process of preparing the official Letter for Invitation for the Russian Embassy is quite
long, so we would appreciate it if you sent this information to us as soon as possible. Or if 
you’re going to get a tourist visa, then please tell us about it.
>
>To book a room you can yourself. We recommend you to book a room in Vega Hotel. The 
web-site: http://hotel-vega.ru/en/home.html
>
>Yours sincerely,
>Secretary of the Organizing Committee
>Nina Tyannikova
>

Comments Off

Discussiom of 339(2):Galactic     Motion
January 28, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/28/discussiom-of-3392galactic-motion/
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These are very interesting comments, a similar study was carried out in UFT119 on the equinoctial 
precession. I will do a literature search to find the velocities of typical galaxies. The motion of the 
MIlky Way towards Leo is of the order of magnitude of 0.068c.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 27/01/2016 14:17:35 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 339(2): The Vacuum Hamiltonian and Velocity of the Vacuum Particle

Perhaps it would also be interesting to compare this value with velocities of galaxies movng
relative to each other. It could be assumed that a galaxy “swims” in the background vacuum
or ether and moves with intergalactic flow velocity of the medium. Motion of stars in a 
galaxy then would be relative to the “local main vacuum flow”. By the Cobe satellite the 
microwave background was measured. Besides the homogeneous radiation of 2.7 K a 
dipole term was measured with 3 mK. This can be attributed to a linear motion. The 
fluctuating rest background is very small (20 mikro K) and is attributed to fluctuations 
whose interpretation is unclear.
I have in mind that our galaxy moves towards the constellation Leo. I am not sure if it was 
one thousandth of light velocity. Perhaps it would also worth to verify this value. All 
obtaind values should be compatible with 0.068 c. But you have to define a fixed point to 
which this motion occurs.

Horst

Am 27.01.2016 um 14:51 schrieb EMyrone:

This note gives the vacuum energy equation and hamiltonian (10), and the 
velocity of the vacuum particle is calculated to be 0.068c from the anomalous g 
factor of the static electron. A lot of background detail is given. 

end of comment Discussiom of 339(2):Galactic Motion

Daily Report 26/1/16
January 28, 2016 

The equivalent of 127,451 printed pages was downloaded during the day (464.688 megabytes) from 
2147 memory files downloaded (hits) and 495 distinct visits each averaging 3.2 memory pages and 9 
minutes. Printed pages to hits ratio of 59.36, main spiders cnsat (China), google, MSN and yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 3171, Top ten items 2050, Collected Evans / Morris 1262 (est), Collected 
scientometrics 577, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 362, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 328, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 281, F3(Sp) 237, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 225,
Principles of ECE 201, UFT88 160, UFT311 115, Engineering Model 112, Evans Equations 99, Llais 
77, CEFE 74, Self charging inverter 66, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 30, Three world records by MWE 15,
Most prolific physicists and chemists 14, UFT313 93, UFT314 79, UFT315 75, UFT316 87, UFT317 
40, UFT318 108, UFT319 76, UFT320 68, UFT322 64, UFT323 183, UFT324 62, UFT325 70, 
UFT326 236, UFT327 223, UFT328 240, UFT329 223, UFT330 215, UFT331 172, UFT332 185, 
UFT333 179, UFT334 180, UFT335 187, UFT336 69, UFT337 42, UFT338 13 to date in January 
2016. Entropy Investments Belgium Home page; University of Los Andes Colombia F13(Sp); 
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University of Cologne UFT99; Department of Linguistics University of Washington ECE Article; 
Centre of Theoretical Physics, Ecole Polytechnique Palaiseau France Third proof with notes that if 
torsion is zero so is curvature, so there is no gravitation without torsion and the Einstein theory is 
refuted; United States Los Alamos National Laboratory my page and biographical introduction; United 
States Department of Defense Missile Defense Agency UFT41; University of Edinburgh Hydrogen 
bonding paper, UFT139, UFT141, UFT152, UFT155; Imperial College London First proof that zero 
torsion means zero curvature and refutation of the Einstein theory (based on UFT99); University of 
Portsmouth UFT140; University of Oxford UFT166. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file 
attached for January 2016.

end of comment Daily Report 26/1/16

339(2): The Vacuum Hamiltonian and Velocity of the 
Vacuum     Particle
January 27, 2016 

This note gives the vacuum energy equation and hamiltonian (10), and the velocity of the vacuum 
particle is calculated to be 0.068c from the anomalous g factor of the static electron. A lot of 
background detail is given.

a339thpapernotes2.pdf

end of comment 339(2): The Vacuum Hamiltonian and Velocity of the Vacuum Particle

UFT88 Read by AMRES, University of     Belgrade
January 27, 2016 

AMRES is the Serbian Research and Education Network, centred in the University of Belgrade, and 
networking with all parts of Serbia. UFT88 is the famous definitive refutation of all of the twentieth 
century’s ideas in gravitational physics: perihelion precession, light bending, big bang, black holes, the 
whole lot. The refutation is based on the inclusion of torsion in the second Bianchi identity. This was 
first achieved by Horst Eckardt and myself in the autumn of 2007, and since then the paper has run up 
an order of magnitude estimate of fifty thousand hits. For UFT88 as in yesterday’s posting, one hit is 
157.2 printed pages. The paper is about ten printed pages, twelve point single spacing. So since late 
2007 7.86 MILLION printed pages of UFT88 have been read in up to 182 countries. This means 
786,000 offprints, for which I would have been executed by the bureaucrats of the EDCL. Publishing 
too much and extreme over use of departmental postage allowance. I forget what their salaries were, 
but they were allowed free offprints and used as much postage as they liked, mainly to attract 
mediochre students from anywhere to keep themselves in business. UFT88 has developed into the 
ECE2 series of papers, currently running up 73,304 hits a year. Today’s printed page to hits ratio is 
57.12, so this means that roughly 4.19 MILLION printed pages of the ECE2 series have been read so 
far in January 2016. It is not even possible any more to say that all this does not exist, because it is all 
permanently archived on www.archive.org and www.webarchive.org.uk. So ECE2 can’t be trotskyized,
or covered up, photograph edited out, only standard model Stalin left with Lenin, who he later 
poisoned. In the meanwhile the propaganda blasts out over the loudspeakers of the frozen gulag 
archipelago, full of political undesirables and free thinkers and Baconian scientists.
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end of comment UFT88 Read by AMRES, University of Belgrade

Looting the Taxpayer
January 27, 2016 

Fully agree with Stephen Crothers, it is well known internationally that standard physics is obsolete and
that universities have become mechanisms for enriching untalented bureaucrats. The huge student fees 
are used to pay very high salaries to people who are often appointed in smoke filled rooms and who are
intellectually obscure. Any real intellectual regards this entire process with utter contempt. These 
bureaucrats ignore well known refutations of staggeringly expensive and pointless activity as millions 
die of starvation every year. This is strongly reminiscent of the final, decadent, stages of the Roman 
Empire, or any Empire, or any gulag archipelago.

Sent: 26/01/2016 09:48:41 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Your piece on Brian Schmidt

Mr. John Morgan,
Times Higher Education,

Dear Sir,

I read your recent article on Brian Schmidt: Brian Schmidt to ‘use Nobel prize’ for wider 
benefits as ANU v-c

Here is my article on Brian Schmidt: Open Letter: Australian Education System ‘Broken’ – 
Principia Scientific Intl

The document referred to therein is here:
A Nobel Laureate Talking Nonsense: Brian Schmidt, a Case Study,
16 July, 2015, http://vixra.org/pdf/1507.0130v1.pdf

Schmidt’s ANU Vice-Chancellor salary is $1,000,000.00 per annum. There are vast fringe 
benefits, which, in Australia, usually includes a university owned house for the use of the 
Vice-Chancellor. More information on Schmidt’s salary is in my article on Schmidt.

I also draw your attention to the $100,000,000.00 for finding aliens; in my article.

Yours faithfully,
Stephen J. Crothers

Open Letter: Australian Education System ‘Broken’ – Prin… 
Dear Science, Mathematics (and other) Teachers of Australia, 
The Australian education system is broken, and it is doubtful 
that it can be salvaged. I have…
View on   principia-scientific.org Preview by Yahoo

http://principia-scientific.org/australian-education-system-broken.html/
http://principia-scientific.org/australian-education-system-broken.html/
http://principia-scientific.org/australian-education-system-broken.html/
http://vixra.org/pdf/1507.0130v1.pdf
http://principia-scientific.org/australian-education-system-broken.html/
http://principia-scientific.org/australian-education-system-broken.html/
https://www.timeshighereducation.com/news/brian-schmidt-anu-use-nobel-prize-for-wider-benefits?platform=hootsuite
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Brian Schmidt to ‘use Nobel prize’ for wider benefits as… 
Astronomer comes with experience of running winery and 
pitches salary so he is not seen as ‘outsider’ by staff
View on   www.timeshigheredu… Preview by Yahoo

end of comment Looting the Taxpayer

Spacetime Devices Section Studied by IBM La     Gaude
January 27, 2016 

I suggest that a demonstration /discussion meeting be arranged between AIAS / UPITEC and the IBM 
Innovation Center, La Gaude near Nice in France. La Gaude is siutated near St. Paul de Vence with its 
Maeght Foundation of Modern Art. We visited St. Paul de Vance as the CNRS Group in Parc Valrose, 
Nice, see Autobiography Volume Two. I also studied the Musee Picasso in Cap ‘d’Antibes and the 
Musee Matisse on the Cimiez above Nice. There was plenty of good music and culture, and open air 
performances in the Roman amphitheatre on the Cimiez. I was an IBM professor at Kingston, New 
York, and MOTECC writer, working on the IBM 3076 / LCAP array processor.

end of comment Spacetime Devices Section Studied by IBM La Gaude

Daily Report 25/1/16
January 27, 2016 

The equivalent of 194,661 printed pages was downloaded (709.735 megabytes) from 3408 downloaded
memory files (hits) and 559 distinct visits each averaging 3.5 memory pages and 16 minutes, printed 
page to hit ratio 57.12, main spiders cnsat (China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 3138, Top
ten 2034, Collected Evans / Morris papers 1252, Collected scientometrics 534, Barddoniaeth / 
Collected Poetry 352, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 317, Autobiography volumes one and two 271, 
F3(Sp) 225, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 220, Principles of ECE 196, UFT88 151, 
Engineering Model 119, UFT311 115, Evans Equations 96, UFT321 93, CEFE 74, Llais 74, Self 
charging inverter 65, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 29, Three world records by MWE 14, List of most 
prolific chemists and physicists in history 14, UFT313 73, UFT314 79, UFT315 74, UFT316 76, 
UFT317 40, UFT318 105, UFT319 74, UFT320 68, UFT322 51, UFT323 183, UFT324 61, UFT325 
68, UFT326 234, UFT327 213, UFT328 240, UFT329 221, UFT330 214, UFT331 171, UFT332 185, 
UFT333 179, UFT334 177, UFT335 185, UFT336 67, UFT337 40, UFT338 10 to date in January 
2016. University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT338; EMEA IBM Innovation Center La Gaude near St 
Paul de Vance, Nice Spacetime Devices; Iowa State University Home page; Scoop Publishing Italy 
Autobiography Volume One; Serbian National Research and Networking Organization, HQ University 
of Belgrade Serbia UFT88. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for January 2016.

end of comment Daily Report 25/1/16
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Importance of the     Archives
January 26, 2016 

The supreme importance of the archives is that without them I have never existed, like Trotsky. ECE 
has never have existed, neither has any new thought. John Milton summed up censorship in famous 
lines:

” ……. for now I see
Peace to corrupt no less than war to waste.”

So the websites www.aias.us, www.upitec.org, www.atomicprecision.com and www.et3m.net are all 
archived permanently on www.archive.org, and www.aias.us on www.webarchive.org.uk . So “Paradise
Lost” cannot be burned and we will see “Paradise Regained”. In other words freedom rules.

end of comment Importance of the Archives

UFT Papers written in the Past     year
January 26, 2016 

These are making a phenomenal impact: the ECE2 series, the Evans / Morris series, UFT311 and 
UFT321. They are UFT278 to UFT338, so sixty papers have been posted in about twelve months. 
UFT281-UFT288, UFT301 – UFT303 and UFT307 are books and UFT292-UFT299 collect papers by 
Horst Eckardt and Doug Lindstrom on the ECE vacuum. The combined impact of the ECE2 and 
Evans / Morris series is currently 106,312 readings a year. These are UFT278 to UFT338 excluding 
UFT281 – UFT288, UFT292 – UFT299, UFT301-UFT303, UFT305, UFT307 and UFT311 and 
UFT321. The Eckardt / Lindstrom papers are being read 7592 times a year, and the Principles of ECE 
(UFT281 – UFT288) 4623 times a year. In addition to this there are readings off the blog. By “reading”
I mean memory file downloaded or “hit”. This is how webalizer 2.01 measures the impact of every 
item on www.aias.us. This is distributed to the inner circle every morning, a file containing about 3085 
entries which I go through every early morning. Webalizer 2.01 also uses bytes to measure impact. One
page of A4 single spaced twelve point is 3.646 kilobytes. Using this calibration, 13,959 printed pages 
of UFT88 have been downloaded to date in January 2016 off www.aias.us alone. This means 22,334 
printed pages off combined sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org. The paper is eleven printed pages 
long as published in Journal of the Foundations of Physics and Chemistry (click on UFT88 on 
www.aias.us). This font size is slightly larger than twelve point, so in twelve point the paper would be 
about ten pages long. So the number of times UFT88 has been actually read is 2,233 to date in January 
2016 (142 hits). So for UFT88, one hit is 15.72 actual readings of the paper, or one hit is 157.2 printed 
pages for UFT88. This is only one item out of 3085 on www.aias.us alone. This means a total rejection 
of standard physics. It is being taught but it is also being rejected outright, even by those who teach it. 
We can see this from the very high quality of the readership – the best universities in the world.

end of comment UFT Papers written in the Past year

UFT88 Read at Hokkaido University     Japan
January 26, 2016 

Hokkaido is ranked 144 in the world by QS, 401-500 by Times and 297 by webometrics, founded in 
1876. UFT88 is the paper that refutes Einsteinian general relativity by refuting the second Bianchi 
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identity of 1902. It has been developed into UFT99, UFT109 and UFT313 which infers the JCE 
identity and catalyzes the ECE2 series of papers (UFT313 – UFT320, UFT322 – UFT338 to date). The 
JCE identity is the final outcome of UFT88, the JCE identity is the second Bianchi identity with 
torsion. The Cartan identity is the first Bianchi identity with torsion. Einstein’s obsolete general 
relativity has been rejected around the world ever since ECE made its meteoric impact in 2003 
(recorded on www.archive.org, the Wayback Machine in San Francisco in cooperation with Library of 
Congress). The ECE2 series is being read 76,090 times a year at present off combined sites 
www.aias.us and www.upitec.org. UFT88 is being read 3455 times a year off combined sites. It has 
been read about fifty thousand times off sites and blog since it was written in late 2007. Its date of 
publication is recorded on www.archive.org. UFT99 and definitive proofs show that if torsion is zero as
in the Einstein theory, then curvature is also zero, a simple result of the very fundamental commutator 
method of UFT99 which defines the torsion and curvature in terms of tensors. These definitions are 
equivalent to the Maurer Cartan structure equations that define the torsion form and curvature form: T 
= D ^ q, R = D ^ omega. The Evans torsion identity of UFT109 is also new to mathematics and is an 
important part of the JCE identity.

Comments Off

Daily Report Sunday     24/1/16
January 26, 2016 

The equivalent of 160,532 printed pages was downloaded during the day from 585.298 megabytes, 
2485 memory files downloaded (hits) and 484 distinct visits averaging 3.8 memory pages and 17 
minutes. Main spiders cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 3127, Top ten items 
1990, Collected Evans / Morris 1242 (est), Collected scientometrics 483, Barddoniaeth / Collected 
poetry 347, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 312, Autobiography volumes one and two 264, F3(Sp) 216, 
Principles of ECE 190, UFT88 142, UFT311 115, Engineering Model 108, Evans Equations 95, 
UFT321 90, CEFE 74, Self charging inverter 65, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 29, Three world records by 
MWE 13, list of prolific authors 11, UFT313 91, UFT314 78, UFT315 73, UFT316 86, UFT317 37, 
UFT318 105, UFT319 72, UFT320 66, UFT322 61, UFT323 182, UFT324 173, UFT325 63, UFT326 
233, UFT327 223, UFT328 240, UFT329 218, UFT330 214, UFT331 171, UFT332 182, UFT333 178, 
UFT334 173, UFT335 182, UFT336 67, UFT337 66, UFT338 6 to date in January 2016. Monash 
University Australia Home page; Perimeter Institute Canada UFT149; University of Vermont extensive 
automated download including UFT338, My page, Omnia Opera, UFT Section, “Evans Equations” by 
Lar Felker (UFT302); Complutense University Madrid, Proof Two (in Spanish) of the fact that no 
torsion means no curvature and no gravitation, refuting the torsionless Einsteinian general relativity; 
Broadband communications and electromagnetic theory, Budapest University of Technology and 
Economics LCR; Scoop Publishing Italy, poetry, autobiography, introduction to ECE, Hokudai 
University Japan UFT88. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for January 2016.

end of comment Daily Report Sunday 24/1/16

339(1): Development of the Correct Theory of Spin 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/25/3391-development-of-the-correct-theory-of-spin-orbit-structure/
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Orbit     Structure
January 25, 2016 

This note suggest the development of the correct theory of spin orbit fine structure before going on to a 
new theory of the Lamb shift. Some computer algebra is needed to evaluate Eq. (19) for the Coulomb 
potential.

a339thpapernotes1.pdf

end of comment 339(1): Development of the Correct Theory of Spin Orbit Structure

Yorked the Dirac     Theory
January 25, 2016 

UFT338 has yorked the Dirac theory, bails and stumps flying. Dirac played over the ball in an 
attempted off drive. The yorker is much more effective than the bouncer, which can always be ducked 
or hooked for a six. With modern gear the bouncer can just be played off the helmet, if caught it is not 
out, and may well go for a six into the stands. In rugby circles it has scored a try under the posts, or 
dropped four goals in one match as Barry John did against Newport in 1965. I am sure that this will be 
perfectly clear to all around the world.

end of comment Yorked the Dirac Theory

Daily Report Saturday     23/1/16
January 25, 2016 

The equivalent of 82,692 printed pages was downloaded during the day (301.494 megabytes) from 
2018 memory files downloaded (hits) and 413 distinct visits each averaging 7 memory pages and 11 
minutes. Main spiders cnsat (China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 3051, Top ten items 
1992, Collected Evans / Morris 1232 (est); Collected scientometrics 480, Barddoniaeth / Collected 
Poetry 334, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 305, Autobiography volumes one and two 250, Proofs that no 
torsion means no gravitation 213, F3(Sp) 193, Principles of ECE 183, UFT88 129, UFT311 123, 
Engineering Model 106, Evans Equations 96, UFT321 87, Llais 74, CEFE 70, Self charging inverter 
62, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 29, Three world records byM MWE 13, Most prolific authors 11, UFT313 
89, UFT314 76, UFT315 71, UFT316 83, UFT317 34, UFT318 102, UFT319 72, UFT320 66, UFT322
61, UFT323 182, UFT324 58, UFT325 63, UFT326 232, UFT327 219, UFT328 237, UFT329 216, 
UFT330 211, UFT331 168, UFT332 182, UFT333 177, UFT334 172, UFT335 181, UFT336 64, 
UFT337 35 to date in January 2016. Public Ministry State of Piau Brazil publications section; Missouri
University of Science and Technology UFT25; Oriel College Oxford UFT213. Intense interest all 
sectors, updated usage file attached for January 2016.

end of comment Daily Report Saturday 23/1/16

UFT338 on www.archive.org
January 24, 2016 

This is one of those papers whose importance is obvious, even to the most conservative dogmatist, and 
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I can confirm that it is already archived permanently on www.archive.org. Just type in www.aias.us and
go to the blog. It will be posted in the UFT section later on by Dave Burleigh. Thanks in anticipation. It
demonstrates once more the importance of freedom or liberty of thought, emphasized by John Milton, 
and later by my distant ancestral cousin Thomas Jefferson. New thought can no longer be censored by a
tiny minority of dogmatists. It stands or falls on its own merit.

end of comment UFT338 on www.archive.org

FOR POSTING UFT338 and Background     Notes
January 24, 2016 

This paper infers the fundamental vacuum particle with mass 2.1127 ten power minus 37 kg from the 
anomalous g factor of the electron. The mass is known with the same experimental precision as the g 
factor, many decimal places. Conversely the g factor is explained by the vacuum particle. The paper 
refutes the Dirac theory with rigorous relativistic quantum mechanics, and makes quantum 
electrodynamics obsolete, replacing it by a far simpler and more powerful theory. The g factor of a 
moving electron is different from that of a static electron and any measurement of mass includes that of
the vacuum particle. This paper is a short synopsis of detailed calculations in the notes, which should 
be studied with the paper.

a338thpaper.pdf

a338thpapernotes1.pdf

a338thpapernotes2.pdf

a338thpapernotes3.pdf

a338thpapernotes4.pdf

a338thpapernotes5.pdf

end of comment FOR POSTING UFT338 and Background Notes

Daily Report 22/1/16
January 24, 2016 

The equivalent of 136,382 printed pages was downloaded during the day (497.248 megabytes) from 
3085 memory files downloaded (hits) and 569 distinct visits each averaging 3.6 memory pages and 10 
minutes. Extensive site download from 188.143.232.(unknown) in the unresolved domain, main spiders
cnsat (China), google, MSN and yahoo, intense spidering. Collected ECE2 3024, Top ten items 1985, 
Collected Evans / Morris 1222 (est), Collected scientometrics 446, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 
328, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 299, Autobiography volumes one and two 243, Proofs that no torsion 
means no gravitation 210, F3(Sp) 188, Principles of ECE 181, UFT88 117, UFT311 113, Engineering 
Model 104, Evans Equations 86, UFT321 86, Llais 72, CEFE 69, Self charging invertor 62, Lindstrom 
Idaho lecture 29, Thre world records by MWE 13, list of most prolific authors 311, UFT313 87, 
UFT314 75, UFT315 71, UFT316 93, UFT317 34, UFT318 101, UFT319 70, UFT320 64, UFT322 61,
UFT323 182, UFT324 56, UFT325 62, UFT326 232, UFT327 218, UFT328 236, UFT329 216, 
UFT330 210, UFT331 167, UFT332 181, UFT333 175, UFT334 172, UFT335 180, UFT336 61, 
UFT337 29 to date in January 2016. University of Waseda Japan spidering; United States Airforce 
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Network Operations Center (AFNOC) My page; Mixteca University of Technology Mexico 
UFT175(Sp); San Francisco Internet Archives / Library of Congress (www.archive.org) extensive 
spidering of home page; EQ Education Britain general; Imperial College London general. Intense 
interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for January 2016.

end of comment Daily Report 22/1/16

FOR POSTING : Latest Version of “New     Poetry”
January 23, 2016 

Many thanks, greatly appreciated. This version will immediately go into the www.archive.com archives
now for conservation.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 23/01/2016 17:09:45 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING : Latest Version of “New Poetry”

Posted today

Dave

On 1/19/2016 4:22 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This is a collection of Miltonian sonnets and prose poetry that I will publish 
eventually as a book, and post open source as usual on www.aias.us. I also 
intend to write bardic literature in my own language, notably englynion, a great 
favourite form in Welsh speaking Wales, which encourages all around the world
to learn the language. In fact my englynion are being read on the opposite side 
of the world and in up to 182 countries. when it comes to poetry, all humankind 
can share in the enlightenment.

end of comment FOR POSTING : Latest Version of “New Poetry”

Other Sites Archived on     www.archive.org
January 23, 2016 

These include www.et3m.net, archived 45 times between Dec. 4th 2000 and Jan 11th. 2016; 
www.atomicprecision.com, archived 86 times between March 22nd 2004 and Jan. 9th 2016, 
www.unifiedfieldtheory.info, archived 24 times since March 17th 2005 and for genealogy the 
www.celticroyalgenealogy.co.uk site with hundreds of thousands of genealogies, including my own. So
to combat the brutal cuts of the tory regime of the Westminster Government, all small libraries in Wales
should put all their books in the San Francisco Archives of the U. S. Library of Congress, especially the
Welsh language books. No one should “throw out” valuable material, it can be scanned and archived 
immediately by anyone in the Petabox. Similarly it can be archived in the National Library of Wales. 
The domain names www.unifiedphysics.info and www.unifiedphysics.institute are not archived in the 
Wayback Machine, so I assume were not used.
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end of comment Other Sites Archived on www.archive.org

Blog Stats for January 2016 To     Date
January 23, 2016 

The blog has been fast off the blocks in the first three weeks of 2016, with visits from sixty two 
countries led by Britain, the United States and Denmark. Visitors from up to 182 countries have studied
the blog since about 2012. It has 23,343 postings since December 2006, when it was started. Since 
1/1/10 there have been 365,230 viewings. The combined sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org and the
blog are all archived permanently both sides of the Atlantic because I am a citizen both of Britain and 
the United States (the respective archives are www.webarchive.org.uk organized by the National 
Library of Wales at Aberystwyth and the British Library in London and www.archive.org organized by 
the Library of Congress of the United States of America and run by the San Francisco internet archive 
(“The Wayback Machine” www.archive.org). These digital archives are of the utmost importance, and 
were started by a Library of Congress initiative in 2000 and an international agreement of 2003 
between various National Libraries. They are intended to archive the world wide web. Type 
www.aias.us or www.upitec.org in the search machine on the home page of www.archive.org to open 
the sites and blog, together with the archive of their history. In the case of www.aias.us this goes back 
to May 2002. The Wayback Machine started to archive it in late 2002, and one can view the site at that 
date on The Wayback Machine by clicking on the calendar. This contains petabytes of data (ten power 
fifteen bytes), so it is called “The PetaBox”. The www.aias.us site has been archived quarterly twenty 
two times on www.webarchive.org.uk since 12th March 2010 to 9th Sept. 2015. The Dec. 2015 archive
will appear eventually as a thumbnail. In addition, both www.aias.us and www.upitec.org are backed up
in several different ways by the webmasters. Obviously they are the two leading avant garde sites in the
physical sciences and engineering. The Wayback Machine has the advantage of archiving continuously,
so both www.aias.us and www.upitec.org are completely up to date on it, together with this blog.

Comments Off

Discussion of 338(5)
January 23, 2016 

OK many thanks, I will now proceed to write up UFT338 on the anomalous g factor of the electron 
calculated with the mass of the fundamental and newly inferred vacuum particle.

In a message dated 22/01/2016 15:29:17 GMT Standard Time writes:

This is an obvious calculation. In eq.(6) is an unimportant typo, a factor of m is missing at 
the rhs.

Horst

Am 22.01.2016 um 13:33 schrieb EMyrone:
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This note shows how fine structure can be obtained from the rigorous Dirac 
equation, but with the appearance of the extra term (13) as discussed in recent 
UFT papers. If this extra effect is not observed experimentally the Dirac theory 
fails. The rigorous result is given in Note 338(4), in which there is no spin orbit 
fine structure at all. However, 338(4) has the overwhelming advantage of being 
able to explain the electron g factor to any precision without QED, and of being
able to define the mass of the vacuum particle to any experimental precision.

end of comment Discussion of 338(5)

On Course to Shatter the Monthly Record for 
Gigabytes     Downloaded
January 23, 2016 

We are on course for about 31 gigabytes downloaded in January 2016, equivalent to 8,502,247 printed 
pages from www.aias.us, a combined sites total of 13,603,950 printed pages in January 2016. One A4 
printed page, 12 point, single spaced is 3.646 kilobytes of memory. This would shatter the previous 
record high of 23.77 gigabytes for September 2015. This is mainly due to private sites adopting the 
technique of downloading essentially the entire www.aias.us website, which currently contains 3085 
items. The ECE2 and Evans / Morris series are very popular, along with the Eckardt Lindstrom series, 
proofs that no torsion means no gravitation, and the Principles of ECE. On my literary side the 
barddoniaeth /collected poetry and autobiography are always the two leading items on www.aias.us. 
Every single one of the 3085 items is read or heard every month off the sites and blog, in up to 182 out 
of 196 countries in the world. Just for a measure, assume that a book contains one hundred pages, then 
the equivalent of 136,040 books would have been downloaded in January 2016 if we reach 31 
gigabytes – over a million books a year of high brow stuff, nothing to do with rugby, X Factor, comics 
or “The Sun”.

end of comment On Course to Shatter the Monthly Record for Gigabytes Downloaded

Daily Report 21/1/16
January 23, 2016 

The equivalent of 296,519 printed pages was downloaded during the day (1.081110 gigabytes) mainly 
from several extensive downloads in the unresolved domain, main spiders cnsat, google, MSN and 
yahoo. There were 3993 memory files downloaded (hits) from 632 distinct visits each averaging 4.8 
memory pages and 18 minutes. Collected ECE2 3009, Top ten items 1987, Collected Evans / Morris 
1212 (est), Collected scientometrics 417, Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 323, Eckardt / Lindstrom 
papers 299, Autobiography volumes one and two 236, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 205, 
F3(Sp) 179,The Principles of ECE 178, UFT88 118, UFT311 111, Engineering Model 103, Evans 
Equations 86, UFT321 84, Llais 69, CEFE 67, Self charging inverter 60, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 29, 
Three world records by MWE 11, list of achievements 11, most prolific authors 11, UFT313 87, 
UFT314 75, UFT315 71, UFT316 83, UFT317 34, UFT318 99, UFT319 69, UFT320 63, UFT322 61, 
UFT323 181, UFT324 170, UFT325 61, UFT326 232, UFT327 218, UFT328 236, UFT329 216, 
UFT330 210, UFT331 168, UFT332 179, UFT333 173, UFT334 170, UFT335 180, UFT336 61, 
UFT337 28 to date in January 2016. Clear Hills County Alberta O level section; University of Waterloo

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/23/daily-report-21116/
http://www.aias.us./
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AIAS staff; Iowa State University general; School of Mining, Energy and Materials Engineering 
University of Oviedo Spain UFT150; Faculty of Science University of Amsterdam UFT142; San 
Francisco Internet Archives / Library of Congress extensive spidering of home page; Regions of 
Archangel, Omsk Russian Federation; Island of Tonga in the South Pacific; University of Edinburgh 
UFT171. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for January 2016.

end of comment Daily Report 21/1/16

Further Discussion
January 22, 2016 

Thanks again! The vacuum can be developed in many different ways now.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 22/01/2016 12:00:24 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Discussion Part Two of 338(2)

Thanks, and I have now seen Horst ‘s calculations. This makes a lot of sense and is very 
original and exciting. How much more new physics is there to be found? These are 
monumental advances taking knowledge forward in leaps and bounds.

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Further Discussion

338(5): “Artificial” Recovery of Fine     Structure
January 22, 2016 

This note shows how fine structure can be obtained from the rigorous Dirac equation, but with the 
appearance of the extra term (13) as discussed in recent UFT papers. If this extra effect is not observed 
experimentally the Dirac theory fails. The rigorous result is given in Note 338(4), in which there is no 
spin orbit fine structure at all. However, 338(4) has the overwhelming advantage of being able to 
explain the electron g factor to any precision without QED, and of being able to define the mass of the 
vacuum particle to any experimental precision.

a338thpapernotes5.pdf

end of comment 338(5): “Artificial” Recovery of Fine Structure

Collapse of the Dirac     Approximation
January 22, 2016 

This weird approximation was bound to fail, and has been kept going only by dogma. There are close 
similarities with the collapse of Einsteinian general relativity. Both were very fine physicists who could
see a result without having to do a calculation. So the result came first and the approximation was 
thought up later. In the ultra conservative physics circles that used to exist, it was anathema to criticise 
either, it meant certain dismissal through a contrivance such as UNCC, or no tenure. So in order to 
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protect careers they were never criticised. In order to forge freedom of thought, one has to get free of 
the power to wreck lives of these ghastly dogmatists.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 22/01/2016 08:56:56 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 338(3)

The important point, as you say, is that there are potentials but no fields. The issues with 
Dirac ‘s assumptions are now clearly apparent.

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Collapse of the Dirac Approximation

Discussion Part Two of     338(2)
January 22, 2016 

If we concentrate on the electron it is always in contact with the vacuum, so the measured mass is 
always m + m(vac). So we can calculate m (the hypothetical vacuum free mass) by using:

M = m + m(vac) = 9.10953 ten power minus 31 kilograms
m(vac) = 2.1127 ten power minus 33 kilograms

The elementary vacuum mass m(vac) is a relativistic particle, and is governed by the Einstein energy 
equation and its quantized equivalent, which is a limit of the ECE wave equation. It is also governed by
wave particle dualism, so the vacuum contains waves of vacuum mass.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 22/01/2016 08:51:50 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 338(2)

M+Mvac – so everything is influenced by its surroundings. How much can Mvac vary, 
what is its relative contribution to Mtotal and, as Horst says, if the vacuum mass particle 
density is high there should be interesting new effects possible. All fundamentally new and 
fascinating.

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Discussion Part Two of 338(2)

Energy in Spacetime
January 22, 2016 

Agreed with Gareth, in the latest work the mass of the fundamental vacuum particle has been 
calculated from the g factor of the electron, which is found by spectroscopy to very high precision. It is 
claimed to be the most precise quantity of physics, so the mass of the vacuum particle is known to the 
same precision. The vacuum particle is a relativistic particle of ECE2 special relativity, so it has a rest 
energy E(vac) = m(vac) c squared = h bar omega0 (vac). It is also known with precision from UFT311 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/22/energy-in-spacetime/
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that the Osamu Ide circuit collects the electric power in spacetime. As the most productive physicist or 
chemist in history, I advise the United Nations to put an all out effort into the development of these new
circuits. Alex Hill also has a range of such circuits (www.et3m.net).

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 22/01/2016 08:40:04 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Daily Report 20/1/16

This is a ridiculous level of maintained interest now. ECE2 is making a massive impact. 
Your current work on the structure of Tesla space / the “vacuum” (call it what you will) is 
what physics is about at the most fundamental of levels. Not understanding this has limited 
the scope to develop new and useful technologies. This is why we have remained locked in 
a primitive “carbon age” (as far as the energy industry is concerned). Conventional ways of 
using nuclear energy (that pollute for generations) can also be replaced with a clean and 
renewable energy supply for the future.

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Energy in Spacetime

Calculations from 338(4)
January 22, 2016 

These are very interesting results which make both the Dirac theory and quantum electrodynamics 
obsolete overnight. The vacuum particle mass can be used to calculate the mass of the universe, along 
the lines of UFT calculations of the photon mass in previous papers. The anomalous g factor of the 
electron is known to high precision experimentally, and is now understood in terms of Eq. (15), a very 
simple and powerful result. The same theory should produce a vacuum antiparticle because it is the 
same as the Dirac theory. However, by using the correct denominator on the right hand side of Eq. (7), 
spin orbit fine structure disappears entirely! So the Dirac theory does not produce fine structure at all, 
and does not produce the Thomas factor of two. I suspect that Dirac was clever enough to see an 
approximation that would lead to the observed fine structure and Thomas factor. For about ninety 
years, the dogmatists failed to see that the rigorous theory, Eq. (7), does not produce fine structure at 
all. To try to get fine structure in a sensible way will need quite a bit of thought, which is what I intend 
to try next. I will also calculate the mass of the universe with the mass of the newly inferred vacuum 
particle (2.1127 ten power minus thirty three kilograms from your calculation). This means that the 
whole of quantum field theory is thrown into a deep crisis, a Michelson Morley crisis. The dogmatists 
will duck the challenge of course, but they are being totally ignored now around the world.

Sent: 21/01/2016 17:16:26 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 338(4): A Simple and Accurate Theory of the Electron g Factor

I did some calculations with eq.(15). The vacuum energy quantum is about 1.9*10^-16 
Joule = 1.2 keV. This is much less than the electron rest energy of 511 keV. The 
corresponding frequency is 2.9*10^17 Hz which is in the UV range. So a pair creation of 2 
vacuum particles could be possible if this calculation is meaningful. A pair annihilation is 
less probable because there are no antiparticles. Two universes with matter and antimatter 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/22/calculations-from-3384/
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would completely destroy each other on the vacuum level.
The correction to atomic spectra is much smaller than the energy of vacuum particles 
because the mass ratio is

m(vac) / m(electron) = g-2 = 0.002.

Horst

Am 21.01.2016 um 11:24 schrieb EMyrone:

This theory uses accurate relativistic quantum mechanics to show that the g 
factor of the electron is:

g = 1 + gamma

where gamma is the Lorentz factor. The latter is given by the de Broglie / 
Einstein equation:

gamma = h bar omega / (m c squared)
For a rest electron
g = 2

because of the de Broglie equation of the rest electron,

h bar omega0 = m c squared

For a rest electron in contact with the vacuum:

g = 2 + h bar omega(vacuum) / m c squared

= 2.002319314

so the vacuum energy per rest electron is

h bar omega(vacuum) = 0.002319314 m c squared

This theory makes quantum electrodynamics entirely obsolete, and also makes 
the Dirac theory itself obsolete, because the rigorous equation (4) without the 
Dirac approximation does not give spin orbit fine structure at all! Both 
Feynman and Dirac look decidedly sea sick, or dippy in the waves. The Dirac 
approximation was a contrivance designed to give the right result, and is totally 
wrong because it gives H0 = 0. A new approach is needed for spin orbit fine 
structure. Some methods have been suggested in recent UFT papers.

338(4).pdf

end of comment Calculations from 338(4)
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Discussion of 338(3)
January 22, 2016 

This is one out of several problems with the Dirac approximation, which is H = E = m c squared in the 
right hand side denominator. This means that the relativistic hamiltonian H = gamma m c squared + U 
is approximated by H = m c squared, so gamma = 1 and U = 0. The non relativistic hamiltonian H0 = H
– m c squared is therefore zero, reductio ad absurdum. Despite assuming U = 0, the usual development 
proceeds with U not equal 0, a diametric self inconsistency. This is how the spin orbit fine structure is 
obtained, without U there is no spin orbit fine structure at all. Dirac attempted to justify all this in his 
Nobel lecture by saying that the theory is valid only for slow moving electrons. This never convinced 
me, and in recent UFT papers this argument by Dirac has been avoided. The development from Eqs. 
(30) to (32) is the same as the usual theory of the Zeeman effect, in which W is replaced by A, and B = 
curl A. For a uniform magnetic field A = (1/2) B x r = (1./2) (curl A) x r. I have not equated curl W with
a magnetic field because in the AB vacuum there are no fields, only potentials. In UFT318 the 
Aharonov Bohm effect was developed briefly with the A potential. Its complete understanding with the 
W potential needs the complex potential, so

B(1) = curl W(1) – i W(2) x W(3) / W(0)

et cyclicum

so in the Aharonov Bohm vacuum

W(0) curl W(1) = i W(2) x W(3)

et cyclicum

and B(1) = 0. There are potentials but no fields. I agree with your last point.

In a message dated 21/01/2016 16:35:04 GMT Standard Time writes:

If I see it right, the problem in the Dirac approximation is that in (11) the term H is 
neglected in the denominator at the RHS, but not in the sum at the LHS. Otherwise we 
would not obtain an energy operator at all.
I see a problem with the result (32) which is obtained from (30) by using the identity (31). 
The result (32) does not give a contribution from a cur-free potential W, but eq. (30) does. 
This seems to be inconsistent. Is there an implicit restriction in eq.(31)? For example that W
is rotational in structure exclusively?
Eq.(35) could be inserted into (30) without problems, then it depends only on the scalar 
product

bold p * bold W
or
bold p * bold Omega.

Horst

Am 20.01.2016 um 12:34 schrieb EMyrone:

mailto:Time@horst-eckardt.de
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/22/discussion-of-3383/


AB vacuum (defined entirely by the spin connection within the quantum of 
magnetic flux h bar / e). In this first note the conventional g = 2 is derived using
the usual Dirac approximation, beginning to look decidedly dippy after the 
latest UFT papers. In the next note the anomalous g factor of the electron (to 
any experimental precision) is calculated by removing the Dirac approximation.
So the dippy Feynman hocus focus of QED is entirely removed, and a far 
simpler and more powerful theory emerges and is preferred by Ockham’s 
Razor. The anomalous g factor is due to the spin connection of the AB vacuum.

Comments Off

Discussion of 338(2)
January 22, 2016 

Many thanks for going through these notes in detail. The definitions in Eqs. (25) and (34) are the usual 
ones, in the contravariant four derivative the sign of del is negative. Agreed about 53/54, it denotes the 
mass m + m(vac). In fact all measured elementary particle masses are always m + m(vac) in this new 
theory. Agreed with the other comments, ion fact one manifestation of the vacuum mass m(vac) is the g
factor of electron. A completely new approach to the vacuum is now possible.

In a message dated 21/01/2016 14:59:40 GMT Standard Time, writes:

In( 25) you wrote the space part of the contravariant 4-vector with negative sign which is 
correct as far as I remember. in (34/35) you did it the reverse way. Is this a typo?
What does “m” mean in (53/54)? Is it the particle mass alone or including the mass of a 
vacuum particle?
A scattering process with vacuum particles is consequent. If it is assumed that the mass of a
vacuum particle is small, it requires a lot of scattering processes to give a measurable 
effect. Nonetheless, if the particle density is high, a lot of such scatterings can take place on
an atomic scale.
For pair creation (59) quite high energies are required. It is reasonable to assume a 2-
particle process because scattering of higher order is less probable. This requires that the 
energy of the partner masses is very high. Can we assume that there are excited states 
vacuum states or at least a high velocity? This then would give a high E and the possibility 
of pair creation.
Finally a high density of vacuum particles gives a relatively high vacuum energy density as 
predicted by quantum mechanical estimations.

Horst

Am 18.01.2016 um 11:29 schrieb EMyrone:

This note introduces several new fundamental concepts, notably the 
quantization of potential energy through the W sup mu four potential of ECE2. 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/22/discussion-of-3382/


Applications to energy in the ECE2 vacuum include the inference that a matter 
wave four vector is shifted by interaction with the vacuum wave four vector, so 
momentum energy from the vacuum is always observed in any measurement of 
frequency or wavelength. The vacuum is shown to be governed by the same 
relativistic equations as matter. For example there is vacuum rest energy:

E0 (vac) = m(vac) c squared

and this can be large, depending on the mass of the ubiquitous vacuum particle 
m (vac) – the Tesla particle if you like. It is probably responsible for the extra 
energy observed in LENR. Another example of the rich particle structure of the 
vacuum is given when two vacuum wave / particles annihilate, to give particle /
antiparticle pairs of matter. Apparently this has been obsrved experimentally as 
indicated this morning by co author Horst Eckardt. It should be possible to 
experimentally measure the vacuum angular freqeuncy and vacuum wave 
vector, and a method of doing this is sketched. This theory accounts for the well
known radiative corrections in an entirely new way, and the next note will deal 
with the anomalous g factor of the electron. Note carefully that these equations 
of ECE2 special relativity are the same, mathematically, as the familiar 
equations of special relativity, but exist in a space with identically non-zero spin
connection, torsion and curvature in general. The Aharonov Bohm vacuum is 
the special case when the tetrad and spin connection are non zero and where the
torsion and curvature are zero. The key new inference is that the W four 
potential is the spin connection four vector within the quantum of magnetic 
flux, the fluxon, h bar / e.

end of comment Discussion of 338(2)

UFT Read at Physics     Edinburgh
January 22, 2016 

Edinburgh is ranked 17 in the world by QS, 24 by Times, 47 by Shanghai (ARWU) and 50 by 
Webometrics, so it is a world leading university founded in 1582 with 35,258 students. It has an 11.5% 
acceptance rate and has been asociated with many leading intellectuals, notably twenty Nobel 
Laureates. Recently there has been intense study of UFT papers from Edinburgh, all recorded in these 
early morning reports. UFT88 (written in late 2007) is a famous refutation of the Einsteinian general 
relativity using torsion in the 1902 second Bianchi identity and should be read with UFT99, UFT109 
and UFT313 (the Jacobi Cartan Evans identity, the second Bianchi identity correctly incorporating 
torsion). UFT88 led eventually to the overwhelming rejection of standard physics exemplifed for 
example by the ECE2 series of papers, UFT313-UFT320, UFT322 – UFT337 to date, currently being 
read 86,212 times a year. Edinburgh or Dun Edin was the capital of my distant ancestors, the Kings of 
Gododdin, back to times immemorial. Edinburgh was frequently ahead of Oxford and Cambridge in 
enlightenment, now staff and students from all three universities frequently study ECE and ECE2 from 
www.aias.us and www.upitec.org , archived permanently on www.archive.org (the San Francisco 
internet archives / Library of Congress) and www.webarchive.org.uk from the National Library of 
Wales at the British Library.

http://www.webarchive.org/
http://www.archive.org/
http://www.upitec.org/
http://www.aias.us/
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end of comment UFT Read at Physics Edinburgh

Daily Report 20/1/16
January 22, 2016 

The equivalent of 203,907 printed pages was downloaded during the day (743.440 megabytes) from 
2761 memory files downloaded (hits) and 601 distinct visits each averaging 4.9 memory pages and 14 
minutes, extensive download in the unresolved domain by 188.143.222.unknown. Main spiders 
cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 2973, Top ten items 1978, Evans / Morris 
papers 1202(est), Collected scientometrics 402, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 304, Eckardt / 
Lindstrom papers 294, Autobiography volumes one and two 227, Proofs that no torsion means no 
gravitation 193, Principles of ECE 174, Fe(Sp) 170, UFT88 115, UFT311 111, Engineering Model 102,
Evans Equations 87, UFT321 84, CEFE 66, Llais 66, Self charging inverter 56, Lindstrom Idaho 
Lecture 29, Three world records by MWE 11, List of most prolific scientists 11, UFT313 87, UFT314 
74, UFT315 69, UFT316 83, UFT317 32, UFT318 97, UFT319 66, UFT320 62, UFT322 61, UFT323 
178, UFT324 54, UFT325 60, UFT326 230, UFT327 222, UFT328 235, UFT329 214, UFT330 209, 
UFT331 165, UFT332 175, UFT333 171, UFT334 169, UFT335 177, UFT336 61, UFT337 26 to date 
in January 2016. United States Argonne National Laboratory UFT25; San Francisco Internet Archives 
Home page; EQ GCSE education Britain My Page; Department of Physics University of Edinburgh 
UFT88. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for January 2016.

end of comment Daily Report 20/1/16

www.webarchive.org.uk restored
January 21, 2016 

This important archive of www.aias.us has been restored, and many thanks to the National Library of 
Wales. The www.archive.org archive of www.aias.us is fully functional and up to date. The blog is 
visible in both archives.

end of comment www.webarchive.org.uk restored

Discussion of 338(4)
January 21, 2016 

Many thanks!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 21/01/2016 11:25:01 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 338(4): A Simple and Accurate Theory of the Electron g Factor

Fantastic, diawn!!

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Discussion of 338(4)
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Discussion of Note     338(4)
January 21, 2016 

OK many thanks!

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 21/01/2016 10:57:49 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 338(4): A Simple and Accurate Theory of the Electron g Factor

A highly interesting result. Will go through the latest notes today.
Horst

Am 21.01.2016 um 11:24 schrieb EMyrone:

This theory uses accurate relativistic quantum mechanics to show that the g 
factor of the electron is:

g = 1 + gamma

where gamma is the Lorentz factor. The latter is given by the de Broglie / 
Einstein equation:

gamma = h bar omega / (m c squared)
For a rest electron
g = 2

because of the de Broglie equation of the rest electron,

h bar omega0 = m c squared

For a rest electron in contact with the vacuum:

g = 2 + h bar omega(vacuum) / m c squared

= 2.002319314

so the vacuum energy per rest electron is

h bar omega(vacuum) = 0.002319314 m c squared

This theory makes quantum electrodynamics entirely obsolete, and also makes 
the Dirac theory itself obsolete, because the rigorous equation (4) without the 
Dirac approximation does not give spin orbit fine structure at all! Both 
Feynman and Dirac look decidedly sea sick, or dippy in the waves. The Dirac 
approximation was a contrivance designed to give the right result, and is totally 
wrong because it gives H0 = 0. A new approach is needed for spin orbit fine 
structure. Some methods have been suggested in recent UFT papers.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/21/discussion-of-note-3384/


end of comment Discussion of Note 338(4)

338(4): A Simple and Accurate Theory of the Electron g     Factor
January 21, 2016 

This theory uses accurate relativistic quantum mechanics to show that the g factor of the electron is:

g = 1 + gamma

where gamma is the Lorentz factor. The latter is given by the de Broglie / Einstein equation:

gamma = h bar omega / (m c squared)
For a rest electron
g = 2

because of the de Broglie equation of the rest electron,

h bar omega0 = m c squared

For a rest electron in contact with the vacuum:

g = 2 + h bar omega(vacuum) / m c squared

= 2.002319314

so the vacuum energy per rest electron is

h bar omega(vacuum) = 0.002319314 m c squared

This theory makes quantum electrodynamics entirely obsolete, and also makes the Dirac theory itself 
obsolete, because the rigorous equation (4) without the Dirac approximation does not give spin orbit 
fine structure at all! Both Feynman and Dirac look decidedly sea sick, or dippy in the waves. The Dirac
approximation was a contrivance designed to give the right result, and is totally wrong because it gives 
H0 = 0. A new approach is needed for spin orbit fine structure. Some methods have been suggested in 
recent UFT papers.

a338thpapernotes4.pdf

end of comment 338(4): A Simple and Accurate Theory of the Electron g Factor

International Interest in My Poetry and in the Welsh     Language
January 21, 2016 

Every early morning I manually go through over three thousand documents to construct the early 
morning report. I am a bard and poet as well as a scientist so it is very pleasing to see the great interest 
around the world in my poetry in my own language (Welsh) and the international language English. 
The poetry is scattered throughout the site in books, documents and fine readings by Robert Cheshire in
English, and rather flat readings by myself in Welsh. The bardic poetry should be narrated by an actor. 
This was the style of Dylan Thomas, mesmerizing the campi across the United States. It was also the 
style of Richard Burton. The poetry has been published recently as “Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry”, 
a book of about a hundred pages published by New Generation in London. The Welsh language is 
creating curiosity in up to 182 countries, being the oldest continuously spoken language in Europe with
the possible exception of Basque (which is pre Indo European, Welsh is a type of Celtic and therefore 
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Indo European). It has survived in Wales despite hundreds of years of oppression and pressure, and in 
the age of canned mediaspeak it is under more pressure than ever, again due to the failure of Wales to 
take full independence. I write this as a descendant of the Princes, who fought for freedom for hundreds
of years, eventually taking the English Crown at Bosworth in 1485. Seventeen of my ancestral cousins 
were present at Bosworth, including Henry VII. In January 2016 to date, 12,004 printed pages of this 
book have been downloaded, meaning 120 copies of the book in a couple of weeks. This is only one 
out of eleven poetry documents on www.aias.us, all being avidly read and heard around the world. So it
is high time that Wales got its act together and made sure that everyone in Wales is fluently bilingual. 
Any opposition is total nonsense, like string theory. There are some defeated bigots in Wales who 
would have the language destroyed if they could. Sadly, these include Welsh people who have lost the 
language, and apparently think it is worthless. People from England and elswhere frequently try to 
learn Welsh, because we are all British Celtic speakers with subsconscious memory of the old language
(maybe six thousand years old). Up in lowland and pictish Scotland it would be Cumbric – ergo 
Aberdeen Aberystwyth. If this does not totally confuse you try quantum electrodynamics. It is quite 
clear now that local bigots are subject effectively to international condemnation. On the other hand the 
enlightened demand for Welsh medium schools and a new university in Welsh is increasing sharply. 
The strictly Welsh language National Eisteddfod is among the largest festivals in Europe. lasting a 
week in August, and travelling around Wales. A very large volume of writing in Welsh exists in the 
United States, early Quakers from Wales (Crynwyr) migrated as early as the Mayflower, notably to 
Pennsylvania and New York, in search of freedom of conscience. We are still searching for that in 
science. Bigotry and hatred of the Welsh language is completely illegal, it is a violation of the human 
rights laws, and Welsh is an official language of Britain, in fact by far its oldest language, one spoken 
all over Britain. Gaelic is also an official language of Britain, having suffered terrible oppression.

end of comment International Interest in My Poetry and in the Welsh Language

Heat from LENR
January 21, 2016 

OK many thanks, agreed about conventional nuclear fusion, it is a nonsensical waste of money, and 
very dangerous. I have been against nuclear power all my life, here in Wales it has caused thousands of 
deaths from cancer, and the lid has been blown off the cover up. I suppose that the tremendous amount 
of safely produced heat from LENR would be used as in a conventional power station fired by coal, gas
or oil, to drive turbines. All the County Councils in Wales banned nuclear power stations years ago, 
after Four Mile Island in the United States. However the independence of Wales is not recognized by 
Westminster, which can force unwanted developments on a small country. Wales and Scotland were 
used as guinea pigs for early nuclear power stations such as Trawsfynydd, Wylfa and Dounreay 
(Dunrath in Gaelic) which leaked like sieves and killed many innocent people. This is decidedly not 
cricket. Your self charging inverter is very promising and should be manufactured and distributed by 
the United Nations. Any attempt to stop this should be made illegal under the recent 196 Nation accord.
Wind turbines have destroyed the beauty of the Celtic landscape, again a waste of time and money. 
With government like this, who needs the plague? Another example is the village of Tryweryn, which 
was drowned to make a reservoir for Birmingham in England. This overruled all the M. P.’s in Wales so
cofia Dryweryn, remember Tryweryn. The sooner Scotland becomes independent the better. 
Westminster is hanging on to power there with one M. P. out of 59. With majorities like that, who needs
dictators? The question that must be asked internationally is why does England wish to govern Wales 
and Scotland? This question was asked in Boston in 1776.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/21/heat-from-lenr/
http://www.aias.us/


In a message dated 21/01/2016 04:59:40 GMT Standard Time, daphne@myad.jp writes:

Dear Dr. Evans,

I would like to answer your question.

It might be possible to apply my inverter to LENR.

But it makes much complicated system and the merit of my inverter might be disappeared.

LENR is very interesting phenomena itself.

But in energy technical view point, the output heat energy is the most trouble thing to 
convert to convenient electrical energy.

It is as same as a generator of thermonuclear fusion.

The fusion scientists say it is possible only on the theory.

But I declare it is definitely impossible.

It gets tremendous budget to make a new reactor in Japan EU and USA.

And it is consuming tremendous money to keep researching for scientists in every year.

It’s quite nonsense, only an expensive pleasure for the scientists of nuclear energy.

Sincerely,

Osamu

end of comment Heat from LENR

Daily Report 19/1/16
January 21, 2016 

The equivalent of 163,284 printed pages was downloaded during the day (595.335 megabytes) from 
3111 memory files downloaded (hits) and 619 distinct visits each averaging 7 pages of memory and 9 
minutes, there are currently 3081 documents on http://www.aias.us, so an average of 53 printed pages 
per document was downlaoded during the day. Main spiders cnsat (China), google, MSN and yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 2927, Top ten items 1972, Collected Evans / Morris 1192, Collected scientometrics 
356, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 287, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 285, Autobiography volumes 
one and two 220, F3(Sp) 162, UFT88 108, UFT311 108, Engineering Model 98, Evans Equations 84, 
UFT321 82, CEFE 66, Self charging inverter 52, Llais 50, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 20, Three world 
records by MWE 10, List of prolific authors 9, UFT313 84, UFT314 70, UFT315 67, UFT316 80, 
UFT317 32, UFT318 94, UFT319 65, UFT320 60, UFT322 61, UFT323 178, UFT324 53, UFT325 58,

http://www.aias.us/
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UFT326 229, UFT327 215, UFT328 234, UFT329 214, UFT330 207, UFT331 162, UFT332 175, 
UFT333 167, UFT334 166, UFT335 163, UFT336 57, UFT337 25 to date in January 2016. Louisiana 
State University UFT213; Starman carrier Estonia Englynion; IMAG University and Institute 
Consortium Grenoble experimental advantages of ECE theory, introduction to ECE, my page, UFT 
papers; EQ Education GCSE Learning Organization My Page; Intelekt Organization Ukraine weak 
points of the standard model of physics; University of Edinburgh UFT142, 147, 152, 167 and 
Spacetime Devices; University of Manchester UFT175 on the quantum Hamilton equations and 
refutation of the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file 
attached for January 2016.

Comments Off

Link to Osamu Ide Video on     www.aias.us
January 20, 2016 

Many thanks indeed!

In a message dated 20/01/2016 11:18:48 GMT Standard Time,

I converted the DVD to a mp4 file and will upload it to the website.
you can already watch it here:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B_udwnQCjJaJem94WU5DT01tS00
(only visible for people knowing this link)

Osamu: the end of the DVD is very abrupt. Is this also the case in your original version? 
The length is 5:50 min.

Horst

Am 20.01.2016 um 09:08 schrieb EMyrone:

Many thanks, my postal address is Dr. M. W. Evans, 50 Rhyddwen Road, 
Craigcefnparc, Swansea, SA6 5RA, Wales, Great Britain. Would it be possible 
to send a copy of Dave Burleigh by mail for posting? If Horst has a copy he 
could post it from Muenich Thanks in anticipation. I think that it is possible to 
send a DVD by e mail, recently Doug Lindstrom sent the film “The Universe of
Myron Evans” by e mail. Maybe Doug can advise on how you can distribute 
your DVD by e mail. Once on the www.aias.us blog and site it will go on to the 
San Francisco Internet Archive (www.archive.org)and be permanently archived.
I think you are doing important work, and that UFT311 should win a Nobel 
Prize if the system is anywhere near fair minded.

In a message dated 19/01/2016 18:36:03 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Dear Dr. Evans,

http://www.aias.us/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B_udwnQCjJaJem94WU5DT01tS00
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I would like to send you a DVD of my experiment by postal mail.

It shows Ether engine running test and Degoichi experiment.

It is as same as I already sent to Horst and Frank Acland.

It was taken in Aug.2014. So it is not self-exciting test but over-
unity test(nearly 400%) and takes 6 minutes to watch.

I would like you to put it on AIAS site if it is possible.

If it is OK I would like to have your postal mailing address.

Regards,

Osamu

P.S. I was failed in Shell GameChanger yesterday. So I have to 
change my method to find the fund.

end of comment Link to Osamu Ide Video on www.aias.us

Cartan and the Thinking of     Mathematicians.
January 20, 2016 

Good to hear from Kerry. This ghastly situation is summed up by Pauli: “not even wrong”, by which he
meant a theory that could never be tested, or had so many unobservables and variables that it could 
explain nothing. This is a very good description of QED, and QCD, and the mythology of Higssinos – 
Greek tragedy. The truth is told and superego’s scratched. Things began to go futurist with Dirac. When
asked whether the general public could understand a word, he uttered: “no”. It is much worse now. 
Dirac recoiled in horror at QED and Feynman agreed that he was producing rubbish. At the 1927 
Solvay Conference Bohr asked: “Mr Dirac, what are you doing”, to which came the reply : “I am trying
to find the square root of something”. Heisenberg proceeded to describe Dirac as an all time low in 
physics, whereupon Planck described Heisenberg’s work as “disgusting”. And so it goes on. Sometimes
however we find a towering master like Elie Cartan whose work is both supremely elegant and 
understandable, provided one puts in the hours of study. He was the son of a blacksmith and built a 
house in his own village in the Savoie Alps.

In a message dated 20/01/2016 11:17:32 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Dear Myron,

Cartan said at a conference of French mathematicians,

‘to avoid mistakes forces mathematicians to find and isolate the essence of the problem and
entities considered. Carried to an extreme, this process justifies the well known joke,

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/20/cartan-and-the-thinking-of-mathematicians/


according to which,

a mathematician is a scientist who neither knows what he is talking about or whether 
whatever he is indeed talking about exists or not’.

Cartan went on to say how French mathematicians avoided falling into this trap.

Best Wishes

Kerry

end of comment Cartan and the Thinking of Mathematicians.

338(3): The g factor of the Electron Affected by the AB     Vacuum
January 20, 2016 

This note begins the development of an entirely new theory of the anomalous g factor of the electron by
considering it to be due to the spin connection of the AB vacuum (defined entirely by the spin 
connection within the quantum of magnetic flux h bar / e). In this first note the conventional g = 2 is 
derived using the usual Dirac approximation, beginning to look decidedly dippy after the latest UFT 
papers. In the next note the anomalous g factor of the electron (to any experimental precision) is 
calculated by removing the Dirac approximation. So the dippy Feynman hocus focus of QED is entirely
removed, and a far simpler and more powerful theory emerges and is preferred by Ockham’s Razor. 
The anomalous g factor is due to the spin connection of the AB vacuum.

a338thpapernotes3.pdf

end of comment 338(3): The g factor of the Electron Affected by the AB Vacuum

Calibration: Number of Printed Pages in a Downloaded Memory
File (“hit”)
January 20, 2016 

Using Webalizer 2.10 feedback data from 14th to 18th January 2016 the average ratio of printed pages 
to memory files downloaded was 77.70. It fluctuates as follows: 60.64, 72.31, 50.22, 146.92 and 58.39.
So a very rough estimate is about eighty printed pages per hit, or memory file downloaded. This 
calibration is needed to convert the numbers given each early morning after each item from hits to the 
equivalent in printed pages – multiply by eighty, or order of magnitude 100, a figure that it easy to 
remember. For UFT326 for example this gives 16,560 printed pages of the article downloaded so far in 
January. The printed page is defined as A4, twelve point, single spaced. Each page of this type is 3646 
bytes of memory, i.e. 3.646 kilobytes. Webalizer 2.10 also gives the number of bytes downloaded for 
each item. For UFT326 this is 45.972 megabytes so far in January 2016. This gives 12,609 printed 
pages, in good agreement with the hits estimate, which is a very rough one. The bytes estimate is of 
course the accurate one. Assume for argument that the article is ten pages long, then it has been read 
over a thousand times to date in January 2016. This calibration shows the massive amount of 
downloading that takes place every day off www.aias.us. This is just one article out of 3081 items on 
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www.aias.us at present. In addition to this is the reading that takes place off www.upitec.org, and also 
the readings off the blog. The downloading takes place by human reading and by computer, but in both 
cases the downloaded material is stored and ultimately studied by humans of course. To me this is 
delightful and exhilarating. As Victor Hugo wrote, one cannot stop the march of ideas, and nothing is as
powerful as an idea whose time has arrived. This could never have been achieved without many years 
of dedicated and voluntary international cooperation and AIAS / UPITEC can take justifiable pride in 
this achievement. Compared with this, the Nobel Prize is inevitably human and subjective, often quite 
arbitrary as the ghastly case of Sommerfeld shows. The really important thing is the archiving on 
www.archive.org and www.webarchive.org.uk. That gives the true story, certainly not the Nobel Prize. 
It would be very nice to win a big N, having been nominated several times, but I would not be 
heartbroken if I didn’t. Members of the group should also share in a Nobel Prize or any kudos.

end of comment Calibration: Number of Printed Pages in a Downloaded Memory File (“hit”)

Daily Report 18/1/16
January 20, 2016 

The equivalent of 123,256 printed pages was downloaded during the day (449.392 megabytes of 
memory) from 2111 memory files downloaded (hits) and 519 distinct visits each averaging 3.2 memory
pages and lasting 10 minutes on average. Main spiders cnsat (China), google, MSN and yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 2898, Top ten 1966, Evans / Morris 1182, Collected scientometrics 336, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 277, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 270, Autobiography volumes one and 
two 214, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 176, Principles of ECE 164, F3(Sp) 140, UFT311 
105, Engineering Model 98, UFT88 98, UFT321 80, Evans Equations 79, CEEF 64, Self charging 
inverter 50, Llais 44, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 25, Three world records by MWE 10, List of most 
prolific authors 9, UFT313 82, UFT314 70, UFT315 67, UFT316 79, UFT317 32, UFT318 94, 
UFT319 65, UFT320 57, UFT322 173, UFT323 178, UFT324 51, UFT325 57, UFT326 227, UFT327 
216, UFT328 231, UFT329 213, UFT330 206, UFT331 162, UFT332 173, UFT333 167, UFT334 164, 
UFT335 174, UFT336 55, UFT337 19 to date in January 2016. McGill University Canada Relabelling 
of summation indices; University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT337; Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT) Educational Note Two; Helsinki Institute of Physics, University of Helsinki 
Educational Note Two; French IMAG Federation Grenoble Experimental advantages of ECE theory, 
UFT section, my page, Omnia Opera section; Institute of Applied Mathematics and Systems 
Autonomous National University of Mexico levitron; Mixteca University of Technology Mexico 
levitron; UK Youth Charitable Organization equation flowcharts; Izmir Institute of Technology Turkey 
UFT33; Liverpool Hope University Cosmo-7. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached 
for January 1016.

end of comment Daily Report 18/1/16

The g Factor of the Electron in     ECE2
January 19, 2016 

My book with Crowell on B(3) and QED (published 2001) “Classical and Quantum Electrodynamics 
and the B(3) Field” comes up as the fourth site on the first page of google using keywords “Quantum 
Electrodynamics criticisms”, out of 589,000 results. It is open source in the Omnia Opera on 
www.aias.us. Gradually I rejected QED, for example UFT85 with Horst Eckardt, written in 2007. I am 
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now ready to apply ECE2 to the anomalous g factor of the electron as affected by the W potential of the
vacuum (Aharonov Bohm geometry). The claims of QED to suspiciously amazing precision are refuted
in UFT85. The general public does not realize that Dirac rejected QED in his 1978 book “Directions in 
Physics” on the grounds that QED arbitrarily and incorrectly gets rid of infinities. It was rejected by 
Feynman himself in 1985 in his book “The Strange Theory of Light and Matter” and described as 
dippy hocus pocus. That does not inspire overwhelming confidence. The dogmatists behave as if 
Feynman did not write this, and if Dirac did not exist when it comes to QED. Dirac is idolized on other 
contexts, but recently he is falling apart under ECE2 scrutiny. In a 1970 Symposium in Texas, Dirac 
met Feynman and told the latter that QED is an ugly theory. Feynman agreed with Dirac. So why 
bother with QED? I find it worse than ugly, I find it deceptive because there are hidden arbitrary things 
such as dimensional regularization and normalization, and there are series containing thousands of 
terms which cannot be proven to converge, even in the simplest case of a photon interacting with an 
electron. There are virtual particles that can never be observed. In UFT85, the claimed precision was 
taken to the cleaners, this is another well known classic paper by now. Now I think it is time to embark 
on a completely new and much simpler theory of the anomalous g factor of the electron. So this will be 
the subject of the next note. Quantum chromodynamics is even more of a mess, obscure, full of 
unobservables and infinities – ‘t Hooft’s paradise. Miles Mathis describes both theories as the 
glorification of heuristics, in other words a load of old cobblers. Planck called Heisenberg’s matrix 
mechanics “disgusting”. I would not go so far as that, because matrix mechanics is now the basis of 
computational quantum mechanics, but point out that the Heisenberg uncertainty principle was 
shredded in UFT175 with Horst Eckardt, another well known classic by now. It has been shredded 
many terms by the experiments of the Croca group in the University of Lisbon and by other 
experiments. The dogmatists try to ignore the refutations, so should be ignored by the general public. 
The latter is by no means stupid. So physicists do not agree on everything, there is an ever so slight 
disagreement of opinion on some subjects.

end of comment The g Factor of the Electron in ECE2

FOR POSTING: Englyn i Ysgol Ramadeg     Pontardawe
January 19, 2016 

Englyn i Ysgol Ramadeg Pontardawe

Bid ben bid bont bid bywyd – yr ysgol
Ar ysgwydd serth y byd,
Calon coel, y calan clyd,
Dewr y naid, daw o’r ennyd.

Free translation without cynghanedd and rhyme

Englyn to Pontardawe Grammar School

Learning is a bridge, a life – the school
On the world’s steep shoulder,
Heart of trust, the first day’s warmth,
A brave leap from the moment.

“Bid ben bid bont” was (and is) the school motto, and also that of UCW Aberystwyth, in a rough 
translation, it means “let there be knowledge, let there be a bridge”. I think that both the school and 
original College should be reestablished as elite Welsh medium secondary and tertiary institutions of 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/19/for-posting-englyn-i-ysgol-ramadeg-pontardawe/


excellence. I use the present tense in the title to indicate that knowledge cannot be destroyed if 
conserved carefully, even though buildings and mortal individuals disappear. The spirit of both School 
and College is very much alive.

end of comment FOR POSTING: Englyn i Ysgol Ramadeg Pontardawe

FOR POSTING : Latest Version of “New     Poetry”
January 19, 2016 

This is a collection of Miltonian sonnets and prose poetry that I will publish eventually as a book, and 
post open source as usual on www.aias.us. I also intend to write bardic literature in my own language, 
notably englynion, a great favourite form in Welsh speaking Wales, which encourages all around the 
world to learn the language. In fact my englynion are being read on the opposite side of the world and 
in up to 182 countries. when it comes to poetry, all humankind can share in the enlightenment.

NEW_POETRY.pdf

end of comment FOR POSTING : Latest Version of “New Poetry”

UFT88 Read at Penn     State
January 19, 2016 

Penn State is ranked 60 in the world by ARWU, 75 by Times and 124 by Webometrics, so is a world 
ranking university with 95,973 students. I worked there as a Senior Visiting Academic when I was at 
Cornell. It was read as part of an extensive download of all UFT papers and essays, and a great deal of 
other material, by the College of Information Sciences and Technology at Penn State. UFT88 was 
written in late 2007 and is a famous classic paper by now, often reported on in these early morning 
reports. It developed into the high impact ECE2 series UFT313-320, 322 – 337 to date, currently being 
read at the rate of 98,662 times a year. These papers completely refute the Einsteinian era in 
gravitational physics, and obviously, this great paradigm shift is being recognized worldwide. It is 
described by Professor Emeritus Alwyn van der Merwe, University of Denver, as the post Einsteinian 
paradigm shift. High quality scientometrics over nearly twelve years show that the paradigm shift is 
irreversible, so the teaching of Einsteinian general relativity is obsolete and should no longer be funded
with the exception of history of science courses. Funding of experimental astronomy can be continued 
but the data have to be reinterpreted in terms of ECE2 and ECE. Hugely expensive experiments that set
out to prove the “precision” of Einsteinian GR serve no purpose. EGR fails totally in whirlpool 
galaxies whereas ECE and ECE2 give plausible explanations. To ignore these facts is unscientific, and 
the general public should bring pressure to have such waste of money stopped. They are out in the open
at the best places in the world.

end of comment UFT88 Read at Penn State

Daily Report Sunday     17/1/16
January 19, 2016 

The equivalent of 468,081 printed pages (1.706624 gigabytes of memory) were downloaded during the 
day mainly due to an extensive site download of all UFT papers and all essays and so on from Penn 
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State. There were 452 distinct visits each averaging 6 memory pages and 14 minutes, main spiders 
cnsat (China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 papers 2872, Top ten items 1965, Collected 
Evans Morris 1172 (est), Collected scientometrics 319, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 269. Eckardt / 
Lindstrom papers 265, Autobiography volumes one and two 210, Proofs that no torsion means no 
gravitation 167, Principles of ECE 161, UFT311 105, UFT88 97, Engineering Model 97, UFT321 77, 
Evans Equations 77, CEFE 62, Self Charging Inverter 50, Llais 44, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 24, Three 
world records by MWE 10, Most prolific sceintists 9, UFT313 82, UFT314 69, UFT315 66, UFT316 
79, UFT317 33, UFT318 94, UFT319 64, UFT320 56, UFT322 57, UFT323 176, UFT324 49, UFT325
55, UFT326 225, UFT327 214, UFT328 230, UFT329 213, UFT330 204, UFT331 162, UFT332 173, 
UFT333 164, UFT334 163, UFT335 174, UFT336 55, UFT337 16 to date in January 2016. College of 
Information Sciences and Technology The Pennsylvania State University, extensive site download 
including all UFT papers and Essays, complete home page material, Autobiography, Collected Poetry, 
CV and so on; Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences University of Michigan Overview of 
ECE Theory; Warsaw School of Economics My page; University of Edinburgh UFT152, 155, 157, 160,
171 and ECE Article. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for January 2016.

Comments Off

The Bouncer in     Cricket
January 18, 2016 

This can be seen on “youtube cricket bouncer” via google. It is probably the most vicious thing in all 
sport apart from the short arm tackle in rugby, the latter is banned. It is a very short pitched bowl that is
aimed at intimidating the batsman, so in modern cricket the batsman is encased in armour from head to 
foot. The first scene shows a bouncer hitting a batsman on his helmet. A good batsman can play a hook 
shot or glancing square cut at a bouncer, but in amateur cricket, helmets are not worn, a bouncer could 
easily kill a batsman by hitting him on the head or the heart for example. The weirdo part of the physics
establishment has been pitching bouncers at AIAS and UPITEC for years, the effect is to make them 
look vicious, not cricket at all. This phrase means something underhand and sleazy, not gentlemanly. 
The umpires are supposed to restrict bouncers, but I think that they should be banned completely.

end of comment The Bouncer in Cricket

UFT47, “Dielectric Theory of Spacetime”
January 18, 2016 

Good to hear from Russ Davis. The above mentioned UFT47 is a dielectric type ECE theory, and in S. 
I. units there are of course the vacuum permittivity (eps0) and permeability (mu0). In the Aharonov 
Bohm effects there are potentials and no fields but eps0 and mu0 exist in the AB vacuum.

Sent: 18/01/2016 15:23:54 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 338(1): Tesla Particles

Prof. Evans,
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I have sometimes wondered why the permittivity and permeability of “free space” is non-
zero. Dr. Eckardt mentions the possibility of polarizability due to the vacuum particles of 
Tesla’s theory. Might the AB spacetime particle structure be related to these non-zero 
values for the permittivity and permeability of “free space?”

-Russ Davis

end of comment UFT47, “Dielectric Theory of Spacetime”

Seconded
January 18, 2016 

“Nothing is more powerful than an idea whose time has come” (Victor Hugo). I would add that nothing
is as miserable as dogma once disproved. I am glad to hear of such healthy dissent. After all I am a 
Dissenter by a tradition that goes back to the seventeenth century.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 18/01/2016 11:13:27 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Eight Thousand Dissident Physicists

This is very useful! Thanks to Jean.

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Seconded

Permission to Post
January 18, 2016 

Many thanks to Jean de Climont fro this permission to post, the material automatically goes on to 
www.archive.org via www.aias.us so there is permanent record, and also on to 
www.webarchive.org.uk. The links given here will also be posted.

In a message dated 18/01/2016 13:13:09 GMT Standard Time

Dear Sir,

Thank you for your mail. Of course you are free to post it. You may even add a video 
explaining the cathod ray tube experiment intented to show that the electron has not a 
dipole magnetic field. There is also a more general video about Space (a kind of aether) this
one will be updated very soon but the link will be given in the redirection instruction.

Yours sincerely.

Jean de Climont

lundi 18 janvier 2016 11h58

https://youtu.be/X881fH9n2CM
https://youtu.be/8XXcAvEQCWs
https://youtu.be/8XXcAvEQCWs
mailto:Time@yahoo.ca
http://www.webarchive.org.uk/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.archive.org/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/18/permission-to-post/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/18/seconded/


Objet : Eight Thousand Dissident Physicists

Many thanks, I will post this on my blog with your permission. There are so many 
dissidents that there is essentially no standard model of physics.

In a message dated 18/01/2016 08:54:42 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Dear Sir,

The wrong direction was given two centuries ago to the electrical current.

A similar error occurred with the magnetic field of electrons presently 
postulated with a dipole topology within the standard model, although there is 
no experimental proof.

The electron magnetic field has in fact the inverse topology: it has not a dipole 
structure but a rotational structure.

This alternative view of electron magnetic field topology is presented in a new 
video. The video may be seen from the producer home page:

http://editionsassailly.com/assailly_english.htm
or directly in YouTube
English https://youtu.be/8XXcAvEQCWs
Français https://youtu.be/hIDzaB01ozg

You will find 142 dissidents scientists proposing alternative theories based upon
unified fields in the Worldwidedissident scientists list new issue 2016 now 
including more than 8000 names with many more emails and web addresses 
together with more information on critics and alternative theories. (Note that the
coversheet is dated 2014 although the contents is 2016)
As a consequence of this increase of dissidents found in the Internet I have 
updated the book “The failure of pure science”

Happy New Year,

Jean de Climont

end of comment Permission to Post

Eight Thousand Dissident     Physicists
January 18, 2016 

Many thanks, I will post this on my blog with your permission. There are so many dissidents that there 
is essentially no standard model of physics.
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In a message dated 18/01/2016 08:54:42 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Dear Sir,

The wrong direction was given two centuries ago to the electrical current.

A similar error occurred with the magnetic field of electrons presently postulated with a 
dipole topology within the standard model, although there is no experimental proof.

The electron magnetic field has in fact the inverse topology: it has not a dipole structure but
a rotational structure.

This alternative view of electron magnetic field topology is presented in a new video. The 
video may be seen from the producer home page:

http://editionsassailly.com/assailly_english.htm
or directly in YouTube
English https://youtu.be/8XXcAvEQCWs
Français https://youtu.be/hIDzaB01ozg

You will find 142 dissidents scientists proposing alternative theories based upon unified 
fields in the Worldwidedissident scientists list new issue 2016 now including more than 
8000 names with many more emails and web addresses together with more information on 
critics and alternative theories. (Note that the coversheet is dated 2014 although the 
contents is 2016)
As a consequence of this increase of dissidents found in the Internet I have updated the 
book “The failure of pure science”

Happy New Year,

Jean de Climont

end of comment Eight Thousand Dissident Physicists

Excellent Summary by     GJE
January 18, 2016 

Many thanks, it seems that the antiquated rules of the Nobel prize are changing ever so slowly. Very 
soon they may allow entire groups to be awarded a Prize. The Big N is in danger of becoming 
irrelevant to real professionals. At present the rules are decidely not cricket. I remember GJE 
participating in one cricket match with the EDCL team, he was so bored that he fell asleep on his feet, 
and defied gravity.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 18/01/2016 09:28:21 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: UFT311 Scores a Century

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/18/excellent-summary-by-gje-2/
https://books.google.fr/books?id=zHvsqSWkeMEC&printsec=frontcover&dq=climont+failure&hl=fr&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiyq9DvpJfKAhUHVhQKHVijCf4Q6AEIIDAA#v=onepage&q=climont%20failure&f=false
https://books.google.fr/books?id=KnzBDjnGIgYC&printsec=frontcover&dq=climont+dissident&hl=fr&sa=X&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=climont%20dissident&f=false
https://youtu.be/hIDzaB01ozg
https://youtu.be/8XXcAvEQCWs
http://editionsassailly.com/assailly_english.htm


This is a very important paper that will have won over many doubters. I think it will 
become a classic and even more well read as the current work progresses. A Nobel Prize 
winner in an objective world applying the ideals of Baconian science where experiment is 
supported fully supported by theory.

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Excellent Summary by GJE

Mass of the Vacuum     Particle
January 18, 2016 

Agreed, the key question is to try to find a method of finding the mass. In the new W theory the 
vacuum is as structure as material matter.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 18/01/2016 09:22:11 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 338(1): Tesla Particles

It will be interesting to see what sort of mass is inferred and how much smaller these 
particles are than electrons as Horst suggests. It is quite incredible that the “vacuum” has 
had this “hidden secret” and that we may even start to understand things such as magnetism
in a new (and proper) way for the first time as a consequence. Ground breaking is an under 
statement!

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Mass of the Vacuum Particle

Starting the Vacuum W     theory
January 18, 2016 

Pleasure, I just sent over the first note, 338(2).

In a message dated 18/01/2016 08:36:13 GMT Standard Time writes:

Very much appreciated, this is an interesting research subject and “totally original” as 
always.

Horst

Am 18.01.2016 um 09:07 schrieb EMyrone:

All very interesting. I will begin the evaluation of these effects, starting with the
derivation of tha Lamb shift from the W four potential of the AB spacetime or 
vacuum. The theory to date infers a mass m(vac) of some kind of particle, 
which I refer to for convenience as the Tesla particle.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/18/starting-the-vacuum-w-theory/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/18/mass-of-the-vacuum-particle/


To: EMyrone
Sent: 17/01/2016 19:35:28 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 338(1): The Mass of the Universe from 
ECE2

From the description I have about Tesla’s physical theory, space is 
densely packed with particles, being electrically neutral when seen 
from outside. Each particle is like a small Hydrogen atom, it 
contains a positive core and a negative hull. These particles can be 
polarized by electric fields, evoking an electric dipole moment. 
Another view is that the electric field “is” the propagation of such 
polarized particles.
Possibly they can be handled like Bosons in the neutral case but I 
am not sure. Electrons polarize the particles around the “naked, 
nearly point-like, negative electron core”. This gives a dipole layer 
around the core so that the outer electronic field is the known 
Coulomb-field. This structure may be the reason why different 
experiments give differnt values of the electron radius. I found a 
description of this in a German journal which I will study in more 
detail. It is not clear if the charge of a Tesla particle is +/-e or 
smaller.

According to my working hypothesis, the flow of Tesla particles is 
described by the ECE vector potential W and the pressure in the 
“Tesla fluid” is given by the electric scalar potential W0. These are 
equivalent with the spin connections in free space but both may 
differ when the Tesla particles interact with matter. The interaction 
is very weak because the particles are very small compared to 
electrons and protons, perhaps like Neutrino-matter interaction. In 
this picture a magnetic field is an effect of a turbulent (vortex) flow 
of Tesla particles.

Horst

According to Tesla’s theory, these polarization effects create

Am 17.01.2016 um 10:05 schrieb EMyrone:

Fully agreed, I will see if the mass density can be 
estimated, using the well known methods developed to 
estimate the contribution of photon mass to the mass of 
the universe. This can be looked up as part of a lit 
search in one of the Evans / Morris papers. Instead of 
the photon mass, the vacuum or Tesla particle mass is 
used. QED is a hopeless case, not a precise theory at all,
as our UFT85 shows very clearly. QED has several 



adjustables which go under obscure names such as 
dimensional regularization, a grammatical disaster area. 
There is a clear need for a theory to replace QED. QCD 
is also a hopeless case in my opinion, full of obscurites 
and adjustables. In UFT337 it was shown that the 
“vacuum” behaves as a “relativistic Tesla particle” if 
you like. This particle can collide with an electron, and 
scatter from an electron as in Compton scattering in our 
very popular series UFT158ff. It could be that two Tesla
particles of energy h bar omega collide to give an 
electron positron pair. Is the Tesla particle a fermion or 
a boson? If described in the SU(2) basis it would be a 
fermion, obeying Fermi Dirac statistics.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 16/01/2016 20:02:50 GMT Standard 
Time
Subj: Re: 338(1): The Mass of the Universe 
from ECE2

Concerning the energy density of the 
vacuum, there are opposing statements. 
According to the Lamb shift of the AB 
vacuum, the effect is very small, indicating 
a very low “mass density” of vacuum 
particles. By experiments, spontaneous 
particle-antiparticle generation has been 
observed, for example electron-positron 
pairs. For this process to arise spontaneously
in the observed frequency, the energy 
density of the vacuum has to be extremely 
high, the so-called quantum vacuum. As far 
as I know, this has been computed with 
QED methods, not very trustable in our 
opinion. It would therefore be interesting 
how such processes could be explained on 
basis o fthe AB vacuum. According to Tesla,
the space is densely filled with vacuum 
particles. Perhaps this assumption (together 
with a radius assumption) could serve for an
estimation of the vacuum “mass density”.

Horst

Am 16.01.2016 um 11:13 schrieb EMyrone:



mass of the AB vacuum particle 
is defined by the scalar part of 
the spin connection by Eq. (31), 
i.e. m(vac) = (h bar / c) omega 
sup 0. So the mass of the 
universe is made up of these 
particles of vacuum mass. The 
mass of any elementary particle 
is m + m(vac), because the 
particle is always in contact with
the vacuum. So it becomes easy 
to understand that the AB 
vacuum transfers rest energy 
E(vac) = m(vac) c squared to 
any elementary particle such as 
an electron. The same 
mecahnism is repsonsible for all 
the radiative corrections, notably
the anomalous g factor of the 
electron, the Lamb shift and the 
Casimir effect. They re all due 
to the spin connection of the AB 
vacuum, i. e. its geometry. There
is no need to postulate “dark 
matter”, which has no logical 
basis in geometry or in relativity
theory. 

end of comment Starting the Vacuum W theory

Rules of Cricket
January 18, 2016 

No one understands them, and even fewer the rules of baseball. A cricket match can go on for six days, 
so most people just fall asleep. I remember an American post doc trying to play cricket with the EDCL 
team, he could not hit the ball at all. I also remember trying to play baseball in the Hudson valley, with 
similar results. A bouncer is generally intended to cause annihilation.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 18/01/2016 08:27:08 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: UFT311 Scores a Century

good description (although I do not understand the rules of cricket).
Horst

Am 18.01.2016 um 09:19 schrieb EMyrone:

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/18/rules-of-cricket/


UFT311 is 102 not out so far in January 2016. It is by Kurt Arenhold and Horst 
Eckardt and is a precise and important verification of ECE theory with the 
Osamu Ide circuit – the self charging inverter on www.aias.us. Four runs were 
scored with a square cut off a bouncer by a string theorist. The ball landed a 
yard inside the boundary, otherwise it would have been a six. This message is 
understandable only in cricketing circles. In baseball it was a home run with 
ball lost in the crowd. It probably landed in someone’s popcorn in an example 
of inelastic scattering theory. 

end of comment Rules of Cricket

338(2): Development of the W Potential     Theory
January 18, 2016 

This note introduces several new fundamental concepts, notably the quantization of potential energy 
through the W sup mu four potential of ECE2. Applications to energy in the ECE2 vacuum include the 
inference that a matter wave four vector is shifted by interaction with the vacuum wave four vector, so 
momentum energy from the vacuum is always observed in any measurement of frequency or 
wavelength. The vacuum is shown to be governed by the same relativistic equations as matter. For 
example there is vacuum rest energy:

E0 (vac) = m(vac) c squared

and this can be large, depending on the mass of the ubiquitous vacuum particle m (vac) – the Tesla 
particle if you like. It is probably responsible for the extra energy observed in LENR. Another example 
of the rich particle structure of the vacuum is given when two vacuum wave / particles annihilate, to 
give particle / antiparticle pairs of matter. Apparently this has been obsrved experimentally as indicated 
this morning by co author Horst Eckardt. It should be possible to experimentally measure the vacuum 
angular freqeuncy and vacuum wave vector, and a method of doing this is sketched. This theory 
accounts for the well known radiative corrections in an entirely new way, and the next note will deal 
with the anomalous g factor of the electron. Note carefully that these equations of ECE2 special 
relativity are the same, mathematically, as the familiar equations of special relativity, but exist in a 
space with identically non-zero spin connection, torsion and curvature in general. The Aharonov Bohm 
vacuum is the special case when the tetrad and spin connection are non zero and where the torsion and 
curvature are zero. The key new inference is that the W four potential is the spin connection four vector
within the quantum of magnetic flux, the fluxon, h bar / e.

a338thpapernotes2.pdf

Comments Off

UFT311 Scores a     Century
January 18, 2016 

UFT311 is 102 not out so far in January 2016. It is by Kurt Arenhold and Horst Eckardt and is a precise

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/18/uft311-scores-a-century/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/01/a338thpapernotes2.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/18/3382-development-of-the-w-potential-theory/
http://www.aias.us/


and important verification of ECE theory with the Osamu Ide circuit – the self charging inverter on 
www.aias.us. Four runs were scored with a square cut off a bouncer by a string theorist. The ball landed
a yard inside the boundary, otherwise it would have been a six. This message is understandable only in 
cricketing circles. In baseball it was a home run with ball lost in the crowd. It probably landed in 
someone’s popcorn in an example of inelastic scattering theory.

end of comment UFT311 Scores a Century

Discussion of 338(1): Tesla     Particles
January 18, 2016 

All very interesting. I will begin the evaluation of these effects, starting with the derivation of tha Lamb
shift from the W four potential of the AB spacetime or vacuum. The theory to date infers a mass m(vac)
of some kind of particle, which I refer to for convenience as the Tesla particle.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 17/01/2016 19:35:28 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Discussion of 338(1): The Mass of the Universe from ECE2

From the description I have about Tesla’s physical theory, space is densely packed with 
particles, being electrically neutral when seen from outside. Each particle is like a small 
Hydrogen atom, it contains a positive core and a negative hull. These particles can be 
polarized by electric fields, evoking an electric dipole moment. Another view is that the 
electric field “is” the propagation of such polarized particles.
Possibly they can be handled like Bosons in the neutral case but I am not sure. Electrons 
polarize the particles around the “naked, nearly point-like, negative electron core”. This 
gives a dipole layer around the core so that the outer electronic field is the known 
Coulomb-field. This structure may be the reason why different experiments give differnt 
values of the electron radius. I found a description of this in a German journal which I will 
study in more detail. It is not clear if the charge of a Tesla particle is +/-e or smaller.

According to my working hypothesis, the flow of Tesla particles is described by the ECE 
vector potential W and the pressure in the “Tesla fluid” is given by the electric scalar 
potential W0. These are equivalent with the spin connections in free space but both may 
differ when the Tesla particles interact with matter. The interaction is very weak because 
the particles are very small compared to electrons and protons, perhaps like Neutrino-
matter interaction. In this picture a magnetic field is an effect of a turbulent (vortex) flow of
Tesla particles.

Horst

According to Tesla’s theory, these polarization effects create

Am 17.01.2016 um 10:05 schrieb EMyrone:

Fully agreed, I will see if the mass density can be estimated, using the well 
known methods developed to estimate the contribution of photon mass to the 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/18/discussion-of-3381-tesla-particles/
http://www.aias.us/


mass of the universe. This can be looked up as part of a lit search in one of the 
Evans / Morris papers. Instead of the photon mass, the vacuum or Tesla particle 
mass is used. QED is a hopeless case, not a precise theory at all, as our UFT85 
shows very clearly. QED has several adjustables which go under obscure names
such as dimensional regularization, a grammatical disaster area. There is a clear
need for a theory to replace QED. QCD is also a hopeless case in my opinion, 
full of obscurites and adjustables. In UFT337 it was shown that the “vacuum” 
behaves as a “relativistic Tesla particle” if you like. This particle can collide 
with an electron, and scatter from an electron as in Compton scattering in our 
very popular series UFT158ff. It could be that two Tesla particles of energy h 
bar omega collide to give an electron positron pair. Is the Tesla particle a 
fermion or a boson? If described in the SU(2) basis it would be a fermion, 
obeying Fermi Dirac statistics.

To: EMyrone
Sent: 16/01/2016 20:02:50 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 338(1): The Mass of the Universe from ECE2

Concerning the energy density of the vacuum, there are opposing 
statements. According to the Lamb shift of the AB vacuum, the 
effect is very small, indicating a very low “mass density” of vacuum
particles. By experiments, spontaneous particle-antiparticle 
generation has been observed, for example electron-positron pairs. 
For this process to arise spontaneously in the observed frequency, 
the energy density of the vacuum has to be extremely high, the so-
called quantum vacuum. As far as I know, this has been computed 
with QED methods, not very trustable in our opinion. It would 
therefore be interesting how such processes could be explained on 
basis o fthe AB vacuum. According to Tesla, the space is densely 
filled with vacuum particles. Perhaps this assumption (together with
a radius assumption) could serve for an estimation of the vacuum 
“mass density”.

Horst

Am 16.01.2016 um 11:13 schrieb EMyrone:

In this note it is shown that the mass of the AB vacuum 
particle is defined by the scalar part of the spin 
connection by Eq. (31), i.e. m(vac) = (h bar / c) omega 
sup 0. So the mass of the universe is made up of these 
particles of vacuum mass. The mass of any elementary 
particle is m + m(vac), because the particle is always in 
contact with the vacuum. So it becomes easy to 
understand that the AB vacuum transfers rest energy 
E(vac) = m(vac) c squared to any elementary particle 
such as an electron. The same mecahnism is repsonsible



for all the radiative corrections, notably the anomalous g
factor of the electron, the Lamb shift and the Casimir 
effect. They re all due to the spin connection of the AB 
vacuum, i. e. its geometry. There is no need to postulate 
“dark matter”, which has no logical basis in geometry or
in relativity theory. 

end of comment Discussion of 338(1): Tesla Particles

Daily Report Saturday     16/1/16
January 18, 2016 

The equivalent of 110,946 printed pages were downloaded during the day (384.318 megabytes of 
memory) from 2209 memory files downloaded (hits) and 437 distinct visits each averaging 3.4 memory
pages and lasting 11 minutes on average, main spiders Cnsat (China), google, MSN and yahoo, site 
download from cytanet.com.cy (Cyprus). There are more than 3080 documents on the www.aias.us site,
in a site download these are all read by computer and stored for study. Collected ECE2 2827, Top ten 
items 1963, Collected Evans / Morris 1162 (est), Collected scientometrics 307, Barddoniaeth / 
Collected Poetry 265, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 255, Autobiography volumes one and two 202; 
Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 166, Principles of ECE 148, F3(Sp) 113, UFT311 102, 
UFT88 94, Engineering Model 92, UFT321 75, Evans Equations 70, CEFE 60, Self charging inverter 
48, Llais 41, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 23, Three world records by MWE 9, List of most prolific 
scientists 8, UFT313 80, UFT314 68, UFT315 64, UFT316 77, UFT317 30, UFT318 93, UFT319 60, 
UFT320 53, UFT322 56, UFT323 175, UFT324 48, UFT325 52, UFT326 222, UFT327 203, UFT328 
229, UFT329 212, UFT330 202, UFT331 161, UFT332 170, UFT333 162, UFT334 162, UFT335 162, 
UFT336 53, UFT337 13 to date in January 2016. Institute for Plasma Research India AIAS staff; 
University of Edinburgh UFT146, UFT167; Imperial College London UFT216. Intense interest all 
sectors, updated usage file attached for January 2016.

end of comment Daily Report Saturday 16/1/16

Archiving on the Wayback     Machine
January 17, 2016 

If anyone of this group wishes to archive on www.archive.org and www.webarchive.org.uk via 
www.aias.us they are welcome, everything that goes on www.aias.us is automatically archived 
permanently, both sides of the Atlantic. For example any material relating to Pontardawe Grammar 
School, and any material that Gareth Evans may be able to find in his possession about the Room 262 
group, notably reprints of his papers and so on. Any broadcasts made by Robert Cheshire will be 
automatically archived, any new genealogical discoveries made by Stuart Davies about the Morgan 
Aubrey line, and so on.

end of comment Archiving on the Wayback Machine

Discussion of 338(1): The Mass of the Universe from     ECE2
January 17, 2016 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/17/discussion-of-3381-the-mass-of-the-universe-from-ece2/
http://www.aias.us/
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http://www.archive.org/
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http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/18/daily-report-saturday-16116/


Fully agreed, I will see if the mass density can be estimated, using the well known methods developed 
to estimate the contribution of photon mass to the mass of the universe. This can be looked up as part 
of a lit search in one of the Evans / Morris papers. Instead of the photon mass, the vacuum or Tesla 
particle mass is used. QED is a hopeless case, not a precise theory at all, as our UFT85 shows very 
clearly. QED has several adjustables which go under obscure names such as dimensional 
regularization, a grammatical disaster area. There is a clear need for a theory to replace QED. QCD is 
also a hopeless case in my opinion, full of obscurites and adjustables. In UFT337 it was shown that the 
“vacuum” behaves as a “relativistic Tesla particle” if you like. This particle can collide with an 
electron, and scatter from an electron as in Compton scattering in our very popular series UFT158ff. It 
could be that two Tesla particles of energy h bar omega collide to give an electron positron pair. Is the 
Tesla particle a fermion or a boson? If described in the SU(2) basis it would be a fermion, obeying 
Fermi Dirac statistics.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 16/01/2016 20:02:50 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 338(1): The Mass of the Universe from ECE2

Concerning the energy density of the vacuum, there are opposing statements. According to 
the Lamb shift of the AB vacuum, the effect is very small, indicating a very low “mass 
density” of vacuum particles. By experiments, spontaneous particle-antiparticle generation 
has been observed, for example electron-positron pairs. For this process to arise 
spontaneously in the observed frequency, the energy density of the vacuum has to be 
extremely high, the so-called quantum vacuum. As far as I know, this has been computed 
with QED methods, not very trustable in our opinion. It would therefore be interesting how 
such processes could be explained on basis o fthe AB vacuum. According to Tesla, the 
space is densely filled with vacuum particles. Perhaps this assumption (together with a 
radius assumption) could serve for an estimation of the vacuum “mass density”.

Horst

Am 16.01.2016 um 11:13 schrieb EMyrone:

In this note it is shown that the mass of the AB vacuum particle is defined by 
the scalar part of the spin connection by Eq. (31), i.e. m(vac) = (h bar / c) 
omega sup 0. So the mass of the universe is made up of these particles of 
vacuum mass. The mass of any elementary particle is m + m(vac), because the 
particle is always in contact with the vacuum. So it becomes easy to understand 
that the AB vacuum transfers rest energy E(vac) = m(vac) c squared to any 
elementary particle such as an electron. The same mecahnism is repsonsible for 
all the radiative corrections, notably the anomalous g factor of the electron, the 
Lamb shift and the Casimir effect. They re all due to the spin connection of the 
AB vacuum, i. e. its geometry. There is no need to postulate “dark matter”, 
which has no logical basis in geometry or in relativity theory. 

end of comment Discussion of 338(1): The Mass of the Universe from ECE2



Blog Archived on www.archive.org and www.webarchive.org.uk
January 17, 2016 

The www.aias.us blog (my diary) is also archived automatically and continuously on the Wayback 
Machine in San Francisco (www.archive.org). All 23,297 postings since Dec. 2006 are permanently 
available free of charge to the general public around the world and both the blog and site are 
completely up to date. The blog has been viewed in up to one hundred and eighty two countries out of 
an estimated one hundred and ninety six in the world. The blog is also archived now on 
www.webarchive.org.uk due to improvements in technology. At present the thumbnails on 
www.webarchive.org.uk are available up to the Dec. 2014 archive. Due to a technical problem the four 
2015 archives “went dark” recently (i.e. suddenly disappeared) and the National Library of Wales is 
working to restore them. Multiple redundancy has been achieved, in that the famous www.aias.us site is
archived permanently both sides of the Atlantic, and also backed up many times in different localities. 
The www.upitec.org site is archived on www.archive.org and also backed up regularly, the back ups 
being kept in a safe. These are the two most important sites for avant garde scientists and engineers. 
The blog is also backed up by Michael Jackson and archived in another way on pdf.

end of comment Blog Archived on www.archive.org and www.webarchive.org.uk

Book of Scientometrcs Volume Two Updated to     15/1/16
January 17, 2016 

The update shows the usual steady plateau of intense international interest in www.aias.us and also 
www.upitec.org. This type of feedback was initiated on April 30th. 2004 (UFT307) and this intense 
plateau of interest has therefore lasted for almost twelve years. It is possible to extrapolate and infer 
that it will last indefinitely into the future.

BookofScientometricsVolumeTwo.pdf

end of comment Book of Scientometrcs Volume Two Updated to 15/1/16

Daily Report 15/1/16
January 17, 2016 

The equivalent of 200,080 printed pages were downloaded during the day (729.493 megabytes of 
memory) from 2767 memory files downloaded (hits) and 575 distinct visits averaging 4.2 memory 
pages each and of 10 minutes duration, main spidering from cnsat(China), google, MSN and yahoo. 
Extensive site downloads from cyanet Cyprus, dynplus,net and 104.131.65.unknown in the unresolved 
domain. Collected ECE2 2780, Top ten items 1959, Collected Evans / Morris 1152 (est), Eckardt / 
Lindstrom papers 253, Collected scientometrics 252, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 250, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 196, proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 161, Principles 
of ECE 145, F3(Sp) 108, UFT311 102, UFT88 92, Engineering Model 92, UFT321 85, Evans 
Equations 68, CEFE 56, Self Charging Inverter 46, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 23, Three World records 
held by MWE 9, List of most prolific scientists 8,UFT313 80, UFT314 68, UFT315 64, UFT316 77, 
UFT317 30, UFT318 92, UFT319 58, UFT320 52, UFT322 167, UFT323 174, UFT324 35, UFT325 
41, UFT326 221, UFT327 212, UFT328 227, UFT329 208, UFT330 199, UFT331 160, UFT332 167, 
UFT333 160, UFT334 160, UFT335 51, UFT336 52, UFT337 8 to date in January 2016. United States 
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Air Force Institute of Technology infinite solenoid; Tufts University UFT169; Joseph Fourier 
University Grenoble UFT313; University of the Philippines Diliman UFT2; University of Edinburgh 
UFT145, UFT147, ECE Theory of H Bonding. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached 
for January 2016.

end of comment Daily Report 15/1/16

Selected Feedback Interest:

1 - 15 January

U. S. Universities, Institutes and Similar

U. S. Air Force Institute of Technology, California College of the Arts,

Dartmouth, Iowa State, Princeton, Tufts, Illinois Urbana-Champaign, Minnesota

Twin Cities, Virginia, San Francisco Internet Archives, Multi Care Health.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Linz, Freiburg, Charles Univ. Prague, Czech Technical Univ. Prague, DVE

Computer Technology Germany, Max Planck Institute of Mathematics Bonn,

Hannover, Jena, Kaiserslautern, Muenster, Tuebingen, Juan Carlos III Madrid,

Barcelona Tech., Paris Two, Joseph Fourier Grenoble, ENST Brittany, INFN

Frascati National Laboratory Italy, Turin Tech., Twente Netherlands, Greek

Schools Network (ATT), Lisbon Portugal, Silesian Data Center Poland, extensive

Russia and Ukraine, including Russian National Research Nuclear University

Moscow, Bucharest Tech Romania, Aberystwyth, Birmingham, Cambridge,

Edinburgh*, Kent, Leeds, Manchester*, Southampton, University College London.

BBC London, British Government Civil Service Learning.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Bibliotheca Alexandrina Egypt, Quebec Trois Rivieres, Pontifical Catholic

Chile, extensive China, Cuban Radio and Television, Havana, Sony Corporation

Japan, Mexican National Institute of Technology, Astronomy Institute Mexican

National Autonomous University, Philippines Dilman, PIEAS Pakistan, Quaid i

Azam Pakistan, National Taiwan.

338(1): The Mass of the Universe from     ECE2
January 16, 2016 

In this note it is shown that the mass of the AB vacuum particle is defined by the scalar part of the spin 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/16/3381-the-mass-of-the-universe-from-ece2/


connection by Eq. (31), i.e. m(vac) = (h bar / c) omega sup 0. So the mass of the universe is made up of
these particles of vacuum mass. The mass of any elementary particle is m + m(vac), because the 
particle is always in contact with the vacuum. So it becomes easy to understand that the AB vacuum 
transfers rest energy E(vac) = m(vac) c squared to any elementary particle such as an electron. The 
same mecahnism is repsonsible for all the radiative corrections, notably the anomalous g factor of the 
electron, the Lamb shift and the Casimir effect. They re all due to the spin connection of the AB 
vacuum, i. e. its geometry. There is no need to postulate “dark matter”, which has no logical basis in 
geometry or in relativity theory.

a338thpapernotes1.pdf

end of comment 338(1): The Mass of the Universe from ECE2

My Work on the Wayback Machine (www.archive.org) and at 
NLW     Aberystwyth
January 16, 2016 

This is all permanently available free of charge to students (of any age) on www.archive.org and 
www.webarchive.org.uk . In science it is a unique, disciplined and continuous development of thought 
over a span of about forty five years, until I became the most prolific physicist / chemist in history 
about two years ago. All of this work is being studied around the world continuously, and is 
permanently archived. I am deeply indebted to all who helped create these archives. Otherwise my 
work would have been scattered, difficult and costly to find, and much of it probably lost. It proved 
very difficult to construct the Omnia Opera on www.aias.us because of the huge charges of institutional
libraries. It was constructed with the invaluable voluntary help of Dave Burleigh, Horst Eckardt, Sean 
Maclachan and Bill Hines and students of Hugh Owen Library Aberystwyth. The UFT papers and 
Omnia Opera on www.aias.us represent my scientific output to date. In addition my literary output is 
also available free of charge on www.aias.us. The single most popular items on the websites are in fact 
my autobiography and collected poetry in Welsh and English. Over the years this will be read as much 
as a poet such as R. S. Thomas, who also wrote in both languages, and who was also a Nobel nominee, 
or Dic Jones – a leading strict metre bard (bardd) of the late twentieth century. Interest in my work (and
of course co authors) is currently at a record fourteen year high as measured by scientometrics of 
unprecedented quality (also available free of charge, or “open source”). The Wayback Machine of the 
San Francisco Internet Archives (www.archive.org) shows the website development of my work back 
to October 2002, and at the National Library of Wales the quarterly archives go back to 2010 on 
www.webarchive.org.uk. All my books have been kindly taken by the National Library of Wales if 
students (of any age from 5 to 105) prefer books to websites. The only suggestion I have (as a dual 
citizen) is that Library of Congress and the San Francisco archives work together to create federal 
funding of the Wayback Machine, at present it is voluntary. These federal archives should duplicate the 
Wayback Machine and heavily protect it from assorted no no’s such as hackers, under maximum 
security, with multiple off web backups.
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UFT88 Read at Mathematics, University of Illinois Urbana-
Champaign
January 16, 2016 

UIUC is ranked 26th in the world by webometrics, 29 by Academic Ranking of World Universities 
(ARWU) 36 by Times, and 59 by QS, so it is a world leading university with 44,087 students and the 
second largest library in the U. S. after Harvard. It has been following my work in one way or another 
since I first started to publish in about 1973. In that era reprint requests were used. UFT88 is the classic
paper that refutes Einsteinian general relativity and was written in late 2007 with co author Horst 
Eckardt checking it and adding his own ideas as usual. It refuted the second Bianchi identity through 
the use of Cartan’s torsion, defined by the first structure equation of Maurer and Cartan inferred in the 
early twenties. It should be read with UFT99, the definitive proofs, UFT109 and the ECE2 series 
UFT313 – 320, 322 – 337 to date. The ECE2 series is being read 115,549 times year off combined sites
at present. The final form of UFT88 is the Jacobi Cartan Evans identity of UFT313 which includes the 
Evans identity of UFT109. The correct version of the first Bianchi identity is the Cartan identity which 
is the basis for the ECE and ECE2 field equations of electromagnetism and gravitation (see UFT303 by
Horst Eckardt, “The Engineering Model” or collected equations of ECE and ECE2).

end of comment UFT88 Read at Mathematics, University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign

Very Intense Interest in the Combined     Sites
January 16, 2016 

There is currently very intense spidering and downloading of www.aias.us and it is on course for record
highs of gigabytes downloaded, hits, distinct visits and page views if this keeps up to the end of 
January 2016. It is also known that the interest in www.upitec.org increased sharply in the latter half of 
2015.

end of comment Very Intense Interest in the Combined Sites

Daily Report 14/1/16
January 16, 2016 

The equivalent of 584,594 printed pages was downloaded during the day (2.131429 gigabytes) from 
9640 memory files downloaded (hits) and 869 distinct visits each averaging 9.6 pp and 8 minutes 
duration, main spiders cnsat (China), google, MSN and yahoo, complete site downloads included 
dyn.plus.net using an offline browser. Collected ECE2 papers 2770, Top ten items 1955, Collected 
Evans / Morris papers 1142 (est), Collected scientometrics 248, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 245, 
Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 244, Autobiography volumes one and two 193, Collected proofs that no 
torsion means no gravitation 158, Principles of ECE 134, F3(Sp) 106, UFT311 94, Engineering Model 
88, UFT88 84, UFT321 75, Evans Equations 64, CEFE 55, Self charging inverter 46, Llais 35, 
Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 23, Three World rfecords by MWE 9, List of most prolific scientists 8, 
UFT313 78, UFT314 65, UFT315 62, UFT316 77, UFT317 29, UFT318 80, UFT319 56, UFT320 49, 
UFT322 53, UFT323 172, UFT324 30, UFT325 50, UFT326 223, UFT327 211, UFT328 224, UFT329
208, UFT330 196, UFT331 160, UFT332 167, UFT333 159, UFT334 159, UFT335 169, UFT336 50, 
UFT337 5 to date in January 2016. University of Quebec Trois Rivieres UFT330 – UFT336, 
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“Criticisms of the Einstein Field Equation”; Institute of Applied Physics Friedrich Schiller University 
Jena UFT175; Library University of Tuebingen general; Mathematics University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign UFT88; Sony Corporation Japan Home Page; Academ Organization Russia general; San 
Francisco Internet Archives (www.archive.org) spidering; Multicare Organization California general; 
Russian National Research Nuclear University Moscow ECE Article; Computer and Information 
Networking Center National Taiwan University UFT33; University of Edinburgh UFT138, UFT155. 
Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for January 2016.

end of comment Daily Report 14/1/16

Sign of the Minimal Prescription and the Particle     Vacuum
January 15, 2016 

To start the development of UFT338 it is noted briefly that if a negative sign is used in the minimal 
prescription, i.e. p sup mu goes to p sup mu – e W sup mu, then the rest energy of a particle of mass m 
is changed to

E0 = m c squared + h bar omega (vac) = (m + m (vac)) c squared

so the effect of the vacuum is to increase the mass m of a particle at rest by adding to it the mass 
m(vac) of the vacuum particle. The equation E0 = m c squared is probably the most famous in physics, 
usually it is denoted by a bubble coming out of Einstein’s ear. Now there are two bubbles, one from 
each ear, one denoting the effect of the AB spacetime (loosely described as “the vacuum”). Which ear 
is which depends on the way you look at Einstein.
.

end of comment Sign of the Minimal Prescription and the Particle Vacuum

Plans for UFT338
January 15, 2016 

These are to develop the theory of the AB spacetime (or “vacuum”) using the particle vacuum inferred 
in UFT337. For example Compton scattering of a vacuum particle from an electron. There are also 
many ways of developing the Einstein energy equation of ECE2 special relativity with the minimal 
prescription based on the W potential of the vacuum. All of these ideas ought to help understand LENR
and energy from spacetime, and also the Aharonov Bohm effects and related effects. For the first time 
the AB vacuum is being used to explain radiative corrections, energy from spacetime and LENR. ECE2
special relativity is special relativity in a space with finite curvature and torsion defined by the first and 
second structure equations of Maurer and Cartan (nineteen twenties). The original special relativity of 
approximately 1890 to 1905 did not use a geometry that incorporated torsion and curvature at all, and 
did not use the idea of a geometrical connection. The latest ECE2 developments show that the physical 
potential is the W potential. Within the elementary magnetic fluxon h bar / e this is the spin conenction 
four vector itself. So many effects are due to the spin connection, including all the effects obtained 
from the old Dirac theory of about 1928: the Zeeman effect, anomalous Zeeman effect, ESR, NMR and
MRI, to name but a few. ECE2 has shown that when the unphysical Dirac approximation is avoided, 
many new effects appear. So the spin connection is ubiquitous and is observed all the time, for example
in spectroscopy: Zeeman effects, ESR and NMR for example. In the old theories of special relativity 
the spin connection is effectively zero because its spacetime is the flat Minkowski spacetime in which 
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torsion and curvature both vanish. As a matter of interest Minkowski went to the same school 
(gymnasium or grammar school) as Sommerfeld.

end of comment Plans for UFT338

UFT88 Read at Birmingham     University
January 15, 2016 

Birmingham is ranked 101-150 in the world by Shanghai, 119 by Times and 409 by webometrics. It 
was founded in 1828 as the Birmingham School of Medicine and Surgery and currently has 28,664 
students. It has eight Nobel Laureates among academics and alumni. By reference to www.aias.us on 
www.archive.org, the San Francisco Internet Archives / Library of Congress, it can be seen that UFT88 
was written in late 2007. Since then it has been read an order of magnitude fifty thousand times without
objection at the leading institutes and universities in the world, all recorded in these daily reports. This 
blog is also archived on www.archive.org and www.webarchive.org.uk. The current rate of reading of 
UFT88 from visible URL’s is 3,279 times a year with probably as much again from staff and students 
using private computers. It is the classic refutation of Einsteinian general relativity by correctly using 
torsion in the second Bianchi identity upon which the Einstein field equation is based directly. It should
be read with UFT99, the definitive proofs on www.aias.us, UFT109 (Evans torsion identity) and 
UFT313 which is essentially the final form of UFT88 – the Jacobi Cartan Evans (JCE) identity, the 
second Bianchi identity correctly incorporating torsion. UFT313 has evolved into the ECE2 series of 
papers, UFT313-320, 322 – 337 to date. These are being read at the rate of 116,441 times a year, 
combined sites equivalent estimate. This means that the teachings of standard gravitational physics are 
being continuously rejected as they occur, notably by school pupils and students, and by staff and post 
doctorals who keep up with the developments on www.aias.us and www.upitec.org. The latter is also 
archived on www.archive.org. These archives create a permanent record under a Library of Congress 
initiative of 2000 and international agreement of 2003 to conserve the world wide web.

end of comment UFT88 Read at Birmingham University

Daily Report 13/1/16
January 15, 2016 

The equivalent of 179,751 printed pages was downloaded during the day (655.372 megabytes of 
memory) from 2320 memory files downloaded (“hits”) and 518 distinct visits each averaging 3.3 
memory pages and 14 minutes duration, main spiders cnsat (China), google, MSN and yahoo. 
Collected ECE2 papers 2592, Top ten papers 1934, Collected Evans / Morris papers 1132 (est), 
Collected scientometrics 248, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 175, Autobiography volumes one and 
two 172, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 126, Principles of ECE 104, Eckardt / Lindstrom 
papers 97, UFT311 88, Engineering Model 79, F3(Sp) 75, UFT88 73, UFT321 67, Evans Equations 55,
Self Charging Inverter 42, Llais 31, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 20, Three world records by MWE 6, list 
of most prolific scientists 5, UFT313 68, UFT314 60, UFT315 57, UFT316 72, UFT317 22, UFT318 
84, UFT319 51, UFT320 44, UFT322 45, UFT323 167, UFT324 35, UFT325 44, UFT326 216, 
UFT327 206, UFT328 215, UFT329 202, UFT330 190, UFT331 150, UFT332 161, UFT333 152, 
UFT334 152, UFT335 162, UFT336 42 to date in January 2016. University of Havana Cuba 
antisymmetry of the connection; Student Halls of Residence Friedrich Schiller University Jena UFT85; 
California College of the Arts general; Italian National Institute of Nuclear Physics (INFN) Frascati 
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National Laboratory UFT177; Institute of Astronomy National Autonomous University of Mexico 
UFT33; University of Birmingham UFT88; University of Edinburgh UFT139,155, 167; University 
College London UFT25. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for January 2016.

end of comment Daily Report 13/1/16

FOR POSTING: Combined Sites Now Visible 
on     www.archive.org
January 14, 2016 

Our combined sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org are now visible on the Wayback Machine of the 
San Francisco Internet Archives, (and Library of Congress), and they are therefore permanently 
archived. Click on www.archive.org to open the Wayback Machine. The www.aias.us site is also visible
on www.webarchive.org.uk, at the British Library from the National Library of Wales. click on my 
page “Myron Evans” on the home page, scroll down to reference links to find a direct link to the 
www.aias.us archives on www.webarchive.org. The www.aias.us site was first archived on 
www.archive.org in October 2002, and using the Wayback Machine any version can be looked at via its
calendar. This is designed to be used by the general public, and is free of charge. To use the Wayback 
Machine type in www.aias.us or www.upitec.org in the search machine at the foot of the home page of 
www.archive.org. The archiving history comes up as a bar chart and calendar. Click on any date in the 
calendar to find the archive on that date. Finally click on the blue lettering of the websites to find the 
present versions. They are completely up to date for both websites. This means that if www.aias.us or 
www.upitec.org go off line or “go dark” for any reason, they will still be in the archives both sides of 
the Atlantic. Both sites are also backed up in several ways, so it is very unlikely that they will “go dark”
and the Trustees of the Newlands Family Trust are instructed to keep www.aias.us live. It can also be 
kept live by Sean Maclachlan and other younger members of AIAS / UPITEC. They are two of the 
most important sites in modern physics, the feedback shows that beyond reasonable doubt.

end of comment FOR POSTING: Combined Sites Now Visible on www.archive.org

Combined Sites in the     Archives
January 14, 2016 

Many thanks, I am indeed pleased with this. The archives were there all the time from October 2002.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 14/01/2016 09:30:31 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Combined Sites in the Archives at http://www.archive.org and 
http://www.webarchive.org.uk

This is great news. Your work will be freely studied by generations to come.

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Combined Sites in the Archives
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docx file for     ECE337
January 14, 2016 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE ECE2 VACUUM.docx

Comments Off

FOR POSTING: UFT337 and Background     Notes
January 14, 2016 

This paper derives the Tesla particle vacuum from the Aharanov Bohm vacuum via ECE2 theory. The 
background notes contains additional ideas and calculations which should be read with the paper.

a337thpaper.pdf

a337thpapernotes1.pdf

a337thpapernotes2.pdf

a337thpapernotes3.pdf

a337thpapernotes4.pdf

a337thpapernotes5.pdf

a337thpapernotes6.pdf

a337thpapernotes7.pdf

end of comment FOR POSTING: UFT337 and Background Notes

Combined Sites in the Archives at www.archive.org and 
www.webarchive.org.uk
January 14, 2016 

Using www.archive.org the history of www.aias.us can be seen back to October 2002, when it was first 
archived by the San Francisco Internet Archives. I checked that the archives are indeed permanent so in
the very unlikely event that www.aias.us and www.upitec.org are lost or destroyed their contents will 
still be on the www.archive.org Wayback Machine in San Francisco. Similarly it is archived safely and 
permanently on www.webarchive.org.uk from the National Library of Wales at the British Library, 
back to 2010 by Aled Betts. So archiving has taken place on both sides of the Atlantic because I am 
dual citizen. Similarly www.upitec.org is archived on www.archive.org back to 2010. Any member of 
the public can access the archives free of charge without needing any technical skill. I recommend that 
the AIAS Fellows study the archives to study how ECE and ECE2 evolved. These archives are most 
valuable historically, no more “throwing out”. Many small libraries are having to throw out books in 
Wales due to the mindless Westminster Government cuts. The Welsh Assembly should resist this 
fiercely. By using the Wayback Machine on www.archive.org the first version of www.aias.us can be 
seen in October 2002, before ECE was started in March 2003. The www.aias.us website took its 
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present famous format on February 19th 2007. The equally famous classic paper UFT88 was written at 
the end of 2007. A scholarly study has been made of websites that “go dark” or disappear. In 1999 the 
average life of a web page was only 44 days. Websites frequently disappear due to neglect, financial 
reasons, natural disaster, theft of computers, web wars, hacking and so on. The vast majority of the 
general public do not have websites at all. This is true even of scientists. In my time I have seen 
Pontardawe Grammar School mindlessly closed and destroyed, and its records destroyed, the EDCL 
mindlessly closed and destroyed, its library destroyed, its new building reduced to a ruin. My life work 
would have been totally destroyed or made very difficult to find were it not for the webmasters and 
archivists, notably Bob Grey, Sean Maclachlan, Dave Burleigh, Horst Eckardt and others. This is 
because my career was mindlessly destroyed twice. This bureaucratic vandalism was righted by a Civil 
List Pension from Queen Elizabeth in 2005, and my rise to the Gentry of Wales in 2008. I am 
descended from Tewdwr Mawr ap Cadell, also the ancestor of Henry VII Tudor. All the genealogy on 
www.aias.us is also archived.

end of comment Combined Sites in the Archives at www.archive.org and www.webarchive.org.uk

UFT88 Read at Max Planck Mathematics Bonn and Quaid 
i     Azam
January 14, 2016 

The Max Planck Institute for Mathematics in Bonn was founded in 1980 and is part of the Max Planck 
system of about eighty institutes. Quaid i Azam University was founded in the British Raj in 1877 and 
named after Mr Jinnah, the founder of Pakistan when it broke away from India. It is ranked 501 – 600 
by Times. UFT88 is a famous paper that has been read in all the best institutes and universities for a 
decade or more and is the definitive geometrical refutation of the second Bianchi identity of 1902 upon 
which the Einsteinian general relativity was based directly. It has evolved into the ECE2 series of 
papers UFT313-320, 322-336 to date, currently being read 125,414 times a year. So it is obvious that 
the obsolete gravitational physics has been entirely rejected, and replaced by ECE2. The latter is in the 
national digital archives both sides of the Atlantic, visible on www.aias.us and www.upitec.org on 
www.archive.org of Library of Congress and San Franciso archives and on http://www.aias.us in the 
British Library in London on www.webarchive.org.uk from the National Library of Wales at 
Aberystwyth. UFT88 evolved into the Jacobi Cartan Evans identity of UFT313 via UFT99 and 
UFT109 (in which the Evans torsion identity was inferred). UFT99 shows that torsion is never zero as 
in the obsolete Einstein theory. It should be read with the simplified proofs on www.aias.us. The 
Einsteinian theory should be taught as history of science because everyone knows that its geometry is 
incorrect.

end of comment UFT88 Read at Max Planck Mathematics Bonn and Quaid i Azam

Daily Report 12/1/16
January 14, 2016 

A total of 174,070 printed pages (634.659 megabytes) were downloaded during the day from 2807 files
of memory downloaded (hits) and 485 distinct visits averaging 3.9 memory pages and 13 minutes 
duration, main spiders cnsat (China), google, MSN, and yahoo, extensive download from a private site 
on gilanet.com. Collected ECE2 2577, Top ten items 1930, Collected Evans / Morris 1122 (est), 
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Collected scientometrics 203(est); Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 171, Autobiography volumes one 
and two 167, Collected Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 123, Principles of ECE 98, 
Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 90, UFT311 84, Engineering Model 75, UFT88 71, F3(Sp) 69, UFT321 65,
Evans Equations 64, CEFE 43, Self Charging Inverter 40, Llais 30, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 17, Three 
world records by MWE 6, List of most prolific scientists 5, UFT313 66, UFT314 60, UFT315 57, 
UFT316 71, UFT317 23, UFT318 84, UFT319 51, UFT320 42, UFT322 44, UFT323 167, UFT324 33,
UFT325 40, UFT326 215, UFT327 205, UFT328 213, UFT329 199, UFT330 190, UFT331 147, 
UFT332 160, UFT333 151, UFT334 140, UFT335 160, UFT336 39 to date in January 2016. Physics 
Pontifical Catholic University of Chile general; Max Planck Institute for Mathematics Bonn UFT88, 
Iowa State University general; University of Virginia UFT170; Department of Signals and 
Communications Theory, Juan Carlos III University Madrid UFT166(Sp); Polytechnic University of 
Catalonia (Barcelona Tech) invitation to Buckingham Palace, major advances of ECE theory, UFT1, 
UFT336; Quaid i Azam University Pakistan UFT88; Serbian National Research and Education 
Networking Corporation (AMRES) UFT20, University of Cambridge UFT215, University College 
London UFT25. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for January 2016.

end of comment Daily Report 12/1/16

Proceeding with Writing Up     UFT337
January 13, 2016 

I anticipate that this paper will be ready tomorrow. I am very glad that combined sites www.aias.us and 
www.upitec.org (AIAS and UPITEC respectively) are now visible on www.archive.org and 
www.webarchive.org.uk and thanks to all concerned. I have been studying and producing creative work
continously for about sixty years, so these sites conserve a mountain of work, not only by myself but by
many co authors. Civilization is a delicate thing, and can be easily lost or destroyed. This is what 
happened to both my school and university department, but the influence of that teaching is clearly 
apparent.

end of comment Proceeding with Writing Up UFT337

New Energy World Symposium on June 21 in 
Stockholm,     Sweden
January 13, 2016 

OK many thanks, all those involved in this area could attend if they wish to.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 13/01/2016 10:03:44 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: New Energy World Symposium on June 21 in Stockholm, Sweden

This Symposium is about LENR and Ecat technology.

Horst

EMyrone@aol.com hat am 13. Januar 2016 um 09:09 geschrieben:
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Many thanks! This is an important initiative, and as many AIAS Fellows as 
possible are encouraged to attend and present papers such as UFT226 ff on 
LENR, UFT311 on the proof of ECE theory using the Osamu Ide circuit, 
UFT321, and so on. They can submit papers and posters and give 
demonstrations of apparatus.

MWE

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 12/01/2016 20:04:46 GMT Standard Time
Subj: New Energy World Symposium on June 21 in Stockholm, 
Sweden

http://new-symposium.org 

end of comment New Energy World Symposium on June 21 in Stockholm, Sweden

The www.aias.us Site Now Visible on     www.archive.org
January 13, 2016 

The latest version of the site, up to a few minutes ago, is now visible on www.archive.org and has been 
saved 255 times from October 10th 2002 to January 9th 2016. I could see this activity by feedback, and
it is reported in my scientometrics. Dave Burleigh, webmaster of www.aias.us is greatly thanked in 
particular, and all archivists. Diolch yn fawr iawn! I recommend donations to www.archive.org, the 
petabyte San Francisco Internet Archive that is closely associated with Library of Congress in 
Washington, D. C. I am a British / U. S. dual citizen. The www.aias.us site is also archived on 
www.webarchive.org.uk from the National Library of Wales. So Library of Congress archived the 
www.aias.us site as soon as it appeared in 2002. Archiving at the NLW began in 2010. Even if all traces
of www.aias.us are lost or destroyed, it will still be permanently visible on the archives, both sides of 
the Atlantic. There has been a huge amount of interest in www.aias.us, an order of magnitude of a 
thousand million printed pages have been downloaded from it and www.upitec.org since 2002. It is 
known that this unprecedented international interest in up to 182 countries, is permanent at a very high 
plateau by meticulous analysis of feedback (see www.aias.us blog). All records should be archived in 
this way and all libraries and government departments should do so. In Wales, philistine government 
cuts by the Westminster Government, not the Welsh Assembly, threaten many libraries and small 
communities left without a cultural focus and in danger of losing their language. Volunteers are trying 
to save as many books as they can. Recently I donated books to the NLW, Swansea Central, UCW 
Swansea, Pontardawe, The Llangiwg Community, and Ystradgynlais. The www.aias.us site outpowers 
book publishers completely. All the material in these books is on www.aias.us and www.upitec.org, 
both archived by the Library of Congress initiative. The excellent EDCL library at Aberystwyth was 
totally destroyed in about 1988, hopefully the books were transferred to Hugh Owen.

MWE

cc National Library of Wales

end of comment The www.aias.us Site Now Visible on www.archive.org
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New Energy World Symposium on June 21 in 
Stockholm,     Sweden
January 13, 2016 

Many thanks! This is an important initiative, and as many AIAS Fellows as possible are encouraged to 
attend and present papers such as UFT226 ff on LENR, UFT311 on the proof of ECE theory using the 
Osamu Ide circuit, UFT321, and so on. They can submit papers and posters and give demonstrations of 
apparatus.

MWE

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 12/01/2016 20:04:46 GMT Standard Time
Subj: New Energy World Symposium on June 21 in Stockholm, Sweden

http://new-symposium.org

end of comment New Energy World Symposium on June 21 in Stockholm, Sweden

Wayback Machine on     www.archive.org
January 13, 2016 

OK thanks. The www.webarchive.org site in Britain was set up under the same Library of Congress 
initiative in 2003, and sets up thumbnails of quarterly archives as you know. It is experiencing some 
problems at present because some thumbnails of various sites have disappeared from view, these 
include the four thumbnails for www.aias.us for 2015 (the four quarterly archives). No doubt these are 
backed up and will be quickly restored as advised a few days ago by Aled at the NLW. I should think 
that www.archive.org in San Francisco works in the same way, it keeps a permanent record that is 
updated over time. There are also many back ups of www.aias.us, including backups by Dave Burleigh,
Sean Maclachlan and ourselves here. If the website crashes for some reason it is restored from the 
backups, and Dave Burleigh has already gone through a server crash after which everything was 
efficiently restored. In view of the recent hacking attack on Talk Talk, and terrorist activity, it is 
imperative that these National Archives be given maximum protection using multiple redundancy. I am 
most grateful to the National Library of Wales, British Library, and Library of Congress / San Francisco
Internet Archive, for their initiatives. These will result in the conservation of a huge amount of 
material, because I am the most prolific chemist / physicist in history, and also an author and bard / 
poet in my native language Welsh, and the international language, English. The www.webarchive.org 
archive of www.aias.us can be found by scrolling down my page on www.aias.us (“Myron Evans”) to 
the links section and clicking on the cross link to www.webarchive.org.uk. All the quarterly archives 
are there, efficiently prepared at the National Library of Wales and British Library, and no doubt the 
missing archives for 2015 will be quickly visible again. The cms software was no problem for the NLW
/ British Library. So I will keep track of www.archive.org to see what happens. The site www.upitec.org
is already safely archived on www.archive.org.

Myron Evans

(Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent. (raised to the Gentry 2008), Civil List Pensioner, D. Sc., Ph. D., B. Sc. 
(Aberystwyth))
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Co President of AIAS (www.aias.us )

cc National Library of Wales

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 12/01/2016 16:54:53 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: ECE2 Model

The waybackmachine isn’t intended as a backup suitable to restore a website. It does show 
how websites / organizations evolve over time. I am not sure if it will even work with the 
cms software aias uses. The pages in the blue box are linked directly, but all others are 
called up by the cms program. Other sites I have built are stored, but most are missing any 
content that was software, like hot spot link images. We will see what happens now in any 
case.

Dave

On 1/12/2016 12:59 AM, EMyrone wrote:

Many thanks, I also think that there is an urgent need to make www.aias.us 
visible at the San Francisco internet archive (The Petabox Project, 
www.archive.org). This will mean adjusting the control software of 
www.aias.us to bring it in to line with www.upitec.org, which is visible on 
www.archive.org. At the same time access should continue to be blocked to the 
feedback sites to prevent link spamming. It is known that www.upitec.org is 
visible at www.archive.org, so its relevant control software should be used for 
www.aias.us. The Petabox Project has been spidering both sites for about three 
or four years. This can be seen from my daily reports and scientometrics. 
Perhaps Dave Bureligh, Sean Maclachlan and Horst Eckardt can look in to this. 
It would be a great advantage to have www.aias.us visible at San Francisco and 
also at the National Library of Wales and British Library, both sides of the 
Atlantic. Similarly for any Euorpean archive that may be available or become 
available. The Petabox Project backs up the entire internet, so if websites are 
lost or destroyed by accident, they are still preserved in the archive. I trust that 
the www.webarchive.org.uk archives are secure, they almost certainly are, but 
common sense multiple redundancy means that the more archives, the better. I 
think that the major results from about UFT320 onwards include the following.

1) The discovery that ECE2 special relativity explains planetary precession 
(notably UFT325).
2) The discovery that the Dirac approximation of relativistic quantum 
mechanics is unphysical, and when lifted and rigorous theory used, many new 
results appear.
3) The latest work derives the Tesla type particle “vacuum” and shows that the 
Aharonov Bohm vacuum is governed by the W potential of ECE2, which is the 
physically meaningful potential. This goes beyond what Tesla was capable of 
doing. He was a master inventor but short on theoretical ability.
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So the main equations of these major advances can be written up in the ECE2 
Engineering Model (UFT303), by Horst Eckardt.

In a message dated 11/01/2016 18:54:23 GMT Standard Time, writes:

It looks like you guys have made terrific progress lately. I don’t 
want to stall your momentum. However would now be a good time 
to update the ECE2 Model with the AB Spacetime revelations and 
everything else in the last several months?

Sean=

end of comment Wayback Machine on www.archive.org

The www.aias.us Site Edited to Allow     Archiver
January 13, 2016 

Many thanks indeed to Dave Burleigh! This means that about forty five years of my research work in 
science, with many excellent co authors, will be safely conserved both sides of the Artlantic under the 
Library of Congress initiative described below. We already know that a plateau of very intense 
international interest has been reached in this work on www.aias.us. In addition, all the other work on 
www.aias.us will be conserved, notably: a unique historical description of Pontardawe Grammar 
School, my popular autobiography, my popular collected poetry, collected genealogy, collected 
photography, my diary from Dec 2006 (currently containing over twenty three thousand items), about 
120 essays and broadcasts, all Spanish translations, Omnia Opera and so on. In the unlikely event that 
www.aias.us is lost or destroyed, the archives will still conserve it. The earliest items go back about 
sixty five years (early photographs), and all my surviving notebooks of the Grammar School era (1961 
– 1967) are on www.aias.us. Unfortunately a lot of work has been lost, notably notebooks of the 
Grammar School era, and a lot of material given to Trinity College Dublin for safekeeping at the time 
of the disastrous closure of the Edward Davies Chemical Laboratories in Aberystwyth. A huge amount 
of historically valuable material was lost when the archives of Pontardawe Grammar School were 
destroyed by Neath Port Talbot Borough Council. Therefore there has been a sharp decline of 
civilization and cultural values in my time, and this archive saves as much as I can. I still have a lot of 
material here to scan on to www.aias.us.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 12/01/2016 15:37:46 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Accessing http://www.upitec.org on http://www.archive.org

Edited to allow archiver today

Dave

On 1/12/2016 1:29 AM, EMyrone wrote:

The www.archive.org site contains petabytes of data and aims to back up the 
entire internet. To access www.upitec.org take the following steps.
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1) Click on www.archive.org.
2) Scroll down to the search machine (looking glass icon) below the black 
temple icon on the left.
3) Type in www.upitec.org and the spidering and backup history appears. The 
www.upitec.org site has been saved 17 times between September 22nd 2010 
and December 10th 2015.
4) Finally click on the blue lettering http://www/upitec.org and the latest 
version of the site appears.

Comments Off

Daily Report 11/1/16
January 13, 2016 

A total of 278,936 printed pages were downloaded during the day (1.017 gigabytes) from 4554 memory
files downloaded (hits) and 1121 distinct visits averaging 3.1 memory pages and 6 minutes duration, 
main spiders cnsat, google, MSN and yahoo. Complete download gilanet.com. Collected ECE2 papers 
2557, Top ten items 1929, Collected Evans / Morris papers 1112 (est), Collected scientometrics 181, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 166, Autobiography volumes one and two 125, Proofs that no torsion 
means no gravitation 118, Principles of ECE 98, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 87, UFT311 81, 
Engineering Model 72, UFT88 63, UFT321 62, Evans Equations 41, CEFE 41, Self charging inverter 
37, Llais 28, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 14, Three World Records by MWE 6, List of most prolific 
chemists and physicists 5, UFT313 66, UFT314 60, UFT315 65, UFT316 73, UFT317 22, UFT318 83, 
UFT319 49, UFT320 42, UFT322 43, UFT323 167, UFT324 31, UFT325 37, UFT326 213, UFT327 
204, UFT328 213, UFT329 199, UFT330 189, UFT331 146, UFT332 159, UFT333 150, UFT334 149, 
UFT335 160, UFT336 36 to date in January 2016. Julius Raab Heim (Student Hall of Residence) 
Johannes Kepler University of Linz Austria Refutation slides of Einsteinian general relativity; DVE 
Advanced Computer Systems Germany UFT section; KVA Architects Finland UFT175; Greek School 
Network UFT146, University of Twente Netherlands UFT239; University of Kent Essay 87 Inelastic 
Collision in Particle Physics and Low Energy Nuclear Reactors (LENR). Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached fro January 2016.

.
end of comment Daily Report 11/1/16

International Internet Preservation     Consortium
January 12, 2016 

This was formed in 2003 upon the initiative of the Library of Congress (www.loc.gov/webarchiving ). 
The Internet Archive in San Francisco is already a member, and so is the British Library in London, 
which gathers material from the National Libraries of Scotland and Wales. So the spidering of 
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www.aias.us and www.upitec.org from www.archive.org is actually due to this initiative from the 
Library of Congress. So it is clearly in our interests to make www.aias.us visible on what are essentially
the Library of Congress archives as well as on the www.webarchive.org.uk archives from the National 
Library of Wales and British Library. I am a British / U. S. dual citizen because I was naturalized a U. 
S. Citizen at Cornell University in 2000, and I am British by birthright. Recently the U. S. Embassy in 
London strongly encouraged me to remain a U. S. citizen, which I fully intend to do because I have 
always been a republican, i.e. adhere to the 1649 Republic of England (a word which at that time 
included Wales). A large minority in Britain are republicans. The other members of the Consortium are 
the National Libraries of Australia, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Iceland, Italy, Norway and 
Sweden. I am sure it would be an easy job to make www.aias.us visible without letting in illegal link 
spammers. This has aleady been done for www.upitec.org. Another idea is to make all the material on 
www.aias.us available on www.upitec.org.

end of comment International Internet Preservation Consortium

Proceeding to Write Up     UFT337
January 12, 2016 

I will probably write this up tomorrow.

end of comment Proceeding to Write Up UFT337

Internet Archive Makes Trolls     Redundant
January 12, 2016 

Needless to say, the internet archives makes trolls redundant, as well as targets for police investigation. 
It has been clear to me for over a decade that AIAS publishing is far more powerful than any book 
publisher, all the material stands or falls on merit. The result is that the equivalent of a thousand million
printed pages of our work have been read or spidered since www.aias.us was first established in 2002 
by Bob Gray of Biophan Inc. in New York State. This has all been done by a small group of researchers
and scholars. The impact of our combined sites blows away all rivals – commensurate small groups. 
The idea of merit has all but disappeared from universities to be replaced by a money making machine, 
and appointments by quota. No one knows why or how these appointments are made, or for what 
purpose. This is particularly true of Wales and Scotland,where the influx of monoglot students greatly 
harms the indigeneous culture, and destroys entire Welsh speaking communities. Website 
scientometrics ought to be used for jobs, promotions, grants and prizes. I have also been advocating 
this for well over a decade. The internet archives offer an alternative to universities for those who want 
to learn without coughing up huge fees. Welsh speaking Wales can fight back using the internet to teach
and communicate in their ancient and brilliant tongue. Increasingly, Wales should become an entirely 
bilingual nation and completely indpendent. No one will be able to get a job of any responsibilty if the 
do not learn the language or oppose the existence of the language as many do in a completely illegal 
way.

end of comment Internet Archive Makes Trolls Redundant
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www.aias.us on www.archive.org
January 12, 2016 

If the same procedure as www.upitec.org is tried the message comes up that www.aias.us cannot be 
crawled or displayed due to robots.txt. So until the relevant robots.txt blocks are removed by the 
webmasters of www.aias.us the spidering from www.archive.org will not work. As soon as the blocks 
are removed the latest version of www.aias.us will become visible. Removing the relevant blocks will 
not allow link spamming. When visible on www.archive.org over three thousand items on www.aias.us 
will be permanently archived both sides of the Atlantic. The overwhelming majority of people take no 
steps to preserve their heritage, and seem to have no sense of language, culture, art, literature or history,
so a vast amount is lost. I have also built a special new room here in this house to conserve hard copies 
of the files until they are taken by a reliable institution. The internet archives of the countries of 
Britain , www.webarchive.org.uk, aims to back up all the internet in these countries, in alphabetical 
order: England, Scotland and Wales. Probably, Trinity College Dublin will soon build an internet 
archive for the Republic and Ulster will probably have its own internet archive, followed by all the 
European countries and so on. There are some luddites who would be all to happy to see www.aias.us 
disappear, but these mindless dogmatists have had their day, they no longer have the power to censor. 
In Milton’s day they would have burnt “Paradise Lost”. This is what is meant by internet freedom, and 
many internet freedom groups have visited www.aias.us. It is recognized by governments that the 
internet contains a vast amount of valuable material that does not appear in books. The far right 
philistines of the present well hated government in Westminster would happily destroy the entire 
heritage of Wales and Scotland, and also most of England, keeping only the City of London intact. 
These philistines are not elected in Wales or Scotland, and never have been. They would shut all the 
libraries in Wales and Scotland if they could.

end of comment www.aias.us on www.archive.org

Accessing www.upitec.org on     www.archive.org
January 12, 2016 

The www.archive.org site contains petabytes of data and aims to back up the entire internet. To access 
www.upitec.org take the following steps.

1) Click on www.archive.org.
2) Scroll down to the search machine (looking glass icon) below the black temple icon on the left.
3) Type in www.upitec.org and the spidering and backup history appears. The www.upitec.org site has 
been saved 17 times between September 22nd 2010 and December 10th 2015.
4) Finally click on the blue lettering http://www.upitec.org and the latest version of the site appears.

end of comment Accessing www.upitec.org on www.archive.org

ECE2 Model
January 12, 2016 

Many thanks, I also think that there is an urgent need to make www.aias.us visible at the San Francisco 
internet archive (The Petabox Project, www.archive.org). This will mean adjusting the control software 
of www.aias.us to bring it in to line with www.upitec.org, which is visible on www.archive.org. At the 
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same time access should continue to be blocked to the feedback sites to prevent link spamming. It is 
known that www.upitec.org is visible at www.archive.org, so its relevant control software should be 
used for www.aias.us. The Petabox Project has been spidering both sites for about three or four years. 
This can be seen from my daily reports and scientometrics. Perhaps Dave Burleigh, Sean Maclachlan 
and Horst Eckardt can look in to this. It would be a great advantage to have www.aias.us visible at San 
Francisco and also at the National Library of Wales and British Library, both sides of the Atlantic. 
Similarly for any European archive that may be available or become available. The Petabox Project 
backs up the entire internet, so if websites are lost or destroyed by accident, they are still preserved in 
the archive. I trust that the www.webarchive.org.uk archives are secure, they almost certainly are, but 
common sense multiple redundancy means that the more archives, the better. I think that the major 
results from about UFT320 onwards include the following.

1) The discovery that ECE2 special relativity explains planetary precession (notably UFT325).
2) The discovery that the Dirac approximation of relativistic quantum mechanics is unphysical, and 
when lifted and rigorous theory used, many new results appear.
3) The latest work derives the Tesla type particle “vacuum” and shows that the Aharonov Bohm 
vacuum is governed by the W potential of ECE2, which is the physically meaningful potential. This 
goes beyond what Tesla was capable of doing. He was a master inventor but short on theoretical ability.

So the main equations of these major advances can be written up in the ECE2 Engineering Model 
(UFT303), by Horst Eckardt.

In a message dated 11/01/2016 18:54:23 GMT Standard Time, writes:

It looks like you guys have made terrific progress lately. I don’t want to stall your 
momentum. However would now be a good time to update the ECE2 Model with the AB 
Spacetime revelations and everything else in the last several months?

Sean=

end of comment ECE2 Model

Daily Report Sunday     10/1/16
January 12, 2016 

A total of 133,331 printed pages was downloaded during the day (486.124 megabytes) from 2885 
memory files downloaded (hits) and 390 distinct visits averaging 4.9 memory pages and 14 minutes 
duration, main spiders google, MSN and yahoo, gilanet.com. Collected ECE2 2484, Top ten items 
1928, Collected Evans / Morris 1102 (est), Collected scientometrics 196, Barddoniaeth / Collected 
Poetry 161, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 117, Autobiography volumes one and two 109, 
Principles of ECE 77, Eckardt Lindstrom papers 76, Engineering Model 61, UFT88 57, UFT321 
43(est), Evans Equations 41, UFT311 37, CEFE 35, Self charging inverter 32, Llais 28, Lindstrom 
Idaho Lecture 13, Three World Records by MWE 6, List of most prolific chemists and physicists 6, 
UFT313 65, UFT314 57, UFT315 52, UFT316 69, UFT317 29, UFT318 80, UFT319 47, UFT320 39, 
UFT322 42, UFT323 195, UFT324 158, UFT325 35, UFT326 30, UFT327 202, UFT328 211, UFT329
197, UFT330 188, UFT331 143, UFT332 157, UFT333 149, UFT334 148, UFT335 158, UFT336 33 to
date in January 2016. University of Muenster Introduction to MWE Biography; Ecole Nationale 
Superieure de Telecommunications de Bretagne (Brittany) LCR Resonant; Silesian Data Center Poland 
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Experimental advantages of ECE over the standard model; Warsaw Chopin Airport Experimental 
Advantages of ECE over the Standard Model; University of Edinburgh UFT153, UFT165. Intense 
interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for January 2016.

end of comment Daily Report Sunday 10/1/16

Question for Internet     Archive
January 11, 2016 

Internet Archive,
300 Funstone Avenue,
San Francisco
tel. +1 415 561 6767

I am the owner of www.aias.us but when I try to access it from www.archive.org it cannot be displayed 
because of www.aias.us/robots.txt. Can the settings be changed by the webmaster Dave Burleigh so 
that the www.aias.us site becomes permanently visible in your archives? I note from feedback recorded
on the blog of www.aias.us that you have frequently spidered www.aias.us for several years, so I 
assume that you have all of the site in your archive. I can see www.upitec.org in your archives. This is 
owned by Sean Maclachlan and contains some of the material on www.aias.us but not all. The latest 
version of www.upitec.org is displayed. I assume that if a site ceases to be visible, or is destroyed or 
lost for some reason, it will remain permanently archived on the San Francisco Internet Archive. I think
that you are providing a very important and valuable service. The www.aias.us site is also archived on 
www.webarchive.org.uk – the digital archives at the National Library of Wales and British Library in 
London, and it is internationally acknowledged to be an important scientific site that has attracted an 
order of magnitude of a thousand million printed pages equivalent since 2002. So it is exceedingly 
important that it be permanently archived both sides of the Atlantic.

Myron Evans,
owner www.aias.us

end of comment Question for Internet Archive

Daily Report Saturday     9/1/16
January 11, 2016 

A total of 236,113 printed pages were downloaded during the day (860.859 megabytes of memory) 
from 4150 memory files downloaded (hits) and 647 distinct visits averaging 6.6 pages and 19 minutes 
duration. Main spiders cnsat (China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 2498, Top ten items 
1928, Collected Evans / Morris 1092 (est), Collected scientometric 211(est), Barddoniaeth / Collected 
Poetry 156, Autobiography volumes one and two 97, Proofs that no torsion means no curvature 107, 
Principles of ECE 74, Engineering Model 60, UFT88 53, F3(Sp) 49, UFT321 43(est), Evans Equations 
39, UFT311 37, CEFE 32, Llais 28, Self charging inverter 27, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 12, Three 
world records held by MWE 6, Most prolific chemists and physicists 5, UFT313 64, UFT314 57, 
UFT315 51, UFT316 68, UFT317 22, UFT318 79, UFT319 47, UFT320 38, UFT322 41, UFT323 166,
UFT324 27, UFT325 157, UFT326 220, UFT327 203, UFT328 211, UFT329 197, UFT330 188, 
UFT331 143, UFT332 157, UFT333 148, UFT334 146, UFT335 157, UFT336 32 to date in January 
2016. University of Edinburgh UFT153, UFT171. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file 
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attached for January 2016.

Comments Off

“Let’s Go to San Francisco”
January 10, 2016 

So all the internet is backed up in San Francisco. In 1967 a single was released by The Flower Pot Men,
a British group cloning the Beach Boys. “Let’s go to San Francisco / Where the flowers grow / So very 
high / Somewhere in San Francisco / Makes your mind go up to the sky /. Amazing stuff. They were 
almost certainly stoned on pot. That quickly degenerated into hard drugs and so on and San Francisco 
returned to normal, one great big traffic jam. That was the era of “The Graduate” and “Easy Rider”, 
two films which made their way to a cinema in Aberystwyth when I was a freshman undergraduate. I 
suspect that Dylan Moore manufacture pot and LSD in Harry Heller’s laboratory in the EDCL 
basement, Grendell’s Cave, as well as boiling benzene in a baked bean tin with twelve string guitar.

end of comment “Let’s Go to San Francisco”

Discussion of 337(7): The Particle     Vacuum
January 10, 2016 

Many thanks, much appreciated. I will write up Sections 1 and 2 now concentrating on the last few 
notes.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 10/01/2016 14:25:09 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 337(7): Quantized Energy / Momentum from the Aharonov Bohm Spacetime

Congratulations, this is the foundation of the theory of a particle vacuum which also Tesla 
proposed, but he did not (or could not) give a quantitative description. We are making great 
progress here.

Horst

Am 10.01.2016 um 14:57 schrieb EMyrone:

This note shows that the Aharonov Bohm spacetime can be thought of as a flux 
or ensemble of relativistic particles of mass m sub AB that obey a well defined 
limit of the ECE wave equation of the AB spacetime. This limit is the quantized
equivalent of the Einstein energy equation of the AB particle. The energy 
momentum of the AB spacetime is defined by its spin connection four vector 
multiplied by the C negative quantum of magnetic flux, h bar / e in units of 
quantized angular momentum per coulomb. The quantum of angular 
momentum is the reduced Planck constant h bar. The smallest unit of charge is 
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the charge e on the proton. The charge on the electron is -e. Therefore the 
process of taking energy / momentum from the AB spacetime can be thought of 
simply in terms of addition of energy, Eq. (21), and momentum, Eq. (22). The 
particle m sub AB collides with a particle such as an electron, with conservation
of energy and momentum. So Compton scattering theory can be applied. This 
will be the subject of UFT338. Now I will proceed to writing up Sections 1 and 
2 of UFT337. In gravitational theory, the C negative fluxon h bar / e is replaced 
by a C positive proportionality quantum, so gravitational energy and 
momentum may be generated from the gravitational AB spacetime, defined as a
region in which there are no gravitational fields, but in which gravitational 
potentials are non zero. All the radiative corrections may now be understood in 
terms of the Aharonov Bohm particle of mass m sub AB. This particle can also 
be described as populating the ECE2 vacuum, another name for the AB 
spacetime. The AB angular frequency multiplied by h bar is the relativistic zero 
point energy. There is also a relativistic zero point momentum. Themodynamics
and statistical mechanics may be applied to the AB particle ensemble. Energy 
from sapcetime becomes transaprently obvious, and quantum tunnelling theory 
may also be applied as in UFT226 ff describing LENR. The key cocnept is that 
AB energy momentum is the AB spin connection four vector within h bar / e. In
the AB spacetime there is no torsion and no curvature, but thre si a non zero 
spin connection and tetrad.

end of comment Discussion of 337(7): The Particle Vacuum

Hello Dave: Checking the San Francisco Internet     Archive
January 10, 2016 

Note to Dave Burleigh and Sean MacLachlan

This is easy to check, just use the search machine in www.us.archive.org. I found that the up to date 
latest version of www.upitec.org is there, but www.aias.us cannot be accessed due to robots.txt. Can 
something be done to allow www.us.archive.org to display www.aias.us? So we now know that both 
sites are safely archived in San Francisco, but one site cannot be displayed due to robots.txt. So we 
need to make a change so that www.aias.us can be displayed. I can see that it is all there, but cannot be 
displayed.

end of comment Hello Dave: Checking the San Francisco Internet Archive

337(7): Quantized Energy / Momentum from the Aharonov 
Bohm     Spacetime
January 10, 2016 

This note shows that the Aharonov Bohm spacetime can be thought of as a flux or ensemble of 
relativistic particles of mass m sub AB that obey a well defined limit of the ECE wave equation of the 
AB spacetime. This limit is the quantized equivalent of the Einstein energy equation of the AB particle.
The energy momentum of the AB spacetime is defined by its spin connection four vector multiplied by 
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the C negative quantum of magnetic flux, h bar / e in units of quantized angular momentum per 
coulomb. The quantum of angular momentum is the reduced Planck constant h bar. The smallest unit of
charge is the charge e on the proton. The charge on the electron is -e. Therefore the process of taking 
energy / momentum from the AB spacetime can be thought of simply in terms of addition of energy, 
Eq. (21), and momentum, Eq. (22). The particle m sub AB collides with a particle such as an electron, 
with conservation of energy and momentum. So Compton scattering theory can be applied. This will be
the subject of UFT338. Now I will proceed to writing up Sections 1 and 2 of UFT337. In gravitational 
theory, the C negative fluxon h bar / e is replaced by a C positive proportionality quantum, so 
gravitational energy and momentum may be generated from the gravitational AB spacetime, defined as 
a region in which there are no gravitational fields, but in which gravitational potentials are non zero. 
All the radiative corrections may now be understood in terms of the Aharonov Bohm particle of mass 
m sub AB. This particle can also be described as populating the ECE2 vacuum, another name for the 
AB spacetime. The AB angular frequency multiplied by h bar is the relativistic zero point energy. There
is also a relativistic zero point momentum. Thermodynamics and statistical mechanics may be applied 
to the AB particle ensemble. Energy from spacetime becomes transparently obvious, and quantum 
tunelling theory may also be applied as in UFT226 ff describing LENR. The key concept is that AB 
energy momentum is the AB spin connection four vector within h bar / e. In the AB spacetime there is 
no torsion and no curvature, but there is a non zero spin connection and tetrad.

a337thpapernotes7.pdf

end of comment 337(7): Quantized Energy / Momentum from the Aharonov Bohm Spacetime

The United States Internet Archives (www.us.archive.org)
January 10, 2016 

It seems that the sites www.aias.us and www.upitec.org are archived on www.us.archive.org .This is the
United States Internet Archives near San Francisco, California – The Petabox Project – which aims to 
back up the entire internet. They have been spidering www.aias.us for about two or three years, so must
have the entire site backed up. This is privately funded and a not for profit organization with more than 
two hundred staff members. I would like to ask the AIAS Fellows to see if they can find our material 
through the index. I will see if I can find it and if not I will ask the support staff. The www.aias.us site 
is also archived at the British Library in London every quarter on www.webarchive.org.uk, which is the
website archive of the countries of Britain. This is done from the National Library of Wales, because 
www.aias.us is objectively one of the most important scientific sites in the world. An order of 
magnitude of a thousand million printed pages have been read from it since 2002 when www.aias.us 
first became visible. The literature is rapidly becoming as well read as the science. This archive 
www.webarchive.org.uk is State funded. This ought to mean that our websites are conserved safely, and
will remain visible for future generations. We already know that our work will last indefinitely into the 
future – it has reached a high feedback plateau. Our sites are also backed up privately in many ways. I 
will also ask the Library of Congress whether or not it will archive our sites in its United States web 
archive. I qualify for this because I am a U. S. dual citizen, and Sean Maclachlan is a U. S. citizen. 
Archiving is of paramount importance, otherwise there is the danger that everything will be lost. The 
devastating losses of the EDCL at Aberystwyth and Pontardawe Grammar School shows how this can 
happen under terrible administrations which care nothing about the heritage of Wales. I wonder what 
Sir Goronwy Daniel, a Pontardawe former pupil, would have thought of this? He is known to have 
been scathingly critical of the administration in my case. That administration has been condemned to 
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oblivion by history. This is a multiple redundancy method of archiving. The ancient Library of 
Alexandria burnt to the ground, destroying nearly all records of ancient Greek history. It must have 
been an infinitely richer civilization than the surviving records show. These are only about four 
manuscripts copied in monasteries. The modern library – Bibliotheca Alexandrina – has studied 
www.aias.us several times.

end of comment The United States Internet Archives (www.us.archive.org)

Discussion of 337(6)
January 10, 2016 

This is the minimal prescription as used by Ryder and in the entire UFT series, but Atkins uses a 
positive e. It may be best to stick to the minimum prescription used in the UFT papers, for self 
consistency in the series of papers. A great deal of development is now possible with the W four 
potential.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 09/01/2016 16:01:50 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 337(6): Final version of 337(5)

It seems to me that a consistent approach for adding the field momentum is

p –> p + q W

where q is the charge of the particle. This would howerver lead to a negative sign for an 
electron charge q = -e:

p –> p – e W

Horst

Am 09.01.2016 um 12:56 schrieb EMyrone:

This note explains how the rest energy of a particle at rest picks up a quantum 
of energy from the Aharonov Bohm spacetime through the AB angular 
frequency . This is the most fundamental description of energy from spacetime 
using the magnetic fluxon h bar / e in weber and the W potential of ECE2. 

end of comment Discussion of 337(6)

Discussion of Note     337(5)
January 10, 2016 

The plus sign was used in order to get the result E0 goes to E0 + h bar omega, rather than E0 – h bar 
omega, where omega is the angular frequency of the Aharonov Bohm spacetime. Ryder uses a negative
sign in the minimal prescription, while Atkins uses a positive sign. Ryder gets his negative sign through
use of -e, the charge on the electron, as opposed to e, the charge on the proton. I used a positive e to 
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define the quantum of magnetic flux, h bar / e, so for consistency a positive sign was used in the 
minimal prescription. The result E0 goes to E0 + h bar omega seems to make sense, because a quantum
of energy h bar omega is gained form the AB spacetime. here omega is c multiplied by the scalar part 
of the spin connection four vector of the AB spacetime (or “vacuum” in loose description). Finally h 
bar omega is identified with the zero point energy of quantum field theory, which is based on the 
quantum mechanics of the harmonic oscillator.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 09/01/2016 15:49:00 GMT Standard Time
Subj: note 337(5)

In eq.(4) you used the plus sign for the additional field momentum e W
sup mu. Normally you used the minus sign. Is there a special reason for
this? Maybe the vacuum energy would become negative in (23). On the
other hand, it should be decidable by spectroscopy which sign the field
momentum has.
It is interesting that a connection to quantum field theory / qunatum
vacuum comes out.

Horst

end of comment Discussion of Note 337(5)

Discussion of 337(4)
January 10, 2016 

These are important remarks by co author Horst Eckardt. The first sentence comes from the 
independent inductive work of the Eckardt / Lindstrom papers, UFT292 – UFT299. The elementary 
fluxon is W(0) = h bar / e in weber = volt second = joules seconds per coulomb = angular momentum 
per Coulomb. This was used by Jean-Pierre Vigier and myself in “The Enigmatic Photon” (open 
source, Omnia Opera section, in five volumes). I think I will write up UFT337 from this note onwards. 
So we reach the important conclusion that in the Aharonov Bohm spacetime, the spin connection four 
vector is transformed into a W potential through the quantum of magnetic flux, which is the quantum of
angular momentum, h bar, divided by e.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 09/01/2016 16:37:36 GMT Standard Time
Subj: note 337(4)

Concerning eq.(14), we now know that the spin connections do not show up
when all fields are smooth, due to the antisymmetry conditions.
Therefore the A potential will only be detectable in special situations.
What we see is the W potential, and you used it throughout this note, I
fully agree.
I think we never discussed the quantitative value of W(0). Equating it
with a combination of basic physcial constants with correct units is
plausible. How general is such an approach? Is it restricted to quantum
mechanics?
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Horst 

end of comment Discussion of 337(4)

Discussion of Note     337(3)
January 10, 2016 

Agreed, this is a very rich area of study. If I were Sommerfeld or Rutherford |I would have the entire 
experimental group working on this. All physicists can agree on these results because the maths are the 
same but the philosophy is different.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 09/01/2016 15:37:15 GMT Standard Time
Subj: note 337(3)

It is very interesting that more and more corrections to the Dicrac
theory are revealed, meanwhile it would require a research programme to
verify all these experimentally.
In the expectation value (45) the vacuum potential phi was assumed
constant which is justified. According to note 2, eq.(19), this would
show up by a shft in the time phase, however there is probably nothing
what this shift can be compared with. According to Tesla, the vacuum can
be impacted by microwaves. Then the spectroscopic method could be used
theoretically to prove such a modification of the vacuum. I do not know
how feasible this would be.

Horst 

end of comment Discussion of Note 337(3)

Comments on 337(1) Part     2
January 10, 2016 

PS I see that the computer worked out the result so you are right.

In a message dated 09/01/2016 15:32:08 GMT Standard Time, mail@horst-eckardt.de writes:

Probably 2 typos: in (20) the factor pi and in (23) the factor n^3 seems to be missing.
The numerical expression for LZ(vac), eq.(29) gives a much smaller value according to my 
calculation. I used the formula

which gives 
This is by 10 orders of magnitude smaller than your value, please check. Also the other 
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quantities (Beff, A) are smaller by at least 10 orders of magnitude, see protcol. Is it 
plausible that the vacuum effects are so tiny?

Horst

Comments Off

Discussion of 337(1)
January 10, 2016 

Many thanks for going through this and other notes. Agreed with the first point, but n cubed is already 
incorporated in <1 / r cubed> in the second point. I will go through the calculation now and check it. It 
depends on how the vacuum effects are expressed. The anomalous g of the electron as you know is a 
1% effect but the Lamb shift in H is only one gigahertz, about 1 / 30th of a wavenumber in inverse 
centimetres. This particular calculation is straightforward basically.

To: Emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 09/01/2016 15:32:08 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Comments on 337(1)

Probably 2 typos: in (20) the factor pi and in (23) the factor n^3 seems to be missing.
The numerical expression for LZ(vac), eq.(29) gives a much smaller value according to my 
calculation. I used the formula

which gives 
This is by 10 orders of magnitude smaller than your value, please check. Also the other 
quantities (Beff, A) are smaller by at least 10 orders of magnitude, see protcol. Is it 
plausible that the vacuum effects are so tiny?

Horst

337(1).pdf

end of comment Discussion of 337(1)

UFT88, 99 and 109 read at the University of     Manchester
January 10, 2016 

Manchester is ranked 41 in the world by Shanghai University rankings, 56 by Times and 98 by 
Webometrics. It has 25 Nobel Laureates among past and present staff and students, notably Ernest, 
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Baron Rutherford. It owns the Grade 1 listed Jodrell Bank radio telescope and has 37,925 students. It is
a world ranking university, and there are frequent study visits from it to www.aias.us. The combination 
of UFT88, 99 and 109 is the right one to study, because between them they refute Einsteinian general 
relativity completely and introduce the Evans torsion identity of UFT109, incorporated into the Jacobi 
Cartan Evans identity in UFT313 which introduces ECE2 theory and papers (UFT313-320, UFT322-
UFT336 to date). UFT99 shows that if torsion is missing, as in the Einstein theory, the curvature and 
gravitation BOTH vanish (see definitive proofs recorded daily on this blog). So if torsion is neglected, 
there is no curvature and there is no gravitation at all, a reductio ad absurdum proof that refutes the 
Einstein theory completely from geometry. So gravitation and torsion are either both non zero, or both 
vanish. It is not possible to assert that curvature is non zero and that torsion is zero, as done by Bianchi 
in 1902 and Einstein in 1915. Torsion was discovered by the great mathematician Elie Cartan in the 
early nineteen twenties. The first correct theory of relativity is ECE, initiated in UFT1 in 2003. This is 
unanimously accepted now by leading intellectuals, dogmatism is irrelevant to science as always, and 
even school children know that the Einstein era in gravitational physics is over. So there is no point in 
talking about big bang and black holes because they are based on the Einstein theory and their metrics 
are completely wrong. The ECE2 series of papers is currently being read at the rate of 177,463 times a 
year around the world, in essentially all top ranking universities, notably the top twenty in the world by 
Webometrics, Times and Shanghai rankings. The Evans / Morris papers are being read at the rate of 
78,986 times a year in top universities. The Evans / Morris effects are therefore well known throughout 
the world, and were observed by AIAS Co president Gareth Evans in a private laboratory with home 
built apparatus in the manner of the Rutherford group. The experimentalist Trevor Morris comes from 
Neath, and is dyslexic, so he cannot read the papers but understands them of course, UFT278 – 280, 
UFT289 – 304, UFT306, UFT308 – UFT312. For a living, Trevor has to work as a porter in a 
university, because he cannot read due to dyslexia. Obviously neither Gareth nor Trevor consume 
bllions of tapayers’ money.

end of comment UFT88, 99 and 109 read at the University of Manchester

Daily Report 8/1/16
January 10, 2016 

During the day 258,347 printed pages (941.983 megabytes of memory) were downloaded from 5057 
memory files downloaded (hits), 910 distinct visits averaging 5.0 memory pages of 12 minutes 
duration, main spiders cnsat (China), google, MSN and yahoo. Extensive spidering from 
192.243.55.xxx in the unresolved domain. Site download from 23.251.555.xxx in the unresolved 
domain. Site 200.14.49 in the unresolved domain has been making repeated downloads of recent UFT 
papers in the Spanish language in the first week of January 2016 (mainly ECE2 and Evans / Morris 
papers). The Evans / Morris estimate is recalibrated as follows. Collected ECE2 2431, Top ten items 
1919, Evans / Morris papers 1082 (accurate), Collected scientometrics 211, Barddoniaeth / Collected 
poetry 140, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 73(est), Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 95, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 93, Principles of ECE 68, Engineering Model 52, UFT88 47, 
UFT321 43, Evans Equations 35, UFT311 33, CEFE 26, Self Charging Inverter 18, Lindstrom Idaho 
Lecture 11, Three world records by MWE 6, Most prolific chemists and physicists in history 5, 
UFT313 57, UFT314 53, UFT315 53, UFT316 67, UFT317 22, UFT318 76, UFT319 47, UFT320 186,
UFT322 39. UFT323 164, UFT324 142, UFT325 32, UFT326 208, UFT327 201, UFT328 209, 
UFT329 196, UFT330 186, UFT331 142, UFT332 155, UFT333 145, UFT334 142, UFT335 152, 
UFT336 29 to date in January 2016. Czech Technical University Prague infinite solenoid, Institute of 
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Theoretical Physics University of Hannover UFT175; Turin Polytechnic UFT311; San Francisco 
Internet Archives spidering (www.us.archive.org). This archive has 459 billion pages of internet 
archived in The Petabox Project, including the whole of www.aias.us. Intense interest all sectors, 
updated usage file attached for January 2016.

end of comment Daily Report 8/1/16

Library of Congress Web Archive and San Francisco 
Internet     Archive
January 9, 2016 

I will see whether the combined ECE sites can be archived on these two archives. I know that 
www.aias.us is spidered frequently by the San Francisco Internet archive. I am a British / US dual 
citizen, which will help with this idea. The www.aias.us site is already in the British archives, 
www.webarchive.org.uk, but the more archiving the merrier. Archiving is of supreme importance to 
anyone who cares anything about their legacy and place in history. I am horrified by the way in which 
heritage in the Swansea Valley is being destroyed. It seems that I am the only former pupil of the 
historically important Pontardawe Grammar School who has written a history of it as part of my 
Autobiography on www.aias.us. This is very popular arund the world adn has been for some years. So 
the multiple archiving of www.aias.us, www.upitec.org and so on is of great importance not only to 
science but to history. Similarly I have written a very history of the EDCL in my autobiography. I know
that many pupils cherish the memory of the School

end of comment Library of Congress Web Archive and San Francisco Internet Archive

Discussion of 337(5)
January 9, 2016 

Agreed, the radiative corrections of the mid forties showed that there is energy in spacetime: the 
anomalous g factor of the electron, the Lamb shift and Casimir effect for example. The Aharonov 
Bohm geometry and spacetime contains potentials and no fields. The definitive definition of the ECE 
vacuum occurs in the Eckardt / Lindstrom papers: UFT292 to UFT299. UFT313 ff introduce new 
concepts in ECE2 theory. UFT311 shows that the Osamu Ide circuit can be explained by ECE theory, 
and the paper on the self charging inverter is on the www.aias.us site.

Discussion of 337(5)

Good point by Sean. There is no such thing as a vacuum as we thought of it. Spacetime is 
always present and the correct term to use.

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Discussion of 337(5)

337(6): Final version of     337(5)
January 9, 2016 
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This note explains how the rest energy of a particle at rest picks up a quantum of energy from the 
Aharonov Bohm spacetime through the AB angular frequency . This is the most fundamental 
description of energy from spacetime using the magnetic fluxon h bar / e in weber and the W potential 
of ECE2.

a337thpapernotes6.pdf

end of comment 337(6): Final version of 337(5)

Discussion of 337(5)
January 9, 2016 

This is a good point by Sean Maclachlan. I have used the rather sloppy word “vacuum” – it should be 
spacetime, which is Cartan geometry. I should start to define things as the Aharonov Bohm spacetime 
and geometry, defined by: T = d ^ q + omega ^ q = 0; R = d ^ omega + omega ^ omega = 0. This note is
aimed to define energy from spacetime via the fluxon, h bar / e, and to bring together diverse concepts. 
As a matter of interest the modern Clan Lachlan has set up the Lachlan Scottish charitable trust, which 
can take donations to preserve heritage. The Clan was present at Culloden with my ancestors, Clan mac
an Taoiseach (corrupted to Mackintosh), the leading clan of the Chattan confederation, Clan na 
Chattan. The Lachlan clan descends from the 13th century Lachlan Mor (the Great Lachlan) of Loch 
Fyne, Argyll, who was in turn descended from an Irish Prince of the O’Neill, Anrothan ua Neill mac 
Flaithbertach ua Neill, died 1036. Its current Chief is Euan John Maclachlan of Maclachlan, 25th Clan 
Chief and Baron Strathlachlan. All the clans are of course Irish in descent, from Dalriada, and speak 
Gaelic, or Goidelic Celtic. The most ancient language of Scotland is Cumbric (Brythonic Celtic). I 
understand Cumbric more or less fluently after some thought, and many words of Gaelic. However 
when they start talking Gaelic it is too far away to understand easily. I can pick up words and phrases. 
All the Clan genealogy is on the Celtic Royal Genealogy site, with hundreds of thousands of entries 
that any clan member can look up. My rank of Gentleman is roughly equivalent to a Scottish Baron or 
Life Baron in England and Wales. I was once offered a Scotish baronacy but for money, so I refused. 
My titles are earned on merit. A Life Baronacy is a seat in the House of Lords, therefore there are no 
hereditary peers in the House of Lords with the exception of the non voting Speaker, the Duke of 
Norfolk.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 08/01/2016 19:14:58 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 337(5): Zero Point Energy in the ECE2 Vacuum

Can you clarify what defines or constitutes the vacuum in the notes for this paper?
It seems like a poor choice of words adopted by the physics community as vacuum in 
general language means the absence of anything such as the vacuum of space or to vacuum 
the carpet to remove dust, crumbs etc…
However it seems that here vacuum is full of all sorts of structured potentials.

Sean

On Jan 8, 2016, at 6:18 AM, EMyrone wrote:

This note shows that the zero point energy in ECE2 theory is due to the acalar 
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part of the spin connection of Cartan geometry. The ECE2 vacuum is quantized 
by using the quantum of magnetic flux in weber , i.e. h bar / e. In a sense, 
quantum field theory, quantum optics, and quantum harmonic oscillator theory 
is derived from Cartan geometry, and also the exisetnce of zero point energy 
from the vacuum. In another sense, the de Broglie Einstein energy equation is 
derived from the quantized ECE2 vacuum. So this note brings together several 
fundamental concepts, and shows that quantized vacuum energy exists. The 
scalar part of the geometrical spin connection defines the vacuum wavenumber. 
So the vacuum is ubiquitous and always quantized. This concept can be related 
to zitterbewegung theory in radiative correction theory. The most fundamental 
concept is the W four potential of ECE2, Eq. (1). This is defined in terms of the 
spin connection four vector. This is only one out of many many possible 
developments of the ECE2 W potential. The next note will extend this 
development to momentum

<a337thpapernotes5.pdf>

end of comment Discussion of 337(5)

Daily Report 7/1/16
January 9, 2016 

During the day 225,395 printed pages (821.79 megabytes of memory) were downloaded from 2908 
memory files downloaded and 554 distinct visits averaging 4.3 memory pages, 16 minutes duration. 
Main spiders cnsat (China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 2349, To ten items 1649, 
Collected scientometrics 161, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 97, Proofs that no torsion means no 
gravitation 78, Autobiography volumes one and two 74, Collected Evans / Morris papers 70 
(estimated), Collected Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 68, Principles of ECE 51, Engineering Model 51, 
UFT88 42, Evans Equations 24, UFT321 19, UFT311 19, Llais 18, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 9, Self 
Charging Inverter 8, Three world records by MWE 6, List of most prolific chemists and physicists 5, 
UFT313 57, UFT314 50, UFT315 46, UFT316 61, UFT317 19, UFT318 72, UFT319 44, UFT320 13, 
UFT322 37, UFT323 162, UFT324 16, UFT325 25, UFT326 206, UFT327 194, UFT328 208, UFT329
196, UFT330 186, UFT331 142, UFT332 153, UFT333 145, UFT334 140, UFT335 151, UFT336 26 to
date in January 2016. Center for Magnetic Resonance Research, Department of Radiology, University 
of Minnesota Twin Cities UFT25; University of Paris Two First proof that no torsion means no 
gravitation and refutation of the Einsteinian general relativity; Mexican National Library of Science 
and Technology of the National Polytechnic Institute UFT169(Sp); University of Manchester UFT88, 
UFT99, UFT109; British Government Civil Service learning gateway general. Intense interest all 
sectors, updated usage file attached for January 2016.

end of comment Daily Report 7/1/16

Baconian Principles
January 8, 2016 

Happy new year to Axel Westrenius and family! The Baconian principles are the only ones in natural 
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philosophy. It is clear that science has been badly corrupted, so has society. So we at AIAS have done 
an awful lot to expose the corruption and put things right. Axel has always been insightful and helpful.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 08/01/2016 11:44:14 GMT Standard Time
Subj: A Fight for the Soul of Science

https://www.quantamagazine.org/20151216-physicists-and-philosophers-debate-the-
boundaries-of-science/

end of comment Baconian Principles

337(5): Zero Point Energy in the ECE2     Vacuum
January 8, 2016 

This note shows that the zero point energy in ECE2 theory is due to the scalar part of the spin 
connection of Cartan geometry. The ECE2 vacuum is quantized by using the quantum of magnetic flux 
in weber , i.e. h bar / e. In a sense, quantum field theory, quantum optics, and quantum harmonic 
oscillator theory are derived from Cartan geometry, and also the existence of zero point energy from the
vacuum. In another sense, the de Broglie Einstein energy equation is derived from the quantized ECE2 
vacuum. So this note brings together several fundamental concepts, and shows that quantized vacuum 
energy exists. The scalar part of the geometrical spin connection defines the vacuum wavenumber. So 
the vacuum is ubiquitous and always quantized. This concept can be related to zitterbewegung theory 
in radiative correction theory. The most fundamental concept is the W four potential of ECE2, Eq. (1). 
This is defined in terms of the spin connection four vector. This is only one out of many possible 
developments of the ECE2 W potential. The next note will extend this development to momentum

a337thpapernotes5.pdf

Comments Off

Hello Dave: Bad Link on “Equations Flowchart” page
January 8, 2016 

Many thanks for this note. Agreed, for some reason the image has reduced to a small square. I looked 
up the archives and the image is in the archives. The lecture has been posted as a pdf and the number of
readings of it in terms of files downloaded is recorded every early morning.

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 07/01/2016 20:23:58 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Bad Link on “Equations Flowchart” page

Dr Evans, the image is missing on your Equations Flowchart webpage:

http://www.aias.us/index.php?goto=showPageByTitle&pageTitle=Equations_flowcharts If 
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the flowchart is a work in progress, the older version could still be shown, with a 
disclaimer.

Also, I wanted to watch Doug Lindstrom’s Idaho presentation, but it can only be seen by 
paying $37 here: http://emediapress.com/ece/

Is there a way Dr Lindstrom could provide the video to ECE students? Surely, he could 
upload it to YouTube, since he is the author and presenter?

Is the pdf of his presentation available on Aias.us?

All of us dislike paywalls, but even worse, anything that slows the acceptance of ECE 
Theory is extremely dangerous for the entire planet.

Thanks,

Michael Jackson

end of comment Hello Dave: Bad Link on “Equations Flowchart” page

Daily Report 6/1/16
January 8, 2016 

During the day 223,747 printed pages were downloaded (815.78 megabytes) from 2592 memory files 
downloaded (hits) and 513 distinct visits, averaging 3.8 memory pages, 14 minutes duration, main 
spiders cnsat (China), google, MSN and yahoo. Collected ECE2 2291, Top ten items 1644, Collected 
scientometrics 143, Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 92, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 67, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 66, Collected Evans / Morris 60(est), Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 
58, The Principles of ECE 43, UFT321 43, Engineering Model 42, UFT88 37, CEFE 33, F3(Sp) 32, 
Evans Equations 24, Llais 16, UFT311 15, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 8, Self Charging Inverter 8, Three 
world record by MWE 5, List of most prolific chemists / physicists 4, UFT313 56, UFT314 52, 
UFT315 46, UFT316 61, UFT316 62, UFT317 14, UFT318 72, UFT319 39, UFT320 13, UFT322 32, 
UFT323 160, UFT324 13, UFT325 20, UFT326 204, UFT327 192, UFT328 201, UFT329 194, 
UFT330 185, UFT331 140, UFT332 152, UFT333 143, UFT334 140, UFT335 148, UFT336 18 to date
in January 2016. Princeton University UFT146; University College of Wales Aberystwyth general; 
University of Manchester educational note two. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached 
for January 2016.

end of comment Daily Report 6/1/16

Discussion of Daily Report     5/1/16
January 7, 2016 

Many thanks for the constant encouragement from Gareth Evans over the years. I am not terribly 
bothered about the theatrical limelight, having forged a true enlightenment. Many thanks to all 
supporters and nominators. These have the effect of making the awards system look like a bad dose of 
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influenza. So we continue to put in the nominations, as a kind of protest.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 07/01/2016 14:08:17 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Daily Report 5/1/16

Collected ECE2 papers over 2000. Remarkable!! Well done Myron, the recognition you 
deserve – and better than any awards etc.

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Discussion of Daily Report 5/1/16

Genetic Anthropology of the British     Isles
January 7, 2016 

The most recent New Scientist study shows very little Roman, Viking or Norman DNA in 
contemporary Britons. The DNA of the British archipelago of over six thousand islands is dominated 
by the most ancient population, which eventually spoke dialects, later languages, of Brythonic and 
Goidelic Celtic that evolved from continental proto Celtic, many thousands of years old. This was a 
branch of proto Indo European, about thirty thousand years old. “Celtic” is a linguistic term, not 
genetic. The Basque, Welsh and Irish DNA is almost identical, characterized by very little variation in 
the Y chromosome, and Basque is pre Indo European, of great antiquity, spoken by early hunter 
gatherers and not farmers. The genetic make up of the ancient British archipelago is diverse, indicating 
long intervals of isolation due to lack of roads, dense forests, bogs and mountains, terrible climate (the 
same now), many islands and so on. Later on, and long before the Romans, the British and Irish had an 
extensive road system and a high civilization (Francis Prior, “Britain B. C”), they build Stonehenge and
huge oppida or ring forts, indicating advanced organization. There is almost no Roman, Norman or 
Viking DNA in the indigeneous British population. I am a rare specimen in having a lot of Norman 
DNA. The so called “Anglo Saxons” have R1b with values 23/11 on alleles 390/391. This is not 
particularly different from ancient British. You cannot usually tell a British person from a northern 
European person just by looking at them. Francis Prior (“Britain A. D.”) argues that there was no large 
scale continental invasion of Britain in about 415 A. D. However there was certainly an invasion, but 
one which left little archaeological trace, suggesting small raiding parties followed by limited 
settlement. Out of bloody minded laziness and pressure from a ruling elite, the Britons lost their 
language. However all the invadors lost their languages too. No one speaks Mercian, Norse or 
anything, only an increasingly dull English, hardly Milton at all. Anyone who knows anything about 
Welsh or Mercian or Norse will find many descriptions of ferocious battles which came out about even.
The result of all this is that continental DNA from about 415 onwards is prevalent only in some areas of
eastern and southern England and the midlands (Mercia). Even in those areas 60% of the population is 
still ancient British. About 10 – 40 % of continental DNA in those areas occurs in roughly half the 
population only. There is no such thing as “Anglo-Saxon” – it was an invention of the Venerable Bede 
who never left his native area. The Angles or Ingles were a small population of islanders off the coast 
of Denmark. The peoples closest to Britain observed the Roman retreat, or rout, and some forced the 
retreat themselves. The Normans married each other and were a ruling elite. Only very gradually did 
Norman DNA get out to the general population. Similarly the Welsh Princes and British Kings, their 
ancestors, were a ruling elite. I may have my DNA done but only if it can prove descent where 
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documents cannot be found, for example the ancient British Evans line and the Norman Havard line. I 
am quite sure that a clever enough genealogist would be able to push back further than Edward Evans 
and Elizabeth Gaunt d’Or (Gunter) and further than Morgan Havard. The great advantage in the latter 
case is that the distinctive Havard Norse DNA may be present somewhere in my DNA and this can be 
compared with a male Havard cousin or some other Havard. It is an almost unique family, all coming 
from the eleventh century Sir Walter Havard. I mention this because George V used to irritate the teeth 
out of Lloyd George by describing Britain and the United States as the great Anglo Saxon races. So 
Lloyd George ground his teeth and remained silent.

end of comment Genetic Anthropology of the British Isles

John Milton (1608 –     1674)
January 7, 2016 

All my sonnets in Welsh and English are Miltonian sonnets in blank verse, decasyllabic, fourteen lines, 
usually with a rhyming couplet to end, often using the iambic pentameter. In 1652, Milton wrote 
Sonnet 16 in praise of my ancestral cousin Oliver Cromwell, Lord Protector (the genealogy is 
attached), who was a distant cousin of Charles 1st Stuart. We are all descended from Tewdwr Mawr ap 
Cadell, King of the southern regions of Wales (Deau Cymru). The ancestry of Tewdwr Mawr goes back
to Hywel Dda, Rhodri Mawr, Urien Rheged and to 150 B. C. with accuracy. Milton graduated B. A., M.
A. from Christ’s College Cambridge, which invited me to become a student there in 1967 / 1968. 
Milton made a famous speech to Parliament in 1644, entitled “Areopagitica”, considered to be the best 
defence of freedom of speech ever written. Talk of the devil, it was a condemnation of prepublication 
censorship, with which I am as familiar as Milton. Milton’s speech was after Areopagitikos by Isocrates
in the 5th century B. C. The Areopagus is a small rocky outcrop in Athens often used for debating in 
Periclean Athens, one of the greatest pinnacles of civilization. Milton was appointed Secretary for 
Foreign Tongues by the Council of State in March 1649, to defend the Republic declared in the same 
year. I adhere to that Republic now. My formative learning was as a Welsh speaking Baptist, much 
more liberal than Milton’s puritan presbyterians, but all republicans. It is very often not realized that 
Britain is as much of a Republic as a Monarchy. I am in favour of a completely independent and 
humane Welsh Republic, which would be as different from tory England as could possibly be 
imagined. It would be a second Republic of Florence with the Welsh language very heavily protected 
from austerity and assorted barbarism. Cromwell dissolved Parliament in 1653 and became Lord 
Protector. He died in 1658 and Milton savagely condemns the in fighting and weakness that led to the 
restoration of May 1660. Milton was condemned and went into hiding but later “pardoned”, imprisoned
for a while, then released. Those writings of his that could be found were burnt. So much for restored 
civilization. Milton is now considered to be the second most influential poet in English to my distant 
cousin William Shakespeare (genealogy attached). Milton is sometimes dismissed as a polemicist, a 
grim puritan and presbyterian. He was however a fervent advocate of freedom and republicanism. The 
Baptists went further and made the outrageous suggestion of suffrage in the 1647 Putney Debates along
with the Levellers and other radicals. All nonconformists by upbringing are supposed to be republicans.
I am a logical agnostic (from the Greek for “not knowing”) but I come from a vivid high point of 
civiliation – the Welsh speaking Baptists. To lose such a civilization is Auden’s “intellectual disgrace”, 
an abject defeat, a capitulation to nothingness – materialism.

afamilylinesrelationtoOliverCromwell.pdf

afamilylinesrelationtowilliamshakespeare.pdf
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end of comment John Milton (1608 – 1674)

Discussion of Note     337(4)
January 7, 2016 

Good to hear from Doug Lindstrom, and Happy New Year! Within a C negative constant h bar / e, 
gravitation and electromagnetism are both described completely in the AB vacuum, and in exactly the 
same way, by the spin connection four vector. Here C denotes charge conjugation symmetry. The basic 
result is W(0) = h bar / e in units of weber, magnetic flux, which is negative under C because C(e) = -e. 
The next stage is to develop the relativistic Hamilton Jacobi equation for many new results, both in 
electromagnetism and gravitation. The Eckardt / Lindstrom papers UFT292 – 299 on the ECE vacuum 
are being heavily studied, so congratulations to both authors.This morning’s report shows that UFT321 
has been heavily downloaded and studied. This morning’s report shows very heavy selective 
downloading of ECE2 papers as well as heavy spidering of the www.aias.us site.

In a message dated 06/01/2016 16:10:09 GMT Standard Time, writes:

This is a very good result. With the ECE2. vacuum described by the spin connection, this 
suggests that this vacuum which contains no electric charge, but does contain mass, then 
becomes equivalent to a pure gravitational field. The theory has come back full circle. I 
look forward to the next note to see how this unfolds.
Doug

On Wednesday, 6 January 2016, <EMyrone> wrote:

This is defined in Eq. (1) in terms of the W four vector of ECE2 theory 
(UFT315 – UFT319). The fundamental units of the new theory are defined, and
the fundamental unit of W sub (0) is defined as h / e in weber, the unit of 
magnetic flux (“The Enigmatic Photon”, Omnia Opera section). The Aharonov 
Bohm vacuum is defined completely by the spin connection four vector, and the
electric field strength E and the magnetic flux density B in terms respectively of
the orbital and spin curvature vectors. So the vacuum is defined entirely by the 
spin connection and produces effects in regions where the curvature is zero. In 
minimal notation the second Maurer Cartan structure equations defines the 
Aharonov Bohm effect as:

R = d ^ omega + omega ^ omega = 0

and the first structure equation simultaneously gives:

T = d ^ q + omega ^ q = 0

The next stage is to solve the new relativistic Hamilton Jacobi equation (27) for
many new effects. The entire theoretical framework can be transferred to 
gravitational theory, and mixed effects of electromagnetism and gravitation.

end of comment Discussion of Note 337(4)
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FOR POSTING: Blog Archive for     2015
January 7, 2016 

Many thanks to AIAS Fellow Michael Jackson in Lubbock, Texas, for preparing this invaluable 
archive, work of key importance to science history. As we have just seen with Pontardawe Grammar 
School, there would be literally nothing left of civilization were it not for these archives, which will be 
recorded by the National Library of Wales and British Library on March 8th / 9th. They will then be on 
permanent record on www.aias.us archived on www.webarchive.org.uk

Evans2015DailyBlog.pdf

end of comment FOR POSTING: Blog Archive for 2015

Daily Report 5/1/16
January 7, 2016 

A total of 762,478 printed pages (2.78 gigabytes of memory) were downloaded during the day from 
www.aias.us from 5955 memory files downloaded (hits) and 1367 distinct visits each of 3.9 memory 
pages and 8 minutes duration. Main spiders cnsat, google, MSN and yahoo. There was a second 
complete site download in two days from Oxid in the Czech Republic, and heavy selective 
downloading of ECE2 papers, the top ten of these were the top ten items. Collected ECE2 2264, Top 
ten items 1643, Collected scientometrics 119, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 88, Proofs that no 
torsion means no gravitation 62, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 53, Autobiography volumes one and two 
55, Collected Evans / Morris 50(est), UFT321 41, Principles of ECE 40, Engineering Model 34, 
UFT88 32, F3(Sp) 28, CEFE 21, Evans Equations 20, UFT311 15, Llais 15, Self Charging Inverter 7, 
Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 7, Three world records held by MWE 5, Most prolific chemists and physicists
in history 4, UFT313 55, UFT314 49, UFT315 44, UFT316 60, UFT317 12, UFT318 71, UFT319 38, 
UFT320 11, UFT322 30, UFT323 158, UFT324 12, UFT325 19, UFT326 204, UFT327 191, UFT328 
201, UFT329 193, UFT330 185, UFT331 139, UFT332 151, UFT333 141, UFT334 136, UFT335 148, 
UFT336 16 to date in January 2016. University of Freiburg Switzerland UFT134; Dartmouth 
University levitron, Pakistan Institute of Engineering and Applied Sciences UFT71; Leeds University 
UFT99; School of Electronics and Computer Science Southampton University My page. Intense 
interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for January 2016.

end of comment Daily Report 5/1/16

The Sources for the     Sonnet
January 6, 2016 

These are fairly obvious, the first lines of “Paradise Lost”, 1674, and John Keats’ “La Belle Dame Sans
Merci”.

1) Of Man’s first disobedience, and the fruit
Of that forbidden tree, whose mortal tast
Brought death into the world, and all our woe,
With loss of Eden, till one greater Man
Restore us,and regain the blissful Seat;
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2) I saw pale kings and princes too,
Pale warriors, death-pale were they all;
The cried “La Belle Dame Sans Merci
Thee hath in thrall”
………………….

And I awoke and found me here,
On the cold hill’s side.

end of comment The Sources for the Sonnet

FOR POSTING: Sonnet in the Style of John Milton to 
Pontardawe     Grammar
January 6, 2016 

In Memory of Pontardawe Grammar School
(Sonnet in the Manner of John Milton)

When all was bright and newly brought to light,
Creation shone in every pupil’s eye,
Learning was in a time of favoured grace,
And the blank satanic night lay vanquished,
The toiling years had walked to Eden’s realm.
But I awoke, deceived in early cold,
The apple eaten on a bare hillside
Was all, there were no youthful voices now.
Wind blew vengeful wrath, and in ignorance
A dirty soil like Passchendaele or Vaux.
The face of Satan come from night to day,
Avenging Angel drew a sword and slew.
In youth the years had delved a wilderness,
Developer’s mud choked the mind with cess.

Comments Off

Bad Physicists
January 6, 2016 

I would say that at school age they know next to nothing about the intricacies of the old standard 
model. They only think they know, unless they are brilliant pupils. They are not allowed to question. 
Many schools all over the world have studied ECE and ECE2 for nearly fourteen years and also the 
MISP Project – The Mindfulness in Schools Project in Britain. Among the schools to visit are 
Westminster College and Eton, generally accepted as the best English Schools, and many others, and 
many schools in Wales and Scotland. I think that Pontardawe Grammar School should be re established
as a Grammar School, or Gymnasium, teaching to the high standards. To start with it could be a small 
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public school teaching entirely in Welsh. I am worried about one or two vain and boorish fellows of the
standard model, and the negative effect they could have on school children. Stephen Crothers 
mentioned one of them lambasting a pupil who had asked an awkward question. If I were still in school
I would be very bored by dogma known to be riddled with errors.

Sent: 06/01/2016 08:51:39 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Intense Study of ECE2

Young students are turned off by “bad physics” because they are frustrated by the 
contradictions that plague it. These contradictions arise because the old physics is wrong in 
so many ways. The beauty of ECE theory lies in its simplicity and consistency. It unifies 
physics and the contradictions and inconsistencies disappear. The uncertainty is removed 
making physics more understandable, more useful and more appealing to a younger 
generation.

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment Bad Physicists

337(4): Development of the ECE2 Minimal     Prescription
January 6, 2016 

This is defined in Eq. (1) in terms of the W four vector of ECE2 theory (UFT315 – UFT319). The 
fundamental units of the new theory are defined, and the fundamental unit of W sub (0) is defined as h /
e in weber, the unit of magnetic flux (“The Enigmatic Photon”, Omnia Opera section). The Aharonov 
Bohm vacuum is defined completely by the spin connection four vector, and the electric field strength 
E and the magnetic flux density B in terms respectively of the orbital and spin curvature vectors. So the
vacuum is defined entirely by the spin connection and produces effects in regions where the curvature 
is zero. In minimal notation the second Maurer Cartan structure equations defines the Aharonov Bohm 
effect as:

R = d ^ omega + omega ^ omega = 0

and the first structure equation simultaneously gives:

T = d ^ q + omega ^ q = 0

The next stage is to solve the new relativistic Hamilton Jacobi equation (27) for many new effects. The 
entire theoretical framework can be transferred to gravitational theory, and mixed effects of 
electromagnetism and gravitation.

a337thpapernotes4.pdf

end of comment 337(4): Development of the ECE2 Minimal Prescription

Gravitational Aharonov Bohm     Effect
January 6, 2016 

Precisely correct, there is a gravitational AB effect in regions where there the fields are zero and the 
potentials are non zero.
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Sent: 05/01/2016 17:10:44 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: Section 3 of paper 336

These illustrations remind me of drawings of the earth’s magnetic field.
Perhaps the Aharov – Bohm effect happens at planetary scales?

Sean

On Jan 5, 2016, at 1:07 AM, EMyrone wrote:

Many thanks for this very interesting section, with illuminating graphical 
results. There is already a lot of interest building up in the paper. In my opinion 
this new type of ESR and NMR is due to the curl of the vector potential in 
regions where there is no magnetic field. This could have many technological 
ramifications as Sean MacLachlan noted.

t
Sent: 04/01/2016 13:12:05 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Section 3 of paper 336

I added two examples for the vector potential with vector plots 
which
cost me some effort :-)
It can be seen that vector potentials with complicated rotational
structures can have a vanishing curl while simple-looking vector
potentials (as for the solenoid) have non-vanishing curl regions.

Horst 

<paper336-3.pdf> 

=

end of comment Gravitational Aharonov Bohm Effect

Intense Study of     ECE2
January 6, 2016 

In the first four days of January there has been intense study of ECE2 theory and increased use of 
automated spidering by individual users other than google, MSN and yahoo, who have spidered 
www.aias.us intensely for nearly a decade. The irrational teaching of obsolete dogma has become 
almost irrelevant because the work of AIAS / UPITEC has shown that most of it is a waste of money. 
So a further £100 million in funding cuts for physics and astronomy is scheduled in Britain for fiscal 
2015 to 2016. AIAS / UPITEC has shown that there is no need for vast amounts of money, excellent 
physics can be produced by the best minds without wasting the money of other people – tax payers. 
The appalling behaviour of some of the fringe of the standard model turns people off physics entirely. I 

http://www.aias.us/
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don’t know if they realize this. What is really needed is the demolition of wind turbines, which are 
totally useless and subsidy driven. The discovery and synthesis of penicillin and streptomycin did not 
cost billions, but saved billions of lives. About 3.1 million children die of hunger every year, and many 
have to forage for fuel, any bits of wood they can find. So new energy devices are more important than 
the bizarre nothingness of the standard model of physics, a lumbering dinosaur about to become 
extinct. It is also becoming well known that physics funds itself, all its advisors fund themselves 
billions. At CERN they do not even pay income tax. That has been stopped by AIAS / UPITEC, which 
brings everything out of the cave.

end of comment Intense Study of ECE2

Daily Report 4/1/16
January 6, 2016 

A total of 519,748 printed pages were downloaded during the day from 4276 memory files downloaded
(hits) and 1152 distinct visits, averaging 3.9 memory pages and 10 minutes duration. These consisted 
mainly of complete www.aias.us site downloads of more than 2,800 items each, main spiders cnsat 
(China), google, MSN and yahoo. Top ten items 809, collected ECE2 404, Collected scientometrics 99,
Barddoniaeth / Collected poetry 73, Autobiography volumes one and two 44, Proofs that no torsion 
means no gravitation 41, Collected Evans / Morris papers 40(est), Principles of ECE 36, Engineering 
Model 22, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 21, UFT88 20, Evans Equations 18, CEFE 16, UFT321 14, Llais
12, UFT311 10, Self charging inverter 6, three world records by MWE 5, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 5, 
Most prolific physicists and chemists in history 4, UFT313 52, UFT314 47, UFT315 42, UFT316 58, 
UFT317 8, UFT318 40, UFT319 6, UFT320 10, UFT322 8, UFT323 8, UFT324 10, UFT325 14, 
UFT326 8, UFT327 10, UFT328 9, UFT330 5, UFT331 9, UFT332 8, UFT333 9, UFT334 9, UFT335 
14, UFT336 14 to date in January 2016. Clear Hills County Alberta Canada publications (Peace Region
of North Western Alberta and British Columbia); Cuban Radio and Television UFT285, UFT331, 
UFT333; Czech oxid.cz carrier, site download of nearly three thousand items; Computer Centre 
University of Kaiserslautern computerized site spidering of www.aias.us; JSC Bank Kiev Ukraine 
injustices in academia, journalistic freemasonry, main weak points of the standard model of physics, 
two schools of thought in physics; complete site download of about 2,800 items from www.aias.us in 
the unresolved domain. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for January 2016.

end of comment Daily Report 4/1/16

My Pontardawe School     Record
January 5, 2016 

Before someone demolishes the internet here is my record, remembered from my school reports. Class 
of 1961, Pontardawe Grammar School or Gymnasium. The year was divided into three terms. The table
gives academic year followed by my position in the the Form following the term examination results.

1) Winter term 1961: 13th (drawing parental wrath upon me). I did not know that there were to be 
exams.
2) Spring term 1962: 5th.
3) Summer term 1962: 2nd to Huw Thomas Speit, my deadly rival.
4) Winter term 1962 (Form 2L): 2nd to Huw Thomas.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/05/my-pontardawe-school-record/
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5) Spring term 1963: 3rd, slipping badly.
6) Summer term 1963: 2nd again to the same Huw Thomas.
7) Winter term 1963 to Summer term 1966: all top of the form, all rivals vanquished.
School Prize for best O levels, jointly with Huw Thomas probably because his father was a headmaster,
mine an ordinary coal miner.

O Level results 1966, nine certificates, Top grades 1 in seven: Physics, chemistry, mathematics, English
literature, history, French and Latin. Grade two in English language due to an avant garde essay that 
terminally puzzled the examiner; grade three in art due to an avant garde abstract that did not go down 
too well.

A Level result 1967: Pure and Applied Mathematics grade B, finished in one year instead of the 
prescribed two.
A Level result 1968: Physics A, Chemistry B (due to a teacher mix up in the practical exam, Dai 
Daniels might remember that one, we were not taught practical organic, so none of us got an A), Pure 
mathematics D, self taught in one year, no teachers. The school did not do pure mathematics.

Could have gone to Cambridge but preferred Aberystwyth, enraging the headmaster Silwyn Lewis. 
Later a JRF at Wolfson College Oxford just to show I could do it. Not particularly impressed by 
Oxford, even less by Cambridge, still the same now.

end of comment My Pontardawe School Record

Letter to David     Kilburn
January 5, 2016 

Good to hear from you! The most detailed account of the Grammar School seems to be my 
autobiography volume one above my coat of arms in the blue box on the home page of www.aias.us. 
There are entries from the www.aias.us blog of 21st August 2011, 21st September 2011 and 9th March 
2012 showing how I tried to find the school records, notably my school reports. However they were 
destroyed by the ultra remote and irrelevant Neath Port Talbot Council, which is not even situated in 
the Swansea Valley. Fortunately I remember very well. If anyone knows of extant school reports of 
Pontardawe Grammar School in the era 1961 to 1968 I would be very interested to hear from them. The
O and A level results, however, can be obtained from replacement certificates of the then Welsh Joint 
Education Committee by googling up the relevant Government site, assuming that the Government has 
not shredded all its records in an effort to bend history. These replacement certificates will prove that 
you were at the Grammar School and of course many people might remember you. A lot of fellow 
pupils are on this e mail listing: Frank Snape (sometime Head Boy), David (Dai ) Daniels, who was in 
my class of 1961, Carole Hopkin and Cynthia Mullan. There are photographs which can be found on 
Google of the mindless demolition of the school. These are ghastly to behold – they make me feel sick. 
I seem to have attended places which were all demolished, Pontardawe Grammar School and the EDCL
at Aberystwyth. With conservation like that who needs the atomic bomb? An enhanced version of the 
school photograph was kindly prepared and sent by Frank Snape, now living in Canada. He was in the 
same class as Huw Llywelyn Davies, the son of Eic Davies. Dai Daniels lives in South Carolina. He is 
on the upper left right hand looking at the small group photograph. A bunch of dubious specimens who 
were in the same class as me (in humour). All on the listing here are in the school photograph with the 
possible exception of Cynthia Mullan, it is a matter of finding us. Also attached is a cutting kindly sent 
by Dai Daniels about the famous Mary Hopkin, my cousin, and also in the class of 1961. She is the 

http://www.aias.us/
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younger sister of my cousin Carole Hopkin. They would probably have also demolished Llan Giwg 
were it not for the excellent work of the Llan Giwg Community, led by Carole Hopkin and Cynthia 
Mullan. The bureaucrats might demolish knowledge soon as being obsolete and too expensive.

apontardawegrammarschoolcuttingaboutmaryhopkin.pdf

apontardawegrammarschoolphotograph1.pdf

end of comment Letter to David Kilburn

Increase Business revenue: drmyronevans.wordpress.com
January 5, 2016 

This looks like a mass advert addressed to a team, so obviously will get no answer from me. We are 
already on the first page of google for nearly three thousand items. It is a matter of optimizing 
keywords, not too precise, because a precise title of any item will appear on the first page of google, 
and not too general. For Example “Bianchi Identity” brings up the classic UFT88 as site six on the first 
page of Google out of 244,000 sites. This means a very high impact paper to which the old physics, 
populated by ancient puritans like ‘t Hooft, have no answer. So they resort to cheap sarcasm wholly 
unworthy of any profession. Accordingly I do not correspond with ‘t Hooft, who has offended Crown 
and Parliament and many others around the world. He is not typical of The Netherlands as an 
intelligent, liberal and tolerant Nation with an ancient tradition of culture. Many from The Netherlands 
study ECE and ECE2 avidly, and ignore him.

Sent: 05/01/2016 08:43:52 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Increase Business revenue: drmyronevans.wordpress.com

Hi Team,

Hope you are keeping well.

If you are facing problem at acquiring organic traffic to your website and want to get 
visibility, we can help you out to overcome such problems.

In spite of having popular keywords your website may not be visible on the first page of 
major search engines because of various reasons behind this and you should be well aware 
of the main drawbacks.

In order to have a high SERP ranking and vibrant social media presence, you must 
overcome:

-Technical errors present in your website that prohibits search engine to index your website.
-Every website requires accurate and fitting keywords for better optimization.

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/05/increase-business-revenue-drmyronevans-wordpress-com/
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-Fully furbished website with high quality and theme based back links.

-Active updates on social media portals would increase the popularity and brand awareness.

We cover all the major aspect of promotion under one single plan starting from error 
fixation, keywords ranking, back-link submission, Social media promotion etc. This e-mail 
provides you with a glimpse of some of the services which we offered from our company. If
you require any sort of website assistance or if you have any query about our services then 
kindly contact us back.

Will be looking forward to your response to assist you further.

end of comment Increase Business revenue: drmyronevans.wordpress.com

Sir Alexander Fleming’s Family     Tree
January 5, 2016 

Many thanks, interesting to see a Somerville ancestor of Fleming’s. Mary Fairfax Somerville was 
awarded a Civil List Pension in 1835 by a tory government, even though she was a strong whig (or 
liberal) supporter. I came across an interesting extract from a book called “The Civil List and Mary 
Somerville”, which mentions that at that time, scientists were being given increased recognition. 
Somerville College Oxford is named after her. It is just down the road from the PCL where I worked in 
the seventies. She translated Laplace’s “Celestial Mechanics” among other achievements. About the 
same time, John Dalton F. R. S. was awarded a Civil List Pension. He was a Quaker and of course a 
whig.

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 05/01/2016 10:10:52 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Alexander Fleming’s Family Tree

Best wishes. Vivienne

siralexanderflemingfamilytree.doc

end of comment Sir Alexander Fleming’s Family Tree

Link to Sir Alexander Fleming, F. R.     S.
January 5, 2016 

It looks as if the balance of probability is in the direction of the great scientist.

No confirmation of our Janet Fleming (born 1752), younger sister of Margaret and 
Christiana Fleming marrying Alexander Fleming’s ancestor, John Fleming of Hawkswood 
(born 1748/9) in 1786. No marriage certificate/records found. The Fleming genealogy sites 
on the internet only report that this John Fleming married a Janet Fleming (born 1752) in 
1786. We couldn’t find any other Janet Fleming that fitted the bill! Vivienne
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On 5 Jan 2016 09:05, <EMyrone> wrote:

Very interesting, has the relation to Sir Alexander Fleming been confirmed?

In a message dated 04/01/2016 13:18:06 GMT Standard Time, vivswaby writes:

Sh’mae Myron. FYI. Vivienne

Comments Off

My Ancestral Combe Newlands Family Tree by Vivienne Swaby 
et     al.
January 5, 2016 

This is posted as line number 54 on my page on www.aias.us and is the result of a lot of meticulous 
work by Vivienne Swaby et alii. It would be very interesting to find a link to Sir Alexander Fleming, 
the discoverer of penicillin. Its earliest entry is Patrick Comb, born 1610, almost certainly descended 
from the Clan Mac Tomaidh, and the Clan mac an Taoiseach (MacKintosh), senior clan of the Chattan 
Confederation of Clans. The link between Chattan and MacKintosh was established in 1291, when 
Angus MacKintosh, sixth Chief, married Eva, daughter of Gil Patrick, or Dougal Dal. Patrick Combe 
would have been descended from Tomaidh Mor, great grandson of the eighth Chief of Clan mac an 
Taoiseach (or MacKintosh). The name Patrick suggests a relation to Gil Patric or Dougal Dal, Dougal 
the Blind. The origin of the name Patrick is Patricius, (a Romano British patrician or nobleman). He 
was Padrig ap Mowon, who studied in Bangor Tewdos University (the oldest in Europe) near Llanilltud
Fawr before being captured and taken to Ireland as a slave. The Clan mac an Taoiseach or 
“MacKintosh” goes back to Search mac Dubh, or Shaw mac Duff, son of Duncan mac Duff. The 
starving Clan was the first to charge into grapeshot and musket fire at Culloden, broke through the 
redcoat line armed with claymores, (the ancient Celtic battle sword), but due to lack of coordination 
were surrounded and nearly all killed. There is a mass grave for them at Culloden Moor, where the 
redcoats committed many atrocities under Butcher Cumberland. In one famous incident, Major Wolf 
refused to shoot a wounded highlander and told His Grace the Duke of Cumberland that he could have 
his commission but not his honour. Cumberland then got a soldier to shoot the highlander, so he is not 
held in entire and overwhelming affection in the Highlands and Islands to this day. After that came the 
Highland clearances, so there are millions of clansmen in the United States, Canada, Australia and New
Zealand. So my journey around Mull described in Autobiography volume two, took me around a 
sometimes desolate landscape with ruined cottages where once a brilliant, living culture thrived. If we 
are not careful, this is all we will have left in Wales, the entire country having been made into a bed and
breakfast establishment. Now though, Gaelic is an official language and is making a come back. I heard
some children talking fluent Gaelic near Pen y Gael, Ross of Mull, on my way to Iona.

combenewlandsfamilytree.doc

end of comment My Ancestral Combe Newlands Family Tree by Vivienne Swaby et al.
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FOR POSTING: Section 3 of paper     336
January 5, 2016 

Many thanks for this very interesting section, with illuminating graphical results. There is already a lot 
of interest building up in the paper. In my opinion this new type of ESR and NMR is due to the curl of 
the vector potential in regions where there is no magnetic field. This could have many technological 
ramifications as Sean MacLachlan noted.

t
Sent: 04/01/2016 13:12:05 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Section 3 of paper 336

I added two examples for the vector potential with vector plots which
cost me some effort :-)
It can be seen that vector potentials with complicated rotational
structures can have a vanishing curl while simple-looking vector
potentials (as for the solenoid) have non-vanishing curl regions.

Horst 

paper336-3.pdf

end of comment FOR POSTING: Section 3 of paper 336

Daily Report Sunday     3/1/16
January 5, 2016 

A total of 178,140 printed pages were downloaded (6.495 megabytes of memory), 6,491 files 
downloaded (hits), 486 page views averaging 11.3 memory pages and 12 minutes duration, complete 
site download of nearly three thousand items from dcenter.bezeqint.com, main spiders cnsat (China), 
google, MSN and yahoo. Top ten items 158, Collected ECE2 113, Collected scientometrics 81, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 57, Proofs that no torsion means no gravitation 33, Collected Evans / 
Morris papers 30(est), Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 27, Autobiography volumes one and two 26, 
Principles of ECE 23, Engineering Model 18, UFT88 16, UFT321 12, CEFE 10, Evans Equations 9, 
UFT311 7, Llais 6, Self Charging Inverter 5, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 4, Three world records by MWE
4, Most prolific chemists and physicists 3, UFT313 6, UFT314 2, UFT315 5, UFT316 4, UFT317 7, 
UFT318 3, UFT319 5, UFT320 6, UFT322 5, UFT323 6, UFT324 4, UFT325 10, UFT326 6, UFT327 
3, UFT328 6, UFT329 3, UFT330 2, UFT331 5, UFT332 3, UFT333 4, UFT334 4, UFT335 7, UFT336
7 to date in January 2016. Complete site download of about three thousand items from Bezeq 
International Data Centre in Israel, the country’s most advanced data centre. Bezeq frequently studies 
and downloads www.aias.us. , Bucharest Polytechnic University Romania general. Intense interest all 
sectors, updated usage file attached for January 2016.

end of comment Daily Report Sunday 3/1/16

337(3): New Effects of the Vacuum Scalar Potential in 
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Atomic     Hydrogen
January 4, 2016 

This note uses the minimal prescription E goes to E – e phi, where phi is the vacuum scalar potential, to
deduce many new effect hitherto missed in spectroscopy. The obsolete Dirac approximation is used just
for the sake of development. There are new fine structure terms and many more that the note defines 
for the first time. For example Eq. (45) is one way of measuring the scalar potential if the vacuum from
the well known fine structure of the H atom. In this analysis the vacuum contains no electric and 
magnetic fields, but contains the scalar potential phi. The mathematics are the same in ECE2 and the 
old theories of physics, but there is a key philosophical difference.

a337thpapernotes3.pdf

end of comment 337(3): New Effects of the Vacuum Scalar Potential in Atomic Hydrogen

Pontardawe Grammar School
January 4, 2016 

I would be pleased to communicate about the school, it was a key part of my education.

In a message dated 03/01/2016 19:59:24 GMT Standard Time,

,
If the email address is still current and this message reaches you, would you be so kind as to reply 
please, I would like to communicate with you about Pontardawe Grammar School,
Thank you in anticipation,
David Kilburn. (ex pupil)=

end of comment Pontardawe Grammar School

Vague Ideas
January 4, 2016 

I think that vagueness is the biggest single obstacle to progress, some of it is totally incomprehensible 
and unscientific. So in the latest UFT336 and UFT337 I have set out to develop a precise theory of 
vacuum energy on the simplest possible level, one that no one can argue with, not even the most 
conservative dogmatist, because the theory is very simple and uses their own equations. The major 
philosophical difference is that ECE2 used torsion and curvature, the original special relativity does 
not. The actual equations are the same, and should be very familiar to every physicist. A usual, well 
known theory is used in an entirely new way.

03/01/2016 19:16:30 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Plans for UFT337 / Keshe devices

Hi Horst,

Yes, I agree that his eccentric way of explaining things is very different. To my mind this is 
on purpose, 1) to try to string along enough funding without letting the cat out of the bag, 
and 2) he could be dealing with something he has not studied anywhere else (i.e. ECE2) 
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that could explain things for him. As a result, he makes up his own name for things as 
oppose to using something like “rotating stratified plasma with a vacuum at it’s center that 
solidifies into strange new elements when rotation stops…similar to a flash-cooling, but in 
this case either flash-rotation or flash-voltage potential”…etc.. Either way, shuffling 
through the jargon and just focusing on the technical is the only way to make sense of this 
work.

Best regards,
Franklin

On 1/3/2016 10:39 AM, Horst Eckardt wrote:

Hi Franklin,

thanks for your interesting comments. The problem with Keshe is that he uses 
established physical terms in a very eccentric way. His “plasma” seems to be a 
vacuum or ether flow, and I tried to think about it in these terms. Your 
comments corroborate my working hypothesis that the surface modifications 
impact the flow of the vector potential and thereby generate magnetic and 
possibly electric fields. To understand this fully, we would have to set up a 
vector model with ECE2 equations. I hope that my colleagues will succeed in 
reproducing a Keshe device which seems not to be so easy at the moment. Then
we have definit conditions and can think about a detailed vector model. 
Thinking out of the box is essential for understanding this new type of physics.
Currently I am also working on a modification of the Osamu Ide device, I will 
see if this can be confirmed to a certain extend experimentally before I am 
going public with the paper, I do not want to embarrass myself :-)

Best regards,
Horst

Am 03.01.2016 um 19:17 schrieb Franklin Amador:

Horst,

Welcome back and Happy New years. I saw your email on Keshe’s 
devices and wanted to let you know my thoughts about his work.

1) The “kitchen chemistry” is to create nano-wires on the surface of 
the copper coils or possibly any non-metal surfaces. This is 
something that increases surface area for vector potential 
interaction. In my own literature research, I’ve found that these 
nano-wires also act as a “Voltage Multiplier” further increasing the 
vector potential interaction. This is why he needs these coated 
materials…to simply and passively create a voltage multiplication 
effect. So, with further mechanical rotation of this high voltage 



multiplication effect, the ECE2 theory asserts the magnetic field out
of rotating electric field.

2) The circular reaction chamber has several purposes. Not only 
does it server as a high voltage plasma source for the nano-wires on 
item 1 above but also the spherical waves from stratified noble 
gases as a result of rotation, which seem to be an incubation 
chamber for further chemical interactions (i.e. LENR). It’s my 
believe the High-Voltage and High Magnetic field (via Rotating 
Voltage ala ECE2) creates the necessary fusion reactions similar to 
what the sun does at it’s core….so, yes, not only attributed to 
pressure and heat. It seems to me that simple hydrogen can get the 
reaction started, but with further elements (i.e. noble gases), more 
interesting effects are pronounced. If it was up to me, I would 
design a system that uses water because of it’s inert chemical 
stability but also it’s abundance in the galaxy. The trick, out of the 
box thinking, is to electrolyze water via high AC voltage and not 
high DC amps, as we are strangely thought in university. Then you 
can use separate rotating Hydrogen and Oxygen chambers. On a 
side note, there are plenty of Tibetan Mandalas deceptions that 
would overlap some of these designs, which I find very fascinating 
and amazingly coincidental.

3) To interact with gravity, I propose two of these spherical cores at 
it’s center in magnetic (rotational) opposition. Then include several 
units on the periphery with individually controlled motors for CCW 
or CW rotation control. I believe I had sketch this out for Dr. Evans 
a few years back.

4) The medical benefits he talks about is related to the oscillating 
magnetic fields that would enter the body in close proximity to the 
units. This has the same effect as using voltage probes Dr. Royal 
Raymond Rife used to get rid of viruses or bacteria from the body at
specific resonant frequencies.

If you would like further information then I can put you in contact 
with someone that has researched Keshe’s work in more detailed 
than I have.

Your friend,
Franklin

On 1/2/2016 12:48 AM, EMyrone wrote:

Welcome back and happy new year to Doug and 
yourself! I agree about the Lamb shift, and will send 



over the first calculation shortly. It is very simple, and 
uses the minimal prescription to define a vacuum 
angular momentum via the vector potential. The 
standard approach is claimed to be precise, but in views 
of UFT85 that claim is almost certainly wildly 
optimistic.

Sent: 01/01/2016 13:22:06 GMT Standard 
Time
Subj: Re: Plans for UFT337 / Keshe devices

I am back and will catch up with the latest 
notes now. Studying the impact of 
“classical” ECE2 vacuum is very important 
and up to date. A lot of people is currently 
trying to reproduce the devices of Keshe. 
Also some people here in Munich are trying 
to reproduce them. Keshe asserts that they 
work by utilizing the vacuum anyway but he
is not able to give an explanation in clear 
physical terms. His online seminars are very
chaotic. The devices are “low tech”, you 
have to produce certain salts by “kitchen 
chemistry” and use a coil with coated 
copper wires for example. Currently I am 
thinking how this can be explained by a 
reasonable physical theory. My current 
working hypothesis is that the coating of 
wires enhances the interaction of matter 
with the vacuum flow which I equate with 
the vector potential. Enhanced interaction 
means creation of vorticity in the vector 
potential, and according to ECE2 then a 
magnetic field is created which should 
enhance that produced conventionally by the
coil. The mechanical interaction mechanism 
between vacuum flow (vector potential) and
matter is currently open. I f someone has a 
good idea, please let me know.
The Lamb shift is certainly created by the 
non-rotational part of the vector potential, 
this part has never been considered in 
physics (except time oscillations which 
contribute to the electric field). So UFT 337 
should become an important paper.

Horst



Am 01.01.2016 um 12:34 schrieb EMyrone:

This paper will aim to explain 
the Lamb shift in the H atom 
with the Aharonov Bohm vector 
potential of ECE2. This means 
that the same vacuum will be 
used for both phenomena. At 
present they are explained with 
diametrically different ideas 
about the vacuum. The 
definitive papers on the ECE 
vacuum are the Eckardt / 
Lindstrom papers UFT292 – 
UFT299, being very heavily 
studied in their own right. The 
ECE2 series is very successful, 
and was all written in the second
half of 2015, UFT313-320, 332-
336 published to date. Their 
progress is closely monitored 
evrey early morning GMT and 
posted on this blog. The ratio of 
ECE2 papers to top ten items is 
steadily increasing as the ECE2 
series becomes increasingly 
studied across the world. This 
means steady study of the ECE2
papers every day. The series has 
developed a new special 
relativity in a space with non 
zero torsion (T) and curvature 
(R). So all physicists can agree 
on the equations. It is now a 
matter of very important 
difference of natural philosophy.
In ECE2, special relativity is 
written in a space with non-zero 
T and R and finite spin 
connection, and in the original 
1880’s special relativity of 
Fitzgerald, Heaviside, Lorentz 
and others, it is written in a flat 
space (T = 0, R = 0, zero spin 
connection). ECE2 goes well 
beyond the obsolete Einsteinian 
general relativity, and UFT325 



shows signs of being a classic 
because it produces precession 
without using Einstein’s ideas at 
all. These ideas of his were of 
course powerful and 
imaginative, but unfortunately 
omitted torsion. So they cannot 
be correct. By now this is 
common knowledge and the 
teachings of the obsolete physics
are rejected as they occur.

end of comment Vague Ideas

Application of ECE2     Theory
January 4, 2016 

This is the key point of course, application of ECE2 theory to rigorously reproducible and repeatable 
new energy devices. I agree with Dr. Horst Eckardt that there is nothing worse than applying theory to 
something that turns out to be artifact, i.e. spurious. This is why I waited a quarter century before 
applying theory to low energy nuclear reactors. The tremendous and very bitter controversy seems to 
have come down on the side of LENR. It is up to industry and government to develop LENR and 
spacetime devices as fast as possible because it is known that wind turbines are almost completely 
useless in high winds. The climate produces increased frequency of storms with high winds. So wind 
turbines should just be dismantled at developer expense. These cynical profiteers should be obliged by 
law to pay back the subsidies that they wasted on useless contraptions, and clean up the environmental 
mess that they have created, again at their own expense. In order to convince the general public, LENR 
devices have to be in the shops and used at home with all despatch, otherwise people will lose interest. 
I discussed this with Jeff Rense on his Radio Show. The Baconian principles of reproducibility and 
repeatability should be familiar to every engineer. UFT311 is the first paper to show that the ideas of 
ECE and ECE2 can be used to describe a precisely defined circuit by Osamu Ide whose details are all 
available. For the first time, devices taking energy from spacetime have been represented to a 
mainstream Royal Society of Chemistry conference at Tsukuba University, Japan, without a single 
objection. The self charging inverter paper has been posted on www.aias.us. So the key advance needed
right away is organization by government and industry of large scale manufacture of LENR and 
spacetime devices. I have been advocating this for well over a decade. I notice that obsolete dogmatists 
like ‘t Hooft still pour scorn and offensive sarcasm over the avant garde intellectuals, their favourite 
target being the capable Australian scholar Stephen Crothers. This attitude by people like ‘t Hooft does 
humankind much harm and he should be reigned in by his university administration. It is quite clear 
that he is being ignored by the colleagues.

Sent: 03/01/2016 18:39:49 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Plans for UFT337 / Keshe devices

Hi Franklin,

thanks for your interesting comments. The problem with Keshe is that he uses established 
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physical terms in a very eccentric way. His “plasma” seems to be a vacuum or ether flow, 
and I tried to think about it in these terms. Your comments corroborate my working 
hypothesis that the surface modifications impact the flow of the vector potential and 
thereby generate magnetic and possibly electric fields. To understand this fully, we would 
have to set up a vector model with ECE2 equations. I hope that my colleagues will succeed 
in reproducing a Keshe device which seems not to be so easy at the moment. Then we have 
definit conditions and can think about a detailed vector model. Thinking out of the box is 
essential for understanding this new type of physics.
Currently I am also working on a modification of the Osamu Ide device, I will see if this 
can be confirmed to a certain extend experimentally before I am going public with the 
paper, I do not want to embarrass myself :-)

Best regards,
Horst

Am 03.01.2016 um 19:17 schrieb Franklin Amador:

Horst,

Welcome back and Happy New years. I saw your email on Keshe’s devices and 
wanted to let you know my thoughts about his work.

1) The “kitchen chemistry” is to create nano-wires on the surface of the copper 
coils or possibly any non-metal surfaces. This is something that increases 
surface area for vector potential interaction. In my own literature research, I’ve 
found that these nano-wires also act as a “Voltage Multiplier” further increasing
the vector potential interaction. This is why he needs these coated materials…to
simply and passively create a voltage multiplication effect. So, with further 
mechanical rotation of this high voltage multiplication effect, the ECE2 theory 
asserts the magnetic field out of rotating electric field.

2) The circular reaction chamber has several purposes. Not only does it server 
as a high voltage plasma source for the nano-wires on item 1 above but also the 
spherical waves from stratified noble gases as a result of rotation, which seem 
to be an incubation chamber for further chemical interactions (i.e. LENR). It’s 
my believe the High-Voltage and High Magnetic field (via Rotating Voltage ala 
ECE2) creates the necessary fusion reactions similar to what the sun does at it’s 
core….so, yes, not only attributed to pressure and heat. It seems to me that 
simple hydrogen can get the reaction started, but with further elements (i.e. 
noble gases), more interesting effects are pronounced. If it was up to me, I 
would design a system that uses water because of it’s inert chemical stability 
but also it’s abundance in the galaxy. The trick, out of the box thinking, is to 
electrolyze water via high AC voltage and not high DC amps, as we are 
strangely thought in university. Then you can use separate rotating Hydrogen 
and Oxygen chambers. On a side note, there are plenty of Tibetan Mandalas 
deceptions that would overlap some of these designs, which I find very 



fascinating and amazingly coincidental.

3) To interact with gravity, I propose two of these spherical cores at it’s center 
in magnetic (rotational) opposition. Then include several units on the periphery 
with individually controlled motors for CCW or CW rotation control. I believe I
had sketch this out for Dr. Evans a few years back.

4) The medical benefits he talks about is related to the oscillating magnetic 
fields that would enter the body in close proximity to the units. This has the 
same effect as using voltage probes Dr. Royal Raymond Rife used to get rid of 
viruses or bacteria from the body at specific resonant frequencies.

If you would like further information then I can put you in contact with 
someone that has researched Keshe’s work in more detailed than I have.

Your friend,
Franklin

On 1/2/2016 12:48 AM, EMyrone wrote:

Welcome back and happy new year to Doug and yourself! I agree 
about the Lamb shift, and will send over the first calculation shortly.
It is very simple, and uses the minimal prescription to define a 
vacuum angular momentum via the vector potential. The standard 
approach is claimed to be precise, but in views of UFT85 that claim
is almost certainly wildly optimistic.

Sent: 01/01/2016 13:22:06 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Plans for UFT337 / Keshe devices

I am back and will catch up with the latest notes now. 
Studying the impact of “classical” ECE2 vacuum is 
very important and up to date. A lot of people is 
currently trying to reproduce the devices of Keshe. Also
some people here in Munich are trying to reproduce 
them. Keshe asserts that they work by utilizing the 
vacuum anyway but he is not able to give an 
explanation in clear physical terms. His online seminars 
are very chaotic. The devices are “low tech”, you have 
to produce certain salts by “kitchen chemistry” and use 
a coil with coated copper wires for example. Currently I
am thinking how this can be explained by a reasonable 
physical theory. My current working hypothesis is that 
the coating of wires enhances the interaction of matter 
with the vacuum flow which I equate with the vector 
potential. Enhanced interaction means creation of 



vorticity in the vector potential, and according to ECE2 
then a magnetic field is created which should enhance 
that produced conventionally by the coil. The 
mechanical interaction mechanism between vacuum 
flow (vector potential) and matter is currently open. I f 
someone has a good idea, please let me know.
The Lamb shift is certainly created by the non-rotational
part of the vector potential, this part has never been 
considered in physics (except time oscillations which 
contribute to the electric field). So UFT 337 should 
become an important paper.

Horst

Am 01.01.2016 um 12:34 schrieb EMyrone:

This paper will aim to explain the Lamb 
shift in the H atom with the Aharonov Bohm
vector potential of ECE2. This means that 
the same vacuum will be used for both 
phenomena. At present they are explained 
with diametrically different ideas about the 
vacuum. The definitive papers on the ECE 
vacuum are the Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 
UFT292 – UFT299, being very heavily 
studied in their own right. The ECE2 series 
is very successful, and was all written in the 
second half of 2015, UFT313-320, 332-336 
published to date. Their progress is closely 
monitored evrey early morning GMT and 
posted on this blog. The ratio of ECE2 
papers to top ten items is steadily increasing
as the ECE2 series becomes increasingly 
studied across the world. This means steady 
study of the ECE2 papers every day. The 
series has developed a new special relativity
in a space with non zero torsion (T) and 
curvature (R). So all physicists can agree on 
the equations. It is now a matter of very 
important difference of natural philosophy. 
In ECE2, special relativity is written in a 
space with non-zero T and R and finite spin 
connection, and in the original 1880’s 
special relativity of Fitzgerald, Heaviside, 
Lorentz and others, it is written in a flat 
space (T = 0, R = 0, zero spin connection). 
ECE2 goes well beyond the obsolete 



Einsteinian general relativity, and UFT325 
shows signs of being a classic because it 
produces precession without using 
Einstein’s ideas at all. These ideas of his 
were of course powerful and imaginative, 
but unfortunately omitted torsion. So they 
cannot be correct. By now this is common 
knowledge and the teachings of the obsolete
physics are rejected as they occur.

end of comment Application of ECE2 Theory

Keshe Devices
January 4, 2016 

Happy New year to Franklin Amador and Family! In my opinion an all out international effort is 
needed to effectively and quickly develop all kinds of devices such as this that take energy from 
spacetime. I met Franklin Amador at Craig y Nos Castle and he voluntarily typeset volumes of 
“Generally Covariant Unified Field Theory”, a great amount of work.

Plans for UFT337 / Keshe devices

Horst,

Welcome back and Happy New years. I saw your email on Keshe’s devices and wanted to 
let you know my thoughts about his work.

1) The “kitchen chemistry” is to create nano-wires on the surface of the copper coils or 
possibly any non-metal surfaces. This is something that increases surface area for vector 
potential interaction. In my own literature research, I’ve found that these nano-wires also 
act as a “Voltage Multiplier” further increasing the vector potential interaction. This is why 
he needs these coated materials…to simply and passively create a voltage multiplication 
effect. So, with further mechanical rotation of this high voltage multiplication effect, the 
ECE2 theory asserts the magnetic field out of rotating electric field.

2) The circular reaction chamber has several purposes. Not only does it server as a high 
voltage plasma source for the nano-wires on item 1 above but also the spherical waves from
stratified noble gases as a result of rotation, which seem to be an incubation chamber for 
further chemical interactions (i.e. LENR). It’s my believe the High-Voltage and High 
Magnetic field (via Rotating Voltage ala ECE2) creates the necessary fusion reactions 
similar to what the sun does at it’s core….so, yes, not only attributed to pressure and heat. It
seems to me that simple hydrogen can get the reaction started, but with further elements 
(i.e. noble gases), more interesting effects are pronounced. If it was up to me, I would 
design a system that uses water because of it’s inert chemical stability but also it’s 
abundance in the galaxy. The trick, out of the box thinking, is to electrolyze water via high 
AC voltage and not high DC amps, as we are strangely thought in university. Then you can 
use separate rotating Hydrogen and Oxygen chambers. On a side note, there are plenty of 
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Tibetan Mandalas deceptions that would overlap some of these designs, which I find very 
fascinating and amazingly coincidental.

3) To interact with gravity, I propose two of these spherical cores at it’s center in magnetic 
(rotational) opposition. Then include several units on the periphery with individually 
controlled motors for CCW or CW rotation control. I believe I had sketch this out for Dr. 
Evans a few years back.

4) The medical benefits he talks about is related to the oscillating magnetic fields that 
would enter the body in close proximity to the units. This has the same effect as using 
voltage probes Dr. Royal Raymond Rife used to get rid of viruses or bacteria from the body
at specific resonant frequencies.

If you would like further information then I can put you in contact with someone that has 
researched Keshe’s work in more detailed than I have.

Your friend,
Franklin

On 1/2/2016 12:48 AM, EMyrone wrote:

Welcome back and happy new year to Doug and yourself! I agree about the 
Lamb shift, and will send over the first calculation shortly. It is very simple, and
uses the minimal prescription to define a vacuum angular momentum via the 
vector potential. The standard approach is claimed to be precise, but in views of
UFT85 that claim is almost certainly wildly optimistic.

Sent: 01/01/2016 13:22:06 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Plans for UFT337 / Keshe devices

I am back and will catch up with the latest notes now. Studying the 
impact of “classical” ECE2 vacuum is very important and up to 
date. A lot of people is currently trying to reproduce the devices of 
Keshe. Also some people here in Munich are trying to reproduce 
them. Keshe asserts that they work by utilizing the vacuum anyway 
but he is not able to give an explanation in clear physical terms. His 
online seminars are very chaotic. The devices are “low tech”, you 
have to produce certain salts by “kitchen chemistry” and use a coil 
with coated copper wires for example. Currently I am thinking how 
this can be explained by a reasonable physical theory. My current 
working hypothesis is that the coating of wires enhances the 
interaction of matter with the vacuum flow which I equate with the 
vector potential. Enhanced interaction means creation of vorticity in
the vector potential, and according to ECE2 then a magnetic field is 
created which should enhance that produced conventionally by the 
coil. The mechanical interaction mechanism between vacuum flow 



(vector potential) and matter is currently open. I f someone has a 
good idea, please let me know.
The Lamb shift is certainly created by the non-rotational part of the 
vector potential, this part has never been considered in physics 
(except time oscillations which contribute to the electric field). So 
UFT 337 should become an important paper.

Horst

Am 01.01.2016 um 12:34 schrieb EMyrone:

This paper will aim to explain the Lamb shift in the H 
atom with the Aharonov Bohm vector potential of 
ECE2. This means that the same vacuum will be used 
for both phenomena. At present they are explained with 
diametrically different ideas about the vacuum. The 
definitive papers on the ECE vacuum are the Eckardt / 
Lindstrom papers UFT292 – UFT299, being very 
heavily studied in their own right. The ECE2 series is 
very successful, and was all written in the second half of
2015, UFT313-320, 332-336 published to date. Their 
progress is closely monitored evrey early morning GMT
and posted on this blog. The ratio of ECE2 papers to top
ten items is steadily increasing as the ECE2 series 
becomes increasingly studied across the world. This 
means steady study of the ECE2 papers every day. The 
series has developed a new special relativity in a space 
with non zero torsion (T) and curvature (R). So all 
physicists can agree on the equations. It is now a matter 
of very important difference of natural philosophy. In 
ECE2, special relativity is written in a space with non-
zero T and R and finite spin connection, and in the 
original 1880’s special relativity of Fitzgerald, 
Heaviside, Lorentz and others, it is written in a flat 
space (T = 0, R = 0, zero spin connection). ECE2 goes 
well beyond the obsolete Einsteinian general relativity, 
and UFT325 shows signs of being a classic because it 
produces precession without using Einstein’s ideas at 
all. These ideas of his were of course powerful and 
imaginative, but unfortunately omitted torsion. So they 
cannot be correct. By now this is common knowledge 
and the teachings of the obsolete physics are rejected as 
they occur.

end of comment Keshe Devices



Calibration Factor of     1.5
January 4, 2016 

Many thanks, this leads to a calibration factor of about 1.5, i.e. these combines sides add 50% to 
www.aias.us. The study of ECE2 is certainly taking off.

There are Now Six Sites for ECE Theory

All the domain names are effectively one site. So the statistics is the total for all the domain
names.

Sean

On Jan 2, 2016, at 12:51 AM, EMyrone wrote:

Many thanks, is it possible to estimate the total number of hits generated by all 
these sites combined in 2015? This probably means that the interest in ECE and
ECE2 is much higher than I have been estimating. It seems probable that the 
total number of hits from these five sites combined exceeds the total number of 
hits from www.aias.us. That would give a calibration factor of greater than two,
i.e. every month I would double the returns for www.aias.us. Also a large 
number of staff and students are using private computers. In 2015 the number 
of hits from atomicprecision.com alone was about half the number of hits from 
www.aias.us, giving a calibration factor of 1.5. In estimating this factor the 
same webalizer software is used for all sites. Now we have the additional 
knowledge that one printed page is 3.646 kilobytes.

In a message dated 01/01/2016 18:14:22 GMT Standard Time, writes:

There is just one site and set of statistics now for all the domain 
names I’m using

atomicprecision.com
upitec.org
unifiedfieldtheory.info
unifiedphysics.info
unifiedphysics.institute

Sean

On Jan 1, 2016, at 1:18 AM, EMyrone wrote:

Many thanks and congratulations to Sean MacLachlan, 
who owns www.atomicprecision.com , now containing 
the same material as www.upitec.org. In 2015, 653,303 
files were downloaded from www.atomicprecision.com 
and 977,177 from www.aias.us up to Dec. 30th. Final 
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returns for the latter site will be in tomorrow. So this 
makes a ratio of 1.5, which I used to calculate the total 
returns every month. Are there any stats for 
www.upitec.org? Perhaps visitors to the latter site are 
counted in the stats for www.atomic.precision.com 
because the two sites are now the same. Both sites look 
very good after a redesign by Sean MacLachlan, who 
was second webmaster of www.aias.us after Bob Gray 
started www.aias.us in 2002. Since then, tremendous 
advances have been made and we are now world 
famous in the physical sciences, mathematics and 
engineering. I now know how to calculate the number 
of A4 pages read from the number of bytes downloaded 
in a given interval of time. One byte is equivalent to one
character such as A, B, 1 , 2, …. So order of magnitude 
one hundred million pages have been read or spidered 
since 2002, combined sites. So this is the total of actual 
readings.

Sent: 01/01/2016 00:33:27 GMT Standard 
Time
Subj: AtomicPrecision.com Site Statistics 
for 2015

Looks like interest grew in the site this year 
particularly after I made some changes to 
improve it’s usefulness back in March.

Clearly there has been a lot of interest in 
ECE2 as the last quarter really picked up! 
2015 was a terrific year of progress and I 
look forward to seeing all you guys 
accomplish on 2016. Aharonov Bohm 
changes showing where energy is coming 
from will have ramifications for years to 
come. Excellent work and Happy New Year!

Sean

<usage.png>

Summary by Month

Month
Daily Avg Monthly Totals

Hits Files Pages Visits Sites KBytes Visits Pages Files

Dec 2015 2932 2430 388 136 2816 29707346 4246 12032 75333
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Nov 2015 2458 2039 218 130 2577 28728736 3911 6545 61180

Oct 2015 2011 1559 275 151 2514 17692369 4681 8530 48346

Sep 2015 1773 1383 250 138 2475 15154211 4142 7503 41515

Aug 2015 2006 1596 240 143 2503 19508104 4445 7451 49506

Jul 2015 1757 1376 271 146 2404 14516173 4529 8403 42667

Jun 2015 1914 1475 322 150 2635 14411809 4527 9661 44265

May 2015 2002 1512 317 155 2707 18789312 4832 9857 46873

Apr 2015 1857 1468 281 145 2401 28342130 4371 8433 44062

Mar 2015 1064 750 252 120 2180 7658797 3746 7834 23258

Feb 2015 707 404 198 110 2180 2433851 3089 5571 11321

Jan 2015 915 579 236 137 2793 4653260 4257 7336 17950

Totals 201596098 50776 99156 506276 653303

=

=

=

end of comment Calibration Factor of 1.5

UFT88 Read in Charles University     Prague
January 4, 2016 

Charles University Prague is ranked 119 in the world by Webometrics and 401-500 by Times. It was 
founded in 1348 by Charles IV and currently has 51,438 students. Staff and students have frequently 
studied ECE theory for nearly fourteen years. It was originally split into four parts: Bohemian, 
Bavarian, Polish and Saxon. Its oldest building is the 14th century Carolinum and it has a famous 
Baroque Library, now part of the Czech National Library. Einstein was appointed full professor of 
theoretical physics there in April 1911 and his circle of intellectuals and friends included Hugo 
Bargmann, Max Brod and Franz Kafka. Tycho Brahe and Johannes Kepler were Imperial Mathematici 
in Prague (equivalent to Civil List Pensioners) and a new Kepler Museum has opened at 4 Kalova 
Street. UFT88 has been studied an estimated fifty thousand times at least since Horst Eckardt and I 
wrote it in about 2008. Among avant garde intellectuals, it is the accepted and definitive refutation of 
Einstein’s ideas about gravitational physics, the most important theory of the twentieth century in that 
field. UFT88 has evolved into the ECE2 series of papers, UFT313 – UFT320, UFT322 – UFT336 to 
date. These are being intensely studied around the world, the most studied being UFT325, which 
produces planetary precession from ECE2 special relativity. Einstein thought that this was impossible. 
His famous and powerful general relativity is now known to be riddled with errors and has been 
corrected and developed into ECE2. Einsteinian GR remains a great theory, a pinnacle of human 
thought.

Comments Off
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Daily Report Saturday     2/1/16
January 4, 2016 

A total of 261,998 printed pages were downloaded during the day (951.6 megabytes), 2818 memory 
files downloaded (hits) from 542 distinct visits averaging 4.0 memory pages and 16 minutes duration, 
main spiders cnsat (China), google, MSN and yahoo. Top ten items 121, Collected scientometrics 47, 
Collected ECE2 37, Collected Evans / Morris 20(est), Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 16, 
Autobiography volumes one and two 13, UFT88 6, CEFE 5, UFT321 5, UFT311 3, Llais 3, Self 
charging inverter 2, Most prolific physicists and chemists in history 1. Three world records by MWE 1,
Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 1, UFT313 2, UFT315 2, UFT316 2, UFT317 3, UFT318 1, UFT319 2, 
UFT322 2, UFT323 3, UFT324 1, UFT325 7, UFT326 3, UFT327 1, UFT329 1, UFT331 2, UFT333 1,
UFT335 3, UFT336 1 to date in January 2016. Mathematics and Physics Charles University Prague 
UFT88. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for January 2016.

end of comment Daily Report Saturday 2/1/16

337(2): The Effect of a Vacuum Scalar Potential on an Electron 
Matter     Wave
January 3, 2016 

This note is a very simple demonstration that the angular frequency as measured in any experiment is 
not an absolute value, it is always influenced by the vacuum scalar potential phi, which is ubiquitous 
and ever present. It can be used to generate energy. This fact is illustrated in an electron beam, whose 
wave function is changed by the scalar potential to Eq. (19) from Eq. (15). There is not enough 
information to solve Eq. (15) for the absolute angular frequency omega and then phi, (two unknowns 
and one equation), so more information is needed. This will be supplied in the next note in order to 
estimate the scalar potential of the vacuum, thought of as a region where potentials are present but no 
fields. In an electric Aharonov Bohm experiment, the phi from a shielded electric field strength E 
produces the electron wave function (19), and there is a shift in the Young interferogram of two 
interfering electron beams, even though E does not interact directly with the electron beams.

a337thpapernotes2.pdf

end of comment 337(2): The Effect of a Vacuum Scalar Potential on an Electron Matter Wave

FOR POSTING: A Personal View of the New Year,     2016
January 3, 2016 

From a personal viewpoint the state of avant garde physics cannot be better, with nearly two hundred 
thousand printed pages read every day off combined sites by humans in the ancient way, or by rapid, 
highly intelligent, spidering by computers. The spiders eventually put the UFT papers on the first page 
of google, indicating a vast and permanent readership. As the weather gets crazy, it is clear that new 
energy devices are very urgently needed, because wind turbines are particularly useless in high winds, 
when they have to be shut down, or in calm weather, when they cannot turn. So they generate the same 
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as the House of Commons – llaregubb backwards. ECE has become well known worldwide in all the 
best universities by a process of osmosis of knowledge, the blotting paper revolution. The knowledge 
revolution makes the osmosis much more rapid than ever before. The new knowledge is put to the 
world and stands or falls on its own merit. The vast majority accepts it with alacrity, the idols remain in
their troll cave, all two or three of them, spewing bile over each other while the world holds its nose. If 
the best minds in the world accept the avant garde, as they do, then AIAS / UPITEC has done the job 
well. It is now up to the politicians and the corporate world to get their act together and manufacture 
the new energy devices as rapidly as possible, distributing them freely and as rapidly as possible to 
those most in need. The UN and UNESCO should be in charge of this. At the risk of vanity, none 
intended, I am the most prolific physicist / chemist in history, followed by Harold Scheraga of Cornell 
and John Thomas of our very own EDCL in Aberystwyth. I have held two other world records for 
many years, and these will probably never be broken: the youngest D. Sc. under stringent modern rules 
and the most number of prestigious fellowships in tough international competition (something similar 
to international piano competitions in music). There is certainly a touch of pride on my part, the 
craftsman’s pride in his work. If I were looking at someone else I would admire such an achievement. 
The idea of a university has extended to the entire readership, only about 2% of the readership is from 
the traditional idea of a university, with its campi, faculty, post docs and students, and all too often, its 
ingrown dogma. This means that the rest of the world is becoming cleverer than universities. One can 
have a university in the Uplands Bookshop in Swansea. This is where Dylan Thomas received most of 
his education, he failed all of his exams with the possible exception of literature and graduated in “The 
Evening Post” and Mermaid before moving on to his writing shed above the boat house.

end of comment FOR POSTING: A Personal View of the New Year, 2016

Introduction to ECE Theory by Michael     Jackson
January 3, 2016 

Greatly appreciated!

Introduction to ECE Theory by Michael Jackson

Added near the end of the home page

Dave

On 12/25/2015 1:23 AM, EMyrone wrote:

OVERVIEW OF ECE THEORY / AIAS.US top paragraphs:

end of comment Introduction to ECE Theory by Michael Jackson

Newlands Family Autosomal     DNA
January 3, 2016 

Many thanks, glad to make your acquaintance. Autosomal DNA would trace back about five or six 
generations, but Y chromosome DNA would trace back indefinitely, so has a big advantage, it can go 
back thousands of generations. With the help of excellent genealogists all my lines are already known 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/03/newlands-family-autosomal-dna/
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accurately to beyond what autosomal DNA can do, and are collected on my page “Myron Evans” on 
www.aias.us. A DNA test on one of the nephews might reveal a Norse Y chromosome, or might not, 
that would be very interesting. So in my case an autosomal DNA would not reveal more than is already 
known from documents, and very accurate work by several genealogists. In my case I am not a 
Newlands in direct father to son line, but in mixed descent. My great grandfather was William 
Newlands as shown on www.aias.us, then his daughter Martha Jane, then her daughter Mary, then me. 
So it is a mixed line. However the Y chromosome of William Newlands would have been passed down 
unchanged from father to son right back to the earliest times. The family is known to be Scottish as you
know, in the Edinburgh / Dundee area. The Combe line comes from Clan Mac Tomaidh, a sept of Clan 
Mac an Taoiseach (Mackintosh) of the great Clan na Chattan. So they would have Irish type DNA 
almost identical to Welsh DNA, and Basque DNA. My Y chromosome is certain to be ancient British, 
my earliest ancestor in the direct paternal line is the early eighteenth century Edward Evans, who 
married the Norman Elizabeth Gunter (from the Norman French Gaunt d’Or, Golden Gauntlet). I 
would like to try to get back further in the direct paternal line, Evans or ab Ifan (mac Ewan translated 
into Gaelic). In one mixed line I am descended from Prince Tewdwr Mawr ap Cadell, so is Vivienne 
Swaby. He is the ancestor of Henry VII Tudor. Using the accurate ancient British genealogy, a few of 
my lines go back to 150 B. C., again mixed lines. We are all equally ancient of course. So I am 
certainly your cousin, no doubt. I can consider doing an autosomal DNA. This would confirm the 
genealogy with very high probability. I have a lot of Norman blood, some of it terminally dubious, like 
Payn y Cythrael (the Devil) de Turbeville. The much more cultured Havard Norman line for example is
Morgan Havard to Twm Havard to Mary Havard to Thomas Elim Havard Jones to Mary Evans nee 
Jones to myself. It almost certainly comes from Sir Walter or Gwallter Havard, Norman lord of Pont 
Gwilym in Brecon, a Knight of Bernard de Neufmarche who fought the Battle of Brecon in 1093 
against my Princely ancestors, Rhys ap Tewdwr, Prince of Deheubarth and Bleddyn ap Maenarch, 
Prince of Brycheinog. It may be that a DNA analysis would carry a trace of the Norse origin of the 
Havards (from Hoy Vard, of High Worth), but this would be a long shot because it is a very ancient 
mixed line going back thirty generations from Morgan Havard Ystrad Fellte to Syr Gwallter Havard 
Pont Gwilym (a distance of only about ten miles over 900 years). At present we are stuck at Morgan 
Havard, who possibly had a father from Defynnog. There are many Havards in present day Defynnog. 
It is an ancient Cambrian Norman Family.

Myron Evans

Dr. M. W. Evans, Gent. (Member of the Gentry 2008), Civil List Pensioner (2005), D. Sc., Ph. D., B. 
Sc. (Wales)
www.aias.us

In a message dated 02/01/2016 20:24:39 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Hi Myles,
Great to hear from you and thank you for passing on my details. Vivienne very kindly 
contacted me straight away and I will reply to her too. Pam does have some male Newlands
cousins in New Zealand, unfortunately the last of her male brothers passed away a couple 
of years ago, but I will pass on your information and encourage her nephews to test.

Pam has had the Autosomal test done the newer of the Genealogy tests done through 
Ancestry and my daughter (her granddaughter has tested with FTDNA). Don’t know if you 
have considered having it done. I think you are about a 6th cousin if my calculation is right.
I recently had a match with a 6th cousin from my own autosomal test that I was able to 

http://www.aias.us/
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identify so if you ever decide to get tested it would be good to compare results.

Nice to meet you anyway Myles, and I am hoping you might join our facebook group. 
Thank you for offering to include my information with your webmaster. That would be 
great. I think collaboration in family history often brings some wonderful results.

Have a wonderful New Year and thank you so much for contacting me.

Kind regards,

Sue

On Sat, Jan 2, 2016 at 7:28 PM, <EMyrone> wrote:

Many thanks, we are very probably cousins. My Newlands cousin Vivienne 
Swaby and her friend did most of the work for the Newlands line and here is an 
introduction to Vivienne. She is the other member of the family you refer to, 
and your distant cousin. The DNA would be very interesting because a 
Newlands relative of yours might have the unique Norse Y chromosome DNA 
that would prove Norse descent from Trondheim in Norway. Margaret Fleming 
was probably a relative of Sir Alexander Fleming, the discoverer of penicillin 
and Nobel Laureate. I have always greatly admired the work that led to the 
synthesis of penicillin and streptomycin. Pam Newlands may have a brother or 
male cousin who might be persuaded to do a DNA test. The Y chromosome is 
passed down from father to son to son as you probably know. The Norse Y 
chromosome is distinct and very ancient, and different from Danish or Swedish 
and so on. The mitochondrial DNA is passed from mother to daughter to 
daughter. Advances in genetics may have made it possible to trace ancestry 
through the mitochondrial line, or mixed line. I can ask the www.aias.us 
webmaster, David Burleigh to post your link below on www.aias.us, which 
reaches up to 182 countries.

Sent: 01/01/2016 23:34:29 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Hi,

I came across your information regarding the Newlands family on 
the internet and thought I would drop you a line. I suspect you 
maybe related to my Mother-in-law Pam Newlands (now McCall). 
Pam is a descendant of George Waddell Newlands who died in 1890
in Fauldhouse, Bathgate Scotland. I recently got a copy of his death 
certificate and his parents were David Newlands and Margaret 
Lang. Now it looks to me that David Newlands parents were most 
likely John Newlands and Margaret Fleming who I suspect you also
descend from. I have an impression from the information you have 
gathered that another member of your family is researching this 
area? If so could you possibly pass on my information to them.

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/


I am trying to set up a facebook group for descendants of the 
Newlands of the Bathgate region and I thought you might like to 
join us. I’m only just starting it but I thought it is a good way to 
share information etc. Here is the link;

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1657851034477849/

I also recently had Pam do a DNA test for genealogy. Not sure if 
this interests you but it may help! Or if you know anyone else who 
is related who may be interested as it would be good to confirm the 
match.

Hope to hear from you.

Kind regards,

Sue McCall
suemccall20

Sent from Windows Mail

end of comment Newlands Family Autosomal DNA

New Feature Added to Daily     Report
January 3, 2016 

This is the number of printed pages downloaded during the day. On New Year’s Day 2016, 121,873 
printed pages were downloaded from www.aias.us alone. Using a very conservative calibration factor 
of 1.5, the total downloaded for combined sites increases by 50% to 182,810 printed pages downloaded
in one day. This total is worked out from the number of gigabytes downloaded during the day. One 
printed page is 3.646 kilobytes. This gives a much better idea of the vast amount of interest in the work 
of AIAS and UPITEC, and of Prof. Emeritus Alwyn van der Merwe’s post Einsteinian paradigm shift 
of the early twenty first century in the physical sciences and engineering. A page of computer memory 
is a very different thing from a printed page.

end of comment New Feature Added to Daily Report

Daily Report 1/1/16
January 3, 2016 

A total of 121,873 printed pages were downloaded around the world during the day (443.51 mbytes), 
1704 hits or memory files downloaded from 371 distinct visits averaging 3.7 memory pages and 21 
minutes duration, main spiders cnsat (China), google, MSN and yahoo. Top ten items 88, Collected 
scientometrics 39, Collected ECE2 14, Collected Evans / Morris papers 10 (est), Proofs that no torsion 
means no gravitation 7, Autobiography volumes one and two 5, UFT88 4, Barddoniaeth / Collected 
Poetry 3, CEFE 2, UFT321 2, Engineering Model 2, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 2, Llais 1, Principles 
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of ECE 1, UFT316 1, UFT319 2, UFT322 1, UFT323 3, UFT325 1, UFT327 1, UFT331 1, UFT333 1, 
UFT335 2 to date in January 2016. British Broadcasting Corporation London UFT33 “Metric 
Compatibility Condition and Tetrad Postulate”. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached 
for January 2016.

end of comment Daily Report 1/1/16

Causes of the First Industrial     Revolution
January 2, 2016 

I would just like to add my two pennies to Steve Bannister’s excellent analysis in his Ph. D. Thesis. 
One of the causes was free discussion without fear of censorship by church and state, as on the 
continent. This is exemplified in the famous painting by Wright of Derby of a scientific meeting. We 
studied this at school. AIAS and UPITEC are societies which allow free discussion, and the tremendous
power of the knowledge revolution means that this freedom of expression cannot be censored. Its vast 
impact is beyond hyperbole. I admire really good universities, and this freedom of thought has made its
way into all the best universities in the world, clearing the path for the second industrial revolution.

end of comment Causes of the First Industrial Revolution

337(1) : Lamb Shift due to the Angular Momentum of the 
AB     Vacuum
January 2, 2016 

This is a straightforward calculation of the Lamb shift in atomic H, and shows that it is due to the AB 
vacuum angular momentum (39) of the minimal prescription, three orders of magnitude less than the 
reduced Planck constant. The angular momentum of an electron in the H atom is of the order of the 
Planck constant, so the calculation makes sense. The result produces the vacuum vector potential (37) 
in a rough approximation. In this view, the Lamb shift is an increase of about a gigahertz in the 2P1/2 
level of atomic H, the 2S1/2 level remaining unchanged. In the usual approach, the vacuum is said to 
possess electric and magnetic fields, and in the usual view it is claimed that the 2S1/2 level is decreased
and the 2P1/2 level unchanged. The net result from the two points of view is the same. This new theory
however uses an approach which develops the vacuum self consistently as an AB vacuum, in which 
there exists potentials but no fields. So the Lamb shift becomes a type of Aharonov Bohm effect. This 
calculation is simply the minimal prescription:

p goes to p – eA

where A is the AB vacuum’s vector potential. It shows in a very clear way that the vacuum (i.e. 
spacetime) is able to affect an electron in the H atom, and this is observed in the Lamb shift. In an 
electron beam the calculation is even simpler. So the potential A is able to affect an electron in a circuit,
notably the circuit used in UFT311. This is what is meant by electric energy from spacetime. This is the
simplest theory possible. The anomalous g factor of the electron can be calculated in the same way and 
so can all the radiative corrections.

a337thpapernotes1.pdf

end of comment 337(1) : Lamb Shift due to the Angular Momentum of the AB Vacuum
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Discussion of 336(5): Electron Spin Resonance Due to 
the     Vacuum
January 2, 2016 

These are interesting remarks. The curl of A in the AB vacuum can be thought of as an effective 
magnetic field arising from the AB vacuum, so there is an ESR resonance in an electron beam even 
though there is no magnet present. Similarly in the Chambers experiment there is an effect on the 
Young interferogram of two electron beams even though there is no magnetic field present, i.e. no 
magnetic field acting directly on the electron beams. For a very long time this was the subject of 
intense debate as you know. So Aharanov had to wait a very long time for his well deserved Wolf Prize.
In ECE, the AB effect was first developed in UFT8. Your vacuum papers with Doug, UFT292 to 
UFT299 are becoming classics, intensely studied worldwide. Your ideas are valid and can also be 
worked out.

Sent: 01/01/2016 23:24:58 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 336(5): Electron Spin Resonance Due to the Vacuum

The ESR type Hamiltonian (40) for the vacuum potential contains the curl of the vacuum 
vector potential. So there is a vacuum magnetic field although there is none according to 
the AB effect. This is obviously the approach of discerning a vacuum field from a standard 
e-m field (in both of field and potential quantities). This approach is justified but not the 
only possible one. Another approach would be to use a unique potential for both cases. This
has to be curl-free in case of the AB effect. The ESR effect then should be derived without 
using the Pauli Algebra, for example using other terms in eq.(31), if they are not too tiny 
(my suggestion).

Horst

Am 29.12.2015 um 13:08 schrieb EMyrone:

This note opens up a new phase of ECE2 theory, beginning with the completely
original theoretical demonstration that the vacuum produces electron spin 
resonance. By inference the vacuum produces nuclear magnetic resonance. So 
the properties of the vacuum can be explored in this way, through ESR in an 
electron beam and NMR in atoms and molecules. This would eb a precise and 
unequivocal demonstration that the vacuum produces resonance effects due to 
the the transfer of vacuum energy to material matter. The extra energy produced
by the vacuum is the ESR resonance angular frequency multiplied by h bar. An 
experiment to detect this effect could be carried out by an adaptation of the well
known Chambers experiment, where electron beams in a Young interferometer 
are affected by a magnetic field shielded from the beams, so only the potential 
is affected. The Young interferometer is replaced by a device to detect electron 
spin resonance. The Chambers experiment itself can be explained by the 
interaction of the vacuum vector potential with the electron beams. So I will 
now proceed to write up UFT336 parts one and two, in co authorship with 
Horst Eckardt as usual.
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Comments Off

Discussion of 336(4)
January 2, 2016 

Thanks for checking this note. It uses Eq. (52) and the rule for the triple cross product:

kappa x (kappa x B) = kappa(kappa dot B) – kappa squared B

and finally

kappa x E = – kappa0c B

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 01/01/2016 23:20:29 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: 336(4): The Aharanov Bohm Vacuum in ECE2

How did you derive eq. (53)? Was it with help of (44)? Where did the cross products go?

Horst

Am 27.12.2015 um 15:11 schrieb EMyrone:

This note defines the Aharonov Bohm (AB) vacuum in ECE2 as Eq. (8). 
Therefore the well known Chambers experiment can be explained using the 
new idea of a vacuum vector potential A(vacuum), which exists in regions 
where there are is no charge current density, and no electric and magnetic fields.
Therefore there should exist electron spin resonance and nuclear magnetic 
resonance in the absence of a magnetic field, ESR and NMR caused by curl 
A(vacuum). The Aharonov Bohm vacuum is different from the vacuum in 
which electric and magnetic fields propagate. The ECE2 kappa vector needed to
define the latter type of vacuum is calculated and given in Eq. (51). The AB 
effects are defined in ECE2 by Cartan geometry. The AB effects, phase effects 
and Aspect experiments were first addressed in ECE in its early stages. Now we
progress to ECE2.

end of comment Discussion of 336(4)

Typo in UFT336
January 2, 2016 

Agreed, a typo.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 01/01/2016 23:11:14 GMT Standard Time
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Subj: Re: FOR POSTING: UFT336 Sections 1 and 2

Text above eq.(10) should read: in which the tetrad and spin connection are NOT zero.

Horst

Am 30.12.2015 um 12:28 schrieb EMyrone:

This is a paper defining the Aharonov Bohm effects in ECE2 and showing that 
the AB vacuum vector potential produces ESR and NMR in the absence of a 
magnetic flux density B. Such and experiment would prove the existence of the 
vacuum AB potential. The energy from the vacuum AB potential is h bar omega
sub res, where omega sub res is the ESR resonance angular frequency. 

end of comment Typo in UFT336

Preliminary Calculation of the Lamb Shift due to the Vacuum 
Vector     Poten…
January 2, 2016 

I used the Aharonov Bohm vacuum which excludes the magnetic field as in the Chambers experiment. 
So the ESR is due to the curl of the AB vacuum vector potential. The Chambers experiment also gave 
quite a large shift in the Young diffraction of electron beams in regions where B is zero but in which the
vector potential is not zero.

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 01/01/2016 14:49:16 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Preliminary Calculation of the Lamb Shift due to the Vacuum Vector Potential

This is an interesting result. Does an ESR experiment require a real magnetic field or is a 
vector potential of any kind sufficient? ten power minus four Tesla seems to be larger than 
the earth magnetic field and should be regularly detectable. I discussed with Doug the 
possibility of a vacuum field being distinct from the classical electrodynamic fields, but on 
the other hand there is only ond geometry and there should be only one vector potential.

Horst

Am 01.01.2016 um 15:43 schrieb EMyrone:

A preliminary calculation gives a vacuum vector potential of order of 
magnitude 10 power 6 tesla metre, an effective magnetic field of 1.278 ten 
power minus four tesla, giving a Lamb shift of a gigahertz in atomic hydrogen’s
2S1/2 to 2P1/2 transition (Retherford and Lamb mid forties). So ESR due to the
AB vacuum is given by an effective magnetic field of about 1.3 ten power 
minus four tesla. This ESR freqeuncy should be easily observable. I will send 
details tomorrow as Note 337(1).
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end of comment Preliminary Calculation of the Lamb Shift due to the Vacuum Vector Poten…

Plans for UFT337 / Keshe     devices
January 2, 2016 

Welcome back and happy new year to Doug and yourself! I agree about the Lamb shift, and will send 
over the first calculation shortly. It is very simple, and uses the minimal prescription to define a 
vacuum angular momentum via the vector potential. The standard approach is claimed to be precise, 
but in views of UFT85 that claim is almost certainly wildly optimistic.

Sent: 01/01/2016 13:22:06 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Plans for UFT337 / Keshe devices

I am back and will catch up with the latest notes now. Studying the impact of “classical” 
ECE2 vacuum is very important and up to date. A lot of people is currently trying to 
reproduce the devices of Keshe. Also some people here in Munich are trying to reproduce 
them. Keshe asserts that they work by utilizing the vacuum anyway but he is not able to 
give an explanation in clear physical terms. His online seminars are very chaotic. The 
devices are “low tech”, you have to produce certain salts by “kitchen chemistry” and use a 
coil with coated copper wires for example. Currently I am thinking how this can be 
explained by a reasonable physical theory. My current working hypothesis is that the 
coating of wires enhances the interaction of matter with the vacuum flow which I equate 
with the vector potential. Enhanced interaction means creation of vorticity in the vector 
potential, and according to ECE2 then a magnetic field is created which should enhance 
that produced conventionally by the coil. The mechanical interaction mechanism between 
vacuum flow (vector potential) and matter is currently open. I f someone has a good idea, 
please let me know.
The Lamb shift is certainly created by the non-rotational part of the vector potential, this 
part has never been considered in physics (except time oscillations which contribute to the 
electric field). So UFT 337 should become an important paper.

Horst

Am 01.01.2016 um 12:34 schrieb EMyrone:

This paper will aim to explain the Lamb shift in the H atom with the Aharonov 
Bohm vector potential of ECE2. This means that the same vacuum will be used 
for both phenomena. At present they are explained with diametrically different 
ideas about the vacuum. The definitive papers on the ECE vacuum are the 
Eckardt / Lindstrom papers UFT292 – UFT299, being very heavily studied in 
their own right. The ECE2 series is very successful, and was all written in the 
second half of 2015, UFT313-320, 332-336 published to date. Their progress is 
closely monitored evrey early morning GMT and posted on this blog. The ratio 
of ECE2 papers to top ten items is steadily increasing as the ECE2 series 
becomes increasingly studied across the world. This means steady study of the 
ECE2 papers every day. The series has developed a new special relativity in a 
space with non zero torsion (T) and curvature (R). So all physicists can agree 
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on the equations. It is now a matter of very important difference of natural 
philosophy. In ECE2, special relativity is written in a space with non-zero T and
R and finite spin connection, and in the original 1880’s special relativity of 
Fitzgerald, Heaviside, Lorentz and others, it is written in a flat space (T = 0, R =
0, zero spin connection). ECE2 goes well beyond the obsolete Einsteinian 
general relativity, and UFT325 shows signs of being a classic because it 
produces precession without using Einstein’s ideas at all. These ideas of his 
were of course powerful and imaginative, but unfortunately omitted torsion. So 
they cannot be correct. By now this is common knowledge and the teachings of 
the obsolete physics are rejected as they occur.

end of comment Plans for UFT337 / Keshe devices

CROSS LINK: Newlands     Family
January 2, 2016 

Many thanks, we are very probably cousins. My Newlands cousin Vivienne Swaby and her friend did 
most of the work for the Newlands line and here is an introduction to Vivienne. She is the other 
member of the family you refer to, and your distant cousin. The DNA would be very interesting 
because a Newlands relative of yours might have the unique Norse Y chromosome DNA that would 
prove Norse descent from Trondheim in Norway. Margaret Fleming was probably a relative of Sir 
Alexander Fleming, the discoverer of penicillin and Nobel Laureate. I have always greatly admired the 
work that led to the synthesis of penicillin and streptomycin. Pam Newlands may have a brother or 
male cousin who might be persuaded to do a DNA test. The Y chromosome is passed down from father 
to son to son as you probably know. The Norse Y chromosome is distinct and very ancient, and 
different from Danish or Swedish and so on. The mitochondrial DNA is passed from mother to 
daughter to daughter. Advances in genetics may have made it possible to trace ancestry through the 
mitochondrial line, or mixed line. I can ask the www.aias.us webmaster, David Burleigh to post your 
link below on www.aias.us, which reaches up to 182 countries.

Sent: 01/01/2016 23:34:29 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Hi,

I came across your information regarding the Newlands family on the internet and thought I
would drop you a line. I suspect you maybe related to my Mother-in-law Pam Newlands 
(now McCall). Pam is a descendant of George Waddell Newlands who died in 1890 in 
Fauldhouse, Bathgate Scotland. I recently got a copy of his death certificate and his parents 
were David Newlands and Margaret Lang. Now it looks to me that David Newlands parents
were most likely John Newlands and Margaret Fleming who I suspect you also descend 
from. I have an impression from the information you have gathered that another member of 
your family is researching this area? If so could you possibly pass on my information to 
them.

I am trying to set up a facebook group for descendants of the Newlands of the Bathgate 
region and I thought you might like to join us. I’m only just starting it but I thought it is a 
good way to share information etc. Here is the link;

http://www.aias.us/
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/1657851034477849/

I also recently had Pam do a DNA test for genealogy. Not sure if this interests you but it 
may help! Or if you know anyone else who is related who may be interested as it would be 
good to confirm the match.

Hope to hear from you.

Kind regards,

Sue McCall
suemccall20

Sent from Windows Mail

end of comment CROSS LINK: Newlands Family

Happy New Year around the     world
January 2, 2016 

Many thanks to my cousin Vivienne Swaby, and happy new year to the readership in 182 countries and 
ten times as many languages. It is of utmost importance to keep all languages alive. They are the 
distilled wisdom of Peoples.

To: emyrone@aol.com
Sent: 01/01/2016 16:56:18 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Blwyddyn newydd dda i chi gyd

Happy new year to you all. Vivienne

end of comment Happy New Year around the world

Blwyddyn Newydd Dda
January 2, 2016 

Many thanks and happy new year to Robert Cheshire, whose broadcasts are famous in the world of 
science and engineering. These are greatly valued around the world, and all done voluntarily in very 
difficult conditions. Conditions made difficult by unproductive, well paid bureaucrats.

In a message dated 01/01/2016 15:20:19 GMT Standard Time, writes:

Happy New Year you Myron, to Larisa and to your family, and to all at or connected to the 
AIAS!

Best wishes,

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/02/blwyddyn-newydd-dda-4/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/02/happy-new-year-around-the-world/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1657851034477849/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2016/01/blwyddynnewydddda.jpeg


Robert

end of comment Blwyddyn Newydd Dda

The Knowledge Revolution
January 2, 2016 

Estimating the number of printed pages gives a much better idea than gigabytes, it brings in the human 
dimension. This is a different planet and different age from that inhabited by the “toiling bureaucrats” 
as I describe them in my sonnet “Rain” in the collected poetry. There is a tremendous difference 
between creativity and bureaucracy. So is your uni really necessary?

To: EMyrone@aol.com
Sent: 01/01/2016 18:31:41 GMT Standard Time
Subj: Re: Rough Estimate of Printed Pages Downlaoded Since 2002

Aberystwyth would have struggled with these postage costs!! How would Jones and 
Williams have reacted? Might have sent you back to France to face the guillotine.

Sent from my Samsung device

end of comment The Knowledge Revolution

There are Now Six Sites for ECE     Theory
January 2, 2016 

Many thanks, is it possible to estimate the total number of hits generated by all these sites combined in 
2015? This probably means that the interest in ECE and ECE2 is much higher than I have been 
estimating. It seems probable that the total number of hits from these five sites combined exceeds the 
total number of hits from www.aias.us. That would give a calibration factor of greater than two, i.e. 
every month I would double the returns for www.aias.us. Also a large number of staff and students are 
using private computers. In 2015 the number of hits from atomicprecision.com alone was about half the
number of hits from www.aias.us, giving a calibration factor of 1.5. In estimating this factor the same 
webalizer software is used for all sites. Now we have the additional knowledge that one printed page is 
3.646 kilobytes.

In a message dated 01/01/2016 18:14:22 GMT Standard Time, writes:

There is just one site and set of statistics now for all the domain names I’m using

atomicprecision.com
upitec.org
unifiedfieldtheory.info
unifiedphysics.info
unifiedphysics.institute

Sean

http://unifiedphysics.info/
http://unifiedfieldtheory.info/
http://upitec.org/
http://atomicprecision.com/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/02/there-are-now-six-sites-for-ece-theory/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/02/the-knowledge-revolution/


On Jan 1, 2016, at 1:18 AM, EMyrone wrote:

Many thanks and congratulations to Sean MacLachlan, who owns 
www.atomicprecision.com , now containing the same material as 
www.upitec.org. In 2015, 653,303 files were downloaded from 
www.atomicprecision.com and 977,177 from www.aias.us up to Dec. 30th. 
Final returns for the latter site will be in tomorrow. So this makes a ratio of 1.5, 
which I used to calculate the total returns every month. Are there any stats for 
www.upitec.org? Perhaps visitors to the latter site are counted in the stats for 
www.atomic.precision.com because the two sites are now the same. Both sites 
look very good after a redesign by Sean MacLachlan, who was second 
webmaster of www.aias.us after Bob Gray started www.aias.us in 2002. Since 
then, tremendous advances have been made and we are now world famous in 
the physical sciences, mathematics and engineering. I now know how to 
calculate the number of A4 pages read from the number of bytes downloaded in
a given interval of time. One byte is equivalent to one character such as A, B, 
1 , 2, …. So order of magnitude one hundred million pages have been read or 
spidered since 2002, combined sites. So this is the total of actual readings.

Sent: 01/01/2016 00:33:27 GMT Standard Time
Subj: AtomicPrecision.com Site Statistics for 2015

Looks like interest grew in the site this year particularly after I 
made some changes to improve it’s usefulness back in March.

Clearly there has been a lot of interest in ECE2 as the last quarter 
really picked up! 2015 was a terrific year of progress and I look 
forward to seeing all you guys accomplish on 2016. Aharonov 
Bohm changes showing where energy is coming from will have 
ramifications for years to come. Excellent work and Happy New 
Year!

Sean

<usage.png>

Summary by Month

Month
Daily Avg Monthly Totals

Hits Files Pages Visits Sites KBytes Visits Pages Files Hits

Dec 2015 2932 2430 388 136 2816 29707346 4246 12032 75333 90893

Nov 2015 2458 2039 218 130 2577 28728736 3911 6545 61180 73751

Oct 2015 2011 1559 275 151 2514 17692369 4681 8530 48346 62370

Sep 2015 1773 1383 250 138 2475 15154211 4142 7503 41515 53205

Aug 2015 2006 1596 240 143 2503 19508104 4445 7451 49506 62208
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Jul 2015 1757 1376 271 146 2404 14516173 4529 8403 42667 54475

Jun 2015 1914 1475 322 150 2635 14411809 4527 9661 44265 57426

May 2015 2002 1512 317 155 2707 18789312 4832 9857 46873 62077

Apr 2015 1857 1468 281 145 2401 28342130 4371 8433 44062 55715

Mar 2015 1064 750 252 120 2180 7658797 3746 7834 23258 32998

Feb 2015 707 404 198 110 2180 2433851 3089 5571 11321 19814

Jan 2015 915 579 236 137 2793 4653260 4257 7336 17950 28371

Totals 201596098 50776 99156 506276 653303

=

=

end of comment There are Now Six Sites for ECE Theory

Monthly Statistics Completed for     2015
January 2, 2016 

With these statistics it will be possible to give five year returns with number of printed pages 
downloaded. These will demonstrate a plateau of vast interest in the new physics.

Monthly_Feedback_Statistics_for_AIAS.pdf

Comments Off

Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to     2/1/16
January 2, 2016 

In this update the number of printed pages downloaded is included for the first time. Using one printed 
page = 3,646 bytes, or 3.646 kilobytes. In December 2015 24.77 gigabytes were downloaded from 
combined sites, so this is equivalent to 6,793,747 printed pages in December 2015 from 94 countries. A
new calibration factor of 1.5 rather than 1.6 has been used based on the 2015 stats sent over yesterday 
by Sean MacLachlan. This gives for combined sites 18,758 distinct visits, 66,953 page views, 105,695 
files downloaded. Many congratulations to all staffs on a phenomenal 2015 performance.

BookofScientometricsVolumeTwo.pdf

end of comment Book of Scientometrics Volume Two Updated to 2/1/16

Daily Report 31/12/15 to     1/1/16
January 2, 2016 

There was a timer problem on 31/12/15, so this is a report on 7 hours of recording by webalizer on 1st 
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January 2016. Collected scientometrics 10, UFT316 1, UFT323 1, Autobiography 2, usage file attached
for 7 hours of recording on 1/1/2016.

end of comment Daily Report 31/12/15 to 1/1/16

Rough Estimate of Printed Pages Downlaoded Since     2002
January 1, 2016 

In 2014, 258.47 gigabytes were downloaded from combined sites. One printed page is 3,646 bytes, so 
this means that 70,890,000 printed pages were downloaded in 2014. Multiplying by 13.5 years this 
gives 957,015,000 printed pages downloaded since 2002, about a thousand million. This about half the 
two thousand million albums sold by the Beatles, but they had a head start of about forty years. They 
hit the big time in about 1961. On an amusing note, assume that twenty pages fit in to one airmail 
envelope at the cost of £10 each, and so, postage costs are £478,500,000. It is very fortunate that I no 
longer have a head of department or a headmaster. My current head of department is my Tudor cousin 
Queen Elizabeth, so I hope she does not hear of this, or Henry VIII.

end of comment Rough Estimate of Printed Pages Downlaoded Since 2002

Preliminary Calculation of the Lamb Shift due to the Vacuum 
Vector     Potential
January 1, 2016 

A preliminary calculation gives a vacuum vector potential of order of magnitude 10 power 6 tesla 
metre, an effective magnetic field of 1.278 ten power minus four tesla, giving a Lamb shift of a 
gigahertz in atomic hydrogen’s 2S1/2 to 2P1/2 transition (Retherford and Lamb mid forties). So ESR 
due to the AB vacuum is given by an effective magnetic field of about 1.3 ten power minus four tesla. 
This ESR freqeuncy should be easily observable. I will send details tomorrow as Note 337(1).

end of comment Preliminary Calculation of the Lamb Shift due to the Vacuum Vector Potential

Plans for UFT337
January 1, 2016 

This paper will aim to explain the Lamb shift in the H atom with the Aharonov Bohm vector potential 
of ECE2. This means that the same vacuum will be used for both phenomena. At present they are 
explained with diametrically different ideas about the vacuum. The definitive papers on the ECE 
vacuum are the Eckardt / Lindstrom papers UFT292 – UFT299, being very heavily studied in their own
right. The ECE2 series is very successful, and was all written in the second half of 2015, UFT313-320, 
332-336 published to date. Their progress is closely monitored every early morning GMT and posted 
on this blog. The ratio of ECE2 papers to top ten items is steadily increasing as the ECE2 series 
becomes increasingly studied across the world. This means steady study of the ECE2 papers every day. 
The series has developed a new special relativity in a space with non zero torsion (T) and curvature 
(R). So all physicists can agree on the equations. It is now a matter of very important difference of 
natural philosophy. In ECE2, special relativity is written in a space with non-zero T and R and finite 
spin connection, and in the original 1880’s special relativity of Fitzgerald, Heaviside, Lorentz and 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/01/plans-for-uft337-2/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/01/preliminary-calculation-of-the-lamb-shift-due-to-the-vacuum-vector-potential/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/01/preliminary-calculation-of-the-lamb-shift-due-to-the-vacuum-vector-potential/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/01/rough-estimate-of-printed-pages-downlaoded-since-2002/


others, it is written in a flat space (T = 0, R = 0, zero spin connection). ECE2 goes well beyond the 
obsolete Einsteinian general relativity, and UFT325 shows signs of being a classic because it produces 
precession without using Einstein’s ideas at all. These ideas of his were of course powerful and 
imaginative, but unfortunately omitted torsion. So they cannot be correct. By now this is common 
knowledge and the teachings of the obsolete physics are rejected as they occur.

end of comment Plans for UFT337

FOR POSTING: Calculating the Number of A4 Pages     Read
January 1, 2016 

In December 2015 for www.aias.us from Weblog 2.53 there were 69,082 hits, 43,670 page views, 16.19
gigabytes downloaded from 12,260 distinct visits. So there were 3.57 pages of memory per distinct 
visit. The number of bytes per page of memory was 37,070 and the number of bytes per hit or file 
downloaded was 23,436. In order to translate byte into A4 pages 12 point font I used an average essay 
to obtain 730 words per page of A4 12 point. I looked up the average number of characters per word in 
English and it is roughly five. A byte is a character, space, letter , number etc. So there are 3,650 bytes 
per one page of single sided A4, 12 point Times Roman. I checked this calculation with 
www.erikastokes.com to find that for an 11 x 8.5 inch page, one inch margins, 12 point Times Roman 
with single spacing, a one page excerpt from “Tom Sawyer” by Mark Twain is 3,106 bytes, and an 
average width letter o followed by a space, repeated across the entire page, uses 4,177 bytes. Taking the
average gives 3,642 bytes, in good agreement with my estimate of 3,650 bytes. Taking the average 
estimate I obtain 3,646 bytes per A4 page single spaced 12 font. I refer to this as the printed page. So in
December 2015 there were 1.619 ten power 10 / 3.646 ten power 3 printed pages downloaded in one 
way or another from all over the world, in up to 182 countries. This is 4.44 ten power 6 printed pages, 
in other words 4.44 million printed pages. This vast amount of reading defies hyperbole and is 
unprecedented in the history of science. Others and I have known this for almost fourteen years, but 
now I have worked out the number of printed pages downloaded. So divide gigabytes recorded every 
month for well over a decade by 3,646 to obtain the number of printed pages downloaded in a given 
interval of time. This huge total of printed pages is generated by human reading and by spiders 
controlled mainly by Google, MSN and Yahoo. Quite often, individuals use spiders or some other 
method to download the entire website of three thousand plus items. Finally I define “actual reading” 
as “printed page”. So in December 2015 there were 4.44 million actual readings. Spidering is just as 
valid as human reading, and in fact spidering is very important, it is a fine art that results in much of 
our material being on the front page of Google with appropriate key words, not too precise, not too 
vague. Every reader with Google chrome installed can use the keyword method.

end of comment FOR POSTING: Calculating the Number of A4 Pages Read

Centuries in December     2015
January 1, 2016 

The cricketing term “century” means a hundred runs, and a century in motor racing is a ton up, one 
hundred miles an hour. A century is roughly equivalent to a home run out of the park with bases loaded 
in baseball. These days a ton up is very slow. So centuries were scored in December 2015 by the 
following leading individual items up to Dec 30th (measured in number of times the file was 
downloaded).

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/01/centuries-in-december-2015/
http://www.erikastokes.com/
http://www.aias.us/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2016/01/01/for-posting-calculating-the-number-of-a4-pages-read/


1) Autobiography Volumes One and Two 258
2) Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 213
3) Chapter Three of Laurence Felker in Spanish translation by Alex Hill (F3(Sp)) 211.
4) UFT88 139
5) UFT140 126
6) UFT25 113
7) UFT325 99 (probably 100+ for the month)

The top six have been favourites for years, and looks as if UFT325 will be another classic. Every one 
of the 530 plus UFT papers are read every month (in English and Spanish) and they are all on Google 
Scholar.

end of comment Centuries in December 2015

Viewings of my Diary in 2015 (Blog     Stats)
January 1, 2016 

In 2015 there were 2,538 postings, 66,729 views from 138 countries. Since Dec. 2006 there have been 
23,185 postings and since 1/1/10 there have been 361,207 viewings. This compares with order of 
magnitude one hundred million readings (A4 double spaced equivalent) from combined sites since 
2002. WordPress has changed the way in which it records its stats, so stats on number of countries are 
kept only for a year as far as I can see. However it is known from this blog that people from a total of 
182 countries have read the diary since about 2012. There are about 196 countries and territories in the 
world. Many thanks to all who set up the diary!

end of comment Viewings of my Diary in 2015 (Blog Stats)

AtomicPrecision.com Site Statistics for     2015
January 1, 2016 

Many thanks and congratulations to Sean MacLachlan, who owns www.atomicprecision.com , now 
containing the same material as www.upitec.org. In 2015, 653,303 files were downloaded from 
www.atomicprecision.com and 977,177 from www.aias.us up to Dec. 30th. Final returns for the latter 
site will be in tomorrow. So this makes a ratio of 1.5, which I used to calculate the total returns every 
month. Are there any stats for www.upitec.org? Perhaps visitors to the latter site are counted in the stats
for www.atomic.precision.com because the two sites are now the same. Both sites look very good after 
a redesign by Sean MacLachlan, who was second webmaster of www.aias.us after Bob Gray started 
www.aias.us in 2002. Since then, tremendous advances have been made and we are now world famous 
in the physical sciences, mathematics and engineering. I now know how to calculate the number of A4 
pages read from the number of bytes downloaded in a given interval of time. One byte is equivalent to 
one character such as A, B, 1 , 2, …. So order of magnitude one hundred million pages have been read 
or spidered since 2002, combined sites. So this is the total of actual readings.

Sent: 01/01/2016 00:33:27 GMT Standard Time
Subj: AtomicPrecision.com Site Statistics for 2015

Looks like interest grew in the site this year particularly after I made some changes to 
improve it’s usefulness back in March.

http://www.aias.us/
http://www.aias.us/
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http://www.upitec.org/
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Clearly there has been a lot of interest in ECE2 as the last quarter really picked up! 2015 
was a terrific year of progress and I look forward to seeing all you guys accomplish on 
2016. Aharonov Bohm changes showing where energy is coming from will have 
ramifications for years to come. Excellent work and Happy New Year!

Sean

Summary by Month

Month
Daily Avg Monthly Totals

Hits Files Pages Visits Sites KBytes Visits Pages Files Hits

Dec 2015 2932 2430 388 136 2816 29707346 4246 12032 75333 90893

Nov 2015 2458 2039 218 130 2577 28728736 3911 6545 61180 73751

Oct 2015 2011 1559 275 151 2514 17692369 4681 8530 48346 62370

Sep 2015 1773 1383 250 138 2475 15154211 4142 7503 41515 53205

Aug 2015 2006 1596 240 143 2503 19508104 4445 7451 49506 62208

Jul 2015 1757 1376 271 146 2404 14516173 4529 8403 42667 54475

Jun 2015 1914 1475 322 150 2635 14411809 4527 9661 44265 57426

May 2015 2002 1512 317 155 2707 18789312 4832 9857 46873 62077

Apr 2015 1857 1468 281 145 2401 28342130 4371 8433 44062 55715

Mar 2015 1064 750 252 120 2180 7658797 3746 7834 23258 32998

Feb 2015 707 404 198 110 2180 2433851 3089 5571 11321 19814

Jan 2015 915 579 236 137 2793 4653260 4257 7336 17950 28371

Totals 201596098 50776 99156 506276 653303

=

end of comment AtomicPrecision.com Site Statistics for 2015
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Blwyddyn Newydd Dda
January 1, 2016 

Blwyddyn Newydd Dda, Happy New Year!

Comments Off

Daily Report 30/12/15
January 1, 2016 

There were 2275 hits or files downloaded from 424 distinct visits averaging 3.6 pages and 18 minutes, 
main spiders cnsat, google, MSN and yahoo. Top ten items 1126, Collected ECE2 743, Collected 
scientometrics 437, Collected Evans / Morris 300(est); Autobiography volumes one and two 258, 
Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 213, F3(Sp) 211, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 180, Proofs that no 
torsion means no gravitation 166, UFT88 139, Principles of ECE 128, Engineering Model 112, Evans 
Equations 72, UFT311 64, Self charging inverter 49, Llais 45, UFT321 37, Lindstrom Idaho Lecture 
27, Most prolific physicists and chemists in history 18, Three world records by MWE 9, UFT313 27, 
UFT314 22, UFT315 21, UFT316 40, UFT317 35, UFT318 51, UFT319 43, UFT320 43, UFT322 43, 
UFT323 34, UFT324 36, UFT325 99, UFT326 17, UFT327 15, UFT328 15, UFT329 20, UFT330 18, 
UFT331 13, UFT332 25, UFT333 46, UFT334 40, UFT335 15, UFT 336 3 to date in December 2015. 
School of Information and Communication Technology Griffith University Australia “Criticisms of the 
Einstein Field Equation”; Spanish Airports and Air Navigation (AENA) UFT238 (Sp); Physics Bar-Ilan
University Israel Omnia Opera; Raja Ramanna Centre for Advanced Technology India UFT166; Space 
and Atmospheric Physics Imperial College London My page. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage 
file attached for December 2015.

end of comment Daily Report 30/12/15

Book of Scientometrics Updated to 29th December     2015
December 31, 2015 

This is the book of scientometrics updated as usual on the last day of the month before a key file is 
overwritten. As usual there was a tremendous amount of high quality interest in www.aias.us even 
though this is the middle of a long winter break when most universities, institutes and similar are 
closed. In December the visits from the world top twenty universities were as follows: Caltech, 
Berkeley*, UCLA, Yale*, ETH, Cambridge*, Edinburgh*, Imperial, UCL and Kyoto, * denotes repeat 
visits. The final returns will be in on about January 2nd, 2016. In the second half of December every 
year, the university URL’s slow down but it can be seen that the staff and students switch to private 
computers, so study of ECE has been permanent since 2003, 24/7/365.25 in different time zones around
the world. So congratulations to all staffs on a fruitful and very successful year.

BookofScientometricsVolumeTwo.pdf

end of comment Book of Scientometrics Updated to 29th December 2015
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Daily Report 29/12/15
December 31, 2015 

There were 2242 hits or files downloaded from 380 distinct visits of 4.2 pages 14 minutes, main spiders
cnsat, google, MSN and yahoo. Top ten items 1100, Collected ECE2 684, Collected scientometrics 424,
Collected Evans / Morris papers 290(est), Autobiography volumes one and two 251, Barddoniaeth / 
Collected Poetry 210, F3(Sp) 207, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 170, proofs that no torsion means no 
gravitation 155, UFT88 138, Principles of ECE 122, Engineering Model 109, Evans Equations 68, 
UFT311 62, CEFE 49, Self Charging Inverter 49, Llais 45, UFT321 36, Lindstrom Idaho lecture 27, 
List of most prolific scientists in physics and chemistry 18, Three world records by MWE 9, UFT313 
26, UFT314 18, UFT315 20, UFT316 29, UFT317 35, UFT318 49, UFT319 41, UFT320 39, UFT322 
42, UFT323 31, UFT324 45, UFT325 96, UFT326 15, UFT327 15, UFT328 14, UFT329 20, UFT330 
16, UFT331 12, UFT332 34, UFT333 44, UFT334 39, UFT335 13 to date in December 1015. 
Chemistry University of British Columbia Essay 24; Computer Centre University of Kaiserslautern 
general. Intense interest all sectors, updated usage file attached for December 2015.

end of comment Daily Report 29/12/15

Selected Feedback Interest:

Summary of December 2015

Up to 30/1/15 for www.aias.us there were 12,260 distinct visits, 16.19

gigabytes downloaded, 69,082 files downloaded, 43,760 page views, and 2050

documents downloaded from 94 countries, led by US, China, Germany, Britain,

Mexico, Ukraine, ....

The estimate for combined sites was recalibrated to 1.5 based on 2025 returns

for www.atomicprecision.com, and one day was lost (31/12/15), so the

recalibration factor is about 1.53, giving for combined sites www.aias.us,

www.atomicprecision.com, www.upitec.org 18,758 distinct visits, 105,695 hits,

24.77 gigabytes downloaded and 66,953 page views. 24.77 gigabytes is 6,793,747

printed pages.

All UFT papers read, led by 140, 88, 25, 169, 43, 166(Sp), 325, 119, 159(Sp),

175, 239, 99, 155, 177(Sp), 4, 85, 311, 90, 107, 160, 41, 94, 157(Sp), 142, 35, 158,

65, 120, 152(Sp), 46, 224(Sp), 152, 298, 247, 116, 170(Sp), 223, 243, 324, 102,

149(Sp), 12, 214-1b, 180, 2, 334, .....

All Essays read or heard, led by 41(Sp), 24(Sp), 58, 28(Sp), 48(Sp), 11(Sp),

53(Sp), 57(Sp), ......

All articles and books read, led by F3(Sp), Autobiography, CV, Book of

Scientometrics, Space Energy, Barddoniaeth, .......
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15-29 December

U. S. Universities, Institutes and Similar.

Berkeley, Iowa State, New York University, UC San Francisco, Iowa,

Maryland, Toledo, Washington State, U. S. Archives San Francisco, Los Angeles

Public Library.

Europe and Asia Minor: Universities, Institutes and Similar

TU Graz Austria, Xtec Catalonia, Basel, DLR (Geman Aerospace), TU

Darmstadt, Hamburg, Kaiserslautern, Basque University, High Energy Physics

Institute Barcelona, Granada, AENA Spain, Toulon, Tel Aviv, Bar Ilan, Italian

National Institute of Astrophysics, Italian INFN Legnaro National Laboratory,

Turin Tech, Genoa, Modena, Royal Society of Chemistry, Poznan University of

Technology Poland, Russia and Ukraine extensive, University of Kiev, British

Mindfulness in Schools Project.

Rest of World: Universities, Institutes and Similar

Wollongong, Griffith, Perimeter Institute, Crosemont Quebec, Alberta,

British Columbia, University of Quebec Trois Rivieres, Engineering and

Informatics Society of Chile, Pontifical Catholic University of Chile, Federico

Santa Maria Technical University Chile, Sepuluh Nopember Indonesia, Tezpur

India, Raman Research Institute, Raja Ramannah India, Kyoto Japan, National

University of Singapore.

Difficulties with Planck’s     Law
December 30, 2015 

I agree with Stephen Crothers, there are many difficulties with Planck’s law as noted in the intensely 
studied Evans / Morris papers.

Kirchhoff’s Law and Planck’s Universality

Dear Mr. ‘t Hooft,

Thanks for your email. Unfortunately, your argument is incorrect – there is no such 
perpetual mobile implied, so the 2nd Law of Thermodynamics is not violated at all. You 
have not understood our paper. I nonetheless invite you to send me your proof that ρ = ρ’ 
and thereby vindicate Max Planck and G. R. Kirchhoff.

Also, there is still the issue of the black hole fallacy:

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2015/12/30/difficulties-with-plancks-law/


Crothers, S. J., The Painlevé-Gullstrand ‘Extension’ – A Black Hole Fallacy, American
Journal of Modern Physics, 5, Issue 1-1 , February 2016, Pages:33-39,

http://vixra.org/pdf/1512.0089v1.pdf

Yours faithfully,
Stephen J. Crothers 

end of comment Difficulties with Planck’s Law

Plans for UFT337
December 30, 2015 

This is to estimate the magnitude of the AB vacuum vector potential from the Lamb shift, and to 
develop an entirely new theory of the Lamb shift from the Aharonov Bohm effect.

end of comment Plans for UFT337

FOR POSTING: UFT336 Sections 1 and     2
December 30, 2015 

This is a paper defining the Aharonov Bohm effects in ECE2 and showing that the AB vacuum vector 
potential produces ESR and NMR in the absence of a magnetic flux density B. Such an experiment 
would prove the existence of the vacuum AB potential. The energy from the vacuum AB potential is h 
bar omega sub res, where omega sub res is the ESR resonance angular frequency.

a336thpaper.pdf

a336thpapernotes1.pdf

a336thpapernotes2.pdf

a336thpapernotes3.pdf

a336thpapernotes4.pdf

a336thpapernotes5.pdf

end of comment FOR POSTING: UFT336 Sections 1 and 2

Daily Report 28/12/15
December 30, 2015 

There were 2198 hits or files downloaded from 523 distinct visits of 2.9 pages and 10 minutes each, 
main spiders cnsat, google, MSN and yahoo. Top ten items 1069, Collected ECE2 677, Collected 
scientometrics 418, Collected Evans / Morris papers 280(est); Autobiography volumes one and two 
244, Barddoniaeth / Collected Poetry 205, F3(Sp) 198, Eckardt / Lindstrom papers 160. Proofs that no 
torsion means no gravitation 150, UFT188 130, Principles of ECE 121, Engineering Model 107, Evans 
Equations 68, UFT311 59, Self Charging Inverter 49, CEFE 47, Llais 43, UFT321 36, Lindstrom Idaho
Lecture 26, Most prolific authors in history in physics and chemistry 17, Three world records set by 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2015/12/30/daily-report-281215/
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2015/12/a336thpapernotes51.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2015/12/a336thpapernotes41.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2015/12/a336thpapernotes31.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2015/12/a336thpapernotes21.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2015/12/a336thpapernotes11.pdf
https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2015/12/a336thpaper.pdf
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2015/12/30/for-posting-uft336-sections-1-and-2/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2015/12/30/plans-for-uft337/
http://vixra.org/pdf/1512.0089v1.pdf


MWE 7, UFT313 25, UFT314 18, UFT315 20, UFT316 28, UFT317 35, UFT318 48, UFT319 40, 
UFT320 37, UFT322 41, UFT323 42, UFT324 43, UFT325 95, UFT326 15, UFT327 15, UFT328 14, 
UFT329 20, UFT330 45, UFT331 12, UFT332 23, UFT333 43, UFT334 38, UFT335 12 to date in 
December 2015. Universities mainly closed for winter holiday, Austin Texas UFT17; Intense interest 
private computers, updated usage file attached for December 2015.

end of comment Daily Report 28/12/15

Describing the Lamb Shift with the Vector     Potential
December 29, 2015 

This can be done by applying the minimal prescription to spin orbit interaction theory. This gives the 
Lamb shift immediately from the AB vacuum. This theory is planned for UFT337. I will probably write
up UFT336 tomorrow.

end of comment Describing the Lamb Shift with the Vector Potential

Estimating the Magnitude of the AB Vacuum Vector     Potential
December 29, 2015 

As a rough guide the experimental effects of the radiative corrections can be used to estimate the 
magnitude. Lamb shift theory for example is given in UFT170, Eqs. (28) ff., but the nineteen forties 
Lamb shift theory assumes the presence in the vacuum of electric and magnetic fields. The Aharonov 
Bohm vacuum on the other hand is defined by the absence of magnetic and electric fields. So 
conventional Lamb shift theory must be developed into a theory that uses only potentials in order to 
estimate the order of magnitude of the AB vacuum vector potential from the accurately measured Lamb
shift of spectroscopy and to give an idea of the ESR frequency of Note 336(5). This will probably be 
the subject of UFT337. Lamb was awarded a Nobel Prize for the discovery of the radiative corrections. 
So it is well known even in the obsolete physics that the vacuum has electric power and energy. Those 
who dismiss this fact know nothing at all about physics. Such lack of knowledge is in fact 
commonplace, coming from an often complete lack of scholarship or bloody minded dogmatism of the 
wiki variety. It is known from scientometrics that wiki’s attacks on ECE and myself have 
boomeranged, knocking the wikid authors into a deep dustbin.

end of comment Estimating the Magnitude of the AB Vacuum Vector Potential

336(5): Electron Spin Resonance Due to the     Vacuum
December 29, 2015 

This note opens up a new phase of ECE2 theory, beginning with the completely original theoretical 
demonstration that the vacuum produces electron spin resonance. By inference the vacuum produces 
nuclear magnetic resonance. So the properties of the vacuum can be explored in this way, through ESR 
in an electron beam and NMR in atoms and molecules. This would be a precise and unequivocal 
demonstration that the vacuum produces resonance effects due to the the transfer of vacuum energy to 
material matter. The extra energy produced by the vacuum is the ESR resonance angular frequency 
multiplied by h bar. An experiment to detect this effect could be carried out by an adaptation of the well
known Chambers experiment, where electron beams in a Young interferometer are affected by a 

https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2015/12/29/3365-electron-spin-resonance-due-to-the-vacuum/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2015/12/29/estimating-the-magnitude-of-the-ab-vacuum-vector-potential/
https://drmyronevans.wordpress.com/2015/12/29/describing-the-lamb-shift-with-the-vector-potential/


magnetic field shielded from the beams, so only the potential is effective. The Young interferometer is 
replaced by a device to detect electron spin resonance. The Chambers experiment itself can be 
explained by the interaction of the vacuum vector potential with the electron beams. So I will now 
proceed to write up UFT336 parts one and two, in co authorship with Horst Eckardt as usual.

a336thpapernotes5.pdf
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